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THOUSANDS JAM AND CRAM THEN
WAY IN HEAT AND RAIN TO SEE
THE MIGHTY PRODUCTION j

The big picture of 1he year
made by Reginald Barker
from Geo. Broodhursts sensational
stage success by LangdonHcGormicJc

Foremost

Presented by

Picture Palace

CARL LAEMMLE

EXHIBITORS HERALD

July

1,

1922

A COOL CLEAN UP
/
FOR HOT SUMMER DAYS /

WILLIAM DESMOND

"Up In THe Air

About Mary"
me Bathing
T'S

Girl Special Five

A WOW!

Acts of Furious Fun

healthy sap.
got the zip of the mountains, the tang

It's

engaged to a fine
She runs away to the coun-

All about a society girl

I

try

and

falls for

an honest boyish smile.

of the seashore.

Enter

Speed?

Daughter is rushed
boy gets there, too.

That's

its

keynote.

The zoom

the

of airplanes, the roar of racing boats.

ter's

And such

The boy

comedy
The

a romance, such a story, such

— and such
—Joe Moore,

girls.

cast:

the

The

Big play for daugh-

pulls a

wedding

Young Lochinvar.

— out

with the

girl

—

Into
into a

blimp.

Zowie!

Some

climax.

girls.

Story and direction by William Watson.

made

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

Discovered.

to the seashore.

hand.

And what you

It is

mother.

Louise Lorraine,

Robert Anderson, Laura La Vernie and
oceans of

fond

to

order

exploitation

to solve

your summer worries

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR

S.

can do with this one by

KANE, PRESIDENT

SlONBf QARAETT

S~7\

Come

— it's

in

-

^Paramount

O

WEEK

BANNER.

The
FIFTH
biggest

There

Annual Paramount Week
week you ever heard of.

will

be

the

will be

More Free Newspaper Advertising
More Free Magazine Advertising
More Free Accessories
This year every exhibitor who books the week

INSERT
CARD

share in the free newspaper advertising. Not
be left out.
There will be four double spreads in the Saturday
Evening Post, leading up to Paramount Week.
The fourth will appear immediately before the
week, and will direct its two and a half million
readers to look out for your theatre.
The accessories, shown on this page, are all free,
and are the finest in quality we have ever issued.
In quantity there will be sufficient to take care of
every exhibitor's needs.
The thousands of exhibitors who have profited
by the four preceding Paramount Weeks know that
will

one

ONE
SHEET

J

Biggest of All!

PC

r

will

there

No

is

no better way

to start the

new

season.

such advertising campaign has ever been conducted before.
The exhibitor who doesn't get his share is missing the biggest opportunity for building business
ever offered in history.

TWO COLUMN
NEWS PAPER.
CUT

2 COLOR 4 PAGE
ffk
HERALD, REDUCED
REG. SIZE lO^X 5'A

LA SKY
u.
PRESENTS

JESSE

WALLACE

RE ID
BY

SUPPORTED

LA LEE
LJERE'S

the first of the famous Forty* cue. A great story of love and adventure by Richard Harding Davis. With
Reid in the most dashing, rollicking role
of his life.
Lila Lee, Theodore Kosloff,
in the cast.

and others are
James Cruze, who made "Is

Matrimony
rio

A

a Failure?" directed. Scenaby Walter Woods.
great line of paper and accessories is

ready.
This
col.

is

the 4-

press ad.

Mats at
changes.

ex-

^paramount (pictures

Mi

FAMOUS PLAYERS LAS KY CORPORATION *£K
ADOLPH ZUKOR.^ Pr*s.de~t —
-

.

—

—

with "The Understudy"

Backed by Exploitation Stunts
that beat anything
is

EXPLOITATION
Exploitation is the mighty
the
across with

dynamo

show

the very

life-

blood of the show
business

smash

that will drive your
that means BIG

MONEY—
Exploitation

and a

youVe ever
We

specialize in high-powered, practical ex-

With every attraction you book
comprehensive campaign of exploitation powerful enough to rip your town wide open
Book Doris May in "The Understudy"
Get back of

ploitation

comes a

great, big

with our exploitation
our smash advertising

it
is

often the difference between a clean-up

jingling coins.

flop

Exploitation and success go

hand

in

hand.

seen

CLEAN UP NOW.

WITH

our screaming posters
the music of the

And hear

IN

A FILM FIZZ

WITH A SIXTY
HORSEPOWER.

K.ICK.

10

EXHIBITORS HERALD

GOLDWYN
Announces

the purchase of

The Greatest Motion

Picture Property

in the History of the Screen

BEN HUR
The Screen
A.

Rights, purchased

L- Erlanger, cost close to

from

$1,000,000

"Ben Hut," as a stage attraction,
has played since 1899. As a
book it still holds the record
as the world's best seller.

We will

make "Ben Hur the
greatest, the most colossal
motion picture of all time.
1

'

—

Remember

GOLDWYN
will

20

make

only

PICTURES
for 1922-1923

ALL BIG ONES

ly

1,

1922

:

B.

P.

SCHULBERG
^presents

RICH MENS WIVES
tyy

^Acjnes Christine Johnson

"Directed by -

andJrank'Dazey

GASNIEFL
e Exhibitors

constant plea is^
uive us

GOOD
Here's

PICTURES"

our answer

Our aim

will

be to give you NOT merely good
pictures but
'

GREAT PICTURES

Distributed by

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
576-FiFTHAVENUE-N.Y.

AL LICHTMAN -president

^g^r
y

B.P.

SCHULBERG -vice president

J.G.

BACHMANN-treasurer

WILLIAM FOX

presents

WILLIAM RUSSELL
A SELF-MADE MAN
Adapted from

JACK SPURLOCK— PRODIGAL
by

GEORGE HORACE LORIMER
Directed by

ROWLAND V. LEE

ASTONISHES
EXHIBITORS
THE AMOUNT OF MONEY
MADE BY ONE OF
THESE VIVID LIVE-WIRE
RUSSELL PICTURES
IT

Julv

1,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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MONTE CRISTO
o the Exhibitors and Distributors
of the United States and Canada
l

NOTICE
I
I

I

is hereby
undersigned has received
formation that several alleged
tributors in the United States

trie

hat

mdis-

are

soliciting contracts for the exhibition

motion picture photoplay entitled "Monte
Cristo which is a reissue of a film distributed
many years ago by the General Film Company,
starring Hobart Boswo rth.
That fil m is based
on the so-called O Neill-Fechter version of
"Monte Cristo, and is an infringement of the
rights of the owners of the O Neill- Fechter
version because the General Film Company
had not acquired any rights to picturize the
(TNeill-Fechter ver sion. That question was
of a

litigated in the courts of the State of New
York in litigation entitled "O Neill vs. General
Film Co mpany, and the courts of the State of
New York held th at the Gener al Film Lompany
was guilty of an infringement of the said
ONeill-Fechter version by reason of the exhibition of said picture without the consent of
the owners of the O'Neill Fechter version, ana
that decision stands unreversed in the State
We will further take action in
of New York.
the Federal or State Courts in any State of the
United States or any Province in the Do minion
of Canada, where an infringement of our
rights occurs.

published for the purpose of warning
notice
rHIS
all exhibitors and all persons who attempt to exis

ploit or in any manner make use of that Rim that Fox
Film Corporation, which owns all of the motion picture
rights to the 0' Neill-Fechter version, will prosecute any
attempt to infringe those rights against any persons who
exhibit, exploit, license, sell or in any manner deal with

the aforesaid

"Monte Cristo"

(Signed)

film.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
WEST 55th STREET

NEW YORK CITY

mm

Better Reviews
Isadore Bernstein

than

its

Competitors

presents
The Sun: "It is good to see an old
favorite like Salisbury again, especially
when treated with originality."
The Evening Telegram: "'The Great
Alone' is likeable. It's good sequence
and beautiful scenery leave a favorable
and lasting impression."
Evening World: "The Greal Alone'
reminds us of the great old Robert
Edeson play, 'Strongheart.""
Evening Mail: "'The Great Alone' is
virile drama, with plenty of action ranging from football to primitive love and
hand-to-hand fights."
Globe: "'The Great Alone' gives a realpicture of the far north. Characters
well acclimated as to dress and manners;
outdoor scenes as cold, and storms as
raging as could be reproduced."
istic

* West Coast Films Corp. Production
Directed by

Jacques Jaccard

Telegraph. "Mr. Salisbury is big and
strong and handsome and can act. The
Great Alone' is not without its thrills."

Herald. "Monroe Salisbury plays the halfbreed with considerable virility and force."

Weekly Film Revieiv: "One of the best
stories that has come out of the snow
It
is
big and strong and
country.
elemental. There's neither glamour nor
romance save where it belongs, and because it is so free from the trite and super-

ficial,

people are going to like

it."

Exhibitors Trade Review: "One of the best
of its kind; it is out of the ordinary class
of Far North pictures. The Great Alone'
has a tenseness and a generally satisfying
element that predominate."

Moving Picture World: "A story of strong
dramatic values. Plenty of punch and
action.
Big fight scenes excellently
Monroe Salisbury gives his
handled.
role the virility

and force

it

demands."

JVmerican
RELEASING

In

Canada Canadian

CORPORATION

Relea^in;; Corporation.

Lu

M

S.E.V TAYLOR
Production

The

MOHICANS
DAUGHTER
JACK LONDON

by

Produced by "RIB" Inc.

Directed by

Filled with the

early

S. E. V.

Taylor

romance of

a

great

and

vanished race: from a red-blooded story by one
of the greatest authors America ever produced:
directed by a "Griffith director" who learned his
profession soundly and well.
exhibitors who played to great profits
Tourneur's "The Last of the Mohicans" will be
quick to welcome and plav
The Mohican's
IT MEANS MONEY TO YOU.
Daughter."

The 6,000

'

mencan

RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation. Limited-

HI

— —

—

!

feature/
/n all the finest
theatres everywhere
In New York's famous Capitol Theatre
In hundreds of other leading houses Hy
Mayer's sensational Travelaughs supply the
kick of novelty to the program The most
exacting audiences in the world are acclaiming them with gales of laughter and
applause

—

—

"Roxie" Rothafel says "they're immense" and has
booked them solid He features them on his program and on his huge marquise so that all Broad-

—

way may

read

you want the ABSOLUTE CLASS among novBrilliantly
book the Travelaughs
created by a great artist they will transport your
patrons to the far corners of the world where they
will see wonders of which they've never dreamed
If

NOW—

elties

(Special one sheets to help

R-C Exchanges

will hereafter

be

known

as Film

Booking Offices

of

America.

you put them

over.)

July

1,
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JL

SELECT(MD)PICTURES
LEWIS

SELZN1CK, PRESIDENT.

J.

The
Treat
of the
Season

"Girls never

men

they

marry the

flirt

with."

Oscar wilde r
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WOMAN OF

54

.

NO IMPORTANCE

A

Splendidly Acted Picturization
Author* s Greatest Play

Beautifully Staged,
of

M

a Noted

wm in n m

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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July

1,

1922

(geaied by Cosmopolitan Productions
Ij^ zzzs

mm

or pile t

M

frM Alma Rubens
Directed 6y

Frank Borzage

w/io directed*

HumoresqueW^
C/»e

Good Provider
S/ojy 6y

*7rom

James Oliver Cur wood
Scenario

/>y

John Lynch

•

An
t

mi

Extraordinary Story

James

Oliver

Curwood's

stories

always appeal to screen audiences.
The popularity of "The Valley of
Silent Men" has been tested.
It
was the talk of the country when
published serially in Good Housekeeping Magazine and as a book by
Cosmopolitan Book Corporation.
It

has

been made into a great

picture with an extraordinary cast

Alma Rubens, Lew Cody, Joe King,
George Nash,
Mario Marjeroni,
J. M. Johnson and others.

Book
Release.

This

Picture

— September

Tulv

1.

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

LAUGHS IN
THE FACE OF
IT

DISTRIBUTED BY SELECT

ADVERSITY/ -

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK'S

'REPORTED MISSING"
STARRING

Owen Moore
Directed by Henry Lehrman

ZU

J.

An1D

I 1

UK5

II C,

KAL

JJ

U1 Y

J

Summer Pictures That Pull Business!
when

to combat Hot
sports, there usually is a let down in
productions. First National, however, has a list of releases for this Summer
There will be no let down.
that will deliver the goods.
are [giving

Just

exhibitors

need high grade pictures most

Weather Amusements and out-door

We

you

you get any time, selected especially

just as fine attractions as

money during

the

Hot

Spell.

Richard Barthelmess

Marshall Neilan

presented by

Constance Talmadge

presents his latest

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., in

First National

"Sonny"

"Fools First"

His third big production for First
National and a worthy successor
to "Tol'able David." Taken from
the play by George V. Hobart
and directed by Henry King.

make

to

presented by
Joseph M. Schenck

in

"The Primitive Lover"

With

Claire Windsor, Richard
Dix and Claude Gillingwater.
Suggested by Hugh MacNair
Kahler's story in the Saturday
Evening Post.

One of
dienne's

the fascinating comemost sprightly pictures.
Adapted
by Frances Marion
from "The Divorcee" by Edgar
Sehvyn and directed by Sidney

A. Franklin.

Norma Talmadge

Anita Stewart

presented by

Joseph M. Schenck

"Smilin'

presented by
Louis B. Mayer

in

Through"

Eight reels of Storm and

"Rose

Sun-

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelman and Sidney A.
Franklin from Allen Langdon
Martin's play. Directed by Sidney A. Franklin.
shine.

Oliver

(Catherine

the Sea"
From the book by Countess Barcynska and directed by Fred
Niblo, director of "The Three

B. P. Schulberg in

o'

Musketeers." A thrilling tale of
the wrecks of the sea and of

—

society.

Morosco

"Domestic Relations"
The most beautiful woman

Dorothy

stage success

presented by
Louis B. Mayer

"The Half Breed"

The John M. Stahl Produc-

story of tradition's barrier and
how he smashed it. The play
that has been road showed all
over the country and is known to
every one. With Wheeler Oak-

tion

A

man.

Phillips

presented by
Allen Holubar in

"Hurricane's Gal"

A

A

gripping tale of masked avengFrom
ers in a wild night ride.
the book by Frances Nimmo
Greene and directed by Tohn M.

and a
smuggling ship commanded by a
girl.
Adapted and personally directed by Allen Holubar from the
story by Harvey Gates.
thrilling story of the sea

Stahl.

Charles

Buster Keaton

Mack

presented by

Joseph M. Schenck

"My
One

Sennett

2-reel fun

Wife's Relations"

patrons roaring from start to

Open market.

Ruth.

—

Arthur

maker

A

comedy

With

that will

Written

keep your
fin-

Bevan and Mildred June. Directed by Roy Del
ish.

You Can Depend on

Billy

Open market.

First

S.

Kane

in

"Smudge"

"Gymnasium Jim"

of

Ray

presented by

presents his latest
in

Keaton's funniest and
worth featuring on your
program a sure hot weather
winner. Written and directed by
Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline.
well

of

the screen in an interesting story
Story and
of domestic tangles.
scenario by Violet Clarke and
directed by Chet Withey.

"One Clear Call"

presents his

MacDonald

presented by

in

Nationals

by the

famous

movie

Rob Wagner. Produced
by Charles Ray Productions, Inc.,
writer,

and distributed by First National
Exhibitors
market.

Circuit,

Inc.

Open

Summer and Winter

Must Know

Directors

By MARTIN
TT XLESS some

of our directors

willing to attempt anything

who

are

now

from Western

melodrama to spiritual fantasies learn to specialize
in their work there is a dark future ahead for them
and for their pictures. The mere knowledge of the
technic of picture making no longer suffices to

A

QUIGLEY

J.

where there were evidences of the sad, sad story
that the director did not know what he was about.

The outstanding successes in the directorial
field are men who follow very generally a particular type of picture. The stories themselves which
are undertaken

may

differ in every conceivable

duce a picture that will measure up to current
standards than could an author who is similarly at

way, but they are concerned with the same class or
These directors, as is proven by
their success in making pictures which the public
believe in, know the background of their stories,
they know in real life and understand the kind of
people they are seeking to make five in their plays

a loss write a story which would be either con-

and, consequently, their characters depict, vividly

enable one to produce creditable pictures.

di-

attempting to handle material which is
foreign to his thought, experience and general
knowledge cannot any more be expected to prorector,

sistent,

convincing or

As an

and

realistic.

illustration of

cite the case of a picture

our contention

now on

kind of people.

the market which

realistically, the story that is to

At

we can

duced

the public's

of

is well mounted and. technically, the
beyond criticism. The theme of the
picture is one which might give offense to persons
of a particular creed and it is obvious from the
direction that this fact was kept in mind. However, the result is just what the director sought to

are selected

ble cast.

direction

It

is

avoid.

Despite the obvious effort to handle carefully
various delicate scenes, the director failed hope-

simply because the subject matter with
which he was concerned was utterly foreign to him

is

be told.

there are being pro-

stories covering practically the entire scope

human

concerned with a religious theme. The picture
features a famous star who is supported by a capa-

is

demand

Every grade and class of society
Themes for pictures
from the widest variety of subjects.

life.

being typified in pictures.

It, therefore, is neither

reasonable or possible to

expect that any single director should be able to
execute properly any and

all

of the stories that the

public wants to see in pictures.
* * *

Cj

^

PECIALIZATIOX accounts for many of the
best pictures that have been

made

recently and

adherence to specialization alone will enable
the motion picture to keep up its required artistic

strict

lessly,

and, as a consequence, his most careful effort was
to no avail.
His ignorance of the essential
background of the story he was attempting to depict prevented him from knowing what to do and
what not to do.
all

advance.

The function

of the director closely resembles

that of the author, one tells his story mainly with

pictures

and the other wholly with words.

In

neither case can success or satisfaction be rendered

unless the creative artist

The record

of literature

knows
is

his subject matter.

replete with instances

of author's failure by attemping to write stories

T_T IS characters, not having the aid of intelligent and understanding direction, wandered
through the picture, making some scenes ridiculous
and others just flat and unconvincing. Every-

which

fall

beyond the

information.

The

him attempt only
understands.

knowledge and
identical. Let
he really knozcs and

limits of his

director's case

the stories

is

EXHIBITORS HERALD

22

means toward
rate,

a great picture.

Goldwyn

will

July

At any

Re -Takes

have the best wishes

of all in their effort to enrich the screen

with a masterful motion picture version
of

*

Subscription Price: United States and lis
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3.00 a
year; Canada, $4.50 a year; Foreign
Countries (Postpaid), $5.00 a year. Single copy, 25 cents.
Copyright, 1922. All Bights Reserved.
Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the
copyright act of 1911.

*

*

Snow

Mrs.

The retirement

fices.

Fellows we

Retires

Snow, Ohio's woman censor,

XV.

Inly

1.

No.

1923

1

just

is

and no one

Mrs.

cupied could render satisfaction.

Snow

She simply

unexpected manner.

who has been thrust into the
As time went on

person

position of censor.

she became giddy witli power and reck-

what might be the thought or
anyone but herself and the
was that through her own effort

less of

—

interest of
result

ministration

Ohio

in

remove

to

*

victory

distinct

in

The motion

obtaining rights

"Ben Hur."
This famous story by Gen. Lew Wal-

aid to the

most

By means

the

picturization

of

lace has long been considered the

sought after piece of literary material

The huge

for motion picture purposes.

is

picture

is

manner, were offered

to

"Ben Hur" unquestionably has been
reported sold for motion picture pur-

poses a greater number of times than
any other story and there has been no

who
name

one, however high in the industry,

did not seem to enjoy having his
associated with

great

subject

"Ben Hur."
and

should

It

is

afford

a

the

The M.
prop

"Up

standing

American

of

Hence,

it

in

an invaluable

is

Quarterly Index to Reviews

Goldwyn Pays $1,000,0(10
Rights to "Ben Hur''

51

for Screen

28

no other way.

way

appears

ferences With Hays
National Is Suing
Ince Over Contract

First

It now appears that the Bureau
Commerce in its efforts along these

being harassed by what during
wartime would have been called foreign
lines is

The motion

propaganda.

picture

in-

dustry, being interested in seeing the

motion picture put to the best uses,
should lend

its

influence toward putting

a stop to the hindrance of the
in this

Bureau

work.

Need

in In-

36

If.
-.">

Kenipf and Kane Organize to Build
Hug** Film Warehouse
26
Zukor Takes llndicnl Step to Improve Quality of Pictures
27

Pictorial Section

20

Newspictures

36
37
45
47

The Week in New York
Money Making Ideas
The Theatre
Reviews
Rights League
Letters from Readers
Topics of the Hay
What the Picture Did for Me
Theatre Equipment
With the Procession in Los Angeles
Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures
l>lii-

while the family

vaudeville acts in Chicago used the Her-

week, and both

last

*

34

.">.">

50
56
57
67
70
71
73

acts

*

Fade-Out

a

week

last

Ohio.
*

*

—

Speaking of appropriate names that
press agent Phil Space strikes us as about
the ultimate in appropriateness.
*

*

*

Amuse Us
exchangeman who objects

Things That

The

little

to

an honest review of one of his features.
*

*

Gave Us

*

Laugh

a

That "personal appearance"- of
eraman in New York last week.
*

*

a

cam-

*

Christie Fashion Hints

Al Christie has been heard from again.
says London, England, has promise
of becoming quite a town and while in

He

Paris he made these observations:
"Skirts will be worn again this year,
superseding the previous run on kneelength remnants."
"Hair will be worn long or bobbed, according to one's individual necessity of
looking youngish or older."
"Hats will not be worn in picture shows
by discriminating dressers," and
"Pearls continue to be popular, especially with soubrettes and even chorines."
Which goes to show that Al has been
looking 'em over.
*
*
*

in General

By Dan

National Conclave Inspires Greater
Exhibitor Activity
35
F. B. O. Fills an Acute
dustry, Says Powers

is all puffed up bepaper was used as a

act,

first

Things

DEPARTMENTS

25

Thomas

the

in

ald as a prop
went over big.

of this

work.

I'n

its

and

product

be permitted to stand in the

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Xeiv Constitution in Missouri May
Provide for Free Screen
23
First National Asks Walker to Investigatc Contract
24
New York League Officially Secedes
from M. I>. T. O. A
24
Three Organizations Now in Con-

Nooz

in
the play was comparatively poor.
Which only goes to show that the Herald
was the factor in helping them "up the
ladder" to success.
By the way two

possible to

important that nothing

is

*

in the third act of a show called
the Ladder," while Exhibitors Herald
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E. Daily

'Stoo hot to write much original stuff.
'01 think tank ivont work.
"You know
how 'tis," as the girl in "The Storm"
says:
And speaking of "The Storm," wasn't
that dive of the old Frenchman's into
Yep. Some dive. And
the river, a darb!

some foxy camerawork,
tion, 'n

everything.

too.

Slow mo-

There's a

pic.

n'

one that ought to make a bbl. of money,
for "U," and Carl, and everybody that
plays it.
No big sets. Except nature's.
No villains. No abductions. Just a darn
And a real blizzard and a
good story.
real forest fire.
ought to
up.

mop

(Next week

And

with music, say,

— Great guessing contest.)

it

July
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New Constitution in Missouri
May Provide for Free Screen
~ Hi ~ =\ % ~ — Us

=1 Hi

i

%

Constitutional provision for the

III

immun-

motion pictures from censorship

ity of

is

the one solution of this annoying problem.
Members of the

Missouri constituconvention
who propose to

tional

Proposal Is Certain of
Adoption, Say Members
Amended

Section

place motion pictures in the

r?

VK-Wotion

^*

ment was founded.
not a democratic instituit as a cudgel
for whipping their subjects into suppresUntil constitutional provision is
sion.

freedom of motion pictures,
reformers, the monarchs of America, will
for the
to

strive

obtain complete oppression of

the citizens of this country through enact-

ment

JEFFERSON

of censorship legislation.
*
*
*

encroachment upon

their

inalien-

able rights.

The

same plane

rests to a

main passive and feed the fires of the reform forces.
Missouri exhibitors have the solution to
the censorship problem within their reach.
Judicial use of their screens in crystalliz-

ing public sentiment in favor of the proposed constitutional provision will free

reform menace. Once
this precedent is set, the road will be
cleared for like action in other states and
eventually action by the federal govern-

The

*

was

intro-

in session here.

proposal, introduced by A. A. Speer,

would broadly widen the

stitution, providing that

every person shall be free to say, write or publish,

by written or printed word, or by pictures

in

motion, or otherwise,

on any subject whatsoever, being responsible for

all

abuse of that liberty.

either

Proposal Outwits Reform Forces

The
will

proposal, which, in the opinion of leading Missouri politicians,

be adopted by the convention which

is

framing a new constitution for

the culmination of a long standing fight on the part of the

is

reformers, to obtain the passage of a censorship in the
It

was

"Show Me"

at the constitutional convention that the reformer

state.

mustered

together his strength, hoping vainly to deal a death blow to the screen.

But the best bet was overlooked.
convention, delegates

announcing their

who have

policies,

The most

influential delegates at the

refrained from the ballyhoo system of

are staunch supporters of the freedom of the

screen.

Among

HERALD

each week.
In addition, a
series of twelve slides, several of them
dealing with censorship, are being supto

exhibitors.

Use

of

this

cooperative service at this time by Missouri exhibitors will enhance their

cam-

may

be the means of giving
to Missouri the honor of being the first

Union

to

and

the most prominent of these delegates

is

Charles Morris,

publisher of the "St. Joseph Gazette," a daily metropolitan

*

Screen messages, treating of the censorship question in a logical and instructive
manner, are published in the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE department of the

make

constitutional

provision for the freedom of motion pictures.

concerned,

scope of the "freedom of the press" section of the present Missouri con-

editor
*

state in the

is

of the

ment.

paign, and

was

great

degree upon the exhibitor. He can mold
if
he will, or he can re-

gratis

as the newspaper, as far as censorship

duced at the Constitutional Convention

public opinion

plied

step in one of the

taken Thursday when a proposal, which would place the screen on the

Missouri,

public's attitude

them forever

initial

greatest strides in the history of the motion picture in Missouri

Missouri advocates of the freedom of
motion pictures may be a few years in
advance of the time when the public can
be aroused from its apathetic state to demand constitutional protection from autocratic

CITY, MO., June 20.—The

is

Monarchs have used

made

Same

Category with the Press

categoiy as the
press are further-

upon which the
American governCensorship

Picture in

same

ing the principles

tion.

Would Put Motion

newspaper,

who

recently set forth in a lengthy editorial that the public

alone should be the censor.

State Official Supports

Move

Then, too, to make the battle more hopeless for the reformer, Attorney
General Jess Barrett recently proclaimed himself as firmly opposed to any

form of state censorship, involving the creating of a needless department
that merely

would be

a financial burden on the taxpayers of the state,

and

stating that the public alone would discriminate between the good and bad

productions.

With such promising conditions looming on the horizon

for the Mis-

souri exhibitors, the reformer's day of judgment appears near at hand.

:
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Walker

National Asks

First

to

Sensation of

Is

Member

Testmonial Dinner

Given

—

them

and look over our conand if you find anything in

in

tr
tracts

that

is

unjust to the exhibitors

tell

change them to make them
right and we will change them."

how

us

This

to

coming so

statement,

startling

beginning

closely

on

the

ference

of

three

exhibitor

Hays

organization, of which

the Will H.

First National

the
bodies

of

con-

with

not a member, was the

is

sensation of the evening.
*

Senator Walker

*
is

*

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New York State and of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, and while he
declined to amplify his statement, it was
accepted generally as meaning that a
modified

to

be

acceptable to
gen-

these organizations would be used
erally

by the distributing company.

The

testimonial dinner was held at the
Hotel Plaza, and in addition to almost
everyone of prominence in the industry,
there were numbered among the guests

many
the

state

and

New York

city officials, justices of
district courts,

and many

prominent representatives of the baseball
and boxing fraternities. The latter sought
to do honor to Senator Walker for his
successful

efforts

in

And as I stick remember
how Casey came back."

the

Walker

Senator

then told of being
called in to help adjust and revise First
National contracts. At the speakers table
were:

legalizing

Daniel Frohman, Hon. William T. Collins, Thomas J. Gray, Hon. Edward J.
Flynn, John Bowman, DeWolfe Hopper,
Hon. Robert F. Wagner, Charles Brady,

Joseph Levenson, Thomas Drennan, Hon.
Charles D. Newton, Charles L. O'Reilly,
William Landau, James J. Walker, Hon.
E. Smith, Governor Edward I.
Edwards, Will H. Hays, E. F. Albee,
Charles Schwab, Hon. Edmund MacHold, Hon. James A. Foley, Hon. John
Gilchrist, William E. Walsh, Henry D.
Sayer,
Hon. Morris Kenig, Charles
Gehring, Hon. Otto Rosalsky, Robert
Grier Cooke, Horace De Lisser, Hon.
Murray Hulbert, Bernard Edelhertz,
Hon. Perceval E. Nagle and Hon. John

Alfred

H. McCooey.

Sunday

baseball and boxing in this state.

Former Governor Al Smith acted as
toastmaster and was introduced by Bernard Edelhertz in a happy speech. Among
other speakers were Will H. Hays, who
paid a high tribute to the efforts of Senator Walker to help bring about the confidence and cooperation so vitally necessary for the welfare of the industry.
Congressman Frederick Landis of Indiana, a brother of Judge Kenshaw M.
Landis, the supreme arbiter of baseball,
talked briefly on the subject of censor*

*

*

many years a
friend of Senator Walker, told a
number of funny stories and was trying
to tell more when the assemblage interrupted with a clamorous request that he
recite "Casey at the Bat," which he did
with telling effect.
Senator Walker was the last speaker of
the evening and during his address referred briefly to the recent unpleasantness at the national convention of the M.
for

O. A.

at

Washington.

He

"You have heard Mr. Hopper

how

—

withdrew from all affiliation with the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America.
This action, threatened at the Washington convention, was taken with but

one dissenting vote, that of Howard
Smith of Buffalo whose connection with
the board of directors ended within a
few minutes after the vote of secession
was taken.
Prompts Big Attendance
Present at the session were President
Charles L. O'Reilly, Vice-President W.
A. Dillon, Ithaca; Vice-President Louis
Buettner, Cohoes; Vice-President Bernard Edelhertz, Bronx; Treasurer W. H.
Linton, Utica; Executive Secretary Sam
I.

Berman,

mittee

Brooklyn;

— chairman,

Executive

com-

Michaels,

Buf-

Jules

Leo Brecher, New York; David
Cohen, Binghamton; Samuel Peyser, Port
Richmond; Joseph Quittner, Middletown;
Charles
Steiner,
New York; Samuel
falo;

Howard

Smith, Buffalo;

Rudolph Sanders, Brooklyn, and V. A.
Warren, Massena.
Howard Smith has been recognized as
one of the strong Cohen adherents and
immediately after the opening of the
session he was asked to state his position
on the question of the differences existing between the New York state body
and the national association.
That he
declined to do and it was suggested then
that he retire from the deliberations of
the meeting.

Refuses to Leave Meeting
Mr. Smith stated that he was a member in good standing in the state and
national organization as well as a member of the state board of directors and
as such would not retire, but would resign if the state withdrew from the
national body.
The question of withdrawal was then
put to a vote and the ballot showed but
one vote against, that one being Mr.
Smith's.
His
resignation
was then
offered and accepted.
Fills

Vacancy

renewed.

Black Circuit Adds

New House
(Special

to

to

Chain

Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON,

MASS., June 20.— The
Black chain of New England theatres has
acquired the new Magnet theatre at

said:
tell

the mighty Casey struck out. In a recent
interesting occurrence at Washington I
was like Casey I struck out. But the

State, in session here yesterday, formally

Hayman

close

P. T.

of

A. C. Hayman of Niagara Falls was
elected to fill the vacancy on the board
and the personnel of the board was increased by one member, William Benton
of Saratoga, being elected.
It
was voted that the officers and
board of directors meet with President
Will H. Hays of the M. P. P. D. A.,
today.
It was the concensus of opinion
at the meeting that the arbitration agreement with the F. I. L. M. Clubs which
has accomplished much good, should be

ship.

DeWolfe Hopper,

Board

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Suckno, Albany;

general counsel for

the

contract

of Casey has not all been told.
Casey came right back after striking out
and batted 500. I had announced that
I would divorce myself from the motion
picture
industry.
But I have since
changed my mind. I have dedicated myself to the industry and I will stick as
long as the exhibitors need me and as
long as I can be of any use to the in-

story

dustry.
story of

of

NEW

YORK, June 20. At one of the greatest testimonial dinners
ever given any man connected with the film industry, Senator James
J. Walker, the guest of honor, announced that so widespread is the
desire for cooperation that in the past forty-eight hours he had been asked
to go over and adjust the contracts between First National and its franchise holders. As Senator Walker told the 800 or more guests at the dinner, First National officials had said to him

^

Officially

YORK, June 20.— The officers
and the board of directors of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

upOME

1922

Directors
in

Honor of Former National Counsel

NEW

1,

Quits M. P. T. O. A.
Cohen Adherent Resigns as

Investigate Contract
Statement

July

SENATOR
springs

JAMES

J.

WALKER

address at testimonial dinner given in his honor.
surprise

in

Barre, Vermont.
It already controls the
two other theatres in Barre, the new Park
and the Opera House.
The Magnet theatre seats about 900.

July
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First National
Is Suing Ince

Over Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 20— First

National

force Thomas H. Ince to
perform under a contract written August
Up to date, Mr. Ince has made
1, 1921.

has

filed suit to

no comment upon the action.
First National claims that Mr. Ince
declines to continue delivering pictures
It is
as provided for in the contract.
understood that Mr. Ince asked certain
modifications in the contract and that
the executive committee of First National refused to make them.
This suit in no way involves the distribution of pictures by First National
under the separate contracts between
Associated Producers and First National,
nor any of the contracts executed between First National and various old
Associated Producers' products at the
same time the contract was made with
Mr. Ince.

Wages
Of Projectionists at

Seek to Reduce

Kansas City Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., June 20.—With

hot days looming ahead and amusement
parks as competitors for the summer
months, Kansas City exhibitors have
launched a movement to obtain a lower
wage scale for motion picture operators.
Just what wage scale will be proposed
has not yet been decided upon.
A meeting will be held this week and
matters discussed by a committee in
charge of the affair composed of J. W.
Watson, Benton theatre; L. B. Sonsler,
City Centre theatre; A. M. Eisner, Circle
theatre; B. A. Weil, Broadmour theatre;
and G. Goldstein, City Centre theatre.

Hays

to

Confer With

Civic Organizations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, June 20.—Will H. Hays
meet representatives of civic, social
welfare and educational organizations tomorrow to obtain from them views on
will

how

the public can co-operate in attaining the aims of the association in establishing
and
maintaining
highest
the
possible moral and artistic standard of
motion picture production as well as developing
the
educational
and general
usefulness of the industry."
Fifty organizations have been invited
to send representatives to the conference.

Slow Motion Picture

Of Aid

to Speechless

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

LOUIS, MO., June 20.— Dr. Max

A. Goldstein, director of the Central Institute for the Deaf, told the fifth annual convention of the Society of Progressive Oral Advocates meeting at the

Washington University Medical School,
week, that motion pictures have performed wonders in teaching the deaf to

last

talk.

He

said

that the ultra slow motion
which show the muscular movements of the neck and throat had opened
picture

a vast
deaf.

new

field

in

the

teaching of the

25

Three Organizations Now in
Conference with Producers
National and New York Leagues and Theatre Owner 's
Chamber of Commerce Consider Vital Matters
in Meetings with Will H. Hays
(Sp-ecial to Exhibitors

NEW

Herald)

YORK,

June 20.— Will H. Hays may have thought he was a
pretty busy man when he was running the national post office, but he is
really just learning now what it is to be a real busy business man. This
new educational angle is coming to the head of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America through his efforts to iron out the
differences between the exhibitors and the distributors.
Conferences with representatives of exhibitor bodies are on Mr. Hays'
daily menu, and have been for the past two weeks, with the schedule increasing instead of diminishing.

Conference in Progress with Three Organizations
first conferences with the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce two weeks ago, at which sub-committees were appointed
from both sides, the conferences switched over last week to the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, and to these two was added today
a series of conferences with the board of directors of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New York, headed by President Charles O'Reilly.
The negotiations with Sydney S. Cohen
Famous Players; W. R. Sheehan and R.
and the executive committee of the
A. White of Fox Films, and Courtland
M. P. T. O. A. opened last Monday and
Smith, secretary of the M. P. P. D. A.
continued all the
President Charles O'Reilly last week
week until Friissued a call for a meeting of the board
day,
when adof directors of the M. P. T. O. N. Y. at
Starting with the

journment

taken

w

a

s

until

yesterday.
After
Friday's
session

the

following
statement was issued
from
the
office

of

Mr.

Hays:
Issues Statement

The

conference,

commenced on Monday last between Will
H. Hays, president
of the .Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors of America. Inc.,
and President Sydney S. Cohen and the members
of the board of directors of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, is yet under way and
many matters of vital concern -to the motion picture industry have been and are yet being considered.
The first meeting was held at the Hotel Biltmore.
following a luncheon, and other sessions were held
in Mr. Hays' office and meeting of sub-committees
of both organizations were held at different offices.
The subject of a more uniform and understandable contract for the mutual advantage of all concerned was one of the main issues. The reduced
cost of accessories, the question of deposits, and
the development of an effective arbitration plan
operative in each exchange section of the country,
were matters discussed.
Understandings and agreements are in process
of formation on all of the phases indicated and ai
the time of going to press the committees having
the matters in charge are in session.
There is
every indication that substantial progress is being

H. B. Varner

which was

ning of the conferences with Mr. Hays
today.
The members of the board are
Mr. O'Reilly. W. A. Dillon, Louis Buettner, Frank Koch, W. H. Linton, S. I.
Berman, Jules Michaels, Walter Hays,
Leo Brecher, Charles Steiner, V. A. Warren, Jules
Greenstone, A. A. Elliott,
Bernard Edelhertz, Howard Smith, Samuel Suckno, David Cohen, Joseph Quittner, Rudolph Sanders, Nathan Robbins,
Samuel Peyser and Samuel Sheer.
Entire Board to Attend
The entire board will attend the first
sessions with Mr. Hays and then a subcommittee will be selected to work along
the same lines as is being done in the
cases of the T. O. C. C. and the M. P.
T. O. A.
All three of the exhibitor organizations
are working for practically the same objects, chief of which is a uniform and
equitable
contract,
reduction
of
film
rentals and accessories cost, the deposit
system, and an effective general arbitration plan.

Mary Pickford Not in
Favor of Stars Making
Personal Appearances

made.

Those attending the conference sessions are:
For the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors
of America. Inc.
Will H. Hays. Sidney Kent,
W. R. Sheehan, Karl Kirchwey, R. A. White and

—

Courtland Smith.

For the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America Sydney S. Cohen. W. A. True, W. A.
Steffes, W. D. Burford, H. B. Varner. Jos. Rhode,
Claude E. Cady, A. R. Pramer, R. F. Woodhull,
E. M. Fay. M. E Comerford. A. Julian Brylawski,
Chas. Whitehurst, W. H. Cadoret. Jacob Lourie,
Howard Smith. M. J. O'Toole, A. J. Moller, John
Collins, Dave Cohen, and Harry Davis.

—

Sub-Committee Appointed
At yesterday's session and continuing
for some time the negotiations will be
conducted for the exhibitors by a subcommittee composed of W. A. Steffes,
W. A. True and W. D. Burford. The
committee representing the producersdistributors

is

Mr. Hays, Sidney R. Kent,

one of the purposes
to prepare for the begin-

his office yesterday,

of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

AXGELES.

June

20.— Mary

Pickford will not make personal appearances in connection with "Tess of the

Storm Country" when it is completed
and published by United Artists.
This stand is further backed by the
opinion that contrary to the beexpressed in some quarters, personal appearance of stars is destined to
star's

lief

popularity
season.

lose

with

each

succeeding

While Miss Pickford does not regard
personal appearances as in any way
detrimental to the profession she is inclined to view the procedure as entirely
unnecessary and, as far as the public
demand is concerned, thinks the practice
may well be discarded.
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New Kempf-Kane
Huge

Build

Corporation to

NEW

20.

—Film Storage & Forwarding Corporation, capi-

talized at $150,000, has

been organized with

Hugo H. Kempf

as presi-

dent; Arthur S. Kane, vice president; John C. Ragland, treasurer,
and Robert F. Noonan, secretary. The executives will serve also as the

board

of directors.

company's
THE
the erection

first

of a

project

will

warehouse

film

be
at

Kane Pictures
ganization.

Corporation since
*

*

its

plot
\

102
feet

of
feet
at

and

ground
by 145

Van

Harris
Alst

avenues.

When

com-

pleted in Septemwarethe

ber,

house will have
of
a
of
cans
12,000
film and 0,000,000
feet of raw stock.
be
will
There

capacity

*

vaults
positive and

forty-one
for

„
Kempf
H. „
Hugo „

,

negatives

and

twQ fof raw

The building also will house three
two cutting rooms and
projection and
which has been leased
a laboratory
by Watterson R.

Mr. Noonan for years has been a close
student of motion picture insurance in all
its phases, and it is due largely to his
intimate acquaintance with the subject
and his untiring efforts, it is said, that
the new company will be enabled to give
the picture industry such a rate on negatives as has never been possible in the
past.

The construction

of the

new

plant has

been entrusted to Wharton Green.

Rothacker,

tion pictures."

That

Film

ManufacCompany.

r

Rothacker

M

will
first

.

modern

type,

equipped

pictures,

Musicians

with the most ap-

proved
vention

prematerials

and devices. The

May

Return

To Work at

fire

Arthur

S.

Pressure Causes Marks
"Pressure, rubbing, scratches, etc.,"
continues Mr. Powers, "are the forms of

which

stress

produce

thi.se

abrasions or friction marks.
"Photographic papers and plates have
been more subject to abrasion marks than
cine film, and means had to be devised
to protect the surface against this danger,
but so far nothing had been done in that
direction on motion picture emulsions."

101 Years Old;
Never Saw Film

St.

Louis

CANNELTON,

IND., June 20.—
John L. Irvin, manager of the local
motion picture theatre, has extended the courtesies of his theatre
free of charge to "Uncle" Jerry
Souders, aged 101, who has never
seen a motion picture.
"Uncle" Jerry will stop outside
to hear the music but declines to
enter because, as he says, "I wasn't
never no hand for pictures, any-

how."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Kane

plans and specifications have been examined, approved and passed by the authorities of the New York fire department, the bureau of fire prevention, and
the New York board of fire underwriters.
It is declared that promise has been given
of a fire insurance rate on the contents
of the warehouse, when the plant is
opened for business, at least 50 per cent
below the prevailing rates on risks of a
similar character.
President Kempf was formerly with
the Robertson-Cole interests, as treasurer of Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, Robertson-Cole Studios, Inc.,
and Robertson-Cole Realty Corporation,
and secretary of Robertson-Cole PicHe resigned these
tures Corporation.
positions in March last to devote his entire time to the new enterprise.
Mr. Kane is president of Associated
Exhibitors, Inc., and Arthur S. Kane
Pictures Corporation. He organized the
the relatter enterprise and directed
organization of Associated Exhibitors,
more than a year ago. He also was first
president of Realart Pictures Corporation
Mr. Ragland is secretary of Associated
Exhibitors, Inc., and has been vice president and general manager of Arthur S.

handling.
"The protection thus given the film
against these defects," he says, "marks
another contribution to the artistic and
mechanical progress of the industry."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

the declaration made of Cecil
director-general of Para-

following Mr. Hays'
notices outlining the standard which he
has set for motion picture production.
"We are making pictures today," Mr.
DeMille pointed out, "that are in complete accord with Mr. Hays' ideals."

mount

The plant will
be of a thoroughly

is

DeMille,

B.

specialize in
print work.

Gives Freedom in Handling

This process, declares Mr. Powers, produces a film whose cleanliness can not
be equalled by ordinary easily abraded
stock, and gives greater freedom in the

June 20.— "The mo-

president
turing

—

YORK,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

tion picture industry to a man is behind
Will H. Hays in his fight to maintain the
high moral and artistic standard of mo-

of

NEW

June 20. P. A. Powers
of Powers Film Products, Inc., announces
that his laboratory "has perfected a very
important improvement in motion picture film" which will enable "us to treat
our stock during the process of manufacture so as to eliminate the possibility
of abrasion marks due to friction, pressure, streaks, finger prints, etc."

frictional

Producers in Accord
With Hays' Edict on
Pictures Says DeMille

stock.

Rothacker

to Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

or-

Long

Island City at an estimated cost of
The structure will occupy a
$200,000.

Important
Made

Contribution Is

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

June

1922

1,

Says Abrasion Marks
Excluded by Process
Powers Declares

Film Warehouse

Rothacker Will Lease Section of Mammoth Structure for
Motion Picture Laboratory Purposes

YORK,

July

ST.

LOUIS, MO., June 20.— The

the

of

musicians

strike

employed by the

St.

Louis motion picture theatres and air-/
domes may be called off within the next
few days pending arbitration of the points
The walkout occurred April 30.
at issue.
Through the efforts of Rudolph Ganz,
director of the St. Louis Symphony Orcommittees representing the
chestra,
union and the theatres will meet tomor-

row

to discuss the points at issue

and

it is

believed that the musicians will agree to
return to work.

Will Manage Newman
Theatre in Milwaukee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

r»

.

I

(jttnnMg Product to
Be Handled by R-C
Distributing Corp.

V

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, June 20..— Co-incident
with the announcement of the resignation of Wid Gunning as president of Wid
Gunning, Inc., it has been made known
that the R-C Distributing Corporation
will handle the physical distribution of
Gunning output.
Gunning has announced

the

disposed of

pany and

all

will

that

he has

his interests in the comdevote all of his time in

ard E. Jameyson, advertising manager of
the Lyric and Doric theatres here has
resigned to become managing director of

the future to production.
The arrangement with the R-C Distributing Corporation
or the Film Booking Offices, as
the Powers concern will be known after
this month
becomes effective at once.

Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.,
one of the theatres with which Frank L.

Wid Gunning, it is
its own sales force.

Newman

At the R-C offices no statement of the
deal was obtainable except the information that the F. B. O. would handle the

KANSAS

CITY, MO., June 20.— How-

the

is

affiliated.

Mr. Jameyson was accompanied to Milwaukee by his wife, whom he married
ihe day before his departure.

—

—

physical distribution.

said,

will

maintain

July

1.
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Zukor Takes Radical Step to
Improve Quality of Pictures
Conduct of Players Is
Governed by New Plan
Stars

and Stock Players Will Receive

Instructions in

Every Branch of Motion Picture Art
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, June

20.

— A radical step has just been taken by Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation

in

an effort to improve the quality of motion

picture productions.

President Adolph Zukor, in a statement issued today, announces the
crganizaticn of a Paramount stock company and school at the Lasky
studio in Hollywood.

The plan contemplates classes for the instruction of players in every
branch of their art, and includes a complete set of rules governing the
conduct of players both in and out of the studio.
The object of the school, according to
President Zukor, is to establish a perpetual reservoir of talent from which may
be drawn the star of tomorrow.
It is
expected to result in the development of a
great corps of screen players and also in
raising the standard of productions to a

new

Zukor Issues Statement
President Zukor's statement announced
that operation of the school and the rules
governing the players are effective imme-

He

says:

organizing the Paramount stock
company we have only one aim better
motion pictures.
Therefore, we have assembled an organization of men and women who by their work have shown
themselves leading personalities on the

"In

Adolph Zukor

Seeks Scene Change
by Lighting Process
Selznick Experiment Would
Transform Set by Means
Hi raid)

LOS ANGELES,

June 20.— To completely change from one scene to another
yet maintaining the same identical sets
and backgrounds, by the mere turning of
a series of electric switches, is the innovation upon which Myron Selznick is ex-

perimenting.
Principle Explained

The

principle on which these developments are being carried out is in the
theory that: as various colors have different photographic values when painted
upon scenery, these colors will have the

same photographic values if thrown upon
the scenery and back drops b3' means of
colored lights instead of being painted on.

Lights Change Sets
Several
miniature
have been
sets
erected and are being tried out.
These
sets are painted on a color scheme which,
when exposed to the eye under natural
light, appear to be nothing but a weird

hodge-podge of colors, but when viewed
under colored lights thrown from certain
angles of the stage, take on a definite and
distinct shaoe and become an established
scene.
pletely

This

scene

can

then

be

com-

changed into a different one by
simply throwing on and off a series of

lights".

this

Many

of the

men and women

of

organization already have achieved

the position of stars, others have shown
that they have in them magnetism and
ability to become stars of tomorrow.

"To Have Finest Casts"
"Altogether we have in the Paramount
stock company a group of players who

of Color Lights
(Special to Exhibitors

—

screen.

will

give

Paramount Pictures

the

finest

assemble.
But
none of us wishes to stand still. Therefore, Famous-Players Lasky Corporation
has placed at the disposal of all people
in the studio its entire resources for their
artistic development along principles of
proven soundness."
In many respects the school will be one
of the most remarkable ever attempted.
Distinguished directors will act as incasts

it

their

is

possible

to

among
number men and women known

structors

loff,

of production, says:

level.

diately.

Sills, Theodore Kos^Walter Hiers, Julia Faye. Guy OliLucien Littlefield. Robert Cain,
George Fawcett, Bert Lytell and William Boyd.
In speaking of the aims of the school,
Jesse L. Lasky, vice president in charge

Q. Xilsson, Milton

ver,

and

pupils

will

have

throughout the world as leaders in their
These include such Paraprofession.
mount stars as Gloria Swanson, Rodolph
Valentino. Betty Compson, Elsie Ferguson, Thomas Meighan, Wallace Reid, Dorothy Dalton. Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt.
Bebe Daniels, May McAvoy, Pola Xegri.
Wanda Hawley, Mary Miles Minter and
Alice Brady, most of whom work in the

Lasky Studio.
Inaugurates New Plan
Others in the Paramount stock company are such well known screen players
as Lila Lee, Lois Wilson. David Powell.
Conrad Xagel, Theodore Roberts, Sylvia
Ashton, Walter Long. Charles Ogle, Clarence Burton, Kathleen Williams. Ethel
Wales. Helen Dunbar. Leatrice Joy. Anna

"The Paramount stock company is the
effort in the history of motion pic-

first

tures to develop motion picture actors in
purely motion picture technique.
Also, it
is the first time motion picture players
have had the opportunity to broaden their
technical education so that their training
may embrace a knowledge of all phases
of picture production.

Will Broaden Knowledge
"Unlike the student body of

most

members of the Paramount stock
company are persons who already have
established reputations in the life work
schools,

of acting for the screen.
Therefore, the
purpose of this school is not to instruct
in the fundamentals of screen art, except
as such instruction may correct minor
faults, but to broaden the working knowledge of members of the stock company
to the end that they may increase their
versatility and have a wider outlook on
their art.

"In the arduous work of the studio it
too often is the case that the actor finds
little time to study anything with the
connection with his art save the particular role he is called upon to play.
Includes Foremost Stars

"But
stock

membership in the Paramount
company not only includes men

women who are foremost stars of today, but also players who with established reputations gained by good work
will be the screen stars of tomorrow.
and

"To

assist

them

in their

progress this

training school has been organized because the motion picture has progressed
so rapidly that the coming star of the
screen must be equipped with a brosd
knowledge of all phases of His art."
Complete rules and regulations for officers and instructors have been provided.
There is a board of control which includes President Zukor, Vice President
Lasky, Sidney R. Kent, general manager
of distribution, and Cecil B. DeMille.
director general.
The board of administration is comprised of Mr. Lasky, presi(Continued on page 50)
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Goldwyn Pays $1,000,000 for
Rights to Film "Ben Hur"
Spectacle

Will Be Produced

New

June 20.— "Ben Hur," the famous Biblical story by GenWallace, is to be produced for the screen, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation having just acquired the picture rights and one-half
of the dramatic rights from A. L. Erlanger.

a year ago.
Goldtransaction is said to involve a
the
represents
much greater sum, and
largest amount ever paid for the rights

wyn's

to picturize a single story.
*
*
*

the terms of the agreement, the
and all the various details of the production will be subject to
the approval of Mr. Erlanger because of
his intimate knowledge of the play which
The
has been his property since 1899.
principals of the cast will be selected in
this country, but the pictures will be
made partly in Italy and Palestine and
partly at the Goldwyn studios in Culver

Under

cast, the scenario

romance. This part of
the picture has been completed in
colors by the new process.
Although the new Eastman color
process has been previously shown,
the insert in "The Light in the
Dark" is the first time that it has
been used in the filming of a story.
It has now been perfected, it is
stated, to give equally accurate registry of distance shots and closeups and to reproduce natural tints
and hues.

City,

theatre in 1902.

"Merry- Go- Round'

Of New

picture.

Few, if any, novels have achieved the
It has been
popularity of "Ben Hur."
translated into all languages and it has
been read and is still read by millions
The
of people in all parts of the globe.
dramatization was made in 1899 and
the play was first produced under the
personal direction of Mr. Erlanger at the
Broadway theatre in this city on November 25 of the same year.
*

*

*

Its success was phenomenal from the
outset and season after season for more
than twenty years it has played all over
ProAmerica to enormous audiences.

Organized Salesmen

Film

LOS ANGELES,
Go-Round,"

is

the

June

title

20.

Plans for

Discussed at Luncheon

— "Merry-

Fire

Damages Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ARK., June 20.— The Ideal
theatre, leased by C. R. Quinn suffered
damages amounting to $9,000 when fire
virtually

the

New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, June 20.— An installation
luncheon was held at the Hotel Commodore
last Saturday by the Motion Picture Salesmen,

Inc.,

at

which the following recently
were inducted into office
Lawrence Baren, Pioneer;

fleeted officials

President, L.

vice-president, Jesse Levine,
Parasecond vice-president, Benjamin
Rapoport, Pioneer treasurer, Louis Weinberg, Select financial secretary, E. C. Bullwinkle,
Vitagraph
recording secretary,
first

mount;

;

;

;

CONWAY,

destroyed

in

selected for the

new Universal-Jewel production being
made by Erich von Stroheim who has
written the story himself.
Construction work has started at Universal City on the many elaborate sets
which will be used. The cast includes
Mary Philbin. Dale Fuller, Maude
George, Caesar Gravina and others.

New

Officers
Gala Outing Also

Install

Title

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

California.

Edgar Stillman Kelley, who wrote the
score for the original stage production,
will provide the musical setting for the

Stroheim

'

20.—"The

of Arthurian

ductions of the play have been made
from time to time in England and AusMr. Erlanger himself directed the
tralia.
presentation at the Drury Lane
first
fully 20,000,000
It is estimated that
people have paid admissions to see "Ben
Hur" and the gross receipts have been
It is impossible to
close to $10,000,000.
give any definite idea of the large amount
of money derived from the sale of the
novel, published by Harper & Brothers.

June

Eastman process.
Her new vehicle, written by William Dudley Pelley, is a modern
drama with a thousand-foot cut-in

Herald)

eral

"Ben Hur" more than

YORK,

Light in the Dark," Hope Hampton's latest production for First National publication in September, will
contain one reel colored by the new

NEW YORK,
Lew

said that Mr. Erlanger paid close
ITto is$1,000,000
for the picture rights to

Work

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Company's Studio on Coast
(Sp'ecial to Exhibitors

house

entire

recently.

Samuel Shappin, Climax; sergeant-at-arms,
William Osborne, Robertson-Cole; trustees,
Harry Furst of Universal, and
Meyer Solomon, of Select.
The executive board is composed of
Chairman Benjamin Roman, Goldwyn;

Herman
Nathaniel
Liebeskind,
Apollo;
Kran, Arrow Matty Kahn, Apollo Jesse
Levine, Paramount.
At the luncheon plans were discussed for
the first annual outing of the organization
on July 21, for which occasion various exchanges have declared a holiday.
;

Warns Against "Monte

Cristo" Reissue
Exhib
iior s of Old P ictur c
Sellers
and
Prosecution Faces
Fox Film Company Announces

Fox Film Corporation, which is soon to publish its modern
of Dumas' "Monte Cristo," has issued warning to all exhibitors
United States and Canada against exhibition of the old "Monte
film distributed many years ago by General Film Company.
The Fox company claims that the General Film Company's "Monte Cristo,"
now reissued, it believes, on the strength
of the new Fox picture, has been declared
by the courts of New York an infringement on the O'Neill-Fechter version. Fox
serves notice that its company owns all
the motion picture rights to the O'NeillFechter version of "Monte Cristo" and

prosecute any persons who exhibit,
exploit, license, sell, or in any manner
deal with the reissued "Monte Cristo"
will

film.

The warning statement

follows in full:
you that the un-

"Notice is hereby given to
dersigned has received information that several
alleged distributors in the United States are
soliciting contracts for the exhibition of a
'Monte
photoplay
entitled
motion
picture

which is a reissue of a film distributed
years ago by the General Film ComThat film
pany, starring Hobart Bosworth.
is
based on the so-called O'Neill-Fechter version of 'Monte Cristo,' and is an infringement

Cristo.'

many

version
in the
Cristo"

was litigated in the courts of the State of New
York in litigation entitled 'O'Neill vs. General
Film Company.' and the courts of the State of
New York held that the General Film Company was guilty of an infringement of the said
O'Neill-Fechter version by reason of the exhibition of said picture without the consent of
the owners of the O'Neill-Fechter version; and
that decision stands- unreversed in the State of
New York.
We will further take action in
the Federal or State Courts in any State of the
I'nited States or any Province in the Dominion
of Canada where an infringement of our rights

Loew Will Close Big
Theatre Deal June

YORK, June 20.— The deal
whereby Marcus Loew will become sole
owner of the interests in the State theatre and building, Los Angeles, and in the
New Warfield theatre, San Francisco, will
be consummated June 25 with the arrival
on the West Coast of E. A. Schiller, rep-

who

exhibit, exploit,

any manner deal
Cristo'

film.

with

the

license, sell, or in

aforesaid

'Monte

"FOX FILM CORPORATION.
street. New York City."

"West 55th

Loew, Inc.
will relinquish his interest in

resentative of

Mr.

Loew

certain other theatres cn the West Coast
to Ackerman and Harris under the terms
of the transaction.

Declares Dividend

published for the purpose of

warning all exhibitors and all persons who attempt to exploit or in any manner make use
of that film, that the Fox Film Corporation,
which owns all of the motion picture rights of
the O'Neill-Fechter version, will prosecute any
attempt to infringe those rights against any
persons

25

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

occurs.
is

;

NEW

the rights of the owners of the O'NeillFechter version because the General Film Company has not acquired any rights to picturize
That question
the O'Neill-Fechter version.
of

"This notice

1922

1,

Hampton Film

in

and Palestine and At

in Italy

Color

:

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. June 20— Following a
meeting of the board of directors of Associated Exhibitors today, a dividend of
per cent on the preferred stock, for the
second quarter of the calendar year 1922,
was declared.
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Stories Told

by
the

Camera

I

the best policy. This was the keynote of a majority of
at the first annual banquet of the San Francisco Film
Exchange Board of Trade, held at the Palace hotel. Among the speakers
during the evening were H. G. Rosebaum, Lou Metzger and Louis Hyman.

Fair dealing
the speeches

is

made

why Mary Carr gives such remarkable portrayals of mother
roles in her screen productions. Mrs. Carr became known to thousands
of theatregoers following publication of the Fox feature "Over the
Hill."
Her latest picture for the company is "Silver Wings." The
children, all of whom have appeared on the screen, are, left to right:
Stephen, Rosemary, Thomas, (Mrs. Carr in the center), Luella, May
Six reasons

Beth and John Carr.

Hope Hampton, whose attractions are
distributed
through Associated First
National Pictures, snapped while watching the Belmont races. The star's next
feature for the distributing company
Her
will be "The Light in the Dark."
current picture is "Star Dust."

30

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Snatching a bite between scenes during the production
of "Sonny," the current First National attraction starring Richard Barthelmess.
The star is now working
on the fourth of his series.

July

1,

1922

Al Christie's next comedy will be a horse racing story,
Left to right:
his "bathing girls" are all riding.
Dorothy Devore, Helen Thomas, Charlotte Stevens and
so

Vera Steadman.

Eddie Laemmle, director of "Winners of the West" and "In the Days of
Buffalo Bill," two Universal historical chapterplays, takes his recreation in
a lion's nest after handling cowboys and Indians all day for another screen
production. The director is now en route to Europe where he will make
exterior scenes for "Ivanhoe," which will be one of Universal's big specials
for next season.

Left:
Boyle and Ethelda
Charlotte
Bleibtrey, champion swimmers, appearing in Sport Review, "Stamina." Above:

Babe Ruth in Review, "Record Breakers."
The Review is handled by ArtPhoto of swimmers by
class Pictures.
Edwin Levick; Ruth by International.

Elaine Hammerstein in the bridal

gown which she wears

in her next
Selznick production, "Under Oath."
The star is one of the most popular on the Selznick roster.

July

1,

Looks
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an

automobile
It's Eddie
Cline directing Buster Keaton in "The Frozen North"
like

racer, but

it

isn't.

for First National.

First National's Dollar-a- Week-Men leaving Chicago en route to Los Angeles.
Left to right, the exploitation contest winners are: Alfred Gottesman, Shenandoah,
Pa.; Ralph Lieber, Indianapolis; G. E. Millard (accompanying Lieber), Indianapolis;
Joe Burton, Toccoa, Ga.; Nick McMahon, Jr., Ironton, O.; Ben Davis, Gloversville,
N. Y., and A. G. Stolte, Des Moines. The women and the aviator in the picture
are relatives of Mr. Burton.

Talking things over during filming of "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood" for United Artists. Arthur Edeson, chief cameraman; Allan Dwan, director, and Irvin
J.

Martin, designer, are in the center of the picture.

Rodolph Valentino, Paramount star, in a bit of brilcape play in "Blood and Sand," his first starring
vehicle under the banner of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Fred Niblo directed.
liant

Tea time while on location during production of George
Left to
Melford's "Burning Sands" for Paramount.
Fenwick Oliver, Louise Dresser, Mervyn Leroy,
right:
Wanda Hawley, Stellar de Lanti and Milton Sills.

Mechanical staff at Vitagraph's studio in the East
gather around Corinne Griffith to hear program over
star's portable radio set which was specially designed
for her by Elmer B. Meyers.

ai
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Blythe returns from perappearance tour to begin
work on "How Women Love"
under the direction of Kenneth
Webb at Whitman Bennett Studio.
Betty

sonal

New

July

1,

1922

laboratory erected by Standard Film Laboratories at Hollywood. The
plant is located at Seward and Romaine streets, and was opened only recently by S. M. Tompkins and J. M. Nickolaus, prime movers in the enterprise.
The company has adopted the following as its slogan: "From negative to
positive safely, quickly, thoughtfully, correctly, satisfactorily."

July

1,
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Doris May and Wallace McDonald re-enact an old scene in the
R-C picture "The Understudy."
The star, in private life, is Mrs.
McDonald. The feature will be
distributed by the

on June

25.

R-C exchanges

Swimming is the hobby of
Baby Ivy Ward, who supJohn Lowell in Arrow's
"Ten Nights in a Barroom."
Little Miss Ward is making

ports

personal appearances
Southwest.

in

the

Left
star;

33

right:
Jack Holt, Paramount
Albert Shelby Le Vino, scenarist;

to

Peter B. Kyne, author, and Joseph Hena-

Henabery and Le 1 ino
bery, director.
are at the Long Island studio preparing
for the arrival of Holt to work in a Kyne
story.

:
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Backer

F. E.

A Few Pertinent Facts
About a Producer
and Distributor of
State Rights Films.
A XD now they're going to give a medal,
t\ or flowers or something to Captain
Henry Bate, ex-war hero who now whiles
away the time dealing trade paper publicity
dexterously with either hand for Universal.
Captain Bate grew so into the habit of being
a hero on the other side during the war thai
he just can't keep himself from doing it
whenever occasion presents.
Captain Bate's latest exploit is the saving
of several young ladies, or an awning or

something from

last

fire

week

at the

Uni-

Captain Bate was explaining to a visiting trade paper man how
"Ivanhoe" with Harry Myers is destined
versal offices.

be the greatest picture of the century,
Paul Gulick's statuesque secretary
shrieked "fire" in a clear soprano voice thai
could be heard at least eight feet away.
Did Capt. Bate hesitate or anything?
Not a hesitation that even a slow motion
camera could get. With great presence of
mind the Apollo-like former army officer
grasped firmly by the neck a seltzer syphon
bottle which just happened to be in a
drawer of his desk, and fox-trotted into
the adjoining office to rescue fair maiden

to

when

distress.

in

There he found dense volumes of smoke
arising just outside the window, and without taking time to hunt an axe or anything,
Captain Bate picked up a column cut of
Carl Laemmle from Gulick's desk, broke
(window glass) and trained a
the" glass
stream of seltzer on the fire which was raging in an awning, and everybody and everything ~was saved but the seltzer.
And after it was all over and Capt. Bate
had received appropriate and well-placed
thanks from the rescued young ladies. Paul
Gulick was mean enough to suggest a lward
of inquiry to delve into the question of how
that seltzer bottle happened to be in Capt.
Bate's desk

and what kind of company

was keeping

there.
*

*

*

it

*

Wells Hawks, who succeeded

the la*e

Tom

Oliphant as the personal representative cf Sam Harris, was the speaker last
week at the A. M. P. A. luncheon, and referred to himself as the first "scrapped
Formerly press representaPress agent."
tive of the Navy, Wells was a casualty of
the disarmament conference, he declared.
The Washington department has been limited by the four-power treaty to: no press
agent,
in

its

two Remingtons and three Coronas
publicity division.
* * *

Another

New York

When

the

*

who

nominations

members

*

were turned

in

constitute the
nominating committee for the A. M. P. A.
annual election it was discovered that the
bunch of poor mathematicians had made

for

the

seven

nomination

to

disbarment

for

Ar T

is

thur Brilant."
Brilant immediately

seconded Ryskind's
motion and moved that nominations for disbarment be closed. The matter was solved
when John Flinn and Jimmy Loughborough
withdrew from the committee.
*

*

*

*

VVe pause in our journey to quaff a toast
(Volstead) to Ye Genial Host, Alan Rock,
who has recently embellished his immediate surroundings with the handsome appointments and courteous hospitality of the
Rainbow Inn, at Rye, N. Y., in which he is
now actively interested. Rock runs up to
Rye every evening on the "Five Pe-em."
And here let it be said that there is no
significance in the proximity of that Rock
and Rye.
*

*

*

*

shadows, etc.
Get these shadows
Bill Yearsley and P. A. Parsons pack-

Coming events

their

cast

ing rod and tackle.

A. M. Botsford buying a

Tom Wiley
Bop.
folders.

Dexter

Arthur

new

golf stick.

from garage grease.
studying mountain resort

all

oily

Brilant

pricing

Buick

1918

models.

Jim Loughborough hunting a garage

in

FRANKLYX

the suburbs.
J. Irving Greene
two to Niagara Falls.
Jim Beecroft carrying

his

to

flivver

a

*

*

*

*

weeks' European tour. If he covers all the
territory he says his schedule calls for he
will have to move faster than he has ever
in his speediest serial.
* * * *

Horace Judge says a new laundry

started

has over its door the name
Lee." He suspects the secreof "Tom
tary of the A. M. P. A. of leading a double

Wy

life.

*

*

speaking of
the

*

*

Tom Wylie,

his invita-

M. P. A. to
Charles Higham luncheon

members of
Sir

limit

in

there

the A.

"Yours for pulsing vibrations."
Education is a wonderful thing.
:

is

fourth

of

floor

New York— now
And when

— well,

there

the
he's

Times
on the

he reaches his

are

taller

office

New

York.
They say Ben Franklin discovered

buildings in

tricity

in his bailiwick

And

of East
going up all the
weeks ago he had his

few

on the

sixteenth floor.

Eddie Polo sailed Saturday for a three

tion to the

A

time.
offices

Building

paint shop.

done even

BACKER,

E.

Coast Productions,
inquiring the fare for

attend

visitor

*

:

"My

closes

*

attended
the luncheon was Eddie Rosenbaum, Jr., of
New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., who is now managing
the Wilkes-Barre Opera House, when he
isn't sitting on the banks of the raging Susquehanna seeking inspiration for a song
about a girl named Anna, who had her habitat in a bosky dell on the shores of that
Eddie says he has
swift-flowing river.
succeeded in making Anna rhyme and
rhythm all right with the "hanna" part of
the river's name, but he hasn't yet found
anything to go with the "susque." Also he
says he knows a word, or a couple of words
that rhyme well with "bosky dell."
*

nine nominations for the seven places.
President Bill Yearsley, alive to the situation, suggested that matters could be expedited if members would vote for the two
members to be disbarred. Morrie Ryskind
hastily arose and said

in

a

thunder-and-lightning

elec-

storm,

and years later, his namesake, Franklyn
Backer, comes along and discovers good
times in the film business during the storm
of

depression

that

some of

the

brothers

have been complaining about.
Backer is marketing a series of Western
five-reelers
in
which J. B. Warner is
starred, and he admits they're good.
One
of his films has a

showy

little

piece of ac-

which some Mexican jumping-beans
play a big part.
The hero and the villain
gamble with the little jumpers to see who
'Tis said Backer looked all
gets the girl.
around New York's seed stores for some
of the jumping-beans to help exploit the
picture, and finally found them in a seedstore run by a Mexican named Reilly. Incidentally, it's claimed, he's gambling with
the jumping beans to see who buys luncheon at the Astor.
He claims they're not
tion in

In the latest issue of the A. M. P. A. Bulthe Judge under the heading "Pronun "Get it right fellers,
ciation Note," says:
for the big luncheon. One pronounces it
"
'Sir Chawles.'
letin,

*

*

*

*

Charlie MacDonald, manager of

B.

S.

Moss Broadway Theatre, speaks Chinese
fluently, having spent many years of his
early life in China. Recently he entertained
a large party of dignitaries of the Chinese
Free Masons as his guests at the theatre.
* * * *

After watching MacDonald
freely with the Chinese visitors
'language,

conversing
in their

own

Harry Mandel remarked:
hasn't much on me. I speak

"MacDonald
Chinese

also.

nese restaurant
Mein.' "

Every time
I

I

go into a Chi-

say 'Chop Suey' or "Chow
John S. Spargo.

loaded.

Well,

maybe

not.

Backer used to be a great movie fan a
good many years ago then he wanted to
get closer to the game and bought a couple
finally he wanted to get closer
of theatres
yet so he sold out the theatres and started
producing and marketing in the State
Rights end of the game.
;

:

A
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Sir
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1.

.

Higham
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to

A. M. P. A. Guest
Luncheon Arranged in Honor
of Prominent Advertising

Man

London

of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

National Conclave Inspires
Greater Exhibitor Activity
Many Developments, Some Radical, Have Been Noted
In the News from a Number of the State
Theatre Owners Organizations

20.— Elaborate

Juno

plans are being made by the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers for a lunch-

eon at the Hotel Biltmore June
honor of Sir Charles Higham, M.

23, in
P., the

first advertising man to serve as a member of Parliament and the first to be
knighted.

Display Film Advertising
In connection with the luncheon, which
will be attended by city officials, advertising men in all lines of business and persons prominent in the motion picture industry, there will be an exhibition ot

motion picture advertising.
Various producing companies will have
special displays covering motion picture
advertising from the early days of the
industry.

Exhibitor organizations, motivated by events preceding and during
the national conclave of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
have displayed unprecedented activity during the past few weeks.
Sectional meetings, birth of new organizations and cooperation between producer, distributor and exhibitor are among the most prominent of the

many developments.
Many Developments of a Radical Nature
A determination to make exhibitor organization history seems to
prevail among theatre owners of
all territories.
Many developments
have been of a radical nature. Others, while more conservative, show the
trend toward greater achievements.
News of the week clearly outlines
the

work

of the various organizations as follows:

Speaker

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

hibitors' organization, was defeated
in the recent elec-

tion for members
of the board of
directors.
This

precludes his appointment to an
executive post in

the World.

Wilbur Crafts Talks
Self Out of Address

the league.

Mr.

Before Bible Class

hen

his

Glenn

Harper

abuse

to

make Sunday morning, June

18.

In admitting that his date to address
the Bible Class had been called off because of his attacks on Senator Reed, Dr.
Crafts criticised the bible class teacher,

saying he thought

in

Washington he was

better fitted to pass judgment on Reed's
official acts than a Bible class teacher in
St. Louis.
He stated that one of his ideas is community supervision of all forms of amusements and recreation, with a centralized
board which would select the recreation
the people are to enjoy.

Hold Special Saturday
A. M. Children* s Show
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MISHAWAKA,

June 20.—
committee of the Patron-Teacher Association in co-operation with O. J. Lambiotte,

manager

Ind.,

of the

Temple

regime

the Motion
ture
Owners of

in

Pic-

theatre,

has inaugurated a series of Saturday
morning educational shows for school
children.
A small fee covering the expenses of the pictures is charged.
A few of the pictures chosen to be
shown are "Cinderella," "With Stanley
in Africa." "Silas Marnar," "The Vicar
of Wakefield," "The Mill on the Floss,"
"Benedict Arnold," "Enoch Arden" and
"The Cricket on the Hearth."

Ame-

rica.

James A. Reed

•

is

Theatre

LOUIS, MO., June 20.— Because

of United States Senateof Missouri who is seeking re-nomination at the Democratic priteacher of the Men's
election,
the
marv
Bible Class of the Third Baptist Church,
St. Louis, cancelled the address Dr. Wilbur Crafts superintendent of the International Reform Bureau was scheduled

of

Harper

staunch
supporter of the Co-

a

(Special to Hxhibitors Herald)

ST.

June 20.— Glenn Har-

who

for a number of years has been
secretary of the Southern California exper,

D. W. Griffith will be the principal
speaker at the luncheon, and will introSir Charles
duce the guest of honor.
Higham came to this country as a representative of Lord Xorthcliffe, and is Great
Britain's credited delegate to the annual
convention of the Advertising Clubs of

form a similar body in Hudson county
and this was put through last week, the

Harper Loses Election

LOS ANGELES,
Griffith Is

35

Forms Unit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, June 20.— Sam I. Berman, secretary and state organizer of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of N. Y.,
has returned from Syracuse, where he
attended the formation meeting of a key
city unit of the state exhibitors' organization.

The following theatre owners were
elected to office: President, James Rowe,
Turn Hall theatre; vice president, Jack
Griswold, Savoy theatre; treasurer; Benjamin Fitzer. Happy Hour theatre; secretary, A. Robbins, Savoy theatre.
Resolutions were adopted endorsing the
work of the state organization and pledging support.
A resolution also requested
the state M. P. T. O. to sever its relations
with the national organization.
resolution was passed by unanimous

A

vote thanking Senator James J. Walker
for his efforts in behalf of the exhibitors
of the state.

T. O. C. C.

Has Branch

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, June 20.—The Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce of New
York has a child. It was born in New
Jersey last week and is officially known
as the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of Hudson County, N. J.
For some time past the theatre owners of Hudson County, which embraces
the territory from Hoboken to Union Hill
and has within its precincts some of the
best theatres in the state, have been
watching the workings of the New York
City body, and many of the Jersey exhibitors joined the New York T. O. C. C.
Recently a movement was started to

being

organization

along

the

identical

which have made the New York organization one of the most effective and
lines

constructive associations in the industry.
David Kaiserstein was elected presi-

Henry Herring vice president, and
Samuel Sobelson secretary
dent,

.

New

Jersey in Meeting

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. June 20.— The annual
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New Jersey opens today at
Lake Hopatcong. N. J., and is expected
to be the largest gathering of exhibitors
The headquarters
ever held in the state.
of the convention is at Hotel Alamac on
the mountain, and the selection of the
popluar summer resort is already proving a big aid in attendance, many of the
exhibitors arriving Saturday with their
families and spending the week end.

Sydney
members

S.

Cohen and many of the
M. P. T. O. A. execu-

of the

committee

is expected to arrive this
time for the first business session which will be held tomorrow morning.
The convention will last four days
and in addition to the business sessions
an elaborate program of entertainment
has been prepared for the visitors.

tive

evening

in

N. C. Expects

Hays

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ASHEYILLE, N. C. June 20.— President Will H. Hays of the M. P. P. D. A.,
is expected here this week to attend the
state convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of North Carolina which
today, according to Percy W.
Wells, chief executive of the state body.
President Wells, in outlining plans for
an active cooperation between the exhibitors and the various women's clubs and
welfare organizations, has invited Mrs. J.
C. Spruill, head of the state ParentTeachers Association, and Mrs. Johnson,
commissioner of public welfare at Raleigh, to meet the theatre men.
A large contingent of South Carolina
exhibitors also are expected in Asheville.
Secretary H. B. Yarner having issued
an invitation to the theatre men of that

opened

state.

A

Tieup With Hodkinson
number of state organizations,

principally Minnesota, Arkansas and Massachusetts, have entered into a cooperative
distribution arrangement with W. W.

Hodkinson Corporation. Under the terms
of the agreement, the organizations will
receive a certain percentage 5 per cent
in Arkansas
of all rentals on the Hod-

—

kinson product.

—

:
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O.

F. B.

An Acute Need

Fills

July

1,

1922

in

Says Powers

Industry,

Producer and Distributor Goes
Increased Activity

Coast

to

Among

to

Prepare for

Companies

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
HERALD

YORK,

—

Following his announcement published in the
of last week, that R-C Distributing Corporation would
cease to exist under that name, P. A. Powers has gone to the Coast
to prepare for increased activities for his companies which will operate

June

20.

under the name Film Booking

Powers

Offices.

««npO me

this announcement means the
realization of an idea that I have
cherished for many years. It means that
I am at last able to give the industry an
organization to fill what I believe is its
most acute need an exploitation and
selling medium for the independent producer efficient, established and reliable.

—

—

*

*

*

"After July 1 we will start our plan of
distribution which will guarantee each
producer who releases through F. B. O.
the popularization and perpetuation of his

brand name or the name of the individual
There will be no merging under
picture.
one name. It will not be an F. B. O.
picture, but an 'Ethel Clayton Production'
or a 'Harry Carey Production' or a 'Carter

De Haven Comedy'

The
"It

that

we

will sell.
as his agent.

F. B. O. will act simply
is our intention to assure the pro-

only a perfect physical distribution through our thoroughly organized system of exchanges, but also the
best exploitation and selling service that
can be found in the industry. To do this
ducer

In commenting on the change, Mr.

said before his departure

not

we

are building up and strengthening ourselves with the aim of developing into
an efficient, progressive and practical organization.
"The Film Booking Offices will be willing to finance or to assist in the financing
of either individual productions or a
believe in the
brand of productions.
independent producer, and we believe that
he always will and must exist for the
well being of the industry.

We

*
"It
will

may

*

*

is not only in distribution that we
aid the independent producer.
He
avail himself of the use of the R-C

At the R-C
studios in Los Angeles.
Studio he will find a staff of experts ready
to work with him in the production of his
pictures.
At the present time such independent producers as Harry Carey, Car-

De Haven, Robeit Thornby, Norman
Dawn. Emory Johnson and Chester Bennet who is starring Jane Novak are
working or are about to start work.
"We selected the name Film Booking
ter

Offices in the belief that

it

conveyed most

IDEAS
MAKING
MONEY
Have Been Used Successfully
Wh ich

by

Exhibitors
By

Build

to

HAROLD

F.

WENDT

(Rivoli Theatre, Defiance, O.)

who

Here's a tip to those
play

to

the

spectacle

Up Their Patronage
Offer
those

is

Don't

revised form.

in

write letters to

being issued

all

fail

to

teachers in

informing

them

of

the

city

the

booking and inclosing a

couple

of

sure to pass the
the students.
for me,

And
a

week

I

They are
word along to
got big money

passes.

It

know.

here's
rolh?

another.

When

'round and you

"Your

accurately an idea of what our future
policy will be.
The F. B. O. will mean
just what it says
offices where the exhibitor will find reliable pictures with the
utmost in exploitation behind them.
"To the producer it will mean a selling agency through which he will find
the widest circulation for his product and
which will at the same time not deny
him the credit which should be his. The
trade mark of the producer will be carried on the film and in all trade paper
advertising.
"With J. I. Schnitzer as vice president;
Harry Berman as general manager of distribution and Nat G. Rothstein as advertising, exploitation and publicity director,
the F. B. O. will have a staff of executives
of the most progressive type."

—

who name

writing,
tional

the

passes

to

the stars from

handan educaor

making it
Of course, the

stunt.

handwriting
angle
means
nothing so far as helping 90
per cent, but it adds a touch
that leads to further interest.

The merchant can m i x
goods with the photographs
and he will tell you that it is

Friend,"

or

had and that never before has
he had such an attraction. A
card might state that the photographs were sent to the

manager
is

of

the

theatre,

a friend of the stars.

last

bit

of

National Club
Formed by Employes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

in

YORK, June 20. — Employes in
New York office of Associated First

NEW
the

National

Pictures, Inc., have organized
the First National Club and have laid out
a program of social affairs.
The first event held under its auspices
was a dinner dance at which Hope Hampton was the guest of honor. Outings are
planned for the summer.
The officers
are: President, Steve McGrath; vice-president,
Joseph Kelly; secretary, James
King; recording secretary, Sol I. Shernow, and treasurer, Ed. Grainger.

Clergymen Deny Truce;

Go After Sunday Show

the best display he has ever

have no special stunts on pictures booked, get a preferred
window and put in a big display of autographed photographs of screen stars. Cover
the name from allow "Sincerely/'

prizes

precedes

photographs

their

Vadis" which

POWERS

A.
goes to Coast to prepare for increased activity among units
producing under banner of Film Booking Offices.

First
whatever other
name, to show.

are

"Quo

P.

hokum

helps

who
This
the

house even more and for me
won the approval of the fans.

(Special to Exhibitors Heraid)

MEMPHIS, TENN.,

June 20.— Clergy-

men

of this city, denying that a truce had
been declared with exhibitors, have doubled their efforts to close theatres here

on Sunday.

Close Randolph Deal
Negotiations
have
been
concluded
whereby Carl Laemmle leases the Randolph theatre, Chicago, from Jones, Lin-

&

ick
Schaefer, for a
effective August 1.

term of

five years,

THE THEATRE
9£

Little

Small

Offers
Film Suggestion

Stuff
Although trade opinions vary
widely as to just what line of
demarcation distinguishes the
"small town" from the city, the
phrase which appears at the
head of this column is handled
about frequently and with various inflections, for the most
such tone as to indi-

cate popular error as to the im-

portance, indeed as to the exact character, of the

nated.

The

more than

showman-

imperfectly

thus

ship

habit, for

desigit

is

no

merits discusleads individuals

that,

sion only as

it

discard because of their
source good business methods
described in exploitation news.
Business, particularly the theatre business, is not definitely
The large theatre
localized.
and the small one differ chiefly
in size.
In fundamentals the
two are practically identical.
The type of management that
pilots a 5,000-seat house to capacity business is not materially
different from the type of management that governs the sucto

cessfully
operated 250 - seat
house. Theatre size is governed
by population, and population
varies only in density.
In order that a concrete demonstration of the importance attaching to the showmanship
practiced in what have been
termed the small towns of this
country, this department has
assembled a representative collection of material for presentation in the next, July 8, issue
of this publication. In that issue this and the immediately
following pages will be devoted
exclusively to exploitation
news of this character.
Whether you operate the
largest or the smallest theatre
in the nation, in the largest or
smallest city, or any in between,
you will find much business information of value to you in
these pages.
L":

-

TT-

>"

"

~<

Theatre

Mov ement

Town

part of

PRACTICAL

O "O"

Despite the almost general failure of the Little Theatre Movement
from a commercial point of view, at least one aspect of the managerial

program exercised

in its direction commends itself favorably to the attention of motion picture theatre executives.
It is not necessary to go
deeply into the causes for the financial disaster attendant upon most ventures of this kind to arrive at the conclusion that the attempt to attain
distinct individuality among theatres was not one of them.

This attempt was wholly worthy in itself. That it did not pay greater
dividends undoubtedly may be accounted for by the fact that it was made
secondary to the exploitation of the artistic side of the Little Theatre
undertaking. The artistic is very seldom in demand when an admission
fee is involved. Indeed, the degree of success attained in making the Little
Theatre different, rather than that attained in making it artistic, has been
the determinant of each such project's endurance.

The motion

picture theatre, selling a product of some uniformity, can
may gain much by striving for the individuality sought
by the sponsors of the Portmanteau Players and organizations of the class.
Happily, the motion picture program is sufficiently diversified and flexible
to permit of marked deviation from established practices without change
in the actual constituency of the show presented.
lose nothing

and

The prosperous theatre, operating to good business and to satisfied
patrons under its present program, undoubtedly owes considerable to just
such individuality as is under discussion, this individuality having been
developed automatically. The theatre that is not currently prosperous,
that stands to lose nothing by disturbing the prsent routine, will find it
interesting and in all probability profitable to install and duly exploit a
new order of program procedure.
It is not uncommon to hear a theatregoer say, "I like the Oaklawn
because of the way they run their show." Yet such expressions of endorsement almost invariably arise naturally. It is reasonable to believe
that should this hypothetical Oaklawn lay out a special order of exhibition
and duly advertise same as ideally convenient, logical, forceful (any point
may be used), a considerable additional clientele could be brought to the

theatre through the natural action of the discussion which would arise.
of fact the order of entertainment, unless it be exceptionally
ill arranged, has very little to do with the giving of satisfaction to patrons.

As a matter

Perhaps the chief point in favor of such an experiment is the economy
with which it can be made. Save for the advertising used, and this need
not be inordinately expensive, no outlay of cash is involved. The present
pictures, music, etc., will serve. Only in the manner of their presentation
need change be made.
In any such undertaking it is well to avoid the mistakes made by
those in charge of the various Little Theatre ventures that have risen and
fallen in the past three or four years. It should not be exploited as introduced in the interests of art. It should not be accompanied by an increase in admissions. It should be advanced as in the interests of service
to the patron, efficiency, practical consideration of

time

it

may

any character.

be based upon seasonable circumstances.

At

this
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C.

J.

tail his

LATTA,

Lyric theatre, Harlan,

exploitation

campaign

la.,

describes in dc-

for the First National attraction.

"Smilin' Through," in the Theatre Letter herewith.
shows one of the windows used.

This

illus-

tration

THOMAS

S.

DALEY,

Casino theatre,

Halifax, explains the origin of this unique

advertisement
in its

in

There
make-up.

this issue.

his
is

T
H
E
A
T
R
E

R. P.

WHITFIELD,

Queen

theatre,

1922

1.

Abilene. Texas, ar-

ranged this window display on Paramount's "Fool's Paradise"
on short notice, when another merchant failed to keep his
bargain.
Read his "Theatre Letter" presented herewith.

G
R
A
P
H
I

C

"THE ETERNAL LIGHT"

LOBBY CLOSEUP

of the

to

Queen. Abilene, Texas, as dec-

orated for the run of "Foci's Paradise."
tion of the art

came

Mr. Daley without advertising matter of
any character and he produced this admirable display in entirety. His description gives complete details.

Theatre Letter in
no service material

STREET VIEW of the Lyric, Harlan, la., as it appeared
during the run of "Smilin' Through." The star three-sheet was
the key note of the advertising campaign throughout.

July

work

is

The

especially interesting.

detailed descrip-

See

letter.

:

July

1.

:
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Lobby

of the

from

over

prominent

Queen theatre. Abilene. Texas, as decorated for the run
mount production. "Is Matrimcny a Failure?"

last Giristmas and
Montreal clergymen

letters

of

who had

seen the picture at a pre-screening there I
to get over a fairly creditable

managed

campaign.

Yours verv

Necessity

trulv.

THOMAS

a

Is

Si

DALEY.

Casino theatre. Halifax. X. S.

Famous Mother

DEAR MR. DALEY:
THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
I am enclosing a few of the ads which
I used for "The Eternal Light." our Holy
Week attraction, and those I used on
"Queen of Sheba," which we played Easter
week, hence the floral borders, etc
"The Eternal Light" came to us without
advertising of any kind whatsoever, and I
had to dig in and build even-thing from
However, with the
slides to window cards.
aid of some stock borders that I had left

39

of the Para-

wonder would cease token they watched
your contributions for a while and saw tlie
way you use it.
The Easter layout on "Queen of Sheba"
is as good a test of originality.
In the layout itself we can't find anything to suggest
as an improvement. It's great. But again
we wonder about your selection of quote
sources.
Don't you find that the New
York angle becomes so e what blunted with
protracted use* Seems to us the quotes
in the other ad are much more effective.
But that's only our opinion, and we're a
long way removed from Halifax. Neither
are we infallible in our judgment. Wonder
if you would care to set us right on this

m

—

Double congratulations once for demonstrating the measure of your ability in
wholly original matter and once for joining
the contributors to "What The Picture Did
For Me." The first is the mark of genius.
The second is the mark of the complete

slwwman.

pointf—W. R. W.

well you mentioned the fact that
"The Eternal Light" was accompanied by
no advertising. S'o one would have guessed
that the ad reproduced herewith was made
It's

an emergency. And anyone who
might be pardoned for wondering
zvhy you ever use the stock stuff. But that

up

in

knows

it

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir
I

am

forwarding

under

you

separate

cover two photos and a copy of my .ad on
"Smilin' Through," which I would be
pleased to see appear in your trade journal,
hoping they may be of service to some
other small town exhibitor.
I
had previously asked for assistance

from the exploitation department of First
Xational in putting this picture over, but

due to the fact that Mr. Coffin was busy in
some other city at the time I needed him it
was up to me, so I rolled up my sleeves
and went after it.
First

music

made

1

store,

tickets besides
display.

Then

I

the

window

display in the
a couple of
material to make the

which cost
the

drew up

me

my dummy

double page ad and started out to

for
sell

the
the

The free ticket stunt
ads.
as it looked so good to the

paved the way,
merchants and.
by the way. I never had a refusal.
I might also suggest the way in which I
went at the dealers to keep them from
thinking I was trying to sell them some-

When I called on the dealer, before
showed him my proposition. I told him
1 was not selling anything and neither was
I working for the newspaper, but I would
like to know if he intended running an ad
in the paper that week.
In most every case
the reply was "Yes. I guess so." Then I
thing.
I

The Queen lobby during

the run of the

Fox

feature,

"The Roof Tree." showing

tree transplanted for the run of the feature.

:
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showed him my proposition and again impressed on him that I was not selling newspaper space but was merely trying to get all
who were going to do advertising that week
to come in on the double page at very little
additional cost.
To make a long story short, a few hours'
work in the morning and a few more in the
afternoon turned the trick, and I had a very
nice ad at no cost whatever to me.
I might also say every phone downtown
had one of the novelties on it at least a
month before the showing of the picture.
I also used lots of paper heralds, etc.
On Decoration Day I opened for a fourday run and for the first time in a long
time I was fully repaid for all my efforts.
Of course I could not confine the business
T did entirely to the exploitation I did, for
the picture is truly a wonderful production
and one that will back up anything you can

say about it.
Any exhibitor who is having a hard time
keeping the wolf from his door should book
this picture and go the limit on it, for it
certainly is a wonderful production and one
that will give 100% satisfaction.

Your very

truly,

C. J. LATTA,
Lyric theatre, Harlan, la.
*

DEAR MR. LATTA:
In prescribing good, active

exploitation

as the logical means of keeping the wolf
the door, you tell the most important
It is
theatre story of the present time.
significant that the reports of good business
the
good
these
times
come
from
received in
advertisers.
1 he connection is obvious, as
is the moral.
You tell the story of your campaign so
well you leave us opportunity only to add
our opinion that you've got the right idea
all the way through.
To which we add the
suggestion that you write regularly to this

from

department.— IV. R.

Show Him Page

"fol-

low through" as applied to exploitation
might be based upon the pictures reproduced above and below showing the
exploitation of Goldwyn's "Theodora" at
the Alcazar theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
The
But the sermon isn't necessary.
photographs tell it all briefly and completely.
Study them.

1922

You certainly get a lot of good out of those
rustic plant boxes. And they fit into almost
any lobby well. That's the good point about
natural decorations.
As to the lack of a good scenic artist,
it doesn't seem to particularly
hinder yov.
Stock paper is really getting better, and
When trcctcd as you treat it the lack of
painting talent is less cause for concern
than a lot of things that might happen.
All of uitich detracts in no degree from
credit due you.
IV. R. IV.

—

37,

June 17 Issue

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

am

enclosing three photographs of lobby
Paradise," "The Roof
"Fool's
Tree," a William Russell picture, and "Is
Matrimony a Failure?" Also a photo of a
window display on "Fool's Paradise."
Unfortunately we haven't an atrist in
this town who can do nice scenic work, ?o
in making up the plan for the "Fool's Paradise" lobby I had the painter cut out the
one-sheets and mount them on strips of
beaverboard. He painted in the background, put on a border and painted the
scroll.
The two drills my operator made.
I had a larger window arranged but was
disappointed at the last minute, so arranged
the hat window. After I dressed this window, and before the photo was made, someone disarranged the photos on the floor,
I

displays,

on

INTERESTING and worth while
ANsermon
on the subject of the

1,

IV.

which were originally straight.
The tree in the lobby was suggested by
the name cf the picture, so we went down
to the river and cut an elm for the occasion.
Two one-sheet cutouts were placed on either
side of the box office, and the copy on the
cards tacked on the three was suggested in
the press sheet.
Ad mats and other material in the press

Follow Through

July

"Is

Matrimony

A

Failure?" suggested

the lobby for that picture.
There is great opportunity for a special
cooperative advertising page with merchants on the last picture named, but after
I had it all framed I found that the local
paper management is strongly opposed to
such pages and will not run them, as they
feel that they are asking their advertisers
It was impossible to
to assist the theatre.
convince them that it was of mutual benefit,

but I expect to sell one yet. I know I can
sell the merchants, for I've done it elsewhere, and I'm going to try and sell the
newspaper sometime in the near future.

Cordially yours,
R. P.

Queen

WHITFIELD.

theatre, Abilene, Tex.

*

Century Comedy advertising used by
Columbia theatre, Seattle, Wash.

the

A

Good Sign

A GOOD

sign,

more

in

than

one

sense, is that owned by the Columbia theatre, Seattle, said to be the
largest on the Pacific Coast and the
largest changeable sign in the country.
is shown herewith advertising Baby
Peggy, youthful star of Century ComeThat's another very good sign,
dies.

It

a sign of good advertising judgment
possessed by William Cutts, manager of
the Columbia.

A

Cheap Story

Couples taking out marriage licenses
during the week of May 22nd in Pittsburgh were admitted free to the showing of "Is

Olympic

Matrimony
Of

theatre.

a Failure?" at the
course, not many

that point in life's journey are in a
frame of mind to take advantage of the
offer, which makes the newspaper story
it gets both cheap and profitable.
at

DEAR MR. WHITFIELD:
Because we've had trouble such as you
mention with reactionary newspaper people,
that part of your letter sticks out above the
rest as we read it.
And the story that appeared on page 37 of the June 17 issue of
this paper sccjus to us to be just about
what you need to convince the gentleman.
The obvious arguments, that it is zvholly a
merchant's business to help the theatre that
brings shoppers to his door and, of course,
that it is a newspaper's business to cooperale with merchants in the interests of business generally, you undoubtedly have used.
7 hey seem unanswerable, but undoubtedly
your opponent is thoroughly set in his
opinion.
The lobbies are uniformly good, that on
"The Roof Tree" hai'ing, perhaps, a little
advantage. It shows the work put on it,
and that's always a good advertisement.

The
Fight
their

Tie- Up
fans

programs

Neat

of Winnipeg consulting
at a recent ring carnival

discovered listed, "Wallace Reid vs. Ivan
was duly explained that
It
Linow."
this event took place at the Lyceum theatre in the Paramount picture "Forever."
A little thing, but neat, and cheap. Several of these make up good advertising.

Trained Donkey Featured
Maudie,

Century's

new comedy don-

Harry
Century comedy, the
working title of which is "Whoa, Maud!"
being directed by Tom Buckingham.

key, plays an important part in

Sweet's

latest

July
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hope that every purchaser will take full
advantage of the extreme value of every
stunt and idea."

Grauman's
Prologues

Effective
Sid Grauman, prologue producer
of first rank, has surpassed his always splendid best in recent presentation features, increasing the well
established efficiency of his theatre

producing
Bertram Grassby,

villain

in

Carrier Boofy Is

Worthy

On
u

Treatise

Exploitation

MUSEMENT
lished

showmen's

by

use.

The term

"exploitation" as

book

is

denned

in

duction thus: "The old methods of interesting the public in pictures at your
theatre are necessary. Newspaper advertising, billboards with the highest class
posters, slides announcing coming productions none of these should be overlooked. But they are used by everyone.
Exploitation begins where these end."
In the pages that follow something like
100 individual "stunts." some of which
have been used and some of which are
new, are given extended discussion in
breezy, practical style.
Under general
heads many more are included. Space is
also devoted to various phases of theatre
management, form letters are given, similar divisions of the general subject are

taken up.

Purpose Explained

book measures up well to the
requirements set for it by its publishers
in an explanatory paragraph which reads:
In

all,

the

"For the benefit of the small exhibitor
can't afford to add a costly exploita-

"Exploitation" Defined
basis of the

prologue for

—

Efficiency,"
p u bCarrier Brothers, Los
Angeles, "box office doctors," presents in
60 pages a mass of simply described and
well illustrated exploitation material covering practically every side of theatre
operation.
The book is in loose-leaf
form, leather bound, to permit of insertion of additional pages promised. The
page size is 6 by 9!4 inches, the bulk of
the text is set in 12-point, illustrations are
in zinc and half-tone, the whole being
composed in showmanship fashion for
ji

/\

Sid Grauman's

the picture, appeared in
"For the Defense."

who

made

the

an intro-

tion

man

to his

theatre

has been published, and

staff,
it

is

this

book

the sincere

strides in
theatre.

staff
this

and making new
department of the

Two recent exceptional
prologues are illustrated and described herewith as distinctive examples of good presentation.
the Paramount feature starring
FOR
Ethel Clayton, "For the Defense,"

Mr. Grauman employed Bertram Grassby,
heavy in the picture and second character
in order of importance, to appear in the
prologue accorded the production. In the
photoplay Mr. Grassby portrays a Hindu
fashionable
preying
upon
hypnotist
society.

Wears Film Make-up
In the prologue Mr. Grassby wore the
make-up used in the making of the picture. The Oriental touch, which involves
no other Oriental character in the film,
was expanded and made the basis of the
stage feature. The illustration shows the
prologue cast. Suitable music, lighting
effects to produce the properly mystic

atmosphere,
and characteristic action
governed the presentation.
For "Over the Border," another Paramount picture, Mr. Grauman produced a
setting closely approximating one of those
used in the picture, the interior of a
cabin-inn, and superimposed thereupon a
suitable musical program in which the
principals were garbed in
conformity
with characters in the picture.

Realism Marks Setting
and

Solo

quartette
string quartette

numbers

were

contributed, a
colored waiter performed characteristic
dances, and a reader delivered "The Call
of the Wild." Two white wolf-dogs and
numerous animal skins added realism to
the setting.
In both prologues the picture relationship is strongly emphasized. Both were
unquestionably effective. That is the test
of the prologue.
given,

a

The Step- Up
To facilitate the occasionally necessary
increase in admission price requires proof
of necessity for the step-up. The New
Grand theatre. Toronto, which did not
increase the price for "Forever," got over
the necessary point by reproducing the
advertisement used in the Criterion theatre,
New York, with the $1.50 price
plainly indicated.

A

Paramount production, served
Grauman prologue.

scene from "Over the Border,"

as model for the

Seeing is believing. The trick
found useful frequently.

will

be
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Buildings

Are

Civic

Interests
Civic pride, important motivant
of good citizens, is bound up in industrial progress.
New buildings
are, in a sense, synonymous with
public interests. Everybody wants
to know all about them. Everybody

watches them grow from excavation to dedication. Theatres wishing
to
build
firm
business
foundations do well to identify their
institutions with new buildings.

TJ^XCAVATION

was made

for a

new

building to be erected in Rock Island,
shortly before the Fort Armstrong
111.,
theatre was to exhibit "Orphans of the
Storm," D. W. Griffith's United Artists
production.
People were interested in
the building, asking questions about it,
watching its progress as they passed the
1-j

A

building excavation used as a poster location by the Fort
at

Rock

Island,

111.

A

good

Armstrong theatre

idea.

location.

display is evenly divided.
The
theatre got credit for having two good
attractions, not for one good one and
another not so good. That is the way to
advertise a double feature bill.

A Study in
Split Bill

Mystic Numbers

Technique
The split bill, at one time or another used by every theatre, presents its distinctive problem to the
advertising man. What to do, what
to feature most prominently, how
to divide attention without losing
it, these are aspects of the proposition.
It was very well handled in
the case illustrated herewith.
Strand
AT"The Mark
Rainbow,"
the

theatre,

New

Poster Is Mounted

whole

The mystic numbers,

"2-4-6-8-1,0,"

The management

of the theatre got in
touch with the contractor in charge, effected
an equitable arrangement, and

upon

the rough scaffolding surmounting
the excavation appeared a 24-sheet advertising the picture.
This is one instance of a perfectly well
founded advertising stunt that is being
practiced more and more widely as time

passes and frequent demonstration proves
re-

cently appeared irregularly and without
explanation, in Lansing, Mich., newspapers.
The first advertisement of the
Gladmer theatre on "Her Husband's
Trademark" disclosed the fact that they
indicated the starting, hours of the five
daily performances.
The idea can be used with any picture.

its

merit.
Possibilities

Numerous

are numerous possibilities of
elaborating this idea, many of which will
be discovered only as individual cases are
The basic idea, the identificareported.
tion of the theatre with civic progress, is
one of the essential fundamentals of good
theatre advertising.

There

York,

starring Alice Calhoun, and "Steemeart," featuring William Duncan, both Vitagraph features,
were combined on a single program.
Both were well advertised.

No Focus Attempted
Absolutely no attempt was made to
focus attention upon one feature to the
detriment of the other. The two were
listed in identical display in every department of advertising. As two values,
each independent of the other, the two
attractions were represented.

The

photograph reproduced on this
shows the light and banner announcement arrangement of the theatre
Although coloration was transfront.
posed on the banner, the lettering was

page

identical.

"Two

And

the

single

line

above,

Big Features," was spread properly

across the two.

Equal Credit Accorded

The arrangement

of the lights, obviously, was dictated by the shape of the
The
sign and the length of the names.

Two

Vitagraph features were used

and

billed

in a single bill

by the Mark Strand,

with equal prominence.

New

York,

July
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Fox Films
Open Well
Advertised
If

there

truth in the ancient

is

proverb that "Well begun is half
done," much may be expected of the
1922-23

Fox

specials,

"Nero" and

"Silver Wings," opened to

Broadway

runs on June 1, for these pictures
were well advertised. And advertising is the beginning of a film's
success.
((

\ jERO" opened
IN One of the

at the Lyric theatre.

Utter simplicity marked the advertising campaign of Arthur E. Weld, Strand
Through." See story for details.

photographs reproduced on this page shows a view of the
inner lobby at that time, with water-color

theatre, Waterloo, la., for First National's "Smilin'

reproductions of scenes in the picture
arranged along one wall and artistically
draped. It will pay you to study that

The Worthy

photograph

in

"Silver

The other

the reproduction.

Wings"

at

Apollo

shows the inner
lobby of the Apollo theatre, where "Silver Wings" is being accorded its first
illustration

showing. Here, also, water-color reproductions of scenes from the play are dis-

Is

Usually

Tree Is Realistic

A

The Simple

played.

The

paintings impart to the beholder
They
the impression desired.
suggest something a little finer, a little
better, than the customary. They reflect
special effort to produce something extraordinary. And this they accomplish
without the ostentation of words, eliminating the possibility of incredulity.
exactly

Pictures Advertise Pictures

This advertising of pictures with picembodying in tone and style the
message that is commonly expressed in
word and phrase, is excellent showmantures,

ship. It is kindred in essence to the
tion picture, mutely eloquent.

The

subject

is

very engaging.

mo-

The worthy is usually the simple.
That applies to pictures, to stories,
to practically anything.
particularly

to

It applies

exploitation.

The

big successes in exploitation at

trated, is very

much worth

thinking

about.
E. WELD, manager of the
ARTHUR
playing
Strand theatre, Waterloo,
la.,

of

big thornapple tree was transplanted
in the lobby, and an utterly sincere communication from the theatre states that
two birds actually made nest in its
branches, which is interesting whether or
not significant. It is mentioned in passing.

Under

the tree a table and chairs were

placed and checker board provided osThe
tensibly for the use of patrons.
chairs were occupied, of course.

Scores on Merit

all

times have been essentially simple
undertakings. The point, here illus-

Water color paintings used to advertise the opening
Wings" at the Apollo theatre, New York.

'Silver

the widely and variously exploited First
National attraction, "Smilin' Through,"
took the prevalent lobby idea, the garden
wall set, simplified it and added a few
touches, and produced an effect that "got
over in a big way" for the ten days of
the picture's run.

of direct advertising was
eliminated from the "display, the scenic
setting being left to score on its own
merit.
The length of the run may be
taken as indicative that it did so.
The dominant note in Mr. Weld's camThe ideas used
paign was simplicity.
were the sort that fit the picture. This
sort of thing is needed in exploitation.

Every

bit

Similar billing was accorded the opening of "Nero," another Fox special, at the Lyric theatre.

"
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The Casino

theatre, Chicago, as decorated for the run of
a

A Showman

paying proportion of them to the box

Sells

sell their

music are

sell their theatre,

This

is

the story of a

in-

showman

who, operating without a million
dollar theatre but in competition
with houses of that class, operating

without

music of any character,

sells his lobby.
It's

section abounds in theatres, better

theatres,

theatres not so good,
little

big the-

theatres, vaudeville houses,

houses,

picture

straight

houses,

houses with symphony orchestras, houses
with organs, houses with no music at all.
Mr. Tippett recently eliminated music

from his own institution.
Chicago restricts lobby
severely.

the

on beauty, price or prestige, are
creasing in number.

1922

of Araby."

office

credit

atres and

mixed

not uncommon.

Showmen who

1,

records of the Casino reflect great
upon Mr. Tippett's showmanship.

Competition Keen

His Lobby
Showmen who

"The Sheik

office.

The

Who

July

When

effective

Mr.

prison

advertising

setting

W. TIPPETT operates the
RALPH
Casino theatre, Chicago, in the heart
of the loop district. Thousands of people
His advertising
pass its doors hourly.
must be of such a character as to draw

The Casino lobby

Hairpins

A. C. Schuneman, Isis theatre, Webster City, la., distributed 1,000 hairpins
to women shoppers, each pin bearing a
card which read, "Save this hairpin. You
will need it to keep your hair in order
during the hair-rising thrills of Cecil B.
DeMille's greatest
production,
'Fool's
Paradise.'

produced
reproduced

inches from the wall.

Lobby

It's

Tippett

herewith for the Producers Security attraction, "The Right Way," he employed
an ex-convict to appear in the lobby.
This in connection with a prominent prison reform organization. And the police
stopped his reappearance.
When he produced the brilliantly colored desert set for "The Sheik of Araby,"
R-C production, he was not allowed to
sand the floor of his lobby for realism.
These are instances of a handicap that
manifests itself in divers ways. He cannot carry a wall structure more than three

a Chicago story.

Now

Sells Self

Yet the Casino front

is

always an out-

standing

spot of brilliance against the
varied background of Madison street. Its
claim upon the eye is indisputable.
Its
lobby sells itself in a glance. The box

structure erected for the advertisement of

A

Good Line

Bruce Fowler, manager of the Elmwood theatre, Buffalo, has a cover line on
his May 21st house organ worth knowing about.

Photoplay."

"A Showing at the
Stamp of Merit on a
good points are obvious.

It reads.

Elmwood Puts

the

Its

Australia's

Way

Three selected chapters from "The
Sheik" were reprinted in a special folder
gotten out for that picture by the Globe
theatre, Sydney, New South Wales.
It
paid a big dividend. The Australian way.
Interesting and adaptable.

"The Right Way."

—
—
--

:

NEWSPICTURES
TX/ITH a

view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the

WW

News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established

this

SHOWMEN ATTEST

NEWSPICTURES

ARE ALWAYS
GOOD PICTURES

NEWSPICTURE
INTEREST

/XCORPORATE

this potent propaganda
slogan in newspaper advertisements,
Iwuse organ and other literature, regularly.
Vary the size of type, but preserve a seLittle space is relected face throughout.
quired and big results are obtainable.

* FINAL EXTRA *
PATHE NEWS,

—Log
—

Rollers Demonstrate Skill at Aberdeen. Wash.
100,000 Gather in Rome for Catholic Ceremonies
New York Has Radio-Canoe Creston, la.. Calf
Has Three Legs Alligator Family Leaves Kansas
City Zoo Joffre Honors American War Dead at
King of Spain Views Tank
Suresnes, France

—

—

—

—
Foot—King Denmark HonorsAviation
Players — French President
Depots — Knights Templar
Detroit Pageant

Demonstration

of

Visits

ball

in

Von Hindenburg

Visits Scene of

SELZNICK NEWS,

Cal.
in

at
Scientific
to

S.

for

in

est

The undertone of all communications received is one of praise, praise
for the newspicture as an institution and of this department as its representative.
It is generally agreed that "Newspictures Are Always Good Pictures."

The

in

111

in

in

letters

tional exhibitor interest in the
film.

Two

F.

of

Sec.

for

at

at

INTERNATIONAL NEWS.

Ferris

Wheel

Giant
No. 47:
Hurricane in Xew

Wrecked by

York— Daughter

of Secretary

Hughes

Is

Wed—

Princeton Confers Degree on President Harding
Archbishop Hayes Lays Cornerstone for Xew
Manhattan College. Xew York
William R.
Hearst Chats With Sir James Charles, Skipper of
Aquitania San Francisco Police Show Methods
of Pickpockets
Thousands Leave Chicago for
Shriner Conclave in San Francisco Los Angeles

—

—

Alligators

—

Battle

for

—
—

Food

American Legion Carnival

—
Star Athletes

at Philadelphia

in

— Capt.

Wins English Derby Pillory Wins Belmont Stakes Cartoon— (Territorial Specials).
No. 48:
Unveil Monument to Francis Scott
Key H. K Eustace, Explorer, Visits Xew York
Cuttle

—

—

—

French Beauty Allows Cast
to be Made for American Sculptor
Cavalry in Training at Ft. Meyer, Va.
Seattle Guards Infants Against Summer Ailments
West Point Graduates in Review Cartoon

Zoological Gardens
of

Limbs

L*.

—

—

S.

—

—

(Territorial Specials).

KINOGRAMS. No. 2154: Capt. Cuttle Wins
English Derby Princeton Unveils Monument to
Revolutionary War Heroes
Confers Degree on
President Harding Girls in Diving Contest at
Brighton Beach Sec. Hughes' Daughter Weds
Ambassador Harvey Pays Tribute to British

—

—
—

:

—

Heroes in London Italy Honors
Czecho-Slovaks Go Home by
Xew York Has Giant Violin Girls
Y. W. Track Meet at Cambridge,
Mawr Holds 18th Commencement

Toti

—

—

Dead Hero,
Hundreds
Compete in
Mass Bryn

—
— (Territorial

Specials).

No. 2155:
Harding Attends Flag Day ExerBaltimore Fire Reduces Half of Arverne.
X. Y., to Ashes West Point Graduates Class of
132 Army_ of Workers Groom Leviathan at

——
Xews — Sec.
Diego— Boris
cises at

—
Xewport

Denby Welcomed to San
Bahkmeteff Leaves Washington
Big Blast Removes Side of Mountain at Pacoima.

Cal.

— (Territorial

Specials).

each

issues.

Official

of

additional letters,

news

adding importantly to this symposium, are reprinted herewith. It
is suggested that they be filed with
those that have appeared in earlier

for a

is

C. C. Perry,

managing

my

mind, there

to publish every day.

the

a

half

ago we discontinued Pathe and are now
using Selznick Xews and find them very
satisfactory."

SPECIALS WIN
PRAISE OF
SHOWMEN
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

director of the

XEW

YORK,

ters praising the

Capitol theatre, St. Paul, writes:

"To

newspaper

number of years we showed
Pathe Xews, but about a year and a
For

"Outstanding Feature"

of

of

previously published

on this page constitute in the mass
an eloquent expression of the na-

Former Victory

Specials).
— (Territorial
No. 1048: Play Motorcycle
Polo
Oakland,
Adopt
— German Farmers
Battle Ship
Methods
Farming— U.
Burned
Salvage Copper — Japan Observes Flower
Festival— Spanish Matadors
Mexico
Bull
Fights — Isadora Duncan Marries "Russia's GreatPotsdam. Germany — Inventor Gives
Poet"
Chicago's Poor Children Coasters — Lenine
Moscow— 50,000 Attend Football Game
Vienna
— American Miniature Yacht Wins From English
Challenger—
Washington Turns Out for
Wedding
Secretary Hughes' Daughter.
No. 1049: West Point Graduates Class
132
Cadets — San Francisco Police Expose Methods
Pickpockets — Clarence
L'nderwood Selects
Prettiest Model— New York Lion Hunter's Wife
Plays With Boa Constrictor — Yassar Graduates
256—
Class
Denby Reviews Fleet Off
World's
San Diego—Chicago Horse Tries
High Tump Record
Horse Show — To Recondition Leviathan
Xewport Xews.

East Prussia

in

A nation-wide interest in the newspicture as a program feature and
an advertising asset has been attested by letters to this department since
its inception.
Every section of the country and cities of every size are
represented in the mass of correspondence previously and currently published.

Hardings Entertain

No. 47:

Wounded Heroes^ on White House Lawn

department.

June 20— Exhibitor letPathe Xews Special on

Lincoln Memorial Dedication are
looked upon by that company as graphic
demonstrations of the business-getting
quality of special newspicture features.
T. D. Moule, Kunsky Enterprises. Detroit, wrote to the home office of Pathe:
the

not a question
of a doubt that the news reel, if properly
handled, can be made one of the biggest
features of any theatre program. We, at
this theatre, spend a great deal of time
upon our arrangement tor presentations
and feel that it is one of our outstanding
is

features.

"I believe your Xewspictures departwill spur on the average exhibitor
to pay more attention to his news reel,
and by doing that it will encourage the
different producers of the news reels to
do better with their material. I am thoroughly convinced that you have started
something that will prove beneficial to
the industry in general."

ment

"Foundation of Program"
Ray A. Grombacher, managing

wish to thank you for the prompt
which your office has handled
these extra scenes. As you are probably
aware, we consider our weekly to be one
of the principal items on our program,
and the specials are helping in a great
degree in maintaining its standard."
C. H. Seaman. Consolidated Theatres.
Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich., wrote: "Beg
to advise that we appreciate your Xews
Specials and consider them an added op-

"We

way

in

portunity for the exhibitor in the
advertising."

way

of

director of the Liberty theatre, Spokane, and
widely known as an exploitation exhibitor through his contributions to "The

COOPERATE TO
IMPROVE FILMS

paper,

It is only by continuously communicating to producers of pictures the theatre
demands of the patron that the exhibitor
keeps his screen supply of profitable pictures up to standard. In the newspicture
field this service has been neglected by

Theatre"

department

of

this

writes

"Our

theatre has not been without a

newspictures, changing twice weekly, for,
I believe, over four years, and I am not
sure but that we have had one ever since
the theatre was built. It is a foundation
for our program. Xo matter how long
our show, we always run the newspicture.

"We believe it is just as important to
run the newspicture in our theatre as it

showmen. This department

invites

com-

munications of this character from every
source, in order that it may render maximum benefits to both exhibitors and producers of newspictures.
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DIGESTo/PICTURES offAeWEEK
WHILE

"OUR LEADING CITIZEN"

pictures are continually improving and

producers are making every effort to secure the
best effects in lighting,

camerawork and

tech-

nique, there seems to be a lack of uniformity in re-

gard to introducing characters on the screen.
Some
companies present a complete list of the players and
character names at the opening of the picture and let
it go at that, while others introduce each player separately.
Still another method has been tried, that of
attaching a list of the players and their character parts
at the end of the picture. This has certain advantages
not to be overlooked.

Where

the list of players is short, a complete cast
beginning of the picture is undoubtedly preferable, but where the cast numbers ten or fifteen players
the average picture fan cannot remember all the play-

Thomas Meighan

the popular

(Paramount) with

in the leading role, is a

and humorous romance, smooth running and
It was written by George Ade and is
an exceptionally good hot weather feature.
delightful

well directed.

"NANOOK OF THE NORTH"
of the

home

North.

It is

(Pathe)

it

should prove a good box

made

Revillon Freres

tion.

a story

of

the most educational novelties of the year.
exploitation

is

an Eskimo family in the frozen
entertaining and at the same time one of
life

it

and

it is

With proper
office

attrac-

presented as a

Pathepicture.

at the

and much

enjoyment of the picture is immanner of introducing players seems
to be the one employed by Paramount to a great extent
announce them singly at the beginning of the picers

paired.

The

of his

ideal

—

ture

as

each

character

enters

doesn't have to stop to think
is

and what his character part

ideal plan.

—

J.

R.
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who
is.

then one
that certain player
action,

That seems

to be the
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"SHERLOCK BROWN"

(Metro)

is

a pleasing

comedy-drama, with Bert Lytell playing the role
of a "simp" detective.
Ora Carew, DeWitt Jennings,
George Barnum and Sylvia Breamer render excellent
little

support.
stolen
of

The

story concerns a mysterious envelope

from the government and

"who has

for five reels

is

a case

the envelope."

"FOR BIG STAKES"
Western with

all

the

(Fox)

is

produced
rough riding,

a well

embellishments,

straight shooting and quick love-making usually asso-

"MONTE CRISTO"

(Fox) founded on the Dumas
story presents a stirring and interesting romance of
the eighteenth century. It is satisfying drama, well
presented and very well acted. The sets are especially
noteworthy and the story has been followed as closely
as possible to maintain the interest.

"JOHN SMITH"

(Selznick)

is

the last of

Eugene

O'Brien's "Selznick pictures and by an odd coincidence

one of his best. The story is quite cleverly handled
and in direction and acting it leaves little to be desired.
It is very good entertainment.

"THE STORM"

(Universal)

is

ciated with

Tom Mix

plays.

Patsy Ruth Miller ap-

pears to advantage opposite the star and the action

never lags from the

moment Mix

rides

in

heroine rushes into the cowboy's arms at the

"THE SON OF THE WOLF"

until

the

finish.

(R-C Pictures)

depends upon beautiful exteriors and a cast of well
known players for its principal appeal. It is a Jack
London story, directed by Norman Dawn, but lacks
much of the punch of the usual London tale. A handto-hand combat in the

final reel

heightens the interest

somewhat.

a screen version

•'FOR

THE DEFENSE"

(Paramount) marks a

George Broadhurst's stage play, written by Langdon
McCormick, and first produced as a vaudeville sketch.
It is a well told story. and very well acted by House
Peters, Matt Moore and Virginia Valli. A remarkable
forest fire, a blizzard, and a thrilling canoe escape
furnish the thrills, but there are other good things in

break in Ethel Clayton's series of young matron roles
and presents her as an opera singer enmeshed in a
mystery centering about the murder of a professional
hypnotist.
She, and others in the cast, perform their

this Universal film.

ticallv

of

JOHN GILBERT

and supporting players

in three

work

any

theatre.

Fox production "Monte
The Herald

scenes from the
of

creditably, producing a feature suitable for prac-

Cristo" reviewed in this issue

HOUSE PETERS

EN

where he "hibernates" all winter. Dave
accepts the invitation to get away from
the hum-drum of city life and society.
A Frenchman, Fanchaud, living alone
with his daughter. Manette, is arrested

THE STORM
(UNIVERSAL)

A

George

winner!

Broadhurst's

sensational stage success makes
an excellent screen drama. There
is the sure appeal of a well-told
story and carefully produced piccombined with excellent
ture
characterizations
by intelligent
The spectacular forest
artists.
fire scenes are some of the best
Directed by
ever photographed.
Reginald Barker. Eight reels.
every reason to feel
proud of "The Storm."
This feature, founded on Langdon McCormick's story, vaudeville sketch and
stage play, is capital melodramatic entertainment.
The story is very well told
Universal

has

and grips the interest from first to last
and the producers are deserving of every
credit for the manner in which the beautiful winter scenes are produced and later
the raging forest fire.
Xo expense was
spared on either and they serve to preserve the atmosphere of the story admirably. Another remarkable feature of
"The Storm" is the flight of Fanchaud
and his daughter, down a swift stream,
after Fanchaud has escaped from the

Mounted

Police.

The

spectacular dive

from the high ledge into the stream, with
the camera pointing straight down, showing him hitting the water, is but one of
the novelties of this unusual film.
House Peters is Burr Winton, the silent, stalwart trapper and gives one of
the best characterizations of his long
screen career; Matt Moore, as Dave
Stewart, the city-bred youth, gives a
character study, finished and convincing;
Virginia Valli is Manette, and she has a
role that suits her admirably.
In her
dramatic scenes she rises to the occasion
and gives Peters good support.
Josef
Swickard plays Fanchaud, the wily old

Frenchman, deftly and naturally.

The

other members of the cast are well above
the average.
"The Storm" holds a wealth of advertising possibilities for the wide-awake
exhibitor. It was first a vaudeville sketch,
then as a legitimate play won wide publicity.
Its principal appeal on the stage
was the forest fire scenes and the love
interest.
Universal has added much to
the original sketch there is a blinding
blizzard and the situation of two men
"snowed in" all winter long with a young
girl who has lost her father, and then the
big forest fire. The scenes of the canoe
shooting the rapids on a wild stream are
among the most sensational ever photographed.
It will pay an exhibitor to get up on
the roof with a megaphone and tell his
patrons about this picture. It has thrills,
love interest, pathos and about everything else the theatre-goer wants.
A
really strong feature for any house.

for smuggling.
He whispers to Manette
to follow with the canoe and at a point
where the river path is almost over the
stream, he dives into the water and is
picked up by Manette.
bullet from a
mounted police, however, ends his career
in the cabin of Winton, whence Manette
has taken her father.
blizzard prevents Winton from taking her to the
convent and the three are forced to live
in the cabin until spring.
Both Burr and

A

A

Dave fall in love with Manette and they
become insanely jealous of each other.
In the spring as Burr is about to take
Manette to the convent, a huge forest
fire breaks out and they are forced to flee
Carrying Manette to a
for their lives.
place of safety. Burr goes back and rescues Dave. It is then that Manette declares her love for Burr, and they are
made happy upon receiving Dave's forgiveness.

SPECIAL CAST IX

picture a fight between Son of the Wolf
and an Indian for the hand of Chook-Ra.
"Son of the Wolf is the story of a
white man who fights against enemies
and his own moral backsliding to win the
hand of an Indian princess. Among his
enemies are Ben Harrington, who professes to be a friend, and the Indians
themselves.
Harrington is eliminated
when he meets death through exposure.
To overcome the opposition of the Indians to his marriage with their princess,
he is forced into a hand-to-hand combat
with one of the leaders of the tribe.
Emerging winner in the fight. Son of the
Wolf and his bride depart for their home.

SON OF THE WOLF
(R-C

BERT LYTELL IX

PICTURES)

SHERLOCK BROWN

Norman Dawn has

selected an excellent cast and many beautiful
exteriors for his screen version of
this Jack London story of the
frozen North. The picture's pictorial beauty is its greatest asset,
the story lacking the punch of a

Jack London

detective story with Lytell in the role of a small town
"simp" detective.

comedy

Amusing,

though long drawn out and
showing an apparent straining for

comedy

effect.

An

excellent cast

Written and directed
by Bayard Veiller. Five reels.
Bayard Veiller knows hew to spread
in support.

Hot weather of the
makes "The Son of the

last

few weeks
an excep-

Wolf

tionally timely offering, the

many snow

scenes presenting endless suggestions for
lobby displays of an attractive nature for
this period of the year.
Though the story has offered the direc-

opportunity for fast moving ache has staged a hand-to-hand combat near the end which adds life to the

tor

(METRO)

A

tale.

little

tion,

picture.

The outstanding principals in the cast
are: Wheeler Oakman, depicting the role
of Scruff Mackenzie, the Son of the Wolf;

—

Burr Winton invites his friend Dave
Stewart to his cabin in the mountains.

Edith Roberts, an Indian princess, ChookThomas Jefferson as her father,
Chief Thling Tinner; Sam Allen as
Father Roubeau; Fred Kohler as the
Malemute Kid, and Ashley Cooper as
Ben Harrington, the villain.
Scenes in and about an Indian camp
are faithfully portrayed. It is here that
the director has placed the punch of the

Ra;

the mystery element on thick and though
you become a little out of patience with
his characters in "Sherlock Brown," because of their stupidity, it holds yonr
attention to the final fadeout. Some of
the art titles drew as much applause as
the action, at a down-town Chicago theatre, where it appeared for a week.
Lytell is one of those correspondence
detectives with a tin star and a commission from a fake detective bureau. He
becomes involved in the search for a
mysterious formula for a high explosive
stolen from the government, and which
a gang of crooks is trying to smuggle out
Sherlock Brown finds
of the country.
the formula when he throws a flower pot
at the head of the head plotter, but loses
it again when a girl representing herself
as coming from the detective agency,
asks for the envelope and he obligingly
he again seturns it over to her.
cures it just as the ship is about to saiL
keeps the suspense up until the finish.
There is a love romance between the gir!

How

distress. Barbara Musgrave, and the
amateur detective.
The various roles are in capable hands
and well acted by Ora Carew. Sylvia
Breamer. Dewitt Tenninars. Theodore
VonEltz. Wilton Taylor. Hardee Kirkland. George Barnum and George Kuwa.
in

Edith
in

Roberts

"The Son

and
of

Wheeler Oakman appearing
Wolf' (R-C Pictures)

the
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SPECIAL CAST IN

role

NANOOK OF
This story

Eskimo

family

in

life

of an

frozen

the

North is one of the most entertaining and at the same time one
of the most educational novelties
of the season, or several seasons.
With
proper
exploitation
it
should score heavily as a box
office

of the North," filmed by
Freres, and presented as a
Pathe picture, comes as a refreshing
novelty to lighten the air made leaden
and muggy by sex stories, eternal
triangles and "mother" pictures.
It is
far above the average motion picture, has
no tremendous plot, nerve-racking suspense, endless chase or hand-made thrills.
It is a picture you can see three times
and each recurrent view will reveal added
charms and beauty.
This picture of live and love in the
actual Arctic puts to shame many of the
films ordinarily called features by their
it
makers.
If anything
is
a "superfeature," but not in the language of the
producers,
for
it
is
wholly without

pageantry, mobs, georgeous settings, and
creations by Tom, Dick and Harry.
its presentation is not thrown at
you through a maze of credits for story,
direction,
continuity,
scenario,
titles,
art

et cetera, et cetera.

"Nanook

North" reveals in a
straightforward way the life and habits
an
Eskimo family composed of
of
Nanook himself, Nyla his wife, and Ailee,
Cunayou and Comock, their children.
Huskies, seals, walruses, salmon and
white foxes are thrown in for good
of the

measure.

The announcement

states that the picentirely in the

ture was photographed
frozen North, 800 miles

beyond

civiliza-

northerly outposts, where
the sea is frozen and the land produces
nothing, and where the average temperaIt was
ture is 35 degrees below zero.
developed and printed in the North with
the assistance of Eskimos, who were
taught the art of developing films.
In addition to its entertainment qualities "Nanook of the North" is a superIt will undoubtedly please
prlucational.
any audience and the exhibitor showing
genuine
will afford his patrons a
it
novelty.
The picture lends itself admirably to many exploitation stunts and
with these utilized it should prove a good
tion's

most

money maker.

Ethel Clayton

IN

POOR BOY
(EDUCATIONAL)
This Mermaid comedy has a lot of
funny stuff in it and a rip-roaring finish, but it would be funnier if so many
of the old stunts had not been used
and a few new ones supplied. For instance the business of chopping the wood
which falls over and propping it up with
a derby, only to cut the derby in two,
has served many times for a laugh, as
has the church collection stuff with the
Sheriff flashing his badge, and the conductor's coin belt.

However, there are
it to get by and the

enough laughs for
is snappy all the way through.

action

in

a scene from "For the Defense"

(Paramount).

ETHEL CLAYTON

IN

FOR THE DEFENSE
(PARAMOUNT)
Good

murder mystery, with an
Oriental slant.
Well enacted,
well staged, sufficiently suspen-

sive.

Takes

hypnotism

for
for

granted.
New type of role
star.
Society setting.
Directed
by Paul Powell. Five reels.

A

well-knit mystery, presented purely
as such, is the basis of "For the Defense."
In its enactment Ethel Clayton

Bertram Grassby,
Mabel Van

Pitts,

Mayme

as

TOM MIX

ZaSu
Vernon

her wedding he attempts to use his power
over her feloniously and is found murdered.
Suspicion falls upon one of his
maids, whom the star has befriended,
with the result that the big moment finds
three women confessing the murder, the
guilty one proving her point and insuring
happiness for the others concerned.

EUGENE O'BRIEN

found murdered and the money is gone
Hilliard is arrested and tried for the
murder
Delevan is caught, however, and
confesses and the picture ends with the
romance between Mary Mason and Lawrence just blossoming.
One of the best Eugene O'Brien pictures Selznick ever made.

Kelso,

Buren and

Steele score in that order. Possibly Paul
Powell and the un-named cutter should
be given rank near the top of the list.
They do much toward putting the picture over as satisfying entertainment.
The story grants the practicability of
hypnotism, depending upon it for logic.
A court is the setting for the big scene,
but it isn't protracted and it isn't stereotyped, although a confession inspired in
not unusual manner brings the happy
ending to pass.
The picture is well
equipped to satisfy the general audience.
Anne Woodstock, opera singer, who
has lost her voice, is successfully treated
by a Hindoo hypnotist. On the eve of

IN

JOHN SMITH

LLOYD HAMILTON

Tammany Young,

A

Revillon

And

the_lutler;

1922

Smith" in that all of the close-ups are
given to Miss Astor instead of the star
and her brunette beauty adds considerably to the picture's enjoyment.
Lawrence Hilliard is serving a sentence under the name of John Smith.
kindly probation officer becomes interested in his case and he is paroled.
Through a broker he secures employment and is assigned the task of helping
the broker's mother straighten out her
domestic troubles. He proves to be quite
a diplomat and soon has harmony in the
home among the servants and arranges
foj ^rs. Lang to give a charity
bazaar,
the funds are entrusted to Lawrence's
keeping. He receives a warning letter
from Delavan, the man responsible for
his prison term, that he wants
half of
the funds. That night the chauffeur
is

attraction.

"Nanook

as

1,

a chauffeur; Ester Banks, very natural
and convincing as a crusty, cranky, old
lady, Mrs. Lang; F hankie Mann, as a
maid; J. Barney Sherry, appearing as
Martin Lang;. George Fawcett, in the
role of a probation officer; and Mary Astor, delightfully appealing as Mary
Mason, secretary to- Mrs. Lang.
A novelty is introduced in "John

THE NORTH

(PATHE)
of the home

July

(SELZNICK)
Very good entertainment in this
last
Eugene O'Brien starring
vehicle.
It is marked by real
imagination both in details of settings and direction of the artists,

and the work of the entire cast is
on a high level.
Directed by
Victor Heerman. Six parts.

A particularly interesting and wellacted story, excellently told is "John
Smith." It never relaxes its interest and
gradually works up to a denoument
that contains plenty of mystery. The acting throughout is superb.
Besides Eugene O'Brien, who as John
Smith is serving a prison sentence for an
offense he did not commit, there is Vivian
Ogden, excellently cast as the cook; William J. Ferguson, in a delightful comedy

IN

FOR BIG STAKES
(FOX)

An

expensive

and well produced
comedy-drama, with Mix getting
away with many unconvincing
and difficult stunts.
The usual
rough riding, straight shooting
and villainy familiar to followers

of Western romances.
Directed
by Lynn Reynolds. Five parts.

There seems to be but one formula for
Western stories— the rancher who

these

beset with cattle thieves, the hero
who
captures the crooks and finds the Sheriff
is dishonest, and the love
romance with
is

the

rancher's
daughter.
"For
Big
Stakes" follows the prescribed routine

and while there is no lack of action, in
fact, it is crammed-full of it, with
fights
galore and a dramatic rescue from a forest

fire,

much

of

it

is

familiar material.

Then, too. Mix wins out most too easily
against great odds in this picture and
finally brings in the old one where
he
lassos the cabinful of villains and drags
it down the mountain.
Once before we
saw him do this to a church. There are
other things though that are bound to
hold

the attention of dyed-in-the-wool
such as the expose of the
crooked sheriff, the capture of the archplotter who burns the barn and ranch
house, and the spectacular fire that winds
up the picture.
Patsy Ruth Miller makes a pleasing
and spirited heroine, and Sid Jordan, Bert
Sprotte, Joe Harris, Al Fremont and
Earl Simpson fill their respective roles
capably.
Sprotte's portrayal of Rowell
Clark was especially good, as was Al Fremont as the deposed sheriff.
The Verde Cattle Company has tried
vain to run down cattle thieves.
"Clean-up" Sudden, a stranger, rides into
camp and because he pays marked attention to Dorothy Clark, at a dance, is run
off the place.
He clamps near by, how-

Mix

m

fans,

July
ever,
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and when the gang of

cattle thieves

attempts to capture him with the aid of
a dishonest sheriff, he opens fire upon

them and drives them

off.

They blow up

he turns the tables on them
from a dugout in the side hill, then he

his cabin, but

cmpels

and leave
the country.
Scott Mason, an employe
of the ranch and three others, each atthe sheriff to resign

tempt to shoot "Clean-up," but he bests
them all, and when Dorothy is kidnapped
and tied to a tree in the woods and the
ranch house burned, he not only whips
Mason, the man responsible for both offenses, but rescues Dorothy.
It then develops "Sudden" is part owner of the
ranch and had wanted to "clean up" be-

most broke, he turns down the "ring"
and the support goes to his opponent.
A secret donation to Bentley's campaign
made by a pretty Hoosier heiress enables
Bentley to win out over the chicanery
and become the. town's leading citizen,
winning not only the office he sought,
but the heiress as well.
Lois
Wilson is charming as the
Hoosier heiress, and together with

Theodore Roberts

as the scheming polito the delight of the
picture. The remainder of the cast, which
includes William P. Carleton. Guy Oliver,
Laurance Wheat, James Neill, Sylvia
Ashton and Ethel Wales, is exceptionally

good.

SPECIAL CAST IN

fore taking charge.

MONTE CRISTO

THOMAS MEIGHAN

IN

OUR LEADING
CITIZEN
(PARAMOUNT)
Always popular, Thomas Meighan
is more than pleasing in this delightfully humorous romance
written especially for him by
George Ade. It is smooth running, well directed and photographed and should go well.

When

George Ade pictured the genial
and unique politician in "Our Leading
Citizen" he

mount

was writing with

star in mind,

and

the Para-

in his portrayal

the character Meighan gets all the
quaint humor into it that the famous
story writer sought.
Carefully directed
by Alfred Green, the picture is an exceptionally good hot weather offering of
clean humor and interesting romance.
Meighan takes the part of Bentley, a
lawyer who prefers fishing in a quiet
Indiana
stream
to
angling
in
the
troubled political waters of the town's
civic strife.
He has a clean record, is
recognized as a good campaigner and
fighter when he wants to fight and bears
modestly his war decorations. He is selected by a political ring as the logical
candidate for high office.
The "ring" manages to get Bentley
into campaign debt and then offers to
contribute heavily to the campaign fund
on condition that he will put through
legislation favorable to a
railroad in
which they are interested.
With the
campaign at fever heat and Bentley alof

Two

scenes from

much

add

tician,

"Our Leading

(FOX)
Another Fox special that

money

will make
for the exhibitor and the

producer.
This O'Neil-Fechter
version of the famous Alexander
Dumas romance has about everything in it the exhibitor wants.
Clever characterizations, artistic
sets, good direction and careful
attention to detail contribute toward making this an excellent
attraction for all classes. Directed

by Emmett

J.

Flynn.

Ten

reels.

A

very good job has been made of this
big special production of Alexander Dumas' story which served James O'Xeil

49

and court-room scenes, all
and very well photographed. These sets w-ere peopled with
hundreds of persons properly costumed
and breathing the spirit of those early
and treacherous days of the eighteenth
nificent

ball

excellently arranged

century.

As

the acting, the honors were
well divided between John Gilbert, as Monte Cristo, and William V.
Mong, as the inn keeper, Caderousse.
Gilbert seems a trifle stiff in his role but
was a convincing figure in the latter
scenes. Mong gave an excellent characterization as the wine imbibing old tavernman. The work of George Siegmann,
as Monte Cristo's man servant, Hershell
Mayall, Spottiswood Aitken, Robert McKim, Estelle Taylor and Virginia Faire
was well above the average.
There are many unusual angles for exploiting "Monte Cristo" and the unusual
effort expended in advertising it will repay the exhibitor manv fold. The most
popular line of the play. "Behold the
to

pretty

world is mine," can be used effectively
advance copy.

The

story,

briefly,

concerns

in

Edmond

Danton, a sailor, who is falsely imprisoned in a French island dungeon, the
Chateau d'lf, by a political enemy, on his
wedding day. Twenty years later he

makes his escape, when the corpse of an
adjoining cell mate is about to be thrown
into the sea. he taking the place of the
dead man. The cell mate has entrusted
a map to Danton and willed him his
wealth, on the island of Monte Cristo.
Assuming the name of Count of Monte
Cristo. Danton returns to his home city,
finds his bride-to-be married to another,
and he thereupon plans to avenge his

for years as a stage vehicle. The thrilling romance of the latter days of Napoleon is presented in a consistent and dramatic manner and very little of the
impressiveness of the novel is lost in the

wrongs. He entertains lavishly and one
by one he accomplishes the utter ruin of
his political enemies. Then he directs his
wealth be distributed to the poor of the

film version.

country.

The

created at the
start, although necessarily slow during
the prison scenes, but when Danton escapes from prison and returns to bring
his persecutors to justice it moves along
smoothly and swiftly with one dramatic
climax following closely upon the heels
of another.
interest

is

easily

Lavish in sets, with an eye always to
preserving the atmosphere in exteriors,
interiors and costumes. Director Flynn
has done a wonderful piece of work. The
scenes around the Chateau d'li. the heavy
doors, the damp cells and the equally
austere keepers of the jail, were all in
keeping with the Dumas tale. In contrast are the scenes of splendor, the mag-

Citizen," an adapted

Goldwyn Completes Cast
for Prize-Winning Story
Goldwyn has completed

the cast for

Allen
Holubar production,
"Broken Chains," the story by Winifred
Kimball which won The Chicago Daily
its

first

News

S10.000 prize, with the addition of
Willis to the roster of players al-

Leo

ready selected.
Colleen Moore and Malcolm McGregor
have the leading roles. Others are Claire
Windsor, Bervl Mercer. Ernest Torrence,
Willi am Orlamond. James Marcus, Gerald Pring and Edward Peil.

George Ade story starring Thomas Meighan.

It is a

Paramount production.
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DeMille; makeup.
Cecil
B.
George Fawcett and Theodore Roberts;
photo-comedy, James Cruze.

direction,

When the project of the stock company
school was explained to some of the stars
and directors early in the spring by Mr.
Lasky, they suggested that they be allowed to participate in the control of the
work as is done in some of the larger
As soon as the news ciruniversities.
culated members of the company drew
up a set of rules and appointed a board
of control which is to assist in their enforcement.
Rules

Considered

Necessary

They are strict but considered necessary by artists for their own protection.
As finally agreed upon in the conference
with Mr. Lasky, they read:
"To protect the good name of their
profession members of the Paramount
company have suggested and
stock
adopted these rules for work and conduct.
Therefore, infringement of these rules
not only works harm to yourself as an
actor and individual but it also works injury to your associates.
Strict adherence
to these rules is demanded of every member of the company and it also is requested that members by precept and example strive to have other members of

July

1,

1922

newspapers and keep abreast of developments in politics, literature, economics
and art.
Remember that your mentality
and your tastes shine through your eyes
on the screen.
"The motion picture, because of its
great distribution, gives you popularity,
wealth, and a great career.
But by virtue
of this distribution it also brings enormous responsibilities.
You must accept
these responsibilities.
The motion picture has made you an intimate friend of
countless people whom you will never
see.

You

are their friend

nevertheless

and it must be your constant care never
to do anything or say anything that will
betray the confidence these millions of
motion picture lovers have placed in
Therefore, members of the Parayou.
mount stock company are expected to
avoid places, people, circumstances and
conduct which might in any way bring
themselves and the motion picture profession

into

disreoute.

Any member

company observe them.
basis of all good work is good
health.
Therefore, members of the Paramount stock company should guard their

the

"The

—

Jesse L. Lasky

Zukor Takes Radical
Step to Improve Films
(Continued from page if)

and Robert
T. Kane, Victor H. Clarke and Frank E.
dent, Mr. DeMille,

director,

Woods.
Players

Have Control Board

also a players board of control,
the members of which are: Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson, Thomas Meighan, Sylvia Ashton, and Theodore Roberts.
Courses of training include everything
connected with the motion picture art.
Technical branches have been divided into
two parts physical training and studio
Under physical training are
training.
subjects of health, action, dancing, and
The studio training course is
fencing.
very elaborate.
It includes cinematogvalues,
lighting, pictorial
raphy and
business, makeup,
mechanics,
stage
stage
costuming, architecture, interior decoration, direction and acting.
In realm of higher ideals of picture
making there is a department of creative

There

is

—

which includes photodramatic anphotodrama theory and practice,
photo-comedy, scenario writing, and moeffort
alysis,

—

tion picture history.

Three Subjects Taught

Under

the title of expressional branches
three subjects are taught physical expression, life study and pantomime.
Subjects and the men who will handle
them as the faculty of instruction are:

—

Photodrama, theory and practice, William DeMille; pictorial values, Penrhyn
Stanlaws; motion picture history, George
Melford; dancing and fencing, Theodore
Kosloff; physical culture, Norman Selby
(Kid McCoy); costume theory, Paul
Iribe; architecture and interior decoration, Max Parker; cinematography and
lighting, Alvin Wyckoff; acting, George
Fitzmaurice; scenario, Frank E.

health as their most precious asset and
avoid any conduct or circumstances that
will put their health in peril.
Proper
exercise, sufficient sleep, fresh air, proper
diet
all
these are essential to good
health.
Avoid alcoholic stimulants and
late hours.
If you are a woman nothing
can destroy good looks so quickly.
If
you are a man nothing can incapacitate
you so much for the arduous work of. the

Woods;

studio.

Must Have High Standing
"Any member of the Paramount stock
company who fails to maintain 75 pei
cent standing in classes, attendance, and
general deportment, is liable to expulsion
from the company.
"Although the stock in trade of members of the Paramount stock company is
their ability to portray their emotions, the
place for such portrayal is on the screen
and not in the studio.
Temperament is
a valuable asset, but temperament out
of control is a nuisance to yourself and
everybody about you.
Bursts of socalled temperament in the studio will not
be tolerated.
are all grown men
and women and our actions should be
governed by sanity and common cour-

failing strictly to observe this rule is
liable to instant dismissal from the com-

tesy.

pany."

We

"No member of
allowed to make a

the company will be
public appearance at

theatre or public entertainment without permission of the director of the
stock company.

a

Gifts

Are Prohibited

"Gifts and gratuities to any instructor
or officer of the Paramount stock company or anybody else connected with the
studio are strictly forbidden.
"Members of the stock company will
be expected to play any parts assigned

Success can be based only on
ability to do good work
can be demonstrated as well in a small
bit as in a
leading role.
Therefore,
never slight your work no matter how inconsequential your role may seem.
them.

good work and

"Be careful

in the

choice of your asso-

Remember
known by the company he
A woman is known by the com-

ciates outside of the studio.
'a

man

keeps.'

Sidney R. Kent

Are More Than Formality
That

rules

will

be

something

deportment inside and outside
studio with a statement as to the
average rating for the week.
"Attendance at church," said Mr. Zukor, "is to be urged but of course no
effort will be made to dictate the religious practices of our people."
his general

the

25,000 Extras

in

Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

is

pany she avoids.
Get Life's Viewpoint
"Do not confine your outlook on life to
activities of the studio.
Broaden your
viewpoint.
Read good books, read good

these

more than formality is evidenced by the
fact that Mr. Lasky is to receive weekly
confidential reports on the work of each
member of the company from the direcThese reports
tor, Cecil B. DeMille.
will carry details as to what classes each
student has entered, the student's work
in each and also his work in production;

LOS ANGELES, June 20.— Before
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood" is
completed 25,000 different persons will
have appeared in various scenes of the
productions it is estimated by United
Artists.
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Quarterly Ind ex of Pi ctures
Reviewed

"ACCORDING TO HOYI.E," Western
"ACROSS THE CONTINENT," Paramount
"AFRAID TO EIGHT," Universal
"ALF'S BUTTON," First National

"ANGEL OF CROOKED STREET," Vitagraph
"ANY NIGHT," Amalgamated
"ANY OLD PORT," Educational
"ARABIAN LOVE," Fox
"AROUND THE WORLD," Burton Holmes
"ASHES," East Coast Prod

"BACHELOR DADDY," Paramount
"BEAR CAT," Universal
"BEAUTY DOCTOR," Paramount
"BEAUTY'S WORTH," Paramount
"BEYOND THE ROCKS," Paramount
"BLACK BAG," Universal
"BLAZE AWAY," Di Lorenzo

May
May

20
27
June 24
Apr. 1
May 6
Apr. 8
May 13
Apr. 29
May 27
May 13

May

27

Apr.

1

May 27
Apr. 15
May 27
June 10
Apr.

1

"BLIND CIRCUMSTANCES," Clark-Cornelison
"BLUEBEARD JR.," Am. Releasing

June 3
June 17

"BOBBED HAIR," Paramount
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Paramount
"CAVE GIRL," First National
"CHANNING OF NORTHWEST," Selznick

Apr.
Apr.

1
S

Apr.

8
13

"COLD FEET," Educational
—"CLOSED DOOR," Kleine
"COME ON OVER," Goldwyn

"EVIDENCE,"

National

20___

June 10

May

13
Apr. 29

Apr.

"FACE BETWEEN," Metro
"FAIR ENOUGH," Educational
"FAIR LADY," United Artists
"FIGHTING STREAK, THE," Fox
"FIRE BRIDE, THE," Gunning
"FIRST WOMAN," R-C Pictures
"FOOLS FIRST," First National
Pictures

"GIRL IN HIS ROOM," Vitagraph
"GLORIA OF CLEMENTINA," R-C Pictures
"GLORIOUS ADVENTURE," Black) on
"GO-GET-'EM-HUTCH," Pathe
"GOLDEN DREAMS," Goldwyn
"GOOD PROVIDER," Paramount

1

May
May

20
13
June 3

Apr.

June

Selznick

"FREE AIR," Hodkinson
"GAY AND DEVILISH," R-C

27

Apr. 1
Apr. 29

"COPS," First National

"CROSSROADS OF NEW YORK," First
"DANGER," Educational
"DARK HORSE, A," Universal
"DETERMINATION," U. S. M. P. Corp
"DEUCE OF SPADES," First National
"DEVIL'S PAWN," Paramount
"DON'T WRITE LETTERS," Metro
"ELOPE IF YOU MUST," Fox

May
May
May

8
3

Apr. 29
May 27
8
June 17
Apr. S
Apr. 29

Apr.

June 3
June 10

June

3

May

27

June 17

May
May

"GOOD THINGS OF LIFE," Gunning:
"GRAY DAWN," Hodkinson
"GREAT ALONE," Am. Releasing
"GREEN TEMPTATION," Paramount

13
6
June 24
May 6
Apr. 1
June 10
June 17
Apr. 1

"HATE," Metro

June 10

"HEAD OVER HEELS," Goldwyn
"HEART SPECIALIST," Paramount
"HIS WIFE'S HUSBAND," Am. Releasing
"HIS WIFE'S SON," Fox

"HUMAN HEARTS," Universal
"I AM THE LAW," Affiliated
"INFIDEL. THE." First National
"IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE," Paramount

"ISLAND WIVES," Vitagraph
"ISLE OF ZORDA," Pathe
"KISSED." Universal
"KISSES," Metro

May

6

Apr.

1

June

May
May

2
20
20

June

3

Apr. 15
May 6
Apr. 8
Apr. 8

June
Apr.

3
8

"LADIE'S MAN," Metro

June

"LADY GODIVA," Pathe
"LEATHER PUSHERS,"

Apr.

1

May

13

Apr.

1

Universal
Universal

'(LEATHER PUSHERS,"
"LIGHTS OF THE DESERT," Fox
"LONESOME CORNERS," Pathe

"LOVE'S MASQUERADE," Selznick
"LYING TRUTH," Am. Releasing

"MADNESS OF LOVE," Gunning
"MAN FROM BEYOND," Houdini
"MAN FROM DOWNING STREET," Vitagraph
"MAN FROM HELL'S RIVER," Western
"MAN FROM HOME," Paramount
"MAN UNDER COVER," Universal
"MAN "WHO PAID," producers Security

3

June 24

May

20
Apr. 1
April 15

June 17
Apr. 29
Apr. 1
May 6
May 20
Apr. 29
Apr. 8

"MEN OF ZANZIBAR," Fox
"MILKY WAY," Western
"MIRROR," Universal
"MISSING HUSBANDS," Metro
"MODEL DAIRY," Pathe
"MONEY TO BURN," Fox
"MR. BARNES OF NEW YORK," Goldwyn..,
"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME," Am. Releasing
"MY WILD IRISH ROSE," Vitagraph
"NERO," Fox
X
"NORTH OF RIO GRANDE," Paramount.
"NON-SKID KID," Pathe
"NO TRESPASSING," Hodkinson

"ONE CLEAR CALL," First National
"ORANGE BLOSSOMS," Educational
"ORDEAL," Paramount
.J.
"OTHER WOMEN'S CLOTHES," Hodkinson
"OUT OF THE SILENT NORTH," Universal
"OVER THE BORDER," Paramount
"PAIR OF KINGS," Vitagraph
"PARDON MY NERVE," Fox

"PASTEBOARD CROWN," Pathe
"PAY DAY," First National
"PIPER. THE," Fox
"-"PRIMITIVE LOVER," First National
"PRISONER OF ZENDA," Metro

"QUEEN O' THE TURF," R-C Pictures
"RAG DOLL ROMANCE," Educational
"RAGGED HEIRESS," Fox
"REAL ADVENTURE," Pathe
"RECKLESS YOUTH," Selznick
"RED PEACOCK," Paramount
"REFEREE," Zelznick
"RESTLESS SOUL," Vitagraph

"REX BEACH WEEKEND," Goldwyn
"ROUGH SHOD," Fox
"SAWING A LADY IN HALF," Clario
"SECOND-HAND ROSE," Universal
"SEEING'S BELIEVING," Metro
"SEVENTH DAY," First National
"SHACKLES OF GOLD," Fox

"SHERLOCK HOLMES,"

Indep

''SHERLOCK HOLMES," Educational

Reviewed
j nne 3
.May 13
'

May

'

3

"june

3
29
20

'.'.'.Apr.

May
May

Jnne 10
June 3
Jnne 34
June 24
June

3

May
May

20

Apr. 29

May 27
Apr. 1
Apr. 29
Apr. 1
May
June

May
May
May
Apr.

j une
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

May
May

"TORCHY'S GHOST," Educational
"TORCHY'S HOLD-UP," Educational
"TRAILS END," Smith Prod
"TRAIL OF HATE," Herbst
"TRAP, THE," Universal
"TRAVELAUGHS," R-C Pictures
"TROUBLE." Lesser
"TROUPER, THE," Universal

"TRUTHFUL

LIAR," Paramount

"UP AND GOING," Fox
"VERY TRULY YOURS," Fox

"VIRGIN'S STCRIFICE," Vitagraph

"WALL FLOWER," Goldwyn
"WATCH YOUR STEP," Goldwyn
"WESTERN SPEED, Fox
"WHEN ROMANCE RIDES," Goldwyn
"WHEN THE DEVIL RIDES," Pathe
"WITHOUT FEAR," Fox
"WOMAN HE MARRIED." First National
"WOMAN WHO WALKED ALONE," Paramount
"WONDERFUL WIFE," Universal
"WORLDLY MADONNA," Equity
"YANKEE DOODLE, JR.." Bumside
"YELLOW MEN AND GOLD," Goldwyn
"YELLOW STAIN." Fox
"YOUNG AMERICA," Essanay
"YOUR BEST FRIEND," Warner

20
13
1

May
May

20
27
17
13
10
15
29
10
24
13
27
3
8
3
17
24
8

June

June
June

THE BULL," Educational
"TOO MUCH BUSINESS," Vitagraph

6

27
8
3
15
29
20
20

Apr.

"SONNY," First National
"SOUTH OF SUVA," Paramount
"SPANISH JADE," Paramount
"SPECIAL DELIVERY," Fox
"STARLAND REVIEW," R-C Pictures

'TIS

6

Apr. 29

May

"THEY LIKE 'EM ROUGH," Metro
"THROUGH A GLASS WINDOW," Paramount
"TIMBER
QUEEN," Pathe
"

13
3

Apr. 1
j une 17

June

"STRANGE IDOLS," Fox
"STROKE OF MIDNIGHT," Metro
"SUNSHINE HARBOR," Pathe

13

June 10
June 24

"SILVER WINGS," Fox
"SISTERS," Am. Releasing
"SLEEP WALKER," Paramount

National

13

j une 10

"SILAS MARNER," Pathe

"STEP FORWARD," First
"STEP ON IT," Universal

13

June

.

Apr.
Apr.

May
May
June
Apr.

June
June
June
Apr.

June 24
Apr. 15
May 20
3
Apr. 29
May 13

June

June 17
June 10
June 3

May

June
June
June

May

13
3
3
3
6

Apr. 15

May
May
May
Apr.
May
May
June
May

27
13
27
15
27
6
24
13

Apr. 29

June 24

May
May

6
27

Apr.

8

June 3
June 3
June 17
Apr.

8
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To

Handle Big List
of Arrow Comedies

Pictures Seen as Aid

Department
In Combating Crime

to Police

American Feature Film Will
Distribute Two-Reelers in

Motion picture producers were urged

E. Shallenberger, president of Ar-

to assist the police of the country in combating the crime wave by Chief of Police
Louis D. Oaks of Los Angeles.

row Film Corporation, has contracted
with American Feature Film Company,
37 Piedmont street, Boston, Mass., of
which company Harry Ascher is president, for the distribution of a number of
Arrow comedies in New England.
45 Comedies on List

That the motion picture industry is in
a position to render a great assistance to
the police of this country at the present
time was pointed out by the Los Angeles
police official and prompted by a presentation of Marshall Neilan's "Fools First"
before noted police authorities and crim-

New
W.

England

July

1,

1922

Complete Cast for
"Rich Men's Wives"
House Peters and Claire
Windsor Have Leads

in

Schulberg Special
Arthur H. Jacobs, in charge of produchas engaged the cast for "Rich
Men's Wives," the first of the series of
B. P. Schulberg specials, which are to be
directed
by
Gasnier
and
published
through the newly-formed Al. Lichtman
tion,

Corporation.

inologists.

The

contract calls for the exclusive dis-

tribution

New England

forty-five
two-reel comedies, published on the Arrow comedy franchise. These are made
up of four brands; the Arrow-Speed comin

of

comedies produced
under the personal supervision of Reggie
Morris and featuring such players as
Neely Edwards, Jay Belasco, Margaret
Cullington, Charlotte Merrian and Jack
edies, twelve two-reel

the motion picture producers did
the World
War in the way of planting desirable
propaganda in the minds of millions of

the

Government during

Americans, they can do in helping to
eliminate crime in not only this country
but throughout the world, for the power
of the screen is international and understood by every race, creed or color," said
Chief Oaks.

Duffy; fourteen two-reel Broadway comedies featuring Eddie Barry, Helen Darling and Vera Reynolds and five two-reel
Cruelywed
comedies
featuring
Paul
Weigle, Lilie Leslie and Dot Farley, pro-

duced by S. M. Hersig. These comedies
have been meeting with great success,
it is declared,
and are on the style of
the popular Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Drew
comedies. There are also fourteen Mirthquake comedies produced under the personal supervision of Eddie Lyons, starring

Bobby Dunn.
Predicts Prosperous Season

Dr. Shallenberger states that he is
pleased to see the steady increase in the
activities of the independent exchangemen
and looks forward to the coming season's
being the biggest in the history of the
independents.

Stars in Cast

"What

for

Enthusiastic Reception

House Peters, who will have the role
of a rich man who regards women merely as a bit of life's embroidery; Claire
Windsor, that of the wife of the rich
man, who has everything except the one
thing she wants above all else, head the
cast. Other important players are Gaston
Glass, Rosemary Theby, Myrtle Stedman,
Mildred June, Charles Clary, Little Richard Headrick, William Austin, Martha
Mattox and Carol Halloway.
Gasnier is enthusiastic over the possi-

Indications that the Selznick picture,

"Reported Missing," which stars Owen
Moore, is being favorably received
wherever it is showing, is evidenced in
letters and telegrams to Select offices.
According to the company exhibitors are
advertising "Reported Missing" more extensively than the majority of pictures of
the year.

At Gordon's Olympia theatre, Boston,
boat float, mounted on a truck, formed
a part of a huge exploitation parade in
connection with its showing.
a

"Rich

of

bilities

For "Reported Missing"

Men's

Wives,"

it

is

stated, and has planned a number of surprises in the shape of novelties that will

enhance the dramatic value of the story,
which is an original, by Frank Dazey and

Agnes Christine Johnson. Lois Zellner
made the adaptation for the screen.
Schulberg Lauds Story
"I

selected

'Rich Men's

Wives' from

more than a dozen

of available scripts,"
says Mr. Schulberg, "for the first of the
series of special productions I shall make
for distribution by the Al. Lichtman Corporation. All of the stories were procured
especially for the most important series
of offerings with which I have ever been
connected and after a careful inventory
of the potential worth of each, from a

box

office viewpoint, I decided in favor
of 'Rich Men's Wives.' It has everything
a popular screen production ought to
possess, a story that is at once unusual,
dramatic, human and splendidly cumulative in the matter of its interest."

Print of First C. B. C.

MORE TO BE

Feature Is Brought East;
Arrange Trade Showings

PITIEP
THAN

Edward Le Saint, who directed the
production of "More to Be Pitied Than
Scorned," and Harry Cohn of the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation, have arrived in
New York from California bringing with

SCORNEP

pany's

THE BIG BOX OFFICE
PICTURE OF THE YEAR
Directed by

Edward Le

Saint

them

A

special

showing

is

others.

the

cast

of

the

FILM SALES CORP.

ci FRANK
GLENDON

Griffith,

J.

are

Frank
Gordon

Philo McCollough,
and Baby Josephine Adair.

New York

1600 Broadway

SOPDON

production

Rosemary Theby, Alice Lake,
Glendon,

C. B. C.

com-

being arranged
for Charles E. Blaney, from whose play
the picture is adapted
It is planned to hold a special showing
for exhibitors and another one for other
branches of the industry-territorial buyers, program
organization heads, and
In

Watch for Release

the print of the first of the
new series of melodramas.

SPIFFfTH

New

Story for

Katherine

McDonald

MacDonald's

next starring
Associated First National
publication is to be "The Lonely Road,"
an original story by Charles A. Logue
which will be directed by Tom Forman.
vehicle

for

—
July

1,
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Rothafel Issues High Praise for
Pathe's

"Nanook

of the North"
Four Most Distinctive

One of
Pictures Ever Presented at Gapitol Theatre;

Calls Production
Is
"Nanook
duction of
lauded by

Lauded by Newspaper Reviewers

of the North, "the Pathe pro-

the

far

north

was

highly

L. Rothafel, managing director of the Capitol theatre, New York
City following its premiere at his play-

EDDIE LYONS
latest

in

a

Arrow comedy,

scene from his
"All is Fair."

Producers Security to
Publish "In the Night"
In Independent Market
"In the Night," the screen adaptation
of the stage success, "The Intruder," has
been acquired by Producers Security Corporation.

week the company announced
that the new Dorothy Gish production,
"The Country Flapper," would be placed
Last

on the

states right market. Carrying out
its plan to place several big features with

independents, the company
tained "In the Night."
It is said to be a mystery
with thrills. Following this
ducers Security will publish
features equally important.

has

now

ob-

story replete
picture Proseveral more

Premiere at Mark Strand
for New Lloyd Photoplay
The

Associated

Exhibitors

feature

"Grandma's Boy," starring Harold Lloyd,
have its New York premiere at the
Mark Strand theatre, opening its run
will

there either on September 3 or Septem10.
The film will be published generally about that time.
The price for "Grandma's Boy" is said
by Associated Exhibitors to be the highest rental ever paid for a film by any of
the big Broadway first-run houses.

ber

S.

house.
"I consider 'Nanook of the North' the
greatest sensation of this season," s declared Mr. Rothafel. "It ranks as one of
the four most distinctive pictures I have
ever run at the Capitol theatre. There is
more drama in it than the so-called dramatic features and it has a suspense which
has spell-binding power. It is truly the
marvel photoplay of the North from
every standpoint of photography, beauty,
laughter and extraordinary human interest.
Pathe is to be commended for their
remarkable vision in procuring this subject.
I am proud to have run 'Nanook of
the North' at my theatre."

reception accorded the picture in
is
further indicated in the
laudatory reviews it received in

New York

said "

'Nanook of the

North' is one of the most appealing, absorbingly interesting films it has been our
pleasure to see in years. The film they
have made is a masterpiece, poignant with
real drama, the drama of human life, a
distinct contribution to the motion picture
world.
The daily fight for food, the
terrors of arctic storms, battles with seals
and walrus, the life of the "huskies," the
marvelous speed and skill with which the
strange igloo is built, the life within these
odd homes where the temperature must
ever be below freezing, all these and more
are shown.
"Don't miss this film!"

The Herald states: "The photography is
almost incredibly good and significant
the picture of a sinister figure crawling
over the snow banks to snare a white fox
out

in

recollection

— especially

when

it is considered that the cameraman
probably had to sit on his hands to warm
them after cranking for long. Whether
due to the insight of Robert J. Flaherty,
or to the arrangement of the adapters

who

edited

it

and

food

shelter

for presentation, there

is

the

in

northernmost

outpost of a big fur trading company,

and

Nanook,

the

mighty hunter,

hero in the flesh as well as

in

is
a
the film."

Points Out Realism

The Times

"'Nanook

declares:

of the

North' is real on the screen. The struggles they have are real struggles. When
Nanook, the master hunter matches himself against a walrus there is no pretense
about the contest. Nanook's life depends
upon his killing the walrus and it is by
no means certain that he will kill him.
So the spectator watches Nanook, as a
in

a

Nanook

real
is

life-and-death
a

emphatically

man who wins but who at any
moment may lose. He is a genuine hero
then, one who is watched with alert inleader, a

terest

dailies.

The Evening Mail

stands

—

struggle.

New York
many

thrills

man engaged

Praised by Reviewers

The

surpassed? The picture generates more
than a serial, provokes more genuine mirth than a sjapstick comedy
and
the best phase of it all is that there isn't
an actor in it. It is an epic of Eskimo
life, a picture of the endless struggle for

is

and

suspense

and

far-reaching

imagination."

Baby Peggy Fairy Tale
Comedy Lauded by Stern
"Little Red Riding Hood," the Fairy
Tale that was made into a Century Comedy by Alf Goulding, has won him commendation from Julius Stern, president
of the company, whose idea it was to
star Baby Peggy in a series of juvenile
favorite stories.
Baby Peggy is said to have plenty of
action through the two reels in which
the adventure of the wolf is brought out
in dramatic aspect, the story being lightened by comedy effects to amuse the
children as well as the grown ups.
In the suporting cast are Louise Lorraine,

Johnny Fox, Arthur Trimble and

others.

a

most powerful thematic feeling running

"Valley of Silent
is

Men"

Northwest Romance

Color and romance are said to abound
in "The Valley of Silent Men," the new
Cosmopolitan Production, directed by
Frank Borzage, which was made in the
heart of the Canadian Rockies.
It is from the James Oliver Curwood
novel with a cast headed by Alma Rubens,
feature player and Lew Cody, Joe King,
Mario Majeroni, George Nash and J. W.
Johnson.

Publish
First Picture July 9

F. B. O. to

"Colleen of the Pines," a Chester Benproduction, starring Jane Novak,
will be the first feature picture to be published through the re-named RobertsonCole Distributing Corporation, which
after July 1 will be known as the Film
Booking Offices of America. It is the
first of a series of six Chester Bennett
productions and will be issued on July 9.
nett

through the picture, ending with inappropriateness with scenes of
dogs howling in the bleak wilderness as a
storm comes on, and then dropping off to
sleep, too tired to do anything but freeze."
all

spired

Called "Screen Classic"
as follows: " 'Naof the North' at the Capitol is a
surprise picture.
The surprise comes in

The World comments

nook

the amazing beauty and dramatic texture
of this simple story, though it is acted entirely by Eskimos way up in the Land
The story is a
of the Midnight Sun.
cross-section of their seasonal life and
it's a screen classic as sure as Maupas-

—

'One Life' is a literary classic."
"Talk about atmosphere in photodrama!" says the American. "There is
more atmosphere to the cubic centimeter
around 'Nanook of the North' than ever
was compressed into the same space in
sant's

the previous history of the screen for that
film is far and away the best thing of the
kind that has been done since Shackleton's South Polar pictures, and there are
scenes in which even that historical series

EDWARD EARLE

and support in a
scene from "False Fronts," an American Releasing Corp. picture directed by
Samuel R. Bradley.
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A

dramatic scene from the Fox melodrama,

"The Fast Mail."

Scene from "Monte Cristo," version

1,

1922

Alexandre Dumas' novel.

of

Monte

The Fast Mail

'The Fast Mail" has romance as well as

July

Cristo

thrills.

Tense

moment

in

the

court

scene

of

Monte

Cristo."

Another

scene

from

"The

Fast Mail/'
Durning.

directed

by

Bernard

J.

A

seaside scene in

"Monte

Cristo,"

directed

by Emmett

J.

Flynn.

/O'Fbrthef
[Motion C™*

Screen Message No. 61

Something to Read
Each week the
lishes numerous

HERALD
articles

reformers are a
menace, states Secretary of War
Professional

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

ing to censorship, blue laws and
other reform menaces. Every exhibitor should keep a file of these
stories for use when the occasion

demands.

Weeks. The public holds it within
power to eliminate this menace
by refusing to elect legislators and
other law making officials who are
swept from their feet by the false
its

sincerity

the

of

professional

re-

former.

Deceptive Reformers
Reformers are a deceptive

lot. It's

the one

trick of their trade.

Mrs. Evalyn Snow, deposed chief censor
of Ohio, says: "I don't know why Mr.
Riegel has dismissed me from the service.

He

doesn't inform

missal, but

it

on his part

effort

me

in his letter of dis-

An

the result of a determined

is

to get rid

would infer that
scheming or
personal antagonism toward her. That is

The former

chief censor

she were a martyr

to political

Perhaps an exhibitor gives the matter little thought, considering
beside the question of successful theatre operation. This conclusion is premature, however, and is arrived at without thorough
analysis of the situation.

the inference in her statement.
It

would not be

exhibitor controls his own destiny. His name may appear
Who" of the community which he serves. Again it
one but the exhibitor himself is responsible in either

in the "Who's
may not. No
case.

of me."

it

in compliance

with the

admit that public opinion forced her downfall. Public opinion does
not exist in the minds of the reformers.
Mrs. Snow has paid the price of autocracy
and incompetence. The American people do

Partial solution of the censorship issue
in this phase of exhibitorial activity.
An exhibitor's success in solving these

not want rulers, and the sooner exhibitors
can influence the public to express their de-

a theatre

ethics of her clan to

the sooner will this country return

mands

to the principles

upon which

it

was founded.

lies

problems is dependable upon his standing
in his community. The "man who runs

Deplorable Condition

the street" will find the
of solution be-

difficult

cause he has not properly identified himself with the life of his community. On
the other hand, "Mr. Blank, our theatre
man," has become one of the pillars of
his

A

down

problems more

community, and the number

sons

he

is

able

to

greater as he becomes

of perinfluence becomes
more firmly estab-

lished.

This writer has an opportunity of
perusing programs from many theatres
throughout the country and he has found
but few devoting any space to propaganda opposing the activities of the reformers. This is a deplorable and neglectful condition and should be remedied at
the earliest possible time.

Almost every week some influential organization makes public denunciation of
sumptuary legislation effecting motion

Why more exhibitors do not
news of this nature in their programs is beyond comprehension.
Here is an item which in all probability
wjuld not be published by newspapers
outside of California but which is worthy
pictures.

publish

of reproduction in theatre programs:

The

Los

Angeles Advertising Club,
presided over by the Rev. Dr. J. Whitcomb Brougher, adopted a resolution at
a recent meeting demanding protection of
the screen from unreasonable regulation.
The resolution also endorsed the pro-

gram

of the Better Pictures Association

of America.

The exhibitor who is not influential
finds a barrier between his theatre and
the press, a powerful medium for disseminating propaganda. Again, the exhibitor who has established himself finds
the columns of the newspaper open to his
utterances, thereby widening the scope of
his influence. The latter's service to the
industry must not be underestimated.
An apt illustration of influencing press
cooperation is found in current issues of
The Chicago Leader, a newspaper having
a wide circulation in Uptown Chicago.
Exhaustive articles treating with varied
phases of motion pictures, written by
Sam Atkinson, managing director of
Ascher's Adelphi theatre and former
business manager of the Allied Amusement Association, have been published in
the Leader.
These articles, three in number, have
been given front page play and have run

from a column to two columns in length.
The Leader is a family newspaper and

the 'indorsement plan' is adopted thoroughly."
"Censorship is an evil because it has encouraged the 'wild cat' organizations to dance
as closely to the line as they dared, without
setting them a high standard they might
strive to reach."
"Do not imagine, however, that any great
number of people are bad in our business.
Ours is the only industry in the world which
finds employment for every member of the
family from the baby to its great grandmother.
Two and a half million people are employed
in the making and exhibiting of motion pictures.
That is a population equal to the city
Comparisons are odious, but if
of Chicago.
you compare the morals of the people in our
industry with those of the inhabitants of this
city, our industry will look like a Sunday
School."

Influencing press cooperation does not
conclude Dr. Atkinson's efforts on behalf
(.Continued on page 70)

Order Your Slides
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417

South Dearborn Street,

Chicago,

111.

Send me,

free

of

charge,

the series

of

twelve slides which the Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign

to

maintain the freedom of the motion picture.
I will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of
this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

Theatre

thereby gives the articles a circulation
those people whom the industry

among

most desirous of reaching. The manner in which Dr. Atkinson has treated the
subject is illustrated in the following exis

Street

cerpts from his articles:
City

"Censorship
better

pictures

un-American.
Cleaner and
can and will be made when

is

= =1

—

—

:
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—
—
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Me," "The Sign on the Door,"
"Mother o' Mine," "The Silent Call,"
"Through the Back Door," "Way Down
East," "The Three Musketeers," "Little
Lord Flauntleroy," "The Girl from Porcupine," "God's Country and the Law,"
"Ten Nights in a Barroom."
Why, I could name you many more. I
would advise you, Mr. Yeaton, to see a
physician.
Maybe you are right in saying
you're just waking up and getting wise.
Have you seen any poor pictures from
Metro? As you state, "yes."
What do they want for the "Four Horsemen," 50-50 and admissions 85 cents to
$2.00., Why, I've played "Over the Hill"
on percentage 50-50, charged 50 and 25

July

Gavest

LETTERS
From Readers
A

forum

which the exhibitor

at

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
addj forcefulness to any statementwill
be
Unsigned
letters
not
printed.

They Live

3,000 Miles Apart

WAPATO, WASH.— To
Will you

please

print

this

the

Editor.:

letter

in
in

an-

your
one which was printed
6, 1922, from G. W. Yeaton,
manager of the Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.:
You are absolutely
Dear Mr. Yeaton
right in stating that you for one ought to
have your head examined. Whose fault
is it when you pay Paramount's First Nation and United Artists more for pictures
than Universal, Metro, Select and Hod-

swer

to

issue of

May

:

kinson

cents.
ing.

did the advertis-

Why, man,
figuring on,

if

we

FILM LAUGHS FROM

DAT

TOPICS
S

ELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS

INC.

"He speaks of my alabaster brow. I don't
understand him."
"He means your ivory dome, girlie."
Judge.
i

*

"Anything else?" inquired the druggist
after filling a prescription.
"If this is the real stuff," replied the customer, "you might as well let me have a
package of head ache powders."
Statesman.

Yonkers

*

College Professor (in engineering class)

—What

is a drydock?
Stewed Stude (in rear of room)

—

A physician who won't give out prescriptions.
"Topics of the Day" Films.
*

An Analysis of the "Herald"
FLORENCE, ARIZ. — To the Editor:

You

RICE

Fox

would soon have lots of poor stuff. Be
grateful, Mr. Yeaton, that I put you wise.
I'll say you need waking up.
Yours for
big and better pictures and that goes for
all the producers.
Joe Blaschke, Wapato
theatre, Wapato. Wash.

ture

GRANT LAND

good.

Where is your quality?
we all would do as you're

?

say you haven't seen one poor picfrom Universal, Metro, Select and
Hodkinson. Man, oh, man, what have they
I know that Parato drink in Exeter?
mount, First National, United Artists, Arhave just as good
and
others
row
a few
pictures and better than the ones you
Oh, Yeaton,
named. What about Fox?
have you ever played special pictures to
find out where you're at?
What's wrong with these pictures
"More Deadly Than the Male," "ForbidFruit,"
den
"The Toll Gate," "The
Whistle," "Three Word Brand," "The
Grim Game," "A Daughter of the Wolf,"
"Paris Green," "The Lottery Man," "Too
Much Speed," "Told in the Hills," "The
Tree of Knowledge," "Humoresque," "The
Inside of the Cup," "Wild Goose," "The
Woman God Changed," "The Prince Chap,"
"On With the Dance," "Behind the Door,"
"The Fighting Chance," "Everywoman,"
"The Teeth of the Tiger," "Nomads of the
"Passion,"
North,"
"The Kid," "Man,
Woman, Marriage," "Sowing the Wind,"
"Playthings of Destiny." "The Sky Pilot,"
Bad Boy," "The Child Thou
"Peck's

Made

1922

1,

The

writer gives careful study to your publication and after it: has served his purposes as manager of the picture programs
given his fellow-inmates, sends the magazine around for general circulation among
those interested and most prisoners are
"fans."
While ail our programs are donated and features are frequently loaned to
me before release, your reviews are read
and often filed.
Since I get the pick of pictures (because
of my close personal relations with producers and distributors and their generous
interest in the men) your "What the Picture Did for Me" department does not
have the value it should to the average
small town exhibitor; but I can see how
this type of showman should learn to depend upon the report of his fellows, more

—

Druggist (yelling out window at night)

— Who's

Druggist

Personally, I read every line of these
reports to judge what the public is doing
and producers could do well to keep their
ear to the ground through just such reports.
I read the exploitation matter because I am an advertising man and am
interested in production tendencies because
I plan to become a scenario writer, Universal having recently produceed my first,

"The Man Under Cover."
And put me down as one who enjoys

—

Quigley's vigorous editorials. Louis Victor Eytinge, amusement manager, State
Prison, Florence, Ariz.

wants prescription

—Well,

filled)

take the next one.

—

New

York Morning World.
*

— Have
last night?
Blink — Yes,
Dink

any luck
there

and I won
Loeufs Weekly.

game

poker game

in the

was a doctor

in the
prescriptions.

eight
*

—What's
and Smith?
Jay— Trouble
Ray

the

between

trouble

Why, when

!

I

you

arrived in

town weary from travel and dying for a
drink, I asked him to recommend me to a
big-hearted doctor with some prescription
blanks.

—"Topics

And

he sent

of the

Day"

me

to

an osteopath.

Films.

*

—The

Maid

and more.

there?

Man (who
Mr. Carr.

(answering bell)
it an urgent case?

Is

out.

Patient

renewed.

— Very

I

!

doctor

is

want my prescription

Vaudeville Ncifs.
*

the body of Sanford De Mush,
His death is too sad for description. He
was killed by a mob in a terrible rush,
When he carelessly dropped his prescripBrooklyn Eagle.
tion.

Here

lies

*

Here lies the body of one of that mob.
Not in the rush was he killed. But he met
his fate, wo must here relate. When he had
that prescription filled. Portland, Me., Express.
*

Help! Help! Help!

w

IS

Americas
Sport Authority
He edits every issue
*

-

HARVARD, ILL.— To
am

the

Editor:

just like a lot of other damn fool exhibitors book more pictures than I can

—

give
hell

you
you

— Oh! you're using the adding mayou?
in a
But you can have
Boss — Yes
minute.
can use my
Clerk— Oh, never mind.
head.
Boss — The only thing you can use your
Clerk

I

play dates
am being given
for it by exchanges.
Will some of
brother exhibitors kindly tell me how
are able to play all the pictures from
for and

the exchanges you have contracts with,
in a week, and play
some pictures two and three days each?
Eugene Saunders, Saunders' Theatre, Harvard, 111.
all

chine, aren't

I

head for

is

an eraser.
*

with only seven days

sJsPORJ

REVIEW
Edited by

GFLANTLAND

Produced by JACK

RICE.

EATON

Book Universal Picture
The Fox Circuit of New York photoplay houses, has booked Universal's reissue, "The Delicious Little Devil," starring Mae Murray with Rodolph Valentino.

for Weiss Brothers' Artdass Pictures Corp

^GOLDWYN

—

Nowata, Okla. J. R. DeShazo has
purchased the New Rex theatre from O.
A. Maggard.

it

!

*

Mutual Masagine.
*

Strong Pictorial Element
In New Swanson Picture
Presenting Gloria Swanson in fashionable New York and then again amidst
the picturesque color of an internation-

famous French beach resort, "The
Impossible Mrs. Bellew," which has been
put into production by Paramount at the
ally

Lasky studio, is said to abound in those
elements which have scored a box-office
success for previous Swanson photoplays
for

Paramount.

Sam Wood

Robert Cain
is directing it.
and Conrad Nagel have important roles.

—
July
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It im

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in tie HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

TELL US

every

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For

Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

Associated Exhibitors
Woman, Wake Up,

—

— M.

folks.

with Florence Yi-

Should advertise strong.

Babin, Fairy-land theatre. White
Small town patronage.

J.

Castle, La.

—

Anne

of Little Smokey, with a special
saw a report on this two weeks
ago that I did not agree with.
It is a
cast.

—

I

program

good

picture,
Cassinelli

and with Joe
and Winifred

King, Dolores
Westover, it goes over good.
Don't be
afraid of it.
It is very good for regular run stuff.
Not big, but a good consistent little five reeler.
H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
General patronage.
Tropical Love, with Ruth Clifford.
consider this a very ordinary picture but
it satisfied very good business.
Harold
F. Wendt. Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.
General patronage.
Handle With Care, with Grace Darmond. Very good picture.
All pleased

—

—

—

—

that saw it.
Did well considering rain
day.
Patrons well pleased with this
one. A. S. Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerall

—

ette.

La.

— Neighborhood
First

patronage.

—

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
The
best thing that Miss Hampton has done
to date.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
General patronage.

—

Molly O, with Mabel Normand.

—Very-

good, but my patrons did not like it as
well as they did Mickey, although they

were expecting it to be bigger than Mickey, and some of them were disappointed.
Played it three days to fair business.
R. Navary. Liberty theatre, Verona,
Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.
Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge. Played this picture on "Bargain Day" in Aurora, and did a fine business with it.
Pleased about 95 per cent.
Only a few old crabs and reformers
kicked on it. Harold M. Schoonover,
Mazda theatre. Aurora, Neb. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

—

A

good outdoor

cheap.

Florence,

atre,

I

la.

madge.

—

with
value

Norma

Taltwelve
Picture

Exhibition
of
points too high for this picture.
took well and had good comments on it.
I would call it a costume play.
Ought
to appeal to Irish neighborhoods.
Chas.
H. Rvan, Garfield theatre, 2S44 Madison

—

St..

—

Chicago,

picture,

— Raymond

Gear.

Kan.

which I bought
Mayflower the-

— General

patron-

Woman's

Constance Tal-

Place, with

—This not up to her average.
The Love Expert the best of her older
shows. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
madge.

is

—

Hymera, Ind. Small town patronage.
Wife Against Wife, with a special cast.
The poorest picture we ever ran. Ab-

—

nothing to

The

longer it
was on the screen the less people we had
left.
On the fourth reel almost everybody had gone. W. E. Elkin. Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood
patronage.
Devotion, with Hazel Dawn. VeryMy patrons like this kind of a
good.
solutely

—

it.

—

—

Had

a nice crowd and all came
well pleased. A. S. Carlos, Bijou
theatre.
Teanerette,
La. Neighborhood

picture.

—

out

—

patronage.
The Rosary, with a special cast.
Good.
Pleased a big majority. Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence,
Kan. General patronage.
Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Human interest story and
very popular.
Satisfied majority.
Small
attendance. E. W. Werner, Warwick

—

—

—

theatre,

City,

Mo.

Love's Penalty, with Hope Hampton.
Will please any audience.
I
Good.
bought it cheap and made a small profit.
I have paid twice as much for many a
one that's not near so good. W. E. El-

—

—

^iinrninnmTiiinniiiiiiiHtiif if ii miiii iiiminniiiiinnif if mni imiiiif iiiiiinniiii] h ii

|

m inm n

iinmniin^^

—

of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production. Played this on Decoration Day and it gave good satisfaction
to all who saw it, but it did not draw for
me for some reason. Eugene Saunders,
Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111. General
patronage.
Wedding Bells, with Constance Tal-

—

—

—

—

madge. Not as good as Lessons in Love
but was a good picture.
Fair businessG.

Rediske,

F.

Mont.

— Small

Star

Ryegate,

theatre,

town patronage.

The Song of Life, with a special cast.
very good picture, but not one to
get the business.
Raymond Gear. Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan. General

—A

—

—

patronage.

The Master Mind, with Lionel Barrymore.

—An

absorbing and interesting
that keeps one guessing.
One
patron said it was the best thing in
months. Charles Lewis. I. O. O. F. Hall,
Grand Gorge, N. Y. Small town pat-

drama

—

—

ronage.
All For a

—Wonderful

Woman,

with a special cast.

acting and beautiful scenery but did not please.
Not the kind of
pictures my patrons like.
I'm off of this
foreign stuff. W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre.
Aberdeen,
Miss. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

The

—

Thou Gavest Me, with

Child

a

—Very, very good. Many
comments. —W.
H.
Goodroad.
theatre, Warren, Minn. — General

special

cast.

Strand
patronage.

—

— General

—

The Golden
One of the

have shown.

'

|

Best theatre,
Santa Anna, Tex. H

—C.

patronage.
Snare, with a special cast.
best Oliver Curwoods we

You can make some money

H. Lyman, Moon theatre.
Spencer. Neb. General patronage.
One Arabian Night, with Pola Negri.
Small towns lay off. This kind of pic-

on

need the 'Herald" and comI ments from Texas.
Yours for good business,
jj

KEELING BROTHERS,

Bob Hampton

111.-

We live way out here in B
B
g West Texas, but we can't get B
B along without the "Herald."
|
Please push them up on J
1 "What The Picture Did For |
Me" out here in Texas, as we J
1 don't see but few comments 8
H from Texas. We certainly do a

r ill!

—

The Sign on The Door, with Norma
Talmadge. Picture and star good.
Verner Hicks. Family theatre. Marion,

"Reporters

|

Aberdeen, Miss.

theatre,

Neighborhood patronage.
Srnilin' Through, with Norma Talmadge. A wonderful picture. The work
of Norma great. A smooth running story
which holds interest throughout. Raymond Gear. Mayflower theatre, Florence,
Kan. General patronage.

good
r

Assignment
For Texas

111.

Gas. Oil and Water, with Charles Ray.
This one drew good crowds for a

Kansas

Temple

kin.

—

age.

—

— Splendid picture but didn't draw.
barely got film rental but no fault of the
picture. — W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Star Dust, with Hope Hampton. — O.K.
Not a good drawing card, but pleased
those that came. — Grand theatre. Anamo?a.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Through,

Chicago.

week's run and met with general satisfaction.
Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre. Kansas Citv, Mo.
The Cave Girl, with Teddy Gerard.—

Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.

Srnilin'

St.

—

National

—

Dearborn

—

dor.
Everyone pleased with it.
Good
action, full of pep, and a good moral to

married

S.

week what the picture
Address "What The

it.

—

—

ture causes censorship, blue laws. etc.
Grand theatre. Anamosa, la. Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

Man Woman
-

-

Marriage.

Holubar production.

—The

an
best

Allen
picture

many a moon.
clergyman said it was the best he had
ever seen, not even excepting Way Down
East. Photography was wonderful. Had
two rainv nights, but made some monev
at that.— Charles Lewis. I. O. O. F. Hall
Grand Gorge, N. Y. Small town patronin entertainment value in

A

—

age.

Polly
Mildred

of the
Harris.

Storm

program

picture.

Should be

—This

is

Country, with
a very good
in five reels

—

—
A

—
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—

this one.
Title drew well for me. J. G.
C. Akers, Wallace Opera House, Wallace, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Woman

The

In His

House, with a

—Fine
Pleased 90%

picture.
Went over
good.
of those who saw it.
Lost money. Can't seem to get by on
First National prices.
L. J. Burkett,
Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111. Neighbor-

special cast.

—

—

hood patronage.
The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. I consider this one of Miss
Talmadge's best.
So did my patrons.
She is well liked here. C. H. Simpson,

—

—

Princess theatre,
patronage.

Millen,

Ga.

— General

with Norma Talthe screen can give and
it's
the best First National has ever
given.
Anyone that can't carry on the
greatest co-operative advertising campaign of their career on Smilin' Through
had better crawl in a hole. Will your
merchants help you? Try this: "Boost

Through,

Smilin'

madge.

—

It's

all

—

and it's merchants and go
smilin' through nineteen
twenty-two,"
and see what happens. Smilin' Through
Charlotte

ALEXANDER SALVINI
big

PAULETTE DUVAL

and
in a scene from "Nero", the
spectacle produced in Italy under the direction of J. Gordon Edwards.

Fox

instead of seven, as it drags in spots.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen,
Ga. General patronage.

—

The Sky Pilot, with a special
One of the best pictures that

cast.
I

have

played this season. Played to a loss of
$13.40.
Can't understand it.
Certainly

—

was no

fault of the picture.
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.— Small

town patronage.

—

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper. Say,
Boys, here is a dandy. Don't pass it by.
Eugene Saunders, Saunders theatre,
Harvard, 111. General patronage.
The Golden Snare, with a special cast.
Those that enjoy outdoor stories will

—

—

—

Beautiful

like this one.

snow scenes and

enacted story.
Pleased a good
night attendance. W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Stewart. This star is the biggest drawing card we have. Her pictures all good.
Very good picture.
Many favorable
comments and patrons asked for more
like it.
Earl Bookwalter, Ideal theatre,
Halstead, Kan. Neighborhood patronwell

a

—

Monday

—

—

—

—

age.

A

Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Tal-

madge.

Chaney

a good bet for the small town.
special of the underworld type.
Pleased most of them, and got the

A

real

money. —-C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora, Kan. Small town patronage.
The Last of the Mohicians, a Maurice
Tourneur production. A wonderful pic-

—

—

—

ronage.

The Sky

with a special cast.

Pilot,

This is a real red-blooded feature with
plenty of thrills, but clean as could be
wished. All classes like this kind of a
picture.
Appeals strongly to church
people as well as others. C. E. Johnson,

—

Paramount theatre, Gibbon,
Neighborhood patronage.

Neb.

I

good one? I'll tell the world
Eugene Saunders, Saunders

a

Harvard,

111.

— General

I

did.

theatre,

Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—Played this several months after The
Peck's

advertising and broke
the house record. Everyone well pleased.

Kid with very

— C. H.
— Small

little

Opera House, Lenora, Kan.
town patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. This is a fine rural drama
Otis
and pleased nearly everyone.
Lamon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood,
Wis. Small town patronage.
My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Bills,

—

—

—

—

wnoderful picture. We played this one
It
two days to splendid business.
pleased 100 percent and everybody asked
about the next one. Book it and clean
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberup.

—

deen, Miss.

The

— Neighborhood

Penalty, with

patronage.

Lon Chaney.

—Lon

Pearce, Lillian

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jones.
A good western that thrills the entire
house. There is one fight scene that is
worth anyone's money. Book and boost,
that's my motto on this one.
W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
Up and Going, with Tom Mix. This

—

—

—

a short five reel out-door drama. You
would be disappointed in this for action,
after seeing all the monkey-shines he

over-does in Chasing the Moon.
Tom
Mix, like William Farnum, is fast losing

Lying Lips, with Florence Vidor.
This is an average picture and could
hardly be classed as a special production.

— Otis

Lamon, Auditorium theatre, ElmSmalltown patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Very

wood, Wis.

—

—

ern picture.

—

111.

days

patronage.

Kozy

theatre, Eureka,

Two

is

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
played this for a benefit, and did I pick

good. Absolutely the best thing Charlie
has ever done. My patrons do not like
him at all, but they certainly did like
this one.
It went well at a raised admission.
All pleased. A. S. Carlos, Bijou
Neighborhood
theatre, Jeanerette, La.
patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. An especially good North-

—
—

ful.

—

Gilbert.
Wonderto good business.
M.
theatre, Martin, Tenn.

Shame, with John

— —

means that it
H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. Neighborhood patronage.
The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge. A better picture than some
of her previous ones, but it failed to draw
She
here and didn't please entirely.
does some work, however, and it would
go over in many places. Bert Norton,

—

Fox

—

ture in its class, with plenty of action,
and is a change from the usual run of
pictures.
Otis Lamon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.
Small town pat-

— Up to

this star's average, which
will entertain the majority.

the first special that has made anything here in a blue moon and it will do
the same for you, but get behind it.
You can't say too much. Spend as much
for advertising as you do in rental and
if you don't make the grade, it's you!.
W. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre, Charlotte,
Mich.
is

—

—

—

Holds the attention of the

audience to the end and pleases the majority.
Has good drawing power. C. E.
Johnson, Paramount theatre, Gibbon,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast.
My patrons liked The Rivers End,
but thought this one better. Eugene
Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production. An old one, but one
To
that will stand up in any theatre.
add to what has already been said, if you
You can make
do play it, boost it.
money with it if you push it. H. P.
Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville,
Wis. General patronage.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Back
Shipman.

to

God's

— Plenty

of

Country,

with

Nell

good comments on

Turn a Poor Summer
into a M)rld Beater^

Book Every Issue

salSPORJ

REVIEW
Edited bu GRANTLAND R.ICE
Produced by JACK. EATON

for VJeisi Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corp.
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P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Chey- to repeat it so I am booking it over
again, something that I very rarely ever
Small town patrondo with any picture, no matter how good
age.
or big. Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Without Fear, with Pearl White.
am glad wo only haye one more of Miss Hymera, Ind. Small town patronage.
York, with
Mr. Barnes of
White's pictures to play.
I have lost
are.

enne Wells, Colo.

—

—

—

money

her every time I olay them.
Tiiis one is just fair.
Beautiful gowns
are worn, but people like something else
besides that. W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood
patronage.
oi>

—

—

—

To

a Finish, with Charles Jones. This
a good one. Jones gets them in and
pleases them all.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.
General patronage.
is

—

—

Shame, with John

the

Goldwyn production, "The Dust

Flower."

poor-

special we have had yet of the
Footfalls is going to be another.
Others okay. Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.
Small town patronage.
nine.

scene from

— The

Fox

est
in a

Gilbert.

A

—

—

They like to
out for small town trade.
wear the collar and tie too much these
make
good westerns.
days. They used to
—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.
Small town patronage.
The Roof Tree, with William Russell.
Good outdoor show. It pleased a Saturday audience for me. W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Small town
patronage.

Stage Romance, with William Farnum. A high class offering. Farnum's
acting positively superb, but public will
not associate him with this style of story.
Thomas S. Daley, Casino theatre, Halifax, N. S.
What Love Will Do, with Johnny

John Gilbert.
of this audience comSheik. I say not, but
pared it
D. M. Pearce, Lila wonderful picture.
Neighborlian theatre, Martin, Tenn.

— Neighborhood

—

—

—

Arabian

Love,

Some
with The

—

with

Very good.

—

—

hood patronage.
Extra, Extra, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker. Never had good one
Very poor story
yet from this couple.

—

Fox

20th Century
Earl Bookfalling
it.
waiter, Ideal theatre, Halstead, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Sky High, with Tox Mix. Just another one of those 100 percent pictures
W. E.
of Mix. He never fails to please.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

and not

fault of stars.
Lay off
flat.

—

—

—

—

Why

Your Husband? with
Here is a comedy-drama
Lots of
all who saw it.

Trust

Eileen Percy.
that pleased

—

comedy, and

it's

Rialto theatre,

clean.

— W.

P.

Perry,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

Small town patronage.
Arabian Love, with John Gilbert. Not
much to this one. Star is O. K., but too
new for much drawing power. Story
very dry. Be sure to run a good snappy
comedy.
Earl Bookwalter, The Ideal
Neighborhood
theatre, Halstead, Kan.
patronage.
Perjury, with William Farnum.
Excellent, Farnum wonderful, with good
support.
D. M. Pearce, Lillian theatre,
Martin. Tenn. Neighborhood patronage.
Thunderclap, with a special cast.
splendid race horse story but rather long.
This was the only drawback. It pleased
all but failed to
draw. W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Over the Hill, with a special cast.
Wonderful picture. Some patrons had
seen it once and came back again. Played
it three days and took in enough for expenses.
R.
Navary, Liberty theatre,
Verona, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
As for comedy and an automobile racing
picture this is okay.
They'll laugh so
hard during the first reel they'll think
the whole five reels were good and they

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Walker and Edna Murphy.

A

little

out

—

patronage.

—

Perjury, with William Farnum. This
is a big nine reel show.
Heavy and not
enough action to please all in small town.
Farnum is no good for small town since
he quit making those good old westerns.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

—

A

Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
Best thing she has done since she has
been appearing under Fox contract.
Need not be afraid of this one. She is

—

—

C.
a real fighter in this one.
Star theatre, Trenton, Tenn.

W.

Glass,

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
The Mother Heart, with Shirley
Mason. This is a good show, for its

—

My

kind.
patrons do not care for this
kind. I knew before I ran it that it was
a loser, but Fox makes you take them.
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.

Small town patronage.
Western Speed, with Charles Jones.
Good western. Pleased 100 percent but
We had chautauqua as
failed to draw.

you

and

opposition

means.— W.

E.

Aberdeen, Miss.

know what

that

— Harold

When Romance
Adams.

— Went

against

M.

—

Rides,

over nicely.

with

Claire

All

seemed

Horse race scene
it.
grounds contains punch and

at the

pleased with

Will

please

the

majority.

action.

— Chas.

Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison
Chicago,

111.

— Neighborhood

H.
St.,

patronage.

The Man From Lost River, with a
Ran this for two days for
special cast.

—

employes and about half a dozen
cash customers. Not a bad picture but
evidently void of all drawing power.
Fred S. Mever, Palace theatre, Hamilthe

ton, O.

—

Fair
a special cast.
Pleased moderately. Too long
and slow. Not to be compared with its
If your people
elder brother, Cabiria.
have a grand opera taste on a burlesque
pocketbook, it might go. Will L. Beebe,
Candor theatre, Candor, N. Y. Small
town patronage.
The Man With Two Mothers, with a
special cast.
For some reason this picture did not draw well, but it pleased all
who saw it. Good work by both Cullen
Landis and Mary Alden and a fine supporting cast. Harold M. Schoonover,
Mazda theatre, Aurora, Neb. Small
town patronage.
Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.
This is the first Rogers picture I did not
Too slow and draggy. Does not
like.
H. Daspit,
entertain like his others.
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. Neighhood patronage.
Romeo, with Will
for
Doubling
Rogers. A very clever satire, funny and
A little
deservant of being featured.
high-brow to be sure, but certainly excruciatingly funny if they can appreciate
what it is all about. Fair business two
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
days.
Hamilton, O. High class family patron-

Theodora, with

spectacle.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

—

Nest, with Mary Alden.
say "Amen" to all the good

The Old
wish

to

Coming/

Temple theatre,
Neighborhood patron-

Elkin,

—

age.

Singing River, with William Russell.
Good. Will please all classes. Mr. and
Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion.
Tenn. Small town patronage.
Smiles are Trumps, with Maurice
Flynn. A splendid western subject with
Audience well pleased.
thrills galore.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Live Wires, with a special cast.

—

—

—

—

Pleased 100 percent.

ments on
in

some

More good com-

this feature than any we had
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox,
time.
Small
theatre, Obion, Tenn.

—

Princess
town patronage.

—

Goldwyn

—

—

—A

of the ordinary.
very good picture indeed. They all semed to like it.
W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

business

fair

competition.

fair

—

patrons.

strong
Schoonover,
Mazda theatre, Aurora, Neb. Small town
to

age.

—

comments from

favorable

Played

patronage.

—

comedy-drama. Did not
one myself, but received

get to see this

many

Tom

New

— A good

Heart, with Tom Mix,
Great. Full of action. Sure to please
all.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.
Small town patron-

Own

After Your

HELENE CHADWICK

Moore.

—

Come On

Over, with Colleen Moore.
played this picture but I did not
I
seem to be able to make the people
understand that I had something extra
special and now they are besieging me

—

Rdand
in

TheTimber Queen
Pateerial
The story is laid in the West,
Alaska and the Argentine.
Thrills everywhere!

—

—A

—A
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—

theatre, Halstead, Kan.
Neighborhood
patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with a special

—

cast.
I found
this is as good a picture
as any exhibitor wants to show, and it
drew big house. Claire Adams is wonderful
and pleased 100 percent. A. E.
Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Light

in

— No

the

with

Clearing,

a

good for small towns.
Too gruesome. Not liked by patrons.
Grand theatre, Anamosa, la. Neighborhood patronage.
special cast.

—

The Man of the Forest, with a
— One of the better class that

cast.-

—

give

to

Saunders

special
is

sure

satisfaction.
Eugene Saunders,
General
theatre, Harvard, 111.

—

patronage.

Hodk ins on
Partners of the Tide, with a special
cast.
A dandy. Could run this as special
and raise admission price. Pleased 100
percent.
H. A. Feeps, Comet theatre,
Shelton, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
This is the kind
a special cast.
Great.
Grand theatre, Anof picture they wish.
amosa, la. Neighborhod patronage.
The Spenders, with a special cast.
Here is an A-l picture and should please

—

—

A

Helen Daley handing out the jobs.

comedy

starring

things I have read about this picture and
then multiply by ten. As a testimonial
of their appreciation of good pictures
every exhibitor, no matter what service
they take, should play it. Eugene Saun-

—

Saunders theatre, Edward, 111.
General patronage.
Doubling
for
Romeo, with
Will
Rogers.- Great.
Nearly as good as A
Connecticut Yankee. Genuine humor in
picture and titles.
One of the few good
Goldwyns this year.
Get it sure.Thomas S. Daley, Casino theatre, Hali-

ders,

—

N. S.
Godless Men, with a special cast.
good sea picture that went over good
and pleased about 90 per cent.
Will
stand heavy advertising and get the

fax,

—

—

money. C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora, Kan.
Small town patronage.
The Poverty of Riches, with a special
Mighty fine little picture, but took
cast.
The few
a terrible flop for three days.
that saw it liked it, but neither title nor
exploitation brought them in.
Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
High class family patronage.
Officer 666, with Tom Moore.
One of
Moore's best pictures, and one that will
please both the low and high brows.
H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood,
La. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—
—

Partners of the Night, with a special
cast.
A very, very good picture. Pleased
all classes.
You need not be afraid of
this one.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,
Red Creek, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

—
— L.

Snowblind, with a special cast. Very
picture. Pleased all. Made money

good

on account of reasonable

rental.

J.

Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The North Wind's Malice, with a
special
cast.
Splendid picture.
Vera
Gordon, as usual, does a finished piece of
acting.
All of Rex Beach's pictures are
Daspit,
good.
H.
Atherton theatre,
Kentwood, La. Neighborhood patronBurkett,

—

—

—

The Song of the Soul, with Vivian
Martin. Good show and had many comments on it. The plot is sad, but touches.

—

W.

T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita,
Small town patronage.

Godless
This one

Men, with
is

a

little

Air," a

new Arrow

the picture more impressing.
Don't be
afraid of the title.
W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small

—

a

old,

special

hut

it's

la.

cast.

—

one of

the best pictures I ever ran.
It has a
unique ending, a good one that makes

Comedy enough in it to
carry it through. Didn't draw very well,
but no fault of picture. Pleased 90 percent.
A. E. Rogers, Temple theatre.
Dexter, N. Y. Neighborhood patronany audience.

—

town patronage.

The
Madge

With

Girl

Kennedy.

who saw
new star.
gram

it.

—

Heart, with
appearance of
over good with all

the Jazz

— First

Went
Drew

the star here.

fair,

pictures.

— C.

considering a
the pro-

H.

The Face

of the World, with a special
not please my patrons. Little
too suggestive on part of wife to keep
husband at home. H. A. Feeps, Comet
Small town pattheatre, Shelton, Neb.
ronage.
God's Crucible, with a special cast.
cast.

Opera
town pat-

Bills,

— Small

Woman

and

the Puppet, with
Geraldine Farrar. Just fair.
Getting
rather old.
Very interesting in places.
Business fair.— A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.

— Good.
— L.

good

D.

this.

was

Fairfield,

—

Legion

—

North

Kozy

little

theatre,

General patronage.
The Mysterious Rider, with a special
Not only pleases but gets
cast.
Great.

right for children but will not please the
adults- H. Daspit, Atherton, Kentwood,
Neighborhood patronage.
La.

The

had

—

theatre,

—

—
— Grand theatre,
— Neighborhod patronage.

the business.
la.

Anamosa,

Wind's

Malice, with a
picture. Pleased 90%.
Good business for season of year. Make!
more money playing their older pictures
at prices asked.
L. J. Burkett, Lyric
theatre, Morrison, 111..
Neighborhood
special cast.

Norton,

but

—

Wakonda, S. D. Small town patronage.
The Jinx, with "Mabel Normand. All

—

—

picture,

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Sted r
man. This pleased the fair business
which it drew. Acting of three major
characters outstanding features. Harold
F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.

with

pleased

program

power. Bert
Eureka, 111.

Iron, with a special cast.

Everyone

—

—

—

—

The Branding

— Did

—

ronage.

The

—

age.

Goldwyn sure has

House, Lenora, Kan.

—

—

— Fine

—

Coming/

—

patronage.

;i

^

,

The North Wind's Malice, with a
special cast.
very good North woods
picture.
Pleased the Rex Beach fans.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—A

—

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.
Good comedy-drama. The witty subtitles
are a treat. Acting is good throughout.
H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

1

—

Duds, with

Tom

—

Moore. Better than
we expected. Patrons like Tom Moort.
Good attendance and business fine. A. C.
Betts. Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
.
Made In Heaven, with Tom Moore.
Boys, get this.
Best we have had yet of
Tom. Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. Small town patronage.
Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
A good picture, with the
a special cast.
greatest out-door stuff ever thrown on
Second night bigger than
the screen.

©

Rofand

—

—

age.

—

Him

scene from "Give

Bobby Dunn, produced by Eddie Lyons.

—
—

—

the

first.

—
—

— Earl

Bookwalter,

The

Ideal

"TheTimber Queen
Pafheserial

It's

;

.

Qreat/
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most interesting

told in

style, yet our
feminine portion

yes, even the
— failed —to be tempted

patrons

to see the wonderwearing apparel Gloria displays in
production. Fied S. Meyer, Palace
theatre. Hamilton, O.
High class family
ful
this

—

—

patronage.

White Oak, with William
Good.

S.

Hart.—

Plenty of excitement, but not so
as The Whistle,

good as others, such
Testing

Block

Mounted.

—A.

C.

Red Creek, N. Y.

and

O'Mally

the

of

Powers theatre.
Neighborhood patron-

Betts,

—

age.

Beyond

the Rocks, with Gloria SwanRodolph Valentino. -A good
picture, but not what was expected for
the money. Not a really big one.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence,
Kan. General patronage.

—

son and

A

scene

from "Golden Dreams" (Goldwyn)

—

Metro

The

Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram progenuine special. Wonderful
duction.
exploitation possibilities. An exceptional
Thomas S.
picture that will please all.
Daley, Casino theatre, Halifax, N. S.

—A

—

—

with
Mae Murray.
Neither my patrons nor I myself liked
It
this quite as well as Peacock Alley.
didn't seem to have the appeal that the
latter did. An exceptional play, however,
and went over very good. Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
General patronage.
The Four Horsemen, with a special
Fascination,

—

—

—The

most

wonderful and well
liked picture we have ever had in our
theatre. Business splendid on a two day
People
run. Many came second night.
still
talking about it. W.
E.
Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
The Last Card, with May Allison.
Very good. If you can get them in they
will be pleased.
Business fair. Johnson
Brothers. Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N.
Y. Small town patronage.
cast.

—

—

—

—

Turn
duction.

to the Right, a

— The

biggest
years and cannot give

Rex Ingram promoney for two
it too much pub-

Ran The Old Nest two weeks
it did not please much better
than this one. Book it. Earl Bookwalter,

licity.

later,

but

—

Ideal theatre, Halstead, Kan.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
The Conquering Power, with

—An

a special

A

—

Agnes Ayres.
good program picture with a good cast
Ordeal,

and nice

with

settings.
Conrad Nagel supports star. Chas. H. Rvan. Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino. Opened to
good business on Sunday. Did fair on

—

the second day, fair on the third, and
died awful hard on the last two.
Did
not see the picture personally, but from
all reports received it was a satisfactory
offering, although not worth the superspecial price that we had to pa}-.
can only rate this as a fair box-office at-

We

—

Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. High class family patron-

tration.

—

age.

A

—

What there was of the picture was liked.
—Charles Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall. Grand
Gorge, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

Paramount
Find the
duction.

Woman,

—A mystery

interest to the end.
rected.
Harrison

Kerry
Ryan,

in

Cosmopolitan pro-

a

story that holds the

Well cast and diFord and Norman

supporting

Garfield

Street, Chicago,

111.

—

cast.

— Chas.

H.

Madison
Neighborhood pat-

theatre,

2844

ronage.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Swanson. A typical Gloria Swanson

—

ample opportunity to
wear majiy gorgeous gowns and latest

vehicle, giving her
i

fashion creations.

A

highly pleasing plot

was pictured to us when we bought
were led to believe it would be
a second Sheik, and we paid as much for
it as we did for The Sheik, which was
too much.
It will get over if they like
Valentino and Swanson. Nothing in the
film warrants the high rental placed upon
as

it

it.

We

it.

The

with

scenes in the Alps are staged
snow. Chas. H. Ryan, Gar2844 Madison St., Chicago,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

salt for
field theatre,
111.

—

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production. Fairly good
opening on

—

Sunday, good Monday, sick Tuesday,
ordinary Wednesday and Thursday. Very
good picture, produced in typical De
Mille fashion and would have been a decided money maker had it not been for
the excessive film rental we were compelled to pay.
fairbox-office attraction, but not worth super-special price.

A

S.

cast.

fair.

star.

is

His new ones have failed
a pick-up from
to go over and this one
died just as hard. A
his former releases
good enough picture of its kind, but Reid
does not seem to appeal to them any
more. Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. High class family patronslipping fast.

—

—

—

—

age.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres. The Sheik was a
Did good business. M. J.
mop-up.

—

—

Babin. Fairyland theatre, White Castle,
La. Small town patronage.

—

—

the Devil Drives." (Pathe)

all.

it

—
—

Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn.
very good picture. Pleased about every
patron who saw it.
Fair business. H.
A. Feeps, Comet theatre, Shelton, Neb.
Small town patronage.
The Misleading Lady, with Bert Lytell.
A splendid picture. Just a bit old, but
my patrons didn't know that. W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who, with Bert Lytell

—
—

"When

in

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
— Fred Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamil— Good. Believe pleased them
ton. O. — High class family patronage.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
Bought and Paid For, with a special
N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
— Very good picture for adults only.
Her Own Money, with Ethel Clayton.
Pleased the majority. Attendance
Just an average program subject.
—
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Flor- Business has not been up to standard
for two months. — E. W. Werner, Warence, Kan. — General patronage.
wick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
The World's Champion, with Wallace
Attendance light
Reid. — Good picture.
The Lane That Had No Turning, with
Agnes Ayres. —A satisfactory offering,
but not on account of production. PaHer
trons well pleased. — E. W. Werner, Warbut cost too much for this
following very small. — Raymond Gear,
wick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan. — GenBeyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swaneral patronage.
son and Rodolph Valentino. — Not as big
The Hell Diggers with Wallace Reid.
— Locally speaking Reid slipping and

exceptionally fine offering.
picture for the classes.
production
that adds prestige to any house lucky
enough to show it.— Thomas S. Daley.
Casino theatre, Halifax, N. S.

cast.

Leah Baird

—

—

The

JACK EATON
is

a specialist in Short Subjects

SPORT
REVIEWS'
B

Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
satisfactory picture of the Northern
Pleased a Saturday audience.
type.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre,

—A

Florence,

°°Lse

ARexBeacriweekend

Speed

Form
Stamina

Taking the Air
By-^*fy Champions

IntkePirik
Drawing Cards
SelfDe tense
Centaurs of ««He]d

Winter Pep

ask.

Pore
Book, Line S

Sinker
Split Seconds

Playing the

Game

GOLDWYN

Three
Hart.

Kan.— General

patronage.

Word

—We

William
very clever
all

Brand, with William S.
believe this to be the best of
S.
one,.

Hart's productions.
Pleased 100 percent.

A

A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Three Word Brand, with William S.

—
Hart. — Played

ness.
ture.

and
or

this picture to

fine busi-

Many said it was Bill's finest picHe takes three parts in this picture

fills

the

bill

plainsman.

Mazda

equally well as governor

— Harold

theatre,

M. Schoonover,
Small town

Aurora, Neb.

—

patronage.
One a Minute, with Douglas MacLean.

— Dandy

good program

picture.

—

J.

J.

—

——

——
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Pagan, Beverly theatre, Beverly, Kan.

Neighborhood patronage.

The Charm

School, with Wallace Reid.
an old picture, but it sure got
the money. Wally is very popular here.
This is one of his best pictures. Harold
M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre, Aurora,
Neb. Small town patronage.

— This

is

—

—

Behold

My

This

Fine.

Wife, with a special cast.
very good. Good story,

is

good acting and picture pleased

—

all.

Did

well at a raised admission. A. S. Carlos,
Bijou theatre, Jeanerette, La. Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

The Love

Wallace Reid.
Did good business.
Grand theatre, Anamosa, la.
Pleased.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Very

Special, with

fine picture.

—

White Oak, with William S. Hart.—
Hardly up to the Hart standard. How-

who like Hart.
Gear, Mayflower theatre, FlorGeneral patronage.
ence, Kan.
ever, will satisfy those

Raymond

—

Mary Ellen Comes
Dorothy
Gish. Good

—

to

Town, with

if
they
like
Otherwise not much.
Dorothy.
Business poor on our first hot night. Johnson Brothers, Johnsonian theatre, Ripley,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

—

Be Fashionable, with Douglas
While this is
a good comedy, it is hardly in the same
class as 23^ Hours Leave by the same
stars, and does not make the same kind
of a hit.
C. E. Johnson, Paramount theatre, Gibbon, Neb.
Neighborhood patLet's

MacLean and Doris May.

—

—

—

ronage.

The Love

Special, with Wallace Reid.
and Theodore Roberts certainly
are a good combination in this type of
picture.
Drew exceptionally well and
pleased 100%. Bert Norton, Kozy the-

— Reid

—

Eureka,

atre,

111.

Male and Female,

—

a Cecil B. DeMille

production. Truly a great picture and a
sure fire box office attraction.
Pleased
nearly all of them. C. H. Bills, Opera

—

House, Lenora, Kan.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The Education
Burke.

of Elizabeth, with Billie

— Pleasing

program

picture.—

July

—

Grand theatre, Anamosa, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth, with
Very good for
Thomas Meighan.

—

Otherwise absolutely nothing.
Johnson Brothers, Johnfair.
Small
Ripley, N. Y.
theatre,

Meighan.
Business

—

—

sonian
town patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil

—

B.

DeMille

production. If you haven't shown this,
use it. Don't let title bother you, for it

good, clean, and a wonderful produc-

is

As to story, settings, production,
tion.
in fact in every way, it is better than The

—

Sheik.

Eureka,

Bert

Norton,

Kozy

theatre,

111.

Speed, with Wallace Reid.
picture was well advertised and
William Noble,
drew big business.
Broadway theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Too Much

— This

—

— General

patronage.

Huckleberry Finn with a special cast.
Ran this on Decoration Day and had
Went over good and
them all there.
It takes the sopleased most of them.
C. H.
called big ones to bring them in.
Opera House, Lenora, Kan.—
Bills,
Small town patronage.
The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean. Better than average show. A
Not as good as
little old and cut some.
V&y2 Hours Leave. Johnson Brothers,
Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y. Small
town patronage.
The Jucklins, with Monte Blue.—This
in.
is a good one, but failed to get them
If the proper paper had been made for
W.
this, it would have filled my house.
T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.
Small town patronage.
Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.— Best picture we've shown
Lots of favorable comfor some time.
ments.— J. J. Pagan, Beverly theatre,
Beverly, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

JACKIE COOGAN

asking for "more"
"Oliver Twist," his next independent
production.
in

Very good. Of course you can't please
them all at once, but most of the ones
who saw this one said it was good. Good

— A.

business.
No raise of admission.
Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerette,

R-C

Neighborhod patronage.

The Barricade, with a special cast.
is
one of the best slum pictures
that I ever screened.
good live story
of unusual interest.
Pleased all. J. E.
Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.—

A

special

Beyond the Rainbow, with a
pleased most of them
I
cast.— Good.
The star's name in this
with this one.
picture is Dove, but she really is a peach.
All my patrons liked her at once. Came
out saying, "She sure is good." A. S.
Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerette, La.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Queen O' The Turf, with a special
Just a program picture with nothVery ordinary.
ing unusual happening.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo— Small town patronage.
The Call of Home, with a special cast.
cast.

—

—
—

couldn't see anything exceptional in
The flood scene nothing startling.
All these Gasnier pictures costing me
too much money, but like some others,
was stung with a year contract. Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence.

The Swamp, with Sessue Hayakawa.
The Jap's stuff goes well here. Very
seldom he scores under 90%. Giacoma

—

Bros., Crystal theatre,

— General
The

What's
cast.

is

draw business
but did not
Saunders. Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
What's a Wife Worth? with a special
personally think this was the
I
cast.
best worked out story I have seen in
some time. Too bad it didn't get the
Can't speak too highly
right publicity.
about it.— J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theNeighborhood patatre. Buffalo, N. Y.
ronage.
Fred Stone. Good
Billy Jim, with

—

CR.ANTLAND R.ICE
Produced by JACK EATON
for

Weiss Brothers' Artdass Pictures Corp.

ASK

COLDWYN

—

—

—

photography and good ncting.
to

Ariz.

This is a good little comedy-drama. Does
not get stale like so many comedy
dramas. It pays to book it. J. E. HigMajestic theatre, Cullom, 111.
gins,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Selznick

Seemed

Majestic
— D. Higgins,
— Neighborhood
Cullom,

please.

atre,

Channing of the
Eugene O'Brien. I

J.

111.

thepat-

ronage.

The Barricade, with

a

special cast.

Northwest,

—

with

believe from all
angles the best O'Brien picture I have
ever played, and I have played them all.

— General patronage.
— Eugene
a Wife Worth? with a special
picture,
Harvard,
—This an especially good— Eugene

Kans.

bij

Tombstone,

patronage.
Foolish Age, with Doris May.

I

—

Edited

—

Neighborhood patronage.

this.

HE VIEW

S.

La.

This

Pictures

—

sfeSPORT

1922

1,

Saunders, Saunders theatre,
General patronage.
A Man's Home, with a special cast.
A picture that is worth anyone's time
and money. You will make no mistake
111.

—

—

to your patrons. W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo. Small town patronage.
The Man Who Lost Himself, with

in offering this

—

—

William Faversham. A good picture
which pleased, had ft not been cut, as
are all prints from Buffalo, until the star
flitted about screen like a hummingbird
in a lilac bush.
Will L. Beebe, Candor
Small town pattheatre, Candor, N. Y.

—

—

ronage.

The Sin That Was His, with William
Faversham.
Splendid acting but not
enough romance to suit the ladies. Might

—

—
July

get over with the old folks but the young
people will go to sleep or walk out. H.
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
— Almost as good as Humoresque, which
very good. — H. Daspit,
means that
—
it

is

Kentwood,
Neighborhood patronage.

La.

theatre,

After Midnight, with
Just
—
his type

fair.

Not

Conway

Tearle.
up to his standard. Not

My

patrons like him
of picture.
W. E. Elkin, Temple
in society plays.
Neighborhood
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
patronage.

The

—

Way

I

—

of a Maid, with Elaine

Ham-

Lord

Little

Fauntleroy,

with

Mary

Pickford.— Unquestionably

the
biggest
thing "Our Mary" has ever done.
Her
interpretation of the two roles of Lord
Fauntleroy and Dearest, his mother, are
a work of art, and proved especially
pleasing to
our audiences.
Should go

over big wherever Mary has any drawing
power whatever. The children simply
adore her as the little Lord. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
High class family patronage.

—

The
Arliss.

Ruling

— One

63

Played it two days on straight per
cent and lost money. Have to show me
that specials get the money.
Every one
a loser for me.
L. J. Burkett, Lyric the-

70%.

United Artists

—

Atherton

—
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—

Passion, with George
of the kind of pictures that,

—

Morrison,

atre,

111.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Universal
Man To Man,

with

Harry Carey.

Good outdoor

picture with a stampede
cattle scene that is a thriller.
If your
audience likes westerns play this. Title
good. Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,

—

Madison street, Chicago,
Neighborhood patronage.

2844

111.

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys WalGood program picture which got
by.
L.
D. Fairfield, Legion theatre,
Wakenda, S. D. Small town patronage.

—
—

ton.

—

Man To Man,

with Harry Carey.
highly pleased. Very good
western. D. M. Pearce. Lillian theatre.
Martin, Tenn. Neighborhood patronage.
Man To Man, with Harry Carey.

Audience

—

—

Good

picture.
Lots of action. Would
been a money maker in cool
weather. J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood pat-

have

—

—

ronage.

The

Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.
Program picture and better than
To Man, which cost us four times

Great.

Man
as

much.

Hoot keeps

this up he will
Verner Hicks, Family the-

If

be a winner.
atre,

Marion,

The

111.

— General

patronage.

Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.

—Just
better

fair

in

program

pictures.

picture.

Saw

Business just

star

fair.

H. A. Feeps, Gem theatre, Wood River,
Neb. Small town patronage.
Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
Extra
good program picture. Well
worth the price paid for it. Played
Brownie's Baby Doll with this, which

—

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

wins a wager by "bending the elbow" of the strongest
knight of Prince John in "Robin Hood," the United Artists production now being
completed on the Coast.

—

—

merstein. Very good.
Star well liked.
Picture pleased 100 percent of audience.
This is the class of picture I must get if
I want to please my patrons.
A. S. Carlos,
Bijou theatre, Jeanerette, La.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Wide Open Town,

with Conway
average "Tearle"
show.
extra.
Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. Small town
Tearle.

Just another
—Nothing

—

—

patronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

They

Dozens
care for this one.
walked out before the show was half
over.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patrondidn't

—

—

age.

The Moth, with Norma Talmadge.
Very good reissue and better than some

—

of her new pictures.
H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

The

Way

is

of a Maid, with Elaine
a program picture.

—Just
wrong

merstein.

HamWhat

Selznick photography?
Daley, Casino theatre, Hali-

w-ith

Thomas
fax,

N.

Why

S.
S.

Announce Your Marriage? with

— We

Elaine Hammerstein.
the best of this star's

considered it
work.
Several
good comments.
All pleased. W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Highest Law, with a special cast.
—Ralph Ince is great in this impersonation of Lincoln, but the picture is slow
and draggy. Fine for schools, but absolutely no good for a picture theatre.
H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood,
La. Neighborhood patronage.

—

made a program that pleased .'00 per
cent and proved a gocd drawing card.—
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells. Colo. Small town patronage.

no matter how little business you do,
you are not sorry that you played it.
Eugene Saunders. Saunders theatre. Har-

— General patronage.
East, a D. W. Griffith production. — One of the best pictures ever
vard,

111.

Way Down

People still talking about it. Ice
scene most remarkable ever witnessed.
Splendid business. Matinee put the night

made.

Wild Honey, with
did not
average.

like

Dam

Priscilla

Dean.

—

the title.
Business only
scene is wonderful, slow

motion photography being used. Don't
pay too much for it. Chas. H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison street,
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

No Woman Knows,

— Very

with a special cast.
will stand

good picture and one

show over. Book it. You can't go
wrong. W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Orphans of the Storm, a D. W. Griffith
production. Griffith has established a
record at this theatre in that we have
played The Love Flower, Way Down
East, Dream Street, Orphans of the
Storm, and one has proven itself a bigger
fizzle than the others.
Orphans of the
Storm, following the greatest exploitation and advertising campaign in local
history, cost us a young-sized fortune.
can't help but repeat what we mentioned some time ago: Griffith once said
that the average theatre-goers have the
intelligence of a twelve-year-old child.
Knowing that, why does he make pictures like Dream Street and Orphans of

—

We

the Storm? Or what is worse still, will
exhibitors ever learn when they have had
enough? Some people seem to learn as
they grow older, so there's still hope for
me.
Personally, I consider, and still
think, Orphans of the Storm is one of the
most wonderful pictures I have ever
seen.
It cost me a lot of money to find
out that I was in the minority. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

—

High class family patronage.
The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.

— Fine

•

picture.

Pleased about

in

"TheTimber Queen
Pafheserial

Positively

Miss Roland 's

Best Serial/

—

—

I

—
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1,

up for two days. One to boost as you
did The Old "Nest— Earl Bookwalter,
Ideal theatre, Halstead, Kan. Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

—

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. My
patrons did not rave over this one, although it pleased the majority of them.
Otis

Lamon, Auditorium theatre, ElmSmall town patronage.

wood, Wis.

—

—

with Priscilla Dean. Log
scene was sensational, but did not have
drawing power I expected. Used onesheet photos, three-sheets, window cards,
H. L. Fox, Tokio
slide and mailing list.
Conflict,

—

theatre,

— Neighborhood
—
—

Morehouse, Mo.

patronage.
Action, with Hoot Gibson. We were
disappointed in this one. Mr. and Mrs.
E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.
Small town patronage.
No Woman Knows, with a special cast.
From a standpoint of good acting, just
as good as The Old Nest, and much
more entertaining. Better than Humoresque. A real super-special. H. Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. Neighborhood patronage.
Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson. Believe me, when I hang out the "Hoot"
shingle I am sure of expenses anyhow.
theatre,
Saunders
Saunders,
Eugene
Harvard, 111.- General patronage.
High Heels, with Gladys Walton.
Suitable for
Little entertainment value.
Mothers' Clubs and stiff-necks, but not
enough pep for a regular theatre crowd.
Poorest Walton picture ever run. Story
Will L. Beebe,
light and transparent.
Candor theatre, Candor, N. Y. Small
town patronage.
Wolves of The North, with Eva Novak.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—One

little

I

some

of the best
have shown for

—

program pictures
time.

The snow

scenes were very picturesque and it had
a fair plot. H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre,
Morehanse, Mo. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

—A

EUGENE

O'BRIEN,

in

a

dramatic
Selznick

— Very good program picture. — W. H.
Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.
— General patronage.
Once To Every Woman, with Dorothy

—

Phillips.
This Jewel a little old, but is
better than most of the new specials.
It's a picture that will stand boosting.
J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom,
111.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.
money getter since Daddy Long

— Best
Legs.

very
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
good picture. Not the big special that
you will expect. First few reels not inE. Higgins, Majestic theteresting.
J.
Neighborhood patronatre, Cullom, 111.
age.

Everyone pleased. Plenty of action and
clean. Small towns can clean up on this
picture.
Push it hard and see receipts
grow for once. Will L. Beebe, Candor
Small town pattheatre, Candor, N. Y.

Dean.
thought this one good but had lots of
kicks on it. Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn. Small town

Carey. Beautiscenery and splendid-acting by Carey
and the kid, but I would not call it a
super-feature.
H. Daspit, Atherton theNeighborhood patatre, Kentwood, La.
ronage.

—

—

Reputation,

with

Priscilla

—

—

—

patronage.
The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—

ronage.

—

The Fox, with Harry

ful

—

The

—

Devil's Pass Key, with Eric von
This picture is good.
Stroheim surely is some director as well as
star.
His pictures take well here. J. E.
Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.

Stroheim.

Cominyf

—

—

—

Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
drew for me all the business that

—

Eugene Saunders,
to get.
General
theatre, Harvard. 111.

was

Saunders

—

patronage.

RcSand
in

The Flower of the North, with Henry
One of the best Curwood pictures we have had since Nomads of the
North.
Ran it two days to S. R. O.
Book and advertise it big. Will get the

Walthall.

business

TheTimberQueen
Pafh&erial

waiter,

—

please 90%.
Earl BookIdeal theatre, Halstead, Kan.

The

— Neighborhood

-

patronage.

Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.

my

report withjust could not send in
out telling you what a nice picture this is.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Small town patronage.
Ind.
I

—
Each Episode is crammed
with thrills and beauty!

—

and

—

The

Silver Car, with Earle Williams.—
Earle Willstory which pleased all.
iams good in this one. You will make

A

no mistake

in

booking

this.

latest

—

—

—

—

Good program picture. Star is liked
here. Would like to get more like this.
H. Lyman, Moon theatre, Spencer,
Neb. General patronage.
The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.
Here's
one you can boost. Verner
Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111. GenC.

—

—

—

eral patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.
a Lois Weber
production. — Exhibitors want more
What Do Men Want?
Get the

this one.

They
Thomas S.
one.
fax,

N.

will

women
do

the

started

on

like
this

Fine.

rest.

Daley, Casino theatre, Hali-

S.

Our Mutual

Friend, with a special cast.

— A good picture. Appealed to patrons
and played to a good week's attendance.
— Samuel Harding, Doric theatre, KanMo.

— Mr.

and

Days

(Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. Good, big money maker.
You can't go wrong on this one. J. L.
Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N.
Neighborhood patronage.
Y.
Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow),
with John Lowell. Nothing to rave
School

The

there

his

State Rights

Vitagraph
It

Smith,"

Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion,
Tenn. Small town patronage.
Steelheart, with William Duncan.
If
you are looking for a good big six reel
picture with lots of action, here you are.
Play this. Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. Small town patronage.
The Scarab Ring, with Alice Joyce.

sas City,

Neighborhood patronage.

—

moment from "John
production

—

—

—

—

about.
Just an interesting picture, but
paid too much money for it. W. H.
Goodroad,
Strand
theatre,
Warren,
Minn. General patronage.

—

—

What No Man Knows

(Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. -A good picture,
but failed to draw for us.
Miss Young
has fallen back faster than any star we
Now we hardly get film rental out
get.
of her pictures.
W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood
patronage.
Station Content (Tji.), with Gloria
Swanson. While this Is not a new picture, it is a good one.
Good story and
Pleased my patrons
beautiful scenery.

—

—

—

—

and

I

would

like to

have more

like

it.

—
July

M. Simpson, Princess

C.

Ga.

— General

theatre, Millen,

patronage.

—

—

Home (Warner
Girls Leave
Pleased well.
Bros.), with special cast.
Some patrons said that it was wonderful

Why

David Butler.

—

and had a few remarks about it from
two or three particular club women.

They told me that there was too much
raw stuff in it. However, this is not the
They simply wished to knock it.
truth.
Played it two days to good business.
R. Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona. Pa.

patronage.

tre,

— L.

(Arrow),

—

with Jack Hoxie. I didn't see it myself,
but I heard it was a good Western picLots of action in it. Second time
ture.
Drew
for star here and taking well.
pretty good. Pleased 80 per cent. A. E.
Rogers, Temple theatre. Dexter. N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
with
Clara
(Equity),
Mid-Channel
Young.— This picture drew
Kimball
The actfairly well, but did not satisfy.
ing is O. K. but there is too much stallShould be about five reels. Harold
ing.
M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre, Aurora,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

— Patrons

—

age.

So This Is Arizona (Smith), with
Franklyn Farnum. This is the best
Franklyn Farnum I have run as yet.
Plenty of clean laughs and snappy action.
Book it. It's very good. More
like this would be appreciated by every

—

caters to home trade.
L.
Rappeport,
Lovejoy
theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Why

Why

Girls

Home

Leave

—

ture.

but

it

(Warner

with a special cast. Swell picJust the kind my patrons want,
rained and they will not come out

rains.
All those that saw the
it
picture were very well pleased at an advanced price. A. S. Carlos. Bijou theaNeighborhood pattre, Jeanerette, La.

when

—

—

ronage.
Girls

Don't

Gamble

(Schwab), with

Home

Leave

Girls

(Warner

—

Bros.), with a special cast.
The most
over-rated picture that I have shown to
my patrons in some time. The independents get up and rave and tell us we
should buy their features, and when we
do this is the kind of taking over we get.
No more for me. I sold it to my patrons
at regular admission prices and had less
than average business. W. H. Brenner,

—

Cozy

theatre. Winchester, Ind.

— General

patronage.

Wesley

Days
Barry.

(Warner

— Ran

Bros.), with
picture four

this

days to good business. The attendance
increased every night. The weather was
extremely hot. That is all that kept it
from breaking our house records. A picture that will please everybody.
Harold
M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre, Aurora,
Small
town
patronage.
Neb.
Smiling All The Way (Schwab), with
David Butler. Patrons seemed to enjoy
picture.
Butler well liked here. Charles
Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

BETTY COMPSON

and Emory Johnson in a scene from the Goldwyn production "Always the Woman."

—

—

—

—

—

—

Bros.),

—

manager who
J.

School

The Man From Nowhere
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seemed to enjoy
D. Fairfield, Legion theaWakonda, S. D. Small town patronone.

this

Out Of The Dust (McCarthy), with
Russell Simpson.— Out Of The Dust, inspired by the famous Remington paintIt went
ings, is a corking good picture.
over in our theatre to a very good week's
The picture pleased the audibusiness.
The action is fast, the photogence.
raphy very good, and the work of little
Micky Moore is excellent. The picture
lends itself to exploitation ideas very
well and exhibitors will make no mistake
Moon theatre,
getting behind it.
in
Omaha, Neb. General patronage.

— Neighborhood

--
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Serials
The Adventures

of Robinson Crusoe
Harry Myers. Opened

(Universal), with

—

to the biggest crowd on a serial in past
three years. Ran Dog's Life, Chaplin re-

Reissue never shown here
Glass, Star theatre, Trenton, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. Starts off very good.
Believe they will like it.
Second episode
also very good. Keeps one guessing and
watching to see what he does next. A.
C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.

with

issue,

before.

— C.

it.

W.

—
—

—

—

The

Adventures

excuse for any producer stretching such
an uninteresting topic as South American pack animals to a full thousand feet.
Chester Outings furnish a very poor
steady diet and I am taking them off with

—

this issue.
Harold
theatre, Defiance, O.

1

run about 50-50, good and

fair, but they
Have run all the
well
here.
Lloyds, including the two reel subjects.
Don't expect too much of the reissues.

draw
C.

H.

Opera House, Lenora, Kan.
town patronage.

Bills,

— Small

A Sailor-Made Man (Asso. Ex.), with
Harold Lloyd. This is a comedy you
can advertise to the limit and will please
all.
Ran two days to good business.
Admission 15 and 25 cents. C. W. Glass,
theatre,
Trenton, Tenn. NeighborStar
hood patronage.

—

—

Straight

From The Farm

—

(Fox), with

—

—

Elmo

The

—

Adventures

Elmo

fourth episode and

Tarzan

of

man

stuff

I

think

it is

it

a

(Serial

— Am

on the
doing well. For

Lincoln.

an average audience that

likes the

strong

—

good buy. H. L.
Morehanse, Mo.

Tokio theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Fox.

sporting page

now

Pathe New s.— Unquestionably

the
weeklies.
It starts
If you run
in where all others leave off.
a news (and every theatre should), let
Fred S. Meyer,
that one be Pathe's.
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O. High class
greatest of

all

news

—

—

family patronage.

—

Pathe Review. Such a relief from the
ordinary news or novelty reel. They are
different from anything else and not so
much sameness. They please well here.
C.
H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora,
Kan. Small town patronage.
The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. This one gets 'em.
Sorry to see this series close. Book it.
Verner Hicks. Family theatre, Marion,
111.
General patronage.
Chester Outing No. 43. There is no

—

as

"Princess

Flavia"

and Lewis Stone as "Rudolf Rassendyll" in a scene from "The Prisoner of
screen

Anthony Hope's famous

version

novel.

of

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sport
Heviews at the
Capitol giue
nve tke dape"

Short Subjects

Metro's

Rivoli

W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre, AberNeighborhood patronage.
deen, Miss.
ing.

Sales), with

Zenda,"

Wendt.

of Tarzan
(Serial
Lincoln. On the thirteenth episode and going good. It draws
well in spite of the weather and opposiPersonally I don't think much of
tion.
it, but nevertheless it seems to be pleasSales), with

ALICE TERRY

F.

— General patronage.
Harold Lloyd Reissues (Pathe). — They

with,

the beaches this

summer

^SPORT
REVIEWS
Edited by

GRANTLAND MCE

Produced budACK EATON
jorlDeiss Brothers J/rtctass Pictures Corp.

ask. <}OLDWYN

—

—
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John.

St.

two

better

USE THIS BLANK

— Not

yet have we had a
comedy. Chuck full of
good laughs and pleased all. W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

Al

reel

—

The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. This one is a little old,

—

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing

for

Fill in this

blank

St.,

all

away with a smile.
have been very good,

—

but this one pleased best of all. C. W.
Glass, Star theatre, Trenton, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Bashful Lover (Pathe), with
Ernest Truex. Even though Ernest is
little his ability to produce laughs is big.
This offering is a riotous mix-up from
start to finish and Ernest, as "The Bashful Lover," is a scream.
A very pleasing
program offering. Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. High class
family patronage.

—

Other Exhibitors

now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

born

but will send them

Semon comedies

Story.

Dear-

Chicago.

—

—

July

good laughs in this one and no doubt
but what it will please. W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, M s s.
Neighborhood patronage.
High and Dizzy (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. -This one made them hold their
seats, and other people's husbands and
wives.
Was a knockout. Get Out and
Get Under was also a good comedy.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.
Edgar Camps Out (Goldwyn, with
Johnny Jones. Another good kid comedy.
Both the grown-ups and the children seem to enjoy all of this series.
Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Defi-

—

i

—

—
—

ance, O.

Every

Me

Kiss

Caroline

(Educational),

—

— General

Man
will

It

Himself

for

mean

patronage.

in

survival of

the

the Future
the fittest.

Safeguard yourself and your business.
Now is the time to read

a

comedy. This is different, but
You can tell them
a real comedy.
you've got a laugh producer when you
Christie

1922

1,

it's

Title

give

—

them this one. W. P. Perry, Rialto
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small

—

theatre,

Star

Costs

town patronage.

The Saw

3

cents

Mill (Vitagraph), with Larry

— Good. Very funny and enSemon draws well and always
pleases. — W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. — Neighborhood patron-

Producer

Semon.

joyed

Remarks

all

it.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash saving
Special professional discounts on
Immediate deon all models
DeBrie, DeFranne,
Pathe and many others demonstrated in
our showroom.
Send for our complete
catalog at once, free on request.
prices.

age.

A

Sailor-Made Man (Asso. Ex.), with
Harold Lloyd. Packed them in the first
night and biggest second night business
Made oppoin the history of the house.
sition with Fairbanks in The Three Musketeers look sick. Get this one and don't
keep it a secret that you have a wonderMrs. G. A. Mitchell, Orphful picture.
eum theatre, Darlington, Wis.. Small

UNIVERSALIS.

livery

—

—

—

town patronage.
Professional Ethics (Goldwyn), with
George Bunny. George and John Bunny
Such
are two entirely different things.
forced comedy is unworthy of any house.
Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, De-

—

—

fiance,

Title

CHICAGO, ILL.

Per Review.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
DepL H,

109 N. Dearborn St. Chicago. ID.

GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES
DEVEL0PING-PRINT1NG
SPECIAL TITLE WORK

Standard Motion Picture Company
1005-1006 Mailers Bldg. Telephone Central 2347 Chicago.

ILL

Cameraman furnished on short notice. Immediate Service
No job too small

GUARANTEED

Write Today

lor

Special Prices

SATISFACTION

O.

Pay Day

(F. N.), with Charlie Chaplin.
will have to do better than
this if he intends to keep his reputation.
The trick photography in this one is all

— Charlie
Star

that

saves

it.

— Harold

—Small

Mazda

Remarks

town patronage.
Designing Husbands (Universal), with
Neely
titled

tion

Edwards.

Aurora,

—A

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.

M. Schoonover,

Producer

theatre,

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

very

Neb.

Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTROPNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

appropriately

comedy to be offered in conjuncwith Her Husband's Trademark.

CLASSIFIED

with laughs and has just the
touch of suspense to make it a
very pleasing comedy offering. Our paIt is filled

right

—

trons liked it and so will others. Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
High class family patronage.

The Show
Semon. The
made. Very

(Vitagraph),

with

—
best comedy this star has
elaborate and extremely
—
funny.
You can't go
Advertise
wrong. — W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. — Neighborhood patronit

The

Name

Idle Class

of Theatre

Transient

or

Neighborhood Pat-

— Not

comedy than The Idle Class. Lost
money account paying too much for the

—

A. F. Kehr,
Ogallala, Neb.

latter.

ronage

Princess

theatre,

Pay Day (F. N.), with Charles ChapThey have to laugh at this one.

City

lin.

—

— Verner Hicks, Family
— General patronage.
A Charmed Life (Vitagraph), with
Jimmy Aubrey. —All of these Aubrey
Certainly

State

(F. N.), with Charles

what it is cracked up to
Played two nights with Lessons in
be.
Love and no comments on Chaplin. All
were well pleased with feature. Better
Chaplin.

......

good.

theatre, Marion,

111.

comedies are good.

$1.00

big.

age.

Exhibitor

Five Cents per Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

in

Larry

There are several

HOUSE MANAGER AVAILABLE
AT LIBERTY— September

1.
Fifteen years as an
advance agent.
Know the business from every
angle.
Address Box 489, South Norwalk, Conn.

PHOTOPLAYERS FOR SALE
FOR SALE— American
No.

40.

inquire
ford.

In

W.

first-class

A. and M.

Photoplayer No. 20 and
condition.
For particulars
8 Cherry Street, MU-

Gill,

Conn.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
—

FOR SALE Two Motiographs, motor drive,
and a Seeburg Photoplayer with motor complete.
Also 278 opera chairs and a complete adjustable
ventilating system, fan type. Address Commodore
Theatre, 3105 Irving Park Blvd., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE—Two

Powers 6B Lamp Houses com-

with Lamps, condensers, and everything
necessary to go ahead with; they have all the
latest adjustments; used only two weeks.
Cheap.
Richelieu Theatre, Bedford. Pa.

plete

m

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
REMODELING IS PLANNED FOR
MANY PLAYHOUSES
Theatres Being Rejuvenated in Preparation
For Revived Business Activity in the Fall
A

period of extensive remodeling of motion picture theatres has been

Reports from various parts of the country indicate that
while the building of new projects is being planned in undiminishing numbers, work of remodeling theatres is being carried out on a large scale at
inaugurated.

the present time.

attendance inaugurated with weather

that attracts patrons to the great outdoors.
Features that make the theatre
more comfortable and inviting are being
Nature's
combat Dame
adopted
to

charms.
Serves

Two

Purposes

Reconstruction work at this time, it is
believed, will serve a two-fold purpose
in that it will not only have a tendency
to counteract the warm weather depression but will enable the theatre to be in
a state of readiness to make a stronger
bid for natronage than previously, in the
Fall.

The remodeling work
on

at

varying

is

degrees of

being carried
expenditures

ranging from a few hundred dollars up
into many thousands, depending on indiridual circumstances.
The scope of reconstruction work that can be accomplished with a certain appropriation is
equally dependent on individual require-

ments and wishes.

Example

Is Cited

The following

interesting letter, received by an exhibitor whose name is not
disclosed, is a concrete example of what

remodeling has accomplished in one instance. The theatre in question is a brick
building with wood floor and roof, complete stage, and seating about 1.400 persons. It contains a balcony and was built
originally about 18 'years ago.
The letter reads in part:

"Dear George:
"As you well know, I haven't been
home for three years and when I visited
the Majestic theatre the other night with
the old folks, I hardly recognized the
place.
I saw John in the box office and
he told me that he had been doing pretty
well, but that the place had become run

down very

fast

seats,

be put in.
also be added.
will

boxes and stage
lobby and foyer will

floors,

A

—

Salt Lake City, Utah.
Plans are under
Daniels, owner of the Strand
theatre building to thoroughly remodel
the house.
Keokuk, la. The Hippodrome theatre,

way by Max

—

of maintaining attendance
through the months of hot weather is apparently one of the outstanding reasons for
the great amount of playhouse improvement now going on. Through this method exhibitors apparently see an opportunity to offset, to a certain degree the slump

The question

in

new

time

and he had determined

to do a little re-arranging to the tune
of $13,000.
"I got him to give me his figures be-

cause I i.hink that the problem which is
facing you in your town, with new competition, is almost exactly the same as
the one John had:
"Rearranging and re-equipping men's

and women's

toilet, $575.
fixture set, including floor lamps,
draw curtains and motor, $600.
"Scaffolding auditorium, $500.
"One hundred and fifty yards of new
carpet, $750.
"New panic bolts and exit signs on
doors, $300.
"Replacing wornout switches on stage,
$200.
"Enlarging booth, $400.
"Remodeling box office, $200.
"New opera chairs, $3,600.
"Eighty new box chairs including slip
covers, $500.
"New wood finish floor, $1,100.

"New

"Redecorating and painting all walls
and wood work inside and outside, $3,800.
"Dyeing and decorating old draperies,
$200.

"Floor lamps and retiring room furniture, $400.

"Electric fountain in foyer, $175.
"New lamp shades for all fixtures and
new fixtures in lobby, $400.
"General cleaning and hauling away of
rubbish, $128.
"The old house looks entirely new, because John did not only change the entire appearance of the lobby, but changed
the color scheme, improved his seating
and, in fact, made a new theatre out pf
the old majestic dump.
"I think it will pay you to come down
and see him."

Remodel Many Theatres
Remodeling

of theatres in

many

—

&

Theatres Corporation, Chicago.
pipe organ is to be installed.
Iron River, Wis. Daniels theatre building is to be remodeled with a new inclined
floor and the seating capacity increased.

A new

—

—

be reconstructed on the interior and
the seating capacity being increased on the balcony and main floors,
the lobby and stage enlarged and newscenery provided for the stage. Lounge
rooms, dressing rooms and new floors
are other features.
will

exterior,

Lima, O. The Faurot theatre, combination house, will be closed during which

Tex.— The

Dallas,

Jean Finley manager,

Old

Mill theatre,
will install a new

lighting system, the interior will be remodeled, orchestra pit raised and newdrapes installed in harmony with the
color scheme.
Galva, 111. B. E. Nordstrom will install
new lavatories and make numerous other
improvements in the Opera House.

—

Pleasant, Mich.— The Normal
theatre will have its seating
capacity increased to 1.000 and new back
wall and wings will be constructed.

Mt.

Woodland

RADIO SETS PLACED
IN TWO PLAYHOUSES
The Lyric theatre at Lexington, N. C,
has installed a radio receiving set and is
furnishing its patrons concerts and other
features broadcasted from station
at East Pittsburgh, Pa.
O. H. Steinford is also placing an outfit in his theatre at Clear Lake, Wis., and
states that sets will also be installed at

KDKA

his

houses

in

Osceola and Amerv.

REMODELED THEATRE
READY FOR SUMMER
E.

parts

of the country is extensively planned at
present as indicated in the following condensed reports:
Kokomo, Ind. $18,000 will be spent in
remodeling the Strand theatre which has.
recently been acquired by Consolidated

Realty

owned by Baker-Lodge Theatre Company

W. Werner, owner
Kansas

of the

Warwick

Mo., one of the
largest suburban houses, is one exhibitor
who has no fear of the proverbial "summer drouth." Mr. Werner has just completed the redecoration of his theatre at
The decorating is in
a cost of $5,000.
colors of green, gold, old rose and putty
theatre,

City,

colors.

New velvet curtains for the stage,
twenty-eight new candles on either side
of the house, with parchment shades, and
1,000 new slip covers comprises some of
the new equipment.

— —

:
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Design New Plant
For Theatre Use
Unit of

2

K. W.

Capacity

Perfected by Universal

Motor Company
Universal Motor Company, Oshkosh,
Wis., manufacturers of the Universal
4 K. W. electric plant for operating motion

arc

theatres where the carbon
used for projection purposes, have

is the high tension magneto type.
The gasoline tank is in the base, the radiator is mounted between the engine and
the generator, and the switchboard is
mounted on the radiator, making the outfit
completely self-contained.
The Unimote can be furnished in
either 32 volts or 110 volts.
The 32-volt
machine is used where the 30-volt Mazda
lamp is used for projection purposes, and
the 110-volt plant is used wherever the
110-volt projection equipment is desir-

Maintains Constant Voltage
special
en-

the

is equipped with a sensitive mechangovernor. These features, together
with the smooth running four-cylinder
motor, maintain a constant voltage, essential for projection purposes.

gine

ical

SEEK TO ELIMINATE
LAW NECESSITATING
LICENSED OPERATOR
.

Theatre owners of Davenport, Iowa,
have presented a petition to the city
council asking repeal of the present ordinance that requires all motion picture
operators be licensed and pass a specified
examination, claiming that it is unconstitutional and constitutes an unfair discrimination upon smaller theatres.
"The ordinance does not protect the

versal

2

K.

W.

plant

made by Uni-

Motor Company.

community," the petition states, "since
whatever danger arises from operation of
machines cannot be obviated by any
technical skill which the operator may
possess, but it is a matter of care and
precaution on the part of the operator."

A

placed on the market a unit of 2 K. W.
capacity. The 2 K. W. plant is known as
the "Unimote 2 K. W." and is especially
designed to meet the requirements of exhibitors using the Mazda lamp for projection purposes.

number of smaller theatres object to
the ordinance on the ground that it prevents the owners themselves from operating their own machines when they are
capable and there is no danger to the

Outfit Is Self-Contained

Columbus, O. Ben L. Hidingsfelt and
Ike Libson of Cincinnati, and John T.
Harris, Pittsburgh, have acquired control
of the Southern theatre here.

It consists of a

four-cylinder four-cycle

automobile type engine directly connected to a six-pole generator. The igni-

1922

EQUIPMENT
INQUIRIES
EQUIPMENT EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Dear

able.

The Unimote generator is a
compound wound machine, and

THE NEW

1,

tion

picture
is

July

public.

Sir:

have read with great interest the various letters from exhibitors you have printed and your answers thereto.
I have a
proposition that is a very difficult one and
would be glad to have you tell me what
you would do under similar circumstances.
I am open two shows per week. We have
I

good projection, are able to buy good pictures at a fair price and in various ways
our show suits us well but we have rotten
music. There are no good piano players in
town and we have to put up with the hammering of some girls who would rather
watch the picture than play.
Is there any kind of any automatic instrument that would take care of us and
not be worse than the poor players we now
have ?
Yours very truly,

CLARKE

A.

SANFORD,

Margaretville Opera House,
Margaretville, New York.

Reply:

Poor music

is

a severe handicap.

But

can be remedied. Upon receipt of your
letter we forwarded to the leading manufacturers of theatre instruments your
problem in detail, asking them to get in
touch with you bearing your particular
situation in mind. H. E. H.
it

EQUIPMENT EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Dear

Sir

We

—

are planning on remodeling our theasummer and would like to get
some information on decorative work.
Will you kindly give us the names of
some companies that make decorations for
the fronts of theatres.
tre

this

ANDERSON & WEATHERSBY,
Gem

Theatre,

Omaha, Neb.

Reply:

Remodeling of theatres is a thing that
is being indulged in by a gieat many exhibitors at the present time. The summer is a good time to do it and a thor-

ough remodeling

job,

expertly handled,

can accomplish wonders. We are sending you the names of companies who will
be able to supply your needs along exterior decorative lines. H. E. H.

EXPECT SHIPMENT OF
TAYLOR-HOBSON LENS
While only a limited number of the
newly designed Taylor-Hobson lens have
been forthcoming to date Burke & James,
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago, wholesale
distributors,
announce that an ample
quantity of the lens are expected in the
near future.
It is claimed for the new lens that it
has a 50 per cent greater light efficiency.

ISSUES
A new

NEW CATALOG

catalog, containing complete information on a wide variety of motion
picture apparatus, has been issued by
Bass Camera Company, 109 N. Dearborn
The booklet is 31 pages, containstreet.
ing numerous illustrations with names
and cost of parts.'

—
July

1,
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of

Theatre
Construction

News

making

$75,000,

new

it

—

*

New York, N. Y. Occidental HoldingCorporation will build a 2,500 seat theatre
at Burnside and Walton avenues.

number

& Company.

Ail
Film

*

recent big theatre project
announced is that of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation which will build a
motion picture theatre to cost $5,500,000
It is
in Times Square, New York City.
to have a seating capacity of 4,000. The
theatre will have its entrance through the
Putnam building which has a frontage
of 200 feet on Broadway.
Another big theatre project is the
Electric at Kansas City, Mo., which will
This
be operated by Brubel Brothers.
new structure will cost approximately
$520,000 and will have a seating capacity
of 2,500.

The most

New Projects
—William C. Roach

Portland, Ore.

and

C. E. Hamilton have purchased property
at Milwaukee and Rural avenues on
which they will erect a $25,000 theatre.
in

preparation by

Thomas

Lee,

Amusement Company.

riio enix

—

Settos Brothers, owners of
of theatres in Springfield, have
purchased the Lyric theatre here from

a

—

Ky. The Grand and Alamo
theatres have passed into the management of Miss Anna Belle Ward of Richmond, branch manager and director of
Paris,

Ownership Changes
Lima, O.

69

three A. H. Blank houses in Ames, have
purchased the three playhouses. They
are the Princess, Ames, and Twin Star.

a virtually entire

house.

George Checkers

Plans are

A

—

Decatur, 111. The Gem theatre has
been purchased by Dominick Frisina and
Joe Frasser from Spaulding Brothers.
*

Kansas,

111.

— Ray

Delat has purchased

from Don Neal.

the Pastime theatre

Renovating Work
Brings

A

letter
Teitel, 804

Commendation

commending the work of A.
S. Wabash avenue, in the

work of cleaning and renovating the film
"Shadows of Conscience," has been received by the company from Russell

*

Productions, Inc. According to the letIowa. Helen and Joe Gerter, after a fourth cleaning the film looks
bracht, who have been local managers for\^-.yirtually as good as new again

—

Ames,

/

Stop that
hot weather

architect.

*

New

—E.

York, N. Y.

ator, will
street.

build

Fenelon, oper-

J.

theatre

a

on Dyckman

leak

—

Port Angeles, Wash. Mack Davis,
proprietor of the Drama theatre, will
build a new $60,000 theatre here which
will

seat 1,008.

*

Council Bluffs,
tion

la.

— Parsons

Construc-

Company, Omaha, has been given

the general contract for the construction
of the Broadway theatre which will be
leased by A. H. Blank.
*
West Palm Beach, Fla.— Nicholas-

Company will erect a new theatre for colored people at Rosemary and

Williams

Second avenues.
*

—

Waukegan, 111. Dayton Brothers of
Kenosha, Wis., have chosen a site and
completed plans for their new $350,000
theatre.
*

—

Madison, Wis. A $400,000 theatre will
be constructed on State street here next
year by Marcus Heiman of Chicago it is
announced. Rapp & Rapp are the architects.

One month

and only one month

Shickshinny, Pa.

— Mr.

and Mrs. James

build a theatre, store and
apartment building on Main street here.
Plans are by A. McGlynn, local archiwill

tect.

*

—

Sioux City, la. Rapid progress is being made on the new $30,000 Park theatre which points to its opening in the
near future.
*

—

El Campo, Tex. This city is to have
a public auditorium which will be used

— costs you

—

reHere's an enormous tax
peated summer after summer
that you can save so easily with
Typhoon Cooling System.

And

the cost is nothing, because the first summer's saving
as proved
pays for Typhoons

—

in

more

6

6

than one thousand

theatres.

Typhoons NOW
on long terms

Install

Portland, Ore.—W. E. Tebbetts and
Percy Garrigues have obtained permit
to erect a motion picture theatre between
Fortieth and Forty-first, on Sandy boulevard.

weather

a bigger monev loss than all
other elements for a whole year.

*

Hooper

of hot

Write for Booklet E-22

TYPHOON FAN
345

W. 39th

Philadelphia
New Orleans
Los Angeles

St.,

CO.

New York

Chicago
Buffalo
Dallas

for a theatre.

*

Santa Ana, Cal.— C. E. Walker, owner
of the Princess theatre, 308 N. Main
street, will rebuild the structure at a cost

47S971

;
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With

the Procession in
By Harry

le-

who demanded $20,000 damages from the
Realart Pictures Corporation, Bebe, and
Elmer Harris, scenario editor, on the
ground that "The Speed Girl" was stolen
from his manuscript, failed to appear in
Judge J. Perry Wood's court when the case
was called for trial. The suit was dismissed
on motion of defendants. Witnesses were
present prepared to testify that Harris had
written the scenario for "Speed Girl" some
weeks before Myatt's manuscript was submitted.
*

*

Rupert Hughes and his wife, Adelaide
Manola Hughes, collaborated in writing an
original

story entitled

"Gimme"

that

is

to

This is the first time
be produced soon.
Mrs. Hughes has written for the screen
although she has published verse.
Captain Leslie T. Peacock has just coma picture entitled "The Wheel of
Fortune," the story of which was written
Grace Darmond is
by Helen Robertson.
The picture is a seven-reelcr.
starred.

pleted

*

*

*

15,000 different persons have
received pay for serving as supernumeraries

Douglas Fairbanks'
"Robin Hood."
,

*

*

screen

and Harold Titus' "Timber," by Reginald
Barker for Mayer.
*

version

of

*

*

Harry Carey's

Rodolph Valentino in the star
showed Joshua and Sarah Judd, kindly
old New Englanders, on their knees before
role,

a big family Bible.

has been completed at R-C studios. Carey
next produce "Good Men and True" by

Eugene Manlove Rhodes.
*

versal.
to

play a comedy character part in "Captain
Blackbird," R. A. Walsh's first Goldwyn
production, has been released in order that
he may accept a bigger role in "Ivanhoe,"
which will be produced in Europe on a big
scale.

*

*

*

*

*

When "The Christian" was produced
about ten years ago by Vitagraph, Cyril
Chadwick was an extra man in the mob
Since then he has made a reputascene.
tion and now has the role of Lord Robert
Ure in Goldwyn's big production of Sir
Hall Caine's story, now under way.
*

*

*

Three interesting subjects soon to be
filmed are James Whitcomb Riley's "The
Girl I Loved," by Charles Ray; "Quincy

Adams

Sawyer,"

by

*

*

*

*

John Harron again has attached his signature to a Metro contract and will appear with Viola Dana in
"Page Tim
O'Brien."
*

*

Edith Kennedy

*

writing continuity for

is

Dove's initial Metro starring pic"Country Love," which Emile Chau-

Billie

HELEN JEROME EDDY
make

Sawyer and Lubin

who

will

R-C with her
organization known as Ray Carroll
productions in which she will star. Ray
Leek is business manager of the comsix

pictures

for

pany.

*

Bessie Love has been engaged for the
all-star cast of Phil Goldstone's production, "Deserted at the Altar."

donna, and vaudeville headliner, has been
selected for a character role in "Gimme"
by Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes, which
will be the author-director's next Goldwyn
production.
*

*

*

Eugene O'Brien has returned to Los
Angeles to play opposite Norma Talmadge
in her next production, "The Voice from
the Minaret," a First National release.

directing.

is

*

*

Larry Semon has appointed Vincent
McDermott his personal assistant for future

Live Exhibitors

Larrv Semon productions.
*

*

May

Influence Press Aid

*

"Thelma," by Marie Corelli, and "The
of Ages" have been secured for Jane
Novak's next starring productions for R-C

Pictures, according to Chester Bennet, producer.
* * *

{Concluded from page 55)

entitled "Keystone Days." The author will
devote a chapter each to Charlie Chaplin,
Mack Sennett, Ben Turpin, Polly Moran,
Charlie
Murray, Mabel Normand, and

of the industry, for he has extended his
anindustrial service into the churches
other vital spot at which to strike.
Only recently the Wednesday evening
services at the Rogers Park Congregational church were given over to an address by the exhibitor. He chose as his
Whither Do They
subject. "The Movies

others.

Move?" Groups from other churches

be outdone by Samuel Goldwyn,
Billy Franey, comedian, is writing a bookto

*

*

*

Eighty-six thousand, seven hundred and
twenty-two Angelenos and out-of-town patrons have seen Harold Lloyd's first five-

"Grandma's
Los Angeles showing.
reel

production,

*

*

George Mel ford will start work early in
July on his new Paramount production of
Robert Louis Stevenson's story, "Ebb Tide."
with Lila Lee and James Kirkwood, Raymond Hatton, George Fawcett, and others.
*

*

market.

Not

Virginia Valli, Maude George, William
Welsh, and Vernon Steel have been selected for Lon Chaney's next film at Uni-

Harry Myers, who had been engaged

*

*

Julius Stern, president of Century
Film Corporation, is arranging for a trip
abroad. While on the continent Mr. Stern
plans to make a study of the European film

Rock

will

*

*

directing for

*

production, "Condemned,"

*

*

in

Phil Rosen has started his new picture
with a prayer.
The opening scene filmed
for "The Young Rajah," which Rosen is

*

*

*

Hiers has been barnstorming
theatres throughout the Northwest.

tard

*

*

*

Wa lter

King."

*

are

from A.
H. Woods, but both are under contract
for some time to come.

ture,

Robert E. Hewes, Hollywood newspaper
dramatic writer and author, has sold the
serial rights of his latest story to the Met"Maria
title
is
Its
ropolitan magazine.
San Ramon."

*

said to have received stage offers

largest radio broadcasting station on
the Pacific Coast is now being built at Universal City to be used in Universal's coming scientific chapter play, "The Radio

*

*.

Marion Davies and Dorothy Dalton

The

*

1922

Los Angeles

More than

in

1,

Hammond Beall

DANIELS emerged victor in a
BEBE
gal suit when Edward Charles Myatt,

*

July

Cullen

*

Landis

Boy"

at

its

*

been engaged by
Metro to appear opposite Viola Dana in
"Page Jim O'Brien."
has

*

Nathan Burke,

*

*

attorney, has
brought suit against Thomas H. Ince, J.
Parker Read, Jr., Alan Dwan, Maurice
Tourneur, Mack Sennett, and Marshall
Neilan to collect $5,000, alleged to be due

him as counsel

theatrical

fee.

*

Paul Powell
land," a

Ayres.
start

*

has

*

completed

"Border-

picture, starring Agnes
a short rest Miss Ayres will

Paramount
After

work

William

with

de

Mille

in

"Clarence."
*

May

Wallace,

*

*

for nine years

a

prima

—

—

the Rogers
meeting.

Park

district

attended

in

the

every exhibitor would emulate the
of Dr. Atkinson, one of the industry's greatest problems would be solved.
Exhibitors must do more than merely opIf

work

erate a theatre in their community. They
establish themselves.
They must
develop an outstanding personality. They
must be of the calibre of the other business men of the community. These qualities bring influence and influence brings
success.
The grocer who is indifferent gets but a
small share of the business of his neigh-

must

borhood.

The grocer who

is

progressive

and takes an active interest in his customers and his community prospers.
Likewise will the exhibitor succeed finanas well as increasing his influence
public sentiment in opposition to the reformer.
Get your name in the "Who's Who" of
the community you serve. It will pay big
dividends.
cially,

in crystallizing

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Row
New Film Exchange

Alberts Gives

Establishes Headquarters
728 South W abash— Has

Martin Optimistic

Over Fall Business
Goes to New York to Make
Arrangements for Run
of Arctic Film

at

Complete Program
Another sign of prosperity:
Bert W. Alberts, prominently known
in film circles from coast to coast, has
opened the Majestic Film Company at
728 South Wabash avenue.
Former F. & M. Manager.
Mr. Alberts will handle a complete
program of pictures, including features,

H. O. Martin, local Pathe manager,
has been in New York making arrangements for the presentation here of the
Pathe feature. "Nanook of the North."
During his stay at the home office he
issued this statement:

Looks for Busy

novelties, educationals. serials, cartoons,
travelogues, two-reel Westerns and one
and two-reel comedies.
He is by no means a newcomer to

Chicago, having been general manager
for Fitzpatrick & McElroy and an official
with the Hodkinson organization.

Prominently Known.
Fifteen years ago he entered the motion picture industry, and during the
time intervening he has been associated
with General Film, Vitagraph, Goldwyn
and the companies mentioned in the foregoing paragraph.
In those fifteen years he has had an
opportunity to meet film men and exhibitors in every section of the country, and
is as prominently known in one territory

the busiest

"While

Is

as in another.

"U" Has

Special Screening

Sampson, Salesmanager of Short
special
gave a
Universal,
products,
J.

J.

screening at the Universal projection
room. Friday, June 16, at 1:30. of a tworeel Century comedy, two-reel Western,
and first episodes of "Perils of the Yukon."
Refreshments and a fine musical
program were part of the entertainment.
A buffet luncheon will be served June 22
at 12:30 p. m., followed by a screening of
"The Storm."

Gunning Exchange Moves
Among
change

the

changes in the local ex-

circles last

week was

the closing

of the Wid Gunning exchange, located
over the Goldwyn offices, at 8th avenue
and Wabash avenue. Hereafter the business of this concern will be conducted in
the R-C Pictures exchange at South

Wabash

avenue.

Rubens Back on July

BERT

V/.

ALBERTS who

Majestic Film

Company

has opened

in

South

Wa-

bash.

Pioneer Elgin Exhibitor
Dies After Long Illness
Charles T. Smith, pioneer exhibitor in
Illinois,

died last

week

at

his

home

in

Elgin following a long illness. At various times in his career. Mr. Smith operated the Globe, Lyric and Star theaLater, he operated
tres, all of Elgin.
houses in Crystal Lake and McHenry.
"Smitty"
as he was
Mr. Smith, or
known by all his friends, is survived by
his widow, Louise, and one son, Charles
Dudley.

Bijou Dream, Landmark,
Gives Way to Drug Store
The Bijou Dream, one of the oldest
motion picture theatres in the country,
A drugis to close within a few days.
store is to take its place on State street.
The Bijou Dream was one of the first
downtown houses in Chicago and for

many
1

M. Rubens, president of the Illinois
Motion Picture Theatre Owners, who
has been gallivanting around over Europe, expects to return home on July 1,
L.

according to a postcard received from
him by William J. Sweeney of local
headquarters. Mr. Rubens was in Paris
at the time of mailing the card.

Paul Hinz Joins Pathe
Paul C. Hinz, former Chicago manager for Moving Picture World, has
joined the Pathe sales organization, with
headquarters at Boston.

Fall

am

very optimistic oyer the future.
The exhibitors in Chicago, as a whole,
cannot complain of poor business even
now. Building has increased 40 per cent,
a sure sign of business improvement, and
officials of manufacturing industries in
the Middle West are looking forward to
"I

years was the scene of the premiere of many pictures. Sig Faller has
managed the playhouse throughout the
entire

period.

Baldwin Is Managing
Milwaukee "U" Branch
Ross J. Baldwin has been promoted
from short subject manager to Universal branch manager at Milwaukee, succeeding George Levine, who has been

New York. Anna Riskin,
formerly head stenographer, will be Mr.
Charles L. CasaBaldwin's assistant.
nave has been assigned manager of short
transferred to

subjects.

fall in

years.

New York

I enjoyed the
pleasure of seeing 'Xanook of the North'
The splendid
at the Capitol theatre.
presentation affected me greatly, and I
have a number of ideas I wish to convey to the Chicago showmen on Mr.
Rothafel's huge success with the photoplay.
There is no doubt that the production is one of the biggest pictures of
the year, or of next year, for that matter, as its human interest appeal is nothing short of marvelous.
Exhibitors Enthusiastic.
Chicago who have
"Exhibitors in
viewed the photoplay, were highly enthusiastic in their criticism and expect
great things of it when they show it on
are expecting to
their own screens.
even outdo the Capitol presentation and
I have a number of ideas of my own
which I intend to put into play as soon
as the final arrangements are made."

in

We

"Herald" Staff Host to
"Mac" at Farewell Dinner
Joseph

S.

MacHenry, whose "Chicago

Personalities by Mac" have won him a
following throughout the trade, will be
guest of the Herald staff Thursday night
at a farewell dinner at Terrace Gardens*
"Mac's" resignation from the advertising
department of the Herald is effective
He departs immeSaturday, June 34.
diately for Hudson. N. Y., for a brief
vacation with his parents prior to establishing headquarters in New York.

Flivvering to

New York

of the Universal
together with Mrs.

Walter Hyland, head
service

department,

Hyland. Harry Igel and Mrs. Igel, left
on Saturday, in Mr. Hyland's high-power
Ford for New York city. The party took
the southern route and will return via
Buffalo and Niagara Falls, after spending a week on Broadway. Mr. Igel is
combining business with pleasure and is
going armed with a letter from Chief of
Police Fitzmaurice, in case Mayor Hyland (no relation of Walter's) wants to
know who they are.

!

—

!

——

!
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July

get plenty of
absence.

workout during
*

1922

1,

his

leave of

*

*

H. R. Phillips, former First Nationaler,
goes over to the local office of the Universal exchange.
This popular lad should
soon be right out

gang of

in the
gogetters.
* * *

live

front with

that

Ed Bricketto of the local First National
exchange, has just been delegated to handle the entire city territory on all short
subjects for his company, wit!i Phil Dunas,
who just joined the organization handling
Ed's former clients on the South Side.
*

*

E.

J.

*

*

Eichenlaub, general manager First

i National
Chicago office, is another one to
join the growing list of vacationers, leaving for his former home, Chillicothe, Ohio,

by motor car.
*

*

*

Dave Dubin,

of the Educational exchange, is delegated to visit the city's
heavyweight exhibitors and has a scheme

prepared that guarantees to make 'em fatfinancially, of course) by handing the
boys their big find, "How to Grow Thin."

ter

i

*

*

*

Looks like FnwiN Silverman's Select
exchange
following the pace set by Fox
on the Cupid stutf. Listen, ye curious ones.
The charming Miss Emma Glasser has
nodded yes to lucky Al Kimmel of the auditing department and the happy couple
were married June 17, and are now on
their honeymoon.
Must have had its effect on the demure Miss Katherine Kern
for she admits she is ready to change her
'.

OTIS HARLAN,

Doris

May and

Wallace May,

new R-C

from "The Understudy," a

in a scene
picture.

V

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

I

I

name but shy
,

By MacMARTIN,
HARRY Pathe

of

the

office, arrived home concluding his week's stay at the home

office.

defer

mind

reel special, "Persecution," adapted from
the Book of Esther. This production will
be ready for release some time in the early

left in

Saturday, June

last

the

Hup-

his big
17,

Educational

local

with
ex-

change cheering him onward. He is being
accompanied by his parents and brother
Jack, the genial First National representative.
The party v/ill take the Canadian
route with New York the ultimate destination. William Schwartz will direct the
affairs of the exchange in the absence of
his brother.
*

are

*

*

—

Ye

Chicagoans had better watch for Frank
is a
"sure fire" bonus collector and we
hear that the Buckeye metropolis is a nifty
place to grab 'em off.
*

*

handsome and

intrepid globetrotter,

!

*

"Chub"

!

*

*

Row's fashion plate, Gradwell
Sears, hopped a flyer for St. Looey to

away

his

*

vacation at the

*

home

will
create about this staid ol'
city when those "fair ones" get
at the bell bottom trousers he is

Hot dawg

Jack Leaverton,

*

*

*

the city sales

E.

force.

Whelpley, another member

Canadian
Chicago,
booker.

and has assumed
*

is

of

the

has been transferred to

forces,

*

his

duties

as

*

Joe Roderick, salesman for Paramount,
on the road to recovery after a month's
*

!

if

manager

of

Lea-Bel

*

*

Ernie Grohe, the popular Fox repre-

H. P. Joslyn, who has been acting as

taking his rest for the next
Three Sisters Lake, in the
upper Wisconsin regions and promises us
to average at least one "muskie" per day.
Atta boy, Ernie

publicity director for First National exchange, has resigned. No appointment has
been announced as yet.

sentative,

is

week or so

at

!

*

*

Another new motor contraption has
joined the local aggregation of Film Row's
motorists.
Meet
the
motorist Poisey
Havill, piloting one of those
Maxwell touring cars.

GOOD

*

*

*

Leo Salkin, manager of the Jackson
Park theatre, has joined up with the skin
shedders.
Looks like Leo must have been
playing a twosome with ol' Sol rather than
"Colonel Bogey" for results easily display

who was

winner.

of

Southern

*

*

sales

H. E. Roscan, formerly in the Paramount Toronto office, has been added to

*

Can you imagine the furore

a slant
now disporting.

*

force was augmented during the past week by the addition of H. Hayman, from New York, and
H. D. Watts, formerly of the Shakespeare
theatre, Chicago.
Both of these gentlemen will handle Paramount features on the
South Side.
*

!

Film

parents.

Paramount

*

of the Master Advertisers has
taken over the complete supervision of the
advertising and publicity for the Stratford
theatre on the South Side.
Another big
feather in the cap of this live young publicist is the acquiring of the Russell Productions account.
This campaign will include the exploiting of their two latest
features, "Saved By Radio," with George
Larkin, and "How to Make a Radio for
Sixty Cents," a novelty two-reeler.

*

Florine is about to step out and have the
23rd Warders confer the honors of City
Father upon him
Lots of cheers
Put
it there "alderman," we're all for you, even
the "old guard Democrat" Tom Mitchell
of Progress Pictures.
!

*

Al Dezell

*

Yes, sir, the silver sheet will soon have
another of the boys stepping out for statesmanship honors. Gossip has it that the

"Grad"

fall.

all

*

not divulge the
Alright "Kit"

illness.

sure delighted to learn of our
ol' pal Frank Rogers' recent appointment
as manager of the Cleveland Pathe office.

while

just acquired
the big seven

the

mobile sedan
the boys of

his

company has
Central Western rights to

Co., tells us his

Harry was

Maynie Schwartz

We

*

local

so busy that we must
the doings until the young man's
has had an opportunity to settle.
* * *

will

!

The

manager

like

young swain's monacker.
as you were

quiet, retiring Osc Florine of the
Pathe sales organization is on a vacation, departing June 17, so says the boisterous one. "Leatherneck" Keppler, erstwhile World War winner (with the aid of
plenty of soldiers). Osc's new Nash should

The

local

*

*

*

We've always thought

a

lot

of

John

Silha, that rotund exhibitor who gets us,
our tickets to banquets and luncheons and
sticks a cigar in our mouth now and then,
but times have changed. John had a birthday only recently and slipped everybody
but the writer, of course a delectable piece
of Fannie May's candy. We like candy as
well as we do banquets, luncheons and
cigars, so consequently we're off of John

—

for

life.

*

*

*

—

Joe Lyon has a new car- a Hupmobile.
Probably traded the flivver in on it. But
that is neither here nor there. Joe's chief,
Clyde Eckhardt, got curious wondered
where Joe got the necessary wherewithal.
Joe, figuring a cop might be hiding around
the corner, thought it best to be frank, so
he admitted that his good fortune was due
to his capable manager, Mrs. Lyon.
Joe
has made a few improvements on the car,

—

but

we

refuse to give out the secret.

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

A
A

Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP

The Lotus

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

My

The

Marriage

Bargain,

five

Mary

reels,

Miles

Hush,

five reels,

Charge

w ° er f

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
five reels.

(Chester

Bennett

Prod.),

Daring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reels.
of the Big Snows
Oliver Curwood
(Jas.
Prod.), five reels.

The

Cradle

Buster

(Tuttle-Waller

Prod.),

The Lying Truth

(Marion

Midnight

The Red

Fairfax

Prod.),

six

The Hidden

Woman

five

reels.

My

Kentucky

Old

seven

Man's

Home

feet.

On (William S. Hart), 6,267
Forever (Fitzmaurice), 7,236 feet.

The Mistress

Pictures),

reels.
reels.
reels.
P. S. Earle), six reels.

ARROW FILM CORP
from Porcupine,

Girl

Binnev.
God's Country

and

the

five

Law,

six

— Chapter

Trademark

(Gloria

1),

Bobbed

Hair

(Wanda Hawley

Swanson),

reels,

Gladys

Fool's Paradise (Cecil DeMille), 8,600
of the World (Chapter

The Mistress

5,000

feet.

3),

Specialist

5,061

— Real-

(Mary Miles Minter

art), 5,000 feet.

six reels,

Grace Davison.

—

Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies Cosmopolitan).
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4), 3,825

Chain Lightning, five reels, Ann Little.
Motion to Adjourn, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Marjorie Daw.
Back to Yellow Jacket, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham.
The Broken Silence, six reels, Zena Keefe.
The Splendid Lie, six reels, Grace Davison.
The Double-O, five reels, Jack Hoxie.

A

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Days, ten reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed

through Pnthe Erehang'i

The Sin of Martha Queed, all star cast, six reels.
Marry the Poor Girl, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven,

six

reels.

A Sailor-Made Man, Harold Lloyd, four
The Unfoldment, special cast, six reels.

reels.

Leah Baird.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,

INC.

—

Nov. 13— Father Tom, five reels.
Nov. 20— Anne of Little Smoky, five

reels.
Dec 4— The Ruse of the Rattler, five reels.
Jan. 15 Reckless Chances, five reels.
Feb. 26 Hills of Missing Men, six reels.
Apr. 2 Sunshine Harbor, six reels.
Apr. 16
Pasteboard Crown, six reels.
Apr. 23 Lonesome Corners, fiie reels.
May 7 Tracks, six reels.

—

—

—
—

A

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC,
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Anderson.

FILM SALES

The Victim, six reels.
Bangerous Love, five reels.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

Talmadge re-isue.)
The Heart of the North,
Life's Greatest Question,

five

five reels,
six reels,

Glass

6165
4,490

(Betty

feet.

Find the Woman (Cosmopolitan), 5,144 feet.
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton), 4.698 feet.
The Sleepwalker (Constance Binnev), 4 530 feet.
Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille-Ayres-Holt),
5,600 feet.
The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri), 4,712 feet.

feet.
feet.

Matrimony a Failure? (All-Star), 5 612 feet.
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan), 7753 feet.
Beyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson). 6740 feet.
The Wife Trap (U. F. A. Prod.), 5207 feet.
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.), 6536 feet.
North of Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels), 4770 feet.
The Man from Home (Geo. Fitzmaurice), 6895
Is

feet.

The Ordeal (Agnes Avres), 5000 feet.
The Bachelor Daddy (Thos. Meiehan), 6229

feet.

Across the Continent, six reels. Wallace Reid.
Over the Border, seven reels (Stanlaws-Compson

The

Woman Who Walked

(Norma

Stewart.
Stewart.

Shame, 8.200
Perjury, 7,400

Queen
_.

A

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
six reels.

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod.).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).

The

Pro.).

Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.

Woman's

Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Red Hot Romance, six reels (Emerson-Loos).
Penrod, eight reels. Wesley Barry.
The Cave Girl, five reels.

e.stf

feet.
feet.

of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM PAH V

_

1

M IBRIEI

PEARL WHITE SERIBI

Beyond

Any
The

Price, seven reel»Wife, five reels.
Broadway Peacock, five reels.

TOM MIX
Kidm „
Romeo, five reels.
,

SER1KB

Big Town Round-up, five 'eels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels
The Night Horseman, five reels.

The Rough Diamond,

five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
the Moon, five reels.

Trailin',

Sky High,
Chasing

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERUM

Desert Blossoms, five

The Roof Tree,

reels.
five reels.
reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

fcver Since Eve, five reels.

Queenie,

five reels.

Jackie, five reels.
Little Miss Sunshine, five reels.

FARNUM SERIES
„ DUSTIN
T he Primal
Law. five reels
The Devil Within, six reels.
.

.

I

Iron to Gold, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES

T " a Finish, five reels.
Rar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death, five
,

o'

J 2 HN

Dawn,

reels.

GILBERT SERIES
4,178

feet.

2oth ruiVTlHV HRtvn

Cinderella of the Hills.
(Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).

The Jolt.
(Murphy- Walker)
Whatever She Wants
(Eileen Percy)
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five
reel*.
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy), five reels

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

The Sea Lion (Bosworth

Coart

reels.

Greatest Sacrifice, six reels
Stage Romance, 6,416 feet.

Alone, six reels (Mel-

ford).

a*,

Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail, seven reels.

Gleam

Our Leading Citizen, six reels, Thos. Meighan.
The Eyes of the Mummy, four reels, Pola Negri.
The Married Virgin,

with

FOX SPECIALS

4,942

feet.

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley), 5,243
The Spanish Jade (Robertson Prod.), 5111

reels,

all-star caat

the Hill, eleven reels.

Strength of the Pines, five

The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton),

Pro.).

reel

Roy
Roy

a

FIRST NATIONAL

Oct. 9— Across the Divide, six reels.
Oct. 23 Tropical Love, five reels.

C. B. C.

Compson),

Window (May McAvoy),

feet.

Through

Prod.).

Handle with Care, all star cast, five reels.
Woman, Wake Up! (Florence Vidor), six reels.
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird), five reels.
Lady Godiva, six reels.
Silas Marner, seven reels, All-Star.
The Real Adventure, five reels. Florence Vidor.
the Devil Drives, five reels,

The Green Temptation

five

Virgin Paradise, eight reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's

™<

— Realart),

feet.

Woman,

Getter, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Dangerous Paths, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Price of Youth, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room, eight reels, John
Lowell.
The Innocent Cheat, six reels, Roy Stewart.

A
A

feet.

feet.

Fairs

A Yankee Go

—
—

Husband's

House,

FOX FILM CORPORATION
Over

Thunderclap, seven

—

Her

The Heart

with

reels,

Leslie.

Love, Hate and a

When

(Special

5.100 feet.

God's (Finis Fox), six

(Wm.

Destiny's Isle

'

World

of the

the

reels.

feet.

The World's Champion (Wallace Reid), 5,030 feet
The Mistress of the World (Special Chapter 2).

reels.

Law and

4,748

5,275 feet.

(Pyramid

The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer), five
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet), seven

The

— Realart),

5,647 feet.

Film), seven reels.
(Nanuet Am. Corp.),

(International

Prod.),

—

Chicken (Bebe Daniels

in

•tar cast

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with
Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

4,981 feet.
(Constance Binney Realart), 4,653 feet
Peacock (Pola Negri), 6,735 feet.

Travelin'

reels.

Sisters

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
The Servant

5,618 feet.

six

(Jas. Livingston Prod.), five reels.

Jr.

Robertson

S.

Katherine MacDonald.
Married, seven reels, Anita

six reels.

Woman He

Her Own Money (Ethel Clayton),

A Game

reels.

Bluebeard

Boomerang (John

Infidel,

Stewart.

Clara Kimball Young.
Clara Kimball Young.

FAMOUS PLA YERS-LASKY

five

Jan

My

is

The
The

with Clara Kimball Young.
Wandering Boy Tonight? six reels,

five reels,

Cullen Landis.

Love's

Alaska

of

It,

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Clara Rim-

What No Man Knows,
The Worldly Madonna,

Cardigan (Messmore Kendall Prod.), seven reels.
Jangle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional Prod.),
reels.

six reels, Richard Barthelmess.
Question of Honor, six reels, Anita Stewart
Gas. Oil and Water, five reels, Charles Ray.
Stnilin' Through, eight reels, Norma Talmadge.

A

Paris,

Young.

ball

of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.

Belle

From

Straight

Minter.

The Seventh Day,

EQUITY PICTURES

Russell.

The Loggers

Eater, seven reels, John Barrymore.
Caberia, nine reels, Special.
Boy, five reels, Jackie Coogan.

WID GUNNING,

INC.

What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.Windsor.
Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
i\
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell
Shipman.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.

Good

to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Boy and Dog, two reels.
Puppy Days, 959 feet
Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet.

Bear,

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride.
The Madness of Love.
Alias Phil Kennedy.

The Blonde Vampire.
Foolish Monte Carlo.
The Bootleggers.
The Love Nest.
Don't Blame Your Children.
Mrs. Dane's Confession.

The Blue Mountain Mystery.
Ace of Hearts, seven reels.
Dollar Devils.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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GOLDWYN PICTURES
Dangerous Curve Ahead,
The Grim Comedian, six

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS

CORP.

Peacock Alley, eight

six reels.

(Rita Weiman.)
reels.
of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)

Poverty

MILLER BROS.

Man from

Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.
Theodora, special cast, eight reels.

Man

with

Two

Mothers,

five reels, Mary
five reels,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Alden.

Raymond

JESSE

Half a Chance, seven

Step, six reels.

Grand Larceny, six
Watch Your Step,

Landis and

Patsy

Come On

Over, six reels. Colleen Moore.
All's Fair in Love, six reels, Betty Compson.

Head Over Heels, five reels, Mabel Normand.
When Romance Rides, six reels (Benj. Hampton).

At

Lace,

Jack

the

the Sign of
all-star cast.

Lantern,

o'

six

ZANB GREY PICTURES,
Trail, six reels.
of the Forest, six reel*.
Mysterious Rider, six reels,

reels,

INC.

Claire

Adams-

The Grey Dawn,

six reels,

Claire

Adams.

PARKER READ, JR- PRODUCTION!

Th« Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Clearing,

the

,

seven

The

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
Colonel, six reels, with Joseph

J.

Dowling.
reels,

WILL AT PRODUCTIONS
.

Fifty Candles, five reels,

Ed

.

Marjone Daw.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

Cast.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.
Jane Eyre, seven reels, Mabel Ballin.

Other Women's
and Raymond Bloomer.
Clothes,

six

Mabel Ballin

reels,

WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Winkle, seven

reels,

Thomas

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS,

Jefferson.

INC.

God's Crucible, six reels, Gaston Glass.
Cameron of the Royal Mounted, six reels, Gaston
Glass and Vivienne Osborn.

HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
French Heels, six

reels,

Man and Woman,

Diane of Star

—

Hughes.

20—The Right

Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.

Glass Houses,
—
Alice
— Kisses,
—The Face Between,

six reels, Viola Dana.
Lake.
six reels,
Bert
six
reels,

Lytell.

1

— Seeing's

Believing, six reels, Viola Dana.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Madame

Girls Don't

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova

five reels, state right feature.
five reels, state right feafara.

Gamble,

CHAS.

SEELING PROD.

R.

in a Million, three reels.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Street nine reels (D. W. Griffith).
the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-

ford.

Disraeli, seven reels, George Arliss.
I Accuse, eight reels (Abel Gance production).
Iron Trail, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.
The Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fair-

banks.
Doll's

House, seven

reels,

Nazimova.

The Ruling Passion, seven reels, George
Fair Lady, seven reels (Rex Beach).

Arliss.

Orphans

W.

of the Storm, twelve reels (D.

Grif-

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
Across the Deadline,
Don't Get Personal,

five reels, Frank Mayo.
five reels, Marie Prevoat.
five reels, Herbert Rawlinsoa.
Headin' West, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
The Golden Gallows, five reels. Miss du Pont.
Tracked to Earth, five reels, Frank Mayo.
The Wise Kid, five reels; Gladys Walton.
The Dangerous Little Demon, five reels. Marie

The Scrapper,

five reels.
City, five reels.

Our

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

The Man

Prevost.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.
Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

The Swamp,
The Lure of

linson.

A

PRODUCTIONS

six reels.
Sessue Hayakawa.
Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.

Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. - Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels.
(Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)

Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels, Special Cast.
Billy Jim, five reels, Fred Stone.
Call of Home, six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prod).
Beyond the Rainbow, six reels, L. J. Gasmer

The

Prod.

Boy Crazy, six reels, Doris May.
The Vermilion Pencil, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.
Queen O' the Turf, five reels, special cast.
The First Woman, five reels, Mildred Harris.
Gay and Devilish, five reels, Doris May.
Sheik of Araby, six reels, H. B. Warner revival.
The Glory of Clementina, six reels, Pauline Frederick.

of the Wolf, five reels (Norman Dawn
Prod.).
The Fatal Marriage, five reels (Gish-Reid reissue).

The Son

five

Doris May.

reels,

Wonderful Wife, five reels, Miss du Pont
Who Married His Own Wife, five reels,
Frank Mayo.
Second Hand Rose, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Kissed, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Step on It, five reels, Hoot Gibson.

The Black Bag, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
The Trooper, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Out of the Silent North, five reels Frank Mayo.
Her Night of Nights, five reels, Marie Prevost.

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PRODUCTIONS

Outside the Law, six reels, witii frisciila Lican.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
Conflict, six reels, Priscilla

reels. Harry C arey.
six reels, Priscilla Dean.
Foolish Wives, 10 reels, Erich von Stroheim.
Man to Man, six reels, Harry Carey.
The Trap, seven reels, Lon Chancy.

Wild Honey,

VITAGRAPH
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Bring

reels, Russell

Simp-

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
5,000 feet
Riders, 5,000 feet.
Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet

S.

&

Way

to

You,

reels

five

reels,

with

Moral Fibre,

five reels.

Island Wives, five reels.
A Virgin's Sacrifice, five reels.

The Matrimonial Web, five reels.
The Rainbow, five reels.
The Little Minister, six reels.
The Angel of Crooked Street, five
Guilty Conscience, five reels.
five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

The Son

of a Maid, five reels.
five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.
The Prophet's Paradise, five reels.
Channing of the Northwest, five reels.
John Smith, five reels.

CONWA1 TEARLE STAR SERIES

of Wallingford, eight reds.

Flower of the North, seven

reels.

The

Prodigal Judge, eight reels.
Gypsy Passion, six reels.
The Sheik's Wife, six reels.
Too Much Business, seven reels.
My Wild Irish Rose, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES

reels.

five reels.
Fighter, five reels.

reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

Billy

ntunt novelty

Announce Your Marriage?

Reckless Youth, five
Evidence, five reels.

The

Street, five reels.

COHINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

WILLIAM DUNCAN

ENTERPRISES

E.

Bucking the Tiger,

reels.
reels.

Steelheart, five reels.
No Defense, five reels.
The Silent Vow, five reels.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The

six
five

Where Men Are Men,

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Why

In,

Restless Souls, five reels.

A

feet.

Her Story,
The Night

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass. two

Him

Lucky Carson,

The Man from Downing

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

son.

It

Dean.

The Fox, seven

The Single Track, five reels.
Received Payment, five reels.

Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

Girl's

David and Jonathan, 4,800

an. 2—Turn to
an. 9— Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana,
an. 23 Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Neal Hart.

fith).

Shadows of Conscience, seven

Special,

five reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

D. N.
Fickle Women,

A

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

METRO SPECIALS

6—The Golden

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails,

and Ed Coxen.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

Cast.)

reels.

The Bear Cat, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
The Man Under Cover, fie reels, Herbert Raw-

A

INC.

the Right, Rex Ingram

to

Ralph Ince Special.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.

five reels, with Diana Allen.
five reels, with Diana Allen.

VICTOR KREMER,

May

(Achievement

reels.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

6

six

The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.

The Amazing Lovers,

Mar.

Beck

six reels.
Hollow, six reels.

The Understudy,

Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven reels.
A Woman's Business, five reels.
Wings of Pride, five reels.

Apr. 3
Apr. 17

F.

The Call from the Wild.
The Fatal 30.
The Able Minded Lady.
The Girl from Rocky Point.
The Forest King.

Irene Castle.

JANS PICTURES, INC.

Feb.
Feb.

Within,

R-C PICTURES

with Special Cast.

the World, Barbara Bedford and

ward Hearn.

Rip Van

(Arthur

reels.

PACIFIC FILM CO.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six

V.

Power

Welcome

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS

IRVIN

six

six reels, a

I? (All Star Cast.)

Carnival, six reels (Harley Knoles production).
Way Down East, eleven reels (D. W. Griffith).

INC.

Films.)
of the North, six reels (Freres).

Squire Phinn,

cast.

TB* Face of

Line,

William

(AH Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star

with Geo. B. Seita

When Dawn Came,

Stedman and Law„ ,
reels, all-star

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle

son Butt.

The Kentucky

8EITZ, INC.

six reels,

Conwa)

with

Through

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS

The

B.

with

reels,

Conceit.

The Man

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

reels,

six

Faversham.

Red Foam,

Who Am

Dream

GEORGE

Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

in

Blanche

with

Nanook

Heart's Haven, six reels, Claire Adams.

The Light

reels,

Prod.)

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
A Certain Rich Man, six reels, Claire Adams.

The

six

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

The Heart

Robert McKhn.

J.

five

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

The U P
The Man

The

Mahlon Hamil-

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

Marguerite

reels,

six

Her Unwilling Husband,

The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

RENCO FILM COMPANY
Old

with

reels,

six

His.

Reported Missing, seven

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

HODKINSON CORP.

Lavender and
Snow.

INC.

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

Miller.

W. W.

INC.

ton.

reels.
five reels,

Ambition,

of

The Sin That Was

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

five reels.

Tearle.

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

Hatton.

Watch Your

The Road

oi the Buffalo, six reels.
Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

Fool, six reels.

His Back Against the Wall,

RANCH

101

1922

1,

A Wide Open Town, five reels.
The Referee, five reels.
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Days

A

The Glorious

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone,

Mae Murray.
Mae Murray.

reels,

Fascination, eight reels,

July

Jungle Princess, seven

reels,

Juanita Hansen.

Why

Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna
Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels. Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.

Honeymoon Ranch,

five reels, Allene Ray.
the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels, Allene Ray.

West of

Q.

You Want Independent

Page

Pictures?-

1

A

ide

jW

Km-

Watch
At

Clean Up
Run Houses

It

First

Indianapolis
Dallas

Circle

Hope

Columbus
Colonial
Strand
oines
Dcs
Oklahoma City. .Empress

M

Coliseum

Seattle

Louisville,

New

Mary A nderson
Strand

Orleans

Cincinnati

Capitol

Cincinnati

Walnut
idams

Detroit

Mack Sennett
presents 6 reels of thrilling

;

s

comedy

melodrama. Directed by F. Richard
Distributed by Associated
Jones.
First National Pictures, Inc.
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make YOUR show
the best in town
for Id weeks
Will

Carl

Laemmle

will offer

the

greatest box office attraction ever
presented in a continued feature.

In

the Pag/ of

Em

QTH3
Starring

ARTACORD
An

amazing whirlwind of action, romance, super-thrill and suspense
Directed bq ED.

Produced bu

LAEMMLE

UNIVERSAL

I

July

8,

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

THE SENSATION OF THE TRADE!

BA8Y
PEGGY

Released
thru

UNIVERSAL

tartar/ Comedie*

—

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Press Ads Are Used

By New York's
Biggest

And

Theatres!

see

how

they stand out!
PARAMOUNT'S

press

advertisements are

book

now used

exclusively for all display advertising by the Rivoli and Rialto

Theatres,

This

is

New

York.

the

most

newspaper space
has

be

to

possible

filled

in the

with

expensive
world. It
the

best

advertising.

If there were anything better
than the press ads the Rivoli and

Rialto

would know

it.

But there isn't! The same layouts and copy which every exhibitor in the country gets free,
cannot be improved on by the
finest theatres in New York.

You

don't have to hire an ex-

Parapensive advertising staff.
mount has already done that for
you. These experts are paid by
but they work for
the company

you

These theatres also get the
benefit of the national advertising by the line "The Home of
Paramount Pictures." That's another business-getter that you
get for nothing!

(paramount ^pictures
JFAMOUS PLAYERS IASKY CORPORATION

July

8,

1922

»

July

41

8,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

5

Great

Paramount
!

Pictures
No. 3

A

f

stirring

tale

of

adventure and

love in the South Seas,
color.

The

plot

is

full of

life

and

one of the most

yiDOLPH

PRESENTS

ZU HO

of

the big

scenes

shows the

The

cast

includes

John Bowers and

Richard Dix.

unusual ever conceived.

^^^^

One

greatest shipwreck scene ever staged,

—

Betty Compson
"The Bonded Woman''
By John Fleming Wilson
Based on the story

"The Salving

of

•tm-

Directed by Philip Rosen

FAMOUS PLAYFRS-LASKY CORPORATION ;<S«

Scenario

by

Albert Shelby LeVine

John Somers"

0

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

July

8,

1922

Direct From Produce*
ToExcfli^ngli?
RANI

BRANI

NEW

ERIE

S

NO more

NEW

SERIES

!

DIRECT mollis
|Bf»ttoi* Pictures for

COMEDIES
m

M^mmmm,

o'ghwo R
Mill
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Every One

f

a Winner
Metro

*

pictures are produced with a single,

inating principle always in

dom-

mind: that every

must be a winner for the man exhibiting
them, that every picture must turn over a sound
profit for the showman.
release

That principle

the basis for Metro's successes in the past,
for its present enviable place in the faith of the exhibitor,
and for its policy during the coming season of 1922-1923.
To adhere to that principle is becoming more and more
difficult of achievement, as the demands of the public are
becoming more and more difficult of satisfaction.
is

The public no longer selects its evening's screen entertainment with the carelessness of a man buying a straw hat.
The public shops for movies now with the discerning eye of
a

woman who

What

can only afford one hat a season.

the public shops for

is

the Special Production.

And since Metro must give the exhibitor what the public
wants, special productions only constitute the Metro schedule for the crucial year to come.
Every Metro picture during this period will come easily
under the classification of a super-production. The most
dramatic story material available, the most capable directors
in the world today, stars that pull irresistibly, with casts of
these essentials of photoplay
players of proven artistry
excellence Metro has gathered together for the purpose of

—

making every Metro picture a winner.
The
solid,

wise exhibitor, then,

for

ti

thus

he

is

insures

the exhibitor
the

who books Metro

solidity

of

his

METRO

profits.
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VIOLA
D ANA

in

The Prize Infant
of the Infant Industry
See what the
trade press said:

"A

sure

fire

number

entertainment.

that

It is just

picture that they

all

is

real

the sort of

like."— Film

Daily.

prove a money-maker for
exhibitors no matter from what
"It will

station

drawn."

in

life

their

patrons are

Moving Picture World.

respond to
this feature, then you should lock
up your door and throw the key
"If the public fails to

into the gutter."— Motion

Book

Picture News.
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THE FIVE DOLLAR
BABY IS A
YOUNGSTER

WORTH
HIS

WEIGHT IN
RADIUM

harry garsonjv^s

CLARA KIMRA
in

an amazing photoplay of mystery
and danger and a faith built upon
falsity

—

THE
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A

novel

successful

of national renown. Strikingly
as a serial in Collier's Weekly.

Now

a best-selling book, published by E. P.
Dutton and Co.
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Hunt Sternberg'
Presents

A Series of Eidht

BULL

COMEDIES
TKey 11 manhandle your Lox-cffice records
Ml

are two reels in length except the
first .which is a three ruler entitled
.

THE

:

They're

funny—

Said Danny, in the Film Daily

"Don't miss
Said

one."

Ted Cook, in Los Angeles Record:

"A
Said

this

riot

of laughter."

Guy Price, in Los Angeles Herald:
'Tacked house — lines waiting on street— applause from
audience."

Said Doris Anderson, in Los Angeles

Examiner:

Montana has won

"Bull

his

right to stardom. 'A Ladies'
Man' is downright funny."

Book 'em!
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4Fi*ed Niblo
Productions

Fred Niblo —

—

the

man who made "The Mark of

Z_orro'

"The Three Musketeers" "Blood and Sand'
will stage for

Metro

release four super-productions during

the coming year.

A

and dynamic artist, a product of the best in the
American theatre, Mr. Niblo possesses an instinct of popularity in his work which has given him the unequalled
finished

record of never having

TDistributed
SxclusiVtLy
arm

made

a failure.

Special
Storieg
Series

These unusually meritorious fiction creations by
the foremost

American

short- story

writers and
photoplaywrights

Country Love
East Of Suez

The

A

by Hulbert Footner

by E. Lloyd Sheldon

Girl in the Gilded

Cage

Temporary Marriage

by Marion Fairfc

by Cardell Hale

The House on the Avenue by Cosmo Hamilton

"Will he screened
as Special Productions .enacted By

distinguished
casts, headed By

BILLIE

DOVE
PICTURES
"

T
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§wu ImperiaL futures Ltd., Exclusive
distributors
distributors tkvuoul
tkvuout Great
4veat J3rita,iK
SiriUiv.
Sir William tfury .Managing Director!
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Q^GREATESTsf HOME-FOLKS STORIES

HasRl

\DAMS

HHP

as

supper-time.

The

most human of the family of

"Way Down

East" and

"The Old Homestead"

The hook

has been read in a
million and a half
homes.

The play
has been cheered in

every Opera House
in the

The

United

States.

picture

will

be a clean-up.

A METRO
ARTHUR
SAWYER

HERBERT

LUBIN

PRODUCTION
^Distributed
{jxdusively by

in the

Play that has
Thrilled 14,925 Audiences
In

New York

In London
In United States
In England

705 times
1001 times

In India

65 times

In the Far East

20 times

7827 times
5791 times

In Honolulu

In South Africa

In Australia

701 times

In Scandinavia

In Holland

152 times

In France

'i.

3 times

229 times
23 times
114 times

Now playing in Madrid, in Rome and in Paris
250,000 copies of the book have been sold

The Play
14,925

f

HEART
PEG O'MY
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h
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ook Metro Solid
Every one of these productions is a box office winner

The

releases:

first fall

Mae Murray

Broadway Rose
Viola Dana in The Five Dollar Baby
The Rex Ingram Production, The Prisoner of Zenda
Clara Kimball Young in The Hands of Nara
Bull Montana in The Ladies' Man

And

these

in

to follow later:

Super-Cast, headed by Billie

Metro-SL Special Production
Laurette Taylor

in

Fred Niblo Production

Dove

of

Country Love

Quincy Adams Sawyer

Peg O'
of

in

My

Heart

Not Titled
Picture Not Titled

Picture

Rex Ingram Production of
Viola Dana in Page Tim O'Brien
Mae Murray in Picture Not Titled
Clara Kimball Young in Enter Madame
Super-Cast headed by Billie Dove in East of Suez
Metro-SL Special Production of Your Friend and Mine
Bull Montana in Picture Not Titled

1
Metro

will release nothing but the greatest

super-productions this season

Book Metro Solid
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THEY ALL AWAIT
R-C's

GREATEST SUPER-SPECIAL FOR THE

1922

SEASON

AN EMORY JOHNSON PRODUCTION
Marcus Loew, Harry Crandall, Samuel Rothapel, Joe Plunkett.Moe Mark,
Sidney Lust, Tom Moore, John Kunsky.Phil Gleichman, Louis Blumenthal,
C.E.Whitehurst.Mike Shea, Nate Robbins, Louis Sehine.Hugo Reisenfeld,
prank Hall, Turner and DahKen.Jake wells, Balaban andKatz.Jos Steam,
S.A. Lynch, Asoher Bros,Lubliner and Trintz,S.Z.Poli, United Booking
Offices.Max Spiegel, P.P. proctor, B.S. Moss, S. Barret Mccormick, j.Metz,
Peiber and Shea, Jules Mastbaum, Rowland and Clark, J.P.HarrisKM.Gold,
Col.pred Levy.Eddie Zorn, S.Fabian, John Richley, jr.Skouras Bros, B.Harris
Sol- Lesser, Sid Grauman, Jensen von Herberg.Sig Samuels, Ben Apple fi.n. Stacy
Tony Sudekuo, Marvin Wise, Rosenberg Bros,Clemmer and James, L.Drinkwine,
Swanson and MoKee, P. B. Walton, K.LBurke, A.H.Blank.F.H.MetzgermG. W.Cuff
L.Rosenthal, Coleman, Harry, Haring,Haring and Blumenthal.Husbaum Bros,
Phillips and Pisher, J.T.Collins, j. Weiss, H. Burns, I. B.Anderson, A. J. Corn,
J.M.Allerton, J. V. Chest, J. Barret, Gardner Bros, H.Lazar us, S.Suo know,
Jellenk and Alberts, John Walker, Chas. Marshall, j.L.Romaine.L.B.Tefft,
R.Pitzgibbons,W.P.Zennedy,p.Lever Winniw, Wm.Smalley, Borthup and
Gordon, J.J.jerris and Co, Sam Gordon, Geo. Lappo.S. Sheer, Telford and
Maynard, D2M.Reotor ,H.Gainsboro,w.Van Alstyne, j.M.Moran, j.zaplan,
M.E.Silberstein.G.C. Lansing, L.Buettner, p. R.Miller, A.H.Griffithm
J.Willard,H.Gainsboro,Saxton and Richard, R.H.Grant, Chas A. McCarthy,
C.H.Dope.C.C.GildereleeTe, J.M. Beck, D.R.Letson, Ben Young, R.H.Grant,
Letson and Linton, Seamon, J. H.Bikora, Clark and Sanford,0.U.0dell,
J, Banker, a. Grant palmer, Geo. Cohen, J. Ungerf eldt, o. S. Hathaway, H.Richter,
J.A.Maelane,G.P.Zenyon, wa. Shirley, S.Silverman, H.Wirtenberg, Ray Shaul,
Arthur Riohard6on, Elliot and Flewellin,W.D.Eccleston,Wm.Smalley,s. Wilson
W.P.Christy, Armstrong Brooks, N. Powers, P. Elliott, G.C.Lansing, W. P. Kennedy,
C. W. Phelps, P. B. Killer
George Lappo, Wm. Brandt, W. A. Knowlton, B.E.Walker,
J. Kaplan, W. D.Booleston, B. P. Keith, C.E. Hoyer, E. H. Grant, Chas .A. McCarthy,

A. A. Elliott, J. Thomson, Ben Young,

J. J. Alter nan
Wm. Pox, C.E. Cope, J.A.Colin,
J.C.Jager, C.C.Glldersleeve, A.J.Holean, J.M.Bock, D.R.Letson, O.N.Q'Dell, A.Kohn,
Cornwell & McAllister, Geo. Roberts, ? A. Bennett, K. T. Mitchell, L.Rosenthal,
F.F.Prootor, W.C.Russell, S.Alperln, F.M.Taylor, L. P. Hanmore, Geo. Cohen,
J. Banker*
P. W. Little, J. Sutherland, S. Taparoo, P. P. Prootor, C. V. Dery,
Allen Bros, t Peyser, Collins &- Cornwall, Chas. Reilly, P. C. Lsne, J.A.HoIane,
J. Goldberg, 0. P. Kenyon, Cronk 4 Topper, J. Kenny, Ray Shaul, J. J7. Davis,
J. Leyland, I. Goldsmith, Wm. Benton, J. H. Gillies,, C. A. Huffman, D.E.Seymour
E. Glen, Jr., T. Jelenk, C. V. Pish, J. Walker, G. W. Camp, Janet Moon, A.Stone,
B. Mathews, E. Wirtenberg, Arthur Richardson, Hrs. A. Uilligan,
J. Divore,
H. Biles, Elliott tc Plewellin, S. Bleyer, Wm. Smalley, A. H. Barton, P.A.Miller,
J. Laird,
Ben Apple, Ray Cole, Armstrong & Miller, B. P. Keith, Battaglia Bros.
Barry Ball, E. E. Jordan, G. S. Engel, G. W. Dickinson, I. B. Tetrault, J.Christy,
F. P. Proctor, James MoLean, S. Gould,
E. Biesenfeld,
S. Bothapfel,
J. Whlttman,
S. Cohen,
L. Savlnl, Graub & Knobel,
B. K. Bimberg, Zellar Bros., 7,'ard & Glynn,
E. Be man, J. E. Pepper , J. Kenny, Mayer & Brock, Bosen 3ros., B. 3. Moss, S.Sonin,
Rosen Bros., B. C. Barloff, Chas. Schwartz, M. Becker* H. Goldman, Ed. Spiegel,
E. J. Smith. Jensen von Eerberg, Wm. Cutts, Rosenberg Bros., John Danz, D. Geddes,
William Ely, Gus Metzger, John Woodhouse, E. J. Potter, J. C. Parker, L. A. Fearing,
Peter David, Walter McHeigh, L. A. Drlnkwine, B. B. Pratsoh, Geogge S&uriol.S.Danx,
A. E. Mo Donalds B. Turner, D. C. Scott, C. W. Bokhart, 1. E. W&tors, A. E. Hilton,
0. W. Whlttington, H, G. Trull, Clyde Seitz, Sam Mendelson. W. Bioe, W. H. Crary,
D. P. Flory, S. W. Parker* B.- Treitz, 0. Phelps, A. S. Kb 1st ad', Alva Smith,
W. B. Catherman, Helson & Eelmkle, L. Barlow, Woods t- Miller, Peterson Bros.,
7. Cartwright, E. T. Sohuler, B. Kuhn, Wood3 & Bdwards, Leach & McDonald, Fred Park,
C. Vaughn, High MoCrwdie, W. P. Smith, Miss Verne Ross, H. Hansen, 0. V.Xercpt*
Lav In & ^)o-k A Solan Helton, Hrs. M. Morse, L. H. Sutton, G. C. Moore, H. R. King,
P. Lushinger, P. A. -Olson, Leone Mazzant, W. p. Kienitz, D. A. Johnson, C. Maddox,
E. Sohaffer, R.-S. Triller, P. Esterly G. D. Howard, S. Filbriok. F. Collins,
R. P. Paterson, E. B. Blair, E. B. Sllenand, E. Derbest, R. Honey, A. G. Miller,
B. W. steen, Geo. Bisk, J. J. Booth, Geo. Bake, A. E. Blank, F. B. Flint ,R.0« Ford
Eoffman Bros, E. Wurtz, A. H. Blank, Roy Codner , Joe. Eyden, J. E. Fry, B.C.Haynes»
M. L. Pineman, Foret Bros. Wm. Weisbrod, Geo. Herman, Beater Bros., Chas Segal,
Stanley Co. S. Eyman, Tessler A Bemez, H. Martin, S. Blum, W. Zorn, J. Bidgway,
M. Levinson, s: Blatt, R. Sannarelli, C. N. Eurkhardt, H. Sriers^ A< stelfel,C.Bay.
,
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WILL SWEEP THE COUNTRY FROM END TO END— WATCH AND WAIT
Ask About

R-C Exchanges

It

NOW

will hereafter

At Your Nearest R-C Exchange
be known as Film Booking Offices of America

Isadore Bernstein

presents

MONROE
SALISBURY

GREAT ALONE
* West Coast Films Corp. Production
Directed

by Jacques Jaccard

Under supervision of Isadore Bernstein

CHUfCH

it

4^

G*

4^

If

When

noted preachers praise
a powerful, red-blooded
motion picture drama, exhibitors can see a hopeful evidence of the willingness of the
best elements in a city to help
the theatres win back public

Book

"The Great
once and get your
local ministers to help you
favor.

Alone"

at

like this.

n

i

RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

7

Two
for

Winners

Big

PYRAMID

In the biggest and best first run
theatres of America and all the
way across the powerful circuits

we

announce that our
two productions both packed

are proud to

first

—

—

with box-office values have
played or been booked to play
immediately.
tight

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME
Ray C. Smallwood's outstandingly able production with an all-star cast comprising Monte Blue,
Sigrid Holmquist, Lucy Fox, Julia Swayne
Gordon, Matthew Betz, Billy Quirk and Frank
Currier.

The

story

by Anthony Paul Kelly.

BETTY BLYTHE, the

HIS WIFE'S

Beautiful, in

HUSBAND

the novel by Anna Katherine Green.
Directed by Kenneth Webb. A powerful supporting cast including Huntley Gordon, Edwin
Carewe, George Fawcett, Grace Goodall.

From

RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limits

The proper way to
announce your show

kJ

Yov

first National ^Attraction

carit

go wrong by

following the

New York.

Strand
576 Fifth Avenue
B.P. Schulberg
President

* - -

New York City
J.

G.

Bachmann

Treasurer

earlessjy
throws the light of
truth on the a^e-old
problems of the
it

woman who
not
too

loves

wisely: but
well.

»
I

iCTHS
LEWIS

J.

5EL2NICK, PRESIDENT

Joseph L. Plunkett is showir\
it to the discriminating patrol
of the Strand,

New York Cit

John H. Kunsky booked

it

stantly for the beautiful

M<

ison Theatre,

Detroit,

Mi

i

r

8,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

The Picture That Made
London Turn "Movie Mad
From

Unqualified Praise

England's Greatest Critics

"One

way of emotional enLondon has ever known is 'Orphans of

of the greatest sensations in the

tertainment that
the Storm' *** Raises film making almost to the scale of
Wagnerian dynamics *** There is the spiritual insight of

Shakespeare

would drive

in

it.

One knew

that sooner or later Griffith

seek parallels for his genius in other
London Express.

critics to

paths of arts."

—

of the Storm' stamps Griffith as a producer of
***
admirably and perfectly done *** every child in
genius
London should be taken to see it."
London Times.

*'

'Orphans

"With 'Orphans

of the Storm'

a standard
London Telegraph.

Griffith has set

for other producers to emulate."

—

"Contrived on a monumental scale, this picture again demonstrates Griffith is unquestionably the greatest film producer in the world."-London News.
"

A masterpiece *** a perfect

Gish

is

inspired."

film *** the acting of Lillian

London News.

Thunderous Thrills! Tenderest Love!
Trembling Romance! Something Perfect!

Now Booking Through

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, D. W.
Hiram Abrams, President

Griffith

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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July

8,

1922

Morosco Stage Success Proves
Picture Filled With Thrills!
Just one of the tense moments !
On one side a freight train rush
ing

to

head them

Behind them
sands

—

thou-

of fear-mad-

dened steers plunging
in wild stampede!

off

Here's a picture
give the K. O.

An

Action

A

Dare Devil riding.
A girl and a man on horse back thundering
toward the Mexican border.

tn the dark.

crazed man.

A

A mad

Her

An

race with a freight train.

Thousands of
The thrills of

steers in a

mad

stampede.

the round-up.

Battle with cattle rustlers.

man

shot

down

posse racing after the assailants.
infatuated girl risking life for love.
Galloping horses plunging over a high bank
into deep, fast running water.
A sudden attack by outlaws on unsuspecting
sheriff's

Summer

Play

it

jin:

NOW!

girl's fight

in

a lonely cabin with a

hi

defense by a child with a shotgun he
hardly carry.

Scores of other thrills with Love, Roma
and Heart Throbs.

autoists.

OLIVER MOROSCC
"THE HALF BREED
Presents his stage success, a story of tradition's barrier and
the Half

Breed smashed

it.

With

t

Hot Weather

Picture for
Theft of claim papers and a

the

t

how

WHEELER OAKMAN

V

Do You Want Independent
By

MARTIN

question concerned with the independent
THE
picture
independent producer and

and the

distributor has taken on a very practical aspect.
The time for pleasant verbal compliment to the
man who is endeavoring to carry on independent
activity in this industry has passed. Likewise
has passed the time for theoretical argument
about the necessary and desirable function

which the independent operator

fulfills in this

J.

QUIGLEY

of the big

program

Let this point
do not mean that
the independent picture should be accorded special prices, terms or other considerations; but
we do mean that the independent operator
should not be penalized in price and conditions
simply because he is independent yet that is
just the situation which has confronted the independent operator.
be

made doubly

If it is

for the fate of the independent operator to be decided and the decision must come from the theatre owner.
In the face of the practical requirements of
the situation there is only one thing necessary
to be determined, and that is whether or not the
exhibitor wants independent pictures and the
independent producers and distributors to live.
With the developments that have taken place
in recent months it has become a matter of no
importance that many of the big program producers and distributors are perfectly willing
that a number of independent pictures should be
put out annually into the market in the belief
that they stimulate healthy competition, that
they give an opportunity for promising talent
and that as long as they survive they will render monopoly impossible in this business.

—

URTHER, it has become a matter of no im* portance that the trade press and other neutral factors have repeatedly insisted upon the
advantage and the necessity of independent pictures. Also of no bearing on the present situation is the abstract encouragement that has
from time to time been issued by the exhibi-

"C

tors' organization.

The only thing that can count now, the only
thing that can cause the independent picture to
survive is for the exhibitor to commence at once
spending a proportionate amount of his rental
budget for independent pictures, and for the exhibitor in renting these pictures to seek only
such terms and conditions as he would be willing
to accept if he were doing business with one

distributors.

plain:

We

—

business.

The time has arrived

Pictures?

the will of the theatre

owner that

—

done with independent pictures very well,
let that be his policy. On the other hand, however, if he is going to persist in his demand for
independent pictures and for the protection
against exorbitant rentals and coercion which
the independent market affords, let him act with
sufficient logic and common sense to enable the
independent picture to exist.
he

is

DESPITE

all the verbal pleasantries which
theatre owners generally have emitted with
reference to the independent picture it is a lamentable fact that in actual practice they have
done practically everything to discourage the
independent picture and practically nothing to
promote it. As a general rule there is hardly
an exhibitor who will pay an independent exchange for a particular picture the same rental
that he would willingly hand over to one of the
In their booking operations
big distributors.
exhibitors look upon the independent exchange
as a last resort, to turn to only for a pick-up
show or when they have been disappointed in a
picture elsewhere.
have no quarrel with exhibitors about
this; it is entirely a matter of their own business. If they don't care to reckon with the independent picture it is within their own
prerogative to wipe it out of existence by continuing the course they have been following
But if they want to keep the inderecently.
pendent picture, they had better make up their
minds to give it consistent and reasonable sup-

We

port.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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can't protect themselves.

In

many

July

1922

in-

Re -Takes

which have been noted they

stances

8,

no way afford to lose the

could

in

money

that they spent in a vain hope to

R.

J.

M.

write for pictures.

JWARTIN J. QJJIGLEY
PUBLISHER/ ZP EDITOR

The Screen Writers' Guild

XV.

July

8,

No. 2

1922

Twin Frauds
A

very good work with reference to

the right standing of this business before the public has been undertaken

by

the Screen Writers' Guild in their cam-

paign against "scenario schools" which

impose on credulous people who have a
notion that they can become scenario
writers

after

few
whether

they have read a

pages of printed instructions,

or not they have any talent or previous
training.

This

and

is

the so-called

school for motion picture acting which
is

even more reprehensible and more
than the scenario

vicious

many
easily

fraud

still

has

broadly

flourished

many

lingers in

places.

It is

another instance where the standing of
the motion picture industry

impaired by persons
nection with

A

it.

is

seriously

who have no

con-

particularly disturb-

ing feature of this fraud

is

the fact

that the people generally imposed upon

by "scenario schools" are of a type that
need someone's protection because they

In

fraud.

instances district attorneys have

been

encouraged to

action

in

these cases and all persons, whatever

fraud wherever found.
*

An

*

*

*

thinks
they'd

*

*

*

*

Mr. Carl Laemmle with

refer-

ence to the closing of theatres during
summer months. Even in the face
of decreased attendance, Mr. Laemmle
looks upon the closing of theatres during the summer as a dangerous undertaking because of the probability of
lessening the theatre habit in the community.
Facing a period of limited attendance
the exhibitor naturally and properly
looks about to see what steps tan be
taken to minimize his expected loss.
However, before he determines upon
the radical step of closing his theatre
he should give due consideration to the
point Mr. Laemmle has made.
The theatre-going habit of the American public is a tremendous asset for the
amusement business.
It is a known
fact that once a community gets out of
the theatre-going habit the theatres face
a big task in getting attendance back to
Hence, before an
the former volume.
exhibitor decides to save an expected
small loss during the summer months
he should consider what his position will
be with the return of the theatrical season if many of his patrons, through the
closing of his theatre, have gotten entirely out of the theatre-going habit.
the

/

Pictures vs. Real Estate
says there isn't money in the picture business? I see where George K.
Spoor, of Essanay, is building a half
dozen
million-dollar
apartment
house
use
in Chicago, just for pastime.

Who

*

Zukor's Better Picture Plan
Forward Says Hays

is

Step
18

Complete Announcement of Metro's
1922-1923 Plans
46 to 51
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is

Honored by First

National

New

The sacred traditions and innermost
feelings of the reformers appear to mean
nothing to one Vernon M. Riegel, director of education and in charge of censorship of motion pictures in Ohio. He says
he'll abolish all censorship rules and meet
the producers and distributors face to
face and discuss the question.
What's Ohio coming to?
* * *

Wow!

Our Own News Reel

—

Duckpond, Fla. A common barnyard
duck hatches thirteen chicks from a setting of hens' eggs, but can't teach them
swim.
Hollywood. Exclusive picture of one
Doug. Fairbanks' airedales barking at
the moon.
Hamilton, O. Ferry boat is launched
at high noon without assistance of governor of state, or a bottle of champagne.
to

—

of

—

—

Long Green, L. I. Golf
mous picture star, Dolly
used in making her last

Form T. O. C. C
An Interesting Example
Film Humor

*

*

17
17

It cost Bebe Daniels fifteen dollars for
speeding last week, but she didn't get
more than $15 worth of publicity out of
it.
Only three Chicago papers printed the
darn thing.

*

19
27

*

28

E. Daily

who

in a theatre, near a guy,
all?
Ain't it awful? F'Instance

sit

knows it
week

last

DEPARTMENTS

at

the

Chicago.

A

bird

sits

down behind me. with another goof. And
away he began telling, how much

right
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By Dan
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that fa-

"The Innocent Murderess."

Jever

of English

The Week in New York
Money Making Ideas
The Theatre

ball

Tutti Fruiti,
super-feature,

Pests

Exhibitors
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16

Policies Discussed at National

Universal Meeting
Charles I.. O'Reilly Denies Plan to
Form Nevr League
Three States Affirm Their Allegiance
to M. P. T. O. A
Civic and Welfare Leaders Favor
Censorship Abolition

J.,

*

*

Good News from Ohio

IN THIS ISSUE
N.

*

Lots of Pep
And speaking of visitors, if Vaughan
C. Marshall is a sample of the Australia
exhibitor, we'll say they're a live bunch.
*
*
*

*

important point has been empha-

Hudson County,

*

We

Like to Meet
Those live-wire Universal branch managers. Toronto shook hands with Los
Angeles, and Charlotte, N. C, met Seattle, and everyone had a good word for
the Herald.

Folks

*

OP SPECIAL, INTEREST

*

Rex Beach is a
better disillusion
health resort,
themselves, although he knows what's
for
ailing
films.
good
the
anybody

If

may

be, should report instances of the school

sized by

Rex Beach told the folks at the Waldorf-Astoria last week a few ugly truths
about picture making that ought to be
posted in every producer's office.

be termed a twin evil of

the "scenario school"

their connection with the industry

fices.
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better, they put

Had 'em

me

on pitchers,

earlier,

too.

in his

town.

Well, that

made

'Cause the Chicago theatre, has
first run, on the world, if they want to.
Then they put on a Buster Keaton comedy. "My Wife's Relations."
And this
laff.

bird said "Aw, them comedians is all
They all steal Chaplin's stuff." I
was waiting for the light, to get a slant

alike.

this wise cracker, but he snuck out
shortly after I kicked him on the shin
when he stuck his foot under my seat.
But don't they make you sick?
at

A
July
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Agree on Uniform Contract;
Hays Meetings Harmonious

New Code
Of

Ethics
NEW YORK, June

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

27.—A code
be a part of the uniform contract agreement reached
between Will H. Hays of the M. P.
P. D. A., and the Theatre Owners

T. 0.

of ethics is to

of Commerce. The code,
as written by Mr. Hays and his coworkers, follows:
1. While a salesman has every right
to trade among respective customers to obtain the best offer
possible for his product, after he
has selected a particular exhibitor whose offer he believes to be
the best, and takes a written application from such exhibitor he
should forward the same to the
home office and make no further
effort to sell the same service to
any other exhibitor in competitor's territory until the applicaso forwarded has been
tion
formally rejected or accepted.
2. No paid advertising should be
inserted in any feature picture,
comedy, scenic or news reel.
3. In the event of the adoption of
standard clauses for a uniform
contract, contracts already taken
for 1922 '23 product should be
carried out in the spirit of the

C.

C.

League

to

and M. P. T. 0. A. Will
Continue Sessions With M. P. P. D. A.

Chamber

—

new form

—

Stirs

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

work, the ends accomplished being satisfactory to both sides.
The uniform contract long the rock upon which the good ship harmony has wrecked has been agreed upon to the smallest detail and the

—

CITY, MO., June

27.

—

war between the film board of trade of
Kansas City and Kansas exhibitors is
brewing. A recent ruling of the board
provides that no postponements of play
dates will be accepted by the board. Formerly, an exhibitor who had booked a
picture and desired to change the play
date, two weeks in advance of the showing of the picture, could do so by paying
for the picture, and then showing the picture at a more convenient date. Kansas
exhibitors are contending that an exhibitor has a better knowledge of the most
suitable date for the showing of a picture
and that many circumstances may arise
between the booking of a production and
the play date, which makes it highly necessary that the play date be postponed.

Orders Suspension of
Waco Censorship Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WACO,

TEX., June 27.—Judge H. M.

Richey recently granted an injunction suspending operation of the censorship ordinance. The application for an injunction
alleged that the law was unconstitutional
and that the censors were operating without authority.

Concludes Conferences
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

June 27.— Myron
Selznick, who recently journeyed to New
York to confer with the sales heads of
Select Pictures Corporation, which distributes Selznick pictures,

Los

Angeles

this

is

—

agreements between the exhibitors and the producers-distributors are now
in the hands of the attorneys being translated into legal phraseology,
after which the document promulgated will be signed by the representatives of both sides.
Expect to Conclude Negotiations Without Delay
The conference between Mr. Hays and the M. P. T. 0. A. and the
M. P. T. O. N. Y. will be continued this week, but as there is but slight
difference in the agreements desired by these two exhibitor bodies from
those settled upon with the T. O. C. C, it is believed that "Peace and
Harmony Confidence and Cooperation" program will go through without
delay, unless some unforseen eruption occurs in the negotiations with the
;

national organization.

The Theatre Owners Chamber

Kansas Theatres

returning to

week and promises

several interesting announcements.

—

—

of

Com-

merce and the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York, are to all intents
and purposes one organization insofar
as demands in the peace negotiations are
concerned, and there is no doubt that the
agreement reached with the T. O. C. C.
will

be satisfactory to the state body.

(Special !o Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

—

YORK,

June 27. So successful and amicable have been the
series of conferences between Will H. Hays and the three exhibitor bodies
during the past two weeks, that the first of the series that with the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce has practically completed its

of agreement.

Ruling on Play Dates

Soon— State

Conclude Conferences

New York

in

Demands Not Unreasonable
negotiations between Mr.
T. O. C. C. a give and take
The exhibitors
followed.
were asked what they wanted, and they
were given almost everything they asked
Mr. Hays stated what the producers
for.
desired and that was settled without diffi-

In

all

the

Hays and the
program was

No

unreasonable demands were
made, both sides recognizing the spirit
of fairness evinced by both parties to the
culty.

deliberations.
The actual agreement will not be made
public until it comes from the hands of
the attorneys and the signatures of both
sides attached, but the excerpts from correspondence outlines the terms of the

document.
In a letter to Bernard Edelhertz, chairman of the board of directors of the
T. O. C. C, Mr. Hays describes the contract as follows:

Eliminates All Penalties
"The present draft eliminates all penalties on both sides.

up what I hope will prove to
be a workable and fair method of selecting play dates which will cure at the
same time the evils both of over-buying
and over-selling.
"It sets

"It provides for the delivery of all pictures released by a distributor during the
period of the contract, which we hope
will reach the complaint that it has been
the practice occasionally to withhold a
picture intended to be delivered when
the contract was written but which by
reason of superior merit was subsequently withheld because it was believed

would command a higher price.
Provides Uniform Payment
payment
"It cuts down the period of
of license fees from seven to three days

it

in

advance of shipment of the film.
payment
"It provides for a uniform

for film lost or destroyed.
re-issue
"It provides in every case of a

or a re-named negative,, that the photo play should be specifically enumerated in
the contract as a re-issue.
-

Agree

to Assign Contracts

"To cure

the complaint that signed applications of exhibitors are not acted
upon with reasonable promptness, we
propose to provide that unless a written
acceptance is mailed within fifteen days
from the date of the application by the
be
shall
application
such
exhibitor,

deemed withdrawn.

"We have consented to the assignment
of contracts in the case of a sale of a
theatre, under suitable regulations, and,
finally,

we propose with your

co-opera-

tion to promulgate a mutually agreeable
code of ethics, a copy of which is enclosed, in which we announce and declare
our views as to certain practices to be

observed by both parties, which do not
properly belong in a formal contract and
tend to unduly extend it."

Roach Keeps All Units
Active During

Summer

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
Roach has

June

27.— Hal

E.

implicit faith in the future of
picture business.

the motion
In fact, his confidence is so marked
that the immediate future is going to
bring about a big revival in the industry,
that he will maintain a full production
throughout the entire summer. Where a
year ago he had only two comedy companies working, Mr. Roach will have four
producing throughout the coming hot
months. All his products will be distributed through Pathe.

Vogel Back

in States

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

June 27.— William M.

Vogel, prominent exporter, has returned
from a two months tour of Europe. Mr.

Vogel controls the foreign rights on the
First National Charlie Chaplin comedies,
product, Urban film
library, Triart pictures and Chester come-

W. W. Hodkinson
dies.
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Refuse to

Ad Copy

Write

for

in

H

Gordon

By

NEW

England

YORK, June 27.—As a token of
appreciation of his faithful and meritorious service with Associated First National
Pictures
don

Herald)

N. H. Gorof
Boston,

received from his
fellow
members
of the organization,
a specially

England.

j

an address

,

said:

*

"I

know

*

*

to preach to you.
a cleaner, a more human picture,
a picture that once and for all says 'Hollywood is dead,' and all the rotten mess
is gone.
You can't wipe it out by burning the fields, you can't wipe out that
stigma by stopping Arbuckle's pictures.
it

is difficult

Put out

There

is only one way and that is by
wiping it out of yourselves, and then you
will be proud to belong to the picture

business.
''You cannot have clean pictures unless
your industry is clean. Motion pictures

need not be unclean

in

order to be human,

or attractive. Sex pictures if you
but not sexuality. Sex rules the
world, but let us make the world realize
that we have a soul as well as a body.
virile
like,

"We

also.

designed
e

and
studded
Mr. Gor-

w el

watch.
delivered

need a Will H. Hays in England
The photoplay industry is still in

short pants, but

it

is

growing, and so has

growing pains.
*

*

*

"Griffith is the practical dreamer of
your industry, in my judgment. 'Intolerance' was the beginning of an era of great
silent drama.
"The American motion picture is the
great American propaganda. It has told
the whole world about your national and
home life. It has done more than all the
books and all the speeches to inform the
world what America is."
The speaker was introduced by D. W.
Griffith who stopped work at his Orienta
Point studio to be present at the lunch-

Mr.

eon.

Griffith delivered a stirring

and

convincing talk which obviously made a
marked impression on his audience. He
paid an eloquent compliment to the motion picture as the universal language
which he holds is destined to wield an
unequaled influence in advancing social
and commercial conditions throughout
the world. He referred to Sir Charles
as the advertising genius of Great Britain

and commended the advertisers to the
example of the possibilities of the advertising profession which his career has set.
*

*

First

National

and

practical

his

counsel have
played an important

part

in

v

e 1 o p i n g
affairs of the

dethe
or-

Nathan Gordon

ganization and his services as an executive committeeman during the last two
years have proved of inestimable value
to the company.
Because of urgent outside business interests he has decided to
resign as a member of the executive
committee.
Other Duties Interfere

By reason of his intense enthusiasm
for the principles of cooperative effort,
Mr. Gordon gave a great deal of his time
and thought to First National's development. As one of the most active members of the executive committee, and
because of his proximity to New York,
he was called upon many times to perform special tasks of an important character which required him to be absent
from his family and New England theatre
interests for weeks, and on some occasions, months at a time.

On Two Committees

the purposes of the association for the
benefit of many guests from outside the
industry who were present.
Cortland Smith was present as personal
representative of Will H. Hays. Among
those at the speakers' table in addition to
Sir Charles, Mr. Smith, Mr. Flinn and
the toastmaster were: Frank D. Carrothers, W. C. Patterson, E. W. Hammons,
Col. J. W. O'Mahoney, S. L. Rothafel,
Victor
Shapiro,
Adler,
Julius
Louis

Thomas Wiley, Richard

How-

W.

H. Rankin, C. L. Yearsley, Paul
Gulick. Harry Schwalbe, J. D. Williams,
A. M. Botsford, James O'Shaughnessy,
Paul Lazarus, Hector Fuller and Elmer
land,

work with

don's

*

C. L. Yearsley, president of the A. M.
P. A. presided. John C. Flinn explained

Wiley,

National
Committee

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

June 27.—A notable event in the history of the AssoMotion Picture Advertisers was a luncheon on Thursday,
June 22, at the Biltmore, in honor of Sir Charles Higham, noted
English advertising expert and identified with the cinema business in

strikingly pointed.
He
called upon the advertising men to exert
their influence to "clean up" the motion
picture business and warned them that
they should refuse to write advertising
copy for pictures that are lacking in
either a proper moral standard or in
artistic merit.
Sir Charles, who was the founder of the
Alliance Film Corporation of England,

Honored

and Voting Trustee

ciated

was

1922

First

NEW YORK,

CHARLES
SIRwhich

8,

Post; Remains Director

Inc.,

(Spiecial to Exhibitors

Is

Leaves Executive

Films Lacking Merit
Urges SIR CHARLES HIGHAM
Noted Advertising Expert Says That Industry
Needs a Will
Hays

July

Consequently, at the annual meeting of
original franchise holders at West Baden,
Indiana, in April, the reasons which
made it difficult for him to consent to the
unanimous request of his fellow-franchise
holders to continue as a member of the
executive committee were fully understood. However, the members' insistence
resulted in his agreemnt to remain a
member of the board of directors and as
one of the voting trustees two executive
bodies of the organization which meet
less frequently than the executive committee.

—

Men 's Outing

Theatre

Held

Pearson.

in

Massachusetts

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Julius Stern to

Go

Abroad on Vacation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

June 27.— Julius Stern,
president of Century comedies, will sail
for Europe in the near future on a vacation.
Abe Stern, his brother, is now
abroad, and Julius Stern is preparing to
leave upon his return to America.

BOSTON, MASS.,

June

27.— Scores

members of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Massachusetts, enjoyed the outing held last week
of

exhibitors,

Pemberton. Prizes, donated by the
exchanges, were awarded to winners in

at

the athletic

and water contests.

New Edwards Exchange
Is

Organized

in Frisco

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Eva Novak Married

HENRY GINSBERG

has been appointed
general sales manager of Al Lichtman
Corporation. For nearly three years he
has held the position of sales manager
for Educational, having spent most of
that time in the field.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

June 27.— Eva
Novak, motion picture star, and William
Richard Reed, cameraman, were married
last

week

at

Riverside, Cal.

NEW

YORK, June 27.— Sam Y. Edwards, former manager in San Francisco
for First National, has been in New York
negotiating for productions for his new
exchange, X. L. Pictures Exchange,
which will open for business in the Coast
city on about July 1.

July

8,
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O'Reilly Denies Plan

To Form New League

New Policies Discussed

Statement Gives Reason for
Secession from Cohen
Organization
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, June 27.— Following
withdrawal of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New York from the

the

national exhibitors organization, as
printed in the last week's issue of Exhibitors Herald, President Charles L.
O'Reilly of the state body, has issued a
statement explaining the reasons for the
action.

Mr. O'Reilly also asserts positively that
his organization is not interested in an
attempt to form a new national organization.
The withdrawal was forced, he
says, by National President Cohen's actions after the Washington convention
"in trying to disrupt when he found he
could not control the exhibitor forces of

own

17

at

National Universal Meeting
Consensus of Opinion Among Managers Is That Fall
Will Usher In Prosperity Both for Exhibitors
and Producing and Distributing Concerns
Home

executives, district

office

Universal Film Manufacturing

managers and branch managers

Company were

of
called into Chicago over the

week end to discuss new sales policies for the coming
company will publish some of its greatest specials.

season,

when

the

Virtually every territory in the United States and Canada were represented at the get-together, which was held at the Congress hotel on June
24 and 25. More than forty of the company's officials were in attendance.

New

Season to Be Money-Making Period
well have been termed a "prosperity convention," for an atmosphere of optimism permeated each of the sessions.
While managers admitted the usual summer decline in business, they were

The convention might

Won't Create Dissatisfaction
The statement says in part:

united in declaring that general business conditions indicate that the new
season will be a money-making period for exhibitors and distributing and
producing companies.

"We wish the exhibitors of the coun... to know that, despite innuendos,

E. H. Goldstein, treasurer, and A. A.
Schmidt, general sales manager, presided

his

state."

try

rumors and statements to the contrary,
no attempt will be made by the New
York State organization to promote any
new national organization, or to, in any
way, create dissatisfaction within the
ranks of the membership of other states.
"We are more than willing to confer
and to co-operate with the other state organizations on any issue that may arise
in the future where the strength of the
State of New York can be of benefit to
the exhibiting branch of the industry, or
But, under
to the industry as a whole.

no condition,
recognize

will the State of
leadership of

the

New York
Sydney

S.

Cohen.

Takes Rap

at

Cohen

"We

are forced officially to withdraw
from the national organization which we
in New York State did so much to create
and promote, to preserve our independ-

ence from being crushed by Sydney S.
Cohen with his high-handed attempt to
force an illegal constitution upon us.
"Had we subscribed to Mr. Cohen's
constitution we would have sold our independence and placed in the hands of
that man whom we have learned to mistrust, a weapon which, in our opinion,
not only will eventually disrupt the national organization, but will be used by
him in an effort to destroy any state
organization that dares to assert an
opinion which would run counter to his
ruthless personal ambitions."

Trade Papers in N. Y.
Scored by California
June 27.— At

a

meet-

ing of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Southern California yesterday the
stories appearing in certain New York
trade journals construing the election of
a new secretary to succeed Glenn Harper

upon President Sydney S.
Cohen and the M. P. T. O. A. were con-

as a reflection

demned.

By a unanimous vote this organization
reaffirmed its past and present allegiance
to the national organization, President
Cohen,

Vice

President

at the

Brief

Harper and

its

other officers. It was stated emphatically
that there is no dissension in the Southern California league.

by

Hits High Mark
comments by those in attendance

convey the feeling
which prevailed:
Serial
F. J. McConnell.
will

optimism

of

—

sales and colDurlections have reached a top figure.
ing a period of three years there has been
only one week in which the serial business was better than it is at this time.
E. F. Dakdine, Charlotte, N. C. President Carl Laemmle's summer price plan
meeting with encouraging success.
is
While business is not 100 per cent, owing to summer weather, it certainly could

—

much

be

— Considering
plain.
fall

When

City.

conditions we can't comthe theatres reopen in the

to do a very prosperous
Everything points to normal

we expect

business.
business.

Comments by managers from

company's

specials

new

season.
tions will be:

announced

the
publicafor

Among the early
"Human Hearts,"

October,
another House Peters triumph; "Under
"The
Dean;
Priscilla
Two Flags," with
Kentuckv Derby," starring Reginald

"The

Flirt,"

"Bitter Sweet," with

special

and

cast,

Lon Chaney.

Many

in Attendance
managers and managers

.

of Their Lives
Dined and Feted by Studio
Forces on the West
Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

June 27.— Studioit
devoted to the
production of First National attractions,
played host last week to eight exhibitors
the $l-a-Week men who won the showmanship contest conducted by First National during its Anniversary Week.
land,

that

portion of

—

From

early

Monday morning

until late

Saturday night, the exhibitors were dmed

and feted by city
rectors and stars.

officials,

producers,

Each day found

di-

the

men at a different studio as guests
of celebrities of the screen.
theatre

Greeted by Mayor Cryer

On

arrival in Los Angeles ih<>
were greeted by Mayor Cryer and a large
delegation of motion picture people. In
the visiting party were Alfred Gottesman,
Strand theatre. Shenandoah, Pa.: Ben
Davis, Colonial theatre, Norwich, N Y
Frank Steffy, Coliseum, Seattle, Wash
A. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre. De<=
Moines, la., Nick McMahon. Marlow thtatre, Ironton, O.; O. K. Mason. Recent
theatre, Wichita. Kan.; Joe Burton. Regent theatre, Toccoa, Ga., and Ralph
their

;

in at-

tendance at the sessions were:
M. A. Chase, Buffalo; A. W. Skoog,
Butte; E. F. Dardine, Charlotte; Herman
Stern, I. Leserman, Louis Laemmle and
r
L. Hill, Chicago; Cleve Adams, Cincinnati; Tom Colby, Cleveland; E. GerDenver;
Da vies, Des Moines;
base,
Friedman, Detroit; R. W. Abbett,
J.
Indianapolis; J. H. Calvert, L. W. Alexander and Louis Kramer, Kansas City:
C. Theuerkauf, Los Angeles; S. Benjamin, Oklahoma City; H. F. Lefholtz.
Omaha; McMeekin, Portland; B. RosenLouis; G. Hager, Salt Lake
thal, St.
City; C. A. Nathan, San Francisco; L.
Schlaiffer, Seattle; A. H. McMillan,
J.
Spokane; C. Hague, Toronto; E. Armstrong, San Francisco; H. M. Herbel,

W

Men Have

Time

other ter-

country and Canada coincided with the views already expressed.
The men were enthusiastic over the
ritories in this

Denny;

$1 -a- Week

LOS ANGELES,

Views Coincide
H. (Curley) Calvert, Kansas
All

J.

Denver; Jules Levy, Philadelphia: N. E.
Depinet, Atlanta; C. Rosenweig. New
York; L. Jacobs, St. Louis; J. C. McNamee, Kansas City; I. Gettlson. Minneapolis; Roy Baldwin, Milwaukee, and
C. L. Cassanave, Milwaukee.
All of the general officers but Mr.
Goldstein
remained in Chicago until
Tuesday for further discussion with sales
representatives from distant points.

worse.

District

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

sessions.
They were
George Levine, newly appointed general
manager of short subjects, and F. J. McConnell, serial manager.

assisted

;

Lieber,

Circle theatre, Indianapolis,

Ind.

Entertained by Producers

Among those who entertained the $l-aWeek men were Louis B. Mayer. Marshall Neilan, Mack Sennett, A. H
Lehr

of

lin,

Goldwyn. Charles Ray, Charles ChapB. P. SchuTberg, M. C. Levee of

Lnited Studios,
las

Fairbanks,

Norma Talmadge DougBuster

Keaton,

Richard

Walton Tully., Jackie Coogan, Sol Lesser, Adolph Ramish and A. L
and M

Gore.

w

A
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Zukor's Better Picture Plan

July

Step Forward, Says Hays

Be Razed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
toric buildings

Cooperation in Effort to
Paramount School a Success

Make

NEW

the

about

association's

—"The

of Christie Studios.

Many prominent actors, some
whom are now dead, worked

of

members

of

these buildings while
the Nestor Company.

in

it."

was the comment of Will H.
Hays, president of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America,
upon Paramount's announcement of its
radical and ambitious plan for the betterment of motion pictures as published in
full in the trade press and newspapers.
This step taken by Adolph Zukor and his
associates in the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation is in complete accord with
the Hays program and is hailed both
within and outside the industry as the
first definite and tangible plan put forward by the producers themselves
through which the Hays policies may be

THIS

carried out.
*

*

*

Corroborating their earlier request for
rules to govern all the players, nearly all
the stars and directors at the Lasky studio have sent messages to Mr. Zukor
pledging their enthusiastic support of the
rules and the plan for the school. These
telegrams by reason of their source, stood
out among all the hundreds of telegrams
and letters that have been received by
Mr. Zukor since the announcement was
made, and give most gratifying evidence,
Mr. Zukor says, of spirit of the heartiest
cooperation and an appreciation of the
fact that the benefits of the plan far outweigh the restrictions imposed.

Among

to give formal expression to their approval of the plan were
the members of the Players' Board of

the

first

Control, Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson,
Sylvia Ashton and Theodore Roberts.
Their message read as follows:

"The individual members of the Players'
Board of Control desire to congratulate the officers of the
Paramount Stock Company and
School for the inception of a brilliant idea for the
education
of
motion picture players in all
branches of their profession, a plan designed to
raise the art of the motion picture to the highest
level of the other creative arts to realize in a
larger measure the unbounded scope of the screen.
To our fellow members we would commend most
heartily a careful study of the rules and regulations and the plan of instruction of the school.
The rules are merely those which all clean-living,
right-thinking persons observe; the courses have
been charted by the masters in their respective
fields whose names appear in the faculty roll.
The rule applies here as to all mental achievement that you will receive from the school a
benefit exactly proportionate to the amount of
work you put into it. Lastly, -we pledge to you
and to our other co-workers the fullest measure
of cooperation and loyalty in every activity for
:

pictures,' which we realize you have inas the constant aim of everyone in the
Paramount organization. Enthusiastically, Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson, Sylvia Ashton, Theodore

'better
stilled

Roberts."

*

*

*

pany

"Announcement of your complete
plans for Paramount Stock Company and
chief:

School has aroused great interest through
capital of the motion picture
In taking this step you have
shown once again your determination to
raise motion pictures to the highest possible standard."
Alfred E. Green, director: "Am highly
enthusiastic over Paramount Stock Com-

Western

industry.

which

looks

great

like

forward

step."

Wallace Reid: "Heartiest congratulations on the founding of the new Paramount Stock Company and School. It is
an ideal institution and has the hearty
support of every member of our organization."

Victor H. Clarke, acting general manLasky studio: "I am glad to pledge
my fullest cooperation. Feel certain this
is definite and constructive step and will
do motion picture industry great good."
ager,

May McAvoy:

know

that there are
the Paramount
Stock Company from whom I can learn
a lot about the art of the screen. I am
glad the school has been founded for the
helpful interchange of ideas."
Paul Powell, director: "As a help to
the director this Paramount School is
one of the best things conceived to date.
Count on my fullest cooperation."
a

number

"I

people

of

in

George Melford, producer: "Regard
establishment of Paramount school of
motion picture art as great step forward
in artistic development of motion pictures. Count on me for heartiest cooperation. Best wishes."
*

Sam Wood,

*

*

producer:

"Wide scope

European

capitals

commented upon

it.

Old Testament Film
Gets Run Extended
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTIC

CITY, N. J., June 27.—
"After Six Days," the feature version of
the Old Testament which is sponsored by
Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures Corporation, has had its run at Wood's theatre
extended indefinitely.
The film
opened on June 17 for a two weeks' en_

gagement. So successful were the initial
performances that arrangements were
made immediately for the indefinite run.

Walker

to

Sue League

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, June 27.— Senator James
Walker, former counsel for the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, is

J.

to

file

suit

against the organization for

which he alleges is due him as remuneration for his services. President
Sydney S. Cohen and members of the
executive committee will be named in the

$6,000

complaint.

Farewell Party Is
Tendered Levine by
Milwaukee Film Men
Film men and exhibitors gathered at
a week ago to bid farewell to
friend
and co-worker, George
their
Levine, who has been promoted to gen-

Movie Inn

manager of the short subject departHis headquarters
ment for Universal.
eral

be in New York.
Speeches were delivered by all present,
each expressing regret over the loss to
Milwaukee of "such a wonderful chap
as George Levine." Among those present were:
Jimmie Keough, Saxe Amusement
Company; Max Weisner, Charles Braun,
Miller theatre; Edda Weisner, Charles
Camp, Metro; Frank DeLorenzo, Select;
Ross Baldwin, Universal, Harry Hart,
will

Charles Trampe, Universal; Mat Levin,
Universal; Tom Coffee, Mike Fox, Ike
Arnow, Charles Casanane, Universal;
Max Stahl, Educational; Sam Miller.

May Tax

Collections
Show Slight Increase

of

Paramount School will be great help to
those who look forward to coming era of
greater motion picture. Congratulations."
The announcement of the plan of the
stock company and school received probably wider publicity than any other piece
of news concerning the motion picture
industry in recent months. Newspapers
from Coast to Coast featured it under big
headlines
and hundreds of editorials
praised the constructiveness of the plan.
Even newspapers in London and other

Among the other messages received
are the following:
From Frank E. Woods, supervisor-in-

this

gram

inauguration of the Paramount Stock
is a splendid step forward in that direction of
I
am of course most happy
high purposes.

June 27.
Company and School

Gower

along

June 27.— Hisand dressing rooms
Hollywood,
street,

which housed among the first actors
to make motion pictures are to be
torn down as a part of the house
cleaning and studio building pro-

(Spwcial to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

1922

Film Landmark

Is

to

Studio Forces Pledge

8,

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

—

WASHINGTON,

D. C, June 27.
admission taxes colduring May, as compared with the
preceding month, is shown by figures
slight
lected

increase

in

made public by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue. Collections amounted
to $5,817,531, as compared with $5,439,014
in April.
For the eleven months ended
with May, a total of $67,838,182 was collected, against $82,363,318 for the corresponding period last year, indicating that
the admission taxes for the fiscal year
which ends June 30 will be approximately
$16,000,000 less than was collected last
year.
Total taxes collected from all sources
during the month were $102,515,376,
against $217,560,658 for the same month
in 1921, and $153,802,664 for April, 1922.

just

Executives Clash Over

Use of Griffith

Name

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, June 27. A. L. Grey,
president of D. W. Griffith, Inc.,
has issued a statement that D. W. Griffith did not produce "Enoch Arden" but
that the film was produced by Christy
Cabanne as one of the old Triangle pictures while Mr. Griffith was director-inchief of the Western studios.
He questions the ethics of using Griffith's name
in advertising the film.
vice

Executives of R-C Pictures, which is
issuing the film under the title of

now

"The Fatal Marriage," deny any attempt
and say they are
William Christy Cabanne production made "under the supervision of Mr. Griffith."

at

misrepresentation

releasing

it

as

a

—
July

8,

:
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Three States Affirm Their
Allegiance to M. P. T. O. A.
Confidence Expressed
In M. P. P. D. A. Chief

Pettijohn Starts

A

Bee Abuzzin'

Charles C. Pettijohn, representing Will H. Hays at the
convention of the M. P. T. 0.
of North Carolina, stressed the
absolute necessity of 100 per
cent exhibitor organization all
over the country, declaring
that
this
would
aid
the
M. P. P. D. A. in its plans
along constructive lines and
was one of the things Will

Hays

is

working

New

Behind President Sydney

North Carolina Would Organize Entire South
North Carolina's organization went even

both jobs.

the organization of all of the southern states and sponsoring
an all-southern convention to be held early in the spring of 1923.
tors.

Will H. Hays was formally endorsed by the North Carolina exhibiAll of the references to him at the New Jersey convention were in

friendly terms.
Detailed reports of the
meetings are as follows

At Ocean View July

11

N. C, June 27.— The MoPicture Theatre Owners of North

/ Receiver Is Appointed
For Wid Gunning,

Inc.

here at noon June
22, after one of
the most c o nstructive sessions
in
the organiza-

history.

YORK,

June 27.— John H. McJr., has been appointed receiver
Gunning, Inc., by Judge Manton.

It is stated that the liabilities are

Wants

officers should be
selected, the nom-

inating committee
in its report rec-

ommended that,
at

this

when

entire
faced

mo-

vital

a

the
industry
turn in
experi-

enced men at

its

Percy Wells

helm, no change
be made, nominating intact the present
officers and executive committee to serve
another term.
The following officers were then reelected unanimously:

President

Percy M. Wells, Wilming-

§100.000

and the assets S15.000. A petition in
bankruptcy was filed against the distributing corporation on April 24.

— E.
Second Vice President —
son, Henderson.
Secretary-Treasurer — H.
Lexington.
Executive committee —
First Vice
Charlotte.

fa-

Arbitration Committee

F.

members.
Hon. Walter Murphy, speaker of the
House of Representatives of North Carolina, spoke Wednesday, declaring himself
unalterably opposed to censorship of mo-

and

the road

needed

was the resolution

Dardine. manager of the Charlotte Universal exchange, addressed the
exhibitors urging the organization of an
arbitration committee in the state to settle differences between exhibitors and exchanges, with three exchange men and
three theatre owners on the board. The
plan was approved by resolution and the
chair
instructed
to
appoint exhibitor
E.

and

ment

outstanding achievements

voring an immediate putting into effect
of a Better Films Committee and perfecting a permanent organization along the
line recently adopted in Atlanta and the
state of Georgia. For this purpose A. F.
Sams of Winston-Salem, D. M. Bain of
Wilmington and E. F. Dardine of Charlotte will go to Atlanta July 20 to confer with Georgia officials.
Another important step was the decision to employ an organizer to bring the
membership of the state league up to 100
per cent.

from

President We 1 1 s
Secretary

ton.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Wid

closed their annual convention

Carolina

of the

of the convention

Varner that new

VA., June 27.— Henry
Bernstein- secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Virginia, has
issued a call for a convention of the
league, to be held at Ocean View, July
11, 12 and 13.
Exhibitors from North Carolina, Maryland and Washington, D. C, will attend
the meeting.
Among the entertainment
features will be a motion picture ball, a
seashore dinner, bathing and boating.

of

Favor Better Films Body

One

ASHEVILLE,
tion

G. Leitch. Greensboro: D. M.
Wilmington; W. G. Atkinson,
Rockingham: C. L. Welch, Salisbury,
and E. J. House, MariDn.
leigh; T.

Bain,

Carolina

gestion

RICHMOND,

NEW

state

Despite the sug-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Cooey,

various

North

tion's

Virginia League Meets

further, pledging itself to

work toward

happened

of the Hudson river,
South of the Bronx, and North
of Battery ParkHe declared that for many
years the industry had had
many doctors who could diagnose but could not write prescriptions,
adding
that
he
believed that in Will Hays the
industry has a physician who
fill

—

—

East

can

Cohen

S.

Three more state exhibitor organizations New Jersey, North Caroand Kansas reaffirmed their allegiance to the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and acknowledged Sydney S. Cohen as their national
president during the past week.
New Jersey and North Carolina took their action at annual conventions.
Kansas exhibitors spoke through their executive committee.
lina,

for.

Declaring that it had long
been his dream to see a strong,
powerful country- wide exhibitor organization; that several
times the exhibitors had been
right on the verge of achieving
this,
but in each instance
"something happened," he declared that there is food for
thought in the fact that "that

something" always

and Kansas Fall in Line

Jersey, North Carolina

President

F.
S.

S.

S.

B.

T.

tion pictures.
"You are running a legitimate business
in this country and as long as you conduct it legitimately and do not trespass
beyond the bounds of common decency
or violate the written or unwritten laws
of our great country, you can be sure of
wholehearted cooperation and aid,"
he declared.

my

Dardine,

Steven-

Varnek,

White,

Greenville; H. F. Stallings. Kinston H.
R. Mason. Goldsboro; W. T. Joyner. Ra:

Wells Urges Cooperation
President Wells in his opening address
urged cooperation between the theatre
owners and the women of the city they
serve, declaring no antagonism should exist but that they should strive toward the

same

end.

Max M.

Brvant of Rock

Hill,

South

—

—
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Carolina,

the

first

southern exhibitor to
gave an inon "Radio in the

install a radio in his theatre,

teresting

address

Theatre."
Secretary Varner, reporting on the
progress of the negotiations between Will
H. Hays and the M. P. T. O. A., declared
that he is "100 per cent sold" on Hays
and expressed "implicit confidence" in
his

sincerity.

Resolutions Are Adopted

Miss Anna Eugene Aiken, secretary of
the Better Films Committee of Atlanta,
explained the success obtained by that
organization in cooperating with women's
and civic clubs.
The following resolutions were adopted:

RESOLVED,

That we wish

their masterful handling of the

to

commend

work

for
of their of-

during the past year our President. Percy
W. Wells and Secretary-Treasurer Henry B. Varner, also our executive committee for the past
year and to extend to them a vote of thanks and
expression of appreciation for the sacrifices they
have made for the good of the organization. Be
fices

it

further

RESOLVED,

That a vote of thanks and comradeship be extended to Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. of America, and that we
re-affirm our confidence in the national organization and its officers.
It is the sense of this convention that only through the continued support
and allegiance of every state unit that our National body can maintain and preserve its usefulness to the exhibitors of America and at the same
time be in a position at all times to present a
strong united body for meeting with the organization of producers and distributors in the discussion and settlement of all differences that may
arise from time to time and to use our influence
and strength at all times to counteract any unjust
legislation or other menaces that threaten the industry.
Be it further
RESOLVED, That it is the sense of this convention that an expression of confidence and commendation be given to the efforts now being put
forth by the Motion Picture Producers' and Distributors'
newly-formed organization to bring
about an affiliation between the different organizations of the industry to bring our industry up to
a standard on a par with the other large industries of our country, and to express the hope that
their efforts will be productive of a constructive
policy that will be of mutual benefit to the inBe it further
dustry as a whole.
RESOLVED, That we decry the actions of
any and all individuals, papers, house organs,
tradepapers and organization bulletins in any and
all efforts to disrupt, hamper or interfere with the
workings and effects of any branch of the industry or any organization, whether local or natural,
within the industry and that it is to be the sense
of this meeting that we do condemn the use of

personalities, either spoken or written, which have
in the past been somewhat of a fad in the industry and which have had so much to do with retarding of much constructive work for and on beBe it further
half of the industry as a whole.

RESOLVED, That this convention goes on
record as desiring to put forth eery possible aid
to the Exchange Managers' Association of Charlotte and their efforts to bring
about a closer spirit of cooperation with the ex-

and cooperation

hibitors of this territory, as we believe that a
closer affiliation with them will be of mutual
Be it further
benefit to all.
That to be successful in its aims
and purposes, our State organization should be
one hundred per cent strong within the State and
to this end it is suggested that the executive com-

RESOLVED,

mittee be
izer

:

who

Whereas, Independent exchanges need and

The question

of financing' the state organization was discussed, several plans
being taken under consideration.

Texas
DALLAS, TEX.,

June 27.— In refrom C. J. Musselman,
president of the M. P. T. O. of Texas,
the executive committee met recently in
this city and passed the following resolution in an effort to ease the booking situasponse to a

call

tion for independent theatres:

Whereas, Independent
houses in

the

exhibitors

key

cities

operating in-

and important

8,

1922

Marcus Loew, president of Metro Picwas among the notables attracted to
the convention.
Mabel Ballin, Zena Keefe,
Edward Earle, and other players were also

tures,

present.

Chairman Harry Nelson of the entertainment committee proved an able host and
was thanked in appropriate resolutions.

Kansas
KANSAS CITY, MO, June 27.— After
an all-day session, lasting until midnight,
Wednesday night, June 21, the executive
board
M.

P.

of

T. O.

the
of

Kansas commost important

pleted one of the

meetings

in
the
history of the organization.
The
strength
of
the

anti-Cohen facwhich,
it
has been rumored
tion,

New Jersey

persistently,
isted in the

ganization

was

LAKE HOPATCONG,
Sydney

meeting

J.,

June 27.—

was a guest

at

the

annual

Endorse National Body

The following

Theatre Owners of
New Jersey, which
took place at Hotel
Alamat, Lake Hopatcong, June 20
i

prolonged applause
and he was given
a vote of confidence.

In his brief

Cohen
himself

optias
John T. Collins
mistic of the OUtcome of the negotiations now being conducted between the M. P. T. O. A. and the
M. P. P. D. A.
Only passing notice was given the recent
fight,

President

Woodhull

referring in his address to what he termed
"the weak effort to overthrow President

Cohen"

at Washington.
Officers elected for the coming year are
President R. F. Woodhull, Dover.
First Vice President
W. C. Hunt, Wild-

—

—

wood.
Second Vice President
Paterson.
Secretary

Sidney Samuelsqn, Newton.

Newark.

—

adoption of the resolution, the opposition being not so much of a direct attack

on Cohen as it was as to the feasibility
of adopting the resolution, some of the
members of the board contending that
to adopt the resolution would be to
recognize the anti-Cohen force.
Salina Is Convention City

T. Collins, Rutherford
Hirdlinger, Trenton; W. C.
Hunt, Wildwood; D. J. Hennessey, NewJ.

date of the next convention was
set for Salina, Kan, September 25 and
Herbert and James Barclay, premi26.
nent attorneys for Kansas City, were
nominated for the position of business
manager of the Kansas organization.

The

—

Directors
Charles A.

Much discussion ensued before Van
Praag and Richard Liggett, vice president, finally succeeded in winning the

Peter A. Adams,

Treasurer Louis Bollinger, Union Hill.
National Committeeman— D. J. Hennessey,

rumors,
Therefore, be it resolved that we extend and
express a vote of sincere confidence in our national president, Sydney Cohen, and pledge our
hearty co-operation to the program by constructive
work laid out by the M. P. T. O. A. The secretary will give copies to the trade press and Cohen.
false

Mr.

expressed

Walker-Cohen

;

ark; Sidney Samuelson, Newton; David
Keiserstein, Bayonne; Herman F. Jans,
Newark, and A. D. Austin, Wildwood.
Resolutions were adopted condemning
the music tax, activities of reformers, censorship and other reform legislation.
Official Urban Movie Chats were endorsed with
an urgent plea to members to book the

Negotiations will be opened with both of
the men and one of them probably will
enter office within thirty days.
Attorney S. A. Handy warned the
members of the board to refrain from
paying any music tax, stating that an important decision of the supreme court remusic
handicaps
the
greatly
cently
tax society and that a victory for the exassured.
virtually
hibitors is

series.

Hudson Maxim, the noted scientist, was
among the speakers at the banquet Wednesday evening. Others who spoke were
M.
:

O'Toole, Sydney S. Cohen, State President Woodhull, Rev. Henry Rose, Hugo
Ballin, Mayor Breigenback of Newark, and
A. M. Fabin of Paterson.
J.

intro-

was dissension among this board, its officers and
members, and that Kansas would secede from the
national organization, and whereas we have always
had high regard, confidence and esteem for our
national president, Sydney Cohen, and whereas
our president and vice-president have denied these

was the signal for

address,

was

been affiliated with the M. P. T. O. A., and was
one of the state units to aid in pioneering its formation and whereas there have been persistent
rumors from seemingly authentic sources that there

appearance

s

resolution

duced by President M. Van Praag and
adopted by the board:
Whereas the M. P. T. O. Kansas has always

to 23.

H

and

contemplat-

secession
M. Van Praag
from
the
state
organization, was put to an acid test and
failed to develop any opposition.

of the

Picture

Motion

exor-

ing

N.

Cohen, president of the natio.ial

S.

organization,

to appoint an official organundertake to enlist the cooperation

Annual dues were raised to $50 and a
proposition to accept slide advertising in
payment, similar to the Michigan plan,
was approved. Greensboro was selected
as the place for the midwinter meeting
of the league.

re-

well rounded and economical outlet for
of exceptional merit sold on the open
market or individual picture plan, and,
Whereas, The procuring of this class of product
for the screens of the independent exhibitors is
necessary to the profitable and continuing operation
of their houses; now therefore, be it
Resolved: That members of the M. P. T. O.
of Texas situated in 'key cities' and in important
towns, offer their screens in bulk to the independent exchanges for the showing of the above
described product, at prices right and proper to
be paid.
Provided, however, that nothing herein contained can be construed as depriving the individual
exhibitor of his right to make his own purchases,
the purposes and intent of this resolution being
that the exchanges can prepare contracts in bulk,
to be executed by each individual exhibitor.
Further resolved: That each exhibitor party
hereto shall pay two per centum of the amount
of each contract for administration costs, time and
method of payment to be determined by the said
committee; that any surplus of said per centum
over administration costs shall be placed in the
general treasury of the M. P. T. O. of Texas.

quire a
pictures

empowered
shall

and membership of every theatre owner in the
State and that this action should be taken and
arrangements made to finance the proposition before adjournment of this convention.

dividual

towns of Texas have been deprived frequently of
contracts already entered into for outstanding open
market pictures through the power of opposition
block buying, and,

July

Start

A

Bookkeeping System

regular bookkeeping system will be
opened by the Kansas organization and
exhibitors who are not running slides in
behalf of the organization, and whose
dues are behind, probably will be "billed
out" of the association.

July

8,

1922

Film News
in

Pictures
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PICTORIAL SECTION

Stories Told

by

of Exhibitors Herald

the

Camera

Issue of July 8

where Marshall Neiproducer of First National's

"Villa Neilan"
lan,

"Fools First" and "Her Man," and
bride, Blanche
his
Sweet, will
spend their honeymoon after their
wedding journey in the East.

Jesse L. Lasky (right), vice-president in charge of production for Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, Mrs. Lasky and Gilbert Miller outside the Ritz
hotel in London. Mr. Lasky is abroad to confer with authors of international
distinction regarding story material for production as Paramount pictures.
Mr. Lasky will visit in addition to England, Spain, Austria, Hungary, Germany, France, and Italy, where he will confer with Sir James M. Barrie,
Arnold Bennett, Edward Knoblock, Joseph Conrad, Vincente Blasco Ibanez,
Rudyard Kipling, Robert Hichens, Andre Rivoire, Henry Duvernois, and
others.

consider 'Nanook of the North'
greatest sensation of this season,"
says S. L. Rothafel, managing director, Capitol theatre, New York,
where Pathe feature of the arctic
had its premiere. Mr. Rothafel has
just celebrated his second year as
Capitol director.
"I

22

Jack Warner of Warner Brothers
arrives in East after two years production work on Coast.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

July

8,

1922

Richard

Headrick, appearing in (Catherine MacDonald's First National film, "White Shoulders,"
doubles for a mechanic when his car gets stubbor

Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, has sailed with Mrs. Smith (Jean
Paige) for an extended tour of England and France. The producer will
spend some time at the London headquarters of the company, and it is his
intention to make a tour of the branches throughout England.
He also
will make a close study of English atmosphere and locales for a number of
forthcoming .English productions.

With the arrival of balmy days of
summer, Mack Sennett reinforces
contingent of "bathing girls."
This time it is Hazel Deane who
adds beauty to the Sennett lot.
his

July

8,

1922
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Executive, sales and office forces at the St. Louis,
The
Mo., exchange of Fox Film Corporation.
picture was taken in front of the company's new
headquarters, just constructed at 3632 Olive
street.
The exchange is among the most modIt
is
ernly equipped in the Missouri city.
equipped to facilitate service to the exhibitors
and to maintain the maximum of efficiency with
a

minimum

of wasted effort.

Ready for a day's work. Bebe Daniels, whose latest Paramount picture is "North of the Rio Grande," arrives at the
company's West Coast studio in her new Cadillac limousine.
Miss Daniels is now being cast in all star productions by

Famous Players-Lasky.

First meeting of Tom Forman, left, and Charlie French, since
they dissolved business relations a decade ago. The meeting
was at Preferred Pictures studios where Forman was directing {Catherine MacDonald in "White Shoulders" for First
National. French has an important role in the film.

A district manager, a promising young aspirant
for film honors, and perhaps a future star R. S.
Shrader, Pathe's district manager for the Central
West division, and his youngsters, Jack C, 6, and

—

Maxine Marie,

4.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Gus Schumacher, general manager; Robert O'Conor, and F. E.
Samuels, sales manager, O'Conor
Productions, making Franey com-

July

8,

1922

Everybody has his troubles. Even
Wheeler Oakman, star in Oliver
Morosco's "The Half Breed" for
First National.

edies.

L

Woody

Bebe

Daniels,

Paramount

star,

Rosie the Monkey and two supporting "players" in a new Century
all-animal comedy. Al Herman was
director of this novel short sub-

Oren

Select organization as manager of the Los Angeles branch.
He formerly was with Selznick

cautions her "motor" (Estelle Harrison) not to exceed the speed
limit in their wild dash across the

ject.

back

Lasky

F.

in

1919.

Here's Buster Keaton playing solitaire in a solitary
cabin in the "Far North." The scene is from "The Frozen
North," his latest comedy for First National distribution. It is heralded as one of the best of Keaton's comedies.

has returned to

the

The production

staff

of

stage.

"More

to

Be

Pitied

Than

Scorned," which is the first of the series of melodramatic features which C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
has announced for distribution. Harry Cohn of C. B. C.
stands fourth from the left.

July

8,

1922
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John Brunton, formerly of Brunton Studios, Hollywood, has taken

Billie Dove (left
in her pockets),

over the general management of
Miami Studios, Inc., at Miami,
Fla.
He is optimistic over Miami
as production center.

other screen personalities attending
opening of Marcus
Loew's Warfield theatre at San
Francisco, visit disabled soldiers.

with her hands

Metro

star,

and

Dramatic scene from "Sherlock Holmes," starring John Barrymore, which
has had a run at B. S. Moss' Cameo theatre in New York. The production
was made under the direction of Albert Parker.

Director F. H. Tobey and Cameraman Verne Blakeley,
members of the practical picture division of Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company, Chicago, shooting in the
Dells of Wisconsin from a high point of vantage. Stand
Rock it at the left.
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May McAvoy,

After the battle. Scene from Marie
Prevost's latest Universal film, "Her
Night of Nights."

star in Paramount pictures, and her dog
(you'd never guess his name), "Ford," in the petite star's
new Cadillac coupe. Miss McAvoy's most recent starring vehicle for Famous Players-Lasky is "Through a
Glass Window."

:

:
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the planter

of

publicity

stunts,

Theodore Liebler, Jr., contributes to
the latest A. M. P. A. Bulletin this gem
which will be of interest to those many who
are seeking to get themselves in the same
class as Harry Reiehenbach, Paul Grey and
the other star planters

"The man who wishes

to remain true to
sensational publicity is a
product of American ingenuity, that it is
the development of a series of ideas entertained by one P. T. Barnum during his
periodic sojourns in winter quarters at
Bridgeport, had better not delve too deeply
into the study of the life and manners of
those who acclaimed Napoleon as their sovereign somewhat over a century ago.
"For at that time there were two outstanding figures on the Parisian stage, each
of whom had an extraordinarily well-developed realization of the value of publicity.
One of them, Talma, the elegant tragedian
who set the styles for men's apparel of the
time, made a practice of eating raw meat in
public, attributing to this his Herculean
physique and easy grace.
"The other, a Mile. Mars, the prototype
of the modern baby-vamp, kittenish and seductive, went her masculine rival one better
at every turn. Once after a performance of
"Cleopatra," she invited the leading journalists to a midnight banquet and served
them up a fricasse of pearls.
"The names of the press agents of these
•early nineteenth century stars have not been
recorded, but doesn't Harry Reichenbach
•offer peripatetic proof of the doctrine of
reincarnation? Or is it true, what they have
been whispering about, that our Harry has
t>een grey these hundred years or more?"
* * *

the

belief

that

And speaking- about publicity, we saw a
piece of free verse in the "F. P. A." column of the New York World the other day,
in which a supposedly young enthusiast
raved about Betty Blythe, Madge Kennedy,
Hope Hampton and some other stars. That
But we picked up another
paper and found that Madge
Kennedy told a funny story on page one,
Betty Blythe had a peculiar experience on
page three and Hope Hampton was reminded of something or other on another
After the Hope Hampton story we
page.
quit long enough to call Hal Howe and
Ben Conlon and ask them to have a heart.

was

all

right.

New York

*

*

*

Just one more about publicity stunts and
then we're off it
Of course no one would
be mean enough to blame Charley McCarthy for springing anything on that
:

"Paramount Stock Company and School"
sure did break into the New
a house afire. The Times
for a full column on the first
did several of the others, while

thing, but

it

York papers
played

it

like

page, as
the two-column heads on inside pages were
so numerous we got tired of looking at
them. Also the story was carried by the
United Press and the I. N. S.
All of which goes to show that news is
news, even though it is dealt out by a publicity

man.
*

*

*

Every now and then we hear tell of a
wealthy society woman taking a fling at
the movies, but it has remained for Mrs.
Gussie D. Ogden, millionaire society leader
of Cincinnati, and the aunt of J. Ogden
Armour, to carve herself a new niche. Mrs.
Ogden has written and directed a story,
told

in

two

reels,

in

which she

links

the

Seyffertitz,

as

1922

About a Well-Known
Producer and State

story of Alsace-Lorraine during the FrancoPrussian war and the World War.
An
American boy is the hero, and the picture
will soon be shown here at the Stanley
theatre under the auspices of the Alliance
Francaise.
*
* *

"Say-it-with-seltzer"

8,

Ivan Abramson
A Few Pertinent Facts

The WEEK in NEW YORK
ANENT

July

Righter.

they

some times call him over at the Lambs, is
back at Metro studios making a picture
with Wyndham Standing and Dorothy Mac-

And

the cause of this thirst quenchto a veracious
member of the
Lambs was trying to think of Seyffertitz's
name in order to send for him to take
part in a production.
He was dreamily
squirting seltzer into his lemonade, or something, and the syphon reminded him of
the name he was seeking.
The syphon
sputtered: "S-s-ff-tt-zz" or something like
that and the syphoner remembered.
It may be true, in spite of the fact that
a press agent told it, but it sounds vichy.
* * *
kaill.

ing

appellation, according
publicity hound, is that a

And on the subject of names, Sir Charles
Higham (pronounced in our set "Hi-am")
who was feted last week by the A. M. P. A.,
was asked if the pronunciation of his name
was not frequently muddled in this country.
"Very often," said Sir Charles. "And
they most always get it 'Hig-ham.'
But
I
don't mind except when they get the
accent on the

final syllable."

*

*

*

Merritt Crawford, publicity expert and
managing director of Screen Bulletin Service, is conducting a special campaign
on
"The Storm," Universal's big picture which
played the Capitol last week. Since taking
on the work of augmenting the work of
Producers' publicity departments, Crawford
is
planning the invasion of larger offices
by his service. He will take a large suite
on the same floor of the Fitzgerald building where he

is

now
*

located.

*

*

Mrs. Louise Lewis,,
the

now

popular director,
touring Europe,

better four-fifths of
the entire five-fifths

postcards

us thusly

from Berlin
here we are still going strong.
Having the time of our lives and both
growing younger. No hard times here. All

"Well,

the studios going full blast."
* * *

H. Elliott Stuckell, print-shop slave
driver for the Universal Publicity department, has put in a bid for a job in the company's Mexican exchange, but he's changed
his mind.

J.

the exchange,

W.

MlacFarland, manager of

was

in

New York

last

week

and displayed a fine assortment of sidearms which were necessary in the film
business in the Southern Republic.
"Do you have much trouble with printers down there ?" queried H. Ell.
"Oh, no not any to mention. We take
care of them," responded Mr. MacFarland,
;

caressing his starboard hip reminiscently.
"I like New York too well to leave," decided Stuckell after some thought.
*

*

*

Eddie Laemmle, accompanied by scenario
writer Edward T. Lowe, Jr., sailed for Europe last week, where they will make a
picture.
Laemmle was booked for an
earlier passage, but was delayed by a sore
neck, caused, according to Henry Bate, by
trying to keep count of the Indians he used
in

making "In the Days of Buffalo

his latest

Bill,"

Universal chapter play.

John

S.

Spargo.

Ivan
WHILE
have been

Abramson may not
first man to state

the

right a motion picture, none will
withhold from him the palm for having
been the first man to write his own story,

produce, direct, and title his own picture
and then state right it himself.
This happened away back in 1905. At
that time Abramson was managing director of the Dewey theatre on East Fourteenth street, New York. He noticed that
the then little motion picture theatres
were struggling to make money out of
one and two reelers, the stories being of
the most lurid type of melodrama.
Abramson conceived the idea of breaking away from the legitimate production
field and devoting his efforts to the writing and producing of realistic photo-

dramas of

life as it was lived.
His first
photoplay was entitled "The Sins of the
Parents," which he attempted to sell to
the General Film Company, which at that

time controlled the
industry.

whole motion picture

The General Film

refused the picture
on the ground that it was too serious for
public entertainment, and Abramson decided to market it himself, which led to
the formation of the Ivan Film Corporation. The picture was state righted, and
so successful was the advent of the company in the independent field that Abramson began what was at that time a most
pretentious program of production.
The first picture was followed by
"Should a Woman Divorce," "The Un-

welcome Wife," "Her Husband's Wife,"
"Enlighten

Thy Daughter," and many

others down to "Mother Eternal," which
was the last one he completed. He is
now making "Tired Youth," in the cast
of which is Virginia Pearson, Mary Anderson, Harry Morey, Joseph Striker,
Thurston Hall and a number of other
notables.

Several months ago Graphic Films, ot
which Mr. Abramson is president, began
the establishment of Graphic Film Exchanges in every distribution center in
the country, all handling independent pictures on a state right basis.
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Hudson County, N. J.,
Exhibitors Convene
Newly Formed T. 0.

C. C. at

Meeting Elects

First

Civic and Welfare Leaders
Favor Censorship Abolition
Representatives from Sixty

Its Officers

Keen

(Special to Fxhibitors Herald)

XEW

YORK,

June 27.—The Theatre

Owners' Chamber of Commerce

Kaiserstein Made Chairman
Chairman D. Kaiserstein, Strand theatre, Bayonne.
Vice-Chairman H. Harring, Central,
National. Monticello and Tivoli theatres,
Jersey Citv, and Lincoln theatre, Union

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Hill.

Secretary

—
—

S.

Sobelson, Empire theatre,

Bayonne. and Strand theatre, Jersey City.
Treasurer F. H. Mertens, Fulton theJersey City.

atre,

Board of Directors
theatre,

pheum

—

Moody, Orient

J.

G. Brennan, Ortheatre, Jersey City; A. Unger-

Jersey

City;

Hoboken; N.
Liberty
theatre.
Apollo and Minerva theatres,
Jersey City; F. H. Mertens, Fulton theatre, Jersey City.
Like New York Body
The organization is formed along the
same general lines of the Theatre Own-

feld,

Reister,

Chamber

and has

Commerce

of

membership,

in

of

Xew

York,

addition to
those above, the following: M. Kitinsky,
Academy theatre, Jersey City, and City
theatre, Hoboken; A. Reister, State and
Ritz theatres, Jersey, and U. S. theatre,
Hoboken; B. Rosenblatt, Plaza theatre,
Bayonne; H. Stern and H. Schwartz,
Bishop theatre, Hoboken: L. Cook, Ideal
theatre, Hoboken; I. Binkov, Temple theatre, Union Hill; W. Goldfarb, Cortlandt
theatre, West Hoboken; G. Robinson,
Roosevelt theatre, West Hoboken; J.
Vase!, Rialto theatre, West Xew York; P.
Bacile, Bijou theatre, West Xew York; T.
Fardy, Wilson theatre, West Xew York;
in its

Goldman, Fulton theatre. Union Hill:
G. Golomb, City theatre, West Hoboken:
J. Dunbar, Danforth theatre, Jersey City.
S.

A. Nacht Sees Marked
Improvement in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK,

June

27.

— A marked im-

provement in general business conditions
throughout the Xew England states is
reported by A. Xacht, manager of the
sales control and statistical department
of Associated Exhibitors, who has returned to

Xew York

following a tour of

forty or fifty cities in Xew York.
Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine.
Exhibitors in some cities informed
him. he said, that conditions were vastly
better than at this time a year ago.
A

June 27. Will H. Hays is assured of plenty of assistance in putting the motion pictures of the country on the high moral
and artistic plane which he has pledged.
At a meeting held last Thursday at the Waldorf-Astoria representatives of about sixty of the leading civic, educational and social welfare
organizations of the country gathered for an all day discussion on the subject

with Mr. Hays.

Contend Censorship Has Accomplished

fall

is

forecast.

Among the suggestions offered was
beginning the work of reformation at the
source by a proper supervision of stories,
scenarios and production; better labor
conditions for mechanics in the studios
and for lesser actors who appeared in the
"mob scenes;" better advertising and the
creation of a vigilance committee in
every community to force exhibitors and
producers to advertise the truth about
their pictures; the creation of a foundation along the lines of the Russell Sage
Foundation to support the production
and distribution of purely educational

more news in pictures; more hismore pictures suitable for the
intelligence of the average American audience; the making of films suitable for
films;

tory and

helping educate the feeble-minded.

Rogers and Walker Talk
those from the industry who
spoke, in addition to Mr. Hays who explained the object of the meeting, were
Sol E. Rogers, vice-president of Fox Film
Corporation, who described the complex
problems of the producers in their efforts
at betterment; Senator James J. Walker,
who made an eloquent plea against censorship and urged effort towards modification of the laws regulating the attendance of children at motion pictures; Sydney S. Cohen, who offered the screens of
the country for educational and betterment pictures, and Rex Beach, who said
he didn't represent anyone but himself.
After explaining that he expected to
be thrown out for what he was about to
say but that didn't worry him for he had
been thrown out of larger meetings, Mr.

Among

Beach

Semon

Increases

Personnel of His Staff
Tom Buckingham

will

co-direct

with

Larry Semon, Vitagraph comedian, beginning with his new comedy, "Golf."
now under way at the west coast studios.
Joe Basil and Vincent McDermott are to
assistant directors.
additions.
George

staff

Both are new
Xoble becomes

business manager of the Semon interests.
Earl Olin will be technical director.

said:

"Too Much Patent Medicine"
admit that motion picand business are sick.
They are suffering from too much patent
medicine. Too many doctors have been
called in. The patient has been done to
death. We ought to >-ealize that the mo-

"Everybody

ture

picture

Mrs. Hoover on Program

Among
Herbert

others
C.

Ernest L. Crandall of the Visual Instruction Association of America, Mrs. Louis
Voters.
Slade of the League of
Dr. John W. Withers of the Xational

Women

Association, Henry Fleischman of the Educational Alliance, Mrs.
Milton P. Higgins of the Xational Congress of Mothers and Parent Teachers'
Association, Dr. Anne Xicholson, National Council of Catholic Women, the
Rev. F. E. Clark of the United Society
of Christian Endeavor, and Mrs. Richard
M. Chapman of the Federation of Women's Clubs of Xew York City.
It was finally decided to select a committee of fifteen or twenty from among
those present to act as an advisory body

Education

Mr. Hays and assist him in his efforts.
committee of three, consisting of
James E. West, Mrs. Oliver Harriman
to

A

and Lee F. Hanmer was elected to aid
Mr. Hays in the selection of the permanent committee.

Nashville Houses in
Go- to- Theatre

Week

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NASHVILLE, TEXX.,

June 27.— Go-

to-Theatre Week opened with a bang
here yesterday when 10,000 theatre tickets

were dropped over a

local

park by

aeroplanes.

Hoy

in

Chicago

Hoy

The

Reporting
opened a Chicago office in
South Wabash avenue.

Service

Room

has

204, 310

will

production

It
industry is fullgrown.
ought to be given a physic, get a slap on
the back and be turned out into the open
to regain its health. Too many people
are meddling with the screen and have
meddled with it. There was a time when
people meddled for nothing. Xow they
make meddling a profession and are well
paid for it."

tion

Larry

Little

While few of those present had any concrete ideas for betterment,
the keen interest shown in Mr. Hays' efforts was most gratifying. With
few exceptions those who spoke were of the opinion that censorship had
so far accomplished little if any good, promised nothing better, and should
be abolished.

some

return to normal by

—

YORK,

—

be

Hays' Effort to Place
Industry on High Plane

Count3',

ing officers were elected:

ers'

OrganizationsShow

Interest in

Hud-

of

X. J., recently organized,
held its first business meeting last week
in the Roosevelt theatre, Hoboken. Owners of more than thirty of the leading
houses of Jersey City, Hoboken, Bayonne, and other cities and towns in the
county were in attendance. The follow-

son

27

who spoke were Mrs.

Hoover

of the

Girl

Scouts.

Produce New
Wesley Barry Feature

Rapf

to

Harry Rapf has left for the Warner
Brothers West Coast studios to begin
production of the second Wesley Barry
Heroes of the Street,"
by William BeauJack and Sam Warner have also

feature,

which

"Little

will be directed

dine.
left for the coast.
The finished print of the first Barry
picture, "Rags to Riches." was brought
east by Mr. Rapf, and it is reported :t
will be the first of seven productions to

be distributed by the
this

coming season.

Warner Brothers

:
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And They Say the English Have
No Sense of Humor

July

who cometh from

the Book of Kinn Ee.
For the servants of Kinn Ee shew us the

Naked Truth.
11.
"'And we, being decent men and of
a clean mind, desire not to behold Truth
in all her Nakedness.
Rather would we

our eyes that we may see Her not nor
to shame.
12.
Wherefor, O Kritt Ik, thou shalt not
enter herein, but shalt return even unto
thine own place.
For so hath the Lord
Nozoo decreed." And so saying he departed and the Kritt Ik saw him no more.
Yet did the Kritt Ik seek naught of
fll3.
the matter, but rather did he rejoice that
peradventure he had been spared a Great
Pain.
For he worshipped St. Mary the
Less and desired not that She should spue
forth her wrath upon his head.
veil

put

One of London's Leading Trade Papers

Publishes Satirical

Sketch Rapping Review Critics
remark
made
THE
The appended

so often that the English have no sense of humor.
sketch, reproduced from "Kinematograph Weekly,"
one of England's leading film trade papers, proves the fallacy of that
statement, or it is the exception one or the other. The article was written
following an order barring a reviewer from a trade showing because of
adverse criticism of a certain picture. An exact reproduction of the sketch,
published in "Kinematograph Weekly" under the title, "The Writings of
Bun-Kum," follows
is

—

CHAPTER
Of

XVI.

And

The Gates are
of their strange words.
barred against the Kritt Ik.
Who careth
Lords of Kinn
And of the madness of the Lord
Ee.
Nosoo. Who putteth his feet in his mouth.
Of the wrath of the Lords of Kinn Ee.

Of

not.

In

1.

the mirth of the

the

Land of Phyll

Um

is

there

something new.
Yea, marvels and
wonders do never cease therein, so that I,
Run Kum, whose heart inclineth ever unto
that which is strange, do never lack a juicy
thing to make mine heart merry withal.
ever

For was

not written by them of old
gods wish to destroy
first make mad" ?
Wherefor must the
gods wish to destroy many of the inhabitants of this Land.
Nor do I blame the
2.

time
they

:

it

"Whom

the

gods overmuch.

Now

came

pass that on a day
the gods smote certain men with a grievous
madness. For lo their speech was not as
that of other men, and their actions were
exceeding strange.
For they had shown a Dudd at a
4.
Tradj O, calling it a Fee Tcher. Yet had
the Kritt Iks not been deceived thereby,
ff3.

it

knowing it for Wottitt Woz had Punk
Tchered it Gudden Proppa.
Wherefore was there a helluva Buss
5.
Tupp and a considerable Shemozzle. For
the Ren Turrs did tear their hair, and
clothing them in sackcloth and ashes (yet
in
nowise repenting them of their evil

but

madness of certain wen.

the

to

!

>

"The Kritt Iks are base fellows of a
fl6.
low degree. Yea, unclean Puffe Pees are
they all. For they have Rum Bold Mi and
Punk Tchered our Pik Tcher. Wherefor

we

Gob Usst."

shall

And

the

noise of

their

lamentations

ascended even unto Heaven. Yet did I, Bun
Kum, man-el that no man seemed to Givead
Aram for aught tlict they might say.

And

pass that when one
they brought
yet another Pik Tcher to the Tradj O. But
whether a Dudd or a Fee Tcher is there
no man who can say.
'

8.

came

it

to

moon has waxed and waned

1f9.

For

lo

!

when

the Kritt Ik

came even

unto the Pall Ass wherein was the Tradj
O he found the Gatesthereof barred against
him so that he might in no wise enter
therein.
10. For He-Who-Guarded-the-Gates spake
unto the Kritt Ik, saying
"Thus saith the
Lord Nozoo: 'There shall enter herein none
:

Which

by

Exhibitors

Build

14.
And returning unto the Lords of
Kinn Ee he did tell all that had passed,
and did relate unto them even the words
of the Lord Nozoo.
And the Lords of Kinn Ee, when
1|15.
they had heard his tale, answered and said:

"Verily Itt Tiglath Uz Pink.
found such Pholly, no, not in
of Phyll Um.

"We

16.

will seek out this

We
all

have not
the

Land

Lord Nozoo

we may

peradventure

gain thereby
laughter.
For
Bett Tcher that
He openeth His mouth He will put

We

much
when

His Foot therein."
17.
And it was even as the Lords of
Kinn Ee had said. For they inquired of
the Lord Nozoo, saying
"Tell us now, we
pray thee, wherefor were the Gates of the
Pall Ass barred against the Kritt Ik when
he came even unto thy Tradj O?"
And the Lord Nozoo opened his
1[18.
mouth so wide that I, Bun Kum, feared
:

7.

MAKING IDEAS
MONEY
Have Been Used Successfully
to

Her

that

intent), did cry aloud, saying:

1922

8,

Up Their Patronage

he might split in twain. Yea, so wide
he open it that his Foot went therein
even unto his Knee.
lest

did"

!

and much more of a

!

I,

Bun Kum,

like sort.

did hide

my

So

face in

shame.

An

20.

and

Kinn Ee answered

the Lords of

said:

"It

to see that thou
hast a Grouch. Yet tell Us, we pray thee,
why thou fearest the Naked Truth. Perchance thine eyesight is bad and thou art
blinded by Her Beauty, or peradventure
thou art trying to Swing Something and
Gettaway Withitt."

And

is

plain

Lord

Nozoo opened his
and stuck therein his
other foot.
For he answered hotly and
said
"I have given ye no Koop Ee nor
yet any Publiss Itti.
Therefor do I in
no wise desire that your Kritt Iks shall
31.

mouth

yet

tiie

again

:

Kritti

MAJESTIC THEATRE, LEXINGTON, NEB.

!

!

that even

the

Ciz

And

my

Pik Tchers."

Bun Kum, knew then that
Lord Nozoo was of a truth afflicted

22.

I,

with a sore madness.
see

what was

in his

For

it

was

plain to

mind.

2:;.
And I did grieve that the gods should
have so smitten him. For though he was
mad yet was he a comely fellow and
devoid of guile.
Yet was there still a

word

to

say.

For the Lords of Kinn Ee, when
they Ixad ceased from their mirth, said
unto him:
"Hold a moment,, we pray
thee, while we Wypour Eyz.
For verily
thou art a Wagge and lovest a merry jest.
Yet hearken now to our words and take
heed thereto.
For we love thee exceedingly and desire not to see thee mad
24.

forever.
25.
"Wottinell, thinkest thou, care wee
for thy Koop Eee or for thy Publiss Itti?
to.
thou Wuddened
consider where
the Tchik Inn Gottitt and beware lest
thou Gettitt there also.
26.
"For though thou in thy folly feasest
the Naked Truth, yet do the Egzib Ittors
love the sight thereof, and we, who know
this, givitem, and will continue to do so."

Go

Free Tickets to
copy reads: "Family Ticket 50c. Price 45c. Tax
CARD
this manner, has met with
Rest of Family." Family Night, conducted
5c.

in

a warm reception and is growing more popular steadily. In effect, one ticket
admits the entire family to the theatre.

:

(Continued on page 42)
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The Wake
Of the First

In

Weather
Weather, most serious
theatre consideration of
the moment, simply is.
There's no changing it.
Yet it may be dealt
with.
Man is influenced by
weather chiefly as pertains to luxuries. His attitude
toward necessities, at least his manifested attitude, does not
change with the seasons.
He buys shoes, hats,
houses, groceries, fundamental items, as unhesitatingly in Summer as at

any other season.
Simple

logic

shows

that the one accomplish-

ment which

will

render

the motion picture permanently secure against
the hot weather influence is the establishment of screen enter-

tainment as an accepted
necessity.
Progress toward this estate is being
made, slowly but surely.

Every

possible
effort
should be put forth to
hasten the advent of its

attainment.

Memory
the

success of a
prosperous theatre over
an extended period
In

memory

figures

more

importantly, perhaps,
than any other human
faculty.
Little is heard
of it in the places where

showmen

discuss theatre

and activities.
To draw to the thea-

interests

on a given occasion
capacity audience is
not a great task if sufficient funds are available.
To entertain that
audience so well that
the memory of the occasion will linger permanently, bringing patrons back again and
again
in
the
natural
hope
that
a
similar
pleasurable evening may
be experienced, is quite
another matter. It is intre

a

finitely

more

difficult

of

accomplishment,

but,

more

difficult

like all the

undertakings, pays an
infinitely greater profit.

Run Theatre
DUE

to wholly natural causes, the American theatre is judged almost entirely by
the first run house.
To the men in direction thereof falls the important duty of introducing the new motion picture, shaping its
-

presentation, establishing certain practicable
exploitation precedents for the benefit of showmen who must sell it to their patrons subsequently. To the importance of the latter's part
in the successful marketing of a screen attraction too little thought is given by the majority
of those concerned.
The motion picture is in one sense very
similar to the newspaper.
The latest issue is
always the object of keen interest. Yesterday's
issue is given scant attention. Yet in the commercial sense yesterday's issue is of even and
unvarying interest from the day of its publication until the moment of its recall from circula-

Talk
Your

any the-

theatre,

be

talked
about. That is one thing
that may be depended
upon as long as people
are
people.
Theatre
atre,

will

visits always have been
and in all probability always will be considered

events.

The nature of the talk
that centers about your
theatre is in very large
degree the measure of
its prosperity.
That nature can be to some ex-

tent

pre-determined,

although

few

undertaken

to

have
avail

themselves of opportunities to do so.
The obvious way to go
about ihe business of
making general comment
favorable and of such
nature as to stimulate
attendance is to train
the public to regard the
theatre as the one reliable source of entertain-

ment information.
A
good house organ does
this

in

part, although
in this direc-

few go far
tion.

Obliging

ants, ready to

attendgive full

information

on

all

points, also help.

tion.
It

should be treated accordingly.
4s

showmanship in
called, for want
of a better term, "subsequent exhibitors/' that we have
no more than the recorded number of picture failures.
Over the brief period during which this industry has
been engaged in building up a smoothly functioning
machine for the supplying of the public with screen
entertainment, these men have developed to a marked
is largely because of the splendid
ITpractice
among those who may be

degree the originality, foresight and ability essential to
the successful dissemination of film entertainment on a
With the passing of time they have
national scale.
come to rely less and less upon assistance from first
run theatres and other sources and have come to regard
the selling of pictures to their patrons as a strictly
retail proposition for which they must assume full responsibility.

On the two pages following several photographs
are reproduced to show the type of exploitation done
by American exhibitors in the smaller cities. In the
majority of instances distinct originality is disclosed.
In all the local aspect is strongly emphasized. All merit
the attention of whosoever cares, as all should, to know
(Continued on next page)

Habit
Habit, stern director
of the average man, is
especially dictatorial in

regard to his amusement
indulgences.

The aver-

age man, chief support
of every theatre, prefers
follow a groove, to
in
the same seat
every time he attends
the theatre, to be waited
upon by the same usher.
One of the chief disadvantages of the Summer
closing program lies in
the breaking off of habits formed over the open
period. In every case on
record a great many of
those who were steady
patrons, forced to find
new pastimes or other
theatre, do not return to
the old rut, a rut that
leads
straight
to
the
cash drawer.
to

sit
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the national theatre more truly than it may be
through normal observation of its highlights.

The

of

8,
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known

new and
upon his judgment for
program and manner of treatment. His

first

run exhibitor operates with a

untried product.
selection

July

He must

rely

experience with the attraction relieves the subsequent
exhibitor of this necessity, freeing him to work
individual methods of especial effectiveness in

out
his

community.
Both work out the

financial salvation of the motion
closer cooperation than has existed to date
should be established. It is in the interests of promoting such cooperation that this article is written.

picture.

A

DOUBLE FORCE

was obtained by Mr. Swan through use
on the two sides of the truck, as the reverse view shows. And the campaign was carried on to include
billboards. Note third 24-sheet in the background.
of different 24-sheets

PERSONS

STREET FIGURES

of distinct individuality were used to
Boy," First National attractions,
A. Rea, of the Empress theatre at
Forum at Hillsboro, O., respectively.
The photographs tell their stories quite effectively and give details essential to adaptation of the ideas.

advertise "Molly O" and
by H. E. Swan and G.
Kearney, Neb., and the

"My

AT RECESS Mr. Swan's Chaplin imitator effectively informed students that "The Idle Class" was to be seen at the
Empress. The intimacy which is a distinguishing characteristic
of exploitation in the smaller cities

is

clearly

shown

in the

pho-

constitute the population of Platteville,
4,500
Wis., and Bill Tracy, manager of the Gem theatre, finds that
exploitation
he
used for "The Sheik" is profitable. To
such
as
gauge importance of the fact, compare his stunt with those used
by showmeji in the leading cities of the nation.

W. B. BECKLEY, Casino theatre, Marshalltown, la., uses
the upper portion of his foyer to advertise coming attractions.
The photo shows
Artists' "Little

his

admirably composed setting for United

Lord Fauntleroy."

tograph.

"FOOL'S PARADISE," Paramount production, was exploited at Kearney by a circus wagon (improvised) calculated
to excite the envy of many showmen in communities of vastly
greater magnitude. The conversion of the truck was effected

"A MAN'S HOME," Selznick feature, also was accorded a
set was in four depths and
illumination was calculated to bring out the mass effect as well
as the detail. The force of the display carries through the

with consummate

photograph.

skill.

lobby setting by Mr. Beckley. The

July

8,
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"SCHOOL DAYS," Warner Brothers attraction, prompted
Mr. Beckley to employ a brass band for street purposes, costuming the musicians in conformity with the rural phase of the
picture.

The

stunt

drew marked

attention.

J. J. JACKSON, also of Marshalltown. manager of the
Strand theatre, employed two high school girls to ride about

the city in this conveyance advertising "Smilin' Through." The
enterprise has the force of dignity and the appeal of the unique.
I
It is good exploitation.

31

UNIVERSAL SHORT SUBJECTS
Rea on

a recent bill

and exploited

the photograph. A circus effect
varied program, and the picture

CHICKEN FEED

were grouped by Mr.

shown in
was sought, as proper with a
shows the result.
in the flashy style

was advertised,

quite

suitably,

in

the

window with which Mr. Rea simultaneously advertised the run
of "A Game Chicken." Accurate identification of picture with
representation medium is a characteristic of Mr. Rea's exploitation record.

"PAY-DAY," widely exploited, has been given no better
representation than that accorded it by G. A. Rea, Forum theatre, Hillsboro, O. Just bricks, with cutouts from stock paper,
were used. Consider expense involved and effect gained.

"WAY DOWN

EAST" was heralded at every intersection
Hillsboro, special cards setting forth detailed directions telling pedestrians at each point just how to reach the Forum
theatre. The card copy is legible in the reproduction.
in

Many

of the exhibitors

whose work

is

described

herewith are regular contributors to these columns.
Those who are not are invited to cultivate the habit of
photographing and reporting exploitation conducted by
them. Upon the shoulders of these, and the host that
conduct their undertakings in modest silence, rests a

BOXING

A
RING, sure to catch the attention of any male
passerby, was erected in the Forum lobby and surrounded by
cutouts from stock paper when "The World's Champion," essentially a man's title, was advertised.

great part of the responsibility for the industry's commercial welfare and progress.
In the wake of the first run theatre much of the most
important work done in connection with the publication
It pays to
of the modern motion picture takes place.

watch

it.

"

—

:
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TOMORROW

A "KNOCK-OUT'

July
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STOCK

rules were used by Thomas S. Daley, Casino theatre, Halifax, to produce
the ring effect in his display for the Universal series, "The Leather Pushers." Mr.
Daley's letter is given herewith, a brief but instructive exploitation document.

A Good

that I tried to get in "The Leather Pushers" display. This is constructed mostly of
rules and you can imagine what the ad setter said when he got that copy.

Printer

a Big Help

Is

Yours very

THOMAS

THEATRE EDITOR,
full

Please

S.

note

the

"ring"

effect

H LSD AY

in

'Across the Continent' at
Now Playing." These

Don't wonder that you didn't quote the
add setter. Unless he was patient beyond

furnished by the local Ford dealers.
had a new, shiny, bright looking
Ford coupe driven up into our lobby with
the above banner on it. This attracted considerable attention to our theatre.
It is a great point in the exhibitor's
favor if he can arrange stunts and displays
that attract people to his theatre lobby. You
may not get them all into the theatre, but

the degree commonly expected of them, he
undoubtedly said plenty and said it with
But when the thing was
embellishment.
finished he undoubtedly carried it around

and put
and ef-

You both deserve credit.
The other displays are at once superior
and inferior to those we had from you

fective.
and

it

the Lyric theatre.

the shop, showed it' to his friends
It's unique
in his scrap book.

|~

See

DEAR MR. DALEY:

it

MO NDAY

and business.
I
had several Fords parade the streets
and the small towns around the city with
banners on each side reading, "Ford Wins
Again.

page tie-up I put over
the Right" and also a proof
of the ad that I used for "Salvation Nell."
I am also enclosing an ad for "The Leather
Pushers."

DALEY,

Casino Theatre, Halifax, N.

Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir:

Here is a
for "Turn to

truly,

S.

You will note the
space across the top and down the side.
This is all gratis. In addition to this page
the following was used with much comment
theatre, large or small.

In text they are better. In composition they arc a little less striking, although
last.

were
I

all

also

"ACROSS THE CONTINENT"

Quotations from the trade press
good.
unquestionably mean more than newspaper
Your consistent use of them from
rcvieivs.
time to time cannot but lead other showmen to consider the proposition seriously.
When this study has continued for some
time it is inevitable that the practice will

become general.
needs it.— IV. R.

And
W.

theatre

The

Tim

Ud

h, Wilhce

bid

-ACROSS THE COMTTNCKT' Tt*

GATES TIRES
15% a^"™

advertising

WALLACE REID
"flcnost The

Continent*

Ford Dealers
Should Do as Much

All

THE FORD WINS AGAIN
"ACROSS THE COKmNENT'

Coupe

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
I am sending something a little different
than the photos I have previously sent, just
a letter and the page of advertising, but
this picture was such a success that I feel
this letter will be just as good as photos.

COMING

CHAPLIN
"

"The Leather Pushers"

PAY DAY

$580

for

carrying quotations from trade paper reviews. Mr. Daley is a leader in this direction.

is not the first time I have used these
cooperative advertisements, but I know it
is the most successful one I ever used.
One good point for exhibitors on an ad
of this kind is the fact that you get a lot
of free space, which means much to any

Coupe

Electricity

Keep*

SMMM
mm

Me Cool

Weiling ho uj* Electric Full

FECHTMAN & COOLEY

This

upright display
MR.FirstDALEY'S
National's "Salvation Nell,"

FTTTi

-j£TT^ $580

Across the Continent
Hot? - My, No!

ORD

Tie Hjdre-Bectric

dealers gave valuable assistance
C. F. Lewis in his campaign for
Paramount's "Across the Continent."
Read his letter carefully if you are to play
the picture.

~C

T

to

—
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you are keeping your theatre continually
before them. The Ford dealers liked this
picture

well

so

that

they

purchased fifty
during

tickets to be given to their prospects
This
the run of this production.

point
alone was well worth the time and money
spent in exploiting, but we did far more
packed 'em in
than these fiity tickets.
for two days.
Thanking you for your past favors, I remain,
Very truly yours.

We

LEWIS,

C. F.

Lyric Theatre, Connersville, Ind.

DEAR MR. LEWIS:
Can't imagine

how you

got the impression

department were not
wanted unless accompanied by photographs,
but glad that you wrote in spile of that beAs a matter of fact, we think photolief.
graphs are very eloquent and facilitate
adaptation of exploitation news, but zve by
no means consider them essential. Never
you from
let the lack of photographs keep
writing when you have anything like your
"Across the Continent" campaign to tell us
The picture has barely started its
about.
that

to

letters

this

theatre career, and, unless we're mistaken,
it will be used by
In which event,
a great many readers.

your method of exploiting

these readers will be indebted to you for a
mighty profitable run. W. R. W.

—

A

Pair of Good
Precedents

BALSLY, Wichita theatre, Wichita, Kansas, produced an effective prologue
LEE
for "School Days," Warner Brothers production, employing talented juveniles and
providing the setting shown above.
and mechanical details.

Mr. Balsly's

letter

gives program,

lighting

paper was used window cards, newspaper space, which seemed to have reached
the people, because, in spite of the extreme
hot weather, they came out in great num-

This production ran for six days,
15th, and proved to be a very
pleasing picture with a very attractive prologue.
From the photograph you will note
there were nine characters, eight pupils and

litho

a teacher.

In comparison "Peacock Alley" was more
of a public picture. "Fascination" reached
the high brow patronage but was not so
much appreciated by the family trade.

Days."

starting

May

The

dialogue,
prologue consisted of
comedy, dance and music, both song and inWe exerted
strumental, and recitation.
some little effort in securing a diversified
imitator
bird
typical
was
a
program. One
and whistler. Another little chap stopped
the show with his stuttering recitations.
Another little dancing artist gave a very
pleasing dance, while a girl playing the
part of Sis Hopkins sang "School Days."
showed to more than three thousand
children. Along with them, of course, came
Our
a very substantial adult patronage.
campaign started some weeks ahead, disblotters,
cards,
playing lithographs, window

bers.

We

We

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir:
We are sending you photographs of our
setting

used for the presentation of "School

paintings, window tie-ups and heralds.
also gave away five thousand lollypops,
taking them direct to the different schools.
did not undertake to give every pupil
in every school in the city a lollypop, but a
thousand at each school created the necessary amount of talk and comment.
The Wichita theatre has already established quite a reputation for itself for giving these prologues. With rare exceptions
oil

We

We

The "Fascination Dance"
Thing of Beauty
Is a

in picking from good
and with proper rehearsals have presented them in a most pleasing and satis-

we have succeeded
talent

factory manner.

Having played "Peacock Alley" with most
excellent results from every angle, we presented "Fascination" and decided immediateiy upon giving it the same amount of
advertising and if possible to improve upon
With this in view, we
presentation.
its
were fortunate in securing Helene Burford,
a solo dancer of much renown, who not
only had the technique but, after viewing
interpreted the Fascination
the picture,
Dance, doing it identical with that of Mae
Murrav in the picture. The entire costume,

from shoes

to horns,

was a

Mae Murray costume.
The stage setting was

animated, throwing

sang "O Sole Mlo
the wing.

Imme-

Burford made her

in the back center stage, walkthe steps and giving the Dance
Del Toro assisted by Mr. Fuller representIn the end he carried
ing the Matador.
winch
her from the stage on his shoulder,
gave it a very snappy climax.

appearance
This pen skeUb, drawn by Henry Bonier from 8 Wkbita Studio portrait po*ed by WflCDe BnrfOrd, aolo dancer nt tbn Wicblto Tbenicr tbis
we*k
0:45;. The eh awl 1s a pare Spanish hand work design
owned by Dal*y Denton Millinery, valued nt 5SX>. The Uae Hurray <-ostume ! valued at $."iOO. There will be lonr prologues Saiurday, S:4S

—

4

JO—$:00— O .tZ:
Trices:

'

Kid<lies 10c,

Adulta— Mat.

30c. Nile

DOUBLE-COLUMN

-

i

.

Tax.

theatre publicity
story obtained by Mr. Balsly during
Read the type
the "Fascination" run.
matter to learn of a practicable and
adaptable publicity stunt.

in°-

and dancer in the
theatre prologue for "Fascination," Metro production featuring Mae
Murray, described in a letter from the
prologue producer.

down

The music was compiled and arranged
directed the
bv Arthur J. Babich, who
consisted
Wichita theatre orchestra, which
lhe adof twelve first-class musicians.
of several
vertising campaign consisted
merchant window tie-ups on the best streets
besides
and corner windows of the city,

soloist

think this was due perhaps to the part of
the story and the scene in the last portion.
The prologues, like those used for "Foolish

Wives,"

"Turn

to

the

Missing"
and
were produced by

"Reported
Right,"

myself,

LEE D. BALSLY,
Wichita Theatre, Wichita, Kan.

replica of the

from the booth a ripple water effect on the
lower half and a volcano for the upper half.
This formed the background. Mr. Stanton
Fiedler, tenor soloist,
in a spot thrown from
diately following, Miss

TENOR
Wichita

DEAR MR. BALSLY:
In our opinion your "Fascination" stuff
as you hoped it would be, better than
And
that you used for "Peacock Alley."
that was of the first water.
If you keep
going at the present pace Summer ought to
With "School
hold no terrors for you.
Days," of course, you had the advantage of
a well-known stage performance to work
with, though this shouldn't detract from
credit due you for capitalizing it in such excellent manner.
And among the clippings we find one that
stands way out above the mass of such mais,

The sketch of Miss Burford
terial used.
as impersonating Mae Murray is that one.
The tie-up with local dealers is exceptionally well made, and we take it that the
newspaper shouldered the space expense.

:
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overalls

and

Abilene by the J. C.
Penny store, so I immediately arranged for
a cooperative window. The reading matter
on the white card is as follows
"Pay Day
Shirts and Overalls are as Great a National
Attraction as Charlie Chaplin in 'Pay Day'
shirts

are

solid

in

:

Queen

Monday, Tuesday and
Pay Day Shirts and Overalls
are Sold in 312 Stores Throughout the
United States, Operated by the J. C. Penny
Company."
This window was also very effective and

at the

theatre,

Wednesday.

a big help in selling the picture.

We

opened

to fine business Monday and I feel sure
will hold up through the three-day run.

it

Cordially yours,
R. P.

WHITFIELD,

Queen Theatre, Abilene, Tex.

"Too Much Wife," Realart-Paramount production, R. P. Whitfield, Queen
FOR
theatre, Abilene, Texas, produced the lobby shown above, emphasizing apron and
rolling pin, insignia of domesticity.

That is fine
we've headed

theatre
this

Precedents,"

there

your

letter.

that in

publicity.

reply. "A Pair of
really are more

Showmen

much money through
spiration.

W.

R.

Let's

Although

than
should make

the action of

hear

from

Good

you

its

in-

often.

—

W.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir

Johnson's

office,

of

the

Southern

Enter-

prises, Inc., Dallas.

It is just a single display for a one-day picture. The big rolling
pin and apron are cut from beaverboard
and painted. The wooden rolling pins were
borrowed from a local store.
The photo showing the steers is for "Man
In the
to Man," Harry Carey's picture.

would seem that we should have
had a banner up announcing the name of
the picture and star, but if the photographer
had included our entire front it would be
easily understood as we had three-sheets,
one-sheets and photos from one end of the
photo

it

ance given me by "The Theatre" department. We have two live wires in our ex-

fective.

ploitation

"Is Matrimony a Failuse?" I realize one of my mistakes was in
not displaying the principal members of the
cast, but since there really were not any
big stars, or even one that had starred,
perhaps this was not so great an error, for,
after all, the title of the picture sold it.
Our business was excellent, as good as on
"Fool's Paradise," and that picture certainly made good.
The photo of the "Pay Day" and "Come
On Over" lobby explains itself.
tried
to tie up both the Chaplin two-reeler and
the Goldwyn picture, which we played with
it.
The world with the man on one side
and the girl on the Irish side carried out
the idea of the theme of the feature, while
everything below was for Chaplin.
The
bath tub which we borrowed from a local
plumber looked very well in the lobby with
the ferns in front, and created no end of
comment with the one-sheet cutout of
Chaplin inside. The lettering on the paymaster's shack is too low to be easily read
from the street, but can be read close up.
It
reads, "Overtime "Paid in Silvery Hol-

the photo of

We

The photo of the lobby for "Too Much
Wife" was suggested by the press sheet and
exploitation material from Mr. William

arrives on time.
You will hear from me
as soon as I get located. Many thanks for
your kind letter in recent issue of the
Herald. I enjoy and appreciate the assist-

theatre to the other, besides a twenty-foursheet just around the corner on the side of
the building, so I thought best to save the
expense of a banner.
This cutout front
which my boys made here was very ef-

In

Abilene's Loss Is
Austin's Gain

—

P. S. I have been transferred to the
Majestic theatre, Austin, for the Southern
Enterprises, Inc., effective immediately, and
expect to leave Abilene today if my relief

lers."

Just a word about the window display for
I
noticed one day on the street
Chaplin.
a man wearing "Pay Day" brand overalls
enquiry
disconsiderable
and
after

department in Dallas now, Mr.
William Johnson, regular exploiter for the
Texas territory, and Mr. Lem Stewart, director of exploitation
for all
Southern
Enterprises,

month

is

from Atlanta for a

over

in this territory.

Forgot to mention the Chaplin contest.
up with the Abilene Reporter and put
oyer this old stunt in good shape.
Clippings
from
Sunday paper enclosed.—
I

tied

R. P.

W.
*

DEAR MR. WHITFIELD:
The executive who decides what theatre
you will direct is a very able gentleman. If
our observation point

we gather

that

is

not entirely askew,

you are being sent over the

box

office hurdles to stimulate the chain
revenue evenly, a very worthy work for

which you are excellently

qualified.
As we indicate above, we think Abilene's
loss is Austin's gain, and Abilene's loss is
a big one. And zve look forward to news

of your waking up Austin just as you did
Abilene.

In your present letter we find one misOtherwise it is excellent. The
mis-statement declares that there are two
live wires in the Texas branch at present.
We positwcly know of three.
Best of luck to you in Austin. W. R. W.
statement.

—

That Mail
Again

Man

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir

Am

AY DAY" shirts and overalls served admirably as the basis of a window tie-up
arranged by Mr. Whitfield to advertise '"Pay Day," Charlie Chaplin's First National comedy. This brand is widely sold, making adaptation simple.

'

*•

"p
a

mailing you a photo of a window display of mine in which I exploited two attractions at the same time.
Of course the
two were on the same bill.
For "The Passion Flower" I placed a
cutout of Norma Talmadge at the edge of
a davenport. Also I used a number of stills
on the floor.
For the other attraction, Round Two of
"The Leather Pushers," I built a miniature
boxing ring one foot square, complete in
every detail, even to the electric light suspended above.
Next I took some llxH's from Round
One and cut out some of the figures of the
boxers, made supporting braces for them

July
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and placed them on the
of canvas.

floor,

35

which was

This made an attractor and drew attenIt kept a crowd
tion to the larger display.
constantly in front of the window.
The background was the one for "Mother
O' Mine" with just a large rug covering
the two center sections, thus easily making
a new background. The letters I cut out
of cardboard, then bronzed them and pinned
them onto the rug.
Yes, I think the Hostess idea a good bet
and one that the representative theatre can
use to good advantage.
Just played "The Old Oaken Bucket" to
packed houses after eighteen days of heavy
exploitation. Will mail you photos and fuil
details next week.

Sincerely,

JNO. W. CREAMER,
Strand-Empire theatres, Chillicothe, Mo.
*

DEAR MR. CREAMER:
Our mail man, an experienced fellow and
dependable, must have selected the package
containing your photos to make the exceptional blunder that proves the rule of his
efficiency.
At any rate, we have not received the photograph.
However, your letter makes the construction of the display so clear that any progressive and ingenious showman should experience little difficulty in adopting tlie idea.
And it's a good idea in every sense. It carries our favorite claim that short subjects
should be widely advertised one step further than it is commonly carried. Thanks
for the contribution, and we're mighty
sorry the picture didn't arrive. Let's hope
for better luck on tlie "Old Oaken Bucket"
stuff.
And maybe you'd better enclose them
with your letter next time to make sure of
their arrival
W. R. IV.

—

brilliance,

though

W

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir

W.
Hovburn

Owners of small theatres where financial
means are more limited than those of the
larger theatres need not feel bad when the
theatre across the street installs a large

"Roll

Your Own,"

were.
couldn't see paying several hundred dollars for such a sign and still I wanted one.
I needed one to attract people from across
the street and down the block.
At a cost
of slightly less than five dollars I now have
such a sign that might well be stacked up
against the best of them.
I constructed it out of three-quarter inch
boards. It's shaped up like a box with the
front side open. The inside was lined with
asbestos and wired with a series of lamps.
Grooves carry ordinary window glass which

as

m., I

am

it

I

G.

giving a spe-

Northwestern

these columns has a
University at hand to enter-

this
duplicate the

manner, but every one may
stunt in connection with a

high school or other institution of learning.
That none of them have reported doing so
to date is lamentable, but serves chiefly to
throw into proper relief the merit of your
idea.

The
is

in

publicity value of such an enterprise
itself sufficient justification.

When

any community make

Psychology

111.

Not every reader of
in

in

or break the theatre. When, as arranged
by W. A. Byers, Liberty theatre. Greenwood, S. C, six members of the Children's Welfare and Mother's Club
endorse a photoplay and permit publication of their statements, and the picture
is announced in four Sunday Schools, the
box office success of the feature, in this
case "The Bachelor Daddy," is assured.
Of woman's counter influence when exerted we have censorship in various cities
as an example.

STURDIVANT,

theatre, Evanston,

DEAR MR. STURDIVANT:
tain

Women

The
The women

Regular Patrons

p.

—

We

They Should Become

The program
includes
International
News, Anita Stewart in "The Woman He
Married" and a Torchy comedy, as well as
vocal selections by the students.
Yours very truly,

Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir:

sign.

—

complimentary performance for the
Senior Class of Northwestern University.

THEATRE EDITOR,

also considered that the undergraduates,
in the
theatre radius, should give consistent support to the Hoyburn as a result of the
friendly relationship established, the greater
importance of the undertaking is apparent.
think it's a great idea. W. R. W.
is

and those of the Seniors who remain

cial

Always Best

letter

need not be an

Undoubtedly many who, like yourself,
have wonted such a sign, will find it a simple matter to follow your directions in constructing one.
e are indebted to you for
the pleasure of passing along the idea.
W. R. W.

Tonight, at 11

Originality Is

changeable

this latter

aspect of the creation.

it

J. P. Harris, Arcade, Ft. Myers. Fla.,
used a cooperative double truck and other

exceptional

advertising

for

"The

Good

Provider" and then announced that it
would be exhibited on the "Pay as You
Exit" plan, figuring that the people would
appreciate the trust and would assume
that the picture must be extraordinary to
The picture
warrant the arrangement.
drew an increase approximated at 15 per
That's psychology, by a better
cent.

name

— showmanship.

first gone over with white lead.
Just
before the latter was dry I touched it up
with a piece of cheese cloth and the result
was as near an imitation of frosted glass as
could be desired.
I then stenciled in the letters on the oblong shaped glasses, which measured 12 by
The background was then painted in
6.
with two coats of black paint.
My sign
carries two banks of twelve letters each.
It's a pippin and attracts no little attention.
is

HAROLD

F.

WEXDT,

Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.
*

DEAR MR. WENDT:
Original stuff is always better than the
manufactured product it substitutes for, in
proportion to the cost involved it can be
used until it loses freshness and then discarded without serious loss. Thus changeability compensates for possible lack of

the dominant note in the Queen lobby display for the Universal producto Man," featuring Harry Carey. For details of this and other lobby
displays reproduced read Mr. Whitfield's interesting letter herewith.

ACTION
tion,

is

"Man
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Nanook of

upon its frontal representation for pictures exhibited.
The accompanying illustration showing the front used for

the

North" Is Warm
Weather Picture
nVT ANOOK

of the North," Pathe picgoes to the exhibitor at an
The photographs of
opportune time.
the lobby appearance of the Capitol theatre, New York, during the run of the
picture, show what can be done with it

1N

ture,

"The Prodigal Judge," Vitagraph
is

typical.

Three large heads dominate the front.
In their size, and in the manner of their
placement, they challenge attention. The
copy accompanying them imparts to the
interested observer the selling arguments
advanced.
The principle is sound,
obviously, and may be applied liberally
regardless of existing frontal advertising
policies.

such

1922

Cutouts

Advance
Billing Program

Serve

in

ADVANCE

billing of striking effective-

employed consistently by
Julian Solomon, exploitation manager of
the Haring and Blumenthal interests,
ness

Jersey

exploitation.
It is this sort of pictures that lingers pleasantly in the memory of theatre patrons in the heated
period.
In the Capitol lobby a large collection
of clothing and equipment of the type
used in the North, which is the locale
of the picture was exhibited. In any city
similar materials may be obtained without great difficulty. Many showmen will
see the advisability of preparing, also,
special fronts pictorially suggesting the
frozen North.
Good results should atall

Mounted

8,

feature,

in

tend

July

is

Cutouts are used almost

City.

exclusively

in

this

work and

excellent

results are obtained.

The

shows the advance bill"The Beauty Shop," a Paramount
feature.
The cutouts are mounted in relief.
The general effect is that of a stage,
surmounted by a flat announcement. The
illustration

ing of

structure

is

placed

in

lobby for a
opening day of

the

suitable period before the

the picture.

efforts.

Rothafel Scenic
Display Reflects
Credit

SL.

Canada Showman
Relies Upon Size
As Appeal Factor
sheer magnitude, impressive
BYmensions,
management

di-

the
of the
Empress theatre, Lethbridge, Alberta,
brings the attention of passersby to focus

to

House

ROTHAFEL,

Capitol theatre,
•
New York, signed the still layout on
"My Country," Bruce Scenic distributed
by Educational, which is reproduced herewith. "It is one of the most beautiful
motion pictures I have ever seen. Mr.
Bruce must have been positively inspired
when he made it," says the endorsement
And a good line runs beneath
in part.
the photograph of Mr. Bruce, "The artist
who uses a camera."
That's good advertising of the picture
concerned. Further, it is good advertising
of the Capitol as a progressive theatre
dedicated to the best in pictures. (Scenics
are generally regarded as of that rank,
whether or not they are appreciated.)
More showmen should follow that policy.

Audibility
important that street exploitation
Little of it is.
In Augusta,
Ga., P. J. Miller, Rialto theatre, used a
two-horse float for "Pay Day." A bass
drum and a cowbell were included in the
equipment.
Patrons not only saw the
thing but heard it, which means that
more saw it than would had it been
It

is

be audible.

silent.

The

ear, as well as the eye, gives

access to the brain.

NEWSPICTURES
W

¥1/777/ a view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the
News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established

NEWSFILM
FEATURE
SCORES
—

"The Newspicture Studio The Wide
World," which appeared on this page in
Anniversary Number of
"Exhibitors Herald," has been the sub-

Seventh

the

ject of a host of commendatory letters
received since publicatio^i. Many showmen are using the article for advertising
purposes, as suggested, in house organs
and in newspapers.

Victor M. Shapiro, exploitation manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., writes:
"In your June 24th issue you ran a
most informative article headed 'The
Newspicture Studio— The Wide World.'
We are taking the liberty of sending you
the attached article which appeared in
conjunction with the Pathe News Tenth
Anniversary. In it we believe you may
find some interesting and informative
data which may be useful to readers of
'Newspicrures.'
While essentially an advertisement for
Pathe News, the article referred to contains considerable copy which may be
used for general exploitation of the newspicture. It follows
I am the First.
I am the Fastest.
I am the most Complete.
I

I
I

am
am

the most Dependable.
the Service of the Pathe News.
have told the story of my Achieve-

my

my

my

this

department.

ARE ALWAYS
GOOD PICTURES
and demand have dictated the selection
of these greatest thrills of the age.
I am showing for the first time an
aeroplane looping the loop over the
greatest city in the world. Can you fail
to see it?
I am showing you an aquaplane being
swept through the water by a seaplane
with the rider standing like a charioteer.
Can you miss it?
I am showing you the sea in anger
photographed by a cameraman lashed to
the top-mast of a sailing vessel. Is this

picturesque?
Ten years of experience, and bravery
in the service of The Pathe News have
developed this originality. Will your
patrons get it?
*

*

*

have girdled the world with camera-

men all working in the exclusive interest
The Pathe Xews. Xothing can equal it.
I have trained these men for years in
the taste of the American public. They
know news and they know the import-

of

ance of speed.
I have covered every country in the
world with not one. but with several of
the greatest Knights of the Camera.

They

are working for you.

have

in

the

*

*

*

have given to the public today the
pictured record of the greatest events of
the decade. An education is in it.
I

I

am

*

*

*

screened.

It

is

the American exhibitor is the inspiration
of the service of The Pathe Xews.
Just Ten Years have I lived. Ten Years
I

Ten Years have

been First.

I

Served.
I am not only Ten
am Ten Years Young.

Years Old, but

I

flying aeroplane.

Is this

under the Sun?
I

am showing

*

*

a

man

*

serenely standing

on the wing of an aeroplane flying over
die great City of New York.
Is there
anything more gripping?
Ten years of study of the public taste

—
—
No. 75: King Alexander of Jugo-Slavia Weds
Princess Marie of Roumania — Auto and Train
Collide
X.
Killing One and Injuring Many — Hawaiian Sculptor Completes Bust of
Burbank — Infantry
Pack
Across Panama
—
Denby Arrives
San Diego— Marconi
Xew
York — Porcelain Villa Completed by German
Merchant — Bridgeport, Conn., Man Paoers Wall
with Postage
—

cials.

at Allaire,

J.,

in

Drill

at

in

Xavy

Stamps

Witness

Officials

Helicopter Demonstration at College Park, Md.
Territorial Specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 49: Shriners
Parade in San Francisco Motorboats Race Oft
Milwaukee Marconi in Xew York —Uarl Laemmle Sails for Europe Los Angeles School Has
Xine Sets of Twins
Betty Gulick. Yonngest
Phonograph Artist, Makes First Record Morvich
Defeated at Aqueduct Test American Helicopter
at College Park. Md.
Princess Marie of Roumania Weds King of Serbia Cartoon Territorial

—

—

—
—
—
—

—
—

No.

50:

— Ship

Crop

Electricity

—

to

Pick

Ac—University Unusual
of California
Awards Degree
Mme. Schumann-Heink —
Henry Wilson Assassinated
London—William
Randolph Hearst Returns From Europe— Gomez
Re-elected President of Venezuela—Gulls Devour
Grasshoppers and Protect Utah Farms—Cartoon
—Territorial Specials.
KINOGRAMS No. 2156: Shriners Parade
San Francisco— California Wins
Chicago Track
Meet— Devil Dogs March
Harding
Washington — Samuel Untermyer
Europe —
Filipino Commission Demands Independence —
Curci Interviewed
Minneapolis— Marconi
Xew York—
Louis Kiddies Swarm Swimming Hole— Test Helicopter
College Park, Md.
—-Bunker Hill Anniversary Celebrated
—Warren.
Ohio. Has Champion Horseshoe Pitcher—TerriSpecials.
No. 2157:
Motion Pictures Taken
Czar's
Palace. Petrograd — Ship Crashes Into Bridge
Xewark — Harvard Seniors Hold Open House
Kansas City Stages Rodeo — William Randolph
Hearst Home From Abroad— Mrs. Harding Receives Ladies of Filipino Commission — Russian
Ambassador Leaves U.
—University California Awards Degree
Mme. Schumann-Heink
in

to

Sir

in

in

in

for

at

Sails

for

at

St.

at

torial

in

at

of

S.

—

* FINAL EXTRA
SELZNICK

NEWS

Country Club, L.

Workmen

in

I.,

PATHE NEWS

—

—Oakland
Mexican

— Poverty,

-

stricken Xew York Artist Wins Prix de Rome
Pictures of Lord Xorthcliffe on Recent Visit to

——
—
—
—
—
Xew York—Ku

U. S. Peggy Joyce and Oliver Morosco to Build
Theatres
Whiskaway Wins From Morvich at
Chicago Radioists Listen in on Coast
English Colleges Race on Thames
to Coast Talk
U. S. Officers Witness Helicopter Tests at
Washington Marconi in Wireless Demonstration

Aqueduct

at

Klux Klan

Initiates

Class at

Shawnee, Okla.
Russian Ambassador Leaves U. S.
1051-c:
Italian
Old Grads Romp on Campus
Royalty Witness Manouvers of Armed Forces at
Athens.
Ga..
Berlin
in
Berlin
Irving
Rome
Cows Milked to Music Camera Visit to Heligoland Vassar Girls Roll Hoops Paris Fashions
Bring Back Waist Line Feminine Tennis Play-

—No.
Yale

—

—
—
—
—
ers Wear Masks — California University Gives
Mme. Schumann-Heink Degree— Rare Veil Seen
—
Harding Greets
—

Xew

York
at
Filipinos.

FOX NEWS

Wedding
No. 72:

—

torial Specials.

No.
1050-c:
Girl Caddies
Demonstration

Has

Public

Cotton

DLxie's

Smashes Big Bridge

cident at Keaney. X. J.

to

THE PATHE XEWS

available

something new

—

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers Entertain
Sir Chas. Higham. M. P.— Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont Gives Check in Payment for Woman's Party
Headquarters Secretary of War Attends Graduation Ceremonies of Pennsylvania College Terri-

now.
I am showing stunt pictures such as
have never been recorded. They are the
ultimate in thrills, news, and entertainment.
Ten years of sacrifice in the service of
The Pathe Xews have made this possible.
The best in the world is yours.
I am showing a boxing match staged
high in the air on the wings of an aeroplane. Have you ever heard of it before?
I am showing the hunting of birds and
their capture by human hands from a

—

"

in

I

giving to the public the most re-

ever

— ——
—

Galli

markable combination of the past and
present

—

Specials.
I

Anniversary numbers of
The Pathe Xews. They are yours and
your patrons.
trated

Sacrifice,

—
—

—

have achieved the leadership. I will
maintain the leadership. The success of

Glory,

—

—
——

Success. You know the history I have made.
I have written of the past but to lead
to the present and point to the future. A
great era is dawning upon the world.
Ten years of achievement are concen-

ment,

—

—

NEWSPICTURES

—

tional Exposition of Fine Arts
France Honors
America's Dead English Armv and Xavy in Reunion Amundsen Starts for Xorth Pole— "Xews
Xovelties'"
World's Largest Canvas to be
Brought to V. S. Territorial Specials.
N
73
La
,°_
? Cornerstone of Xew Manhattan
College Building Cyrus Curtis Sails for Europe
Harding Dedicates Battle Monument at Princeton Electric Storm and Gale Sweeps Xew York
Ind ians Perform War Dances for Shriners at
Grand Canyon
Captain Cuttle Wins English
Derby "Xews Xovelties" Territorial Specials.
No. 74:
Floods Imperil Passengers on X. Y.
Express Xew York School Children in Flag Dav
Drill
Views of Leviathan in Course of Reconstruction
Xewsettes"— Pay Tribute to Francis
Scott Key at Baltimore
West Point Graduates
13Play Golf on Beach at Atlantic Citv Police
Dog Demonstration at Detroit Territorial Spe-

Mrs.

Spanish King Opens Xa-

No. 48:

Captain Cuttle

Wins

English Derby Pacific Fleet in Demonstration
Off Los Angeles Gowns 700 Years Old Worn in
Egypt's Xew Ruler Renews
German Festival
Troops Los Angeles Broadcasts Organ Music
Xew Glider Demonstration in France Harding
Dedicates Monument to Battle of Princeton Boy
Scouts of Japan Hold First National Meeting

——

—

Storm

—

Sweeps

— —
Day —

Xew York — Cartoon —Territorial

Specials.

Italy Observes Constitution
No. 49:
Mexican Daredevil Performs in Mexico

—

Russian Ambassador Quits Post

—

Pillory

City

Wins

Belmont Stakes Take Xose Prints of Cattle in
Motorcycle Polo California Game
St- Paul
Denby Visits Panama Canal Harding Honors
Francis Scott Key Flames Sweep Xew York

—

Summer

—

—
—
Resort— Territorial

Specials.

—

Dogs - Art
Xew Device
Harvest Sugar Cane Hillsdale. X. J., Has
San Francisco Golf
Flapper Fire Department
Chamoion 20 Months Old Clinton. Ia.. Man Has
Marconi in Xew
Butterflies
15,000
Collected
Harding Reviews Devil
No. 50
Prize Saves Painter From Poverty
:

——

to

—

— —
Washington — KanCommission
— Filipino
sas City Orphans at Birthday Party— Helicopter
Tested at College Park. Md. — King of Jugo-Slavia
—
York

Weds

in

Princess Marie of

Specials.

Roumania

-

Territorial
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DIGESVPICTURES oftAeWEEK
AT

this season of the year,

doubted

lull

in business,

when

there

is

"A

an un-

the tired theatre

man

has plenty of opportunity to look over the Fall
And the array is

offerings of the various companies.

For instance Associated First National is
planning to issue between sixty and seventy productions during the twelve months beginning next Sepquite alluring.

FOOL THERE WAS"
new

and
various roles.
Estelle Taylor
Theda Bara famous, and is a
Lewis Stone is an acceptable
the screen with

sets

well balanced performance.

(Fox) again reaches

new people enacting the
has the role that made
very attractive "vamp."
Schuyler, giving a very

An

artistic

and well modu-

lated screen play.

tember.

Among

"The Bond Boy" with
Richard Barthelmess starring; "East is West" with
Constance Talmadge; "The Dangerous Age," a John
M. Stahl production; "The Woman Conquers." and
"White Shoulders," both Katherine MacDonald pictures.
Then there is "Hurricane's Gal" with Dorothy
Phillips "Infatuation" and "The Voice from Minaret"
with Norma Talmadge "The Frozen North" with Buster Keaton as well as "The Electric House" and "Day
Dreams." Mack Sennett will present Mabel Normand
in "Suzanna" and Guy Bates Post has "The Masquerader" and "Omar the Tentmaker" completed.
Marshall Neilan's next will be "Her Man" and Hope
Hampton presents "The Light in the Dark."
these

;

;

Paramount's

long

reads like the fiction

plays

list

already

of the big libraries.

list

Here are

:

"Mysteries of India," "Pink Gods," "Burning Sands,"
"To Have and To Hold," "Missing Millions," "Little
Old New York." "Kick In." "The Man Who Saw Tomorrow" and "Anna Ascends."
Among the Universal-Jewel productions announced
"The Storm," with House
for release next season are
:

with Priscilla Dean;
House Peters; "LJnder Two
Flags," with Priscilla Dean "The Kentucky Derby,"
with Reginald Denny "The Flirt," with Helen Jerome
Eddy and Eileen Percy "Trimmed in Scarlet," with
"Oats for the Woman," from a story
Priscilla Dean
by Fannie Hurst, and two pictures by Erich von

"Human

"The Flame

Life,"

of

Hearts," with

;

;

;

;

Stroheim, the
its

first of

which, with Mr. von Stroheim

in

leading role, has already been started.
Metro Pictures corporation offers "The Prisoner

Zenda" with Alice Terry; "Broadway Rose", with
Mae Murray; "The Five Dollar Baby" with Viola
Dana "The Hands of Nara" with Clara Kimball
Young; "Peg o' My Heart" with Laurette Taylor and
"Quincy Adams Sawyer."
Yitagraph, Pathe, Selznick, Goldwyn and Fox have
equally pretentious lists, the Fox list including "Silver
Wings," "Nero," "The Fast Mail," "A Fool There
Was," "Lights of New York," "My Friend the Devil,"
"A Little Child Shall Lead Them" and "The Town
that God Forgot."— J. R. M.
of

;

(Vitagraph)

is

one of

the best productions given Corinne Griffith as a starring
vehicle.
It is a society drama with a different twist
and reaches a very high standard of excellence. It
should prove a good drawing card and will bear extra

exploitation.

NEW

YORK" (Paramount) is a
though smooth running melodrama of familiar
type.
It is frankly sentimental romance devoid of intent to convey a complex social problem and serves
fairly well as a vehicle for the pretty and talented
"THE TOP OF

slight,

May McAvoy.

The

picture

was

directed

by the

late

William D. Taylor.

completed

"The Dictator."
a few of the first six months' pictures
"The Young Diana," "If You Believe It, It's So,"
"The Bonded Woman," "Top of New York," "Her
Gilded Cage," "Nice People," "Blood and Sand," "The
Siren Call," "Manslaughter," "While Satan Sleeps,"

Peters;

"DIVORCE COUPONS"

find:

toe

"A

WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE"

(Selz-

nick) adapted from Oscar Wilde's popular stage play,

an exceedingly strong drama of the betrayed woman
It is very well acted by an entire English company, and well directed by Denison Clift.
Unusual
artistry is displayed in bringing out the high spots of
the drama.
is

type.

"TRIMMED"

dough
town and turns the
tables on a lot of crooked politicians and bootleggers.
Ed (Hoot) Gibson is the star and Patsy Ruth Miller
furnishes the love interest. Very pleasing though light

"boy wdio

is

(Universal)

is

the story of a

elected sheriff of his

stuff.

"THE HALF BREED" (First National) an
adapted Oliver Morosco stage success affords good entertainment though it suffers by comparison with many
other screen plays, written along similar lines. The
early footage is without grip or punch, and the love
interest not well worked up. However there is a thrill
at the finish that is worth the money.

"HER NIGHT OF NIGHTS"

(Universal)

pre-

model who assists her
employers in entertaining out of town guests. An acceptable light comedy-drama, adapted from a "Snappy
Stories" tale. Hobart Henley directed and made a fair
sents Marie Prevost as a cloak

job of

work

it.

He

is

used to having better material to

with.

"UP IN THE AIR ABOUT MARY"
comedy-drama with

(Pathe).

A

a dash of slapstick, inconsequential

as to story, but forming as a whole a light and pleasing

program entertainment

in five reels.

SPECIAL CAST IN

keeps him on the roof of the tenement as
as possible.
There he meets the
daughter of an artist who has built

much

A FOOL THERE WAS

little

bungalow on the roof of a nearby
apartment house.
Gray becomes interested in Hilda on account of her devotion
to her brother.
In the toy store Hilda
is dressed in fancy costumes and acts the
part of an animated doll. The proprietor
of the store is attracted by her beauty,
and after a number of advances, asks her
what she desires for a Christmas presa

(FOX)
A new and modern version of Porter Emerson Browne's story and
play, inspired by Kipling's poem
"The Vampire."
Artistic
and
successful attempt to

drama and present
refreshing form.

good and

is

lavish

Emmet

it

it

revive
in

old,

new and

entire cast
has been given a

she

chooses an expensive fur coat.

production.
Directed by
Eight parts.
J. Flynn.

plans

of the

famous play.

The story concerns Schuyler, head of a
New York concern, happily mar-

large

He

sent on an important mission
to Russia to secure contracts for his
firm.
On board ship he learns of the suicide of a college boy over a famous
beauty, sailing on the same boat
She soon
ried.

is

makes his acquaintance, and in London
they renew their friendship.
He visits
her at Lake Como, then they go to
Vienna, and finally return to New York,
where he establishes himself in a separate
home. He is persuaded to return to his
wife and child and is about to do so when
the lady arrives and he falls again.
She
leaves him finally "a thing more dead
than alive," broken in health and spirit.
Irene Rich lends conviction to the role
of

the

wife;

Mahlon

Hamilton

was

capable as the friend; Wallace McDonald
appears briefly as the college boy, who
does a spectacular suicide from a yard
arm; William V. Mong is Boggs, the
butler; Harry Lonsdale is the secretary,
and Muriel Frances Dana a cute and win-

some

child.

enough

This she

money

HOOT GIBSON

to

get

IN

TRIMME'D
"A

Estelle Taylor and Lewis Stone in

tion

The picture will advertise itself and
people will want to see this new version

for

sell

her to be his wife.

it.

it is a much better producthan the former film, showing the
advance made in sets and lighting effects,
and the acting throughout is well modulated and more convincing. There is less
of the vampire's fawning over her victim
in the present version and few if any
really objectionable scenes.
Lewis Stone makes a very capable
Schuyler and his transition from a cleancut, successful business man to a brokendown, weak, nervous wreck, is very
realistic.
To Estelle Taylor, however,
goes the honors of the piece. Here is a
new vampire, indeed.
She is always
alluring and just can't make her eyes behave, and although it is difficult to believe
she has been the cause of the downfall of
the old white-haired man who opens her
taxi door, and Rogers and others, she
seems so young, her complete mastery
over Schuyler is easy to understand.

Artistically

to

the brother treatment at a sanitarium, and
then commit suicide rather than yield to
the wicked employer.
The artist finds
her on the roof in time to prevent the suicide, chastises the man who was trying
to lead her from the path of virtue, and
everything ends happily by him asking

Just why William Fox decided to make
another 'A Fool There Was" when he
already had one in his vaults, and one
which had met with unmeasured success
and played almost every theatre in
America, many of them several times, it
is hard to say.
But nevertheless he has
made another, and while it does not boast
the world's greatest "vamp," Theda Bara,
it
has many other things to recom-

mend

With a full realization of the price
would be expected to pay, Hilda

ent.

The

Was"

(Fox)

MAY McAVOY

IN

TOP OF NEW YORK
(PARAMOUNT)
a smooth running melodrama of the familiar type with
plenty of pathos intermingled
with a lot of good clean comedy.

This

is

Should go well where
of picture

Wm.

is

of

this type
Directed by
Five reels.

liked.

D. Taylor.

"The Top

New

York,"

frankly sentimental romance,

is

while a
devoid of

a complex social mesthat reason alone divertingly entertaining. This picture, the last
one directed by William D. Taylor, is a
reversion to the old style of melodrama,
which shows the poor but honest work-

convey

intent to
sage,

and

for

ing girl struggling against the machinations of her rich employer, resisting the
temptations of proffered luxury and
steadfastly refusing to pay the price.
As picture stories go now it is not of
that kind that is usually termed elevating,
but Miss McAvoy, by her beauty, fascination and histrionic ability, lifts her
commonplace role to a high plane. As
Hilda O'Shaughnessey, the poor tenegirl upon whose youthful shoulders
the care of an invalid brother, Miss

ment
is

McAvoy

always charming and convincpart is given over to
Carrie Clark Ward, who as Mrs. Brady,
The remainder
does her work cleverly.
of the cast is good, as is everything else
in the presentation even if all do not find
ing.

is

The comedy

this particular class of story agreeable.
Hilda and her invalid brother are battling for everyday existence in a tenement, with the jirl clerking in the toy
department of a store, and forlornly hop-

make enough money to send the
invalid to a sanitarium.
In the hope of benefitting him she

ing to

(UNIVERSAL)

Fool There

Very pleasing little Western romance with Gibson in a somewhat different role.
Plenty of
comedy, plenty of action and some
thrills.
Of its type this film can
be recommended highly. Directed
by Harry Pollard from a story by
Hasburg Liebe. Five reels.
Those who like thrills, plenty of action,
good clean fun and a love romance will
find it in "Trimmed," Ed (Hoot) Gibson's latest Universal five-reeler.
There
is
ample audience appeal and Gibson
contrives to get a certain amount of personality and good acting into his role.
The film suffers from too much padding
in the early footage, but after this is once
past, the changing situations and rapidity

of action hold your attention to the

finish.

A splendid cast appears in the star's
support and the camera work is wonderfully clear and distinct.
Fred Kohler,
Otto Hoffman, Alfred Hollingsworth and
Patsy Ruth Miller have the principal
roles opposite the star.
Dale Garland returns from Europe in
his A. E. F. outfit, a hero.
The town
band is at the station to meet him, but
he disembarks at a town up the line and
while riding home on a borrowed horse
stops to enjoy some wild honey he finds
in a tree.
A stray bear trees him and
chases him into his home town.
The
local sheriff

is

up for re-election and Dale

runs against him, backed by crooked poliHe then turns
ticians and is elected.
tables on
stirring fight

and in a
up and
locks them in jail. Of course he wins the
hand of the former sheriff's daughter and
the

the

politicians

rounds them

the story ends with

all

wedding

bells.
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SPECIAL CAST IN

UP

THE AIR

IN

shadows as usual. The scene where
Bevan attempts to burst into the room
where his wife and the villain are fighting, is a good travesty on the oft-repeated
locked-door melodrama stuff. Then there
the

ABOUT MARY
(PATHE)

Teddy, helping with the family wash,
and three intelligent and well-managed
is

Five reels of comedy-drama, with a
dash of slapstick, inconsequential
as to story, but forming as a whole
a light and pleasing program entertainment. Unusually fine photography abounds and there are

who
The fun
and the comedy
youngsters
chief.

is
is

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE HALF BREED

several situations of rather certain

mirth-provoking qualities.
Story
and direction by William Watson.

all sorts of miskept at a good pace
clean throughout.

get into

(FIRST NATIONAL)
Adapted from Oliver Morosco's
stage success this melodrama afentertainment.
The
appeal is more or less pronounced and there is a good thrill
near the end where the cattle
stampede and the hero escapes
across the border with the girl.
Adapted and directed by Charles
A. Taylor.
Six parts.
fords

Moore and Louise Lorraine in "Up
Air About Mary" (Pathe)

in

the

Many pretty shots in the country and
along the seashore make "Up in the Air
About Mary" the type of photoplay that
is most welcome during the hot period.
The story itself is not especially new and
is more a combination of incidents of the
comedy type that at intervals borders on
The

the slap-stick.

picture

moves

and the comedy theme renders

it

swiftly
a num-

ber of pleasing phases.
The photography stands out conspicuously embracing a number of unique
shots.

In the cast are Joe Moore, Louise Lor-

Robert Anderson and Laura LaRobert Anderson does fine work
in the novel role of Algernon Emptihead, a suitor sponsored by the parents
raine,

vernie.

of a self-willed

girl.

The story opens at Secor Villa where
Moore, as a farm hand, is spending his
vacation. Miss Lorraine, having escaped
marriage to the unwelcome suitor by
leaping out of the
bridal guests waited,
ist

arrival.

window while
is

the
another vacation-

The two enjoy themselves

about the farm washing pigs, sewing
pants for little chickens who perform
queer antics when so garbed, and until
the irate parents and the jilted suitor
arrive they have a good time at the seashore.
Moore then follows the girl and rescues her from a framed-up kidnapping
but fails to receive due credit when Algernon swings a chair off his head and
makes the girl believe that he rescued
her.
Out of gratitude she consents to
marry him but as the knot is about to

be tied Moore sweeps down in an airplane and carries her off. It is then revealed that he is quite wealthy whereupon Mamma professes that she always
did favor him as a son-in-law.

BILLY BEVAN IN

"OH!

DADDY"

(FIRST NATIONAL)
This comedy follows closely the formula of several other Mack Sennett ribticklers, with Billy Bevan and Mildred

June the center of attraction.

Billy

is

the successful suitor for Mildred's hand
and there is the wicked villain lurking in

The fact that there have been so many
screen plays along the same lines as "The
Half Breed" of late years, is going to
detract from the interest this former stage
success might have otherwise created. It
is very well acted by a typical Morosco
cast, including Wheeler Oakman, as the
lead; Ann May as Doll Pardeau; Mary
Anderson as Evelyn Huntington; Hugh

Thompson

in the role of Ross Kennion;
King Evers as Dick Kennion; Joseph
Dowling as Judge Huntington; Lew
Harvey as The Snake; Nick DeRuiz as
Juan Del Rey; Eugenie Gilbert in the
role of Marianne and Carl Stockdale as
John Spavinaw.

The

difficulty

about

filming

a

play

which depended almost entirely upon
mental struggle and well written dialogue
was here experienced by Director Taylor.
The picture apparently has been
assembled from vast footage and the
early part is like a rambling series of
all connected, but without grip
or real punch.
The stampede and the
hero's rescue of Doll by the timely ar-

episodes,

rival of a freight train which
his pursuers, are well handled

cuts

and

off

fur-

nish plenty of thrills, but for the most
part the triangle love affair and other
situations are familiar stuff to most picture patrons. The shifting from one girl
to the other is not convincing nor are
most of the love scenes.
Delmar Spavinaw is in love with
Evelyn Huntington, but the girl's father
is opposed to the match because he is
Evelyn's other suitor is
a half breed.
Ross Kennion, a widower with one child,
and owner of a tract of land which

Spavinaw insists belongs to his Indian
mother. Evelyn is sent to school. To
Doll Pardeau she confides her fascination for the half breed.
At vacation
time they go to the Huntington estate
come
and where,
where Kennion has also

1922

8,

Kennion's hut he finds Evelyn there and
decides to run with her over the border,
too.
The arrival of the sheriff prevents
him and he is forced into flight. Hard
pressed he meets Doll Pardeau lost in
the ranges. She binds his wounds and
together they ride for the border. Meanwhile the rustlers have stolen the cattle,
but in the fight there has been a stamPursued by the sheriff and his
pede.
posse, imperilled on the other side by
cattle, man and girl ride
just as their flight seems
hopeless a freight train comes up, leaving cattle and sheriff's posse on the
other side as the train winds slowly
past while they seek safety over the

the

plunging

for

life;

and

border.

MARIE PREVOST IN

fair

human

Joe

July

HER NIGHT
OF NIGHTS
(UNIVERSAL)

An

acceptable light comedy-drama.
Adapted from a "Snappy Stories
Magazine" story with the coquettish Miss Prevost carrying off the
honors and helping in no small
measure to make the picture
bright and likeable. Directed by

Hobart Henley. Five
In

parts.

rather thin story, not
greatly distinguished by new situations or
action, "Her Night of Nights" is far
superior to several of this little star's previous vehicles. Interest is kept centered
on Miss Prevost and though the first
part is conventional it leads one to expect
better things later on. Unfortunately, the
plot is an old one and the picture's chief
appeal is the heroine, her pretty clothes
and the very excellent supporting cast.
As light comedy-drama it is entertaining,
There is
but don't promise too much.
plenty of opportunity to tie up with local
merchants displaying pretty gowns and
a fashion show could be staged with it,
if this has not been overdone.
Molly May Mahone is a cloak model
for Bradley & Co., and assists the firm
after hours by entertaining out-of-town
customers with Bradley, Jr. She meets
a country bumpkin one day and befriends
him, much to young Bradley's disgust.
spite

of

a

They become engaged and plan upon
buying a bungalow, but on the day she is
meet Jerry Trimble, her sweetheart, he
is detained at the office and she spends

to

her savings for a fur piece. They quarrel
and that night she agrees to go out with
young Bradley for a night of gayety.
Young Bradley's wife, however, attends
the same party and destroys Molly May's
dress and she is glad to return to the protecting arms of Jerry, while the Bradleys
tear up the summons Jerry has served in
their divorce proceedings and are reunited.

Spavinaw follows. He presses his
on Evelyn, and arranges an elopment, but Doll, knowing that her friend

too,
suit

really loves Kennion, insists that the girl
cancel the arrangement.
When Judge Huntington at open-air
court eventualy decides to evict the
squaw, the Indian blood comes uppermost in the half breed. With Juan Del
Rey, a cattle rustler, he plans a triple

vengeance. Through an ambuscade Kennion is wounded and relieved of the
paper which gives him title to the land.
These are turned over to Spavinaw, who
orders a raid on Huntington's cattle that
night, while he himself goes to kidnap
On arrival at
Reunion's young son.

Marie

Prevost

in a scene from "Her
Nights" (Universal)

Night

of

July
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CORINNE GRIFFITH IN

DIVORCE COUPONS
(VITAGRAPH)
One of the best productions given
this popular and pretty star.

A

drama with a

society

little differ-

ent twist.
reaches a high
It
standard of cleverness throughout
in plot construction, artistic settings and consistent acting. Directed by Webster Campbell. Six

parts.

Coupons" should prove a
good drawing card. It has many of the
"Divorce

—

elements of success a pretty heroine, a
pleasing love story, unusual settings and
puzzling,
a
though perfectly logical
murder mystery. Director Campbell has
deftly established the proper atmosphere
in the early footage, there is good character drawing and there is much artistic
photography.
The workmanlike quality
of the production should put it over with
most audiences.
The story concerns a poor girl in a
small town who wearies of life in humble
quarters.
Linda Catherton, thereupon,
sells the family heirlooms to buy clothes
tor Teddy Beaudine's wedding.
There
she meets Roland
Bland, notoriously
known as "the universal co-respondent."
She disregards the advice of friends and
marries him for she longs for pretty
things and money, believing she will be
able to get a divorce in a year and live
on the alimony.
However, Bland falls
madly in love with her and she learns
that she cannot live without him.
Conrad Fontaine, Bland's friend, attempts

borrow money from Bland and when
he cannot persuade him to loan it
through LindVs interference, he sends
Bland a letter written to Teddy by Linda
to

before her marriage.
It almost disrupts
the household until Bland discovers Fontaine's object then he threatens to kill him.
Fontaine is found dead by Linda, when
she goes to warn him of Bland's threat.
She thinks her husband killed him and
assumes the guilt. However, a confession from another woman who actually
killed him saves the happy couple.

Miss

Griffith

wears

many

startling

gowns and

is a very appealing and sincere
throughout.
The acting is
good all around. Holmes Herbert made
a manly and convincing Poland Bland;
Mona Lisa gave a carefully balanced performance as Ishtar Lane; Diana Allen
was pleasing as Teddy Beaudine and
Cyril Ring natural as Conrad.
A small
role, Buddy, was assigned
to Vincent
Coleman, which he played well.

character

Mary Anderson and Hugh Thompson in
Half Breed," a new
As

a novel and a stage play it gave the
English quite a shock, no doubt, due
more to Wilde's satirical defense of an
unmarried mother. Few of the author's
epigrams have been used in the present
version, which is well, as it would be difficut to convey the atmosphere that Oscar
Wilde managed to weave about the most

commonplace of tales.
The best acting is contributed by Fay
Compton, in the role of Rachael, the unmarried

mother.
Milton Rosmer, another capable player, is George Harford.
M. Gray Murray is Sir Thomas Harford;
Hetta Bartlett appears as Lady Cecelia
and Gwen Carton as Elsie Farquhar.
Daisy Campbell is Lady Hunstanton:
Lillian Walker, Hester Worsley, and Ward
McAllister appears as Rachael's son, Gerald
Arbuthnot. Denison Clift directed.
Rachael falls in love with George Harford, is betrayed and abandoned.
She
lives under an assumed name with her
son. who grows to manhood.
Years
later she meets Harford, who is in a pos'tion to help her son.
Because of his
admiration for the boy he offers her marriage but she spurns him.
The boy,
learning of the tragedy of her life, refuses the commission and stands by his
mother.

BUSTER KEATON IN
SPECIAL CAST IN

A WOMAN OF
NO IMPORTANCE
(SELZNICK)

An

strong drama of
the society type, adapted from
Oscar Wilde's play and novel,
and well acted by an entire English cast. Production shows careful thought and artistry in handling delicate scenes. Not a play
for children. Five reels.

exceedingly

Selznick

Woman

has

a

good

bet

in

"The

No

Importance." It is one of
the best produced English plays that has
thus far reached this country, and while
it

treats of a

race
it

of

is

— the

theme as old

as the

human

betrayal of an innocent girl
in a manner that commands
and does not give offense.

handled

one's attention

RELATIONS
(FIRST NATIONAL)
This latest Buster Keaton comedy kept
the Chicago theatre audiences rocking in
their seats with laughter for one solid
week. The situations are well conceived
and logically worked out. The contrast
between the size of the comedian and the
half dozen others in the cast each weighing over 200 pounds, furnishes a laugh at
the start. Buster is the victim of an unwelcome and misunderstood wedding; he
is taken home by the bride and for a considerable time treated rather rough by
her knock-about father and five tough
Then a letter is found on
brothers.
Buster's person and thinking he is about
to inherit $100,000 they change their tactics, move to a better home and look up
their

sister's

husband.

When

found, however, that the letter

it

is

was ad-

Production "The

dressed to someone else, their visions of
Keaton
wealth vanish as does Buster.
manages to space the laughs so well
through this two reeler, the interest never
for a moment.
One of the best
Keaton comedies thus far produced.

lags

Bussey,

la.

— C.

Baltzby,

S.

of

the

Unique theatre, has purchased a building
which he will remodel into a motion picture theatre.

WRAY PHYSIOC
WRAYPHYSIOCPROD.,
8 W. 47th Street

Inc.

NEW YORK CITY
1907
A

MY WIFE'S

to

a scene from the Morosco
First National picture.

Partial

-

-

List

of

Past

1922
Productions:

Hearts of Oak

The Better Way
The Dividing Line
The Grip of Jealousy
The Black Opal
The Open Road
Born Again
Serge Panine

The

Spirit of Jealousy

Hearts of Gold

The Way Back
The Fleur-de-lis Ring
His Mother's Home
Her Slumbering Conscience
The Deacon's Son

—
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Exploitation Angles
Of Picture Praised
R-C

Possibilities
New York Showing
of Film

to Prove
in

The biggest

picture is not big without
The best exploitation is
nothing without the picture behind it.
You must have a combination of the two.
Exploitation is not a panacea for all ills
of the motion picture industry. Exploitation temporarily will bolster up a poor
picture but the reaction is inevitable.
These are the opinions of Nat G. Rothadvertising and exploitation distein,
rector for R-C Pictures, who announces a
comprehensive campaign for the company's new special, "In the Name of the
Law," which opens at the George M.
Cohan theatre in New York on July 9.
He says:
exploitation.

Endowed with

William Fox Selects
Ann Forrest for Role
In "If Winter Comes"
Ann Forrest has gone to England
where she will play a principal role in
the
William Fox production of "If
Winter
Comes,"

which w

i 1 1

b

e

made

under the
supervision
o f
Harry Millarde.

Another
role

Marm

known

stage

and screen star.
Mr. Fox will disc

u

s s

plans

Qualities

Ann

production

with

the

author of the
opus before a
single scene is

Forrest

"There have not been many occasions
in all my history that I have found this
•celluloid marvel
a picture that is abso-

teriors will be taken in

lutely certain of giving entertainment
that can be exploited without limit.
And I can say honestly and with the fullest conviction that no picture has been
as richly endowed with these two qualities
as 'In the Name of the Law,' the Emory

Pyramid Finishes
Third Production

—

and

Johnson production.
"I've been in this business long enough
know that no one is going to take a
man's word for such a statement without
proof. R-C is going to give you proof
such overpowering proof that there will
not be a shadow of doubt in the mind
that 'In the Name of the Law' is the bigare going to
gest winner of the year.
show the industry during this month's
run of this police drama in New York,
that here, in a city entirely unreceptive
to exploitation, there can be staged a
campaign so broad and comprehensive
that it will exceed anything ever before
.attempted in the metropolis.

shot.

Campaign

"We

Comprehensive
have huge stands in the most

will

Is

sought-after advertising spots in the enworld.
will have banners and
placards in places that have not carried
a line of advertising material since the
Red Cross drives during the war.
will have street stunts for Broadway;
window displays throughout the city.
Those who motor, trolley or walk will
find the words 'In the Name of the Law'
before their eyes continually."

We

tire

We

Clark-Cornelius Obtains
Three New Productions

ex-

"Queen

Moulin Rouge"

of the

Is for Distribution by-

American Releasing
"The Queen

from Pyramid

Pictures,

through American
Releasing Corporation will be ready for
publication shortly, according to A. N.
Smallwood, general production manager
of Pyramid.
Inc.,

for

distribution

Called a Special

The

picture

This picture
this

star.

comedy drama

in

five

The other two pictures are of the Western type and bear the titles of "The Thoroughbred" and "The Crimson Clue."
In
"both of these productions there are prominent players including Miss Sedgwick and
Jack Richardson.

Binney in

Clift Picture

Constance Binney has gone to England to
appear in Denison Clift's production of the
Clemence Dane play, "A Bill of Divorcement."

Universal Appeal

a picture that carries a
that will strike the innermost lining of every soul," Sol Lesser declares.
"It will please every class and
is considered as Jackie Coogan's finest
Managers of theatres in
screen effort.
Chicago, Indianapolis, New York, Brooklyn, Newark, Louisville, Portland, Seattle,
is

human touch

San Francisco and many other

cities have
telegraphed how delighted they were
with the offering and further stating how
excellent business was."

Distribution

Within the next ten days arrangements
will have been made by Lesser for national distribution of the "Trouble" production as only a limited number of cities
were given the June bookings.
Arrangements are now under way for
the publication dates of England, France,
and other foreign countries.

Lichtman Tours Country
Enroute to West Coast;
Will View New Picture
Al Lichtman, whose firm will distribute
"Rich Men's Wives," is on an extended
tour of the country with the coast as his
ultimate objective, where he will confer
with his partner, B. P. Schulberg, who

will

studio.

Harmon

in

Cast

The

cast includes Henry Harmon, Joseph Striker, Martha Mansfield, Fred
Jones,
Blake, Mario Carillo and
Jules Cowles.

Tom

in

charge of

all

production activities for

the Al Lichtman Corporation and Preferred Pictures.
By the time Mr. Lichtman arrives on
the coast the first production scheduled
for publication through the new company will be nearing completion and he
its

have an opportunity to see some of

most

effective scenes.

Use Eastman Color Film
In Hampton Production
Hope Hampton,

First

National

star,

engaged in filming retakes at the Paragon studio, Fort Lee, for her forthcomis

ing production, "The Light in the Dark,"
from the novel by William Dudley Pelley, which is scheduled for fall publication.

This

picture contains
color film.

a

reel

in

Eastman Kodak
A.nd

They Say

No

the English

Sense of

Have

Humor

(Continued from page 28)

is

land.

Has
" 'Trouble'

The plot of the picture is said to lead
the character through a series of highly
dramatic situations, laid against such picturesque backgrounds as are provided by
the splendors of the Moulin Rouge itself,
the contrasting atmosphere of the Cafe
des Innocents, the quaint and twisting
streets of the Montmartre district and
the intimate asmosphere of a Parisian

reels.

the first of a series with
It was directed by Alan Cros-

Coogan production,

which has played many of
the larger cities throughout the country,
is meeting with much success, according
to advices from the Coogan organization.

is

to the Clark-Cornelius list of publications.
features will be placed on the state
right market on the franchise plan inaugurated by S. J. Rollo, general manager.
The first production of these three is "The
Snitching Hour," starring Arthur Hous-

a

latest Jackie

in

"Trouble,"

is considered by those concerned in its production as a special in
every sense of the word. It is based on
Paul M. Potter's play.

These

is

The

Coogan Film
Near Future

of the Moulin Rouge," the

third production

Three new productions have been added

man and

for

To Have Wide

to

We

All

England.

1922
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"Trouble" Meeting
With Great Favor
National Publication Set

will

trayed

well

major

be porby Percy
o n t, the

July

And they left the Lord Nozoo to
27.
his own thoughts which were giving him
a pain
or so it seemed to me.
28.
Yet do I greatly fear that ere long
the Lord Nozoo will Gettittin Theneck
with a helluva Biff and will desire exceedingly that he had never been born.
29.
For if a man hold out his Hedd and
desire all who pass by to Wallopitt Gudden
Ard there be few who will refuse to

—

pleasure him.
."SO.
Nor can

any man hide the Truth
For
nor cover her Nakedness for long.
if

he try then shall the last state of that
be worse than the first.

man

Melford to Begin Picture
George Melford

will start his

new

pro-

duction for Paramount, "Ebb Tide,"
about the third of July.
It is a screen
version
of
Robert Louis Stevenson's
novel, in which Lila Lee, James Kirkwood, Raymond Hatton, George Fawcett,
Noah Beery, Jacqueline Logan and others
will appear.

Make Gold Mining Scenes
Jack Conway has taken William BerBoyd Irwin and Jack Curtis to the
Mojave desert for gold mining scenes of
the Universal-Jewel all-star special production, "The Long Chance." It is from
Peter B. Kyne's story.

tram,

HaVeV/OU said

"if 1 could get
I can get the crowds?"

Here

is

THE

THE PICTURE

picture/

REVILLON FRERES
presents

OF THE
Produced by
ROBERT

SUCH
time.

J.

FLAHERTY F.R.G.S.

a picture
It is

comes once

in a life-

just such a picture as

you have been looking

for during

the dull days of the past twelve months.

You know

that

if

you've got the picture

you can get the crowds.
Your chief worry has been
tures are so scarce.

that big pic-

Here

is

as big a

picture as this business has ever seen,
different, absolutely different

from any

other ever made.

It's

a picture that

offers

immense

opportunities for exploitation.

Pafheoicture

VKZXL lX. xv

xV

w

*T

sA. ya. y$c

Q/ou must

see

it

to realize its strength,
its

beauty

Vanook^north,
ONCE
"Why

in

moon

blue

a

there

comes

that

makes you say

some one done

hasn't

something

picture

a

like that

before?"

There are thousands of
ures that are alike

feat-

every-

in

thing except cast.

Here's a picture unlike anything you ever saw, taken in a

country where no motion picture camera ever

It

went before.

has the most real
the

interest;

most

thrills. Its interest

For six
a

reels

mighty

it

unusual

never

flags.

holds you with

grip.

Audience value?
of

human

It's

just full

it.

Book

it for

buy of

the best picture

this

and many

months !

—

Pafhepicture^
-fijj-

July
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O. to Issue

F. B.

Walker Production
"My Dad"

Completed by Star;

Make

Will

Series of

Features for

R-C

Johnnie Walker, one of the featured
players in the big police picture, "In the

Name

of

Law,"

the

will

be seen

in

a

Universal

future

will

be

"I firmly believe the sooner

we

serials

ertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, has
acquired for publication sometime in

the story," said Mr.

picture has been titled

and

Dad,"

features

"My

Walker and Ruth

Clifford.

Directed by Smith

"My Dad"

affords the popular

young

who

rose to fame in "Over the
Hill" a new type of role. Xo picture in
which Walker has hitherto appeared,
states R-C has given him a part calling

player

for such virile action.
It may be briefly
described as a heart interest story, rich
in action and moving against a colorful

background.

The

was directed by Clifford
Smith, and will be issued by the Film
Booking Offices with a complete exploitation

picture

campaign.
Series Is Planned

"My Dad"

the new R-C star exhibits a screen personality of the strongest type and one which, it is declared, will
make him as popular with the men as
with the feminine element of the audience.
Walker has just reached the R-C
Studios in California, where he will start
production in the near future on a series
of pictures for publication through the

In

Film Booking Offices.

Reports from United Studios at Los
Angeles state that Richard Walton Tully's
production of Guy Bates Post in "Omar
the Tentmaker," will be one of the most

based.

our
to

strictly

chapter-plays

pretentious ever offered on the screen.
Omar the Tentmaker" will be Mr. Tul-

conform

"

second production for First National
the first being Guy Bates
Post in "The Masquerader."

the unpadded value of

Laemmle

ly's

publication,

be-

fore sailing for Europe, "the better
it will be for the industry in general Years and years of experiment have convinced the magazines
that serial stories running longer
installments
are
not
than
six
wanted. They lose their force. The
same is true of chapter-plays."

Called Colorful

Drama

In arranging for the making of "Omar
the Tentmaker" Mr. Tully has spared
neither time nor expense, it is declared.
Every detail has been carefully worked
out for making the colorful Persian

Benefits to the theatre with the
unpadded serial are also pointed out

by Laemmle.

Cosmopolitan Ready to
Start New Production
Jack Boyle and John Lynch have finwork on the continuity of "The
Face in the Fog," Boyle's story which
Cosmopolitan Productions will make into
Working with the two
a feature film.
authors is Alan Crosland, who will direct
ished

the picture.

Alma Rubens has been engaged
play the leading feminine role.

Cast
Guy

the Tentmaker"

Completed; Stars
Bates Post

proved advertising material, employment of noted writers and feature stars are factors upon which

make

The

"Omar

elimination of padding, im-

drama of the northwest, which Film
Booking Offices, the newly named Rob-

July.

Tully Production to
Be Pretentious Film

Don't Pad Serials
Laemmle Orders
The

43

to

drama a masterpiece of entertainment and
historic precision.
Nigel de Brulier. has been chosen to
portray Nizan. the friend of Omar. Rose.
Dione will be the Shah's mother. Douglas Gerrard, well known director and actor, will have the role of Hassan, the
villain.
Evelyn Selbie plays another important character role, that of Zarah.
Boris Karloff will be the Iman Mowaffak, the role of the wise and aged teacher
Patsy Ruth Miller will be
of the hero.
This role will mark her
Little Shireen.
characterization in other than American type. Will Jim Hatton plays Little
first

Mahruss.

James Young Directing
As has already been announced

the
of Shireen, the lead opposite Guy
Bates Post, will be played by Virginia
Brown Faire. James Young is directing

role

New Film by Pyramid
Work

will be started soon on the fourth
production of Pyramid Pictures. Inc., enRay C.
titled "When the Desert Calls."

Smallwood

will

direct

it.

which

being
Wilfred
Buckland is art director and Georges Benoit is cinematographer.
this

production

Tully

made

at

United

the

is

Studios;

Success Marks Premiere

Of "The Innocent Cheat"
At B. S. Moss' Theatre
The Arrow special, "The Innocent
Cheat" was given its premier presentaat B. S. Moss' Broadway theatre.

tion

Broadway and

41st

street,

New York

on June 19 and. according to Arrow,
met with enthusiastic reception from
press and public.
A campaign consisting of an extensive
use of a novelty mailing card supplied by
Arrow formed the basis of a big exploitation campaign.
One was a reproduction
of a playing card imprinted with the
name and date of the theatre. The other
was the
two-women-in-one
novelty
folder and both of these attracted a great
deal of attention.
A baby carriage was
also used on the cover of which was
painted a huge question mark. On both
sides and the front of this carried was
lettered the name of the attraction and
the theatre, and a heavily-veiled, welldressed woman was engaged to wheel
the baby carriage from the theatre up
one side of Broadway and down the

city,

other.

Seen

M. C. Levee is president.
The Talmadge girls are hard

at

work

with their respective units. Norma Talmadge is making "The Voice From the
Minaret," from Robert Hichens' story.
Frank Lloyd is directing Miss Talmadge.
Constance Talmadge is doing "East Is
West," with Sidney Franklin directing.

New Coogan

Film Soon

Definite announcement of Jackie Coogan's
next starring vehicle at United will be made
soon.
Jack Ccogan, Sr.. the star's father,
has written the story. and h. e a nd Sol Lesser are working on the continuity-.
Richard Walton Tully is well under way
with his production for First National of
.

"Omar
Post

the Tentmaker," in which

is

starring.

James Young

Guy
is

Bates

English actors of high standing on the
stage are to have prominent parts in
D. W. Griffith's next film, which is now
nearly half completed.
Among them are C. H. Croker-King.
Henry Hull and Percy Carr. These memof the

Griffith

cast

were selected by Mr.

while he was abroad.

Studios.

Range."

Its

title

When

it is

Previous Engagement." which Victor Heerman wrote and directed. New stories have
been assigned Miss Hammerstein and
Moore, and production plans are now being

made. Myron Selznick's trip to New York
was for the purpose of discussing with the
sales heads the big specials which he is to
make at United. Among them will be
"Rupert of Hentzau," by Sir Anthony

Hope: Eugene Walter's "The Easiest Way"
and John Galsworthy's "Justice."
proJ. L. Frothingham has commenced
duction on "The Vengeance of the Deep,"
adapted from a story by A. B. Barringer.
Mr. Frothingham is personally directing his
production.

Allen Holubar recently completed a big
sea story. "Hurricane's Gal." with Dorothy
Phillips as the star, and will make one picture for Goldwyn before he resumes work
at United on his First National contract.

directing

Pathe Serial Under Way
Ruth Roland is in the middle of a Pathe
serial which is being produced by United

"The Riddle of the
completed Miss Roland

is

Way

United Studios

in Activity at

The increased volume of production now
in progress cn the West Coast is evidenced
by the activity at United Studios, of which

this production.

English Actors Featured
In New Griffith Picture

bers

Volume of Production Under

Comedy

Work

Units at

units have
pretentious
making the first

The Hamilton- White Comedy
resumed production on « more
Lloyd Hamilton

scale.

is

of six specials under his own name. Jack
White has started on the first of a series of

twelve

Mermaid Comedies.

Two new comedy

units

have established

will star in another serial under the same
auspices.
Mvron Selznick has settled down to permanent production activity at United.

Jack Coogan and
themselves at United.
Frank Lloyd are fostering the Rodeo Com-

Elaine Hammerstein has already completed
"Under Oath." under George Archainbaud's
direction, and Owen Moore has finished "A

Nazimova
Summer.

edies

and Jack Coogan and Fred Hibbard

the Fred Hibbard Comedies.
will

resume production

this
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Former Understudy of
Report Big Interest
Use American Ways
Mary
Stars
Pickford
In Franey Comedies
Of Exploiting Film
Picture
In
New
Casco
World Rights to
Believe
Latest Methods in Vogue in
Australia,
Official

Reports

ing showmen in
Australia according to John W.
Hicks, Jr., who
New
in
arrived
last

week

to

confer with E. E.
director
Shauer,
of the foreign de-

partment

Famous

of

the

Players-

Lasky

Corporaregarding
Paramount d s -

t

i

o

n,

i

John

W.

plans

tribution
for
the
year.

Hicks, Jr.

Ingenuity Is

coming

Shown

methods which have
"Exploitation
stood the test in this country have been
used so successfully in some of the larger
cities of Australia that many of the progressive exhibitors are adopting the latest exploitation methods as a means of
building new prestige and prosperity for
"Some
their theatres," says Mr. Hicks.
of the prominent exhibitors have shown
unusual ingenuity in exploiting Paramount pictures and in some cases American showmen could adapt Australian exploitation ideas with profit to themselves.
Offer Exploitation Prizes

"We
to

are doing everything in our

power

the development of film
and during the second anParamount Week in Australasia,

encourage

exploitation

nual

which will be observed at the time the
United States is celebrating its fifth Para-

mount Week,
exploitation

We

are

New York

street,

Motion picture exploitation, as practiced by the foremost American exhibitors, is winning great favor with the lead-

York

220 West 42d
completed the
first production starring Louise Du Pre,
former under-

Casco Productions,

Paramount

Inc.,

in

study
of
Mary
Pickford.
The
title
of the picis "The
t u r e
Proof of Inno-

E. Samuels, general sales manager
of the O'Conor Productions, producers
and distributors of the new series of tworeel comedies starring Billy Franey, reports that many inquiries have been received regarding the series on his arrival

cence."

in

five

It

reels

now

in

is

and

ready

publication on the

n dependent
market.
In the supporting cast are John
Hopkins, J. Fran-

i

Merrifield,

will close contracts for the eastern terri-

tory

Louise

and

Du Pre

Carl Dodders.
An elaborate line of advertising accessories has been prepared for the subject.
Included in this is a thirty-two page press
book, music cue, and suggestion for tieup with merchants. The story concerns
a romance in the art studios of Green-

wich village and was directed by B.

Wings" Playing
Seventh Week at Apollo

"Silver

first

of the

Fox

spe-

productions for the season of 1922-23
to receive its world premiere on Broad-

cial

way, New York, where it is
an indefinite pre-view run, is

of

three

weeks,

he

exploitation

production, this Fall will witness a comedy 'famine' of considerable proportions.
Fortunately the O'Conor firm anticipated
just this state of affairs and we are prepared to furnish our product just as fast
as it can be absorbed by the market."

Six

now

which

will

Ready

Buy Rights

for Backer
Production "Big Stakes"

Sam

in the

prove even greater than the street ballyhoo and the circus herald, it is pointed
out by Fox. Mary Carr is starred.

Now

Mr. Samuels believes that within three
months' time the world's right to this
series will be sold. The O'Conor firm
will produce a series of twenty-six Billy
Franey comedies. The first six are now
ready for distribution.

showing for

seventh week of its engagement at the
Apollo theatre.
In the production the exhibitor will find
lines

next

been forthcoming.
"The market is practically bare of good
comedies," says Mr. Samuels. "Unless
there is a decided spurt in independent

C.

Rule.

many

the

which he will tour the south_ern, mid-western and far western territory, from which many inquiries have

Don

"Silver Wings,"

within

states, after

Oliver

Putnam

S.

New

York.
Will Tour Mid- West
Mr. Samuels, who is making his headquarters at 220 west Forty-second street,

is-

for

cis O'Reilly,

F.

Zierler,

of

the

Commonwealth

Film Corporation of 729 Seventh avenue,
has purchased from Franklyn E. Backer
of East Coast Productions the rights of
"Big Stakes" for the state of New York
and northern New Jersey.
"Big Stakes" is a Western five-reel feature in which J. B. Warner is starred.

will offer prizes for the best

given

Paramount

offering

Pictures.

of

100

pounds to the youngster, not over

six-

also

a

prize

who contributes the best essay on
a Paramount picture shown during this
special
week.
From interest already
teen,

shown during

this contest

it

is

expected

that thousands of entries will be received
during the month of September.

Special Cast Interprets Exacting
Characters in "Rich Men's Wives"
"Rich Men's Wives," the first of the
Schulberg special productions now being filmed under the direction of Gasnier, promises to be a beauty
show, quite aside from the strong dramatic character of the offering.
series of B. P.

Is Society Story

Continuous Performance
Of "In Name of the Law"
At Run at CohenjTheatre
"In the name of the Law," the Emory
Johnson production which will be given
an indefinite run by R-C Pictures at the
George M. Cohan theatre, Times Square,

beginning July

from

Be Sold
Three Months

Series Will

City, has

9,

will

run continuously

o'clock in the afternoon until 11
o'clock in the evening.
continuous performance was decided upon by R-C Pictures in the belief that "In the Name of
the Law" will command an audience at
all hours of the afternoon and evening.
R-Pictures is promising that "In the
Name of the Law" will bring to New
York exploitation such as has never before been seen in the history of motion
pictures.
A special musical score for the
1

A

The

of "Rich Men's Wives,"
an original by Frank Dazey and
Agnes Christine Johnson, adapted to the
screen by Lois Zellner, has to do with a
very swagger circle of modern socity,
and in lining up the cast Mr. Schulberg
found it necessary to engage actresses
who would not only physically represent
typical society beauties but who, at the
same time, possessed the dramatic talent
so necessary properly to interpret the
roles.
Several weeks were required for

which

story

is

Besides House Peters, the cast of
"Rich Men's Wives" includes little Richard Headrick, the gifted child actor whose
work in "The Child Thou Gavest Me" instantly elevated him to the front ranks
of film artists.

Charles Clary, a prominent figure of
the motion picture world, also has an important role, and brings to it his finest
efforts in the line of characterization.
Gaston Glass' oft-proved skill as an
actor will again be revealed in a part
which it is declared fits him exceptionally
well.

William Austin, one of the cleverest of
the younger generation of character players, will have the part of a young New
Yorker who has made a single visit to
London and who has never been able to
forget it, as his attire, his mannerisms
and his conversation constantly attest.

the selection of the four principal feminine members of the cast. Claire Windsor,

Published by Lichtman

The

Rosemary Theby, Myrtle Stedman

tions

and Mildred June.

production has been prepared by Ernst
Rapee, musical direc*or of the Capitol

Not content with this quartette of
gifted actresses, Mr. Schulberg engaged
House Peters for the chief male role of
"Rich Men's Wives" for the part of the
a man who rerich man of the story
garded women merely as a bit of life's

theatre.

embroidery.

—

—

B.
will

P.

be

Schulberg special producpublished by the newly

formed Al Lichtman Corporation. The
high character of Mr. Dazey and Miss
Johnson as writers of successful screen
coupled with the cast provided,
exciting an unusual interest in the picture as evidenced by communications received by the Lichtman Corporation.
literature,
is

July

8,
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Selznick Supplants Star System
With Special Casts
J. SELZNICK, champion of the motion picture star as an attraction par excellent, has
LEWIS
abandoned the star series production plan. No more will "Selznick stars" be made to stand

out pre-eminently, over and above story and production value, in pictures made by Selznick
Pictures Corporation or by other producing units identified with Select Pictures Corporation
whose destinies Mr. Selznick controls.
Selznick, who
LEWIS
and promoted many
J.

has been

With

has

made

stars, always
a firm believer in the star idea.

his "star series" plan of production

and distribution meeting with increasing
favor from exhibitors throughout the
country year after year, Mr. Selznick has
valiantly stood by his guns as one after
another of the other producers and distributors have been changing their polHis capitulation and the reasons
icies.
which have brought it about are of interest to the trade.
"It is not that I love Caesar less but
that I love Rome more about expresses
position in this matter of produc-

my

"The present
says Mr. Selznick.
Select organization has been serving exhibitors for about six years. During that

tion,"

time there has been an almost revolutionary change in the general conduct of
the motion picture business in so far as
it has to do with the contact of the genThe past
eral public with the photoplay.
few years have been the era of bigger
and more expensive motion picture programs. The construction of palatial theatres and the installation of shows that
compare favorably in cost with those
offered in any other branch of the amusement business has become the rule.

"This development has tended to cen-

The
business.
exhibiting
the
smaller theatres in the outlying, or neightralize

borhood, communities where good picand nothing else once sufficed to

actively- in charge of its affairs, has been
steadily planning a series of productions

so big and important that, from their
very nature, they could not be restricted

by the limitations of the star idea as it is
generally understood. It has always been
his desire to choose for production the
type of stories he believes the motion
picture public wants and then make them
in the manner they should be made.
It
is no damaging confession to say that
this is not always possible when the
human limitations of motion picture stars
identified with any individual company
are considered and when that company is
partial, if not bound, to a small group
of stars which it may have under contract.

"And

so, in

planning for the season of

1922-23, we find conditions ideal for cutting away from our earlier policy
policy we still consider a splendid one
but, nevertheless, a policy which both the
Select company and the industry at large
are going to make a
have outgrown.
limited number of productions fewer

—

We

—

than we have made in any previous year
of our existence, but we're going to make
them of the nature that folks will 'travel'
We're going to abandon the
far to see.
but only as it has come to be
'star idea'

—

And by this we
the trade.
we're going to give the story
and production their full chance, ourselves holding them as of first importance
and choosing such casts from the field
at large as we think best suited for them.
known to
mean that

profitable are less

numerous

than they were. People have contracted
the habit of traveling farther for their
motion picture entertainment than was
It has followed
formerly their custom.
quite naturally, then, that motion picture
men have been brought to see the desirability of giving the public something
which can be announced in a manner

"Nothing which
sibly be taken to

I

have said can posthat it is not our

mean

Myron, president of the company and

—

livered the goods.'
"We're going to choose this particular
type of artist for all of our pictures in
the future and we're going to star

—

—

them not because our business arrangements with them make it materially worth
while for either their future or ours but
because their performances or their draft
at the exhibitor's box office warrants it
and because they approach perfection in
the parts for which we have selected
them. As a proof of this I might say
that, in planning for next year, we have
already definitely set on eight of the productions to be made and for four of these
productions leading players, including at
least ten who are stars of the first magnitude, have been engaged.
Each production we make will have 'stars'
not a
star
for the exhibitor to bill but it will
have a real story and production reason
for the appearance of the star members

—

—

—

of the cast.

"Elaine Hammerstein and Owen Moofc.
whose productions we have been prond
to offer for the past two or three years,

continue to appear exclusively in
Selznick Pictures, the firm's general policy governing the manner in which they
will be used from time to time."

Reception of Pathe's
Arctic Film at Dallas

Evidence of Success

calculated to make them 'travel.'
"The big strength of the unsupported
star idea lay in the developing of the
popularity of a star and his plays among
people who might be expected to attend
the same theatre day after day or week
after week and adding constantly to this
following, in numbers, day after day and
week after week taking advantage of
cumulative advertising. Since it has become the tendency of audiences to shift
from one section to another it is easy to
see that the draft of the star name, unsupported
by story and production
appeal, has been materially weakened.
"Of more importance in so far as the
Select interests are concerned, however,
is the development of the producing units
who may be counted upon to contribute
largely to the product which it distributes, notably the Selznick Pictures Corporation.

"Selznick Pictures Corporation have
had a definite objective ever since the
first day of their existence.
My son,

—

only ones who may be expected to live
long enough to make them worth while
from the producer and distributor's
standpoint have a just claim upon the
public's affections in that they have 'de-

will

tures

make them

intention to take full and complete advantage of the popularity which certain
artists on the screen have created for
themselves through their splendid work.
It has always been our conviction that
the real stars of the industry and the

Immediately following the successful premiere week of "Xanook of the North" at
the Capitol theatre, the popular human appeal of this screen epic of native life

adventure in the desolate frozen

and

regions,

is
established beyond any
remarkable reception by public
and reviewers in a city more than 1.000
miles from the Eastern metropolis.
This

declares

doubt by

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK, who

production will
precedence over player.

story

and

states that

be

given

Pathe,
its

significant test of Pathe's novel special occurred at the Palace theatre, Dallas, Tex.,
operated by Southern Enterprises, Inc.
It is well known that this organization
seldom volunteers any report on the fortunes of productions shown at its theatres.
Yet Pathe quotes the following telegram received from the Southern Enterprises, Inc.:
"Just completed week's engagement at the
Palace of 'Nanook of the North.' This is
some picture. It has caused more favorable
comment than any picture we have ever
Patrons, newspaper critics and film
run.
men are unanimous in their verdict, 'wonderful.' "
v
w
'

.:

.

.

.
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Behind Metro's Ambitious Program

MARCUS LOEW
head of Loew,

(center),

Inc.,

which

operates a chain of approximately 300 theatres, is president of Metro, which plans
its most ambitious program
for the season of 1922-23.

JOSEPH

E. ATKINSON
(above), vice president and
general manager of the
company, says big pictures
theatres'
the
solve
will

WILLIAM

greatest problem
fice returns.

— box

W.

ENGEL

(above), general manager
of Metro's West Coast studios, where a number of
record money-making pictures already have been
produced.

of-

SAUNDERS

(right),
E. M.
sales manager, has been a
prime factor in success of
company's distributing methods.

MEADOR

E. D.
director of

J.

publicity,

(left),

advertising

who

and

has been re-

sponsible for successful exploitation

product.

of

company's

1922

July
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Box

Office

Problem, Says Metro
Corporation has announced
METROprogram comprised
only
Pictures

23, a

The

special

is

Mr. Atkinson, the
public, even more than it has done
during the past year, is going to shop
1922-23, continues

for

its

them

pictures: select

for the repu-

and excel-

tation of story, star, director

lence of production.

Pictures, he says,

must have more than one point of excellence to recommend them to an increasingly critical

public.

In view of this situation, Metro has
planned only special pictures, and points
to the fact that the

ning the most

company

auspicious

is

season

A

*

in

its

of

'

showman.

for the

profit

"That principle

is

the basis

for

Met-

ro's successes in the past, for its present
enviable place in the faith of the exhi-

and for its policy during the coming season of 1922-23.
"To adhere to that principle is becoming more and more difficult of achievement, as the demands of the public are
becoming more and more difficult of
bitor,

satisfaction.

The

"The public no longer
shops for movies

selects its eve-

now

with the

Dove Heads

Special Casts
Metro has commenced production at the studios in Hollywood
of the first of a series of pictures
from special stories, to be enacted
by distinguished casts, headed by
Billie

The

Dove.
initial

photoplay

is

"Country

Love," adapted by Edith Kennedy
from Hulbert Footner's story, and
being staged under the direction
of

Emile Chautard.

After "Country Love" will come
other stories, of no less positive
appeal. Those mentioned by Metro
are "East of Suez," by E. Lloyd

"A

Temporary Marriage," by Cardell Hale; "The Girl
in the Gilded Cage," by Marion
Fairfax, and "The House on the
Sheldon;

*

of the special productions
for its early fall

Rex Ingram's production of "The
Prisoner of Zenda," based on Anthony
Hope's romantic novel. It has been produced on the scale of "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." A distinguished
cast includes Lewis Stone, Alice Terry,
Ramon Novarro, Barbara La Marr, Robert Edeson, Lois Wilson, Malcolm MacGregor and Edward Connelly. The scenario was written by Mary O'Hare; the
photography is by John F. Seitz. Stage
dramatization was by Edward Rose.
Mae Murray in "Broadway Rose," presented by Robert Z. Leonard, who likeThis third of
wise directed the picture.
her productions is expected to outdraw
"Peacock Alley" and "Fascination." Edmund Goulding wrote both the story and

Avenue," by

Cosmo Hamilton.

Metro:

Pictures

Must Be Winners
First five special productions

announced
tribution

by Metro for disduring the season of

1922-23, follow:

PRISONER OF ZENDA— Rex

In-

gram's production based on Anthony Hope's widely read novel.
*

BROADWAY ROSE—Third
Mae Murray

of the
pictures presented

by Robert Z. Leonard.
*

FIVE DOLLAR BABY — Viola
Dana's first feature for the new
season.

Staged by Harry Beau-

mont.
*

HANDS OF NARA—Clara

Kimball
in a screen version of the
Richard Washburn Child story.

Young

•

THE LADIES* MAN— Frst

of se-

ries of eight two and three reel
comedies starring Bull Montana.
Viola Dana also will appear in
"Page Tim O'Brien." Ingrain has
completed another feature. Lay
rette Taylor will star in "Peg O'
My Heart" under the direction
of King Vidor. "Quincy Adams
Sawyer" will be filmed as a

Metro-S-L

special.

scenario.

Viola Dana comes to the screen for the
time during the new season in Irvin
S. Cobb's story, "The Five Dollar Baby."
Harry Beaumont staged "The Five Dollar Baby" and has been retained by Metro
to direct Miss Dana in her later producFirst

tions.

Billie

first five

*

first

ning's screen entertainment with the carelessness of a man buying a straw hat. The

public

*

announced by Metro
publication group are:

*

Mr. Atkinson's statement,
just issued from the home office of the
company, follows:
Metro pictures are produced with a
dominating principle always in
single,
mind: that every release must be a winner for the man exhibiting them, but
every picture must turn over a sound
part

discerning eye of a woman who can
only afford one hat a season.
"What the public shops for is the
special production.
"And since Metro must give the exhibitor what the public wants, special productions only constitute the Metro schedule for the crucial year to come.
"Every Metro picture during this period will come easily under the classification of a super-production.
"The wise exhibitor, then, is the exhibitor who books Metro solid, for thus he
insures the solidity of his profits."

begin-

history.

*

Says

contends William E. Atkinson, vicethe solution of the box office problem.

production,

president and general manager,

TN

for the season of 1922-

of special productions.

of these will be "Page

Tim

O'Brien," by John A. Moroso.
One of the best-selling novels of the
year, the much discussed story by Richard Washburn Child, "The Hands of
Nara," has provided the structure of
Clara Kimball Young's first appearance
The photoplay is
in a Metro picture.
directed and presented by Harry Garson.
Following this Miss Young will be seen
in a

picturization of the

New York

matic success, "Enter Madame."

dra-

"The

story of Russian
intrigue and the strange power attributed
to a fugitive girl.
Bull Montana has turned comedian.
Hunt Stromberg has produced a three
enreel comedy starring Mr. Montana,
This is to be
titled "The Ladies' Man."
seven
the first of a series of eight. The
to come will be of two reels each.
*
* *
Virtually completed or in production are

Hands

of

Nara"

is

a

the
other pictures of a magnkide similar to
group constituting the early fall program.
Rex Ingram is expected to bring to New
York with him, within a monh, a first
The
print of a recently made photoplay.
title

has not been announced.

Fred Niblo. who directed "The Mark
and
of Zorro," "The Three Musketeers"

"Blood and

Sand," is at the point of
beginning production of a big special picture, to be presented by Louis B. Mayer.
Laurette Taylor has started for the
West Coast for the work of enacting for
the screen her most beloved role, that of
the title character of J. Hartley ManIt has
ner's play, "Peg O' My Heart."
been given more than 14,000 times on the
stage of the English-speaking world.
King Vidor will direct.
The most famous of home-folk stories,
"Quincy Adams Sawyer," by Charles
Felton Pidgin, will be screened as a
Metro-S-L Special Production, by ClarHis making of the Will
ence Badger.

Rogers picture. "Honest Hutch"
"Jubilo," are excellent examples of

and
Mr.

understanding

the

Badger's

skill

and

hearts of people.

A special stories series, picturizations
of outstandingly meritorious works by
the most popular short story and photoplay writer of America, is being begun.
Each of these pictures is to be enacted
by an especially distinguished cast,
headed
screen

by

Billie

discovery.

Dove,

Metro's

Among

the

new
stories

mentioned in this group are, "Country
Love," by Hulbert Footner, now being
made under the direction of Emile Chautard; "The House on the Avenue," by
Cosmo Hamilton; "East of Suez," by
E. Lloyd Sheldon; "The Girl in the Gilded Cage" by Marion Fairfax, and "A
Temporary Marriage," by Cardell Hale.
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Stellar Lights

Photograph by Scely

VIOLA DANA'S
ture for the

new

first

picseason will

be "The Five Dollar Baby/'
which was staged by Harry

Beaumont.

July

Under Metro Banner

Photograph by Kendall Evans
whose third production for presentation
through Metro by Robert Z. Leonard will be "Broadway
Rose." Officials of Metro and Tiffany Productions, which
is
making the pictures, expect "Broadway Rose" to
supersede even "Peacock Alley" and "Fascination" in

MAE MURRAY,

Photograph by Ira L. Hill

BILLIE

DOVE

will

have

principal
roles
in
a
series of special stories which

the

will

be produced by Metro.

point of popularity.

ALICE TERRY

has one of the featured roles in Rex Ingram's "The
Prisoner of Zen da," which is one of
the early fall publications on the

Metro program.

8,

LAURETTE TAYLOR

will portray
for the screen her greatest role, that
of Peg in "Peg O*
Heart." The
picture will be produced under the
direction of King Vidor.

My

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG'S

first

Metro picture will be "The Hands of
Nara," a screen version of the Richard Washburn Child story.
Photograph by Strauss- Peyton.

1922

July

8,
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Optimistic Over

Forecasts Greater

"The

the distinguished director of

for

of the Apocalypse," is destined

This opinion

is

which

Pictures Corporation, which recently renewed

its

con-

with the producer.

"Absurd though it may sound at this time," says
Mr. Atkinson, "we believe that before Mr. Ingram has
half completed his projected next six pictures for us, he
will have made strides in photoplay making that will
make even 'The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse'
appear at a disadvantage in comparison.
"No matter that it seems impossible, it is inevitable.
Before 'The Four Horsemen' no one, even those in the
Metro organization most confident of Mr. Ingram's

Scheduled
Early Fall

Her

voiced this week by William E.

Atkinson, vice-president and general manager of Metro

Among

Metro and Tiffany Productions are
over the new Mae Murray product,
being presented by Robert Z. Leonard

officials of

is

through Metro.

ture industry.

tract

BOTH
optimistic

greater achievements in the motion pic-

still

New

Murray Film

Achievements

REXFourINGRAM,
Horsemen

49

for

the first of the early

fall

publications

latest feature,

box

"Broadway Rose,"

is

expected

records of her two previous Tiffany pictures, "Peacock Alley" and "Fascination."
Concerning the Murray productions, M. II.
Hoffman, vice president and general manager of Tiffany, says
to outscore at the

office the

"The most amazing thing about Miss Murray and
Mr. Leonard, her director and husband, is that they
are not content with big successes.
They are constantly seeking bigger ones, never striving merely for
the equalling of their
"

'Peacock Alley,'

last.

know, from the booking reports
from Metro and 'Fascination,' have proven two of the
most certain paying attractions of the year. There is
a glamor, a brilliancy about the Mae Murray picture
which, in addition to the magnetism of the star and
the splendidly presented drama, sets them apart as
something different from any other photoplays.
"The thrills and enchantment in 'Peacock Alley'
and 'Fascination' have generated an eagerness on the
part of the public and this, in addition to the fact that
I

;

be Rex Ingram's "The Prisoner of Zenda,"
the version of Anthony Hope's famous novel
which has received unanimous praise from those
who have viewed it. Metro believes the feature
will prove a greater box office attraction than
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
The picture is replete with romance, danger,
intrigue, love and charm, and is enacted by a notable cast including such players as Lewis Stone,
Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro, Barbara La Marr,
Robert Edeson and others.
Mary CHara adapted the Anthony Hope story
to the screen. John F. Seitz photographed it.
will

would have believed that so perfect a motion
made and made to pay. Yet, there
is 'The Four Horsemen' for evidence that the unattainIt is only reasonable to expect that
able was attained.
the man who made that great advance will make others,
for Mr. Ingram is young, utterly absorbed in his art,
ability,

—

picture could be

"intensely discontented with anything but perfection as

he estimates

it.

A

Heralded as
Star's Best
On Metro's early fall program is "The Five
Dollar Baby," heralded by the distributing company and reviewers who have seen it as Viola
Dana's most successful screen offering.
This
Harry Beaumont production is a picturization of
Irvin S. Cobb's short story which was published
in the "Saturday Evening Post."

Work has commenced at the Metro studios
under the direction of Beaumont on a new series
of comedy dramas starring Miss Dana. The first
of these is "Page Tim O'Brien," by John A. Morose
Other stories selected for this series are: "June
Madness," by Crosby George; "A Noise in Newboro," by Edgar Franklin. Mr. Beaumont will
handle the megaphone on all the Dana features.

great director now, he will be
picture Miss Murray is seen as an American
French and Spanish roles, is bound to make
"Broadway Rose' the most powerful attendance mag-

greater."

in her

"Good pictures pay" has been demonMr. Atkinson, not only by Mr. Ingram's
initial big production, but by subsequent works
"The
Conquering Power" and "Turn to the Right."
The
director who won a degree from Yale university for
screen artistry has completed two pictures for the new
season "The Prisoner of Zenda" and another yet un-

o-irl,

The

truth of

strated, says

:

—

titled.

net of the series so far."

William E. Atkinson, vice president and general
of Metro, expressed himself as fully as conbig-scale
fident as Mr. Hoffman of the immediate and

manager

success of

An

.Sea,",

which

will

be Victor Hugo's

will be filmed in the East.

"Broadway Rose."

extraordinarily

large

number

of

exhibitors

showing "Fascination" telegraphed or wrote
Metro exchanges asking for more pictures like it,
cording to the distributing company.

after

Mr. Ingram's next feature
"Toilers of the

new

after

to

ac-
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Men Who

Will

Make

July

1922-23 Specials
Distinguished
Directors Appear
on Metro's

Roster

HARRY BEAUMONT

will continue
as director of the Viola Dana ofbeing
"The Five
first
the
ferings,
Dollar Baby."

CLARENCE BADGER
the

Metro- S-L

"Quincy

mous

Adams

story of

will

direct

production
Sawyer,** the

New

England.

of
fa-

FRED NIBLO

has

signed

rect four big productions.

Mayer

will

present

through Metro.

these

to

di-

Louis B.
features

8,

1922

July

8.

>

1922

Xiblo

to

E

XHIBITORS HERAL D

Make Four

Notable Star on
Metro Roster

For Aletro
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French Film Title Is

Aid

Exploitation

Laurette Taylor, noted star of
stage, is to enact her most

the

XIBLO, whose record
FRED
rector includes the making
popular pictures as "The

Mark

as a diof such

famous

My

O'

role, that of

or Zorro,"

Work

"The Three Musketeers" and "Blood and

comedy.

Sand," will stage four big features for
Metro Pictures Corporation. They will
be presented by Louis B. Mayer.
Since signing the contract with Metro.
Mr. Xiblo has been considering likely
stories, plays and scripts, and word of his
selection of a first subject doubtless will
be forthcoming shortly.
Metro considers the acquisition of Mr.
Xiblo a big asset to its already strong
A director schooled by more
structure.
than twenty-five years of dramatic experience, both as an actor and as a producer,
he entered the motion picture field only a
few years ago, and immediately won for
himself enviable place among those making photoplays which have met with pub-

commence on July

lic

favor.

Metro is certain that the four productions he will make for its exchanges will
out-draw at the box office his pictures
made in the past.
Before turning to the screen, Mr. Xiblo
was in close touch for many years with
George M. Cohan. As the title character
"Hit-the-Trail Holliday," Mr. Xiblo
scored one of the biggest successes of the
then current theatrical year.
Later, he
went on tour with a company, enacting
principal parts on the stages in virtually
every English speaking country.
in

direction of

"Peg O"

Of Dozvn East

in

"Peg

on the picture will
5, under
the

King Vidor.

My Hea rt"

has

been

presented as a stage attraction 14,925 times in all parts of the world.
As a screen production, "Peg O"

My

Heart" is expected to surpass
the long-run records of the stage
play.

Mr. Manners
production

will

assist
of the picture.

in

the

PARTICULARLY

because of its title's
exploitation possibilities, as well as
on account of its merit as a photoplay,
"Missing Husbands," the French photoplay which is being distributed in this
country by Metro Pictures Corporation,
is proving one of the undeniably
firstclass box office attractions of the season,
according to Metro.
Exhibitors
in
communications
to
Metro's home offices in Xew York, emphasize the fact that the publicitv and
exploitation stunts to which the picture
readily lends itself, mak«. this imported
photoplay a great drawing card.

Much

of the exploitation has centered

about the title, the box office value ot
which has demonstrated to Metro that
an attractive name can do much to draw

Clara Kimball Young
Film Schedule
"V/T

AKIXG

her debut as a Metro star,
L -I- Clara Kimball Young will be seeen
in the principal role of "The Hands of
Xara," a screen version of Richard Wash-

burn Child's noveL

"The Hands

of

Xara,"

in

which the

presented by Harry Garson, was
at the Garson studios in Los
Angeles. The story ran as a serial for
star

is

produced
sixteen

Metro Offers Tale

Peg

Heart," in Metro's production of the J. Hartley Manners'

weeks

in Collier's

Magazine, and

was subsequently published in book form
by E. P. Dutton & Company. As a novel
it has had a very large sale, and it is considered one of the best sellers of the

justified attention to a

good story.
Highly successful stunts, based in most
cases on the name of the picture, have
been worked with an unusual degree of
success wherever the photoplav has been
shown.
In addition to the title, the quality
of
the picture itself is said to stamp it
as a

box

office attraction.

"Missing Husbands" was adapted byJacques Feyder from Pierre Benoit's
novel

The

"

L'Atlantide."

among which are plavers of
exceptional prominence on the French
screen,
includes Stacia Xapierkowska
cast,

Mane Louise Iribe,
Georges Melchior.

Angelo and

Jean

Money Makers

Set

year.

popular
THE
•"Quincy Adams

home-folks story,
Sawyer," by Charles
Felton Pidgin, will be produced for Metro
distribution by S-L
Pictures (Arthur
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin), under the
direction of Clarence Badger, who has
many Goldwyn and Paramount pictures
to his credit.

Bernard

McConville,

who

adapted

Mark Twain's

'"A Connecticut Yankee'
for the screen, will prepare the script on

"Quincy Adams Sawyer."
This story comes to the screen with
the advantage of a tremendous accumupopularity.
The setting is Xew
England, the people those who indulge in
chores and straw rides and dances in trieAre company's hall. Both as a book and
as a play it has scored over a long term
of years.
million and a half copies of
the novel were sold.
Owing to its popularity, the author
wrote two sequels:
"The Further Adventures of Quincy Adams Sawyer," and
"The Chronicles of Quincy Adams Sawyer, Detective."
The sales on these two
stories
bring the readers of
Quincy
Adams Sawyer into the millions.
McConville's skill in translating into
pictures the quaint, twangy hero of "A
Connecticut Yankee" merited his choice
for the work of imparting the same flavor
of reality and humanness to the characlated

A

ters in

"Quincy Adams Sawyer."

Clarence Badger, a Xew Englander by
birth, is responsible for such productions
as "Honest Hutch," starring Will Rogers:
"Tubilo," also featuring Rogers:
A Perfect Lady," "Sis Hopkins." "Leave It to
Susan." "Strickly Confidential." "Almost
a Husband," "The Strange Boarder" and
others.

Records

The publishers have decided to issue a
special jacket for the novel, on which will
appear a scene from the photoplay with
caption "Clara Kimball Young in
'The Hands of Xara' by Richard Washburn Chili"
The story, highly colored and dramatic
in character, concerns an aristocratic Russian refugee in this country, beset by
agents of the Red regime. Those who
have had glimpses of the film declare that
it affords Miss Young the biggest opportunity of her career.
Her characterizathe

X/TETRO

points with pride to its record
i J- money-making pictures offered during the past year, officials of the company
being especially proud of these achieve-

ments: Rex Ingram's "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." "The Conquering Power" and "Turn to the Right," and
the presentations by Robert Z. Leonard
of Mae Murray in "Peacock Alley" and
"Fascination."

tion in the role of the heroine is said to
be one of the greatest she has ever portrayed. Elliott Dexter is cast in the lead-

The success of these pictures is indicated in unsolicited statements from exhibitors, theatre owners' comments in the

ing male
Young.

trade press and box office figures.

roie.

playing

opposite

Miss

Following "The Hands of Xara." the
"Enter Madame." the
successful play by Dolly Byrne and Gilda
Yaresi. which played for forty-five, weeks
on Broadway, Xew York, both at the Fulton and the Republican theatres. After
its metropolitan engagement, three companies toured the United States in it
Later the play was seen at the Royalty
"Enter Madame"
theatre in London.
has been shown or is scheduled for prostar will be seen in

duction in France. Germany, Italy. Spain,
Poland, South America, and the Scandinavian countries.
As was "The Hands of Xara," "Enter
Madame" will be produced by the Samuel Zierler Photoplay Corporation, and
Except in
directed by Harry" Garson.

and Xorthern Xew Jersey,
distributor of these special proIn the territory excepted they
ductions.
are issued by Commonwealth Film Corporation, which is under the same management as the producing unit.

Xew York
Metro

is

"The Four Horsemen" established a new
record for receipts at the Capitol theatre
in Xew York, playing there one year
after its successful run at the Astor. The
picture is now being booked, in manyinstances for return engagements,
throughout the world.

"The Conquering Power." described by
the Xational Board of Review as "an advance on his (Ingram's) work in 'The
Four Horsemen'." is another Metro special of exceptional merit.
Its drawing

power

is

attested

by the

played the Rivoli theatre
after a capacity

week

fact
in

that

it

N'ew York

at the Rialto.

"Peacock Alley." Miss Murray's gorgeously costumed play of the white lights
of Xew York and Paris, was presented
at the opening of the new Cameo theatre
in Xew York.
Capacity audiences were
the rule throughout this engagement.
When the feature was available for general publication repetition of its first tri-

umph was

recorded everywhere.
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With

8,

1922

Los Angeles

the Procession in
By Harry

July

Hammond Beall
i

t,

IKE"

-VyT

b

BOYLAN

is

the inspiration

at

He

Metro.

formerly was with Universal.
*

IY1

behind the "Universal City News,"
an eighteen-page magazine devoted to Universal City which has just been distributed
at the big studio and is in the mails to
The mageditors throughout the country.

azine

is

an innovation

lications.

The

staff

organization pubincludes Boylan as

in

editor; Arthur Q. Hagerman,
M. B. Dicksen, advertising manager, and Max Cohen, art editor. An editorial advisory board includes Irving G.
Thalberg, Julius Bernheim, George Randolph Chester, E. S. Moffat, W. F. Willis,

managing

city editor;

Ray van

Virginia Starck and
*

*

Alstyne.

*

will start his new proIt will take some
duction at Universal.
time to build the first of the big sets which
he is to use in his forthcoming production.

Von Stroheim

He

is

sands

seeking a leading man. Thouhave applied, but none have been
still

*

!

—

Walter Anthony, musical critic, dramand press representative de luxe,
has been added to the staff of the Jackie
Coogan Productions.
Mr. Anthony will
devote his time in the scenario department
and will act in a general advisory capacity
in so far as the Coogan pictures are conatic writer

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and Enid
Bennett in a scene from the United
Artists production "Douglas Fairbanks

Robin Hood."

in

cerned.

chosen.
*

*

*

*

Kyne

has been engaged by the
Goldwyn company to write the subtitles
for his own story, "Brothers Under Their

Peter B.

*

There's a new motion picture star on the
horizon
He's 14 days old, Joseph Talmadge Keaton. Motion picture stars are
considered successful if their "fan" mail is
heavy. If success is measured thus, then
Buster, Jr., is "made."
Since his arrival young Keaton has received some 500 letters from motion picture fans throughout the country for photographs.
And that's not all the majority
of them would like to have the pictures
autographed.
* * *

is now engaged
Culver City studio.

Skin," recently filmed, and
at that task at the

*

*

*

L. C. Bickel, manager of the Metro Exchange in Dallas, Texas, was visitor at the
Metro studios in Hollywood recently.
* * *
District exchange
manager for Metro and B. F. Rosenberg,
Los Angeles Exchange manager for that
organization, have gone to Salt Lake to
attend a gathering of the Western Metro

Harry Lustig, Western

managers.

{ f i
Marion Fairfax has been engaged

to

write especially for Billie Dove, the beautiful nineteen-year-old New York girl who
is making her debut as a Metro star, a
story titled, "The Girl in the Gilded Cage."
* * *
„

H. L. Kerr

is

the

new

casting director

*

*

Thuerkauf,

general manager of
the Universal film exchange, left for Chicago to attend a national convention of
C.

L.

Universal Exchange managers and
managers.
*

*

district

*

Barbara La Marr has been placed under contract by Metro.
* * *
Charles F. Eyton, general manager of
the Lasky Studio, has returned with Mrs.
Eyton (Kathlyn Williams) from a trip to
China, and is again at his desk.
In his
absence the post was filled by Victor-H.
Clarke. This having been Mr. Eyton's first
vacation in a number of years, he enjoyed
the rest and relaxation extremely.
* * *
Sol Lesser announces that "Oliver Twist"
will not be released until Jackie Coogan's
present release, "Trouble" is widely cir-

throughout the country.
When
"Oliver Twist" is ready for its Los Angeles showing, Lesser will arrange with
prominent social leaders of Los Angeles to
stage a society premiere. The receipts will
be given, under the society leaders' auspices,
culated

to

some

local charitable institution.

*

A

at the

who
"Peg

*

*

new dressing-room
is

o'

rive in

is

being furnished

Metro studios for Laurette Taylor,
to star in the Metro production of

My

Miss Taylor

Heart."

Hollywood July
*

*

will ar-

1.

*

Julia Crawford Ivers, well known scenario writer, has returned to the Lasky
studio after a trip to Honolulu and a rest
of several months' duration.
*
.s|s

Shirley

Mason, Fox

away the grease

putting
star,
is
paint this week, and will

take a vacation trip to Del Mar, accompanied by her husband, Bernard Durning,
Fox director. She will start work on a
new feature shortly.
*

*

*

resignation as managing
director of the Kinema theatre a few weeks
ago, William J. Quinn has taken advantage of the opportunity to spend a vacation

having served with the Universal Film Exchange as salesman and later as assistant
manager. More recently he was connected
with the West Coast Theatres, Inc., in the
capacity of booking manager for 14 months,
leaving that office to become managing director of the Kinema theatre on January
1

last.

*

*

*

William Abramson has left the Hollywood offices of the Phil Goldstone Productions to make a country-wide trip in the
interests of the Richard Talmadge and
Franklyn Farnum productions. Phil Goldstone announces the following cast for his
special production "Deserted at the Altar."

Bessie Love, Tully Marshall,

Wade

Botelar,

William Scott, Eulalie Jensen, Frankie Lee
and a well known character woman to be
announced later. Queenie, the well known
canine performer, will also have a prominent part in this famous melodrama. Wil-

Howard

liam

is

directing.

*

*

*

Century Will Publish
Four New Comedies on
Its Schedule for July
Century Comedies to be published during the
lowing:
July

month
5,

of July include the fol-

"Live

Wires,"

featuring

The cast also
Ena Gregory, Baby Delemeter,

Brownie and Johnny Fox.
includes

and Jackie Morgan.
July 12, "Apartment Wanted," starring
Lee Moran, directed by Alf Goulding.
The cast includes Edna Gregory, George
Monberg, Alberta Vaughn and Jackie
Morgan.
July 19, "You and Me," with an all-kid
cast.

Harry Sweet
July 26, "Hello Mars."
and Johnny Fox in the story of an aviator
who crashed and while he was unconscious dreamed a wonderful adventure
on the planet Mars.

Following his

SHIRLEY MASON

as a chorus girl in

her latest Fox production "Lights of
the Desert," a story of an oil boom
town.

in

a nearby resort.
*

*

Mr. Quinn has been

*

closely allied with
the motion picture industry for six years,

Start

New Franey Film

Robert O'Conor, producer, has started
production on the sixth of the series of
26 two-reelers, starring Billy Franey. The
working title of the production is "This
Way Out."

Screen Message No. 62

Something
Each week the
numerous

lishes

to

Read

HERALD
articles

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

censorship, blue laws and
Every exother reform menaces.
hibitor should keep a file of these
stories for use when the occasion

ing to

demands.

picture indus-

who refuse to accept the dictates of that small
forever meddling with the inalienable rights of man are

Public spirited citizens

group which

The motion

is

the industry's and the country's

try

spirited citizen

who

of

a free screen.

These

is in the
hands mainly
Jews, ex-saloon keepers
morally
irreand
other
sponsible people who use

same princiand methods in the corthe

essentially
ples

Own Weakness

Admit

W. 5. Fleming, erstwhile Chicago
preacher and now henchman of one
of the professional reform organiza-

monarchial dictation. As a free
country it has progressed. There is
a group of people at work today,
however, seeking to retard this
progress through enactment of censorship and Sunday blue laws
weapons of the monarch. Unless
the public speaks this group of tyrants will be successful.

Law Advocates

Blue
Half-Truths

tions, says:

America fought for freedom from

today

is

citizens

most staunch supporters.

Recently

W.

S.

have confidence

and because

Fleming, paid advocate of

blue laws and censorship,
ville,

Wis.

invaded Evans-

Brief description of the meth-

ods he resorted to there

before prohibition.

box adjoining.

is

published in the

Fleming's talk to the church

people of Evansville prompted a public spir-

merely to emphasize
the sinister tactics adopted by the
reformers in the hope that they

the Evansville Revicu:

may

presentation of arguments with which every

is

cited

realize their destructive aims.

They

hokum

resort

half-truths

to

their effort to

in

and

influence

the public to legalize oppression.

ited citizen to write the following letter to

The

tirade

at

Evansville,

Wis.,

from

four

representatives

churches
"practical

organized
consideration"

for

exhibitor should be conversant.

its

pub-

logical

He

infers in

review of a recent sermon, that the
movie show of today is in such a situation
that it is almost an impossibility to make it
a fit place for decent, clean minded, right
thinking people to attend, especially on
Sundav.
his

*

*

*

"Ten minutes ago I left a crowd of peowho had learned a great lesson. They
were about to return from the picture 'My
Boy.' They had seen the principles of Jesus

ple

This
results

is

cited as

attained

an instance of the
by the reformers

campaign of deliberate misrepresentation of facts. Their gross

in their

exaggerations

stand

unquestioned

because they are uttered by men
posing as divines.
This situation

makes the industry's fight doubly
difficult.
But if exhibitors will
wage a conscientious fight they
eventually will discredit the bully-

ragging reformers whose livelihood
depends upon their ability to dupe
the public.

in the industry

Christ portrayed in terms that they could
understand, in terms of their own life and
There was no boisterousness. crudetime.
ness or indecentness about that situation.
Throughout the entire picture, rather was
there a spirit of hope that would triumph.
A little child preached a sermon in picture
tonight The text was not announced. It
wasn't necessary.
"This picture was shown because of an
;ffort of cooperation between the proprietor
of the theatre and the junior class of the
high school.

"The thought comes

to

community'.
The probable percentage of
those who would attend the Sunday movie,
who might go to these services were the
movie show closed, is small. There is a
social difference between the church going
public and those who do not attend Our
modern church has failed to break this barrier down.
Although this is a democracy
and the modern church is probably the
most democratic institution we have today,
the caste system is evident in fact. Nature
has not created us equal.

It reads

"In today's issue of the Evansville Review, I noticed a communication from one

of

the motion picture problem.

letter is

lished herewith in full because of

of the ministers of this city.

After Fleming's indictment
of the industry recently in a

the public

its fight for

of this confidence they are willing cooperators.

ruption of the public that the
saloon keeper did in the days

This

It is

the industry's strongest ally in

my mind

at this

time that I heard a better sermon tonight
than I ha%'e ever heard before in Evansville.
That theatre is and can be an asset to_ this
The Sunday evening services of the
city.
churches here reach but a handful of the

"Why wculd

it not be
a good plan to
up or establish a spirit of cooperation
between the movie show and the churches
of this community.
Why not create a demand for a Sunday night picture with a
message such as we had tonight. Cannot
we learn the message by sight as well as by
word of mouth? It must be a poorer ser-

build

mon that cannot stand the competition of
the silent drama.
"Pictures like 'My Boy' place a challenge
at the door of the churches and more especially at the feet of the preacher.
This
challenge is not the challenge of righteousness delivered by the agent of Hell. It is.
however,
a
challenge
to
the
modern
preacher to deliver the goods, to make the
church pay dividends by reaching all.
masses as well as classes. If the movie
show can deliver a message on Thursday, a
message which is synonymous with the
teachings of Jesus Christ, why not let such
an asset function on the Sabbath?
"Until the ministers of Evansville and
the citizens' committee can answer the challenge of the movie by bringing the cause of
Christianity closer to this

community

in a
possible by the
silent drama they will have dodged the issue
at stake. By closing the Sunday night shew
which is properly conducted, through the
application of force, they do not only acknowledge their own weakness but hart the
cause which is theirs to promote."

more

effective

way than

is

—

—

:

—

——

— —
—
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FILM LAUGHS FROM

LETTERS

TOPICS

From Readers

THEr

ELECTED BY

S

TIMELY FILMS

A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
addf forcefulness to any statement-

INC.

is

Unsigned

not

will

letters

Wifey

— What

printed.

we name our baby?

shall

Hubbv— Let's

be

him

call

Bill.

Wifey— Why

so?

Hubby

he was born on the first
Portland (Me.) Express.

— Because

of the month.

*

A Comprehensive Program
KENOSHA, WIS. — To the Editor: Answering your

my

asking

letter

of A. and

its

P.

Ray
name)

T. O.

first

executive officers should di-

The

into a solid,

tors' organization.

That,

the

that

essential

first

efficient
in

will

*

my

—

exhibi-

opinion,

is

most quickly

reductions in film

advertising accessories,

supply costs that must come

Houston Post.

letters.

if

labor

and

theatres are

BILLY BEVAN

and Mildred June

in
latest

a scene from Mack Sennett's
First National comedy "Oh Daddy!"

Freddie

— Ma, what

Ma —The

and
getting—
3.

A

will

An

also help very materially in

equitable standard form contract.

legal businesslike square contract

will

which

provide for—

The

elimination of the very unfair
deposit system, and the selling of film on
the same basis as merchandise is sold in
any other legitimate business. An exhibitor's financial or business rating will be the
4.

guide by which exchanges will gauge their
impressions of exhibitor's responsibility.
Paying for film before shipment is sufficient
protection to any exchange. Any exhibitors
abusing that privilege in lieu of deposits
cannot remain in business long.
5.
An effective legislative committee
should be formed to give proper attention
to adverse legislation, leading state and local organizations, as well as individual exhibitors, such assistance in advice and moral
support, and where necessary for the benefit of the exhibitors in general, give financial support.
To co-operate with confidence
(I like that expression of Mr. Hays') with
any other organization in the industry, in
any effort that will be beneficial to the industry as a whole, and which in its scope
may include the solution of the censorship
problem, the repeal of special taxation, the
repeal of "sour Sunday" laws, initiate a
national agitation against the daylight saving and carnival evils, non-theatrical film
service,

etc.

of a vigilance committee to protect the exhibitor and public
against the buying of fake film stocks.
The formation of an exhibitors' board
7.
6.

,

The formation

COMING!

DESERTED
AT THE

LTAFL

is

the baby's

name?

baby hasn't any name yet.
Freddie Then how did he know he
longed to us ? Pittsburgh Dispatch

—

lie-

*

expected to continue in operation without
loss,

—

I guess we'd
"Topics of the Day"

her Adele.

*

The very necessary

rentals,

the

—

help to provide
2.

dislikes

Mrs. Newmother I wish I knew what
to name the twin boys.
Uncle Wetmore Name 'em Tom and
Jerry and I'll make 'em a present of a fine
china mug with their names on it in gold

harmonious, well financed,

and

I ever loved.
(after a brief silence)

P. T. O.

of A. to as nearly 100 per cent as possible

and

who

Films.

M.

building up of the

constructive, effective

husband,

That was the name of the

girl

iietter call

would suggest the following
1.

(tactful

— Great!

May

coming year,

rect their efforts to during the

I

wife with will of her own)
have decided to name the baby Aphro-

dite.

opinion as

M.

to the line of effort that the

—

May (young

of review as a protection against unwholesome film and the placing of excessive
box office values on pictures for high
rental purposes.
8.

To demand and

secure a square deal

Mistress

— And

Mandy ?
Colored Maid

from the

Mistress

— Hallud?

before.

public.

Day" Films.

Those things can and will be done. A
good many were properly taken care of last
year.
The membership was doubled the
second year of the association's existence
will have its proper percentage of

and it
growth

my

next year than in all previous years of motion picture industry association history.

The days of "dog eat dog" are going fast
game and the days of "co-operation

in this

with confidence," "for the good of all" are
taking their place.
Don't you think so?

Joseph G. Rhode, president of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin.

Would Educate Trade Papers
CINCINNATI, O.— To the Editor: In
answer to your letter to me of recent
will say that there are

named him

never heard that

—

Maid Oh, yes'm. Ain't you never read
"Hallud Be Thy Name?" "Topics of the
*

— Have you decided
going to
the baby?
Peck—Yes I'm going to
Heck

what you are

call

;

ever

my

wife names him.

him whatBoston Trans-

call

*

state associations were organized.
The collective effort that state organizations
threw into the battle resulted in the elimination of the film rental tax.
Many beneficial activities were inaugurated that will
see realization during the coming year, and
it is
honest conviction that more constructive work will be accomplished in the

1

I

cript.

this year.

Many

date,

— Hallud. We

Bible.

for its members and in turn accord the
same treatment to producer, exchange or
any other branch of the industry and the

—

what's your baby's name,

many

things

done the coming year and one of the
biggest things in my judgment is to educate the trade papers up to the point where
they would understand that the exhibitors
organization is absolutely necessary, and
that they should do all they could to ento be

Neverwed

— So

you've named your little
How can you tell
boy after yourself?
which one your wife is addressing?
Longwed You heard her call "Peter,
darling?" Well, wait till you hear her yell
for me. Pontiac Daily News.
*

—

"A Michigan father is puzzled to find
name for his eighteenth child."
"Why not name the child, 'enough'?"

a

Atlanta Constitution.

Premiere at Capitol for
Universale "The Storm"
"The Storm," Universal's Jewel production of Langdon McCormick's celebrated stage drama, had its world's premiere presentation at the Capitol theatre.
New York City, and set a pace for itself
in the esteem of the picture-going public
as one of the greatest successes of the
year, says Universal.
It is hailed by Universal as the great"The Heart of Humanand predictions are made that it will

est picture since

courage same, as without independent exhibitors :here would be no reason for trade
papers to exist, and the quicker they understand this the better they will be off in
my judgment. A constructive program will
be inaugurated by the organization, and we
have many big things to take care of this

ity,"

year. For further details, I would suggest
that you take this matter up with our national president, Mr. Sydney S. Cohen.
I. W. McMahan, Lyric theatre, Cincinnati,

"Moonshine Valley" is the title chosen
for William Farnum's next vehicle produced by Fox. Herbert Brenon is directing it and in the cast are Holmes Herbert, Sadie Mullen and Dawn O'Day.

Ohio.

exceed that picture in its money-making power. In the cast are Virginia Valli,
House Peters and Matt Moore.

far

Name New Farnum

Film

July
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

TELL US

every week what

Picture Did For

Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417
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Dearborn

action play, as this is a dandy combination of both.
U. F. Rees, Regal theatre,
Wellsville, Mo.
General patronage.

|

Mo.

Citv.

|
|

Admiral theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

|

Cardigan, with a special cast. First
three reels a little draggy, but as a whole
a very good picture and fair box office

|

—

—

—

Will please.
attraction.
with tepees. Indian suits,

and

will get youngsters.

O'Dowd

Decorate lobby
bow and arrow

—

J.

M. O'Dowd.

Florence, S. C.

theatre,

— Small

town patronage.

|
|

As

ket.

|
|

a

—

—

—

Seventh

Day,

— Good

Barthelmess.
Another year

with

j

booked

I

thirty pictures the
week, almost solely on
the exhibitors said about

j

past

|

what

|

them.

I

one

Be

sure

I

get the next

-

L.

MORRIS.

j

|
|
1

could get more like this one. C. R.
Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.
General patronage.
Hail the Woman, a Thomas Ince pro-

Sullivan,

Richard

picture that pleased.

—A

splendid,

directed pic-

well

Did not
Little too sad in places.
the business anticipated after a big

ture.

draw

advertising

comments.

campaign.
Many
R. Anderson,

— A.

Twin

theatre,

favorable

Orpheum

— Neighborhood
—Very
special

Falls, Ida.

patronage.
cast.
The Rosary, with a
Arthur A. Names, Strand theapleasing.

—

McCracken, Kan.

tre,

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The Lotus
Good

Eater,

—

picture.

Average
cent.
Vaughan, Grand
Can.

— General

with John BarryPleased 100 per

business.

—

George

theatre, Dunnville, Ont.,

patronage.
with Jackie

—

and more pictures like
Tol'able David and Barthelmess will lead
them all.— H. A. McClure. Strand theaXeighborhood
Kan.
Emporia,
tre,

Coogan. An
Everyone pleased,
good picture.
at advance price.— J. A. Holmes. Arcade
Neighborhood
Cal.
Holtville,
theatre.

patronage.

patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Run two days to extra good business.
A puller at the box office. W. J. Brooks.
Dekalb theatre, Lithonia, Ga.— Small
town patronage.

—

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.

—A

It takes the
well produced picture.
art of a real producer to make children
cast pictures go, and Penrod went over

Monroe theatre, Key
—Fla.Carbonell,
— Neighborhood patronage.

good
West.

J.

Red

Hot

My

extra

—

—

White

—

Romance,

—

Castle,

La.

— Xeighborhood

Speci al Report
SWANTON, NEB.— Mr. and
Kudlacek announce the
birth of Betty Rose on May 30,
weight five and one-half pounds.

Mrs.

J.

J.

for

months.

Cheered to echo.

Just wish

—

is

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray. This
a good story and should get by with

either those

who want

a

mother love or

—

A

—

—

—
—
—This

—

though old, did more
School Days, and it did
George
third of the price.
Grand theatre. Dunnville, Ont.,

picture,

cost

—

than

—

a

Can. General patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Went over big. 100 per cent entertainment. F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Eureka, Mont. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess. Pleased our people no more than
average program picture. Arthur A.

—

—

Names, Strand theatre, McCracken, Kan.
—Small town patronage.
Fine
I am Guilty, with Louis Glaum.
picture.

— Charles

—

Holtz, Princess theatre,

Danforth. Me.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Taimadge. My folks liked this. Business onlv average on account of ComEminence
Miles.
mencement. A. N.
General patrontheatre. Eminence, Ky.

—
—

—

age.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with

—

a

This is a 100 per cent prospecial cast.
This one will please any audiduction.
Very few as good. J. M. Mcence.
Carty. Forsyth theatre, Forsyth, Ga.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
improbable, but audience didn't
They all came and they all liked
care.
Arthur A. Names, Strand theatre.
it.
McCracken, Kan. Small town patronPeck's

— Story

—

—

age.
of Placer, a Marshall
production. Every inch of this
Patrons
picture is 100 per cent special.
said thev liked it but did not want to see

Bob Hampton

—

This one
'
Barry get killed.
packed my house and pleased them. C.
H. Simpson. Princess theatre, Millen.
Ga. General patronage.
Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall

Wesley

—

—

—

picture
of
production. Good
Lots of shooting and
days.
But failed to draw a paying
killing.
house. Those few that came were satisFirst National is losing me money
fied.

Neilan

pat-

ronage.

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.—
Drew people that had not been in theatre

—

Neilan

with a special
cast.
This is one of the punkest pictures
ever shown in my house. May be a good
Patrons
picture for a negro playhouse.
walked out before it was over. Stay off
it, unless you have a large -negro patronage.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre,

—

*Boy,

—

Yaughan,

—

we

duction.

—

not
|

—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
This picture got the laughs and
chuckles and it looked like old times.
Patrons remembered his acting in The
Kid. D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Ewen, Mich.
My Boy, with Jackie Coogan. Fine
picture but didn't get business entitled
Highly praised by newspapers and
to.
patrons.
real "better picture." Presented as a Woman's City Club benefit.
McClure,
Strand theatre, EmA.
H.
Neighborhood patronage.
poria, Kan.
The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Pleased 100 per cent. J. M.
Good.
McCarthy, Forsyth theatre, Forsyth, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
busirtess

Bellaire. O.

more.

First National
The

1

Temple Theatre,

production, we'd give
this about 40, but the box-office returns
simply show that we don't know a thing
about pictures when we see them. Incidentally they will like Don't Doubt Your
Wife. Grab it.— Fred S. Meyer, Palace
High class family
theatre. Hamilton, O.
patronage.
Anne of Little Smokey, with a special
cast.
We advertised Winifred Westover as Mrs. W. S. Hart, hoping to put
the picture over on that point, but it
didn't "put."
Only a very average western.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky. General patronage.

—

|
|

BEN.

Following five days of starvaBaird.
tion on The Three Musketeers, along
comes this picture and does a mighty
good business for the next two days of
the week.

I

ord." It is positively the only
reference book, as to what pictures are, that is on the mar-

Doubt Your Wife, with Leah

—

|

your "Box Office Rec-

I like

Associated Exhibitors
Don't

|

Slump Goes
Glimmering

False Fronts, with a special cast.
Either lights or phoStory excellent.
tography very bad, so dull could hardly
Win. C. Mclntul, Rose theatre,
see' it.
Burlington, N. C.
Jungle Adventures, with a special cast.
Fine entertainment. W. O. Burkey,

—

—

summer

he

1

picture

St. Chicago.

American Releasing
Daring Danger, with Pete Morrison.
Crackerjack outdoor western drama.
E. Dubinsky, Regent theatre, Kansas

trie

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

frontier

—
—

——A
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—

Edw. W. Werner, Canton, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

pleased.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
This picture got the laughs. All of the
child actors were very good. Good business.
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
General patronage.

—

—

Fox
The Last

Trail, with a special cast.
Good, and good business. C. A. Garad,
Woodbine theatre, Carthage, 111. Neigh-

—

—

—

borhood patronage.

The Men
Russell.

—A

of Zanzibar, with William
passable program picture.

Carbonell,

J.

Monroe

— Neighborhood

theatre,

Key West,

patronage.
Up and Going, with Tom Mix. Extra
good Mix picture. Pleased all and drew
well.
R.
Sullivan,
Fair
C.
theatre,
Amarillo, Tex. General patronage.
Fla.

—

—

—

IRON TO GOLD,

—

with Dustin

Farnum. Must say very good.
Booked this one on W. W. White's
"say so." You will find Brother
White's write-up in the June 24
number. G. N. Armstrong, Y. M.
C. A. theatre, Rose Lake, Idaho.
Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.

—

DOROTHY GISH

in a scene frcm "The Country Flapper" directed by F. Richard
Jones, and distributed by Producers Security Corp.

and

will

I

close

up.

have to make a change or

— G.

F.

Ryegate, Mont.

—

Rediske,

Star theatre,
Small town patronage.

One Arabian

Night, with Pola Negri.
Out of eight reports in this magazine
I found five were favorable and three,
including report of Charles Ryan, were
against it.
I am on the fence.
You had
better get it securely fixed in your mind
that it will please less than half of your
audience, that the plot is weak and too
mixed up, that it won't pull the second
night, that the play is long drawn out
with a poor ending, but if you decide
to book it, boost it to beat the band as a
wonderful production in eight reels, made

—

special

gram

cast.

— Don't

play this as a prowill stand ad-anced
special.
Created more

picture.

admission

as

It

a

comment than any picture we have
shown lately.
H. A. McClure, Strand

—

theatre,

Emporia,

Kan.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Romance
Lincoln.

—This

of Tarzan, with Elmo
Tarzan of The
well and pleased.
D. A.

and

Apes both drew

—

Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Mich. General patronage.

Ewen,

—

Harriet and The Piper, with Anita
Stewart. Exceptionally
good
picture,
but weak title. J. A. Holmes, Arcade

—

—

Holtville,

— Neighborhood

in Germany, lavish, spectacular, with
wonderful technique, gorgeous scenery,
splendid if not remarkable acting, humor-

theatre,

a peculiar foreign style, interesting and well worth seeing for its origi-

a few like this one will put our
of business. J. M. McCarty. Forsyth
theatre, Forsyth, Ga.
Neighborhood pat-

ous

in

1

nality alone.
Then sit down fairly near
the front and look for
Pola Negri?
Not at all. Lubitsch? O, no. Just glue
your eyes to the unnamed actress who
in thunder
takes the part of Haidee.
I wish I could convey to her
is she?
the thought that the present Mrs. Philip

—

Who

—

Rand is not immortal. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holubar production. This is a very good pic-

—

Cal.

patronage.

Gypsy Blood, with Pola

—

—Just
show out

Negri.

—

ronage.

Bob Hampton

of Placer, a Marshall
production. "Freckles"
Barry
gets lots of laughs in this one. Good plot,
and is an interesting picture, but poor
business for some reason or other.
No
fault
of the picture.
D. A. Kooker,

—

Neilan

—

Happy

Hour

theatre,

Ewen,

Mich.

General patronage.

ture for a theatre catering to the better
class of people.
Others may not like it.
well for me. D. A. Kooker, Happy
theatre, Ewen, Mich.
General pat-

Negri.— No good
Better stay away from
such stuff. J. M. McCarty, Forsyth
theatre, Forsyth, Ga.
Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

ronage.

—

Took
Hour

—

Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production.
Drew well without extra
advertising and they liked it. Arthur A.

—

—

Names, Strand theatre, McCracken, Kan.
town patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart.
One of the best program pic-

— Small

—

tures

I

have ever played.

I

have played

many

so-called specials that were not
half as good as this one. Star well liked
here.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre,

—

— General

patronage.
with Charles Chaplin.
Broke all previous records with this.
Our people do not like Chaplin, so we
promised them that he was "different"
in this one, and we imported the boys'
Millen, Ga.

The

Home

at

Fellows'

—

Orphans

Batesville.
E. Hopkins,
C.
theatre,
Cotter, Ark.
Small

Hopkins
town patronage.

The

Child

Pola

—

—

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production.— Picture a great disappointment.
Would have been fair if cut to
four or five reels. Arthur A. Names,
Strand theatre, McCracken, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—

—

Polly of The Storm Country, with
Mildred Harris. This is a mighty fine
little
program picture. D. A. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
General patronage.

—

—

Unseen Forces, with Sylvia Breamer.
— — Had
a number of favorable comments

Kid,

band from the Odd

Passion, with
for small town.

Thou Gavest Me,

—

with

a

on

this picture.

A

Botsford,

Neb.

—

good

—

A. F.
Sargent,

picture.

Botsford
theatre,
Small town patronage.

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. Any Brother Exhibitor cannot make a mistake with this picture,
unless his patrons do not like a Mounted
Police picture.
patrons were well

—

My

—

remarkably fine picture, but too high
class for Podunk.
Gilbert and Bedford
both excellent. Patrons shy away from
this on account of title.
No business.
V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre, Castalia,
la.
Small town patronage.
The Strength of The Pines, with William
A
Russell.
Very, very good.
splendid western with lots of action.—"
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,

—

—

Miss.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Footfalls, with a special cast.

my

—This

is

report to Exhibitors Herald, but
I think this picture needs our opinion, as
it is absolutely the worst I ever had the
pleasure of running.
If you have to
take it, pay for it and let them keep it.
It will kill your business.
R. W. Small,
first

—

Markle Amusement Company, Wymore,
Neb. General patronage.
Shame, with a special cast. New, different from the others. Pleased the public.
Some good thrillers. J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
Children of the Night, with William
Russell.
I
cannot get by with William

—

—

—

—

—

Russell

show

is

unless

good

not satisfy

my

he

is

for a

patrons.
T.

—

a Western.
W.
theatre, Anita, la.
age.
in

in

—

This
does

westerns.

dream, but

They
Biggs,

it

him
Unique

like

Small town patron-

—

To a Finish, with Charles Jones. Very
Both stars are very good in all
good.
the pictures I have played. C. H. SimpGenson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

—

—

eral patronage.

A

Connecticut Yankee, with a special
wonderful picture which fell
down at box office at 50 cent admission.
Praised by newspapers but still they
would not come out. Wonder why. H.
A. McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Thunderclap, with a special cast. This
was one of those specials. It was very
good. Louis Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar, la. General patronage.
Hickville to Broadway, with Eileen
Percy. A very good little picture.
I
run a few of these 20th Century to cut
film rental.
They go over fairly well.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
cast.

—A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Over the Hill, with a special cast.
Best picture ever shown in this city. PaMiss.

left the house with a smile on their
and a tear in their eyes. T. L.
Wolfe, Liberty theatre, Cherryvale, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
A Connecticut Yankee, with a special

trons
face

—

—

July

8,
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Some show! Has enough action
cast.
to suit the "wild and woolly" fans and
class stuff to suit the
sufficient high
Fellow Exhibitors told
would go over their heads but it

"highbrows."

me

this

pleased fully 95 per cent and

some came

Admission price was a little stiff
twice.
55 cents.
Play
for present conditions.
it.
V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre, Cas-

—

la.

talia,

— Small

town patronage.
with Shirley Mason. The best

—

Jackie,
yet from this star.
draw for me, but

Her

pictures fail to
if
she continues in
stories like Jackie it will only be a matter
E. Elkin,
of time until she does draw.
Aberdeen,
Miss.
theatre,
Temple

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
Come on

Over, with a special cast.
A splendid picture. Every patron delighted.
Stands out as one of the best
produced for some time.
The story,
while simple, has the ingredients that patrons go wild over. A. R. Anderson,

—

Orpheum

Twin

theatre,

Falls,

A.

C.

111.

The

Watch Your
100

Penalty,

want

pictures

A

picture, but for

—

one?
People
action.
D. C. A.

like this

—

Woodbine theatre, Carthage,
—Neighborhood patronage.
Garard,

A

Grand Larceny, with
mighty fine picture.

111.

Elliott Dexter.

Did not break
any house records, but went over very
Fred S. Meyer, Palnicely and pleased.

—

ace theatre,
patronage.

Hamilton,

O.

— High

class

—

Gold, with a special cast. A real
Interesting
picture.
It pleased as near
all the way through.
Boost it.
100 per cent as any picture.
It's a safe bet— P. G. Held, Sterling theNeighborhood patatre, Fairmont, Neb.
ronage.
The Voice in the Dark, with a special
Good picture. Business fair. Not a
cast.
big picture, but one which will please
your people. Buy it. Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore.
A good comedy drama. Will please 90
I played a two reel Chester
per cent.
comedy in conjunction with this and
packed them in. P. G. Held, Sterling
Neighborhood
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
patronage.
The Branding Iron, with a special
Business fair.
Good picture.
cast.

underwater

—

—

—

—

—

—

— Giacoma

Brothers,
Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

you never make a cent, run this.
It
will do you good and offer some inducement to get the people in who are
against pictures.
They will be your
friends afterwards.
Not much plot to
them
It is
it, but it gets
just the same.
sure 100 per cent.
We had a matinee
Gave away
and admitted mothers free.
If

handkerchiefs to all the ladies,
paid us both in money and new
friends.
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Neb. Small town patronage.
classy

and

it

—

—

Cameron

of the

—A

Royal Mounted, with

special cast.
fine outdoor
A. R. Anderson, Orpheum

—

Twin

Ida.

Falls,

— Neighborhood

a

subject.
theatre,

patron-

age.

The Mysterious
good

as

Charles

as other

Holtz,

— Fine,

but not

pictures.
theatre, Dan-

Princess

Me.

forth,

The Man

—

Rider.

Zane Grey

of the Forest, with a special

Westerns this will
you
please you.
Made us good money in
spite of rain.
H. A. Larson, Majestic
theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patlike

If

—

ronage.
A Certain

— Slow

—

|
new "Box Of- |

the

Record?"

feel real mean because I
never wrote and thanked you
1 for the other copy, but it's
| great! And I agree with the
g exhibitor who kicked on the
g cover, because mine's worn off
I

]j

1
1

m
|
1
j
1
1

too.

Just as soon as your second
is done please remember

gg

copy

jt

that I

1
Without any 1
biggest and 1
1 doubt it is
|1 most compact help any exhib- 1

B
|

itor

want

one.
the

ever had.

want

to say I hope J. C.
Jenkins don't let his sheriff's
duties (if he is elected) interfere with the reporting on the
pictures he plays.
I

|
J
g
B
With best
| "Herald."

wishes

the

to

1
1
1
§
1

MILES,

A. N.

Eminence Theatre,

— Fine.

of Light, with a
Chas.
All liked it.

—

Holtz, Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.
The Spenders, with a special cast.
splendid picture that pleased both old
and young. T. L. Wolfe, Liberty theKan. Neighborhood
Cherryvale,
atre,
patronage.
A White Man's Chance, with J. Warren Kerrigan. Old but very good pro-

—

—

—

—

picture

that

will

please

most

of

—

R. R. town patronage.

—Charles Holtz, Princess
forth, Me.

theatre,

Dan-

Metro
Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram production—Best picture I ever ran. Broke
I think as
records at advance prices.
Book it and
good as Way Down East.
boost it. J. A. Holmes, Arcade theatre,
Cal.— Neighborhood patronHoltville,

—

age.

Seeing's Believing, with Viola Dana.
Only fairly satisfactory, said those who
paid.— Giacoma Brothers, Crystal the-

Tombstone, Ariz.

atre.

1

— General

patron-

age.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.
Fine feature, but patrons will not stand
for

The Dwelling Place
special cast.

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin production.
All Hodkinson
Pleased all.
—Fine.
pictures are good, and their prices are
They don't ask you to give" them
right.
a share of the theatre to pay the rental.

Joseph Henabery.

fice

is

in

—

able,"

I

Eminence, Ky.

town patronage.

gram

)

Rich Man, with a special

—

—

I
1
1

Where

—

starting off but really
worth while.
I had told them what to
expect in my advertising, so had a satisaudience.
Business off, but no
fied
Sudie I. Haney, Libfault of the picture.
Small
erty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.
cast.

1.

Even Better

jj

—

"The Man Unconquera Paramount Picture directed by

(Sept,

I

—

N. Armstrong, Y. M. C. A.,
Rose Lake, Ida. General patronage.
The Man of the Forest, with a special
If you
Here is a dandy, Boys.
cast.
want something that has action, story
and interest, you will make no mistake
Biggest Saturday
in booking this one.
show for us in many months. C. W.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

in

Next Issue

Girl with the Jazz Heart, with Madge
Kennedy. Everyone proud of this one.

them— G.

JACK HOLT

I

patronage.

cast.

Wet

good

—

Hodkinson
Why

with

—

Lon

with

Chancy.
drawing a crowd,
no good. Just made enough to pay film
rental.
You can make no mistake in
booking this one. A. G. Miller, Miller
theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
Neighborhood
Class

Ida.

Step, with Cullen Landis.
don't
per cent.

make more

they

theatre, Carpatronage.

— Neighborhood

Neighborhood patronage.

—Pleased

Woodbine

Garard,

thage,

57

raised prices.

Lost money on

this

Receipts less than price of film.
Ed. Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Jet.,
Ia.
Neighborhood patronage.

one.

—

The Conquering Power, with Rodolph
Valentino.-<It's passable for a French
scenario.
The miser's work is about the
only redeeming point in the picture.
Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West,
J.
Neighborhood patronage.
Fla.

—

Turn

to the Right, a Rex Ingram production.
People went out saying it was
the best picture they ever saw.
Fred

Meyn,
Kan.

—

—

Pershing

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Kansas

City,

patronage.

The Off Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.
find that even when the critics say
they are poor this star's pictures please
my patrons. This one has not much
story but it pleased. Sudie I. Haney,
Liberty theatre, Des Moines, New Mex.
Small town patronage.

—I

—

—

The Four Horsemen, with

a special
feature, but patrons will
Lost money
not stand for raised prices.
Receipts less than price of
on this one.
film.— Ed. Wegener, Lyric theatre, ValNeighborhood patronage.
ley Jet., Ia.
cast.

—A

good

—

—

Clothes, with a special cast. This pic*
ture was not the kind to please my paThe plot was fairly good. Story
trons.
lacked action. J. A. Weisbeck, Liberal
Small town pattheatre, Alden, N. Y.
ronage.

—

—

Fine Feathers, with a special cast.
Small ento it but a lesson.
tertainment power. Mrs. D. C. Turney,

Not much

—

Miller theatre, Bonesteel, S. Dak.
eral patronage.

— Gen-

Cinderella's Twin, with Viola Dana.

—

—

—
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Queen, Ark.

Committee on W. and M.
Files

Dalton.

Report on Sprague

Bill

—

Our esteemed friend from Goodland, Kan. some real
Praise the Lord.
has come to life and shooed the sleepestate guy must have named that town
ing prairie chickens off the main streets of the little hamlet down in the grass-

—

hopper regions.
refreshing to hear his voice again, and I want to commend
Brother Sprague for his excellent judgment in awarding the prizes in that
Beauty Contest. I was confident of it from the very beginning, and his prize
of a "fur lined flask" will come in mighty handy in my campaign this Fall.
This being the season for young grasshoppers, I attributed our dear brother's silence to the fact that he was working over time in a desperate endeavor
to save a little garden sass from the ravages of the state's pest.

judge from his remarks that our mutual friend is a golf hound, since he>
Why not go down in the brush
calls on some enthusiast to send him a putter.
and cut a shinny-club and save express?
But speaking of golf, I'm reminded of a remark I heard one of our bankers
make to a golfer recently when he said, "There is one thing I have observed
about the game, and that is that a monkey can play it as well as a man." If
Brother Sprague will come up to "Kneehigh" we will show him a golf course
that will make the Goodland links look like a bald head.
Will our Presidential Possibility, F. S. Meyer of "Mosler Safe," O., and
our Poetic Friend, Phil Rand, of Fishville, Idaho, please wake up from their
sleeping sickness and defend their good names and characters against this
unwarranted attack.
I

j

q JENKINS

Auditorium Theatre, Neligh, Neb.

—

mar,

la.

The
Lytell.

— General

Redemption, with Bert
good, although rather old.

Price

of

— Very

Get a good

patronage.

and you

print,

using this one.

can't

Star at his best

—

regret

when

it

comes to real acting. O. H. Southworth,
Opera House, Adams, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.
As usual with Dana, we played to good
houses.
Dana has never failed us yet.

—

Life's

Mrs. D. C. Turney, Miller theatre, BoneGeneral patronage.
steel, S. Dak.

—

The

Silver Lining, with Jewel Carmen.
the majority.
good clean
subject.
F. W. Sabin, Majestic theatre,

— Pleased

Mont.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

A

Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.
— This was very good. Pleases all classes
of people.
Louis Frana, Olympic- theGeneral patronage.
atre, Calmar, la.
-

—

—

The Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. Very, very fine.
Take the
stand that your patrons will thank you
for personally urging them to see it.
Certainly has the heart interest and just
the element of comedy that makes it a

—

— Sterling

— General

theatre,

Greeley, Colo.

patronage.
Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production. Pleased all at 50 cents to
H. A.
largest business since The Sheik.

—

—

McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia, Kan.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Forever, with Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid. — Dream or allegorical picToo
tures are not liked by any public.
But Reid's and Miss Fercomplicated.
guson's
pleasing.

work was more than
Carbonell, Monroe theatre,

artistic

—

J.

Key West,

Fla.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The

Woman Who Walked

—

Alone, with

Dorothv Dalton. Altogether different
from The Crimson Challenge and conone of the very best if not the
work Miss Dalton has ever done.
Will certainly hold interest throughout
and, while drama, will satisfy all classes
sider
best

it

—

Greeley,

—

—

—

The Love

—A

Special, with Wallace Reid.

Reid picture.
Had no comand neither did anyone enthuse

fair

plaints

over the production. Had the usual attendance for a Reid picture, which is
slightly better than most program offerings.
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE BRONZE BELL,

—Just

special cast.
saw several

such

with a

ordinary.
reports,

We
but

thought we knew more than the
exhibitors who had seen the picture. We have learned to believe

more

sincerely in "What the Picture Did for Me." Horn
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,

—

&

Nebraska.

Boomerang

Bill, with
Lionel Barrymore. A good picture which failed to
draw.
Barrymore a real actor. H. A.
McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino

—

—

Forever, with Elsie Ferguson and WalReid. Too classical for the averEven the popular stars failed
to draw in this kind of cast.
Good picture for very refined audience.
O. H.
Southworth, Opera House, Adams, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

lace

—

—

The Lane That Had No Turning,

—

Agnes Ayres. A wonderful picno drawing power whatever.

with

but

ture

No

fault of the picture.

who saw

it.

—Tom

Is

Pleased those

Magruder, Elite theKan. Neighbor-

Baxter

Springs,
hood patronage.

atre,

—

Matrimony a Failure? with

—

a special

Play this one up big as a comedy,
for the title smacks of a "problem play,"
and rt will satisfy.
Very fine comedy
from start to finish, but only best appreciated by a high class, intelligent clientele.
Sterling theatre. Greeley, Colo.
cast.

and Agnes Ayres.— I'll hand
picture.

age patron.

—

General patronage.
Exit the

Paramount

winner.

—

of audiences.
Sterling theatre,
Colo.
General patronage.

A

—

Eureka,

—

—

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Very good comedy-drama. Viola pleases
here.
Louis Frana, Olympic theatre, Cal-

town patronage.

Challenge, with Dorothy

This is a pure western and will
thoroughly satisfy a Dalton fan.
In
fact, it's just what they want to see her
in.
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
General patronage.
The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Good acting by star and cast save this
one.
Will please about 60 per cent.
H. J. Trainer, Pastime theatre, Blue
Mound, 111. Small town patronage.

really

It's

— Small

The Crimson

1922

8,

to

this

the

We

places in the picture where the words of
song come on the screen as Valentino sings them to Agnes.
I
went
down front and announced we had gone
to the trouble of getting this song especially for this picture and the patrons
appreciated it.— A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Small town patthis

—

ronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—Well received.
Personally,
the writer preferred it to many so called
specials and would advise others to use
it
as such at advanced prices.
Seven

reels— O. H. Southworth, Opera House
Adams, N. Y.— Neighborhood patron-'
age.

The

Little Minister, with Betty Comppicture.
Book this and
and make some coin. S. G. Ihde,
Photoplay
theatre,
Ashland,
Kan.—

son.

Vamp,

it

only thing I've had
this year that really has made me any
money.
put an extra effective touch
to it by playing the Kashmir Song as a
tenor solo on the victrola in the two
It's

— Some

—

with Ethel Clayton.
Due to non-arrival of feature advertised,
was compelled to put this on cold, with

boost

we died on a two day
under ordinary circumstances it would have done some business.
Fair offering, although not a riot.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, HamilHigh class family patronage.
ton, O.

The Charm School, with
Reid.
very good production
please anyone.
Good cast and
tion.
H. J. Trainer, Pastime

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan production.
Excellent from every
standpoint.
A good puller. If you have
not yet booked this, don't hesitate to do
so.
It's a sure box office attraction.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

The Law and the Woman, with Betty
Compson. This would be 100 per cent
if
they would cut out the sick room
scene where the baby is born.
This is a

the result that
run, whereas,

—

—

—

—

The Last Payment, with Pola Negri.
I paid for The Red Peacock and shelved
it.
Wish I had done same for this one.
The poorest and most ridiculous thing
run in five years.
If I had
just what it is, I would not have
used it for money, bad as I need it. She
may be a star over there, but
patrons
say not here.
few more like this and
that line, "It's a Paramount Picture,"
theatre.
will mean death to
will
Paramount risk that valuable trademark
with such stuff?
Somebody tell me.
Middleton, Grand theatre, De
L.
A.
I

have

known

my

A

my

Why

it

Neighborhood patronage.

—A

—

Blue

Mound,

111.

— Small

Wallace
that will

productheatre,

town patron-

age.

—

disgusting and unnecessary scene in any
picture.
Directors with finer tastes suggest these things and pass on.
Why
ruin a 100 per cent picture with 100 feet
of 7,000? A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre, De Queen, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres. Drew good business
and pleased nearly everyone.
The kind

—

of entertainment that has an appeal for
all

classes.

House,

— O.

Adams,

H. Southworth, Opera
N. Y. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Good picture with plenty of

Meighan.

comedy

—

and

thrills,

but

couldn't

get

July
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to see it to pay for
G. Ihde, Photoplay theNeighborhood patatre, Ashland, Kan.
ronage.

enough people out

Williamsburg,

the picture.

age.

A

— S.

—

City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton.
nice

a

Just

little

Not up

picture.

No

Miss Clayton's standard.

—A.

N.

business.

Eminence theatre, EmiSmall town patronage.

Miles,

Ky.

nence,

to

—

Something to Think About,

a Cecil
first class proMille production.
duction that will please the majority.
Good story, fine cast, splendid direction.
H. J. Trainer, Pastime theatre, Blue

—A

De

—

Mound,

111.

box

— Small

town

Wiliam

with

Sand,

patronage.

Hart.

S.

— Good

attraction during this hot
weather.
Just a good program picture
and will please them all. A. G. Miller,
NeighMiller theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
office

—

—

borhood patronage.
Three Word Brand, with William S.
Hart.
Not up to Hart standard. Play-

—

ing double role gets audience confused.
A. Holmes, Arcade theatre, HoltJ.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Cal.
The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.

ville,

A

—

—

Key West,

—

General patronage.
Counterfeit,
with

Ferguson.
Average picture will not draw on account
of poor title.
A. G. Miller, Miller theNeighborhood patatre, Atkinson, Neb.

—

ronage.

Old Wives
Mille

drama.

—

Exceptionally fine picture. Hobart Bosworth a strong actor.
Picture
well liked.
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
Mich. General patrontheatre, Ewen,
age.

—

— Made a
good
impression. — Giacoma
Brothers,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — GenThe

Bait, with a special cast.

eral patronage.

The
son.

Little Minister, with Betty

—Very

good.

They

New,

a

— Above

— D.

Cecil

the

Comp-

Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,

A.

— General

The Frisky Mrs. Johnson, with Billie
Burke.—Very poor.
To poor business.
Let

it

theatre,

alone.— A. N. Miles, Eminence
Eminence, Ky. Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.
—Fairly good, but not as good as some
of Reid's pictures.
No drawing power.
Tom Magruder, Elite theatre, Baxter
Springs,
Kan. Neighborhood
patron-

—

— Nice

a special
class picture of its
kind.
If your patrons like pictures of
the Civil War, book it.
It will please
them. R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre,
Hamburg, Ont., Can. Small town pat-

—This

a

is

first

—

New

—

light

little

ronage.

Washburn.
comedy-drama that

seemed to please the majority.
It contains some tense action toward the last.

— M.

burg,

D. Foster, Gem theatre, WilliamsKan. General patronage.

—

Pathe
When We Were Twenty-One,

—

B. Warner.
This
picture.
Warner

is

a

good

well

liked.

with H.

program

— D.

Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Mich. General patronage.

A.

Ewen,

—

—

The Killer, with a special cast. An
excellent picture.
Played this during
carnival week to a full house of Indians and it sure went over big with
them as well as our regular trade.
Mrs. D. C. Turney, Miller theatre, Bonstell,

Dak.

S.

— General

R-C

—

age.

patronage.

Full House, with Bryant

De

B.

society
Hour the-

—

A

average

Very good

picture.

A. Kooker, Happy
Ewen, Mich. General patronage.

atre,

—

patronage.

Pictures

Queen o' the Turf, with a special cast.
Here is one that you can't go wrong

on booking and advertising big.
It is
everything
claimed
and
then
some.
Played it two days to poor business, but
it

was

weather.

not

the

picture's

— Anderson
Omaha,

theatre,

&

fault.

Hot

Weathersby, Gem
Neb. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

Pays
Washburn.
It

to

Advertise,

with Bryant
This is a very good comedydrama.
Washburn well liked. D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich. General patronage.

—

—

—

The Princess
vid

Powell.

of

— Very

New

York, with Da-

poor.

Bought

—

at

cheap price and then lost money. C. A.
Garard, Woodbine
theatre,
Carthage,

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Something to Think About, a

111.

—

for

production.

program

Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth.

— D.

Ewen, Mich.

patronage.

Elsie

—

patron-

Held by the Enemy, with

NeighFla.
borhood patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.
This is one of Wally's good ones. Best
Theodore Robin auto comedy dramas.
D. A. Kooerts good in support of star.
ker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
theatre,

— General

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
—Patrons say that, this is the best Reid
in some time.
Went over good and
drew them in.— H. J. Trainer, Pastime
theatre, Blue Mound, 111.— Small town

cast.

very pleasing and artistic picture. Will
please most any audience. J. Carbonell,

Monroe

Kan.

59

—

Cecil B.

Mille production. A picture of exceptional merit.
Several of our patrons
complained that they did not care for
the Christian Science features about it.
Pleased nearly 100 per cent, though.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Small town patronage.
Springs, Neb.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
This one of Reid's is a good comedyThat's what my patrons want.
drama.

De

—

—

When

Lights Are Low, with Sessue
A very interesting Chinese

—
—

Hawayaka.

Ordinary business.
Comments
favorable. A. R. Anderson, Orpheum
theatre, Twin Falls, Ida.
Neighborhood
story.

—

patronage.

Beyond the Rainbow, with

— One of

a

special

R-C's, but lost money on it
on Saturday run.
Had free band concert up town during first night show but
no one came to the theatre for second
show. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
cast.

—

Ashland,

Kan.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The Lure
Frederick..

of

— Did

patrons did not

the Jade, with Pauline
not see this picture, but
like it and told us so.

George Vaughan, King George

—

theatre,

Port Colborne, Ont., Can. Small town
patronage.
The Mistress of Shenstone, with Paul-

don't need any

censors for pictures like this.

— Herman

Cissna Park Movies, Cissna
Park, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennet.
Did
not take very well here.
It has been
artistically produced as to dress but was
just a fair average for entertainment.
M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg,
Kan. General patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. Interesting picture that seemed to

Salmon,

Jr.,

—

—

—
—
take fairly well.
Poor business, however. — D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theEwen, Mich. — General patronage.
The Home Stretch, with Douglas MacLean. — Very good comedy-drama.
Only
atre,

fault
cast,

we

could find

Horn

was the supporting
Paramount

which was not up to

standard.

&

MacLean

is

Morgan,

Springs, Neb.

a favorite here.
theatre,
Hay

— Small

Star

town patronage.

Everywoman, with

a special cast.
is a morality play and the best of
kind, but patrons don't like to be

This
its

preached

at.

Everyone

said

it

was

a

great picture but I noticed that my second night fell off.— C. A. Smythe, Rialto theatre,

Gate City, Va.

— Small

town

patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan production.
Here is a picture that
will gain prestige for any show and all
shows should play this if you cater to
the better class of patronage.
If you

—

have not run this, book
boost it— M. D. Foster,

it

and

Gem

then

theatre,

"BUCKING BROADWAY"—A

classical dance from the new
distributed through Educational Exchanges.

Christie

comedy,

——
—

—

—A—

-
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—

Played this with Buster
Neighbors and they surely
good business. A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. GenFrederick.

ine

Keaton
brought

in

—

—

eral patronage.

Everything for Sale, with May McAvoy. Good.
Just the kind of story
my patrons enjoy. Miss McAvoy is well
liked and always pleases.
VV. E. Elkin,
Temple
theatre,
Aberdeen,
Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Game Chicken, with Bebe Daniels.

—

There

Cuba

is

this

in

no more atmosphere of
picture than New York.

—

Poorly presented. J. Carbonnell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

Dawn

—

of the East, with Alice Brady.

Patrons well pleased and matiGood.
nee helped the night attendance.
Advertise it as one of her best.
You can't go

—

Evidence, with Elaine Hammerstein.
This production very good.
Pleased 100
per cent.
Clean cut picture that will
please any picture fan.
Elaine is more
or less well liked here. M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.
Neighborhood patronage.

wrong. W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

Bobbed Hair, with Wanda Hawley.—

The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien.

away from

it.

— C.

H.

Dunsmuir,

theatre,

Powers,

Cal.

— R.

R.

Strand

town

ker,

A

There are few Realarts that

over well.

— W.

fail to

please.

atre,

Aberdeen,

E. Elkin, Temple theMiss.
Neighborhood

—

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.
They went wild over this one. The entire audience was in an uproar.
Adverit

please.

Aberdeen,
age.

It
will most assuredly
E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Miss.
Neighborhood patron-

big.

— W.

—

special cast.

—

A

of Ambition, with

—

— One

with Gladys Wal"The largest Saturday night
crowd in 1922 turned out to see
Miss Gladys Walton impersonate
ton.

ROWDY

THE
in her return engagement at the Rex last week.
This popular actress advanced
another niche in the hearts of her
many admirers by her clever acting and winsome ways, and many
of our townspeople were greatly
disappointed that she made her
appearance but in one evening, for
as a rowdy she made a distinct hit.
Miss Walton, however, has prom-

Conway

Annie, with

Norma Talmadge.

of the best program pictures we
Thus far,
have played for some time.
with the exception of one picture, Scandal, with Constance Talmadge, the Talmadge reissues have surpassed in draw-

power and entertainment value many
our more modern offerings. W. J.
Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
Best one of her pictures I have ever

De Luxe

to please them all,
course, it's a reissue,
but it's as clear as a new picture and a
C.
great deal better than the new ones.
H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

played.

want

book

Of

If you
this one.

—

— General patronage.
Is Life Worth Living? with Eugene
O'Brien. — Not much to this one.
Poor
business. — D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour

—

THE
— ROWDY,

J.

—

Ida.

—

—

took fairly well.
Tearle
not known very well here. D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
General patronage.

Falls,

The Trap, with Lon Chaney. Fair,
but do not advertise this one to be as
good as The Penalty or any of his other
ones.
Ed. Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Jet., Ia.- Neighborhood patronage.

—

— This

Twin

theatre,

Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Road

—

Orpheum

Remorseless Love, with Elaine HamAdvertised the story, as this
title for me, and had the best
Wednesday business since October, 1921.
A very good picture.- Sudie I. Haney,
Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. Mex.Small town patronage.
Tearle.

patron-

Universal

merstein.
is a poor

of

—

Ewen, Mich.

Pleased women and men alike. W.
Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
Small town patronage.

ing

—

Koo-

— General

to Man, with Harry Carey.
From a novel. Well directed.
western above the average, not overdone.
Very interesting story. A. R. Anderson,

excellent picture that gave universal
satisfaction.
An interesting story well
acted.
photography.
Unusually
fine

The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawley.
Wanda and T. Roy Barnes make a
fine pair in comedy-drama.
One or two
scenes are a little risque but are necessary
to carry out the story.
Pleased generHorn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
ally.
Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.

A.

Mich.

1922

8,

Man

An

patronage.

—

theatre,

— D.

patronage.

Man's Home, with a

De Luxe

Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles
— Good clean comedy that went

tise

Happy Hour

— General

patronage.
Minter.

one pleased better than

the average O'Brien picture.

No

story.
No nothing. Patrons asked
for their money back.
Hawley is capable of better stuff than this.
Stay

— This

Ewen,

theatre,
age.

Selznick

—

Realart

July

ised to return to

DESPERATE

Salmon shortly

YOUTH,

in

which

event will be eagerly looked forward to." (Rex Topics.)— Philip
Rand Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Walton.
We were disappointed in this picture.
Just an ordinary picture.
It was
good, but not up to standard.
Out »f
star's class.
Our patrons do not care
for Miss Walton.— Anderson & Weath-

—

ersby,

Gem

theatre,

Omaha,

Neb.—

Neighborhood patronage.
A Dangerous Little Demon, with Marie

Prevost.

— Received

many

compli-

ments on this picture.
Miss Prevost is
rapidly becoming one of our most con-

box office attractions. We have
run five of her 1921-22 productions and
have yet to find a poor one. W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
Small
town patronage.
Foolish Wives, an Eric Von Stroheim
production. This picture will get them
in, which is what we are looking for in
these times.
Pleased only about 50 per
cent.
J.
W. Anderson, Rialto theatre,
Cozad, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Man to Man, with Harry Carey.
good picture but not one-tenth what it's
cracked up to be.
Raised price and
didn't please 50 per cent.
J. A. Holmes,
Arcade theatre, Holtville, Cal. Neighsistent

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

borhood patronage.
The Fox, with Harry Carey.

—
—Univer-

sal sells this picture as a wonderful special, when it is far from that.
The first
is rather draggy but picks up in the
middle and is rather spectacular in the
end.
This is a picture which will please
part of your people but I would not urge
an exhibitor to buy it. Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

part

—

The
Gibson

Fire Eater, with

Hoot Gibson.—

draw

better than Carey. His
stuff is full of action and comedy, which
is
real
a
good combination. R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
will

—

General patronage.
False Kisses, with Miss duPont.
title

spoiled

the

attendance.

—The

The

pic-

was very good. Would have cleaned
up on it if they had a different title.
Herman Salmon, Jr., Cissna Park Movies, Cissna Park, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Short Skirts, with Gladys Walton.—

ture

—

A

scene from "The Stroke of Midnight," a Swedish Biograph picture being distributed
in America by Metro.

An

extra good program picture.
not pull any extra crowd for us.
haps the title is too suggestive.

It did

Per-

You

July

can safely

—C.
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good.

E. Hopkins,

Ark.

ter,

—

Hopkins theatre, CotSmall town patronage.

The

Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.
There was a sense of humor in the producers when they rang in that "sloppy

—

stories"

Sloppy

stuff.

Gladys

right.

is

has been hitting 100 per cent right along
and then they dragged her and put her
into this.
It just killed the next one we
let them slip you another
Gladys.
You're too good to
be placed in such a picture.
That's no
slam against Universal.
They turn out
a darn good average of pleasing pictures,
and we're for them, but, with such a record, howinell did such a picture creep
in?
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Neb. Small town patronage.

Don't

used.

that,

like

—

—

The

Beautiful Gamblers, with a special
cast.
Good attendance.
Well liked.
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Mont. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

The Rage

of Paris, with Miss duPont.
a good one.
Best
picture we have had in a long time. 100
per cent good, and yet we lost money.
Not the picture's fault. The people here
have just quit going.
have to close.

—Oh

Here was

boy!

We

— John Biler, Dixie theatre, New
Mo. — Small town patronage.

West Is West, with Harry Carey.—
Poor for Carey, but a good picture nevertheless.
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty the-

—

atre,

The Fox, with
in

a long time.

tion.

— Small town
Harry Carey. — The best

Des Moines, N. M.

patronage.

Went

A

mighty good attrac-

—Tom

theatre, Baxter Springs,
borhood patronage.

Kan.

They
Elite

— Neigh-

The Wise Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
Buy this one.
It is a clever little picNothing wonderful, but nice en-

tertainment.

— Geo.

C.

Opera

Starkey,

—NeighborPrevost. — Good

House. Montour Falls, N. Y.

hood patronage.
Kissed,
picture.

with Marie
Pleased all that saw

Has

it.

enough action to make it interesting and
a good line of comedy.
Did not draw
very
good.
Attendance
off.
Hot
weather. Anderson & Weathersby, Gem
theatre,
Omaha,
Neb. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

Thunder

Island, with Edith Roberts.
Edith does some fine acting in this one,
but the play itself is only ordinary. C.
E. Hopkins. Hopkins theatre, Cotter,

—

— Small town patronage.
The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson. — A dandy picture.
Plenty of action.
Pleased 95 per cent.
Drew good. Give
us more of this kind. — Tom Magruder.

Ark.

Baxter

Springs,
Neighborhood patronage.
Elite

theatre,

Kan.

Short Skirts, with Gladys Walton.
Received but few compliments.
Just an
ordinary
picture.
Edw. W. Werner,
Windsor theatre, Canton, O. Neighborhood patronage.
Colorado, with Frank Mayo.— Good
show, but nothing to rave about. Pulled
only a small crowd, but showery weather
may have been to blame. C. E. Hopkins.
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark. Small
town patronage.
HeadhV West, with Hoot Gibson.
knockout.
You can't go wrong on Hoot.
Drew a good Saturday crowd. Tom
Magruder, Elite theatre, Baxter Springs,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil's Pass Key, an Eric Von
Stroheim production. A very good picture, but it is too long and draggy.
Not
good for a small town.
Patrons said it
was a fine picture but they didn't like

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

and support

"Under Oath," a forthcoming

in

Selznick picture.

—

that kind.
C. A. Smythe, Rialto theatre,
Gate City, Va. Small town patronage.

—

—

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson. This is
good entertainment for eastern fans and
pleased better than any Hoot Gibson to-

Rees, Regal theatre, Wells—Mo. —F. General
patronage.
The Fox, with Harry Carey. — An elab-

date.

J.

ville,

over good two days. Pleased

90 per cent.
Stick to Universal.
have the goods.
Magruder,

ture.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

Madrid,

orate Western that pleased generally.
Did extra good business on this picture,
considering the times. D. A. Kooker,

—

Happy Hour theatre,
eral patronage.

Ewen, Mich.

— Gen-

Shattered Dreams, with Miss duPont.
fine production.
Pleased 90
Miss duPont's second best
A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Xeb. Small town patronage.

— Mighty
per cent.
picture. — H.

—

Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey.
Just an ordinary program picture. With
a storm threatening and a tent meeting
in town we still had a fair crowd.
C. E.

—

Hopkins, Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

The Fox, with Harry Carey.— Best
Harry Carey I ever had, it pleased them
Wonderful scenery and photograall.
Book

phy.
of it.
Anita,

this

la.

—

Reputation,
Priscilla
with
Dean.
Pleasing production.
Miss Dean does
wonderfully well and the story holds interest.
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Neb. Small town patronage.
Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. Very amusing, but
nothing that you will remember afterward with rapturous reminiscence. C.
E. Hopkins, Hopkins theatre, Cotter,
Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
Pleased 100 per cent. Fans
knockout.
forsook Tom Mix for Hoot Gibson when
Universal should try and
they saw this.
make all of Hoot's pictures as good as
H.
It won't hurt their business.
this..
A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland,
Neb. Small town patronage.
Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.
Just an ordinary program picture. C. E.
Hopkins, Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.—
Small town patronage.
Shattered Dreams, with Miss duPont.
Well, the lady of one name is either
improving or they are getting her better
This one was ahead of her others.
stuff.
She looks fine in cave woman clothes,
enough to make a caveman out of a

—

—

—

Small town patronage.

A

Law, with Carmel
good.
We did not have
much of a crowd, but that is a regular
occurrence with us now. C. E. Hopkins,
The Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark. Small
town patronage.
Daughter

Myers.

— This

—

—

R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theOberlin. Kan. General patronage.
Woman Knows, with a special

—

of the

is

—

—

United Artists
Lord

— An

Fauntleroy,

with

Mary

picture.
Is
excellent
Good business.
Too
Mary's finest.
much rental. Played three days at forty
H. A. McClure, Strand
cents admission.
Neighborhood
theatre, Emporia, Kan.

Pickford.

—

—

patronage.

Way Down
duction..

W. Griffith propicture.
Pleased

East, a D.

—Wonderful

Poor
100 per cent of those pulled in.
business and lost money on a straight
Specials won't even
per cent booking.
L. J. Burkett, Lyric
pull them out here.

—

—

No

Woman

Knows, with a special
No
Another picture that creates a betcast.
Very nice
ter feeling toward pictures.
H. A. Larstory, and touching, too.
son, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.

Little

—

—

—

patronage.

with
Priscilla
Dean. The
logging scenes in this picture are very
fine.
One lumberman said they were the
Good business.
best he had ever seen.
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Ewen, Mich. General patronage.
Conflict,

atre.

—

and do not be afraid
Unique theatre,

— W. T. Biggs,
— Small town

modern.

—

This is a dandy picture.
On the
Humoresque and The Greatest
Love.
Patrons were well pleased. D.
A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich. General patronage.
cast.

order of

,

COMING!
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The

Pleased very well.

here.

variety of

scenes showed Miss Griffith to be very
good anywhere she plays. Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige— This

draw

did not

would

for us like

we thought it
many excellent

reading so
reports.
It is splendid and was liked
by those who came. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. General
patronage.
after

—

—

The Prodigal Judge, with

— Extra
well. — C.

good

a special cast.

comedy-drama.

R. Sullivan, Fair theatre,

Tex.

rillo,

— General

—

patronage.

—
of Wallingford, with
— Thought
was

The Son
cast.

cial

a spein eight

this

Only

reels as advertised.

six reels

and

please.
The poorest
picture I ever ran and they called it a
super-special.
I would not run it as a

Did not

no good.

character player in "Lights of New
York," a new Fox film adapted from
George Ohnet's novel "Doctor Rameau."

gift

if

had known.

I

If

was eight

it

when made some one threw away

reels

two as I only got six and felt
throwing them away. Chas. Holtz.
Princess theatre, Danforth, Me. Small

the other

—

like

July

portrayed

—

8,

No

consistently.

1922

favorable

comments.
Can be classed as a fair
program picture only. A. R. Anderson,
Orpheurn theatre, Twin Falls, Ida.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Bum 'Em Up

Barnes (Affil. Dist.),
Good.
A very
good picture.
Edmund Breese as the
tramp was exceptionally well liked. This
type of picture pleases.
Give us another, "Torchy."
D. A. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich. General
with

Johnny

Hines.

—

—

—

patronage.

Drew
Ama-

Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.
This was one of the best of Earle Williams.
Louis Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar, la. General patronage.

A

—

Serials
With Stanley in
with George Walsh.

am

Africa (Universal),
It looks liki a good

—

running it w'th Robinson
Crusoe.
Ought to do good business.
First night, free show, S. R. O
R. l\oss
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
General patronage.
serial,

and

—

Hurricane Hutch ("Pathe), with Chas.
Hutchison. This serial is not setting
In fact, attendance
this town on fire.
has dropped off some since it started.
the
10th episode so
We are now on
should be able to judge fairly well, lias
disappointed us. Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre, Hay Springs, Neb— Small town
patronage.

—

—

town patronage.
Morrison,

theatre,

111.

— Neighborhood

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas

—

Fairbanks. No one can dispute that this
is
the greatest picture that Fairbanks
ever made from the standpoint of production, and we're here to certify that
the offering was one of the biggest

bloomers financially in our entire career.
It is hard to dope out, unless it is a case
that they don't want costume stuff.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, HamilHigh class family patronage.
ton, O.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. This pleased most of the
fans who want a full comedy program.
J. F. Rees, Regal theatre, Wellsville, Mo.
General patronage.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary

—

—

—

—

Pickford. Good picture.
Drew the ladand kids but the men walked out on
this.
Did fair business. George Vaughan, Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont.,
Canada. Neighborhood patronage.
ies

—

—
Little Lord Fauntleroy,
Pickford. — Good picture for
Her

Mary.

popularity

is

with Mary
those liking

gone

in

this

Lost money on a percentage booking of two days. L. J. Burkett, Lyric
111.
Neighborhood
Morrison,
theatre,
city.

—

—

patronage.

Wesley Barry.

of

—

Crooked

Street,

with

Calhoun. Crackerjack good picture, and it don't take a fortune to buy
it, either.
Drew and pleased. C. R. SulGenlivan, Fair theatre, Atnarillo, Tex.
patronage.
eral
Alice

—

—

Flower
cast.

—A
—

of the North, with a special
fine picture.
It pleased a big
Chas. Holtz, Princess theatre,

crowd.
Danforth, Me.

— Small

town patronage.
Car, with Earle Williams.—

The

Silver
interesting story well directed
and acted. A. R. Anderson, Orpheurn
Neighborhood
theatre, Twin Falls, Ida.

A

very

—

—

patronage.

The Courage
a special cast.

wood

that

I

of

Marge O'Doone, with

— This

is

the poorest Cur-

ever played.

I

never read

know

if it follows the
the book and don't
story or not, but in any case, it is a poor
picture.
Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House.

—

Montour

Falls,

N.

Y.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Single Track, with Corinne GrifFirst Corinne Griffith ever shown
fith.-

—

—

Aesop's Fables

(Warner Bros.), with
Good picture, but don't

consider it a special.
Advertised it big
but only did average business. George
Vaughan, Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont.,
Can. Small town patronage.
School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. Good picture.
All well
pleased, but small crowds.
Too hot.—

—

—

—

Warwick

E. W. Werner,
sas City, Mo.

theatre,

Kan-

Way (Producers Security),
a special cast.
One of the best
pictures we have ever shown and the
best prison picture.
100 per cent box
The Right

—

with

A

— G.

office attraction.
ford theatre, St.

M. Granstrom, OxNeighbor-

Paul, Minn.

—

hood patronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affil. Dist),
with Johnny Hines. A good fast com-

—

Pleased

edy.

cade

theatre,

all.

—

J.

A.

Holtville,

Holmes, ArNeighbor-

Cal.

—

hood patronage.
Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.
All we got to do is say it is a Curwood
story and we get the coin.
This one
was fair, but looked like their highnesses, the censors, had cut it up.
But
then, they are paid to ruin good pictures.

cast.

cial

program.
gruder,

Kan.

—A

They
Elite

(Pathe),

mighty good

with a

— Tom

are all good.
theatre. Baxter

— Neighborhood

for

filler

spe-

any

Ma-

Springs,

patronage.

Toonerville Comedies (First National)
first but are getting tireHoltz, Princess theatre,
Danforth, Me.

— Took good at
some. — Charles

— We

Educational Comedies.
iiave tried
an All Comedy Night with this brand,
and find they have a fine assortment of
mirth provokers.
It gels them away
from the old "feature a night" stuff and
makes 'em laugh. R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan General
patronage.

—

—

—

Pathe Review. Pathe has taken a new
lease on life in these new reviews with
the result that they are more entertaining and better appreciated than evor.
Where, heretofore, they seemed to be

become monotonous, they
highly appreciated by our paMeyer, Palace theatre,
S.

draggy and
are

now

trons.

— Fred

Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, OberKan. General patronage.
Out of the Dust (McCarthy), with a
special cast.
Pleased 100 per cent. We
did more business on this than any pic-

—

lin,

The Angel

Days

School

— R.

Vitagraph

Short Subjects

State Rights

patronage.

—

ture this year.

you book

this.

You

can't go wrong if
M. Granstrom, Ox-

— G.

ford theatre, St. Paul, Minn.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
(Davis), with a special cast.

Isobel

This
ing

is

a

good Northern

good.

is

— D. A.

Ewen,

theatre,
age.

Bonnie

May

— Was

picture.

Act-

Kooker, Happy Hour
Mich. General patron-

—

(Federated), with Bessie

somewhat scared about this
one, as star did not draw much before,
but Boy, she was a dinger.
A good
Love.

—

real acting.
R. Ross
theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

and

clean

story,

Riley,

Wigwam

General patronage.

The

Girl

from

Porcupine

—

(Arrow),

with a special cast. -This Curwood story
not on par with others we have shown.
Poor direction.
While location is supposed to be Alaska one scene shows a
ripping Arizona sand storm.
Action not

A

scene

from "Up in the Air About
Mary." (Pathe.)

July
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Hamilton,

O.

— High

class

family

63

pat-

ronage.

Urban
It's

Movie

something

you need.

(Hodkinson),
and it's just what

Will please

educational,

esting,

by

Chats

different

is

inter-

everything.

Book-

'n'

—

It

all.

means. H. A. Larson, Majestic
theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patit

all

—

ronage.

USE THIS BLANK
Box

Office

Reports Tell the Whole

Story.

SELZNICK NEWS

No. 1033.—
features being
it
is getting
better all the time. This number
was especially good, a news magazine.
I
find
the NEWSPICTURES department in the HERALD especially helpful in advertising.
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty
theatre, Des Moines, N. M.

find that with
added to fhis

MUSIC MAKES

GOOD
PEOPLE FORGET HEAT
Summer

business in not

only possible but profit-

able with a Barton

Orchestral Organ.

5 S.

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.

Wabash

Urban

Chicago, Illinois

Ave.,

Join

news

Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

—

Write for Information now.

The

in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on

new

Movie

(Hodkinson).
a wonder, not only

Here is a reel that is
for entertainment but for the prestige

Used Fotoplayer
at a

Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion picture theatre!
Fotoplayer in perfect condition; gives complete orchesdouble-tracker
tral reproduction; played by hand or from
player piano; provide? excellent picture music at minimum cost. Music continuous— no pauses for rewinding—
can be changed instantly to fit the scene. A chance to
make your music, as well as your films, a source of steady
Terms,

profitl

Write for

if

full description.

COX,

A. C.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

desired.

717 Tribune Building, Chicago

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras
prices.

at cash saving

Special professional discounts on

UNIVERSALS.

Immediate deDeBrie. DeFranne,
livery on all models.
Pathe and many others demonstrated in
Send for our complete
our showroom.
catalog at once, free on request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY

Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St. Chicago,

111.

GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION

DEVELOPING-PRINTING
TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES
SPECIAL TITLE WORK

Standard Motion Picture Company
1005-1006 Mailers Bldg. Telephone Central 2347 Chicago,

Cameraman furnished on

short notice.

III.

Immediate Service

No job too small

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED
The

give

stated in the first release.
My people
ask for Movie Chats now, and of course
they get it. J. F. Rees, Regal theatre,
Wellsville, Mo.
General patronage.

—

—

Pay Day (F.
— One of his

N.), with Charles Chapbest to good business.
H. A. McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturer* of High-Grade ELECTROPNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
CHICAGO, ILL.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.

—

Producer

Remarks

—

—
—

—

The Chauffeur (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
A new comedy worthy of any proLots of action and several brand
Cook
stunts that get a big laugh.
most original.- Ben L. Morris, Temple

gram.

new
is

—

theatre, Bellaire, O.

Chums

(Universal), with Baby Peggy.
lady is a good drawing
Pleases young and old.
F. E.
card.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.

— This

little

—

—

Peggy Behave (Universal), with Baby
— First Peggy comedy we ran.

Title

Peggy.

and created many
A corking good
favorable comments.
Fred
little filler for most any program.
S. Meyer, Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.

Went

over very

fine

—

High

class family patronage.

Star

Producer

Remark*

but these boys do too much chase stuff
A. L. Midin nearly all their pictures.
dleton, Grand theatre, De Queen, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

The Rainmaker and The Advisor (EdHamilton —These

ucational), with Lloyd
two are good comedies.

Hamilton good.
A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Ewen, Mich. General patronage.
Captain Kidd's Kids (Pathe), with
Drew fair two
Harold Lloyd. Good.

— D.

CLASSIFIED

Star

Battling Torchy (Educational), with
Johnny Hines. This is about the best
Torchy has made. He is well liked here.
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Ewen, Mich. General patronage.

—

Organ Building

Title

lin.

We'll Get You Yet (C. B. C), with
Hall Room Boys. Very good comedy,

Greatest Achievement

in Theatre

to

it

your house if you will only
half way live up to your promise as

will

in this blank now and send
Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Fill

Chats

—

—

Tom

—

Magruder, Elite theatre,
Neighborhood
Baxter Springs, Kan.

days,

Word
Minimum

Five Cents per
in

Advance.

Payable
Charge,

—

patronage.
Exhibitor

$1.00

Name

HOUSE MANAGER AVAILABLE
AT LIBERTY— September
advance
angle.

1.
Fifteen years as an
agent.
Know the business from every
Address Box 489, South Norwalk, Conn.

Transient

PHOTOPLAYERS FOR SALE

ronage

FOR SALE —American

Photoplayer No. 20 and
In first-class condition.
For particulars
inquire W. A. and M. Gill, 8 Cherry Street, MilNo. 40.
ford,

City

Conn.

SALESMAN WANTED

WANTED— Salesman

acquainted with buyers and

who can obtain orders for sales check books, can
make favorable commission arrangements with
leading Chicago concern in this line.

SALES BOOK

CO., S37

W. Madison

CHICAGO
St.

of Theatre

Ml*

PRODUCTIONS,

INC..

State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-
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Theatre

Chairs
American
Seating Co.
HF.JacksorBM.

Chicago

CHAIR INSTALLED IN
BALABAN & KATZ
CHICAGO THEATRE
BY

AMERICAN SEATING
COMPANY

mertcas roremofi ^Theatres
THE
audience

public-wise

manager

knows that an

comfortably seated is half won.
knows, too, that with the other elements
of attraction more or less evenly balanced, the
more comfortable seats of one theatre will easily
swing the decision of "where to go" in its favor.
Seating that was tolerated five and ten years ago is

He

endured under protest now or altogether avoided.
Our Theatre Engineering Seating Department
will be glad to consult with any theatre owner or
manager on new installations or renewal of old.
We can show you without obligation how your
theatre can "cheat old age" and revive its youth
for further years of service.

.Htortfcau jSratmg Qmpttj
NEW YORK
114

W.

41st St.

CHICAGO
1

2 E. Jackson Blvd.

PHILADELPF.
252 So. Broad

•

THEATRE EQUIEME
EXPLOITATION
FOR
'EQUIPMENT
In a recent article in this department Sid Grauman of Grauman's theatres, Los Angeles, stated that he would rather have an
indifferent feature and a cool
house during the months of midsummer than a badly ventilated
theatre and the best picture that
was ever made.
Photoplays of varying quality
all

come

in for their share of ad-

and

vertising

exploitation.

If

comfort afforded by the theatre is
importance during hot
weather than the feature film, it is
only reasonable that this fact
should be capitalized to utmost
advantage. The exhibitor who adof greater

good picture and at the
same time stresses the comfort
and convenience which the patron
may enjoy while watching the
photoplay, is presenting one of
the strongest possible arguments

vertises a

new equipment and arrangements made for the comfort
of the patron as a matter of fact
in which the pubhc was not greattion of

ly concerned.

who

are installing
new equipment of various kinds
and indulging in remodeling to
combat the effect of hot weather
will do well to use every possible

patrons

to

make known

to

their

are being
made to make the theatre more
attractive and comfortable. The
result will be that of keeping continued interest in the theatre and
stimulating patronage.
that

Chicago, for
"Chicago's
Cool Here."

Summer

Summer Patronage Propaganda
Resort.

It's

away your

drive

cares. Breezy fun that
furrows from your palpitating
brow. Photoplays that will enrapture and
your finest feeling rouse. Come along and
see the pictures, settle down zcithout a fuss.
Say goodbye to all your troubles, and leave

the

blozvs

This is the warm weather message that
greets a passerby of Balaban & Katz's
Chicago theatre in the form of a new
electric sign that stretches virtually the
entire width of the lobby space above
the box office that borders on the sidewalk.
Xor is the statement in vain for while
reading the sign the passerby is in the
midst of very substantial evidence of the
invigorating coolness and comfort that
the Chicago offers.
The huge freezing
and ventilating plant that makes the inside of the theatre comfortable in the
hottest weather, has been connected to
outside of the playhouse, and for the
entire distance of the front of the theatre, strong cool breezes are in play.
The effect is that of stepping into the
path of a mild windstorm.
Results from this method of exploiting
the comfort of the theatre toward attracting patrons in hot weather can read-

—

the rest to us."
Another editorial is entitled "So Nice It
Is" and reads as follows
"Indoors it is quite stifling these evenings causing the family all sorts of grievings
children are distressed, peevish and
uneasy
All seek the 'Garfied' cool and
breezy.
"Here they find ventilation, comfort and
ease; perfect cooling system and pictures
that please. Filtered ice water from our
ozvn natural spring; from satisfied patrons
the expression does bring 'So Xice It Is.'
;

;

—

:

Vacation Follow-Up Copy
Copy to be used the last two weeks in
August under the heading, "Home, Sweet
Home," reads
"People are rapidly returning from their
vacations. The movies we have with us al-

be imagined.

ily

Program

Offers Opportunity

Program

While it is impossible for theatres to
adopt measures of this kind there are
however, other effective and economical
the

Patrons are as much interested
in what is being done for their
comfort in the theatre as they are
in the films being obtained for
their entertainment. Both are important, although there has been
a tendency on the part of the
theatreman to view the acquisi-

means

House Organ Being Used by Garfield Theatre

means.

for attendance.

Exhibitors

ADVERTISING FEATURES THAT
ATTRACT BUSINESS IN
HOT WEATHER

use

Illustration of this is
to which the Garfield

seen in
theatre,

Chicago, has now turned its program.
Where formerly the editorial matter or.
the outside of the program

was used for

sundry matter it is now practically endevoted to propaganda tending to
attract patronage during the summer
months.
"Every week on the front cover of my
vest pocket program there is a small
editorial carrying some message to sell
the people on the idea that it is comfortable here and that the pictures are interesting enough to keep their mind off
the high temperature," writes Charles H.
Ryan, manager of the Garfield.

tirely

i

WEEK COMMENCING

j

MONDAY, JUNE

I

i

AaA2Lgmg Directarr*

2844 MADISON ST.

A

reproduction of the front cover of
the Garfield program containing its summer business propaganda paragraph is
presented herewith.

1

Editorials for Future

)

will be used on
in the future is
published following in the belief that
value for simifind
it
of
exhibitors may
lar purposes.

Other matter which
the Garfield programs

PHONE NEV

"Comfort"

|
I

I
|
j

|
£

!

the day is growing weary, and
the resting hours have come; and you're
feeling rather preckish, and you're looking
rather glum; there's a way to shift the
worries, stealing round you unawares:
there's music and there's laughter, that will

"When

ada

0083

j

I

efforts

19

j

"DAYLIGHT EVENINGS"
Seven o'clock and supper is over.
This is no night to stay at home. The
"Garfield" is open. Take the wife and
children and spend an hour and a half
at the "Garfield" and you will be surprised at how comfortable and cool it
is sitting there in the breeze of one of
the fans, and it helps pass away ths
long daylight evening.
Try it! We
will be open all summer.

I

REPRODUCTION
atre

of the Garfield the-

program showing summer business

propaganda

editorial.
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Catch The Public's Eye!

I
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-mys. Plans for bigger things are under
•way and maturing in the motion picture industry. People are going to the movies
more and more. They arc going to the
neighborhood theatres whenever attractions
merit. What more delightful of the evening than to stop for a show at the 'Garfield'? What more economical form of recreation? There may be bigger and more
luxurious theatres but ours is your 'Home,

Sweet Home.'"

The aforementioned examples are two instances of methods that are being used to
stimulate theatre attendance during the
summer months. In the next issue, in this
department, further suggestions and means
being employed by other exhibitors will be
published.

STATES ADD

11

THEATRES

262

YEAR

IN

Figures Show Increase
Rocky Mountain and

in

Pacific States
According to
Western officials

statistics

compiled

of Associated First

by
Na-

tional Pictures, Inc., 262 new motion picture theatres have been opened in the
Pacific and Rocky Mountain states since

May

1921.

1,954 Present Total

The

MCETALMAOGE

Z«m

'N

love*

WCHESTRA

-

PflESEHTATIONS

figures show that last year there
were 1,692 motion picture theatres in
that district which comprises 11 states.
The present number is 1,954, with a number of further projects under way.
Arizona leads with 47 new playhouses
Wyoming is second with 38 and California third with 34 new theatres.

Table Shows Increase

The

increase

states covered
table:

is

in

the

shown

California

Oregon
Washington
Nevada
Arizona

New Mexico
Colorado
Idaho

Utah

Wyoming
Montana

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs Do It
FERGUSON
ELSIE
"SACRED AND PROFANE LOVE"

—

to

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
J

houses is equipped with 12-inch Lu-Mi-Nus
Attraction Boards around the entire marquee.
In addition note the two 9-inch Lu-Mi-Nus
..
Attraction Boards over either door.

J

.

it

And

—

its

this

—

is

why Lu-Mi-Nus formed

a 'Theatre

men who know the
mechanical men and

theatre "game'
business men,
designers,
who have incorporated in our product these three
essentials of effective electrical advertising.

—

of

Your Theatre Front To The Public Is Your Business Card

LU-MI-NUS SIGNS, INC.
••EVERY TYPE OF ELECTRIC SIGN"

1400 So. Michigan Ave.,

IS

iiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiii

1922
477
194
299
31
93

1692

1954

85

220
158
156
68
173

number

of the new theatres
have been erected in the down-town dis-

great

NEW TYPE MUSIC CUE

—

selling power.

Department"

Brothers chain of

pride of the 'Ascher

1921
443
163
282
...
20
54
38
195
149
154
30
164

tricts.

Because Lu-Mi-Nus recognizes that the theatre
requires, as no other class of business, a type of
first,
electric sign that will have three big things
attraction power- second, power to make itself uncarry
its
power
to
third,
derstood, i. e., to be read
message "across" to those whose attention is drawn

The

Totals

A

theatres in the
the following

in

Chicago, III.

SHEET

IS

PUBLISHED

A new

idea in music cue sheets for
motion pictures has been conceived and

patented by M. J. Mintz and James C.
Bradford.
It is known as the "Thematic
Music Cue Sheet" and is being published
by Cameo Music Publishing Company,
New York.
The Thematic Music Cue sheet is said
to differ from others in that a few bars
of the actual notes of each composition
are given whereas on the old cue sheets
only the names of musical compositions
are suggested.
The new cue sheet does away with
the error, because of the fact that on it,
the musician not only gets the correct
tempo, but the correct mood, and actual
melody, so that when he is compelled to
use a different number, he can make the
substitution without injuring' the presentation,

it

is

declared.

July
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Theatre
Construction

HYCRADE

News

Lenses

A number of theatres have been
reopened following a closing period during which improvements were made. At
Breckenridge, Tex., the American theatre is operating again having installed a
new ventilating system and made other
The Grand theatre, Lisbon, O.,
has been undergoing repairs and is now

repairs.

open again.

New

stage curtains, chair covers, fancy
interior decorations have been
completed at the Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Other playhouses at
which remodeling and improvements are
planned are the Empress at Dallas, Ore.,
the Hippodrome, Keokuk, la., and the
Strand,- Kokomo, Ind.
lights,

and

New

—

*

Make

Lenses That Insure
Clear, and Accurate
Screening with Strong
Contrasts

Projects

Brooklyn, N. Y. Ground has been
broken for the new Orpheum theatre at
DeKalb avenue and Gold street to be
erected by the Keith interests.
The
building will be ten stories high.

Lynbrook, L.

Made

Correctly

Excellent Pictures

More Enjoyable

*

— Contract

for the conof a theatre for F. M. Kehr
has been awarded to John McKeefrey.
Plans are bv Harrison G. Wiseman.
I.

Geo.

struction

S.

Johnston

Manufacturers of

HYCRADE

Company

Optical Products

.*

—A

*

Trenton, N.

J.

— George

Ten Eyck

the Orpheum theatre expects to be
ready to announce shortly the site for the
new theatre which he and others will
build in Trenton.
*
Joliet,

111.

—A

motion picture theatre

be erected on property recently acquired by George and William Clare at

419 Jefferson street.
*

—

Ark.

build a theatre
near future to be
will

Local

in

this

capitalists
city in the

managed by

S.

—

San Pedro, CaL Actual building opon the new playhouse for West

erations

Inc., will

be started soon.

Seventh street, between
Palos, Verdes and Beacon streets.
site

at

is

*

Robstown,

Tex.

—

Construction has
on the new theatre
for H. H. Elliott of Corpus Christi.
been

started

2 Monographs De Luxe

—

Troy, N. Y. The new theatre being
constructed for Frank P. Dolan of Albany, and Edward and Joseph Murphy,
of this city, will be opened in November,
the management announces.
It will be
the Mark Strand.
capacity is to be 2,600.

The

here

Trenton, N. J.— Affiliated Newark TheCorporation has been granted a
charter to own and operate theatres and

s

275°°

seating

*

opened

111.

his

— Manager
New

W.

V. Keran has

Court theatre here.
*

V.

*

Coast Theatres,

streets.

Openings

Paris,

Brown.

The

Courtland

at

called

—

Childress. Tex.
Phipps & Layton announce plans to build a new theatre here.

Texarkana,

ment Company

Chicago

-

by General AmuseKedzie avenue and

1,000 will be erected

B.

•of

may

Ravenswood Ave.

4101

Dallas, Tex.
new motion picture
theatre is being constructed at Highland
Park, near here.

San Francisco,

Cal.

— The

new

$300,-

000 Castro theatre, owned by Nasser
Brothers and Timothy L. Pflueger. is
virtually completed ready for opening.
*

—

Final work on the
theatre will be finished in
the near future and the theatre opened.

Port Huron, Mich.

new Desmond

*

—

Brooklyn, N. Y. A new theatre, seating 1,400, is a part of a group of onestory buildings completed in the Bedford
district here.

atres

other amusements.
*

—

Lumberton. Miss. Construction of a
Main street has been started
by Fornea and Walker of Poplarville.

KANSAS CITY DISTRICT
BUYING COOLING FANS
The Kansas

theatre on

*

—

Lexington, Ky. Contract has been
let by Architect Harry Barton for the
building of the Lexington Theatre Company's new playhouse, involving a cost
of approximately $154,130. to Harbin
Construction Company of this city.
*

Chicago,

111.

—A

new

theatre

to

seat

City territory has proved

good business center for the Blizzard
Cooling and Ventilating Fan during the

a

few weeks.
Orders for installation were received
last week from Dubinsky Brothers for
their Regent theatre, Kansas City, and
from Edward Peskay of the New Penn

last

theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
installations also are pending
souri and Kansas.

Several other
in

Mis-

Motor Driven 110V 60

cycle motors 3000 foot
magazines Universal Lamp with large Housing.
These machines were used less than one year and are
like new. We guarantee them to be in perfect
mechanical condition. Priced at $275.00 each for
quick sale.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
825 So.

Wabash

Ave.,

Chicago

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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you must be

Reports from Texas indicate that new
equipment is being installed in a number
of theatres in that state.
J. P. Kaufman, manager of the New Braunfels theatre, New Braunfels, has purchased Powers projectors and a new Minusa screen.
A new ventilating system has been

careful to choose a laboratory that

American Film Company Laboratories come up to this requirement and go considerably beyond. We are reliable. Many years
of experience enable us to get more out of your negatives.

We

would appreciate an opportunity to prove ourselves

WE

1922

INSTALL EQUIPMENT

DEPENDABILITY
In film printing
is dependable.

8,

installed

at

the

Cozy

theatre,

Mineral

Wells.
Blizzard

systems have been installed
by Arthur Keys at his theatre in Ver-

to you.

non.
WILL STORE YOUR NEGATIVES FREE
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

At the Hancock Opera House, Austin,
new Minusa screen has been purchased.
A. A. Kelly has placed the new type
Motigraphs in his theatre at Brown-

a

Developing
Printing
Tinting

wood, Tex.

American 10 Points

Toning
Editing
Ordinary film reduced to American Standard Safety Size.

Prints known for brilliancy and clearness. Expert staff
trained by years of experience, assures highest quality prints obtainable.
REPUTATION. Gained in 10 yeara
of experience.

2.

by

AMERICAN FILM

LOCATION.

graphical location,
delivery anywhere.

feet per
5.

EQUIPMENT.

6.

CLEANLINESS.

London, England
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON,

AU

of

the

most

modern obtainable.
Within two blockt
of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt
and dust.
SAFETY. Plant approved by both
city of Chicago and Board of Fire

CO., Inc.

Laboratories
6227 Broadway, Chicago,
and

Active construction is under way on
the new Mack theatre, a $60,000 "motion
picture and vaudeville house with a seating capacity of 1,026 at Port Angeles,
Wash. When completed it will be the
finest and largest theatre on the Olympic
Peninsula.
Mack J. Davis is the builder, and at
present is operating the Dream, a 750
seat house, which will be closed.
George
B. Purvis of Seattle is architect and supervisor for the Mack theatre. The house
will be opened on Sept. 1.

concern of

strong financial standing.
In the proper geoassuring quick

all fire
4.

Laboratory capacity one million
week.

A

RESPONSIBILITY.

3.

(Absolutely fireproof film passed
underwriters.)

WORK IS STARTED ON
NEW $60,000 THEATRE

QUALITY.

1.

Titling

7.

111.

Underwriters.
8.

PROMPTNESS.

9.

PRICES

Accustomed to

serve exacting requirements.

Pres.

Reasonable

and com-

petitive.

GUARANTEES.

Write

for our
unique guarantee of quality work.

10.

THEATRES CHANGE HAND

J

v

The Brooklyn
has

theatre,

been purchased by

J.

Kansas City,
M. Holmes

from G. E. Martin.
John Ritter of the
Pastime theatre, Tipton, Kan., and Joseph Buck have purchased the Crystal
theatre, at

Osborne, Kan.

Three Unexcelled
Features Combined

WANTS TO KNOW
SUCCESS OF

'"THE problem

trimming overhead without injuring patronage
of

People
never was more difficult.
good music with their pictures.

demand

The Cremona Theatre Organ is solving
heavy musical overhead troubles and increasing box office figures as well.
Because

it

may be hand

played, played by

an unskilled operator, or played with no operAs
ator at all, it has a world of flexibility.
a hand-played pipe organ it is exquisite. Yet
it may be played by solo roll or by any standInstant changes to follow
ard player roll.
cue sheets are possible.

not only in mode of operabut in character of music and tonal
combinations are possible as in no other inWrite for details.
strument of its type.

So

versatility,

tion,

The Marquette Piano Co.
^

,

WI fTilif"*

.

—~

—

\

RADIO
"I am greatly interested in
radio equipment for theatre
purposes," writes Joseph F.
Spangler,
manager of the

Globe theatre, Beaver, Oklahoma.
"I believe that

if

each theatre

had an extra good radio outfit
and could receive concerts that
could be heard in any place in
the theatre it would help in
drawing a larger crowd and
help to keep the house open in
the summer months as well as
the year around.
"I would like to see some letters in print from other exhibitors who are using radio equipment and the success that they
are having with it."
(Note) Exhibitors who have
or are using radio apparatus in
their
theatres
are invited to
write their experiences and opinions on them for publication in
this department of the Herald.
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Its

consistently fine reproductive

values and
registers

its

long

scale,

which

every gradation from high-

est light to

deepest shadow, carry

quality through to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

out

its

is

identifiable through-

entire length

by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in

the

transparent

black

letters

in

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS!
Meets
June 30 in Chicago

Jones Remains Manager

Illinois State

Film Rentals and Blue Laws

Among
A

state

Subjects to Be
Discussed

meeting of the

Picture Theatre

Owners

Illinois

Motion

will be held in

Chicago
at
the
Blackstone
theatre,
Seventh street and Wabash avenue, on
June 30. Sessions will begin at 1 o'clock.
Owing to the importance of several
matters to be considered, a representative attendance from the various sections
of the state

is

When

Universal

the

company

J.

over the Randolph theatre, at Randolph
and State streets, August 1, Louis J.
Jones, brother of Aaron Jones of the
J. L. & S. circuit, will remain as manager.

Many

Film Men at
Funeral of Pioneer
Pneumonia Is Cause of the
Death

Swanson
Many prominent members

of the

mo-

tion picture industry attended the funeral

urged.

Friday of William H. Swansor. to
pay their last respects to one of the pioneers in the production, distribution and
last

Sweeney Makes Appeal
William J. Sweeney, state organizer in
charge at local headquarters, 752 South
Wabash, has appealed to the exhibitors
to let nothing interfere with their presence at the deliberations.
Daylight saving, film rentals, blue laws
and the musicians wage scale are subjects upon which immediate action is
necessary.
Daylight saving, while not
general throughout the state, is eating

box office
cities where it

towns and
is effective.
Along with
the hot weather, it is proving to be one
into

of the
cessful

detriments to the sucoperation of a theatre.

Must Wage Active Drive
Blue laws are of concern to all exhibitors. There is no doubt of the growing strength of the reform forces in this
state, and unless an active campaign is

waged against them Illinois exhibitors
most certainly face Sunday closing and
other sumptuary legislation.
Just what action will be taken relative
to film rentals is uncertain, for at the
present
time
this
question
is
being
threshed out at conferences between the
M. P. T. O. A. and Will H. Hays.

Prominent

A

Universal Film Company, through District Manager Herman Stern, is arranging for one of the most novel trade showings ever held in the city. It is announced
as a buffet luncheon review, and is to be
held in the two large projection rooms
on the top floor of 831 South Wabash
avenue, Thursday noon, June 29. Luncheon is to be served from 12:30 until 1:30
p.

m., after

Storm,"

will

which the new feature, "The
be screened

in

both rooms.

Observes Anniversary
L. P. Newhafer, general manager of
the Ascher theatres, has returned from
Manitowoc, Wis., where the first anniversary of Ascher's Capitol theatre was
Newspapers decelebrated last week.
voted generous space to the occasion,
and the attendance the whole week was
exceptional.

in

General Film

pioneer in the industry, Mr. Swan-

son was among the men instrumental in
the formation of early distribution systems.
He was prominent also in the
activities of General Film Company.
He

had to his credit also the perfection of
a number of patents on motion picture
devices.
In addition to his General Film activiMr. Swanson formerly was interested
Universal Film Manufacturing Company and in the supply business. Later
he formed a partnership with Harry T.
Nolan, franchise holder in First National
at Denver.
After this partnership was
Mr. Swanson operated the
dissolved,
American theatre, Salt Lake City, as a
franchise holder in the distributing company.
ties,

in

Was Born in Chicago
Among the film men attending

Universal Plans Novel

Trade Show Thursday

Burial

pneumonia.

receipts in the

greatest

summer

exhibition fields of the business.

was at Rosehill cemetery.
Mr. Swanson died early last week in
Salt Lake City, where he operated the
American theatre.
Death was due to

the
funeral last Friday were:
Watterson R. Rothacker, C. Plough,
H. Johnstone, H. D. Koffman, R. R.

Levy, William

Sweeney,

J.

J.

H. Berkson,

Montgomery, L. Noto, S. Schiller, J.
Maher, Joe Hopp, Fred Aiken, H.
Weiss, I. Leserman, Sam Abrahams, M.

Gets Pick

S.

Deal Closed During Recent
Trip of Aaron Jones
to

Upon
last

New York
from

his return

New York

week Aaron Jones, head

Linick

&

completed

Famous

William H.

of

&

L.

Of Paramount Films

takes

city

of Jones,

announced he had
an important contract with
Players-Lasky Corporation,

Schaefer,

under which his firm gets the pick of the
first-run Paramount pictures for the next
five years, beginning on October 1.
"We decided about a month ago that
our new $2,000,000 McVickers theatre
should be a picture house of the highest
calibre," said Mr. Jones.
"In order to
fulfill that promise it was most urgently
necessary to procure the best pictures.
Gets

"From
mount

Fifty-two

Films

we had the Paramind, hoping we

the very start

program

in

would be fortunate enough to secure it.
A five-year franchise for Paramount pictures at McVickers was arranged last
week with Adolph Zukor, president, and
Sidney R. Kent, general manager of dis-

Under the
tribution of Famous Players.
terms of this agreement we are to have
the pick of all pictures released by their
During the coming year
organization.
will
release
seventy-five
Paramount
photoplays, out of which we will select
consider
the
fifty-two
of highest
what we
quality as to story, star and direction.
Other Theatres Follow

"We

are very fortunate indeed, inasmuch as in every city of any great size
in the United States except in Chicago,
Paramount divides its service among
two or three theatres, giving no house
the exclusive first run of all Paramount
pictures which it desires to run except
The
the McVickers theatre, Chicago.
pictures shown at McVickers will not be
shown in any theatre outside of the loop
for at least one month following its engagement at that house."

ARE YOU USING

S.

Schwartz, Capt.
J.

Slonaker,

W.

Tom

Benning, F. Clifford,

Mitchell.

Mr. Swanson was born

He

in

Chicago

in

survived by his widow, Mrs.
Katherine Swanson; his father, Alfred
Swanson, Sr.; two brothers, Alfred R.
1871.

and Frank

is

and two sisters, Mrs. Hecand Mrs. George Brown.

B.,

tor B. Lisle

J.E.WILLIS

RlMCRAFT
TRAILERS
Why pay 6 cents per foot or more for second
hand Trailers, when you can buy them NEW
With or without scenes; Any reading matter;
Any kind of art border; Any color tint — FREE at

J. L.

The
added

&

S.

Operate Star

Star theatre in Madison street was
to the Jones, Linick & Schaefer

and will come under
the management of George Moore.
circuit

on June

24,

iy2

cents

PER FOOT

Our second hand Trailers are as low as $1.00
sometimes cheaper.
''A

word

to the

Phone Harrison 2278

wise

is

sufficient"

738 So. Wabasb Ave., Chicago
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eighteen miles ner with the

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

!

WB.

FRANKS,

from the Shriner's conclave at San Francisco Thursday eve. full of praise for
"sunny" California.
(P. S. It rained most
of the time he was there.)
However, Bert
Lytell showed him a good time and he saw
everything there was to be seen, including
the horrors of Hollywood night life.

general sales manager,
•
Associated Exhibitors, graced Film
Row with his genial presence for a brief
stop-over at the local Pathe branch for a
couple of days. Great boy and can he wield
a cue ask us?

—

*

Surely gave us all a thrill to glad hand
our ol' buddy, Bob Lucas, as he strolled

*

Yep, our
Welcome back, old timer.
good pal Ralph Bradford is with us again,
handling the product of the local First Na-

Guess "Pop" Plough, manager of the local R-C Pictures, is banging out a flock of
four-base hits from the way, Al Gallas is
busily filling the sales register board with

tional exchange.

"Too

much

static,"

Weiss, whatever that means.
*

*

*

*

are
post-carding friends from various parts of
the East en route to New York. Walter is
going to have a couple of monkey-wrench
glands grafted to the Ford before he starts

*

Well, fellows, and ihis means all the
the shipping clerks right up
the ladder to the most exalted executives
of the Row, you all sure have been a
wonderful family of pals to ye scribe for
the past several years and this much he
wishes you all, the best of everything this
merrie ol' world can give you, and no
matter where he may be his thoughts will
always be those of kindness and best of
feelings for Chi's bustling Film Row. Au

Ralph.

men!!

revoir,

WE HAVE PROSPERED
Despite the

*

*

has

Warm Weather

Depressed Business Conditions and the
Unethical Knocking of Our Compe'jtors

BECAUSE OF OUR

—Unusually Low
—24 Hour

Price

Service

— High Class Work and Personal Attention Given Every Job Leaving

Our

IRVING

Office.

MACK &

CHICAGO

CO., Inc.

Phone Wabash 1504

*
With or without scenes
including tinting.

C-

a foot.

Ask

us about

it!

The Only Way

*

My process »f
of

an absentee
from the cow pastures for the past few
weekends. 'Tis rumored the popular Hodkinson representative has been doing the
"Lock-step" with the chain gang at Niles
Center, having been accused of doing over

Tom Greenwood

West.
*

o' luck,

lands.

Walter Hylaxd and Harry Igel

*

Best
*

Mr.

says

"

Releasing exchange, put over a 72 last Sunday morn on the sporty Edgebrook course,
looks like one of the golf shops is due to
take Sid's order for a set of "mallets" most
any day.

B. Thornton Phelps of the Unity Photoplays took a month's leave of absence and
is having a "rest" at the famous Wisconsin
The
colony of resorters, Lake Delavan.
handsome young ex-looey is already developing quite a coat of "calcium tan" due to
his constant attendance at all the big dance
frolics that are staged nightly at the High-

"set-in pins."

"Radio" Weiss, the Universal salesman,
has dropped the "radio" from his official
caption.

*

Cress Smith, manager of the local United
Artists exchange, left for the home office
last week for a brief stay in the big metropolis, with Del Goodman at the helm during his absence.
*
* *

-

tell tale

*

that Pat Campbell, publicity representative for the United Artists, in the mid
West has returned from his extended sojourn in Los Angeles, the local exhibitors
about these parts are sure going to inherit
some real news of what it's all about for
the coming season.
* * *

regret to

Most any day now the big event is liable
Inasmuch as "Long Jim Barnes"
Goldman, manager of the local American
to occur.

Row, from

*

Now

learn of the sad mishap
which overtook the charming Mrs. Joe
Lyon. It seems that Joe, the Fox go-getter, has a particular fondness for cherries,
so friend wife while weekending at her
parents' home spied one of the trees overburdened with said fruit and purloining a
step ladder proceeded to climb the tree. She
sustained a nasty fall from the top rung
and has been confined to the hospital for
the past week and from where we sit, it
looks like Joe is going to miss his vacation
in upper Wisconsin, to say nothing of no
more cherries for a spell.

those

*

Jack Barry, erstwhile representative for
the Silton Film exchange is now affiliated
with the Clyde Elliott Productions office
and if that Celtic smile of his has any meaning looks like Clyde Elliott is due to handle
plenty of sales for Jack's account.

the Row the other day. Bob says, "Never
again," but at that he looks splendid after
his long and tedious hospital confinement,
and rawther classically svelte as to figure
contour.
* * *

We

1

-i

By Mac-

Oldsmo-

little

bile.

been

new

films

renovating

conservation

and

effective

assures the

exhibitor

a film in pafed
mnJiUon to his patronage.
1 ncreased
earnings to
exhibitor and producer.

A.

TEITEL

8<M Se. Wabash Are.,

CHICAGO

Walter Johnson, manager of the Partway theatre, according to "U" salesman
is playing a series of solid Universal nights on his summer program. He's
booked three Reginald Denny's five Art
Acords, a flock of Century comedies, "Per-

Astrachan,

ils

of the

Yukon"

serial

and eight

POOLING SYSTEM
TYPHOON
* NEW YORK
TYPHOON

Tom

FAN CO.

Santschi's.

*

*

*

345W.39-ST.

&

Ralph Kettering, the genial J. L.
S.
press agent and advertising man, returned

AH7N5PPK

Let the theatre
I

tlr-

ventilation

ATiklr-

Heating

I

v/eNtilatins

rtPrWPN
71

<:t7t7UN<.

North 6th Street

specialists
tell

vou how

SYSTEM

in

c

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

—

An

outstanding reason for the pre-eminent
HERALD with the creators of motion pictures—directors, players and writers is the
department,
"What the Picture Did for Me," which
affords the one indisputable record of box
office performance.

popularity of the

—

•

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
The

Marriage

Bargain,

five

Mary

reels,

Miles

Minter.

The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain,

five

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

The Victim,

State Rights Productions

reels,

Helen Holmes.

Bangerous Love, five reels.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

Talmadge re-isue.)
The Heart of the North,

five

(Norma

reel

Roy
Roy

five reels,
six reels,

Life's Greatest Question,

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

The Lotus

six reels.

Stewart.
Stewart.

Frank Borzage.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Cardigan (Messmore Kendall Prod.), seven reels.
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional Prod.),

EQUITY PICTURES

five reels.

Belle

Alaska

of

(Chester

Bennett

Prod.),

five

reels.

five reels,

From
Voune

Straight

Daring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reels.
Jan of the Big Snows (Jas. Oliver Curwood
Prod.), five reels.

The

Hush,

Cradle

Where

Buster

(Tuttle-Waller

Prod.),

six

reels.

Bluebeard

(Jas. Livingston Prod.), five reels.

Jr.

Sall

Charge

The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax Prod.),
(International

Woman

The Hidden

Film), seven

Home

Kentucky

Old

seven

(Pyramid

Pictures),

The

Husband's

Pillagers (Louis

(Wm.

Destiny's Isle

Wm.

5,100 feet.

Hair (Wanda Hawley— Realart), 5,000
feet
Fool's Paradise (Cecil DeMille), 8,600 feet.
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 3), 5,061
feet.

The Heart

ARROW FILM
The

Girl

from Porcupine,

Binnev.
God's Country

and

the

five

Law,

Specialist
art), 5,000 feet.

reels,

six

Fairs

with

Gladys

reels,

Leslie.

Woman,

Love, Hate and a

A Yankee Go

six reels,

Getter, five reels,

Grace Davison.

Neva Gerber.

five reels. Neva Gerber.
five reels, Neva Gerber.
a Bar Room, eight reels,

Dangerous Paths,
Price of Youth,

Ten Nights

in

John

Compson),

6165

Window (May McAvoy),

4,490

(Betty

feet.

Through

Glass

a

Cheat, six reels, Roy Stewart.
Chain Lightning, five reels, Ann Little.

A

Motion to Adjourn, six
Marjorie Daw.
Back to Yellow Jacket, six
Kathleen Kirkham.

reels,

Roy Stewart and

reels,

Roy Stewart and

The Broken Silence, six reels, Zena Keefe.
The Splendid Lie, six reels, Grace Davison.
The Double-O, five reels, Jack Hoxie.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Days, ten

Find the

Woman

(Cosmopolitan), 5.144

Bought and Paid For

(Wm.

Distributed throuok Pnthe Erchano"
Sin of Martha Queed, all star cast, six reels.

The
Marry the Poor

A

Haven,

six

Girl,
reels.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-

Sailor-Made Man, Harold Lloyd, four reels.
The Unfoldment, special ca3t, six reels.
Handle with Care, all star cast, five reels.
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor), six reels.
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird), five reels.
Lady Godiva, six reels.
Silas Marner, seven reels, All-Star.
The Real Adventure, five reels, Florence Vidor.
When the Devil Drives, five reels, Leah Baird.
I

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.
9 — Across the Divide, six reels.

—Tropical Love, five reels.
— Father Tom, five reels.
—Anne of Little Smoky, five reels.
4— The Ruse of the Rattler, five reels.
15— Reckless Chances, five reels.

Nov. 13
Nov. 20

Dec

Jan.
Feb. 26

— Hills
of Missing Men,
Sunshine Harbor,
—
— A Pasteboard Crown, six
— Lonesome. Corners,
—Tracks,

six reels.
reels.
reels.
five reels.

Apr. 2
Apr. 16
Apr. 23

May

7

six

six reels.

INC.

Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

PEARL WHITE SERIK*
Any

feet.

reels.

feet.

Wallace Reid.
(Stanlaws-Compson

Prod.).

The Woman Who Walked Alone,

six

reels

The Rough Diamond,
Trailin',

(Mel-

FIDELITY PICTURES CO
six

five reels.

SBRItca

five reels.
five reels.

five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

Chasing the Moon,
Up and Going, five

reels

WILLIAM B USSKLL
Desert

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

five reels.
five reels.
of the Pines, five reels.

Strength

Money

to

Burn,

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Jackie, five reels.
Little Miss Sunshine, five reds.
Ragged Heiress, five reels.

Very Truly Yours,

five reels.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES

The Primal Law. five reels
The Devil Within, six reels.
Iron to Gold, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To

Finish,

five reek
Bar Nothin', five reels
Riding with Death, five reels.
Pardon My Nerve, five reels.
Western Speed, five reels.
a

JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam

o'

Dawn, 4,178 feet.
2«ITH «! \TI mv

The Jolt.
(Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants
(Eileen Percy).
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five reels.
Extra! Extra (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
I

WID GUNNING,
Good

to

Evil, five reels,

Boy and Dog, two
Puppy Days, 969 feet
Bear,

Lucy Doraine.
reels.

Robinson Crusoe Hours. 968

feet.

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
Foolish Monte Carlo.
The Bootleggers.
The Love Nest.
Don't Blame Your Children,

The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Red Hot Romance, six reels (Emerson-Loos).

The Blue Mountain Mystery.

Penrod, eight

The Cave

reel9,
Girl, five

Wesley Barry.
reels.

INC.

from God's Country, seven reeto, Nell Shipman.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Girl

(Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).

Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).

RR«\r>

Cinderella of the Hills.
(Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).

The

The Rosary

SERIES!

Blossoms,

Frivolous Wives, six reels

FIRST NATIONAL

reels.

Streak, five reels.

The Roof Tree,

ford).

Our Leading Citizen, six reels, Thos. Meighan.
The Eyes of the Mummy, four reels, Pola Negri.

The Married Virgin,

*

Wife, five reels.

The Broadway Peacock,

The Fighting

Pro.).

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,

4,942

Prod.).

Oct.
Oct. 23

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.
A Stage Romance, 6.416 feet.
Shackles of Gold, five reels.

Sky High,

feet.

reels

FARNCM KKRlr*

UII, 1. 1AM

TOM MIX

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley), 5,243 feet.
The Spanish Jade (Robertson Prod.), 5111 feet.
Is Matrimony a Failure? (All-Star), 5 612 feet.
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan), 7753 feet.
Beyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson). 6740 feet.
The Wife Trap (U. F. A. Prod.), 5207 feet.
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.), 6536 feet.
North of Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels), 4770 feet.
The Man from Home (Geo. Fitzmaurice), 6895

Over the Border, seven

reels.

Cristo, eight reels.

The Night Horseman,
feet.

DeMille-Ayres-HoIt),

The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri), 4,712 feet.
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton),

Across the Continent, six

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Monte

feet.

The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres), 5000 feet.
The Bachelor Daddy (Thos. Meighan), 6229

reels.

Arabian Love, seven

feet.

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton), 4.698 feet.
The Sleepwalker (Constance Binney), 4.530

reels.

feet.
feet.

Footfalls, eight reels
The Last Trail, seven reels.
Oueen of Sheba. ten reels

feet.

The Green Temptation

eleven reels.

Hill,

Perjury, 7,400

— Real-

—

5,600 feet.

Lowell.

The Innocent

FOX SPECIALS

(Mary Miles Minter

Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies Cosmopolitan).
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4), 3,825

CORP.

can

reels.

Swanson),

(Gloria

all-itar

Virgin Paradise, eight reds.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur'! Gout, eight

Shame, 8,200

Trademark

Tal-

FOX FILM CORPORATION
the

Thunderclap, seven

Bobbed

reels.
five reels.
Chaudet), seven reels.
P. S. Earle), six reels.

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with
Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

A
A

1'

reels.

six reels, Charles Ray.
six reels, Constance
madge.
The Half-Breed (Morosco). 5.484 feet.
Slippy McGce (Morosco), six reels.

Over

five

Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox), six
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer),

The Deuce of Spades,
The Primitive Lover,

with Clara Kimball Young.
Wandering Boy Tonight? six reels,

six

Her

Katherine MacDonald.
Married, seven reels, Anita

six reels.

Woman He

reels,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASK'

(Nanuet Am. Corp.),

Infidel,

Stewart.

CuIIen Landis.

reels.

reels.

My

Kim-

What No Man Knows, Clara Kimball Young.
The Worldly Madonna, Clara Kimball Young.

reels.

Sisters

My

The
The

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES

with Clara Kimball Yonne
five reels, with Clara

Paris,

It, five
is

Eater, seven reels, John Barrymore.
Caberia, nine reels, Special.
My Boy, five reels, Jackie Coogan.
The Seventh Day, six reels. Richard Barthelmess.
A Question of Honor, six reels, Anita Stewart.
Gas. Oil and Water, five reels, Charles Ray.
Smilin' Through, eight reels, Norma Talmadge.

Mrs. Dane's Confession.

Ace

of Hearts, seven reels.
Dollar Devils.

July
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8,

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Dangerous Carre Ahead, six reels
The Grim Coaedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. ({Catherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Xight Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Under.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.
Theodora, special cast, eight reels.

The Glorious

JESSE

Half a Chance, seven

Watch Your Step,
Grand Larceny, six

Watch Your

Step,

six reels.
reels.
five reels,

Patsy

Miller.

Come On Over,
All's Fair in

six reels. Colleen Moore.
Love, six reels, Betty Compson.

B.

reels,

all-star cast.

The Mysterious Rider,

six

INC.
Adams-

Claire

reels,

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

H.

Certain Rich Man, six reels, Claire Adams.
Heart's Haven, six reels. Claire Adams.
The Grey Dawn, six reels, Claire Adams.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.
Jane Eyre, seven reels. Mabel Ballin.
Other Women's Clothes, six reels, Mabel Ballin
and Raymond Bloomer.

Van Winkle, seven

reels,

Thomas

Jefferson.

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted,
Glass and Vivienne Osborn.

The Heart Line,

Gaston

BOIiTRE PRODUCTIONS

JANS PICTURES, INC.

INC.

Is Young, five reels, with
Trail, five reels, with Buck

When Love

Zena Keefe.
Manning.

METRO SPECIALS

Glass Houses,
—
Alice
—The
Kisses,
Face Between,
—

six reels, Viola

6

Apr. 3
Apr. 17

six reels,

Squire Phinn, five reels.
W elcome to Our City, five

1

— Seeing's

Beck

F.

reels,

Bert

Believing, six reels, Viola Dana.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova
six reels, with Nazimova
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova

Who

MILLER BROS.

101

RANCH

of the Buffalo, six reels.
Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,
Welcome
Shadows

The Lotus Blossom,

six reels,

TuHy

Marshall.

five reels,

Neal Hart.

five reels, state right feature.
five reels, state right fearar*.

SEELING PROD.

R.

Million, three reels.

in a

Street nine reels (D. W. Griffith).
the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-

Carnival, six reels (Harley Knoles production).
Way Down East, eleven reels (D. W. Griffith).
Disraeli, seven reels, George Arliss.
I Accuse, eight reels (Abel Gance production).
Iron Trail, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.
The Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fair-

A

reels.

Doll's House, seven reels,

Nazimova.

fith).

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
Tracked

Paid, five reels.

Frank Mayo.

to Earth, five reels,

The Wise Kid, five reels, Gladys Walusn.
The Dangerous Little Demon, five reels

Marie

Prevost.

PICTURES PRODUCTIONS

Doris May.

six reels.

banks.

The Ruling Passion, seven reels, George Arliss.
Fair Lady, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Orphans of the Storm, twelve reels (D. W. Grif-

Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels.
(Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)
to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Forget, five reels. Special CastBilly Jim, five reels. Fred Stone.
The Call of Home, six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prsd).
Beyond the Rainbow, six reels, L. J. Gasmer

Days

Why Men

Boy Crazy, six reels. Doris May.
The Vermilion Pencil, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.
Queen O' the Turf, five reels, special cast
The First Woman, five reels, Mildred Harris.
Gay and Devilish, five reels, Doris May.
Sheik of Araby, six reels, H. B. Warner revivaL
The Glory of Clementina, six reels, Pauline Fred-

The Bear Cat, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
The Man Under Cover, fie reels, Herbert Rawlinson.

A

Wonderful Wife, five reels. Miss da Pont.
Who Married His Own Wife, five reels,
Frank Mayo.
Second Hand Rose, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Kissed, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Step on It, five reels, Hoot Gibson.

The Man

The Black Bag, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
The Trooper, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Out of the Silent North, five reels Frank Mayo.
Her Night of Nights, five reels, Marie Prevost.

UNIVERSAL -JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
Conflict, six reels, Priscilla Dean.
The Fox. seven reels Harry farey.
Wild Honey, six reels. Priscilla Dean.
Foolish Wives, 10 reels, Erich von Stroheim.
to Man, six reels, Harry Carey.
The Trap, seven reels, Lon Chancy.

Man

erick.

VITAGRAPH

The Son

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

of the Wolf, five reels (Norman Dawn
Prod.).
Marriage, five reels (Gish-Reid reissue).
Fatal
The

The Understudy,

five reels,

Doris May.

Lucky Carson,

five

Decision,

five

reels,

with Helen

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
Gibson

Payment,

Received

of Conscience, seven reel*, Russell Simp-

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two
It

You,

reels,

five

Why

reels,

with

Bill'

five reels.

Defense,

The

Silent

five reels.
five reels.

Vow,

six reels.

The Sheik's Wife, six reels.
Too Much Business, seven

Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.
Prophet's Paradise, five reels.

The

five reels.

reels.

My

Wild Irish Rose, seven reels.
The Ladder Jinx, six leels.
The Ninety and Nine, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven

Why

five

Juanita Hansen.
seven reels, Anna

reels.

Girls Leave Home,
Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels,

Your Best Friend,

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Channing of the Northwest,
John Smith, five reels.

No

Gypsy Passion,

stunt novelty.

Announce Your Marriage?

reels.

Girl's Desire, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

ENTERPRISES
to

A

WILLIAM DUNCAN

5,000 feet.
Riders, 5,000 feet
Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet.

E.

five reels.

The Rainbow five reels.
The Little Minister, six reels.
The Angel of Crooked Street, five
The Girl in His Room, five reels.

feet.

Her Story,
The Night

&

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

son.

David and Jonathan, 4,800

five

Island Wives, five reels.
A Virgin's Sacrifice, five reels.

Divorce Coupons,

S.

Street, five reels.

Restless Souls, five reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows

reels.

The Man from Downing

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
Girl's

INC.

Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.

reels.

ford.

Reckless Youth, five reels.
Evidence, five reels.

Days

Ralph Ince Special

Through

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES

Mae Murray.
Mae Murray.

reels,

Fascination, eight reels,

a

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Dream

Billions,

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS

Wflhan-

Gamble,

CHAS.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.
Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

Madame

Peacock Alley, eight

Fickle

The Man

Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.

Lake.
six

Conwa>

with

(Achievement

reels.

The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.

Dana.

LytelL

May

(Arthur

reels.

six

hen Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.

Lytell.

Mar.

six

Within,

and Ed Coxen.

.

with

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

N.
Women,

D.

V\

A

2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special.
Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.
23— Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth
Hughes.
6— The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

reels,

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.

INC.

The Call from the Wild.
The Fatal 30.
The Able Minded Lady.
The Girl from Rocky Point.
The Forest King.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

Feb.
Feb.

with Geo. B. Setts

Prod.

Wings of Pride, five reels.
Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

VICTOR KREMER,

reels,

six

\ Man's
Reported Missing, seven

PACIFIC FILM CO.

The Man

six

His,

I? (All Star Cast.)
(All Star Cast.)
Home (All Star Cast.)

Girls Don't

Power

Five

six reels,

French Heels, six reels, Irene Castle.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

six reels,

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

Eden and Return,

God's Crucible, six reels. Gaston Glass.

Who Am
Conceit.

B. SEITZ, INC.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

R-C

WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS

Winding

Faversham.
Red
nam tin

with Fritxi Brunette

reels,

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

A

Rip

Ambition,

of

I-

The Devil to Pay, six
and Roy Stewart.

Robert McKim.

BENJAMIN

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road
Tearle.

Films.)
of the North, six reels (Freres).

six

five reels.

Referee, five reels.

The Sin That Was

Marguerite

reels,

ZANE GREY PICTURES.

The

Nanook

Lantern,

A Wide Open Town,

Warner.

The

RENCO FILM COMPANY
o'

with Blanche

Prod.)

W W HODKINSON CORP
six

reels,

five

reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

Tangled Trails,

Head Over Heels, five reels, Mabel Normand.
When Romance Rides, six reels (Benj. Hampton).

Lavender and Old Lace,
Snow.
At the Sign of the Jack

Mahlon Hamil-

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

GEORGE
Landis and

Bucking the Tiger, five
The Fighter, five reels.

ton.

Man

Hatton.

with

reels,

Her Unwilling Husband,
Sweet

Fool, six reels.

with Two Mothers, five reds, Mary Alden.
His Back Against the Wall, five reels, Raymond

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

INC.

HAMPTON PRODUCTION*

D.

73

Henry

Walthall.

reels.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch,

five reels. All en e Ray.
of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.

West

0
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SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
A Perfect Villain.

SHORT SUBJECTS

two

PARAMOUNT— Burton

reels.

A

SPOTLIGHT,

one

ton).
reels (Shorty Hamilton).
two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'em Cowboy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).

Grit,

reel.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES

DO, with Harold

Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Uoyd.
OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

I

NOW

AMONG

1YWON FILM

CORP.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. R. C. FILM SALES
BALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two resls
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice a month.
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reels, twice »
month. Polly Msran and Smiling Bill Jones.
SUNRISE COMEDIES, two reels, with Billy

West.

INC.

A

JIM

Barnyard Cavalier, two reels.
One Stormy Knight, two reels.
reels.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

C

Half, length

two

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

reds,

bi-

two

reels.

Astor and Pierre Gendron).

PATHE

tws

reels.

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES,

two

reels.

The Kick in High Life.
Wet & Warmer.
Punch ol the Irish.
The Game Lady.
two

reels.

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TCM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.
MA J. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.
PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.
C. B. PRICE CO.
DRAMAS,

INDIAN
feather,

featuring

Mona

reel.

Dark-

one red.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

Bright Eyes.

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES,

two

reels.

The Playhouse.
The Boat.
The Paleface.

FRANK BRAID WOOD, in two red Westerns.
8ELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reds.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

two

reels.

the Kitchen.

She Sighed by the Seaside.

RED RIDER
reels.
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

two

Leather Pushers,'* two

reds.

SCENICS

Heck.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
BALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reek.

CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.
JOB ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels
L.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
Hot Dog.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two
The Happy Pest.
Fool Days.
Straight from the Farm.
The Studio Rube.

LUPTNO LANE SERIES,
The Broker.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenic* Beam
txfttl, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Chester Outing Scenic*, oa*
reel (every week).
EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, one reel (every twe
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketch ograis, one reel
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one reel

GOLDWYN— Sport

Review, one reel each.

In the Pink.
reels.

two

reels.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jungle
Goddess (Elinor Field snd Truman Van Dyke.
FOX —Fantomaa: Bride 1».
FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.

PATHE—The

Sky
June Caprice).

Drawing Cards.
Self Defense.
Centaurs of the Field.
Winter Pep.
A Rex Beach Weekend.
Taking the Air.
By-Way Champions.
••Forel"

Ranger

(Geo.

B.

Sdts

en*

PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileea
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord)
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH— Breaking Through.
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antoaie
Moreno).

WARNER—The

SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

COLLIER SERIES, "The

Hard Knocks & Love Taps.
Be Reasonable.

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).
C. B. C. FILMS— Capitain Kidd (Eddie Polo).

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

CO.

reels.

Call a Cop.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALBS—

ARROW—

INC.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
THE BEGGAR MAID, two reels (Mary Astor).
THE BASHFUL SUITOR, two reels (Mary
Brandon).
THE YOUNG PAINTER, three reels (Mary

six reels.
Class, two reels.

1476 feet.

SERIALS

two

DOMINANT PICTURES,

reel.

two

expose of Sawing a Lady in

reels.

monthly.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

C

B. C.

Photoplays,

reels.

WEISS BROS.—The

FILM SALES

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

By

STORY PICTURES— Burlesque
every

one

other week, two reels.

ARROWNORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

—

Hy Mayer Traveloughs, one every two
weeks.
Starland Review, one every two weeks.
C. B. C. FILMS— Cap'n Kidd Serial, Eddie Polo.
STOREY PICTURES—Shadowl and Screen Review,
one reel every two weeks.

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

in

PIONEER— Luke MeLuke's Film-Gaophy.
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature.

R-C

DRAMAS

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

reel.

Away Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

reels.

ARROW FILM

Rolling Stones, two reels.

Made

reels.

Clean and dry.

Free and Easy.

reel.

—

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
reels.

reel.

Urban Movie Chats, one

Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.

WARNER PICTURES

two

Magazine, en*

Co. of America.
four reels.

Kineto Reviews, one reel, once a week.
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds
PRIZMA— Nature's Colors.

The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.
The Chicken Parade.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.
Battling Torchy, two reds.

BEN TURPIN COMEDIES,
Love's Outcast.
Love & Doughnuts.

two

reel.

of Self Defense.

The Four Seasons,
Great American Authors, one
Official

Pair of Kings.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

reel.

reel (weekly).

Msa

with

one

HODKINSON—Kineto

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
The Show.

A

The Kid,
The Idle

two

one

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

reel.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

Pictorials,

The Manly Art

VITAGRAPH

reels.

Review, one

MISCELLANEOUS

ARROW— Sport

EDUCATIONAL,

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

one

Barlingham

reel

the Barito River.

C. B. C. SALES— Screen snapshots, one red.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Original Vod-aVil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonsttes.

Folly Comedies.

STAR COMEDIES,

Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

reel.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

Assorted Herees, two reels.
Scboolday Love, two reels.

two

one

reels,

Seeaii

Alpine Ride Up the Stanzeraora.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaka.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.

red issued weekly.

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY

two

Monkey Land up

An

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.

Bnrrnd

Pelican Island.

Roberts.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two

PATHE EXCHANGE,

PICTURES— Sunset

TRUART FILM CORP.— One

NATIONAL EXCHANGES— Kineto

KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

CBLEBBATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

rORCHY COMEDIES,

reels

Pony Boy, two

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITOR!

Holmes Travel Pictnres

Stories.

(Shorty Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamil-

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CEUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED. Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.

1922

Fairy Foreland.

SPECIAL

McGOVERN AND EGLER
The Runt, two

8,

one reel (every week).
Sante Fe— the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.

Love and War.
Pardon Me.
Try and Get It.
False Alarm.
Hold the Line.
Please Be Careful.

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

July

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays snd Thar*
days) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at EdacatioasJ exchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) •«
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week) at Select

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one

red.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP,

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home
Art of Diving, with Annette Kdlerxnaa.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

a

ilitorial

Opens Drive to Aid Independents— P.
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Neilan Does It Again!
"A

rattling

good story told in super six
Los Angeles Times.

style.

Swift action,

lots of surprises."

"Many

original scenes showing the master hand of Neilan.
climax is so radically new one realizes there is no limit to
the genius of Xeilan." Los Angeles Htrald.

The

1
(I

fv

).'

"Neilan proves himself the Charles Dickens of the screen."
Record.

II

I

I

I

I

—Los A ngeles

of the most thrilling, entertaining and best produced
Atlanta, Georgian.
pictures ever shown here."

"One
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Marshall Neilan
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presents his latest big picture for First

i

i

—

suggested by Hugh MacNair
Kahler's story in the Saturday Evening
Post with Claire Windsor, Richard Dix
and Claude Gillingwater photographed

National

i

—

by David Kesson and

—Karl
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Priscilla

Dean

as Cigarette in

Making New

"Under Two Flags'

Series of

"Leather Pushers"
Pushers,"
Leather Pu
of
Df
two[
as Universal-Jewels from H. C. Wit-

"The

series

Leather

Pushers"

was directed by Harry

Pollard, with Reginald Denny
in the starring role. Denny's
chief supporting player was

Stevenson.
Among
the leading women used during the series were Norma
Shearer, Doreen Banks and
Elsa Petersen. Since the completion
of
the
first
series,
Denny has been made a regular Universal star, and Pollard a regular Universal director.
Denny is to be taken
from five-reel productions
lcng enough to produce the

Hayden

remaining Witwer

Commendation
«<npHE

is

of

STORM,"

Universal's
of
Langdon McCormick's celebrated
stage
drama,
had
its
world's
premiere presentation last week in
the Capitol theatre, New York City,
and set a pace for itself in the
esteem of the picture-going public
as one of the greatest successes of
the year.
Universal hails it as the greatest
Universal picture since "The Heart
of Humanity," and predicts it will
far exceed that box-office marvel in

A

Jewel

screen

money-making

production

Film
men who have seen it, and the newspaper critics who have reviewed it,
its

power.

unite in placing it at the pinnacle
of screen achievement.
Samuel Rothapfel, manager of the
Capitol, booked "The Storm,"- on
sight.
He characterized it as a
"great picture" when he booked it.

After

saw

he

flocked to his

the crowds
theatre last

which

Sunday

announced.

Wins

TXSTEAD

of a Star Series, Uni-

A

versal is going to sell its big fivefeatures this year in blocks of
nine.
The pictures themselves will
be released one each week, instead
of three a month, as was the case
last year.
In these nine it is planned
to have two features each of four
stars, and one feature made by a
special company in which the biggest stars available will lie utilized.
The four stars represented in the
reel

Herbert
Rawlinson,
Walton, Frank Mayo and

are

Gibson. Among the stars
scheduled to appear in the all-star
casts are Henry B. Walthall, MarHamilton,
Daw,
Mahlon
jorie
Gladys Brockwell, Stuart Holmes,
and Ralph Graves.

*'The

Flirt"

Universal's

I

Critics

The first feature of the Winning
Nine, by which name the first block
is to be called is, "Don't

of features

grea

productioi

jewel

Priscilla
Dean in
starring role, of Ouida's

at
the opening of
"The
Storm," causing a sell-out early in
the evening, and again later, he

with

labelled the feature as the best picture shown in the Capitol in a long
time.

has been completed at tl
Universal City studios and tl
film now is being cut an
edited by Tod Browning, tl

night,

Newspaper

critics

unstinted

their

were loud

praise

of

in

"The

Storm."

"One

of

the

works of

greatest

art of the year is 'The
Storm," a Universal-Jewel production, at the Capitol this week," said

screen

the

New York

World.

"Paeans of

Reginald
thanksgiving
are
due
Rarker,
director,
and the three
principals of the cast of six, Vir-

House Peters and Matt
They have produced one

ginia Valli,

Moore.

of the classics of the cinema.

"The Capitol should be jammed
week for this picture.

to capacity all

merits the limit of patronage of
the picture-going public."
It

Nine Universal Attractions Form
First Group for Fall Release

Hoot

in

York

'The Winning Nine' Ready

Gladys

Percy

New

Dean Best ir
"Under Two Flags"
((T tNDER Two Flags,

Priscilla

mous novel and

f;

pla;

It is said to be Mi
greatest screen po
trayal.
As Cigarette, "tl
daughter of the regimen!
she has a role entirely difTf
ent from any heretofore e

Dean's

acted by her.

Two

"Under

Flags"

scheduled for release in N
vember. Included in the c;
are

Kirkwood,

James

Davidson,

Jo

Stuart Holm

Ethel Grey Terry and

othe

London's "Fish Patr
as Universal
Universal

is

Series

preparing

two

to pre

London's

famous

'

the

rough

fisherme
opera

mixed nationality that
San Francisco Bay.

W

made "The Leather Pushers"
"The Long Chance" directed by
Jack Conway with Henry B. WalMariorie Daw, and Ralph
thall,
Graves "The Girl Who Ran Wild,"
;

starring Gladys Walton, from Bret
Harte's story (M'Liss) directed by
Rupert Julian, and "False Play," a
Hoot Gibson picture directed by Nat

Ross.

ce

m

reelers based

>ii

Patrol" stories. This series w be
one of the best sea-series eve ittempted.
The stories deal with the \M
maintain
established
to

among

starring Herbert Rawlinson and directed by Jack Conway.
The second will be "Paid Back," an
all-star picture directed by Irving
Cummings; the third, Gladys
alton in "Top o' the Morning," directed by Edward Laemmle. and the
fourth, Hoot Gibson in "The Galloping Kid," directed by Nat Ross
The others are "Caught Bluffing,"
starring Frank Mayo and directed
by Lambert Hillyer; "Confidence,"
starring Herbert Rawlinson and directed by Harry A. Pollard who

Shoot,"

stage

th

director.

Jack

series

Eileen

Capitol

"The Kentucky Derby"

of

a series of

to be "Specials"
Hereafter, pictures made by Baby
Peggy, the popular child star of
Century Comedies, will be released
as Baby Peggy-Century Comedy
it

Reginald Denny, star

stories.

Baby Peggy Pictures

Specials,

scene from "The Storm"

Universal-Jewel Production

the

wer's amusing Collier's stories
of the prize ring, have proved
such a screen success that
Universal is to make more of
them.
The original series of
six will be increased by six
more, made by the same director, star and featured players.

fire

"The Storm" Packs

((^pHE

series
reelers made

Forest

Gladys Walton, Universal

fa

1

"
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Four Century Comedies

October Release for
""Human Hearts"

for July release
Century
rollicking
FOUR
Comedies are announced

H UMAN
Jewel

Hal

-

'

to be

following

week,

released

the

Lee Moran. It was diby Alf Goulding and
shows the popular comedian in

a lot of new apartment hunting
gags. Edna Gregory, George

new Universal

star

Ernest L. Crandall, Director of
and Visual Instruction
r the Board of Education, New
ork City, has persuaded Univerto give him pre-release exrpts from "In the Days of Buf;ctures

1

lo Bill," the
history'"

forthcoming

om

"thrills

chapter-play.

The New York educator, after
e-viewing the serial, was loud in
praise of its entertaining and
structive values, and asked for
ie loan of a number of historical
s

:cerpts,

including those

dealing

Abraham Lincoln and the
osing days of the Civil War.

ith

Crandall has asked permission
Universal to show these exjrpts at the meeting of national
iucators, now taking place in
oston. He also has applied to
'niversal for permanent posseson of the film for regular use in
tie New York City schools.
f

Days of Buffalo Bill,"
hich was directed by Edward
.aemmle, with Art Acord in the
"In the

r

tarring role, deals with the thrill-

ng events

in

American history

rom 1865
rst

to the building of the
transcontinental railroad.

versal-Jewel

list

of Uni-

productions

ever

lined up for release are announced
for the coming fall and winter by
Carl Laemmle, president of the

Universal

Film

Manufacturing

Company.
Beginning

with

"The

Storm"

the House Peters production now
creating a sensation in New York,
the list includes a new picture by
Priscilla
Dean, another House
Peters special, and several strong
all-star features.

"The Storm" is scheduled for
general release in September. It
will be followed in October by
"Human Hearts," another House
Peters picture, adapted to the
screen by King Baggot from Hal
Reid's famous stage play.
will

come "Under Two

Flags," Priscilla Dean's long heralded portrayal of Ouida's worldfamous novel. Tod Browning directed this picture and is said to
have made a screen classic of it.

"The Kentucky Derby,"

a thrill-

a Series

Following "The
Derby," Universal

"The

Flirt,"

Kentucky
will

release

featuring

Eileen

Percy and Helen Jerome Eddy.
This is a screen production of
Booth Tarkington's celebrated
novel of the same name. It is being directed by Hobart Henley.
Five

additional Jewel producincluding Dean, Stroheim
and Chaney features, are in the
making for the late winter and
early spring of 1923.
The Chaney feature will be
titled "Bitter Sweet."
The newUniversal featured player. Virginia Valli, will play the chief supporting role. It is directed by
Lambert Hillyer. Following the
Chaney feature will come a new

tions,

Dean Jewel called "The
of Life," which is a picturized version of Frances Hodgson
Burnett's "That Lass o' LowPriscilla

Flame

Hobart Henley

rie's."

directs.

In April follows another classic
from the master Eric Von Stro-

—

—

"Merry Go Round."

this year.

Saturday Evening Post advertising.

July

15,

Talks to exhibitors. The camcalculated
to
be
paign
is
of Buffalo

pictures

heim

Carl Laemmle's well known
Straight - from - the - Shoulder

"Days

fall

ing picturization of Charles T.
Dazey's popular racing melodrama, "The Suburban," has been
completed by King Baggot. with
Reginald Denny in the starring
role, and will be released in December. Parts of the picture were
taken during the Kentucky Derby
at
Churchill Downs, Louisville,

Universal pictures will be
advertised weekly in the
Saturday Evening Post, in a
column uniquely designed to
theatre-goer
appeal
the
to
along the same lines as Mr.

in

two big

is

known.
King

Baggot directed the
production, and is said to have
turned out a master-piece of
screen art in his homely delineation of the characters and
incidents of the play.

Unusual and Powerful Screen Dramas

The most imposing

BEGINNING

Bui"

stars in

"The Storm" Will Inaugurate

Carl Laemmle "Talks'
in Sat. Eve. Post Ads.

Art Acord, star

Hearts."

'

successes,

Imposing List of Jewels

Then

"Human

of

the star. He is
supported by a strong cast, including George Hackathorne,
Edith Hallor, Ramsey Wallace
and others equally as well

are in the cast.
On July 19 will come a wonderful "kid" picture, "You and
entirely
enacted
by
Me,"
youngsters.
It features some
fancy diving by children.

of

vogue

-

Morgan

House Peters

Days of Buffalo Bill"
Praised by Educator

announced by

just as popular.
House Peters, the virile lead
in "The Storm and other great

Monberg, Alberta Vaughn and

Valli,

it is

decade or so Lgo no theatre
season was complete unless a
"Human Hearts" road show
passed through. Universal predicts that its picture will prove

stars

Virginia

early

A

rected

Jackie

October,

of

stage

Art Schmidt, newly appointed
sales chief at 1600 Broadway.
Few stage plays have had

ter

the

production

famous

Reid's

drama, will be released
in

Tohnny Fox. The cast includes
Edna Gregory, Baby Delemeand Jackie Morgan.
"Apartment Wanted,"

Hearts," Uni-

versal's long heralded

July release through
Universal exchanges.
"Live Wires, the two-reeler
for release July 5, features
Brownie, the dog-star, and
for

of great benefit to Universal's
exhibitor patrons. The first ad
will deal with Universal-Jewels.

entitled

a picture of life, depicted as
only this master-director can present such dramas. It will include
It is

a great cast of favorite players.
Priscilla

Dean's

"Trimmed

in

Novelty Reel Issued by
Int.

News

News has just
issue through Universal of a series of weekly novelty reels to be known as The
Mirror, which is to feature interesting news movies of a decade
International

announced the

ago and more.

The

first

issue,

which

is

being

released in various first-run theatres as a try-out, contains pictures
made twenty-five years ago, when
the moving picture camera was

hardly more than an experimental
toy.

They

are pictures of Presi-

dent McKinley's inauguration.

Make

Neely Edwards to

More Tramp Comedies
Neely Edwards, the eccentric
screen comedian, has proven such
a success in the "Nervy Nat"

tramp impersonations adopted
recent

indefinitely.
to Cop."

The

latest

is

"Easy

from the stage success,
will be released in May. All the
above Jewels will be backed by
Scarlet,"

Harry Carey Successes

Now in 2- Reel Series
A

distinct novelty in "westerns"
promised by Universal in the
form of a revival of Harry Carey
successes, which now are being
cut down and re-edited for release
is

as two-reelers.

There will be a series of eight
one a week beof these pictures
ginning aBout the middle of Sep-

—

tember.

They will be concentrated

editions of the popular western
star's best work. The entire list
will be announced soon.

in

one-reel
Comedies,
made and distributed by Universal, that it has been decided to
continue the "Nervy Nat" series
his

Baby Peggy—Century Comedy

Starlet

Why Wtvoy

EXHIBITORS HERALD

41 Great
Paramount Pictures

A KNOCKOUT

box-office

title,

a

big star, and one of the greatest
screen stories ever written.

The

is on the same general
George Loane Tucker's "The

story

lines as

—

Miracle Man" but there is no "faithhealing" in it. It's a powerful, human
drama of a man's regeneration.

Theodore Roberts, Pauline Starke,
Toseph Dowling and other favorites
are in the great cast.

By Perky Poore Sheehan
Directed

Tom Forman
Waldemar Young

by

Scenario by

{You can use
4-col.

mats

this

ad

too.

at exchanges.)

d Cpammount
Qiciure

To This

omasAlei^han

°
f
If You
Believe It
It 's

So " 1

mESSjUB

PLVTERS LViKY CORPORATION B

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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July

15,

1922

ONVEU. OF THE MOUNTE.

WHO LOVED HER
THE SISTER WHO
Sinned against her
SISTER'S

SHAME

Powerful Showmanship to hel|i
R-C prides

itself in

having

the greatest advertising publicity and exploitation
experts in the film business with one big mission and
that is TO HELP
WITH

YOU MAKE MONEY

OUR ATTRACTIONS.
We don't give you a picture and then leave you
flat.
We're back of you — EVERY MAN JACK

—

—

OF US plugging for you scheming for you
sweating for you every hour of the day.
This

is

no

—

idle boast,

—

Mr. Showman.

—

Results PROVE we are right
that thousands of
wise exhibitors are letting us help them to BIG

PROFITS
Play
tiful

THROUGH

BIG EXPLOITATION.

superb drama of the wilderness with a beauyoung star and put behind it the full power of
this

—

—

the roaring posters
the new
our showmanship
and novel exploitation. Let us help YOU blast your

way
it 's

into the

BIG MONEY.

an

DISTRIBUTED BY FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF

AMERICA,

inc.

July 15, 1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

m get the money

A CHESTER BENNETT PRODUCTION

THE BLACKGUARD

WHO

HOUNDED HER

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Ilsadore

Bernstein

July

15.

1922

presents

MONROE SALISBURY
rjKe GREAT ALONE
'

* West Coast Films Corp. Production
Directed

by Jacques Jaccard

Supervised by Isadore Bernstein

Booked over the Marcus Loew New York
City circuit.
i- -

*

Booked by Lubliner

&

Trinz circuit in

Chicago.

&

Booked across the Turner
Dahnken
California circuit after world-premiere at
their San Fraucisco Tivoli.
Booked for all of Stephen Lynch's Georgia,
Carolinas, Florida, Tennessee and Alabama
circuit.

Booked by Alex Pantages for Los Angeles
premiere with Monroe Salisbury in person
in a star act and following in other Pantages
cities.

These are signs of the power of the picture.

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation. Limited

July

15,

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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JVow Ready
A

story

as

fast

as

they

make

—

them romance, drama, comedy,
melodrama; action, airplanes;
speeding

motorboats ;

society.

The work of the dynamic director
who made "Within the Law,"
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" and
a score more successes.

And

not

alone

four

widely

featured screen stars but an array

of supporting notables including:

Wm. B. Davidson, Mario Majeroni,
Ida

Darling,

Albert

Roccardi,

Arthur Housman.

(J William P.S.Earle Production

POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT

SEASON
1O22-1023

Yi

INDEPENDENCE JGf

$ STRENGTHS

FOX FILM CORPORATION

F
<

* THE JLL'JMEIQCXM
PICTO^IM JgCORP
It

great pride that

\tfitk

is

Corporation
<liW.

Of.

Fox Film

attention to

calls

FOX NEWS

•>

recognized, and justly

<

so, as

MIGHTIEST OF ALL"
"^^E

advise every

<

first-class

insure the best

to

motion picture showman

news

reel service

signing a

Lrj)

contract for the season 1922-23, thereby securing a bonafide franchise.

FOX NEWS,
defying
of

which

flight o\>er

Pope Pius XI.

Mary

at

ga\>e the public the thrilling

Mt. Vesuvius, the

election

and death-

and coronation

Rome, the beat on the wedding of Princess

London, and which thoroughly* covered even? event

in

of international and national importance during the season
just

ended,

j)ear.

>

better equipped to render superior service next

is

We

will present

only li^e news events.

Propaganda

advertising will be tkrow>n in the scrap heap.

Having

larger staff of

a

world than
is

all

cameramen

stationed

the other news reels put toge ther,

all

>

over the

FOX NEWS

prepared to give unprecedented service to the exhibitor and

to the public

cutters

is

it

senses.

The

staff

of editors,

title vJriters

and

the largest engaged in news reel production and the

mammoth Fox

laboratory)

more quickly than any

can turn out the finished product

>

other.

Up

<

4

f

n
s

destined

to

be more

mous on the screen
lan

it

Kas

een on the
age.

TKis

is .a

superb presentation by

WILLIAM FOX
Alexandre Dumas'

renowned no^el

\\>orld

and drama of me, same name.

irectedty
Acclaimed

EMMETT

at

ft

I

FLYNN

supreme screen achievement by

as a

leading critics during

weeks run

J.

>.

/*

f

v-i

A,

its

Tremont Temple, Boston

:

.4.

it

Mission Theatre, Los Angeles

migKt^ avalancKe of dramatic action".

—
gigantic

spectacle

vJitk

episodes".

umas Kimself

-pJould ha-Oe

onvincing realism, and in
ramatic force".

Boston American

tKrilling events and
_ Boston Globe

been deligKted".

— Los Angeles Times

all its

beauty)

— Los Angeles Examiner

0^<\ > < V

and

•;

There

magic in its
Oery name.
title
•with a tradition for
is

A

box-ofjice

success.

FOOL
THERE WAS
Based on Porter Emerson Browne's stage success of the same name
Inspired

by

RUDYARD KIPLING'S poem "O^e
FLYNN
Staged by EMMETT

Vampire"

J.

Scenario by Bernard McCon-Oille

A modern down-to-the-minute screen
at

drama produced

the Fox Studios in California in 1922.

The
tion

last

word

— Estelle

A cast of power and distinc-

drama.

in

Taylor

as the

Vampire; Lewis Stone

as

the Fool; Irene Rich as the Wife; Marjorie Dav? as the

})oung Sister;

MacDonald

Mahlon Hamilton

as

Wallace

as the Friend;

the "y\>ung Fool"; William V.

Morg

the Butler; Harry Lonsdale as the Secretary;

Dana

as the Fool's

A

fool

little

there

Girl.

was and he made

his

prayer

(Even as you and I)
To a rag and a bone and a hank of
hair;

We

called her the
care,

woman who

But the fool he called her
fair

(Even as you and

Pi

Mm

1)

did not

his

a;

Muri

lady

1

RY OIRR SCORES JGJW

Pronounced a success from
season's

e\>er9

run on Broadwa^

angle during a
at trie

NEW YORK

APOLLO THEATRE,

Replete with

Entertainment

Thrills, Laughter,
"Hats
seen."
gfyjt

off to

William Fox

The

!

cleanest,

finest

picture e-Cet

'Philadelphia Public Ledger

"Tke
about.'

kind of picture you want to write

"—New

ary Carr

is

home

York World
charming!"

— New
"An

York Tribune

eloquent film.

Never

ing in interest."

fail-

—New York Telegram
JACK FORD
EDWIN CAREWE

Directed by

r

\

and

In every man's

Keart

is

a

question mark.

*MY FRIEND
THE DEVIL
Based on George Onnet

By

s

Drainatique

Directed by

HARRY
"OOer

Staged

Audiences
1

this story

My

novel,

arrangement witk the Societe

sit

of a

at the

Doctor Rameau
Arteurs

et

Compositeurs

of France

MILLARDE, who made
the Hill-

Fox Studios, Kiev; York

spellbound through the unfolding of
man ^ho did not Believe
•

Friend the Devil

prov'e

cies

sensational in

is

a big picture-

popularity,

big

in

It

w"ill

box-ofjfice-

takings,

tremendous in demand.

An

entertainment that will
live

long in the picture

theatres of America.

Based on

LINCOLN

J.

CARTER'S

Directed h$

BERNARD

This

is

stage

DUPNIMG

J.

greatest thriller the

known.

famous

name

play of the same

screen

has

ever

a heavy* claim, but this

screen version of Lincoln

J. Carter's famous
melodrama has been pronounced by"

old stage

eminent showmen
ing,

as

"perfect

— nothing

lack-

nothing o-Oerdone".

The

Fast Mail

is

and unashamed.

moment

from the

a
It

melodrama,
is

unblushing

action, action, action

the sensational

Steeplechase begins until the

last

Dixieland

scene flickers

from the screen.

Race horse

spills,

steamboat explosion, desper-

ate races by" car, in train

and death

and on

horse,

life

struggles in the water, fights, fire

rescues

by the human chain,

fire net,

desperate chances and deeds of daring

— but never
serial

the cheap, tawdry action of the

- "nothing

overdrawn".

A high class American
drama

leaps into the

for every

first

motion picture theatre.

meloclass

Destined

lingerl

forever iA "the\ minds

and

hearts. V>P those

•who see

J

I

it.

sw

3fc

LE3DTHB
Directed by

TKis
of

is

not only a play whick tugs at the

human

SEARLE DAWLE1
human

heart,

it

a

is

finest screen

LITTLE CHILD

the plaudits

drama yet presented by the house

SHALL LEAD THEM

is

y

of

and golden opinions and the popular attendanc

you love children?
Do you love pleasure?
you love dogs?
Do you love luxury?
This plaj) is a dramatic masterpiece

/

.

c,

certain to n

theatregoers the country over.

Do
Do

|

hearts.

Perhaps the

A

J.

jf

Story by Ckarles Sarver and Virginia Tracy

Staged

Rome,

in

Italy,

by

J.

GORDON EDWARDS

Y/ILLIAM FOX
Keaded

*

'

Italy to create

Nero.

At

trie

end of

a year the director sent

the greatest spectacle-drama the screen has ever

ick

upon
(now

acclaimed

ork City)

its

in

picture or play

?

sent an American producing company
Gordon Edwards and a corps of assistants

b)) J.

known,

presentation at the Lyric Theatre,

its

eighth week, and

has ever before been

still

Mew

going strong), as

acclaimed

by

press

Tke

climax

id public.

\cme

of the spectacular in motion

Be sure to see 'Nero' ".
New York Evening World

ctures.

—

TKe superlative

— New

\

spectacle

kas not

York Telegraph

suck

been

ously seen

in spectacles".

pre-

on tke

vered mirror".

N.Y. Hivenmg
Telegram
Vlammotk,
big,
age,
ly

coloss-

tremendous,

enormous and

otker

pu can

synonym
tkink

of.

ken multiply by

"Breatk-taking beauty).

of motion picture progress".

— New

"Tke

biggest

picture for tke

York Sun

and most spectacular
coming season".

— Film Dailv

i »

YORK
fNNCE
to

we

again

are

privileged

peek from behind the cur-

tain that veils

trie

world's greatest

mystery

city

of

trie

and peep be-

hind the closed doors, through the
barred windows and under the outspread mile upon mile of roofs.

We

meet

life

in

New

York

face to

face, stark, undisguised.

The

lure

that

is

New" York

speak again from your theatre

and

will

lobb))

report again at your box-office.

Tke

successor to

"While

New

York

Sleeps"

N addition

to the eight productions

announced

in the foregoing pages, Fox Film Corporation
will release during the season 1922-1922, ?ix

more

special super attractions now made or
in process of completion. Included will be

^

1

THE SHEPHERD KING
^Wright Lorimer
J.CORDON EDWARDS
Egypt and Palestine

Staged by
in

THE TOWN THAT FORGOT COD
Written by the anonymous Mt:X.
1

whose identity remains imrevealed
Directed by HARRY MlLLARDE

who staged "Over the Hill"
IE

WINTER COMES

The William Fox Screen

Presentation

story of the same name
The bluest- selling' novel since the printing press was invented
of the

AS. M.Hutchinson

Produced in England
with a cast of players of reco§fni?ed
Directed by

excellence

HARRY MlLLARDE
and

THREE OTHER PRODUCTIONS'
Titles to

be announced

Fox Film Corporation will duly inform the trade of
the dates on which these attractions M ill be available

<Tbr
*

the

season

1922-1923

WILLIAM FOX
will present stories

of proven drawing

power in photoplay
attractions of
highest order

door and Western charhave established his great popularity on
His first picture in the new season
Screen and stage.

be seen

acter

;

in tkose roles of out

w"hich

Moonshine

Valley^

b>>

lerbert Brenon.

Mary

Murillo, directed trp

-

established by his performances in
Shame, Monte Cristo, and Arabian Lo\>e,
John Gilbert's popularity is increasing w>ith

Firmly

each new" production.
screen
success,

version

The

Jerome Storm,

of

Honor

George Gibbs'

the
romantic

First,

Splendid Outcast, directed by
is his first picture in the new

this comes
In
Calvert's
by Margaret Prescott Montague,
directed by Jack Dillon.

season;

Vailed

following

The clean, wholesome style of this star's stories, the d it>\
charming type of her personality have won friends e\>eri)v ?re.
Better equipped than ever before, she appears, during the >e^
season, in a series of stories beginning with

scenario

by Dorothy Yost,

directed

The New

h$ Joseph Franz.

Tei

Tke number

Tom Mix

admirers increases da>> by
new season is Romance
Land, b>) KennetK Perk'ns, directed b$ EdxOard SedgxOick; foil owed by Just Tony, the story of a horse,
based on Max Brand's popular novel Alcatraz.
day.

K star
pc
in
se

h-

His

of

first

story in tke

has more quickly forged to the front than the nationally
Jar Ckarles Jones always to be depended upon for satisfyperformance in pictures of appealing type.
Klext season we

-

kim

first

in

West

of Ckicago by Ckarles Selzer, directed

beeves Eason.

Tears

of brilliant acting on

tke

stage

and

Farnum a
brougkt
Dusr^j) "
Tkis vJell-liked star
following of kis own.
appears first, next season, in Edward J.
kave

screen

'

Oatkbound, directed by BerDurning; and following tkis in a
number of Rickard Harding Davis' popular
LeSaint's storp

»e first

V
1
1

will

of a series of attractive stories in

appear during tke new season is
d ected
Howard Mitckell.

wkick

Tke

nard
this popular

Crusader by Alan
Tkis ill be followed
,^
Mixed Faces, b? Re] Norton, directed by Rowland
V. Lee.

w'

,

J.

stories.

ii;

1

LUPINO
L/1NE
EDI
COM
A
new

star in

favorite

and

the»
as

Tke

audiences.

comedies

vb^Jack

is

first

his

of

THE REPORTER,

splendid
directed

Blystone.

JOHN

/1L ST.

COM

is

comedian of Great Britain
continent.
Lupino Lane will
a revelation to motion picture

tkis

come

E s
comedy firmament

the

E.

D

Tkis funny fellow kas

I

E

a

a place in tke

kearts of millions of fans because of
kis unfailing drollery).

Al

St.

Comedies are
and tkerefore

in

demand

greatly

Jokn

new" series,

better

tkan ever, kas been planned.

Tke

first

of tkese

is

a

ALL WET.

co

e

d

i

e

s

Picture tkeatres tke world over resound to laugkter crea

by

tkis eccentric

w~orld a stitck in

comedian.
its

general merriment.
titled

side.

L-lyde Cook's antics give

His new

Tke

THE ESKIMO,

first is

add to
two reels

pictures will

a laugk in

\

t;
2
•
>

directed bv Slim Siimmerville.

SUNSHINE

FOX
iT HE

COMEDIES
Released every otKer week
t

HOUSED

SHORT SUBJECTS
Clever has short entertainment
for the

program

heen given great-

er consideration than in the

Fox

output for the season 1922-1923

'Never has such an array of
excellence heen presented

in shorter subjects.

EDITOR^

FOX,

_he

.

MUTT 6 JEFF

Mutt & Jeff Cartoons ever seen, for tke new
These inimitable funmakers Kave enjoyed a vacation
during the Summer and
are now full of pep.
Mutt & Jeff
1

tjnest

season.

.P^tu^jgiH be

released every other week.

mr

*

r~

THE All AMERICAN PICTORIAL RECORD

(See Page 2)

:

REaPITllIATION

L

^X^illiam

Fox

the season

1922-1923 for ex-

yiNITED STATES $ CANADA

will present in

hibition throughout the

the following

|fox film corporation
BRANCHES

world

productions

ALBANY,
Orange

46

N.

ATLANTA,
Walton

Ill

Y.

ANGELES,

LOS
914

Street

GA.

South

CALIF.

Olive

Street

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Street

603

BOSTON, MASS.

First

North

Ave.,

NEW ORLEANS,

54 Piedmont Street

Poydras

725

LA.

Street

BUFFALO

14

SPECIAL SUPER-

FEATURES

209

Franklin

West

125

213 South Church

910

CINCINNATI, OHIO

JOHN GILBERT

Series

WILLIAM RUSSELL

21st

E.

Commerce

1907

PHILADELPHIA,
1315-17

Series
Series

Tremont

Elizabeth

North

&

Wyandotte

Short Subjects
LUPINO LANE Comed ies
CLYDE COOK Corned ies
AL ST. JOHN Comedies
SUNSHINE Corned ies
JANE & KATHERINE LEE
FOX NEWS, Twice Weekly
MUTT & JEFF Cartoons

Avenue

Olive

Street

CITY,
UTAH
46 Exchange Place

LAKE

SAN

FRANCISCO,

SEATTLE, WASH.
2008

Third

Avenue

WASHINGTON,
305

Sts.

Ninth

N.

St.

D.

C.

W.

CANADA
Fox Film Corporation, Limited

MONTREAL
322

Catherine

St.

St.

CALGARY
W.

Dundas

ST.

Comedies

162

Street,

E.

JOHN

Union

Princess

Theatre

Bldg.

WINNIPEG

TORONTO
21

9

Street

48 Aikens Building

VANCOUVER
Leigh

Spencer

Building

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES IN EVERY
CIVILIZED COUNTRY IN THE WORLD

FOX FILM CORPORATION
WILLIAM FOX PRESIDENT

West

CALIF.

308 Turk Street

St.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
19th

PA.

Street

LOUIS, MO.

3314

SALT

Street

Illinois

Fourth

121

ST.

Street

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
232

Vine

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Street

DETROIT, MICH.
149 E.

St.

St.

DENVER, COLO.
1531

OKLA.

CITY,

Harney Street

1413-15

DALLAS, TEXAS

Series

MASON

&

Ave.

Y.

Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Payne

CHARLES JONES Series
DUSTIN FARNUM Series
SHIRLEY

Elm

514

WILLIAM FARNUM
TOM MIX Series

N.

Street

OMAHA, NEB.

ILL,
Avenue

CITY,
46th

South Hudson

103

N.C.
Street

Wabash

So.

West

130

OKLAHOMA

Broadway

CHARLOTTE,

CHICAGO,

Dramas

NEW YORK

Street

BUTTE, MONT.

55 H St

New York., U. S. A.

PICTURES
USI5J.SELZNICK.

PRESIDENT

Wotabk

Oscar Wilde Play
Admirably Acted
on Strand Screenl
STRAND THEATRE —"A Woman

1

\

No

Importance," a Select picfrom Oscar
adapted
Wilde's play.
of

I

ture

THE CAST:
Rachel
George

Harford,
lllingworth
Gerald Arbuthnot
Hester Wornley

%eted for
the Screen

Sir

.'...Fay Corrifcton
afterwards Lord
Milton Rosmer
Milton McCalltater
Lila Walker

M. Gray Murray

Thomas Harford

Lady

Helta Bartlelt
Henry Vibart
Daisy Campbell
Gwen Carton

Cecelia

Rachel's Father

Lady Hunstanton
Elsia Farquhar

PINELY

i

staged _and admirably
acted !s "A Woman of No Importance," and admirers of Oscar
Wilde's dramashould
tic art
find
ly

it especialinteresting.

Plays adapted
to the screen
deInvariably
peculiar
velop

problems

in

treatment

o f
theme and character and there
is

always

the
a
written

fear that
drama

brilliantly

|

artful.

_

The

^ Woman of

will

Appear,
ata
FAY COMP-TON
great disadvantage ..when reproduced silently,
with only sub-titles to suggest the
sparkle of the original production.
Yet "A Woman of No Importance" seems not to suffer in its
transition to the screen.
Fay
Compton, blonde and stately, carries "off the difficult title role with
an artistry that Is wholly convincing. Milton Rosmer as Lord Illingworth Is true to the traditional
type of British nobleman. Ward
McCallister, in the part of the illegitimate son, does very well indeed, and there is a suggestion of
resemblance about him to the
noble Lord that is _ altogether

bristles
bers.

^

surrounding^programme
.with entertaining _ num-

F ™mNEW

YORK
lCAKt
~ JUNE 2s -AMEDirXi.'

No Importance

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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An

AD VERTISING
INDUSTRY
WHY
'"PHIS

In the motion picis an advertising industry.
ture industry, and in none other, advertising is an
integral part of the basic product.
In the soap, soup or cigarette business, alliteratively selected examples of a commerce-wide condition, an intensive introductory campaign establishes brand name
and trade mark, giving way to an adequate sustaining
program made up of complementary units. It is not
necessary to sell each bar of soap, each can of soup or
each packet of cigarettes, on its individual merit.

Obviously, the uniformity of product fundamentally accountable for the success of this method in these and
other businesses is totally incompatible with the essential requirements of the photoplay market.
In the motion picture business the successfully administered unit of product is complemented by its advertising uninterruptedly throughout its course from producer to theatre patron via distributor and exhibitor.
Common unwarrantable demonstrations show that
break in this dual continuity at any point along the line
invariably is followed by abrupt declination in the cash
value of the subject.

Commercially, a motion picture can be no greater than
its

advertising.

W.

R.

W.

July

15,

1922
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you can't read

If

this

consult an oculist!
Good ryes are imperative,

icilkout

them

-jce

are indeed in darkness, but vhat good are

eyes if tee do not use them to see the beautiful, the novel, the original,

unusual.

When men

haze enough confidence in their ideas

to

and

the

scour the

world at a huge expense for fantastical sights for your screen and

enterprising
exhibitorsj respond
.1 yi tJirtg t*»«r»»vi
/ tj yvnu, iuc
the
it is

up

to

you

to

a. uy inn
way
this ti
live
l t UireCTOr
director Ulu,
did,

encourage such pioneers, and

re-

Ward the patrons zvho makeyour theatre
a success by booking

j£incoln

XLheatre (Compang

OPERATING THE LINCOLN THEATRE
SEATING CAPACITY ISOO
VcUniiU. JlL.

June 13th 19£2.

BobertBon Col*,
Slat. Corp.,
St. Louis, )(o.
Bear Mr. Carrioii

o»k It

After haTing used the Ey Mayer Tr»Telaagh and Starland
Berue I want to oospllaent 70a on the splendid antertal n1 ng qualities
of these two short features.

o>st It

Ihey are without juestion the neatest hit of entertaina«nt It has been ny good fortune to present In many a day. Tour suooess
with these two short features should he unbounded, and any exhibitor who
falls to see their splendid entertainment needs to consult an ocull6t .
nth ail gooa wishes 1 as]

Isted
*

feature

N 'York's
Si.-.cerely yours,

a>itol

latre

Bixeetlag Manager,

Distributed by

F. B.

O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA
(Formerly Robertson-Cole)

723 7th AVE.,

NEW YORK CITY

—
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"The Most Valuable Publication
Ever Gotten Out in the Film World"
"The Box

Office Record has just been received
and she is a 'pippin'. You are certainly looking
down on the rest of 'em now. It's the handiest
reference for exhibitors ever compiled and every
theatreman should have one for protection if for
nothing else" J. C. Jenkins, Neligh, Neb.

—

"You

are to be highly complimented for rendering
such a valuable service to exhibitors. If I could
not get another I would not sell mine for $25.00.
No exhibitor can
I think it by far the best ever.
or the Box
afford to pass up either the
Office Record" C. J. Latta, Lyric theatre, Harlan,

HERALD

—

Iowa.

"The Box

Office Record is just the kind of a book
I have been looking for for a long time and have
been unable to find. It seems that the
always comes in with what the exhibitor wants
and just at the right time" A. H. Schurr, Grand
theatre, St. Mary's, O.

HERALD

—

"The Box
F. B.

Office Record

Hogben, Lyceum

is

surely a gold mine"

theatre,

Chenoa,

111.

"The Box Office Record is worth its weight in gold
to any exhibitor" — F. L. Claude, Cozy theatre,
Hazen, Ark.

The Box

Office Record Appears Again September

Goldwyn Pictures

St rong

for current

showing
Basil King's

Rupert Hughes'

The

The

JUust

rlower

tiii

r tower
With Colleen Moore

With Helene Chaduick, Claude Cjildnguater and James Rennie

Zane Grey's
Gouverneiu' Morris*

When

Yellow Men
and Gold

Romance
Rides

A Ben B.Hampton

Prod.

Zane Grey's

BETTY

COMPSON

in

ALWAYS
THE WOMAN
With Claire Adams, Car/ Qantvoort and
Jean Hersholt

w

Golden
Dreams
A Ben B.Hampton Prod.
With Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix

Head
Over Heels

Mr. Barnes
of New York

starring

starring

Mabel Normand

Tom Moore

EIGHT

pictures that brim

with action, sparkle with
humor and grip with humanness, form the current Group
With Betty Compson

of

Goldwyn

With Claire Adams and Carl Qantvoort

Pictures.

Betty Compson, Tom Moore, Mabel
Normand, Colleen Moore, Richard Dix,
Helene Chadwick and Claire Adams are
among the names for the electric lights.
Rupert Hughes, Zane Grey and Gouverneur Morris are box

office

authors.

Every picture has exploitation angles
that

mean

business.

With Mabel Normand

rong Pictures When \buNeed

With Tom Moore

Them Most

!

—
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AN OPE
To the Officers and Members of the MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS ASSOCIATION, EXHIBITOR'S ORGANIZATIONS, CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, Etc.
In the Motion Picture World of May 27th, 1922, appeared an article
by Mr. E. C. Mills, entitled "The Other Side of the Music Tax", containing a suggestion relative to the most practicable solution of this
matter.

In the Motion Picture News of June 17th, 1922, appeared an ediunder the caption "The Music Tax Its Stipulations", in which
there was again clearly suggested a solution of the differences between
exhibitors as a class, and the proprietors of copyrighted music as
represented by this Society.

—

torial

We
headed

responded to both of these

"An

articles

with a paid advertisement

concerned in this aged conThe advertisement contained an invitation to a conference;
Invitation", addressed to

troversy.
it was cordial, sincere

all

and well-intentioned.

We have received no response to the invitation. It was extended
by us, and printed in two of the trade papers, because of our desire to
reach an amicable understanding with the exhibitors and their leaders,
based upon justice and right, founded upon law and equity, conceived
in a friendly and honorable understanding and recognition of each
other's lawful rights.

When exhibitors violate the law which protects our rights, and in
defense of them we summon such exhibitors into Court, it is quite the
custom to accuse us of having done so without fair warning to the
exhibitor; without having given him a chance to inform himself on
the subject.

When exhibitors are advised of our rights, and urged not to infringe
them; when they are advised that only under certain circumstances and
conditions have they a lawful right to publicly perform our compositions, and then when we have, after repeatedly warning them of the
consequences of a violation of these rights, sent our inspectors into
their theatres and found them violating the law with utter disregard
which, of course, results in the filing of actions to protect our rights
we are accused of unjustly summoning them to Court, of "spying"
upon them.

—
in

When we state a fee for licenses, fixed at a figure ridiculously low
comparison with the value of the product which we furnish, and

WITHOUT WHICH THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE
CANNOT EXIST; when we permit this fee to be paid in installments; when we maintain the fee at the same fixed figure at which it
has been placed for years, in the face of advancing costs, we are accused
of extortion, and called "robbers."

July

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

15,
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ETTER
When we

openly and frankly

tell

the exhibitors, and their leaders,

we welcome them to a conference at which it is hoped a mutual
understanding may be reached, there is no response, no notice, and we

that

therefore continue in our discovery of violations of the law, and punishment of the guilty exhibitors.

When you assemble in your conventions from time to time and
adopt resolutions on this subject, that are
carried out; when
year after year this old question is brought up and militantly discussed
without eventual result of any sort, don't you think it is time to "get
together"?

NEVER

—

When,

year in and year out, in case after case,

we bring

exhibitors

Court and our rights are then upheld at the great cost of the
exhibitor, don't you think it is time that you knew the
about
this whole matter, and learned it from your leaders, your trade press,
and your own lawyers?
into

TRUTH

Or, are you determined to mislead yourselves and your followers
with such "bunk" as is in fact what the resolutions adopted at your
last national Convention with respect to this subject, amounted to?

We

have invited you to a free and open conference, where whosoever
has aught to say may be freely heard, in the hope that we may render
you, more than ourselves, a service.
Bear in mind that our rights are
secure, and are being protected, but we could wish that there were
more good will, more friendly understanding, than now prevails. It
is to that end, to the end that we reach a mutually acceptable basis
for operation, that we invite the conference.

you gentlemen fear to discuss the question? Do you already
so well that our position is just that you hope to evade the final
and logical solution of the vexing question in order that you may continue to use it for propaganda purposes?

Do

know

TRUTH!! We

know what it is in respect of our
Let's have the
position; our members know what it is in respect of the operation of this
Society; does the rank and file of the exhibitors know what it is?

We

repeat the invitation to meet with us, individually or collecor informally, at our offices or yours, at your convenience, for the purpose of discussing issues related to the so-called "Music
Tax," and arriving at an equitable adjustment of all differences that

tively, officially

may now
June

exist.

28, 1922.

56 West 45th Street.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
Phone Vanderbilt

4326,

New York

City.

——
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Masterful
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Drama Ranking With
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Best!"

Pittsburgh Leader

FINEST PHOTOPLAY
OF THE SEASON
"One of the Season's finest photoplays and without
question the best that has come from the studio of
the master producer, John M. Stahl."
Pittsburgh Press.

A CAST THAT'S
SELDOM EQUALED
"A

masterful photodrama ranking with the season's
Mr. Stahl proves himself to be a producer who
understands public taste and how to satisfy it in a
wholesome, original and consistently artistic manner.
His pictures in the past have been great successes, but
the way 'One Clear Call was received at the Grand
yesterday it appears to be destined for much greater
heights in the public estimation.
Seldom has as good
a cast been brought together."
Pittsburgh Leader.
best.

'

—

POWERFUL DRAMA
WITH HUMAN INTEREST
"One

John M. Stahl, director of "The Child Thou
Gavest Me" and "The Woman in His House,"
who has surpassed all his former achievements in "One Clear Call."

It is filled with
of the best dramas of the year.
powerful human interest as well as possessing thrills
and appealing humor. A tremendous conflict of emotions provides the main story interest."

—Pittsburgh Sun.

Louis B. Mayer presents

The John M.
4

Stahl Production

ONE CLEAR
A

Cast to Conjure

CALL'

With

— Claire Windsor— Henry B. Walthall — Irene Rich
— William Marion — Joseph Dowling — Edith
Yorke — Doris Pawn — Shannon Day—Donald MacDonald — Fred
Kelsey — Annette DeFoe—Nick Cogley —Albert MacQuarrie
Milton

Sills

Stanley Goethals

From

the book by Frances

Nimmo

Greene

Scenario by Bess Meredith

Directed by John

M.

Stahl

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

MARTIN

J.

* ISSUE OF *
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Looking Forward
MARTIN

By

THE

motion picture industry's greatest need
today and it is a need that has been con-

—

spicuous since the commencement of the business
is the general adoption of a commercial code
consistent with the principles of right, equity and

—

fair-dealing.

Of overwhelming importance

the commercial,

of this business

and likewise the
is

for

advance
the elimination of the spirit and
artistic,

the deed of

oppression; the introduction as a
practical thing in this business of the sane and
logical idea that the industry, in reality, is a business family and that one factor or one individual
cannot be imposed upon and injured without a
retributive loss being suffered by every other factor and every other individual. This is the lesson
that has been taught by the world's experience in
business this is the lesson that the motion picture
industry is just now learning. With respect to
the future of this business, nothing matters so
much as the question of just how soon this lesson
will be fully learned and practiced!
Xo one but a fool would contend that an industry, constituted as the motion picture business
with its interests and contacts reaching every class
of people in every city, town and crossroad in the
land, could not but be affected by every turn of
the general business situation. The general business situation, as every one of intelligence knows
has been bad; in fact, the nation is just now
emerging from what has really been a quiet panic,
gnawing at the nation's prosperity for more than
;

two years.
*

*

*

THE
end of the panic period has been reached.
A
Unemployment

is

no longer a problem.

Gen-

eral industries are awakening out of the depression that held them practically inert during this

panic period. The public's purse is fattening. It
is getting back in its normal stride.
new and

A

day

dawning for Business and no industry need look with troubled eye upon the conbetter

is

ditions that are to come.
at an end, every industry

When

this

must look

Summer

to itself

is

and

J.

QUIGLEY

not to conditions for an explanation
of prosperity has not been won.

if

the return

Putting aside the internal problems which
industry must solve, there is nothing wanting
in the prospect to afford grounds for enthusiastic
and substantial confidence.
Business has improved and with the new theatrical season attendance will be found at former levels unless we fail
in our task of affording the type of amusement
which the public expects.
believe that such questions as the possible
shortage of features, the ascendency of either the
"special" or the program subject and other similar
items are of no more than passing consequence.
This industry, from its very nature, is a flexible
machine it must keep in step with public opinion
and trade requirements, and, if its internal reorganization has been effective, if it learns the lessons of the modern business world and if it does
not forget what the panic period has taught, there
is nothing to be feared.
* *
*

this

We

;

THERE

is

a particular requirement that

is

upon many industries and this one is
markedly fixed upon the motion picture business.
We refer to the demand for quality advancement.
In this respect, what has been done yesterday and
last year will certainly not do for tomorrow and
next year. The motion picture informs and edufixed

Since its first early struggles to be somecates.
thing in the world of entertainment it has steadily
advanced the public's taste.
It has taken the
public by the hand and led it up and up the scale
Unless pictures progress in
of appreciation.
artistic merit and in entertainment quality, they
will become to the public as a fourth grade school
book is to a high school boy.
But, again, we see no cause for apprehension
here: Pictures generaUy are vastly improved.
They are more even, more logical and they represent more thought and intelligence month by

month.
It is simply a case of everyone putting his
best foot forward with full realization that it will
strike on solid ground and will carry him on.

This editorial was written at the request of Assceiated First N ational Pictures, to appear in a symposium reflecting the opinions of the editors
of the trade press on the conditions facing the industry.
The editorials by the other editors appear on page 5/.]
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Can She Come Back?
The projected return
to the screen affords

of

Theda Bara

grounds for much

showmanship and public
Theda Bara's. retirement from pictures was incidental

interesting

opinion speculation.

nothing

else.

a blood-and-thunder type of
result may be a surprise to

are not particularly confident
come-back theory.
At any rate, Mr. Lewis J. Selznick's
plan of making a practical test of the
question by producing a picture with
Miss Bara for publication during the
coming theatrical season affords a very
interesting experiment which will be
followed closely by everyone in pic-

tures.

*

*

#

The Paramount School
The

effort

of the

Famous Players-

Lasky corporation in the founding of
the Paramount stock company and
school cannot fail. It cannot fail of
good results because the mere announcement of the plan discloses a
state of mind on the part of the important executives of the company which
inevitably must have a strong and benesubordinates
ficial
impression
on

throughout the organization.
to, if

not the direct result of, the trend

of the public's taste

away from

more
With al-

the

or less lurid vampire picture.
most overnight swiftness the

public

turned away from this type of picture
which had long occupied a position of
Through publicity
great popularity.
and also the character of stories Miss
Bara had played in, a divorce from the
vampire sort of story appeared practically impossible at that time, hence this
player passed from the screen coincidently with the passing of that type of
picture.

Although

reaction in
such matters can never be accurately
forecasted, there appears in this in-

the

public's

stance even more than the usual
It is
culties for the forecaster.

diffi-

true

Even if the proposition should not
materialize in some of its minor aims,
great good still will have been accomplished because the minds of those
identified with the production end of
the business will have been turned
along avenues of thought that have seldom, if ever, been frequented before.
If

it

start

does nothing more,

many

it

will at least

individuals into a realiza-

tion that they have a serious business
at hand, that the old

haphazard days

are considered passe by the executives
of the company, and, if these individuals are sufficiently awake to the
situation, they will know that they, too,

be considered passe unless an
earnest effort at least is made to conform with the new order.

will

Another sane Fourth.

*

*

Martin

of

F. B.

"The Past Mail," by

J. Q.uigley
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A

fellow ought to lay in a supply of
nerves to see him over the 4th, or something.
*

*

*

In Chicago they're giving away free
tickets to picture shows to the kids with
the most freckles. And the kids they're
getting pop-eyed trying to count one another's spots.
*
*
*

—

Won't She Sound Great!
The thing that handed us a laugh last
week was that fond mother out in California, who has a wonder child three
years old who can whistle so loud you
can hear her four blocks away, saying
she's "going to place her in pictures."
*

*

*

Oh

Splash!
This is the season of the year when
you'd like to be writing this col. dressed
only in a bathing suit, with a nice ocean
right along side of you, and then every
once in a while fall off the chair.
*

*

*

Tantalizing
It doesn't help matters much to receive a lota pic. postcards from fellowworkers on their vacations, neatly inscribed with original phrases such as
"The water's fine come on in," "Having
a fine time," "Oh boy, you oughta be up
here" and "X marks my hotel room."

—

*

*

*

Book

Pete's

Pete Milne has written a book "Motion
Picture Directing" which bids fair to become one of the season's best sellers.
used to know him when he was a
mere picture reviewer. Pete never directed pictures, but shucks, that doesn't
keep him from writing how it should be
done. We're going to review it when we
get a copy.

We

*

Put

Comes
of

*

*

the Caps
a piece of publicity on "the

abraham

in

lincoln"

life

a company is
California.
(Note

which

filming in hollywood,
the lower case stuff.)

Lincoln was no

lower-case man.
*

*

What Next?

Activities of Industry
33
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57
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Quigley Editorial Launches Drive to
Aid Independents
Black Sells His Theatres to Famous
Plnyers-Lasky
"$1 a Week Men" Return Home
Laden with Ideas
Three Exhibitor Leagues to Launch
Fight on Hoy System
Rochester Exhibitors Pledge Loyalty

Ciub

*

These holidays sure do play hob with

By Dan

Get-together Marks Inception of the

Normal Prosperity Is Forecast by
51
Trade Paper Editors
Universal Announces 343 Pictures

*

*

Well, we're glad that's over with.
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Re -Takes
*

Another factor of importance is that
recent motion picture history discloses
a rather strong leaning toward strong
melodrama and if Miss Bara is presented in
story, the
those who
about the

15,

one of

the bestever appeared
in pictures, and this fact must not be
lost sight of. She has been the beneficiary of a tremendous amount of publicity which assures a great deal of
curiosity on the part of the public, if
is

July

E. Daily

When

Will Hays gets that standard
contract O. K.'ed by all parties con-

wonder what they'll think of
Probably the exhibs. will kick for
full
footage.
They're being bunkoed
every day. And nobody's said a word as
yet.
Here's how. Every feature is supposed to be 5,000 feet long, isn't it? Well
some of the film companies are selling 'em
4,988 feet for a feature, and making 'em
pay for 5,000 feet when its 12 feet short.
Of course, if it runs over 5,000 feet, and
they only charge 'em for five reels, that's
But they've being short-changed
O. K.
more than over-filmed every day. It
ought to be looked into. Let's appoint a
committee.
cerned,

next?

July
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Quigley's Editorial Launches

Drive to Aid Independents

Men Are

State Right
Independents Praise
Quigley Editorial
»>V7'OU

Unanimous

in Praise

Message in "Herald" Will Rouse Exhibitors
to Need of Substantial and Serious Support
Martin J. Quigley's editorial on "Do You Want Independent
state of
Weiss Pictures?" appearing in the July 8 issue of EXHIBITORS
HERALD, has been grasped by independent producers and dis-

are absolutely right in

all

of

Believe

your comments regarding the independent situation and I sincerely trust
your editorial will go far toward arousto

exhibitors

ing

affairs."

—

the

LOUIS

present

WEISS,

Brothers.
*

—

the point
editorial is to
'brass-tack' statement of facts and the
situation."
actual
summing up of an

"Your

CLOUDESLEY JOHNS,

Second

Na-

tional Pictures Corporation.
*

am

glad that you take the attitude
do."— W. E. SHALLENBERGER, Arrow Film Corporation.

"I
that

tributors as the one practical means of arousing theatre owners
to the critical situation facing the independent field.
Telegrams and letters of appreciation and thanks have poured into
the HERALD office from not only the national distributors but from
scores of local independent exchanges in all parts of the country.
Editorial Being Reprinted and

you

"It's like a kiss from Heaven plus the
fact that it hits the nail squarely on the
The whole article proves that an
head.

honest idea backed by red blood beats
B.
the long green."—
Crown Film Corporation, Boston, Mass.

MURPHY,

FRED

"It surely is a 'knockout.'

It hit

some

of these fellows right between the eyes.
That is the kind of stuff that will help

us."— A.

LEVINE,

Films,

Sterling

Omaha, Neb.
mind

These requests have been so general
it
was deemed necessary to issue
blanket permission to all exchanges in
the country to make whatever use of the
that

editorial they see

fit.

Xever before in the history of the
Kerald and probably in the history of
trade journalism— has an editorial com-

—

every thought in my
regarding independent pictures."

embodies

"It

^OSCAR NEUFELD,

De Luxe Film

ment on

a current condition elicited the

Wire

*

Quigley has handled the

ques-

tion in a manner that clearly indicates he
familiar with the difficulties and problems that confront a state rights exchange man and we want to express our
appreciation and sincere thanks." L. T.
R. D. Lewis Film Co.,

is

—

PELLERIN,
Dallas, Tex.

*
"It is a wonderful editorial and I don't
R.
see how it can be improved upon."
M. SAVINI, Savini Films, Atlanta, Ga.

—

*
"This editorial echoes our sentiments
and we are very happy that the Herald
is

HENRY

FRIEDtaking this stand."—
Celebrated Players Film Corpora-

MAN.

Chicago,

tion,

111.

"It is a wonderful editorial because it
not only boosts the independent exchanges, but it also gives absolutely true
facts

MAN

on the existing

''A

You

dozen
th'ng

Mass.

men have tried to say this
but somehow have failed.

tell it all.

—MORRIS

— HER-

Feature Film

RIFKIN, Eastern

Co., Boston,

very

situation.

More power

to

B.

First to Arrive

Murphy,

manager

Crown Film Corporation,

of

the

Boston. Mass..

first independent exchange man
send his message of appreciation to

the Herald office.
"It's like a kiss from Heaven plus the
fact that it hits the nail squarely on the
head," he wired, "and as one little distributor, accept my unqualified thanks.
Will you be willing to let me have 1.000
copies for our mailing list and if so. under
The whole article
what conditions.
proves one thing: An honest idea backed
by her blood does sometimes beat the
long green. Wire answer at my expense."
Needless to say. the reprints were

promptly forwarded to Mr. Murphy.

Then Came

letter

The Executive Committee of Federated
Film Exchanges of America, Inc., at a
meeting last week, heartily endorsed the
editorial and highly praised Mr. Quigley's
efforts to bring about recognition of the
independents.
"I personally will add my word of commendation," writes Joe Brandt, executive
director in sending word of the endorseto the HERALD.
In a half dozen film centers, reprints
of Mr. Quigley's message to exhibitors
are already being put in the mail by managers of independent exchanges.

Used

was the
to

first

as

Window

Display

Morris Hellman. president of Reelcraft
Film Exchanges, Inc., of Chicago, was
probably the first exchange man to use
the editorial as a

window

display.

Early Friday morning. June 30. five
copies of the editorial appeared in the
front window of his exchange, 810 South
Wabash avenue. Simultaneously, he tele-

phoned the Herald office for 1.000 reprints to use for mailing purposes.
"A dozen men have tried to say this
very thing, but somehow have failed," he
declared. "Mr. Quigley tells it all."
Reports from other exchange centers
that other independent exchanges were making similar displays of
the message several having it enlarged
indicated

the Deluge

Mr. Murphy was just under the wire,
the deluge of letters and telegrams
began to pour in from film centers in all

—

when

to one-sheet poster size.

parts of the L'nited States.
All of the available, extra copies of the
July 8 issue had been asked for within

ley that

"We

thoroughly agree with Mr. Quig-

the independents' business is
during the next year or two.
up to the theatre to do as he says
if

to prosper
it

is

your pen!"

HELLMAN,

President,
Reelcraft Film Exchanges, Chicago, 111.
*

"My

congratulations on your wonderI believe it is the will of
ninety per cent of the exhibitors to favcr
the independent exchange but this intention in the majority of cases is not
E.
backed up by action."
ELLIOTT, Elliott Amusement Enterprises, Chicago, 111.
ful

Fred

twenty-four hours after the
arrived.

ment

spontaneous and enthusiastic reaction.

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

"Mr.

Widely Quoted

Requests for extra copies of the issue of the HERALD containing
Mr. Quigley's message, urgent appeals for thousands of reprints, and messages asking permission to reproduce the editorial in broadsides, pamphlets
and letters have poured into the HERALD offices.

editorial.

— CLYDE

Save Postage and Telegraph

Tolls!

To Managers of Independent Exchanges Everywhere: So many of you
have written in or wired for permission to reproduce in part or in full Martin
Pictures?" which apJ Quigley's editorial on "Do You Want Independent
that it has been decided to waive
peared in the July 8 issue of the
You have permission to reprint this editorial in national
all restrictions.
and zone trade papers, in bulletins and pamphlets, posters and one sheets, or
make any other use of it which you believe will assist you in awakening the
distributors of indeexhibitors to the true situation facing the producers and
pendent pictures.-The Editor, EXHIBITORS HERALD.
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Clarion

Photoplays, Inc., and speaking
Weiss Brothers.
have tied up thousands of dollars
in the state right field and at the
present
moment are about to market the feature
edition of the Bible under the title 'After
for

"We

Six days.'

"I mention the picture simply to
that we are endeavoring to
give the independent exhibitor the
biggest and best productions possible, but we do not believe that
the
exhibitors are giving the independent
exchange man the support which he
deserves in many instances. I sincerely trust that your editorial will
go far toward arousing exhibitors to
the present state of affairs as regards
the independent market."

show you

Guards Against Monopoly
have read with interest Mr. Quigley's article on independent pictures
and
in reply desire to state that it
embodies
every thought in my mind regarding
them. It particularly gives an excellent
"I

idea of the state of

mind

of exhibitors

regarding

independent
writes Oscar Neufeld of

REPRINTS

of Martin J. Quigley editorial are displayed in the front window of ReelFilm Exchange, Chicago, by Morris Hellman, president, where they may
be read by scores who pass along film row daily.

craft

productions,"
De Luxe Film
Company, Inc., Philadelphia.
"Regarding the De Luxe exchange
for this territory, I wish to advise
that the exhibitors have given us excellent support because I have used
the same argument with them that

Mr. Quigley

"As long
independent

and pay the same price for an independent picture that he would pay for a pro-

gram

W.

picture of similar calibre," says Dr.
E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow

Film Corporation

in a letter

commenting

on the editorial.
"But we will say, that regardless of
the attitude of the theatre owners, the

independent will survive, although it
may take a little longer to reach the
place that we are destined to hold in
the motion picture industry.

"We

also agree with Mr. Quigley that
exhibitor, producing and distributing organizations are willing to have independently produced pictures made, although they have shown no attitude

many

which would in any way encourage
dependent distribution.

in-

nothing more.
particular attention to your last
paragraph, it is here that we must take
issue with you. Therein you say 'If they
don't Care to reckon with the independent
picture, it is within their prerogative to
wipe it out of existence by continuing the

"With

have

been

they

They cannot

kill

following rethe independent

industry!

always be a market for good
productions, regardless of whether they

"There

will

are released on the program of a big releasing company or whether they are released on the independent market. Fur-

thermore, we wish to definitely go on
record as stating that the whole motion
picture industry will be independent in
five years.

"They May Kill Me Off"
"They may kill me off; wipe me out
existence and they

may

kill off

other

of
in-

Quality of production, good
the best talent in the industry,
from the directorial standpoint, from the
author's standpoint, from the artist's
stories,

have gone .ahead during the past
months, preparing for the biggest year in
the history of Arrow, and Arrow will
1921-1922 not only the largest
of pictures they have ever released, but the biggest and best and I say
this with full knowledge of the remarkable success scored by 'Ten Nights in a
Barroom'- a picture which should of itself prove to you the possibilities, in fact,
I may say, the certainties of the success
that can be obtained by an independent
in

—

Says

It's

Up

to

Exhibitors

Cloudesley Johns, Second National Pictures Corporation, emphasizes the fact
that the future of the independent field is
entirely in the hands of the exhibitors.
"Your editorial in the July 8 issue is
so much to the point," he writes, "as a
brass tack statement of facts and summing up of an actual situation that any
exhibitor reading it must inevitably say:
'Why, of course!' The question, however,
is what the said exhibitor is going to do."

Second National Pictures Corporation,
most of the other state right dis-

like

is

using in his

article.

exchanges,

he

never

need

fear a monopoly tending to increase his
film bills or telling them what they
should or should not run in their theatres."

.

Word from Boston Exchange
"It's a wonderful editorial because it
not only boosts the independent exchanges, but it also gives absolutely true
facts of the existing conditions," writes
Herman Rifkin, Eastern Feature Film
Company, Boston.
"I hope that the exhibitors who are not
looking out for the independent producers
and exchanges, who are their salvation,
after reading your editorial, will try to

lighten the situation.
"When those exhibitors

buy a picture
from an independent exchange, they take
out the profit that he can make and in
this way they are driving them out of
bu siness.
I
thank you for putting out
such an editorial and am sure that every
independent exchange will be as much
obliged to you."

Mean
"Please

Well, But Don't Act

accept

my

congratulations

upon your wonderful

production."

tributors,

dependent producers and distributors, but
they cannot stop the independents as a
whole.

ents.
"I

number

"If exhibitors will pay the independents the same price for their pictures that
they are willing to pay a program-releasing house, the independents will ask

course

dependents and independence since my
connection with the industry.
I
have
seen them and it grow, step by step. I
have watched the improvement of conditions.
I have seen bigger and better productions turn to the independent market
for release.
I have watched them score
repeatedly at the box office and I firmly
believe that the coming year will be the
greatest in the history of the independ-

launch

Asks an Even Break Only

cently!

—

standpoint all these things have brought
the independents to a point where they
are entering the place in the industry
they rightfully deserve.
"I have constantly fought for the in-

is

as the exhibitor supports the

preparing to distribute more

and better pictures than ever before during the coming months.

Weiss Brothers Agree
"I have read with great interest your
editorial and wish to say that you are ab-

solutely right in all of your comments
regarding the independent situation,"
writes Louis Weiss, vice-president of

editorial in the issue
of July 8," writes Clyde E. Elliott, El-

Amusement Enterprises, Chicago.
"I personally believe it is the will of 90
per cent of the exhibitors to favor the independent exchange, but this intention in
the majority of cases is not backed up by
action and without the actual support the
good intentions are of no value.
"I am confident that your editorial will
carry great weight in waking up the exhibitors to the fact that it is good common business sense to actually encourage
the independent exchange whenever possible, giving an independent attraction
the same support they would give a picture of like calibre which is released by
one of the national organizations.
"I still believe there is a good chance
for 'the independent baby to grow to
liott

this belief by
purchasing, at great expense for mv Chicago exchange, the John P. McCarthy
production 'Out of the Dust,' which I
consider to be the largest independent
attraction of the year."

manhood' and have backed
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Minister Won 't Fight
Theatre Men Opposing
Pictures in Churches
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., July 5.— At
A minister whose mind runs in the

last!

same channels
theatre owners

He

covered.

as that of

is

motion picture

of Kansas, has been dis-

a fight against exhibitors who sought to
prevent the showing of pictures in schools
and churches in opposition to theatres.
Rev. Stephens promptly refused to serve
on the committee and announced that he
did not believe that a church was the
place for the showing of pictures, that
it was a place for worship and not amuse-

ment.

David Selznick in West
To Assist at Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 5.— Myron Selznick,
president of Selznick Pictures Corporation, returned to the Coast last week after
going over plans for the coming season.
David Selznick, vice president of the company, accompanied his brother and will
assist in the new and bigger production
plans mapped out.
In the Selznick party were Elaine Hammerstein and her mother and Mr. and
Mrs. A. G. Volck.

Goes to Latin Country
To Make Next Feature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 5.— Leah Baird,
producing for distribution through Associated Exhibitors, has sailed for South
In
America with her entire company.
her new feature. Miss Baird plans to incorporate many distant and unfamiliar locales which seldom if ever are shown to
Arthur F. Beck will
patrons.
screen
direct.

Open

Theatre Week
In Philadelphia July 10
to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA,

5.—
PA.,
July
president of Stan-

Jules E. Mastbaum,
ley Company, has announced that

"Go-

to-Movies Week" will be observed durThis will be
ing the week of July 10.
"Theatre
Philadelphia's second annual

Week."

Mayer Back at Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 5.— After four

weeks spent in business conferences in
New York, Louis B. Mayer has returned
to his Mission Road studios, where an
extensive program of production is now
getting under way.

Council Rejects Censor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 5.— City coun-

at Eagle Rock, following talks by
citizens and the minister of the Congregational church against censorship, voted

cil

a

body

to

His Theatres
Famous Players-Lasky

Sells

To

Former President of Motion Picture Exhibitors
League and Storm Center in Paramount-M. P.
T. 0. A. Fight Retires from Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

the Rev. C. A. Stephens

LaCygne, Kan.
Not long ago the Rev. Stephens was
summoned to Kansas City, Kan., to
serve on a committee that contemplated
of

down

Black

proposed ordinance creating a
regulate motion pictures.

23

BOSTON, MASS.,

July

5.

\

—The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation took

complete charge of the Black New England Theatre circuit July 3, at which
time Alfred S. Black and his brother, John A., sold their remaining one-halt
interest in the chain to the Zukor interests.
In the severance of their partnership, it is declared, the best of feeling
continues between the Blacks and the executives of the Paramount organization.

Former President

The

Exhibitor League

of

marks the retirement of Alfred S. Black from the industry after
being a central figure in the business for a number of years. In the Summer of
1918, he was elected president of the old Motion Picture Exhibitors League
and was its last executive.
in

sale

towns need have no further fear of pro-

Since then, he has been the storm center
a series of clashes between exhibitors

ducer competition provided he is reasonably
fair in his own dealings with that branch of
Economically, Mr. Black
the
business.
points out the small exhibitor has many advantages and predicts that in the future,
the fear he has entertained will give place
to a keen desire for cooperation with the

and the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, which was finally adjusted to the satisfaction, apparently, of all concerned.

Turns

Other Interests

to

While Mr. Black

will continue with the
claim in an advisory capacity for a time and
says he may engage in some theatrical promotion later, he will give the major portion of his time to his cement, canning and
other varied outside interests.
In retiring, Mr. Black stated that he
hoped to see 100 per cent cooperation in the
Great improvements have been
industry.
made, he said, and added that he felt such
cooperation will be a fact in time.
He believes that within a short time, not
only exchange managers but the important
heads and managers in the exhibiting end
of the business will be placed on a contingent basis as to profits and will, in turn,
He declares
bring about closer harmony.
that the exhibitor in the small cities and

A Real

Newspaper
Facts Only

Prints
The following

the

HERALD

alone has the confidence of the great mass of

American exhibitors:
"Permit me to commend
your fair and impartial report
of the recent Cohen-Walker
controversy, as

contrasted

with the decidedly unfair attitude of other trade papers,
which are apparently doing
their worst to disrupt our national exhibitors' organization.
Your sentiment seems to reflect that of

of

the great majority
throughout the

exhibitors

country."

L

"inactive" list
For the next

_

-

,

two years, Black's business

New England were

the subject
of repeated fights between the exhibitor organization and the Famous Players-Lasky

methods

i

in

Corporation,

which were

finally

amicably

adjusted.
At the Washington convention at which
the three men, who wrecked the old exhibitor league, staged a battle among themselves, Black was a side-line spectator but

Goldman President of

statement from Roy W. Adams,
who with his brother manages
the Pastime theatre at Mason,

why

A Stormy Three Years
Mr. Black was elected president of the
at the stormy St. Louis conM. P. E.
vention, at which the New York delegation
bolted, being led by Cohen, O'ReiyyQ and
Berman, who later organized the M. P. T.
O. A. which put the M. P. E. L. on' the

took no part.

unsolicited

Mich., eloquently tells

larger interests.

Suburban Theatre Men
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., July 5.— Lawrence E. Goldman, secretary and counsel
of the M. P. T. O.. Missouri, was elected
president of the
Kansas City Su~~T
Exhibiburban
tors' Association
meeting last
at the
hotel.
Westgate

at a

week

John Roth
I sis

of the

theatre

elected

was
vice-

while
president,
L. B. Sponsler of
the New Centre

theatre

was

elected secretary,
Lawrence Goldman
an d O. D. Rose
of the Apollo theatre, treasurer. Memare A. K.
directors
of
bers of the board
Buassad of the World-in-Motion; J. W.
Watson. Benton theatre; Charles FrumSteadman.
R.
theatre;
haff, -Prospect
Ashland theatre, and Archie Josephson,
Ashland theatre.
The constitution of the association was
amended to read that only South Side exhibitors could be included in the membership of the organization.

—

:

!

"

;
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"$

1

-a-

Week Men" Return Home

July

15,

1922

Bandits Kills Owner
Of St. Louis Airdome
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Loaded With
"We

Ideas

dits

Are Coming Back With Royal Fund of Knowledge,"

Is

Typical of Comments by First National's Guests

FIRST NATIONAL'S

"$l-a-Week-Men" are back on the job loaded
with ideas and enthusiastic over the reception accorded them by
producers, directors and stars during their week's stay in Los Angeles.
The exhibitors took the trip as guests of First National, having won the
exploitation contest conducted during the anniversary week in February.
TT\URING

the time they

Island on

lina

were on the Coast

"$1-A-Week-Men" went

the

Thomas H.

Ince's

to

Cata-

palatial

yacht "Edris" and were entertained by Mrs.
Ince

dined with such distinguished motion

;

Norma and Constance Talmadge, Buster Keaton, Katherine McDonald and Jackie Coogan were feted by Richard Walton Tully and Guy Bates Post en
tertained at dinner by Louis B. Mayer
were guests at a special boxing exhibition
arranged by Marshall Neilan were guests
at a dinner dance given by Mack Sennett
picture stars as

;

-

;

;

at

his

went

home
in

and,

bathing

last

dustry in the rapidity with which it is improving.
Mrs. Burton, who was with me,
shares this belief.
Ralph Lieber, Circle Theatre, Indianaptraveled like princes, were reolis.
ceived like kings and are coming back with
a royal fund of knowledge.
Originally nine exhibitors were chosen as
winners of the "$1-A-Week" competition,
by a board of judges composed of John S.
Spargo of Exhibitors Herald; Epes W.
Sargent of Moving Picture World; J. S.
Dickerson of Motion Picture News Charles
Simpson of Exhibitors Trade Review, and
R. W. Baremore of the New York Morning
Telegraph.

— We

;

but not least, they

with

the

world-famous

Sennett bathing beauties.
All of this was part of the

program

Senator Myers Talking_
Again About Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ar-

ranged for them by First National representatives in Los Angeles.
When it came
rime for the $1-A- Week-Men" to return
home, they voted unanimously that they
wanted to live in Los Angeles. However,
they qualified their vote with the decision
that "there's no place like home."
Following are the exhibitors who went to
Los Angeles, together with their impres-

D. C, July 5.— "At
Hollywood is a colony of these people,
where debauchery, riotous living, drunkenness, ribaldry, dissipation, free love, seems
to be conspicuous." declared Senator Myers
of Montana, in another verbal attack on

Alfred Gottesman,
Strand
Theatre,
Shenandoah, Pa. It's the first time I ever
went away on a pleasure trip and found, at
the end, that while enjoying myself every

they do not

minute, I had added much to my knowledge
of motion picture work. Long life to First
National
Ben Davis, Manager, Colonia Theater,
Norwich, N. Y. A great trip from start
to finish. Los Angeles is a wonderful city,

wealth, extracted, from poor people, in large
part, in 25 or 50 cents admission fees, except to spent it in riotous living, dissipation,
and 'high rolling.'
The senator charged that Will H. Hays
had been employed by the industry not to
clean it up but to further its avowed aim
of entering politics to defeat all supporters
There is a
of the censorship movement.
demand for censorship throughout the country, declared Mr. Myers, which will not be
defeated through the machinations of those

—

—

and the motion picture workers there the
finest and most hospitable to be found anywhere in the world.
Frank Steffy, Coliseum Theatre, Seattle,

Wash.

—

As the result of the trip I believe I
loaded up with new ideas. The "$1-AWeek" Competition was a wonderful idea,

am

wonderfully carried out.
.
A. G. Stolte, Des Moines Theatre, Des
Moines, la. California is a wonderful
Los Angeles is a marvelous city.
State.

—

had the time of my
say is that the more
I

Nick McMahon, Marlow Theatre, Iron-

—

ton, O.
The trip was one I shall never forEvery exhibitor ought to make such a
get.
journey at least once a year. It would add
50 per cent to his efficiency.

O. K. Mason, Regent Theatre, Wichita,
Kan. It was an instructive outing that no
man could have planned and carried out by
himself.
Mrs. Mason joins me in saying
that pleasure was combined with instruc-

—

It

was

my

first

real

vacation in

to

do with their

head of the industry.

Joe Burton, Star Theatre, Toccoa, Ga.
I saw in Los Angeles convinces me
ihat during the forthcoming season we will
have the best pictures ever shown on the
It also convinced me that the moscreen.
tion picture is far ahead of any other in-

roe airdome, California avenue and Chippewa street, about midnight, July 1, shot
and killed Jacob Specht, 56 years old, of
Caseyville, 111., night watchman and part
owner of the airdome.
Specht, who slept on the stage of the

amusement

was awakened by

place,

the

robbers as they were carrying a trunk
from the stage to an awaiting Ford automobile in the alley in back of the airdome. One of the robbers opened fire,
a bullet striking Specht in the right eye,

wound.

inflicting a fatal

Exhibitor

On

Is

Cleared

Blue

Law

Charge

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HUNTINGTON, IND., July 5.—John
Hefferman, charged with violation of the
Sunday blue law through operation of
the Jefferson theatre, was found not
guilty by a jury in the circuit court.
John Moran of Decatur, special judge,
instructed the jury as follows regarding
the necessity of work on Sunday: "You
are instructed that the necessity meant
in the statute is not physical and absolute necessity, but a moral fitness or propriety of the work and labor done under
the circumstances in this case."

Own

Office in

Japan

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

July 5.— E. E. Shauer.
foreign department of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announces the organization of FamousLasky Paramount Films, Ltd., which will
of

director

the

company's product in
D. Cochrane will be general manager of the concern, with offices

distribute

Japan.

Women

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND., July 5.—The
Parent-Teacher Association of Indiana
has decided to promote the teaching of
scenario writing in high schools and the
state university.
Mrs. David Ross, president, has emphasized the idea that such
courses will tend to raise the standard of
motion pictures. The Indianapolis Indorsers of Photoplays has approved the
idea.

New

the

Tokyo. R. E. Maclntyre will
Mr. Cochrane.

M. Lesser, general manager of
Western Pictures Exploitation Company and Eastern representative of Jackie
Coogan Productions and We.st Coast
Irving

City.

Mr. Roth remains as his office manager
and Harry Rathner continues as field representative. The home office of Western
Pictures
in

C.

Exchange

July 5.— S. R. Kent has
announced the appointment of Benjamin
Blotcky as manager of Paramount's Kansas City Exchange.

Company

remains

Down

Proposal
To Split Ohio League

Vote

assist

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Exploitation

Los Angeles.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND,

O.,

July

5.

—A

proposal

two state exhibitor organizations
be formed to supplant the present statewide league was voted down at a recent
meeting of the Cleveland Motion Picture
that

Heads K.
NEW YORK,

Lesser Office in
Loew State Building

the

Tom

in

Plan Course

In Scenario Writing

Theatres, Inc., has taken offices in Suite
1211, Loew State Building, New York

It's

15

years.

What

know what

Paramount Opens

All I want to
travel the more 1

love the State of Iowa.

tion.

at the

life.

I

July 5.— Four banburglarize the Mon-

WASHINGTON,

"Many of
the motion picture industry.
these 'stars,' it is reported, were formerly
bartenders, butcher boys, supers, swampers,
variety actors and actresses, who may have
earned $10 or $20 a week, and some of
whom are now paid, it is said, salaries of
something like $5,000 a month or more, and

sions of their trip

LOUIS, MO.,
who attempted to

ST.

the

The Cleveland body
Exhibitors' League.
has never joined the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio since the latter's
ception several months ago.

in-

July
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They AH Agree

On One

Point

of old fashioned
trade journalists that theatre owners
want their news "colored" to favor
the particular thing or person they
are for has been exploded by the
unanimous commendation given the
for printing complete,
unbiased and truthful news concerning the recent events in exhibitor

The contention

HERALD

organization affairs.

HERALD

The

eral letters

the

on

has printed sev-

One

this point.

most recent received

Van Praag,

of

from M.
the Motion
is

president of
Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas,
Inc., who says in part:
"The
unquestionably,
has been one of the fairest of any
of the trade papers."

Three Exhibitor Leagues to
Wage Fight on Hoy System
Pennsylvania Showman Asks Injunction Against
Film Board of Trade— Illinois and Minnesota
Declare Their Hostility
Three state units of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America took
steps during the past week to combat the extension of the Hoy Reporting
Service.
In Pennsylvania, the fight has entered the courts. Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, owner of a chain of fifteen theatres, has brought injunction proceedings
against the Film Board of Trade of Philadelphia and has asked the Federal

Trade Commission

HERALD

Rochester in Accord
With National League
Sydney

Cohen
Talks To Theatre Owners

President

S.

Meeting

at

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROCHESTER,

N. Y., July 5.— President Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T. O.
A. has scored again in obtaining a vote
of confidence
and support from the
Rochester Motion Picture Theatre Ownat

which

last

week

this action

was

just prior to the

annual outing of the organization.
Exhibitors from the Buffalo district, New
York City, and other parts of the state
were in attendance.

Jules Greenstone, president,
chair during the convention

attended by

was

in the

which was

some 200 persons.

In open-

ing the session, President Greenstone declared that the Rochester organization
stood 100 per cent for the national league.
In speaking for Howard Smith of Buf-

President Greenstone said that the
exhibitors in that territory also were in
entire accord with the purposes of the
M. P. T. O. A.
This embraced the theatre owners in
the counties of Erie, Chautauqua, Catteraugus, Alleghany, Wyoming, Genesee,
Orleans, Monroe and Wayne, and includes, it is said, practically the entire
body of exhibitors in Western and Northern New York.
falo,

Cohen Addresses Exhibitors
President Cohen and M. J. O'Toole,
chairman of the public service committee
of the national organization, addressed
the convention.
Mr. Cohen and other visitors were the
guests of George Eastman, head of Eastman Kodak Company, while in Rochester.

and Minnesota Also on

June 30 passed resolutions condemning the
system and declaring that its inauguration will take from the exhibitor
all voice in the adjustment of complaints.
At Minneapolis, Al Steffes, president
of the M. P. T. O. M., declares his organization will combat the institution of
the Hoy system there and adds that "a blue card against any member" will
result in a finish fight.

Nixon-Nirdlinger has the endorsement
M. P. T. O. of Pennsylvania in
his fight with the Film Board of Trade.
The battle was precipitated when he purchased fhe Ambassador theatre, 56th
street and Baltimore avenue, Philadelof the

and was

phia,

gramme

notified that the "old pro-

would have

of the Baltimore

to

be carried out."

John

S.

M.

P.

"The

Evans Comments

T. O. of Pennsylvania,
Jersey and Delaware, through an
appointed committee acting for the en-

New

body

tire

refused

of exhibitors have steadfastly

to

consider

Hoy System

ing
rules

is

it

of

not

the

with

fair

equity as

application
rulings,

its

and contrary
well

to

against

as

of

all

the

laws of our Commonwealth," declared
the
president
of
Evans,
S.
John
M. P. T. O. P. in commenting on the
case.

"They

desire

to

set

themselves

up as a tribunal above our courts and
government.
"The climax was reached when the

Ambassador

theatre,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

M. Crandail has

D. C, July

5.—Harry

committee from
Street and Columbia Road
Men's Association that he will
a theatre on the site of the Knickernotified a

the Eighteenth

Business
erect

bocker,

providing people living in that
neighborhood desire it.
Petitions will be
circulated to obtain the wishes of the people.

have made exhibitor leagues impossible.
I can get Hodkinson nictures for my theatres for nothing and if I had to pay five
cents for Hodkinson film, under this
proposition, I would be paying five cents
too much."
Soon afterwards Katz and several other
exhibitors left the hall.
"I expected Sam Katz to say what he
did," said W. D. Burford, after Katz had
Isn't he
departed, "Why shouldn't he?
a member of the board of directors of
First National?"
John C. Quinn, sponsor of the Better
Pictures Association, asked the convention for
It

Philadelphia,

brought suit against the local film club
and each one of the members separately, to restrain them from enforcing
charges
have
made
and
conditions
against them in restraint of trade and
against the Anti-Trust Laws, and the
matter, besides being placed in the lower
courts, has been called to the attention of
the Federal Trade Commission."

action.

Minnesota
The M. P. T. O. of Minnesota at a
special meeting reaffirmed its allegiance
to the M. P. T. O. A. and heard the details of the proposed uniform contract

now

being negotiated by the executive
committee of the M. P. T. O. A. and
Will H. Hays.
At the close of the meeting, President
Steffes expressed the hostility of his organization to the Hoy system.
"If the Hoy system is established in
this territory," declared Steffes, "I have
no doubt but that our members will throw
their support to exchanges not affiliated
with the movement. Blue-carding methods are not needed in Minnesota."
#

Forms Two Boards to
Facilitate Handling of
Disputes in

the
Hoy system
against
definite action taken at the

convention. There was no discussion when the resolutions were introduced and they were passed without a disThe only ripple in the
senting voice.
otherwise harmonious convention came

when it was announced Hodkinson Pictures Corporation had offered the Illinois
M. P. T. O. a percentage of its rentals
for August and September in return for
cooperation in getting bookings.
"The proposition is silly," exclaimed
Sam Katz taking the floor. "This organization cannot become a party to any disSchemes of this sort
tributing concern.

New

York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Illinois
Resolutions

an endorsement of his project.
to a committee, despite
urgent request for immediate

was referred

Quinn's

know-

Illinois

WASHINGTON,

Path

Illinois exhibitors in session

was the only

Crandall May Build on
Site of Knickerbocker

War

Hoy

the

Greenstone Opens Meet

to investigate the entire situation.

Illinois

ers.

The meeting
taken was held

25

NEW

YORK,

July 5.— To facilitate the

and

handling of claims
arising between

other

the exchange

disputes

men and

theatre owners, the F. I. L. M. Club of
New York City has organized two joint
arbitration boards.
One body will meet
on Wednesday and the other on Friday.
Serving on the boards are:
Wednesday: — F. I. L. M. Club representatives,
Messrs. John Hammel (Chairman), Unger, Iris,
and Abeles. Alternate member, Mr. Laird. Thea.

tre owners,
Unger.

Joseph

Jame,

— Messrs.

William

Brandt,

J.

Bradbury, Steiner, and Raives
of the Theatre Owners, and Messrs. S. Zierler
Fabian,
and
Herman, Schwartz,
(Chairman),
Lyons, alternate.
Friday:

'
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Meddlers in Hard Fight to
Kill Free Screen Proposal
Father of Suggested Clause in New Constitution
Missouri Declares Censorship Needless With
Will H. Hays at Helm

in

July

Get-Together Marks
Inception of F. B. O.
Convention Will Be Held in
Chicago on July 6, 7 and 8;
Powers Not Present
HARRY

M. BERMAN, who has
resigned as general sales manager
of Universal to accept a similar
position with Film Booking Offices, was tendered a farewell dinner by Universal on June 30 at the
Biltmore's Italian Garden.
More
than fifty executives and employes
of the company attended the event.
President Carl Laemmle sent his
regrets from Europe.

Missouri is in the throes of the greatest blue law fight in its history, if
not in the history of other states. With the constitutional convention in session
at Jefferson City preparing to consider a proposal granting motion pictures the
same immunity from censorship as is enjoyed by the press, leading professional
reformers have entered the state to wage a bitter fight in the hope of defeating
the measure.
Crafts and

Bowlby Launch Campaign

Missouri

in

Both Wilbur H. Crafts, superintendent of the International Reform
Bureau, and Harry L. Bowlby, general secretary of the Lord's Day Alliance,
are in St. Louis, where they have launched a campaign typical of the professional reformer.
They have been addressing bible classes and similar bodies
and giving out endless newspaper interviews in which they place their
destructive propaganda before the public.
Thus

far

fluencing

they have succeeded

in

in-

members

of the Committee of
Fifty, representing various church organizations, to adopt resolutions urging
Missouri senators and representatives in
Congress to support the Myers measure
which provides for an investigation of
an alleged monopoly in the motion picture industry.

Urges National Censorship

The

committee's
resolutions
also
urged national censorship and enactment
of a law providing for confiscation of
prize

fight

films

commerce.
Both Crafts

shipped

and

in

Bowlby

interstate
in

their

speeches have sought to impress the
people that there are no such thing as
blue laws; that the American principles
of personal
liberty
and freedom of
speech and mental expression are not at
stake.
A local St. Louis reformer went
so far as to say:

Scoffs at Personal Liberty

"The great cry that personal liberty is
interfered with is the most specious, yet
shallow reasoning. Essential democracy
does not mean personal liberty. Frankly,
there is no
such thing as personal
liberty."

Activities of the reformers have made
the sponsors of the free screen proposal

more determined
it become a part

their effort to have
of the new state consti-

moral standards cannot long be supported by public patronage. That business succeeds best which appeals to the
best people.

People Able to Judge

"The

educational standards of this
country constantly are being * elevated
and people are capable of judging for
themselves what is proper to be seen.
The motion picture news reels have become great agencies for publicity. They
present upon the screen the important
events in all parts of the world, and
present to the public at low cost, actual
They are a
scenes of news matters.
source of information and education, as
well as amusement.
"I should like to see the utmost freedom given to this growing institution of
education and hope that it may continue
to be controlled by men of the highest
class, who have for their motive a commendable service of such a character
that it will meet the approval of intelliI believe the
gent and refined people.
most successful way in which to secure
such an end would be by placing them
•

upon their own responsibility."
Although no exact date for the consideration of the proposal has been set,
it is believed that it will be considered by
the convention now assembled within the

next week or

The introduction of the proposal was
no impromptu move on the part of A. A.
president of the First National
Bank at Jefferson City. It was the culmination of much thought.
He expresses his views on the subject in the
following statement:

Executive Committee
Considers Contracts

Speer,

Lauds Will H. Hays
happen to know Will H. Hays per-

"I
sonally and have a high regard for his
feel
I
character and business ability.
certain that when he dominates a business there will be little use for censorship of the screen or restriction by law.
And it is upon this principle that I stand.
I believe that the conduct of the screen
or the press, or any other means of
publicity, is best controlled by public
I do not believe that motion
opinion.
pictures can be successful unless they
cater to the opinion of the best classes
Any other method would be
of people.
I take it that the motion picsuicidal.
No
ture is in the business for profit.
business can long succeed without the
respect of the better class of people. A
business that does not respect sou-.d

The convention is
ing Corporation.
scheduled to be held in Chicago on July
6,

7

and

8.

Powers Not

to Attend

Branch managers from all sections of
the country will have an opportunity to
meet the executives and officials of R-C
Pictures and F. B. O. for the first time
since the reorganization of R-C several
months ago.
While P. A. Powers has left New York
for the West Coast where he is engaged
in supervising the production activities
at the R-C studios, Joseph I. Schnitzer,
vice-president, Harry M. Berman, who
takes up his duties as general manager
of distribution on July 1, and Nat C.
Rothstein, advertising and publicity di-

and

attend

rector,

will

branch

managers.

address

Will Announce Policy
The meeting has been called
to

get

field

all

fully

of

the

F. B. O.

acquainted

with

in

men

the

order
in

the

the policy
for the dis-

formulated by Mr. Powers
tribution of R-C and independent productions.
This policy is radically different from that in vogue with RobertsonCole Distributing Corporation in the
past, and consists of developing a highly
specialized sales and exploitation force
to act simply as a selling medium for
high class independent productions.

YORK,

July

:>.— Certain

new

contracts, policies and fall and winter
publications were considered at the regular meeting recently at the First National
offices of the executive committee. Committee members attending were:

H. O. Schwalbe, chairman, President
Robert Lieber, E. V. Richards of Saenger
Amusement Company, A. H. Blank and

Samuel Katz.

Start Shooting Scenes

For "If Winter Comes"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, July 5.— The home ofof Fox Film Corporation has received
word from England that the unit producing "If Winter Comes" is now at Canterbury shooting scenes. Work was started
under the supervision of William Fox
fice

,

and Julius Steger.

Joplin Case No Test
Of the "Music Tax"
of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

A general meeting of branch managers
and division chiefs will mark the birth of
Film Booking Offices of America, the
new name of Robertson-Cole Distribut-

so.

in

tution.

1922

15,

Careful investigation of the withdrawal
suit
against William Parsons,
its

owner of the Pershing theatre at Joplin,
Mo., by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers shows
that the case has no importance to exIt was first reported
hibitors generally.
as a "victory" over the A. S. C. A. P.
Examination of correspondence shows
that attorneys for Mr. Parsons requested
the dismissal of the suit on account of
Mr. Parsons being in strained financial
condition. The A. S. C. A. P. consented
on the provision that the defendant pay
the costs. The right to collect the "tax"

was not

tested.

5. J.

•

•

-

«

Stebbins Resigns

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 5.— S. J. Stebbins
has resigned as vice president and general manager of Rialto Productions to devote his time to exploiting special production handled by Attractions Distributing
Corporation.

July

15.
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PICTORIAL SECTION

Film Neics
in

Stories Told

ky

of Exhibitors Herald

Pictures

Issue of

J uly

the

Camera

1

President Carl Laemmle (center) of Universal sails for annual
tour of company's offices in Europe. With producer in picture
are Harry Myers (left), who will star in the Universal film to
be made abroad, and Julius Laemmle, producer's son. Photo
by International Newsreel.

No, they didn't buy this mess at the corner

atmosphere

to

a picture.

It

is

results

fish

market

to lend

of a day's fishing off

members of Selznick producing company.
Reading left to right: Owen Moore, whose latest triumph is
"Reported Missing"; Capt. Pence, Victor Heerman, director;
Mrs. Moore and Edward Sturgis. Catch includes Tuna, Yellowtail and Barracuda.

Catalina Island by

Eleanor Boardman of New York City, who has
been selected from among hundreds of young
women by Goldwyn for training and development as a motion picture actress. Miss Boardman will be under the tutelage of some of the
industry's

distinguished

Photo by Clarence

S. Bull.

directors

and

stars.
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Peggy Hamilton

July

15,

1922

noted fashion designer, with two of her models
Calhoun's new Vitagraph picture, "Little Wildcat."
Miss Hamilton's shop scenes constitute a veritable fashion show in the
production, which should prove a treat for women.

who appear

IN

(left),

in Alice

THE

est*]

A

novel badge, pictorialized herewith,

is

one of the many exploitation innovations which are being used by Producers
Security Corporation to promote the
new Dorothy Gish production, "The
Country Flapper." Glenn Hunter supports the star. F. Richard Jones directed.

Reporters from the
son a genial hostess
star is pictured here
of Societe Anonyme

greatest newspapers of France found Gloria Swanand guest during her stay in Paris. The Paramount
with the reporters during an interview at the office
Francaise des Films Paramount. Her current feature is "Beyond the Rocks." She has returned from abroad and is now
at work on her next picture, which will be offered during the new

season.

July

15.

1922
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United Artists executives at studios of Douglas Fairbanks (left) and Charles Ray. In Ray
picture officials are, left to right: Max E. Prager, treasurer; C. S. Trowbridge, assistant
tales manager; Joseph L. deGrasse, director; A. C. Berman, London representative; Richard
Willis, Ray's manager; Maurice Cleary, Fairbanks-Pickford representative; Guy C. Smith,
European representative; Albert A. Kidder, Ray's counsellor; President Hiram Abrams;
Harry Buckley, Mr. Ray and Paul N. Lazarus, assistant sales manager.

Three is company, but not when Mother Barthelmess is third in the
party. This is Richard Barthelmess, star in First National's "Sonny,"
his wife, Mary Hay, and his mother.

This is how they do it in Paris. Exploiting
Paramount's "The Miracle Man" for its run
at Madeleine Cinema.
In background of
bottom picture may be seen the Arc de

Warner Brothers to be the greatwas conducted on "School Days" previous to and during its
engagement at the Sun theatre in Omaha. A number of unusual and
novel stunts were executed during the campaign, a complete story of
which is published in this issue of the Herald in The Theatre de-

Triomphe where unknown soldier

partment.

is

buried.

An

exploitation campaign, said by

est,
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President Carl Laemmle of Universal presents
loving cup to Edward Laemmle in appreciation
of excellent work in filming historical chapterplays, "Winners of the West" and "In the
Days of Buffalo Bill."

July

15,

1922

Even when the camera isn't grinding there are those about the
studio who must work. Alma Rubens and John Lynch study the
continuity on Cosmopolitan Productions' new feature, "The Face
in the Fog."
Miss Rubens is leading woman in the film. Mr.
Lynch prepared the scenario.

Midian Temple Patrol of Wichita, Kan., and band with
and ladies grouped in front of the beau-

visiting nobles

tiful Thomas H. Ince studio at Culver City, Cal.
Many
Shriners were visitors at the studios following their convention at San Francisco.

Isador Bernstein, producer, turns to the organ for his amusement
during his hours away from his offices. Mr. Bernstein is pictured
here seated at the console of a Robert-Morton organ. Standing
at the instrument is Monroe Salisbury, who is appearing in pictures under the Bernstein banner.

Samuels, sales manager of O'Conor Productions,
Bronson avenue, Hollywood, reminds Billy
Franey that the week of November 5 has been designated "Billy Franey Week." "And it will be some
week," remarks the star very casually.

F. E.

1107

N.

Eddie Polo and members of his company get
from the grind of work by taking hasty

relief

Final scenes for Polo's,
"Captain Kidd," have been made.

dips into the ocean.
serial,

July

15,
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Mammoth

electric

signs

"The Storm" on Broadway,
left,

Universale

heralded

New York

electrical display at
center, at 47th; right, at 45th. The

the
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the

City. To
street;
Mecca build-

46th

(center) houses Universal's home offices.
Supplementing electric signs is a huge painted
sign on the Mecca building.

ing

Richard Headrick "shows off" on
new bicycle, presented to him
during filming of (Catherine MacDonald's First National feature,
"White Shoulders." Bryant Washburn is seated by the star.
his

May McAvoy,
pictures,

oranges

star in Paramount
elected queen of the
the annual Valencia
show at Anaheim, Cal.
is

at

Orange
"Top of New York"

Bert Lytell referees an exciting tilt between Betty
Compson and Dorothy Dalton at the Lasky studio.
Fencing has become the rage at Paramount-Town since

began practicing for
"To Have and to Hold."

Lytell

thrilling

is

her latest

picture.

swordsmanship

in

Kathryn

Paul Parrott is now featured in
comedies produced by Hal Roach
through Pathe.
distribution
for
Roach is maintaining full production during the summer at his
studio on the Coast.

McGuire, featured player

in

Mack

Sennett-

First National comedies, with her mother and sister in
front of their artistic home in Hollywood. Except when
working on the lot, Miss McGuire is never separated
from her family.

:
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Theda Bara Returning
To Screen in Feature

Announced by

The WEEK in NEW YORK
RIESENFELD, who guides
DR.theHUGO
destinies of the Rialto, Rivoli and
Criterion theaters,

is

up to

his usual

sum-

tricks.
He has just completed arrangements with various organizations conducting play school during the summer months
whereby children of the poor will see a lot
of
good pictures during the Summer
months.
For several years Dr. Riesenfeld has
granted free access to poor children and

mer

extending the work. The children are taken to the Rivoli and Rialto in
groups of from 50 to 200, in charge of
this year

House.

*

Education
isn't it grand

is producing.
being distributed by the Film
formerly Robertson-Cole
Distributing Corporation.

Booking

And
a wonderful thing.
to be educated like that Gold-

is

thus Chciri, in Australian as Gastrolobium
grandiftorum and in Tasmania as Pultenaca
subumbellata.
In America it is known as
the "Wall Flower," which is the title of
the Goldwyn production at the Capitol theatre in which Rupert Hughes for the first
time takes up the directorial reins.

versal Super-Jewel.
Milt Hagen is the
writer of the Lyrics and Paul Specht, musical director of the Astor Hotel, has made
an exceptionally fine dance arrangement of
the song.
* * *

cabled from Paris last week
home and expects to
feast his eyes on the bright lights of Broadway particularly those of the Broadway
theatre about one or two days after the
Glorious Fourth.
He has been away for

Moss

was

sailing for

—

more than a month, and it is expected that
his arrival will revive interest in the long
threatened and often postponed hand-ball
game with Sam Rothafel for the championship of Broadway.

Word also comes from the other side that
Edgar Hettrick of International who was
taken ill in London and to a hospital on
May 4, is rapidly recovering from an illness which threatened to become most seriIt

*

Joe Bannon, casting director of PyraPictures, Inc., has returned from a
three weeks' vacation and is now bending
energies to the casting of

his

"When

the

Desert Calls," Pyramid's next production.
*

*

C.

*

William Landau, president of the T. O.
C, sailed last week for a six weeks'

Europe, most of which time will
be spent with his mother in Germany.
In
his absence Vice-President Charles Steiner
is wearing the presidential diadem, and so
becoming is it that many of the T. O. C. C.
boys are figuring on nailing it permanently
to

Steiner's

classic

is

return to

expected that he will be able to
about August 1.

New York
*

*

*

Mildred E. Phillips, formerly associate
editor of Fox News, is acting as managing editor of "Starland

Revue," the one-

brow

at

the expiration

of Mr. Landau's term of office.
* * *

Walter K. Hill, alias Hi Speed, who
has been connected with the Selznick exploitation department for the past couple
of years, is now general press agent for the
Columbia Amusement Company, which controls 38 burlesque theatres.
*

*

*

Harry Berman, who
O.

B.

distribution,

ring, a dinner,
a dinner in his

YORK,

July

5.— Theda

Bara,

Commenting upon his contract with the
Myron Selznick, president of Selz-

star,

nick
"I

Pictures Corporation, said:
confident that Miss Bara will always have occasion to remember the Selznick special in which she appeared as the
biggest thing in her career."

takes charge of F.

was given a diamond

and several other things at
honor by about 60 executives

am

Shauer Sails for Tour
Of Foreign Exchanges
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

to

visit

YORK,

July 5.— E. E. Shauer,
treasurer and director of the

assistant

department of Famous Players-

foreign

Lasky Corporation,

sails

tomorrow

with

Mrs. Shauer for a visit of several weeks
in Europe.
Mr. Shauer will visit the offices of Famous Players in Great Britain,
France, Denmark and Germany and will
discuss with J. C. Graham, general foreign representative, plans for further extension of
Paramount distribution in
Europe during the coming year. This is
his thirty-first visit to

Europe.

Accompanying Mr. and Mrs. Shauer
will be Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hicks, Jr.,
and their small son, who will visit England, France and other countries en route

Sydney, Australia, where Mr. Hicks

.to

managing

is

director

of

Famous-Lasky

Film Service, Ltd.

and members of the home office force of
Universal, which organization he is leaving
after a long period of years.
* * *

And now they are planning to star MorOliver Morosco is nevich in pictures.
gotiating with the owner of the speedy
equine and plans to have Hugh Fullerton
write a race track story suitable for the
starring of the horse.
Now, won't someone get Whiskaway in the pictures?
* * *
Epping, treasurer of the D. W.
Corporation, will sail for Germany
next week to be gone several weeks in connection with several deals for Mr. Griffith.
* * *
J.

Victor Nurnberg, known as the musical
press agent, composer of the "Isle of
Zorda" has composed another piece of
syncopation for "Human Hearts," the Uni-

ous.

*

mid

*

guy who converses fluently
in European, Australian and Tasmanian
and never gums up a syllable. Try this
one of his on your unabridged
The heroine of Rupert Hughes' newest
photoplay is known in Europe as Chcrian-

—

Offices,

*

city.

*

publicity

B. S.
that he

which Jack Cohn

the kids could vote Dr. Riesenfeld

if

would be Mayor of the

wyn

NEW

one of the most noted exponents of
vampire roles, will return to the screen
in a special to be produced by Selznick.

is

trained directors, and at the end of the entertainment are escorted to the different settlement houses or play schools where they
are dismissed and sent home.
The Federation for Child Study, which
conducts play schools accommodating approximately 1,200 children, is the largest
group organization which will send children to Dr. Riesenf eld's theatres during
July and August. Other organizations with
which arrangements have been made are
the Recreation Rooms and Settlement on
Chrystie street, the Henry Street Settlement, and the Stuyvesant Neighborhood

And

reel feature
The reel is

Selznick

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

C.

Griffith

Harry Cohen,

of

Fox

Films,

Conn.
*

Tom

*

*

Metro.

Terriss

has

A number of years ago Mr. Jacobs produced under the banner of Triumph Pictures, his

who

cabled

— John

product going through World.

Urban Goes Abroad
Get Material for

to

Sets

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 5.— Joseph Urban,
scenic director of Cosmopolitan Producsailed
yesterday for a stay of sevtions,
While abroad he
eral weeks in Europe.
will collect material for scenes and sets
for the Marion Davies production, "Lit-

Old

New York"

and "The

Little

War-

Friends of Exhibitors

Run

S.

Spargo.

for State Offices

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., July 5.— C.

B.

attorney general ot
assistant
Kansas and a close friend of the exhibitors, has filed for the nomination as
attorney general.
W. Lee Vaughn, associated with M. Van Praag, president ol
the M. P. T. O. Kansas, in the state organization, has filed for the nominatior
as a member of the legislature.
Griffith,

sailed for England last
that he arrived safely,
the trip through the submarine zone being
uneventful.
He will make a series of four
pictures to be handled in this country by

week,

F.

rior."

*

With the A. M. P. A. nominating committee meeting this week, President "Bill"
Yearsley announces that he has finally decided to take his long publicized vacation,
so there will be no question of presidential
influence in the election.
Bill has been
reading up on national politics.
*

5.— Arthur

Men's Wives."

tle

Associated Press each day.
*

July

Jacobs, prominently known in the production" field, has resigned as general
manager of Preferred Pictures, Inc., to
produce on his own. His resignation is
effective upon the completion of the B. P.
Schulberg
production,
"Rich
special

*

Charles W. Barrell, who returned from
Europe last week, declines to give any information about his famous boxing match
reported by the newspapers and the Associated Press.
Morrie Ryskind is anxious
He says he reads one morning
to know.
and one evening newspaper every day, but
will have to begin buying a copy of the
*

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

was mar-

ried last week to Miss Mae Lewis? daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Lewis, of Hartford,
*

Jacobs Resigns to
Produce Own Films

July
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New

Contract Will
Be Reality in Week

Matter to Be Settled for the
Entire Country Shortly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

— The

long
looked for and much talked of uniform
contract will be a reality before the end
of the present week. At least in so far as

motion

the

July

picture

5.

exhibitors

committee

Theatre

the

representing

of Commerce is in
practically all its essentials satisfactory to
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Owners Chamber

America and the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York, it is believed the
entire

matter can be settled for the
country shortly.
Will Affix Signatures

On Thursday

of

this

week

the

final

session of the series of conferences between Mr. Hays and the T. O. C. C. will
be held in Mr. Hay's office. There the
signatures of both sides will be affixed to
what is generally considered the most
important document ever enacted between exhibitors and distributors.
The exhibitors committee, consisting
of Bernard Edelhertz. Lou Blumenthal
and Leo Brecher received last week the
final draft of the contract agreed upon
and put into legal phraseology by the attorneys of the Hays' organization. This
was taken up with the officers of the T.
O. C. C. and returned to Mr. Hays with
the

announcement that

all

was

satisfac-

Mr. Hays then, with the sanction
of the T. O. C. C. committee, set Thursday, July 6, as the date of the final meeting and the affixing of signatures.
Talks to Educators
Immediately after the signing of the
contract with the T. O. C. C. Mr. Hays
will go to Boston where he speaks the
same evening to the members of the National Educational Association, which is
holding its annual convention in the

tory.

'

Club Women Endorse Better
Film Activities of Industry
Will H. Hays, Sydney

and M.

J.

Massachusetts capital.
With the completion of the conferences
with the T. O. C. C. it is expected that
Mr. Havs' sessions with the M. P. T. O.
A. and the M. P. T. O. N. Y. will be
hastened to a rapid and satisfactory conelusion and that within a couple of weeks
the exhibitors of the entire country will
be booking under the new form.

New York

Pastor Asks
Prayers for Will Hays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 5.— Declaring that
Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P.
D. A., is an "earnest churchman" with
"as great an opportunity to aid righteousness and advance the Kingdom of God
as any man has had in 100 years," the
Rev. Christian F. Reisner of the Chelsea
Methodist church said:
"Every Christian should pray for him,
back him at every possible place and be
patient in expecting results."

Cohen,

S.

0 'Toole Address

W. W. Hodkinson

Bi-ennial Convention

of Federation at Chautauqua, N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

New

of

York are concerned, and as the agreement already decided upon in the conferences between Will H. Hays and the
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CHAUTAUQUA,

X. Y., July 5. The club women of the country have
recorded publicly their approval of the motion picture industry's activities
in behalf of better films.

At the bi-ennial convention of the General Federation of Women's Clubs
of the United States, held here last week, a resolution was adopted endorsing
"the effort being made by the motion picture industry to raise the moral
and artistic standard and develop the educational value of motion pictures."
O. K.'s Effort to Stabilize Economic Condition
Further the resolution voiced approval of "the effort of the industry to
economic condition to the end that there may be the fullest
freedom for development of creative ability." Adoption of the resolution
followed addresses by Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P. A., Sydney
S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. A., W. W. Hodkinson, head of the
distributing company bearing his name, and M. J. O'Toole, chairman of
the public service committee of the M. P. T. O. A.

stabilize its

The speakers were interrogated from
many matters of vital concern to the industry. The erroneous impression that censorship was essential to
good pictures was refuted by Mr. Hays,
the floor on

Mr. O'Toole and Mr.

Cohen.

It

was

plainly pointed out that political censorship was dangerous to the liberties of the
people.

Tells of Industry's Efforts

The theme

of Mr. Hays' address was
expressed early in his talk when he said:
"I want to approach the subject, not
merely from the viewpoint of the men
who have millions of dollars invested in
the business, but from the viewpoint of
the fathers and mothers who have millions of children invested in the busi-

towns and cities very willing to cooperate and that great good was being
tive

accomplished as a

result.

Wants Central Authority
Mr.

Hodkinson summed up

his

talk

with this statement:
"There must be some central authority
over the picture industry that can face
the problem of regulating the industry so
as to stop the waste of surplus distributing systems and make it unnecessary for
a producer to make more pictures than
he can do well. Some central authority
which can be held responsible for all the
product released by it.
"Only through the divorcing of distribution from production and the establishing of neutral channels of distribution do
I believe this can be done."

ness."

He spoke at length on the efforts of
the industry in "establishing and maintaining the highest possible moral and
artistic standards in motion picture production," and "developing the educational
as well as the entertainment value and the
general usefulness of the motion picture."
*

# Can't Avoid Responsibility

'"Every day there is opportunity in the
studios," he continued, "to take action
at the place and at the only place where
Responeffective action can be taken.
for these pictures now being
sibility
made by the members of our association

They will be the
cannot be avoided.
proof either of our honesty of purpose or
of our failure: they will be the proof
either of our ability to correct our evils
ourselves or of our inability to run our

own business. The members of this association, acting on that definite knowledge, are doing everything in their power
at this moment to live up to their professions, and the pictures will soon be
able to show the results of their efforts.'

Waterloo Theatre and
Merchants Cooperate
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WATERLOO.

IA.. July 5.—Alexander
Frank, manager of the Rialto theatre, has
turned his house over to the merchants of
Waterloo for July. He has sold tickets in
wholesale lots a cafe taking 15,000, a bank
These tickets are accepted at the
5,000, etc.
box office as 10 cents on the price of ad-

—

mission.

Fined for Exhibiting
Uncensored Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND,
of the

ORE., July 5.—Julius Sax

New Grand

theatre, in Sixth street,

between Washington and Stark, was fined
$25 on a charge of exhibiting "God's
Crucible" before it had been censored by
the local board.

Cohen Offers Cooperation

Struck by

One Auto;

Run Over by Another
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WELLSBURG,

O., July 5.

— H.

J.

Rhein-

owner of a Wellsburg theatre, was
injured seriously when he was run down
by one automobile and run over by another.

smith.

The accident occurred as
was walking homeward.

the

exhibitor

President Cohen, in his address, declared that 12,000 motion picture theatre
the
owners would co-operate with
Women's Clubs of the country in advancing public programs calculated to promote the moral, material and general welfare of the people of any and all communities.
\ number of delegates stated that they
had found the exhibitors in their respec-

Fire Perils

Grauman's

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

July 5.— A fire which
Grauman's theatre resulted
amounting to $5,000 and

LOS ANGELES,
broke out
in

at

damages

burns to two stage hands.

The playing

of the orchestra averted near panic on
the part of some 2,000 patrons in the
house at the time.

.
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Campaign

Great

Exploitation

of

Nashville Theatres

Fills

Week's Celebration Gives

New

Life

the

to

Amusement

Business in Southern City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NASHVILLE,

TENN.,

July 5.— Preceded by the greatest campaign
and newspaper publicity ever given any event here,
"Go-to-Theatre-Week," which was conducted by Nashville theatre
owners, will go down in the annals of Nashville's theatrical history as the
most striking thing ever attempted for the betterment of the amusement
of exploitation

business in this city.

T

July

15,

1922

street cars headed for Glendale, and before 3 o'clock, when the first of the tickets was supposed to be released, the
transportation officials of the street railway made known the fact that they could
not complete the haul of the thousands to
the park in time for the first "bombard-

ment." This caused those in charge of
the affair to postpone the starting time
for the ticket shower to take place, but
several small aeroplanes entertained the
already immense crowd while every effort was being made to rush other Nashvillians to the only event of this kind
ever witnessed in this city.
* * «
At 4:30 instructions were issued which
caused the large planes to appear in view,
and in just a few moments the thousands
assembled were in the mad rush for the

The

free tickets.
tickets was

entire

completed

shower
in

less

of 10,000

than one

hour.

OCAL

managers are authority for the

statement that the campaign was a
tremendous success from the point of
finance. Surely there wasn't a single person in or around Nashville that did not
have the fact that the theatres are still
an important factor in the community
brought before them during the week. If
this was the only thing accomplished the
campaign should be called a success.
"Go-to-Theatre-Week" opened with a
a week ago Sunday when a battery
of airplanes hovered over Glendale Park
and "bombarded" the 20,000 Nashvillians
assembled on the lawns with 10,000 com-

bang

plimentary tickets to the local places of

amusement.
*

*

*

The campaign was

opened over six
tremendous spread in
the local newspapers, which included favorable editorial comment of an endorsing
nature, and from that time until the close
of the campaign last Saturday local citi-

weeks ago with

first

a

had

izens

the

adopted

slogans

hitting

from all sides. The outcome was tremendous business throughout the week, not mentioning the fact
that the reaction this week has been of

them

in the face

a favorable nature.

The campaign as conducted in this city
was purely an educational campaign, for
the local theatre men cast aside all personal and business difficulties and went to
the task of bringing before the public the
reasons for attending the theatres in a
superb manner.
No card was left unturned in an effort to surpass all previous
campaigns of this nature, and the success
has been so pronounced that plans are
already under way for the celebration of

Annual

"Second

Go-to-Theatre-Week"

next year at about this time.

W hile

there were many striking publicity features pulled in interest of the
theatre week, perhaps the most brilliant
was the "bombardment" of the local park
with complimentary tickets to the local

amusement places.
Long before the scheduled time
complimentary

first

planes,

thousands

ticket to fall

were

for the

from the

jamming

the

For the tremendous haul to the park,
the local street railway extended the
theatres the use of advertising space, both
inside and outside of the cars. Large one
sheet banners stood out prominent on
the front and rear of every car on the
tracks in Nashville, while the interior was
placarded in great style for Nashville's
"Go-to-Theatre-Week" campaign.
The
credit for this working agreement with
the local street railway goes to Earle M.
Fain, resident manager for the Loew theatrical interests.
Another brilliant

feature of the campaign was the appearance on the streets
on the opening day of a complete section in both local newspapers heralding

the event. The sections were replete with
excellent art drawings.
On the opening pages of the sections
were special art drawings appropriate to
the occasion.
In one of the papers, a
full page layout of all of the Nashville
theatres made up the front cover, while
in the other paper a full page art drawing of the entrance to a theatre was employed.
Two features of the inside pages were
full

page

spreads

on

"Go-to-Theatre-

Week" and "Film Exchanges." The

MONEY
MAKING
IDEAS
Which Have Been Used
Exhibitors
By

H.

C.

Build Up

to

SIMPSON

(Princess Theatre, Millen, Ga.

This

how

is

I

advertised

"The Sheik" on the

day

first

Successfully by
Their Patronage

Sheik and rode a gray horse.
When it was time for the band
to move, I would dash Tn

among them with

a sword and
them scatter. I did this
until I had the town thoroughlet

I

played

I

it.

got a twelve

piece brass band; dressed

them

with broad brim straw hats,
checked shirts, red bandana
handkerchiefs
around
their
necks, jean pants, and brogan
shoes.

Then
one
and

I

of the
start

Then let
him one
band
I

let

let

I

prominent corners
by himself.

to play

the others
at

a

come

to

time until the

Then
them play two or three
all

got together.

pieces until

crowd

the leader get on

they got a large

together.

dressed myself up like the

ly advertised.

I

Just before the show started
had the band playing in

front of

the

theatre.

I

also

had banners on each side of
my horse which read "The
Sheik at the Princess Theatre
Today."
Believe me, I packed them
in and they came the second
day same as the first day. In
fact, I broke all house records
with this picture. I wish to
say any exhibitor can make
"The
some
money
with
Sheik."

lay-

out of these two pages was exceptional,
and very clearly displayed the fact that
the public is today receiving bigger and
better pictures.

The designing and make up of the two
complete sections was under the supervision of Elliston A. Vinson, local press
representative
for
Loew's
Vendome
theatre.

An elaborate campaign of outside exploitation was handled by Nat L. Royster of the Crescent Amusement Company and the town was literally circused
with the "Go-to-Theatre-Week" flashes.
One sheets and tack cards were literally
distributed over the entire
city,
but
formed a very mild part of the campaign
compared to the manner in which "hits"
were located down town.
Every sor'a
emporium turned over their mirrors for
the campaign flashes, while an immense
banner was placed across the main street
at an advantageous point.

North California Will
Hold August Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL., July 5.—
convention of the Northern California
division of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, comprising Nevada,
Southern Oregon and Northern California, has been called for some time in
August.
In charge of arrangements are: C. C.
Griffin, P. A. Hanlon, Marcus Kline and
San Francisco is the conS. Gordon.

A

vention

city.

THE THEATRE
H ow

Won

I

Honors

First

in

Universa Ys "Rob inson
Crusoe Contest
Delay

Universal Film Exchanges. Inc.
executive office
1600 8ROAOWAV. NEW YOflR CITY, N. V.

450 00

V

NkwYohk

to the especial
timeliness of the story
P. Desorby

Due

ter contained therein at
this season, it has been
necessary to delay until
next issue publication of
important "Theatre Letters" from J. W. Creamer, E. R. Rogers, Eli

Rosenbaum,

Browne

Frank

x»T 9, 1322
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450.00

lustrated, will be presented in the next (July
22) edition.

of babies
success.

I-IOS

A

Columbia Uaxk
SkwYobk

all in the theatre business. Where the advent
has
of warm

weather

manifested an

unfavor-

able influence

upon box

receipts many
to

the serial form of entertainment as a means of

holding
patronage
through the heated period.
The exploitation

campaign conducted by
the Strand at Madison
serves as an excellent
model for exhibitors following this course.

Babites
Everybody
bies.

That's

loves baa law of

human nature. There
are no exceptions, regardless
of
occasional
apparent indications to
the contrary.
Sid Grauman, often in
the limelight for notable

endeavors, has produced
in his long career no en-

for

its

subsequent

great

page

gives the story. Every
city in the nation should

be the scene of a similar

/"OPY

check awarded to Arthur P. Desormeaux, manager of the
Strand theatre, Madison, Wis., for the best exploitation of "The
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe," Universal serial. Mr. Desormeaux has
written the story of his campaign for the readers of this department, a
"Theatre Letter" all should read.
of

campaign. (In essence it
really is a campaign, a
campaign for the motion
picture

and the theatre.)

Hope
By

ARTHUR

P.

DESORMEAUX

(Strand Theatre, Madison, Wis.)

The story by Mr. Desormeaux is of interest to

showmen are looking

semblance Contest, a
dependent entirely upon man's love

L.

and others.
These letters, amply il-

office

terprise so meritorious
as his Baby Peggy Re-

contest

Arthur

meaux, which begins on
this page, and the value
of the exploitation mat-

Xo.l9G2'3

A

brief story

on a sub-

sequent page shows the
progress made by Mr.

Laurence Stuart since
the opening of the Hope
theatre at Dallas, Texas.

NEVER

in the history of

Madison has any

production ever received the unusual ex-

Stuart's showmanof singularly distinctive style, refresh-

Mr.

ship
i

and cooperation as was accorded the opening chapter of "Robinson Crusoe," which opened at the Strand theatre a few
weeks ago.
The first chapter was shown Saturday
morning at a free performance to over 1,500
children.
The kiddies assembled at a given
point one hour before the scheduled time of performance and marched around the State Capitol
square led by the Boy Scouts' Fife and Drum
Corps and 300 Boy Scouts, with Robinson Crusoe himself and his faithful dog in the lead of
ploitation

the procession.
glaring
twelve-foot banners
TWO
the parade informed the inhabitants
by four boys

letters carried

in

in

that the throng

were on

their

way

to the Strand to see

(Continued on next page)

n g

is

1

y progressive and

largely original.
New things are being
done at the Hope theatre,

and done

well.

While

there

are progressives
of Mr. Stuart's type in
business,
theatre
the
hopes for the future can
not be placed at too
lofty pitch.

New
Radio and Eskimo Pie,
new items of commerce,
with the
picture in two
stories in this department. Exploitation did it.
The new is always the
most interesting. To
catch interest is the purpose of advertising. The

are

identified

motion

two

stories,

simple

in

themselves, point an important, though obvious
moral.
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only,

between the

July
first

and the

were

1922

and second afternoon perform-

The doors opened

ances.

15,

show

for the 2 o'clock

at

1 :30

occupied by 2:10. Over 900
people jammed the spacious lobby for the second show,
which necessitated our running Crusoe for the two
performances, instead of once only as we had contem1,500 seats

all

,

plated. This was a record-breaking crowd, by far,
any Saturday afternoon at any theatre in this city.
*

*

for

*

The big problem that confronted us in the beginning was an appropriate outfit for Crusoe. It was impossible to rent or purchase a

costume anywhere, all
costumers being combed.
Neither was it
possible to obtain the proper fur to make the suit.
There was only one course to pursue, so we made the
rounds of the meat markets in the vicinity for a suffiavailable

cient

number

of

raw

calfskins to

make

the coat, trou-

umbrella and hat. Madison boasts of no tanneries,
so we went into the tanning business, temporarily. The
University of Wisconsin furnished the formula and 7
days later Crusoe had his outfit.
A good window tie-up was put over with the Commercial National Bank in connection with this showing.
A large pile of dirt was used in the foreground
of their window. Several pieces of crushed stone dipped
into gilt to resemble gold nuggets lie in the center of
a hole in the dirt, a card adjoining reading, "Robinson
Crusoe had no bank account. He buried his wealth."
Another card read, "Buried money is very unsafe and
draws no interest. Madison people deposit their money
in the Commercial National Bank.
$1 opens an acsers,

ARTHUR

P. DESORMEAUX, winner of first honors in the United States
the Universal exploitation contest conducted in the interests of
of Robinson Crusoe."
The complete story of the
campaign, written by Mr. Desormeaux and illustrated in detail, is presented herewith.
in

"The Adventures

count."

Crusoe in his outfit posed in this window with an
and shovel, the background being covered with
Crusoe advertising matter. The display drew 100%
old pick

chapter of "Robinson Crusoe," and the Strand
the job to click every movement
of importance, the tripod of the camera carrying a
placard announcing the fact that the pictures being

the

first

cameraman was on

taken would be shown

When

the

in

connection with Chapter

procession

Mayor

attention.

2.

reached the theatre, the
front of the house with the

of Madison was. in
Strand Key of Happiness, a large 4-foot wooden key,
which he handed to Robinson Crusoe, who proceeded
to open up the theatre to allow the waiting crowd to
Motion pictures were taken of the event and
enter.
also as the crowd entered, the trick crank being used
in the latter case, one picture instead of the usual
number being cranked per second, and the result on

was very amusing when the

the screen

was

film

was pro-

—a

mile a minute speed was registered, which
expected
when kiddies get into a theatre free
to be

jected

of charge.
*

A

*

*

by Mayor Kittelson opened the showImmediately following the show, the crowd
ing.
marched to the west wing of the State Capitol, where
the Boy Scouts gave an exhibition in Scoutcraft for the
The Robinson Crusoe
benefit of the Movie Camera.
banners in the background fastened to the face of the
Capitol and Crusoe and his dog in the foreground regbrief talk

istered the desired result.

The following Saturday afternoon was the date
advertised for the opening chapter, which had already
been witnessed by the 1,500 children at the free show
above described. Did they come back to see the same
answer:

It

was

my

week before?

Here's the
intention to run this subject once

chapter they had seen the

than 1,500 children assembled
MORE
the screening of the first episode,

at a given point one

hour before

marched around the State House
by an exploitation "Robinson Crusoe" and the Boy Scouts' Fife and
Drum Corps, and made their way to the theatre. Three hundred Boy
led

Scouts were

in the

parade.

July
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TTiE University

TFHE Commercial National Bank of Madison participated in a co1 operative exploitation undertaking based upon the buried treasure
angle of the story and installed the window display shown above. See
story for details.

of Wisconsin supplied a tanning formula in the interests
of realism as pertaining to the costume worn by the Strand's exploita"Robinson Crusoe."
The resemblance to the character in the
chapter play is remarkable. Photo posed in front of theatre.
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"Bests" are landmarks in theatre
history.

be

Their passing

desired

The Strand

than

their

is

more

to

endurance.

"best" will pass, hav-

ing advanced exploitation methods
notably, to be
r

.

ktttm

tediocA.

ta-

remembered

as one

of the best "bests" in theatre his-

Ha.

tory.
Carl

letter notifying Mr.
of initial prize award.

Laemmle's

Desormeaux

RONT of the Strand theatre, showing crowds in attendance. More
than 2,400 persons attended the opening matinee, making it necessary to give two complete performances of the serial. This established
a Madison matinee record.

lp

Copy

of

letter

notifying
of the

awarding

Mr. Desormeaux
grand prize.

of

CRIPPLED children were not forgotten by Mr. Desormeaux in his free
matinee plans. Above illustration shows children from the Memorial
Hospital after they had witnessed the screening of the opening episode.
Mayor Kittelson of Madison gave an address.
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Firewomen

Pay Visit
To "Nero"
Firewomen of Hillsdale, N. J.,
were entertained by "Nero," Fox
special production,
theatre, New York,

the

at

Lyric

where the picture is in premiere. The guests responded by exploiting the picture
prominently.
Just why a city should employ women
as fire fighters is not disclosed in the
report, but of course, that's a minor
matter.
The New York newspapers
didn't bother about it when they gave
space to the story of the fireladies' visit.

March

to

Theatre

arriving in New York, the members of the brigade donned their working attire and set off for the theatre
on foot. They carried a banner prominently placarding their identity and
destination, items of considerable importance in the eyes of the scares who
lined the sidewalks along the route.
They were, of course, accorded the
ceremony due visitors of note, their exploitation
assistance
repaying many
times over the price of their admissions.

On

Newsfilm Records Event
It is

notable that the

eraman

Fox News cam-

covered the
event with due thoroughness and the
scenes were cut into the current issue
The advertising
of that newspicture.
for the feature thus went into hundreds
All
of theatres otherwise unavailable.
in all, a very carefully planned and well
executed enterprise.
the

in

On
Whether

or

territory

sales

so

indi-

cate, theatre advertisements, if they are
legible, are read. Everybody is constantly

afraid that he may be "missing something." Ask yourself if that isn't true.
Reading them regularly, individuals in
your clientele promptly note and attach
significance to the cutting down of ad-

vertisement dimensions.

The

first

guess

that you are "slipping." That leads to
the guess that you are probably economizing on your show as well as your advertising and, therefore, exhibiting an inferior grade of pictures.
The third and
fatal guess is to the effect that leisure
hours may be more profitably spent elseis

where than
This

is

in your theatre.
a simple trap into

good showmen
tail

fall.

Better

which many
showmen cur-

advertising expense last of

visited

department of Hillsdale, N. J., photographed in a recent issue of Fox News,
in a body to the Lyric theatre to see "Nero," Fox special
premiere run, carrying a banner announcing their identity and destination.

fire

New York and marched
in its

Summer

Ent erorise
Sh ows Strength of

Ame rican Th eatre
Effort put forth and resourcefulness displayed by executives of the
this period cannot be analyzed as indicative of other
than a healthy general condition. Firm determination to offset the influence of the season, to overcome natural competition, is glaringly evident
in the exploitation news of any week.
Every branch of the industry does well to give its close attention at
In the end, it is he who represents
all times to the work of the exhibitor.
them to the public. It is by his effort that the efforts of others in the in-

American theatre at

Space

not ticket

'THE woman's
production

all.

dustry score or fail.
From the general news of the current week several items, not the
most impressive or important, have been selected for mention in this connection. They serve admirably to point out the fact that the future of
the motion picture is in good keeping.

A SLIGHTLY

but
spectacular
practicable stunt
was used by the management of the
Broadway theatre, New York, for
the exploitation of "The Crossroads
of New York," a Mack Sennett provery effective general
duction.
exploitation device has been produced for advertising this attraction, a white crossroad signal with
the title of the picture in brilliant
lettering thereupon.
intrinsically

A

The

First

Leg

June, the first leg of the summer cruise,
is
negotiated.
Casualties light.
Morale
good.
Prospects excellent.
Outdoors as a counter attraction has
lost its edge.
July and August will
record the consummation of its decline,

This was well used

already begun.
A very good time,

this, to

September and

down

think about

a preparatory
barrage of consistent advertising that
will, incidentally but importantly, enrich
the

box

office

to lay

Sign Posts in Lobby

during the interim.

in the lobby
Two
the feature.
such contrivances were placed in
a manner to point the footsteps of
the casual dawdler along Broadway

exploitation

of

into the lobby of the theatre.
Within the lobby a small daylight
projector of the type occasionally
used in this work was placed. It is
less interesting to note that this device was used than it is to reflect
upon the rarity of its employment
in view of the success which has attended its installation in every case
reported. All of which is beside the

present point.

A photograph reproduced herewith gives the lobby appearance of
the theatre during the run. Pedeswere
front
passing
the
trians
The majority
attracted.
them gave the 100-foot trailer
which was exhibited continuously

strongly
of

(Continued on page 40)
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T

'J

HREE
the

guesses.

Which

P^ggy

Draws
is

better theatre than

exploitation.

is

It

bril-

is

showmanship.

liant

in

Los Angeles newspapers that
Baby Peggy, generally beloved star of Century

Com-

would award to the
baby most closely resembling herself a wrist watch
on a given evening at Grauedies,

raan's
tre.

Million

Dollar

Julius Stern, of

thea-

Century

Comedies, supervised the enterprise, which continued for
several weeks, adding the in-

ducement that the child winning the watch would be
given an opportunity to ap-

pear

in a Century comedy.
So great was the interest
aroused that it was found

necessary to make provision
for two winners. Their pictures are presented on this
page.

A comedy

rector in which the two will
be featured.
*

This

the

is

Baby

Peggy

*

story

of

the

Resemblance

Contest in a nutshell. It is,
however, a story of considerable significance.
The interest in babies began when babies did. The
remarkable success of Baby
Peggy since her initial appearance on the screen
that
of
does
shows,
as
Coogan and other
Jackie
young players, that nature
has not changed.

The

interest in Mr. Grau-

contest was remarkwas, of course, a
profitable interest, but it was
considerably more than that.
It made people associate the
theatre, the motion picture
as well, with all the good
things that babies are.

man's

Grauman advertised

Sid

The young lady above and

three years old.
Mr. Grauman's resemblance contest,
a showmanship enterprise of the first water, is fully described in the
accompanying story. It is an enterprise which should be duplicated by
is

chowmen everywhere.

This

Baby Peggy ?

left,

reply that she

Ballot

it

is

according
three years

to designation on the back of the photo, is
Clarice Joy,
old, winner of first place in Sid Grauman's
excellent Baby Peggy resemblance contest.
The close-up above and to
the right is a picture of Baby Jane, awarded second honors. Baby Jane
nationally
adored star of Century
is
four years old.
Baby Peggy,
Comedies, is shown below in a characteristic pose. To those who have
inquired at the box office as to the young lady's age you will be glad to

to

39

will

made by Baby Peggy's

be
di-

able.

It

This

proper.

is

The thea-

essentially, is good and
Misfortune and maclean.
licious propaganda have led
a certain element to doubt it.
This doubt is not sufficiently
tre,

substantial to withstand the
stabilizing effect of theatre
administration along the
lines indicated.

There

is

no

American

showman who can

not benhimself, his theatre and
the motion picture by following in the footsteps of

efit

Mr. Grauman. Baby Peggy,
by the way, is, in our purely
personal opinion, exactly the

young lady
undertaking.

to

honor

in

the
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FRONT

of the Mark Strand during the run of
"My Wild Irish Rose" and a Larry Semon
comedy, an all-Vita graph program. The nature

of the title

makes elaborate

billing unessential.

July

1922

15,

songs, and they are plentiful, simplify the task of properly presenting "My Wild Irish
Rose," Vitagraph feature, as shown during the engagement at the Mark Strand theatre. New
York. The Strand quartette, in Irish costume, gave a characteristic program. The stage setting,
representing a countryside in Ireland, does not involve great expense or ingenuity.

IRISH

Pathe feature,
of the
Several
of the North."
illustrations in these pages show
the window installed in advertising
of this engagement.
Several million, possibly billion,
Eskimo Pies, Alaskas and similar
confections will be consumed during the heated period.
great deaf
of attention is paid to this sort of
delicacies

Summer

Vitagraph

"Nanook

Enterprise

Shows Strength

of

American Theatre
(Continued from page 38)

Film Ably

their close interest.

Presented

of

a

when

If

that

much

feature, presented at a time

the purchase of an admission

ticket involves only the stepping to

A

quartette sang songs selected
rich store of Irish lyrics
in presentation of "My Wild Irish
Rose" at the Mark Strand theatre,
New York. That is sufficient proof
that it was well presented.
The library of Irish music, native and

from the

derivative,

inexhaustible.
Ireland has always been a popular subject with song writers.
And original
Irish melodies are perpetually charming.
All of which makes the presentation of
Vitagraph's "My Wild Irish Rose" a simple matter.
At the Mark Strand theatre, New
York, the Strand quartette enacted the
prologue.
simple setting was established, a set wall and a drop, both inis

practically

one side and the depositing of the
admission fee, does not bring patrons into the
not lie in the
case no fault
cated in the

theatre, the fault does
exploitation.
In this
of any kind was indi-

box

office

record es-

tablished.

Confection Is Exploited

New York, this time
from the Capitol theatre, comes the
story of exploitation by seasonable
Also from

A

thing when the temperature is on
the rise, and the windows wherein
they are advertised draw a great
It is well to assodeal of notice.
ciate the theatre with this sort of
thing at any time.
As in the present instance, it is
especially desirable that this association be formed in connection
with a picture which has as its atmosphere the frigidity of the less
temperate zones and as its content
the picturization of life in these latitudes.
There are several of these
on the market at any time.

Advertised Books Also

A

Another notable tie-up was made
for "Nanook of the North" in the
window display at Putnam's book
Several books of similar
store.
character were displayed, as well as
scenes from the picture, and a neat
card gave out the information that
a book by the producer of the picture would be published by Putnam
in the Fall. This has not been done
A
previously to our knowledge.
reversal of order which should serve
as a precedent in promoting future

expensive and probably from the stock
room, constituting the sole expense.
The costumes were of the accepted
stage Irish style, a provision further
reducing cost of production, since every
performer of experience has such a
make-up in his wardrobe. The lighting, it may be said without substantiation, ran heavily to green.
Since the title of the picture is the
name of a song, it is probable that this
song was featured, although in view of
the palpable aptitude of the arrangement it might have been better to use
another.

duplications of the stunt,

Appeal

Class
J.

ville,

in

be remembered by
a task may fall.

Another

Imperial theatre, AsheN. C, covered every filling station

B.

the

Carroll,

city

in

his

Ruling Passion."

campaign

The people

for

were people
could spare the price of admissions.
This is class appeal with a
purpose, the only variety of class appeal
worth bothering about.

New York

exploitation

A

his adver-

tising convinced, obviously,

fROSS-ARMS

who had and

used to advertise
motion
picture
trailer
"The Crossroads of New York," Sennett feature,
The
at the Broadway theatre, New York City.
cross-arms should be widely used in exploiting
the attraction everywhere.

drew

attention

to

the

lobby

it

should
such

whom

story relates
of Arrow's "The
Innocent Cheat" by B. S. Moss'
photograph
Broadway theatre.
reproduced herewith shows the simple but effective street representation afforded the attraction. Anythe

"The

to

all

(Continued on page 41)
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duction's

inseparable
accompaniment.
Milwaukee, whose theatre men
look to none for example, contrib-

Summer

Enterprise
Shows Strength of

American Theatre

utes this week the first use of radio
direct cooperative exploitation
The Merrill theatre arranged for
installation of a display on Gold-

(Continued from page 40)

in

wyn's "The Invisible Power," copy
being such as to raise some doubt
as to just what that power might
be and, in due time, settling the

question by revealing the identity
of the feature and the place of its
exhibition.

Radio has been used as an attraction before this.
as an assistant.

This
This

is its first
is,

use

of course,

good news.
news, perhaps, to
feared the influence
of the fad on theatre admissions, in
It

is

better

many who have

INEXPENSIVE and

effective street representation accorded Arrow's feature, "The Innocent
its exhibition at B. S. Moss'
Broadway theatre, New York.
The same

Cheat," during

method may be used by showmen using the
production in any part of the country.

in the frame, and lighting is from
the back. The title card as well as
the photos are displayed in full
color. An especially striking effect
is obtained, it is declared, and the

T7SK1MO PIE was

effectively advertised in connection with "Nanook of the North" during
the run of that feature at the Capitol theatre,
New York. The idea is good in every city.

body can use this idea.
The expense involved

is

slight.

entire frame is made up without
breakable contents.
Famous Players-Lasky exchanges

A

a man in feminine attire,
a baby carriage, with real or made
up baby within, and three banners
constitute the necessary equipment.
The side banners are legible in the
photograph. The top of the carriage carried a huge interrogation
point which practically forced those
who saw it to investigate and, of
course, read with due interest the
side copy.

woman, or

Is

Generally Adaptable

This enterprise, less spectacular
or complex than is commonly expected of New York showmen, mav
be used by any theatre man in the
country.
Several adapting it undoubtedly
will
add
individual
touches and developments, piling up
the store of exploitation history
which is every well exhibited pro-

have the frame for exhibitors
using the Cosmopolitan production.
Due recognition of that company's
will

effort to help in the final sale of its
(Concluded on page 42)

"D30KS dealing with the Far North were adver^
Putnam's Book Store, prominently
Used
in

located, as well as the fact that a book by the
producer of the picture would be published by
that house in the Fall.

that it indicates a readiness on the
part of radio people to cooperate in
advertising, a desire to be adverWhen the fad was at its
tised.
height its exponents considered advertising beneath them. The Milwaukee report is the first concrete
indication that the tide has reached
its ebb.

New Frame

Is

Offered

Cosmopolitan Productions, pubFamous-Playerslishing through

Lasky Corporation, gives evidence
of its determination to take active
part in the strengthening of the
theatre position when it announces
a new type of lobby frame which
will be offered showmen in connection with "The Young Diana," a new

ANOTHER

Eskimo Pie window display adver-

tising the Capitol theatre run of the Pathe
feature.
Public interest in the popular confection operated to the benefit of
,

the box office.

production in which Marion Davies
A rather effective illusis starred.
tration presented herewith gives a
general idea of this new product.
Colored transparencies are used

type of lobby frame
offered by
ANEW
connection with
Cosmopolitan Productions
is

in

the exploitation of "The Young Diana." Twelve
colored photographs lighted from the back are
used.

;
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Call for
Revivals
What the public wants, always a
mystery, is less difficult to guess if
the public is allowed to talk about
it.
In New York City the Meserole
theatre learned that its public
wanted the Paramount Revivals,
learning incidental information of
importance, when it gave the patrons a chance to tell about it.
When the Paramount Revivals were
booked the management established a
board announcement that a Request
Week was in prospect. The point was

1922

History-Making Season
Seen by Nathan Hirsh
Announces New Product
Nathan Hilsh, president of Ayvvon
Film Corporation believes that the coming season will be a big one in the history of the motion picture industry.
The publications on the Aywon pro-

gram

scored that whatever pictures the patrons desired to see would be exhibited
in that week.

Use Ballot Board
simplify matters, a second board
was set out, showing the titles of a number of attractions of some little age.
It was signified that votes would be entered here as received.
The public voted, of course, as it felt,
and the Paramount Revivals were indicated as receiving the greatest number
There is no particular
of requests.
ground for criticism on that score, since
no material consideration was involved.

15,

first seems to be consternation is
revealed in due time as sober apprewhich is followed by
hension,
prompt and well advised effort to
overcome the natural disadvantages
of the calendar.
In the current year, already, much
important theatre progress has been
made under this stimulant. This is
precisely like every othe,r year in
that regard and can be depended
upon to supply at the beginning of
each Spring impetus certain to push
theatre standards steadily forward.

Requests

To

July

PARAMOUNT

revivals were expediently introduced by means of the above balloting system,
a system which yielded the theatre valuable data
on public picture preferences.

Summer

Enterprise

Shows Strength

of

for 1922-23 are led by a production
starring Maciste now being produced in
Italy.
"White Hell," a Charles Bartlett
picture, starring Richard Travers, is another special slated for early Fall publication.
Mr. Bartlett is now working at
the Blazed Trails, Inc., studios in Gloversville, N. Y. on a new feature.
series of twelve two-reel Western
pictures
starring Cherokee Gill, the
Indian player, a feature entitled '"With
Wings Outspread," and a series of "Diamond Dot" five reelers will also be published in 1922-23.

A

American Theatre
(.Continued from page 41)

Additional Data Obtained
In the ballots cast, however, the thea-

management found much of interest
concerning the demands of its patrons.
This information, always desirable, undoubtedly will be used to make much

tre

money

for the theatre this

summer.

picture to the public should be ac-

corded by showmen.

Examples Strike Average

As was noted

beginning of
examples selected
average exploitaEvery week
tion news reports.
items as important are given space.
Frequently it is impossible to give
full prominence to all of the matter
in the

this article, the
for inclusion are

of this type that is received.
The actually exceptional news of

the current

week

is

presented under

special headings in these pages.

whatever reason, and
possible that the

ANOTHER phase of the plan used to introduce the Paramount revivals. Although widely
and variously exploited, nothing more permanently
valuable has been done for the features.

it

is

Summer

For

not iminfluence

has had something to do with it, an
unusual amount of extraordinary
material was received for this issue.
All serves, of course, like the developments included herein, to point
out the smoothly functioning efficiency of the national theatre.
None properly cognizant of developments in the exhibitor field can
entertain serious doubt as to the
future of the film theatre and its entertainment.
Only the brightest
actual
outline
approximate
can
heights that will be attained.
Summer Induces Reaction
Summer induces a pronounced reaction annually. There can be no
But it is a healthy
doubt of that.
reaction, showing vast resources
and a glowing determination to
make the most of them. What at

"plRST use of radio in window cooperation is
* reported from Ascher's Merril theatre, Milwaukee, where it was used in advertising the
Goldwyn picture, "The Invisible Power."

a

assies

Musicians.

wholly
classics

correct

should

notably
in

be

their

given

are
cock-sure,
claim that the
representation

on the summer program and wholly incorrect in holding that the ten ton overtures of Wagner and the elephantine performances of the lesser Germans should
Leaders generally, eager
be included.
to display their skill in piloting perspiring

subordinates through notoriously intricate passages, lightly overlook the available wealth of lighter material, as truly
of classical nature, which the public might
also enjoy.
To the average theatregoer the classic
of heavy calibre is at best a thing he
would like to appreciate if he knew how.
At this season it is a bore and, too ambitiously exploited, a good reason for re-

maining away from the theatre.

July
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Commonwealth Gets
Big Arrow Pictures
Company Inaugurates National
Sales Drive on Short

Subject Films

A
the

group of the biggest photoplays on

program

marketed

of

Arrow

Pictures will be

New York

and NorthJersey territory by Commonwealth Film Corporation through a deal
just consummated.
The films embraced
ern

the

in

New

"A Motion to AdYellow Jacket," "Chain
Lightning,"
"Headin' North," and a
series of Eddie Lyons' comedies.

in

the transaction are

"Back

journ,"

to

Predicts Prosperity

Ahead

am

looking forward to an extremely prosperous season
in
which
Arrow pictures will play a prominent
part," says Samuel Zierler, president of
"I

Commonwealth.
"The Splendid
has been booked

Lie," an Arrow picture,
for the Aldene theatre,
for the week of June 12

Philadelphia,
in

conjunction with which Grace Davidthe star, will make personal ap-

son,

EXPLOITATION

pearances.

as conducted by Laurence Stuart, Hope theatre, Dallas, Tex., is of singularly clear
cut style.
His street representation of "Sonny," First National attraction, is charactaristic. The
picture has been accorded no finer treatment in any presentation to date.

Drive on Short Films

A

sales

drive,

national in scope,

has

by the company on its
short subjects.
These include, besides
the
Lyons' comedy series, fourteen
Broadway, twelve Speed, fourteen Mirthquake, five Cruelywed, eighteen Spotlight, eight XLNT, and five Hank Mann
comedies, all two reels in length. Twenty-three one reel "Sport Pictorials" are
been launched

also

Stuart's

Doctrine

included

as well as three serials;
"Thunderbolt Jack," "The Blue Fox"
and " Nan of the North."

Exploitation Matter and
Press Sheet Prepared by

Backer on "Big Stakes"
Franklyn E. Backer of East Coast Productions has completed a special press
sheet and exploitation sheet on his new
State Right production, "Big Stakes,"
in which J. B. Warner is starred.

The

title

from
same name which ran
Stakes."

It

was recently
Stakes," to "Big
the story of the

of the picture

changed from "High
is

in

American Mag-

azine.

Six pictures of big exploitation value
starring J. B. Warner are planned by
Mr. Backer.
The second one is being
completed on the West Coast.

Film

A

thrilling fire episode which takes the
audience and lets it look into the bowels
of a large ocean liner, is one of the big

moments

"On

the High Seas," Irvin
Willat's production for Paramount, with
Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt in the featured roles, now under production. This,
it
is said,
is only one cf the series
of
gripping sequences in this new story by
in

Edward Sheldon which takes the hero
and heroine through a maelstrom of sea
terrors.

Avowed or not, every showman
has a distinctive doctrine. His work
declares it, if he does not. By it he
is

known.
Laurence Stuart's doctrine, told

by his management of the Hope
theatre, Dallas, Tex.,
profitable one.

Producers Security Corporation has secured world's rights for Dorothy Gish's
"The Country Flapper," for distribution
independent market.

is

"class," a

Mr. Stuart came into the limelight
when, on opening the Hope theatre, he
announced the first theatre hostess. The
idea has been widely commented upon
and undoubtedly will be adopted in the
majority of American cities. That was
a "class" idea.

Uses Dignified Float

A
attrac-

second

striking departure, a float which is not
a float but a splendidly equipped conveyance which carries his simple announcement of the current attraction
into every section of the city. The illustration gives a very good idea of the
vehicle, facilitating adaptation.

For "Fool's First," Marshall Neilan
production, a cowboy of considerable
reputation locally was employed to ride
a conspicuous donkey in advisable centers.

Humor,

here,

and

humor

is

in

keeping with the Neilan school of production as conceived by the public.

Standard

Distribute Gish Picture

in the

Class

Is

For "Sonny," First National
tion, Mr. Stuart produced his

Fire Scene Furnishes

Thrill in Willat

give the showmanship record of Mr.
Stuart their close attention as time
passes.

Is

High

established in the brief
period since the opening of the Hope
promises much.
It
theatre is high.
Showmen in the largest and smallest
cities of the country will do well to

The standard

COWBOY

of considerable local repute was
by Mr. Stuart to exploit "Fools
humorous note is never out of keeping

employed
First."

A

with a Marshall Neilan production.

"Storm" Prologue
Staged by Author
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 3.— "The Storm,"
Universal-Jewel production of Langdon
McCormick's stage play, opened an indefinite run at the Central theatre with a
presentation staged by the author.
Mr.
Langdon used "The Storm" as a vaudeville act before it was made a stage play
and personally produced the stage effects
which he will use in the Central presentation.

—
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Money

July

15,

1922

in

Vacation

Campaign
There is money to be made
campaign to interest the school

in

The Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company provided

six

trucks for street use in the exploitation of
the film.

a

chil-

dren in vacation time.
Here's a model:
Warner Brothers' "School Days" was
exhibited at the Sun theatre, Omaha.
N.

N.

Frudenfeld, of

Home,

Harold

of

the

Company, interested the
city in

theatre,

and

Supreme

Pictures
boys of the

it.

Bank Cooperates

Clyde Hagardine, employed as Wesley Barry
impersonator in the Sun campaign for "School
Days."

Five hundred windows were donated
by the Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company,

who produced a special biscuit named
for the picture, and six trucks for street
A local bank gave an admission
use.
ticket to every boy opening an account.
department store gave free tickets to
boys who brought in adults, advertising
Newsboys wore dunce caps,
the fact.
lollypops were offered as prizes in a
guessing contest, and the newspapers
helped out materially.
The theatre front housed a miniature
A freckled youngster
school house.
acted as double for Wesley Barry. He
engineered several groups of youngsters

A

A

tie-up with a banking house was one of the
and adaptable features of the cam-

fruitful

paign.

Boys attending morning matinee of "School
Days."
Note school house erected in the
Sun lobby.

prominently

into

located

windows

where they ate

Boys ate Loose-Wiles Biscuits in various windows and drew marked attention to the advertising.

~<?
Wesley

BEDDEO

biscuits and advertised
the picture. Illustrations herewith give
additional high points.
It is

not reported that school vacation

had any important consideration in the
shaping of plans for the campaign. It
is none the less apparent that the season is exactly the proper one for effective exploitation of the feature.

Useful Precedents Established
Barry

window

imitator

seated

in

prominent

inviting boys to partake of exploita-

tion luncheon.

10* ANNIVERSARY SALE

In the Frudenfeld-Horne campaign a
number of useful precedents are presented. These may be adapted literally
and exactly by showmen in other cities.
It is suggested that a newspaper and
screen campaign stating that "School

Days" has been booked

•

B*

:

>:

.

JBk——

as an especially
suitable attraction for vacation time be
employed.
The youngsters will be
found keenly interested and active in
their anxiety to give every possible aid
in making the engagement a success.

Special display installed by one of the big department stores on a special occasion in its

Paraphrase

history.

"It is better to have advertised and
lost than not to have advertised at all."

Having advertised, you know that the
demand for what you had was insufficient.

Otherwise,

failure

is

fatal

to

ambition.

Lollypops were prizes in a guessing contest
conducted. Photo shows window containing
lollypops.

Double window display featuring Loose-Wiles
Biscuits and the Sun engagement of the

Warner production.

Rapid activity, although opposed to
(The action
comfort, suggests coolness.
of air upon bodies in motion accounts for
Summer entertainment should be,
that.)
above all, briskly presented.

NEWS PICTURES
\\TITH a

W

view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the

News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established

TROPHIES
BENEFIT
FILMS

Mayor John

Hylan

F.

of

Robert E. Sherwood, motion pic-

steps of the City Hall, pointed out
clearly the manner in which the
company's presentation of these
prizes operates to the improvement
of the newspicture. Mr. Hyan said

Fox News with

supplying

pictures of a superior stamp you
are not only gaining for yourself
these handsome prizes and the confidence of your executives, but you
are winning millions of additional

your

for

friends

product,

most rabid
THE
movies always make

critics

New

City,

"In

"GENUINE DRAMA
ture critic employed by "Life," wrote
the following at the top of his page
in the current issue of that paper:

awarding trophies to
four Fox News camera men on the

York

Fox

News."
The camera men awarded special
recognition of their efforts in the past
year are Russell Muth, Robert H. FarC. T. Kaho and Blaine Walker.
The committee designating the winners

row,

condemning them

tion in
their fondness
They find more

*

and dangerous in most inencouragement of staff members

office difficult

stances,

in this manner is patently beneficial to
exhibitors.
better newspicture is produced, naturally, by staff men interested
receipt of the
in their work beyond
weekly pay envelope. An inducement to
try for scoops is, in effect, an inducement
to give the exhibitor the best news film
obtainable.

A

men

Theatre

exploiting

the

news-

picture should give this awarding of
prizes space in their house organs. The
effect will be to increase public appreciation of the newspicture by giving an
insight into the mechanism of its production.
No issue of the theatre
periodical should be permitted to go to
press without at least one story calculated to increase interest in the newspicture element of the program.
*
*
*

mayor
that New York's
trophies gives additional
strength to the story.
Where newspaper people are properly impressed
with the newspicture's importance the
The

awarded

account

fact

the

should

be

accorded

deserved

news

reels.

in a picture of

Six-Masted Schooner Driven
Ashore in Record Gale, than in all

the Griffith masterpieces; they derive

more
Turf

interest from Morvich Wins
Classic as Thousands Cheer!—

The

Finish

Slow Motion! than

in

from any of De

Mille's exposes of the
shallow aristocracy.

To my
T can see what they mean.
mind, there has never been a film so
impressive or so inexpressibly stirring
as the Pathe News pictures of the
ceremonies at the Lincoln Memorial
on Decoration Day.

SHOWMEN
MERIT

*

Since the contents of the newspictures
must be determined principally by the
nature of news
field
staff,
the very
rendering conference with the home

the

;

for the

drama

of

one reservathey admit

a

was composed of Fox executives.
*

department.

this

AID
Close observers of Newspicture developments dating from the establishment
of this department have been impressed
with the part that the showman has had
in progress made. Exhibitors in every
section of the country have recorded their
beliefs that a great future is in store for
the news reel, backing up their assertions
with active endeavor calculated to accelerate improvement as concerns exploitation and presentation. Their enthusiasm

VS. FICTION

Fact, notoriously stranger than fiction,
is

regarded with corresponding interest.

In their treatment of newspictures, fundamentally fact, few showmen indicate
familiarity with that ancient but reliable
observation.

undergone little change.
Efkeep pace with the exhibitor
have been notable because of their rarity
rather than because of their scope or
tion has
forts to

significance.

While it is entirely in the nature of
things that the good showman, having
taken up the case of the newspicture,
will continue to increase its popularity
and to derive greater and greater revenue from its exhibition, it is clear that
he cannot under the existing circumstances progress with the swiftness that
active
cooperation
from newspicture
sponsors would make possible.
*

*

*

As

there was justification for criticism of theatre treatment accorded the
newspicture before this department was
established, and as there still is in some
quarters, so is there justification for
criticism

methods

of

employed

treatment prior to the time

it

is

in

its

placed in

Only by develthe exhibitor's custody.
oping the entire system of newspicture
demonstration to a high degree of efficiency is it possible to bring the screen
newspaper to its proper place among
film attractions.

After

All,

The

Theatre Governs
When

speeches are delivered and pretty
promises are forgotten, history shows, the
theatre governs production.
Since only
what the theatre wants can be sold, only

The newspicture, despite the striking
similarity it bears to the newspaper, is
entirely a motion picture product as regards sale and distribution. It is worthy
of the same careful attention that is given
to the sale and distribution of the five-

so far as it is possible to predetermine, is made.
It is wholly in the exhibitor's power to
make the news reel exactly what he wants
The report of S. I. Haney, Libit to be.
erty theatre, Des Moines, N. M., in last
"What
the Picture Did For Me"
week's
department, is a step in this direction that
every showman using newspictures should
follow. The report read:
"Selznick News No. 1033. I find that
with new features being added to this
news it is getting better all the time. This
number was especially good, a news
magazine. I find the Newspictures department in the "Herald" especially helpful in

dramatic production, the chapter play
or the comedy. Not all of the concerns
supplying news reels to the exhibitor
have followed a course indicating that
they are of this belief.

M FINAL EXTRA *

and

their

warrant more helpful
been forthcoming

efforts

cooperation than has
generally.

reel

*

*

that, in

—

advertising.

*

The exhibitor, selling the newspicture
to the public, has made rapid strides in

space.

FACT

exploitation and presentation during recent months.
Encouragement has been
forthcoming almost solely from this department.
The mechanism of news
pictures production, sale and distribu-

FOX NEWS,
tercollegiate

No. 77:
Yale

Race

—

Navy Crew Wins

In-

Harvard

on

Defeats

Pocahontas Dedicated
— Statute
Jamestown, Va. — High Commissioner Inspects
Native Troops at Jerusalem — North Carolina
Convention at Asheville.
Theatre Owners
Pageant —
Salt Lake City Sunday Schools
Moving House
Honeymoon
Spend
Paul Couple
Welcomes Shriners — Fox News
— Cheyenne Awarded
Prizes at New York — Duck
Camera Men

Thames

at

of

in

NEWSPICTURES

ARE ALWAYS
GOOD PICTURES

in
in

St.

Farmers Prepare for Heavy Summer Demand
Lord Lonsdale Judge at London Donkey Show

Thousands Apply for Telephone Service
—
Corondao, Cal.
Tokyo — Water Sports Carnival
in

at

(Concluded on page 50)
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WHEN

a politician can't think of

anything else to

he picks on motion picSenator Myers of Montana is the latest to
tures.
propose a strict censorship of films, pointing to recent
scandals among a few players as the need for it.
"He would add his hit," says the Chicago Tribune,
"to the growing tendency to make the world good by
law, regardless of personal judgment or the right of the
individual to decide between moral right and wrong."
The Tribune's editorial continues
"In other words,
the senator from Montana seeks the cooperation of the
senators from Iowa, Kansas, Texas and other states to
tell New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles what is or is
not sensual, sordid, prurient or risque. 'Upon what meat
doth this our Caesar feed, that he is grown so great?'
By what divine or political inspiration would he, his
associates, or the board of censorship which he would
form, choose between what is sensual and what is
esthetic, or between what is sordid and what is sadly
call attention to himself,

:

realistic

?

fact that a Montana rancher's son and a
Hester street waif in New York or a Townsend street
urchin in Chicago live, breathe and have their being in
an entirely different atmosphere, under entirely different influences, and with an entirely different knowledge
and view of life, is ignored. The fact that what might
be startling or even demoralizing for one would be
commonplace in the everyday life of the others is
spurned. The purpose is to bring every human being in
the United States under exactly the same influences
which apply to every other individual.
"It cannot be done. This is a vast country with
widely different local conditions, widely different habits
It
of life and thought, and widely different precepts.

"The

no more possible to make these divergent local condisame than it is possible to level the mountains
and turn the continent into a prairie. They ought not
to be the same. The varying conditions under which
our people live are what develop versatility of thought
and improvement. The man who makes his own deis

tions the

cision for right
made for him."

is

stronger than the

"THE FAST MAIL"

(Fox)

man who

whom

has

it

most theatre

goers will remember as a hair-raising Lincoln J. Carter
play, has reached the screen, and is quite as thrilling,
It is real
if not more so, than the old stage melodrama.
old-fashioned melodrama dressed up for 1922, a picture
that abounds in interest, thrills, and action, with Charles

Two

Jones and Eileen Percy as the central figures. A picture that should have a wide appeal and one that will
warrant extra exploitation.
"A TRIP TO
(Paramount)
is quite a novelty, showing as it does the inside work-

PARAMOUNTOWN"

ings of the mammoth studios of the Paramount
organization. Almost every one of the Famous PlayersLasky galaxy of stars is seen at work on a new picture.
It is in two reels and was directed bv Jerome Beatty.
"A SELF-MADE
(Fox) presents Wifliam
Russell in a Saturday Evening Post story, "Jack Spurlock, Jr."
It is the usual story of a rich man's son,
who is an idler, but who comes to the rescue when a
rival broker attempts to wreck his father's fortune. A
well-handled prize fight and several stirring Wall Street
scenes are its high points.

MAN"

"THE EYES OF THE MUMMY"

(Paramount)

brings Pola Negri to the screen in a rather unconvincing story of the Sahara desert. It contains a thin plot
and many stock situations. Emil Jannings in the role
of a fanatic gives the best performance of the piece.

"WHILE SATAN SLEEPS"
class

melodrama with good story

(Paramount)
interest.

is first-

Jack Holt

never appeared to better advantage than as the crook
who poses as a minister, to hide in a small town. It is
an adapted Peter B. Kyne story and very well acted and
directed.

"THE

WOMAN WHO CAME

BACK"

(Pathe)

the latest Playgoers Picture offered through Pathe.
highly emotional film with a distinctly English flavor,
concerning a butterfly maiden who is awakened to the
seriousness of life by the World War. Not a war picture, however.
Directed by Denison Cliff and enacted
by an all-English cast.
is

A

"LIFE'S

GREATEST QUESTION"

(R-C

Pic-

tures) is a stirring story of the Northwest, with Roy
Stewart, Louise Lovely and Dorothy Valegra in the
leading roles. It is based on the old theme "Should a
woman tell her husband of her past," and there is an
unusual though logical finish to the story. It was made
bv Harry Revier.
SEA" (First National) is Anita
"ROSE
Stewart's latest starring vehicle.
It is conventional
stuff for the most part, only saved from utter mediocrity
by a new turn at the end, in which the heroine marries
the father of the young man instead of the y. m.
Directed by Fred Niblo, from a story by Countess

OF THE

Barcvnska.

scenes from the C. B. C. Film Sales Corp. all-star feature, "More
J. Frank Glendon, Alice Lake and Rosemary

Pitied Than Scorned." Baby Josephine
Theby have important parts.

To Be

Adair,

JACK HOLT

ANITA STEWART IN

IN

WHILE SATAN SLEEPS

ROSE

(PARAMOUNT)

A

reels.

Don't pass up "While Satan Sleeps" if
your patrons like good stirring melodrama with strong human interest and a
Several times we
real story back of it.
feared it would lapse into the convenDirector Henabery hewed true
to the line and made a really enjoyable
drama of Kyne's splendid tale.
And Jack Holt. Never has he ap-

tional but

peared to better advantage than as the
crook who discovered faith in the hearts
least

expected

it.

The

fight

in the

saloon, the death of "Sadie" and

natural

and

lift

it

away above

manner

a

pleasing in

dance hall
a tough role;

the Sea" offers little
construction of startling situations.
It is rather conventional
for the most part, depending upon \he star
that

is

new

its principal appeal.
Miss Stewart;
does good work throughout and is given
able assistance by her husband. Rudolph
Cameron, Thomas Holding. Margaret
Landis, Kate Lester, Hallam Cooley.
J. P. Lockney and Charles Belcher.
The story concerns Rose Eton, who

for

A

Fritzie

grown
as

a

with

who

mint,

new

stool-pigeon,

a

to jail
is

in

but

by the mayor

is

saved

of

Pana-

search of a preacher for

He

goes to Panamint and
meets the good
as well as the bad element, and informs
his pal that the town bank can be entered with a can opener. The pal comes
to town and does the job, but "Slippery"
puts the money back.
The townspeople
gather to oppose the saloon element and
while the parson goes inside, the congregation lend him "moral support" outside.
"Slippery" is thrown out twice by the
burly saloon keeper but finally whips
him.
He is shot at by an enemy but
the bullet strikes Sadie, a dance hall girl,
and later she dies. An elder refuses to
permit the funeral from the church but
"Slippery" forces open the doors and after
church.

assumes

the

his

new

duties,

ceremony resigns as parson.

Bishop

who

has suspected he

is

The
an im-

poster comes to town and discovers
Slippery" is his own son. After he has
served the balance of his sentence he finds
happiness with his little sweetheart of
ranamint days.

street.

George

Horace

Lorimer's

delightful

short story, "Jack Spurlock, Jr.," makes
capital screen material and gives William
Russell one of the best vehicles this popu-

Fox star has had of late. The scenario
was prepared by Monte M. Katterjohn
and aside from a marked tendency to
make a pun of every subtitle, which becomes rather tiresome with too much

lar

delve

it

is

a

working up

too deeply into character.
of the detective, played by

role

broker,

and

who

goes

parties in his

A

scene

o* the Sea," with Anita
(First National.)

from "Rose
Stewart.

moustache as a disguise. Dressed
he becomes involved in a

from going

Wall

The
Harry

Gribbon, was a good piece of work.
Russell appears in the role of Jack
Spurlock, idle son of a rich Wall street

a minister

light

a

ft

very satisfying picture.

with a pal hides in the city until he has

in

smooth-running conto a logical and very
pleasing climax.
There is plenty of
action throughout the five reels and it is
well acted and well photographed. The
story is well told and holds the interest,
although no attempt has been made to

that im-

jail

fortune

repetition,

was very
P. Lockney

Sam" escapes from

father's

Action is brisk and Russell gives
a good performance.
Directed
by Rowland V. Lee, from a
"Saturday Evening Post" story.
Five parts.

tinuity

"The Mayor;" Betty Francisco properly prudish as "The Lamb;" and
Herbert Standing good as "The Bishop."
The piece was correctly staged and the
small town stuff conveyed the proper at"Slippery

its

who, when disowned by his irate
father, whips a prize fighter in
the ring and then saves his

o'

splendid as

mosphere.

type this is good entertainment. Story of a rich man's son,

in plot

girl,
J.

Of

Adapted from the book by Countess
Barcynska, "Rose

the average, because

pressed one with their sincerity.
Brunette,

(FOX)

rather labored story of the rise of
a poor working girl.
Moderate
entertainment value but should
please those who are particularly

logical sequences of the story

each was handled in a

A SELF MADE MAN

fond of this star. Technical details of production are all that
could be desired.
Directed by
Fred Niblo. Seven reels.

honors in this vehicle. Directed by Joseph Henabery. Six
stellar

he

THE SEA

O'

(FIRST NATIONAL)

Good melodrama, good story interest and good audience appeal in
this adapted Peter B. Kyne story
"The Parson of Panamint." Jack
Holt proved himself worthy of

of those

WILLIAM RUSSELL IN

comes

to

New York

to

work

in

a Fifth

avenue florist shop, following the death
of an old sea captain who rescued her
from a watery grave when a baby. She
meets Elliott Schuyler, a society man, and
one night while dining together he drinks
too much, falls and injures himself in the
She, thinking he is seriously
girl's room.
injured, rushes to his father and while

in for art, puts

studio

and

on wild

finally

brings
the wrath of his father upon his
head. The father cuts his allowance off,
goes fishing and leaves his business to
the guidance of a weak secretary. Hugo
Bonsall, son of a rival broker, engineers
a deal whereby he endeavors to gain control of the D. & G. Railroad, in which the
elder Spurlock has his money invested.
Jack, to earn money, agrees to fight a
two-round bout with a professional prize
fighter for $50, but when he whips the
pug, the gang chases him from the hall.
He then becomes a society reporter, and

down

while attending an affair at his former
home he learns of the deal young
Bonsall is engineering to ruin Jack's

explaining the circumstances, Elliott stagA warm
gers in and goes up stairs.
between Peter
friendship springs up
Elliott becomes
Schuyler and the girl.
involved in a gambling debt and threatens
from disgrace
is
saved
but
to kill himself
by a chorus girl friend who loans him
Peter Schuyler has Rose
the money.
established in the home of "Lady Maggie"
a friend of the family, and Lady Maggie
attempts to consummate a match between
Elliott and Rose, not knowing Peter is
However, the chorus
in love with her.
girl marries Elliott and Peter then declares his love for Rose.
The story has several novel twists and
the final adjustment of the love affairs
of all concerned lends conviction to the

fiancee's

story.

appears as a valet. Kato.

father.

He borrows enough money from

Anita Grey to stem the tide and whips

Hugo when
D.

&

he refuses to deliver Anita's
G. shares to her. His father's timely

arrival finds Jack in full charge and he
gives the happy couple his blessing.

While Russell appears to take an awful
beating in the ring he comes away withThe ring battle is well
out a mark.
staged. Renee Adoree appears in the role
of Anita Grey, and is a pleasing little
Mathilde Brundage gives a good
performance as Aunt Lydia; James Gordon is Jonas Spurlock; Richard Tucker
the son, Hugo Bonsall: John Cossar is
the elder Bonsall and Togo Yamamoto
figure.
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A TRIP TO

SPECIAL CAST IN

PARAMOUNTOWN
the history of the industry has an exhibitor been able to show
his patrons a galaxy of more than a score
of the most popular stars in the film
firmament in one picture -and that picture a two-reeler.
And probably never before has he had
an opportunity to present a short subject of more real entertainment value

(R-C

in

"A Trip
now being

than
is

mount exchanges.
"A Trip to Paramountown" is
maiden effort of Jerome Beatty as a
It was designed primarily
rector.

di-

to

demonstrate the vast resources of Famous Players-Lasky and to give theatregoers a glimpse into the magic land of
"Make Believe," where nothing is impossible and even dreams come true.
The picture opens with views of the

Paramount studios
and

in

at

Hollywood.

Long

Island City
Lewis.
Mitchell

Ethel Wales and Lucien Littlefield start
out on a "rubbering" jaunt through the
Hollywood studio, and during the halfhour journey see every star and director

on

the

Paramount

list,

many

of

the

scenes showing the screen idols at work
on scenes in many of the big pictures.
They first take a peep at Elsie Ferguson at work on her set and then drop in
on Alice Brady rehearsing a boudoir
The scene shifts to a polo field
scene.
where Tack Holt is shown leading a drive
In the magic garin his favorite sport.
den of "Make Believe" May McAvoy is
shown plucking eatables from a wonderful delicatessan tree and serving a dainty
lunch to Guy Oliver, Clarence Burton,
Helen Dunbar and Charles Ogle. Theodore Roberts, not invited to the party,
consoles himself with his newspaper and
inevitable cigar.
Within the studio the visitors see

Miles Minter,

in a swift-moving story of
Northwest.
It is a Harry
Revier production presented by
George H. Davis. Beautiful outof-door shots, good acting and
careful directing its outstanding
cast,

the

Tom Moore

points.

the

Mary

and Director

John S. Robertson filming a scene of
"The Cowboy and the Lady," while on
an adjoining set they see the classic features of Agnes Ayres coming into life as
a modern Galatea, aided and abetted by
Casson Ferguson and Sylvia Ashton.
The visitors are then whisked to the
desert where George Melford is directing
"Burning Sands." the opening scene
showing Wanda Hawley, Milton Sills and
Robert Cain, with a background of thousands of players.
In a courtyard set of George Fitzmaurice's production "To Have and to
Hold," Betty Compson is found dreaming
of the famous characters she has taken
in
"The Miracle Man," "The Green
Temptation," "The Bonded Woman," and
"The Little Minister," flashes of each of
the star's part being shown. Nearby Fitzmaurice is rehearsing Bert Lytell and
Theodore Kosloff in a fencing scene.
The "rubbering" tour continues
through the remainder of the studio and
in a clever connected story is shown
Thomas Meighan, Marion Davies, Dorothy Dalton, Anna Q. Nilsson, T. Roy
Barnes, Conrad Nagel, Julia Faye, Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels, Rodolph Valen-

Six reels.

Again presenting the problem, "should
woman tell her husband of her past
life," Director Harry Revier has built up
a strong and thoroughly convincing story
Question."
Most of
against beautiful back-

"Life's Greatest

the

action

is

grounds and rugged interiors, and exceptionally clear photography marks the
exterior scenes.

Roy

Stewart

makes

Dick

Osborne,

natural

and
Northwest

likeable

a

a

Mounted policeman.

It is one of the best
had in some time. Opposite
him appears Louise Lovely as Nan Cumberland, the woman with a past, and although a somewhat thankless role, she
gives it her best efforts. Dorothy Valegra, a newcomer, plays with considerable
grace and charm the role of the daughter,
and also Stewart's sweetheart.
Harry
Von Meter and Eugene Burr distinguish

roles he has

themselves

in

the

roles

of

Cumberland

and Carver, the villain, respectively.
Upon her wedding day Nan Cumberland is recognized by Private Dick Osborne of the Northwest Mounted police,
as the woman who had been present several years before in the cabin of John
Carver, when Dick had attempted to capShe explains to Osborne but
ture him.
does not to Cumberland her husband.
Carver interrupts the wedding but flees
from the scene and Osborne gives chase.
He eludes the Mounted policeman, however, and Cumberland suspects Dick is
in love with Nan, when he sees them talk-

ing together, although

Dick

is

engaged

to Dorothy.
Subsequently Osborne arrests Carver but not until he has wreaked

vengeance upon Nan. The happy ending
is brought about in the reunion of Dick
and Dorothy.

will please

audiences and

feature.

Based on the well-known story, "Sonia,"
picture should have a wide appeal to
lovers of highly dramatic and emotional picthis

has

tures.

It

but

made

is

American

a
of

distinctly

so-called

English

general

the

"society

flavor

formula of
dramas."

Evelyn Brent as "Sonia" and Clive Brook
as "David Standish" play the leading roles
and interpret them effectively. Miss Brent
especially stands out from the rest of the
cast and gives a bit of realism to one
scene in a roadhouse which might evoke
the

shears

of

the

stricter

Gray Murray, Hetta

censors.

M.

and George
Travers are acceptable in minor roles.
Standish is a self-made American, who
works his way through an English preparatory school and later Oxford, and inciBartett,

dentally wins the promise of marriage from
Sonia, the daughter of a wealthy English
family.
Sonia is a social butterfly, however, and Standish's strict code of morals
estranges them. She receives a shock when
one of her fast friends attempts to assault
her in a Bavarian roadhouse and then deserts her, when he hears war has been
declared.
Standish helps her escape from
Germany but leaves her to enlist in the
English army.
Her brother is killed and
The tragedy
Standish blinded in action.
sobers her and she marries Standish in
spite of his misfortune.
Despite the background of the World
War, there are no battle scenes and the
picture is in no sense a "war picture."
There are many points offering opportunity
to the ad writer and exploitation man.

WILLIAM DESMOND

IN

PERILS OF

in 1867, when for
$7,200,000 cash, the formal transfer at
From this
Sitka, Alaska, took place.
point the story moves along swiftly and
concerns the love of Jack Merrill, ar
Englishman, for Olga Basanof, daughtei
of a wealthy Russian trader, who excite:
the jealousy of Ivan Petrof, a suitor fo
Merrill is kidnaped b;
Olga's hand.
Ivan's men "and thrown, bound an*
Indians com
gagged, into a canoe.
upon the canoe and he is saved fror
death bv the daughter of the chief of th

some interesting character-

prove a strong drawing addition to any

Directed by Denison
Six parts.

American ownership

ization.

Paramountown"

action being confined principally
to England.

With a splendid cast, numbering William Desmond, Ruth Royce, Laura LaPlante, Clark Comstock and Jos Girard,
Universal's new serial "The Perils of the
Yukon," promises to be an instructive as
well as an entertaining romance.
The first chapter, "Fangs of Jealousy,"
introduces a bit of history concerning the
transferring of Alaska by Russia to

Swanson, Leatrice
Jeanne Macpherson, Lois Wilson
and George Fawcett, each at work on a

While there may be some question as
to the advisability of disillusioning the
picture public by letting them know too
much of the "inside" of picture making,
there is little question but that "A Trip to

ground of the World War. There
are no war scenes, however, the

THE YUKON

tino, Lila Lee, Gloria

in

highly emotional film with a distinctly English flavor. The story
of a butterfly girl who sobers into
a woman is told against the back-

(UNIVERSAL)

Joy,

scene or

A

Cliff.

a

in

CAME BACK
PATHE

Stewart, Louise Lovely and
Dorothy Valegra, very pleasingly

to Paramountown," which
distributed through Para-

1922

WOMAN WHO

PICTURES)

Roy

—

15,

SPECIAL CAST IN

.

GREATEST
THE
QUESTION

LIFE'S

(PARAMOUNT)
Never before

July

CONRAD VEIDT
spectacular

Austin

J.

the star of "Evil" the

production

Demeree.

sponsored

by

The first two episodes are we
photographed and very well acted.
tribe.

•

first-rate serial.

July
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EYES OF THE
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IN

MUMMY

(PARAMOUNT)
Not much

to this latest importation with the famous Negri in the
role of a daughter of the Sahara
who is brought to England to
captivate society. There is nothing brilliant about the story and
it

is

full of

trite titles.

The

stock situations and
Five reels.

principal thing

"The Eyes

of the

you have

Mummy"

is

crazy.

travelers

or
is

Just why they seek this
the strange effect on the
not exactly clear.

why

Pola Negri is the Egyptian girl who
hides behind the mummy's mask and does
the bidding of a religious fanatic.
Emil
Jannings is the eccentric desert character Radu who hypnotizes Marah, the
role assumed by Miss Negri.
The other
players are not given in the cast nor is
the director mentioned. It is just as well
The
as neither distinguish themselves.
scenes of English society life are quite
laughable.

Albert Vernon, an English engineer,
hears of a strange desert shrine in Egypt
guarded by a fanatic Radu. He buys a
horse and alone sets out to investigate
the god of Ug-Balak. The fanatic shows
him the interior of the tomb and points
whose eyes open and close.
to a
A fight follows with Radu and Vernon
knocks him out. In the interior of the
shrine Vernon finds Marah, the girl of

mummy

mummy.

She had been kidnapped
years before by Radu and is used to
frighten visitors away from the shrine by
the

Vernon takes Marah

the eye trick.

to

England and after teaching her Western
ways marries her. Radu recovers and is
befriended by Lord Evertson, a British
Marah
explorer and taken to England.
goes upon the stage and Radu, from a
box, fixes his gaze upon her and she falls
in a faint.
Lord Evertson buys a portrait
of Marah and invites Vernon and his wife
Marah sees Radu in a
to his home.
mirror and becomes ill. The portrait is
found slashed to pieces and fearing for
the safety of his wife, Vernon rushes to
his home to find Radu has committed
She resuicide after attacking Marah.

covers, however, and Vernon and
go to Egypt on their honeymoon.

Marah

Returns from Location
On Marion Davies Film
Phil Carl, assistant to Robert G.
nola, director of
Knighthood

"When

Vig-

Was

Flower," Marion Davies' new Cosmopolitan production, has just returned from
Heavy
location at Rifton Falls, N. Y.
in

rains

made shooting

A

This

is

a ripping, roaring

Lincoln

J.

Carter

— yet

stuff,

yet

the June
24th issue of
credit was given to Penryn

The

Herald,
Stanlaws and

"supervising the
George Melford
production and Messrs. Stanlaws and
Buchanan had no connection with it.
This

was

is

/^\NE day

week

last

Carter,

J.

the

famous Lincoln

widely as a
experienced, him-

celebrated

manufacturer of

thrills,

self, a real thrill.

At the

invitation of the

Fox Film

corporation Mr. Carter attended an exhibition of a picture version
of his widely known melodrama, "The
Fast Mail," at the Lyric theatre, New
York City, and he found there, disclosed

upon the

screen, just the sort of a pro-

duction he would have liked to have given
his story, but which was never possible
until

ture

real

It is a

picture that abounds throughout in interest, thrills,
action, and its appeal should be as broad as the land.

and

a part which he must have liked and
which he is certain to be liked.

A

in

very satisfactory blond objective for

Mr. Jones' sensational exploits is Miss
Eileen Percy who is very Southern, confiding, loyal and all else that the part requires. Adolph Menjou is an agreeably
obnoxious villain and if he keeps right in
the track he followed on "The Fast Mail"
he very likely will become one of our
best hated figurantes in pictures. The
other principals in the cast which includes

William Steele, Harry Dunkinson and
Jim Mason are quite acceptable.
This young and coming Bernard Durn-

the almost omnipotent motion pic-

came

along.

To

say that Fox's "The Fast Mail" is
real "movie stuff" might be cheapening
it in the minds of people who only associate this term with unpretentious efforts.

But

is

it

real

movie

stuff

and there

is

nothing cheap about it; it is, in fact, a
production that can grace with dignity
the screen of any theatre, yet it is a play
made up of the very fundamentals of popular entertainment full of action, adventure, thrill and heart interest.

—

Doubling the value of the picture
it

is

itself,

a subject so replete with exploita-

any person with a
imagination can readily devise
and invent
wealth of advertising aids
that will certainly mean bigger business.
The original story of "The Fast Mail,"
which has been pictured with few modifications, is a familiar tale of early Mississippi, her sports-loving and courageous
tion possibilities that

trace

of

a.

people.

The

central incident

men's horse race and

its

is

a gentle-

attendant plot

against the hero. In the telling many
sensational bits of action rire resorted to,
including
nerve-wracking
leaps
onto
speeding trains, the explosion of a river
steamer and the burning of a hotel building.

The hero who stakes his bodily welfare
for a picture thrill on several occasions
Charles Jones, one time the Fox's
is
plainsman, Buck Jones. He is eminently
satisfactory and proves that in certain
respects training on a ranch is equally as
important as training in a studio for a

motion picture actor. He is a two-fisted,
hard-fighting and hard-riding sort of a
person and in "The Fast Mail" he found

Correction

Thomas Buchanan

—

sane melodrama. It
dressed up for 1922.

all

A

scene from William Fox's adaptation of
the Lincoln J. Carter play, "The Fast
Mail."

ing who is credited with the direction is
entitled to especial mention. He has done
a splendid job with the famous Lincoln

Carter story and if he missed anything
of importance in the story, the loss never
will be noticed. Several highly important
action scenes are handled in a thoroughly
creditable manner. The fire scene is far
above the ordinary and his horse race is
one of the most interest-compelling and
exciting that has ever been filmed.
"The Fast Mail" looks to us like a
bright day for the exhibitors' calendar.
J.

difficult.

Through error in writing the review on
"The Woman Who Walked Alone," in

picture."

(FOX)

to sell in

seek the particularly isolated spot where
the mummy is located and which drives

men

THE FAST MAIL

Pola Negri,

although the best performance of the feature is that of Emil Jannings.
An attempt has been made to work up a great
mystery interest, concerning a strange
mummy whose eyes stare at those who

mummy

SPECIAL CAST IN

for
a

Christie Starts Production

On New

Season's Output

Al Christie has started active production on his new series of twenty two-reel
comedies which are to be issued by Educational from August this year to July,
1923.
His first comedy has Dorothy De-

vore and George Stewart playing the
leading roles.
Messrs. Gaumont have announced acquisition of the Christie comedies for the
United Kingdom for another year. Gaumont's have handled the Christie pictures
in the British Isles since their inception
a number of years ago.

—

-
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July
"Omar

ted line to play in

Guy

supporting

With

the Procession in
By Harry

Productions about to be screened by the
producer. Ray H. Leek, former Metro
publicity chief, is serving in the capacity
of production manager for this and the succeeding pictures of the series now being
roll

girl

i
through a special committee
organized here the Screen Writers'
Guild of the Author's League of America,
has started a sweeping investigation of correspondence schools of photoplay writing.
Criminal proceedings may result from the
investigation, members cf the guild stated.
With Grant Carpenter as chairman the
committee is collecting information regarding the manner in which some of the
schools for would-be photoplay writers are
being conducted.
*

*

*

Angeles the 12-year-old little girl has become the daughter of Cecil B. DeMille and
his wife, Constance A. DeMille.
Katherme's father was a Canadian soldier, who
lost his life during the war.
Her mother
died in Los Angeles in 1920.
*

*

*

*

*

a

woman

companion,

and a truck driver were seriously injured
in a motor car accident on the Coast Hightruck collided with
way near Calabasas.
Beery's machine. The actor sustained cuts
and bruises which necessitated his remaining on the operating table for two hours.
* * *

A

Little Katherine Lester has ceased to be
By virtue of a decree of
a war orphan.
adoption made in Superior Court in Los

WRAY PHYSIOC
WRAYPHYSIOCPROD.,
8

W. 47th

Inc.

Street

1907

-

-

1922

character

woman

Partial

List

of

Past

Productions:

Hearts of Oak

The Better Way
The Dividing Line
The Grip of Jealousy
The Black Opal
The Open Road
Born Again
Serge Panine

The

*

*

Spirit of Jealousy

Hearts of Gold

The Way Back
The Fleur-de-lis Ring
His Mother's Home
Her Slumbering Conscience
The Deacon's Son

to
*

*

contract to

*

be announced
*

cable to the Goldwyn studio from Director Maurice Tourneur says that he and
members of "The Christian" company sailed

from

England June

21.

*

*

*

Universal has purchased and will release

"The Exile," an all-star picture made by
Irving Cummings, according to an announcement from Irving G. Thalberg, director-general of Universal City.
The picture was made at Universal City
in elaborate exteriors and interiors of the
film city ranging from grand ball rooms
to magnificent South Sea Island jungle sets.
Gladys Brockwell plays the chief feminine role, Mahlon Hamilton is the leading

man, Stuart Holmes is the heavy and Kate
Price is cast in a motherly role.

later.

*

Felton Pidgin's famous story which is to
be filmed at the Metro studios under direction of Clarence Badger.
*

*

*

A

NEWSPICTURES

John Bowers has been selected by Metro
to portray the title role in the S-L production of "Quincy Adams Sawyer," Charles

*

*

(.Concluded from page 45)

— Kansas

City Canine Mother's 13 Pups

away Wins $50,000 Kentucky

— Whisk-

Special.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Jack Coogan, Sr., announces he will create more production units in the near future.
The elder Coogan has two producing
companies at work now at United Studios.
*
*
*
Sylvia Ashton is the first member of the
cast to be selected to support Billie Dove
in her initial Metro starring picture, "Country Love," which Emile Chautard will direct.

No. 51: Police
Chief in Convention at Frisco Test Lie Detector
Texas Girls Are Like Siamese Twins —
Ranier Park, Washington, Opened Whiskaway
Wins Kentucky Special Fire Destroys Motor

—

—
— (Territorial SpeNo. 52:
Civil War
Ireland — John Barrymore Bids Wife Farewell as She
Europe— Mae Marsh Goes Abroad — Ambassador Returns
England — Boston Swimmer Tows Seven
Boat — British Aviator Leaps From Burning
Plane
Safety.— World's Smallest Man Meets
World's Largest Woman
Venice, Cal. —
Feature French Turf Classic — Exclusive Pictures

—

Speedway

at

San Carlos,

Cal.

cials.)

in

Sails

for

to

in

to

at

Mary Miles Minter

starts work early in
July under direction of Charles Maigne on

"The Cowboy and

the Lady."

Sherwood MacDonald production

way with

is

un-

the

first of the Gloria Joy
which are scheduled for
the forthcoming year.
The story is by
Douglas Bronston and in the cast are Gordon Sackville, Marie Van Tassell, Dixie
Lamont, Dick Gordon, Edward Saunders,
Glenn Gordon, and Harry Belmour.
**

Fairfax

w

Hf

been engaged to
Billie Dove, the 19-

has

write especially for
year-old New York girl, who is making
her debut on the screen as a Metro star in
"The Girl in the Gilded Cage."
* * *
for
former
director
Closland,
Famous Players and Selznick corporations,
will film "The Face in the Fog," one of the
famous "Boston Blackie" stories by Jack
Boyle, well-known newspaperman.
* * *

Alan

As

the introductory scene for "Timber,"
his first independent unit production for
Louis B. Mayer, Reginald Barker has secured a splendid shot for the late Theodore Roosevelt delivering his famous speech
on the preservation of the forests.

Robert E. Hewes, Hollywood newspaper
dramatic writer, has sold serial rights of
"Maria San Ramon" to Metropolitan magazine.

*

*

*

Cameras are now grinding on "Broken
at
the Goldwyn studios, after
months of preparation.
Chains"

*

*

*

Patsy Ruth Miller has signed on the dot-

Spills

Death Defying Trip Into Crater of Vesuvius.
KINOGRAMS No. 2158: Whiskaway Wins
Kentucky Special Confederate Vets Cheer Harding at Washington Navy Crew Wins Intercollegiate Race
Yale Defeats Harvard Follies Ballet
Rehearses at Brighton Beach Pogo Tournament at Westbury, N. Y. Boston Swimmer
Tows 1,436 Pounds Five Miles Conan Doyle
and Family Sail President of Mine Workers
Confers With Secretary of Labor Walter Hagen
Wins British Open Woman Nominated for U. S.
Senator in Minnesota Primary Star Hawaiian
Swimmer Visits Los Angeles Shriners See Bathing Girl Revue at Idora Park, Cal.
No. 2159:
Launch U. S. S. "Detroit"—
Shipping Board Burns Two Vessels for Salvage
of

—

—

features, twelve of

Marion

A

*

now under

Phil Goldstone announces the cast for
his special production, "Deserted at the
Altar" as including Bessie Love, Tully
Marshall, Wade Botelar, William Scott, Eulalie Jensen, Frankie Lee, and a well-known

der

NEW YORK CITY

*

is

Windsor
Goldwyn.

filmed.

*

Julius Stern.

with only slight bruises.

Wallace Beery,

*

Plans to send Alf Goulding with a company to Yosemite to "shoot" his next comedy for Century are being worked out by

Claire

Congressman N. W. Howard of Alabama, author and star of the forthcoming
Cosmopolitan Film Company's production
of "The Bishop of Ozark," and other members of the company suffered a narrow escape from death when a stone quarry on
which they were .working near San Fernando caved in. All managed to escape

the Tentmaker,"

Bates Post.
* * *

William A. Seiter, whose name is a familiar one to picture theatre goers, will direct the first of the new series of Ray Car-

Los Angeles

Hammond Beall
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University of California Suffers in Blaze Toledo
Bike Riders Hit Fast Clip Minneapolis School

—

—

Has Sixteen Sets of Twins Sketchogram British Ambassador Leaves for England
H. M. Lord
Succeeds C. M. Dawes as Director of Budget
Congressman
ment Helen

—

Screen
Visits

J.

—

W. Fordney Announces

Retire-

Lynch, New Film Player, Seeks
Name— Ex-Senator Cole, 100 Years Old,
New York— (Territorial Specials.)

PATHE NEWS

No.

Whislcaway Wins

52:

Opens
— Hague Conference
— Herrin,
Mine War Ends — New York Teaches Children
Lake
Farming — Beach Mermaid Performs
Hopatoong — Germany's Foreign Minister AssasSchusinated — Pussyfoot Johnson
— Mme. DeCalifornia

Kentucky

Special

Build Dirigible at Lakehurst, N.

III.,

J.

at

Sails

man-Heink Awarded University of
gree Minnesota Nominates Woman for Senate
A. F. of M. Meets at Cincinnati Navy Crew
Wins Intercollegiate Races.

—

—

SELZNICK NEWS

man Returns

No.

—

1052-c:

Mischa

El-

Whiskaway Wins Kento U. S.
Special Jane Addams, Chicago, Selected
Snow in Washingas Greatest Woman in U. S.
ton National Park Yale Defeats Harvard on
Thames Germany's Foreign Minister AssassinShriners in Convention See Bathing Sports
ated
Herrin, 111., Scene of Mine War Minnesota
Nominates Woman for Senate -Motorized Canoes
tucky

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Give New Boating Thrills.
No. 1053-c:
Play Auto Pushball

at

Toronto-

Gobs Adopt Baby Seal at San Diego— Americans Frolic in Paris Carnival Washington Acts
to End
Coal Strike Police Chiefs Test Lie
Detector Follies Ballet Rehearses at Brighton
Beach Tokyo Archery Contest Historical Event
Christy Mathewson on Road to Recovery
Theda Bara to Return to Screen James M. Cox
Sails for Europe.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Forecast
Trade Paper Editors

By

Is

These editorials were written at the request of Associated First Xational Pictures
appear in a symposium reflecting the opinions of the editors of the trade press
on the conditions facing the industry. Martin J. Quigley's editorial is published
on page 19.
to

Prospects

Business

Brighter Now
Says ARTHUR JAMES
Editor,
*•

winter for the exhibitor

first

of stock taking.

fall

and

and then

producer and distributor are
brighter now than they were before the
period of depression.
Business should
return to what we have come to know as
normal, which means normally large
profits, because we are justified in expecting a return of heavy attendance by reathat are in

market.

The

view for the coming

by
the producer

exhibitor will

these conditions

and so

will

The

Will there be a shortage of features?
There will be a shortage of features of
the kind that bring people into the theatres, but there will be plenty of pictures
available, particularly in view of the fact
that the revival habit has now fastened
itself

on the business.

There

is

every

prospect that we will have more fine pictures this year than ever before, but we
will not have enough to fill the demand
and a choice must be made after the big
features are taken care of, as there will
remain a number of middle grade products. In this choosing the exhibitor must
use his

own judgment

as a

showman and

once he has chosen must get back of his
entertainments and work in their behalf
to sell them to his patrons.
A decided improvement is unquestionably under way in the entertainment
quality of pictures, but we have a long
distance to go before conditions may be
regarded as fully satisfactory in this respect.

production has been
It has
beneficial in only one respect.
lessened the number of poor pictures, and
there naturally will be a great demand
for those which have been made, espeCurtailment

The "game," meaning

But there "ain't no game anyat all.
more. " And there's no hope now for the
For the man with
firm without figures.
figures there's the best job the industryhas to offer.
Business in general is going to be good

make him

a profit

week

in

and week

out,

and he cannot depend for his revenues
merely on big specials. The cost of the
big special makes his margin of profit
smaller unless his business is tremendous,
and tremendous business is hard to main-

week after week.
There has been a turn for the better
pictures because the entire industry

tain

in
is

this

JOHNSTON

A.

Editor, Motion Picture

AT ews

" 'Would an angel, going from one place to anpass

to

through

the

intervening

space?'

"Today

the business world

automobiles,

tires,

moving

is

full

of

angels

pictures, electric

utili-

and other giant industries, that have gone

from a shoestring to a capitalization of millions
without passing through the intervening space.
They have not learned the lessons that slower
and more staple industries have had to learn

I

borrow the above quotation from an
have just read beto ring the bell on
this industry today.

"to discipline" our-

bit

of depression just behind us
also of business atonement,

way ?
The

first

year.

To

Business Forecasts at a Glance
MARTIN

J. QUIGLEY, Editor, Exhibitors
period has been reached."

*

*

Herald—"The end

#

ARTHUR JAMES,

of the

panic

—

Editor, Moving Picture World "The business prospects
for the fall and winter for the exhibitor first and then for the producer
and distributor are brighter now than they were before the period of depression."
*

WILLIAM
eral

and

is

*

*

Motion Picture News— "Business in gengoing to be good this fall. We'll hit normal times this December
1923 there'lr be a boom that will descend to normal again in
A.

JOHNSTON,

Editor,

in
1924-25."

*

L.

*

*

—

Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review "The coming fall and
winter will usher in the greatest season of normal prosperity the industry

W. BOYNTON,

has ever known."

*

*

*

—"According

to the great business minds
under way, can be looked
of the country a decided improvement, already
the United States this comfor in a general economic way throughout

JACK ALICOATE, The Film
ing

fall

and winter."

Daily

of

run theatres use only 250 a
furnish these picked features,
production has got to supply, say, 450.
Then there are the later run theatre zones

selves.

The period
was a period

least

—

lessons in selling, promotion, dealer co-operation,
advertising.
Everything they have done has been
successful, because nothing they could do could
stop their growth.
They have missed the discipline that comes from making mistakes and learning by them."

impressive booklet I
cause it seems to me
the general status of
We are beginning

the

It's

—

this:

have

isn't

hard to make
a motion picture man feel optimistic with
a summer slump—and a mighty tough
But the
one staring him in the face.
business revival is on. We'll hit normal
times this December and in 1923 there'll
be a boom that will descend to normal
again in 1924-25. We've got three solid
years of prosperity just ahead of us.
Did anyone miss that American Telephone and Telegraph chart in the June
If
3rd issue of Motion Picture News?
It's the most definite
so turn back to it.
and impressive business forecast I have
ever seen based upon sound sense and
information and lots of each.
Will there be a shortage of pictures
this year?
I don't think so now.
There has been, of course, a long and
pronounced slump in production, but the
studios are speeding up and we are hearing a lot about independent production.
How many features do we need, any-

hundred years ago a bunch of theological
sharps sat around debating such questions as

other,

There

fall.

question about that.

nJJIYE

cially

continue to be the important factor. The
exhibitor must have pictures that will

the prodigal rush

of a new business, used to yank along the
exhibitor, distributor and producer who
ran his business with loose figures or

Now On

Is

in

those which are of show quality.
The coming season will have many big
specials, but the program picture, on
which the exhibitor must depend, must

how we need

Great guns!

Figures!

fig-

figures.

them

Business Revival

WILLIAM

Says

ties

the general public.

has come
of doing

none

benefit

and distributor, as a matter of course, but
none of the three elements will benefit if
the pictures are expected to sell themselves first to the trade and secondly to

it

era

—by

known

ures,

As we have stated before, the industry's
chief thing to do is the shelving of poor
pictures that drive away customers from
the box office.
When this problem is
solved the majority of the industry's difficulties will disappear as a mist before
the morning sun.

son of the large number of attraction pictures

out of

new

things by the business yardstick-

the

for

And

beginning of a

the

entertainment.

Moving Picture World

THE business prospects for the

looking upward and forward. There is
an appreciation of the public demand for
clean and yet tremendously interesting
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where two or three competing theatres

demand from

twelve

features a
week. But it must be remembered that
these late run houses are always catching
up on the overproduction that has always
existed before; also they take reissues.
And again new and already released pictures will be held back this summer both
because of the season and because of
closed houses.
six

to

From September

— six

1st,

months

1921,

— 323

March

to

features were
released, or at the rate of G26 a year.
If we have five hundred new features
this year this supply will meet the demand; and this number is one-third less

1922

1st,

than we produced each year before this
Will the pictures be good ones? that's
the main question.
And it's a bigger
question this year than ever before.
Reduced production will prove a blessing.
Exhibitor, distributor and producer

—

will all feel the

good

effects of

it.

Over-

production is bad all around. When the
market is overcrowded pictures kick each
other along too fast.
Many good ones
don't get the play-they deserve. And the
producer and distributor don't bear this
loss alone; the exhibitor pays it, must
pay it, in higher rentals for what he does
play.

Fewer pictures will permit of intensive
advertising effort. And that's just exactly
as important as good pictures.
There's
got to be a big improvement here.
havfe more assurance of good pictures than
we have of good advertising. The best
picture is no good if the public doesn't
know it's good. Advertising is the genius
of this business and yet it is less developed than other factors.

We

Fall

Will

Usher

In

Prosperity
Says L. W. BOYNTON
Editor, Exhibitors Trade

TN

commenting on

Review

the general condition
and outlook of the industry, let me begin by pointing out that Exhibitors'
Trade Review recently completed a sur-

July

vey of the theatre field, which uncovered
an almost unanimous belief on the part

to public

exhibitors that the coming fall and
winter will usher in the greatest season
of normal prosperity the industry has
ever known.
This survey was made first-hand by
our correspondents in all parts of the
country, and is a significant index to the
real situation.
Many sections reported
the usual summer slump. A greater number than might have been expected,
however, showed absence of theatre closing; and in several territories actual improvement in business over that recorded
in the preceding few months was noted.
With regard to shortage of features, it
is my belief that there is always a shortage of first-class features. The present
curtailment in production, however, does
not necessarily mean that the shortage
in the coming season will be any greater
On the other hand, it will
than usual.
probably be less, because the producer

American people.

of

today is making a more strenuous effort
than ever before to give the exhibito-pictures of the highest box-office type.
The big special is being developed
more and more. That is an inevitable
outcome of the first-run system under
which the industry is operating. There
is, however, still a place for the so-called
program picture. I believe the present
tendency is toward specialization. And
I see no reason why there should not be
specialization in the program picture as
well as in the special and the short sub-

ful

15,

1922

demand; more and more mindresponsibilities toward the

our

of

Because we need the active co-operation of the public more than we need
single thing, we also need
healthy co-operation within the industry
itself.
Unless all the signs are wrong, we
are entering an era of reaj co-operation
with the public and with ourselves.
And that fact, above all others, makes
me a thoroughgoing optimist about the
industry's future.

any other

Readjustment Period
Is Behind Us
Says

JACK ALICOATE
of The Film Daily

A

CCORDING

** minds

to the great business
of the country, a decided im-

provement, already under way, can be
looked for in a general economic way
throughout the entire United States this
coming fall and winter.
The period of readjustment is practically behind us.
All lines of business are

showing healthy reaction and with
communities that have been hit with

the
the

It does not necessarily follow that because production has been curtailed there
will be a demand that cannot be suitably
The point is not quantity of picfilled.
tures, but quality. I see no reason to believe that the supply will be so short that

so-called depression again prosperous it
cannot help but reflect in increased prosperity for the live, aggressive exhibitor.
The picture business is not unlike other
It is based,
lines in its fundamentals.
industries, primarily,
like other great
upon the law of supply and demand. Experience has shown us that the great
ninety per cent of the American public
must have clean, wholesome, cheap

any theatre will have to close for the
want of a picture to show. What the ex-

amusement, and nothing so adequately
fills that demand as the motion picture.

box-office pictures. Give
him those in consistent measure and
he will solve the question of longer runs
naturally and without any great difficulty.
Unquestionably, there has been a general turn for the better in pictures within
The whole situation, of
the past year.
course, hinges upon the attitude of the
public toward the industry. I believe we
are becoming more and more responsive

Increased patronage means increased
prosperity for 'the exhibitor, which in
turn is reflected to the distributor from
whom he must buy, and is again carried
on in turn to the source of supply, or
producer.
Production for the past nine months
has been at a low ebb. This condition is
not without its beneficial results, as it has
brought a market of overproduction back
to normal, decreased production costs all
along the line and weeded out a lot of
sharp-shooting producing elements that
were no more than leeches to the indusProduction is under way again with
try.
producers which
all of the prominent
should mean an ample amount of product
With the vast
for the coming season.
amount of foreign product to draw from
in case of emergency, I cannot see a
shortage of product for this fall and

ject.

hibitor

is

after

—

is

—

winter.

Twenty-one Circuits Book
New Roland-Pathe Serial
Theatres of twenty-one circuits and
other first-run houses have booked
the latest Pathe-Ruth Roland serial, "The
Timber Queen," which is published on

many

July

1G.

The

circuits are:

—
—

New York

Consolidated. Fox.
City
Brecher; Chicago Lubliner and Trinz,
Ascher Brothers, Schoenstadt; AtlantaLynch Enterprises, Southern Enterprises;
Dallas Foy, Southern Enterprises; Philadelphia and Eastern Pennsylvania
Chamberlain; New Bedford,
Stanley,
Mass. Allen; Scranton and E. PennsylInternaComerford; El Paso
vania
Koolar; New Orleans
tional; St. Louis
and South Saenger; New Orleans, La.—
Sobel. Richards and Shear; Charlotte, N.
Southern Enterprises; Honolulu, T.
C.
Consolidated American Company;
H.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

——

New York— M. &

S. Circuit.

July
Six
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Broadway Theatres
Mermaid Comedies
During Week of July

Fox Will Honor

Play

any

Without

campaign,

advance

it such, the week
"Mermaid Comedy Week"

even intention of making
of July

2

is

on New York's
Broadway. A record that has never
been approached
before has been
set by Educational Film Ex-

changes,

Inc.,

with the booking
of

five

different

Mermaid

come-

dies in six houses,

which are showing the pictures
simultaneously.

Four

of the

pictures are these
Jack White pro-

Jack White

ductions: "Rapid Fire," "Spooks!" "DanThe fifth,
ger" and "Step This Way."
"Rolling Stones," features Lloyd Hamilton.

"Rapid Fire"
Capitol

on the program at the
which is also showing

is

theatre,

another Educational Picture, "The One
Man Reunion," the latest of the series of
Wilderness Tales by Robert C. Bruce.
The Strand theatre is running "Spooks!"
"Danger" has been at the Criterion for a
week and is held over another week. The
Rivoli has "Step This Way." The Hamilton picture, "Rolling Stones," is running
at both Loew's State and Loew's New
York Roof.

Two

Universal Specials

Booth Tarkington's story of American

"The

life,

Flirt,"

trans-

three-fourths

is

lated to the screen.

Hobart Henley

is di-

Universal City
Universal-Jewel production.
Helen Jerome Eddy, Eileen Percy.
Lloyd Whitlock, Edward Hearn, Harold
Goodwin, William Welsh, Buddy Messenger, George Nichols and others have
recting the filming of

as an

it

Contest
Alfred Cheney Johnston, Walter J. Moore,
Muller, William A. Page are Judges
That "Nero," the William Fox
be

to

published

at

all-star

principal roles.

"The Kentucky Derby" is in its last
King Baggot is nearing completion

during

special,

season of
1922-23, may be the best "papered" picture in the country, a prize poster contest, to be judged by some of the foremost artists and art critics in the country,
has been arranged by Mr. Fox. Prizes
will be awarded to the amount of $500.
To the artist submitting the best poster,
the film producer has offered a prize of
$250. The second prize will be $100; third,
the

$75; fourth, $50, and fifth, $25.
The full
of the original awards will be
given to tying contestants.
The drawings may be submitted in black and
white or in color.
The committee selected to judge the
merits of the submitted drawings will

amount

be Charles Dana Gibson, Alfred Cheney
Johnston, Walter J. Moore, J. P. Muller
and William A. Page.
Although the contest was started only
a few days ago, several hundred artists
have submitted ideas, or have signified
their intention of entering the competition.

Under the

rules of the contest an}'

amateur may submit drawings. The contest will close on August 1.
"Nero," which is about to enter the
ninth week of its pre-release engagement
at the Lyric theatre, Broadway, New
York City, has received the unanimous
acclaim of

Are Nearing Completion

Artist Creating

Best Poster Publicizing "Nero"
Closes on August 1— Charles Dana Gibson,

2
or

New York

newspapers.

Universal-Jewel

the

all-star

"The Town That Forgot God," anFox Film Corpora-

other special which

announces for publication during
the season of 1922-23, is said to possess
a universal appeal in its delineation of
the small American city and its folk. The
the
entirely
with
production
deals
provincial community.
Salient among the "set" features of
this special is the spectacular flood scene
tion

special

Revue Gives Main Street

That

intensity gained primarily from its situations and general plot and does not seek

fundamentally to startle with

Elaboration

detail

by Emmett
teristic has
in "A Fool

has

always

specials directed

J. Flynn, and this characbeen more than emphasized

There Was," which was com-

pleted recently at the Fox West Coast
studios in Hollywood and will be published during the season of 1922-23.
Flynn, who firmly established his name
as a great director with his work on "A

Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court" and "Monte Cristo," spent more
than $75,000 in material and labor utilproduction.
its dramatic value, the new
feature has many points of vital interest, especially to those who admire
beautiful homes and expressive interior
decorations. At a cost of approximately
$15,000, the library, dining room, living
room, grand stairway and nursery of a
millionaire's home have been built
the
residence of the "fool." Much care 'and
time were spent on these sets by Art Director Art Sibley of the Fox forces.
Director Flynn made a journey from
Hollywood to New York to see and to
make photographs of the Ritz-Carleton
restaurant and main saloon of the fleet
ocean liner Olympic, and these have been
reproduced with startling fidelity, as
many of the important scenes of the playare enacted during a transatlantic voyage.

Fox

—

Christie-Educational

in

Europe,

he

found

camera

practically completed on the first
two of the big Christie comedies on the
1922-23 schedule, which calls for twent>
pictures
for
Educational
instead
of

twenty-four.

The

first of these two subjects is a coland prize fight story featuring
Bobby Vernon and called "Pardon My
The story was written by \V.
Glove."
Scott Darling, and was filmed under the
direction of William Beaudine and Vernon. "The Son of a Sheik" is the second

lege

English Rights

comedy

of

of

marked the William Fox

work

preference as to stage

Kingdom

tremen-

Elaborate Sets
in Fox Picture

vacation

on the screen.

United

its

dousness.

Al Christie, supervising director
Educational-Christie
comedies,
returned to Los Angeles recent^ from his

news stands selling theatrical magazines
and newspapers. Slides asking patrons

the

Forgot

When

Cohn's new one-reel feature of the theaworld which is distributed through
Film Booking Offices of America.
Exhibitors report that this feature goes
big with the fans.
Many showmen are
using tieups with local book stores and

for

"The Town
God" contains dramatic

as vehicles for the narrative.

of

trical

Great Britain and Ireland.

made,

Comedies Near Completion

"Bringing the biggest stars of theatreto the Main streets of America" is
the latest exploitation slogan applied by
exhibitors to "Starland Revue," Jack

London,

destroyed

is

Town That Forgot God" was

Two

dom

Sell

city

again has given proof of his mastery of
the artifices with which nature's chaos
must be depicted on the silver sheet.
Unlike many of the large productions
which are characterized by the spectacular, Millarde has used his big sets merely

of Life at Studios

"Ten Nights in a Barroom," published
by Arrow Film Corporation, has been
contracted for by Pearl Films, Ltd., of

entire

Aside from

Kentuckv.

to express their
stars are shown

an

before the onslaughts of a terrific storm.
Harry Millarde, who directed "Over the
Hill" and under whose supervision "The

latest

upon which he has been busy for ten
weeks. The locations used have ranged
over Southern California from Universal
City to the Mexican border and even to

Touch

which

in

J. P.

ized in the construction of sets for his

Film Possesses
Universal Appeal

lap.

of

53

finished.
In it the Christie playpoking a little fun at the desert
dramas which have been coming forth in
Scott Sidney disuch large numbers.
Neal Burns and Viora Daniel
rected.
leading
the
roles.
have

ers

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
"Under

Oath,"
Selznick production.

from

a

in a

scene

forthcoming

are
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Revives and Condenses Operettas
For Use in Theatres as Prologues
NEW

YORK, July 5.— The old adage
"There is no new thing under the sun"
may have been all rigiit in its day, but
that day was before the advent of the
motion picture. The adage is shuffled into
the discard every day in the film industry, and one of the latest of these shufflings is made by an announcement from
the offices of Francis A.
ductions, 1476 Broadway.

The Mangnan company,

Mangan Pro-

a long
and careful study of motion picture presentation in the big houses all over the
country, comes to bat with a program of
after

hand-picked and tailor-made prologues
of ambitious proportions which they will
offer
soon to exhibitors of first-run
houses.

company

carries its own stage manager
director, and the musical
possibilities are big owing to the fact that

and musical

every big motion picture theatre

thirty-minute entertainment, the
rearrangement of the music and supervision of the condensation being done by
Victor Herbert.
The first of these tabloid productions
will be Mr. Herbert's "Babes in Toyland," with Miss Bessie Wynn recast in
her original role and supported by a cast
of eighteen people. The first presentation
of this will be given July 30 at the Garden
Pier theatre, Atlantic City, where it will
remain this week. After the Atlantic City
engagement "Babes in To3'iand" will be
booked for week stands in first-run picture theatres.
into

a

Kraft Booking Prologues
"Mile. Modiste." with Fritzi Scheff
playing the lead, is now in rehearsal with
a cast of fifteen people, and will soon be
Following "Mile.
ready for booking.
Modiste" the Mangan company will put
out companies in "Wizard of the Nile,"
"The Fortune Teller," "The Red Mill"
and "Naughty Marietta," making in all
six operettas available for prologues. The
booking is being done by H. S. Kraft of
Mangan Productions.

"Our second company

In speaking of the venture Mr.

Mangan

is

now

in

re-

We

First Series of

Lane

Films Announced for
Distribution This Fall
Fox Film Corporation announces that
preparations have been completed for the
distribution this fall of the first series of
three special two-reel comedies by Lupino Lane, the celebrated English pantomimist,

who was

signed by William
Fox some months ago.
The star has
been producing under the direction of
Jack Blystone at the West Coast studios.
The tentative titles of the comedian's
first
group are 'The Reporter," "My

Hero," and "The Pirate."
Each production possesses a brand of humor, it is
said by those who have seen it, that will
at once make popular a unique comedy
personality.
It is Mr. Lane's first appearance before the camera and every
effort was placed behind the making of
these comedies.

Bathing Beauty Lead in
Rawlinson's Next Film
With Harriet Hammond, popular bathing beauty, as his leading woman, Herbert Rawlinson has started his latest Universal attraction, an original story by
Bernard

Hyman, which

"Confidence."

Musical Possibilities Big

has

hearsal on 'Mile. Modiste' and will soon
be ready. The others will follow rapidly
and the whole six will be in full swing
very soon.
have already booked the
first
company in several of the large
cities and believe the exhibitors will welcome these high-class tabloid musicals
as valuable additions to their regular picture programs."

Herbert Rearranges Music

These are in the form of a revival of
the most popular musical operettas of
recent years, condensed and rearranged

now

a large orchestra.

Harry A.

be titled
Pollard will

will

direct.

Arthur Houseman and Gladys Leslie
scene from "The Snitching Hour,"
tributed by Clark-Cornelius Corp.

in a
dis-

Three Comedy Units Now
In Production at Coast
Studios of

R-C

Pictures

Short-subject production at the R-C
studios is so well under way that Film
Booking Offices will be assured of a plentiful supply of comedies well ahead of its
publication schedule during the coming
season.
Carter de Haven has completed
two of his two-reel domestic comedies
and is now nearing the completion of his
third, tentatively titled "Entertaining the
Boss."
Gloria Joy, the pretty 14-year-old actress, has started the production of the
first of her series which Sherwood Mac-

Donald will direct. This comedy has
"
been given the title of "Sweet Thirteen
Frank Gerson Pictures Corporation is
active with the production of Plum Center comedies, which star the veteran charThree of
acter comedian, Dan Mason.
these rustic comedies have been finished.

said:

"The 'Babes

in

Toyland' company

is

the first completely equipped troupe to
play the motion picture theatres. The

Monopol Offering Revised Films
Starring Dorothy Gish and Reid
NEW

YORK,

July 5.— Monopol Pic-

tures, Inc., is the latest newcomer in the
state right field, and comes with a program of pictures which likely will appeal
The new company
to many exhibitors.

located at 1476 Broadway and Max
Cohen is general manager.
The schedule provides for the distribu-

is

tion, beginning July 15, of a series of
twenty-six units, each to consist of one
two-reel drama and one single reel comedy, one unit to be published every two
weeks.

Pictures Are Re-edited

The dramas embrace twelve productions starring Dorothy Gish, eight starring Wallace Reid, and six starring LilIn the Gish pictures the
lian Gish.
famous Griffith stars work together.
These pictures were made several years
ago by Majestic Pictures and were directed by William Christy Cabanne and
Paul Powell. They have been re-edited,

ALICE LAKE
scene from "I

and Gaston Glass in a
Am The Law," a new

Affiliated Distributors, Inc., production.

given up-to-date titles and no doubt will
be new pictures to a vast majority of
present-day theatregoers.

The comedies, which have been simwere made a number

ilarly treated, also

and are products of the old
Sennett-Keystone combination.
They
feature Charles Murray, Mack Sennett,
Chester Conklin and a number of other
comedians who are popular today.
of years ago

Exploitation Unlimited

"We

we have a plan and pictures which will make exhibitors money,
and will also relieve them of a lot of
believe

worry in making up their programs," said
Mr. Cohen. "These dramas, the stories
for which were written by such wellknown writers as Will Levington Comfort, George Pattulo and W. Carey Wonderley, are especially good.
While they
are not actually new, they will be new to
nearly everyone. They were made at a
time when the big feature film was replacing the two-reel drama and probably
none of them has ever been shown in
more than half a dozen theatres. The
exploitation possibilities are almost unlimited."

July
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Paramount Tieup With
Hat Company to Boost
DeMille's "Nice People"
A

nation-wide tieup has just been effected by the Paramount publicity depart-

ment with Mallory Hat Company,
of 234 Fifth avenue,

connection
lication of

New York

Inc.,

City, in

with the forthcoming pubWilliam de Mille's production,

"Nice People."
The Mallory people, who are among
the largest manufacturers of high-grade
men's hats in the world, will open their
treretail sales campaign with a
fall
mendous advertising smash run simultaneously in the rotogravure sections of
fifteen leading newspapers on Sunday,

September 3.
The advertisement,

prepared in collaMcCarthy,
Charles
E.
Paramount publicity manager, will consist of a quarter-page display dominated
by a fine portrait of Wallace Reid, who
heads the all-star cast of the de Mille production. Reid wears one of the new Malboration

with

lory hats and underneath
well displayed in a panel,

the portrait,
the simple

text, "Wallace Reid, the Famous Paramount Star in 'Nice People' Wears Mal-

lory Hats."

Builds Ship Deck for Big
Fire Scene in Willat Film
A complete cross section of the deck
modern ocean liner has been built in
Paramount studio for the fire and
sinking scenes in "On the High Seas,"

of a

the

Irvin V.

melodramatic produc-

Willat's

tion.

This structure represents the best
mechanical skill of studio technical crafts-

men and

decorators.

The

ship structure

arranged that it will list to one
side and ship water, as if about to sink.
It is equipped with cabins, lifeboats, ventilators and other typical deck construction all brought from the ship.
is

Thomas Meighan

so

Pickford's Lead Achieves
Popularity in Few Months
Playing prominent parts in nine different productions, and winning an exceptionally strong place among motion picture fans in eighteen months, is the
achievement of Madge Bellamy, who has
been engaged to play the leading feminine role in Jack Pickford's first independent production for Allied Corporation, "Garrison's Finish."
Arthur Rosson is directing jack Pickford and Elmer
Harris is supervising the production.

Coogan Productions to Be
Directed by E. M. Hopper
have as his new
Arrangements were consummated between the
Jackie Coogan Productions and Mr. Hopper whereby he will pilot Jackie through
the scenes of his next story.
Work will
commence within two weeks' time.
The story has not been titled but is
an original tale said to give Jackie every

Coogan

will

Mason Hopper.

opportunity to display his
traits

and

many camera

talents.

G.
Bachmann, treasurer of Al
J.
Lichtman Corporation, is elated over a
wire received from Al Litchman, who is
on the Coast conferring with B. P. Schul-

another member of the organization, on production.
Mr. Lichtman, at
the time he sent the telegram, had just
seen "Rich Men's Wives," for the first
time and was unqualified in his enthus-

Alan Crosland, former director for
Famous-Players and Selznick Corporations, will film "The Face in the Fog,"
one of the Boston Blackie stories by Jack
Boyle.

its

release,

Some

of

Picture

"Our Leading

iastic praise.

"While we were, at all times, certain
that 'Rich Men's Wives' would make an
excellent production," says Mr. Bachmann, "we are nevertheless gratified to
have our expectations more than realized.
Mr. Lichtman says in his wire: 'Schulberg has certainly made a great picture
Simply impossiin "Rich Men's Wives."
It's 100
ble to describe my enthusiasm.
You
per cent and a positive knockout.
can shout this from the housetops.'
Can't Predict Accurately

"Anyone who

is
at all familiar with
picture production knows
that it is almost impossible to accurately
predict just what degree of perfection
will be attained with any given picture.

business

have been innumerable producwhich in their formative stages,
before actual camera work was started,
tions

be potential world-beaters.
finished and cut, they have
developed into the veriest bloomers. On
the other hand, many pictures which
seemed to offer no promise except that
they might qualify as good, 'average' pic-

set

to

when

have

turned

out

to

be

sort of productions
standards for us all to shoot

classics,

the

Cites

screen

which

have

pictures

edited, to be really great productions.

Directed by Gasnier

"In

'Rich

Men's

Wives'

we had

a

story
by Frank Dazey and Agnes
Christine Johnson which seemed to offer
great possibilities. That was our unani-

We engaged Gasnier to
and the story was one in which
Mr.
he should unquestionably excel.
Schulberg spent weeks selecting his cast
possible
make
it
everything
to
and doing
for the finished picture to live up to its
mous

feeling.

direct

it,

promise.

But,

even

after

we have

all

this

awaited
anxiously the first opportunity to view
our finished production. Mr. Lichtman's
wire settles any doubts we may have had
because I can honestly say that it mirrors his true opinion of 'Rich Men's
Wives', a judgment wholly unbiased by
the fact that it is our first release."
solicitous precaution,

all

It

grossed an

amount before

it

in

almost

was

Hobart Assembling New
George Arliss Feature
All photographic work on "The Silent
the new George Arliss picture
being produced by Distinctive Productions, Inc., for fall publication by United
Artists Corporation, has been completed,
and Henry M. Hobart is now assembling,
cutting and titling this new Arliss starring vehicles in which Ann Forrest and

Voice,"

Effie

Shannon play the leading feminine

roles.

Two
mind

a
"Of the latter class
picture which was actually released for
about a month before its sponsors finally
awoke to the fact that they had a wonderful box office and audience satisfying

un-

finally

retired.

the reverse side of the case I
of at least one picture which, in
estimation, was one of the greatest
flopped woefully and
It
ever filmed.
lost monev for its producers, distribuafter
tors and the exhibitors who, early

my

patrons

their

successful

at.

Two Examples
I

"On
know

to

it

of

There

tures,

offered
the most

promised but little in their embryonic
form but proved, when finally cut and

berg,

production.

for Crosland

Paramount

Receives Al Lichtman's
Praise of New Schulberg Picture

believable

New Film

from the new

scene

Bachman

But,

E.

a

Citizen"

looked

Jackie
director

in

is

Foreign Features
Offered Independents

Nathan

Hirsh,

president

of

Aywon

Film Corporation, has been advised that
the American negative on the Macieste
produced in Italy has beer,
feature
This picture will be offered
shipped.
state right buyers for fall distribution.
Another foreign production, "The Son
of Napoleon," has been obtained for the
independent market by Howells Sales
Company. The picture has been titled
and edited by Lesley Mason for the

American

theatres.
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Neilan Films to Sell
As Separate Units
Producer Plans to Get

From Program Type
Pictures
Marshall Neilan, who has
Los Angeles following

his

First Since

Lady Diana Manners

of Zanzibar," the William Russell vehicle published by

One Week
Announcement is made by Hiram Abrams that "The Glorious Adventure," the

by Richard Harding Davis, the
famous American novelist and

in

tour abroad,

Stuart Blackton color production featuring Lady Diana Manners, prominent
in the English nobility, will be distributed

J.

short-story writer, to be adapted to
the screen since his demise four
years ago.
Rowland V. Lee, director of the
production, has delineated not only
the characters with marked closeness to the details of the story, but
has also succeeded in lending the
screen version the subtleties and
twists which characterize the au-

has just made his initial announcement
concerning the future production and
distribution of his product in association
with Goldwyn.
"Marshall Neilan Productions
as
heretofore will be handled entirely on
an individual basis," says Mr. Neilan.
"My future product will be distributed
on its individual merit and each production will be made as a separate unit.
I
have always contended that every feature
should be sold on its own worth and
should stand or fall on its own merit,
and I plan to adhere to this idea.

—

fall
through Allied Producers &
Distributors Corporation, the recently
formed subsidiary of United Artists Corporation.
As previously announced the productions of Allied Producers & Distributors
Corporation will be handled the same way
as the product of United Artists.

this

thor's work.

William Russell
a

cast

Claude
Arthur
Dark.

Plans Bigger Pictures

is

Plays at Capitol Theatre

supported by

Ruth Renick,
Payton, Harvey Clarke,
Morrison, and
Michael

"The Glorious Adventure" had a prerelease showing of one week at the Capitol theatre, New York City, and won
high praise from both the New York

including

newspapers and the trade press.

"In

some time

past.

"While abroad with various members
of my staff, and through European affiliations,

we

including

two

of

my

obtained considerable material
various important scenes for
forthcoming productions. Both

these pictures, I believe, will offer something new in the way of screen entertainment and because of their novelty we
feel it best to withhold details as to
titles and nature of plots at this time."
Title

The

Is

of Mr. Neilan's newest First
picture known heretofore as

title

National

"Her Man" and based on George Pattulo's story, has
This will
nie."

picture

under

final

National

con-

First

tract.

Ethel Clayton Choosing
First R-C Film Story
Eva

scenario editor of
R-C Pictures Corporation, and staff, have
picked four stories to submit to Ethel
Clayton for the choice of her first
starring picture for R-C Pictures.
The selection of the story is expected
within a week, whereupon immediate
casting of the first of the six R-C productions, starring Ethel Clayton, and distributed by Film Booking Offices of
America, will begin.

Miss

Warner's State "A Dangerous
Adventure" Will Prove
a Sensation
What

is

declared to be a novelty sen-

sation in wild animal feature productions,

"A

Dangerous Adventure," featuring
Grace Darmond, is announced as the first
of seven fall publications by the Warner
According to Harry M. Warner, "A
Dangerous Adventure" is a thriller in the
true sense of the word.

"Min-

been changed to
be the producer's

the

Novelty Animal Film
Heads Fall Program

Brothers.

Changed

Unsell,

Enthusiastic About Picture

have

never been as enthusiastic
about a feature production as I am about
A Dangerous Adventure,' " said Mr.
Warner. "In the first place, it contains
every known species of wild animal; and
thousands of African natives were used
"I

the production. The spectacular scenes
in the feature are, in my estimation, the
greatest that have ever been filmed for
in

any picture.
"The biggest theatres throughout the
country will find this feature one of the
most unusual offerings they have ever
been offered for their patrons. It is the
kind of attraction that is different in
story and presentation, and in this respect
most
it
is what motion picture patrons
desire.

Other Features Announced

Coogan a Tragedian, Not
A Comedian, Says Writer
After sitting through two showings of
"Trouble," Jackie Coogan's current production, James W. Dean, an Eastern
"I am convinced that
writer, stated:
Jackie Coogan is not a comedian but a
tragedian."
He continued:
"Jackie Coogan is a child, a serious
little one who probes into the dim past
of grownups and presents the retrospect
Therein lies
of childhood's seriousness.
the tragic quality of his acting."

The six other features to be published
by Warner Brothers in the fall include
three Harry Rapf productions, "Rags to
Riches," featuring Wesley Barry; "Little
the Street," also featuring
Barry, and "Brass," Charles G. Norris'
novel of marriage and divorce; and three
Warner features, "The Beautiful and
Damned," "Little Church Around the

Heroes

of

Many reviewers predict that the story
itself, and the natural color scheme in
the excellent photography, plus the splendid cast, headed by Lady Diana Manners, constitute such a marked departure
in motion pictures, that it will carry a
strong appeal to the public.

Uses Historical Background
Mr. Blackton used a historical background for his story, with the great London fire playing an important part in the
climax.
One of the strong points in the
story is the development of that clause
in old English law which permitted a
woman to marry in order that her debts
might be assumed by her husband.

Popular Song to Exploit
Warner's "Main Street"
As an advance exploitation stunt for
Warner Brothers production, "Main
Street," being produced by Sam and Jack
Warner at the organization's Coast stu-

the

Eddie Bonns, director of advertising and publicity, and Louis Marangella,
his assistant, have composed a popular
fox trot number based on the title of the
dios,

picture.

The title of the song is, "There's a
Main Street in Every Town, But There's
Only One Broadway," and it serves to
drive home the theme of the story.

Sennett Feature Having
Indefinite Run on Coast
"The Crossroads of
having an indefinite run at
Miller's theatre, Los Angeles. This picture has a prominent cast and numbers
amongst its principals such well known
artists as George O'Hara, Billy Bevan,
Noah Beery, Robert Cain, Eddie Gribbon,
Herbert Standing, Charlie Murray, Ben

Mack

Selects Talmadge Vehicle
Norma Talmadge's next picture is

is

Jimmie Finlayson, Kalla Pasha,
Kathrvn McGuire, Dot Farley, Ethel
Grey "Terry and Mildred June. Dick
Deely,

Jones directed.

Owen Moore Completes
Latest Selznick Film
From
where

to

"Freshie," Norman Taurog's first Century comedy, with Johnny Fox, Century's
boy star in the title role, has been completed.

Allah."

be

Sennett's

New York"

Corner," and "Main Street."

"The Voice From the Minaret,"
adapted from the novel of that name by
Robert Hichens.
The play enjoyed a
tremendous success on the speaking stage
Upon the completion of
in
London.
"The Voice from the Minaret," Miss
Talmadge will appear in "The Garden of

Complete Century Comedy

Picture

Plays N. Y. Capitol for

Fox Film Corporation May 21, was
the first work of fiction produced

Goldwyn
association
with the
Company and as a result of this new
affiliation
recently announced, arrangements have been perfected whereby it is
possible for me to get away from the
program type of pictures and attempt
the bigger things I have decided to do for

1922

Blackton Color Film

Death

"The Men

of

—

15,

Allied to Distribute
Davis Film Story,

Away

arrived

July

the "United Studios, Hollywood,

Owen Moore

has been producing

Missing,"
"Reported
to
successor
comes word that his new Selznick picture

the

has been completed and

is

process of

in

and titling. Victor Heerman, who wrote and directed the feature,

cutting, editing
is

personally

supervising

the

completing Moore's next one.
decided

Thing."

upon

is

"Love

Is

work of
The title

An

Awful

July

15,
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Season
COMPANY

will publish 343 subjects during the
MANUFACTURING
1922-23 season, which opens on August 21. Included in the publications will be twelve
Jewels, forty-five Universal attractions divided into groups of nine, 280 short subjects
and at least six serials. "Foolish Wives," the Erich Von Stroheim special, is the initial offering.

j rNIYERSAL FILM

I

J

feels that its position
particularly fortunate in
that a large part of its product is either
entirely finished and in the hands of exchanges, or in process of work at Univer-

THE
for

company

this fall

sal Citv,

is

where more

statistics
Commerce, are at

ing

to

Chamber

of
than in the stu-

the

work
any other company operating

dios of
California.

in

lication of the picture will mzke it a great
box office attraction for the theatres.
* * *

The September Jewel is "The Storm.''
which played to a remarkable week's engagement at the Capitol theatre in New
York. The picture opened for an indefinite run at the Central on July 2. At the
Capitol "The Storm" is said to have done
the biggest business that any picture ever
plaved to in June. The work of House
has just
v. ho
Peters, Virginia Valli,
signed a five-year contract with the company, Matt Moore and Joseph Swickard
has been unreservedly praised. The direction of the picture by Reginald Barker
and the universal appeal of the story has
met with unanimous approval.

"Human

Hearts,"
The October Jewel
also starring House Peters, with a cast
George Hackathorne,
which includes
Mary Philbin, Edith Halior, Gertrude
Claire and Russell Simpson. This picture
is

was directed by King Baggot from Hal
Reid's well known melodrama
The fourth Jewel picture is

Dean's "Under

Two

Flags,"

or December, publication will
Kentucky Derby" to the
screen. This is the title given to Charles
"The
T. Dazey's famous me'oc'rama,
fifth,

"The

Suburban Handicap."
The title was
changed to "The Kentucky Derby" because King Baggot, who directed it. saw
an opportunity to cash in cn the Kentucky classic which was wen by Morvich
Reginald
at. Churchill Downs this year.
Denny, Lillian Rich, Kingsley Benedict.
Emmett King, Lionel Belmore and Gertrude Olmstead comorise the cast.
*

*

*

The January Jewel will be Booth Tarkington's novel, "The Flirt."
In it will
be featured Eileen Percy, Helen Jerome
Eddy, Buddie Messenger, Lydia Knott,
Edward Hearn, Harold Goodwin, Nel

Tom

House

and

Peters

OCTOBER — "Human

other

prominent

ring

House

Hearts," also star-

Peters.

NOVEMBER— "Under Two Flags," with
Priscilla Dean.
DECEMBER—"The Kentucky Derby,"
directed by King Baggot.

JANUARY—"The

Flirt,"

featuring

Eileen Percy, Helen Jerome

Eddy and

others.

FEBRUARY—"Bitter Sweet,"

Lon

^3hsincy jgwc1»

MARCH— "The

Flame

of Life," Priscilla

Dean's second of the season.

NEXT FOUR MONTHS— "Merry-GoRound," "The prisoner," "The Abysmal Brute" and "Trimmed in Scarlet."
Publication dates have not been assigned.

Universals

THE WINNING NINE— Herbert Rawlinson in "Don't Shoot;" "Paid Back"
with special cast; Gladys Walton in
"Top o' the Morning;" Hoot Gibson in

"The Galloping Kid;" Frank Mayo
"Caught Bluffing;" Herbert Rawlin-

in

son in "Confidence;" special cast in
"The Long Chance;" Gladys Walton

in "The Girl Who Ran Wild;" and
Hoot Gibson in "A Lone Hand."

Priscilla

John Davidson and Ethel Grey Terry.
The picture has been filmed with infinite
detail and some of the most costly sets
ever built at Universal City.

George Nichols,
Lloyd Whitlock, Bert Roach, Dorothea
Wolbert, William Welsh and John Cossar. It is under the direction of Hobart
Craig.

AUGUST— "Foolish Wives."
SEPTEMBER—"The Storm," with

Serials

scheduled

for November. This Tewel has been completed at Universal City under the direction of Tod Browning, with a ca^t which
includes James Kirkwocd, Stuart Holmes,

The

rope by

players.

"Foolish Wives," the August publicaat
tion, has played pre-release bookings
a number of the larger houses of the
country. Universal believes that the two
vears' 'publicity which has preceded pub-

bring

George Barr McCutcheon's "Castle
Craneycrow," which will be made in Eu-

of

Jewels

companies, accord-

of

their publication dates, but they include
Erich von Stroheim's picture of Viennese
life, "Merry-Go-Round;" a film version

Some of the 343
^Films Scheduled

Kennedy,

Henley.
"Bitter-Sweet" is the title of the Lon
Chaney Jewel which will be issued in

six special

Universal-Century comedies featuring
Baby Peggy; a series of Jack London
Fish Patrol stories; a Lumber Jack
series; and International News.
.

February.

It

is

a story of the Chinese

underworld of San Francisco, written by
William Dudley Pelley, and affords
Chanev an opportunity to exhibit the
physical miracles which have astonished
In his support are \ lrginia
filmdom.
Valli,
Jack Mower, William Welsh.
Henrv Barrows. Harry Devere and John
Beck." It is under the direction of Lambert Hillyer.

,

,

.

Priscilla Dean's second Jewel ot the
year will be issued in March under the
an
title of "The Flame of Life." This is

adaptation of Frances

Hodgson

Burnett's

Lass O' Lowries." This
production was directed by Hobart Henalley and in the cast are Robert Ellis. W
lace Beery. Beatrice Burnham and Katherine McGuire.
The Jewels for the next four months
have not been definitely assigned as to
novel,

and under the publication

of "The Prisoner;" Jack London's
story, "The Abysmal Brute" and William
Hurlbut's play, "Trimmed in Scarlet" for
Priscilla Dean.
* * *

title

Instead of the method of publication
in force for the last year, Universal will
offer this year its Universal attractions
in blocks of nine. The first nine of these
pictures will be called "The Winning

Xine" and subsequent blocks will have
appropriate designations. In the nine pictures will be included two each of four
stars and one attraction with an all star
cast recruited from the best players available on the Coast at the time the subject
is started. The Universal attractions will
be published one each week Stars appearing in Universal attractions are HerRawlinson, Gladys Walton. Hoot
Gibson and Frank Mayo. "The Winning
Xine" comprises the following subjects,
starting with the week of August 21:
1. Herbert Rawlinson in "Don't Shoot,"
a film version of George Bionson Howard's original story. "Hands Up," directed
bv Jack Conway. In the cast are Edna
Murphy. Wade Boteler and George
Fisher. Duke R. Lee and Fred Kelsey.
2. "Paid Back." with an all star cast
which includes Gladys Brockwell, Mahlon Hamilton, Stuart Holmes and Kate

bert

Price.

Directed by Irving Cummings.

Gladys Walton in "Top 6' the
Morning." Anne Caldwell's Broadway
play of the same name, directed by Edward Laemmle with a cast which includes
Harry Myers. William Welsh, Harry
Carter, Ethel Shannon and Richard Cummings.

Short Subjects
more "Leather Pushers;"

Edward Laemmle with Harry

as star,

3.

"In the Days of Buffalo Bill," with Art
Acord and "The Radio King," with
Roy Stewart. Others are yet to be
scheduled.

Six

Myers

"That

-

Hoot Gibson in "The Galloping
by William H. Hamby. directed
by Xat Ross, with a cast which includes
Edna Murphy, Lionel Belmore and
4.

Kid."

Percy Challenger.
5. Frank Mayo in "Caught Bluffing,"
by Jack Bechdolt, directed by Lambert
Hillyer with a cast which includes Wallace McDonald. Edna Murphy, Jack Curtis and Ruth Rovce.
*

*

*

Herbert Rawlinson in "Confidence."
by Bernard Hyman, directed by Harry
A. Pollard, with a cast which includes
Harriett Hammond, the bathing beauty:
William Robert Daly, Hal Cooley, John
Steppling. Otto Hoffman.
7. An all star production of "The Long
Chance." by Peter B. Kyne. Directed by
Jack Conway. The cast includes Henry
B. Walthall, Marjorie Daw and Ralph
6.

Graves.

8. Gladys Walton in "The Girl Who
Ran Wild." adapted from Eret Harte's

"M'Liss," directed by Rupert Julian, with
cast which includes Vernon Steel,
Joseph Dowling and William Burress.
9. Hoot Gibson in "A Lone Hand," by

a
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Ralph Cummins. Cast and director have
not been chosen yet.
Although Universal is announcing definitely only two serials for fall, it undoubtedly will publish at least six. The reason
for this is a conviction on the part of the
company that serials, like any other motion picture product, should be filmed in
their natural length, rather than in an
arbitrary selling footage. With the pathway blazed for historical and educational
serials and a definite and honorable place
established for the serial, Universal has
added a new link in the chain by which
it is opening new serial markets and adding new friends. With serials filmed in
their natural length, instead of adding
padding to bring them up to a certain
number of episodes, Universal expects
this fall to add very materially to the
gratifying response which has already
been made to Universal serials by educa-

bodies, prominent educators
exhibitors throughout the country.

tional

*

The

and

*

first serial for fall is

Buffalo Bill,"

of

*

"In the Days

already completed and

the hands of exchanges. This serial
features Art Acord. The second Universal serial of the year is "'The Radio King,"
capitalizing the tremendous craze for
radio which has captured the country
during the last three months. Roy Stewart plays the leading role. The serial is
planned for ten episodes.
Among the novelties promised among
the 280 short subjects for the year are
six more of the popular "Leather Pushers" stories, six special Universal Century Comedies featuring Baby Peggy, a
series of Jack London's Fish Patrol stories, a Lumber Jack series, and a series
of International News novelties called
in

July

1922

15,

thing, the obvious rendition of her story
has been told many times; and it was

because, to
sence of the

me

seemed, the real esof her life had been
overlooked that
I
found
portraying
Salome the most engrossing task I have
yet undertaken."
So absorbing has Nazimova found her
role of Salome on the screen that she intends, it is understood, dramatizing the
story for the stage in time for an appearance in New York next season.
it

drama

Lloyd Comedy Plays
8th Week on Coast
Record Previously Set
by Another of Star's

Passes

The Mirror.

Pictures
For the second time within five months.
Harold Lloyd has smashed the world's
record

for

comedy

feature, according to Associated

continuous

the

Exhibitors.

The

run

best previous

of

figure

a

—

—

one which he himself had hung up was
surpassed Sunday, July 2, when the
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhibitors attraction, "Grandma's Boy," entered the
eighth week of its premiere in Dr. Breck-

—

Symphony theatre, Los Angeles.
The Lloyd comedy, "Never Weaken,"

weriel's

played the Symphony last year and remained forty-four days, setting a new

attendance record for that house. Beginning December 31 and continuing until
11 o'clock of the

night of February 18,
a continuous

"A Sailor-Made Man" had
run

in the

same theatre

of fifty day's, during which 367 performances were given.
No predictions are being made as to

when
Boy"

this record
will end.

run

on

"Grandma's

Plays Chicago Loop

For Four Weeks
The

Associated

Exhibitors

feature,

"When

JACK HOLT

in a

scene from "The

Man

Unconquerable," a new Paramount feature.

the Devil Drives," starring Leah
Baird, has terminated a successful run
of four weeks in Chicago's loop. During
one week of that period, the picture had
an engagement at two theatres in the

same

Predict Triumph for
Nazimova
cently at the

"Salome" was seen

in

Town

Hall, in

New

re-

York,

by members of the National Board of
Review and their guests, and by espeinvited personages in the artistic
and social world of the city.
The photoplay, following neither the
original legend of Salome nor Oscar
Wilde's interpretive revision of it, yet
admittedly inspired by both, was pronounced, judging from the freely excially

comment upon

by
members of the audience, to be the most
in
which
picture
effective
splendidly
Nazimova has appeared, and it was prebe
"Salome"
would
generally
that
dicted
one of the outstanding triumphs of the
pressed

informal

it

year.

Sets

The

Are by Rambova

settings

and composition of the

devised by Natacha Rambova,
correspond in a measure to the drawings
by Aubrey Beardsley; and this visual
beauty, as background to the fantastic
flare and vivid drama of the story, gives
to the Nazimova production of "Salome"
an added artistry.
scenes,

Both the

star,

who came

cast for this

metropolitan presentation and her husband and director, Charles Bryant, reinnumerable
ceived
enthusiastic
congratulations from those who crowded
Town Hall. No small measure of praise
was that which singled out the point in
which Nazimova's conception of Salome
differs from the many that have gone
before the accentuations of the spiritual
side of the vengeful princess of Judea.

—

Statement

"To me,"

said the star, "it has always
been inconceivable that an historical
figure so enduring should have been regarded as without a spiritual side, for the

Physical prowess
pagan beauty in a
woman bring a fame only ephemeral and
inspire no legend.
The character of
Samson would be dull but for the tragic
drama of his life; Sapho was more than
spiritual alone endures.

man,

in

a

an

adept

sheer

siren.

And

so,
fast

for

all

that

there is no hard and
data proving
that Salome was more than a creature of
beauty and fire and hate, she must have
been.
"But for that, we should have found

no reason for doing Salome.

of four weeks was
Sig Faller's Bijou Dream.
Before
termination of the run, it opened at
Jones, Lin-ck & Shaefer's Rose.

at

Nazimova Film

Star Issues

district.

The continuous run

Guests at "Salome" Presentation

The other

Backer May Acquire New
Product of Independents
Franklyn E. Backer of East Coast Prohas conferred with several inproducers relative to the distribution of their product on the state
tight market.
Announcement may be
made shortly of the conclusion of negotiations with a number of these producers.
Clifford S. Elfelt, president of Metropolitan Productions, announces that the
second of the Western Series starring J.
B. Warner has been completed for East
Productions.
Coast
The first of the
series is "Big Stakes."
Mr. Elfelt will
arrive in New York shortly for a conference with Mr. Backer.
ductions,

dependent

Joy Comedy Under
Work

on the

first

Way

Sherwood MacDon-

ald production, featuring Gloria Joy, was
started at the R-C studio in Los Angeles.
Mr. MacDonald will make twelve
two reel comedies featuring the young
star for distribution through Film Booking Offices of America.

"

pr£sented by Hal

Roach

Contract
/No:Symphony, Los Angeles,
Dr.

1

H.B.Breckwedel,

May 14th

—

Indefinite

Strand, San Francisco

2

3

Mr.M.

L Markowitz_

July 9th

—

Indefinite

Mark Strand, New York City
Mr. Joseph Plunkett, Mg. Dir.

Opening Sept 3rd

Now Booking

for the Fall
through

^Associated Exhibitors
^Arthur S.Xane, President
Fortian Representative

Sidney ^arfett

or

10th

Season

;

{Motion

Screen Message No. 63

Something to Read
Each week the
lishes numerous

HERALD

blue laws and

Every ex-

other reform menaces.

keep

hibitor should
stories for

use

pertain-

articles

censorship,

ing to

pub-

a file of these

when

the occasion

demands.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Recently a man was arrested at
Zion City, 111., for delivering milk
for babies on Sunday.
Blue laws,
which were responsible for the arrest, may become general throughout the United States unless the
people band together and defeat the
aims and purposes of the professional reformer.

Beach Flays
Meddlers

Country's Leaders
Oppose Censorship

Rex Beach, distinguished author,
speaking at the recent conference
held in New York between Will H.
Hays, president of the M. P. P. D.
A., and social, civic, welfare and
educational leaders, gave the following scathing denunciation of the

Sentiment for censorship of the screen prevails only among a small
That this small
minority of agitators and their misguided followers.
minority has been able to obtain certain results, and will continue to do so
It
unless its campaign is stemmed, is due to its bulldozing tactics.
threatens and intimidates legislators and then seeks to qualify its use
of these sinister tactics by exclaiming that the public is demanding cen-

professional hypocrite:
"The motion picture business is
not as sound and wholesome as it
was some years ago. There are
too many doctors.
It has been
dosed to death. A class of meddlesome people who have made the
business of meddling a recognized
profession and are well paid for it
are responsible. They're not satisfied with having the motion picture
as a great big universal entertainment, but they try to make it into
a soul-saving device, a night school
for illiterate immigrants and a plaything for children."

sorship.
Exhibitors are partially responsible for
the fact that legislators lend an attentive
ear to the waitings of these agitators.

exhibitors

the

at

every

If

opportunity

would furnish proof of the misstatements
of the agitators it would not be long
before this latter class would be discredited.

An

excellent opportunity to place these

agitators

professional
is

on the defensive

exhibitors in

offered

the

recent

con-

between Will H. Hays, presiof the M. P. P. D. A., and social,
welfare and educational leaders in

ference

dent
civic,

New York

City.

While the
wide publicity
of

country, exhibitors

the

further
their

were given
through the newspapers

deliberations

effort

patrons.

for this

to

place the

should

make

facts

before

Program space

utilized

purpose would benefit individuals

and the industry.
Paid agitators are going about the
country urging the people to demand
censorship, whereas the sentiment expressed at the Hays conference was that
censorship never has been effective, never
will
be effective and should not be
enacted.
Those who expressed these
views are close students of social, civic,
welfare and educational problems. Their
convictions are honest and are expressed

hope that some good may be derived from them.
Following is a list of the prominent
in the

people attending the

Hays' conference:

Rex Beach, playwright; David
president,

S.

Beyer, vice-

National Safety Council; Miss Borrow,

secretary.

Colonial
secretary.

Dames

of

America; Leroy E.

National Community Center
Association; Mrs. Nicholas F. Brady, Girl Scouts;
H. S. Braucher, secretary. Community Service,
Inc.; Mrs. Philip A. Brennan. St. John's Club of
Brooklyn for Higher Catholic Education; Mrs.
Richard M. Chapman, president, Federation of
Women's Clubs of N. Y.; Rev. F. E. Cljfrk.
president, United Society of Christian Endeavor;
Laurence Vail Coleman, director, Safety Institution of America; Ernest L. Crandall, Visual Instruction Association of America; Miss H. Ida
Curry. Child Welfare League of America; Chas.
B. Davenport, Carnegie Institution of Washington; Miss Helen Davis, associated executive, National Board Y. W. C. A.; Walter T. Diack. general secretary, Y. M. C. A.; Paul Dulzell, Actors'
Equity Association; Dr. G. Clyde Fisher, associate
curator, American Museum of Natural History;
Hugh Frayne. American Federation of Labor;
AdverJ. H. Hall, educational director. Associated
tising Clubs of the World; Lee F. Hanmer. Russell
president,
Harriman.
Sage Foundation; Mrs. Oliver
Camp Fire Girls; E. L. Harvey, secretary, National Security League; Rev. Joel Hayden, Conference Union Theological Seminary; Mrs. Milton
of
Congress
National
president.
Higgins,
P.
Mothers and Parent-Teachers Associations; Mrs.
Herbert Hoover, president, Girl Scouts; Miss
Harlean James, secretary, American Civic Association; Dr. H. E. Kleinschmidt, Medical Department, American Social Hygiene Association; Rev.
William Lampe. World's Sunday School Association; Frederick Landis. playright; Chas. A. Lowe,
American Library Association; Colin H. Livingston, president. Boy Scouts of America; Rev. Chas.
S. MacFarland, Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America; Rev. Chas. A. Mahon National
Catholic Welfare Council; F. K. Mathiews, Boy
director,
Scouts of America; Earl A. Meyer
American Legion Film Service; Rev. Kenneth D.
Miller, Union Theological Seminary; Chas. H.
Mills, Boy Scouts of America; Mrs. George M.
Minor, president, Daughters of the American
Revolution; Professor Parker T. Moon. Academy
of Political Science; Miss Virginia M. Murray,
general secretary, Travelers' Aid Society of N. Y.
Jesse H. Neal, secretary-treasurer, Associated Advertising Clubs of the World; Dr. Anne Nicholson,
National Council of Catholic Women; W. W.
Norton, treasurer, American Association of Social
Workers; Clarence A. Perry, Russell Sage Foundation; Albert S. Peters, director film service division, American City Bureau; Miss Florence Reed.
Actors' Equity Association; Miss Reeve, National
Congress of Mothers, Parent-Teachers Associations; Ernest J. Reece. American Library Association; Dr. Frederic B. Robinson. American Council
on Education; Julius Rosenwald; Rowland Rogers,
Visual Instruction Association of America; Lester
F. Scott, secretary. Camp Fire Girls; Mrs. N.
Stone Scott; R. C. Sheldon, secretary, Interna-

Bowman,

Big Brother and Big Sister Federation;
George H. Sherwood, executive secretary. American Museum of Natural History; F. F. Simmonds, eastern district secretary, Chamber of
Commerce; Alburn E. Skinner, secretary, Chautauqua Institution; Mrs. Louis Slade, second
regional director.
National League of Women
Mrs. R. E. Speer, president, Young
Voters;
Women's Christian Association; Miss N. F.
Stoughton, assistant secretary, Rockefeller Foundation; M. Tucker, president. New York Drama
League, Inc.; Mrs. Coffin Van Rensselaer, executional

National Civic Federation, The
Department; Miss Ethel Warner, exsecretary. Academy of Political Science;
Miss Mabel T. R. Washburn, secretary. National
Historical Society; James E. West, secretary, Boy
Scouts of America; Miss Maud Wetmore, chairman, National Civic Federation; Mrs.
Wnittaker. secretary. Federation of Women's Clubs of
N. Y. C.
Miss Helena V. Williams, National

tive

secretary.

Women's

ecutive

Wm.

:

Tuberculosis Association; Dr. John W. Withers,
National Education Association; Miss Agnes S.
Winn, assistant secretary. National Education
Clinton Rogers Woodruff, American
Association
Civic Association; Mrs. John Francis Yawger,
Daughters of the American Revolution; Mrs.
Arthur James, Daughters of the American Revolution;
Rachel
Friedlander,
Young Women's
;

Hebrew

Association.

Many

of these persons addressed

the

and with few exceptions,
the speakers were of the opinion that
conference,

censorship should be abolished.
are
urged to clip the
Exhibitors
Herald's report of this conference, which
was published in the July 8 issue, and
reprint in their programs, along with
the

list

of

names appearing

going paragraph.

in

a

fore-

—

I

——

——

— — —
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LAUGHS FROM
TOPICS THE

LETTERS

F-ILM

From Readers

S

ELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS

A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
add? forcefulness to any statement-

INC.

is

Unsigned

not

will

letters

—

Fan (arriving late and out of breath)
What's the score?
Friend Nothing to nothing.
Fan Good game, eh?
Friend I don't know; it hasn't started

be

printed.

—

Boys' Life.

yet.

Newspapers Can Help

Dramatic morrent from "One Clear
(First

FLORENCE, COLO,— To

have been plugging away for and the
going has certainly been slow for the past
eight months.
I happened to hit upon an idea some
weeks ago that has proven quite a help
and it might prove satisfactory to some
brother exhibitor. I will give it to you
as understandable language as I can.
My regular admission prices are ten

in

cents for children; adults, twenty for the

balcony

and twenty-five

the

for

lower

floor.

have noticed many comments on the
question of admission prices and for myself I certainly feel like it would be disastrous to business to cut below my present schedule, because when you have
1

SHOW COUPON

\

IN

15 CENTS

J

j

£

2
2
*

*

the ticket

window

— with

ten

first

week,

I

—

cents and
the coupon

Or
it would admit any adult.
and five cents would admit any
After the

*

*

child.

J

|

on one day he publish a coupon for children only and the next day publish a coupon for adults only, as that would give
one child and one adult in each family a
coupon. He was very willing to do this
and it gives me two days of front-page
advertising and I honor these coupons
on Fridays (it's so designated on the
coupon, each week stating the feature),
which is ordinarily an off-night.

The newspaper

gets credit for giving
its subscribers a treat, I get the extra
business and those who do not have coupons pay the regular admission price.
Friday night's business is better and
I have people out that would not come
otherwise.
I
believe that this can be
worked profitably by any exhibitor.

My

installed a Monsoon cooling system
year and this has been a great help
getting patrons in on hot summer
nights that I could not get in if I did not
have this big cooling system. It's money
well invested and will more than pay for
last

J
j

g

£

During the war, everything went "Sky
High," moving picture machines, supplies and other equipment included. For
many months everything has been on the
"Toboggan" wages, raw materials, business and everything else except moving
picture machines, supplies, screens and
other equipment. Why don't these birds
come down to earth and do their share
in keeping the old boat afloat during this
crisis?— B. P. McCormick, Liberty thea-

—

tre,

*

(watching ball game)
thev keep the extra bases?

Ray— What

May — Well,

—

Florence, Colo.

— Where

do

for?
that

man

just

stole

third

"Topics of the Day" Films.

base.

suggested that

itself.
£

*

May

*

Two

*

*

unfamiliar with baseball were
local nine play a visiting team
last Saturday.
"Isn't that fine?" remarked one girl, "we
have a man at every base."
"Why, that's nothing," said the other,
girls

watching the

"so have they."

Boston Transcript.
*

*

*

Team Manager Murphy

(to

raw

recruit)

— Go out and play right
Recruit (returning a few minutes later)
— By the way, Murphy, don't know these
field.

I

grounds,
the

Day"

where's
Films.

right
*

*

field?

"Topics of

*

The

biggest baseball star of all is someAnd that's because
times figured cheesy.
he always makes the hardest plays look
Little

easy.

Rock Daily Times.
*

in

The Citizen has made'arrangements with B. P. McCormlck. of the Labertytheaire hereby show coupona
will appear in every Thursday's issue of the paper for
the next six.weeks. These coupons are redeemable on
Friday nights only. The first coupon appears on the
front page of tonight's Citizen and if clipped and pieaented at the ticket window with 10 cents it will admit
one adult to the feature production "The Man From
Lost River." Friday evening. May iP. The children are
also in on this proposition and any child will be admitted at Friday night's show for a coupon and 5 cents.
Mr. McConuiek has a number of good Friday night features booked for the next few weeks and this will be
a splendid opportunity to see them at a nominal expense. REMEMBER, clip the show coupon on
l!.<front page of tonight's Citizen jr.i it will be h moved
at Friday night's ?ho\v.

*

National)

I

I

TONIGHTS CITIZEN
WORTH

Call.'*

the Editor:

1

—
—

*

*

He— I

took in the ball game today and
saw Ruth.
She Really! What did she have on?
He Four sacks. Judge.

—
—
* * *
May— There seems to be something
tagious about baseball.
of
Ray — Yes— catching. "Topics
Day"

I

conthe

Films.
*

The woman with

*

*

a baseball-bat advanced

ominously.

"Are you the teacher

that tore Henry's

shirt?"

"Yes."

The woman swung

the bat toward the
"Next time he don't behave," she
Newark
said, "vou hit him with this."
(N. J.) News.

teacher.

One of the many
McCormick landed

first

his

in

page
tieup

stories

B.

Anxious for Suggestions

P.

with his local

newspaper.

SALMON, IDA.— To

once lowered the price, it will be a hard
matter to raise it again.
With this in mind and still believing
that there were many people that I could
get in my theatre if the prices were lower
for one night in the week at least
began to devise some way to make one
night in the week lower and still not hurt
the policy of standard admission prices.

—

—

could get my local
daily paper to cooperate with me, I could
give them something to stimulate their
subscription list and at the same time
give me an alibi for a cut price and get
this extra business at the same time, as
well as getting a little free publicity each
week on the front page of my daily paper (space that is not for sale in the regular way).
I put the proposition up to the editor
and he was tickled to get it, and he gave
the matter a big write-up on the front
page of the paper, stating that The Daily
Citizen had made arrangements with the
Liberty theatre to publish a coupon in the
paper each week which would be clipped
out by the subscriber and presented at
I

believed that

if

I

how

the Editor:

Who

make our theatres
weather? Who will
tell me how? I wish I knew.
Will some
exhibitor write an answer to this in your
columns? I trust to motor-driven fans
(suction) and electric desk fans but until
it gets dark and I can
open all windows
and doors in order to cause a draft, we
nearly suffocate. I realize this keeps patrons away. Now if there is some inexwill

tell

us

comfortable

in

to

hot

pensive method of cooling one's theatre
and the exhibitor could advertise that his
theatre was cool and refreshing, it would
he a valuable drawing card. Let's hear

from

Rex

one

who

theatre.

knows! Philip
Salmon, Idaho.

Rand,

Ben Wilson Will Produce
24 Federated Comedies
Federated Film Exchanges of AmerInc., has closed a contract with Wilson for two series of two reel comedies,
twelve in each series, one of the series to
be known as the "Federated Comedies."
These comedies will be distributed by
Federated the latter part of August or
the first of September.
ica,

Wiley to State Right

Morante Productions
George H. Wiley announces that he
has entered the state right and independent market under the corporate name or
George H. Wiley, Inc., with offices in
Mr.
the Candler building, New York.
Wiley is well known in the field.

He

has contracted for a series of eight
pictures, directed by Milburn
Morante, and to be known as Milburn
Morante Productions. These are to be
published one every six weeks, starting
The new concern is
on September 15.
now publishing a series of six Chester
two-reel comedies, four of which feature
five-reel

Snooky.

"Day Dreams" Title of
New Keaton Production
Buster Keaton has named his next
comedy for First National "Day Dreams.
The scenario is from the pens of Buster

Keaton and Eddie
rected

it.

Cline,

who

also

di-

——

—A

—
A
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Did For Me"

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to tins department.

It is

a co-operative aervice

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF "EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

every week what the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

Picture Did For Me."'

with a special cast.
One
Acting 90
Scenario 90 percent good.
Direction
90 percent
percent
good.
What more can you expect?
good.
Booked and boosted, it's worth while.
West,
J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
Neighborhood patronage.
Fla.
Polly of The Follies, with Constance
Talmadge. The best thing Connie ever
Business not very good, as
put over.
this is the beginning of our bad season.
Those who saw picture enjoyed it imLiberty
Browne,
L.
mensely. Frank
General pattheatre, Long Beach, Calif.
ronage.
O' MINE, a Thomas
Ince production. Book this at
1 1.
once. Make all the noise you can.
Advertise and talk it to the skies.
Your friends and patrons will meet
you and greet you for seeing this
When they are passing
feature.
out, stand where they can see you
and count the people that will
thank you.
Ten attractions like this and the
American people will cease censoring pictures and will say Bill Hays
is the cause of the better productions. If I could receive 52 attractions like this I would close the
other 313 days and would have
enough money to take a vacation
and go and meet Mr. Ince and
shake his hand. Book this at once
and close six days previous to advertise, and then the receipts will
make you smile. I'll bet you'll have
enough to give the wife a silk
dress instead of calico. It cannot
be over-advertised. Edwin Lake,
Lake theatre, Baker, Mont.
The Silent Call, with Strongheart.
Clear Call,

—

—

—

MOTHER

—

—

Smilin'

madge.-

It's
can't go wrong on this one.
all that hundreds of other exhibitors say
it is.
Get it and step on it. It will back
up all you say. B. P. McCormick, LibSmall town
erty theatre, Florence, Colo.

—

patronage.

with Norma Talmadge. Book this and you are sure to
smile. By far Norma's best. You can
with a grin from
j look them in the face
'ear to ear when they go out. C. J. LatHarlan, la. NeighI ta, Lyric theatre,
patronage.
| borhood
The Woman's Side, with Katherine

—

Through,

—

MacDonald.
1

I

— Good

—

Poor

start.

finish.

Patrons think picture is chopped off.
Awful poor ending. J. Carbonell. Mon-

—

|roe theatre,

Key West,

Fla.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
The Seventh Day, with Richard Barthelmess.
No one really cared for this.
Opened big and everyone became a
knocker.
Played for a week, each day
falling off.
Frank L. Browne, Liberty
theatre, Long Beach, Calif.
General pat-

—

—

ronage.
Hail

The Woman,

—

a

Thomas H.

Ince

—

Through,

— Paid

any money.

too

We

with

much

Norma

for

it

to

Tal-

make

were working for First

National the second night we ran it. A
good picture, but that does not mean
anything if they do not come in.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844
Madison St., Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Sky Pilot, with a special cast.
This is one of those pictures you can
wire or write for quick and not wait
Of
for the salesman to sell it to you.
all the Western or Northern stories we
the
best.
one
is
pictures
this
have had in
Greater attendance on second night than
Opera
Farquhar,
night.
L.
C.
first
House, Guide Rock, Neb.— Family pat-

—

ronage.

O, with Mabel Normand.—
Unusually strong second night
Eight reels of downright enterpuller.
InPatrons highly pleased.
tainment.
terior scenes of the big passenger air-

Molly

corker!

ship a distinct novelty.
The aerial and
parachute stunt by Molly and the doctor
a knockout.
Mack Sennett's ability, good
direction, Mabel Normand's heart appeal
and Jack Mulhall's good looks and perfect portrayal of a gentleman, together
with a dandy human story make a peach
of a drama, filled with enough comedy
and excitement to please young and old
of all classes.
If First National had
only had the forethought to put out a
24-sheet or in fact any kind of paper
showing the air-ship stunts it would have
pulled twice the crowd.
The lack of
good paper and the excessive cost of the
picture made me lose money.
The first
night was very poor but the second night
was fine. It's 100 percent entertainment.
Book it at a decent figure and then boost
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salit hard.

—

mon, Idaho.

— General

Wedding
madge.

Bells,

— Extra

patronage.

Constance TalConstance Tal-

with

good

picture. This star gets the money
for me.
She goes big in pictures of this
type. Attendance good, adverising lobby
and six sheets. A. Mitchell, Dixie theSmall town paatre, Russellville, Ky.

madge

—

—

tronage.

Stranger

Than

—

Fiction, with Katherine

MacDonald. With the able assistance
Wesley Barry and Ralph Spence, the
title writer, the star succeeds in making

of

|
|

Two Months,
Eight Weeks,
To

Sept. 1

jj

When are you going to issue
the next edition of "The Box
Office Record"? Don't fail to
send me a copy, as I find it
most valuable for handy reference purposes.
I have used your last issue
to advantage on several occabeats digging
It
sions.
through the back files of one's
A real time
trade papers.
saver.
Business in this territory is
very slow. Many houses are
closed down or operating part

1

time.

f§

hit

1

You

Smilin'

Chicago.

production. A genuine special. Roberts
masterful as the father. Put this on your
"exceptional" list and don't be afraid to
put it over if you are lucky enough to
get it.
T. S. Daley, Casino theatre, HaliNeighborhood patronage.
fax, N. S.

—

—

St.

—

First National

—

417 S. Dearborn

I
S
1
(
B
I
|
1
3
1
1
I

Most
harder

of

them have been

than

for

many

1 years. However, we look for1 ward hopefully to the future.
HENRY W. GAUDING,
|
Lincoln theatre,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

I hereby
a first class production.
wish to express the opinion that Mr.
Spence is the cleverest title writer in the
business and hope you will take note
always
is
of the
subtitle wit which
present in his writings. -Wm. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. Neigh-

this

—

—

borhood patronage.

My

—

Coogan.
Jackie
Well acted and fine
photography. A good drawing card and
The renit will please most everyone.
Boy,

splendid

with

picture.

are too high. Someone is getit certainly can't be in
B. P. McCorof production.
mick, Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo.

tal prices

ting too
the cost

much, as

—

Small town patronage.
Hail The Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Here is as near a 100 per
cent picture as we have ever shown.
It is the only picture we have ever shown
that our patrons came to the box office
and took us by the hand and thanked
haven't shown Over
us for showing.
The Hill, The Old Nest, not because we
didn't want to, but didn't feel like trading our house even up for one or two
nights rental on a picture, but we had
several tell us that they had seen The
Old Nest and Over the Hill and considered this in a class with either of them.
had a nice business two nights on
this and First National rented it to us
at a price that let us make a profit on it.
If you haven't played this do so, and go

—

We

We

your limit on advertising. It's wonderful, it's clean, and while it has a great
lesson in it it don't lose any of its entertaining power. One lady told me she

—

—

———
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July

wood

always good and draw good
C.
Farquhar,
Opera
House, Guide Rock, Neb. Family pat-

pllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllU

stories

attendance.

|

Gentleman from Idaho Charges
Collusion Ruled Prize Awards

|

g
B
B
g
m
H
g
B
B

g
g
g
g

—

ronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production. One of the best by
Xeilan that I have played. Drew very
good. C. J. Foster, Palace theatre. Mineral Point, Wis.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The Ten Dollar
cast.
||

g

— This

ends up

Roy

picture

Pleased

fine.

No

all.

kicks.—

Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark,

L.

— Transient

Ala.

Raise, with a special
starts off slow but

patronage.

'

g
g
g

him and

to the city of Hamilton!
Terrible.
So this, then, is the inglorious end of that perfectly
And yet Miss Dana says, "There Are No Villains."
to

good Beauty Contest. §j
Death, where is thy =

Oh

sting?

g
g

hockey-stick.
Thank Fortune, there is one honest exhibitor left, and that is Christopher
When he gets ready to aspire to the White House he will receive
C. Meyer.
at least one sure vote from Idaho, scratched by

g
g

for a miserable

little

PHILIP RAND,
theatre,

mhioiiiiii^
it was an eight reel show.
Spainhour. Auditorium theatre,
Greensburg. Kan. Small town patron-

didn't realize

A.

—

age.

Stranger

Than

with Kathergood picture, but

Fiction,

A

ine MacDonald—
didn't draw any extra
Rediske. Star theatre,

business.

— G.

—

F.

Mont.

Ryegate,

Small town patronage.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
A pretty good picture, although
Clark.

—

not the star's best. Should please Clark
fans— L. C. Farquhar, Opera House,
Guide Rock, Neb.— Family patronage.

Hail the
production.

seemed

Woman,

a

Thomas H.

— Wonderful

to please

all.

One

Ince

and
picture
lady said she

Drew
she had a headache.
till
poor on account of competition. Bill
Tracey, Gem theatre, Platteville, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
cried

—

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles

—A

picture that seemed to please
patrons
well, but several of
thought that Ray was too over-grown for

Ray.

my

fairly

—

agree with them.
T. H. Smith, Princess theatre, ColchesNeighborhood patronage.
ter, 111.
the part he played.

I

—

The

River's End, with a special cast.

have heard only good comments
I
Age of
about this from my patrons.
picture should not deter anyone from
running it, for it has qualitv evident all
through it.— Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F.

—

—

—

—
—

Transient patronage.
Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production. There is no doubt but that
this will rank as one of the very best
sonville, Fla.

The

eight reels slide smoothly along and so entertaining that it does
not seem long or tiresome. The acting
is
perfect.
Stars are as numerous in
this splendid drama as in the heavens on
clear
night.
Among these Florence
a
Vidor commands the highest praise; she
is very, very appealing.
Madge Bellamy
is fine.
Theodore Roberts acts the part
of the stern New England family tyrant
superbly, and Tully Marshall makes a
villain that is a villain.
of the year.

Had Mr.

Ince injected some comedy
sad theme as in Humor-

relieve the

to

some melodramatic bit of exin The Old Nest, or even
had a happy ending with Judith and Dick
married, it would have been a masterpiece in entertainment.
As it is, howesque, or

citement as

ever, it is very fine, even if it just misses
the heights reached by the two just mentioned.
Book it and boost it by all
means.
Your patrons will be highly
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salpleased.
mon, Ida.

—

—

My

,

COMING!

DESERTED
"TTat the

Boy, with Jackie Coogan. Wonpicture and one that will please
all classes.
Played two days to big business.
Miss S. Magee, Magee theatre.
Evansville, Wis.
Neighborhood patronderful

—

—

age.

W.

L.

ville,

Ark.

Landers,

Gem

— Neighborhood

theatre,

Bates-

patronage.

The Last Trail, with a special castGood Zane Grey story well produced.
Flood

scene

unusually

good.

Should

please where this class of picture is liked.
P. G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's
Summit, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Brothers, Jacklett theatre, Port
Gibson, Miss. Small town patronage.

—

—

Tom Mix. As usual, it's
good, and drew the best house we have
had for some time. C. A. Spainhour,
Auditorium theatre, Greensburg, Kans.
Small town patronage.
Trailin',

with

—

Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.
Sorry that we can't get many like this
one.

a great appealing picture and
at his best.
Doris Pawn does

It's

Farnum

—

some extra good work. J. Carbonell.
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Footfalls, with a special cast.
Not a
business puller but a good picture. It is
a heavy drama.
Story of a blind man
who recognizes a murderer by his footfall.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre.
2844 Madison St., Chicago, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.

—

Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.—
Poor. The poorest of the four he made
this year.
Old, old stuff. Olen Reynolds.
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.
Small town patronage.
The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix
Good picture, but did not draw like The
Road Demon. G. C. Knight, Huree theatre.
Coldwell,
Idaho. -Neighborhood
patronage.
Extra, Extra, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker. A very good program
picture.
These stars are very well liked
here.— S. N. Andress, Royal theatre.
Ponca, Neb. Neighborhod patronage.
Very Truly Yours, with Shirly Mason.

—

—

—

—

—

— At

Mason show that was differAl St. John comedy. Straight
Farm,
Okay also. Olsen Reythe
nolds.
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.
Small town patronage.
Up and Going, with Tom Mix. Is five
last a

Okay.

ent.

—

From

—

It is a mounted police story.
The scenery is good but Mix does not
make as good a picture as he used to.

short reels.

Old Dad, with Mildred Harris.— This
is only a fair program picture.
I was
blown up on this a year ago, I had it
bought then as a special, this time as a
program.
Thanks for the blow up.
Ark.

— W.

ham

Grand Gorge, N. Y. Small
town patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. Drew a very good business
and picture was very entertaining for
those who like this light comedy. However, I noticed several walk out on it.
Advertising; lobby, billboards and screen.
Guy A. Kenimer, Arcade theatre, Jacktheatre,

will not

Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.—
A very good picture. Disappointed on
account of not being a western. Abra-

Salmon, Idaho.

— C.

good entertainment. Here is one
have to duck when the show
over.
You can look them in the eye.

ing,

you

—

in Indignation,

Rex

Fox
Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.—
Boys, here is a real picture. You have
possibly heard about specials.
This is
not so classed, but it is.
Rich in entertainment value. That is what we are seek-

is

To think that one man would sell his reputation for a furlined pocket flask,
and that another would blast all hopes of being mayor of Good Night, Kan.,

His Companion

—

— L.

—

|

So Jenkins gets the Grand Prize!
Miserable cards.
And Sprague, his next door neighbor, is the judge!
Scandalous.
,
I once thought these two cornhuskers were in for a head-on collision, but
now I know it was not coll sion but collusion.
And to think that our star reporter, J. C. Jenkins, would be a party to such
a frame-up.
Unbelievable.
[
suppose we can now expect J. C. to pass the plate on Sunday and qualify
for a bank cashier, or perhaps, with Sprague's help, to take Sydney Cohen's
presidency away from him.
And then there's pocr Meyer, a poor third. What a shock it must be

1922

15,

L. Landers,

Gem

— Neighborhood

The

theatre, Batesville.

patronage.
Golden Snare, with a special cast.

— Another

fine

Curwood

picture.

Cur-

S.

N.

Neb.

Andress,

Royal

— Neighborhood

The

theatre,

patronage.
Last Trail, with a special

Ponca,
cast.

A

very good picture and had better drawWould
ing power than was expected.

indicate that out door pictures with
plenty of excitement appeal. A. L. Hain-

—

—
July

Illinois

line,

theatre,

Macomb,

111.

Neighborhood patronage.
Sky High, with Tom Mix. Advertise
you are giving them a trip to the Grand
Canyon in Arizona for the price of admission and the picture will do the rest
D. L. Rayafter they are in the house.

—

I

—

nolds. Strand theatre, Gilroy, Cal.

town patronage.
Sky High, with

— Small

—

Tom Mix. Something
Mix. but thoroughly enjoyConsider this picture an excepable.
treat
from every standpoint.
tional
Grand Canyon scenes wonderful. Mrs.
L. M. Carter. Court theatre, Huntington,
Tenn. Neighborhood patronage.
The Strength of The Pines, with William Russell. A very good out door
northern show. Olen Reynolds, Pearl
Small town pattheatre. Hymera, Ind.

—

—

—

—

ronage.

Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jones.
Not as good as the last few Jones ofAbout an 80 percent program
ferings.

—

Bolster up balance of program.
T. S. Daley, Casino theatre, Halifax,
N. S. Neighborhood patronage.
The Lamp Lighter, with Shirly Mason.
Very nice little picture. Sure to please
My patrons all liked
at least 90 percent.
Pleased a Saturday night audience.
it.
G. C. Knight. Huree theatre, Coldwell,
Idaho. Neighborhood patronage.
picture.

—

—

—
—

—

Footfalls,

with

a

you want

—

special cast.
Very
to rufn the reputa-

poor.

If

tion of

your house book

this.

— H.

C.

De

Weese,

Majestic theatre, Sidney, O.
General patronage.
Iron To Gold, with Dustin Farnum.
A very good picture, in fact I believe
the best of his recent productions.
However. I wish to call attention to a scene
the latter part of the picture where
the star and the villain's wife are standing in a room.
Villain enters through
the south door with a revolver in his
in

He is disarmed and Farnum
him and throws him through the
south door.
Immediately follows the
scene, where the villain is alighting on
the ground, but this is on the north side
hand.

choices

of the house.
Therefore the hero either
threw him clear over the house or he

must have hit the ground so hard he
bounced over. I will leave it up to your
judgment to decide. Wm. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.

—

—

Could have played this at
easily.
Better than some
so-called specials.
H. C. De Weese, Majestic theatre. Sidney, O.
General pat-

advanced price

—

—

ronage.

The
due

Jolt,

one, as

—

cast.
You are
when you show this
so much "fillum" and
The kind that's made

with a special

get a jolt

to

just

it's

about

all.

to sell, and not to get and build business. Nothing offensive in the story, but
there's nothing to it.
B. P. McCormick,
Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo. Small

—

—

town patronage.
Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.
This is our second picture of this star,
and our opinion has been wonderfully
changed since seeing

this
to

picture.

It

contains all that goes
make up an
evening's entertainment. Story, scenario
action and thrills.
had poor attendance owing to the fact our patrons didn't
like the first picture we showed with
Jones, Riding With Death, but this one
made good. C. A. Spainhour, Auditor-

We

—

ium theatre, Greensburg,
town patronage.

— Small

Kan.

—

Perjury, with William Farnum. The
exhibitor who said Fox committed perjury when they sold this as a special
sure told the truth. The best I can say
for it is 9000 feet of exposed film gone
to waste.
If you have not bought this
one you will be just as well off not to.
C. J. Latta, Lyric theatre, Harlan, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

William Farnum. The
least said the better.
A long drawn out
morbid tale. The best thing about it being the words, "The End."
Business
terrible.
Frank L. Browne, Liberty theatre, Long Beach, Calif.
General pat-

—

—

ronage.
with a ?peci?l cast.
mighty good race track melodrama and
one that pleased ihem ail
The race is
a dandy and one that you should play

up in your advertising. Mary Carr is a
good drawing; card if you have plaved
Over the Hill.— W. F. Haycock. Star
theatre,
Callaway,
Neb. General pa-

—

tronage.

Big Town Ideas, with a special cast.
"Small Town Stuff" would have been
more appropriate. More of this impossible, or rather highly improbable, stuff.
If all "movies" were on a par with this,
the game of exhibiting would soon die.
B. P. McCormick. Liberty theatre, FlorSmall town patronage.
ence, Colo.
Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones. Put
"Buck" back in the hearts of my people.
He was a "goody good" in our last two
pictures and we resented the hypocrisy.
"Buck" should always play what he is,
an honest-to-God cowboy. Mrs. L. M.
Carter, Court theatre. Huntingdon, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

A

Connecticut Yankee, with a special
cast.
They class this with Over the Hill
and ask the same price for it. It pleased
about 60 percent here. If you can buy
it at a program price whereby you do not
have to claim too much for it you will
get by okay. It is a good picture but not
near what Fox seems to think it is. C.
Latta. Lyric theatre, Harlan, la.
J.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Road Demon, with

Tom

Mix.
Played

lead in

new

tributed

first

West Coast Films,

of a
dis-

by Producers Security Corpo-

g
g

over the cost of the reels and house
expense.
Princess theatre,
Colchester,

theatre.

It

The Old

at

against any

A

— W.

this

|

H
g
g
g
{§

g
g

111.

g
g

but then that's

Callawny, Neb.

patronage.

— General

Connecticut Yankee, with a special
cast.
A mighty big production that
It gets out
should please the majority.
Boost it. Business
of the beaten path.
only fair. P. G. Vaughan. Royal thea-

—

—

Mo.

Lee's Summit,
patronage.

tre,

A

— Neighborhood

Connecticut Yankee, with a special

— A good show to a very poor busiTwo days to about $21 total reness.
Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
ceipts. — Olen
cast.

Hymera,

Ind.

— Small

town patronage.

Shackles of Gold, with William Far-

—

What for is
num. Samson reissued.
more than I can tell. Don't let any salesman tell you this is a good picture. Nothing to
Harlan,

it.

— C.

la.

J.

Lyric theatre,
patronage.

Latta,

—Neighborhood

The Road Demon, with Tox Mix.—
offering, but not as good as the
Pleased the
majority of his pictures.
majority here. Clarence W. Langaclu-r.
New Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis. —
General patronage.

good Mix

—

—

Thunderclap, with a special cast. Conthis a mighty good audience pic-

sider
ture.

appeal.

Has all the thrills,
Drew well. P.

—

also the heart

G. Vaughan.
Summit, Mo.

Royal theatre, Lee's
Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
Watch Your

Step, with a special cast.
here's a dandy, the best I have

above the average.

Pic-

I

Haycock, Stat thea-

Over The Hill, with a special cast.
A wonder of a photoplay. Mary Carr's
work in this is great and the story is one
that ought to please 100 percent.
ture holds the house record for

j
g
g
g
g

F.

as per usual.
tre.

j!

g

did not please here as well
Nest, but that is nothing
picture.
Play it and adver-

Fox wants too much

it.

j
M
g
g
g

SMITH,

T. H.

— Boys,

—

"The Great Alone,"

series of

-

Fine picture. My patrons liked it.
Some came the secto a nice business.
ond night to see it over again. G. C.
Knight. Huree theatre, Coldwell, Idaho.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

plays the

THE ROAD DEMON (Fox),
I
g with Tom Mix. — For a box office
attraction
on a hot night grab this
g
g one and pull some kind of a stunt
g to get them in. I admitted one lady
g free with every paid admission
g ticket sold and did capacity business
g and pleased them all.
SNOWBLIND (Goldwyn), with
|
g a special cast. — On the night I
g played this one I gave a complig mentary ticket for the following
night.
Had to stand them out, and
g the picture pleased everyone.
THE DUKE OF C H I M N E Y
1
| BUTTE (R-C), with Fred Stone.—
H Used this on the night following
| SNOWBLIND. The free ones
g filled the first show and those curig ous to know what all the jam was
3 about stuck around for the second,
g which sent the box office receipts

tise

—

Thunderclap,

|

Ideas

|

—

Perjury, with

—

who

"Money
1 Making
|

—

—

MONROE SALISBURY,

63

— Wonderful.

that's

different for

—

—A

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

15,

—A

Lots ol pep and
had from Goldwyn.
One trade critic said it was
comedy.
"poor." That bird must have had a shot
in the

is away
McCormick,

arm, because this picture

Liberty

theatre,

— B.

P.

Florence,

Colo.

— Small

town patronage.
From The Ground Up, with Tom
Moore. And here comes the comedy

—

——

——

——
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July
Grand theatre. Anamosa,
hood patronage.

1922

15,

la.

— Neighbor-

The Man of the Forest, with a
One of the better class that

cast.

—

give

to

satisfaction.

— Eugene

Saunders theatre, Harvard,

special
is sure

Saunders.

— General
cast. — Fine.

111.

patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special
Nothing better. Charles Holt,
theatre, Danforth, Me.

—

Princess

Metro
Turn

to the Right, a Rex Ingram production.
I consider this picture a real
masterful production that will appeal to
all classes, leaving an everlasting impression for better things.
great treat.
J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

A

—

Little

Hughes.

Eva

Ascends,

— An

with

Gareth

excellent comedy-drama,
with an universal appeal. Different from
the common run of pictures.
Pleased

Many favorable comments.
Cannot recommend the picture too highly
The fact that it
for a program offering.
everybody.

IN

THE UNDERGROUND PRISON—A

dramatic scene from "The Prisoner of
Zenda," the latest Rex Ingram production being distributed through Metro.

with a laugh from the start to the finish.
Pleased a good crowd. If you like good
comedy you will like this one. G. D.
Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavener, Ok'.a.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Come On

Over, with a special cast.
A good average program featuie. Nothing more.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty
Small towa patheatre, Florence, Colo.

—

—

Tombstone,

tre,

Ariz.

— General

did not draw much patronage for me may
be due to the title, but surely it cannot
be held against the picture. W. J.
Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
Small town patronage.

—

PEACOCK ALLEY,

patron-

age.

Murray.

Bunty Pulls The Strings, with a special
I wonder where they dug up this

I

—

UPSTAIRS, with

— Interesting

laughable as
reported on

we

Mabel NorNot as

picture.

expected.

After

I

—

WHEN DOCTORS

DISAGREE

received

I

a

letter

from a Mabel Normand admirer
(not an exhibitor) in Chicago
roasting me for complimenting the
acting of Walter Hiers and thereby detracting from Miss Normand's honors. This only goes to
show that EXHIBITORS HERALD gets into the hands of
countless readers and we exhibitors had better be careful what we
say.
Mabel, if I have hurt your
feelings, I apologize, for you are a
mighty fine little actress. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

—

—

—

The

Penalty, with
of

Lon Chaney.
it

to tell

—

There
what they

were driving at. Brother Exhibitor, lay
off of this one unless you have some place
where you can run and hide when your
patrons come out. R. S. Moore, Gem
Okla. Neighborhood
theatre,
Snyder,

—

—

of

—

—

The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.
Fine and interesting. Charles Holtz,
Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.

—

Down Home,
picture.

Good

Charles

Holtz,

with a special
as

cast.

Way Down

Princess

— Fine

East.

theatre,

Dan-

Me.

Partners of the Tide, with a special
Fine picture. Better than lots of
the so-called specials. But did not draw
for me.
G. C. Knight, Huree theatre,
Coldwell, Idaho. Neighborhood patroncast.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Fascination, with Mae Murray. Run
Good
it for the first time in the vicinity.
Patrons highly pleased. Better
picture.
Can't
business than on Peacock Alley.
go wrong with this one. Norman W.

—

Gem

Kemp.

theatre,

—
—A

Royal Mounted, with
good picture, with the
a special cast.
greatest out-door stuff ever thrown on
Second night bigger than
the screen.
of the

—

—

patronage.
of the Dawn, with a special
found this is as good a picture
as any exhibitor wants to show, and it

Riders

—

I

Hobart,

Ind.

Neighborhood patronage.

Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.—
This
it all about and why?
question that was put to me by

Life's

even 25 percent.

—

—

Don't Write Letters, with Gareth
thing
First
Hughes.- Clean comedy.
Hughes ever got bv with here.
theatre,
Brothers,
Crystal
Giacoma
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

Johnson Brothers, Johnsonian theatre,
Small town patronage.
Ripley, N. Y.

cast.

—

—

What was

—

age.

—

they could hardly wait till it was over,
so I figured the little star herself was all
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty
that held them.
Small town
theatre, Des Moines, Mex.
patronage.

The Lord Loves the Irish, with J. WarKerrigan. Good program picture.
Drew well. Ending better than the start.

ren

Earl Bookwalter, The Ideal
the first.
Neighborhood
theatre, Halstead, Kan.

Invisible

—A

to

fails

Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.
it's darn funny when Viola Dana
please.
Most complained that

age.

Power, with a special
very good picture, well acted,
and it will please the majority, though
In
the drawing power.
it has not got
my opinion it's just an ordinary program
feature.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty theaSmall town patrontre, Florence, Colo.
cast.

Life's

Yes, and

The Forest, with a special
extra well and pleased all
who saw it. That's what we want. Johnson Brothers. Johnsonian theatre, Ripley,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

— Drew

Cameron

patronage.

The

The Man

cast.

could describe this beautiful picwords fail me. Not only

Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

wish

—

The U.

forth,

Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. A real
comedy. Tom Moore is getting great.
Goldwyn will do good to hold him. M.
Oppenhcimer, Empire theatre, New OrTransient patronag?.
leans, La.

was not enough

Hodkinson

—

I

ish,

both wiys. G. F. Rediske, Star theatre.
Ryegate, Mont. Small town patronage.

P. Trail, with a special cast.
Seemed to satisfy Zane Grey fans and
Sudie I. Haney,
lots of others as well.
Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. Msx.

Mae

with

Metro!

are the settings realistic and lavthe photography gorgeous and
exquisite, but the story is there. I
can truthfully say that I never presented a picture to my patrons
that gave such satisfaction.
Miss Murray, Mr. Blue, you may
never see this, but with all my
heart I thank you. Mrs. W. M.

The opet.uor, pianist, myself and
few that had passes, really enjoyed ii.
Didn't take in enough to pay the express

a

tronage.

mand.

live

ture, but

cast.
title?

—

— Long

was the

many

my

patrons. It failed to please
Viola is done for here.
W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway,
Neb. General patronage.

—

of

—

Gareth
with
Letters,
cannot get an average attendance with Gareth Hughes pictures.
He would do better in supporting casts.
Not strong enough to star. Chas. H.
Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison St.,
Chicago. 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting Mad, with William Desmond.
A good, clean western picture and a
dandy burlesque on The Three Muske-

Don't

Huprhes.

Write

— We

—

—
Heels, with Mabel Norwonderdrew big house. Claire Adams
— Very good program picture.
E.
100
percent.—
A.
made me some money with odds
and pleased
teers.
Benn, Crystal theatre, Dodgeville,
A.
Patrons well pleased. — Austin
against
Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
A. Torrance, Peerless theatre, Lebo, Kan.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Light in the Clearing, with a — Neighborhood patronage.
Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
a puller
Camille, with Nazimova. — A good
Rogers
— No good for small towns.
special
— Went over
Carboture the whole way through. —
Too gruesome. Not liked by patrons.
here. — Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theaHead Over

is

mand.

It

ful

J.

it.

fine.

is

pic-

cast.

J.

——
July

Monroe

nell,

Key West,

theatre,

rough

The Hole In

the Wall, with Alice Lake.
patrons liked this picture very
much and I, myself, found it unusually
interesting. A lew did not 'ike the theme
(spiritualism), but did not deny that they

— My

were satisfactorily entertained. Consider
the title a poor one from a box office
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre,
standpoint.
Wellington, O. Small town patronage.

—

The Great Redeemer, with

a special
Great. I am late in playing it but
cast.
If you
I wouldn't mind playing it again.
haven't played it, do it and do it now.
W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway,
Neb. General patronage.

—

who want

please those

will

Fla.

Neighborhood patronage.

—

northern

stuff.

this type of

— T.

H.

Princess theatre, Colchester,
borhood patronage.

111.

Smith,

— Neigh-

Matrimony a Failure? with a special
cast.
A good social comedy that will
please the most fastidious audience. J.
Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Is

—

—

—

Woman,

Find the

a Cosmopolitan prohear a soul rave about
it and poorest business for several weeks.
D. L. Raynolds, Strand theatre, Gilroy,
Cal.
Small town patronage.

duction.

—

— Didn't

—

Moran

of

Dorothy

Lady

the

and

Dalton

Letty,
with
Rodolph Valentin^.

picture.
— Only
Only
drawing
—
power. — A. M. Eisner, Circle theatre,
Message From Mars, with Bert
Kansas
City,
Mo.
—
Neighborhood
patronUsed
Lytell. — Good program picture.
age.
fair

fair

A

it

on a Sunday night.
established here.
therefore pleased.

man
tres,

However,

Picture

star not
different and

—

Business fair. NorW. Kemp, Gem and Fair theaNeighborhood
paHobart,
Ind.

—

tronage.

Paramount
The Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. Very good. Star never made

—

a picture that pleased the whole family
Contains plenty of
as did this one.
humorous incidents during the train ride
Chas. H.
children.
orphaned
the
home of
Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison St.,

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
complimentary reproduction. — Many

Chicago,

111.

marks from more than usual number

of

Second night better than first.
patrons.
No
Tell them it's absolutely natural.
hokum. D. L. Raynolds, Strand theatre,
Gilroy, Cal.— Small town patronage.

—

THE SHEIK, with Rodolph Valentino and Agnes Ayres. My patrons don't like costume plays.
Valentino never played the town.
Consequently, I refused to contract
for this picture. But the reports in
EXHIBITORS HERALD were so
that
I
favorable
consistently
changed my mind and booked the
picture against my best judgment.
The results were that I broke
box office records held by
EAST and made a most
satisfactory profit. About the time
one thinks he knows the picture
business from A to Z be gets a
("rprise like this that convinces
him that there are still many
things to learn. W. J. Powell,

—

Alone, with
very pood picture, better than anything Dorothv Dalton has done yet, in my opinion. We did
a splendid business and the audiences
were very much pleased. Guy A. Kenia

—

mer, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville. Fla.
General patronage.
Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
Wonderful picture and will
olease all classes.
Three days to big
M.
business in face of hot weather.
Meister, the White House theatre, Milwaukee. Wis. Neighborhood patronaprc.
The Mistress of the World, with Mia
May.
ran the last chapter of this
and lost 50 percent of our patronage on
it.
I think just the same as one other
exhibitor, who writes about it saying; it
was a crime for Paramount to nut their
name on it. Home Spun Folks is a
poojl picture, p'easing our audience 90
percent.
Cozy theatre, Scranton. Kan.
General patronage.
The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton.— A very good Alaskan picture,
but cannot be compared with The Flame

—

—

—

— We

—

of the Yukon, that this star
Thomas Ince for Triangle.

made tmdpr
However,

—

—

There was a reason. Lay off of
Mooney, Opera House,
S.
Mason City, Neb. Neighborhood pa-

ness.
this.

— F.

—

tronage.

The Good
This

to

Cosmopolitan

may have been on
rainy

usually

days

—

a

A very good picture but
draw even average business.

production.
failed

Provider,

run.

operative

account of unweather during the four

Advertising
tie-ups,

— billboards,

special

appeal

to

cothe

advance ticket sale,
1,000 personal letters, newspaper and
lobby.
Guy A. Kenimer, Arcade theatre,

Jewish

patrons,

—

—

Woman Who Walked
is

—

—

—

— This

—

Jacksonvile, Fla. Transient patronage.
The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton. A regular old-fashioned weststar's
followers were disapern, and
pointed, but should go over where they
D. L.
like the blood and thunder stuff.
Raynolds, Strand theatre, Gilroy, Cal.
Small town patronage.
Bought and Paid For, with Agnes

Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.

The

Forever, with Elsie Ferguson and WalReid. You cannot help but lose
money on this picture. Everything possible to put it across failed.
In many
ways it is fine but it seems to me to be
a great waste of effort on an impossible
subject.
Don't consider it a big picture.
A. L. Hainline, Illinois theatre, Macomb, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
The Mistress of the World, with Mia
May. On fourth episode to poor busilace

—

WAY

DOWN

Dorothy Dalton.

—
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—

Ayres and Jack Holt. Well acted drama.
Taken from the stage play. Not a big
production.
Suitable for adult audience.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844
Madison St., Chicago, 111. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres. My patrons will agree

—

with

picture.

that has been said about this
It sure pleases the most of them.

theatre,

New

all

— Clarence

W. Langacher, New
Glarus, Wis.

Glarus

— General

pa-

tronage.

The Law and the Woman, with Betty
Compson. Fair drawing power. Pleased.
A. M. Eisner, Circle theatre, Kansas
Neighborhood patronage.
City, Mo.

—

—

—

The Man From Home, with

a special
picture led us
to be a little doubtful as to its value,
but it went over fine and everyone liked
it.
I did regular tourist season business
with it. Advertising: lobby, newspaper,
billboards,
screen.
Guy A. Kenimer,
Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. Gencast.

— Criticisms

on

this

—

eral

—

patronage.

Old Wives

New,

a Cecil B. DeMille
picture hurt the name
I
couldn't
of Cecil B. DeMille here.
tell them that it was one of his first.
They demand up-to-date pictures, even
W. F. Haycock,
in the small towns.
Star theatre, Callaway, Neb. General

production.

for

— This

—

—

patronage.

FORBIDDEN FRUIT,
DeMille production.
highest

class

a Cecil B.
of the

— One

pictures

produced.

Another one the exhibition life of
which should be lengthened. Play
it now or next year and it will
please just the same.

Clarence

It's

rus theatre,

New

Gla-

Glarus, Wis.

Something to Think About,
DeMille

great.

W. Langacher, New

production.

— Great,

a

Cecil B.
the

was

another that you can

opinion of
play any time, and it will please. Superb
scenery and a great plot. Clarence W.
Langacher, New Glarus theatre, New
Glarus, Wis. General patronage.
all.

Still

—

—

Passing Through, with Douglas MacLean. MacLean is another very popular
Lots of good comments on
star with us.
It's one that keeps them in
this picture.

—

—

—
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good humor. A mighty fine hot weather
L. C. Farquhar, Opera House,
Guide Rock, Neb. Family patronage.

tonic.

—

—

The

Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. Played to better than average
business.
Very pleasing picture with
lots of comedy and human interest.
Guy A. Kenimer, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
General patronage.

—

—

—

—

The Easy Road, with Thomas Meighan.

I don't consider this a strong picture.
it was very slow moving, the plot
apparent and no comedy to liven it up.
It proved to have little drawing power.

To me

— A.

L.

comb,

Hainline,

111.

theatre,

Illinois

— Neighborhood

Ma-

— C.

—

A

E. Johnson, Paramount theaGibbon, Neb. General patronage.

tre.

and
way,

Fool, with Wallace Reid.
picture. Not as good as
previous Reid pictures.
Did not draw
very well. Johnson Brothers, Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.
Small town
patronage.

program

—

strong

as

Reid's

The women seemed

previous

to like

it

The

it

fairly

good.^-J.

H.

—

pretty well

Norwich, Kan.

—

in.

At that

Hope Hampton. — An-

—

— Not

pictures.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid. It will
probably satisfy Reid fans. The story is
slim and fails to convince.
It's certainly
below this star's standard and many more
like it would put him on the "toboggan."
B.
P.
McCormick, Liberty theatre,
Florence, Colo. Small town patronage.

men patrons remarked
was about the weakest picture

they had ever seen Reid

was

—

patronage.

with

Bait,

all

other program offering that is good.
Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
theatre, New Glarus, Wis.
General patronage.

but several of our
that

picture with a

should please

it

— Neighborhood

—

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.
as

truly fine

1922

15,

dandy cast
classes.
Anythat's the way it did for me.
T. H.
Smith, Princess theatre, Colchester, 111.

—

The Dancin'

— Good

theatre,

patronage.

Chickens, with Douglas MacLean.
Very weak. Did not draw business for
me.
Advertising lobby. A.
Mitchell,
Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky. Small
town patronage.

—

class.

Julv

it

Legion
Small town paTalbert,

—

tronage.

Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
The Women's Club endorsed this picture and brought out the Boys' Twentyone Club as guests. We did a big business and the children as well as the
grown-ups enjoyed the picture fine. L.
C. Farquhar, Opera House, Guide Rock,
Neb. Family patronage.
The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.
A very good picture. Clarence W.
Langacher, New Glarus theatre, New

—

—
—

One

Glorious Day, with Will Rogers
and Lila Lee. This was something different, and our audience enjoyed it.
M.
P. La Bree, V. I. A. theatre, Crescent
City, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—
—
a spe— A very good picture to the eduThe Copperhead, with a special
cated class of people.
To the others,
—
— Played this Memorial Day and was
a very mixed up
— Clarence W.
a mighty good offering for an entertainLangacher, New Glarus theatre, New
ment at that time.
—
good and
—
Glarus, Wis. — General patronage.
suit at any time or place. — W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Neb.— GenGlarus, Wis. — General patronage.
The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton. — A good picture.
One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers. eral patronage.
Worth while
showing. Dorothy Dalton
— Something totally different and will
some good
Straight Is the Way, with a special
star, especially
bigger pictures than
please the majority.
well acted and
cast. — Only a
picture that will just
this one.
The better the picture, the
has quite a
of comedy. Some Rogers'
get by. — Clarence W. Langacher, New
better she
— Carbonell, Monroe thea- fans may be disappointed because of the Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis. — GenKey West, Fla. — Neighborhood pa- new kind of story. — B. P. McCormick, eral patronage.
tronage.
Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo. — Small
The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
town patronage.
The Love Special, with W allace Reid.
— consider this a good show and pleased
— Wallie a favorite here and this one
Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.
our patrons. Many favorable comments.
— a good picture that will please your —
pleased well. — L. C. Farquhar, Opera
A. theatre, CresM. P. LaBree, V.
House, Guide Rock, Neb. — Family papatrons. — Clarence W. Langacher, New
cent City, Fla. — Neighborhood patrontronage.
Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis. — GenThe Great Impersonation, with

cial cast.

it

is

affair.

cast.

it

It

will

is

is

in

It's

fair

bit

is.

J.

tre,

I

•

is

It's

I.

Too Much

Speed, with Wallace Reid.
— 98 percent entertainment.
Play
new.
— Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
theatre, New Glarus, Wis. — General pait

tronage.

The Testing Block,
Hart.

— Pleased.

— Giacoma

Tombstone,

Hart

with

William

S.

well liked here.
Crystal
theatre,
General patronage.
is

Brothers,
Ariz.

—

The Ghost in the Garrett, with DoroOne of the best comedies ever

thy Gish.

made.

—

Far

excels
anything Dorothy
ever did in the comedy line and if you
want a hot weather picture book this
one.
T. H. Smith, Princess theatre, ColNeighborhood patronage.
chester, 111.

—

—

The

Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
Have
is a very good western.
many patrons who enjoy the western
shoot-'em-up kind, and The Toll Gate

— This

-

is

probably fully as good as any of

EARLE WILLIAMS

this

eral

age.

patronage.

The Kentuckians, with Monte
Because of

Blue.

slowness it will have to be
It is
put down as poor entertainment.
clean but dry.
No excitement. No
ending.
Acting
is
comedy and a poor
mediocre.
There are too many better
If you have it
ones to trifle with this.
booked end up with a good comedy.
You may get by at regular prices. Poorest play that we have run in months. Six
The name has some drawing
reels.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
value.
Idaho. General patronage.
Hawthorne of the U. S. A., with WalGood picture, but have had
lace Reid.
J. W. Andresen.
better ones of this star.
NeighborRialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.
hood patronage.
The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan This has many of the socalled big specials backed off the map.

and support

R-C

its

First Woman, with Mildred Harsurprise picture that proves that
is a good star. It's worth
while to book it. J. Carbonell, Monroe
Neighborhood
theatre, Key West, Fla.

The

ris.

—

— —

—

—

patronage.

The

Born,
with
Sessue
say enough for this,
one of the best Chinese stories
First

Hayawaka.
as

it

is

— Can't

ever screened.
It
drags them

Empire

theatre.

Oh
in.

Boy!

— M.

New

What

paper.

Oppenheimer,
Orleans,

La.

Transient patronage.

—

in

—A

Mildred Harris

—

—

Pictures

two scenes from "Fortune's Mask,"

Bad Luck, with Max
could get seven a year like
this one I would have seven years' of
good luck. Play this one and you won't
be sorry. A. J. Benn, Crystal theatre.
Seven

Linder.

—

Years

If

I

—

a

new Vitagraph production

——
July

Wis.

Dodgeville,
tronage.

The

— Neighborhood

with

Stealers,

Good,

a

special

—

cast.

too long.
Lily theatre, Buffalo,
hood patronage.
stir

tre,

Tombstone,

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
picture. Fell down on Saturday. A

Poor

with Edith Storey.
whatsoever with our

few like this one and the theatre would
go on the blink. G. C. Knight, Huree
theatre, Coldwell, Idaho.
Neighborhood

—

Brothers. Crystal theaAriz.
General patron-

—

My

Be

Wife,

— A.

Max

with

United Artists

Linder.

M. Eisner, Circle theatre.
City,
Mo. Neighborhood pa-

Kansas

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith
duction. — A wonderful production

—

tronage.

Kismet,
don't

This
Lily

with

went over

—

Skinner. They
better than Kismet.

Otis

make them any

—

—

Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Realart
Too Much Wife, with Wanda Hawley.

— An

Macomb,

111.

— Neighborhood

Two Weeks With

patronage.

Pay,

Bebe
Daniels.
Good picture. Drew fair on
rainy night.
Johnson Brothers, Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.— Small town

—

patronage.

LIGE CONLEY

in a

scene from his

Educational-Mermaid
"Rapid Fire."

est

Aberdeen,

Miss.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Room

tronage.

General patronage.

—

—

The Home Spun Vamp, with May McAvoy. A pleasing star in a good story.
No special, but a strong program offering.
Can't estimate its drawing power as

—

—

—

carnival

had the business.

— A.

L.

Macomb,

theatre,

Illinois

line,

Hain111.

Neighborhood patronage.

Too Much Wife, with Wanda Hawley.
comments were favorable. Crosby

—All

—

Brothers, Lily theatre,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

Neighborhood patronage.
Such a Little Queen, with Constance
Binney. No good.
Half of my patrons
walked out during the show. Hope Binney will do better next time. F. L. Ten-

—

—

brook,

Bijou

theatre,

Delray,

Fla.

Neighborhood patronage.
Everything For Sale, with May McAvoy. As good a program picture as
can be procured anywhere. Pleased here.

—

— Clarence
theatre,

W. Lanacher, New Glarus
New Glarus, Wis. — General pa-

tronage.

—

Morals, with May McAvoy. This one
a crackerjack.
You will make no mistake in booking it.
Roy L. Dowling,
Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala. Transient
patronage.
is

—

—

Her Face Value, with Wanda Hawley.
—Another good Realart. Light entertainment.
Star well cast and support
is good.
Will please refined audience.
A. L. Hainline, Illinois theatre, Macomb,
111-

— Neighborhood
—

patronage.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawley.
A little rare, but it went over fine.

— Clarence
theatre.

W. Lanacher, New Glarus
New Glarus, Wis. — General pa-

tronage.

The Heart

—

Specialist, with

Mary

Miles

Minter. Splendid, and drew good business both matinee and night.
W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Dawn

—

of the East, with Alice Brady
Good program picture. Clarence W.
Langacher,
Glarus theatre.
Glarus, Wis.
General patronage.

New

—

Room

—

New

and Board, with Constance Binney— A good picture. Pleased those
that saw it.
Miss Binney is well liked
here.— W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre.

Universal
is full

—

of this popular star I have played for a
long time. They come out in any kind
of weather to see her, and in this offer-

A

ing she was extra good.

good, clean

comedy-drama, and one that will suit
most everyone. W. F. Haycock, Star

—

Man
Tearle. — No
The

— General

Stone,

of

with

worse and a

Hoot Gibson.
photos, and the picture

with

—

Dubuque,

la.

Drew good
Dreamland

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.
Our third Hoot Gibson western to a "Pay
You Leave" offer for a Monday night.

as

— Olen Reynolds,
Ind. — Small town

Pearl theatre,
patronage.

Hymera,

The Trap, with Lon Chaney.— Only

Announce Your Marriage? with
Elaine Hammerstein. The first picture

theatre, Callaway, Neb.
age.

It,

of action and comedy.
days. J. E. Boyle,

for two
theatre,

Selznick

Why

On

Step

Dandy paper and

Morals, with May McAvoy.
Realart's
program picture I have played. Play
it.
Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
theatre, New Glarus, Wis.
General pa-

—

—

lat-

comedy,

and Board, with Constance Binney. Wonderful picture that is sure to
please your patrons.
Very good program offering. Clarence W. Langacher,
New Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

best

patron-

—

—

with

—

— Neighborhood

of the Storm, a D. W. Grifproduction. It can't be done. What?
Get a dollar top for a film in a can without orchestra and proper road showing,
especially a costume picture without a
punch. D. L. Raynolds, Strand theatre,
Gilroy, Cal.
Small town patronage.

Orphans

fith

—

pro-

and
one is

this

like

age.

hood patronage.

extra fine comedy-drama.
Pleased
big business. It is clean, with very clever
sub-titles.
Just enough plot for hot
weather. A. L. Hainline, Illinois theatre.

More

fine.

needed.
Played four days to capacity
business.
M. T. Heller, Arcade theatre,

a real picture.
Crosby Brothers.
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighboris

—

patronage.

age.

Pleased.

—

ronage.

Profit,

— Created no
people. — Giacoma
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from box office standpoint, and please
your patrons more than most of the socalled specials.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
General pat-

pa-

— Crosby Brothers,
N. Y. — Neighbor-

but

The Greater

——
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—
—

patron-

fair

lot better

than

W.

New

theatre,

a

with wonderful acting.
Langacher, New Glarus
General patGlarus, Wis.

—

ronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
Here is a real one, if you want action,
and a good western. Grab it. This star
getting more popular here all the
is
time.

and

Conway

picture

Clarence

Advertising lobby

Business good.
six

Attendance

sheets.

— A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre,
Ky. — Small town patronage.

all classes.
Russellville,

program picture. Bought
at a fair price from the fairest bunch I
ever dealt with. Sudie I. Haney, Liberty
Moines, N. Mex. Small
theatre, Des
town patronage.
Channing of the Northwest, with
Eugene O'Brien. Poor.
No action in
this.
Glad we have only one more to
Reynolds,
Pearl
theatre.
Olen
play.
Hymera, Ind. Small town patronage.
Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.

Foolish Wives, an Eric Yon Stroheim
business
this
year.
production. Best
believe
Pleased about 75 percent.
this picture to be a good puller. Brought
people into the house never here before.
However, an increase in admission prices
not profitable. Norman W. Kemp,
is

A

fied.

some.

A

fair

—

—

—

—

—

picture but died hard for
got to have the stars they
G. C. Knight, Huree
like these days.
Neighborhood
theatre, Coldwell, Idaho.

nice

me.

little

You have

—

—

patronage.
A Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance Talmadge. Another re-issue that
got money for me. Title is a dandy drawing card. Rained that night, but it made

—

—

Sam Pylot. Columbia
difference.
Neighborhood
theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.

no

—

patronage.

The Way of a Maid, with Elaine Hammerstein. A dandy little program picCarries
ture, the kind people like to see.
Clean and wholesome.
a nice story.
Plenty of good laughs. W. L. Landers.

—

—

Gem

theatre, Batesville,

Ark.— Small town

patronage.

Why Announce Your Marriage? with
Elaine Hammerstein. This pleasing star.
Elaine Hammerstein, assisted by most
excellent support, puts interesting story
over in fine style. Here is a picture that

—

for fine warm weather enterfits
tainment and with extra effort by added
publicity the same should go over big
just

—

We

—

Gem

Hobart,

theatre,

Ind.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
good, clean picture. 100 percent satisUniversal is certainly putting out
good pictures for the money. Don't be

The Wise

A

— F.

afraid to book this one.
Bijou theatre, Delray,

hood patronage.
Dr. Jim, with Frank

Frank Mayo

L.
Fla.

Tenbrook,

— NeighborMayo. — Excellent.

his best, and good supThis picture is a fine lesson for selfish wives who want to be
Mrs. L. M. Carter, Court
appreciated.
Neighbortheatre, Huntingdon, Tenn.
hood patronage.
Tracked To Earth, with Frank Mayo.
Another good Mayo. Book it and boost
Interesting throughout and has a fine
it.
ending. J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre,
Cozad, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.
It's good, just as all the rest of this star's
Stories to "fit" the
features has been.
at

porting cast.

—

—

—

—

They
star, well directed and well acted.
are sure fine attractions and the price is
right, it leaves you a margin of profit to
business.— B. P. McCormick,
in
stay
Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo. Small
town patronage.
Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

—

—

-
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This is the worst picture run in this
house in many months. Not at all pleasing and failed to get business. This picture had the usual amount of advertising. -Guy A. Kenimer, Arcade theatre,
Jacksonville, Fla.
General patronage.

—

—

—

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson, Here is
a good western with plenty of action. The
best Hoot Gibson that I have run.
He
had good support in this one. Advertising lobby, six.
Attendance good. Ten
and twenty cents. A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre, Russellville, Ky.
Small town

—

—

patronage.
Foolish Wives, an Eric Von Stroheim
production. Had the ear marks of a
good picture, but it flopped. A disconnected picture and patrons were dissatisfied.
E. Rice, Rivera theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.- Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Get
Personal,
with
Marie
Prevost. Played with Peggy Behave. A
fair Saturday night bunch. Comedy okay.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Small town patronage.
Ind.
Don't

—

—

—

The Fox, with Harry Carey.— The
Fox is a real western. Was liked by all
that saw it. Some came back the second
night.
R-C may make a better picture
than The Fox, but I don't think it can
be done. Book it, boys. G. D. Hughes,

—

Liberty

Heavener,

theatre,

Okla.

— Small

No Woman Knows,

with a special cast.
very fine picture of its kind, but it is
not the kind that my patrons like to see.

—A

Had no drawing power

for

us.

—

H.

J.

Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan.

Small town patronage.

Opened Shutters, with Edith Roberts.
This gave satisfaction. It is interesting
all
the way through.
N. Andress,
S.
Royal theatre, Ponca, Neb. Neighbor-

—

—

No Woman Knows,

— Good picture.

with a special

cast.

However, did not please
ought to. Business only

it

Patrons like star but not supporting cast.
Consider it a big city picture
fair.

— Norman W. Kemp, Gem theatre,
Hobart, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Foolish Wives, an Eric Von Stroheim
production. — The most wonderful picture
only.

ever played.

that

Eric

saw

it.

von

I

—

—

—

—

ronage.
Action, with

appointed

good as
they

Hoot Gibson.
one, as

this

in

expected, but

I

it

—

—

I was diswas not as
will pass where
it

Westerns. S. N. Andress,
Royal theatre, Ponca, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Fox, with Harry Carey. One of
very best western productions we have
ever run and a peach of a business getter.
like

—

—

The
was

trailer furnished by the exchange
a big advertising help.
J. H. TalLegion theatre, Norwich, Kan.

—

bert,

Small town patronage.
Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.
Good picture. Will please the average.
A. G. Miller, Miller theatre, Atkinson,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Pleased about 85 percent
think it is a fine picture.

Stroheim

at

his

best,

I

Vitagraph

—

box

Good

attraction and well liked by
my patrons.— G. C. Knight, Huree theatre, Coldwell, Idaho
Neighborhood patoffice

—

Flower of the North, with a special
Extra good business.
Charles
Holtz, Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.

—

—

cast.

The

Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.

—

Excuse me from foreign films if this is
an example.
Ugliest cast we ever saw.

—Abraham

Port
Gibson, Miss. Small town patronage.
The Heart of Maryland, with a special
cast.
Fine picture and pleased everyone.
Book this one and you can't go wrong.
Drew good. Geo. A. Thompson, Opera
House,
Oregon,
Wis. Neighborhood
patronage.
The Little Minister, with Alice Calhoun. Very fine.
They all liked this
one and told us so.
It's a pleasure to
run pictures that please so well.
Good
business.
L. C. Farquhar, Opera House,
Guide Rock, Neb. Family patronage.
No Defense, with William Duncan.
Good. Charles Holtz, Princess theatre,
Danforth, Me.
The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
A very good average with medium busiForeign pictures don't go so well
ness.
here.
Personally I like it very much.
G. V. Knight, Huree theatre, Coldwell,
Idaho. Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Maryland, with a special
cast.
Personally we have seen better
Civil War pictures than this one.
We
thought it too draggy, with too many
scenes crowded in until the last of the
sixth reel.
But we heard no kicks and
several good comments so it must have
pleased the majority.
L. C. Farquhar,
Opera House, Guide Rock, Neb. Family
patronage.
Bros.,

—

theatre,

Jaclett

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

State Rights
Trouble

(Western Pictures Exploitawith Jackie Coogan. Another winner and it deserved to be.
A wonderful

—

tion,)

A

child in a good picture.
combination
that ought to be satisfactory to anyone.
Good business full week. Frank L.
Browne, Liberty theatre. Long Beach,

—

Calif.

— General

patronage.

Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow),
with a special cast. A highly satisfactory picture.
Played to dandy business
for two days.
Patrons well satisfied.
A. M. Beglinger, Majestic theatre, Appleton, Wis.
General patronage.
Thoughtless Women (Pioneer), with

—

—

scene

from the

Universal production, "Out of the Silent North."

Twenty

wind

machines

and

a

four-inch pipe line with a fire engine pumping the water from a
nearby river, a distance of threequarters of a mile to the village,

used in Paramount's "The Old
Homestead," form a part of the
equipment for producing what is
claimed to be the greatest storm
scene that has ever been filmed.
The rain will be visible threequarters of a mile back from the
cameras. At a different period, the
set will be covered with snow, and

when

it is remembered that the village consists of about forty houses
and several streets, the magnitude
of this can be realized.

Alma Rubens.
and

the

— Omit

picture

is

the
the

anything on the screen. Thoughtword, from director to exhibiMrs. L. M. Carter,
tor who shows it.
theatre,
Court
Huntington,
Tenn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Dust (McCarthy,) with

word "women"
most perfectl]'

— Played to

a

R. O. on Decoration
Day.
Pleased the majority.
Paintings wonderful advertisement. Anderson & Anderson, State theatre, Despecial cast.

—

a

Big Storm Scene
Paramount Film

in

less is the

special

—

in

1922

15,

titled of

The Son of Wallingford, with a
cast.
Good picture.
Did fine.

—

FRANK MAYO

July

—

—

hood patronage.

as well as

—

G. D. Hughes, Liberty theatre,
Heavener, Okla. Small town patronage.
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
One of
the best jewels we have played.
Played
two days to good business. Patrons very
much pleased G. C. Arnold, Crystal
theatre, Arena, Wis.
Neighborhood patguess.

ronage.

town patronage.

I

—

S.

—

troit,

Minn.

—

Transient patronage.

My Wandering Boy Tonight? (Equity), with a special cast. Almost as good as The Old Nest. Pleased
about 90 per cent of our patrons. Played
Where

Is

—

it two days, did a good business.
It is
G. D. Hughes, Liba wonderful picture.
theatre,
Heavener, Okla. Small
erty

—

town patronage.
The Problem
with a special

gram

—

Eternal

cast.

— Very

(Plymouth),
ordinary pro-

Mediocre productions
don't draw any money for me, regardless
of how cheap the rental price may be.
P. G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's Summit,

picture.

Mo.

— Neighborhood

Where

Is

My

patronage.

Wandering Boy Tonight?

—

with a special cast. Played
days with a Larry Semon comedy, The Saw Mill, and packed them at
The title draws and the com25 cents.
edy puts it over. A. Dobbs, Empire
Neighborhood
theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
(Equity),

this five

—

—

patronage.

Back

to

Roy

Yellow Jacket (Arrow),

—A
it

You won't be

disappointed.

real
over.

with

western with real
Play it up, Boys.

Stewart.
players to put

I

played

it

two days and am going to repeat it.—
M. Oppenheimer, Empire theatre, New

—

La. Transient patronage.
Black Panther's Cub (Equity), wit!
Florence Reed. Does not measure uf
to expectations of press sheet and ad
From standpoint o
vance information.
acting, good, production good, but stop
I am ver;
tiresome and very draggy.
sure this so-called big picture could no
be put over as satisfactory entertainmen
Business aver
any time nor any place.
Explo
age first day to poor second.
tation, posters, post cards, newspaper
and other accessories. W. H. Brenne
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. Gener;

Orleans,

—

—

—

patronage.

Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow
with a special cast. Played two nigh
Patrons were vei
to good business.

—

much

satisfied.

Harry Perlewitz.

—

The picture draws.Rainbow theatre, M

waukee, Wis. Neighborhood patronag
Hearts in Exile (World), with Cla
Kimball Young. This reissue did not
ing for me and I hardly think it will
Old style acti;
anything for anyone.
and costumes. M. Oppenheimer, Empi

—

'

—

—
July

New

theatre,
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Orleans,

La.

— Transient

patronage.

may

be the best serial on the market
is saying mighty little.
I started
off to a big crowd by boosting its

but that

Him

Go Get
Fairbanks.

—

(Pioneer), with William
This is the kind our patrons

Blood and thunder is what they
like and the picture sure has it.
William Fairbanks at his best.
See it and
A humdinger.
you will say the same.
G. D. Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavener,
Okla. Small town patronage.
What No Man Knows (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.
Good picture and
everybody. Crosby
pleased
Brothers,
NeighborLily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
hood patronage.
When Dawn Came (Producers Securlike.

—

—
—

with a special cast.

—

—A

picture that
Especially enwill please all classes.
dorsed by Bishop Mesemer of MilwauPlayed two days to capacity. R.
kee.
E. Siebert, World theatre, Mineral Point,
ity),

them

historical value, but the history part of it
is a joke.
Great opportunity lost and

mishandled.

It
might have possibly
eight reels but never 18.
Adults
finally stayed away as they would have
from a Small Pox sign.— Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General

made

—

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Roland.

— Am

pleases

all.

—

Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
(Arrow), with Jack
Cupid's Brand
Hoxie. A lemon, I will have to class
The sorriest I ever saw Jack
this one.
Was just short of entertainment.
in.
First in a long time they walked out on.
W. L. Landers, Gem theatre, BatesNeighborhood patronage.
ville, Ark.
Love Without Question (Jans,) with
A very good mystery story.
Olive Tell.
No business at all. Rained out. G. F.
Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.
The Fighting Stranger (Canyon), with
this
Farnum. Nothing
in
Franklyn
feature to place it above average. Rather
to be considered a picture of doubtful
Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F.
quality.
Small town
theatre, Grand Gorge, N. Y.
patronage

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow),
with a special cast Played two nights
Picture
to fair business on second run.
Leo L. Growssman,
pleased majority.

—

—

Rose theatre, Milwaukee,
borhood patronage.

Wis.

— Neigh-

—

"Whiz Bang

Hill" Motion picture of
the 35th and 89th Divisions in action in
France photographed by the signal corps.

Owned by Whiz Bang
Run
Winfield, Kansas.
pices

Hill

Company,

under ausof the American Legion and clean
it

did.
In a town of 400 people
we showed to over 700 paid admissions
in one night.
Last show out at 2 o'clock

up

in

like

—

Advertised big and peo-

the morning.

should

becoming more popular
Roy L. Dowling, Ozark theis

every day.
Ozark, Ala.

atre,

— Transient

patronage.

Short Subjects
The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. Played up to Round
Six and they all went over good. J. J.
Schwartz, Kosciusko theatre, Milwaukee.
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Legion
it.
J. H. Talbert,
Norwich, Kan. Small town pat-

show

—

G.

A

splendid single reel subject.

riety of subjects, and if they
this standard, every theatre in

—

big va-

keep up

America
should run it.
The picture propaganda
in each issue makes it worth your while.
Give it a trial. B. P. McCormick, Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo.
Small town

—

—

The Leather Pushers

—

(Universal), with

Denny. Great stuff.
Action
is what we want and this picture had it.
Only fair business, however. Seemed to
Reginald

—

please everyone.

Norman W. Kemp,

Hobart,

theatre,

Ind.

— Neighbor-

Sailor-Made

—

You

will

make no mistake

in

book-

I
sure box office attraction.
return for second run sometime in
thethe near future.
W. L. Lander, Gem
Neighborhood patatre, Batesville, Ark.
ronage.

ing

this

will

—

Made

in the

—

Kitchen (F. N.), a

Sennett comedy.

— The

silliest

Mack

picture of

making "homebrew" ever shown

theatre,

Ryegate,

a special cast.

people enjoyed this comedy very

much.— Mrs.

L. M. Carter, Court theatre,
Huntingdon, Tenn.— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Matinee Idols (C. B. C), with HallIf you have ever lived in a
town and watched them put on
town plays (however, this was
supposed to be a big town), you will
appreciate this comedy more. Sudie I.
Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N.
Mex. Small town patronage.

room Boys.

—

—

—
— Very

Pay Day

(F. N.), with Charles Chapgood, but the same as with
every other exhibitor I have talked to,
it
failed to draw even with The Idle
Class.
People seem to want him in another The Kid and feel sore if you can
only give them two reelers. D. L. Raynolds, Strand theatre, Gilroy, Cal.
Small
town patronage.
l.n.

—

in

my

This was
house and didn't take at all.
No. 1 of the First National Sennett comNo business.
edies and also the final.

—

Bang (Educational), with a special
Asked for an extra good comedy,
it.
Anyone that can't

cast.

—

and surely got

laugh at animals going through their
paces "ain't human," that's all. Charles
W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. theatre, Grand
Gorge, N. Y. Small town patronage

—

—

Rich Quick Peggy (Universal),
with Baby Peggy. Something new. Very
good comedy.
Clean, interesting and
affords some laughs.
Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patron-

Get

—

—

age.

The Show (Vitagraph), with Larry
One of his many good comedies.
Maybe not the best but better
than most anything in the comedy field.—
Senion.

—

—

Raynolds, Strand theatre, Gilroy,
town patronage.
Chums (Universal), with Baby Peggy.
One of the best comedies I ever saw.
L.

Cal.

Man

(Asso. Ex.). with
Harold Lloyd. A sure cure for the blues.
I
think the best I ever saw.
A knockRaised my price.
Got away with
out.
it.

Star

town patronage.

The Pauper (Fox), with

—My

D.

hood patronage.

A

Rediske,

— Small

—

patronage.

Gem

F.

Mont.

—

Urban Movie Chats (Hodkinson).

we

ple came as far as thirty miles to see the
picture.
Kansas and Missouri exhibitors
theatre,

on the 14th episode and it
This is Ruth's first visit to

Ozark and she

69

small
small

patronage.

—

—

—A

.

— Small

You

will "just love it"

and want

Peggy and Brownie too.— Mrs.

to

L.

hug
M.

Carter, Court theatre, Huntington, Tenn.

— Neighborhood
A Dog's Life
Chaplin. — Three

patronage.
(F. N.), with
reels of pure,

Charlie

unadulcharges

terated
joy.
First
National
frightful prices for these old reissues.
not
the
philanthropic
are
big brother to the little franchise holder that
they claim to be.
"Beware the Greeks
bearing
gifts."
Philip
though
Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

They

—

The

Little Rascal

and The Dark Horse

ronage.

Serials
The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. After reviewing the first two
chapters I booked it.
Certainly better

—

I have seen for some time.
lumberjack story and it certainly has
the action.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty
theatre, Florence, Colo.
Small town pat-

than anything

A

—

—

ronage.

With Stanley in Africa (Universal),
George Walsh. On the 12th epi-

—

with

sode.

going

It is a crackerchildren and the old folks
Universal always did make the
best serials.
G. D. Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavener, Okla.
Small town patronage.
Still

fine.

jack for the
also.

—

—

Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Myers. This is a good serial so
far as I have gone, sixth chapter, but is

—

not the kind that holds the interest.
It
lacks the punch, has not enough rough
stuff.

am

We

want

thrillers

in

serials.

—

I

speaking for the small town. W. L.
Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.—
Small town patronage.
Winners of the West (Universal), with
Art Acord.— Tapers out to nothing.
It

THE GREAT TRIAL SCENE—from
Mack

"The Crossroads of New York," the latest
Sennett Production being distributed by First National.

—
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—

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on

(Universal). Two good comedies.
If
they keep up this average they deserve
your and my business. D. L. Raynolds,
Strand theatre, Gilroy, Cal. Small town
patronage.
Captain Kidd's Kids (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. This seemed to please
old and young immensely.- Siulie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines, X. M.
- -Small town patronage.
A Monkey School Master (Universal'),
with Joe Martin. A very clever animal
comedy that contains a lot of new situa-

Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

tions and was well receiver], especially
Might/ fine added atby the children.
traction.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. High class family patron-

Are Doing

age.

USE THIS BLANK

—

—

—

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Fill in this

blank

now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

born

St.,

Dear-

Chicago.

The

—

McDonald Films Under Way
Filming of "White Shoulders," a First
attraction in which Katherine

National

MacDonald

is

starred,

:

Made Man

Sailor

Went over

Lloyd.

—

(Asso.
tine

A.

Ex.),

comedy.

Orpheum

theatre,

'I

AT THE

win

Falls,

The

Battle of Jutland (Educational)—
pleased the people but personally could
But then, it is not
not see much to it.
my opinion that gets us business. R.
Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan. General patronage.

—

—

Remarks

When

Martin Gets Here (Goldwyn)
George Bunny. I think that all
George Bunny comedies made have been
terrible and the fans have shared the
This one >vou!d impress
same opinion.
you as having been made ten years ago.
Don't buy Capitol comedic; if you have
It's a shame to mix Flanto take these.
nagan and Edwards comedies with these.
Goldwyn should be ashamed to even
Harold F.
compare the two series.
Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.

—

with

—

General patronage.

Pure and Simple (Educational), with
special

many

cast.

— D.

The "Yellow" Clippings Hide the Truth

— they

There

is no truth in their source
spring from one-sided principles.
You are safe when you read

ftcreenopinjon^
Costs

cents

3

A.

Mich.

— General

Get in touch with the

Standard Motion

—

Remarks

—

Cheapest by

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash saving
Special professional discounts on
Immediate deDeBrie, DeFranne,
on all models
Pathe and many others demonstrated in
our showroom.
Send for our complete
catalog at once, free on request.

UNI VERS ALS.

livery

—

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H. 109 N. Dearborn St. Chicago,

111.

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers

—

of

High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS
Theatre and Home.
413-419

Arms

far

III.

Special Title

prices.

patron-

eral patronage.

Shoulder

Company

Work
with Satisfaction Guaranteed

Developing-Printing.

—

—

Picture

1005-1006 Mailers Bldg. Telephone Central 2347 Chicago,

—

Producer

ILL.

a

A Rare Bird (Federated), with Monty
Bank. Good average comedy, but, like
about 80 per gent of two reelers now,
there is just about enough to it for a
good one reel comedy. A. L. Middleton,
Grand theatre, De Queen, Ark. Small
town patronage.
Free and Easy (Educational) with a
Mermaid comedies get the
special cast.
Well liked here. D. A. Kooker,
laughs.
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich. Gen-

Star

CHICAGO,

Per Review.

Why Experiment with Poor Work?
Why Pay Exorbitant Prices?

comedy contains
Bobby makes a sood
Kooker, Happy Hour

Ewen,

theatre,
age.

Title

— This

laughs.

Swede.

LTAPf

Ida,

patronage.

It

Producer

sat-

INSERTED

Many

well.

— Neighborhood
Star

progressing

COMING!

,

favorable comments.
Only ordinary business. Never
( 'n
same bill
was a drawing card here
played The Four Seasons. A great picEveryone pleased. A. R. Anderture.
son,

is

isfactorily, according to reports from the
coast.
It is based on a Saturday Evening
Post serial by George Kibbe Turner.

—

Title

Ewen,

—

Harold

with

1922

15,

Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Mich. General patronage.

'

—

Other Exhibitors

for

—

July

for

CHICAGO,

W. ERIE ST.

ILL.

with Charles

(F. N.),

Chaplin. Second run on this one. Used
eighteen months ago and did good business then, but sure was a failure this
time.— S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre.
Kan. Neighborhood patronAshland,

CLASSIFIED

—

age.

The Stage Hand (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Very good comedy. The
Sudie I. Hakids just roared with glee.
ney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.
patronage.
Small town
Edgar's Little Saw (Goldwyn), with
Johnny Jones. Poorest of the series to-

—

of

—

Theatre

date.

One

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

laugh.
pictures

with most anything.

ronage
City
State

That's

the

trouble

They
series
as a rule.
may start off with a bang, but the prowind
up
can
ducer seems to think he
with

Transient

$1.00

—

Exhibitor

Name

—

Five Cents per Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

in

pictures,

sJ;op

after

If you buy thise
showing the fifth.

HOUSE MANAGER AVAILABLE

AT LIBERTY— September
advance
angle.

1.

Fifteen years as an

agent.
Know the business from every
Address Box 489, South Norwalk, Conn.

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
SAFETY OR REGULAR STOCK— Developing
and printing.

Our modern

laboratory insures the

well liked, but the later
F.
took off the edge. Harold
Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Defiance, Ohio.
General patronage.

kind of developing and printing you'd do if you
had your own. Oldest and largest South. Prices
right.
Service better. Harcol Film Company. Inc.,
330 Camp Street, New Orleans.

with
(Educational),
Rolling
Stones
Lloyd Hamilton. This is one of the best
Hamilton
comedies I have ever played.
one of the best of comedirns. D. A.

THEATRE MANAGER AT LIBERTY—Twenty

This
ones

many were

—

—

—

MANAGER AT LIBERTY

Years Experience. Thorough Executive. Business
High Class References. Address A-l, ExGetter.
hibitors Herald. 417 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

THEATRE EQUIPMJE
"BUSINESS BEST IN SUMMER" SAYS

SOUTHERN SHOWMAN

Theatre Comfort Cited as Big Factor in Plan
That Makes Heated Period Most Profitable
Letter Constitutes Treatise on Showmanship

—

Lon Burton, owner

A
One

$100,000

of the finest

playhouses

in

West-

the claim made tor the
Eldon theatre at Grant, Nebraska.
It
cost $100,000 and while this figure in itself i» not unusual it is a decided novelty

Nebraska

ern

of the Alimar theatre, Live Oak, Fla., is the first
to go on record as declaring Summer the most profitable box
office season. In his contribution on the subject of how theatre attendance
can best be kept up in Summer, he details graphically the policy responsible for the unprecedented condition outlined.
His contribution, it is
suggested, should be filed with similar communications on the same sub-

showman

THEATRE

is

printed in this department in the July
that will follow.

ject,

EQUIPMENT EDITOR.
Exhimtors Hekald.
Dear Sir:

"My

business is better 'in this neck of
during the hot summer
months than in the fall and winter. This
is on account of the schools being closed
and our college boys and girls being at
the

woods'

home.
"But

The

when

it is realized that the city of Grant
has a population of only 1,500.

The Eldon

is

owned and operated by

Mrs. E. C. Klink.

ment

It

is

as substantial

appears outside and its equipall departments is up-to-date in

inside as
in

it

every respect.

Pinckneyville,

III.,

Man

Buys Three Playhouses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JOHNSTON

CITY, ILL. — July

Bob Cluster of Pinckneyville,

111.,

5

—

has

the American, Majestic and
Palace theatres in Johnston City. He is
said to have paid $40,000 for the three
houses.
The American, which seats about 600,
was owned by C. C. Jones, while Louis
Maroni controlled the Palace and Majestic which seated about 350 each.

purchased

Buys Site for Theatre
M.

Vontersmith of Bloomington,
a motion picture theatre
m Washington, Ind., has purchased from
Henry B. Gentry, of the Gentry Bros,
circus, a lot at East Kirkwood avenue
and Washington street for $19,500 and
will erect thereon a $100,000
motion picJ.

Ind.,

ture

who owns

theatre.

my

business

is

good

all

the time.

hard times cut no figure
with me.
It makes no difference how
hard times get, people will go to picture
shows if your theatre is comfortable and
your entertainment worth while.
"When business begins to fall off with
me I adopt just the opposite plan of the
average exhibitor. I increase my operatI put on bigger pictures
ing expense.
and increase my orchestra, and the results are always gratifying.
so-called

Calls

on Patrons

1

issue, together

with others

visiting this section.
It is one of the
nicest and most modern theatres in Florida and we all feel very proud of it.
twentieth
"But, listen; while this is
year as a small town exhibitor I am by
no means a "wise guy.' If 1 ever lay down
to sleep at night without feeling that I
have learned something new about the
picture game I feel that the day has been

my

wasted.

"No, I do not run on Sunday and
would not under any circumstances. 1
have the good, religious people of this
town with me and intend to keep them
so.
Furthermore, 1 do not consider it
any more rightful to conduct a picture
show on Sunday than any other line of
business and I am emphatically opposed
to

it.

"My overhead expenses are heavy and
my town is small (3,000) but, thank yoj,
my business is good and 1 am happy K
the confidence, esteem and
my good people."

co-operation

of

"I enclose a copy of my weekly Herald containing program for the week,
(10 and 25
stars, prices of admission
cents), items concerning my theatre and
squibs of local interest. You will observe
that I even run an editorial column. I do

not carry any advertising at all except
I have my town divided
for my theatre.
into four routes and work two boys on
each route. These Herald's are put into
the homes each Saturday afternoon.
I go personally on each route, so thai
within a month I have gone into every
home in the town and talked about
picture theatre. Consequently they ail
feel a personal interest in the theatre.
In addition to this 1 have a mailing list
of the surrounding towns and they all
know what the picture is each day. My
"Alimar Herald" is in demand and they
kick if they fail to receive a copy.
"Also I work in conjunction with the
Woman's Club, the Parent-Teachers Association and everything of interest in the
town. All the preachers are my booster*
and they all come to my show.
"I have a theatre of 800 seating capacity and am able to carrv anv road-show

OUR

ORGAN WIRING CAUSE
OF PLAYHOUSE BLAZE
wiring in an orchestra orthe Ohio theatre, Evansville, Indiana, resulted in damages estimated by
Defective

gan

at

Manager

Roscoe

Dennison

to

amount

to $6,350.

The organ was valued at about $6,000.
The fire
It was completely destroyed.
necessitated the closing of the house until repairs can be made.

McDonough on Tour
Tack McDonough has disposed of his
Princess theatre at Huntington Beach,
Cal., and is at present motoring through
the Coast states.

Opens Spiceland House
The Community
Ind.,

theatre at

has been opened by

Spiceland,
H. Kerr.

Wade
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and material.
But these things are now
coming down.
Situation Called Encouraging
"In all of this building activity there is
great encouragement everywhere.
People who sink millions of dollars into a
house don't do it on an over-night de-

:3-

cision.
The fact that all of this work is
being planned for Philadelphia alone shows
the
tremendous confidence that exists
in motion pictures.
And it shows an

even

more important

which

point,

is,

that the industrial world is beginning to
reach a normal level.
Labor is willing
to make concessions and so is capital,
and when you have that condition you
have mutual confidence and the carrying
out of the desire to create and upbuild."

New
La Grange, Ga.
prietor of the

Projects

— R.

theatre, will erect
picture theatre here. Work
of clearing the property has already been

a

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE

your own electric film rewind? A. E. d'Allemand of
the Crystal theatre, Arapahoe, Nebraska, proves that it can be done as shown in
the drawing above. He has cut a ridge in the wheel of an old sewing machine.
Where the needle on the sewing machines generally operates he has placed a
three-quarter motor. The diagram shows how it works out in the rewinding of

new motion

started.

*

East

Liverpool,

O.

The high

cost of labor and building material is coming down.
Greater activity in theatre building operations is in store for the future.
the belief expressed by John J.
well known motion picture
of Pennsylvania, and vice president

pected, will be completed and the theatre
in operation within ten months.

is

McGuirk,

The

of

Work

of

who

ley

new

other

is

playhouse

a

Broad

serving for
period of two

be started by the Stanthe near future on antheatre to cost $400,000. This

will also

Company

now

in

will

be

street, in the

third project, involving an expenditure of $250,000, will be erected at Wood-

ber of the First
National rotating
committee.
As evidence of
this opinion Mr.

lawn avenue and 63rd street.
"Bus'ness in all lines is getting better."
"There is more of
says Mr. McGuirk.
And when you get
a demand for labor.
that demand you have healthy times. For
a considerable period there was a slump
in the building of big motion picture

McGuirk cites
three big theatre
projects
scheduled for Philadelphia in the near
future,
by
the

Why?

houses.
John

Company

J.

been

The high

at Mr
HEATING

-

v/eNtilatinq

I

1

— Contracts

have

tell

vou how

*

—

lips.

*

—

Haddonfield, N. J. A new motion picLacture theatre will be erected here.
key & Huttle, 5 Hudson street, are the
architects.
*

Quakerstown, Pa.
this

city,

will

— Louis

build

a

new

L. Keller of
theatre on

Plans have been prepared
Broad street.
by J. S. Landes, 200 West Broad street.

outstanding reason for the pre-eminent
with the crepopularity of the
ators of motion pictures directors, playthe department,
ers and writers is

HERALD

—

—

the Picture Did for Me," which
affords the one indisputable record of box
office performance.

"What

—

c.

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

J

been

Jamestown, N. Y. Work will be started soon on the new $200,000 theatre for
Mozart Amusement Co., contracts having been let by Architect Edwin A. Phi-

An

specialists
|

i

North 6th Street

111.

345W.39-ST.

FAN CO.

ventilation

rtPNSPPN ^PPUNS SYSTEM n
71

Chicago,

awarded by Architect Arthur H. Knox, 7
W. Madison street, for the new $200,000
theatre of Robert A. Pottinger at Elftone and Keystone avenues.

POOLING SYSTEM
TYPHOON
NEW YORK
TYPHOON

Let the theatre
i

cost of labor

—

Galveston, Tex. A. Martini, owner of
the Dixie and other theatres, has announced that he will build a new motion
picture theatre in Galveston.
*

McGuirk

of America.
The company is now ready
to break ground for a new theatre to cost
approximately $4,500,000, at 11th and
Market streets on the site of the Bingham
Hotel.
The new playhouse will be of the
finest type and will have a seating capacIt will be a combination
ity of 3,400.
office and theatre building with space for
This project, it is exseven stores.

1 1 r-

situated on North
section.

Logan

A

weeks as a mem-

Stanley

Two More Houses

Plan

Stanley

Company

America,

has

*

BUILDING COSTS DECREASING;
LAUNCH $4,500,000 PROJECT
man

— Work

started on the new $100,000 theatre building to be erected in Wellsville.

films.

This

E. L. Golden, pro-

Golden

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
"Out of the Dust"
Acquired by Elliott

Universal's Buffet

Picture Is First of Six to
Be Offered During the
Coming Season

Given

Lunch Draws Crowd
in Conjunction With
Screening of Company's

"The Storm"
Something new in trade showings on
film row brought out a record crowd to
see "The Storm" at the Universal pro-

Clyde E. Elliot Amusement Enterprises at 806 South Wabash avenue. Chicago, has purchased the Illinois rights to
John P. McCarthy's American drama,
"Out of the Dust." The feature, which

jection

in seven reels, was inspired by the
famous Frederic Remington paintings,
and boasts a notable cast including Russell
Simpson, Robert McXim, Dorcas
Mathews and little Pat Moore.

at

Ziegfeld

Mr. Elliot proposes to present "Out of
the Dust" at the Ziegfeld theatre, Chicago, for three weeks, beginning July 9,
with a special musical score and prologue.
After its Chicago premiere it will be
offered exhibitors

throughout the

Amusement

Elliot

state.

Enterprises

will

present six pictures a year, of which "Out
of the Dust" is the first, Mr. Elliot having
picked this one out of thirty-five offered
on the independent market. It is said a
record price was paid for the Illinois territory for the picture.

Big

Plans

Campaign

one of which is the distribution
of Remington's paintthe ladies at each performance.

business,
of

reproductions

ings to

Roosevelt Is

Under

Reopened

B.

The Tloosevelt

&

K. Direction

theatre in State street,

formerly operated by Ascher Brothers,
reopened last Saturday under the direction of Balaban & Katz.
The house was
closed for several days for redecorating

and refurnishing.

DOUGLAS

D.

ROTHACKER,

prices for the theatre have been
established.
They are: 35 cents, plus
tax, daily until 1 p. m.; 45 centSj plus tax,
afternoons and evenings, and 54 cents,
plus tax, Saturday nights, Sundays and
holidays.
The house reopened with D.
W. Griffith's "Orphans of the Storm."

special

representative of Rothacker Film Company's industrial division, was elected
president of the Screen Advertisers
Association at the recent convention in
Milwaukee of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World.

Harry Weiss Leaves
Superior;

New

Plans

Not Yet Made Public
Harry Weiss, well known
has resigned his
Superior Screen Service,
formerly was president.
ecutive,

New

film row exposition with
of which he

The exchange man is now in Northern
Wisconsin for a brief recreation. After
his return to Chicago he will announce
his

new

affiliation.

Wallace Mayer

will

continue as man-

ager of Superior.

Disposes of Three Plays
Ralph T. Kettering has just disposed
of the rights to three of his stage successes to Col. William N. Selig, which the
latter will produce
reel screen plays.

the fall as threeThe three plays are
"The Rose of Kilarney," "Scarlet Sable"
and "When It Strikes Home."
in

Fine Arts Opens Office
Carson & Castor have established their
Fine Arts Film & Publicity Company in
the

offices

of

The company's

Up

in

Superior
initial

Mary's Attic."

Screen Service.
publication will be

Thursday.

—

An

unusual advertising campaign is
being arranged to precede its distribution,
and several unique exploitation angles are
offered with this production to stimulate

last

of the projection rooms on the
sixth floor at No. 831 was revamped inio
a buffet lunch room.
Luncheon was
served from 12:30 to 1:30, when the picture was screened in the adjoining room.
So delectable and refreshing were the
sandwiches, pastries and drinks that
every one present returned for second
and third helpings. Chairs were placed
on the roof of the building in the shade
of the huge water tank to add to the
pleasure of Universal's guests.
An added feature of entertainment was
an accordian solo by a young woman
enticed from her room in the Y. W. C. A.,
The whole effect
just across the alley.
a as that of a roof garden.
Universal officials— Herman Stern, I.
Leserman and W. L. Hill who arranged
the showing, are to be congratulated on
their enterprise.

i>

Presented

room

One

L.

M. Rubens Returns

L. M. Rubens, president of the Illinois
Motion Picture Theatre Owners, returned last week from a tour of several
months in Europe. It takes but one look
to convince you that the European atmosphere agreed with the Joliet exhibitor.

Ellman Manages Favorite
Ike

Van Ronkel

Ellman manager
Film Company.

has appointed Henri
Favorite Players
of

Lazarus Transferred i to
Chicago by Ned Holmes
Of First National Staff
Jeffery Lazarus, recently appointed on
First National's exploitation division at
Buffalo, has been transferred to the Chicago office of First National, to succeed
H. P. Joslyn,- who resigned ten days ago
to accept a position with an Indianapolis
advertising firm.
Mr. Lazarus is one of the young men
picked by Ned Holmes, head of First National's new department, and is a former

New

York

newspaper

man,

having

studied journalism at the City of New
York college and has done considerable
free lance work. He served two years in
France with A. E. F., and was with Leo
Brecher's circuit, New York, as exploitation man, as well as manager of Brecher's

Roosevelt theatre.
Mr. Lazarus is just becoming acquainted with Chicago exhibitors and
learning his way around the loop, but
when he gets his bearings he promises
some innovations in showmanship and
novelties in exploitation, both plain and
fancv.

Blackburn Back from
Trip to Los Angeles
Edward O. Blackburn of Rothacker enterprises, has returned to Chicago headquarters after a sojourn at the RothackerWhile in the West
Aller laboratories.
he visited various First National exchanges.

Edward H. Seifert, assistant secretary of
the Chicago organization, has departed
for the Coast to look up old friends and
find some new ones.

asm
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

J
•

Owen

McKivett, who conducts the Bijou a

screening.
*

M. Duncan,

*

*

manager for Vitagraph, has returned from a business trip
to New York.
* * *
J.

district

Charles W. Leist has been appointed
manager of the Clyde Elliott Enterprises
at 800 South Wabash avenue.
He was forassociated with Mr. Elliott for
number of years, and is well known
trade circles.

merly

-

*

*

a
in

—

live wire.
No wonder he hails
Cleveland, always a good town.

*

What

Distribute "Evil"
Picture Is Being Prepared

Reginald Denny in "The Leather Pushers."
brooded over the matter until one day
along came a wagon man for the American

Railway Express

*

well

known hereabouts

The

battle

The

Speaking of the Princess theatre at MonIt has passed into the hands of
Miss E. Roscan, who, with Dan, should
entice the entire community and neighboring countryside to the box office.
ticello.

*

for Dan, and then we'll quit.
has taken an assistant under his wing.

His name is William E. (just call him
Danziger, and he hails from CinBill)
cinnati.
If first impressions mean anything
at all. we would say that the value of Paramount's Chicago publicity department has

jumped
I.

a perceptible percentage.
* * *

trip through the East.
The
party returned in sections, one section arriving via railroad and the other in a

auto.
It
seems that the
driver endeavored to flirt with the mountain inclines and as a result the car was
laid up in a hospital for a few days.
*

Maynard Schwartz
in

is

back

at

his

the

Maynard

says the railroads might
as well suspend operations as motoring has
the world beat.
* * *
red.

I.

Dave Dubin, one

of

I.

Maynard's chief

salesmen, has been doing a land office business on "How to Grow Thin." In fact, he
has been covering his territory with such

speed that

it

is

keeping him thin.
*

*

Harry Lorch always was

a great P. A.
that his official position is manager,
a better P. A. Harry says there's no
slump around the Goldwyn offices couldn't
possibly be with the product offered, and
insists further that the new season will
bring forth (from his offi~e) some of the
greatest box office attractions ever placed
on the market. Who says Harry isn't a
is

;

P.

A.?
*

*

*

It was like old times to see Cecil Maberry
around the Congress and on the row during the past week.
Mr. Maberry, who is
vice-president and chairman of the sales
council of Goldwyn, passed through the city
en route from the Coast. He took a side

Minneapolis
York.

the

of

*

*

before

*

*

Ben Beadell

has hied himself to Burlington, Wis., with a hook and line packed
away in his handbag. Ben has closed his
exchange and will spend a week or two
among members of the water tribe.
*

*

*

We

regret to hear that Carl Miller of
the Elite at Waukegan is still on the sick
list.
Here's hoping for an early recovery.
* * *

Edwin Silverman was genial host to
home office executives last week. Myron
and David Selznick and Elaine Hammerand her mother spent a few hours in
Chicago while en route back to the Coast

studios.
"-

returning

*

Frank Ishmael
the garb of a
is

*

*

Metro stepped from
salesman last Saturday and
of

doing a few days' turn on the Northern

lakes.

Frank claims

We'll believe
varus.

it

to

*

*

Another Metroite, S. A. Shirley, district manager, has been vacationing in Wisconsin with his family.
* * *

Merkley

of the local Metro office

has been over in Michigan for a couple of
weeks giving the old home town the once
over.
*

*

*

Exhibitor Uhlhorn has closed his Curtheatre at Downers Grove and has
leased the Dicke, an opposition house.
* * *

Dee Robinson, Peoria's impressario, was
stepping lively about the exchanges during
the past week.
Dee has his eyes open for
some record breakers that will put a crimp
in old man hot weather.
*

*

*

Irving Mack's the loser, but what's the
difference so long as
are satisfied.
Marion Popkins, who has been Irv's secretary for the past four years, has handed
in her resignation and announced another

TWO

—

has succeeded Alfred
Platzman as auditor at the local "U" exchange. Don't fail to meet F. P., for he is

Miss D. Finnan, R. C. Seery's secretary up at First National, is home from a

to

*

Frank Paskert

*

first

for

his

production a spectacular and colorful

picture entitled "Evil," in which
Veidt has the leading role.

Conrad

1

Picture Being Titled

Under Mr. Demeree's

direction a large
f:rce of experts has been titling and cut-;
ting the feature for presentation early in
the fall. The feature will be road showed
in the Central West and state righted in'
other territories.
Conrad Veidt's work in the Goldwyn.
special production, "The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari,"
said to be surpassed in.'
is
"Evil."
His performance as Cesare, the
somnambulist, was one of the most
unique and gripping in its intensity and
tragic horror ever depicted upon the
screen, and in "Evil" his interpretation
easily ranks with the foremost screen art-

*

ists.

New

Paper Prepared

said to be a motion picture
which everyone ought to see, as it setsa
standard of artistry and interest that will

"Evil"

long

be

is

remembered

among

picture-

goers.

An entire new line of paper and accessorics is being prepared for the production and it is embellished with many
beautiful art titles.

Sennett Presents Seery
With Handsome Timepiece
Mack

producer of Sennett
presented R. C. Seery,
manager for Associated First
district
National Pictures, with a beautiful platinum watch, set with 78 diamonds.
The gift is the aftermath of an excepcomedies,

Sennett,

has

effective sales drive on Sennett
comedies directed by Seery recently.

tionally

Joins Selig

Company

Edward W. Rowland, formerly

of

Row-

land and Clifford, producers of legitimate!
plays around Chicago, announces he willj
leave on or about September 15 for Losl
Angeles to become associated with Col.J
William N. Selig in the production on
two-reel screen dramas. The first one oil
the series will be "Over Niagara Falls.'!
Charles W. Nelson, formerly a vaudeville!

agent

in

Chicago,

is

Col. Selig studios in

now

connected witrj

Los Angeles.

tiss

engagement one of those engagements
which requires a solitaire. Our best wishes.

New

entered

new concern and has obtained

be a skillful angler.
a few of his

to

trip

has

when we hear
*

E. H.

*

Now

good

*

fever has driven Ira D. Howard
Isis theatre,
Winimac, Ind., to

The hay

stein

Educational exchange after a
few weeks spent in climbing mountains,
fording rivers, fixing punctures, regulating
the gas flow and painting the Eastern cities

desk

and the Hylands are back

Igles

from a motor

One more

He

clerk.
*
*

Northern Michigan.

*

*

distributing conthe field in Chicago
headquarters at 1729 North Wells
street, the old Emerald studios.
Austin J. Demeree is the head of the

cern
with

quite

much misused

out of town last
Friday for a weekend at Monticello, where
he will tell the natives, and more especially
the patrons of the Princess theatre, all
about the merits of Paramount's "Fool's
Paradise."

*

independent

1

*

*

is

for his boxing skill.
started with words and ended
with an exchange of blows. They say that
Henry is willing to rest on his laurels as
*

hustled

*

Company, who

an expert shipping

the First National gogiven the citizens of St.
Looey a thrill or two, has returned to Film
Row with an entire new line of loud shirts.
*

*

Right

Market
A new

He

*

having

Dan Roche

*

for the State

from

the fistic
prowess of Henry Pfeilschmidt, shipping
clerk for Universal.
Seems that Henry
was becoming jealous of the mit work of

Gradwell Sears,

getter,

he

i

we hear about

this

is

New Company

To

»

theatre, at Racine, Wis., was a visitor at
the local Fox exchange booking the new
Fox specials without even asking for a

1922

15,

vacation in Wisconsin.

"Hinges of Hell"
Ends Bandbox
The Bandbox

theatre, after

many

changes of management and other
vicissitudes, closed its doors reremodeled
will
be
cently.
It
By an
into a haberdashery store.
odd coincidence "The Hinges of
Hell" was the last attraction, and
inasmuch as the little Madison
street house has been somewhat of
an eyesore by reason of running
pictures with lurid titles, it seemed
quite appropriate to close with such
a picture.

i

J
I

j
|)

iirald Publisher

Argues for Free Screen— P 17

!

Released in August
CARL LAEMMLE'S
box-office sensation, the most talked of
and most valuable screen entertainment

ever released.

FOOLISH WIVES
The million dollar Super-Jevel which
has established a world's record for attendance figures.

VON STROHEIM

By and with

Released in September!

THE YEAR'S BIGGEST PICTURE!

HOUSE AND
PETERS
MATT MOORE

VIRGINIA VALLI

in

THE STORM
From George

Broadhurst's sensational

Broadway Success of Langdon
McCormick's great play
Directed by

Reginald Barker

Backed by National Advertising
Saturday Evening Post

in

HOUSE PETERS
All-Star Cast in

HUMAN HEARTS
From the famous stage play by Hal Reid,
containing a superb cast, including Edith
Russell
Simpson,
George
Hacka-

Hallor,
thorne,

Mary Philbin, Gertrude Claire and
Ramsey Wallace.
Directed by King Baggot
Backed by National Advertising in The
Saturday

Evening Post

Released in November!
AUDACIOUS!

INSOLENT!

PRISCILLA

GLORIOUS!

DEAN

"Cigarette," the Daughter of the Regiment in the most magnificent Jewel of her

as

UNDER TWO FLAGS
From

the

immortal

novel

OUIDA.

by

Directed by Tod Browning
Backed by National Advertising
Saturday Evening Post

in

REGINALD DENNY
And an

All-Star Cast in

THE KENTUCKY
DERBY
From' Charles T. Dazey's great Broadway stage success, "The Suburban."
Directed by King Baggot
Backed by National Advertising
Saturday Evening Post

in

The

The

Released in October!
DEDICATED TO THE MOTHERS OF
WORLD BY CARL LAEMMLE
And An

Released in December!
THE GREATEST RACING PICTURE
OF THE AGE!

The

Released in January!
BOOTH TARKINGTON'S GREAT STORY OF
THE AMERICAN GIRL!

EILEEN PERCY
upported by Helen Jerome Eddy and a superb

THE FLIRT

cast

!

Released in February
TE SCREEN'S MASTER ACTOR IN A POWERFUL PICTURE!

LON CHANEY
>

iported by Virginia

Valli

Another Classic from The Master Director,

and a superb cast

in

BITTER SWEET
a

gripping

stor\-

of

San

Francisco's
storv

underworld from the well-known
by W'm. Dudley Palley.

A picture of life, depicted as only this
master-director can present such dramas.

Directed by Lambert Hillyer

Backed by National Advertising
Saturday Evening Post

in

MERRY GO ROUND

The

Featuring a great cast of favorite players

Backed by National Advertising
Saturday Evening Post

^REAT HUMAN DRAMA OF LIFE STARRING

PRISCILLA
iported

by Robert

Ellis,

DEAN

Wallace Beery and a

remarkable cast

in

HE FLAME OF
a

PRISCILLA
powerful

a

Hurlbut's

LIFE

smashing drama of life and love from
"That Lass o' Lowrie's,"

Hodgson Burnett.

Directed by Hobart Henley
Backed by National Advertising in
Saturday Evening Post

THE DYNAMIC QUEEN OF THE SCREEN
WONDERFUL PRODUCTION

in

the famous novel

by Frances

The

Released in May!

Released in March!

s

in

Maxine

IN

A

DEAN

William
of
version
screen
which
success
in
stage
achieved her great success.

famous

Elliott

TRIMMED IN SCARLET
Backed by National Advertising
Saturday Evening Post

in

The

The

GEO.

Released in July!
BARR McCUTCHEON'S GREATEST
ROMANCE!

HARRY MYERS
splendid cast in strikuv screen
"Castle Craneycrow." a vivid story
venture, love and romanct.

a-.d

version
ad-

a

of

of

THE PRISONER
Produced

by

in
Universal
superb cast.

Directed by
Backed by

Europe

Edward Laemmle

N'ational Advertising in

Saturday

with

Evening Post

The

a
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Ws Worth Advertisin
ARAMOUNT
up
its fall

of

pictures

announced, on
that.

the accessories for the

41" are as good

The

ever

You know

schedule.

And

has the greatest line-

'

Famous

as the pictures!

exhibitor gets everything he can

possibly need to put these pictures over.
All the

quality,

Paramount

accessories are of top

brilliantly conceived

and

strik-

ingly executed.

The more you

advertise the

more you

make!

V

•THE BONDED^
^ WOMAN "JM

m

J. L.
:

,

HAM _
FROTHING
presents

Shattered Idolc
^^Sm^^Z^

Directed by

EDWARD SLOMAN

JAMES MORRISON
ETHEL GREY TERRY
LOUISE LOVELY
PRANKIE LEE

Sloman, the director, has
accomplished perfection and
bigness of optical appeal in a
way to make every technical
expert in the industry jealous
of his achievement.

You have never

seen seven

into which

have been

reels

crowded
situations,

stronger

swifter action
a

dramatic

more

—

suspense,
or a story with

more overwhelming climax

than "Shattered Idols."

UNION
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4EXTRA
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THIS

.W

S.OP

THAT
UralCATIOKS ABE
nOTirPATTJLATlOBS
ST0P COHGHATO

^

TO ALL

1IA3AGER
, FOSTER

^

qpera HOUSE.

rrm

BBS
great Cincinnati engagement repeats
experience that exhibitors first runs,
in all
circuit* and neighborhood houses
cities and towns have had with "My Old

The

—

the

Kentucky Home."
It
brings the public into the theatres.
and pleases them after they are in.
sends patrons away talking about the
It
picture and the theatre.

It

thrills

When

a picture

your

house

i<niore.

it

succeeds in doing this lor
has a value you cannot

"My Old Kentucky Home"

romantic melodrama.
exchange nearest to you.

great

See

it

at

JVmertcan
RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, limited

is

a

our

PBS**
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THE STATE RIGHT MARK El
Presented by an ALL

EXH BITORS

STAR CAST

Communicate through
your favorite Independent Exchange
I

:

"Released through.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATE
NEW YORK
B16 5 th AVE.

|

SELECT^PICTURES
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iWlS J. SELZNICK, President.
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Starring

Otiten

Moore

Directed by Henry

Ltkrman

The Independent exchange manager who contracts for NOW and
knows what he has to offer his exhibitors for September — months

—

ahead is the one who has "the
edge" on all the others in his
territory.

The Producer who now — months

—

before release begins nationwide
exploitation of his Independent

market productions
no other producer

is
is

doing what
doing for

you.

This

what we

is

are doing for

BETTY
BLYTHE
in

HOW WOMEN
LOVE
Through the Bell Syndicate,
great American newspapers

40
in

40 leading cities are publishing

two weeks the serial story,
"The Dangerous Inheritance,"
on which "How Women Love" is
founded. This great newspaper

for

chain blankets the entire United
States from

You can

Maine

to California.

get the full benefit of this for

your exchange by closing for our four
Independent market Betty Blythe Productions—but you must act quickly,

we are closing territorial contracts
now and can deliver "How Women Love
on or before August 1st.
as

B. B.

PRODUCTIONS,

JAMES

GAUSMAN,

A.
15 West 44th Street,

Sales

Inc.

Manager

New York

City

An
ADVERTISING

INDUSTRY
CONTINUITY
TN

THIS, an advertising industry, fidelity of representation to product is of unparalleled importance.
Integrity, admirable and profitable in all advertising,
is rendered compulsory by the nature of the sales quantity.

Continuity

is a distinctive attribute of film advertising,
constituting at once an obligation and a guarantee.
Unless motion picture advertising veraciously represents its subject it operates swiftly and inevitably as a
boomerang of disastrous effect upon its sponsor. Yet
a common figure in this industry is the advertiser who
devotes identical space and practically identical copy
to each and every attraction offered, a performance
equivalent to public utterance of the absurd declaration that all of his pictures are of equal value.

This

is

patent

folly.

A theatre man

adopting this policy

would be charged promptly and properly with incompetence. Its abandonment is plainly a normal development to be looked forward to as a business reform of
early advent.

By

establishing and maintaining exact balance between
production and advertising it is possible to develop the
sales mechanism of this industry to a pitch of efficiency
as vet unapproximated.
W. R. W.
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Everybody Talks a Lot About the Weather
Eut Nobody Ever Does Anything About It!
Mark Twain
about

it,

pulled this bromide, and

it's

the Gospel truth.

Well,

let's

DO

something

summer days are with us. You need extra-super pictures to
crowds from the amusement parks. We'll furnish that kind of pictures.

while the hot

wean the
You play them.

Here they are!

Richard Barthelmess

Marshall Neilan

presented by

presents his latest

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., in

Constance Talmadge
presented by

Joseph M. Schenck in

First National

"The Primitive Lover"
"Sonny"

"Fools First"

production for First
XaDnal and a worthy successor to
Taken from the
Table David."
pla by George V. Hobart and direcd by Henry King.

Hi

One

big

third

With

Claire

Windsor, Richard Dix

and Claude Gillingwater. Suggested
by Hugh MacXair Kahler's story in
the Saturday Evening Post.

Katherine MacDonald

Norma Talmadge

Anita Stewart

presented by

presented by

B. P. Schulberg in

Louis B. Mayer in

"Domestic Relations"

Joseph

M. Schenck

"Smilin'

in

Through"

Storm and Sunshine.
Aditedby James Ashmore Creelma and Sidney A. Franklin from
DiAll
Langdon Martin's play.

"Rose

o'

presented by

i

recd by Sidney A. Franklin.

From

the book by Countess Barcynska and directed by Fred Xiblo, director of "The Three Musketeers."
thrilling tale of the wrecks of the

A

sea

of society.

"One Clear

presents his

"The Half Breed"
of tradition's barrier and
he smashed it.
The play that
has been road showed all over the
cou:ry and is known to every one.

Dorothy
Call"

Allen Holubar in

"Hurricane's Gal"

Louis B. Mayer in

A thrilling story of the sea and a
smuggling ship commanded by a girl.
Adapted and personally directed by
Allen Holubar from the story by

The John M. Stahl Production

hen

V\

i

Wheeler Oakman.

Open mar-

ket

Phillips

presented by

stage success

:ory

Chet Withey.

presented by

Morosco

Oliver

—and

beautiful woman of the
screen in an interesting story of
domestic tangles. Story and scenario
by Violet Clarke and directed by

The most

the Sea"

Eijt reels of

A

of the fascinating comedienne's

most sprightly pictures. Adapted by
Frances Marion from "The Divorcee"
by Edgar Sehvyn and directed by
Sidney A. Franklin.

A

gripping tale of masked avengers
From the book

Harvey

Gates.

in a wild night ride.

by Frances Ximmo Greene and
rected by John M. Stahl.

di-

Hope Hampton
presented by

Buster Keaton

Mack

presented by

"My Wife's

2-reel

fun maker

Relations"

funniest comedies
indwell worth featuring on your
to am a sure hot weather winner.
\r:en and directed by Buster Keaon nd Eddie Cline. Open market.

—

^>u

Can Depend on

beautiful star in a picture sugfrom the famous story by
Fannie Hurst, author of "Humor-

The

gested

"Gymnasium Jim"

Keaton's

of

in

"Star Dust"

presents his latest

Joseph M. Schenck in

-in

Sennett

Hobart Henley Productions

esque."

A

comedy that will keep your patrons
W ith
roaring from start to finish.
DiBilly Bevan and Mildred June.

rected bv

Roy Del Ruth. Open market.

60-70

First Nationals

Summer and Winter

WATCH ""O-O"^ WAJT
SENSAnOf^ANNOCNCEMENT
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Sonny" Makes So Tremendous a Hit
It Is Held Over for a Second Week!
Read

of

Turner and Dahnken

Success at the Tivoli Theatre

fli ght
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RECEIVED AT

C367SF 85

6

PRESIDENT

GEORGE W.

E.

AM

ATKINS

FIRST VICe-PREs
10ENT

NL 1/68
WF SANFRANCISCO CALIF
83

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURES

AND 8 WEST 48 ST NEWYORK
NY

6

RICHARD

BARTERS „

SONNY OPENED OUR TIVOLI
THEATRE SANFRANCISCO
LAST SUNDAY AND IS GIVING
BETTER SATISFACTION AND
PROVING A
BIGGER BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
THAN TOLABLE DA7ID THE
ENTHUSIASTIC
miSE
PXCTURE BY OUR PATRONS
TOGETHER WITH DAILY
BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS HAS
RESULTED IN OUR DECISION
TO HOLD SONNY
'OR A SECOND WEEK SONNY
PROVES BARTHELME3S TO BE
MOST POPULAR
MALE STAR ON SCREEN TODAY
AND BARTHELMESS STAR
SERIES A BIG ASSET
TO THE INCOMPARABLE FIRST
NATIONAL PROGRAM

AOCS^

lmwa

m

™

™™

NER ATO DA

1

BY A M BOWLES GENERAL
MANAGER

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Charles H. Duell, President, presents

Richard Barthelmess
in

From

SONNY"

FOR THE COMING YEAH
urf witt rtleasi

6Cb7C

the play by George V. Hobart; Screen adaptation by Frances
KING
Marion and Henry King; Directed by

HENRY

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

WATCH

^O-f^

WAiT

SENSATIONAL ANNOTNOMI

MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY

OF *
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The Small-Town Theatre
MARTIN

By

THREE

factors account for the development

of the motion picture industry to

its

present

about forgotten.

Only a very small fraction of
by distributors can

the advertising matter issued

any conceivable way be applied to the smalltown show. In actual practice exchanges are so
unmindful of what the little theatre in a remote
community means to the industry that they ship

many

prints that are unfit for everything but the scrap

type

Because his rental is small the country exis regarded in the exchange in the light of
a necessary evil and nothing more, despite the

points, and, third, the

of

amusement can be

simultaneously at

low cost at which

this

*
r

FHIS

*

which

it is

giving far too
its

real

little

thought and

stronghold — the

small-

town theatre.

As

—

fact that

it is

the rentals of such exhibitors, in the

aggregate, that determines absolutely the real success or failure of every picture.

TT

appears to be the theory that the small-town
is just an automaton who does and

exhibitor

must follow exactly the example set by the firstrun exhibitor. There is no question that in many
instances motion picture subjects have an universal appeal that will make them evenly successful

wherever shown, but

many

this rule is

not without

conspicuous exceptions as can be testified

by the successful small-town exhibitor who
knows that simply because a show is represented
to

as a

"Broadway

sarily tell the

success" that that does not neces-

whole story as far as

his clientele is

concerned.

Two

leads us to a declaration of our conten-

consideration to

box.

*

tion that the industry has drifted into a position in

in

hibitor

sold to the public.

There is but one of these three factors that
the motion picture enjoys to the exclusion of
every other type of amusement. There are many
other forms of amusement which have a great
appeal for the public and some of them are not
costly, but the motion picture alone can go everywhere. It can be rendered with full power and
effect in the smallest and most remote community
in the land.
Therein lies a tremendous asset of
this business and one which should be safeguarded
under any circumstances and upon all occasions.
No changing fortune of the amusement world
can ever wrest from the motion picture industry
the opportunity and advantage of remaining the
supreme entertainment for the smaller communities of the country.
Nothing that has ever existed
and nothing that can be imagined will ever supplant the motion picture in this respect.

questions have a bearing on the gross

by any picture. One question is
the rental price and the other is the distribution,
rentals earned

whether

what

this is

broad or limited.

the larger, first-run theatres

Regardless of

may pay

for a

picture, this picture cannot bring back a big re-

a conversational matter the small-town

prominent position.
Throughout the trade, the amusement center of
the small community is spoken of as "the backhone of the business" and it is freely admitted
theatre has long occupied a

,

QUIGLEY

magnitude and power: First, the dramatic and
interest values attainable through pictures in motion; second, the physical nature of motion pictures which permits them to be copied and a particular picture displayed

j

J.

turn to

its

producer unless

it

succeeds in getting

—

a broad, even distribution and this depends entirely upon the smaller exhibitor.

There

is

no good reason why special favors

that the smaller theatres are quite indispensable to

or special considerations should be asked for the
small-town exhibitor; but there is every practical

the welfare of the industry.

and commonsense reason why he should be

But

in the practical operation of the business

the small-town exhibitor

and

his theatre is just

corded the consideration which

we admit

ac-

his im-

portance to the industry justifies and warrants.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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every hand

new

there
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were springing up

new

assaults against the business,

Re -Takes

attempts to harass and annoy the busi-

HERALD

-MARTIN J. QUI G LEY
PUBLISHER,
EDITOR

—

ness
and practically nowhere was
there any indication of encouragement
or co-operation.
The industry was not altogether
It had
blameless for this situation.
been so intent upon its internal work
and problems that it neglected its pubrelations

lic
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everywhere realize that the friendand co-operation of their
public is one of the most valuable
and
assets to be had by a theatre
that is just what this work is accomplishing, for every city, town and vil-

—

complishment

near

the

in

future

comparable in importance, as
the

public

are

concerned, with

is

far

as

industry

this

scheme

the

co-operation that

practical
effected

of

relations

has

of

been

with various social, civic and

educational

associations

by the Hays

organization.

To have

these associations

heartily

interested in the motion picture busi-

ness
is

and realizing that the industry

relying upon them for counsel and

assistance

in

will,

the elimination of

itself,

many

It

is

now an
of

status

ture

was

indeed

There remains no doubt that a uniform rental contract, one that

been

discouraging.

On

equally acceptable

and

by

distributor, will

both

Complete Text of Quigley Address
18
to Missouri Convention
Details of Fo\ Film Corporation

Announcement

40

Herald News Story Wins Editorial
Aid for Theatre
31

NEWS OF THE WEEK
of Constitution Hear
Plea for Free Screen

17

20
Operators
Ouigley Editorial Opens Wide Dis21
cussion Among Exhibitors
Lanky Bringing Negri and Other
22
Foreign Stars to l S
.

*

*

*

And

*

Dana

Viola

spends her nights
in Hollywood knitting sweaters, according to her truthful press agent. So far
she has knitted 498 and has broken all
records.
*

*

*

Our Weekly Fable
Once upon

a time there was an exhib.
a special screening of a piche got there on time.

who wanted
and

ture,

*

*

*

Things to he Thankful For
Al Jolson isn't going into pictures.

be put in effect,

with

the

commencement

the fall season. Although this
ter

"What's

*

*

that

has resulted in serious con-

tention between theatre

long

man and

tributor

for

solution

was accomplished

a

time,

the
in

dis-

New York

paratively short time, as the result of
a few across-table negotiations.

The

success

that

with

negotiations

has

attended the

reference

to

the

in other matters.

L'niform Contract Passage
layed by Minor Details

Is

De-

Rembusch Adds Two More Theatres
to His Indiana Chain
Charges and Denials Feature

New

Cohen-O'Reilly Tiff

DEPARTMENTS
Section

The Week in New York
Money Making Ideas
The Theatre
.

Newspictures
Reviews
Public Rights League
Letters from Readers
Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for Me
With the Procession in Los Angeles

Theatre Equipment
Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures

Women"

is.

*

in

Chicago.
*

*

*

Sounds Difficult
"Dance While You Eat" says an
Scrcenland, a

Maybe

zine.

order pie a

com-

the

the price of booze goes up

la

Seattle,

ad, in

Wash., film maga-

can be done if you don't
or hot coffee.

it

mode

actual
a

*

know how
Goodman picture';

Cause and Effect
Every time they pinch a bootlegger

of

a mat-

is

Wrong With
*

in

probably

Pictorial

Quig-

Group Bookings Abandoned by F.
10
B. O. at Chicago Meeting
Hays to Aid Entire Industry, Not M.
20
I'. P. D. A. Alone
Se«jk Reduced Wages for New York

:

*

*

see Mary Pickford is going into the
doll business.
She'd better keep Doug,
outa the shop. He'll wreck it.

exhibitor

IN THIS ISSUE
OP SPECIAL, INTEREST

ley

film

I

will be

one in the industry a great deal of encouragement with respect to the solution of other aggravating problems
The
that have long been hanging fire.
same methods that accomplished the
contract agreement will insure success

old order the fu-

Framers

100%

worry about.

We're kinda
long that Danl. Carson

rental contract should afford to every-

industry has

Under the

changed.

*

every picture is a
there won't be anything to

Serial
interested to

most

evident fact that the

the

*

*

*

accomplish
of the

trying problems of recent years.

old

*

By and by when

*

Right Methods

conceivable of ac-

is

*

*

Not a

Nothing that has been accomplished
and nothing that

*

Unless you have the goods.

lage in the country.
*

*

In the show business.

interest

ly

August's are the

the

*

in-

tors

Work

Great

the

of

dustry was conducted in such a badly
informed, incompetent manner that the
cause was rather hurt than helped.
It is to be hoped, in connection with
what is being done to both obtain and
fclso to merit this outside help, that
the exhibitor is not unmindful of the
material advantages that this procedExhibiure will bring home to him.

*

A

The July's and
hardest.

And in such inwork.
was not a case of neglect,

stances as it
the public representation

M.

R.

J.

*

*

*

And

That's That
According to her p. a. Constance Talmadge just hates to be called "Connie,"
because, as she so aptly puts it, "A nickname is a stigma that fastens itself on

one

like

it's

O. K. with

on old Greek
us.
*

*

enclite."

Oh,

well,

*

RECORDS
By Dan

E, Daily

Read

a lota telegrams about a certain
beating all previous records. Jever
see one printed about the low records?
Looks like exhibs, are holding out. F'
instance
suppose you played "Stung
Again" to only 11 people and somebody
else claims low record is 4 paid admissions.
You ought to wire a blue nite
letter to Mr. Woosit, manager of Whatpunk Film Co. (collect) that you wish him
continued success and to keep on making "specials" like "Stung Again" and
you'll soon beat the low record for your
state.
Don't let Broadway grab all the
credit.
There's many a "special" that
never saw Broadway.

pic.

*

*

*

Hard Luck

All Around
says 13 isn't unlucky.
Wasn't
Evalyn Snow fired on the 13th, after she
held her job thirteen months, and for too

Who

much

publicity in a Pathe news weekly
with 13 subjects in it. And didn't the
film industry give thirteen cheers when
she was canned.
*

*

*

Perennial
The old joke about "my patrons don't
like snow pictures" is being revived with
the coming of Fox's "If Winter Comes"
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Framers of Constitution Hear
Quigley Plea for Free Screen
Pettijohn Also Speaker
at Hearing in Missouri

The Proposal
The proposal made by A. A.
to the Constitutional Convention in Missouri that the state
constitution be amended so that
motion pictures will be included
in that section granting freedom
of speech and press reads:

Speer

Delegates Favorably Impressed by Arguments Put
Forward by Two Authorities
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JEFFERSON CITY, MO., July 11.— A hearing on the proposal to include motion pictures in that section of the Missouri
constitution which safeguards the freedom of speech and the
press was held last Friday before the Bill of Rights Committee of
the Constitutional Convention.
Martin J. Quigley, publisher and editor of the HERALD, in a straightfrom-the-shoulder talk presented clearly and concisely his reasons for
urging adoption of the amendment by delegates writing the new state
document. Accompanying the editor to Jefferson City was Charles C.
Fettijohn, special assistant of Will H. Hays, who also addressed the com-

Resolved that the following shall

become

a part of the constitution

of Missouri:
It is proposed

that Section 14,
Article 2 of the constitution of Missouri be hereby amended to read as
follows:
"Freedom of speech, press, motion picture screen libel, truth in
duty of jury. That
justification
no law shall be passed impairing
the freedom of speech: that every
person shall be free to say, write or
publish either by the written or
printed word, or by pictures, in

—

—

—

mittee.
Little Antagonism Toward Proposal Revealed
survey among members of the convention found them favorably
impressed with the comments of Mr. Quigley and Mr. Pettijohn, and in

motion or otherwise, on any sub-

A

ject whatever, being responsible for
all abuse of that liberty; and that
in all suits and prosecutions for
libel the truth thereof may be given
in evidence, and the jury under the
direction of the court, shall determine the law and the facts."

mood for friendly action on the amendment.
pertinent facts concerning censorship were brought out by the
speakers in their addresses and in their answers to queries from convenThroughout the hearing very little antagonism toward
tion delegates.
the proposal was revealed.
a receptive

Manv

Child Star Succumbs
To Bronchitis Attack
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LYXBROOK,

July 11.— Bobby
Connelly, thirteen years old, well known
child actor died at the home of his parents here of

been

ill

L.

I.,

acute bronchitis.

He

had

several months.

which he has
appeared are "Humoresque," The Good
Provider," "The Old Oaken Bucket" and
more recently "Wild Youth," as yet un-

Some

of the pictures in

published.

Newspictures Subject
To Censor Court Rules
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

X. Y., July 11.— In a decision handed down here the Appellate
Division of the Supreme court ruled that
the state motion picture commission has
the right to censor news reels of current
events.

The matter was brought to
Exchange for the purpose

court by Pathe

of determining the commission's right in

the matter.

Miller

Under Knife

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 11.— Roy Miller, associate manager of the California
and Miller theatres, is at the Clara Barton hospital, following an operation.

The proposal, scheduled as No. 135 was
offered to the convention by A. A. Speer.
Lauding the framers of the new con-

concerned with the right, equity, fairness
and utility of this proposal."

for their thoughtful considera-

In summing up his talk, Mr. Quigley
declared that he was urging adoption of
the amendment because public interest
demanded that motion pictures be kept
free from sinister control; because it is
the fair and equitable thing to do; because
it will bring prestige to Missouri; because
the same action would have been taken

stitution

tion of this proposal which represents "a
bold, courageous and pioneering effort,"
Mr. Quigley emphasized that he was not

urging adoption of the amendment "because of any possible benefit that may
accrue to the motion picture industry"
but because approval of it would protect
the public of Missouri.

Proposal Courageous Effort
publisher drew a parallel between
the problem which confronted the signers of the Declaration of Independence
and the delegates who are now endeavor-

The

ing to
state.

write

He

a

new document

for

this

said:

"This proposal represents a bold, courageous and pioneering effort for no reason other than those which thrilled with
apprehension and expectancy the signers
of the American Declaration of Independence because these men had no fear that
they were not doing the right thing; but
those men knew they were not taking
the easiest course, they knew they were
doing a thing that was revolutionary, but
necessarv, something that for the progress of "humanity in the Western world
had to come one day but certainly they
have felt not a little awed and rebellious
that the emergency in which they had to

take action was thrust upon them and did
not fall to the lot of some succeeding
generation.
"Therefore, let us dismiss any possible
timidity that may exist in facing this
only conissue; let us determine that the
siderations that shall sway us are those

Sums Up Arguments

when the original constitution was written had motion pictures existed, and because it is entirely within the spirit of the
fundamental American principle of free
speech, free press and free pulpit.
Mr. Pettijohn before entering into a
discussion of the proposal sketched a history of the motion picture industry its

—

progress and complete divorcement from
the early days of the one and two reel
thrillers.
He told of the cooperation effected between the industry and the public

— more

especially

the

women.

He

lauded the women for their efforts in creating a public taste for a higher standard

Entering his discusof motion picture.
sion of the subject, Mr. Pettijohn said:
Charles C. Pettijohn Talks

"There was never a time in the history
of America when we needed more smiles,

more love, more sunshine, more laughter,
more ambition, more optimism, more happiness and contentment in our social and
business

life.

my creed and that is the creed
of the moving picture industry. This is
no time for gloom, tears, pessimism, assassination of character, suspicion, hatred
have no part in
or discontentment.
leave this creed
that drama at all.
for those who do not believe in our sincerity of purpose. Those are the things
"That

is

We
We

(Continued on page 19)

—

:
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Text of Martin J. Quigley's Talk
On Free Screen Proposal
Following

is

the complete

text of

the address of Martin J. Q'tigley, publisher and editor of the HERALD, delivered before the Missouri Constitu-

Convention which

tional

proposal granting

a

is

the

considering

im-

screen

munity from censorship
Gentlemen of the Bill of Rights Committee of the Constitutional Convention
of Missouri:

My name

is

Martin

J.

residence

will

and one which

believe eventually

I

be of vast concern to the entire pub-

of

lic

America.
Is

Courageous Effort

I address myself, gentlemen, to your
Proposal No. 135 which in reality considers nothing more than an up-to-date

interpretation

existing

the

of

constitu-

tional provision safeguarding, within the
State of Missouri, that institution which

has always been held as necessary,

in-

and priceless by the American
people the freedom of expression.
This proposition which you gentlemen

alienable

—

are kindly permitting

me

to discuss with

you is on the one hand a simple, common-sense procedure, and on the other
hand it represents a bold, courageous and
pioneering

control of the seditious speaker and
the distributor of obscene printed
matter but we do ask your approval solely for the protection of
the public of Missouri.

humanity in the Western world
come one day but certainly they must
must have felt not a little awed and rebellious that the emergency in which they
had to take action was thrust upon them
and did not fall to the lot of some suc-

When the free press provisions were
written into our constitutions, the action
was not taken as a protective aid for
struggling newspapers, it was not done
to promote commercially the business
enterprises represented by the press of
the nation, it was done solely for the
protection and advancement of the public in order that the public might enjoy
the benefit of free institutions which can
only exist where freedom of expression
is an established fact.

ress of

had

to

ceeding generation.
Therefore,

determine that the
only considerations that shall sway
us are those concerned with the right,
this issue; let us

equity,

because it
your free speech constitutional provision
up-to-date; it merely bridges the gap of
time since the early day when your origconstitution

was drawn and makes

your new constitution,

in this respect, a

breathing thing, taking into conmethods of thought transmission which exist today, and not only

living,

sideration the

those which existed in that earlier day.

A

Thing

of Necessity

This proposal represents a bold, courageous and pioneering effort for no reasons other than those which thrilled with
apprehension and expectancy the signers
the

fairness

and

utility

of

this

proposal.
Cites Constitutional Provisions

As you

are aware, the constitution of

the United

States and the constitutions

of the several states
direct

all

provide

and sweeping manner

dom, against

all

in a bold,

for the free-

possible aggressions, of

expression, verbal and printed.

It is

the

obvious intent of the framers of these
basic laws that every citizen of America
should hold inviolate the right of expressing his thoughts freely and without
interference, being held responsible, of
course, for the abuse of that right. Mind
you, gentlemen, there were no restricThe citizen was safeguarded in
tions.
his right of free expression in every manner conceivable 'to the people who then
lived

on

earth.

The

citizen

was

specific-

ally privileged to "say, write or publish"

and these operations covered every then
known method of expression.
Since that earlier day, however, mankind has been given a great, new method
of thought transmission the motion pic-

—

ture.

—

Failure

Wants

American Declaration of Inde-

pendence because these men had no fear
that they were not doing the right thing
as you men and women need have no
fear that you will not be doing the right
thing in approving this proposal but

—

—

Your proposal simply provides that
new method of thought transmission, the only one that has come into
existence since the original constitutions
were drawn, be included to share in the

freedom of expression, subject only to punishment for
abuse of this privilege.
accepted

We

principle

of

ask you to approve this pronot because of any possible
benefit that may accrue to the motion picture industry; not because
the motion picture industry may
seem to some to desire to escape
proper regulation; not because anyone might want you to sacrifice any
proper power and means to keep pictures in Missouri clean and wholesome you have your laws and your
jails for anyone
who transgresses
the code of morals or public policy,
just as you now have them for the
posal,

—

Sacrifice

ing your public against perils that are
identical with those which would
exist if the press was not free, if
your candidate for public office, your
speaker on matters of public policy,
or your minister of the gospel was
not privileged to express his thoughts
freely and without hindrance.

In the absence of a constitutional safeguard, a politically controlled censorship
of motion pictures can spring up at any
time, just as the same type of pre-publication censorship could come into existence at any time to muzzle and pervert the press, if its freedom was not
guaranteed under the constitution.
I can see fully as great a menace to
the public in controlled pictures as in a
The motion picture
controlled press.
news weekly, for instance, is as much a

purveyor of news as the newspaper itself.
There is an instance of recent record
where, in a neighboring state, a board of
political censors cut from a news weekly
the picture of a candidate connected with

the opposing party. Imagine what would
be the wrath of the public if a similar
instance was enacted with reference to a

newspaper.

Why

Public Protected

this

Would Be

you decline to include this new
and third method of thought transmission in your free speech and free
press amendment, you are sacrificing
the only possible means of protectIf

effort.

common-sense procedure
does nothing more than bring

of

us dismiss any posmay exist in facing

sible timidity that

It is a simple,

inal

let

is

mately 300 subscribers in the State of
Missouri who are owners and operators
of motion picture theatres.
1
am availing myself of this opportunity of coming before your committee
on a matter in which I am peculiarly and
most sincerely interested, and one which
regard as of very immediate and imI
portant concern to the people of Missouri,

they were not taking the
knew they were doing a thing that was revolutionary, but
necessary, something that for the progeasiest course, they

Quig-

My
Chicago, 111.
business is editor of Exhibitors Herald,
a motion picture trade journal which is
published in Chicago and has approxi-

My

ley.

men knew

those

We

urge

Approval

you

to

Is

Asked

approve

this

pro-

posal

Because public interest demands
motion pictures, like the press, be kept
free from interference and sinister conthat

trol.

Because this amendment is doing what
would have been done at the time your
original constitution was drafted if this
third method of expression was in existHence, it is merely a revision
ence.
called for by a recent invention or development.
Because it

is entirely within the spirit
of the fundamental American principle of
free speech, free press and free pulpit.
Because it is the fair and equitable
thing to do, there being no grounds for
holding this particular method of expression constantly subject to the peril of
interference and sinister control.
And, lastly, because of the recognition and prestige it will bring to the great
state of Missouri in being the leader in
this important step in which every other
commonwealth in the land must eventuGentlemen, I thank you.
ally follow.

—
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Group Bookings Abandoned
By F. B. O. in Chicago Meet

Framers of Constitution Hear
Quigley Plea for Free Screen
(Continued from page 17)

that are not entitled to freedom in your
Bill of Rights and they are not the things
that make a nation of successful and contented people."
He pointed out that motion pictures are
bringing to the people of the country
cheap amusement for the working classes,
but that they have other fields, such as
education, which is being intelligently

discussed and handled.

Publisher Is Questioned

Some

more important and

of the

inter-

esting questions asked by delegates and
the answers of Mr. Quigley follow:
Q: Just suppose the picture poisons the mind
how will you reap any
•of some young person,
feenefits, how will you get damages from the person
responsible

?

My

A:

answer

to
this

that question,

would be
and witn

sir.

system in effect
that with
evervone in the motion picture industry realizing
that 'the penalty of showing such a picture would
property, no such
•be jail and confiscation of his
this:

would be shown.

picture

Who

determine the propriety of these
will it be determined?
And when seen by the public.
presumption that in conIt is a general
stitutions that nothing is written in the constituNow. the
tion until there was a reason for it.

Q:

The

A:
Q:

will

and when

pictures

public.

Star Chamber sessions for years and years in the
That, of
•days of Elizabeth controlled the press.
course, brought about abuses in the development
of liberty and tyranny of the people of England
sufficient to bring about the present constitutional
provisions relative to freedom of the press and

Has there been any indication of any
in the moving picture industry against
method of expression?

free speech.

such feeling
that

Loss Has Been Suffered
has been encountered which
motion pictures maintain
impossible to produce worthy motion
Millions of dollars of loss have I/een
pictures.
suffered by the motion picture industry through
the ruthless, and what I believe to be, the unreasonable cutting of pictures at various places
throuehout the country. You have some more or
less informal censorship arrangements in this state
at this time, I believe, and each one of those,
whether it be large or small, develops into a
similar proposition to the Star Chamber conduct
of the press that you referred to.
Q: Has that abuse reached the person or has
it just reached the property of the individual?
A: My answer to that would be that it has
violated what I believe is the individual citizen's
right and also it has violated his property rights.

A

A:

condition

competent directors of
will

make

it

Q: It is true, is it not, that most newspapers
are institutions and responsible for their wrongs,
tut there are thousands of moving picture operators in little picture shows throughout the country
with no financial standing and a suit against them
for violating public morals would not amount to
anything?

Exhibitors Real Business

Men

do not agree with you, sir. The motion
picture exhibitors represent sound and substantial
investments that are being operated by real business men in various communities, men of importance, character and stability, and they are fully
able to sustain any action against them for any
possible wrong doing.
At one point during this procedure, Mr. Speer,
father of the amendment, asked for the floor to

A:

offer

I

the following
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Home

Office, Division and Branch Officials Attend
Sessions —Convention of Executives Also
Held in New York City

Group bookings

are a thing of the past in so far as Flim Booking
concerned.
The company's policy is "picture for
picture." each to sell as an individual unit.
This distribution plan was announced following two recent conventions of home office executives and district and branch managers, the
last get-together being held in Chicago on July 6, 7 and 8.
Prior to the
Offices

of

America

is

Chicago meeting Southern and Eastern managers had convened
York.
F. B. O. Officially Launched at Two Meetings

New

in

Official launching of F. B. O., formerly R-C, was the occasion for
the two important conventions. They also served to effect a close relationship between Harry M. Berman. the new general manager of distribution, and his field forces.
Other than Mr. Berman attending the
conventions from the home office were J. I. Schnitzer. vice-president, and
Nat Rothstein, director of advertising and publicity.

New

The first day of the Chicago meeting was
devoted to screening of the company's latest features, "My Dad," "In the Name of
the Law" and "Kick Back," Harry Carey's
first R-C picture, and the Carter De Haven
and Plum Center comedies.

Benjamin
William
of
Schnitzer of Pittsburgh; C.
D. Beale of San Francisco A. W. Carrick
of St. Louis, and E. J. Lipson of Seattle.
Division managers attending at Chicago
were Joseph Klein, Eastern district C. E.
Penrod. Central States district, and E. C.
Jensen, Western district.
;

During its first year of operation, F. B. O.
will have facilities for th« distribution of
twenty-four features and a promising list
of short subjects, according to Mr. Berman, who spoke highly of the men com-

Equipment Dealers to
Form National Body at
Indianapolis Meeting

prising his field forces.

"The convention has been a decided suc"I am gratified
said Mr. Berman.

cess,"

Distributors and dealers of motion pic-

over the fine group of men I find in the
Their enterprise should make F. B.
field.
O.'s first year one to be proud of."
P. A. Powers, who controls the distributing corporation, was unable to attend the
Chicago convention owing to the press of
business on the Coast where he is in constant touch with production activities.

Among Those

;

:

Praises Field Forces

ture equipment will gather in a national
convention at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, July 13, 14 and 15 for the purpose
of organizing a national association in
the field. The meeting is called by a special committee composed of H. J. Smith
of Hollis. Smith, Morton Company, Pittsburgh \Y. C. Denney, Argus Enterprises,
Cleveland, and Leo F. Dwyer, The Theatre Supply Company, Cleveland, chair-

Present

:

present at the New
York meeting were: R. A. Davis of Atlanta; S. E. Fitzgibbon of Boston; E. W.
Kramer of Buffalo: Charles R. Rogers of
New York; J. M. Flynn of Philadelphia,
and Milton Simon of Washington.
At the Chicago meeting were the following members of the field force:
C. R. Plough of Chicago: E. T. GomerMark Goldman of Clevesall of Cincinnati
L. E. Harrington of Dallas: J. S.
land
Nelson of Denver; A. M. Elliott of Detroit;
R.
E.
M. Booth of Indianapolis
E.
Churchill of Kansas City: Frank Jene of

Branch

Orleans;

Omaha: A. H.

managers

man.
expected that motion picture dealall parts of the country will attend the three day session during which
the organization will be effected, officers
elected and problems of mutual concern
discussed. Subjects to be brought up for
discussion have already been outlined by
the committee and forwarded to equipIt is

ers

;

;

from

ment

dealers.

Will H. Hays has been invited to address the gathering.

;

comment:

Mr. Chairman, it does seem to me that if we
going to have guarantees of free expression
in this day that the screen should be treated the
same as the press, and I have no doubt but what
in 1775 if this same condition existed and we had
the movie screen then that it would Have been so

are

incorporated in the constitution.
By implication it
does seem to me that the constitution does very
nearly cover it when it recites that every person
shall be free to write and publish whatever he will.
That is the language now of the constitution and
the screen and the news reel seems to me is a
publication of the same sort.
Interrogating Mr. Quigley again started.

Q:

Why

do you advocate this proposal?

It comes in on Sunday
"I couldn't run my show without the HERALD.
of going to church."
I have to stay home and read it instead
Rook, manager, Liberty theatre, Sayre, Okla.

rooming and
CHARLES T.

We

think you have the same right now.

A:

would

might by
saying that a few years ago. proceeding on the
belief you expressed, this matter was taken thro-ish
the courts in one of rtie Eastern states and finally
reached the supreme court of the United States
where it was held in effect that in the absence of
some specific reference to the motion picture 'he
court held it could not assume that the motion
picture was covered by the amendment.
I

like

to

answer that

if

I

"The HERALD is our HOUSE Cat, so to speak. Very valuable."
ODEON THEATRE, Hardin Entertainment Company, Hardin, Mo.
*
"I consider every inch of the
Opera House, Mitchell, Ont.

*

*

HERALD

is

valuable."— W. CRUICKSHANK,

:
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Hays

Aid

to

Entire

Industry,

Not M. P. P. D. A. Alone
Producer President Addresses Convention of
Education Association in Boston
July

11.

help only

—Will

of the

H. Hays

Motion Picture Producers & Distributors

of America, of which he is president. He has the entire industry at
and this much he expressed in a letter addressed to Gus Schumacher,
general manager of O'Conor Productions.

heart,

from Mr. Schumacher
non-members would receive
any consideration from the producer distributor chief, Mr. Hays wrote
reply to a query

IN

asking

if

—

"We are organized for the purpose of
helping the motion picture industry, not any
While naturally our
particular company.
first duty is to our members— we would not
have been in existence if it were not for
our members we are at all times anxious
to help anyone in the industry.

—

*

*

is to be of % benefit to
are working to increase the
moral and educational value of motion pictures, and are glad at all times to receive
suggestions as to how this can be best done.
I appreciate very much your assurance of
loyalty to, and cooperation with, this asso-

who

ing

we jointly study that
jointly find ways and

this association made up of the very best
talent within your ranks
let them meet
;

with the great producers of the country and
find ways to use our facilities."
In denouncing censorship, Mr. Hays
said: "The motion picture business objects
to political censorship for one great reason
because the motion picture business is

—

an American business."

understood that Mr. Schumacher
Mr. Hays the organization
of a division for short-subject producers
is

July 11.— To judge
fronv the hundreds of inquiries received

featuring

*

*

*

pledged cooperation with the N. E. A.
that further progress might be made by
the industry. "On behalf of our organization," he said, "I offer to your association
all of our facilities to aid in your experiThere is already a great dementation.
mand for pedagogic pictures. I propose

He

"Herald' News
Story Prompts
Editori al Aid
A

news story

in the

June

17

issue of this paper has made a
great deal of money for one of
the nation's best showmen and
his competitors through the influence of a precedential newspaper written as a result of its

publication.

The "Herald" is the only
trade paper that makes money
readers from cover to
for
cover.

TURN TO PAGE
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Contract

Up

Sept. 1

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, July 11.— A mass meeting
of the members of the Motion Picture Machine Operators Union, for the purpose of
discussing a new wage scale contract with
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce,
will be held in Wurlitzer Hall tomorrow
afternoon. The executive committee of the
T. O. C. C. will be in attendance, and Bernard Edelhertz and Leo Bracher, speaking
for the exhibitors, will present reasons why
a revision of the wage scale is necessary.
Propose

New

Contract

The

present contract between the operators and the T. O. C. C. expires on Sept. 1,
and the discussion is preliminary to the arrangement of a new contract. The theatre
owners hold that the operators are now
being paid war time wages and that conditions in the industry do not justify this. It
is not expected that an effort will not be
made to bring wages down to a pre-war
basis, but an earnest effort will be made
for a downward revision.

Local No. 30C of the operators union, of
which Samuel Kaplin is president, has
nearly 900 members, and it is expected that
nearly all of these will attend the mass
meeting.

New Lynbrook

Robert O'Conor, producer and distributor of the two-reel series of comedies

membership being confined
to the comedy and educational field.
Since his association with the motion
picture industry, Mr. Hays has been in constant demand as a speaker at conventions
of educational, welfare and other organizations.
Last week he addressed the National
Education Association, meeting in Boston.
The producer president told the educators that the one way for them to help
"us make good pictures is by refusing to
patronize bad pictures."

Hold Mass Meeting;

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

by

distributors,

and T. 0. C. C.

900 Are Affected

Advertising in Trade
Papers Most Effective
Says Robert O'Conor

will suggest to

and

demand and that
means of supply-

Let a committee be appointed by

it.

LOS ANGELES,

ciation."
It

we

*

"Our constant aim

those

that

Projectionists

NEW

not going to be content to

is

Seek Reduced Wages
For N. Y. Operators

National

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,members
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market

is

Billy Franey, the state rights
far from being "dead," accord-

ing to a message sent out by Mr. O'Conor.
"It pays to advertise in the motion picture trade publications," says Mr. O'Conor's

message, going on to relate the num-

ber of inquiries, traced directly to display advertising in trade papers, which were
received.
"We made it a point to advertise by
letters, post cards, booklets and a teaser
campaign, and I want to say that the
trade paper advertising is the best bet to
get your product before the exchange
manager. And the state rights market
isn't 'dead' as more than half of our inquiries made us a cash proposition before seeing the product."

Rothacker Abroad to
Confer on New Plant
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 11.— Watterson R.
Rothacker, accompanied by his wife and
daughter, sailed for Europe on the MaHe plans to go direct to
jestic July 8.
London for a conference in regard to the
proposed London Rothacker laboratory
and then on to Paris, Berlin, Vienna,
It is exPrague, Rome and Brussels.
pected that he will return to America
Sept.

6.

Summer Admission
Cut by

Omaha

Is

Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA,

NEB., July 11.—Admission

Is

Leased by

Theatre

Wm.

Fox

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LYNBROOK,

L. I., July 11.— The
2,500 seat theatre here, now in
course of construction, has been leased
by Fox Film Corporation for a term of

new

years from the Merricker Realty Company.
The new house is located on Merrick
Road and when completed will be one
of the most modern on Long Island.
was designed by architect Harrison
Wiseman.

It

G.

Society Women Appear
In Hughes Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 11.— One hundred Pacific coast society women will apyear as extras in Rupert Hughes' produc-

The social
tion for Goldwyn "Gimme."
leaders will lend atmosphere and correctness to the various society phases of the
picture. They are being paid $10 a day
which they will turn over to charity.
Among the players in the cast are
Helen Chadwick and Gaston Glass.

Stork at Schallerts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANGELES,

LOS

11.— Edwin
July
motion picture editor of the
Los Angeles Times, Is father of a new
eight-pound boy. Mrs. Schallert, former
Schallert,

publicity director for T. L. Tally, and
child are doing splendidly at Angelus
hospital.

Plan Extensive Activity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Moon

theatre have been
at the
reduced to 15 cents for matinee and 20
cents for evening, including war tax.

Sam Warner and Harry Rapf

"These prices" says Manager Ralph
Goldberg, "will be charged just for the

production plans for Warner's Hollywood

summer."

studios here.

prices

LOS ANGELES,
from

New York

July 11.— Jack and
are back

announcing extensive

—
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Quigley Editorial Opens Wide
Discussion Among Exhibitors
Continued Praise for Fred S. Meyer States
It Hits Nail on Head
Quigley Editorial
yOUE
timely

i (

made

my

July for

editorial

indeed

has

a wonderful Fourth of
association and myself. The

this

HERALD

was never

publication

a

to

waste words or printer's ink on vital subjects and I am glad to note that it was

your pen that wrote the question, the
answer thereto spelling disaster or success to the independent producer.
"Will the theatre owners answer in a
way to leave no room for doubt?
"Hundreds of thousands of dollars are
ready out here in Hollywood for independent features and short subjects. If
only the answer will be 'Yes' and come
soon enough for early production. Again
thanking you for this editorial which has
created considerable discussion in Holly-

wood."— GUS SCHUMACHER,
ager, O'Conor Productions.

man-

*

compliment you upon your
very excellent editorial in your issue of
July 8 on 'Do you want independent pic"I

want

tures?'."

to

— IRVING

LESSER, Western

Pictures Exploitation

Company.

*
"I consider
I

it

one of the best editorials

have ever read.

conditions
hibitors

come

exist

changes,
business

with

is

unless

the ex-

to the fact they

the

must

independent exthe independent

we fellows in
who invest our money

pictures, will

A. C.

—that

wake up

clean

It fits the situation as

in

good

have to close our doors."

BROMBERG,

tions, Atlanta,

Bromberg Attrac-

Ga.
*

"This comes at indeed a critical time,
as we have never before found exhibitors
so indifferent even to meritorious product.
I sincerely trust that this editorial will
bring the gratifying results it deserves."
assistant manager,
—P.

WEINTRAUB,

Fontenelle Feature Films,
*

Omaha, Neb.

"I congratulate you personally and the
It is the
for this editorial.
best editorial I have yet read on independent pictures and believe it will bring
home to the exhibitors the fact that independent pictures will bring them as
much money as the big releases of the
national exchanges if they will only co-

HERALD

operate with the independent exchanges."
L. SEGAL, president, Royal
Pictures, Philadelphia, Pa.

—DAVID

This question asked of American theatre owners by Martin J. Quigan editorial appearing in July 8th issue of the HERALD has
aroused a nation wide discussion of the entire independent question
ley

in

among

exhibitors.

While scores of independent producers and distributors continue to
write and wire to the HERALD expressing their appreciation of the editorial which has precipitated this discussion, theatre owners have been
sending letters which reflect serious and careful thought.
The consensus

of opinion expressed in
so far received is as follows:
Majority value independent pictures and
admit they have not supported independents to extent they should.
Several declare independents in many
cases ask rentals higher than national distributors for big specials, although in
most cases rentals are fair.
Many say they would book more independent pictures if they knew where to
get them, declaring it is difficult to locate
distributors in their territory.
Suggest
regular and more comprehensive advertising in trade papers which are readTwo letters, which are typical in a way
of the many received by the HERALD,
are given in full below.
letters

Hits the Nail on the Head
Fred S. Meyer, director general of the
Palace theatre at Hamilton, O., and one
of the best known showmen in the country, expresses surprise that the editorial
shows the writer to be so well versed on
the entire situation.
"The greatest trouble with our business
today is to be found in the tact that exhibitors as a general rule know of no
'tough sledding' except in their own line,"
"And also as a genwrites Mr. Meyer.
eral rule exchange men do not know or
care about the task that confronts the
theatre owners. And this complete lack
of mutual understanding of one another's
problems exists throughout the motion
picture industry, as you know.
"It was therefore not only surprising,
but also very pleasing to read 3'our editorial

headed 'Do

You Want Independent

Pictures?'
I am frank to admit that I
had no idea that you a trade paper pubwere so well versed. Because the
lisher
points you set forth are true absolutely
accurate.

—

—

"Let Good

—

Work

Continue!"

"As a former exchange manager

I

compliment you. though my limited
fails to do justice to what I'd
like to say.
You've hit the nail on the

to

vocabulary

head.
Exhibitors are continually hollering about 'high cost of film,' then they
turn around and penalize the. independent
salesman for the losses sustained on 'contract product.'
"I hope every exhibitor has read your
editorial, and that all of us will begin to
realize that unless we
the independent product we'll have no kick coming, if competition among distributors is
curtailed more and more.

BACK

"Thanks. Mr. Quigley!

work continue!"
Says Exchange

On

Let the good

Is at Fault

the other hand, C. D.

Weakley

praised.

"A few more editorials like this one
from you should help along the work of
keeping independent pictures on the market to protect the interests of the exhibitors."— JOE BRANDT, executive director.
Federated Film Exchange of

America, Inc.

of

Hardin

Entertainment
Company,
Hardin, Mo., cites an example of an independent exchange asking a price for a
picture far in excess, with one exception,
the

of

any

rental ever

demanded

of him.

He

correspondence with the exchange to prove his point.
"First we wish to have you wholly ad-

enclosed

HERALD and that
articles," writes Mr.
Weakley. "For the last named reason we
cannot refrain from giving you a few side
lights on the question of just how some
exchanges that are supposed to be indewe like the
we always read your

vised that

pendent approach the theatre owner.
"In order that you may see clearly that
we are not handing you a chunk of bunk
or stale cheese information, personal
prejudice or whatever you might feel like
classing it, we are enclosing you a little

correspondence

when we

we had

tried to

with an exchange

buy one of

their pic-

tures.

Willing to Pay Fair Price
endeavor to play clean instructive
pictures and do not hesitate to buy of
any independent exchange that will ap-

"We

want

(Continued on following page)

may

please you to know that at the
meeting of the executive committee of
the Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc., the editorial was most heartily
endorsed and your efforts to bring about
recognition for the independents highly
"It

—

Majority of Theatre Owners Agree One Points Out
Where Independents Are at Fault
"DO YOU WANT INDEPENDENT PICTURES?"

Save Postage and Telegraph

Tolls!

of Independent Exchanges Everywhere:
So many of you
have written in or wired for permission to reproduce in part or in full Martin
J. Quigley's editorial on "Do You Want Independent Pictures?" which apthat it has been decided to waive
peared in the July 8 issue of the
You have permission to reprint this editorial in national
all restrictions.
and zone trade papers, in bulletins and pamphlets, posters and one sheets, or
make any other use of it which you believe will assist you in awakening the
exhibitors to the true situation facing the producers and distributors of independent pictures.—The Editor, EXHIBITORS HERALD.

To Managers

HERALD

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Lasky Bringing Negri and Other

Quigley Editorial Opens Wide
Discussion Among Exhibitors
(Continued from page 21)

Foreign Stars to U. S.
Two

Players from Each of Three Countries Are

Paramount Forces

to

Join

worthy of screening.
"In your issue of July

America

in

July

11.

—Pola

Negri, distinguished star of a

number

scope than those made abroad, and it is because of this that American pictures dominate and will continue to dominate the
screens of the world. America is the only
internationalist, and the producers of all
other countries are parochial in their out-

ent producer on the exhibitor.
"We frankly disagree with you and believe we have the evidence to sustain our
position.
"The price on the picture in question
you will note was $100.00 for one day or
$150.00 for two days, which is considerably more money than we have received
at the door on any two pictures for some
time.
"This party states that 'Mickey' was being sold for $100.00 when we can produce
a contract where we bought the picture
two days for a great deal less. If it was
not possible that our stating the price
would be unjust to the exchange from
whom we bought it, we would give you
the exact figure, which perhaps is not
essential because we did not pay $100.00

look."

by about two

European productions which have had

a wide circulation in this
country, will arrive in the United States next month to appear in a
big feature to be made by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Miss
Negri is the first of a number of foreign players who will augment the
of

Paramount Stock Company.

THIS

announcement

the

is

to

first

be

pictures

made by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president of Famous Players-Lasky, on his arrival

producing

centers

France, Germany,
Spain, Austria,

Hungary

and

Italy.

.

.

^

,

Jesse L. Lasky

she

has

up a worldfollowing,

when Amer ;_

can audiences see her in a powerful story,
produced by a capable director, and gowned
in the latest Paris creations they will acclaim her as one of

intimated that this studio will soon be operAlice Brady is working
ating at capacity.
there in "Missing Millions;" Jack Holt, who
has done all his work on the West Coast, is
expected to come East in the near future,
and some time in August Thomas Meighan,
who has been working in Hollywood for
the last year, will return to New York to
produce a big starring picture. Elsie Ferguson will begin work in the East in August on "Outcast," and other Paramount
stars will make pictures in Long Island

stars

biggest

the
of

the American

screen.

"When
London

was in
was ap-

I

I

proached

by a

famous dramatist,
whose name I am
not

at liberty to
He told
disclose.

me

studio in the near future.

he had written

a

especially

story

for

Negri

Pola

Neilan 's Next Film to
Be from Byrne' s Novel

and would like to
have me produce
reading

After

it.

Pola

Negri

was ready 'o
agree with him that he had written a powerful drama, and, unlike many authors, had
it

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

I

at once caught the idea of having an international flavor to his story.

*

I

wearing

*

met Miss Negri. Up
had seen her only on the screen

"A few weeks
to then

*

later I

or
cheap,
dowdy dresses which suited the characters
When I met
she happened to be playing.
her in person I was immediately captivated
by her charm, her personality and her
smartness, and decided that, if it were possible, I wanted her to make the picture
which my English author had written.
historical

"Through

costumes,

arrangements

with

Hamilton

Theatrical Corporation, to which she is under contract, we plan to have Miss Negri

York next month and make
to
this big, special picture at our Long Island
studio.
It is our intention to bring over
come

New

two leading character players from France,
Spain and England respectively and give
them places in the stock company, that a
more international flavor may be given our
pictures."

Another move made by Mr. Lasky to inAmerican

crease the international appeal of

jugsfull.

*

Franz Molnar, author of "Liliom" and
"The Devil," is writing a play for which he
also will do a motion picture scenario, and
both the play and picture will be produced
in America by Paramount in the next few
months.
Mr. Lasky will leave for Hollywood in
two weeks. Before going he will put into
effect an ambitious production schedule for
the Paramount studio on Long Island. He

Mr. Lasky.
"Because of her

wide

*

international in their

Say Rental

said

built

more

*

"Miss Negri is
undoubtedly
the
foremost screen
artist of Europe,"

genius

the establishment of scenario

tion pictures are

England,

in

was

bureaus in London, Paris and Madrid.
"Despite frequent criticism to the contrary," he said, "I found that American mo-

from Europe, after having spent several weeks visiting
authors and film

LOS ANGELES,
,

you seem

8th,

disposed to saddle all the responsibility
lor the success or failure of the independ-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

proach prices made us by Universal, Vitagraph, Metro, Pathe, R-C or Realart, provided they have productions we consider

tion of

Donn

Stranger's

July 11.— An adapta-

Byrne's popular novel,

"The

Banquet" will be the next
be produced by Marshall

picture

to

Neilan.

The

sale since its

story has enjoyed a large
publication in J919.

It is the plan of Mr. Neilan to produce
the film on a scale which he has never
made possible
attempted,
heretofore

through his association with Goldwyn.

New Firm

in Field

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

'

Kansas City. F. F.
Nine, formerly branch manager of the
Vitagraph Kansas City office, is the organizer and head of the new concern, to
be located at Nineteenth and Wyandotte
to enter the field in

streets.

should

ducers

think

a

little

about

the

principles of producing pictures that will
have not simply the power to amuse, or
entertain, but that constructive and dignified basis that will serve to enhance their
value as vehicles of higher morals builders and thus go a long way toward doing
away with the flighty reformers' cud upon
which he is now so lavishly chewing.
"Just now we want to believe that your
purpose is to be fair both to the theatre
owner and to the producer, but we have
the goods on you in this case that we
were asked more money for this picture
than anything we have priced lately with
the exception of 'Way Down East' and it
was so unreasonable that we simply laugh
when we think of it."

15 Episodes Called
Right Serial Length
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 11.— The fifteen
episode serial is here to stay says Elmer
Pearson, general manager of Pathe.
"This is the length, coupled with the
maximum of entertainment quality, that
greatest
the
with
patrons
attracts
certainty and is most advantageous from
of presentation, advertising
all angles
and exploitation" Mr. Pearson declares.

"Nero"

Special Opens
In London and Paris

KANSAS

CITY, MO., July 11.— The
National Film Releasing Company is the
latest independent distributing company

Is Unfair

"I have witnessed
|
and while it is a good picture, we have
run picture after picture that had just as
much punch and equally as much constructive power in the upbuilding of the
moving picture industry. Also equally
strong in pulling power with the public.
In our estimation the moving picture pro-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 11.— Simultaneous
with the inauguration of its ninth week's
run at the Lyric theatre, "Nero," the Fox
also open in
will
special production,
theatres at

London and Paris. It
Gaumont Palace

presented at the
in

Paris and at the Covent Garden

in

London.

will be

theatre
theatre
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by
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Should a strike cause the railroads to suspend operation, it would be no source of
to the producers insofar as atmosphere for their features are concerned.
This is "Ganzey, N. H." with the Old Homestead in the foreground, built at Lasky
ranch for Paramount picture, "The Old Homestead."

worry

A

perfect stroke in
the ball from the

lifting

Percy

distin-

guished

Marmont,
screen and

rough.
stage

actor, keeping in trim for
his work in Fox's "If Winter Comes."

at the Hotel Biltmore, New York City,
following a luncheon tendered by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers in
honor of Sir Charles Higham, M. P., noted British advertising and film man. In
the picture, left to right, are: J. D. Williams, general manager of Associated First
National Pictures; Sir Charles Higham; D. W. Griffith, and Earl Hammon, president
Sir Charles urged the advertising men to use
of Educational Film Corporation.
their influence to "clean up" the motion picture business.

Prominent motion picture men snapped

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Mrs. Gussie D. Ogden, Cincinnati
woman and aunt of J. Og-

society

Armour, millionaire packer,
has written and produced "Hearts
of Alsace," which has been booked
over the Loew circuit.

den

The handsome looking gentleman in
Mexican getup is Senor Ed Mori-

the

arty of the Vitagraph publicity forces.
The individual in summer attire is

Earl Williams, Vitagraph star. Williams must have promised the genial
P. A. a nip of pre-Volstead stuff to
induce that broad grin.

Estelle

Taylor, who

carries

away honors as the vampire in
William Fox's new and modern
version of "A Fool There Was."
Emmet J. Flynn directed the attraction.

Ex-service men at the United States Public Health Service Hospital, Chicago,
are given a private showing of Frank Mayo's latest Universal picture, "Afraid to
Fight." The attraction was exhibited through the courtesy of Herman Stern,
sales manager at the Chicago exchange. The feature, which portrays the experiences of a convalescent disabled ex-service man, was received enthusiastically
by the men in the hospital, and both Universal and Mr. Stern were given a
vote of thanks.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Back

to School

With

25

Days

F. P.-L. Stars

Members of Paramount's stock company
snapped during school hours at the Famous
Players-Lasky studio on the Coast. This
school was inaugurated recently by President Adolph Zukor as a part of his campaign for better pictures. In commenting
upon this enterprise, President Will H.
Hays of the M. P. P. D. A., said: "The
inauguration of the
Paramount Stock
Company and School is a splendid step forward in that direction of the association's
high purpose.

INSTRUCTION
Kosloff,

IN ACTING.
Raymond Hatton and

company

members

being

finer technique of acting

Theodore

other stock
drilled in the

by George Fitz-

maurice.

SCENARIO WRITING. Frank

E. Woods, instructor in the scenario
the Paramount Stock Company School, defines some important
rules for the benefit of (left to right) Will M. Ritchey, Lois Wilson,
Alfred E. Green and another student, all members of the Paramount
Stock Company.
Inauguration of the Paramount School has received the whole-hearted endorsement of company's entire forces.
at

PHOTOPLAY HISTORY.

MP
C

*

it

t

if.

I

in
t

I

George

Mel-

to Walter Hiers and Bert
Lytell that prehistoric man introduced motion pictures by telling his story on stone.

ford explains

t-

t

9>t

lit
Exhibitors of larger cities can not rest on their laurels if they expect to excel theatre men of smaller cities and towns in enterprising
theatre operation. Picture shows smartly attired usherettes at new
Miller theatre, Wichita, Kan. Description of the house is published
in

Theatre Equipment department.

Nazimova and Charles Bryant, her husband
director. It is understood that the star
considering dramatization of her screen
version of "Salome" for presentation on a

and
is

New York

stage.
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A

A

regular among contributors to "What the Picture
Did for Me." This is Willis
Haycock, owner of the Star,
Callaway, Neb., with
his
family.

Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis in the
latest comedy riot "Grandma's
Boy," the Associated Exhibitors feature
which is having a record run on the
star's

Coast.

It is

Lloyd's

first

feature length

comedy.

Helen

complete show including manager and musical diThis roadshow on "The Birth of a Nation" operates through Wisconsin with L. J. Welter (right)
as manager.
To the left is R. J. Cull, musical director.
Outfit carries Powers 6-B and Delco lighting

rector.

plant and a Silver

Lynch,

one

of

the

Marshall
Neilan. Miss Lynch appears
First"
in "Fools
and "Her
Man," both First National
latest

July 22, 1922

"finds"

pictures.

of

Minor Screen.

Will Theda Bara return to the
screen under the Selznick banner
in the role of a

vampire which

dis-

tinguished
her
work?
Myron
Selznick has not answered this
question.

S3

Mildred. June, Mack Sennett comediMiss June apenne, and her father.
pears in "Gymnasium Jim," a two reeler
published by First National.

Marion Davies and skating girls appearing in the star's latest Cosmopolitan production, "The Young Diana."
The feature, distributed by
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was directed by Albert Capellani
and Robert G. Vignola. Production adapted from story by Marie Corelli.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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welcome Marshall Neilan
Los Angeles after his tour
of Europe was his mother, Mrs.
The producer
Blanche Neilan.
has signed to distribute through
Goldwyn.

First to

home

in

new auto is christened. J. D. Williams, general manager
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., christens the little star's new
coaster. Mr. Williams could not find the famous bottle of wine in Hollywood
so he chose the next best thing a quart of milk. Witnessing the impressive
ceremony are Sol Lesser, who presented the gift, and Mummsy and Daddy
Coogan. "Trouble" is Jackie's latest.
Jackie Coogan's

of

—

Lunch period during
Edward Horton in a scene from
Vitagraph
comedy-drama, "The
Ladder Jinx."
production
sue of the

is

A

review of this
published in this is-

HERALD.

filming of "Rich Men's Wives," first B. P. Schulberg spe-

Standing are
cial for distribution through Al Lichtman exchanges.
Rosemary Theby,
Seated, left to right:
of the technical staff.

members
William

Austin, Arthur H. Jacobs, Martha Mattox, House Peters, Carol Halloway,
holding Richard
Claire Windsor and Gaston Glass. Gasnier, the director, is
Headrick.

—
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Joe Di Lorenzo
A Few Pertinent Facts
About the President
of Di Lorenzo, Inc.

FRANK

LOSEE,

probably

the

busiest

and one of the best character actors now

playing in the films, in his many years of
helping to make entertainment for the show
hungry masses, has had so many experiences and played so many parts that he
didn't think a new one could be handed him.
But it was.
During the filming of Paramount's "Missing Millions," just completed by Director
Joseph Henabery, Mr. Losee played the part
In one of the scenes
of "Boss" Franklin.
"Boss" Franklin is slugged at the door of
his Wall street office by a couple of thugs,
and falls unconscious on the street in front
of his office.
This scene was taken in Wall street early
one Sunday morning long before anyone
was about. Mr. Losee, alias "Boss" Franklin, was properly slugged and just as properly fell unconscious on the pavement. Just
at this instant, however, the weather man
took a hand in the picture and a heavy rain
commenced to fall, forcing a discontinuance
of the filming for the time.
"And there I was," said Mr. Losee. "Lying unconscious on the pavement and the
It
rain driving the cameramen to cover.
was two days before that rain let up so we
could finish the scene, and all that time I
had to lie there on the street which I did

—

recently.
"You ought to go to a
hotel and get it."
"Whatdoyoumean, get it?" Bill retorted,
"if I go there the hotel will get some of the
change and the waiters'll get the rest."
And Bill still sticks to his desk with
week-end fishing trips to the Catskills to relieve the ennui.
* *
*

told

him

summer

Joseph Levinson of the New York State
Board of Censors addressed the A. M. P.
A. meeting last Thursday and according to
all
accounts if the worthy commissioner
had had to answer all the questions that
were put to him or about to be, he'd be

He made the significant statethere yet.
ment that outside of the Directors association, the A. M. P. A. was the only organization in the industry that had invited any
of the censors to sit at a round table with
them and talk things over. Lack of co-operation, according to his statement, was
deplorably evident.
Among other things the censor declared
himself too calloused a ward heeler to mind
criticism or personal abuse. And Vic Shapiro, who delivered an eloquent defense of
the films in which he declared himself opposed to any and all kinds of censorship,
didn't even make the censor blink an eyebrow.

*

*

Captain Henry, the urbane Apollo whose
is among Carl Laemmle's hired men
up at 1600 Broadway, is giving the trade
paper presses a breathing spell while he
spends a couple of weeks cruising on the
raging Hudson in his luxurious motor
yacht, the "Will It." If the aforesaid 1. m.
fortnight,
y. performs properly during the
Captain Bate declares he will re-christen it
call

it

the "It Will."
* * *

Irving Lesser is getting up in the world.
has moved his offices from the eighth
floor of 576 Fifth avenue, to the twelfth

He

floor of the

Loew

building.

The new

tion contains the eastern offices of the

loca-

West-

Company of
Exploitation
Pictures
which Mr. Lesser is general manager, the
home office remaining in Los Angeles. Mr.
Lesser continues in the representation of
the Jackie Coogan Productions and the
West Coast Theatres, Inc. Mr. Roth, who
has almost as many friends in the industry
as Mr. Lesser, moved his desk and position
as office manager with Mr. Lesser and
Harry Rathner continues as field represenern

*

tative.

*

*

resigned as Director of
Advertising and Publicity of Cosmopolitan
Productions to devote his time to the business of Satterlee Radio, Inc., a concern in
which he is a stockholder and of which he
Theodore Deitrich,
is one of the directors.
formerly with Zit's Weekly, succeeds Dixon
C. L.

at

Dixon has

International.
*

*

*

Record one departure from the motion
Gordon H. Place, once
picture industry
of Farftpus Players, who was in charge of
publicity' at Robertson-Cole up to the time
of the change that brought Nat Rothstein
to the helm, has left the film business to
affiliate with N. W. Ayer & Son advertising agenev in Philadelphia.
*
*
*
:

Wagers

are

still

*

*

habitat

and

*

*

theoretically."

being

made

as to

when

and how C. L. Yearsley will take his vaca"You need a change," Tom Wiley
tion.

And

the discussion grew so intense that

Charlie Barrell, who was
of his trip to

Yurrup,

chance.

*

is still

*

all

set

to

tell

waiting for the

*

National,
of matrimonial intentions, declares that he has been
completely captured and captivated and that
Gal.
the female in question is Hurricane's
* * *

Walter Ererhardt, of First
who has recently been accused

Sam Palmer of Famous Players is still
determining whether to move to cosmopolithis
tan quarters or batch it in Jamaica
summer and the odds are on Jamaica. Mrs.
Palmer and the family will move to the
country the latter half of the month.
*

*

*

John Flinn's activity in A. M. P. A.
weekly becoming more prois
affairs
nounced the pronunciation depending upon
whom he introduces. Two weeks ago he

—

sketched the organization's history at the
Sir Charles Higham luncheon, prior to the
introduction of the worthy M. P., and last
Thursday he introduced Mr. Levinson in
his

own

original way.
*

*

*

of Smith's Film Sales
England, arrived in New
York on the S. S. Aquitania on July 1 and
is making his headquarters with his American representative, Edward L. Klein Company, Knickerbocker Bldg., New York.
Mr. Smith brought several new productions with him and while in New York

Harry

Ltd.,

R.

Smith

London,

negotiate for the British and Continental rights to a number of American features and two reel comedies.
will

#.#-'*
Louis Macloon, press agent for Oliver
Morosco and that producers personal representative, has also joined the commuters'
The Noroscan agent has leased
society.
Carroll McComas' home at Greenwich for
the summer.

John

S.

Spargo.

office boy
FROM
only happen

to president does not
in fact it has

in reel life

—

actually been so in reality, and as proof
of the pudding, let us herewith present
Joe di Lorenzo, president of di Lorenzo,
Inc., distributors of the Frederick Herbst
Productions featuring Guinn "Big Boy"

Williams.
Joe's

original

venture

began back

in

when he was employed by Liebler
& Company, who produced "The Man
From Home," "The Garden of Allah,"

1910

"Alias Jimmy Valentine," "Disraeli" and
other notable successes.
In March, 1915, George Welty, who
was general booking manager of Liebler
& Company, left to become general manager of the Select Film Booking Agency.
Later Al Lichtman became sales manager
and di Lorenzo soon learned a great deal
The Seof the film business from him.
lect

Film Booking Agency was

subse-

quently taken over by Paramount, then

merged

into Artcraft,

whence

the
into
bodily
Players-Lasky Corporation.

corporated

it

was inFamous

With each new merger Joe was retained by the new organization, with the
result that he rose from office by to Exchange Service Manager of Famous. Di
Lorenzo resigned in 1920 to take charge
of distribution of Baumer Films, producers of non-theatrical picture subjectIn January of this year di Lorenzo felt
the further urge of ambition and left Associated Producers to organize his own
company, with the result that di Lorenzo,
Inc., with Joe as its president is handling
the world distribution of the Frederick
Herbst Production, featuring "Big Boy"
Williams, whose first two pictures "Blaze
Away," and "The Trail of Hate" have al"The
ready been given to the trade.
Freshie," third of the series, will shortly
be released.
Joe states that he is only twenty-five
years old, married happily and thinks his
youngster is a coming movie star.

s
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Rembusch Adds

Two

Theatres to Chain
Buys Olympic Theatre and
Wild Opera House at

Uniform Contract Passage
Is Delayed by Minor Details
Results as

NOBLESVILLE, IND., July 11.—
Frank Rembusch of Shelbyville has purchased the Wild opera house and the
Olympic theatre, motion picture houses
Mr. Jones has
here, from A. M. Jones.
left on an extended trip to California. The
and
are
temporarily closed
theatres
Noblesville for the first time is without a
picture show.
Has Chain of 13
a chain of thirteen the-

itres in central Indiana, among which is
the Ohio at Indianapolis.
At Decatur, Ind., Jess LeBrun, well

known restaurant man, has leased a room
n the Morrison building which he will
remodel and operate as a motion picture
When it is opened the latter
theatre.
part of this

month

it

will give this

city

playhouses.

:hree

Will Build Theatre

A new
Bend,

is to be erected at South
by the Colfax Amusement

theatre

Ind.,

Company, incorporated for the purpose.
Authorized capital stock is $5,000.
iirectors are J. Handelsman, Dave
lelsman and Maurice Handelsman.

The
Han-

Oklahoma Exhibitor

On
Tom

H. Boland of the Empress theatre,
City, original First National
ranchise holder succeeds John J. McSuirk as a member of the First National
otating committee.
He will serve for

Dklahoma

The rotating
plan of having
original First National franchise holders
in that capacity.
is

part

of a

the New York offices of the com>any and take part in its management.

/isit

Mr. Boland came to

New York

in

time

o find the First National executive comnittee in session.
"From what I have
>een able to observe," he said, "it looks as
f the motion
picture business has sgrne

remendous events in sight."
Mr. Boland has been an exhibitor since
he days of the one and two-reel feature,
Parting in the picture business in Oklaloma 13 years ago.

Close

France Theatres

Unless

Tax

Is

Lowered

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

N. Y., July 11.— Cable

from Paris state that the federaand cinema unions have
oted unanimously to close all playhouses
n France next February 15 unless the
leavy government taxation is lightened
dvices

lon of theatre

efore that time.

Hays Going

to

Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

July 11.— Will H. Hays,

resident of the M. P. P. D. A., has acepted the invitation of stars, directors,
roducers and Coast studio people to

Durney to Los Angeles and address
lem. He plans to depart for the West
t

an early date.

(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

July 11. Contrary to expectations the uniform conagreement between the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
and the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America, which is
the first step in the harmony program, was not signed last week.
Several meetings were held and it is believed now that several more

tract

can be completed. While every
conference between Mr. Hayes and each of the three exhibitor bodies,
has been extremely harmonious, it is said that there is some difference
of opinion as to the best way of reaching the end which is so earnestly
desired by both sides.
will be necessary before all the details

Seek Power for
The particular obstruction to
ment is said to be over the means

Arbitration Board

the immediate signing of the agreeto make the rulings of an arbitration
board sufficiently binding on both sides. It is believed that this obstruction is but a temporary one and will be satisfactorily overcome within
the next week or so.
It is held by both sides that an arbitration board without power to enforce its
findings, is bound to be unavailing, and
what is now being sought is a method of
putting a sufficient number of "teeth" into
the agreement to hold both sides of a controversy in the event of someone jumping
the traces after an arbitration decision.

One

Rotating Committee

wo weeks

Producer and Exhibitor Bodies

Clause Is Unpopular

First National'

:ommittee

Ways to Accomplish Desired
Harmony Reigns at Discussion of

Opinions Vary on Best

Noblesville, Ind.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Rembusch has

29

of the proposed "teeth" which it is
said will not meet with the approval of the
exhibitors is for an agreement to be used
nationally is a clause which provides that
in the event of the credit of an exhibitor

becoming impaired with one exchange,

all

the other exchanges with wihch he is doing
business can arbitrarily cancel all of that
exhibitors contracts.

While no official statement has been given
out by either side it is admitted that this
clause has been the subject of considerable
discussion at the last sessions of the conference, and will be the subject of more
discussion at the meetings to be held this
week. There is little danger of the question causing even a serious ripple in the
harmonious progress of the conferences.
The most it can do is to cause some delay

while

it

is

being adjusted in a manner both

sides believe

is

equitable.

Vary on Phraseology
a slight variance as how
best to work out several other of the details, but it is said that most of this is due
to a difference of opinion as to legal phraseology, and not to any differences as to the
ends sought.
Negotiations with each of the three exhibitor organizations have been moving
along at about an even pace, and it is believed that all will be worked out at about
the same time, although not together.
It is also said that a final effort to bring
about harmony between the warring factions will be made by Mr. Hays when the
time comes for the signing of the three
agreements. This, it is said, may take the
form of asking the representatives of the
T. O. C. C, the M. P. T. O. A. and the
M. P. T. O. N. Y. into one session for the
signing of the documents which mean so
much to the industry at large.

Also there

is

his organization can

work

better for greater

working with one
strong exhibitor body than with two or

good

more

to the industry by

factions at stife with each other.

Mr. Hays has always urged a strong
and harmonious exhibitor organization,
conducting its affairs in a businesslike way,
and permitting of no interference in the
working of its internal affairs.

Louis Baum of Equity
Returns from Europe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 11.— Louis Baum,
general manager of Equity Pictures, who
for the past two months has been on a
business and pleasure trip abroad, returned to America today on the steamer
Olympia.
Mr. Baum will devote his efforts to
"What's Wrong With the Women."
which the company will publish on the
Independent market in the fall.

Ninth Week for Lloyd
Feature at Symphony
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July

11.— Harold

feature "Grandma's Boy"
started its ninth week at the Symphony
theatre Sunday night.

Lloyd's

new

Disregards Hays Plea
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,

July 11.— Despite
the request of Will H. Hays, president of
the M. P. P. D. A., that "Wild Oats" be
barred from exhibition in the theatres
will be shown in local houses
it
under the direction of the city's health
department on the assumption that it is

here,

highly educational.

New Firm

Is

Organized

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Benefit to Industry

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., July 11.—The
Mid-Continental Films, Inc., of this city
has been organized with a capital stock

The concensus of opinion is that Mr.
Hays has no interest in the burying of the
exhibitors tomahawk beyond the belief that

of $1,000 to make educational films. The
directors are William J. Kothe, Gordon
E. Varney, Jr., and Herman W. Kothe.

:

:
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Charges and Denials Feature

Ince Denies

Many Rumors

Cohen-O'Reilly Tiff
Controversy Shifts from

Of

One of

Oratorical Display

In a statement issued Thomas H.
Ince, producer, gives a flat denial to
concerning his activities. Among them is his statement
that he has not sold his studios at
Culver City, Cal., nor has he leased
them to William Randolph Hearst.
He also refutes reports that he has
closed his plant or that he is to
merge his studios with any other
producer, as well as that he will
move his production activities East.

many rumors

One

to

Writing Communications
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
was

YORK,

July 11.— The Cohen-O'Reilly

which

tiff,

at

one time

featured by its colorful oratorical display, has now simmered
down to a stage of writing notes denials, charges, counter-charges,
retorts and what not.
Latest of the communications to come from the
headquarters of the New York State league and the national organization
has a bearing almost entirely upon the situation in the East.

—

CHARLES

O'REILLY,

L.

president of

the state body, charges Sydney S. Cohen, high executive of the M. P. T. O. A.,
with attempting "to create discord in the
hope of finally disrupting the state organization."
*

*

*

President Cohen retorts with this state"We have had very little differences
of opinion in the state at large and in the

ment:

National headquarters of the M. P.
T. O. A. has been removed 132136 West 43rd street, New York
Extension of work made
City.
the removal necessary.

greater number of instances all or nearly all
of the exhibitors are members or are joining the district units."
O'Reilly counters with this comment
"Cohen knew perfectly well that the great
majority of the exhibitors in the state are
absolutely loyal to their state organization
and are desirous of maintaining the harmony that exists in their ranks. Mr. Cohen's statement on the New York situation
is as truthful as the statement that he has
12,000 theatre owners in his organization.'

Mr. Cohen,

communication, states

his

in

that exhibitors in different sections of the
state

"have found

it

advisable to organize

themselves into district units
the M. P. T. O. A.

"These

affiliated"

with

says the national
president, "are loyal to the national body
and the cause of the organization generally,
and are unwilling to be separated in any
way. This situation exists in the Buffalo
district, in the Rochester territory and in
other portions of the state."
*
*
*

Nominees

Head of M.

P. T. O. K.
Unable to Accept Post

exhibitors,"

Declaring that the New York State board
of directors have withdrawn from the national organization and have declared that
it was their intention not to interfere with
any other state organization, or to create
any new national organization, Mr. O'Reilly
asks this question
"How long will the other officials of the
national organization and other state leaders tolerate Mr. Cohen's actions and propa-

ganda?"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., July ll.— Herbert and James Barclay, recently nominated for the appointment as business
manager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas,
have declined the position, due to pressing business interests, thereby leaving the
field open for another appointment.
Prior to the next state convention at
Salina, Kan., September 25 and 26, the
Kansas organization expects to have one
of the most compact state associations
in the Middle West, according to M. Van
Praag, president. Notices now are being
sent to all exhibitors whose dues are uninforming them in a courteous manner that the M. P. T. O. K. intends to
have a 100 per cent paid up organization,
paid,

communication
O'Reilly concludes
"If Cohen insists upon
with this statement

even

war, war it will be."
Thus ends another skirmish
O'Reilly tiff.

what

his

:

in

the Cohen-

for Business

if
the membership consists of
more than seventy-five exhibitors.
"The size of our membership is

will

attract our interest in the

not
not
fu-

Mr. Van Praag, "but it will
be the number of paid up members who
can be counted upon for support, financially and morally."
ture,"

Pickford to Marry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 11.— Jack Pickford and Marilyn Miller will be married
early in August, according to Mrs. Charlotte Pickford who arrived here from
New York, July 8.

said

Noble Back From Trip
Among Coast Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IDEAS
MAKING
MONEY
Which Have Been Used Successfully
by

Exhibitors to Build
By W. G. STURDIVANT
(Hoyburn

theatre, Evanston,

This week

"Paramount

I

am

111.)

Up

make a mistake
running these pictures.
hibitor will

running a

Encore Week"

L.
(Tokio theatre, Moorehouse, Mo.)

with a different picture every

Have run "The Miracle
Man," "On With the Dance,"

Wives for New" and
"Don't Change Your Wife"

"Old

will

run "Male and

Fe-

male" and "Behold My Wife."
These are all excellent pictures and the great array of
well

known

enjoyable
evening.

I

makes

a very

presentation

each

stars

don't think any ex-

in

FOX

By H.

— William
atrical

Oklahoma
the

CITY, OKLA.,

July

11.

Noble, dramatic critic and thecorrespondent has returned to

Pacific

City from a month's
Coast.

trip

to

Mr. Noble saw Douglas Fairbanks at
his production "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood" which he predicts
will be one of the greatest pictures to be

work on

screened.

Mid- Summer Pow-wow
Is Staged by Wampas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Heretofore on serial nights,

day.

and

Patronage

Their

OKLAHOMA

I

program with

July 11.— Western
Motion Picture Advertisers held their annual mid-summer pow-wow at John Jasper's Hollywood studio last night. Al

two reel
comedy.

Wilkie DeMille, publicity director, was
chairman. Entertainment by screen and
vaudeville stars constituted the program.

had been using the

finishing out the

serial

short stuff, usually a

western and two
Lately, I have

reel

and

been using
with the
serial, preferably not over five
or six reels and I find that 1
get the ones who do not care

some good

for

the

those

feature

serial

LOS ANGELES,

in

who demand

addition
it.

to

Heads Paramount

Office

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., July 11.— Ben
Blotcky, former manager of the Kansas
Releasing Corporation
City American
returned from Minneapolis last
office,
week as manager of Paramount's* Kansas
City office.

:

:

THE THEATRE
i^FPRACTICAli

"Herald" Ne ws
Story Prompts

rp

T
H
E
A
T
R
E

Ed ltoria Aid
1

In its issue dated June 27 The Hamilton (0.) Daily
Nezvs carried the following editorial

THE IMPORTANCE OF MOVIES RECOGNIZED

L

E
T
T
E
R

'T IS no secret that Hamilton's movie theatres are hard hit each
summer, when the tardy darkness and the lure of outdoor life
keep the patronage at such a mark that managers are pleased
when the week's business does not show a loss. In that connection is an interesting comment from Columbus, Ind., as reported
to the "Exhibitors Herald," a national publication designed for
movie theatre managers.
The Evening Republican, a newspaper of that Hoosier city,
has opened a campaign to assure sufficient patronage for the
theatres to make it worth while for them to remain open during
the summer months. The campaign was based on a recognition
of the theatres as semi-public institutions, not only valuable as
the principal places of amusement in the community but actually
contributing to the wealth of the city by attracting trade from
the surrounding territory.
"The theatres are about all the source of diversion and entertainment in Columbus during the summer months," says an
editorial in The Evening Republican, "and in this are a big asset,
one that should be appreciated and supported to an extent that

Rea's Recipe

they will not be lost to the city."

for Business

r

The campaign

in

Columbus,

a city of 25,000, follows closing

of the theatres, with exception of Saturday nights,

all last

sum-

mer.

Think on the

Columbus

S

situation

realize more, the longer you ponder,
movies play in our lives today.

a
of

moment.
the

You

will

prominent part

The complete story of the Columbus situation was given on
page 37 of the Herald for June 17 under the heading, "Editor Asks
Community to Attend Theatres in Summer." Mr. Fred S. Meyer,
managing director of the Palace theatre at Hamilton and showman
brought it to the attention of the editor of
The Hamilton Daily News with the above result.
The Hamilton editor, as reference to your file will attest, has
improved upon the original. He has singled out the dominant
thought and presented it with striking force. Consulting, no doubt,
with the clear-sighted Mr. Meyer, he has produced a follow-up
comment, easily the best reported to date, which should assure the
success of any showman's suggestion that his editor give the subextraordinary,

THEATRE EDITOR,
"Exhibitors

Dear

Many thanks for my photos in
the July 8 issue.
This makes me
feel proud and full of pep.
I have stumbled onto a great
tonic for most any exhibitor, most
any place, who is suffering with the
Summer Slump.

Here

SLEEP

WORK
7

is it:

5 hrs.
19 hrs.

DAYS PER WEEK.

about as soon close up as
try to operate without the "Exhibitors Herald."
I'd just

ject editorial attention.

Editorial aid of this character, fundamentally ethical, is invaluable to the theatre.
Through clean showmanship and active
participation in civic affairs Mr. Meyer has established the motion
picture in Hamilton on such a plane as to make the extension of
this cooperation a wholly natural act.
It is the most important
business of the exhibitorial bodv to make this condition universal.

Herald."

Sir

Yours very

Forum

truly,

G. A. REA,
Theatre, Hillsboro, O.

DEAR MR. REA:
Your
it

"tonic" is excellent. In these days
serves alike for exhibitors and for all

:
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Typical Rea exploitation used for First National's
"My Boy'*

E. R.

who have

at heart the interests of the

mo-

and its theatre.
Your constant supply of photographs

ROGERS,

July 22, 1922

directing the Tivoli and Strand theatres, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
barroom for "Ten Nights in a Barroom," Arrow produc-

installed this exploitation

Letter herewith.

tion.

tion picture

is

ample proof of your faithfulness in following your own program. We have wondered
how many people you employed. If you do
it all yourself, the more credit to your prescription.—

W

.

R.

Creamer

He

W.

Tells

How

Finds Business

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
I am sending you photos and details oi
how I put "The Old Oaken Bucket" over
here for a good two-days showing with
this opposition
First night, free Radio
Concert and free seven-reel show at a
church. Second night, opening of a suburban amusement park.
Eighteen days in advance I started with
teaser slides and painted lobby mirrors.
Next I cut a lot of "buckets" out of llxl4's,
painted and lettered same, and hung them
:

out in front of the lobby. Next I added a
set of six slides, copy taken from the single
column mats shown in the press book.
These were all run in series and at every
showing the orchestra played "The Old
Oaken Bucket." This had everybody humming the tune.
Next I painted up a large bucket for the
lobby and framed a three-sheet in a gold
frame, making easels out of these attractors.
Then I built and put in two window
displays in local stores.
Also I hooked up
a contest for children with a local daily,
they furnishing free passes to those who
made the longest list of words out of the
letters in the title.
This brought us over
fifty entries, and the paper also invited as
its guests at the matinee all men and ladies
over sixty-five years of age.
These two
stunts took care of most of the publicity,
netting us daily write-ups on the front
page.
For the showing days I moved all of my
displays
outdoors and transformed the
ticket office into an old well.
I also worked in a stage number with a
soloist singing "When You and I Were
Young, Maggie," immediately before the
feature started.
She reached center stage
in the dark, white footlights and all house
lights coming up gradually until chorus,
then out and green up, with amber spot, in
which she exited with picture starting at

But the Photos
Say a Great Deal

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:
Under separate cover

I am sending you
photos of our prologue used with "Queen
of Sheba" and our lobby display at the
Rialto theatre for "Ten Nights in a Barroom."

Very

truly yours,
E. R. ROGERS,
Tivoli-Strand Theatres, Chattanooga, Tenn.
*

DEAR MR. ROGERS:
Were your photographs less eloquent we
would charge you with undue brevity in
They are, however, ample
your letter.
proof of the high grade showmanship back
of the Tivoli and Strand, a showmanship
of which we got the first full measure when
we read your splendid article on Newspictures printed in a recent
not contribute something like

it

partment some

W.

time?— W.

R.

issue.
to

Why

this de-

once.
In spite of all our opposition we did
splendid.
"The Old Oaken Bucket" is one
picture on which I have twice used the
same exploitation and had good results.

How
after

it,

do I find business ?
you can tell 'em.
Yours very

JNO. W.

Why, by going
truly,

CREAMER.

Strand Theatre, Giillicothe,

Mo.

*

DEAR MR. CREAMER:
Competition is, after all, the big box office
consideration at any given time.
The theatre man's success or failure in overcoming
it, not escaping it, is truly the measure of
his shozvmanship. By these widely accepted
standards your standing is enviable.
have received nothing approaching
your contribution as used in behalf of the
picture concerned.
If we were to exhibit
the attraction we would ask nothing better
than your letter as a guide.
thank
you for permitting us to present it to other

We

We

theatre men.

J.

W.

CREAMER

describes his cam-

paign for "The Old Oaken Bucket" in his
"Theatre Letter" in this issue. Read it.

Your method of finding business, like
that of Mr. Rea's, described in another letter this week, is excellent, although toe prefer a slightly larger allowance for slumber.
However, time for that will come when the
last vestige of the passing depression is

presentation by
E. R. Rogers at Tivoli theatre, Chatta-

eradicated.— W. R.

nooga.

W.

QUEEN OF SHEBA
See

letter.
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"ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE"
Lobby view

of theatre

presented

is

in

ialifax,
>ut

is

preserving quality.

lisplay

Above two-column

*

sending photos taken of exploitation

and second episodes of "The Adwhich
Robinson
Crusoe,"
ventures
of
for

See Page

38,

July 15, Issue

first

proved very successful

at

very

little

ex-

THEATRE EDITOR,

to

Exhibitors Herald.

publishing these

other

small

3ear Sir:

DEAR MR. ROSENBAUM:
Your campaign sounded very good when
you described it in the letter previously published, but your photographs show it to
have been even better than we gathered
It will,
that communication.
without question, prove beneficial to other
hat
the
to
"IV
Have you reported
readers.
Picture Did for Me" on the serial?
W. R. W.

from reading

pense.

By

packed
special
two
4 :15 and Saturday at

ELI ROSENBAUM,
Hippodrome Theatre, Ogdensburg, N. Y.

Exhibitors Herald.

Am

at

Hoping my idea will prove of benefit to
other exhibitors for the hot season, I am,
Respectfully,

Dear Sir:

etter.

Fridav

10:30.

THEATRE EDITOR,

on a Fox feature illustrates his

We

pectations.

matinees,

DALEY,

Casino theatre,
diminishing newspaper space

used by Eli Rosenbaum.
Letter herewith.

cluding 2,500 tickets to school children, cost
less than $10 and results were beyond ex-

Looks Better
Than It Sounded
S.

float

another illustration.

It

THOMAS

33

exhibitors

investment.

it

to

The

may be an example
make money at a
actual

stunt,

in-

—

am sending you herewith a couple of
current displays which I hope will meet
vith your approval.
I am
cutting down
>n space for the summer months as you
nil notice and find it rather difficult to
.ccustom myself to the small ones after
ising the big layouts so long.
Halifax is
a the grip of a tremendous business deression at present, but we are managing
0 get a little more than our share.
Very truly yours,
I

;ny

THOMAS

S.

DALEY,

Casino Theatre, Halifax, X. S.
*

?EAR MR. DALEY:
The ads are good, like all of yours, but
question the wisdom of cutting space.
Ve've noted a tendency to do that and,
ot understanding the logic of the move,
ve wrote a monograph on the subject in
•ur last issue. Frankly, we believe there is
onsiderable danger in the step.
If it isn't asking too much we'd like to
'ave you read that little opinion and write
s your views in the matter.
Jump righ f
ve

,

and tear our argument

1

to pieces.

We've

o idea that
.'e

we're infallible or all-wise, and
want to hear the other side of it
a man who is on the theatre-public

really

rom

ring line.

Sorry

to

hear about the depression, but

lad that you're getting a little more than
our share.
Hope the "Herald" has had
little to

do with t'nat.—W. R.

W.

ELI ROSENBAUM, Hippodrome
above

theatre, Ogdensburg, N. Y., contributes the
illustration of a letter previously printed, and a second letter.

::
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MANNING,

Saenger theatre, Monroe, La., used an elaborate prologue for "Way Down East," D. \V. Griffith's United
Photo shows stage setting and cast in costume. Mr. Manning's letter is presented herewith.

R. J.
Artists production.

bringing it back.
The following is the
complete plan of the campaign
Slide used two weeks before play date.
Trailer used one week before play date.
Individual stills of Miss. Talmadge used
in lobby for two weeks.
Teaser ads from
Five thousand
press book used four days.
poem cards distributed, 300 half-sheet win:

Sidewalk to Screen

With R.

J.

Manning

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

dow

Sir

Enclosed please find photographs of the
exploitation on "The Three Musketeers"
and "Way Down East" at the half-milliondollar Saenger theatre.
The front and
prologue on "Way Down East" were produced at very little cost.
The figures in
front are from the twenty-four-sheet and
the background is hand painted.
Results of "The Three Musketeers" campaign, front, school tickets, truck and street
car advertising, very satisfactory business.
At the presentation of this picture we used

a

singing prologue and

novelty electrical

Yours verv

effects.

trulv,

MANNING,

R. J.
Saenger Theatre, Monroe, La.

DEAR MR. MANNING:
to receive your first contribuThe photographs speak for the merits
Don't let the first concampaigns.
both
of
We've always got
tribution be your last.
room for one more progressive. IV. R. IV.

Very glad

tion.

—

cards, 100 special window cards, ten
28-sheet stands, 100 circles for telephone'
mouthpieces, 300 auto signs used with per-

mission

from Automobile Club and Tele-

phone Company.
Also used a double truck of co-operative
ads, 32 individual frames with stills in 32
windows, special window in phonograph
store, another in leading jewelry store, and
had the song sung at the regular meeting
of the Rotarians.
I had the president of the Ebell Club see
the picture as my guest and she made the
statement at her meeting that it was the
most beautiful picture she had ever seen
and advised all the thousand members to
I invited the school heads and had
see it.
them post an opinion and endorsement in
the school bulletins.
I
used a special prelude to the picture
A
which I termed "The Spirit Bride."
bride's head appeared and sang the song
A special score was
"Smilin' Through."

my organist, Frank Anderson.
The
Publicity stories ran every day.
regular critic's story was great.
Very truly yours,
L.
Liberty Theatre, Long Beach, Cal.
*

arranged by

FRANK

No Wonder
Repeating

You're

It

DEAR MR. BROWNE:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
I went after "Smilin' Through" strong
and got results.
A truly great picture.
Went over so big for a week that I am

"WAY DOWN EAST"
illustrated in another
is excellent.

BROWNE,

was given

In view of the magnitude of your campaign, it is not strange that you are repeating the pictttre.
Indeed, it is strange
that you let it go.
Obi'iously, the nuiss of
patronage that such a campaign is calculated to draw could not be accommodated
e trust the return will
in a single week.
be as profitable as the first run. IV. R. IV.

W

frontal representation

photographic reproduction presented

by R.

—

J.

Why Cut

the Prices?

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

Sir

:

Enclosed find postcard photo of a summer
stunt which we tried.
The Ruggles truck
was a new truck in town which he wished
to introduce, so we got together with him

and framed the following:
We made arrangements with him

to haul

of kiddies to the Majestic, which introduced our summer prices, namely, five
had to cut prices here
and ten cents.
and go after them hard because we are in
competition with river excursions, band
concerts and hundreds of other outside
doings.
Yours truly,
lots

We

WILLIAM FREIZE.
Majestic Theatre, La Crosse, Wis.

DEAR MR. FREIZE:
Competition is a powerful force at this
season, ~fe know, but we wonder if your
truck stunt wouldn't have drawn almost as
many people to the Majestic if you hadn't
cut the prices. And we wonder if you won't
experience some difficulty when the summer
competitors have ended their season and
you try to reinstate the old price scale.
Unfamiliar as we are zuith your exact
problem, we undoubtedly underestimate the
case in our above outlined wonderment.
Don't take it as criticism. But we would
Why
like to hear the rest of the details.
not drop us a line from time to time
let
then
months
and
through the next two
us know how' you bridge the jump into the
Fall season.'— IV. R. W.

in keeping with the prologue produced and
"Theatre Letter." Mr. Manning's first contribution

Manning

in illustration of his

But
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P. McCONVILLE, Paramount exploitation
man, gives details of this striking photo
display system, produced by a woman, in the
accompanying article. Miss Davidson, the producer, manages the advertising of three theatres

J
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WILLIAM FREIZE,

Paramount Staff
Exploiteer Lauds

Woman
PRACTICALLY

at

•

Boston)

everybody

in

the

show business in New England
knows Miss Davidson of Brockton. Miss
Davidson has been identified w'th Brock-

—

ton theatres for
years; (we wouldn't
dare to say how many) and now has full
charge of all advertising and publicity for
the Strand, City and Rialto theatres.
She is full of ideas and she puts them
practice, always keeping pace with
in
showmanship even a
ahead of the other "fellow."
Lobbies Show Handiwork

—

advancement
bit

Summer

Exhibitor

J. P.
(Paramount Exploiter

into

Most of Us Are

McCONVILLE

By

Majestic, LaCrosse, Wis., used the above float to advertise
His letter gives full details.

First National's "Polly of the Follies."

Brockton, Mass.

in

R-C Feature Has
Prominent Stand

The

lobbies of the Strand, Rialto and
City theatres give evidence of her handiwork and everybody who visits these
houses notes their attractiveness.
Miss
Davidson's latest wrinkle, which
she
originated, is the use of sets of frames
made of cardboard, covered with cretonne. They are very attractive yet inexpensive and easy to make.
They are
particularly well adapted for display of
black and white stills of scenes or stars,
and as the cloth can be had in great
variety of colors and patterns at any dry
goods store, there is no end to the number of ways in which it can be used to
advantage for lobby decorations.

Guilty

the drifter's own season. Summer resorters row briskly enough to
the lake's far reaches at early morn, but seek marginal shade as Old Sol goes into
action. Golf is crowded into the cool hours less to escape the heat than to free
the remainder of day for lolling about the veranda with icy concoction in easy reach.
Ideally, not actually, the usual two weeks serve to cram into a fortnight the
whole of a man's loafing, returning him to work with vigor renewed and energy at
high pitch. But the Summer vacation is a vastly over-rated institution. It doesn't
operate as planned. More often its effect is exactly the reverse.
One thing, intelligent understanding of its character, can be relied upon to
defeat the drifting virus. Knowing it for what it is, showmen proceeding directly
to the discharge of the special obligations imposed by the current climatic condition experience best results.
This tendency to drift, incidentally, is one of the
chief causes of the annual Summer slump.
is

"In

The Name
opening

ture

theatre,

New

Law," R-C feaGeorge M. Cohan
York, is represented by a
at

of the

the

huge hand-painted stand at Forty-third
street and Broadway, one of the most
advantageous advertising spots in the
Credit for obtaining the position,
advertisers since the
days of Liberty Loan drives, is due Nat
G. Rothstein, who predicts for the feature
a brilliant exploitation record throughout
the country.
city.

won by very few

Loose Comment
Naturally

enough,

the

showman,

al-

ways

listened to with interest, occasionally is moved by the rapt attention paid
him to continue when his store of information is exhausted into what he may
or may not regard as safe generalities.
The showman, also naturally enough,
does not fully realize that he is a much
quoted member of the community. This
fact, true for whatever reasons, should
serve as a brake upon eloquence.
Just
exactly the right declarations should be
made by members of this business ad-

dressing non-members, and not one word
more.

Uses Dozen Sets
The accompanying photograph shows
how Miss Davidson has made the Strand
theatre lobby attractive by use of the
covered frames. She has about a dozen
sets of these
and changes them for
every picture. The set shown helped to
put
over
Paramount's "Beyond The
Rocks"

at

the

Strand for a

full

week's

run.

Mere Duty
Several reported instances of showmen
booking reissues and revivals without
plainly labeling same are at hand.
For
this neglect of mere duty, involving box
office suicide, there is no alibi.

LIVE HORSEMEN
The "Four Horsemen"
issue.

on the

for R.

J.

and a "live" lobby display advertised Metro's
Manning, whose "Theatre Letter" is given in this

street

—

—
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More appropriate is
the scene of the old sea captain and the
girl at the organ singing songs.
Their
faces bring to mind such melodies as:
"Strolling by the Sea," "The Bounding
Waves," "The Wearing of the Green,"
and similar ones; and it is not surprising
to learn that serious and semi-serious
songs actually form their selections in
the picture.
been overworked.

Phillips

Film Has

The

Promise
Walter F. Eberhardt, Associated
First National Pictures exploitation
department, contributes for the benefit of "Herald" readers exclusively
the following suggestions for the
exploitation and presentation of
forthcoming
Gal,"
"Hurricane's
Dorothy Phillips vehicle.

AS

figure of

Dorothy

Phillips in the

Spanish costume of laces and

frills

brings

here and look like this" (with an arrow
pointing to the last of the three stills).
It would be hard to conceive anything
more incongruous than the quartet shown
Walalce Beery as the
in the fourth still.
roughneck heavy with his feet plastered
on the desk, Dorothy Phillips as the semiprimitive girl who is just commencing to

indicates, "Hurricane's Gal"
a virile sea story, a vivid meloof smugglers and piratical craft,

its title

is

drama

The

show

the best exploitawith a postion angles, however, do not
have a direct
sible exception or two
mention
bearing upon the brine.
that it is a sea picture as it will occur in
the suggestions later and we want to
avoid the situation of a young journalist
friend who received from a stage beauty
by the name of Mason, a bunch of eugolistic clippings about a certain Miss Ham.
"I'm very much interested," he replied,
"but I'd be more interested in something
about you."
"I forgot to tell you," she answered.
"My right name is Ham."
stills

that

—

—

We

Primarily there stands out among the
exploitation possibilities the three stills
of Dorothy Phillips, first as the water
rat on the deck of the Tahiti Belle, with
sweater, water proof shoes and corduroy
The second still, with the star
trousers.
winding exquisite cloth around her body,
shows too plainly for words the desire for
The third is Miss
becoming dresses.
Phillips in real

Any

—

feel

the

first

call

of civilization

and the

Chinaman bending over the baby

We

suggest a title contest
ture which can be obtained
National exchange and run
newspaper.
Two animals a goat and

—

on

crib.
this pic-

—

musketrv.

at any First
in the local

a

monkey

They give all the elements of crashing
action and afford another opportunity for
dealer co-operation.
Inasmuch as the
radio and airplane involve a thrilling
rescue at sea, in which the rescuers
add an unusual comedy touch in the plot
development, and the association makes

them

logical

mediums

for a street bally-

Either one parading on the streets
with signs: "You can see me in 'Hurri," are promising
cane's Gal' at the

Uncle Sam's greyhounds and air patrol
are summoned by radio, it might be a
good bet to have your local station
broadcast the message: "I am coming.

hoo.

outdoor stunts.

life.

department store should
be a legitimate tie up for this angle with
the caption "Have your clothes made
desirable

mind many possibilities in the way of
tie-ups usherette costumes (although a
sailor dress can be used for this also),
and even for a prologue idea.
Science's latest inventions the radio
and airplanes figure conspicuously in
the story. It is unfortunate that the still
photographer failed to catch some of the
wonderful shots that the motion picture
camera caught from the wings of the
plane and of the falling machine, or the
splash of torpedoes and the flash of
to

artistically done.

that the South Sea Island picture occupies a comparatively unimportant place
However, it is an idea if the
in the film.
South Sea Island atmosphere has not

—

Coming

fast, too.

In 'Hurricane's Gal.'

theatre.
Dorothy Phillips."
tie up with a store dealing with
radio apparatus is a logical angle of ex-

At

A

the
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Saunders

Talfe on
Progress
For the airplane, if you can
machine in your neighborhood, advertise it as the one used by Allen Holuploitation.

get a

bar in "Hurricane's Gal," have it circle
the city at a specified hour dropping balloons, a certain number of which will
have passes for the show.
Different pictures should be exploited
in different ways.
It would be inadvisable, for instance, to exploit a picture
like "Smilin' Through" along bold face
type ballyhoo lines.
"Hurricane's Gal"
is another proposition.
It will stand up
to all the noise you can make and redeem any promise you give of startling
scenes, sensational climaxes and stunning
surprises.

"Paramount welcomes the advent

new

of

exploitation forces in the
Claud Saunders, director
of exploitation for Famous PlayersLasky Corporation upon the third
birthday of his department.
field," said

kk

\17E LOOK

upon the establishment
staffs by several
other producers with extreme gratifica-

"*

tion.

that

of

exploitation

It means justification
Paramount had when

the idea

of
it

pioneered

motion picture exploitation.
have never held that exploitation
was something for one company only. It
Paramount, bigger than
is bigger than
any of us. It is an idea of utmost imin

"We

means

portance to the industry for it
salvation of the small exhibitor.

Film Editing
A

considerable danger

lies in

the grow-

ing practice of film editing at the theatre.
At one of Chicago's leading play-

houses comedies are shortened perilously
near to the point of destruction in the
interests

At another news-

of brevity.

are robbed of much of their
merit by a too active scissors.
Film editing is not a business to be
undertaken lightly by the well intentioned but untaught.
It is highly doubtful if the occasional benefit derived offsets the frequent injury inflicted.
Very
competent workmen make the editing of
films their special business and very competent showmen seldom attempt to improve upon their work.
pictures

The Follow- Up

*

"Paramount's

showman

*

*

was

idea
to

send

to

a

"While we have done good work

Paramount's idea

means twice

— three

is

vindicated.

It

many

ex-

times as

hibitors will practice sound showmanship and that means the improvement of
the financial condition of the entire industry.
For what is motion pictures
They are
without these little fellows?
the bulk of our business."
The Division of Exploitation was
when Mr.
established July
L919,
19,
Saunders and eight assistants went into

The follow-up is not practiced as it
should be. Very few showmen have reported following wayward pationage to

Local Specials
interest

nice

point.

pictures of

in

its

offering ter-

certain

Among

districts,

the

listed

men

in

the

papers throughout New England. John
P. McConville, exploiteer at Boston, obtained 62,832 lines of free publicity in 33
towns.
Such small communities as
Bangor, Me., Pawtucket, R. T„ and
Haverill, Mass., are types of towns bene*

*

Live Copy

any period there are several

make

director,

the field, and devises a number
stunts himself.
He is also the
author of the Paramount lobby suggestions which are embodied in sketches
frequently
reproduced
in
the
trade
papers.
The most noteworthy achievement of
the third year of the department was the
star-identification contests for "The Affairs of Anatol," run in tieups with newsof

raise £
program

Whiskaway

of money
reading "Reviews" and "What the Picture Did For Me" very carefully
and
singling out these "local specials"
for
special treatment.
a

great

beats

Morvich.

News-

pictures cover the event.
Race enthusiasts in states where racing is not pei-

because of their subject matter and
popularity in such centers. Many ex-

hibitors

assistant

containing matter of spe-

that classify as specials in certain localities

Lindlar,

"Fool's Paradise," "Moran of the Lady
Letty," and others worked as well in
Portland, Ore., as in Portland, Me.
Advance campaigns have already begun on Paramount's fall issue. In Milwaukee, a newspaper has adopted the
slogan, "If You Believe It, It's So," a
tieup
with
Ascher's
Merrill
theatre,
which is to play the picture. Cooperative
roof-garden advertising has been obtained
for "The Top of New York." Several
Massachusetts towns have already begun
newspaper teaser campaigns for "Nice
People."

Why

cial

P.

*

beach, isolated from other advertising, is
worth considerably more than a twentyfour-sheet on a street car line.
Having
come to the beach, the average person is
receptive to further suggestion.
not
suggest the theatre?

ritorial specials

Walter

has charge of the constructive and creative work of the department.
He edits
and relays exploitation suggestions to the

Standardized
campaigns
on
"The
Sheik,"
"Get-Rich-Quick- Wallingford,"

on a popular

The newspicture concerns,

the field to put over "The Miracle Man."
Exhibitors received them with such enthusiasm that the force was doubled and
it has now expanded to the point where
each Paramount exchange has its exploiter.
The Division of Exploitation
also creates all of the Paramount posters
and lobby accessories.
*
*
*

fited.

ultimate destination, at this season the
beach, the park, etc., with advertising. As
its

a matter of fact a one-sheet

Divi-

it

has been impossible to more than scratch
the surface. So, instead of resenting the
duplication of the work hitherto unique
to Paramount, we cheer every time any
of our competitors announce an exploitaIt means more than the fact
tion staff.
that

Famous Players-Lasky

sion of Exploitation.

the

these small-rental
and help them get the entire
amusement-going public. If that public
wasn't large enough, the exploiter's mission was to create brand new patrons.
trained
fellows

CLAUD SAUNDERS
Director of

mitted are currently engaged in agitating
reinstatement. These newspictures
constitute
exceptionally
live
copy.
There's a great deal more money in them
than the majority of exhibitors get out
of them.
its

deal

WALTER

P.

LINDLAR

Director of Famous PlayersLasky Division of Exploitation.

Assistant
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Adopt Newspaper

Maying

Style in

New
'TH

WI
v ' on
tan

Press Sheet

the issuance of the press sheet

Marion Davies
"The

which

the Cosmopoli-

in

Young

production,

Diana,"

scheduled for August 7, Paramount has inaugurated a new style in its
press books. From now on, the book on
each production will be of full newspaper
size, printed in newspaper style on a fine,
heavy grade of news stock.
is

*

*

*

The

Lobby display for Arrow's "Ten Nights
man, Strand theatre, Memphis, Tenn.

Barroom Display
Attracts Antis
And Pros Alike
OF

Coleman, Strand theatre, .Memphis, Tenn..
selected for reproduction as emphasizing a notable point. Individuals for and

is

against prohibition are attracted with
like certainty by such a display.
The Coleman layout is very colorful.
Even in the days when liquor was sold
publicly such a front would have attracted
wide attention. With the interest of the
public aroused by the addition of the
latest amendment it has, of course, even
greater value.
This duality of appeal is the fortunate
property of exploitation which connects
in any way with a topic in general prom-

Happily, the theatre

inence.

monly

called

upon

is

not com-

to take sides in ques-

The wise showdoes not wittingly forsake that free-

tions of this character.

man
dom.

Trap"

THE

numerous good lobby displays used by American showmen
exhibiting Arrow's "Ten Nights in a
Barroom," that erected by Thomas G.

Barroom" used by Thomas G. Cole-

in a

Is

By this arrangement, the text pages
are backed by the reproductions of the
advertising material which is ordered in

Best

Drawing Feature
In Two Seasons
nTHE TRAP." Universal-Jewel pro* duction starring Lon Chaney,
played 14 days at the Casino theatre,
Chicago. Ralph Tippett, manager, states
that this is the first feature that has accomplished that performance in approximately two years.
The accompanying
shows one good reason.
obtain the pelts used in the lobby
display for the run Mr. Tippett made a
personal visit to the West Side hide
houses and selected the best available
illustration

To

material.

The

effect

of

this

press book, or "Paramount Press
Sheet," as it is called, is the result of
hnany requests from exhibitors and theatre advertising managers for a simpler
and more easily handled sheet than the
book form afforded, its sponsors state.
The usual size of the sheet will be four
pages, and in the case of some of the
super-specials this will be enlarged to
eight. The first page is devoted to general editorial matter on the production,
exploitation suggestions, rotes for theatre programs, etc. The second contains
reproductions of the newspaper ad and
publicity mats, the third is given over to
the advance stories and reviews for the
newspapers and the fourth carries reproductions and descriptive matter on the
pasters and other accessories.
*
* *

layout,

advance by key number, making it possible to clip editorial matter when the
time arrives for its use without cutting

on the other side.
copy of both advertising and publicity is printed on news
stock and in newspaper style is also of
into

usable material

The

fact that the

considerable assistance to the exhibitor as
gives him an exact idea of just how
his advertisement or publicity story will
look in a well-printed newspaper.
Charles Kenmore Ulrjch is the editor
of the press sheet, Russell Holman designs and writes the copy for the advertising, Vincent Trotta is in charge of the
art work and A. M. Deane is assistant
editor, all under the supervision of A. M.
Botsford, advertising manager.
it

Sign Language

breathing the cool freshness of the
North, upon passersby in busy downtown
Chicago during warm weather is not
difficult

The

Casino, catering to a street pubconstitutes a good test of pictures
Mr. Tippett's ability
well established through a long period

lic,

and showmanship.
is

productive endeavor.
The performance of "The Trap" is correspondingly
of

notable.

Title

Chosen

for First

Madge Kennedy

Picture

Kenma

Corporation, organized to
star Madge Kennedy, announces the title
of "The Purple Highway" for the first
Madge Kennedy special production.

•The

Dictates Truth

to estimate.

Night view of lobby display for Universale "The Trap" at the Casino theatre,

Arrangements have been made for its
screening at a Broadway theatre. The
picture is adapted from the John Golden
stage play "Dear Me."
In the cast are
Monte Blue, Dore Davidson, Pedro
Cordoba, Emily Fitzroy and others.

Chicago.

Henry Kolker

is

directing

it.

Sign language of the American theatre,
ruled by the number of letters a sign will
accommodate, merits study. In Chicago

many showmen using

old pictures utilize
limitations to perpetrate a semi-deception, booking a long feature and a dramatic two-reeler and listing the prominent names involved without explanation.
Lured by a formidable list thus obtained, we recently visited a prominent
neighborhood house, discovering that we
its

had been taken in and determining that
shouldn't occur again. We doubt very

it

much

if

the

28

cents

the

management

took from us will compensate for our
customary weekly deposits.
And we
doubt if we are much different in our
reaction to the others present on that
occasion.

Much can be said, truthfully, in the
terse phraseology of sign language. The
art of saying it is not the least important
side of theatre management.

:

—

:

NEWSPICTURES
W

¥1/777/ a view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the
News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established

this

department.

INTERNATIONAL HAS
PRESTIGE REEL IN
"THE MIRROR"
"The Mirror,"' published by International News Reel Corporation
and reviewed by a representative of this department at the Chicago
theatre, is, in addition to being splendid entertainment, a powerful
builder of prestige for newspictures.
E. J. Weisfeldt, Saxe's Strand theatre, Milwaukee, who recently
used the first issue, set forth the showman's view of the feature in the
following terms

"In our opinion it is one of the
greatest one-reelers ever produced.
The exploitation possibilities, I say
It
with emphasis, are wonderful.
can be advertised as extensively,
if not more, than any big feature,
and this, coupled with the fact that
it is so extremely novel and interesting, is responsible for the excellent business it is bringing the
theatre this week."'
First Issue

The

first

Promising

auguration of

1897, promises much for the series of twelve which is ready.
The
in

views of the inaugural ceremony
are in the faulty photography and
the slow tempo of the early motion
picture, subtitles

President Harding which are included in the reel.
The footage is carefully assembled and well written captions point
up the contents in highly interesting fashion.
Considered strictly
as a bit of entertainment, the

enthusiasts.
Those who have traveled,
and they are numbered among the most
wealthy, thoroughly enjoy a travelogue.

They

appreciate it in its true worth. To
.of the calibre that tour for the
mere sport of it, drama does not mean
everything on the program.
*
* *

people

"A glimpse of broad ocean, plumy
palms, cloud wreathed peaks, and garlanded crags, means more of a thrill to
them and anybody with an appreciation
of the finer things of life, than some

reel

decidedly worth while.
In its
prestige building phase it is as remarkable.

play!
the newspicture,
is due for the discriminating Exhibitor's
thought and consideration."

AD RECOGNITION
Considerable

significance attaches to
the recognition accorded newspicture im-

the service of the institution in preserving notable incidents for poster-

Since it is issued independently of International News and its
booking does not therefore conflict
with existing arrangements in any
ity.

pictures

should

by Fox

portance

from
first
issue of
"The Mirror,"
showing inauguration of President McKinley

in 1897

given the widest possible exhibition.
Several of the subsequent issues
should rival the first in interest, according to the schedule, which follows
:

The

Lusitania breaking
across the Atlantic. 1907.

The Coronation

of

records

Film

Corporation

in

the splendid announcement insert carried
in the Herald for July 15.
Fox News
was given first page following the title
Incidentally, it is a page which
page.

every showman should peruse carefully.
This type of recognition, involving
cash outlay of notable proportions, reflects a wholesome sincerity of purpose
on the part of the newspicture producer.
He has at his disposal no more effective

means

of advancing the interests of the
newspictures as an institution and the

exhibitor as

direct beneficiarv.

its

King George,

1911.

No.

4.

The

Czar,

the

at

height

of

This

his

power, 1908.

King

George

with

1908.
Brilliant episodes in

No.

7.

the

Kaiser.

in

Af-

YORK, JULY

views of

11.— Pathe News
Lexington Avenue Subway

the

were shown on Broadway screens 6
hours and 13 minutes after the accident,

The

to the scene.

1910.
of other
days, in action: Jeffries, Johnson,
Gans and Nelson. 1904-1910.
9.

Enterprise!

Famous Ring Chamoions

rica.

No.

NEW

the reign of

Edward VIII. 1905-1908.
With Theodore Roosevelt

Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

San

Francisco

Earthquake,

fire

news camera men beating

No.

10.

New York

No.

11.

Through the Panama Canal with

before

hurry-scurry,

President Taft,

No. 12. The
VIII, 1910.

Funeral

the

days

the

fire

engines

of

1909.
191?.
of
King

* FINAL EXTRA *

Edward

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

cannot but act beneficially
as
regards
newspictures
generally, pointing out the great
progress made in newspicture manufacture and sharply emphasizing
series

the

like

FOX NEWS GIVEN

Increases General Interest

theatre,

triangle

a

in

1906.

is

The

it is part
so as the

ing more popular; people who have never
felt the lure of wanderlust are becoming;

"The travelogue,

dwelling upon the

comparison with modern picture
methods as exemplified in the pictures showing the inauguration of

when
much

"Another equally important unit of
the program should be the travelogue or
scenic picture.
Foreign travel is becom-

situation

CCENE

showing the inPresident McKinley

issue,

the term "filler" be used,
of the program itself, as
great feature?

be

SCENIC PRODUCER

LAUDS NEWS REEL
Braga, producer of "Trampalogues," pays tribute to the newspicture
and points out a common error in the
following communication
"I have read with interest the various
letters from exhibitors on the newspicture and most certainly agree with them
that it is an integral unit of the highIt is one corner of the
class program.
foundation itself, and to eliminate it. is
Then how can
to weaken the structure.
Earl

W.

No.

53:

—

Sec.

Denby Inspects U. S. Forces in Hawaii -Walter
Hagen Returns to America with British Golf Cup
Plymouth, England, Welcomes Prince of Wales
Hunt Whales on Pacific Harding Views "Bat-

—
—

—
— Cartoon — Territorial specials.
at Peoria.
Emperor of Annam Visits Paris — Willard Enters
Training— Harding Visits Home Town — French
Cavalry
Review-— Exploring Clouds Above
Swiss Alps — Airplane Observer Leaps for Life
Over Gettysburg — Cartoon — Territorial specials.
tle

of Gettysburg"'

No.

Motor Boat Races

54:

111.

in

KINOGRAMS

No. 2160: Marines Reproduce
Fast Train in Wreck at WinsN. J. Naval Maneuvers on the Pacifk
Fred Stone Puts on Charity Wild West Show
French Archers in Annual
at Mineola, N. Y.
British
Tourney Walter Hagen Home with
Trophy Yacht Builders Show Rivalrv at BevFrench Athletic Veterans Try Comeerly, Mass.
(Concluded on page 43)

—

Pickett's Charge

low

—

—

Jet..

—
—

—

—
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DIGESTo/HCTURES ofcAeWEEK
VARIOUS means

for regulating the manufacture

by various

societies

"THE FIVE DOLLAR BABY"

and

exhibition of motion pictures have been suggested

and associations throughout the

smooth running

country, the latest being a report from the Special Service

ment

Commission of the Federal Council of Churches.

tion.

This

commission's report was prepared by Dean Charles L.

(Metro)

a pleas-

is

ing comedy-drama, with plenty of heart interest and a
story.

concerns

It

New York

life in

and makes an acceptable hot weather

district

tene-

attrac-

Directed by Harry Beaumont and starring Viola

Dana, and made from a story by Irvin Cobb.

Lathrop and his associates and "presents some of the

means other than censorship

that are being considered

that might be put into operation to

We

under

local exhibitors

the usual regulations governing public amusements.

Organization

make

of

local

clubs,

church

the picture
story.

those

organizations,

etc.,

the

with

exhibitor

local

the

kind

It

is

badly handicapped by several angles to the

will

"DOMESTIC RELATIONS"
of

picture

desired in his neighborhood.

Organization through women's clubs particularly to give publicity to type of film desired in order to encourage exhibitors in

jurist in society

good

prove somewhat of a disappointment

to

who remember "Earthbound."

two

the display of

and well photographed

well directed

to

sure of enforcement of existing laws.

Familiarizing

it is

a Basil King

is

:

Licensing producers and distributors for cairying on business

through interstate commerce, and licensing

While

featured.

(Goldwyn)

Chadwick and James Rennie

Helene

with

production

good advantage."

quote a few of the Council's suggestions

"THE DUST FLOWER"

and

parallel

pictures.

—one

of

continuity.

the leading role but

is

it

National)

(First

is

poor family and one

a

— with both wives

jumpy

story with a

Organized effort to investigate and force theatres in cheaper
districts and foreign settlements to keep up a high standard of

stories

An

ill-treated.

a

average

Katherine MacDonald has

not one of her best pictures.

Chet Withey directed.

film.

Organization to have children attend shows on certain nights

and matinees, and in this way make it worth the exhibitors' while
to show films adapted for children at those times then at other
periods show any films that would be considered more essentially

—

"THE LADDER JINX"

(Vitagraph).

It

a light

is

comedy-drama, made by Jess Robbins, the man responsible
If you have a fondness for
for "Too Much Business."

adult in their interest.

to

Formation of citizen committees to serve as advisory boards
study and work out local plans for amusement regulations, this

particularly in small towns.

Interesting press to give space to reviews of films

where they

comedy, well acted and containing crisp cheerful
you'll like

on

have several days' run.

make public the advance summaries of films.
Newspaper and billboard advertising to be carefully watched

Greater publicity given to the
issued by the

company

lists

for better films.

commendable

of

pictures

Local groups request their

exhibitors to use these films.

Dean Lathrop
ineffectual, because

is

why

;

censorship

delay release of pictures

;

meet

local con-

cost of public

would be

increased; political graft; political perversion of censor
privilege

;

unjust eliminations and restrictions

cost maintaining local
all films

and

state

boards

;

MAJESTY"

screen players

—

J.

R.

best

increased

make

(Pathe) brings two well

known

It is

a

good warm weather

in

one of

Associated Exhibitors has offered

some time and makes

interest-compelling

drama concerning

smooth gang of crooks.

and a

bery

fine

cast

It

It

(Paramount)
a forceful,

is

pearlfisheries and a

was directed by Joseph Hena-

includes

Edwin

Sylvia

Stevins,

Breamer, Clarence Burton and Jean DeBriac.

"GOD'S

COUNTRY AND THE LAW"

one of James Oliver Curwood's

virile

Six

reels of

(Arrow)

Northwest

very skilfully directed by Sidney Olcott.

It

is

story

is

tense with dramatic interest.

good box

woods

office

attraction

where

It

stories

is

stories,

well cast,

has much beautiful woodland for backgrounds and

the

should prove a
of

the

North

are in demand.

"MY DAD"

— Molly King and Creighton Hale—to us

pictures

Jack Holt's third starring vehicle.

M.

a picture that deserves special consideration.
the

;

impossible to

suitable for children as adult entertainment cannot

be placed on level of child's mind.

"TIER

is

is

undemocratic; un-American; im-

possible for State or Federal censorship to
ditions

don't bank too much

He's always good.

it.

good drama.

gives as his reasons
it

in

is

"THE MAN UNCONQUERABLE"

Exhibitors to

by either citizen committees or police authorities.
Regular inspectors to look out for the physical cleanliness
and proper sanitation and lighting of theatres and citizen groups
to organize to check on the type of films shown.

"The Ladder Jinx," but

Edward Horton

it.

titles,

attraction.

in

in the role of a

(R-C Pictures) presents Johnny Walker
young man whose" love

foremost in his thoughts.

It

is

for his father

a tensely dramatic

adapted from Walter Richard Hall's story and
against beautiful North

woods backgrounds.

photographed and carefully directed.

is

It

is

tale,

pictured
is

well

VIOLA DAXA

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE LADDER JINX

FIVE

pleasing
that gets over by

comedy-drama

light,

its

well chosen

good acting, attractive
production and crisp, cheerful
settings,

The

titles.

humorously

story is treated semiall the way through,

This is a fairly good, smooth-running story of life in New York's
tenement district, so devoid of
eternal triangle elements as to
make it acceptable hot weather
entertainment.
Carefully directed by Harry Beaumont and
well photographed. Five reels.

bordering on slap-stick.
Six
Jess Robbins production.

at times

A

parts.
Jess

"The Five Dollar Baby." properly

Robbins has followed up

success,

his first

"Too Much Business," with an-

other which, though it does not contaui
the human interest nor as many amusing
situations as the former play, is quite

good entertainment.
Edward Horton. who also has the leadpleasing as
ever, and reminds one strongly of Sydney
Arthur
Barnes is
His work as
Drew.
natural and convincing, and he is given
good support by Margaret Landis in the
role of Helen Wilbur; Tully Marshall as
Peter Stalton; Wilbur Higby as James
Wilbur; Otis Harlan as Gridley; Colin
ing role

in

this

film,

is

as

as Richard Twing; Tom McGuire
Judge Brown; Will R. Walling as Officer Murphy and Tom Murray as Detec-

Kennv

as

tive

money on

(METRO)

(VITAGRAPH)

A

IN

DOLLAR BABY

Smith.

is enlarged with interesting
and semi-humorous situations chiefly concerning the heroine's attempt to have her
fiance avoid walking under ladders, stepping over brooms and doing other things
But the
which will bring him ill-luck.

The story

trouble starts when young Barnes tries
to undo his early indiscretion of walking
under a ladder, by getting mixed up with
a burglar descending from a roof, being
mistaken for the burglar by an "astute"
detective, and being late for his sweetheart's dinner, at which his engagement

ex-

should do well in communities
where they have had a surfeit of sex
plays,
eternal triangles and domestic
problems which so many directors appear to believe must be contained in
ploited,

threat of redeeming the pledge
and taking the girl away.
The girl, on her return from boarding
school on her eighteenth birthday, is
given a party, at which are the two
youths who have fallen in love with and
want to marry her. The hobo makes his
demand and rather than lose the girl the
old pawnbroker tells him to come back
the following night and the money will
be ready for him. The girl, learning that

her

benefactor

is

himself, takes the
Angered at the

about

to

impoverish

money from
trick

the safe.

he believes has

been played upon him the hobo attacks
the pawnbroker, but the latter is saved
by Larry Donovan, the girl's choice of
her two admirers.
After an exciting
scene, the hobo is arrested, the pawnbroker's money saved, and everything
ends happily.

every picture.

The picture, "suggested" by a story
from the typewriter of Irvin S. Cobb,
and well directed by Harry Beaumon!
for Metro distribution, provides a pleasing vehicle for the petite charms of attractive little Viola Dana, and she gets
there is in the role.
story is of a hobo who finds a
deserted baby on the steps of a foundling
asylum and pawns it for five dollars ai
the pawn shop of Ben Shapinsky, whose
sign reads "I loan money on anything."
In the basket containing the baby is a
letter which states that the finder of the
child, which is a girl, will learn of his
reward at a certain trust company on the
girl's eighteenth birthday.
With visions of money, the hobo pays
the interest all of the eighteen years and
then discovers that he "is to get his reward in heaven." In the meantime the
aged pawnbroker has learned to love the
little girl and the hobo conceives the idea
of holding him up for a large sum of

JACK HOLT IN

THE MAN
UNCONQUERABLE
(PARAMOUNT)

all

The

A

real drama concerning the pearl
fishing industry, a willful young

a pretty young lady.
A
couple of stiff fights handled especially well add to picture's value.
Directed by Joseph Henabery.
Six parts.

man and

Jack Holt's third starring vehicle is redrama.
It
has several
unique twists to the plot and there is
action enough to suit the most rabid melodrama hound. The fight in the Chinaman's cellar, the sinking of the pearl diving craft and the many humorous touches
given the story compel interest from start

markably good

However, it al!
to be announced.
ends happily, with the guilty ones landed
safely in jail, and the engaged couple dowas

ing a fade-out.

MILE-A-MINUTE

MARY

(EDUCATIONAL)
This Christie comedy, featuring Dorothy Devore, is mildly amusing principally because of the antics of a Ford car
and a country hick. It has more plot
than the usual comedy and gives promise
of something different in the beginning
but switches to the conventional in the
latter reel.

Dorothy and her three girl friends go
A country boy supplies them
with wood and eggs. She forgets to mail
camping.

her father gave her, in regard to
well on which he holds an option.
Her father arrives to visit them and she
finds the letter. He hastens away to close
the oil deal, is kidnaped by crooked oil

a letter

an

oil

men, and

finally

rescued bv Dorothy and

delivered to the office of 'the land

pany one minute before
pires.

his

com-

option

ex-

Viola

Dana and support

in a

scene from Metro comedy-drama "The Five Dollar Baby'
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42
to

The

finish.

exteriors

are

especially

and equally of course, the young
millionaire falls desperately in love with
the wife he wedded in such a bizarre way.
There is the other woman who is in love
with the millionaire attempting to make
trouble, as are also a few choice, villains
including the stepfather of the tenement
girl, but as ordained the Prince Charming and Cinderella affair ends happily
for the lovers and with confusion for the
ner

good and give the proper atmosphere.
Holt
heir

well cast as
pearl fishing

is

a

to

Robert Kendall,

company

the

in

South Seas, and though matched against
a burly brute, puts up several good fights
that are not too obviously forced. Sylvia
B reamer makes a pleasing vis-a-vis in
the role of a Spanish girl, Rita Rinaldo;
Edwin Stevens is excellent as Rinaldo;
Clarence Burton is the pearl diver and
Jean DeBriac plays Pinato.
Robert Kendall goes to the island of
Bingang to take charge of his uncle's
pearl fisheries. He is opposed by a gang
of crooks who have robbed the beds of
some valuable pearls. He whips the burly
pearl diver in charge of the boats and
sinks their craft when they go to recover

He

hidden pearls.

trying to dispose of stolen pearls, after

He

also wins the hand of Rita,
daughter of a wealthy pearl merchant.

and

A

RENXIE

IN

THE DUST FLOWER

This latest Katherine MacDonald

pic-

ture does not do the star nor the director,
Chet Withey, justice. Both are capable
of much better things. Possibly the story
is
at fault, as it presents nothing new,

and even with such good support as is
•offered by William P. Carleton, Jr., Frank
Leigh, Barbara LaMar and others, it is
dull and obvious. There are two distinct
stories,

running

parallel,

with a constant

jumping from one set of characters to
the other, which destroys whatever suspense the director might have injected
by carrying out one idea.
Miss MacDonald does little real emotional acting and her range of expression
William
is limited to a sad smile or two.
Carleton,

Jr.,

jurist, until

ticians,

he

where

quite convincing as the
threatened by the polihis dignity seems to have

is

is

him. Leigh was good as* Joe Martin,
the brutal husband, and Barbara La Mar
adequate as the wife. George Fisher's interpretation of the artist reminded one
of the early days of picture making
with the smock, Windsor tie and other
"scenery" supposed to be associated with
left

artists.

first

production since

"Earthbound" may please a
lot of people who do not object
to having their minds taxed by
trying to believe impossible situations.
This well photographed
and smoothly directed picture is
handicapped by the several angles
of the story.
in

For those who expect a great picture
Basil King's photoplay, "The Dust

Flower," there

is

disappointment

in store.

good picture and interesting entertainment if one can overlook the picIt is a

turization of scenes of alleged real life
that never have happened and never will

happen.
Just why a director who produced so
great a photoplay
"Earthbound,"
as
should make a young millionaire, disappointed in love, rescue a slatternly
dressed tenement girl from leaping into
a lake, and lead her directly from the
near-suicide to his palatial mansion on
Fifth avenue as his wife, is a puzzle.
This and a number of other almost
equally impossible situations tax the
credulity of theatre goers almost to the
limit.
These things are not done except
on the screen and should not be done
there.

Hclene Chadwick is the tenement girl.
James Rennie is the young millionaire
with the philanthropic ideas and easily
married notions. The tenement girl has
a bad uncle who tries to drive her into

working

as

a

cigarette

girl

in

a

dis-

reputable cafe. She escapes and tries to
end her sordid, albeit youthful, career in
Central Park Lake.
In the young millionaire's gorgeous
home she is taken in tow by the butler
who proceeds to teach her the difference
in manners of the tenement raised girl
and members of the elite sphere into
which she has been transplanted.
Oi
course he succeeds in a remarkable man-

Barbara Benton is left much alone by
her busy husband, a judge on the bench.
She attends social functions alone and
when the judge employs Pierre to paint
her portrait, and the artist attempts to
make love to her, she is discovered in the
artist's arms and driven from home. She
goes to live in the poorer quarter of town
where she meets a young married woman,
through a doctor friend, and learns that
this woman's husband is serving a year
in jail, having been sentenced by Judge
Benton, for brutality. Upon the expiration of his sentence, Joe Martin, the husband, plans vengeance and goes to the
jurists' home.
Barbara warns her hus-

MOLLY KIXG AXD CREIGHTON
HALE IX

HER MAJESTY
(PAT HE)

One

of the best pictures Associated
Exhibitors has yet offered exhibi-

tors.
It includes every element
necessary to please picture fans
and should bring them in the second day simply on word of
mouth advertising. Well worth
an extra effort in exploiting and
advertising.
Directed by George
Irving.
Five parts.

who are shopping for a
which can compete with summer
automobile riding and other warm
weather competition, will do well to consider "Her Majesty" as the subject of an
extra effort in newspaper advertising and
Exhibitors,

film
heat,

general exploitation.
Associated
Exhibitors

has
offered
showmen a number of pictures worth
special consideration, but it is doubtful
that anyone of them has measured higher
in all essentials, cast, story, settings, costuming, suspense and general appeal.
Molly King in the dual role of Susan

and Rosalie Bower and Creighton Hale
as Ted Harper feature the strong cast
which includes Rose Tapley, Jerome
Lawler and Wilford Parkington.
Susan and Rosalie Bower are orphaned
sisters,
who are adopted by aunts
Susan by a farmer's wife in moderate circumstances and Rosalie by a society

woman

of some wealth.
Ted Harper
love with Susan and through a
series of circumstances later mistakes*
Rosalie for her and asks her to marry
him. The designing wealthy aunt, a fast
young man with whom Rosalie is
enamored, his jilted sweetheart and
other characters furnish a series of thrills
in a cheap boarding house, a road house
and in the aunt's home.
In the end,
Rosalie repents of the deception and asfalls

sists

in

Susan and Ted

to

marry.

STUDIO RUBE
(FOX)
up a lot of fuss and
of fun out of "The Studio
Rube," a picture taken almost entirely
around the Fox plant on the West coast,
Al

gets

John

St.

a

stirs

lot

with Al attempting to sneak inside to
keep a date with an actress. He finally
exchanges places with a dummy and

band and the police are about

to arrest the
she pleads for his release.
reconciliation
It is granted and a
follows
between the two husbands and two wives.

the part of the butler, and that is sufficient to make the part out of the ordinary.
The remainder of the cast is acceptable.

(GOLDWYN)
Basil King's

DOMESTIC
RELATIONS

contains the usual mixture of
brutal husbands and misunderstood wives. Six reels.

doing so are inclined to overact
but on the whole their work is
To Claude Gillingwater is given

in

good.

(Goldwyn)

HELEXE CHADWICK AXD JAMES

IX

(FIRST XATIONAL)
This is an average feature presenting many tried and true situations that have served nobly in
There is
countless photoplays.
nothing whatever striking about
this little domestic drama which

Miss

at times,
scene from "The Dust Flower"

his

KATHERIXE MacDONALD

principal characters

Chadwick and Mr. Rennie try hard to
make good on the impossible situations

he recovers the precious

in a terrific fight

stones.

evil-doers.
In the two

then overhears them

committing murder to obtain them, and

July 22, 1922

madman, when

Katherine MacDonald
Relations."

in

a scene from "Domestic

(First

National)

lands within the walls of the studio, finds
the girl and is promptly thrown out when
he spoils several scenes and nearly causes
first rate, fast n.oving comedy.
a riot.

A

—
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JOHNNY WALKER

IN

mounted policeman

MY DAD
cast in a pleasing role.
Efficient
direction and a good supporting
cast make this good entertainment.
Many beautiful out-of-

-

door scenes amid snow covered
mountains. Six reels.

and

uch beautiful snow stuff to lend interest
the exterior scenes.
It concerns a man
cused of murder, intimidated witnesses,
id the near breaking up of a boyish love
fair.
Ic has the merit of being well proiced, is sincerely acted and a stirring cliax furnishes the necessary dramatic
inch.

Johnny Walker is a likeable figure as Tom
'Day, and puts plenty of force into his
:ting.
He is accorded good support by
nth Clifford, as Dawn
Wilbur
arry O'Day
Mary Redmond

Higby

;

as

as Mrs.
'Day Harry von Meter as the Factor and
es Bates in the role of LaDue, the factor's
Michman.
;

;

The story was written by Walter Richard
all, and adapted by Cliff Smith.
There is
stirring fight in a cabin where young
'Day is attacked by LaDue and is saved
i his trusty dog, Rin-Tin-Tin. The youngers will "eat up" the dog stuff.

ith

whom

told he

is

Dawn,
he

is

must keep away

Factor's

the
in

stepdaughter,

The Factor

love.

at-

love to Dawn, but is rejlsed, whereupon he locks her in a room
prevent her seeing Tom.
Tom learns
lat his father is accused of murder, and
ses to a distant point to find LaFarge, a
itness, to learn the facts.
He finds Laarge near death, but obtains a confession
'om him. He is attacked by the Factor's
len upon his return, but is saved by his
lithful husky dog, and effects the arrest of
ie factor and the release of Dawn.

mpts

to

make

i

his fears.

"God's Country and the Law" should
prove a good box office attraction.

Johnny Walker's second R-C production
a drama of the Northwest built on con:ntional lines with plenty of suspense and

Tom O'Day

Mai May

"The Wife Trap."

in

(Paramount)

NEWSPICTURES

makes

a very captivating heroine.
Fred
Jones gives a splendid and convincing
interpretation
of
a
French-Canadian
woodsman and loving husband. William
H. Tooker is all that could be desired as

C.

(Concluded from page 39)

back

story

simple, and

is

because of

its

more

simplicity.

—

meet

Kansas

in

wilds

—

—

—

—

Territorial specials.

delight-

PATHE NEWS No. 53: Exclusive Views of
War in China Burn Ships for Salvage at
Boston Minnesota Has Nominee for Senate
Confederate Veterans Call on Harding Seattle
Cops Wear Straw Hats Marines Enact Battle of
Gettysburg Croton, N. Y., Reservoir Overflows
Record Crowds at Grand Steeplechase, Auteuil.
France Pasadena School Boys Build Model of
Transport Civil War in Erin— Territorial spe-

Dore, the
with the

Civil

after
an encounter
mounted police in which he loses his
team and wagon load of smuggled liquor,

villain

girls

Harding Visits Home Town Many
Overcome in New York Subway Fire Novel
Paris Wedding Sketchogram
Prosperity Special
Ends Run Cows Identified by Nose Prints
Chick Evans Wins in Kansas City Golf Meet

villain to the end.

The

fire

No. 2161:

him does not prevent him from being a

ful

— Camp

Territorial specials.

a rum-smuggling villain whose gratitude
for the good Samaritans who befriend

—

—

—

—

befriended by " 'Poleon" and his pretty
daughter Oachi. After being restored to
health he attempts to make Oachi the
is

—

—

——

cials.

—

No. 55:
Harding Visits Home Town French
Cavalry in Military Fete Atlantic City Flyer in
Head of French Indo-China Kingdom
Guest of France Jess Willard Enters Training
Britain Mourns Death of Field Marshal Wilson
Irish Vote Supports Provisional Government
Veterans Instruct Marines at Gettysburg Terri-

unwilling recipient of his attentions. Discovered by the father and spurned by the
girl,
Dore is driven out.
'Poleon, in
driving him out, predicts that the great
law of the woods will punish him. Again
seeking shelter Dore is taken into the
home of Andre Beauvais and his young
wife. Soon he attempts to lure the pretty
wife from her home by telling her of the
delights of life in the city, to which he
seeks to take her.
Again rebuffed and
badly beaten by the girl's husband, Dore
seeks shelter in an Indian camp.
Seeing Andre leaving on a long canoe
trip, Dore returns to the cabin and forcibly kidnaps the young wife, escaping
with her to the woods and leaving a note
for the husband that the wife has gone
with him willingly. Then follows a wild
search by the young husband and a

—

—

Wreck

—

—

—

COUNTRY
AND THE LAW
I

ARROW)

ames

Oliver
Curwood's
virile
stories of the great North woods
always make good vehicles for
picturization, and this one is no
exception. It is splendidly cast,
carefully
directed
and should

SELZNICK NEWS

1054:
Hagen Home
Trophy — San Francisco Stages
Jess Willard Goes Into Train—
ing — Pheasants
Born
Incubators
MarshMass. — Seaplanes Convoy Pacific Liners
Prevent Smuggling — Preliminaries to MalloryMatch — Marines Enact Battle of

With

No.

British Golf

Marble Tourney

in

at

to

field,

Lenglen Tennis
Smallest
Engineer
Pilots
Gettysburg Giant
Train Plymouth and London Welcome Prince of
Wales.
No. 1055: Fred Stone Stages Wild West Show
England Buries Sir Henry Wilson
for Charity
with Impressive Ceremonies Chicken Checkers
Latest Flapper Craze on Coast Marines Trained
by Civil War Veterans Emperor of Annam VisAtlantic City Flyer Wrecked by Open
its Paris
Switch Japanese Girls Rehearse Exercises for
Upper Silesia Reverts to
Sec. Denby's Review
Poland.

— —

—

—
—

prove a desirable attraction.

A

breath of the

northland

is

always

3,000,000 Feet a
That

—

——

—

made

Curwood

directed by Sidney Olcott,
nd with a cast that is away above the
rdinary in the matter of fitness of roles,
he beautiful woodland settings greatly
nhance the telling of a good story,
ense with dramatic interest.
Pretty Gladys Leslie in the role of a
nild of the wild, who is interested in
ne great world outside of
her little
'oods domain, but swayed beyond this
i
her love for her trapper husband,

laboratories at Flushing, L.

I.

Our new plant is equipped with the latest type of printing and
developing machinery, operated by the Tube System,
which enables us to turn out highest quality work at extremely
reasonable prices.
j]

Absolute cleanliness of prints, and evenness of development,
toning, tinting, washing and drying is assured by this system.

"God's
'ountry and the Law" should do well
Skilfully

new

#][

picture,

or exhibitors.

the capacity of our

Week

— only twenty minutes from the center of New York City.

.'elcome and especially so during the hot
'eather season.
For this reason, if not
3r the fact that it is an exceptionally
/ell

is

J]f

your printing costs.
City, 'phone Bryant 1939
will gladly have a representative call on you.

Write us
If

if

you are interested

you are

and we

in or near

in reducing

New York

The ASSOCIATED SCREEN NEWS,
120

West

—

torial specials.

SPECIAL CAST IN

lOD'S

who

girl,

rushing river, preferring to end her life to remaining longer
in the power of Dore.
She is finally
rescued by 'Poleon and his daughter and
taken to her home, where her husband
finds her on returning from a fruitless
search.
In the meantime, Dore lost in
the great woods and haunted by the
ghosts of those he has injured, wanders
insanely back to the Beauvais cabin,
where he dies as the result of exposure

tensely dramatic story of the
Northwest, with young Walker

ora

the

for

finally leaps into a

(R-C PICTURES)
.

43

41st Street,

New York

City

Inc.
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Walker and supporting players in two scenes from "In the Name of the Law" an Emory Johnson Producby R-C. Pictures. The youngsters are Johnnie Thompson, Josephine Adair and Benny Alexander.

Ella Hall and Johnnie
tion presented

Two Exchanges Buy
Warner

Series

Seven Productions

Sold to

Full

Independent Film Corp.
and Regal Films, Ltd.
Harry M. Warner, of Warner Brothers,
announces that two big deals have been
consummated for the entire series of productions being made for the forthcoming

The deals were closed
Independent Film Corporation,
phia, and the Regal Films, Ltd.,
According to Mr. Warner the
seven productions are being sold
and not individually.,
season.

Barry Stars

The

in

with the
PhiladelToronto.

Three Paramount Films
Robert Ober, who has played
big

New York

in

many

successes of the legitimate

and Warmer,"
"What's Your Husband Doing?" "Princess
Pat," "She Walked in Her Sleep," "The
Brat" and "Sonny," will be seen in three
Paramount pictures, namely: Cecil B. DeMille's production, "Manslaughter"; Willat's production, "On the High Seas," and
in the principal heavy role in support of
Rodolph Valentino in "The Young
including

stage,

Rajah."

group,

Start

divorce by Charles G. Norris, and four
productions being filmed by S. L. and
Jack Warner; "Main Street," from Sinclair Lewis' novel, "The Beautiful and
Damned," the novel dealing with the
modern flapper written by F. Scott Fitzgerald, "Little Church Around the Corner," an adaption of the stage play of
the same name, and the completed wild
animal feature film, "A Dangerous Adventure," with Grace Darmond.

Exploitation Aid Assured

"The entire series of next season's pictures," said Mr. Warner, "are being sold
only to those exchanges capable of properly handling our product. And our dealing with these exchanges will assure
exhibitors that they will be given the cooperation in publicity and advertising that
has become a byword of our organization.
"A Dangerous Adventure" is a wild
animal feature, the story of which is laid
Grace Darin the heart of the jungle.
mond has the role of a scientist's daughter who seeks to recover a long sought
treasure in the tropical country.

Stars Appear at Theatre
Between Work on Picture
While House Peters and Claire Windsor were working together in various
scenes in the initial production to be
published by the Al Lichtman Corporation, "Rich Men's Wives," they were also
making simultaneous appearances in proMr.
ductions on Broadway last week.
Peters was at the Capitol and Miss Windsor at the Strand.

Work on New

Jackie

Harry Rapf

features, "Rags to Riches," "Little Heroes
of the Street," both featuring Wesley
Barry, "Brass," the novel of marriage and

Coogan Film

Report Current Production
"Trouble" Meeting With
Big Success
Sets are being erected for the fifth and
newest starring vehicle for Jackie Coogan.
E. Mason Hopper, assisted by Edward
the production
Babille, will direct
J.
which is from an original story by Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Coogan, parents of the

young

in

Cast

Thus far Arthur Edmund Carew has
been selected for the leading male role.
Bert Woodruff and Anna Townsend will
also have parts in the picture.
"Trouble," Jackie Coogan's recently
published film, is bringing excellent reports from all parts of the country according to the Coogan organization.
Jackie's next production to be published
will be "Oliver Twist" which is scheduled
to be issued in September.
Will Be Big Film
The new offering, it is said, will be a
big production in every way, and a
worthy successor to "Oliver Twist" when
With the completion of
it is published.
the latest film, Jackie Coogan will prob-

make

Film

"Bull

a trip abroad.

Reid Completes

New Film

Wallace Reid has finished his work in
"The Ghost Breaker," his latest for Paramount, directed by Alfred Green, and
after a three-day rest began work in
William de Mille's production of "Clarence," in which he is co-featured with
Agnes Ayres and May McAvoy.

Dog Drummond"

for Producers Security

Distribution
The

"Bull Dog Druma success on Broadway, is being filmed in Holland under
direction of Oscar Apfel, American di-

melodrama

mond," which proved

rector.

Stars in Cast

Evely Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell
Following the
have the leading roles.
successful run of the play in New York,
A. Eulanger has made arrangements to
open "Bull Dog Drummond" in Chicago
on Labor Day and it is likely to remain
there several months.
In filming the production the interiors
are being made in Haarlem, Holland, and

England where the play
Written by an English playright

the exteriors in
is

laid.

many
lish

of the situations are typically Eng-

although the comedy

is

easily ap-

preciated in any country.

Handle Film
Arrangements

in

America

the distribution ot
not been completed.

for

picture have
Producers Security Corporation is handling the American distribution and as yet
have made no plans for publication.
the

star.

Carew

ably

Stage Success Being
Produced in Holland

"Fair

series of
in

Two

pictures include three

Stage Star Appears in

Unusual Costumes
Valentino in
Some unusual and

for

New

striking

Film

costume:

are being designed for Rodolph Valentine
to wear in some of the fantastic visioi
episodes of his latest Paramount vehicle

"The Young Rajah," adapted from th
by Alethea Luce and the nove
"Amos Judd," by John Ames Mitchel
These costumes are worn by the sta
in a Hindu legendary vision scene

play

i

which he plays by double exposure, th
two characters, Krishna, the Hindu goc
Th
and Arjuna, his mortal brother.
sequence is symbolical and shows a
ancient battle scene with Arjuna and h
enemies in fantastic chariots and W!
dress.

Edit

"On

the High Seas"

scenes of "On the High Seas
Irvin V. Willat's production for Par
mount, have been completed. The pictu
is now undergoing cutting and titling.

The

final

:
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Men

Universal Exploitation

Active

Every Territory

in

"Nothing is impossible!"
To prove the soundness of this, his personal
cient of Universal Film Manufacturing Company,

"We

;

Laemmle, pres-

policy, Carl
in

1916 issued

this

South. Came direct to Universal staff after popular sojourn as motion picture editor of Baltimore

News.
•

order

make money with

will help every exhibitor of Universal pictures to

WM. ESCH,
ploitation

hem."

in

nation-wide

as press agent.
Vaudeville and special

The company's

Home

country where

exploitation
manger.
Extensive commercial and agency advertisng experience, having been with the Lord &
"homas and the Taylor-Critchfield agencies in

Universal advertising department in 1915.
Has conducted own industrial and
ducational motion
picture organization.
Hanled advertising on "Foolish Wives."
MARC LACHMANN, is now handling exploiition for Jewel attractions at the Central theatre
>n
Broadway.
Assistant to Cavanagh.
Formerly identified with theatricals and newspapers
i
Chicago.
Motion picture and dramatic editor
f
"Dallas Times Herald."
Handled personal apearance engagements of Universal stars.
Chicago.

Joined

Atlanta
gent

for circuses
xploitation editor
jurnals.
Special

newspaper man, advance

and theatrical
of one of the
representative

force extends
in the
Universal features

presented,
each exchange
having a trained advertising man

are

charge of this work.

*

publicist.

Was

national trade
"Foolish
for

of

attractions.
#

•

LEE

CROSON. Well known newspaper and
Was managing one of Omaha's
man.
cinema theatres when he came to Universale exploitation staff. Popular in Omaha terF.

C.

theatre
biggest

Wives."
*

*

•

Dallas

MORRIS FRANKEL.

Handled big

specials for

Corporation in Texas.
Well known
agent and press man.
Special lepresentative "Foolish Wives." Well known by trade
and press in Texas.

Fox

Film

theatrical

#

*

•

JOSEPH MAYER, former editor Billboard,
dramatic and motion picture editor Commercial
Tribune, Cincinnati.
Former director of publicity
Special representative Detroit exfor Universal.
change for Universal- Jewel attractions.

THOMAS CECIL LEONARD,

experienced theagent.
Well known Shubert press agent.
>pecial representative San Carlo Opera Company
-nd other big attractions.
Wide experience and
imnection in motion picture sphere.
Well known
mongst Buffalo territory newspaper men, as well
s throughout the U. S. and Canada.
trical

pers.

Des Moines
McCURDY', has served on Iowa newspaHas been connected with many big Iowa

theatres in capacity of treasurer, manager, press
One of
representative, etc., for many years.
most popular and best known theatrical men in
Middle West, personally known to every editor
and exhibitor in his territory.

New

BOONE MANCALL.

Orleans

Newspaper man

in

New

Has been an adY ork, Boston, Philadelphia.
vance agent for Shubert attractions. Special repHandled personal
Wives."
"Foolish
resentative
appearance several stars for Universal— eastern
r

Butte
associated with Stilwell theaSpokane, for the past four years
i
capacity
general manager.
Handled all
ublicity.
Was Manager of Fox Film exchange
l
Butte.
One of the most popular men in the

W.

L.

FENNEY,

company

idustry

in

of
of

his territory.

cities.

•

WALTER

nen.
Has handled the biggest of attractions in
Chicago for Paramount, First National and Universal
organizations.
Extremely popular with
lewspaper clan of Middle West and recognized
is
one of the ablest publicity men in the inhistry.

Well

#

field.

known newspaper man

Seattle
Five years' experiE. BRADLEY', JR.
ence on Seattle Post Intelligencer, Star Bulletin
and New Y'ork Telegraph. Was publicity director
Experienced in theatrifor Community Service.
cals and newspaper work in Portland as well.
# • •

GEO.

St.

Louis

GEO. ENGEL. Has been with Universal orHas been with
ganization for past three years.
biggest organizations in St. Louis. Special newspaper feature writer, theatrical and motion picture
special representative.
Lake
Spokane

Salt

NORMAN
editor

E.

BECK,

former

motion

picture

and dramatic critic for several Salt Lake
Is dean of Salt Lake newspaper men
comparison to Percy Hammond of
York Tribune, in Rocky Mountain Region.

newspapers.
ranking in

New

San Francisco
former dramatic editor San
News. Also on Variety and Herald.
in Frisco newspaper,
popular
and
Well known
theatrical and motion picture world.

BEN WESTLAND,

Francisco

"The Young Diana" to
Open at Two Broadway
Playhouses in August
Production's

latest

pic-

"The Young Diana," in which
Marion Davies is the star, will be presented at the Rialto and Rivoli theatres.
New York City, the latter part of Au-

ture,

past with Klaw and
J A. DALY'. Connected in
Erlanger, Shuberts and B. F. Keith in publicity
of

Phila-

gust.

Toronto
well known New York newspaper writer and publicity man. Has been idenand dramatic
tified with some of biggest musical
triumphs on Broadway. Feature writer and pronewspaper.
Y'ork
motion man for big New

M.

J.

WILKES,

Widely known throughout Canadian Provinces.
Baltimore
Charlotte

Cincinnati

NOAH SCHECHTER, experienced in theatri
als. and journalism
for the past sixteen years
chechter has been an actor, a stage director and

man.

clan and
experience in his

paper

Cosmopolitan

#

Philadelphia

sphere.
delphia.

Chicago
L. HILL, dean of Chicago's publicity

•

Pittsburgh
Well known publicity and
Popular with Pittsburgh newsHas had vast
a good mixer.

McGINNIS.

Portland

in Selznick pubExploitation for Fox Film
Special
representative
"Foolish

department.

Company.

•

*

FERGUSON. Worked

S.

#

Omaha

Cleveland

R. C.

Buffalo

Los Angeles
well known in advertising and
Served on Los Angeles Ex-

#

dramatic
art.
Handled publicity for
Ascher Brothers Capitol theatre in Cincinnati.

licity

Shubert

Wives."

with

ritory.

taught

Vives."

res

circles.

and town

Detroit

CHARLES SIMPSON,

McBRIDE,

J
theatrical

Office

Fox,

for "Foolish

Conducted free lance publicity office in
aminer.
Angeles.
Has been with Metro and other
big film concerns and connected with the biggest

field

into every city

H. D.

publicity

F.

RAYMOND CAVANAGH,

man

Los

Today

in

Was

Wood

force of exploitation men to assist exhibitors to
make money on the company's
field

pictures.

bio-

D. W.
"Way Down
with

exploitation

gator

1916

A

special

Kansas City
LOL'IS P. KRAMER, newspaper man, investiand well known publicity man. Received
early training in St. Louis and Chicago.
Asst.
Special invesSales Manager, Quaker Oats Co.
Assisted General
tigator with
Burns agency.

national newspaper campaign to
advertise Universal attractions

and

•

*

Denver
Three years

East," "Orphans of the Storm."
With United
Artists as special representative big attractions.
With Mr. and Mrs. Coburn and "The Better
'Ole" Companies. Identified with many other big
road attractions and pictures.

1915

A

doing

Griffith

slogan led Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal Film Manufacturing Company to launch in

company, was director of exloitation.
The movement grew to such
roportions, however, that it was necesary to shift some of the burden and
'aymond Cavanagh was appointed exloitation manager.
Mr. Cavanagh toay is directing from the home office the
ork of the field men.
A list of the company's present ex-

men in the field, with a
raphical sketch of each, follows:

Impossible

Is

That

iry of the

loitation

KAUFMAN.

AL.

Nothing

*

and publicity man.
*

This order brought immediate organnation of the company's nation-wide excitation force which today is comprised
if keen, trained and resourceful advertislg and publicity men.
This innovation was preceded one year
ly a nation-wide, large space newspaper
ampaign to promote Universal producA year following this the Uniions.
ersal brand of productions, as well as
idividual pictures, were popularized by
leans of an advertising campaign in
'aturday Evening Post.
At the inception of this national adverting campaign, P. D. Cochrane, secre-

i

»

Indianapolis
widely known theatre owner, ex-

Washington

HATTJE

K.

feature writers

one of the best known
and motion picture critics of the

MERRILL,

"The Young Diana" is from the story
by Marie Corelli and is said to be a picture of exception qualities, offering Miss
Davies a vehicle to which she is particularly

well adapted.

Robert G. Vignola and Albert Capelcollaborated in the direction of the
production. The supporting cast includes
Maclyn Arbuckle. Pedro de Cordoba,
Forrest Stanley and Gypsy O'Brien.
lani
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Seeks Opinions on
Polo Chapter-Play

July 22, 1922

Issue Holubar Film
Schedule "Hurricane's Gal"
for Publication Week

Star Serial Corporation Starts

Follow-up System to
Check on Results

of July 17

A

"follow-up" system whereby Star
Serial Corporation, producers and distributors of "Cap'n Kidd," the serial in

Dorothy

touch with territorial buyers and
through them with exhibitors playing the
serial, to the end of attaining the fullest
co-operation and best results, has been
inaugurated by the company.

plete

is

plan calls for a checking up on
everyone of the fifteen episodes of

"Cap'n Kidd" through every detail of
their bookings the real work not being
over, but just beginnig when the serial
is

As soon

ALICE LAKE,

J. Frank Glendon and
Baby Josephine Adair in the C. B. C.
feature "More to Be Pitied Than

Scorned."

A

the showing goes.over, what the exhibitor thought of it, and how his paA similar letter goes to
trons liked it.
the exhibitor himself.

Data of Future Value
All

details

on how the picture went

over are carefully assorted according to
In
the number of the episode shown.
this way the production forces can check
up exactly which episodes went over big-

which failed to "register" big, and
the information serve as a fairly accurate
guide as to what the public wants in its

gest,

serials

and what

it

does not.

Stars of Stage in New
Fox Special Production
Additional stage celebrities in the cast
a special Jack Ford
directing on the west coast for Fox,
include Lon Poff, Henri de la Garrique,
Caroline Rankin, Cordelia Dallahan and
of

"Kentucky Days,"

C. B. C. Planning Big
Newspaper Exploitation
Tie-up on New Picture

fifteen leading characters in
production, which was written by
Paul H. Sloane. Among them are Tom
Santschi, Tully Marshall, Virginia Valli,
Bessie Love, Pat Moore, and George

the

Hackathorne.

exploitation for "More to
Pitied Than Scorned" in the form of
tie-ups with various newspapers is promised for the feature by C. B. C. Film

Sales
this

Corporation. A campaign toward
end has been started by the com-

pany.
Letters have been sent to editors oi
newspapers to ascertain along what lines
they are most interested in stories that
tie-up with the title

"More

to

Be

Pitied

Than Scorned."

Special writers on the
papers have also been queried as to their
preference of material.
According to C. B. C. the replies indicate an aggressive interest on the part of
the newspapers along lines pointed out
and the tie-up campaign is expected to
be one of the biggest of its kind ever
undertaken.

Saenger Enterprises have booked War"Your Best
attraction
Brothers'
ner
Friend," starring Vera Gordon, throughout their entire circuit. This is said to
be the biggest single booking thus far
secured in the southern territory. Creole
Enterprises, New Orleans, controls the
rights for Mississippi and Louisiana.

Pathe Gets

Lloyd Ahead of Schedule;
New Feature Ready Soon
According to a report received by
Pathe from the Hal Roach Studios, Harold Lloyd has nearly completed a new
multiple-reel comedy which bears the

working

of "Doctor's Orders." This,
the first of the series of
six Lloyd features contracted for when
the comedian visited New York. It shows
Lfcyd to be well ahead of his production
schedule, for its immediate predecessor,
"Grandma's Boy," last of the Associated
Exhibitors series, will not be published
until September for general distribution.
title

says Pathe,

Saenger Theatre Circuit
Books "Your Best Friend"

New

Series

"The Range Rider Series," a succession of two-reel Western features starring Leo D. Maloney, will be distributed
by Pathe. They are to be published one
every two weeks beginning early in Fall.

Phillips at her best,

"Hurricane's Gal" tells the story of
Lola, daughter of a Pacific smuggler and
sailing pirate who has inherited, along
with the smugglers' schooner Tahiti
Belle, her father's love of roaming and
independence. During one of the cruises
of the Tahibi Belle a stowaway is found
on board. He is Steele O'Connor, a man
Lola falls in love with him
of mystery.
and he declares his love to her. Her
confidence in O'Connor gets a crushing
blow, however, when, as the Tahiti Belle
enters
San
Francisco
harbor,
it
is
boarded by revenue officers and O'Connor proves to be a secret service man.
The culmination of the story is said to
be replete with dramatic situations.

Night Color Shots in New

Madge Kennedy

Extensive

Be

is

Helen Field.
There are

show Miss

said to

mond.

The

how

the

of

supported by a cast composed of Robert
Ellis, Wallace
Beery, Gertrude Astor,
James O. Barrows and Frances Ray-

Check Up on Episodes

few days before each booking
date.
a letter goes to the exchange asking them
to communicate with the exhibitor as to
any special exploitation he is putting over
on the serial, and to notify Star Serial

story

directed by Allen

is starring as his first
independent chapter-play, will be in com-

—

Phillips in "Hurricane's Gal,"

high seas, adapted and
Holubar, is the First
National attraction scheduled for publication the week of July 17. This picture

a

which Eddie Polo

sold for a given territory.
as a territory is sold a letter
goes to the buyer asking that Star Serial
be kept advised of every smallest detail
of the handling of the serial pre-view
showings, special exploitation, and especially a list of all bookings secured.
These bookings are then indexed under
the name of the exchanges, according to

National Will

First

is

Goldwyn Adds Hughes to
Cast of "The Christian"
Gareth Hughes has been added to the
cast of players in the production of "The
Christian" by Goldwyn, from Sir Hall
Cain's novel.
Mr. Hughes will join Director Maurice
Tourneur and company at Goldwyn's

The

Photoplay

experimental

night color
shots of the new Madge Kennedy production were screened early this week
for Director Henry Kolker, Rufus Steele,
who is supervising production, the star
and several of her supporting phyers.
Among those present were Vincent Coleman, Monte Blue, William H. Tooker,
Pedro De Cordoba and Dore Davidson.
Most of the officers of the new Kenma
Corporation, which is starring Miss Kennedy,
also
were present. All were
enthusiastic over the result and it is believed these special shots will cause much
favorable comment when the picture is
publicly screened.
first

Torchy Comedies Booked
At Big First Run Houses
First run bookings at

Broadway

houses

and in many other important theatres
throughout the country have greeted the
complete product turned out by Johnny
Hines in the past three months, it is
pointed out by C. C. Burr, president of
Distributors.

Affiliated

Hines'

Torchy

comedies have been widely booked at the
New York Strand, Criterion and Rialto
theatres as well as at the Balaban and
Katz houses in Chicago.
Torchy's
latest
comedy "Torchy's
Feud," is now under way.

One Half

of Fairbanks'

New

Picture Is Filmed

Work

on Douglas Fairbanks' new production, "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood," the most ambitious of his efforts
for United Artists publication this fall,

Culver City studios upon its return from
England where scenes are now being

per cent completed.
the recent guests of Mr. Fairbanks at the Pickford-Fairbanks studios
was Opie Read, the novelist, who spent
the greater part of a day watching the
star and his supporting company making

made.

scenes.

is

fifty

Among
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Company Is Formed
By Davidson-Kranz
Productions

Initial

Why

New

of

Pay

Copyrighted Music ?

Ready for
Independent Market

George

By

Charles

and

Davidson

Right to Play

for the

Organization
M.

47

E. C.

MILLS

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers

Kranz. both well known in the industry,
have formed Davidson-Kranz, Inc., with
offices at 1711

Bennett

City.

Loew
J.

Building.

New York

Brandon,

formerly

department
of Mutual Film Corporation and Arrow
and for the past year an independent

manager

broker in the foreign field, is associated
with Mr. Davidson and Mr. Kranz.

Productions Are Ready
the productions which the new
company is offering to independent exchanges are the following:
"The Xorthwoods' Vengeance," an
Iroquois production written and directed
by Caryl S. Fleming.
"Two-and-A-Half Musketeers." a burlesque on "The Three Musketeers," in

Among

three reels.

"No Parents to Guide 'Em," taken
from Brenda's novel depicting life in
England and another production titled
"Love or Money."
Known In Industry
Mr. Davidson who has previously held
leading disexecutive positions with
tributing organizations, will act as

works

manager in the new organization. Mr.
Kranz has acted as salesman, district
manager, exchange supervisor and held
Mutual
other positions with General,
Goldwyn and other companies.
Arrangements have been made with
producing units in this country and
abroad,

HAVE

T

cle.

of the foreign sales

is

it

that

stated,

will

assure

Davidson-Kranz a continuous and varied
supply of subjects.

Original Screen Story
By Larry Evans to

Adapted

for the Stage

is

the

first

for

the

Publishers.

The

For "Curse of Drink"
Record-breaking business is looked for
by exchangemen when the five-star stateright production, "The Curse of Drink."
will begin making the rounds of the leading theatres in the Fall. The Weber and
North picture is from one of the most
popular melodramas on the American
stage.
The cast is headed by Harry T.
Morey and includes Edmund Breese.
George Fawcett, Marguerite Clayton and
Miriam Batista.

Publish Talmadge Reissue
Talmadge.

will

It will

decisions

six

are

each rendered

against a different defendant, and each of

them,

permanently enjoining the
from further infringement of the

after

parties

compositions involved orders "that
recover of the defendant the
of $250 as damages, and the further
of $100 as attorney's fees, and the
plaintiff

the

sum
sum
sum

of $6.50 as costs taxed."

Before this happened to these men they
had received from us during the course
of years past, many communications calling their attention to the law; requesting
them not to violate it, warning them that
we would protect our rights. Before these
men were taken into court they had
every opportunity to read the advertisements that we have inserted in the trade
press; the many articles that have appeared therein, setting out the conditions
governing the public performance of
copyrighted music, and informing them

be the next of

starring

*

ers,

*

Authors and Publishers.
the United Statas of America

Norma

be published July

20.

the fathers of this
constitution.
They

existence

wrote

its

deemed authors and authorship, inventors
and inventions, of such importance to the
welfare of country, that they incorporated
in the constitution a clause

providing for

patent and copyright.
In 1856 the so-called "exclusive performing rights" were vested in dramaticIn
1897 these
musical compositions.
rights were extended to include all copyrighted musical compositions.
*

*

has never in its history without (1)
sending him full information regarding
the law and formalities incident to securing a license, (2) securing positive evidence of a violation of law, (3) notifying
him of such evidence and again inviting
him to procure a license, filed a suit.
As to the law itseif, there is no question of its constitutionality.
Because I
want this article to be helpful to the exhibitor, because I believe in fact that he
is not a wilful defier of law, but instead
misled and misinformed, I am going to
take up one by one, and answer the arguit

ments that are typical of those usually
advanced against payment of license fees.
*

*

*

the

exhibitor usually says that he has
nothing to do with what is played in his theatre,
that the music played is selected by his orchestra leader or musician, and that he don't care
First,

what

it

•

is.

In answer to this argument it must be
pointed out that the exhibitor, as principal, is responsible for the acts of his
agents and employes as performed in his
theatre, and it is his duty to know that
they arc not violating the law.
Second,

it

is

often said that the music played

was received from some publisher with a request
and

When

into

were fair enough to realize the value of
music to their enterprises, law-abiding
enough to respect the statute, and honest
enough to take out licenses and pay for
the product they were using.
In overcoming the opposition, however,
the society was patient and persevering;

to play it, and that the request conferred a right
to its public performance, or its playing in any

ing such action. Two-thirds of the exhibitors of the country have assumed about
the same sort of an attitude. What has
just happened to them has happened to
many others, and what is the result?
Not only that instead of paying license
fees of about $85 a year in their cases
they now have to pay $356.50, plus their
own attorney's fees, and have attached to
themselves the stigma of being guilty of
violation of law, but as well they have
cast a reflection upon the industry of motion pictures.
Now I want to tell you once again
about the American Society of Compos-

came

Big Business Expected

revivals

in

United States district court for the
Southern district of New York, on six
for
suits
infringement
copyright
of
through unauthorized public performance
of compositions controlled by the American Society of Composers, Authors and

country

Selznick

write this arti-

handed down

the

*

story to be written expressly
screen by Larry Evans.

"Her Only Way"

I

Yet they continued in its violation.
These six men have not been alone in tak-

Be

Schulberg has acquired as a vehicle for
Katherine McDonald will be adapted as
a stage production, arrangements having
been completed by the author whereby
his story will be produced as a play by a
Broadway manager next season.
The story will also be published in one
of the leading national magazines thus
assuring it a wide reading in home
throughout the country, it is stated.

the

as

of the law.

"Money, Money, Money," the Larry
Evans story for the screen which B. P.

"Money. Money, Money,"

me

before

six decisions just

*

composers
authors
and
Individual
could not, in any practical way, protest
themselves against infringement of their
copyright. So, eight years ago a group
of these men got together and formed the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers.
v
The society met opposition from many
yet let
outset,
very
the
from
exhibitors
it be said that some thousands of them

every conceivable way.
to this is that the courts
have nullified this argument. The posses-

The answer

sion of the sheet of music, the physical

property, the printed notes and symbols
which may be translated into music, confers absolutely no rights for public performance for profit. Possession of the
sheet of music does not imply ownership
of the music itself.
Third, the exhibitor frequently claims that he
does rot "puhlicly perform for profit
and copyrighted composition, but that the music played
in his theatre is merely incidental to the motion
picture program, and is rot in any manner, shape
or form, a part of the service for which he
charges admission fees.
'

I
believe no reasonable man would
support this argument. Music is in fact
not only a part of the service rendered
for which admission is charged, but it is
an extremely important part of that service.
If music is used, it is used to make
complete an entertainment service that
would otherwise be incomplete and un-

*

patronized.

*

*

often made that the exhibitor makes it popular, creates a public demand
for it, increases the sales of the sheet music, and
therefore renders a service which entitles him to
its free use in public performances for profit.

Fourth,

the

claim

is

Even if it were true, and it is not, that
music was thus popularized, that thus the
demand for the sheet music is created, no
right to set aside the clear stipulations of
law would be created. If the copyright
proprietor deems it of sufficient value to
him to waive performing rights fees in
consideration of service rendered, well
and good, then the exhibitor would have
a right to publicly perform for profit,
without payment of any fee, but unless
the copyright proprietor does so waive
his rights, the exhibitor is not relieved
(Concluded on fage 54)
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Comprehensive Publicity Drive Will
Herald Great Program of Specials

A

CHOICE

array of special productions are announced by Fox Film
Corporation for publication during 1922-23. The series includes big
photoplays of varied themes and settings which are the result of the
intensive combination of effort and wide resources of the entire Fox organization. William Fox has supervised each picture, and the direction
Mr. Fox is now in England
has been in the hands of capable directors.
where "If Winter Comes," the H. S. M. Hutchinson novel, is being produced.
Each of the attractions will be backed
by an unusually substantial publicity and
advertising campaign which has been devised by an expert staff of writers and
exploitation men at the New York headquarters.
Every conceivable angle of
exploitation value in each production has
been discussed, and the suggestions which
are afforded the exhibitor are the results,
not of one man, but of the composite
ideas of the whole group.
Heading the procession of big specials
is

"Nero."

New York

newspaper

re-

viewers and trade paper reviewers were
unanimous in their enthusiastic praise
Showing at the
for this Fox special.
Lyric theatre continuously since May 22,
"Nero" has attracted record audiences
despite the summer weather and the adwhich are being
vanced admissions
charged.
*

*

*

picture, which was said by Don
orld to be the
Allen of the Evening
first "film to actually live up to the name
of super-drama," was produced in Italy,
most of the interiors being taken at the

The

Fox studios

W

in

Rome.

J.

Gordon Ed-

wards, who is now at work on "The Shepherd King," directed the spectacular fea-

The appeal which this special will have
can be measured to a large extent by
written testimonials sent to the offices of
William Fox during the past month by
members of the clergy, social leaders,
business men and educators who have
witnessed the pre-release showings at the
Lyric.
Hundreds of letters, praising not
only the artistic value and historical interest of this giant spectacle but its great
influence for good, have found their way
through the mails to Mr. Fox.
Following closely the popularity of this
production is "Silver Wings," the Fox
special, now entering the eighth week of
a pre-release engagement at the Apollo

New York

theatre,
"Silver

City.

features Mary Carr,
international fame in her portrayal of the mother in "Over the Hill."
The new feature play neither attempts to
speak a moral nor offers a solution to
the wide-spread problem of the modern
home, yet it skillfully tells a story of the
tribulations of the American household
in the face of the irreverence of the
spoiled son. Mary Carr again essays the
part of the mother and, in the words of
noted critics, she again scored superbly.

Wings"

who won

*

*

cials

tion of the masterpiece of the

Alexandre Dumas.

WILLIAM FOX,

president of Fox Film
Corporation, who supervised production of big specials for new season.

*

The next on the Fox program of speis "Monte Cristo," produced under
the direction of Emmett J. Flynn of "A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court" fame. The picture is an adapta-

ture.

-

immortal

Thousands have been

.

"A Fool There Was," with Lewis Stone
and Estelle Taylor as the modern vampire and directed by Emmett J. Flynn, is
the next special on the list.
It is the
adaptation of the play written by Emerson Porter Browne, inspired by Rudyard
Kipling's famous poem, "The Vampire.""
The picture is marked by an unusual attention to detail More than $75,000 was.
spent in material and labor utilized in the
construction of a number of interior sets,

spent in an effort to make
an exact screen translation of the work
according to figures issued by the auditing
of fiction, and as a result reviewers of„
department of Fox Film Corporation. The
all
the national trade papers have acnext on the 1922-23 program is "Lights of
claimed it as the finest photoplay of its
New York," directed by Charles J. Brabirc
kind.
who filmed "While New York Sleeps." The
Fast Mail" is the fourth of the
this production

"The

It is an
for the coming season.
adaptation from the stage melodrama of
that name which has entertained thousands of theatregoers for many years.
Lincoln J. Carter, celebrated as the

series

"father of

American melodrama,"

is

the

author of the story and will attend the
Broadway premiere of the production at
the Strand theatre, New York City.
Following the engagement of the Carter melodrama, the Strand will show "A
Fool There Was," another member of the
Fox list for 1922-23. "The Fast Mail"
was directed by Bernard Durning.
In the screen adaptation, Charles Jones,

who

WINFIELD

SHEEHAN,

vice-presi-

manager

Fox Film

R.
dent and general
Corporation.

of

is cast in the leading role, carries
the audience with him through a series
of hair-raising, events, including a hazardous steeplechase in which many riders
are thrown and injured, a fight on the
stairway of a burning hotel, a leap into a
fire net from the fifth floor of a building,
a jump from a hand-car to a speeding
mail train and then to the tonneau of a
racing automobile, and finally a leap from
one steamboat to the deck of another
a moment prior to an explosion which
wrecks the former.

production offers a new type of photoplay

and is of two separate episodes.
Harry Millarde, who directed "Over the
Hill," also directed "My Friend,
another special, the scenario of

The Devil,"
which was
"A Little

prepared by Paul H. Sloane.
Child Shall Lead Them," another -special,
was produced under the direction of J.
This is not only a play
Searle Dawley.

which tugs
of

human

at the
hearts.

human

heart,

it

is

a play

Another special for the coming season,
by Harry Millarde, is "The Town
That Forgot God," the screen stor}' of a
small community whose blindness to itsown inquisites bring the wrath of God
upon it in the form of a devastating flood.
Bunny Grauer has the leading part.
directed

Publication dates for the

first

eight above
r

mentioned pictures are "The Fast Mail,'
August 20; "Silver Wings," August 27;
"Monte Cristo," September 3; "A Fool
There Was." September 10; "Nero," Sep-

"Lights of New York," October
Child Shall Lead Them," October 15; and "My Friend, The Devil," No-

tember 17
8

;

"A

;

Little

vember

19.
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Schedules Imposing Array of Films

Scene from "Silver Wings" with Mary Can-

One

of

the dramatic

moments

in

"Nero"
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Entire U. S.

William Fox productions today
cover the four corners of the hab-

Backed up by an elaborate and
far-reaching publicity and exploita-

\T7 ILLIAM FOX

Fox Film Corpora-

tion product will

» »

go to the exhibi-

that will cover the
country from Coast to Coast.
This net only will be done, but is
being done right now and has been
done from the time the big specials
conceived by Fox were outlined in
of advertising

program for

the exhibitors

who book

feature such well

the big

the

of this year.

August

any cne line of publication, but
has been so arranged that the exhibitor in the smallest hamlet will
benefit as well as the first run
houses in the large cities.
While this publicity was started
of last January,

first

now

just

having

this

trating

on

that

the

special

it

department

John

Fox

and

activities

its

output,

only

receiving

the
it

will

pictures

Page

and players.

gives the exhibitors the benefit of

Broadway,

New

publishing

his

All this

is

York, runs before
pictures

generally.

to be followed

up with

the general publication of the

Fox

production by national exploitation.
Exploitation plans are about completed for a big
fall.

campaign

in

the

Sydney is the seat of the Fox
Film Corporation
(Australasia)

3.

Ltd.. while in Melbourne, Victoria
and Brisbane branch offices also are

maintained. From Wellington, New
Zealand exhibitors are looked after
by a Fox office in that city.

Fox Film Societe Anonyme. Exchanges are maintained in Lulle.
Bordeaux, Lyon, Marseilles and

Mason

"The

with

New

Strasbourg, Brussels, Algiers in
Africa and Geneva, Switzerland.

"Oathbound" will be the first offering
Farnum. Thereafter he will
appear in several stories by Richard
"Oathbound" will be
Harding Davis.
issued August 13.
William Russell will be shown in a

In South America Fox Film de la
Argentina has its chief office in
Buenos Aires, with a branch in
Rasario and another in Monte
Video, Uruguay.

August 20

is

of unusually attractive

The head

plays, be-

ginning the new season on September 10,
with "The Crusader," to be followed by

Among

in the
has attracted widespread attention in her appearance in "Over the Hill" and "Silver
Wings," the Fox specials. She will appear later in the season in "Penzie."

the

The new

is

featured

Mary

star in

players

Carr,

the

who

constellation

of

comedies is Lupino Lane, who has long
been a favorite in Great Britain and on
He will soon amuse
the- continent.
America with his antics in "The Reporter."

Clyde Cook, eccentric comedian, whose
first will be "The Eskimo."
Al St. John's initial offering will be
"All Wet."

The Lee Kids, long popular in pictures
and headliners in vaudeville, are offered
some more bits of frivolous frippery.
The first two comedies will be "A Pair
in

of

Brazil,

of
is

Fox Film
in

At present negotiations are under
for the incorporation of a company in Germany and in the Scandinavian countries. As a prelimi-

way

"Mixed Faces."

Fox array

office

Rio de
Janeiro while a second office has
been flourishing in Sao Paulo.

Company,

I

I

Continental and Central Europe
cornered from the Paris office of

the publication

series

the fan magazines.

page has also, appeared in the
magazines with double and single
page layouts of such productions
as "Nero," "Monte Cristo,'* "A
Fool There Was," etc.
Then, too, Fox, as producer,

Fox Film Corporation, Ltd., of
Canada, has its head offices in ToOntario, with branch bureaus in Montreal. St. John, N. B.,
Calgary, Alberta. Vancouver, B. C,
and Winnipeg, Manitoba.
ronto,

of Dustin

up on clippings from the clipping
bureaus show.
Following up the newspaper
campaign the Fox office again
scores for the exhibitor with its
campaign of personality matter in

Fox

and Dublin, Ireland.

day.

publicity

after

Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastleon-Tyne, Leeds, Birmingham, Cardiff, in Wales, Glasgow, Scotland

is

season

the

start

Teacher.

as a check-

In the newspapers hundreds of
columns have appeared since the
first of the year concerning
the

Ltd., with head offices at
13 Berners Street, London, W. I.,
directs the work of the branches

Gilbert

Shirley

Kingdom Fox Film

Company,

Tom

September

The charming piquant

and scenes from the big
specials.
This is followed up each
week with the same line of publicity to 1,700 newspapers throughout the United States, which are
portraits,

matter, but are using

for

civilized world.

In the United

Calvert's Valley."

personality stories of the stars, star

not

whole

will
appear first in
"Honor First." This was adapted from
George Gibbs' romantic success, "The
Splendid Outcast," and is to be issued
August 27. The second picture is "In

place Fox is using a
of newspapers in the
of the United States.

key cities
These are supplied with stories of
the

first

It is set for publication

first

list

His

Mix.
This will be followed by "Just Tony," the
story of Mix's horse adapted from Max
Brand's popular novel, "Alcatraz." The
former will be published August 20, and
the latter October 1.
Charles Jones will be seen first in
"West of Chicago," written by Charles
Salzer and directed by Reeves Eason.

opening of the season.
In the

in a series

a story by Kenneth

Perkins, will be the

charge is concenbroadside for the

in
its

tion has established offices in the
principal centers of Europe, South
America and the Far East, forerunners of a vast chain organization
which in time will encircle the

27.

"Romance Land,"

to

before the

changing times. Fox Film Corpora-

be "Moonshine Valley," from the pen of
Mary Murillo. The picture will be issued

Publicity has not been confined

is

With a home organization as
nearly 100 per cent perfect as any
huge organization can be in these

Carr, William

life.

First in the field at

East.

screen actors as

production of the 1922-23 season will

first

globe.

home, the endorsement of millions
of American fans has been ratified
by enthusiastic audiences in Europe, South Amercia and the Far

coming

either will star or

known

William Farnum will appear
rugged out-door

that has been put out since

first

the

of stories of

or the comedies will have the benefit of an avalanche of advance publicity

for

Farnum, Tom Mix,
Dustin Farnum, Shirley Mason. Charles
Jones, William Russell, John Gilbert,
Lupino Lane, Clyde Cook, Al St. John
and the Lee Kids.

Mary

Fox News,

specials, the star output,

These pictures

past.

So that

1922-23.

itable

has planned a sched-

of production

ule

season which excels in box office merit
anything the company has offered in the

tors next season with a broadside

the

Fox Films Score
In Europe

Publication Dates
Set on Star Films

Publicity to Cover

tion campaign,

51

Aces" and "Kids and Skids."

nary, offices have been opened in
Berlin and Copenhagen.

The foregoing are under the direct control of the home office.
In the Balkan States, Egypt,
Palestine, Syria, and in the Far
East, Japan, China, Siam, Federated Malay States. Dutch East
Indies and Strait Settlements Fox
pictures
are distributed through
established agencies.

A deal has just been closed with
John Olson & Company, whereby
all Fox producNorway, Sweden and Den-

they will handle
tions in

mark, while the Societa Anonima
Itahana Comercio Cinematografica,
of Rome, will look after the distribution for all of Italy, the Balkan States. Egypt, Palestine and
Syria.
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Attractive Paper Heralds Specials

An

elaborate

and

Publicity has

far-

campaign

acquaint public with

ar-

ranged so that exhibitor

reaching publicity and exploitation

been

in

will

smallest

hamlet

benefit as well as the

new

run theatres

season's output of Fox.

cities.

j4le.xanoreDumas
V.

STAGED

BY

EMMETTJ FLYNN

will
first

in the larger
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Great Line

Buys Best Sellers
For Fox Features

Aids

of

53

Record
Year for News

Forecasts

Are Offered
With a view
best

the

hibitor

FROM
the

the indications of last year and
announcements for the immediate future it is apparent that William Fox looms as one of the heaviest
buyers of motion picture fiction in the

giving the expossible aid for

of

purposes, Fox Film
Corporation has prepared for the

exploitation

season of 1922-23 a great line of

and newspaper

posters

Bearing

mind

in

j

aids.

that the fourteen

be published during the

specials to

season

coming

market.
This is considered sound policy. The
expenses of production in these days are
so heavy that to purchase a story or play
that has already met with popular approval means greater success to the mo-

among

are

tion picture exhibitor.
Upon this theory the

Fox Film Corporation has been one of the most extensive buyers of best sellers and popular
The Fox
stories during the past year.
preliminary announcements of the forththis
fact.
coming year emphasize

the

produced by the Fox
company, Mr. Fox has made the
most elaborate arrangements for
greatest ever

!

their presentation.

capacity audiences, a

lithographs

cellent

of

number

to

Two

stands.

24-sheet

striking

of ex-

offered

are

There are two styles

the exhibitor.

six-sheets, three three-sheets, three
one-sheets and two half-sheet cards

have been designed along the same
artistic lines.

|

The

upon which "A
Was," another Fox

lavish scale

There

has been produced, lends
admirably to a striking, im-

special,
itself

and picThroughout the

pressive line of lithographs
display.

torial

series of posters
|

used for

this pic-

vampire theme has been

tore the

emphasized.

In all the posters for
Mail" the speed theme
judiciously

"The Fast
has been

The

exploited.

slogan,

"Speed Counts," has been used in
an eye-catching 24-sheet, and is
carried extensively through the advertising.

"Silver Wings" will have the
same careful preparation of advertising aids.

The

24-sheet stand for

this picture is especially attractive.

An

elaborate lobby and pictorial

display has been prepared in con-

nection

with

"Monte

Cristo."

the

presentation

On

of

a striking 24-

a picture of Edmund
Dantes, with his arms outstretched,

sheet stand

immortal words, "The
World Is Mine," for caption, is the

and

the

picture idea.

I

;

books have been prepared
the exhibitors to be used in

Special

for

connection with the presentation of

William Farnum and
These books contain
paper

stories,

Tom

striking

elaborate scene cuts.

Mix.

newsads and

live

*

During the last few months of the past
season Fox Film Corporation purchased
such best sellers as "West" by Charles
Alden Seltzer, "The Roof Tree" by
Buck,
and "Lynch
Neville
Charles
Lawyers," "The Buster" and "Heart of
the Range" by William Patterson White.
Another fine purchase was "In CalValley" by Margaret Prescott
vert's
Montague. Among the purchased material for 1922 may be mentioned "Free
Range Lanning" by George Owan BaxThis western story instantly placed

ter.

Fool

*

*

For "Nero," which has played to

him among the biggest royalty-earning
authors of the country.
"Alcatraz," by Max Brand, is unique in
that it is about a wild horse of the Western plains. The exclusive picture rights
were bought for this by Mr. Fox for
Tom Mix, and his famous horse Tony.
"Shadow of the East" by E. M. Hull,
The enormous
author of the "Sheik."
popularity of "The Sheik" a book that
broke all records for book selling is so
recent that the shrewd business instinct
of Mr. Fox in buying this book from her
pen is obvious.
*

*

*

Fox News

starts

off

on what

promises to be another highly successful season, which will, accordto Don Hancock, director-inchief, break all past records.

ing

For many years the story of the
eruption of Mt. Vesuvius was as a
page of Greek mythology. Everyone knows that Vesuvius breaks
out sporadically, but Americans
who have never been abroad can
hardly imagine what a marvelous
spectacle it presents. It was up to

Fox News

to let the people of the

United States see a real volcano
hard at work.
Last March, Russell Muth, star
stunt cameraman of the Fox forces,
was sent to Italy to get pictures of

Vesuvius

in action.
Muth, on his
arrival in Italy, leased an airplane
and waited for the volcano to
"shoot."
it did let loose, the
plane, with Muth on board operating his camera, dipped and swirled
about the mouth of the crater with
the result that the cameraman was
rewarded with scenes of the great

When

volcano such as have seldom been
seen before.

Fox News,
ing

these

in addition to showspectacular scenes, dis-

played enterprise in

its

fast

work

on the wedding of Princess Mary
and burial of the Unknown Soldier.
Another beat scored by the managers of the Fox News during the
year was the picture taken of that
wonderful painting of the war, the
"Pantheon de la Guerre." This
great allegorical picture, which was
painted in Paris by fifty of the
world's greatest artists, is on exhi|

bition in the

"Truxton King" by George Barr McCutcheon. The novels of George Barr

French

capital.

steadily

A remarkable news reel scoop
was scored when pictures of the

maintained a prominent position among
the best sellers of each year.
"The Splendid Outcast" by George
Gibbs. George Gibbs has the unique distinction of being a very successful artist

up Mt. Wilson, Calif., were
eight Fox cameramen. In
a young man, with iron
nerves, drove a racing automobile
up the steep mountain side for a

illustrator as well as a writer of best
selling fiction.
"Mixed Faces" by Roy Norton, a story
of adventure and love. "The Fanner" by

distance of nine miles. Along the
steep incline are 144 jackknife turns
and on the outside of the road
drops of from two to three thousand feet. Despite these hazards
the drive was made in twenty-seven
minutes. Eight operators were stationed at various points of vantage
along the road in order that a complete photographic record of the
feat could be made.

McCutcheon

years

for

have

and

Kenneth Perkins, a delightful story that
was instantly assigned to Tom Mix.
"One Way Trail" by Ridgwell Cullum,
a thrilling Western story that has proven
success with heavy revenue for the

its

book publishers. "Trooper O'Neill" by
George Goodschild, a thrilling story of

race

made by

this race

lands adjoining the Arctic Circle.
"Dr. Rameau," the famous French novel
by George Ohmet. It will appear on the
screen under the title of "My Friend the

staff

Devil."

these are stationed in the

the

"A Self-Made Man" by George Horace
And to crown all of these
Lorimer.
heavy purchases in the market of best
sellers, Mr. Fox acquired the exclusive
motion picture rights to "If Winter
Comes" by A. S. M. Hutchinson.
*

*

*

Mr. Fox has purchased "The Fast Mail" by Lincoln J.
This play has been and is the
Carter.
In the dramatic

field

most successful melodrama that has ever
been produced either in the United States
or Great Britian.

During the year the Fox news
was greatly enlarged and now
numbers
over
operators
1,000
throughout the world. Twelve of

New York

office.

As a stimulus, cameramen are
offered yearly prizes for the best
child picture, the best stunt picture
and the best animal picture. Additional prizes are offered the man
sending in the greatest number of
exclusive news events.

j
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Al Lichtman Will Distribute
This B. P. Schulberg Special

Mildred June

Claire

{Continued from page 47)

law and equity,
of paying for the product which he uses.

from the obligation,

in

Fifth, it is not infrequently alleged that the
Society is an unlawful combination, that it operates in violation of the anti-trust laws, and that
therefore, being an unlawful body, it is without
right to demand payment of fees or anything
else; that it can have no rights at law.

Again and again this question has been
dismissed by the courts. There is no
question of the legality of the Society's
existence and purpose. It means nothing
whatever, but even if it did, the exhibitor
should realize that he would have no
right to use the property, to appropriate
the assets of a concern which did violate
the anti-trust acts, without paying that
concern for such property or assets.
Sixth, now artd then someone fluently "damns"
the publishers, claiming that they are unfair in
collecting license fees for the public performance
of works which they are "plugging," advertising
and trying to "make," when the exhibitor, by
playing them in his theatre helps to "make" them.

should be understood that the pubis powerless to waive performing
rights license fees. Tnis proposition concerns not alone the publisher, it concerns
the composer and author, and even were
the publisher willing to waive his rights,
the composer and author would be unwilling so to do. The rights are vested
in composer, authors and publishers, to
It

lisher

encourage the development of music and
culture in cur country.
*

charges

Seventh,
the

Society

are

*
*
made that the funds
used for the benefit of

are

not

question and the
of the
is based upon ignorance
facts. The funds of the Society are 100
per cent divided between its members,
quarterly dividends are declared, at which
all of the revenue less expenses of operation, is divided between composers, authors and publishers.
don't understand the opposition of
I

This
charge

is

beside

the

Rich Men's Wives

Windsor

Another scene from the Schulberg special

the exhibitor in this matter, except it be
explainable on the grounds that he is misinformed, or misled. Time after time the
exhibitor has been assured that some
movement was on foot that would relieve
him of this "burden." Out of all of the
talk, much of it just "hot air" and "bunk,"
there has been but one practical suggestion.

That one was that the law be changed.

And

after a considerable effort the exhibitors' organization persuaded a congressman to introduce a bill amending the

copyright act, which bill is now in committee at Washington.
I don't think there !s anything that the
exhibitors could do, that they haven't
done, to have the bill favorably considered. But, there hasn't even been a hearing on it yet. I doubt, frankly, if there
ever will be, for I don't believe the leaders of the exhibitors want a hearing; I
never did believe that they wanted one,
and I am convinced that if it is ever held
they will be sincerely sorry, as opposed
to a wise and constructive law, in the
interest of the

nary

living; not comparable with the
profits of the average exhibitor.
What do they contribute to your welfare and profit? What does their music,
the creations of their effort, mean to the
motion picture theatre and the exhibitor?
Perhaps the best answer to these questions is that no motion picture theatre
has ever been able to exist without using

new music, popular music, much
music and more and more music.

music,

In conclusion I want to repeat remarks
in other articles
that I think you
gentlemen, the rank and file of exhibitors,
are foolish to "kid" yourselves along any
more, or permit your leaders or lawyers
to do it. The principle of charging per-

Let us very briefly examine into the
merits of the position taken by the composers, authors and publishers.
These men spend their lives originating
musical compositions, developing and exploiting them. In return they receive revenue from three sources, the sales of
sheet music, the royalties from mechanical reproduction, and the fees from public performance.
On the average they make a very ordi-

—

made

forming rights license fees is a fair and
just one; it is justified by the law, the
law has been interpreted again and again
by the courts, and there is no way out
except through amending the law.

Popularity of Wilde in
Evidence at Showing of

development of music and

culture in this country, they can only
propose a purely selfish, cold-blooded commercial reason for wanting a law repealed
that has contributed in the past very
materially to their welfare and profit.
However, when that issue comes it will
be met by the society.
*
* *

of
its

members.
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Film Adapted From

Plaj

An

unusual type of audience, it
stated, turned out at the Strand theatre
New York, for the initial show of "f
Woman of No Importance," Select pic
ture, adapted from Oscar Wilde's fa
mous play. The English author is de
clared to have a wide following in thi
country which includes all classes c

i:

people.

A number of men and women in foi
mal dress were in evidence at Stran
performances and long lines of limousine
stretched along Broadway in the immed
Theati
ate
vicinity
theatre.
of the
parties were given by students of liter;
ture at many schools and colleges as we
as societies and women's clubs, ind
cative of Wilde's popularity.

—

:

:
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Screen Message No. 64

Something to Read
Each week the
lishes numerous

HERALD
articles

The

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

ing to censorship, blue laws and
other reform menaces. Every exhibitor should keep a file of these
stories for use when the occasion

demands.

artistic standard and
the educational value of
pictures" were endorsed at
cent biennial convention

and

Lauds Hays Campaign
Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P. D. A., through his campaign
and cooperation between the industry and church, civic,
welfare and educational leaders, has elicited the unbounded praise of promEspecially gratifying is the constructive
inent editors of the country.
comment of Charles A. McMahon, editor of the "National Catholic Welfare Council Bulletin," which was published in a recent issue of that organ.
of confidence

follows

A New Era

in

Motion Picture

Management
Those who have had occasion during the
two or three years to complain of the
low moral plane of the motion picture have
reason to feel encouraged at the constructive efforts which have been exerted by Will
H. Hays since he took over the presidency
of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry.
There were producers,
both members and non-members of the
national association,
who regarded Mr.
Hays' public announcement of his policy
past

"to raise to the highest point
tional and moral value of the

ture industry" as

the educamotion pic-

simply a gesture to the

They did not believe that
measures would be taken

really
effective
to put
into operation this high-sounding plan. The
developments which have taken place, however, since Mr. Hays issued his pronouncement, are at once an indication of his sincerity and determination to make good his
public.

promise and an eye-opener to the apologists who claimed that there was nothing
wrong with the movies.
*

*

*

Sensing the widespread public indignareappearance on the screen
a former movie "star" whose three
trials on a murder charge clearly established his unfitness for the screen, Mr.
Hays, with the consent and approval of
the producer, who had invested millions
of dollars in screen productions featuring
the antics of the alleged artist, immediately withdrew all such productions from
the market, and issued a ban upon the
actor's further appearance on the screen.
Similar action was taken by Mr. Hays in
the case of an internationally notorious

tion against the

of

actress,

whose adventures have become the

scandal of two continents.
On May 17, President Hays, with the
consent and cooperation of the members
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association of America, issued an
ultimatum which was posted in every moving picture studio in the country, demanding that all employees of the industry cooperate in the work of cleaning up Amer-

Mr. Hays promises that any
received
from theatergoers,
where it is felt that they contain a measure
of justification, will be investigated and
acted upon. The following paragraph of
Mr. Hays' ultimatum is an indication of
the results which he is seeking to obtain
ica's

films.

complaints

*

*

*

nothing of as much importance to the success of our efforts as to

"There

develop

motion
the reof the

General Federation of Women's
Clubs of the United States. Public
cooperation will further these efforts, while censorship will serve
only to hamper them.

Catholic Pai3er Editor

Because of the source of this comment,
and the influence it is certain to exert, exhibitors should reprint the editorial in full
It
in their programs and house organs.

of the motion pic"to raise the moral

efforts

ture industry

is

operation with Mr. Hays in his pronounced
policy of motion picture improvement.
The latest evidence of Mr. Hays' constructive
leadership
was the important
conference held in New York on June
22, of representatives of the leading national civic, welfare, religious and educational organizations of the country with
persons speaking for the producers, distributors, exhibitors, authors and actors'
associations. The outstanding result of this
screen clinic was the organization of a
national committee, upon which the N. C.
W. C. has representation, and which will
strive to elevate the moral tone of the
screen and help Mr. Hays' organization to
"establish and maintain the highest possible moral and artistic standards in motion picture production."
* * *

Another healthy

sign

is

noted

the

in

demand emanating from the self-respectmen and women of the screen and of

ing
the

who

stage,

upon protection

are themselves insisting
against the undesirables

who have brought odium upon the whole
profession.
Such indications of an awakening conscience in the motion picture industry deserve the special commendation of all true
friends of the screen.
These and other
corrective measures which are being employed will do much to eliminate criticism
of the industry, and to bring about a better understanding between those who produce amusement for the public and those
who patronize it.

certain that these first pictures made
after the organization of our association
shall clearly show successful effort to-

make

wards maintaining the highest possible
moral and artistic standard. These pictures

now being made

will

come out soon,

and they will be the proof either .<}f our
honesty or purpose or of failure; they wfl!
be the proof either of our ability to correct our evils ourselves or of our inability to run our own business."
In addition to Mr. Hays' official communication, the heads of several producing companies have warned their actors,
directors, and employees that if the new
rules are not lived up to, dismissal of all
offending persons will follow.
Recently the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, at their annual convention, held in Washington, D. C, adopted
resolutions calling upon members of the
association to bar pictures that exploit actors of salacious reputation or persons
whose notorious actions and brazen disregard of the decencies of life constitute
their only qualifications for the screen. The
theatre owners also unanimously voted co-

Order Your Slides
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417

South Dearborn Street,

Chicago,

111.

Send me,

free

of

charge,

the

series

of

twelve slides which the Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign
maintain the freedom

of

to
the motion pic-

ture.
I will run each slide at every performance
for one week when condition* permit of
this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

Theatre
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"Old Nest," "Peacock Alley" and others of

LETTERS
From Readers
A
is

forum

which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
at

matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned
letters
will
not
be
printed.

Still

EXETER,

3,000 Miles

Apart

H.— To

the Editor: Just
read the letter of Mr. Blaschke, Wapato,
Wash., in your recent issue, and as it seems
to require an answer, here goes.

N.

Now my dear Mr. Blaschke, I have used
nearly all of the pictures you name and a
great many of them at a financial loss.
The majority of those you name are
specials and sold to us at a special price,
the price nearly always above the value of
the picture.
You say "What's wrong with
these pictures?" and then give a long list.
And I say nothing is wrong with them,
except the price, and I claim that you can
get other pictures as good at considerable
less rental (that is, if they ask the same
prices there as here).
don't consider "More Deadly Than the
"Forbidden
Male" out of the ordinary.
Fruit" was an exceptionally good one, but
outside of this one I do not see any really
wonderful pictures in your whole list (except the three or four big specials of United
Artists that you name) and of these "Way
Down East," without an orchestra that
could play the music would have been no
better than some other features I have used.
Universal went them one better than their
I

much-talked-of "ice scene" when they gave
us the "flood scene" in "Wild Honey" and
without the music I would put "Wild
Honey" against it any time.
"Little Lord Fauntleroy" I have not used
as I have never considered it worth the
money they ask for it. It has been far
from a "world beater" around here.
As for "The Toll Gate," "The Whistle,"
"Three Word Brand," "Grim Game," "Paris
Green," "The Lottery Man," "Too Much
Speed," "Told in the Hills," "The Tree of
Knowledge," "Wild Goose," "The Prince
Chap," "On With the Dance," "Behind the
Door," "The Fighting Chance," "The Teeth
of the Tiger," "Sowing the Wind," "Playthings of Destiny," "Peck's Bad Boy," these
are only ordinary pictures and I can get
just as good from most of the other producers at about half the rental price of
these.
I would advise you to go to the city when
you can get a chance and see some "real

pictures."

of "On With the
"Peacock Alley" and "Fasci-

You speak

Dance." Book

nation," which I will guarantee you can
buy for less than you paid for "On With
the Dance" and give your patrons a treat
with a couple of good pictures. Try Gold-

wyn's "Old Nest."
You ask me "where is my quality" and I
am telling you that it is not in the list that
you have picked out.
You have named 41 pictures as wonders
and, with the exception of 15 of them, I
consider them no better than a lot of program pictures, and the 15 that I have made
an exception of were every one released as
specials and were sold at a special price
and for each one of these I can pick just
as good pictures of other producers at
about half the price they asked me for
these.

The United Artists ask me $350 for "The
Three Musketeers," "Fauntleroy" and "Way
Down East" for two days in a town of a
little over 4,000 people, and I can buy the

FILM LAUGHS FROM
TOPICS TH&
SELECTED BY
TIMELY FILMS INC.

equal value (except "Way Down East")
for less than one-seventh of that price.
You may think I am asleep but if so I
hope I never will wake up to pay those
prices.

By careful selection I can equal any picture that Paramount or First National produces at less money from the other producers.
have no great fault to find with the list
of pictures you have named, as the most
of them are good, but I did and still do
claim that I can get equally as good at a
less price.
Neither have I any fault to find

Flaherty

with Paramount or First National pictures.
fault is the price and if I can get
equally as good from the others at a less
price it is "me for the others."
G. W.
Yf.aton, Ioka Theatre, Exeter, N. H.

The

—

Starts a

MASON

CITY,

Editor:
have just started a new policy for the
season, and would like to know how it comwith

pares

that

of

other

exhibitors

in

towns of 2,000 or less around the country.
On Monday I run a program feature and
two-reel comedy; will soon replace the
comedy with "King of the Circus" serial, as
Polo

is

a sure bet here.

Tuesday and Wednesday a fea*ure and
"Stanley in Africa" serial, also "Movie
Chats."
Have booked "Robinson Crusoe"
to follow "Stanley." Admission on these
nights ten and twenty cents, including tax.
Thursday is a poor night for pictures, so
open the stage for the boxing club, unless
have a benefit picture for some local lodge
or organization. For instance, next week I
show "School Days" for a girls' class of
the M. E. Sunday school, on a guarantee
of all my expenses and a flat rental for
I
I

the night, and a fifty-fifty split if their
They
share exceeds my rental estimate.
sell all the tickets and I do the advertising.

Friday and Saturday for the balance of
the season I have booked Universal Jewels,
Paramount specials, United Artists pictures
and Fox's Mix, Farnum and Jones features,
which I class as specials, because that's the

way

draw here. I raise the price to
and twenty-five cents on these
and so far have gotten by with it
With six reels or less I run a one

they

fifteen

nights,
nicely.

or

two

over

I

comedy, with seven reels or

reel

give

them the feature

alone.

Sunday picthe house is dark.
proved a very poor policy for my
When I opened three
predecessor here.
years ago I was promised the support of
the churches if I would lay off from the
Sunday opening proposition, and I have
never regretted the bargain as they have
been as good as their word, collectively and
individually.
Some of the strictest church
members are my best fans and boosters.
Until last winter I had two hundred seats
in a store building on the main business
Then a hardware firm bought the
street.
I bought an old
place, and I had to move.
opera house building just around the
corner, remodeled the entrance and exits to
comply with the state fire laws, painted the
Sunday

tures

booth of concrete plaster
in four weeks, with the
Now I have
loss of two nights showing.
400 seats on the main floor and 150 in the
gallery, and a big stage with a full equipment of scenery, so that stock companies,
interior,

built

a

on metal, moved

lecture courses, etc., pay
of competing with me.

me

rental instead

I see where some of the exhibitors comMost of the Deplain of being oversold.
troit exchanges are now organized on the
on open booking
sell
Hoy plan, and will not
unless you give them dates for every pic-

ture on the contract, so if you haven't got
Roy W.
the, dates they won't overload you.
Adams, Pastime Theajre, Mason, Michigan.

move thot—

is

out of or-

der.

Flaherty— Ye're a

me

bether in

liar!
Oi niver
Boston Transcript

loife.

*

felt

*

*

"How'd you get the black eye?"
"Well, a girl told me she kissed."
"Yes."
"Being doubtful, I thought I would see
she lied."

New Policy
MICH.—To the

I

— Mr. Chairman, Oi
— The gentleman

Chairman

I

"Well?"
"She did."

if

Octopus.
*

*

*

—

Mrs. Harrigan And are yer on callin'
terms wit' yer neighbor, Mrs. O'Toole?
Mrs. O'Toole— That I am
I called her
a liar the other day and she called me another. "Topics of the Day" Films.
!

*

George Lobster
favorite seaweed?
did

*

George— I cannot

Little
I

*

— Who

my

with

it

little

cut
tell

a

down my
father,

lie,

pincers.

Hudson

Observer.
*

*

*

Hub— I

haven't saved a dollar since I
married you.
Wife Oh, what a lie! You've saved
nearly half of what you had in the bank at
that time.
Boston Transcript.
* * *

—

A conductor and a brakeman on a railroad differ as to the proper pronunciation
of a station

The

named

conductor

You're a

Eurelia.

liar!

The brakeman
You really are
And the train

— You're a
— You really

calls

yells

passengers look

in

liar!

are!

vain

"Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *
"How'd you ever get that paint on your
dress, Mrs. Mingus?"
"I was leaning over Sandy's fence."
"But Sandy has a sign up
'WET
for a fight.

—

PAINT.*"
"Yes, I saw that

what a

liar

he

;

is."

but everybody knows
Schenectady Union-

Star.
*

*

*

"Dear," she said wistfully, "did you ever
love another girl ?"
"Why, Mary," he began
"No !" she shrieked. "Lie to me. Jacklie to me and keep me happy !"
Richmond
Times-Dispatch.
*

*

*

sought a prescription Of liquid description. The old family doctor called I, Around
him I hovered And then he discovered
He'd used up his whole month's supply.
New York Evening World.
I

*

*

*

"But why did the speaker make such
pointed remarks?"
"Had to, to get his meaning through their
heads, I suppose." Vaudeville News.

Nigh Will Direct Four
Weber and North Films
William Nigh, director in the independfield, has signed up with Weber and
North to direct and present four producent

tions for the

coming season.

Weber and North
facilities for the

will

extend unlimited

success of Nigh's future

output, they announce. The quartette of
coming features will be made in the East.
Announcement of the initial picture will
be made in the near future.

—A

—
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Did For Me"

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It ia

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

TELL US

every week what the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For

Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417

Jungle Adventures, a Martin Johnson
production. Best picture of the kind ever
made. Remarkable shots of wild animals.
Harry Castle, Palace theatre, Tulsa,
General patronage.
Okla.
A true to
Sisters, with a special cast.
the mark with the
life story that hits
feminine sex. H. Fischer, Jr., Mammoth

—

—

—

—

theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

My

Old Kentucky Home, with a special
I ran My Old Kentucky Home to
cast.
One
a packed and delighted audience.
of the most beautiful pictures have seen
and
Blue
Monte
Acting by
this season.
support superb. Photography very fine.
M. Paul, Bijou theatre, Marysville,
Wash. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

Cardigan, with a special cast. Splendid
historical production. The best box office
picture in four months. Ran two days to
Book and boost it. C.
good business.

Norwood

— Neighborhood

theatre,

continue to be the greatest

made

Pickaninny with

this.

Good comedy.

P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Small town patronage.
Wells, Colo.
Tracks, with Bill Patton.— Some pic-

W.

—

Hope to play this again soon.
Mrs. D. C. Turney, Miller theatre, BonGeneral patronage.
steel, S. Dak.
Marry The Poor Girl, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven. Comedy-drama.
conditions.
Fair business
considering
Pleased 90 per cent. I consider it a good
ture.

—

—

clean

picture.

—

F.

House, Mason City,

Mooney, Opera
Neb. Neighborhood

S.

—

patronage.

—

Tracks, with Bill Patton. A corking
western drama with a "finish" that will
give it the approval of those who usually
steer clear of westerns.
Well produced
with plentiful mystery and action. Business very good.
Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.
General patron-

—

—

age.

Anne

Smokey, with a special
western that is extra good for
Sunday. Pleased 100 per cent.
Played.
Harold Lloyd comedy with this and
considered it an A-l
program. The
comedy, Number Please, wasn't his
best,
but it isn't bad. W. P. Perry,
Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town patronage.

cast.

—A

of Little

—

Smilin'

First National
Through, with Norma

money maker
program put

—

—

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.
Pleased 30 kids. Adults walked out and
said nothing to it. Fell flat second night.
Unreasonable film rental. O. Troyer, LyGeneral patric theatre, Rugby, N. D.

—

—

—

ronage.

—

those

WeVe

|

Allow me to congratulate
you on your first edition of
"The Box Office Record." It

|

is

|

|

there!
It is a distinct suecess, the best, in fact, on the
market, and it is a notable step
forward in solving the book-

|

ing-good-pictures problem.

I

|

|

Red Hot Romance, with

|
|
|
|
|
|
I

|

It

is

a fine
for one

workable plan

am

delighted

1

and

|

|
I

with its adoption.
The only suggestion I can
offer, and it is not imperative,
is to run after the caption the
type of play, as comedy-drama,
heavy drama, society play, etc.,
and possibly the names of
one or more stars in all-star

|

features.

|
|

|
|
1

|
|

as funny as a crutch. This and
Polly of The Follies would be a good pair
to pass up, as they are somewhat on the

same

order,

I

fiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiniii™

outfit.

—

The Lotus

Eater, with John

—Wm.

E.

Neillsville,

Barrymore

—This one a peach. Don't wait to book
big and raise your adAdvertise
mission. — Roy Dowling, Ozark theatre,
Ozark, Ala. — Transient patronage.
is

it

it.

Through,

— My
to

it

someone

else.

A

better

little

than the usual amount of advertising.
Splendid cooperation from local merchants with window displays, for the best
week, of the season. Henry F. Eger,
Ada Meade theatre, Lexington, Ky.
General patronage.

—

j
|

homa

|
|

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
This picture is great. Go the limit. Is
just the kind of picture our patrons want.
Played this with a Fox News and a Lloyd
comedy, and it drew and pleased. Floyd
W. Reed, Orpheum theatre, St. Bernice,
Small town patronage.
Ind.

|

cellent picture

City, Okla.

— General

patronage.

—

—

—

—

The Barnstormer, Charles Ray. Why
this picture ever was released is beyond

my

Nothing to

comprehension.

it.

Pa-

|

made many kicks. Two days to
heavy loss. Keep off. C. B. Davis, Norwood theatre, Norwood, O. Neighbor-

|

hood patronage.

j

trons

j
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

PHILIP RAND,
Rex

by the same

Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre,
Wis. Small town patronage.

Molly O, with Mabel Normand. Exand business very good.
William Noble, New Folly theatre, Okla-

after

theirs listed in the little book
and accepted or rejected their
proposed releases according to
the reports contained therein.

a special cast.

—About

—

|

your book ar- |
rived two salesmen called upon |
me and endeavored to sell me |
complete output. I |
their
looked up every picture of j

The day

your

—

sell

|

open

you

with Norma Talpatrons were unanimous in
saying this was the best picture that the
Ada Meade had ever shown, and straightway left the theatre and proceeded to

Been

Saving This
For Summer

where

pictures

doors and just do average business.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844
Madison Street, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

Smilin'

—

Good

References, with Constance Talfine.

I

ronage.

The

Strongheart.—
one of the few that
Don't be
audience.
satisfies
Get
afraid of saying too much for it.
'em in, and they will be satisfied. Business good. Gaines theatre, Irvine, Ky.
General patronage.
Silent Call, with

great picture, and
the

entire

—

Peck's

j

—

Con— This feature was very
had many favorable
nie takes well here.
Bell,
Queen
comments. — Mrs. Lola H.
theatre, Lonoke, Ark. — Small town patmadge.

Bad Boy, with

Jackie Coogan.

picture that brought forth many
favorable comments. A special kids' matinee after school helped to bring out the
grown ups at night. Adolph Kohn, Pas-

A

theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.
Tal-

The Woman's Side, with Katherine
MacDonald Just above fair. One of

madge.

piUlfflMllllllllillM^

Associated Exhibitors
Up, with Florence Vidor.

first

patronage.

I

picture puts the women awfullywise, but it's a good entertainer and I
guess we men should book the picture
and suffer the consequences. Played The

The

at advanced admission in this house
months, and they paid and went out
saying it was wonderful. W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. General

I

—This

this year.

in

— Above
— Harry

Cardigan, with a special cast.
average war story. Business fair.
Castle, Palace theatre, Tulsa, Okla.— General patronage.

Woman Wake

Chicago.

on

Norwood, O.

patronage.

St.

madge. An offering that is superb and
cannot be excelled from point of beautiful,
story.
Most excellent portrayal by each
and every member of the cast. Norma
Talmadge rises to the topmost heights
and creeps into the hearts of the picture
fans in this, her greatest effort. There is
no doubt in my mind but that this will

—

B. Davis,

Dearborn

—

American Releasing

—

S.

good

—
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hard-boiled youths who don't care a rap
about the weather.
Quite a number of
Peppy Pollies were also in evidence.
Brothers and Sisters, were you ever at
a ball game when the male population
cheered a favorite?
Well that is the

way

crowd greeted

this

Tom Mix

at his

appearance on the screen, and they
it
up continually until the last villain was hung and the rope put away
and
virtue and right were triumphant. And
first

kept

there are those who would deprive these
young people of such pleasure.— Wm. H.
Creal. Suburban theatre, Omaha. Neb —

General patronage.
Thunderclap, with a special cast.— Mr.
Fox, our hat is off to you on this one
along with a handful of thanks for giving us such a picture as Thunderclap.
Our patrons came in the first night expecting to see an ordinary special and
got the surprise of their lives. The second night told the story and reminded us
of the "good old times."
Give us more

"They Satisfy'.' kind of pictures
100 per cent.— V. G. Bollman.
Castalia theatre, Castalia, la.— Small town

of these

Pleased

patronage.

A

scene from the latest U. F. A. Production, "The Greatest Truth" directed by
and being distributed through Famous Players-Lasky.

time

theatre,

N.

Granville,

Y.

— Small

town patronage.
Minutes from Broadway, with
45
Charles Ray. Poor business but no fault
of picture. Very fine acting. Star at his

—

best.

Like

high

tor

other First Nationals, too
small towns.— Lola H. Bell,
all

—

Lonoke, Ark. Small
Queen
theatre,
town patronage.
The Great Adventure and The Master
Mind, with Lionel Barrymore. These are
only program pictures and got by only
by aid of a good slap stick comedy with

—

my

patrons. The first one is supposed to
be a comedy, but my folks could not
laugh at the funeral. Floyd W. Reed.

—

Orpheum

theatre,

Bernice,

St.

Ind.

Small town patronage.
The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.— With
Ferris-go-round and Merry-wheel and hot
weather, this was the only thing during
Lost
drew anything.
the week that
money but not fault of the picture. Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis,
Neb. Small town patronage.
Smilin' Through, with
Norma Talmadge. Why did First National rate this

—

—

—

picture at $1,200,000 when Schenck says
good
he spent $300,000 to produce it?
picture, heavily exploited, nut lost money
account of high cost. Watch your step
when buying. C. B. Davis, Norwood theatre, Norwood, O.
Neighborhood pat-

A

—

—

ronage.

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.
Great picture. Good ice scenes and story
well

acted.

No comedy

at

all.

Heavy

stuff.— S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre,
Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.

—

The Golden

Snare, with a special cast.
It's alright, but not as good as the other
three
Curwoods.
Very small crowd.
Lost money. G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patron-

—

—

—

age.

Home

Talent, a

Mack

—

age.

Nomads
cast.

but

of the North, with a special
northern ever played here,
getting old. J. A. Holmes, Arcade

— Best

is

—

Holtville,

Calif.

May

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Golden

— Very

Snare, with a special cast.

good Far North mounted

police

story. Hie
less pleases.

formula is old, but nevertheLewis Stone is fine. Business very poor on it, but not the fault

—

of the picture.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic
theatre, Beilaire. O.
General patronage.

—

—

My

Boy, with Jackie Coogan. This is
much better than Peck's Bad Boy. Everyone pleased at top prices. A good word
should also be said about Gillingwater,
for he has much to do with putting this
over.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.— Small town patronage.

—

The Sky

with a special cast.
Get the ministers out to see this one.
Pilot,

Not

a kick.
Well liked and it drew well
spite of the conditions and weather.

in

Book it and boost.— Floyd W. Reed, Orpheum theatre, St. Bernice, Ind. Small

—

town patronage.

The Human

Desire, with Anita Stewone was well liked by my patrons.
The storm scene is good. Had
many good compliments on this one.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen,
Ga. General patronage.
Mamma's Affair, with Constance Talmadge. Poorest Constance Talmadge
picture I have played.
Many people
walked out on it and had many complaints.
This is the first picture of this
star that did not please my patrons. Business poor. Custer Carland, Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
General patronart.

— This

—

—

—

—

age.

—

—

—

Ga—

Trailin',

Tom Mix

Mix.
in

— Very

for

good.

me.— A.

—

—

and Going, with Tom Mix. Tom
Mix had a pretty big contract on his
hands when he agreed to pull a crowd
into our house when the mercury was
hovering around 100, but he was equal
to the occasion, as young America turned
out in force the newsboys and other

A.

—

—

White no good

many

here.

Worked

in

too

serials.— C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.
General patronage.
The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.—
A good picture. Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Grandville, N. Y.
Small town
patronage.

—

—

Queen
ran

-

—

of Sheba, with a special cast.—
production two consecutive

this

of college football life

Fox

—

Tom
them

Go, with Charles Ray.

and made a good mid-summer picture.
Did better for us than any previous Ray
picture.
Our people seemed to like it
and the college spirit and fun.
Good
three days.— Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand
theatre, Beilaire, O.
General patronage.

Up

with
gets

Neese. Beatrice theatre, Haw River, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.
Western Speed, with Charles Jones.—
This is the best of the star that I have
run.
Almost as good as Mix. Speed,
action,
thrills.
Floyd W. Reed, Orpheum theatre, St, Bernice, Ind.— Small
town patronage.
Without Fear, with Pearl White.—
Good picture, but didn't draw. Pearl

I

Two Minutes To
— A comedy drama

Sennett produc-

tion.— Good comedy, and a good drawing
caid here. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
Small town patron-

—

theatre,

J.

The Last Trail, with a special cast.—
Best Zane Gray picture I have ever run.
It is great.
Pulled more than regular
Saturday night crowd.— C. Malphurs
Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla.—
Small town patronage.
Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.—
Nice gentle western drama in which
Charlie (Why didn't he select Percy?)
Jones rides through and waves a gun
but is careful not to do anything rash.
—Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Beilaire, O.
General patronage.
Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum
A good picture. Pleased my patrons.—
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.— Small town patronage.
Chasing The Moon, with Tom Mix
This is one of Tom's good ones. In fact
I
have never had a bad one.
Plenty
of comedy in this picture to keep them
smiling.
I always do a good business
when I got him.— C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen,
General patronage.

,

COMING!

DESERTED
AT THE

LTAR

——

—

—
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.ays to capacity business

and can say

it

a wonderful picture and was well liked
Economu,
patrons. A. J.
.y all my
r ranklin
Gentheatre, Ft. Valley, Ga.
5

—

—
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patronage.
Western Speed, with Charles Jones.
iood star, good story, and good produc-

Nothing big but will please the
average audience. Geo. C. Starkey. Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
ture.

Better Late

I

59

ral

— Wm.

H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
-A real good program picture with lots
Adolph Kohn, Pastime thef action.
Small town pattre, Granville, N. Y.
on.

)maha. Xeb.
After Your

—

—

anage.

Ragged

The

Heiress, with Shirley
Shirley Mason picking up here,
lason.
is
'his picture
good. C. R. Sullivan.
air
theatre,
Amarillo, Tex. General
atronage.

—

—

—
— My

Footfalls, with a special cast.
first
;port in a long time, forwarded in the
ope that it may protect some other exI have
ibitor against this piece of junk.
ever seen any picture that is father from
le one thing people pay their money to

entertainment. Take my advice and
it alone, or if you have it bought,
ay for it and shelve it. You won't be
Kry- Fox won't hook me again on these
;e,

[

|

FOR BIG STAKES,
with Tom Mix —This

|

first

1

have
sooner because

|

|

all

—

eighborhood patronage.
Any Wife, with Pearle White. This is
pretty good picture. Story ends showig it to be a dream, which causes conAdolph Kohn, Pasderable laughter.
me theatre, Granville, N. Y. Small
>wn pattonage.
A Connecticut Yankee, with a special
ist
This is a wonderful picture and I
layed it two consecutive days to real
ood business.
I wish every exhibitor

—

—

3uld set this picture.

From

—

a

box

office

it is
A. J. Econa winner.
Franklin theatre, Ft. Valley, Ga.
eneral patronage.

andpoint,
tiu,

with Tom Mix.
another good one. Tom Mix is
sure favorite with my patrons.
A. A

A Rough Diamond,
his is

Haw

§

I

j

I
|
g

|

|

cause

I

1

what

the picture has done so

must know

feel that I

|

that I can "guess" what
do for me.

Mix

pleased

|

usual in

this,

|

what

|

that
towner, as
Best Bet."

|
j

it

better

means
he

is

Orpheum

§

than

|
|
|
|

St.

Theatre,
Bernice, Ind.

|

Pleased fairly well. J. A. Holmes, Arcade theatre. Holtville, Calif. Neighborhood patronage.

A

Tale of

Two

— Made good
— Giacoma

—

picture.

—

age.

—

—

ood picture that pleased large audience.
R. Sullivan, Fair theatre, Amarillo,
ex.
General patronage.
The Scarlet Letter, with a special cast.
-This is a good picture I think, but my
itrons did not like it and some left
tore it was over.
These ancient ones

from me, if you have this booked
pay for it and play something else. It
will hurt your business more than the

River,

patronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.
•C.

—

—

not take here.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime
eatre. Granville, N. Y.
Small town patnage.

3

—

The Devil Within, with Dustin Farnum.
Fair picture but not the kind

my

pa-

ons want.
Pleased about 50 per cent.
A. A. Neese, Beatrice theatre, Haw
ver, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Strength of The Pines, with Will-

m
it

n.
al

Russell.— Possibly not Russell's best,
got over and pleased.— C. R. SulliFair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.
Genpatronage.

—

with a special cast.

ere

is one for the Irish, or anyone else
enjoys a thoroughly good wholesome
:ture.
Story is by Rupert Hughes, and

io

>u

know what

eal.

Suburban

Wm.

that means.—
theatre, Omaha,

H.

Neb.—

eighborhood patronage.
Mr. Barnes of New York, with Tom
°°re.— Tom Moore's poorest for Goldra but will pass as a program
picture.
Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High
rings, Fla.
Small town patronage.

—

Watch Your
-Nice

light

Step, with a special cast.

comedy.

As

usual, Viola Dana makes good in all
her pictures. Ladies as well as men like
her.

— Fla.Carbonell.
—
J.

West,

Monroe

theatre,

Key

Neighborhood patronage.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.
Viola pleased a good attendance on a
stormy night, and the title is right for the
story.
Good cast and a lot of fine exteriors in this picure.
S. V. Wallace,
Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs,

—
— Transient patronage.
Hate, with Alice Lake. — Very well received. — Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theTombstone, Ariz.

— General

patron-

age.

The Four Horsemen, with

a

special

We

sincerely sympa-

Take

it

cost of the film will

amount

to.

Played

a Saturday night and one-third of
You can judge
people walked out.
by this, other comments in the
by other exhibitors to the contrary notwithstanding. Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Pardon My French, with Vivian Martin.
I consider this a splendid program
Many favorable comments.
picture.
it

on

my

HERALD

—

—

—

Mrs. Lola H.
oke. Ark.

Bell,

Queen

theatre.

— Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a
cast.

— Light

entertainment.

Lon-

special

Good

tTtles

It
just a nice little program picture.
certainly won't please 100 per cent, as
someone has said. If you can buy it at a
reasonable price, alright. Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House. Montour Falls, N. Y.

and

thize with the Independ-

ent Exchangeman for his

LOSS of business during
past

period of de-

pression.

Let him take

the

heart in the positive
knowledge that

MON-

OPOL SHORT

REEL UNITS
the

mark

turning point for

PROFIT

—

Goldwyn
Come On Over,

—

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a speI was tipped off that this piccial cast.
ture was no good and tried to get something else in its place but could not.

Beatrice theatre,

— Neighborhood

The Sagebrusher, with Roy Stewart.
Latter part of film dark. Could hardly
read the titles. Plot of picture okay.
A. Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
General patronage.

Worlds, with a special

as a regular program
Brothers, Crystal theGeneral patronatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
cast.

—

Pa.

N.

eese.
.

—

atre.

—

The Royal Mounted, with

—

a special cast.
Splendid picture and business.
William Noble. Broadway theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

Metro

"Our One

a

of

Seeing's Believing, with Viola Dana.

small

to

Hodlcinson
Cameron

j

will

and you know

Over, with a special cast.
report on this picture in the issue of

July 1, bearing the signature of Olen
Reynolds. Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind.,
should have been credited to Eugene
Saunders, Saunders theatre. Harvard, 111.

§

FLOYD W. REED.

—

—

reported
get so much

|

my

super-specials. I have had
sson and loss and, while not satisfied,
m glad that this one is over with. P. E.
[orris, Regent theatre, Cleveland, O.

I

"Herald" twice as much as all §
the other magazines I take, be- |

j

:ave

)-called

my

these

|

1

ashamed

of "What the Picfor Me" and I buy
pictures according to
reports.
I
read the

j

|

1

not

I

good out
ture Did

j

my

report, but I feel

that

|

The

(Fox)
is

—

Come On

Than Never
And Welcome

—

—

Entertaining.

— Neighborhood patronage.

Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.
big majority of our people do no>
This is one of his poorest.
with us.
get Will Rogers, and his pictures go bad
Ben L. Morris. Olympic theatre. Bellaire.
O. General patronage.
All's Fair in Love, with a special cast.
Very fine program picture. Good clean

READY NOW

The

Monopol

—

—

— Mrs.

Lola H. Bell.
Queen theatre. Lonoke, Ark. Small town
patronage.
The Man Who Had Everything, with
Jack Pickford.— Nice little program picacting.

Sweet

story.

—

Pictures, Inc.

1476 Broadway

New
Room 524

York City
Bryant 4416
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—
—A
N. D. — General patronage.
Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Hughes. — Good program picture, but has
no pulling power. — C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre. High Springs, Fla. — Small

Wonderful picture. Went over big
for playing a solid week in a town of
1200.
Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby,
cast.
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|

Paramount

—

congratulated, and exhibitors should ask
for more of this type of picture. Book it

yo i will
if you have to buy it
have no regrets. Bryan V Kundert, Empress theatre, Beresford, S. D.— Mighboralone, and

—

hood patronage.
Is Matrimony a Failure, with a special
In the words of my worthy contemcast.

—

porary

at Neligh, "there

is

no limit " This

|
|
|

j
1
j
|

|
I

|
|

not.

|
|

may

|

a

not be a failure, but this picture sure
was for us. Fred S. Meyer, Palac; theHigh c'.ais family
atre, Hamrlton, O.
patronage.
Norman
Three Live Ghosts, with
Kerry. One of the most original and
best liked pictures we have run in some
The comedy element is strong
time.
and if you can sell this picture to the
public in your ads it wil! please. J. H.
Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan.
Small town patronage.
The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
Excellent picture but not
production.
good enough for advance prices. J. A.

—

—

—

don't understand how
some exhibitors can report a
picture pleasing 60, 70, 80, 90
or 100 percent of their patrons.
Is it possible that they stop
everybody leaving the theatre
to get their opinion regarding
the picture, or do they mean
that the picture pleased thempercentage pubthe
selves
lished?

The best that we can do is
to get the opinion of seven or
eight people a night on a picWould suggest that exture.
hibitors classify a picture from
excellent to very poor and
state whether it drew or did

|

good picture, with plenty of fine
But it
comedy, and a splendid cast.
didn't even draw enough to pay the
Not the picture's fault, but this
ushers.
Matrimony
anything but a special.
is

is

|

|

—

Holmes, Arcade

theatre,

—
Holtville,

— Neighborhood patronage.

Calif.

The Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. Good but not as good as
Meighan generally is. Meighan deserves

—

better and bigger scenarios as he is a
favorite star. J. Carbonell, Monroe theNeighborhood patatre, Key West, Fla.

—

—

ronage.
Beauty's Worth, with Marion Davis.
Excellent.
Drew well all week and enjoyed good business. William Noble,
Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
Reid. Not new but just as good as if
Reid draws well.
released yesterday.
This play has not much comedy but has
melodramatic interest. The rushing up
of the big trucks to save the bursting
dam and the hero's act warning his bride
If
thereby affords good entertainment.
not played, book it. Mighty glad to see
that old war-horse, Sprague, sniffing the
powder on the firing line once more.
Jenkins alone has kept the merry ball
Now, with Sprague, back in the
rolling.
game, we can expect some good summer

—

—

—

merriment. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

—

—

The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres. Personally, can't say that I think much of it,
Conrad Nagel
but our patrons liked it.
makes a dandy lead opp. Mrs. Sheik, and
Edna Murphy is no slouch. The picture
in typical Parais masterfully handled
mount fashion. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
High class famtheatre, Hamilton, O.
ily patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres. This picture brought me
the first real money I ever had on a
Paramount special. In fact, I did the biggest business on The Sheik that I ever
While the picture is
(lid on any picture.

—

—

—

|

|
§

|
|
|

j
j
|
j
j

j
1

j

|

|

from every viewpoint, I can't understand just what brought this sudden jump
Anyway I will give the
in my patronage.
picture the credit.
Custer Carland, VicGeneral
toria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
patronage.
The Mistress of The World, with Mia
May. The poorest serial picture we
have run. After the first episode business fell off 50 per cent on this one. C.

—

—

—

Dreamland theatre, High
Springs, Fla-.
Small town patronage.
Ladies Must Live, with Betty Compson.

—

—

Too long and disconnected to be enjoyed by the average audience. Somehow
or other this picture missed being a
great one, although built on a great
theme.
Perhaps if Tucker could have
lived to finish properly the result might
have been different. J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan. Small town
patronage.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, a Cosmo-

—

—

politan production,
Mighty nice offering.
Liked better than the stage play. Business locally is so much off-color that it
failed to draw, but no fault of the picture.
If you want a light entertainment,
especially if the play has run in your
town, look no further. Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. High class

—

family patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres. Personally I did not think
it anything to rave over, but it broke all
house records and got the money and
pleased therrr all.
I
charged 50 cents
and stood them out the first night. It's
a money getter.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.
General patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
The people sure like Wallie. I can figure on a good crowd by just advertising
his name.
They don't care how old the
picture is or how many times shown in

—

town

—

J.

—

before. They come to see it again.
T. Flaherty, Oaklawn theatre, Dan-

ville, 111.

— Neighborhood patronage.

Widow By
Hearts,

Raise admissions and get the money.
Beautiful clear photography throughout.
Big picture in every way and, above all,
sure fire attraction, which spells money.
Even the hard boiled Mix and Jones
fans will like it. Played it three days, and
called police on third day.
Capitol theatre, Canajoharie, N. Y.— Neighborhood

—

patronage.
Forever, with Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid.
Unquestionably one of the
greatest pictures, but the artistic loving
element fails to be in sufficiently large
quantities to make a booking such as this
profitable.
Paramount has promised us
an adjustment.
Forever is a decided
credit to our industry.
Book it, and
boost it, unless your audience is made up
entirely of "low-brows."
Then leave it
alone.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. High class family patron-

—

—

—

Too Wise Wives, with a special castGood picture and business.
William
Noble, Broadway
theatre,
Oklahoma

|

fine

—

pheum theatre, St. Bernice, Ind.
The Shiek, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.— Play this one. Go after

|

^iiiiMiiiinnnnifliiuniiiititiniiMiuinMuiuiuwniiniiniiuiriiimiiiniiiuiuJUjanHiimHifinituiMmu!utf^

—

Patrons
Or-

Reed,

—

City, Okla.

— General patronage.

Deep Waters, with a special
Will please.
Has some under

cast.—
water

scenes that are very good.
Unique theatre, Anita, la.
patronage.

Biggs,

— W. T.
— Small

Buffalo, N. Y.

—

W.

age.

Lily Theatre,

Malphurs,

My

"Ten Pictures

|

|

—

are

it.

CROSBY BROTHERS,

—

—

|

We

|

Road

Did Not Like."— Floyd

Men Oblige?

J

Love, An Amateur Wife, His House in
Order, Jack Straw, Easy to Get and The
False

of

The Percent

I

town patronage.

The Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. With the possible exception
of The Inside of The Cup we had more
favorable comments than on any picture
we have shown for a long time. Mr.
Meighan and Famous Players, are to be

One

Will

July 22, 1922

Proxy, An Adventure in
Scarlet
Days, Victory, Saied

town

Miss

Rebellion, with Dorothy
a delightful little comedydrama. Foreign in location but she is the
real American type and the dough boy
helped a lot to put it over. S. V. Wallace,
Idle
Hour theatre, Cambridg<
Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.Pleasing offering.
Should go tremen
dously big where Peter B. Kyne has
following.
Nicely handled and, thougi
obvious in spots, fine hot weather enter
tainment.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace the
Little

Gish.

— Here

is

—

—

;

—

Hamilton,

atre,

O.

— High

class

famil

patronage.

—

The

Jucklins, with Monte Blue. Hei
another good clean one that went bi
here.
Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatr
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
A Lady In Love, with Margueri
is

—

—

— Poor

Not any drawii
second night. My a
vice, lay off.
O. Troyer, Lyric theati
Rugby, N. D. General patronage.
One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.
We didn't expect much, so we were n
disappointed.
Not up to Rogers' sta
dard by any means. Lila Lee makes
Clark.

power.

Fell

picture.

flat

—

—

for

some

— Fred

O.

ilton,

of the picture's shortcomin;

Meyer, Palace

S.

Ha

theatre,

— High class family patronage.

An Amateur Devil, with Bryant Wa.
burn. Made no hit. Giacoma Brotfu
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
eral patronage.

—

—

—

Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bry

Washburn.

— Not

:

much

of a picture.—
theatre, Rugby, N. I-

Troyer, Lyric
General patronage.

The

Call of

The North, with

Jack

H

•

—Good

picture.
Has a special appea 3
lovers of Western stuff. Holt coining
the front and getting to be a "m; s

man."

— Fred

S.

Hamilton, O.

Meyer,

— High

Palace

thea-'.

class family patu-

age.

R-C
The Duke
Stone.

—A

Book
please.

it

—

if

J.

of

Pictures

Chimney

Butte, with

good clean western
you like westerns.
A. Holmes, Arcade

1

J

picl e

-

It

i"

the:

e,

——
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Holtville,
age.

—

—

— Neighborhood

61

patron-

of The Turf, with a special cast.
older we get, the harder we fall.
Only the fact that we were sick when we
sought' it, excuses the appearance of
What's
9uch a picture at our theatre.

Queen

—The

we bought

.vorse,

it

A

ifter screening.

with our eyes open,

million dollars

worth

exploitation, and w e used them all.
100 foot race the
jut a terrible flop.
Look at it
redeeming feature.
jnly
r

)f

A

wice before you buy, then forget it.
"red S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton.
3.
High class family patronage.

—

My

Be

Wife, with

Max

— Good
— William

Linder.

icture pleased a big business.

:)

soble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City,
General patronage.
Dkla.

—

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
V very good comedy that made a hit
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,
lere.
Small town patronage.
\Iason, Mich.

—

—

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max LinA very good comedy that kept the
ler.
ustomers in a good humor throughout.
—J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich,
Small town patronage.
van.

—

—

HOOT GIBSON

Realart

and Barbara Bedford

in a scene
It."

from the Universal feature "Step

On

Her Face Value, with Wanda Hawley.

—

picture.
Clarence W.
Glarus theatre, New
General patronage.

-A good program

New

-angacher,

Wis.

ilarus,

—

The Sleep Walker, with Constance Biney.
Program offering, nothing more or
2ss than about the same calibre as re-

—

Jack Mulhall in supportig cast.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield thetre, 2841 Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
-Neighborhood patronage.
ent Realarts.

—

The Love Charm, with
:y.

— She

ood

always pleases.

Everyone

house.

'

Wanda HawPlayed to
liked

)owling, Ozark theatre,
"ransient patronage.

it.

Ozark,

a

— Roy
Ala.

Bobbed Hair, with Wanda Hawley.
to waste such a good star in such

'itiful

poor picture. Paramount trade marks
hould not be used in such a poor picire.
J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
Vest, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Case of Becky, with
;

—

Constance

A thrill picture that will please
majority.
Clarence W. Langacher.
jew Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

iinney.

—

ie

ieneral patronage.

Reported Missing, with
-Excellent. This one
) the patrons and the

very

leatre,

fair.

Owen Moore

City,

Noble, Criterion
Okla— Genera!

atronage.

A Wide Open Town, with Conway
earle. — A real good program picture.
-dolph

Y.

'•

Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville.

— Small

town patronage.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
-Went over very good. Good audience
lm.
R. Griffith, Strand theatre, Honeyrove, Texas.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
-The picture is what Select claims it to
but the business anticipated is "Reorted Missing."
Not worth any more
ian it can bring to the box office, there>re in our case about third of what we
aid for it.
The picture is great, but
ere it had no drawing power.
Play it,
ut play safe.— Fred S. Meyer, Palace

e,

ieatre,

Hamilton,

—

—

O'Brien. This is a poor one for me. The
star pleases some as a rule, and I run
him for them, but this picture is exactly what my patrons do not want.
Play it and "hide as they come out."
Floyd W. Reed, Orpheum theatre, St.
Small town patronage.
Bernice, Ind.

O.— High

class

fam-

y patronage.

Evidence, with Elaine Hammerstein.
very good picture that gave good sat-

it

—

played

downtown at 25 and 50 cents.
Oaklawn theatre, Dan-

T. Flaherty,

J.

ville,

111.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Light, with Mary Pickford.
I was a little afraid of this, as Pickford
flopped badly here in Suds last year, but
she drew well with the fans and the stayat-home crowd, too, this time, and won
Roy
a number of flattering comments.

The Love

—

—

Broadway and Home,

Eugene

with

— This one did not please my
ever
Poorest O'Brien picture
patrons.
played. — C. H. Simpson, Princess theMillen, Ga. — General patronage.
Channing of The Northwest, with Eugene O'Brien. — A real good picture.
Pleased here. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Small town

Many

patronage.

to

O'Brien.

I

atre,

The

Way

of a

— This

Ham-

Maid, with Elaine

dandy comedy
is
a
Most amusing and well acted.
Niles Welch is particularly good. Good
comedy dramas, and worth
if they like
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
while.

merstein.

drama.

Bellaire,

seemed to appeal
box office figures

— William

Oklahoma

— Adolph

—

Selznick

•ere

All comments were favorable.
Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranSmall town patronage.
ville, N. Y.
The Prophet's Paradise, with Eugene
isfaction.

O.

— General

Good Night

patronaze.

Paul, with Constance Tal-

— Fair program picture. — Floyd
BerOrpheum theatre,
Ind. — Small town patronage.
Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. — A good picture. — Adolph Kohn,
madge.

W.

Reed,

a sour faced

Independent refuses

admit that he

is

suffering from
A naemicExchangePut those necitis.
essary

vitamines

St.

nice,

Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

— Small

town patronage.

United Artists
East, a D. W. Griffith
production. What's the matter with you
Don't pass this atsmall exhibitors?
traction up. It is sure fire. Sequence of cat
price of admission.
worth
falling asleep
Ice scene could be improved by cutting.
One flashback and closeup of full view
of falls should show ice going over, but
your audience will forget this. Besides
Capit gets the money at 55 cents top.
Neighifol theatre. Canajoharie, N.
borhood patronage.

Way Down

—

—

your business

into

MONOPOL
SHORT REEL
with

UNITS.
NOW READY
Monopol

Y—

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith proEveryduction. — A wonderful picture.

We

only did
one who saw it praised it.
an average one-day business on a twoday run. Played at 35 cents, which was
too high for our patrons considering that

Pictures, Inc.

1476 Broadway

New York
Room 524

City
Bryanl 4416
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is a good one.
edy, book it.

If

you want good com-

— W. T. Biggs, Unique
— Small town patronage.
The Fox, with Harry Carey. — This

the-

atre, Anita, la.

pic-

ture drew out a number that seldom ever
attend.
House filled to overflow. This
one will revive your summer box office'
slump. W. R. Thompson, New^ Holland
theatre, New Holland, Ga.
Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.
Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.—
good picture and pleased my patrons. A
couple of good scraps in this one. Plenty
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theof action.
atre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.—
We've got to be careful what we say
about Priscilla because somebody took
exception to our "calf-eyed" expression

Here goes: plenty of thrills,
phrase.
ample excitement, a great melodrama, and
a wonderful three-day flop. Certainly no
one can say that Wild Honey is on a par
with Dean's former successes. It is not.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Ham-

—

O.

ilton,

— High

class

family patronage.

The

Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.
Not up to her standard. Walton is
good, as usual, but the story is weak.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich. General patronage.

—

—

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.—
Very weak story and only the personof the star saved it from being a
poor picture.
Gladys is always appealing and if afforded proper stories will
steadily grow in favor. J. H. Talbert,
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan. Small
town patronage.
.
ality

—

JACKIE COOGAN

slums of London. A scene from his forthcoming feature
"Oliver Twist" made by the Jackie Coogan Productions.

W. Adams, Pastime

— Small

in the

theatre,

Mason, Mich.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks. A truly wonderful production
But as for getting the
in every way.
Worst
people in, it couldn't be done.
two days business ever done in this theatre.
F. Flaherty, Oaklawn theatre,
J.
Neighborhood patronage.
Danville, 111.

—

—

— Good

—

Century The Touchdown with it. Made
a good program.
W. T. Biggs, Unique
theatre, Anita, la.
Small town patron-

—
—

age.

The Dangerous Little Demon, with
Marie Prevost. A pretty good picture.
Adolph Kohh, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Perry. Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Colo.
Small town patronage.

Wells,

with Gladys Wal-

form and
Pleasing and appealit goes first class.
ing story that seemed to get over. Drew
better than the usual hot weather business, which is about as bad as it is posBen L. Morsible to be here just now.
Genris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
hit

in picture

—

—

eral patronage.

Tracked To Earth, with Frank Mayo.

,

—

The Dangerous

Don't Get Personal, with Marie PreAnother pleasing comedy drama
that pleased all who came. Marie is popPlayed
ular, especially with the men.
Lee Moran in The Straphanger with this
and it's a good one, toe. I guess it's a
super-Jewel, as it is better than any of
comedies branded Jewel. W. P.
his

—
Second Hand Rose,
done
ton. — Song

—

—

Universal
vost.

out-door show that will please
if they like westerns.
Ran

the majority

town patronage.

COMING!

DESERTED
AT THE

LTARL

—

Little

Demon,

with

Marie Prevost. Another flapper story.
Prevost is certainly there with the face,
figure, acting and everything, but the
story

is

rather thin.

kicked.
Pastime theatre, Mason,

Roy W. Adams,
Mich.

Nobody

— General

patronage.

Law. When Miss Dean thinks she can
make a picture better than Outside The
Law, we're from Missouri. But, at that,
we're strong for Miss Dean's pictures and
buy them all. W. P. Perry, Rialto theSmall town
atre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
patronage.

—

The Fox, with

—

a special cast.

Tracked to Earth, with Frank Mayo.

— Good, and gave good satisfaction.—
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
Granville.

The Golden Gallows, with Miss

— Some

of

Miss
picture
one-sheet, but
she hasn't a great variety of expressions
for the silversheet.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

Across the Deadline, with Frank Mayo.
first I have run of this star, but he
went over good but did not draw. Had
several favorable comments from patrons.
Floyd W. Reed, Orpheum theSmall town patatre, St. Bernice, Ind.

— The

—

—

ronage.

—A

Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.

good

picture.

— Adolph

time theatre, Granville,
town patronage.

A
vost.

Parisian Scandal, with
entertainment.

— Fair

Adams, Pastime

theatre,

Kohn,

N.

Y.

The Wonderful Wife, with Miss
Pont.

— Like

pictures,

—

—

A good program picture. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Man To Man, with Harry Carey. Picture above the average and pleased my
patrons.
Do not believe that the picture should be classed as a special. Some
Business fair. Custer
beaut'ful scenes.
Frankfort,
theatre,
Carland, Victoria

—

— General

patronage.
Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
My first one with Marie Prevost. Th's

Mich.

patrons

The

du-

the rest of Miss duPont's
good.
She is so pretty. My
all

— Good

Pont.

Pre-

General patronage.

Small town patronage.
du-

Marie

W.
Mason, Mich.—

Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
hood patronage.

The Golden Gallows, with Miss

Pas-

— Small

— Roy

the Brother Exhibitors thought this was
not very special, but we have bought sa
many specials that were not half as good
Fahrney
that we were perfectly satisfied.
& Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb.

—

du-

—Just a program
duPont looks nice on a
Pont.

The

—A

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
good
picture, but not as good as Outside The

—

ask

for

her.

— Mrs.

Lola

Bell,

— Neighbor-

Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.
program picture. Adolph Kohn,

—

Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.— Small

town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.— The

bes'

have ever played. Should havt
Roy W. Adams
raised prices on this.
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. Genera

Carey

I

—

—

patronage.

Vitagraph
Restless Souls, with Earle Williams.Vitagraphs are usually good. This on
good, and they don't hold you up eithe

——
A
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R. Sullivan. Fair theatre, Amarillo,

— General patronage.
The Little Minister, with
of
houn. — This show got a
Tex.

Alice

is

it

ministers spoke of

you

—

can't

Two

good one.

a

very favorably, so

it

go wrong

Cal-

compli-

fine

lot

me and

ments for

in

booking

this one.

V. Wallace. Idle Hour theatre. Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
S.

—

No

Defense, with a special cast.

—

— Verv

C. R. Sullivan.
picture. Drew well.
Fair theatre, Amarillo. Tex. General pat-

good

—

ronage.

The

Single Track, with Alice Calhoun.
report on this picture in the issue
of July 1, bearing the signature of Olen
Reynolds. Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind..
should have been credited to Eugene
Saunders. Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.

— The

Wid

Gunning,

What Do Men Want?

Inc.

with a special

— Good

picture and did above average business. Title brought them in.
cast.

George Yaughan. Grand theatre, DunnOnt. Can.

ville,

— General

patronage.

—

The Blot, a Lois Weber production.
nice picture, and patrons seemed pleased.
A. A. Neese, Beatrice theatre. Haw
Neighborhood patronage.
River, X. C.

—
—

—

Our Mutual Friend, with

a special cast.
consider this a real good picture, but
Only fair
did not draw any crowd.

it

I

business.

— George

Yaughan. Grand

Port Colborne, Ont., Can.
patronage.

atre,

the-

— General

—

State Rights
Ten Nights
with

a

in

special

a

cast.

Barroom (Arrow).

— Went

over

More money could have been put
production, as it shows in
settings are cheaply built.

okay
into

spots where
Old timers

remember this as it was played on
the stage sixty years ago.
Has plenty
of big moments where action is intense.
Chas. H. Ryan. Garfield theatre. 2844
Madison Street. Chicago, III. Neighborwill

—

—

with a special cast. Good picture, but
let it alone, boys, if you have to paymuch more than for a regular feature.
A. F. Kehn, PrinI paid too much for it.
General patcess theatre, Ogallala, Neb.
ronage.

—

hood patronage.

Where

—

—

—

My

—C

—

Youth 'Equity), with Clara
Young. A very good picture
but did not draw. Star's work in this is
exceptionally good.— Adolph Kohn, Pasof

—

N.

Granville.

theatre.

Spurs (Western Pictures Ex.).
with Lester Cuneo. This is an average
program picture. Plenty of rough stuff,
if you like it.
Poor imitation of "Doug"
Fairbanks.
Floyd W. Reed, Orpheum
theatre, St. Bernice, Ind.
Small town
Silver

—

—

—

patronage.

Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Good picture and business.

—

William Noble.

homa

New

City, Okla.

— Small

Y.

—

poor.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre.
Granville. N. Y.
Small town patronage

—

One Empty

Shell

—

iMelburn MoranteV

with a special cast. A poor western with
no action kick. Title seemed to be main
drawing power. Business built up rapidly
for
no apparent reason. Harold F.
Wendt, Rivoli theatre. Defiance, O.
General patronage.

—

Station Content (Tri.),
with Gloria
Swanson. Excellent picture and business.
William Noble, Broadway theatre.
Oklahoma City, Okla.— General patron-

—

—

Ten Nights

in

a

Barroom (Arrow).

cast.

fW. T. Gas-

— An

old time

picture that filled the house and brought
many new people, including some of
And they came on
the church people.
This is a pica Sunday night at that.
ture that I would advise every theatre
J. T. Flaherty, Oaklawn theatre.
to run.
Neighbor hood patronage.
Danville, 111.

—

—

Serials
With Stanley

in

Africa

—

The

with George Walsh.
sodes were padded quite a

with the inception of
the State Rights Mar-

has always

It

ket.

been identified

with

ness

is

strong.

or.

picking

— Roy

Mason, Mich.

up.

— General

successes.

MONOPOL
SHORT REEL
The

UNITS
few epi-

bit,

this serial.

Adams.

sure-fire

add mucn

(Universal),
first

and busiJust showed
eleventh episode. The last three or four
chapters have plenty of thrills, and business was poor

Ought
Pastime

to

its

former repu-

tation.

to finish
theatre.

NOW READY

patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle ( Federated V
with a special cast.— This is a fair serial.
Opinion of audience divided. Adolph
Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville, N. V.
Small town patronage.

—

Monopol

Netc York City
Room

Short Subjects
Pathe News. Still, unquestionably, and
undeniably the greatest News Weekly on

Pictures, Inc.

1476 Broadway

—

—

age.

The name MONOPOL Was created

us

Folly theatre, Oklapatronage.

Fight
Pictures
(Rickard). They are good clear picture?
which I ran under auspices of local American Legion.
Drawing power here very

of the Hills

with a special

— General

Dempsey-Carpentier

—

The Shepherd
kell).

would be impossible

—

town patronage.

patronage.

sient

it

—

Kimball

time

that

market. During June we had so
renumerate all.
Play a NEWS if
you're not doing it now. Book it while
it's new.
And book Pathe News, if yon
can.— Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre.
to

Wandering Boy Tonight

(Equity), with a special cast. Title fine,
but greatly overestimated in being a big
special.
Did heavy exploiting with only
ordinary business. Lost money by paying big price for just ordinary production.
B. Davis. Norwood theatre, Norwood, O. Neighborhood patronage.

Eyes

Destiny (Rialtoj. with a special
cast.
A very good picture, although it
is not a new story.
Six-sheet is very
good. Business good.
M. Oppenheimer.
Empire theatre. Xew Orleans, La. TranIsle of

Is

—

many scoops
the

524

Bryant 4416
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class family patron-

age.

USE THIS BLANK

Clyde Cook Comedies (Fox), with
Clyde Cook. Good two-reel comedies
with lots of laughs. Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Small

—

—

—

town patronage.

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Toonerville Trolley Comedies (F. N.),
played four, all pretty pood.
Toonerville Fire Brigade was the poorest

— Have

Story.

— Roy W. Adams, Pastime the— Small town patronage.
Aesop's Fables (Pathe). — think these

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

of the lot.

Mason, Mich.

atre,

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

I

cartoons clean
and
somewhat educational.
My patrons seem well pleased,
though I won't recommend them for
"pull" or box office value.
Mrs. Lola
Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

Are Doing for Other Exhibitor!

—

blank now and tend
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

— Switched

International
News.
to International

Pathe

from
committed

and

Patrons yelled for their
back because International is too
behind procession. Giacoma Broth-

financial suicide.

coin

Title

far
ers,

—

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

Star

General patronage.

Producer

Essanay Reissues, with Charles Chaplin.
These reissues are good comedies
and take good here. Adolph Kohn, Pas-

A

—

—

time

Remarks

theatre,

Granville,

Y.

N.

— Small

town patronage.

—

Screen Snapshots (Pathe). I have just
run the first one-reel of Screen Snapshots and they continue to ask for the
next date.
Personally I enjoy and endorse them. Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

The Play House
Keaton.

— Very

though

it

(F. N.), with Buster

few laughs in this, alwas an unusual comedy. Cus-

—

Carland, Victoria theatre, Frankfort,
Mich. General patronage.

ter

—

Universal-Jewel Comedies, starring
Moran, Baby Peggy, Brownie, etc. You
can't go wrong playing these comedies as
they are issued. It is unusual, to expect
them all to be good, but we can truthfully say that all we've had to date have
been consistently good, many excellent,
and none bad. Look into these comedies,
and book them. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O.
High class family
patronage.

—

Title

Star

'..

—

Producer

F.

—

—

Reed, Orpheum theatre,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

The Strap Hanger
Lee Moran.

— Very

(Universal),

—

Neighborhood

with

—

The Sailor (Fox), with Clyde Cook.—
The kids heartily enjoyed the slap-stick
and Cook earns his salary. Good for the
kind.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon

of Theatre

—
— General patronage.
The Studio Rube (Fox), with Al
John. — Excellent comedy. Give us more
— C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre,
Amarillo, Tex. — General patronage.

Pat-

Idaho.

ronage

St.

like

City

it.

Edgar's
State
'

De-

theatre,

age.

Edgar's Feast Day (Goldwyn), with
Johnnie Jones. Not a laugh in this one.
A monotonous thing which further proves
that one makes a big mistake in booking
such a series without having first screened
each one and selected the good, eliminatWendt,
"junk." Harold
F.
ing
the
Genera) patRivoli theatre, Defiance, O.

—

—

—

ronage.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras

at cash saving
Special professional discounts on
Immediate delivery on all models.
DeBrie, DeFranne.
Pathe and many others demonstrated in
prices.

UMVERSALS.

our showroom.

Send

for our complete

catalog at once, free on request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St. Chicago. 10.

Country

Cousin

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers

of

High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS
Theatre and Home.
413-419

W. ERIE ST.

for

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Bernice,

good comedy. Cenare generally good of late, and

turies

or

St.

Universal Star comedies are also much
better they used to be.
Roy Adams,
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. General
patronage.

,..

Wendt, Rivoli

— General patronage.
Edgar's Little Saw (Goldwyn), with
Johnny Jones. — Rather tame. The llxl4's
draw the children. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patron-

Pay Day

W.

Exhibitor

Arrow comedy
Bobby Dunn.

O.

—

National, then will buy it at what it is
worth or leave Chaplin for the big houses.
Costs more but does not please any better
than Lloyd Hamilton or Harold
Lloyd.
Pay Day is just about like A
Dog's Life and will go over about the
same, which is a good comedy. Floyd

Transient

Harold

fiance,

(F. N.), with Charles Chaplin.
This pleased but failed to draw. Paid
too much. One more to run from First

Remarks

Name

scene from the new
"All Wrong" featuring

CLASSIFIED
Five Cents per Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

in

$1.00

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
SAFETY OR REGULAR STOCK— Developing
and printing.

Our modern

laboratory insures the

kind of developing and printing you'd do if you
had your own. Oldest and largest South. Prices
right.
Service better. Harcol Film Company, Inc.,
330 Camp Street, New Orleans.

(Goldwyn),

with Johnny Jones.— The kids are strong
for this series of comedies and ask for
This is a "difthem.
Adults pleased.
ferent" comedy and above the average.

HOUSE MANAGER AVAILABLE
AT LIBERTY:

Twenty years

in the business.

Thoroughly competent and reliable. Address, W.
A. Stevens, Box 386, Smith Center, Kan.
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Conway Tearle Engaged

With

Los Angeles

the Procession in
By Harry

For Special Productions
To Be Made by Selznick
Following the announcement by Lewis

Hammond Beall

J.

Selznick. President of Select Pictures

Corp., that the producing units regularly

contributing
t o
the Select output

had

BRUCE

McRAE. who has been a member of the Henry Miller Company, has

Tod Browxixc

appear in a special production which
Sol Lesser will make from a story by Elinor Glynn.

He

will

*

*

»

*

make only

all-star productions in the
Elaine Hammerstein and Owen
Moore will appear in some of these releases.

future.

*

«

*

*

Mrs. Wallace Reid
ville

debut

wife of the

in

»
will

make her vaude-

a local theatre.

She

Famous Players-Lasky
*

Myron Selzxick is back from New York
and says the Selznick Pictures Corporation
will

will again direct Priscilla

Dean.

deserted the legitimate tor the silver sheet.

*

is

the

*

Returning from New York. Gust Inglis
announces Florence Yidor will appear in a
four productions, the
started about September 1.
» * *
series of

Malcolm

to be

first

*

Stuart Boylax.

director of
en route East

publicity at Universal City, is
for a conference with Eastern
the company.
* * *

officials

of

"Triprogram, has resigned from the B. P. Schulberg forces to produce independently.
* * *

Filming of "Country Love." the first Billie
Dove starring vehicle fcr Metro, was started
this week.
Emile Chautard is directing.

of Louise Dresser, has been signed to appear in the Metro "Country Love" produc-

Blanche Sweet, recently married to Marmake her reappearance on

screen in "Quincy Adams Sawyer,"
which the Sawyer-Lubin organization is to
make for Metro.
*

Bradley Fish, division manager of the
Yitagraph Exchange branches, is in Los
Angeles conferring with C. J. Marley.
ager of the Los Angeles exchange.
* * *

Maurice Tourxeur, Richard Dix

Mae Busch. who went abroad

Two

man-

the Goldwvn
for the South

George Siegmann. William Y.
and Rosemary Theby.
nett.

*

*

Mong

*

and

to the

Selznick Pictures Corporation,
ferring with Myron Selznick.

is

Two More

to Use Colors
In National Advertising

For the first time in the history of its
seven-year-old campaign of national adParamount will use two colors
in its display advertisement to appear in
the Saturday Evening Post in the issue of
vertising.

This issue of the Post will carry a
double-page spread announcing the fortyone Paramount productions listed for
publication during the first six months

August

1.

Louis B. Mayer has engaged Edith
Roberts and Cleo Madison for prominent
roles in the all-star cast of "The Dangerous Age," John M. Stahl's new production for First National publication.
In
addition to the newly signed celebrities,
the cast list for the picture includes
Lewis Stone. Ruth Clifford. Myrtle Sted-

man and Richard

Tucker.

Radio in Century Comedy
There

is a smattering of science in the
production of Brownie the CenturyA big radio feature with Brownie

latest

dog.

and

his

Tackie

two chums Johnny Fox and

Morgan

"The Ladder Jinx" with Edward Horton. Margaret
Kenny and Tom Murray the chief fun-makers.

Harlan, Colin

Stars Engaged

For "The Dangerous Age"

here con-

Paramount

of the vear starting

scenes from Vitagraph's latest special

way Tearle has
been engaged by
Selznick Picture
Corporation to appear in two big Selznick specials during the coming season.
Myron Selznick. President of Selznick
Pictures Corporation, completed arrangements with Mr. Tearle at the Xew York
offices of the company recently.
Until other members of the casts which
will include Mr. Tearle are definitely engaged. President Myron Selznick is withholding information as to the specials in
which Mr. Tearle will appear. It is
stated, however, that in keeping with the
new production policy Mr. Tearle will
not be the only star in each cast. Other
players fully as well known are being
engaged for the same pictures.
Conway Tearle

David O. Selzxick, vice-president of the

July 29.

to film scenes

"The Christian." have returned
Goldwvn studio.
for

*

Seas to filrn scenes for "Captain Blackbird."
the Carey Wilson story'- The cast includes
House Peters. Antonio Moreno. Alma Ben-

the

*

*

The R. A. Walsh unit of
Company departed this week

#

shal! Xeilan. will

*

*

Jack Gardxer. vaudevillian and husband

*

Arthur H. Jacobs, who produced
umph Pictures" for the old World

*

*

Blossoms;"

tion.

Prominent roles in the Louis B. Mayer
production of "The Dangerous Age" will be
filled by Edith Roberts and Cleo Madison.
* * *

*

Who

Back:" "Thorns and Orange
and "Poor Men's Wives."

value

announcement is
made that Con-

*

:

and produc-

tirely at
c r e t i o

*

Trixie Frigaxza. the hefty vaudevillian
announces she is going into pictures.
*

star,

tion

enthe disn of the
producer the

star.

B. P. Schulberg has purchased for production, he announces, the following books
and plays
"(Thing (Thing Chinaman." by
Wilbur Daniel Steele: Larry Evans. "Are
You a Failure:" "The Girl
Came

abandoned

the restricted
"star" plan and
would in the future produce pictures using story,

in their mischief.

Landis,

Tully

Marshall,

Otis
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Theatre

Chairs
American
Seating Co.
I4f JicksonBUd.

Chicago

CHAIR INSTALLED IN
BALABAN & KATZ
CHICAGO THEATRE
BY
AMERICAN SEATING

COMPANY

Qjn Jimmcds 'T'oremoft^Ihcatm
THE
audience

public-wise manager

knows that an

comfortably seated is half won.
knows, too, that with the other elements
of attraction more or less evenly balanced, the
more comfortable seats of one theatre will easily
swing the decision of "where to go" in its favor.
Seating that was tolerated five and ten years ago is

He

NEW YORK
114

W.

41st St.

for further years of service.

CHICAGO

BOSTON
65-D Canal

endured under protest now or altogether avoided.
Our Theatre Engineering Seating Department
will be glad to consult with any theatre owner or
manager on new installations or renewal of old.
We can show you without obligation how your
theatre can "cheat old age" and revive its youth

St.

12 E.

Jackson Blvd.

PHILADELPm
252 So. Broad

—

:

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
New Miller Theatre
Ranks Among Finest
Wichita, Kan.,

$700,000—Is

House Cost

Modernly

More Showmen Tell How
To Beat Summer Slump
Exhibitor

Equipped Throughout
A

idea of the importance of the
new Miller theatre, costing $700,000, at Wichita, Kas., last month
can be gained from the fact that an entire
Sunday feature section of the Wichita
Eagle was devoted to descriptive stories
3n the theatre and its opening.
The new house, with the exception of
:he Newman theatre in Kansas City, is
me of the finest in the Middle West and
constructed by L. M. Miller, who
owns a string of theatres in Kansas. C.
W. and George L. Rapp of Chicago are
architects.
Stanley
Chambers is
:he
managing director of the Miller.
I

was
.

Is Beautifully

Decorated

The new house, which has a seating
rapacity of 2,000, is lavish in decoration
The
f ind rich and refined in furnishings.
1 nain floor of the auditorium is unusually
arge, while the entire frame of the
<
structure is of reinforced concrete and
steel finished in terra cotta.
The exit
facilities
are three times greater than
jthose required by law.
The exits ^and
fire escapes lead directly to the streets
ar to fireproof courts.
Each exit from the balcony and mezzanine floors has been provided with a
separate fire escape so that there will be
10 confusion or congestion in case of
j

(

'Ire.

A

large orchestra will be augmented
:>y a $40,000 Wurlitzer Hope-Jones pipe
argan, which is one of the largest west
)f Kansas City.

Use American Seating Chairs
The boxes and theatre proper will be
:arpeted with 2,000 yards of Wilton carso soft that the foot loses itself witha sound.
The chairs are finshing touches to the boxes, being of
)ent wood design with cane backs and
seats,
installed
by American Seating

Jet,

3Ut

making

Company, Chicago.
The stage is complete
ind

Ways and means

fair

Dpening of the

Recommends Remodeling as Means of
Holding Patrons in Hot Weather
of attracting patrons

into the theatre during the hot weather
of

summer

is

a

problem of paramount

importance.

Exhibitors are preparing to
fight for business against the elements of
nature as they have at no previous
period.
Theatre equipment, in all its
phases, having attained a new high state
of perfection is one of the outstanding
weapons that is being used in unprecedent scope to thwart counteracting box-

every detail

equipped to stage the most elabFly galleries with pin
ails, gridiron
and dressing rooms are
romplete and perfect.
Monsoon Plant Installed
The cooling and ventilating system,
nstalled by Monsoon Cooling System,
Inc., is one of the most effective in the
country.
Fresh air, cooled and washed,
is

srate prologues.

driven into the theatre by large motor
Hriven fans of sufficient capacity to
Change the air content of the auditorium
pventy times each hour.
The electrical effects, furnished by Victor S. Pearlman & Co., Chicago, are unusually novel.
The lighting is beautiEul in its effectiveness, color, contrast and
softness.
The colors are independently
controlled and operated bv motors which
fnechanically change or dim the color or
Is

(.Concluded on page 69)

it is

ask ourselves outside if
We go in and sit

cool in the theatre.

down, look all around and if we don't
see any fans before we have got time to
cool off we get up and go out and tell
the fellow on the outside how hot it is
the theatre.
"Install one or two large suction fans.
get plenty of wall fans, large or
small. The only thing they are good for
is to let your patrons look at them. When
they see a fan running they will be content and before they know it the suction
fan has cooled them off.
in

Then

office influences.

Uses Box

Two

instances of methods being emto stimulate theatre attendance
in summer were described in this department last week. In the following communications are further suggestions from
exhibitors on means by which this can be

ployed

accomplished.

Suggests Improvements
Joseph F. Spangler, manager of the
Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla., makes the
following recommendations
"Make the theatre as cool as possible and give the audience plenty
of fresh air. (Hot house and stale
air drives people away.)

"Show good

pictures.

"Give your patrons good music.
"I believe a good practice is to
close the theatre for three or four
days each year during the harvest

period and use those days to making all kinds of improvements,
painting and doing everything possible to make it look like new
again.

touch with some leaders
of Sunday school classes, mothers'

"Get

in

book some feature
Let them pay all
the expenses and give you rent.
Oh, how they will boost your busiclubs, etc., and
they will like.

I find that the majority of
clubs or Sunday school classes are
willing to boost a good feature
and will help any exhibitor to get
a crowd. They will either give the
exhibitor rent or will work on a

ness.
in

We

beings are

percentage basis.

Either one

of

And
these ways are successful.
the best time to deal with clubs,
Sunday schools, etc., is when it is
hardest to get a crowd and that is
in the summer months."
Tip on Psychology
thing for any theatre to do
is to get enough fans to keep the place
cool," says C. H. Simpson of the Prin-

"The

Signs

too cool.'
One I use reads 'Bring the
babies to the matinee at the Princess
today and let them cool off.'
"Do not make the programs too long,
keep advertising, and keep a supply of
ice water in the lobby."

"Keep Theatre Up"
pictures
and
keep your house
open in summer and keep in good repute
with the patrons," says Maurice A.
Choynski, Newberry theatre, Chicago.
"Keep your house up and above the
standard in the summer if you keep open
or you will be compelled to close in the
winter," is his admonition.
''Efficient

service

comfort

physical

in

will

Hartsoe to Open New
Playhouse In August
G. Otto Hartsoe, owner and
of the

North Newton

theatre,

manager
Newton,
new the-

N. C, will be ready to open his
atre, which is now under construction, by
August 1. It will be a brick building,
30 by 100 feet, mpdern in every respect.

His present theatre

Among
house

is

a

wood

the features of the

will

be

structure.

new

comfortable

the

play-

up-

holstered seats to be installed, as well as
the two Powers projectors and a Minusa
screen.

Adds

Pirtle Circuit

To Chain

first

"Some exhibicess theatre, Millen, Ga.
tors think that if they install a lot of
all
O. K. This is
suction fans they are
not true. You can put in all the suction
fans you want and of course they will
keep the place cool but did you ever stop
to think what funny creatures we human

Office

"Put some signs on the box office reading 'Leave your fans at the box office
you won't need them inside.' 'Take your
wraps inside with you as you may get

S.

E.

Pirtle

of

Houses

of Jerseyville,

owns and operates

the

Pirtle

111.,

who

circuit of

theatres which consists of six theatres in
Illinois, purchased the Dixie theatre at

Vandalia,
installed

on July 1st. Mr. Pirtle
theatre for a few days and

111.,

closed the

new equipment.
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Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kan.

A

GOOD
many

idea

of

the

arrangement and the

fine features incorporated in the

Miller theatre

panying views.

is

new

obtained from the accom-

Full description of the Miller

tained in the story on the preceding page.

The

is

con-

Miller

cost $700,000 and was designed by Architects C.

and Geo.

L. Rapp, Chicago.

W.
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(.Concluded from page 67)

There is a perfect
hue on the wall.
blend of one color into the others, with
diffusion

RESPONSIBILITY

so gradual as to not be percep-

tible.

There

a
lobby at the

promenade

is

mezzanine

in

the

floor

grand

level,

ex-

which is broad
and roomy. The promenade is furnished
with great divans and accessory furnitending around

all sides,

American Film Company Laboratories have a reputation

— a responsible organization

excellence

The interior decorations all are
designed for amber lights, which will be
used almost exclusively in the building,

Our

the architecture of which is a combination of French and Italian Renaissance.

to you.

of

many

for

years standing.

ture.

There

no

is

light globe to be seen

in

A coat of sizing
proper.
to the interior surface and
then a coat of paint which was stippled
This was followed
tan even mat texture.
by a coat of gilder's oil in gold size,
which was allowed to stand 36 hours.
theatre

the

was applied

Then aluminum leaf was applied, which
A coat
in turn was dusted and polished.
of lacquer then was applied, followed by
the various glazing colors, which produced the highest reflective power.
\

film

We

We

carries a guarantee of superior work.
to explain in detail what this guarantee means

printing

would be pleased

— Write

are in a position to store your negatives free

Developing
Printing
Tinting

American

Toning
Editing
Ordinary film reduced to American Standard Safety Size.

They are of
rich effect for the theatre.
silk velours and satins, colored with spe-

(Absolutely fire-proof film passed by all
underwriters.)

dyes, chosen by the theatre management and the artists. They change from
a salmon color to a rich burnt orange
Other contrast draperies will
tone.
range from blue to almost a purple tone.
Besides the portieres and valances, there
will be draperies on fourteen wall panels.
A billiard parlor, with twenty pocket
cial

•

billiard

tables,
for

amusement
theatre.
for the

The

billiard

room

will

furnish the idle
of the Miller

patrons

Prints known for brilliancy and clearness.
Expert staff
trained by years of experience, assures highest quality prints obtainable.
REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.

A

RESPONSIBILITY.

Laboratory capacity one million
week.

AMERICAN FILM

London, England
S. HUTCHINSON,

concern of

strong financial standing.
Is the proper geographical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

LOCATION.

feet per

CO., Inc.

Laboratories
6227 Broadway, Chicago,
and

SAMUEL

fire

Lake Michigan.
and dust.
of

SAFETY.

Away from

costing $3,000.

Use Baird Projectors
The projecting room, equipped with
Baird projectors, the first to be installed
in Wichita, is a treat to the eye of any
Dperator, especially Seth Barnes, who is
the man behind the battery of machines.
The room is 10 by 24 feet and has a
ceiling 9 feet in height.
All wiring is in
large conduits that is concealed in the
walls, floors and ceiling.
The service is
supplied to the projection room through
211,600 circular wire cables, these being
rated to carry 312
ampers at 70 volts
direct current from a 15 K. W. General
Electric constant voltage multiple type
motor generator set, the D. C. generator
3t"
this set is normally driven by a 25
iorse power, 3 phase 220 volt A. C. motor,
)ut there also is a multiple cylinder gasoline engine connected directly with the
generator, which can be started immediately, should the city power service be
-hut off for any reason. The projectors
?ach are equipped with Peerless Automatic Arc Controls which feed the carions together as they are consumed and
<eep the light on the screen uniform.

Accustomed to

serve exacting requirements.

Reasonable

PRICES

Pre..

and com-

petitive.

GUARANTEES.

Write

for our
unique guarantee of quality work.

Every Exhibitor Can Offer
Organ and Orchestra Music
DEHIND

every

screen

offering

certain factors give

an appro-

priate satisfactory background.

The producers

have made the visual background, bat you
must contribute the imaginative one.
Only carefully chosen, pleasingly rendered
music can produce this thing that every
producer, exhibitor or patron recognizes as

"atmosphere."

Because the Cremona Theatre-Organ has
been developed to meet the highly specialized
requirements of film accompaniment, it is
recognized as the last word in an instrument
of this character.
It is unexcelled as a hand-played organ.
In addition a double roll system permits
playing with standard player roll, or by solo
roll with instant changes.

Our attractive selling plan is of interest to
every exhib tor seeking leadership in his town
regardless of

its size.

The Marquette Piano Co.
Coast Theatre Gives
Radio Concerts Daily
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 11.— The CaHhas installed one of the
nnest radio broadcasting stations in the
ornia

\\ est.

md

is

theatre

was put

operation on July 1,
broadcasting three concerts daily
It

Clhe,

Chicago, u. s.

A

Cxemona

in

Elinor's fifty-piece California theatre
Jrchestra.
>>'

of Fire

Underwriters.

PROMPTNESS.

will

Violano-Yirtuoso,

dirt

Plant approved by both

Chicago and Board

city of

III.

third floor was designed
purpose of a billiard room and
there are no pillars to obstruct the view
All the
ar interfere with the players.
equipment in the billiard room will cost
530.000.
The room will be finished in
mahogany and old ivory. Music for the

be furnished by
mechanical orchestra,

10 Points

QUALITY.

Titling

Drapes by Mandel Brothers
Mandel
chosen by
draperies
Brothers. Chicago, have the last word in

The

for full

particulars.

{Efjeatre

©rgan
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Two New Theatres
For Daytona,
H.

Fla.

Titus' Playhouses

T.

theatre will be built
near future by local
Niles,

south,

give

will

the

Triple

*

in the

*

two

Cities

York, N. Y. A site has been
acquired on 125th street near ?th avenue
for a new B. F. Keith Harlem theatre
to be erected this fall.
Sanford,

Miller and
the old Star
theatre and property here and will build
a new playhouse which it is aimed to
open towards the end of the year.
*

Be Modern

Porte, Ind.
Excavation work has
started for the La Porte theatre
company's new $500,000 theatre. Martin
E. Nelson, Chicago, holds the general
contract.

*

acquired option on property in this city
on which it is planned to build a $40,000

motion picture

—

York, Pa. Silberman Brothers of Aland Nathan Appell of this city

will build a 2,235 seating capacity theatre
here.
Plans and specifications will be

completed August

erection

of

a

George Stewart
town avenue.

&

1.

*

—

New

Bedford, Mass.- Plans are virtually completed for the new theatre to
be built at Acushnet avenue and Glennon street for Albert Clerc, 20 Roosevelt
street.
J. Emile Belanger, 54 Roosevelt

Road

Enid, Okla.— C. F. McQuilken has purchased the Rialto theatre from H. H
*

Barr.

East St. Louis, 111.— Philip Cohn has
purchased the interests of his partner,
Joseph Erber, in Erber's Theatre.
*

Alton, 111.
at Vandalia,

motion picture theatre
has been purchased by

111.,

owner

E. Pirtle,
atre here.
S.

of the

Orpheum

the-

Metcalfe

has

*

—

Marion, Ohio H. K.
purchased the interest of
C.

his partner, F.

Focht, in the Grand theatre.
*

Mendota,

— The

Palace theatre in
has been purchased by John E.

this city,

111.

owner of the Bott Mercantile Company, from John Faber.
Bott,

Chehalis,

Wash.— O. H.

and

L.

is architect.
$75,000.

The approximate

cost

—

Cincinnati, O.
Hunt's hotel, now the
Stag hotel, famous landmark, will be
occupied by a motion picture theatre to
be built by Famous Players.

Projects

—

Think!
There are two dollars to
every summer dollar you

— one

make
one

for the

for profit and
one you used to

lose.

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
5 S.

Wabash Avenue
Chicago

*

—

Independence, Mo. A. E. Elliott of
Independence, owner of the Grand the-

two-story theatre to
Co. at 2119 German-

atre at Kansas City, will erect a $65,000
theatre on property acquired here.

*

Ore.— Plans have been announced bv D. T. Carmody for the conPortland,

struction of a theatre to cost $25,000 at

Wall near Oregon

streets.
*

—

Fort Wayne, Ind. A $50,000
picture theatre will be erected on
way to be operated by Tony
owner of the Hippodrome and
ton theatres.
Elkhart, Tex.

—A
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Brooklyn, N. Y.,

—

An

outstanding reason for the pre-eminent
HERALD with the ere-

popularity of the

—

ators of motion pictures

and

—

directors, play-

department,
the Picture Did for Me," which
affords the one indisputable record of box
office performance.
ers

"What

R.

Ruggles, managers of the Liberty theatre,
have taken over the Dream theatre.

*

Diamond Amusement Company has awarded contract for
the

of the-

theatre.
*

toona

is

number

*

—

Grand Haven, Mich. The American
Amusement Company, Muskegon, has

While the Daytona Beach theatre will
not be entirely new the remodeling work
as outlined is of such extensive scope
that it will be virtually so.
It is the aim
of Mr. Titus to give Daytona playhouses
that in every way compare with the most
efficient and comfortable in the country.

Pa.

L.

—

La

of Chicago, who operate a
atres in Illinois.
*

been

ordered from Typhoon Fan Company,
New York, designed to meet the most
exacting conditions of the southern
climate.
Southern Theatre Equipment
Company has contracts for the projection machines and other equipment.
Use American Seating Chairs
Orders have also been placed with
American Seating Company for some of
the finest type comfortable chairs made
by the concern. Organ music will feature at both houses, a Robert-Morton and
a No. 50 Fotoplayer instrument being
scheduled for installation.

New

Fla.— Frank

Edward Lane have purchased

In point of equipment and construction the new houses will be of the most
modern type in every respect. Various
phases of their construction and equipment are now under way under Mr.
Titus' direction.
Contract for stage settings have been
let to Lee Lash studios of New York.
A fan and ventilating system has been

Marshalltown, la. The Odeon theatre
has been leased for five years by William
Porter, Samuel Shavitz and Rose Dansk,

— The

*

1,000.

Philadelphia,

—

New

theatre will have a seating capacity of
I, 500
with a gallery seating 400.
The
Lyric Beach theatre will be a complete
new structure with a seating capacity of
to

A. Leal has started

F.

Ownership Changes

—

*

Council Bluffs, la.— Work of clearing
the site for the new theatre to be erected
on Pierce street has been started.

new theatres by Fall when he opens his
new Daytona and Daytona Lyric Beach
theatres at Daytona, Fla. The Daytona

Houses

—

the

in

construction of a $40,000 theatre here.

to

Be Ready for Opening
By September
H. T. Titus, prominent exhibitor

Wash

this city
capitalists.

in
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Baseball Season in

Popular Exhibitor to
Erect Dance Pavilion
Huge Hall
3,000

Full

Only Three Exchanges Thus
Far Have Organized

Will Accommodate
Dancers— Rapp

Teams

Is Architect

Andrew Karzas, president of Woodlawn Theatre Company of Chicago, and
a pioneer in the better showing of mo-

A

fall on a
$1,000,000
ballroom. He aims to give the public the
same class of dancing entertainment that
he has given his theatre patrons in motion
pictures.
The new ballroom will be located at

easily

accommodate

Visit

ington

Dancing Palaces

A spacious lobby, which will accommodate 1,000 persons, is located at the head
of the stairs just before the ballroom is
reached, so that groups stopping to chat
before will not impede the progress of
others.
Plan Spring Floor

A

promenade twelve

feet

surraised

rounds the dance floor, and is
above it eight inches by two broad steps.
Above the promenade are mezzanine
boxes, twelve feet wide and twelve feet
deep.
The entire dancing floor is visible
from any seat in any of the boxes.
The dance floor is specially designed
to lessen fatigue.
It is a spring floor,
with a concrete base, on which are laid
wooden sleepers running both ways. On
these sleepers is a layer of resilient felt,
on which is laid the maple strips that give

the

Following are
spective teams:

smooth dancing surface.

A

truss construction roof permits of a
three-domed ceiling, forty feet high in
the center, which is expected to prevent
any echo and carry the music evenly to
all parts of the room.
Lighting is both
direct and indirect.

Will

The

Open

in Fall

cooling plant will be equivalent to the melting of 125 tons of ice
every twenty-four hours, and will make
it possible to keep the temperature of the
room twenty degrees below that of the
air

outside

air.

remove

all

A

ANDREW KARZAS
mammoth
ment
and

who

motor-driven washer will
dust from the air, and dry it,

the

far

only three ex-

adding a
dance pavilion to his amuseis

enterprises.

furnish 40,000 cubic feet to the
ballroom and 15,000 cubic feet to the corThe
ridors and lobbies every minute.
air will enter through grills at the ceiling and be drawn out through thirty
vents at the floor.
Exterior work on the building is comwill

pleted.

Ascher Circuit
H. M. Rouda, manager of AschLane Court theatre, on Chicago's North Side, has completed
an interesting cycle of service for
er's

Rouda started to work
for Ascher Brothers on July 29,
In May of
1918, at Lane Court.
the following year he was transferred to the Midway at Rockford,
but was recalled to Chicago
111.,
seven months later to take charge
the firm.

of the Adelphi.

In May, 1920, Rouda' was sent to
Milwaukee as manager of Ascher's
Merrill, and went to Dayton ten
months later to take charge of the
Auditorium. When Ascher Brothers sold that house, Rouda remained
as manager until last month, when
he heard the call of Chicago and
returned to the Lane Court to start

Rouda has two
over again.
sons whom he hopes to break in as

all

theatre managers under the Ascher
banner.

lineups of the re-

Universal
Smith

Paramount

First National

IB

Bolle

Wooden- Washburn

C

Collins

Wopley

Hopp-Mike-Al

P Astrachan Given
2B Alberts
Watts
SS Hopp
Rowe
3B Eisenberg Busch

Rouda Back With
wide

Thus

Park.

— Universal, Paramount and First
National — have organized teams.

changes

W.

ten stores. There are four ticket offices,
so that four lines of persons may move
forward at once. The check-rooms just
beyond the ticket offices are so located
that those who have deposited their wraps
may pass on to the stairs without interfering with those coming forward.

full

to steal

3,000

and George L. Rapp, well known
Chicago architects, designed the building
after an inspection tour with Mr. Karzas
of the most noted dancing palaces in the
United States.
The space for entrance and exit, cloakrooms and rest-rooms on the first floor is
almost as great as that devoted to the

being waged along

and Ondracek's daring attempt
home.
"League" games are played at Wash-

bases

dancers.
C.

is

for

The outstanding features of the first
game were Given's home run with the

Cottage Grove avenue and Sixty-second
Ten stores designed for smart
street.
shops are located on the first floor, and
the second and third floors are given
over to the ballroom, which is 100 by 170
will

row

supremacy on the diamond.
In the clash between the embryo Babe
Ruths from Paramount and the budding
Ty Cobbs from Universal, the former
walked away with the honors, 18 to 8 at a
West side park last Saturday afternoon.

embark this
new amusement venture with a

and

battle royal

film

tion pictures, will

feet

Row

Swing on

CF Weiss
LF Phillips
RF Denton

Schwartz-Bond-Igel
Lazarus-Katz
Brichetto
Schaeffer

Ondracek

Dunas

Lindberg

Sears

Fannon-Hayman Brumberg

The three teams have issued a challenge to all exchanges on the row. Let's
go.

Gets "IPs" Goat
For purposes of exploiting "Foolish
Wives" the Chicago Universal exchange
recently needed a goat. Tommy Guinan,
brother of the famous Texas Guinan, film
star,

was,

therefore,

dispatched

to

find

one of appropriate color and

size,

and

Tommy

soon

per-

being quite

a

linguist

suaded an Italian, owning seven children,
four dogs, two goats and three kids, to
part with one of the kids for a considera-

upon the distinct understanding that
was to be returned in good condition,
save for the usual wear and tear.
The goat answered every purpose, and
tion,
it

he soon became quite adept at exploiting
He had as
the big Universal feature.
an assistant a pretty girl, half of a sister

team who lately appeared in vaudeville.
At the conclusion of the engagement in
Champaign, 111., where the woman and
the goat put up at the best hotels and
were entertained royally by the college
students, the two returned to Chicago.
Then Tommy tried to get the goat, but
She had become atthe lady said no.
•

tached to it. Had her picture taken with
And would
it and was going to keep it.
you believe it, it took two strong-arm
men from city hall to wrest the kid from
the arms of Mary. Now she says she's
going to collect $25 from Universal for
shampooing and manicuring the goat one
week.

\

:
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Star and Scenes in

Suzanna
Mack

Sennett's Latest Corned
First National

For

Another scene lending Spanish atmosphere to
"Suzanna"

Star dressed as a Spanish belle

Mabel Normand

in

Peon Costume

Wallace

held conferences last week at the
Paramount exchange with Sidney R.
Kent, general manager of distribution.

local

|

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

l

i
i

Another home

office executive gave the
a how'd'do last week between trains.
was W. B. Frank, sales manager of

Row
It

you know somebody is going
to make an attempt to walk away with the
First thing

Shakespeare theatre

at

940 East 43rd

hearty as he did before the rush.
* * *

the reprobate rifled the telephone box

tor

But here comes

the sad part of the tale.
Last week the
"bird" tried it again and relieved the safe
of $500 and a full box of cigars belonging
to Julius Lamm.
* * *

While on the subject of robberies and
cigars, Julius, in bemoaning the fact that
the mean bandits lifted his box of cigars

Oss(ifer) Florixe and Chick Keppler
over at Pathe are weeping real tears. Also,
they are wearing out a few auto tires.
Everybody on the city sales staff but the
two mourners, is vacationing -catching
bass, tearing up the roads, taking an annual bath in Lake Michigan, etc. F'rinstance

—

*

*

*

Percy Havill is gallivanting around
some place up in Michigan. That's a much
misued state during the hot weather.
*

*

*

lying nearby, made the
mentioning that he had just rebox from some Florida concern.
those propositions where you
five and return the remainder if they

Then there's R. V. Nolan. He hurried
away without leaving his address. He was

Up "piped" Bill Sweeney,
admonishing anybody and everybody (present company included) who would send to
Florida for cigars. It must have hit home
for John Silha ducked.

with vacations a habit over at Pathe,
Cashier Marshall thought he might as
He
well jump the job for a few days.
toured Wisconsin.

instead of
mistake of
ceived the
(One of

smoke

others

don't set well.)

*

*

Associated Exhibitors.
Xew York.

He was

en route

to

street,

Brunhild & Young house. Twice the
house has been burglarized. The first time
a

Sunday School money.

ground well and looks just as hale and

*

"Pop" Plough, Big Chief F. B. O. at the
local exchange, had his hands full last week
managing his own staff in addition to all of
those home office executives and district
managers from other territories, who were
in Chicago officially launching Film Book"Pop" stood his
ing Offices of America.

Oss(ifer) or Chicago might break
which would cut short his vacation.

afraid
a leg

*

*

*

Joe Lyon of the local Fox staff has gone
vacationing with his general manager, Mrs.
The Fox salesman has one of those
Joe.
so-called Hups in which to enjoy his few
days off.
Be careful, Joe, that the Zion
City constable doesn't see you stepping on
high.
*

*

*

*

Monahan, who was wellthe exhibitors here, was
found dead in the auditorium of Aschers'

in the city.

known

Air.

among

Crown Theatre

last

*

District

Wednesday.
*

*

Manager Givens and Manager

*

the betting.

Our

advice

is,

take along a

few blank checks the next time.

And

Chicago exhibitors were shocked to hear
of the death last week of Joseph Monahan, probably one of the oldest doormen

*

Those Chin Chin kids, Chub Florine and
Hank Peters, had the low down on prize
fights slipped to them over in Michigan
City. Of course, it was the first fistic battle
they had ever attended and their "idear"
was that three cartwheels would get them
ringside seats. It didn't and the Chin Chin
promoters were compelled to go lightly on

*

*

*

Maurice Salkin, of

the Owl theatre,
operated on only a few days ago,
reported to be recovering rapidly. Atta
boy, Maurice.

who was

is

*

*

*

Herbert W. Given, district manager for
Paramount, announces the advent of Herb-

W.

Herb declares that the
the "finest ever" and that he
arrived just in time to see the greatest lineup of pictures ever published under the
banner of Paramount.
ert

Given, Jr.

new member

is

•

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

C. B. C.

The Victim,

State Rifkti Pr§ductiemt

Marriage

The

Bargain,

H inter.

five

Mary

reel*,

The Logger! of Hell-Roarin' Mountain,

Mile*

five

reel*,

Helen Ho Ices.
Silent Shelby, fire reels, with

Frank Borzage.

Talmadge re-isue.)
The Heart of the North,

(Chester

Bennett

Prod.),

Daring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reel*.
Jan of the Big Snow* (Jas. Oliver Curwood
Prod.), five reels.

Buster

Prod.),

(Tuttle-Waller

Roy
Roy

Stewart.
Stewart.

The
The

EQUITY PICTURES

«ix

five reels,

From

Straight
hall

Bluebeard

Livingston Prod.), five reel*.
Truth (Marion Fairfax Prod.), six

Jr. (Jas.

The Lying

It,

Where

is

five reels,

My

The Deuce of Spades,
The Primitive Lover,

six reels, Charles Ray.
six reels, Constance
madge.
The Half-Breed (Morosco). 5.484 feet.
Slippy McGee (Morosco), six reels.

Dangerous Toy*, seven reels, with
Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

Tal-

all-star cast.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

six reels,

Over the

A
A

What No Man Knows, Clara Kimball Young.
The Worldly Madonna, Clara Kimball Young.

eleven reel*.

Hill,

Virgin Paradise, eight reds.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur** Comrt, eigai
reels.

five

reels.

Home (Pyramid

Kentucky

Old

Picture*),

seven reels.

Law and

God'* (Finis Fox), six reel*.
Man's
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer), five reel*.
The Pillager* (Louis Wm. Chaudet), «even reel*.
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle), six reel*.
Shattered Idols, seven reels (Frothingham Prod.)

The

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Heart Specialist (Mary Mile* Minter — Real-

art), 5,000 feet

—

Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies Cosmopolitan).
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4), 3,825

The Green Temptation

(Betty

ARROW FILM
Girl

from Porcupine,

Binney.
God's Country

and

the

CORP.

five

Law,

reel*,

six

feet.

Find the
Fair*

with

reels,

Gladys

Woman,

six reels, Grace Davison.
Yankee Go Getter, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Dangerous Paths, five reels. Neva Gerber.
Price of Youth, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room, eight reels, John

A

Lowell.

The Innocent Cheat,

six reels,

Roy

Stewart.

Chain Lightning, five reels, Ann Little.
A Motion to Adjourn, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Marjorie Daw.
Back to Yellow Jacket, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham.
The Broken Silence, six reels, Zena Keefe.
The Splendid Lie, six reels, Grace Davison.
The Double-O, five reels, Jack Hoxie.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Day*, tea reel*.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Patke Ei change
Sin of M*rtha Queed, all star cast, aix reel*.

The
Marry the Poor

(Cosmopolitan), 5,144 feet
feet.

Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille-Ayres-Holt),
5,600 feet.

Leslie.

Love, Hate and a

Woman

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton), 4.698 feet.
The Sleepwalker (Constance Binney), 4.530

Girl,
reels.

Mr. and Mr*. Carter De-

Haven, six
Sailor-Made Man, Harold Lloyd, four reel*.
The Unfoldment, special cast, six reel*.
Handle with Care, all star cast, five reel*.

A

The Devil's Pawn (Pola Neeri), 4,712 feet.
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton),

4,942

feet.

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley), 5,243
The Spanish Jade (Robertson Prod.), 5111

feet.
feet.
Is Matrimonv a Failure? (All-Star), 5.612 feet.
feet.
7753
(Cosmopolitan),
Provider
Good
The
Beyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson). 6740 feet.
The Wife Trap (U. F. A. Prod.), 5207 feet.
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.), 6536 feet.
North of Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels), 4770 feet.

The Man from Home (Geo. Fitzmaurice), 6895
feet.

The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres), 5000 feet.
The Bachelor Daddy (Thos. Meighan), 6229

feet.

Across the Continent, six reels, Wallace Reid.
Over the Border, seven reels (Stanlaws-Compson
Prod.).

The Woman

Who Walked

,

.

...

,

Alone, six reels (Mel-

Our Leading Citizen, seven reels, Thos. Meighan.
The Eves of the Mummy, four reels, Pola Negri.
The Man Unconquerable, six reels, Jack Holt.
For the Defense,

five

The Greatest Truth,
South of Suva,
Borderland, six

reels.

Ethel Clayton.

six reels.

Mia May.

five reels, Mary Miles
reels, Agnes Ayres.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

When

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-A»»o.

Leah Baird.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,

INC.

—
—

Oct. 9
Oct. 23

Across the Divide, six reels.
Tropical Love, five reel*.
Nov. 13— Father Tom, five reel*.
Nov. 20—Anne of Little Smoky, five reels.

Dec. 4—The Ruse of the Rattler, five reel*.
Jan. 15 Reckless Chances, five reels.
Feb. 26 Hills of Missing Men, six reels.
Apr. 2 Sunshine Harbor, six reels.
Apr. 16— A Pasteboard Crown, six reels.
Apr. 23 Lonesome Corners, five reels.
May 7 Tracks, six reels.

—

—
—
—
—

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Crossing Trail*, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reel*, with Mary Anderson.

Perjury, 7,400

WILLIAM

FARMS

*ix reel*.

PEARL WHITE SER1EI
Any

Wife, five reels.

The Broadway Peacock,

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).

The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
(Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
Hail the
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Pollv of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.

Woman

Her'Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDpnaJd.
The Song of Life, seven reels (J oho M. St* hi

Kindred of the Dust (R_ A. W*l*h Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Red Hot Romance, six reels (Emerson-Loos).
Penrod, eight

The Cave

reel*,
five

Girl,

Wedey
reels.

Barry.

fivt

reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
The Night Horseman, five reels.
The Rough Diamond, five reels.
Trailin',

five reel*.
five reel*.
five reel*.

Sky High,

Chasing the Moon,
Up and Going, five

The Fighting

reels.

Streak, five reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blosaoma, five

The Roof

reels.

Tree, five reels.

Strength of the Pine*, five
Money to Burn, five reels.

reel*.

SHIRLET MASON SEHIKI
Jackie, five reels.
Little Mia* Sunshine, five red*.
Ragged Heiress, five reels.

Very Truly Yours,

five reels.

DCS TIN FARXTJM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reds.
The Devil Within, *ix red*.
Iron to Gold, five red*.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To

* Finish, five reels.
»

Riding with Death, five red*.
Pardon My Nerve, five reels.
Western Speed, five reels.

Frivolou* Wives, six reel*.

FIRST NATIONAL

IERI1I

Hi* Greatest Sacrifice, aix reel*.
A Stage Romance, 6,418 feet.
Shackles of Gold, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reds.

The Married Virgin,

the Devil Drives, five reels,

reels.
feet.
feet.
Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail, seven reel*.
Queen of Sheba. ten reelsArabian Love, seven reels.
Monte Cristo, eight reels.

Shame, 8.200

Minter.

Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor), »ix reel*.
Don't Donbt Your Wife (Leah Baird), five reels.
Lady Godiva, aix reel*.
Silaa Marner, seven reel*, All-Star.
The Real Adventure, five reels, Florence Vidor.
I

Thunderclap, seven

6165

Compson).

feet

Through a Glas* Window (May McAvoy). 4,490

The

Katherine MacDonald.
Married, seven reels, Anita

six reels.

Woman He

with Clara Kimball Young.

Wandering Boy Tonight?

reel*.

SUters (International Film), seven reels.
Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.),

The Hidden

My

Infidel,

Stewart.

Young.

Charge

Richard Barthelmess.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reel*, with Clara Kim-

Pari*,

Cullen Landis.

reels.

six reels.

Question of Honor, six reels, Anita Stewart.
Gas. Oil and Water, five reels, Charles Ray.
Smilin' Through, eight reels, Norma Talmadge.

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nib*, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Hush,

Cradle

five reel*,

A

(Norma

reel

five

reel*.

The

five

Life's Greatest Question, six reels,

five reels.

Alaska

Eater, seven reels, John Barrymore.
Caberia, nine reels, Special.
My Boy, five reels, Jackie Coogan.

The Seventh Day,

Banferous Love, five reel*.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

Cardigan (Messmore Kendall Prod.), seven reel*.
Jangle AdTentures (Johnson-Exceptional Prod.),
of

The Lotus

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.

Belle

FILM SALES

aix reel*.

Gleam

o'

JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Dawn, 4,171 feet,
28TH CENTURY BRAND

(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).

(MurphyWalker).
Jolt.
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five red*.
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy), five red*.

The

WID GUNNING,

INC.

from Ged'i Country, seven reds, NeU Shipman.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reel*, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reel*, Lucy Doraine.
Bear, Boy and Dog. twe reel*.
Girl

Puppy Day*. 958 feet
Robinson Crusoe Hours.

tM

feet

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
Foolish Monte Carlo.
The Bootleggers.
The Love Nest
Don't Blame Your Children.

Mr*. Dane's Confession.
The Blue Mounta-'n Mystery.
Ace of Hearts, seven reds.
Dollar Devils.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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GOLDWYN PICTURES
Dangerous Curve Ahead,
The Grim Comedian, six

CORP.

six reels.

(Rita

reels.

Weiman.)

Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. ({Catherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.
Theodora, special cast, eight reels.
The Glorious Fool, six reels.
Man with Two Mothers, five reels, Mary Alden.
His Back Against the Wall, five reels, Raymond
Hatton.

Watch Your Step, six reels.
Grand Larceny, six reels.
Watch Your Step, five reels, Landis and Patsy
Miller.

Come On

Over, six reels, Colleen Moore.
Fair in Love, six reels, Betty Compson.
Head Over Heels, five reels, Mabel Normand.
When Romance Rides, six reels (Benj. Hampton).
All's

six

GEORGE

Lantern,

o'

reels,

six

cist

jill-stsr

The Veiled Woman,

Marguerite Snow.

six reels,

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
The Mysterious Rider,
Robert McKim.

BENJAMIN

six

INC.
Adams-

Claire

reels,

Adams.

Claire

six reels,

Power

East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cait.
All Star Cast.
Jane Eyre, seven reels, Mabel Ballin.
Other Women's Clothes, six reels, Mabel Ballin

and Raymond Bloomer.
Married People, six reels, Mabel

Ballin.

WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Thomas

reels,

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS,

Jefferson.

INC.

God's Crucible, six reels, Gaston Glass.
of the Royal Mounted, six reels, Gaston
Glass and Vivienne Osborn.

Cameron

HOI THE PRODUCTIONS

TILFORD CINEMA STUDIOS

When Dawn Came,

six reels, Gareth
Hughes.
Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
20— The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

_

1

— Seeing's

Lake.
Bert

reels,
•

Believing, six reels. Viola Dana.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Madame
Billions,

Shadows

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova
reels, with Nazimova

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
Mae Murray.

Fascination,

reels,
eight reels, Mae

MILLER BROS.

RANCH

of the Buffalo, six reels.
Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

INC.

Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
reels,

Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE,
JESSE

D.

reels,

with

Mahlon Hamil

Her Unwilling Husband,
Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

five

with

Blanche

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

When We

B. Warner.

&

S.

Dean.
reels. Harry Carey.
Wild Honey, six reels, Priscilla Dean.
Foolish Wives, 10 reels, Erich von Stroheim.
Man to Man, six reels, Harry Carey.
The Trap, seven reels, Lon Chaney.

The Fox, seven

VITAGRAPH
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

LEWIS

J.

Street, five reels.

Restless Souls, five reels.

A

to

You,

Divorce Coupons,

reels,

reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN

with

Bill*

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Why Announce Your Marriage? five reels.
Reckless Youth, five
Evidence, five reels.

reels.

Girl's Desire, five reels.

No

Defense, five reels.

The

Silent

stunt novelty.

reels,

five

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

A

five

reels.

Virgin's Sacrifice, five reels.

ENTERPRISES

E.

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jsss, two

reels.

Vow,

five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Gypsy Passion,

six reels.

The Sheik's Wife, six reels.
Too Much Business, seven

My

Wild

reels.

Irish Rose, seven reels.

The Ladder Jinx, six reels.
The Ninety and Nine, seven

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

reels.

WARNER PICTURES

Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.
Prophet's Paradise, five reels.

Why

Channing of the Northwest,
John Smith, five reels.

School Days, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Your Best Friend, Vera Gordon, seven reels.
Ashamed of Parents, all-star cast, six reels.
Parted Curtains, Henry B. Walthall and Mary
Alden, six reels.

five reels.

five reels.

A

Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

A Wide Open Town,
The

five reels.

Ambition,

Who Am

His.

reels, a

Riches, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Heroes of the Street, Wesley Barry, seven

reels.

Brass.

six

reels,

with

Conwa)

six

reels,

with

Williazr

Tearle.

Fsversham
Red Foam six

Dangerous Adventure, Grace Darmond, seven

Little

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
of

Leave Home, Anna Q. Nilsson, seven

reels.
to

Rags

Referee, five reels.

The Road

Girls

reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
The

The Sin That Was

ton.
reels,

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
Conflict, six reels, Priscilla

The Rainbow, five reels.
The Little Minister, six reels.
The Angel of Crooked Street, five
The Girl in His Room, five reels.

feet.

5,000 feet
Riders, 5,000 feet
Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet.

It

five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
five reels, Gladys Walton.

Silent North, five reels Frank Mayo.
of Nights, five reels, Marie Prevost

Received Payment, five
Island Wives, five reels.

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

INC.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven

Out of the
Her Night

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

Bucking the Tiger,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,
six

with Helen Gibson

reels,

David and Jonathan, 4,800

Days

Welcome
Shadows
The Lotus Blossom,

five

The

Murray.

101

The Trouper,

Lucky Carson, five reels.
The Man from Downing

Her Story,
The Night

Nazimova

Peacock Alley, eight

The Black Bag,

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES

six

Camille, six reels, with

reissue).

Wonderful Wife, five reels, Miss du Pont
Who Married His Own Wife, five reels,
Frank Mayo.
Second Hand Rose, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Kissed, five reels, Marie Prevost
Step on It, five reels, Hoot Gibson.

The Man

Dana.

six reels, Viola

Lytell.

May

(Norman Dawn

reels

five

son.

6—The

Lytell.

That

Decision,

Girl's

23— Little Eva Ascends,

six

linson.

A

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

INC.

METRO SPECIALS

six reels,

Prevost.

Prod.).

INC.

2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special.
9— Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.

Apr.
Apr. 17

Wolf,

Frank Mayo.

The Bear Cat, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
The Man Under Cover, fie reels, Herbert Raw-

Sessue Hayakawa.

five reels,
five reels,

to Earth, five reels,

The Wise Kid, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Dangerous Little Demon, five reels. Marie

and Ed Coxen.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

Glass Houses,
—
Alice
— Kisses,Face Between,
—The

Doll's House, seven reels, Nazimova.
Passion, seven reels, George Arliss.
Fair Lady, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Orphans of the Storm, twelve reels (D. W. Grif-

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS

The Fatal Marriage, five reels (Gish-Reid
The Understudy, five reels. Doris May.

A

five reels, with Diana Allen.
Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

6
3

banks.

The Ruling

Tracked

erick.

of Pride, five reels.

VICTOR KREMER.

A

fith).

L

When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

Mar.

Disraeli, seven reels, George Arliss.
I Accuse, eight reels (Abel Gance production).
Iron Trail, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.
The Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fair-

Special Cast.
Billy Jim, five reels. Fred Stone.
The Call of Home, six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prod).
Beyond the Rainbow, six reels,
Gasmer
J.
Prod.
Boy Crazy, six reels. Doris May.
The Vermilion Pencil, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.
Queen O' the Turf, five reels, special cast.
The First Woman, five reels, Mildred Harris.
Gay and Devilish, five reels, Doris May.
Sheik of Araby, six reels, H. B. Warner revival.
The Glory of Clementina, six reels, Pauline Fred-

Man and Woman,

Feb.
Feb.

Carnival, six reels (Harley Knoles production).
Way Down East, eleven reels (D. W. Griffith).

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

of the

Street nine reels (D. W. Griffith).
the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-

ford.

Our

The Son

SEELING PROD.

Through

six

Days to Live,
Men Forget,

R.

in a Million, three reels.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Dream

RAINBOW FILM CORP.

Marjorie Seaman.

JANS PICTURES,

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

(Achievement

reels.

reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.
Squire Phinn, five reels.
Welcome to
City, five reels.
Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.
The
Paid, five reels.
Irving Cummings Series, two reels.
Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

BERG-KAHLERT PRODUCTIONS

The Amazing

six

The Call from the Wild.
The Fatal 30.
The Able Minded Lady.
The Girl from Rocky Point.
The Forest King.

Slim. Shoulders, six reels, Irene Castle.

Wings

The Man

Colleen of the Pines (Chester Bennett Prod.).
My Dad, six reels, with Johnnie Walker.
Up and at 'Em, five reels, Doris May.

French Heels, six reels, Irene Castle.
No Trespassing, six reels, Irene Castle.

reels,

Within,

PACIFIC FILM CO.

Why

The Journey's End,

Free Air, six

CHAS.
Beck

Films.)
of the North, six reels (Freres).

Five

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

Rip Van Winkle, seven

F.

Nanook

A Certain Rich Man, six reels, Claire Adams.
Heart's Haven, six reels. Claire Adams.
The Grey Dawn,

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featnra.

Prod.)

The

Women,

Fickle

INC.

(Arthur

reels.

Man Who

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B.

six

Neal Hart.

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

D. N.

with Geo. B. Seita

six reels,

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
Line,

Tangled Trails, five

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

The Heart

Brunette

six reels, with Fritzi

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

Marguerite

reels,

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
RENCO FILM COMPANY
Lavender and Old Lace,
Snow.
At the Sign of the Jack

July 22, 1922

Ralph Ince Special.

I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit.
(All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)
Reported Missing, seven reels.

Main Street.
The Beautiful and Damned.
Little Church Around the Corner.

WESTERN PICTURES

CORP.

five reels, AUene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, AUene Say.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels, Allene Ray.

Honeymoon Ranch,

it

Withdraw rrom Hoy System
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Big Hit Everywhere!
The

latest

Cleveland.

was at Loew's State in
Read what the critics say:

"What 'The Tavern' was to the stage, so is this picture
typiKeen satire and fitting burlesque.
to the films.
cal Sennett cast which will let you realize partly how much
fun you are in for." Cleveland Plain Dealer

I?

A

"Six reels of fun that maintain the interest throughout.
melodrama also that gallops and races. Well worth
Cleveland Press.
the evening."
It's

"Real melodrama that contains romance, thrills, drama
and comedy enacted by an imposing cast."— Cleveland Xews.

Mack
latest in

Sennett's
comedy-melodrama

- CROSSROADS - NEW YORK
Directed by F. Richard Jones

Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.
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Think What Ringling Bros. Would Do-

—with a

colossal, thrilling

show

any great showman would do
circus

sode

—

is

it's

Book

it

this!

— then go

thrilling, magnificent,

a feature.

like

and go

to

it!

stupendous!
to

it

Think what
Bill

it

like a

Each

as strong as

epi-

you can!

Cod laemmU
will soon present

Starring

ARTACORD
An

whirlwind of spectacular and
WEST
thtf limp events m the history of the

amazing

OLD

The greatest and costliest chapter play ever screened
DIRECTED BY

EdwvrdLaemmie
Produced by

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Read This

films

HEAD andThey

shoulders above the average short feaall acclaim them.
They all book and
boost them. Thev all see in them the
CLASS of novelty reels." They all see in them PATRONAGE BUILDERS that never fail to add a touch of de luxe
ture!

ABSOLUTE

to a

show.

—

Summertime is the time of tours and tourists The
thoughts of millions turn to foreign climes The strange
places of the world that Hy Mayer pictures so skilfully
and so entertainingly in the greatest novelty reel ever
Give your show that atmosphere of class and
created.
learn as thousands of exhibitors are now learning that

—

"Travelaughs" Bring the Cash to

DISTRIBUTED BY

All

Box

Offices

N07 OF THIS REMARKABLE SERIES
SUCH IS LIFE

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
IN MUNICH
EVERYWHERE
MAIN OFFICES 723 7TH AVENUE, NEW YORK— EXCHANGES

I

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Released in August!

July 29, 1922

-^WKli

iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiHilllVliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
\\\my

Most

talked of and greatest box office
sensation ever released; the million dollar
Super-Jewel which has established a world's
record in attendance figures

iiuiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiHHniiK^At!
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiii" |V.«iv^A

WBSk

r
Released in October!

Wi v

A

story the whole world loves made into a
picture with the heart appeal supreme with

an

Backed by National Advertising
in The Saturday Evening Post
bi)

es!

star cast

headed by

HOUSE PETERS

and with

MUMAN

SSSSSKi

••••i»»>:

HEARTS

Released in September !

EDITH HALLOR, RUSSELL SIMPSON AND OTHERS
from the famous stage play by Hal Reid
Directed by King Baggot

s:sr

F

all

THE YEAR'S BIGGEST PICTURE

Backed by National Advertising
in The Saturday
Evening Post

MOUSE PETERS
VIRGINIA VALLI
MATT MOORE m
-

SiiuaiMiaiiiiiiMilllllMHaiillliBMiivJ
•••••••niiiiilM*

II

1

•••iliiiiiiiimimiiMiiBiitiiiiiii

^•••••••MiMiir--

From George Broadhurst's sensational
success of

Langdon McCormick's

stage

great play.

Directed by Reginald Barker

Backed by National Advertising
in The Saturday
Evening Post

TheFn

,a(illliaj||

•man

IIIIIIIMII
_
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Picture

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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THE GREATEST RACING PICTURE
OF THE AGE'

N AID DEN MY
THE KENTUCKY

DERBY
And

mm

PRISCILLA

a Superb Cast

A thrilling screen version of Chas. T. Dazey's
stage sensation

"The Suburban"

Directed by King Baggot

Backed by National Advertising
in The Saturday
Evening Post

Daughter of the Regimost magnificent role of her

as "Cigarette" the

ment

in the

.-^iS

career in

it

!

!f\f £5 T\\
From

!f\

rt k

J

the immortal novel by Ouida

Tod Browning
Backed by National Advertising
Directed by

in

Released in January!
Booth Tarkmgton's-best seller which millions
have read and enjoyed made into a great
picture with

The Saturday
Evening Pt

supported by Helen Jerome
superb cast in

Eddy and

a

A STIRRING ROMANCE OF THE^AD-

JB—
linn
4ii

mini

met
•

VENTURES OF AN AMERICAN GIRL
Directed by Hobart Henley

Backed by National Advertising
in The Saturday Evening Post

iMiMliiMllffllllk
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ESUVIUS has been photograpt
from the

air

and from a

distai

^INTERNATIONAL
them

all

one better, takes you

g<-

to

ij

very mouth of the raging infernowhere the molten stone moves under
cameraman's feet and where the mig
crater belches deadly gas and fire c
the very lens of the camera!

e

y

i

with molten rock

Actwl

moving under
his feet-v

Enlevement,

Look at

DANTE RIVER, MOLTEN STONE HOTTER

THAN ANY EARTHLY

these
Pictures!t

the

These closeups of the world's greatest volcano
probably never

from

FIRE

will

be duplicated

—A ND EXHIBI

Film

THE CRATER'S EDGE,
VOMITING MOLTEN ROCKS AND DEAQtY CASE

WHO SHOW INTERNATIONAL NEWS
REGULARLY GET IT ALL AT NO EXTRA COST

TORS

RELEASED THRU

UN VERSA.
I

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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SHE

MIRRO.P

INTENSELY interesting and so entirely different
SOfrom
anything you've ever run before that
it

will

stand out on any program. Original pictures of
great historical events from twenty to twenty-five years
ago, released in a series of twelve one-reel subjects bal-

anced with animated cartoons. The first of the series deals
with the inauguration of President McKinley, showing intimate views of the martyred president and his predecesAlso slow motion pictures of the
sor, Grover Cleveland.
Denishawn dancers and the "Terryscope," something
new in cartoons. A novelty that's a great big hit book
it and make a hit with your patrons

—

MADE BY

4^

%teriutfimu!m
ELEASED THRU

UNIVERSAL

—— ——

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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THE MONEY MAKING
PREPAREDNESS CALENDAR

AUGUS

1Q22°

T

»

1Q22

SUPER-SPECIAL PICTURES
Release

Aug. 20

The Fast Mail

Aug. 27

Silver Wings, with

Aug. 13

Aug. 20
Aug. 20

Aug. 27
Aug. 27

Aug. 20
Aug. 20
Aug. 20

Aug. 20
Aug. 27

MARY CARR

STAB PRODUCTIONS
DUSTIN FARNUM in Oathbound
TOM MIX in Romance Land
SHIRLEY MASON in The New Teacher
WILLIAM FARNUM in Moonshine J' alley
JOHN GILBERT in Honor First
COMEDIES

LUPINO LANE in The Reporter
THE LEE KIDS in A Pair of Aces
SUNSHINE COMEDY Splitting Hairs
MI TT AND JEFF Falls Ahead
CLYDE COOK in The Eskimo
FOX NEWS— Twice a Week

SEPTEAVDER ®lQ22

1Q22®

SUPER-SPECIAL PICTURES
Release
Sept.

3

Sept. 10
Sept. 17

Sept.

3

Sept. 10

Sept.

3

Sept.

3

Sept.

3

Sept. 17
Sept.

17

MONTE CRISTO
A FOOL THERE WAS
NERO
STAR PRODUCTIONS
CHARLES JONES in West of
WILLIAM RUSSELL in The
COMEDIES

Chicago

Crusader

ST. JOHN in All Wet
THE LEE KIDS in Kids and Skids
MUTT AND JEFF Court Plastered
SUNSHINE COMEDY The Tin Bronco
MUTT AND JEFF Nearing the End

AL

FOX NEWS— Twice

a

Week

J

—

—

— ——

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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BOX OFFICE PREPAREDNESS
"William

Fox presents

have crowded the

this superb super-series of proven Box-Office winners that

special

New York

City Theatres in which they have

been shoivn

The livest, speediest, highest-class super-melodrama ever
made a wonderful proven money-making first-run attrac-

—

It thrilled

tion.

New

and packed the great Strand Theatre of

York.

"The

Released August 20th

AT.

best out and out thriller
Y. Sun.

One

of

the

—

seen in a long time."

most successful Box-Office attractions eyer

developed a superb picture of motherhood and charm
now playing to crowds in the Apollo Theatre, Broadway
and 12nd Street, New York City.
Released

August

"The

cleanest, finest picture
delphia Public Ledger.

27th

I

have ever seen."

Phila-

Played to
Tested and proven Box-Office money maker.
crowded houses in Boston, Denver and Los Angeles it is
destined to be an even greater standard of success than its
fortune-making stage play.
"See 'Monte Cristo' if you have to mortgage the old homeDenver Times.
stead."

—

Released September 3rd

—

Kipling's writings
Inspired by Kipling's famous poem
have made him and his publishers enormously wealthy
he is the most successful living writer to popular taste in
a wonderful picture and a wonderful Boxthe world

A

FOOL
THERE WAS

—

Money-maker.

Office

Opens

Released September 10th

at

Mark Strand

Theatre,

New

York, July

16.

ia
knows of Nero and his
churchgoer,
Every family every
gorgeous, dissolute, Christian-burning, barbaric reign, and
it is the pageant sensaof his calloused burning of Rome
and is still
tion of New York's summer where it has filled
the Lyric Theatre, 42nd Street and Broadway,
filling
-

—

—

—

—

New

York.

Released September 17th

"It

Lights of

is

My Friend

New York

'

lower
crust
one of those sure-fire pack-'em-in
profit makers that every exhibitor always

York!

—

asks for

i

From

its

upper

to

The Devil

Released November 19th

A

Released October 8th

New

N. Y. Evening World.

indeed a super-film."

masterful

itor's

box

office.

!

A

Little Child Shall

Lead Them

Released October 15th

A

golden story of golden childhood that has

won golden opinions from every high-priced

—

story

superbly

directed

that

about
starts audiences to telling their friends
it— the best kind of business for an exhib-

its

expert a golden opportunity
returns for every box-office.

with

golden
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These are the Forty-one New Paramount Pictures
you should ask your theatre manager to book
WALLACE REID
in

The Hamilton

A

THOMAS MEIGHAN
You

Believe

by Pcrley Poore Sheehan
Directed by Tom Forman

with Theodore Roberts

Raymond Hatton

New

Wanda Hawley and Milton

with

A

York'

"THE LOVES OF PHARAOH"
ith

William deMille Production

Bebe Daniels,
Conrad Nagel and Julia Faye

From

the play by Rachel Crothers
Scenario by Clara Beranger

in "Blood and Sand"
A Fred Niblo Production
Supported by Lila Lee and Nita Naldi
the novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez and the play
by Tom Cushing
Adaptation by June Mathis

By

with Dorothy Dalton

Lcwh

Adapted by Albert S. LeVino
"The Parson of Panamin'."
Directed by Joseph Henabery

the novel

A

THOMAS MEIGHAN

in

"The

Impossible Mrs. Bellew"

A Sam Wood

Production

by David

Adaptation by Jeanie Macpherson

Lisle

Adaptation by Percy Heath

fiictur&s
show

Cosmopolitan Production

RODOLPH VALENTINO
in

"A

in

town

Spanish Cavalier"

Based on the play "Don Carsar De Basan"
by Adolph D. Ennery and P. F. P. Dumanior
Scenario by June Mathis

ALICE BRADY
in

Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson
the novel by Alice Duer Miller

York'

JACK HOLT

William deMille Production

GLORIA SWANSON

New

in "Making a Man"
a Peter B. Kyne Special
Directed by Joseph Henabery
Adaptation by Albert Shelby LeVino

"CLARENCE"

From

best

A

"The Young Rajah"

with Wallace Reid, Agnes Ayres and May McAvoy
Adaptation by Clara Beranger

De MILLE'S

Old

by Rida Johnson Young
Directed by Frank Borzage

ALICE BRADY

"Manslaughter"

the

MARION DAVIES
in "Little

in "Anna Ascends"
Directed by Joseph Henabery

"While Satan Sleeps"
A Peter B. Kyne Special

s

Directed by James Cruze

Adapted from the play by Alethea Luce and novel
"Amos Judd"
by John Ames Mitchell
Directed by Philip E. Rosen
Adaptation by June Mathis

Hum

in "Thirty Days"
Thomas and Clayton Hamilton

A. E.

RODOLPH VALENTINO

JACK HOLT

with

WALLACE REID
by

Supported by Mitchell Lewis
by Edward Sheldon
Irvin V. Willat Production

in

An Irvin V. Willat Production
Supported by David Powell and Mitchell
by J. E. Nash
Adaptation by J. E. Nash and Philip

with Betty Compson and Bert Lytell

An

Cosmopolitan Production

Fitzmaurize Production

"KICK IN"

with Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt

by James Oliver Curwood
Directed by Frank Borzage

Daughter of Luxury"

Adaptation by Beulah Marie Dix
Directed by Joseph Henabery

A George

"ON THE HIGH SEAS"

story

"THE SIREN CALL"

"A

Pcrley Poore Sheehan and Frank Condon
Directed by Alfred Green

Alma Rubens

B.

AGNES AYRES
in

"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow"

"THE VALLEY OF SILENT MEN'

CECIL

By George Ade
Directed by Alfred Green

with Betty Compson and Bert Lytell
Supported by W. J. Ferguson and Theodore Kosloff

in

"Back Home and Broke'

Robertson Production

THOMAS MEIGHAN

RODOLPH VALENTINO

From

THOMAS MEIGHAN
I

Mary Miles Mintcr
and Tom Moore

A George Fitzmaurize Production
"TO HAVE AND TO HOLD"

"NICE PEOPLE"
with Wallace Reid,

A

"SINGED WINGS"
with Bebe Daniels
A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production

Directed by Alfred Green

with

"Outcast

Production
Adaptation by Josephine Lovett

Sills

and LILA LEE
"The Ghost Breaker"

A John

From the

in

by Hubert Henry Davies

A John Robertson

George Melford Production

in

"Her Gilded Cage"
A Sam Wood Production

with

ELSIE FERGUSON

"THE COWBOY AND THE LADY'

GLORIA SWANSON

ora

the story by Peter B. Kync
Directed by Frank Borzage
Cosmopolitan Production

A

WALLACE REID

Emit Jennings, Dagny Servaes, and Harry Liedtke
An Ernest Lubitsch Production

A

From

"BURNING SANDS"

MAY McAVOY
of

"THE PRIDE OF PALOMAR

By Jack Boyle
A Co smopolitan Production

"The Bonded Woman'

"The Top

"EBB TIDE"

"THE OLD HOMESTEAD"

by John Fleming Wilson
Directed by Philip Rosen

in

George Melford Production

'THE FACE IN THE FOG"

BETTY COMPSON
i

A

with Lila Lee and James Kirkwood
Cast includes George Fawcett and

Adapted from Denman Thompson's play
by Pcrley Poore Sheehan and Frank Woods
Scenario by Julien Josephson Directed by James Cruze

So'

It, It's

Directed by Robert Vignola
A Cosmopolitan Production

Penrhyn Stanlaws Production

with Bebe Daniels. James Kirkwood and Anna Q Nilsson
Adaptation by J. E. Nash and Sonya Levien

"The Young Diana"

by Marie Corelti
A Cosmopolitan Production

'If

by Vincente Blasco Ibanez

"PINK GODS"

MARION DAVIES
in

"ENEMIES OF WOMEN"

Theatrical Corp. presents

'THE MYSTERIES OF INDIA

"The Dictator"

Supported by Lila Lee
Directed by James Cruze

A

"Missing Millions'

William deMille Production

"NOTORIETY"
with Bebe Daniels
by Clara Beranger

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORP.
ADOLPH ZUKOR.

NEW YORK

President

CITV

You II meet tho
inYOUl
OUR EXPLOITATK

MOST FAMOUS OF ALL SONS
ra

IN

P

Bfif
II ERE,

in plain English, is

* * audience appeal

why you

— especially

to

should play

women.

A

"My

Dad."

has a star of tremendous
good looks and heroic char-

It

star not only with

acter but an actor of unquestioned skill as well.

—

It has a snow story that will hit your public right smack in the heart
a story of wider and
deeper heart interest than half a dozen ordinary narratives put together.
It has a fight scene that will literally stand them on their heads.
It has a title as exploitable
as a circus
that will reach every father and mother and brother and sister in the land.

—

Distributed throughout the world by

F.

B. OJ

a

C 'CLONIC

EMOTIONAL UPHEAVAL

D UT more

important to you still, it has behind it the most powerful, the most practical, the
most novel exploitation and showmanship ever created for a single attraction We have
put back of it a campaign of exploitation that will send it crashing through to big money for
YOU and for US.
That is the policy of the new-born F. B. O.— EXPLOITATION in capital letters— EXPLOITATION and SHOWMANSHIP that goes right out after the public and drags it into your
theatre "My Dads" come seldom these days.
No wise showman will let this one escape.
Book it
and let us help you get the "gravy."
*-*

—

—

NOW

•ii

Offices,

723 7th Ave.— Exchanges Everywhere
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THE
COUNTRY

DOROTHY
GISH
stimulate your /business

FLAPPER

On enieriamniQni; made \o order for your condtito
F.RICHARD JONES, w/toyaUeyouH \CKE\

'mouyow/the cross roads^newyofk
^Jfifyfof/ers you /its most /mw/y rnas/erpiw
tOft/t

dainty,

Soon

affurmyDOQOTHY G\$\

azJatlcLJ&le cti all

S4aie

RigM

ro^u/ar
iSxc/ianges

PRODUCERS 5/GSECURITY
CORPORATION
FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK

WOMAN u)ho
CAME BACK

7he

SO Hid
Stephen McKenna

Directed

From the novel

by

Denison Clift

Evelyn Brent and Clive

Brool<~

Presented by

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

Snow

Special

See the critic's review in The Film
Daily, dated July 9th, which savs"

'JAN

OF THE BIG SNOWS'

is a

good bit different from most of
Curwood's stories and contains no
wasted footage on unessential details.
You can be certain of pleasing
audiences with 'JAN.'"

liver Curwood's
Drama of the Hudson Bay Country

JAN OP TH E
BIG

SNOWS

Directed by Charles M.Seay
There's a strong, elemental force in this human Curwood story
of a woman the only woman at a fur traders' post protected
by the code of the Far North against a designing agent from
civilization.
It is a story of honor, love and loyalty.

—

—

The other

trade journal critics have been just as vigorous in their
approval. "A picture that will please nine out of every ten
picture fans," says Motion Picture News. "It will satisfy all
who like strong outdoor subjects ; among Curwood's best," says
Exhibitors Herald.

In Canada; Canadian Releasing Corporation. Limited

J
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Clean Picture unth a Punch
In May and June, 1,000 theatres bought this fastmoving, powerful production and this fine combi-

nation of skilled director, great cast and resultant

good entertainment

is

drawing heavy patronage

into theatres everywhere.

^

ith

such a

title

as

are instant values for

your audience-magnet there
vou in

Ohe Marion Fairfax
Production

The

LYIN

TRUTH
With an all-star cast including

NOAH BEERY* MARJ0R1E DAW* PAT O'M ALLEY
Written
Johnston's
praised

human

it

Motion Picture News
for box-office power and

interest.

World rated
tainment.

TULLY MARSHALL
and directed by MARION FAIRFAX

it

Moving Picture
as sure-fire enter-

Harrison

says

it

good audience values and that
kinds of audiences will like

it.

has
all

Film Daily says, "You will certainly
do business with this one;" Exhibitors TradeReview says,"Nobody
can fail to like it" and Exhibitors
Herald says, "Marion Fairfax left
out nothing that audiences like on
the screen."

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation. Limi
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Open Market

BETTY
BLYTHE
"HOW WOMEN
IN

LOVE"
Your New Star in Your
First Big Hit of the

New Season —
If

you move

B. B.

fast

enough!

PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

A. GAUSMAN, Sales Manager
15 West 44th Street,' New York City

JAMES

July 29, 1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

hhted Drama

"
f

r

ortanee

.,

A

Superb Screen Entertainmen t R ich in Sen timen t,
Heart- Interest and Pathos
A Powerful Wilde Story,

—

—

Faultlessly Told.

\
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Shooting at the Moon
has ceased to be profitable in the motion picture industry. The time has
passed when prosperity could be achieved through haphazard spending
of enormous sums to crowd the market with faulty pictures hurriedly
produced to meet an imaginary demand.

SECOND NATIONAL
PICTURES CORPORATION
was organized

to distribute the best motion pictures produced by independent concerns, and on terms which insure a large share of the gross
returns to producer and exhibitor. This is being accomplished by cutting down the enormous expense of distribution resulting from the cumbersome and unorganized condition of the industry in the past, and avoiding the expenditure of huge sums in the pushing of poor pictures which
do not justify the expense.

SECOND NATIONAL
secured the rights to twelve notable pictures, featuring Peggy Hyland
Titheradge, Albert Ray and other screen favorites, and enlisted
the co-operation of the most efficient established exchangemen in the
The best product of the independent field now is being offered
country.
to Second National, because of the effective method of distribution and
the favorable terms provided, for the coming season. Exchangemen are
enthusiastic over the quality and appeal of the four pictures so far released in the current season, and exhibitors all over the country are making eager inquiries regarding forthcoming releases.

Madge

CURRENT RELEASES
"THE NIGHT RIDERS,"

in which Maudie Dunham, Albert Ray
and Andre Beaulieu represent striking types in the visualization of Ridgewell Cullum's great story of the Northwest;

"BROKEN SHADOWS,"
novel, "Nance,"

"HER STORY,"

an Irish romance from the famous
by Charles Garvice;

by Dion Titheradge, featuring Madge Tither-

adge;

"DAVID AND JONATHAN,"

picturization of the popular novel

by E. Temple Thurston, with Madge Titheradge.

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES CORP.
140

West 42nd

Street

New York

#

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"WORTH $2.00 TOP
"awuaict"

UNITED AATI/TJ

CORPORATION
MARY

DICKFOI2D

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

DOUGLAX
D. V.
HI (2AM

rAII2.DANICf

GRJFFITW

ADRAMJ

•

PQ.£S\ DENT

i

21
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ANNOUNCEMENT:

|

The Second Number of
"The Box Office Record"

|

Published by

EXHIBITORS HERALD
will

be issued under

date of September 1

HIS number

contain the
assembled box office appraisals
from 'What the Picture Did
For Me" that made the initial
will

4

(March) number u worth its weight in
gold to any exhibitor" as "the biggest and
most compact help any exhibitor ever
had," plus vital additions which will be
announced in subsequent issues.

ADVERTISING FORMS CLOSE:
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES
Thursday, Aug. 31

mmmmmmmmmmm
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limn
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Monday, Aug. 28

Wednesday, Aug. 30
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Hie Pledge
iias been kept
By Film Booking Offices

of America, Inc.

(Formerly Robertson-Cole)

To the Exhibitors of the World
THE statements
that

—
—

that have been made the
adjectives
have been hurled the
prophecies that have been uttered the expectations that have been aroused in the minds
and hearts of thousands of film men in every
city, town, village and hamlet in the country

—

have not been in vain.

The

.

.

.

picture that will uphold the reputation
that will give the pubinto the rare
lic a new and bigger insight
beauties of what fine pictures can accomplish
in rare entertainment
the picture is here.
of the entire industry

—

—

.

.

It's

"IN

.

THE NAME OF THE LAW"

Emory Johnson

Production) Directed by
story of every town
Speak to your
that dots America.
nearest F. B. O. Exchange Manager
(an

Dame Nature — God's own
.

.

.

NOW

and—

Keep your eye on F.B.O.
R-C Exchanges

known as
of America

will hereafter be

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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A TTENTIONH!
MR. LIVE WIRE

Moving Picture World,
Motion Picture News,
Wid's Film Daily,

EXPLOITATION AIDS
FOR
"YANKEE DOODLE, JR."
*
YANKEE DOODLE, JR.
HATS, TOY PISTOLS,

FEATHERS, WHISTLES
AND FIREWORKS,
INCLUDING RED FIRE,
ROMAN CANDLES and SKY
*
*
*
ROCKETS.
PAPER WITH A PUNCH,

Exhibitors Trade Review,

Morning Telegraph,

ADVANCE TEASER
HERALDS

Exhibitors Herald,
THE LEADING MOTION PICTURE

SPLENDID OIL

*

PAINTINGS

AUTHORITIES

AND
REGULAR LINE OF
USUAL LOBBY DISPLAY
AND PHOTOS
*

SHOWMAN

UNANIMOUSLY

*

AGREE THAT
M.

J.

BURNSIDE'S

-Yankee doodle,
With

J.

FRANK GLENDON
Directed by

is

the

NOVELTY

Presenting

Drama,

to

Jr."

the

Cinema sensation of

all time.

public a rare combination of Comedy and

GIGANTIC

with stupendous and

JACK PRATT

in construction,

awe

novel in theme, teeming

inspiring situations never to be forgotten,
EXPLOITATION BY PAUL GRAY

M.
PENNSYLVANIA HOTEL

J.

BURNSIDE
NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

The

Story of the

Who Went
THIS

is the story of the man who went
trout fishing. He took his stand at a
good point along the bank of the stream
and watched and waited. Of a sudden
there was a flap and a splash in midstream. Knowing that the only fair-sized
fish in this water were trout, the fisherman cast his fly to the spot.

He

But

pulled his line in at once.
not a trout he had caught.

A

little useless chub
the hook.
He tossed
again.

it

was

was wriggling on
it

off

and cast out

This time he pulled in a copious quantity
of river bottom. Again he hurled out his
line.

He

an

collected

old-water-soaked

shoe

this time.

Then he pulled in a
Then a little shiner.

bullhead.

Goldwyn

will

make

he got

it,

only

Twenty

pictures for

these twenty specials.
*

men behind these
THE
Men
motion

pictures are Great
picture industry, and
they will make pictures greater than those
which made their names so great.
in the

Not only on the basis of

their past successes, but because they are now backed
by the greatest resources of their careers,

and because they now have stories which
you as a showman would be willing to
book into your theatres on the weight of
their titles and possibilities alone.

ful

fish that

make

Only Twenty! But each of these
will be a Great Big Smashing Super-special.
You have been watching the news! You
know the directors Goldwyn has lined up to

MARSHALL NEILAN will have power-

BUT FINALLY HE GOT
TROUT THAT HE WANTED.

—

Fishing

1922-23.

*

However before
many other poor

Man

THE

he had to take
he had no use

stories,

resources

unlimited

and

free reign to make motion picture history
during the coming year. He will produce
all his pictures for Goldwyn on a scale sur-

passing anything he has ever done in his successful motion picture career.

for.

Maurice Tourneur

is

now

in

London

di-

go fishing every day. You
YOU,
try to catch the whale of a picture that
made the big splash in the motion picture

recting a great picturization of Hall
Caine's world-famous novel and play,
"The Christian."

sea.

Allen Holubar is already filming "Broken
Chains," the $10,000 prize-winning story
and one of the greatest narratives that has
ever been written directly for the screen. It
was selected from 30,000 manuscripts submitted to the Chicago Daily News.

too,

But in order to hook up this big one, you
have to take many other small fry.
You don't get sunburnt where you go fishing.
You sit in your office or visit a film
exchange.

How many

times have you angled for
and got it, but you
that BIG
also had to take other smaller, mediocre
attractions.

PICTURE—

R. A.

Walsh has begun production on "Cap-

tain Blackbird," a

famous director's
Goldwyn studios.

smashing
first

story,

Suppose we should tell you of a stream
where there are only BIG fish no bullheads or chubs or small fry to eat up your

his widely

bait?

personally direct each one of them.

—

Wouldn't you

fish

you
WHEN
next

there
*

angle for

season,

you

Goldwyn Pictures

will find that there are

only

BIG ONES

And

therefore you will not have to take any
ones to get these Big Ones.

little

Rupert Hughes has not only made
able

to be had.

all

of

Mason Hopper has finished "Hungry
Hearts," from the novel by Anzia Yeziersjca,
a photodrama that is going to be the BIG
PICTURE of next season, and he will start
soon on another splendid
story rich in human interest and heart appeal.

Don 't fish for BIG FISH in a stream where
there are also small ones, if you can fish in a pond
where there are only big ones

Moral:

this

famous fiction masterpieces availfor Goldwyn production, but he will now

E.

?

and

big picture at the

An

AD VERTISING
INDUSTRY
COPY
A DVERTISING men

in no industry write with a
wealth of "copy" comparable in volume or variety
to that at the disposal of the motion picture advertiser.
All that belongs to art, literature, science, lies at hand.

Each attraction presents, in addition, story, star, author,
director, what not
all clinching sales points in certain

—

quarters.

(The man who sold Spearmint to the world worked
with far less than the least of these.)

The motion picture advertiser who limits his copy to
the exploitation of a single sales point undoubtedly
holds himself accountable for the limited return which
it brings, expects no more than such return and is satisIt is not probable, however, that he duly considers
fied.
the fact that by restricting exhibition of what may be
an extremely desirable screen subject he unwarrantably
arrests the business progress of the exhibitor and the
artistic progress of the motion picture.
It is solely through exhibition of good pictures that the
screen goes forward. The obligation of the film advertiser is greater than that of employee to employer. It
is an obligation to the screen public.

This is an advertising industry. Its advertisers approach sovereignty in their power to impede or accelIt cannot afford to man its
erate its progress.
advertising posts with incompetents or reactionaries of
this or

any type.

W.

R.

W.

lulv 29.
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Reels of
What

27

Tremendous Drama
—
—

Everything you could desire for an audience picture more thrills
and dramatic interest than ever packed in one drama before With an intensely
human element that appeals to all love romance heart interest spiced with
delicious humor.
a film!

—

A

'Hands up!

You

—

First National Attraction

Kidnap

brute!'

her,

and bring her aboard

ship.'

'Get out, you sea pirate.

'He's kissing your gal."

"I can't kill

'You shan't touch him

'Hurricane's

—

—

Gal"

—A

vou

—

I

love you."

Big Box Office Film

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Allen Holubar

lulv 29. 1922

presents

DOROTHY PHILLIP.
Adapted and directed by Allen Holubar, director of "Man, Woman, Marriage.
A First National Attraction, "Heart of Humanity" and other successes.

"There

jioes the

smuggling

ship.

After the storm.

Two

ships crash in the night.

The

Pirate's

In the

dream of paradise

gambling palace.

The Cap'n does

the

Packed with Thrills—Heart

Hornpipe

Thrtb

lulv 29,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

Melodrama

le Biggest

29

of the

Year

HURRICANE'S GAL"
b ipping a story as ever presented. Written by Harvev Gates; Photographed by Bvron
ind Willi am AIcGann; Assistant Director, Harold Bucquet; Naval Technical Advisor.
Din as Berrian, U. S. N.

"Come down, or

Naval

I'll

come up and

kiss you."

mse

Human

Lieut.

The smuggler holds up

the secret agent.

"Let that Chink alone.'

officers to the rescue.

Hurricane's Gal finds Cap'n Danny.

Haskin

Furiously she fought to free herself

Interest

and Humor

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Big Moments in Big
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Productioi

if there ever was one.
If you have felt a summer slump,
K. O. to the Hot Weather Jinx.
Advertise it!
Exploit it.
The picture's worth it. It'll take them away from any out of door amusement.
It'll get under their skin and grip 'em.
GO TO IT!

Here's a box office picture

this will give the

A

First

National Attraction

r,

v

£

'Let

"I

was not

"Behave or

A

go of that

I'll

19m

!'

girl

a traitor."

put you

in

irons."

Great Audience Picture

"Why

don't you kiss your bride

He dropped from

?'

the airship just in time.

"I love

you

!'

— "Hurricane's

Ga

MARTIN

QUIGLEY

J.

* ISSUE

Publisher & Editor

Hoy System

Killing the
By
TT now

Hoy

appears that the

MARTIN

System

quietly slip out of existence as far as the
tion picture business

is

a result for rejoicing

among them being
erally

for

many

QUIGLEY

will

be forced to do certain things against his will

mo-

under threat of losing all film service or suffering
some similar penalty which he would be compelled
to avoid if he were to stay in business.
It is an
arbitrary and dictatorial institution which is
wholly incompatible with right and proper busi-

This will be

concerned.

upon

J.

reasons,

the fact that exhibitors gen-

—including those who meet promptly every

—

do not want the system and also the
such a system is thoroughly incompatible
with the best principles of business relations which
obligation

ness procedure.

fact that

thumb system which could not

this

industry

is

OF *
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seeking to put into effect and to

It

is

a star-chamber,

rule-of-

under certain

fail,

circumstances, to do great injury to those
fell

within the scope of

its

who

operations.

maintain in effect.

Nothing

'necessary in this
that

it is

necessary, nor that

In

sary.

Hoy

System should be
business and we do not believe
the

like

it

ever will be neces-

should there continue to exist in

fact,

this business, or in any other business, an
ference toward contractual relations which would

indif-

necessitate the use of a club like the

Hoy

must mean,
doomed to disaster.

System,

inevitably, that such a business

it

The

is

decision of several of the leading motion

picture companies to discontinue the use of the

Hoy System
will

to be

is

it

hoped that exhibitors

not neglect to pause for a

idaily

moment

in their

rush of affairs and consider just what this

imeans.

*
IT"*

HE

*

decision of these companies to

tinue the

I

*

Hoy

System represents

discon-

to us the

ipassing of another milestone in the progress of

the industry in those very important matters of

It appears to us a singularly

internal relations.

eloquent proof of the desire of distributors to
create and maintain a new kind of relation with
jexhibitors.

And

in

doing

this

thing

we

believe

that they not only are risking nothing, but that, in
their inter-

they are better safeguarding
and the interests of their customers.
The Hoy System, fundamentally, is a
scheme of violence under which an exhibitor could
reality,

ests

cannot be denied that the conduct of certain
on various occasions seems to war-

exhibitors

rant the strongest possible action against them.

But

a thing like the

Hoy

System

is

not a right

solution even in such cases because however unfair

one party to a transaction

may

act this does

not justify the other party- to resort to unfair

methods and the Hoy System is unquestionably
an unfair scheme and one which we have never
doubted has not a real legal justification under
the existing laws.

But

a thoroughly encouraging de-

is

velopment, and

TT

tem

is

the legality or illegality of the

not

its

Hoy

Sys-

most important aspect by a wide

A

thing of far greater importance is
that the very existence in an industry of such a

margin.

scheme precludes the maintenance of those finer
principles of commercial relations which are indispensable to progress and advance.

In the passing of the

Hoy

System the

dis-

tributor will lose nothing; in fact, the development cannot help but yield a great advantage to

exchanges and it will stand out in the mind of
every thinking exhibitor as a bond of performance, guaranteeing the word of distributors that
they are anxious to meet and deal with exhibitors
on a new basis a basis of common faith, under-

—

standing and confidence.
This is one more bit of evidence of recent
date attesting to the fact that the industry is making real progress.

)

!
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at

now

Convention,

stitutional

with the press

fices.

would accord

motion

to

from pre-

publication censorship that newspapers,

and

periodicals

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, S3. 00 a
year; Canada, $4.50 a year; Foreign
Countries (Postpaid), 95.00 a year. Single copy, 25 cents.
Copyright, 1922. All Bights Beserved.
Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the
copyright act of 1911.

;

the same freedom

pictures

your

in

lications enjoy.

pub-

printed

other

If this proposal

ap-

is

proved Missouri will have the honor of
being the

the union to

first state in

and establish the motion picture

in its

under

constitutional

this

*

With

complished in any other manner.

the sought-for revision of the constitu-

forever safeguarded from the

interminable

annoyance

ment that

is

it

and

harass-

constantly subject to

XV.

No.

July 29,1922

5

is

happy

at this op-

of making public acknowledgment of the very splendid recogni-

portunity

tion that has been accorded its recent

discussion of the existing status of the

independent picture and the independent exchange.

The

appearing in the July

editorial

8th issue which opened this discussion
has,

from

all indications,

received wider

and more enthusiastic recognition than
has been accorded any other publication

statement in recent years.

The

compliment to the publication involved
in this

deeply appreciated.

is

*

*

*

Attention Missouri
This

is

The men and women
in

Our Thanks
This publication

of special interest to the ex-

and the industry generally of
Missouri
You are aware that the Con-

hibitors

:

their copies.

file

Missouri

should

that

this

proposed constitutional revision represents a new thought and one that is
Hence,
little understood at this time.
they should make it their business to
obtain a thorough grasp of the matter
themselves and after this is done they
should further make it their business to
see that the member of the Constitutional Convention from their district is
supplied with complete and accurate information covering every phase of the
The important thing is to
question.

mean

ability.

*

*

*

Weekly Fable
Once there was a film salesman who
told his boss he thought the company's
latest feature was a piece of cheese.
*
*
*

Will Rogers is going to star
Legend of Sleepy Hollow."

agent's stories in with
*

*

"The

it.

*

Let 'em Fight

Might

It

Out

three-cornered debate
with Marilyn Miller's "ma," Jack Pickford's "ma" and Billie Burke, to decide
why Flo Ziegfeld pays the dancer $3,500
Our
a week for singing in "Sally."
a

start

money's on

Billie.

*

nouncing,

informational
resources and its staff at the disposal
of the industry in Missouri. We shall
be pleased to be called upon for any
possible information or service that can
help in getting this proposed amendment properly understood and appreciated by every member of the Missouri
Act now and conscienconvention.
tiously on this matter

in

*

Give 'em a Laugh in 2109
That film company that is going to
seal up a projection machine and fifteen
reels of film, to be opened in the year
2109, ought to put a couple of press

adoption.
its

*

*

these days.

places

Grand

to hand it to Jack Meador for this
"Clara Kimball
line in his clip sheet:
Young leads a life of easel," and then
goes on to state she is a painter of no

Got

get this proposal and its meaning thorOnce that it is
oughly understood.
really understood, it cannot fail of

The Herald

*

Things to Be Thankful For

of the industry

realize

*

*

Ain't Nature

under the existing situation.
Vol.

*

P. Nooz ought to talk to that
It
says 98.8% of its
subscriber.

tion in effect the industry in Missouri
will be

*

The M.
readers

transcend anything that might be ac-

*

Can't Beat Ivory's Average

be accomplished

guarantee

*

*

a coal strike, and a railroad strike
called, the public has only one more
strike and it'll be "out."

With

one
to

M.

Why worry about coal, now, with the
thermometer up around 90 and everybody seeking cool places.

fix

proper status.

The advantages

R.

J.

same plane

on the

constitution,

Re -Takes

passed,

if

would place motion pictures,

new
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session

in

your state capitol, has under con-

sideration a proposal which,

-MARTIN J. QUI G LEY
PUBLISHER, & EDITOR
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*

*

Announcing Weather

A

are being announced
great weather for an-

plans

lota

It's

it?
Last year quite a
plans were announced, but
this year we've got Will Hays and he's
adding to the list.

number

ain't

of

*

*

*

Lady Jurors
new film company

Lenient

out in
There's a
California the O'Conor Productions—
that submits its comedies, so the press
agent says, to a film jury composed of
society matrons.
So far they haven't

—

hung anybody.
*

*

#
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By Dan
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This cafeteria plan is spreadin'. First
we had to grab our food off of hot bars
and wait on ourselves. Then they extended it to neck-tie stores, stationery
shops, and

the latest

is

a

hat

store

in

Chicago. So that gives us an idea. Why
not have a cafeteria film exchange. Think
of the convenience, and the saving on
overhead, etc. Every exhib. just grabs a
tray and while passing along, picks out
Nice new newspictures,
his program.
$10.
Others a little out-of-date, $6.
Features,

5

reels

(full

length),

$150.

Brand new! Slightly shop worn, $30, and
some for $15. And he gets his paper and
heralds like salad, on the side. No contracts.
No deposits. Ain't it a great
idea? Now who's going to be the first
No charge. It looks like
to adopt it.
a good bet for the independents.

—

Mayor Will Retaliate
If Plans Are Opposed

Dealers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IND., July 18.—
Mayor Lew Shank has threatened that
le will see that motion picture shows
ire closed on Sunday if municipal theaThe
res promoted by him are closed.

moved

lobby.
heatre

The mayor says he

believes the

interests are behind the movenent to close the municipal theatres
vhere plays are presented by stock companies.

"If they

hem and
vhich

is

want to fight me I will fight
Sunday business of theirs
bread and butter," he de-

this
their

an address recently.

in

:lared

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KAN.,

The Kansas censorship board
;liminated a title in a

news

July

18.—

last

week

reel,

connect-

ng union labor with the Herrin,
troubles.

nine

The

111.,

eliminated

coal
title

"Union Men Set Fire to Coal
Loaded on Cars, Mechanical Equipment
Kinds Demolished." The title
all
Df
iccording to the board, was possible of
•ead:

eading to serious results if shown
Kansas, a coal producing state.

F.

in

B. O. to Establish
Salt Lake City Branch
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

E.

HOLQUIST

Equipment Editor, Exhibitors Heraid
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., July 18.— Following several unsuccessful efforts in the past to foster an organization within their field, distributors
and dealers of motion picture equipment and supplies from various parts of
the country met in a three-day convention at the Claypool hotel July 13,
14 and 15 and formed a new organization to be known as The Association
of Moving Picture Equipment Dealers of America.
68 Per Cent of

Kansas Censor Cuts
Title in Newspicture
KANSAS CITY,

By H.

Shank's

are

theatres,

Form Organization

Distributors and Manufacturers in Attendance at
Three- Day Convention at Indianapolis; Leo E.
Dwyer Elected President of Association

mu-

against the

which

licipa!

Money

the total representation, including manufacturers, numbered
only thirty persons, the distributors and dealers present, it was stated,
represented approximately sixty-eight per cent of the money invested in
the equipment distribution business.
Under the constitution of the new association manufacturers are eligible as associate members.
Officers, elected at the second day of the
convention are as follows
President Leo E. Dwyer, Theatre Supply Company, Cleveland.

—

First vice-president H. J. Smith, Hollis,
Smith Morton Company, Pittsburgh.
Second vice-president B. A. Benson,
Amusement Supply Company, Chicago.
Third vice-president C. E. Cornwall,
Charleston
Electrical
Supply Company,
Charleston, W. Va.
Fourth vice-president S. A. Louis, The

—
—
—

Rialto

Company,

Louis.

St.

Otto Dieckmann, Dwyer Bros., Cincinwas elected secretary-treasurer.

NEW YORK,

July 18.— Film Booking
America will open an exchange
it Salt Lake City on September 1, it is
announced by Harry M. Berman, general

nanager of distribution.
The Salt Lake branch will make a
:otal of twenty-three F. B. O. exchanges
n United States.

Directors Are Appointed

The following

directors were appointed.
For one year; C. E. Cornwall, Harry K.
Lucas, Atlanta, Ga., and Robert L. Hosmer,

Eastern Theatre Equipment Company, Bos-

For two years Ed. H. Mohrbacher,
Denver Theatre Supply Company, Denver
Otto Dieckmann and S. A. Louis. Leo
E. Dwyer, H. J. Smith and B. A. Benson

ton.

;

will serve for three years.

Mexico Bars Entry

Of Metro

Pictures

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D.

C,

July

18.—
Metro

by
Pictures Corporation have been barred
entry into Mexico under a decree re:ently published by the Mexican governMotion

pictures

distributed

ment, according to advices just received
at the post office department.

Blue

Laws Spreading

is

Manufacturers Assure Support

One

of the outstanding features of the
meetings was the spirit and determination
expressed, that the present organization
would be a lasting one and the means of
standards
business
better
inaugurating
among the equipment men. Manufacturers
present were unanimous in assuring the as-

co-operation of their
read from more than
a score of dealers unable to be present,
were equally favorable in their expression
the

companies and

In Southern States
NASHVILLE, TENN.,

Joe Hornstein, Howell Cine Equipment
Company, New York, was made chairman
Leo E.
of the membership committee.
Dwyer, was appointed chairman of the comallowances.
mittee on credit, terms and

sociation

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

July 18.— There

a concerted effort on the part of hypocrites

place the South under the autocratic rule
blue laws. "Sour" Sunday was enforced
here July 16. The lid was clamped on tight
by Chief of Police Smith.
:o

:>f

fullest

letters

of approval.
The necessity for establishing the business on a better basis was pointed out by
President Leo. E. Dwyer who predicted
that, despite past failures, present conditions and the co-operation assured, augured
for the success of the new organization.

Would Amend Methods

Stern

On Way Home

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,
secretary

July

18.— Abe

Stern,

and treasurer of Century Comedies, sailed for America
from Liverpool
on July 15, after a three months'
tour of
Europe.

Invested Represented

While

nati,

Office of

33

Motion Picture Equipment

INDIANAPOLIS,

council has

;
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:ity

:

That equipment dealers have been passing through a depressing period, it was
Aside from the effects of unrevealed.
favorable business conditions in general,
much of this was attributed to the practice
of price cutting among the dealers themselves, and to the tendency on the part of

some manufacturers
two things, it was

These
to sell direct.
stated by numerous

speakers, are factors that have been detrimental to the business of the equipment
dealer, and ones which it is aimed to remedy
through the work of the association.
"There are about 80 theatres in St,

Louis," stated Sam Lears, wholesaler, of
that city, "and of this number almost onehalf are buying direct.
The old time ex-

and manufacturers who have been

hibitors

in business for a number of years are all
prosperous. The equipment dealer who has
been in the business for years hasn't prospered in comparison. Dealers must learn
to co-operate and demand the respect of
both exhibitor and manufacturer."

Dealer a Big Factor
part which the dealer plays
in the merchandising plan of many concerns was indicated in statements by W. L.
Brandel, Nela Specialties Division, General
E. A. TayElectric Company, Cleveland
Bausch & Lomb Optical Company,
lor,
Rochester, N. Y.
R. G. Harker, Invincible Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturing ComD. C. Cookingham,
pany, Dover, Ohio
Hertner Electric Company, Cleveland, and
others who declared the dealer formed a
virtually indispensable medium for market-

The important

;

;

;

ing their product.
O. F. Spahr, Enterprise Optical Company,
Chicago, Motiograph manufacturers, was
the only projection machine company representative in attendance, others expressing regrets at their inability to attend in
telegrams and letters and assuring the association of their co-operation.
Indications that the new organization will
be one governed by distributors and dealers
primarily was apparent from approval given
the statement by D. C. Cookingham who
declared that "while manufacturers are interested in, and willing to render the association every support they do not want to
run it." This was followed by the suggestion that those, other than distributors and
dealers, temporarily withdraw from the
meeting while amendments to the constitution and by-laws were being worked out.
Other speakers during the three-day

were former congressman Fred K.
of Indiana, acting for Will H.
Hays, and Frank Rembusch of Shelbyville,

session

Landis,
Ind.

130 in Attendance
attendance were Leo E. Dwyer,
Theatre Supply Company, Cleveland; H. J.

Those

in

:

Smith, Hollis, Smith Morton Company,
Lomb
Pittsburgh E. A. Taylor, Bausch

&

;

Optical

Company, Rochester

;

R. G.

Harker,

(Continued on following page)

;;;
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Here's a Laugh for
President Will Hays
Crafts Says Industry Is Not

Tuly 29, 1922

Keith and Sourbier
Incorporates to
Operate Three Theatres

Sincere in Promise to

"Clean

Up"

in Toledo, 0.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,
promise

its

to

paid

Crafts,

is

not sincere

house,"

"clean

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Wilbur

superintendent of the

President Will H.

F.

to

ment

P.

pany.

and

Vaudeville

MARIE PREVOST,

former Universal
has signed a contract to appear in
stellar roles for Warner Brothers.
star,

Arrow

Executives to
Confer on Fall Plans

The Hays wire was in answer to one
from the Paramount players pledging cooperation with Mr. Hays and urging him to
protect the industry against scurrilous attacks.
*

*

*

for the

Keith

July 18.— A conference of
and special representatives of
Arrow Film Corporation has been called

home office for a series of meetings
preparation for the Fall campaign of the
company. Plans for the season will be perfected and
forthcoming attractions announced by Dr. Shallenberger.

LOS ANGELES,

July 18.— Will H. Hays
expected here on July 24. He will be
the guest at a Chamber of Commerce luncheon and will be escorted by Mayor Cryer
on a tour of the studios.

(Continued

from page

Production Schedule
studio

resource

July 18.— With every
being strained to keep

comedy producHal Roach Studio
Exchange, Inc., which dis-

up with the demand
tion being

by

made

Pathe

for

at the

Roach products, the Culver
City producer has been obliged to make
further extensions in his plant.

tributes the

Beginning this week, a new dark stage,
which will be one of the biggest on the
West Coast, will go under construction.
This will replace the wooden dark stage
and the open air stage next to the administration building.
It will be 240 feet long by 140 feet
wide, giving a total production space of
33,600 square feet.

Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturing
Company Dover, O. Sam Lears, St. Louis
D. C. Cookingham, Hertner Electric Company, Cleveland E. E. Oliver, Oliver MoAxel
tion Picture Company, Cleveland
Jacobsson, Jacobsson Manufacturing Com;

;

;

pany, Cleveland
Joe Hornstein, Howell
Cine Equipment Company, New York City
H. A. R. Dutton, Argus Enterprises, Chicago George F. Perkins, Perkins Electric
Company, Montreal, Canada H. G. Lihou,
Erker Brothers, St. Louis; Harry Bugie,
Dwyer Bros., Cincinnati B. Pearlman,
;

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY,

MO,

July 18.— Missouri and Kansas exhibitors were saddened by the news last week of the untimely death of L. J. Livingston, United
Artists representative out of the Kansas
City office, who was killed instantly
when a train struck his motor car at a
grade crossing near Commerce, Okla.

William Fox Leases
Two Shubert Houses
N.

Y.

YORK, July 18.—The Lyric and
the 44th Street theatre have been leased for
the winter season by William Fox from the
Shuberts.
Feature screen attractions will
be presented in the two houses this season.
"Nero" will continue at the Lyric until
September 4, when "A Little Child Shall
Lead Them" will open. At the 44th Street
theatre, "Monte Cristo" will open on August 14.
Later in the season "If Winter Comes"
and "The
open

at the

Town That
two

Forgot God"

will

theatres.

;

;

Merchandising Company, Chicago
W. M. Swain, Indianapolis Calcium Light
Company, Indianapolis C. E. Cornwall,
Supply
Company,
Charleston
Electric
Frank Rembusch,
Charleston, W. Va.
Capitol

Blue Laws Invoked
In New Hampshire

;

;

Shelbyville,

Ind.

Lamp Works,
N.

Harison,

;

J.

C.

W.

;

Edison

Electric Company,
L. Brandel, Nela

General
J.

Kroesen,

Specialties Division, National Lamp Works
General Electric Company, Cleveland

of

C. A. Benson,
pany, Chicago;

Amusement Supply Com-

W.

C.

Kunzman,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CONCORD,

N. H., July 18.— Obsolet<
blue laws have been invoked here and Cit;
Solicitor Rainie has notified the Beavc
Meadow Golf Club that prosecutions wil
follow if golf is played on the Sabbath
A determined fight is being made on Sun
day sports.

National

Carbon Company, Cleveland O. F. Spahr,
Company, Chicago
Enterprise
Optical
Grant Heth, Minusa Screen Company, St.
B. H. Gumm, Exhibitors Supply
Louis
E. McAuley,
Company, Indianapolis
J.
Peerless Arc Control, Chicago; Otto Dieck;

Dies in Auto Crash

Toledo.

NEW

33)

;

LOS ANGELES,

in

On Broadway

;

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

holdings

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Invincible

;

Heavy

of the
terests

Motion Picture Equipment
Dealers form Organization

is

Facilitate

own
new company.

voli theatres, will

in

NEVV YORK,

executives

1

To

Holds Half Interest
E. G. Sourbier and his partners, who
recently purchased all of the stock of
the Sun Brothers in the Toledo and Rihalf of the stock
B. F. Keith inbuy 5,000 shares of half of the
stock of the new company.
Mr. Sourbier and his partners will acquire their
stock in the new company in consideration of turning over all of the present

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Enlarge Roach Plant

Joe Pearlstein

manage
manage

the Rivoli, Harold Holstein
will
the Toledo, and the Keith
interests will direct the management of
the present Keith theatre. The name of
the latter probably will be changed.
will

many

players and directors as possible to
work out together the most effective plan
of co-operation."

Rivoli

at

Todelo stock company.

NEW

YORK, July 18.— President Will
H. Hays of the M. P. P. D. A., in a wire
to the players board of control of the Paramount Stock Company, announces plans
for "a frank and full discussion with as

leases.

the realignment, the Keith theatre will present stage attractions; the
Rivoli, Keith vaudeville, and the Toledo,

—

*

Com-

is

Under

methods."
He charges also that no promise is
made to reform the chief wrong done by
the motion picture forces "their efforts to
dominate national, state and local politics."
Another charge is that past promises have
been "shamelessly broken."
*

Theatres

the result of an
agreement reached between the B. F.
Keith interests and E. G. Sourbier and
partners in New York. The transaction
is said to involve $2,000,000 in property

illegal

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Toledo-United

of

The new combine

a peril to democracy.

*

now

tres

Crafts says that only by means of a trust
can producers of the baser sort be reformed

and "we want no reform by

the Keith, Rivolf and Toledo theaoperating under the manage-

ests,

D. A., charges that the former cabinet
member's association with the industry is
chiefly for political purposes and as such
is

A

O., July 18.—
new lineup
of theatres has been effected here in the
merger of the Keith and Sourbier inter-

in

Inter-

Reform Bureau, in a letter
Hays of the M. P.

national

TOLEDO,

C, July 18.— De-

D.

claring that the industry

Combine

Interests

New Company

Arrange

of Peter Kyne

;

Dwyer

Bros.

Cincinnati;

K.

A.

Rarick, National Lamp Works Cleveland
W. L. Peabody, Simplex Ticket Register,
H. J. Hessell, Arcus Ticket
St. Louis
Company, Chicago, and L. A. Boening,
;

;

Acme Motion

Picture Company, Chicago.

;

Stor}

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

;

mann,

for Filming

LOS ANGELES, July 18.— Williar
Sistrom, production manager of Cosmc
and Frank Borzage, director, ai
Monday to arrange produ<
tion details for Pete B. Kyne's "Pride
Palomar," for which Grant Carpenti
has just completed the continuity.
politan,

rived

here

(
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Hays Goes West

Will

To

Inspect Studios
Tm Going to See People
Who Make Pictures,"
He Wires
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,
way

July IS.— Will H.

Hays

Los Angeles to see at
lose range the making of motion picures and the people who make them,
•"or some time past it has been expected
hat Mr. Hays would make a trip to the
Toast, but no date was set.
Last Friday Mr. Hays left New York
o spend the week end with his family
It
vhich is summering in Michigan.
sas expected that he would be back in
few York this Tuesday morning.
Telegram Is Received.
Yesterday the following telegram was
eceived from Mr. Hays by Courtland
on

s

imith

his

to

At Mr. Hay's office it was unknown
what date he will return, but it is

ust

xpected that the trip will take at least
hree weeks.
Committees to Continue
During the absence of Mr. Hays the
ommitttes having the adjustment of
natters between the distributors and exlibitors in hand will continue the work
if smoothing
out the details.
But the
greement which has already been pracicaHy reached will not be signed until
return.

lis

Hoy System Is Abandoned
By Big Distributor Group
Members of the M. P. P. D. A. Withdraw Support
From Adjustment Agency— Exhibitors' Protest to Hays Regarded as the Reason
By JOHN

NEW

YORK,

Local Censors

Have

Hit Snag in Kansas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, KAN., July

mportant question

18.— An

censorship will be deided in Kansas next week by Attorney
ieneral Richard Hopkins. Recently several
Kansas towns have taken authority upon
hemselves to supervise the censoring of
inductions already passed upon by the
Kansas state board of censorship. In many
ases, according to M. Van Praag. president
f the M. P. T. O. Kansas, important parts
f film have been cut by the self-instituted
ensors of the cities, causing no end of
in

SPARGO

S.

(New York News
July 18. While no

—

it is

positively

Forecasts Abandonment of Entire System
of support of the companies in the Hays organization leaves the Hoy System with so few clients that it is thought that an
abandonment of the entire movement is but a matter of a short time.

The withdrawal

The decision to withdraw was reached
as the result of a clearer insight into
the workings of the Hoy System brought
about by the conferences, when it was
clearly shown that some of the angles
of the system were in direct variance
with the plan worked out by the conferences to govern arbitration.
There will be a series of Film Boards
of Trade in operation in all of the exThe
change centers of the country.
arbitration boards of these various units
will be maintained with an equal number of exchange men and exhibitors.
Just what the number will be has not
been discussed. When settlements cannot be made in the exchange centers,
there will be recourse to a national board
of appeal which will sit in New York
and which will have an equal representation

from distributors.

Cohen Issues Statement
The following statement was issued by
Sydney

S.

Cohen:

"In view of the developments of the

few weeks involving the suit of
Fred G. Nixon Nirdlinger of Philadelphia against the Film Board of Trade
and other agencies there using the sopast

Hoy System, tile Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America are positively

called

opposed to any blacklisting proposition
of this character brought about through
the efforts of a self appointed board of

who assume to impose their
tum upon the exhibitor without any
judges

opportunity of appeal, and as an alternative
to obeying their mandates use the Hoy
System and resort to the illegal practice
of forcing a dark house upon the exhibitor by withholding film through improper
processes.

Will Support Nirdlinger
unbelievable that any such line
of conduct could be tolerated in this business which, because of its peculiar character, must have mutuality as one of its
fundamental features.
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America are firmly behind Mr. Nirdlinger in his actions.
stand for fair
and square business dealings and honest
arbitration with both sides properly represented."
"It

We

Robert A. Brackett, who has spent the
months in Japan, passed through
Chicago on Saturday, July 15, en route

to

fames Leaves World
First of Next Month

New

Y'ork to arrange for distribution

of sixteen one-reel subjects

which

treat

"people and things Japanese." The
films portray the manners and customs
of the Oriental people.
The producer said that during his stay
in Japan he was accorded every facility
for production purposes, and that he
found the Japanese people willing coop-

of

Arthur James, who has been editor of
he Moving Picture World for the past
wo years, has resigned, effective the first
f August.
No announcement has been
lade of Mr. James' successor, although
has been reported it will be Robert E.
\ elsh, recently with the Wid Gunning or.

erators.

and prior to that managing ediMotion Pictun; News.

Harold B. Franklin

Head of Black

To See Hampton Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

tudios.

is

last six

•

July 18.— Benjamin
Hampton will give a preview of
Hearts Haven" to a specially invited
hnstian Science audience at Cosmoart

dic-

Brackett Returns With
Sixteen Jap Subjects

lm was immune from anv further censoras far as Kansas was concerned.
"I have every confidence in the world
lat Attorney General Hopkins immediately
ill put a stop to this unfair practice," said
Ir. Van Praag.
ig.

•

announcement has been

known

rief to the exhibitors, who had purchased
he production, already passed upon by the
tate board, under the presumption that the

anization.
3r of the

Editor)
official

that the distributors who are members of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America have decided to
abandon the use of the Hoy System in the Adjustment of grievances.
One of the results of the long series of conferences between Will H.
Hays and the three exhibitor bodies is a method arrived at which makes
the Hoy System objectionable to exhibitor and distributor alike.

made

:

"I am going to California to see the
ieople who make pictures and the men
vho direct them."

35

Copyright : Harris

WILL

&

Ewing.

HAYS

has departed for the
Coast to "see the people who make pictures and the men who direct them."

H.

New

Theatres

Harold B. Franklin has been elected
president of Black's New England Theatres, Inc., which were acquired recently
by Paramount. Mr. Franklin's headquarters will be in Boston.
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Crandall Takes Definite

Step

July 29, 1922

to

He

Will Show His
Stunts to Chicago

Create Public Confidence
Prominent Club

Woman

Washington Head of Service
and Educational Department
at

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

WASHINGTON,

D. C, July 18. A determined effort to encourage
public confidence and co-operation is being made by Harry M.
Crandall, this territories regional franchise holder in First National.
The first definite step in this plan is the organization of a Public Service
and Educational Department under the directorship of Mrs. J. J. Locher,
prominent Washington club woman.

AyT
* *

RS.

LOCHER

well

versed

assumes her new duties
in

requirements,

their

having heen for six years chairman of the
motion picture committee of the District of
FederColumbia
ated

Women's

much

inaugurating

sense of
responsibility in its conduct,
the man
who receives its commercial benefits. He
is only the custodian of the community's

clubs.

In

picture theatre, Mrs. Locher believes, is the
logical community center.
Church, school
and theatre each has its own ethical value
in the community life and each is a factoi
in the making of good citizenship.
Every
person in a community should have as

this

department
Mr. Crandall takes

personal

interest

which undoubtedly
will
be emulated

1

by exhibitors

throughout
the

country.

The

Washington circuit
owner always has

Copyright:
Harris & Euring

been

Harry Crandall

firm

in

the

belief that an exhibitor's most valu-

able assets are public confidence and the
possession of some means of intimate personal contact with the citizenship that constitutes the theatre's patronage.
He has
observed »that a vast majority of all controversies between the industry and the
public have been the result of misunderstanding and misinformation as to both
sides.
This embraces all the hue and cry
about censorship, the need of safeguarding
the children's welfare and all of the other
questions that have been agitated almost
without cessation during recent years.
*

*

*

Many months ago Mr.

Crandall took steps
to bring his organization, both as to personnel and activities, into closer touch with
his public, with results that manifested
themselves unequivocally at a time when
any exhibitor less solidly fortified would
have been wiped out of existence.
It was in pursuit of this idea that Mr.
Locher's cooperation was enlisted.
The
Crandall Department of public Service and
Education establishes the point of contact
and the means of discussion and cooperation between the Crandall interests and the
public just as Will H. Hays serves as
liaison officer establishing contact among
producers, exhibitors and public on a national instead of local basis.
Mrs. Locher as chairman of the motion
picture committee of the Federated Women's Clubs has had under her direction as
many as fourteen theatres running special
performances for children over a period of
four consecutive weeks.
She also directed
the educational matinees for mothers during Baby Week campaigns. While always
a strong advocate of better pictures, Mrs.
Locher always has also been emphatically

Under her
pose of

form a

direction

it

will

be the pur-

new Crandall department
medium contact and a closer
the

to
re-

lationship between the exhibitor and the
public he serves. The neighborhood motion

own com-

a
as

*

*

Every facility will be afforded Mrs.
Locher to impress upon the city of Washington that the Crandall enterprises are a
species of public utility conducted to enlist the counsel, the advice and the support
of every citizen with a spark of civic pride.
Studio offices in the Metropolitan Theatre
building have been placed at Mrs. Locher*s
disposal so equipped as to make easy the
entertaining of groups of women at tea
for the friendly discussion and analysis of
points of common interest.
Among the duties which will devolve upon
the Public Service and Educational Department will be the arrangement of special matinee performances for children and
the establishment of an authentic and reliable bureau of information for the enlightenment of the general public, churches,
civic organizations and individuals seeking
knowledge of some specialized branch of
the industry. Pictures will be obtained for
their various needs, whether for their own
private exhibition or to be shown at special
performances at some one of the Crandall
theatres.
There will also be a line of activity directed to the more complete Americanization of the patrons of the Crandall
theatres.

T. O. C. C. Is Formed
In Kansas City, Mo.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., July 18.— The
Kansas City Exhibitors' Association, in
changing its name to the Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce of Kansas City, also
has adopted new policies and opened up a
wide field for future development. Following the meeting last week, one of the several

important developments has been an invitation from Mayor Frank Cromwell of Kansas City for a committee from the exhibitors organization to be represented in the
The theatre owners
mayor's civic body.
will participate in all civic and community
campaigns in the future.
Contrary to the past, membership to the
new body can be obtained only by applica-

The prospective
$50.
be a member of the M. P. T.
O. A., as the city organization is in no way
a departure from the national association.
The by-laws require a monthly payment of
Headquarters temporarily will be lo$5.
cated at 811 Gloyd building.
tion,

S

BARRET McCORMICK,
the widest

•

perts,

has

Jones

as

known

been

among

presentation ex-

engaged by Aaron

J.

general

director of the new
theatre, which Jones, Linick
Schaefer will open to the Chicago
public in September.
Commenting on
his engagement of Mr. McCormick. Mr.

McVickers

&

Jones says:
"In securing Mr. McCormick

to direct

the destinies of the picture policy at McVickers I believe we have secured the

most thorough and competent executive
in the country.
It was McCormick who
put the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, upon
the map and made it the most talked of
picture playhouse in the middle west.
He then brought the attention of the
picture world to the Rivoli theatre in
Toledo and after he had firmly established that house, he was called to Los
Angeles where he was given complete
charge of the Ambassador and Kinema
theatres.
At present he is managing director of the Allen theatre in Cleveland,
but he will terminate his association with
that house on
staff

August

August
fifteenth.

first

He

and
is

a

join our

man

of

creative imagination, a vast knowledge
of synchronization and an artist to his
believe ourselves most
fingers' tips.
tortunate in being able to intrigue hi?
services."

We

Good Will Delegate
Represents Stanley
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., July 18.— Malaka Mata, scenario writer and representative of the Stanley Company of America,
has been chosen one of the Good Will Delegates for Devastated France to represent
Philadelphia.
She will be designated Miss
Sesqui-Centennial and was nominated :n a
newspaper contest with the aid of Jules E.
recently appointed a director
Sesqui-Centennial celebration.
Mrs. Mata with others will sail for
Europe on July 22.

Mastbaum,
for the

accompanied by

member must

opposed to censorship.

his

most popular form of entertainment.
*

a progressive step

in

munity theatre and as keen

Will Produce in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July

18.— Rex

In-

will produce "Toilers of the Sea,
late this Fall in the East.

gram
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Operators to Fight
Reduction in Salary
Will Not Consider Cut in
Present Scale, N. Y. Show-

men

Prominent Lawyer Becomes
Advisor to California Unit
Line With League's Efforts to
Further Cooperative Movement Annual
Convention to Be Held in August

Appointment

are Told

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

July 18.— Trouble be:ween the projection machine operators
ind exhibitors of New York over the
The exhibikvage question is brewing.
represented by the Theatre
as
:ors,
Owners Chamber of Commerce say they
ire unable to pay the present scale and
The
:hat a reduction must be made.
pperators are equally positive in their
Insertion that they will accept no reiuction.

Up

Contract

Sept.

Is in

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL., July 18.— What is considered one of the
most judicious and constructive moves made by an exhibitor organization
is the appointment of Frank R. Devlin of Berkeley as general advisor to
the Northern California division of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. Mr. Devlin was former United States district attorney for
Northern California, superior judge of a nearby county and president of
the state railroad commission.

1

for the present
the Moving Picture

The contract

wage
Ma-

between
Union.
Protective
Operators
I thine
Local No. 306, and the T. O. C. C. exbires September 1. and negotiations over
t a new scale have been on for some time.
Last week a mass meeting of the 900
tnembers of the operators' union was

Ifccale

37

,
•

Appointment Made for Co-operative Purposes
Attorney Devlin's appointment is in line with the league's program
A department of public service, inauof co-operation and co-ordination.
gurated a year ago, will be given the immediate attention of the advisor,
who will represent the organization for one year. Announcement of the
employment of Attorney Devlin has just been made by Thomas D. Van

to consider a new wage scale.
After the session, an official of the
"Business in the houses
IT. O. C. C. said:
controlled by members of the organiza:ion has fallen off about 50 per cent as
i result of the general financial depression, but rentals and wages have not

Osten. managing director of the organization.

have proposed that
some down.
operators accept a voluntary cut of 10
->er cent in wages."

other

field

We

Took Previous Cut
"Our men are emphatic in

their

scale of the operators took
during the war and since that
time we have suffered one 5 per cent
This is positively as far as
-eduction.

The wage

10 flight

we

intend to go."

Produce
And Distribute Films
Is Launched on Coast

New Firm

(Special to

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July

Los Angeles, has been organized.
Officers of the concern, which expects to
transact an annual business of over $3,-

fices in

)00,000, are Sol Lesser, president; Irving
Lesser, vice-president and Eastern manager, and Mike Rosenberg, secretary,
:reasurer and Western manager.

Principal Pictures Corporation will op-

an independent concern and will
nake twelve feature pictures a year, the
irst of which will be an original story
This picture, temElinor Glyn.
>y

erate as

titled "The World's a Stage,"
go into production at United Studios
week.

porarily
:his

Robbins to Film Next
Picture in

New

York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Robbins,
producer for Vitagraph has arrived in New
Vork accompanied by Mrs. Robbins. Edward Horton. who has starred in Robbins'

Too Much

July

Business"'

18.— Jess

and "The Ladder

Jinx" for Vitagraph is also in New York.
The producer has announced that his next
picture will be made here, in the preparation
of which he will work with Arthur Goodrich,

author of "Yes or No."

branch

matters, sent a telegram comthe league on its progressive
step and assuring the movement his
hearty assistance.

mending

Hold August Convention
his new
duties officially at the convention ot the
Northern California division which will

Attorney Devlin

will

assume

be held here on August 15. The meeting
will be held at the Palace hotel, and in
honor of the occasion a holiday has been
In addition
declared by the exchanges.
to some 400 exhibitors, it is expected
that every branch will be represented at
the deliberations.

The convention will close with a banwhen the industry will have as its

quet,

guests the governor and other high state
executives.

Names Convention Committee

18.— Principal

Pictures Corporation, a producing and
distributing organization, with home of-

will

cooperate with every
to
of- the industry in legislative and

plan

tion's

re-

any reduction of wages,"
President Kaplan of the operators.

fusal to listen to
-aid

Will H. Hayes, president of the Iff. P.
P. D. A., on being advised of the appointment of Mr. Devlin and of the organiza-

In charge of convention arrangements
are C. C. Griffin, president; P. J. HanKing, R. A.
Ion, chairman: Alan E.
McNeil, Joseph Bauer, Sam Gordon, and
Mr. Van Osten.

Pizor Repudiates

Evans Statement
Lewen Pizor, chairman of the special
committee on Film Boards of Trade of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, in a communication to the Herald has repudiated a statethe press by John S.
of the board of managers.
The Evans statement was to the effect
that the special committee of the Pennsvlvania league had refused to consider
the application of the Hoy system. In re-

ment given
Evans,

Will Prosecute
Distributors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS,

O., July 18.— Distributors and not exhibitors operating in exchange centers will be prosecuted for
violation of the orders of the division of
film censorship, according to a letter
addressed to Martin G. Smith, president
of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, by Vernon
M. Riegel. director of education in charge
of censorship.

In other cities and towns, the letter
continues, the exhibitors will be held responsible for infraction of the law. The
letter further says:

suggested that exhibitors reis
the distributors to guarantee to
them that the pictures will come to them
in conformity with the orders of the
division of film censorship.
It is suggested furthermore that the exhibitors
require the distributors to guarantee to
them indemnification for all loss, cost
and expense that may result to theatre
owners as a result of the failure of distributors to obey the orders."
Another victory for the exhibitors is
the order recalling all of the passes and
credentials that were issued by Mrs.
Evalyn Snow for the purposes of in"It
quire

spection.

National League
and Hays Endorsed

to

writes:

"This article was published without the
knowledge or approval of the committee
referred to by Mr. Evans. A committee
representing the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners

of Eastern Pennsylvania, South-

Jersey and Delaware has been
conducting negotiations with the

New

and is
Film Board of Trade to establish a
working agreement between the two
bodies that will provide for the adjust-

grievances and differences be-

of

tween them. No decision has been
reached by the committee and no opinion
authorized by it for publication."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

member

pudiating this statement, Chairman Pizor

ern

ment

OCEAN VIEW.

VA.. July 18.—With
optimism as the keynote of the convention, members of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Virginia, who gathered here last week, endorsed the M. P.
T. O. A., President Sydney S. Cohen and
Will H. Hays policj- of "confidence and
Opposition to the Hoy
cooperation."
system was voiced in one of the resolutions adopted.

A

feature of the convention

was

the

motion picture ball which was attended
by popular screen and stage stars,
brought to Ocean View by Marcus Loew
and Nils Grantlund. publicity and exploitation director for Loew, Inc.

—
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American Film Industry Still
Control of World Market

in

National Indicates Healthier Financial
Condition in Foreign Countries JB&

Survey by

July 29, 1922

First

H.

J.

Werner

AmericanPhotoPlayer
President Completes
Coast to Coast Trip.

(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW YORK,

July 18. American film interests not only are in control
of the world market, but their dominance is becoming firmer, according to a survey of foreign conditions conducted by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.

SUMMARIZED,

the
survey
conducted through special agents of the

distributing company in England, Continental
countries,
the
Orient,
Near
East, Australia and Latin America discloses that
Demand for American films is
increasing.
Payment is more prompt indicating a firmer condition in world
finances.

American countries.
In Europe the most progressive
conditions are found in England
and Italy.
*

*

*

by countries:
in

Mexico was more or less of a gamble,
because once a film was turned over to
an exhibitor, the distributor had no assurance as to when it would be returned.
This evil is being remedied by the inbranches as part of the
system and First
National will be the first, it is declared,
Another phase of
to be so represented.
the film business in Mexico has been
Henceforth, however,
that of piracy.
films will get copyright protection in
Mexico, but it will be necessary for the
exhibitors to copyright them in the restallation

exchange

public.
is

true

Mexico

of

is

virtually

Conditions
true of all Latin America.
are becoming more regular and business
like

Cuba and South American coun-

in

tries.

As

to

Europe, the best reports come

In England
from England and Italy.
obtains what is known as the
block booking system, whereby pictures
are booked by exhibitor organizations
there

trade showing, but probably
are not presented to the public under
The information reeighteen months.
vealed in the survey indicates that these
showings will soon be made possible in
about nine or ten months, which will be
a very important factor from the finanFurther, owing to incial standpoint.
creased demand for good American pictures, prices in England are improving.
a

after

The investigation in Italy shows that
business dealings are becoming easier,
collections much better and that more
theatres are being turned over to the
films.

*

Germany
not

is

*

*

eager for American prod-

But the American

uct.

very

owing

to

keen

about

the fact that

distributor is
business,

such

Germany

is

un-

able to pay for the product.

Owing

industry,

also

poor business field,
money, but because

France wants her people to see home
pictures at least equal in number
with importations.
Thus, an American
exchange must handle also French pictures.

Belgium ranks only fair as a field for
American made screen entertainment.

financial conditions Spain is almost as bad a risk for
the picture salesmen as is Germany.
France, through a determination to
to unfavorable

A

Scandinavian area the demand for

In

pictures.

Australia reports business for American pictures as growing constantly better; many theatres heretofore devoted
drama and vaudeville, are being
to
turned into motion picture houses.
China is reported as having a fair demand for U. S. pictures, but even so is
better than her neighbor, Japan.
These, in general, are the conditions
as they exist abroad and are regarded
by film men as indicating a rising

market.

of

American

What

film

made

American

a review of the situation

Heretofore distribution of pictures

own

impossible
immediate
film
are
as
markets.
India is showing probably the most
encouraging signs of all the countries
outside of England, in its desire for

have come under this ban.
General film conditions are improving in Mexico and other Latin

is

her

American product is growing in Norway
and Sweden; Denmark remaii s about
Russia and the Balkans
at a standstill.

Mexico is boycotting companies
whose films ridicule or tend to
brand them as a nation of outlaws.
Two large American companies

Following

advance

joins these two as a
not that she has no

Ince to Issue Eight
Productions in Fall
Producer Returns to West
Coast

for

Work on

Finishing

CERTAINLY

there has been the usual
in the theatre business
but that has not knocked the optimism out
of the motion picture industry.
You have that statement on the authority
of H. J. Werner, president of American

summer calm

Photo Player Company.
The organ manufacturer knows whereof
he speaks for he has just completed a
Coast to Coast inspection of the company's
He said that he was impressed
branches.
by the optimistic tone prevailing in the industry.

Specials

Thomas

H. Ince, producer, passed
through Chicago July 12 on his way to
Los Angeles from New York where he
has been since early in the year. On
his arrival on the West Coast Mr. Ince
will add finishing touches to the eight
productions which he will publish during
the 1922-23 season.
Will Announce Plans
It is expected that definite plans for
the publication of future Ince production will also be made in the near fu-

Although a good many theatres have
closed for the summer, President Werner
said that it was surprising to find that the
number of houses remaining open exceeded
those of former years for the same calendar
months.
President Werner said he was enthusiaccorded the
reception
over the

astic

Robert-Morton installations in the Princess
theatre, Springfield, Mo., the Tuxedo. Highland Park. Detroit; Majestic, Louisville,

and

Ky.,

in

other theatres in the Middle

West.

ture.

eight specials, which according
Mr. Ince represent a negative investment of close to $2,000,000 will be pub-

The

to

lished

for

the

Fall

With the
season.
studio
unfinished

some
of
exception
work on one and titling and

editing, all

completed.
The "Hottentot," a picturization of
the Cohan and Harris stage play will
probably be the first picture to be pubare

Douglas MacLean and Madge
Bellamy have the leading roles.
Mac Lean Stars in Three
Other productions are "The Brotherhood of Hate," featuring Frank Keenan,
"When She Marries," and "Someone to
Love," starring Madge Bellamy; Douglished.

las

MacLean

stars

Thirteen," "Sunshine
Man of Action."

—

"Bellboy
three
Trail," and "The

in

specials for

(Scenes from Mr. Ince's eight big
the 1922-23 season are published in a
layout on page 81.)

full

page

Rockett Makes Lincoln
Picture at Springfield
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

July 18.— Ray R.
Rockett, general manager of Rockett-Naylor Productions, Inc., the company recently
organized to film the life of Abraham Lincoln and other American historical and

SPRINGFIELD, ILL,

world subjects, is here arranging for the
use of the historical locations, relics and
documents to be used in photographing the
Lincoln picture.

Signs Dorothy Gish
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 18.— Dorothy Gish
has joined Inspiration Pictures and will
olay opposite Richard Barthelrness in his
forthcoming production, "Fury."
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Stories Told

by

of Exhibitors Herald
Issue of July

the

Camera

29

Norma Talmadge entertaining First National's "51-aexploitation men in lily gardens of her Hollywood
home. Above: Contest winners in front of Thomas H. Ince
Left:

Week"

studio prior to leaving for a trip on producer's yacht, "Edris."
During week's sojourn on Coast the party was feted by producers, stars and directors.

Mr*. A. B. Maescher, wealthy Los Angeles civic
worker, who is president of DeLuxe Film Company.
Mrs. Maescher has gone East with print
of her first film, "Night Life in Hollywood."

Corinne

Griffith, the

winsome Vitagraph

star,

and her new

recently joined the star's family and was
the gift of a Griffith fan in the person of the captain of a
tramp steamer.

Marmoset which

40
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Theatre owner or inventor? Both!
A. E. Allemand of the Crystal
theatre at Arapahoe, Nebraska, is
the inventor of a home made sewing machine rewind.

Bevan has a hard time keepweeds from his garden.
Bevan is now appearing in Mack
Sennett's "Gymnasium Jim," which
Billy

ing

who has a prominent
role in Marshall Neilan's "Minnie"
for First National.
Leatrice Joy,

Barbara La Marr continues under Metro Banner.
Following success in "The Prisoner of Zenda" and
another Ingram feature, she will appear in MetroS-L picture, "Quincy Adams Sawyer."

the

is
being distributed through the
exchanges of Associated First Na-

tional

Pictures.

Max Linder directing his latest picture, "The Three MustGet-Theres," a burlesque on Douglas Fairbanks' "The Three
Musketeers," which will be distributed by United Artists.
Linder has gone to France where he will produce.

On location while shooting "The Trail of Hate," second of the "Big Boy" Guinn Williams features which are being produced by Frederick Herbst Production Company. Di Lorenzo, Inc., is distributing the pictures on the state right market. "Blaze Away" was first of the series. The third is "The Freshie," to be issued soon.
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Wilfrid Buckland, art director for Richard Walton Tully, producer of
"Omar the Tentmaker"
for First
Tully'* "The

National.
Masquera-

der" will be issued soon.

Pola Negri, continental star whose pictures have
made favorable imprint on the minds of American
fans, will arrive in this country next month to appear in a special to be produced by Paramount.
Jesse L. Lasky has signed a number of other foreign artists to star in Famous Players-Lasky pictures.

41

Evelyn Greeley has lead"Bull Dog
starring Carwhich
Blackwell,
lyle
Producers Security Cordistribute
will
poration
on the state right market.

ing

role

in

Drummond,"
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Here are fans of Rockhampton, Australia, viewi

Fox

n g

The Rev. J. O. Cresap of
Scotia, Neb
has two bibles in his horn e— the
,

The

film.

July 29, 1922

Strand theatre at Rock-

Holy Bible and "Exhibi-

presents
Fox
exclusively.
productions
Managing the amusement

tors

hampton
center,

dome,

which
is

A.

is

E.

an

Herald." Rev. Crea Methodist minister, but to prove that he
doesn't take much stock
in the harsh denunciation
of the theatre, he owns
and operates the Opera

sap

air-

Carroll.

The Fox porduct now
reaches into every habitable corner of the globe,
the company extending
service every
year.
its
Negotiations
under
are
way for incorporation of
a Fox company in Germany and Scandinavian

is

Scotia.
The
active in the
operation of the theatre,
booking all pictures pre-

House

at

clergyman

is

sented. And by-the-way,
he's a regular fellow.

countries.

L. Levine (right), former manager of ihe
Universal exchange at Milwaukee, and Ross J. Baldwin, the new branch chief in the Wisconsin territory.
Mr. Levine has been promoted to the home office in
New York where he is general manager of the short
subject division of the producing and distributing

George

company.

is no jealousy here.
Ben Turpin, star in Mack
Sennett productions which are distributed by First National, is proudly displaying one of his prized possessions an autographed photograph of Charles Chaplin,
another whose pictures go to the theatre under the
banner of First National.

There

—

James Cruze, director, places his stamp of approval on
the makeup which Theodore Roberts has conceived for
his role as Uncle Josh in "The Old Homestead," one
Roberts is one
of Paramount's forthcoming specials.
of the preceptors in new Paramount Stock School, his
specialty being makeup.
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Meet Milwaukee's
Film

Men

The Wisconsin city once
upon a time was noted for
its

brew.

pre-VoIstead

But now! Its exhibitors
and film men are among
the most enterprising in
the country.
O. L. "Ballyhoo"

House

Meister,

White

Milwaukee, king
of fancy front artists and one of
theatre,

this

Glance

at

page and decide for

yourself.

the originators of the idea.

Look

'em at First National. Left to right: Barney
Harvey Stock, B. C. Johnson, C. K. Olson,
Max Wiesner, sales manager; H. J. Fitzgerald, branch
at

Kreger,

manager;

W. Bender,

publicity chief;

E. P. Vollendorf.

Select's

Jack Grauman and V. F. DeLorenzo, Wisconsin branch, Celebrated Players Film Corp. Mutt
and Jeff of Wisconsin film men.

at Milwaukee displays a little of its
enterprise.
Reading left to right:
H. J.
salesman; F. M. DeLorenzo, branch manager;

bunch

exploitation

Shumon,
E.

W.

Gavin, salesman, and William Scharun, salesman.

Universal's lineup.
Thos. Coffey, Mat
Left to right:
Lavin, Ross J. Baldwin, manager; Miss A. R. Riskin,
assistant manager; Sam W. Miller, George L. Levine,
general manager of short subjects; C. L. Casanave.

Hustlers at the exchange of Wisconsin Film Corp. at
C. H.
Milwaukee. Reading left to right they are:
Dingman, salesman; B. L. Hadfield, president; A. H.
Grey, manager, and Walter Hunt, salesman.

Pathe's live-wire bunch. Left to right: Chas. Wellnitz,
Ed. Weisman, B. H. Louthain, Viola Neustaedter, W. A.

Paramount group in front of new Milwaukee exchange.
Frank Fountain (fifth from left) is special representaSixth from the left is Al E.
tive from home office.

Aschmann, manager; R. S. Schrader, district manager;
Mrs. C. J. Totsch, Fred Trinkhaus, Gladys Butcher,
Ferdinand Felzman.

Bernstein, branch

manager.

—

:
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Bobby North
A Few Pertinent Facts
About a Well Known
Producer and Distributor.

EDDIE BONNS

and Lou Marangella
gone and done it. For a
long time past a song writing fever has
been threatening to break out just like
measles or some other disease on (his pair
of publicity hounds and now it's "done
have

finally

—

broke out"

all

—

over them.

The Warner Brother

racing team has
gotten out of its system and onto
paper a fox trot number entitled "There's
a Main Street in Every Town, But There's
Only One Broadway," which they modestly
assert is a humdinger and will soon be
humdinged by the musically inclined in
every hamlet even to the far corners of the
country, including Mamaroneck.
To properly celebrate the event Bonus
and Marangella journeyed down to Hester
street and acquired suits of clothes of sufficient loudness to almost drown out their
own music. Now in the daily parade up
and down the Rialto they are awaiting for
the proud moment when the line begins
to form to the left (as admiring crowds
form) to get a peep at the celebrated song
just

;

writers.

Backed into a corner and forced to talk
they are willing to admit in whispers that
the song was written partly
get that
"partly" as an exploitation boost of Warner Brothers picture "Main Street," from
Sinclair Lewis' story.

—

—

*

*

*

And

speaking about exploitation, Harold
Beecroft, who is doing that little thing for
First National out of Buffalo, pulled one
last week which caused a lot of excitement
for a lot of people in Syracuse, N. Y. Harold procured (he doesn't tell how) a pedigreed dog which he put up as a prize for
the Syracuse boy writing the best story
about Richard Barthelmess in "Sonny."
The dog, with proper trimmings, was shown
in the downtown section of Syracuse and
attracted so much attention that the police
reserves and the dog-catchers were called
out.
The dog and Harold escaped. Harold says this was his initial bow wow.
* * *

George Samuels, a road show specialist
foreign territories, left last week to make
a survey of motion picture conditions in
South America for the Louis B. Mayer Productions.
Mr. Samuels has made his residence in South America for many years
and numbers among his acquaintances all
of the large theatre owners there. During
in

his

survey

trip

he

will

visit

Argentine,

Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile and Brazil.

It is

of interest to know that the Mayer product
was recently placed in Mexico by Samuels
in the face of opposition of not only three
of the big circuits in Mexico City, but
political opposition as well, which has manifested itself by barring the entire product
of two large American distributors.

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis, of

directorial

who

are touring the world, haven't
been able as yet to get past the Paris stop
of their itinerary.
Mrs. Lewis postcards
us as follows
"Eddie says if I spring any more art
galleries or royal palaces on him he's going
to quit this trip and go right home, so I
have promised to take him to see a French
ballet tonight to enable him to get his
equilibrium."

fame,

*

And

while on

the

*

*

subject

of

postcards

a message that came on one from
Joe Ruttenberg, star cameraman of Fox
Films, who is in London with Harry Millarde making "If Winter Comes."
"Had a wonderful voyage and London is
a great town but give me the good old
Bronnix.
We are going to have a great
picture.
Beer here is better than the near
beer there and when we get back there we
will wish we had some of this here beer
here's

there."

Frank Miley, president of the Saskatchewan Motion Picture Theatre Owners Assoand manager of the Daylight theatre
Saskatchewan, spent the week in New
York viewing new pictures. Besides being
a prominent exhibitor, Mr. Miley is also
high gun in baseball circles in the Northwest.
And maybe you think they don't

ciation
in

there.
They do. They begin
at 0:30 p. m. and finish them

play

ball

their

games

about 10 o'clock and then have nearly an
hour to get home before dark.
*

*

*

With the coming annual election of the
A. M. P. A. "Bill" Yearsley retires from
the presidency after leading the organization
one of the most successful years of its
history.
Friends of Mr. Yearsley do not
hesitate to assert that he is the best president the organization ever had during the
past year.
* * *
in

Ben Atwell, than whom there are few
known P. A. artists, has shaken the

better

Broadway dust from
to

his

dogs and gone
is handling

Rochester, N. Y. where he

the publicity for -the Eastman theatre, the
$4,fi00,000 picture playhouse now in
course of construction.
* * *

new

Horace Judge and Walter Eberhardt
are on First National's vacation list lor this
particular fortnight.
(Attribute that "fortnight" to Judge.
Anyone else would say

two weeks.)
Horace and Mrs. Judge are touring in
their new Buick car for which trip he was

Wy

tutored by Tom
Lee.
The tutor declares he has no fear but what Judge will
get along all right as he can run the car
backwards as fast as he runs it in the
direction it was intended to go.
Eberhardt is spending his vacation in the
wilds of Minnesota. Someone told him that
the best way to keep mosquitoes from bothering one in the woods was to drink plenty
of whisky with a couple of drops of pine oil
in it.
After being out two days Eberhardt
wired that he had forgotten the pine oil
but it didn't matter as he couldn't see any
mosquitoes.
*

*

*

Joe Mayer spent a few days in New York
before transferring his activities in exploiting Universal pictures from Detroit to
Cincinnati.
Mayer succeeds Cleve Adams
as manager at Cincinnati, and is greatly
pleased over the prospect of residing there
as the Ohio city is his former home.
* * *

Louis Blaum, of Equity, has returned
from abroad after closing a number of big
deals. His company may handle some English made pictures but Mr. Blaum says that
most of the productions he looked at are
not suited for American consumption.

John

S.

Spargo.

—
—

It's a big jump
up or down, depending
on the viewpoint from being one of the
most popular stars on the musical comedy
stage to being a producer and distributor of
motion pictures.
And that is the jump
Bobby North made in the past eight years.
Mr. North was for years one of the high-

est priced stars of musical comedy in the
days of Weber and Fields and was a headliner in that organization

when

it

was

at

its

best.

L.
Lawrence Weber, brother of the
slightly more famous Joe, and Mr. North

close friends for many years and
eight years ago Larry Weber induced Mr.
North to leave the stage and join him in
business.
So Bobby North left the stage
flat and many most tempting offers have
failed to take him back.
He says he gets
more fun out of business than he did in
making people laugh at him.

were

On

quitting the stage Mr. North became
manager for Weber productions
which began by making a series of twentyfive pictures
starring Olga Petrova and
which were released through Metro. North
has been the business partner of Weber
since that time and they have been successful in many enterprises.

studio

North and Weber

first

put

Mary

Miles

Minter and Anna Q. Nilsson in pictures
"Barbara Fritchie" being the vehicle which
marked the debut of both. Then North &
Weber produced "Passing of the Third
Floor Back," with Sir Johnson Forbes
Robertson, and "Raffles" with John Barrymore. Mr. North now manages the Apollo
Exchange and the Apollo Trading Corporation, both of which are owned by himself

They are also interested in a
"legitimate" theatrical enterprises, Mr. Weber giving most of his attention to that end.
and Weber.

number

of

Recently North & Weber started the production of a number of pictures, the first
being "The Curse of Drink," and the Will
Nigh productions.

—
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Expands Corporation
Financing Producers
Companv Aiding Independents
to Sell $3,000,000 of

Capital Stock
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 18— So successhas the plan of Frank R. Wilson for
independent motion
picture
financing
production proved that Producers Finance Corporation has awarded Converse
D. Marsh, broker at 111 Boadway. a
contract for the sale of more than $3,000,000 of its capital stock.
Makes Year's Experiment
ful

of organization it was dea year's experiment before going to the public for a large
volume of capital to finance the corpora-

At the time
to

cided

make

The year has been concluded,
and so successful was its operation that
the company has earned in a few months
up capital for
its dividend on the paid

tion.

year.
A year ago the. company was formed
Its board
under the New Jersey laws.
of directors contains several of the most
important figures in the industry, including J. E. Brulatour, Arthur S. Friend,
the

entire

W.

nett,

Griffith, P. A. Powers, Oscar A.
A. H. T. Banzhaf, Whitman BenJ. J. McCarthy and Frank R. Wil-

son,

all

D.

Price,

of

New York

City;

John

B.

Cochran, presidenet of the Franklin National

A.

1

S.
Call Exhibitors

Independents Determined to
Attention to True Situation They Are Facing
More Praise Received

Independent exchanges in all parts of the country are filling the
week with reprints and copies of the editorial on "Do You
Want Independent Pictures?" by Martin J. Ouiglev which appeared in the

mail this

July 8 issue of the HERALD.
"You have evidently brought home with emphasis the situation that
sooner or later would come to an issue." writes Charles Zagrans, branch
manager of the Arrow Photo Plays Company of Denver, in a letter announcing his intention to mail copies of the message to all exhibitors in
his territory.

Messages of Appreciation Continue to Arrive

The letter from Zagrans was one of a score received during
past week the third week since the editorial appeared.
Of special

—

group

ent exchange man
in the business,"
writes
Fegan, president
of the

Barney
Eureka

Film Company,

St.
Louis, in a
letter typical of a

score of others.
He continues: "I
have never seen

The company,

Aschers Charge Katz
Seeks to Force Sale
At Exorbitant Price
Ascher Brothers, Inc., operating a chain
of Chicago theatres, charge that Eugene A.
Katz's efforts to have a receivership appointed for the company is a "palpable attempt to coerce the purchase of his minority
holdings at an exorbitant price."
A hearing on the case has been set for
July 20.

According to Aschers, Katz has received
$2,700 in dividends on an original investment of $2,500, which now is valued at $50,000, in the Cosmopolitan Securities Company which owns the Cosmopolitan theatre,
one of the Ascher chain. In a sworn statement just issued, Aschers declare that
Katz's activities illustrate "the injury that
can be done to a sound and flourishing business by a disgruntled or malicious minoritiy
stockholder."

Chimpanzee a Star
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
.

LOS ANGELES,

Col.
in a

—

Playing
July 18.
accomplishment of Mary,
William N. Selig's chimpanzee star
newly completed production.

six roles is the

a

"Your editorial 'Do You Want IndePictures' is straight-from-theshoulder talk that will prove a boon to
every
independ-

Virginia.

corporation.

is

pendent

Solves Great Difficulty
Producers Finance Corporation solves
a long standing difficulty under which
the. motion picture industry has labored
in getting adequate credit at the banks.

the

communication from Arthur

the
in-

Friend of Distinctive
Productions, Inc., who in a forceful manner sets forth his views on the
entire booking question and who urges the booking of individual pictures
only and on their individual merit.
terest in this

bank of Washington, D. C, and

officered by responsible
motion picture men, can pass safely on
The finance corporation,
such loans.
then having responsibility, will place its
endorsement on these loans and pass
them on to the banks.
The executive committee of Producers
Finance Corporation, which passes upon
the loans, consists of Frank R. Wilson,
Arthur S. Friend, A. H. T. Banzhaf, J.
The
E. Brulatour and Oscar A. Price.
company has offices at 807 Longacre
building.
Mr. Wilson is president of
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Quigley's Editorial Floods
Mail in All Parts of U.

Dalton. a wealthy coal operator of

J.

West

'

anything

in

print

seven years
I have been handling independent
in the

pictures
Arthur Friend

The

equals

that

it."

from Mr. Friend brings up
many points of general interest and is
letter

here given in

full:

Friend's Letter Important

"Since the inception of the feature picture I have been an active participant in
the industry, and a very close observer
of its activities and its trend.
It seems
to me now that the industry has come
into the open, fine field of progress. The
exhibitor who knows how to conduct his
business on sane, careful, honest lines,
and the producer who does likewise, will
reap a harvest, but both, irrespective of
what they may be called, will be indeNothing more asinine, more
pendent.
unfair and more dishonest to the public
has ever been conceived than the block
survey of the
booking of pictures.
business conditions in the exhibiting end
of the business through the past fewmonths shows very conclusively that the
public, though deceived for a little while,
soon awoke to an understanding of what
was being attempted, and rebelled at
great cost to the exhibitor.
"The only time the motion picture
theatre does business nowadays, and irrespective of the hopeful forecast for the
fall, the only time that the motion picture theatre is going to do business is
when it has a picture that is worthy of
the showing. The exhibitors' sole interest is in the picture itself, not in whether
it was produced by an independent producer, or a trust producer, or any other
kind of producer, and irrespective of
whether it is distributed by an independ-

A

S.

ent distributor, or a trust distributor, or

any other kind of distributor, because the
public to which the exhibitor caters is
interested only in the picture. No trademark has ever been created in this in-

and no trademark ever can

dustry-,

be,

that will make a bad picture good, or a
really good picture bad.
Perhaps, in a
word, one can say that it is the independent picture, or better still, the picture
itself and nothing else that counts.

Would

Shelve Bad Pictures

impossible for the industry to go
forward if the exhibitor buys a producer's
bad picture in order to get his good one,
or buying through a releasing organization, if he is compelled to take anybody's
bad picture to get anybody's good picture.
It is time that the industry acknowledges
"It

is

what

it

must know, and that

is

that

it

is

cheaper to pay more for the good picture
and let the bad one go by entirely. The
summer slump probably was due fundamentally to the disinclination of the public to go into picture theatres during the
hot weather, but it w-as surely accentuated by the showing of too many poor
pictures, most of which, I am told, were
run by the exhibitor because he had
booked them and was compelled to play
them. It is going to take some time for
the industry to regain the public confidence.
"I have been told that selling my pictures on an absolutely independent basis
will not work out, that the exhibitor will
I am perfectly satisfied
slaughter me.
to take my chances. If I am going to be
slaughtered by the exhibitor because I
insist upon selling on an absolutely independent basis, there is little I can do
Anything other
to avoid the slaughter.
than selling on an independent basis
would merely be postponing death. If

slaughtered because I make bad
I should not be heard to complain, and you may be very sure that I
am going to try to make nothing but
I

am

pictures

good
one

I

pictures.

can keep

At
it

least,

if I

to myself,

make

a bad
and that is

what every other producer,
exactly
whether he calls himself independent, dependent, octopus, or by any other name,
should make up his mind to do.
"Let exhibitors book pictures on a
basis of their worth to him, each picture
for itself, standing on its own feet, and
the industry will be all right."
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Woman Producer Is

Business Depression
Rolls Around Every 7
Years, Says Patterson

Planning Distribution
Hollywood" to
Have Premiere at House
On Broadway, N. Y.

"Night Life

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA,
seven

YORK,

July 18.— Mrs. A. B.
Maescher, president of De Luxe Film
Company of Hollywood, is here for the
purpose of making distribution arrange-

who

Evans,

In

many

Hollywood

production

the

of the leading film

and
stars have been

Wallace Reid, Theodore
Washburn, Sessue Hayakawa, J. Warren Kerrigan, William
D.esmond and many others whose names
are known wherever pictures are shown.
are

cast

Roberts,

Bryant

is

painted

a picture of

—

tional stories

Col. Patterson, who is on
the staff of Gov-

ALICE CALHOUN,
graph star

in

"A

the vivacious VitaGirl's Desire."

William C. Herrmann

states,

Heads Short Subject
Branch of Universal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

July 18.— William C. Herrmann, former Service Manager and head of
the Short Subjects department of Universale "Big U" exchange, has been selected
to succeed Charles

V

One

into

of the

effect

many

by Herrmann

by

Build

to

WENDT

F.
(Rivcli Theatre, Defiance, O.)

To

who

those exhibitors

are

contemplating staging a Jazz
show, I might suggest that if

you

located

are

town

and

"jazzy

have

pictures"

a small
use just
and "jazzy

in

to

music" and let it go at that,
have the musicians work the

much

as possible, especially if in comic garb.
This feature proved the hit
of the two jazz shows which
It might also be
I
staged.
same
these
that
suggested
gloom chasers be used in front
of the theatre before and between shows. It proved quite
aisles as

a card.
("Jazz

Up Their Patronage
ing card for the larger theatres in many
for small theabig cities.
It
is difficult
tres to take on the innovation as "jazz"
vaudeville acts are not obtainable in the
smaller cities and the cost often is prohibitive.
Mr. Wendi's suggestion should
prove valuable).

DEWHIRST

a

big

draw-

want

.

Willard Patterson

pictures

in

says, however,
to set himself

the
Southeastern
that he does not
up as a "screen

philosopher."
"Any old-time showman can tell you,"
he said, "that the amusement business
revolutionizes itself every seven years.
This isn't theory it's fact.
Let's go
back twenty-one years ago.
The year
1900 was a bad one for the show busiThe next bad period came in
ness.
1907, the next in 1914, the next in 1921.
Now, when these, periods hit the show
business they generally last about one
year.
Our year of depression is over.
are due for a big boom this coming

—

We

Fall.
"It

an old theory that the human
itself every seven years.
It
is
a fact that one crop of amusementgoers begins to wear out about the end
of seven years and a new crop springs
up.
Between the wearing out of the old
crop and the flowering of the new one
there is a lull. And here is where your
period of depression comes in."
Col. Patterson has been actively engaged in motion picture work for seven
years, and now is managing the Criterion
and Metropolitan theatres, Atlanta.
is

body renews

William Duncan and
Wife Off for Hawaii
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 18.— William DunVitagraph star, accompanied by Mrs.
Duncan, known on the screen as Edith Johnson, are on the Pacific, Havvwaia bound,
can,

for a

two weeks' vacation.

By R. F.
(Beverly Picture Theatre, Beverly,
Kans.)
This little stunt we've tried
successfully a couple of nights

Report Nazimova May
Return to the Stage

we had competition.
Give away an ice cream cone

zimova,

when
with

every

ticket

purchased.

Everybody likes the feeling of
getting something for nothing,
even an ice cream cone.
(This
a particularly timely suggestion
summer and may prove a surprise
for
It
in bucking carnivals, chautauquas, etc.
might also be made a regular weekly feaice
and
night."
Cones
that
"weak
ture for
is

quantity can be obtained
surprisingly cheap).

cream bought
Night" has proven

ernor Hardwick,
Georgia, and
has done a great
develop
deal
to
of

motion

IDEAS
MONEY
MAKING
Which Have Been Used Successfully
Exhibitors
By HAROLD

interests,

ers.

innovations already put
is the separating
of New Jersey from the existing "Big U"
Louis Kutinsky will henceforth
territory.
be in charge of distribution in that locality.
Another change in the personnel of the Universale New York Exchange is the promotion of David Brill to sales manager of
Universal Jewels and Universal attractions.

scene

of

National
holdFranchise

misinformation contained in the sensaa lewd sensual Babylon of
depravity and wickedness; then the real
Hollywood with its real actors, home
life
and regular human and sane environment is shown.
The production will have its premiere
at one of the Broadway theatres within
the next week or two.

life

re-

First

Hollywood as seen by the
layman whose only information is the

To Have New York Premiere

is

resenting the Sig

Samuels

Rosenzweig. In his four
years as Service Manager, Herrmann has
" Exsucceeded in placing the "Big
change on a firm and sound business basis
and established an organization, recognized
throughout the industry.

In the great night

premise

depression

Patterson,

C.

used to depict things as they really are.
Among the notables who have parts in
the

The

Atlanta, Ga., rep-

city

tional dailies.

this

—

picmotion
according
tures,
Col.
Willard
to

is

showing life as it really is in the film
and not as it is erroneously pictured by the lurid stories of the sensa-

and

18.

in cycles in

in

here

of

years,

recent

looking after its exploitawith Mrs. Maescher and
have established offices at Hotel Astor.
Corrects Wrong Impressions
Mrs. Maescher is sole owner and producer of the picture, which is said to
have been made chiefly for the purpose
is

July

sponsible for the

ments for her first film, "Night Life in
Hollywood." Fred Caldwell, author and
Eugene
director of the picture, and
tion,

GA.,

amusement business proceeds

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
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in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
rector,

star,

have

July 18.— Alia NaCharles Bryant direturned from New York.

and

reported Nazimova plans to return
to the stage.
It is

McNamee Is Promoted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, MO., July 18.— F. L
McNamee, who has been doing special work

KANSAS

out of the Kansas City Universal office on
"Foolish Wives," has been appointed manager of the Salt Lake City branch office.

p
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raramountown
Thomas
Wins Applause Cusacfy
For Woodlawn Knows
"A Trip Through Paramountown," two well made reels
showing Paramount studios, stars, directors, companies at
work, scenes from forthcoming productions, won a round of
warm applause for the Woodlawn theatre, Chicago, from a
matinee audience, Sunday, July 16.
It should do as much for any theatre that presents it as
well.

The Woodlawn. prominent among Chicago neighborhood thenever fails to give us something worth writing about when
we visit it. Sunday afternoon was no exception. Our visit enabled
us to tell those who will run the Paramount "house film" how to
atres,

run

it

most

/N

a mani-colored page advertisethe Tiwmas Cusack
Company in the July ij issue of the
"Chicago Evening American' tlie following are given as "Twelve Advantages of Outdoor Advertising.'' Thcx
are of especial interest to showmen
who do not use 24-slieets.

ment carried by

POSITION

profitably.

An

introductory announcement especially filmed announced
that after a year of negotiation the Woodlawn management had
completed an arrangement by the terms of which that organization will have "the pick of Paramount productions for first'run
on the South Side during the coming twelve months. The phraseology of this preliminary announcement was masterly.
-

'

Confronts the public face to face. Demessage.

livers the

SIZE
Incomparable as

to attraction

and an

impression -force.

COLOR
Attracts and identifies.

Unlimited as

to size.

DIGNITY
It

was

set forth that the

Paramount organization has the most

completely equipped production mechanism, the best

stars and
directors, the greatest resources, in short, that of all the sources
from which motion pictures may be obtained, this is the .most dependable and generally desirable. The statement closed with the
assertion that this completion of arrangements was in keeping with
the management's belief that "the best is none too good for Woodlawn," and that the following journey through this great picture
plant was presented to show whence Woodlawn pictures come.
round of applause bridged the slight jump from this announcement to the picture itself. Excellent musical accompaniment was accorded the two reels, which held interest steadily and
gave rise to a general buzz of comment, and another wave of audible
approval followed the fade-out.

A

Color, size, artistic skill, attractive setcensorship of copy unite to produce dignity.
ting,

INSTANTANEOUS
IMPRESSION
No chance to miss or mistake the unitform message, flashed with telegraphic
action.

INDELIBLE
EFFECT
Produced by forceful initial impressions given cumulative intensity by incessant repetition.

FLEXIBLE
CIRCULATION
a market of
neighborhood or the nation.

Can be concentrated on
a

REPETITION

Due

to the careful wording of the introductory announcement,
it was quite clear that the applause was intended primarily for the
theatre management, secondarily for the film, a circumstance undoubtedly satisfactory to all concerned and certainly one which will
work to the benefit of the Woodlawn box office during the coming
season.
This, patently, is the essential consideration. Paramount, producing the short subject, and the Woodlawn, exhibiting it, share
in the intake recorded at the Woodlawn wicket.
As produced and
as exhibited, the picture serves an important purpose well.
NOTE: Leaving the theatre, we were confronted with a double 24-sheet,
directly across the street, advertising "Manslaughter" and "Blood and Sand."
to which was attached in big letters the phrase, "If It's a Paramount Picture, It's
the Best

Shown

In

Town."

Builds reputation. Persistently creates familiarity and crystallizes it into
buying-desire.

PERMANENCE
Long-continued

activity,

atmosphere

of stability; serves advertiser
tained, permanent way.

in

sus-

ECONOMY
Multiplies buying
tion.

power

Engenders economic

of appropriaefficiency in

advertiser's organization.

DEALER
EFFECT
That comes from intensive effect in
dealer's market, repetition that sustains
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permanence

and

that

inspires
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American costume. With a guitar, he
would travel the main streets of your
town and serenade the women with jest
and song. Need we suggest "La Paloma"
for this purpose?
He would of course
carry an announcement explaining his

confi-

dence.

ORGANIZATION
INSPIRATION
Outdoor Advertising's businessbuilding power strengthens the advertiser's organization; its industry typifies the ideals set for the organization.

purpose.
In the picture there is considerable comedy mixed in with the story,
and this could be injected in a minor way
into the actions of this street serenader.
Here you have a picture with a line of
sparkling, sizzling, accessories which can
not help but put it over with success.

tctator

The

is a magnet that will prove
and the same may be said of
one-sheets,
the two three-sheets
two
and the six-sheet. And under the same
heading goes the attractively colored 22x
28, the set of 11x14 lobby cards and all
of the ad cuts. These latter include cuts
and mats from one to four columns, three
sizes of production cuts and mats and
colored insert cards.

24-sheet

irresistible,

the

Theatre

Is

Production
Albert

Paramount

Deane,

TW

*

his

new Paramount

picture,

*

divi-

sion of exploitation, has prepared
exclusively for readers of this department the following outline of
advertising and presentation possibilities embodied in "The Dictator,"
Wallace Reid vehicle and first of the
prominently scheduled "41." "The
Dictator," the outline indicates, is
eminently a theatre picture.

ALLACE REID and Lila Lee in a scene from
"The Dictator," first of the Paramount "41,"
discussed in the accompanying article.

\17

from any

in

accustomed to having a man
your lobby for the purpose of putting
across the passerby logical arguments as
in

"The

to why they cannot afford to miss your
picture, then it would be a good idea in
this instance to have, him dressed as one
of the characters in the picture, preferably
"The Dictator" himself.

which he has

some time past. In a way
reminiscent of the memorable part
he played in "Hawthorne of the U. S. A.,"

it

is

and that certainly was a role that fitted
him to perfection. He is, in this latest
picture of his, a romantic-minded, diligent
non-working son of a millionaire who
goes to South America to escape work
and after taking part in a lively Latin-

American revolution he becomes the husband of a beautiful young woman.
The picture is one holding every thrill,
every atom of heart-interest and every

V\/ ALTER LONG, as an excitable and outraged taxi driver, accompanies Wallace Reid
in his adventurous wanderings through the picture.

Foster, Star theatre, Stanwell known locally that
he doesn't even include the name of
his theatre in his published copy,
used the following endorsement of
"The Old Nest" for half a column in
The Stanley Republican. The text of
the message is worthy of a place in
the theatre file against such time as
it is desired to give a current attraction a similar backing.
ley, Wis., so

American republic fashion as possible.
sto~y centers around one of those
little republics which are in a perpetual
state of revolution and whose outstanding imports are rifles and ammunition.
So if you can obtain some old rifles and
ammunition cases and a number of picturesque drapes and utilize these along
with cutouts made from the lithographs,
you will have a rather appropriate dis-

tral

The

WHAT

*

As you have already learned, "The Dictator" has been adapted from a famous
play written by the late Richard Harding
Davis.
This far-famed author wrote a
score or more of popular books which
can be supplied by every bookseller. This
means that by co-operating with your
local bookstore you can help the book-seller
to dispose of some of his wares, and incidentally to secure a good advertisement
from a notice as to "The Dictator" being
displayed in his window.
In the nature of a prologue to precede
this picture, little better could be done
than to have a pair of capable dancers
give an exhibition of such dances as the
Tango and the Maxixe. Also your overture could consist of a work which interpreted the wonderful melodies of Central
and South America.
Window tie-ups and co-operative double trucks are so obvious with this title

I

PROMISE MY PATRONS

IN PRESENTING "THE
OLD NEST."
1st — That it will rank among

play.
*

Endorsement of
-The Old NestAdaptable Text
Tom

touch of beauty that your patrons are
craving for, and as a result it is a production that you can boost to the limit.
A good and effective way of imparting
a good deal of the required atmosphere
of the picture to your patrons would be
to dress your lobby in as much of a Cen-

*

*

there is one other accessory which
you positively must not overlook. This
When considis the cast of the picture.
ered, that in addition to the star there
are such players as Lila Lee, Theodore
Kosloff, Walter Long, Kalla Pasha and
Alan Hale, it will be seen that the advertising of this cast will prove a priceless
asset.
If you are

Dictator," one sees Wallace Reid in a

role different
appeared for

*

And

first

the

ten greatest pictures that have

ever been produced any time at any
place in the world.
2nd That it has the greatest star
cast ever assembled in any picture.
3rd That never before will you
have seen pathos and resignation
and mother love, interpreted so simply and beautifully as in "The Old
Nest."
4th That the camera has caught
the very souls of an average American family and transferred them to
the screen with all their comedy and
tragedy, laughter, and tears, without

—
—

THEODORE
ists,

KOSLOFF, head of the revolutionaddressing one of his supporters just
is the big sequence of

prior to the battle which
the play.

that they hardly need to be mentioned.
Inasmuch as every dealer wants to be
known as "the dictator in styles," "the
dictator in quality," or "the dictator in
values," that phase alone should take care
of all the advertisers you can provide.
And, of course, the same would apply to
window displays.
* * *

Something unusual in the way of a
would be to have a serenader
mounted on a burro and dressed in South

street stunt

—

a single false note.
5th That it is a photoplay that is
making screen history, and will live
long after all who see it today have
crossed that great divide.
6th That it has one of the greatest of all stories, because its theme
Life,
is the greatest of all themes

—

—

—
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and

Life

Now,

Here,

Yours

49

and

Mine.

—

7th That the screen has never before had upon it so real, so genuine,
so extraordinary a masterpiece of

every day

—

life.

8th That I do wish honestly for
the people of the Stanley Country to
see this wonderful feature for its real
worth rather than for any profit I
may receive from it; in proof of this
I am making the prices the lowest

and more, to every mother
has married children away from

possible,

who

the old home and will cut this advertisement from this paper and present
at our box office,
free of charge
it

TOM

we

will

admit her

FOSTER,

Mgr.

Hope Stunt
Most Daring
Showmanship
The most daring exploitation in
theatre news is reported

recent

from

the

Hope

theatre,

Dallas,

whence has come several "most"
stories since the opening of that
house by Laurence Stuart. Look
at the photograph. Then you'll read

the story.

FIVE

men employed by Mr.

Stuart
were attired to represent night riders
and sent about the city bearing banners
clearly setting forth the fact that they
were advertising "One Clear Call," First
National attraction, then in exhibition.
The report omits mention of the stipend
which induced the riders to undertake
the journey, an important item.

Stunt Is Daring
In Texas, whence have come numerous
newspaper stories of Klan activities, the
stunt was clearly a daring undertaking.
In any community it has a certain element of danger. Adaptors of the enterprise should not fail to note that the
exploitation angle was prominently em-

blazoned.
The report states quite simply
"the exploitation succeeded in its

that

pur-

]T\ARING
^
"One
it is

complications of whatever character, five exploitation Klansmen informed Dallas that
Clear Call" was the current attraction at the Hope theatre. Note: In adapting stunt
well to preserve prominence of banner display.

was to attract attention and
arouse interest.
During a sultry week
the Hope played to good business and
galloping
the
pseudo-klansmen were
partly responsible."
That is quite easy to

pose," which

Lloyd Comedy Is
Valued Stimulant

believe.

To

Stuart Sets Record

Mr. Stuart, in the brief period during
which the Hope has been in operation,
has set up a brilliant record for consistently progressive showmanship.
He has
produced more striking material in that
time than has been received from any
single quarter unless it be Hamilton, O.,
home of the wizard Meyer. The work
of the two men is so dissimilar as to
They
make comparison impossible.
would make a wonderful team.

Exploitation

The lobby display

for

Man" reproduced on

"A

Sailor

page

Made

almost
a counterpart of a dozen that have preceded it. That is why the photograph
was reproduced and this story was
this

is

written.

HAROLD
hibitors

LLOYD'S
comedy,

Associated

"A

Sailor

in-

Made

Man," stands out against the background
of recent comedy publication as especially notable for its stimulating effect
upon exploitation. At its premiere stage
the picture was well and widely exploited
by means of comprehensive advertising.
Almost every theatre using it installed a
battleship front.
The most recently reported exhibition
of the comedy took place at the Colonial theatre, Camden, N. J., and here
also a battle-ship display was made. The
illustration shows the front in detail.
undoubtedly, several hundred
In all,
showmen constructed special fronts in
thing once
behalf of this comedy.
follows
It
done is easily done again.
that they will make other fronts for other
That is a development that
comedies.

A

all

should welcome.

Paramount

Issues

Star Photographs
photographs for theatre patrons
have been added to the list of Paramount
Star

accessories

available

at

exchanges.

The

l
photographs are 6 /
2 by 8J/2 inches, sepia
prints, and are furnished in thousand
Eighteen stars are the subjects.
lots.
Many obvious uses of them should make

JJAROLD LLOYD'S

comedy,

Made Man," has been accorded dozens of battle-ship lobby
This display is from the
contagious nature of a good idea.
Jersey, a recent engagement.

"A

Sailor

displays since publication, showing
U>lonial theatre at Camden, New

them valuable additions
stock

in the

exhibitor.

to exoloitation
estimation of the advertising
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famed Jackie Coogan uniform placed side
by side with the ragged raiment that
Jackie wears in the picture after his reManager Julease from the orphanage.
lius K. Johnson of the Rialto theatre,

'Trouble

Showman s
Attraction
"Trouble,"

produced

by

Jackie
in the
circulation to date

Coogan Productions, has won

brief period of its
to high rank among showman's attractions. It is, reports agree, easy
to advertise and worth advertising.
In the following contributed sum-

mary,

presented complete, high
points in its nation-wide circulation
are given exclusively to "Herald"
readers.

CHILDREN

entering the Liberty theatre, PortSee story for

land, Ore., to see "Trouble."
details of interesting stunt used.

is,

the

you

can't get

away from

picture

latest

starring

Coogan has made its way into the
most exclusive homes and on the front
pages of the most restricted registers of
news through its exploitation possibilities
during the brief three weeks of its public

Jackie

existence.
The simplest

at

Coogan costume who won
"Trouble"

for

the

Walnut

*

way

describing the
methods by which "Trouble" has caught
on in its meteorlike career of exploitation
is by forming a comparison with an army.
Constituting the snipers are the teaser
Willard Patterads and mailing cards.
son, with his Metropolitan theatre in At-

during

street

front

run

theatre,

of

Cin-

Coogan equipment from corduroy jeans
to journals.
The Walnut Street theatre
of Cincinnati, O., used the impoverished
orphan outfit for street use and incidentally for front page publicity in the papers.
Robert Lieber's Circle theatre in Indianapolis had excellent scouting facilities
to feel out public opinion in children who
wore the tags stating that they were
guests of the Circle at a special showing
of "Trouble."

bles you."

because

picture

cinnati.

"Trouble" has arrived.
Furthermore, it's come in the singular.
Soothing shades of Socrates, but the old
soothsayer said a mouthful when he said
"never trouble trouble till trouble trou-

The thing

in

page publicity

EXPLOITATION ALLY speaking,

it,

/"ORPHAN
that

of

I

TNUS'UALLY
Omaha and

ceptional

effective window display used in
described in story herewith. Exrealism obtained with dummies.

Behind the

*

*

network

of attack was
the solid substance of shock soldiers, the
infantry who bore the brunt of the- exploitation.
This varied at times, but the
most general maneuver was the "Old
first

Clothes" Matinee at which a special
formance was given in connection

used a teaser: "It never comes singly; but it will be at the Metropolitan
soon." He had the whole town guessing
before his first display broadside gave the
secret away.
The Des Moines theatre of Des Moines,
la, used the post card announcement for
its initial publicity to a mailing list of
manv thousands.
lanta,

per-

with

some public

charity, public welfare diviAssociated Charities or orphanage.
Admission was free to any youngster desion,

positing old clothes in front of the theatre.

Never has a better organized

battalion

been

The scouts of the exploitation army are
window displays, replicas of the far-

the

BILLING

for "Trouble" at the Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta, the complete story of the
told on this page.

campaign

seen in action than the voungsters
who supplied the moral for this exploitation onset. They dropped their old wears
in front of the Liberty theatre, Portland,
Ore., the Strand theatre, New York, the
Metropolitan theatre, Atlanta, and countless others.
This was the substantial attacking force
that brought public favor to submissive
arrangement in waiting lines before the
box office. Manager Noble of the Liberty
theatre, Portland, gave 700 passes for his
special performance
but he made an impression in the enemy's lines to the extent of four columns of free newspaper
;

publicity.

*

The

*

*

"infantry" of attack simply lined

up before the box
shall not pass."
passersby didn't.

office

And

in

and said, "They
most cases the

Supporting the shock troops were two
important branches: the artillery and the
roving squadron, or, if you like, the aviation service.

STRIKING

street stunt employed by the Des
Moines theatre, Des Moines, la. See story for
complete details, very interesting.

of the 2,000 children who
ONE
Jackie Coogan production,

ploitation

saw "Trouble,"
during

by the Circle theatre,

exIndianapolis.
its

Omaha, secured one
windows exclusively

of the most artistic
for a tie-up with his

house in the J. L. Brandeis & Sons Department Store. It took in the complete

Entrenched in front of the theatre,
ready to pour out its voluminous message to any pedestrian, was the lobby
display.
The magnetic eyes of Jackie
Coogan, appealing to a blue^-coated officer of the law, were always on duty before the Liberty theatre, ready to send
the message.

For the Des Moines theatre the roving
wing of the army was always on the
streets ready to

drop a reminder

to any-

—
:

July 29,
one

the way.

in
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In this case the roving

was equipped with a huge painted
dumbbell that spelled the message: "Even
a Dumb-Bell Knows a Good Picture
When He Sees One. He Says It's Jackie
Coogan in 'Trouble' at the Des Moines
section

Theatre."
*

*

*

The

simile has not overlooked the seThat is contained in the
cret service.
agile brain of the ingenious manager,
alert for opportune moments of appeal and
ready to seize upon any logical ground of
attracting and hypnotizing public atten-

51

through conversation. The Manor manager is not one of these.
Of course it is apparent that the point
•

of this story does not lie in encouragingexhibitors to den trick habiliments and
go about in guise of a transient screen
guest.
The point is. rather, that the
showman who does think well enough
of exploitation to do just that thing when
occasion makes it necessary is a mightygood exhibitor. He will prosper.

tion.

"Trouble" has demonstrated that it is
mighty effective army for fighting hot
weather depression. By the use of expedient exploitation it has proved that the
a

is a myth if properly handled
and "Trouble" again has evidenced in the
brief period of a month its complete

depression

adaptability
W. F. E.

exploitation

to

purposes.

ELEN LOUISE STEWART, employed in prologue to "Smilin' Through," First National
attraction opening B. C. Brown's new Temple
theatre, Viroqua, Wis., an opening of general

T-I

interest.

A Bow

"What
The Picture Did

ONE-SHEET

billing for Baby Peggy comedy,
Little Rascal," at Grauman's Million
theatre,
Biliing
keeps
Los Angelas.

"The
Dollar

Baby Peggy

Ballot fresh in public

Grauman

memory.

For

Billing

to

Me"

The personnel

of

Section

"What The

Picture

For Me" reporters embraces the
main body of progressive exhibitordom.
B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua,
Wis., is one of these.
We could not
write this story without according that
department a bow.
Did

rjAVID SCHAEFER, Manor

theatre, Wood*-' haven, Long Island, did his own street
exploitation for "The Sheik's Wife," Vitagraph
film, getting arrested and talked about.

Sustains Interest

In

Careful Showman

Only Self

Trusts

Exploitation

say,

"Exploitation

is

vital."

Few prove by performance that they
really believe it. The few accomplish

An

great things.

comes from Long

excellent illustration
Island.

DAVID SCHAEFER,
oodhaven.

L

Manor

theatre,

enacted the role of
exploitation husband to "The Sheik's
Wife" when that Vitagraph attraction
was shown at his playhouse. He makes
a good sheik, as the photograph testifies.
He carried the impersonation to such a
point of perfection that he was arrested
for
his
masquerade, with the usual
\\

I.,

amount of profitable publicity.
Not many showmen think well enough
of exploitation, regardless of what they
say for publication, to go into the streets
ot their communities as did
Mr. Schaefer.
Nor is this because, as some might
allege, they are too busy to spare the
time.

Too

precedential
Sid
Grauman's
Baby
Peggy Ballot is theatre history. But

there is money in history, as the experienced Mr. Grauman knows. Hence his
especial

billing

many

exhibitors,
developments frequently seem to indicate, permit their enthusiasm for exploitation to
manifest itself chiefly, if not
solely,

of

Baby Peggy comein the young star

keeping interest
at high pitch.
dies,

On
Many

Peggy Ballot

photograph reproduced herewith
THE
shows the striking one-sheet boards

Grauman to advertise "Th<:
Rascal," Century-L'niversal comedy starring Baby Peggy. The content
matter, obviously is prepared at some
used by Mr.
Little

little

cost,

undoubtedly

more

than

is

commonly

set aside for the frontal representation of a short subject.
Los Angeles families whose interest

was caught by the Baby Peggy resemblance ballot, described in a recent issue,
are kept in mental touch with the tiny
player through the consistent advertising
of each succeeding picture in which she
This is accomplished, quite
appears.
properly, with no effort other than a
slight increase in prominence accorded
that element of the program.

Proceeding thus, Mr. Grauman will
have a carefully prepared public waiting
to view the Century comedy in which the
two children who won first and second
in the Peggy Ballot will appear.
that time there should be another big

place

At

storv from Grauman's.

VIROQUA

is
a city of about 8,000
population.
The Temple theatre,
newly erected by Mr. Brown, cost something like $200,000.
"Smilin' Through,"
First National attraction, was the opening feature. It was simply but strikingly
presented.
Helen Louise Stewart, the young lady
whose picture appears herewith, was
billed as "petite danseuse" on the opening program.
need no information
further than that vouchsafed by her
photograph to know that her performance was neat, cleanly, impressive, fresh,
all that a stage performance in a motion
picture theatre in such a community
know that the keen judgshould be.
ment which has been reflected in Mr.
Brown's excellent reports governed the
presentation of the Xorma Talmadge
vehicle which opened his new house.
If there is a point to this story, and
some insist that a story must have a
point, it must be this: That good showmanship is chiefly a matter of good judg-

We

We

ment, and that a man who shows good
judgment in such a sphere as, say, reporting picture values to
original report department,

paper's
necessarily
Surely that point is
a good showman.
And surely Mr.
an important one.
Brown is such a man.
this

is
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methods

of

picture.

The
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attracting

attention to the
theatre, naturally, was already well cared for in this respect. Ac-

School Vacation

cordingly he employed two very small
girls, one five and one six years of age,
and costumed them in keeping with the
picture, copying the costumes
Lillian and Dorothy Gish.

Children Spread Doctrine
These children, shown in the illustration,
went into the business houses of the city
and delivered personal invitations to department heads to attend the opening performance. They aho distributed cards announcing opening and attraction to all whom they
met, later carrying this phase of the campaign

into

the

residential

newspapers

Local

city.

of the

sections

wrote

up

the

When the picture was advertised by
New Park theatre, Worcester, Mass.,

the
another variation in standardized advertising
was made. The management planted one
of the big oil paintings supplied with the
picture in the Bancroft Hotel lobby, flanking the main staircase, which provided eximitators, five and six years old, who
aided in the opening ceremonies of Foti's
theatre, Waterbury, Conn., with "Orphans of
the Storm."

"Orphans of
The Storm

cellent setting.
this incident in

Another
still

illustration

shows

c

,

.

v

,

"What the Picture Did for Me," has
great exploitation possibilities as yet
only lightly sounded if exploitation news
of the weeks since its publication may
be regarded as authentic index to fact.
A pleasant exception to the rule is recorded in the report of the manner in
which De Sales Harrison, Howard theatre, Atlanta, utilized his lobby during
the run of the picture.
A marine environment was established
with painted strips representing green
and blue waves, a sea gull cutout, a cabin
box office, life preservers, etc. The foyej
held a painting, "Sunset at Sea," against
which a racing motor boat was shown.
The presentation included a Chinese
episode, using an Oriental setting with
a Chinese potentate enthroned, while a
white girl, a slave, sang selections from
Even

the

Howard

report does not include photographs, and photographs are
very helpful in promoting adaptation.
Yet the point is scored that the picture
contains
material
warranting
special
treatment of a high order.
It is to be
hoped that proper attention will be accorded this phase of it in future exhibitions.

lobby
Mass.,
of the Storm" was in exhibition
in the

at the

New Park

Hotel,

theatre.

herewith

of

Pittsburg, Kan., gave active asthe Grand theatre in exploiting

to

"Penrod." Winner of usual freckles contest
shown above.

shows the winner
held.

He

in

is

the freckle contest

entered actively into the cam-

paigning for the picture. All who competed with him in the freckle count contributed likewise to the advertising ol
the feature. Good results were obtained.

The Pittsburgh campaign
is

for "Penrod"

It has beei
Bu
quarters.

not especially spectacular.

approximated

in

several

"only the surface has been scratched"
this direction.
Vacation time finds th<

it

youth of the community free to
The youth likes motioi
amusement.
pictures.
And the youth does not per

seel

comment

probably.

at

least,

ticket

Summer program that
showmen a new angle on

basis a
all

furniture
dealer
supplied
Oscar
White, Rex theatre, Sumter, S. C, with
wicker chairs and table to make of his
lobby a veritable rest room, tempting
passersby. An ice cream dealer provided
cones for the "parlor" on the first day,
receiving slide notice on the screen.
Total cost of stunt to theatre, nothing.
Profit,

y OUTH
sistance

|

j

A

the

also.

mit the heat of the season to interfer
Some abl
with pursuit of pleasure.
showman is going to work out on thi

Suggestion

of

it,

"Reported Missing," Selznick produc-

"East Is West."

1

see

to

The photograph reproduced

.

are more interesting
than effects. Much good news has
been caused by "Orphans of the
Storm" since its general publication. Two good "items" are presented herewith.

Z"

sions

oelznicl^ reature

tion starring Owen Moore, and the subject of many laudatory comments
in

ISH painting prominently placed
^
Bancroft
Worcester,
while "Orphans

attraction

In short, "Orphans of the
Storm" made this exploitation news. Pictures that do that are good pictures.

News is based upon events.
Events arise from causes. Causes,

Griffith-United Artists
booked to open at
Foti's theatre, Waterbury, Conn., C. L.
Tucker directing manager, sought new

National

from Booth Tarkington's
boy stories by Marshall Neilan, was well
exploited by the New Grand theatre,
Pittsburgh, Kan. Boys helped to put the
picture over.
Boys paid many admis-

of the picture.

Lobby Attraction

the

First

made

photography.

Makes I\eu)s

D. W.
WHEN
production was

mer period. There are a number of pictures with especial appeal to the juvenile
which may be used with extraordinary
effect at this season.
"Penrod" is one
of them.

Picture Prompts Action
W hile neither of the incidents mentioned
above are in any sense revolutionary, they
are, nevertheless, incidents of unusual type,
not "everyday stuff." Their sponsors were
moved to their execution by the influence

1

invariably,

Features Strong
School vacation, properly capitalized,
may be made to counterbalance many of
the common disadvantages of the Sum-

nJjENROD,"

children.

GISH

Renders Juvenile

worn by

sales

mer

will giv

the Sum

situation.

Timely Doctrine
Timely doctrine for everybody is include
the remarkable contribution of F.
Meyer on page 68 of this issue. JJnusua
but very much worth reading.
in

]

.

I

—
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^

are winning electric lights constantly.

theatre

politan

where

Atlanta,

at

maker," was recently exhibited.

DVERTISING by

date is too infrequently obThe winIt's good summer tonic.
served.
photo is of the Elmwood at Penn Yan, N. Y. (
dvertising "Over the Hill."

There

The

Lloyd
style

is

53

Photograph shows

Always

Is

*

to

comedy,

"The

Rain-

Towns
Welcome Revue
Smaller

;r

Reason

Metro-

light display of the

Hamilton-Educational-Mermaid
good.

Print

With

the first seven issues of the
of Starland Revue already
published, Film Booking Offices of
series

News Like

Did Photograph

This

America,
one reel

or less in grooves.
chiefly in location or person-

Argues Value of ChangeSome news always
why
Date Advertising THE Metropolitan
is

nel.

is

That's

The not impressive photograph of the
llmwood theatre, Penn Yan, N. Y.,
howing billing of "Over The Hill," arrived at this office some months ago.
have just discovered why we didn't
throw it away. It has a moral in it.
irVe

T

\\

risk of

having you label us stupid

fx we

explain that in our at least
(veekly examination of the photograph
lince receipt we have invariably wonttered

what about

it

discover

was

to

iside.

Now we know

iomething
mportant.

is

date
Can't

"different" and,

have

same,

failing

laid

it

the "different"
That's
advertising.

imagine

why

we

nissed it.
In all probability much good for the
)ox office could be accomplished over
;he country if all exhibitors agreed to
:est out for the next two months the
>olicy of prominently heralding dates, of
ittaching dates inseparably to picture
:itles in every display made of the latter.
There are many good reasons for believng the policy would result in increased

this

story

is

good news.

printed.

theatre,
Atlanta
used a Lloyd Hamilton
Educational-Mermaid comedy and advertised the fact in electric lights very
prominently. The photograph reproduced
herewith shows the layout.
Of course that is good news, since
short subjects have never enjoyed the

~

The

Note
T.

H. Eslick, manager,

J.

D. Williams

Amusement Company, writes that Laurence
Stuart, Hope theatre, Dallas, did not do the
work credited to him in the story on page
July 5 issue, this department, but does
not state who did.
Pardon, all around.
W. R. W.
43,

this

New

ips.

Already acquainted with the current Broadway attractions through
theatrical magazines, the small

town has welcomed Starland Revue as showing them more intimately and more comprehensively

their value justifies, but it
not basically different from a hundred
other stories that have appeared in these
pages. The Metropolitan is not the first

all

is

Revue No. 7, the next publication, shows some especially inter-

accord a short subject this
prominence, nor the fiftieth, but the accordance of such prominence to a short
subject should be noted every now and
then for the general stimulation of
thought in this direction.
If you think comedies are receiving
proper consideration, as some have alleged, look over the short subject lists
from which you select your material and
theatre

their

favorites.

esting views of the recent Actors'
Golf Tournament at Garden City.

to

how many of them you have heard
of by reason of their advertising by exhibitors.
If this story leads you to do
that, this space will have been well used
indeed, for it is certain that you will
sense fully the importance of remedying
the prevalent condition.

see

The

being missed.

handling

exploitation

Screen Exploitation

giving

risk of

is

York by Jack Cohn.
in
reel is edited by Mildred Phil-

duced

Ga., recently

:icket sales.

blind display, or even the displayname of theatre and omitting
dates, throws upon the reader the necessity of seeking that information.
Certainly the first impulse of the interested
beholder is to determine when the picture will be on exhibition.
It seems to
us that too few showmen provide this
important bit of information along with
the title, where it will occasion least
effort to obtain and will involve least

which

novelty, announces that
the exhibitor interest has been increasing steadily since April, when
the first subject was issued. Starland Revue is devoted exclusively
to stage stars and plays. It is pro-

News runs more

—Free

Last week's newspictures, according to the "Final Edition" column in "Newspictures," contained pictures of a train wreck in New Jersey. These were shown
on many screens. This week many screens, it is reasonable to assume, will exhibit
"Love Never Dies," King Vidor production, in which a well staged train wreck
figures importantly. This is more than a coincidence if showmen care to make it so.
It would be a very simple and profitable enterprise for an exhibitor with this
or a similar feature in prospect and these or similar newspictures at hand to insert
immediately after that sequence in the newspicture a brief caption pointing out the
shown,
fact that the train wreck in the picture is in many respects similar to that
and that it was produced with such care as to render comparison with the actual
incident worth while as a test of producerial ability.
probably, exThis sort of thing has not been done. Yet in every newspicture,
can be capitalized in this
hibitors have at their disposal one or more items which

Some showman will make himself much money and not a little trade
reputation by leading the way.
from such enterprise will accrue to newsIt is notable that benefits resulting
picture and feature alike.
manner.

,
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Real Ingenuity
Shown in Float
For "Theodora

fi

Ingenuity is a priceless possession of
the successful showman. Real ingenuity, as distinguished from that which
merely borrows its products, is displayed in the illustration at the bottom
of this page.

THE

Liberty
theatre,
Wenatchee,
Wash., produced a striking street float
for
"Theodora," Goldwyn production,

arriving

at

the

semblance

of

realism

without great expense, but with clinching
effect.
See illustration.

The
ers

lions are poster lions, but the postfirst made free of text.
The

were

wagon

moving van, probably, but
angles have been obliterated.
The bars of the cage may be of any material, for bars are not closely inspected.
the

is

a

tell tale

But the bannering

is

correct.

Nothing

is

over-played.

CMPLOYES

of the Tivoli theatre,

Universal feature. The young
responsible for the resemblance.

New
man

York, impersonating three characters from "Foolish Wives,"
white blouse is especially good, make-up being chiefly

in the

view of

Is

Exploitation by use of "doubles"
has come in for a great amount of
questioning on the score of practicability since the first pioneer essayed the task. Often those who
maintain "It can't be done" have
seemed to enjoy a tenable stand.
The Tivoli, New York, has at last
provided the required vindication
for this type of exploitation.

veyance with banners carrying information but not stimulative text. It is
if any of these, given the same
starting point, would have made as much
money with the picture as the Liberty
doubtful

theatre did.

it

is

Garner Follows

Crowd
Acting

accordance

Lair

to

whether
or not as a result of a brief item recently
published in this department, B. B. Garin

with,

Casino theatre, Lakeland, Fla., foldrifting patrons to the "most
popular soda fountain in town" and presented to them, via the big mirror back
of the marble counter, the information
ner,

lowed

Ice

Water

allegations of medical men
to effect that ice water is harmful to the
heated system, people want it.
Incidentally, medical men drink it to considerable extent, notwithstanding.
Call
it
a petty evil of modern civilization, or

Despite

what you will, but provide it for patrons
you would register pleasantly with the
man."
This latter classic individual, by the way. is very adamant in
his demands and should make a splen-

HT HE photographs reproduced herewith
x might very well have been presented as

if

"inner

from "Foolish Wives," Universal
so nearly do they approximate,
least in the person of the young man

stills

feature,

did

booster

enough

impersonating Von Stroheim, the advance views sent out for that production.
They show, in fact, the three impersonat-

who

of a

to plaster the con-

Opens Big Field
found to be true that by concentrating upon make-up showmen can develop a highly satisfactory machine for
producing effective exploitation of this character; a field that has been only lightly
cultivated will be opened to many who
thus far have avoided it.
At any rate,
the Tivoli enterprise shows that " It can
be done." That is very important.
If

Vindicated

ors

will center

many showmen

exploitation doubles.

in

at

example, that effort

instead upon obtaining the best possible
make-up.
There is no reason why this
should not lead to a general improvement

Advertising

Double"

this

would have been the policy

It

great

for the theatre fortunate
to enlist his sympathies.

that "Beyond the Rocks" was in exhibiwere disStills
tion at the theatre.
played, also, and a "Beyond the Rocks

Sundae" was concocted.

The soda fountain

tie-up is an ancient
institution strangely negIncidentally, the tie-up
lected this year.
is less important than the billing of pictures in places where should-be patrons
spend their time. This is worth paying
for if necessary.
The beach, in many cities, is the thea-

and honorable

tre's

strongest

competitor

at

this

time.

exploited the Tivoli engagement.

Likeness Largely

Make-Up

Study of the large photograph from which
the reproduction

was made brings out the

fact that the impersonator does not actually

resemble the actor to any considerable de-

His head is of different outline, his
features are held in stern composure with

gree.

effort.

In

short,

his

impersonation

is

largely a matter of make-up.

Undoubtedly there are thousands of young men
country who could do quite as well
equally expert make-up were provided.

in the
if

That is the point upon which the vindication of "double" exploitation rests. Where,
heretofore, effort has been made chiefly to
locate a natural double, it is probable, in

.

ingenuity was displayed by the management of the Liberty
REAL
in producing the above street float for Goldwyn's "Theodora."
ing banners, general effectiveness.

theatre at Wenatchee, Wash.,
Note realism, absence of flar-

NEWSPICTURES
\\TITH a

view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the

VY

News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established this department.

"FINAL EDITION" A
GUIDE TO PAYING
EXPLOITATION
"Final Edition," a concise index to newspictures of the week prepared
by this department with the more or less consistent co-operation of newspicture companies in supplying information as to news reel
contents, constitutes a practical guide to paying exploitation.
The following digest of the partial information received this week is
offered as illustrative of the manner in which it is intended this service shall
be utilized.
Shoes" should bring entire phalanx of
It will be noted that not all editions of
local shoe dealers into ranks as theatre
all newspictures of the week are included

Xavy Buildings"

local

due to failure of
film publishers to provide ample,
All material on hand .it press time

news
data.
is

This

following.

is

included.

Kinograms, No. 2162
"Oldest Man in World, 134, Dies at
I Greasy Creek, Ky.," offers opportunity
I to invite oldest persons in comniunity,
I say 10, 20, 30 or more in number, to
attend theatre as guests of management.

"Champions Meet
Hohokus, X.
advertisement

$

in

Harness Races

boosters.

Panama Canal
Swims
"Girl,
12,
Shackled" also of interest to swimmers.
Selznick News, No. 1056-C
"Washincton Washes State. War and

at

suggests small special
endirected
at
race

'NTERNATIGhh
NE*S

locally.

'

.

"Bathing Girls on
|

Way

In at Balboa, Cal.." joins

to Parade Put
up with swim-

ming

I

season and suggests staging of
bathing girl review to be presented in
conjunction with newspicture.
Kinograms, No. 2163

"Army
I

I

asts,

Balloonists

Ready

should interest local

Test,"
if

for

air

Big

enthusi-

any.

"Evolution
1923,

of Bathing Suit, 1875 to
Posed by Hope Hampton," serves

|

draw every ring follower

.

if

I

I

in

community

properly advertised.
"Elks Convene at Atlantic City" makes

feasible a plan for drawing the stay-at"Bills" to the theatre in droves.
"Is Flapper to Disappear?" Sketcho-

home

gram,

relayed challenge to local
representatives
of
flapperdom.
This
should draw others as well.
justifies

"Annual

Show

of

Xew Models

in

Xavy

newspaper

for

Torpedo-Carbe

Officials" should
story.

"Women's Supplement," containing
new fashions posed, Ruth St. Denis in
new steps from Paris, Mile. Mistinguett,
owner

of most beautiful legs in the
world, justifies widely advertised special
matinee for women, which may be sponsored by women's department of newspaper.
Great opportunity here to make
much money and establish precedent for
future matinees of same sort in connection with newspictures.
If no exhibitor
capitalizes this matter
but then, some

—

space.

"Fire Destroys $3,000,000 Hotel in Ba-

hamas" should interest fire department
and make members boosters.
"Dempsey to Fight Wills" discussed

Unlike the replies tucked away at the

bottom of an adjacent column when the
above line is encountered in our best
newspapers, the answer to this question
In
Nothing is "wrong."
is negative.
everything is quite right, much
more so than in the vast majority of
theatre photographs.
The photograph shows the Strand
theatre at Akron, O., and a note received
with same states that identical copy is
carried in a sign on the other end of the
marquee.
fact,

better than item in Xo. 2162 as support
for bathing girl review.
"Dempsey Signs to Meet Wills" should

I

good

is

"Philadelphia Dog Saved by Harding's
Plea" ties up with news story recently
given prominence and fits in well with
above item, adding strength to same and
emphasizing Airdale breed.

*

Demonstrates

ists

of especial interest to all own.ers of canine pets.
Special ad, or copy in
regular ad, asking if Chicago has better
dog than locally owned should draw interest and patrons.

I Forest"

"Fokker

rying Plane to

Wear 'Merry Widow' Hats; World's
Champion Swimmer in Demonstration,"
merit one or two lines each in regular ad

"Big Bridge Span Floated Into Space
Portsmouth, X. H.," not so good unless local circumstance gives it usefulness.
"Chicago Stages Dog Show at Lake

I at
1

cat hospital.

valuable to showmen in localities where
sport is popular.
"Military Manoeuvers in France" might
>erve as ground for cooperation with
local American Leerion Post.
"Pearl White Home; Returning Tour-

thusiasts.

erative tie-up with tennis clubs bringing
total membership to ticket wicket.

dog and

motorcycle dealers, clubs, enthusiasts,
with certain bid for attendance.
Selznick News, No. 1057-C
"Canoe Races at Toronto Thrilling'' is

J.,"

"Suzanne Defeats Mrs. Mallory in
Match" should facilitate coop-

for tie-up

one will.
"Motorcycle Records Broken in Danbury', Conn., Meet" carried showman to

What's Wrong Here?

I Tennis

basis

"Prosperity Special of 30 Engines Arrives at Los Angeles" can be worked into
semi-editorial newspaper story connected
up with strike situation.
"Boston Young People Exercise on
Common" permits exhibitor to enlist club
women in drive to install such service

for exhibitors

in the

offers

with local "Clean Up Week."
"San Francisco Dog Given Wooden
Leg" might bring about cooperation of

This
All

last

Is

week the

strike, a threatened

strike,

the

rail

walk-out of street car

and "L" men, fought with the U. S. Open
Golf Championship Tournament in progress
at Skokie Country Club, Glencoe, Chicago
Golf fared
suburb, for headline position.
in the contest.
Sunday afternoon theatre-goers saw Gene
Sarazen win the cup Saturday. Pathe Xews

very well

showed

it

to us.

Hounds with Hot Weather

New

Styles,

An-

Barrage" should
bring to the box office every girl and

nouncing

woman

of the

Corset

community

interested in

Decidedly worth advertising.
Fox News, No. 61
"King and Queen of Italy Visit Denmark" makes profitable special appeal to
Italian and Danish orders in community,
as also notification, public, to persons of
dress.

those nationalities.
"U. S. Has Largest

Service!
coal

above.
"Irving Berlin Radios Jazz from MidAtlantic to Paris" brings radio dealers,
enthusiasts, and music dealers, orchestras, etc., into active cooperation with
theatre to benefit of box office and advertising of music, radio equipment, etc.
"Follies Girls Entertain Pictorial Xews

Field,

111.,"

Hangar

at

Scott

of interest to ex-soldiers, air

enthusiasts, and should bring cooperation and special flight from local flyer,

any.
"Berlin Citizens Protest Against Monarchists" is simple news of special interest to German citizens, probably best ad-

if

vertised by unelaborated headline.

"Oxford

Confers

Degree

(Concluded on page jp)

on

Taft"

:
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DIGESTo/BCTURES of,tAeWEER
THERE

so,

believe that pictures have ad-

beyond the nickelodeon days.

little

you

tell

many who

are

vanced

and

try to

They'll

back up their argument by point-

ing out a mediocre film that

is

of a son.

"DON'T SHOOT"
Washington

Star, has the

following to say with regard to improvement in pictures

Perhaps you've heard or read that motion pictures are
at a standstill or are rushing backward with the speed of

Well,
contrary.

do
of

is

!"

Rawlinson

all

the evidence available to this writer

It

would appear

that all

Bronson Howard.

thing in

Every-

story, the

is

direction, the photography, the settings, the

was directed by Jack Conway who
bringing out the

full

dramatic as well as the love interest of the story in several

"THE DICTATOR"

titles,

the act-

mount's "41" admirably.

The

story

same

title,

is

(Paramount) introduces Para-

Wallace Reid has the

It is in six reels

of the

Lila Lee, Walter Long, Alan

co-workers

effective

James Cruze directed with

cast.
ability.

stellar role.

from Richard Harding Davis' book

later a stage play.

Hale and Kalla Pasha are

ing.

his usual

in

the

and growing

but doesn't seem that long.

of motion pictures, on the constructive

critic

could ask more than for a producing company to

spare no effort to get the co-operation of the best authors,
the best directors, the best photographers

and the

"HURRICANE'S GAL"
Dorothy

(First National)

presents

most strenuous

roles she

Phillips in one of the

best

has ever had.
actors

It

Herbert

by George

story

to the

is

—with a motion picture of current vintage.
better — the
the modern photodrama

What

presents

a thrilling and unusual

in

has played upon the emotions to the

any one would have to

—any one

side,

(Universal)

unusual scenes.

compare a motion picture of ten years ago

them

that

struggling for existence in

in the

a wireless telephoned "Hello

a simple story, with the mother love theme

are well handled.

a cheap neighborhood theatre.

But Donald M. Clark,

It is

dominant, and contains a series of thrilling situations

It is virile

drama

all

the

way through

and

?

a sure-fire finish that will stir the blood of the most jaded

Few

persons realize even faintly the wealth of experi-

ence, the years of study
that are focused

and the months of preparation

contains a most realistic storm at sea.

it

on the production of each modern photo

drama.

"THE VEILED WOMAN"
easy to see a picture and laugh because one actress

It's
is

Allen Holubar directed this eight reel feature

film fan.

and

seen walking upstairs with a

fillet

perceived to have arrived without the

on her head and
fillet.

That

sort of

error will creep into motion pictures always, because

human

impossible for any

is

it

is

being to be always 100 percent

(Hodkinson) presents

drama made from Myrtle Reed's

rural

Sun."

in the

There

and a competent

is

cast,

plenty of drama,

story,

"A

a

Spinner

much good

acting

but the latter part of the picture

is

overburdened with unnecessary details and lengthy subtitles

obviously directed at vivisectionists.

perfect on every mechanical detail.

The

great thing to do

is

to see

your picture of today

contrast with your picture of yesterday.

cannot

fail to

is

getting better

all

the time.

And motion

pictures are gettting better faster in proportion than

human

institutions.

opinion

among persons who

That seems

to

an atheist

—a great physician who

Divine Power greater than

see the startling improvement.

The world

"MY FRIEND THE DEVIL"

in

Chances are you

most

be a consensus of

many dramatic
a

little

it

is

Charles Richman and Barbara

a melodramatic recital of the

trials of

(R-C
an

Pictures)

officer of the

almost wrecked by the indiscretion

(Goldwyn)

is

a roman-

concerning a vaudeville actress who, because of a

close resemblance to a

THE NAME OF THE LAW"
is

is

well produced with

scenes dotting the production, albeit

slow at other points.

"ALWAYS THE WOMAN"

law when his home

the story of

Castleton have the leading roles.

tic tale

is

It is

is

concede there

are closely identified with the

industry.

"IN

his.

(Fox)

will not

former Egyptian queen, becomes

involved in a search for hidden treasure and several love
affairs.

Betty

Compson

is

the actress and the story was

written and directed by Arthur

H. Rosson.

SPECIAL CAST IN

George Fisher, Duke R. Lee and Fred
Kelsey.

IN THE NAME OF THE LAW
(R— C PICTURES)
a real old fashioned melodramatic picture, full of thrills, home life
stuff, mother love, and exploitation angles sufficient to permit of its being
put over in a big way. Directed by Emory Johnson and distributed
through Film Booking Offices of America. Six reels.

This

is

THE CAST
Patrick

O'Hara

Mrs. O'Hara

Ralph Lewis
Claire

Mary

McDowell
Ella Hall

Harry O'Hara .... Emory Johnson
Johnnie O'Hara .. .Johnnie Walker
Mr. Lucas
Richard Morris
Children in the prologue: Benny
Alexander, Josephine Adair, Johnny
Thompson and Jean Adair.

the

murder

his

own

of the officer, is defended by
brother.
At the climax of the trial, right and
virtue has its usual triumph, the banker
confesses to robbing his own bank and
shooting the police officer, and everything ends as all good melodramas should
end, with everyone happy except the

wicked

banker

who

dies

by

own

his

hand.

"Don't
Shoot" was adapted from
George Bronson Howard's story "Hands
Up."
Rawlinson is cast as a crook who is the
tool of a crooked politician. He plans to
rob the home of a wealthy gentleman,
engaged to a young and beautiful girl,
but

who

is

really in love with another

young man. They exchange notes and
one in which she invites him to meet
her in the library after midnight, falls
into the hands of her fiance.
He waits
for the intruder and captures the burglar
as he enters.
Then he calls a minister
and at the point of a gun compels the
girl and burglar to be married.
The
caddishness of the former sweetheart is
disclosed to the girl later, and she finds
true love in her strangely acquired hus-

who renounces

band,

his affiliations

his

home.

Lovers of thrills as dealt out in rapidire melodramatic picturization of home

BETTY COMPSON IN

plenty to satisfy
hem in "In the Name of the Law," the
atest Robertson-Cole production which
tad
its
premiere at the George M.
~ohan theatre, Xew York City, last

ALWAYS THE

reek:

Here

ife

stories,

will

find

WOMAN

(GOLDWYN)

The production, which has

a footage
well cast, finely photorraphed and the story is one that holds
he interest throughout.
While a simple story of the life of a
lain American family with the home
ife
love dominant, the even tenor is
isrupted by an action prompted by
nother love. After a series of thrilling,
>f

6,200

feet,

omestic circle.
The story is that of the loves, advenures and misadventures in the domestic

nenage of a police officer.
With two
ons and an adopted daughter the father
ind mother are striving to
>f their
own. The father,

he

own

a

A

the display of her talents, in a
story which has sufficient mystery to make it holding all times.
Five reels.
It should go well.

scene from "In the Name of the Law*'
(R-C Pictures)

ancient Egypt with
life in
present flapper days, Perley
Poore Sheehan has written a pleasing story
for Betty Compson, and Director Arthur
Rosson overlooked no opportunities in the
filming of it. The story takes an American
flapper into the heart of Egypt and there
winds a wierd and fantastic story about

Combining

In addition to the many exploitation
angles in the picture, a vast number of
productive tie-ups have been provided,
and there is every evidence that with the
proper use of these, this picture can be
made a valuable box office asset.

HERBERT RAWLINSON

md

are breadwinners, while at the
nother's solicitation, the elder boy is
ent to college to study law.
The other son is employed in a bank,
he girl also being a stenographer in the
ame institution. The son at college is
ccused of theft and to prevent his arrest
he mother sends him a sum of money
vhich was to have been used that day
n making a payment on the home.
Vngered by the situation he is placed
hrough the mother's action, the father
eaves for work after a heated quarrel,
n an effort to patch up the quarrel the
•ounger son takes money he has saved
rom a safe deposit box, and on returnng home finds neither father nor mother
it home, the mother
having gone to the
iid of the boy at college.
The girl in
he meantime arranges to borrow the
leeded money from her employer.
From this time on the picture unfolds
apidly with many tense situations. The
>ank is robbed, a policeman killed, the
>oy is shot and then arrested by his own
ather.
Then comes the big court room
scene during which the boy, on trial for

a well-made, romantic pic-

which gives popular Betty
Compson good opportunity for

home

one son

is

ture

is

ragic events, during which every phase
f human emotion is used to myst:fy and
ttract, peace and love returns to the

with

the politician and explains to her affianced
husband the real object of his visit to

(UNIVERSAL)

A

crook play with a different twist.
The type of story that should
prove popular with most picturePlenty of action, love ingoers.
terest and is generally well acted

and

directed.

Photography

is

ex-

Directed by Jack ConFive reels.

cellent.

way.

of

the

her.

IN

DON'T SHOOT

girl

that

"Don't Shoot" has every ingredient
which goes to make good screen enterThe story is well told and
tainment.
holds the interest to the end and does
not develop into heavy sob-stuff nor too
much unreal melodrama. The details of
the production are excellent and both exteriors and interiors are well chosen.
Rawlinson makes a most effective and
given
is
and he
hero-crook
natural
support by Edna Murphy.
excellent
Wade Boteler, Margaret Campbell,

The picture opens with a sort of a prologue with the locale in ancient Egypt. The
Neco Tokris, has incurred the
queen,
enmity of the high priest by falling in love
with a minor priest. The lover is stoned
to death and the queen rather than submit
to the high priest, is buried alive with the
body of her sweetheart.
Then the modern angle of the story beCenturies later an Egyptian mystic,
gins.
claiming supernatural powers, declares that
show girl,
a broadway
Celia Thaxter,
traveling on a steamer towards the Orient,
queen,
is a reincarnation of the Egyptian
and that a treasure awaits her in a secret
tomb in the desert.
Kalem Pasha, a rich Egyptian statesman
traveling on the ship, plans to win the girl
On the ship also is
and the treasure.
Boone, an American suffering from shellCelia extends to Boone the symshock.
pathy denied him by his wife, who is infatuated by Kalem.
An expedition is organized and the whole
party go to the desert in search of the treasThere Kalem's true character is displayed and Boone makes a thrilling rescue
of Celia. Arriving at the ancient tomb the

ure.

—
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Egyptian mystic calls down the wrath of
the ancient gods on Kalem, whose sin of
betraying the queen has followed him
through all the centuries. Kalem stumbles
and falls to his death in a deep pit. Mrs.
Boone, in an effort to save him, is also
dragged to her death. Boone and Celia are
thus freed and everything ends happily with
love triumphant.

William Fong was excellent in a conjedy role.
Hurricane'^ Gal falls heir to her father's smuggling vessel and also his palace of chance in San Francisco. She is
handy with a gun and her fists and manages to subdue the rough crew when she
flies into a rage.
A stowaway, Steele
O Connor, is found aboard. She defends him from the brutal fists of the
captain and soon is in love with hini

SPECIAL CAST IN

She discovers, however, that Steele is in
employ of the government when a
government boat pulls alongside and

MY FRIEND

the

THE DEVIL

she is forced to flee to avoid arrest.
Realizing he is in love with her, Steele
attempts to overtake her on her next
cruise.
His airplane is shot down by
the smugglers but Hurricane's Gal sends
a wireless to a revenue cutter, which
arrives in time to save her from the
drunken captain and Steele also swims
to her aid.

(FOX)
Charles
Richman and
Barbara
Castleton in an adapted version
of George Ohner's novel "Doctor
Rameau."
Care and thought
have been given the production,
the subject matter treating of a
physician who was an unbeliever,
but its popular appeal will be
somewhat limited. Directed by
Harry Millarde.
Scenario
by
Paul H. Sloane. Eight reels.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE VEILED WOMAN
(HODKINSON)

1

•'My Friend the Devil" deals with
atheism, or rather an atheist who ultiIt
mately becomes a believer in God.
has to do with a famous physician who
difficult
opersuccessfully performs many
In
ations and effects marvelous cures.
his egotism he will not concede that there
is a Higher Power and ultimately his
Howwife and friends turn from him.
he is made to believe through the
miraculous recovery of his daughter,
whom he has driven from the house on
the day of her wedding and made ill,
forms the startling climax to this re-

markable story.
There are many dramatic scenes to the
story, and a lengthy prologue is used to
introduce the character of the doctor as
a youngster employed in a physician's

Undoubtedly it is a little slow
and judicious cutting would improve the feature immeasurably, but it
will grip and hold most audiences' in-

office.
in parts

terest.

Charles Richman gives a splendid charHe is
acter study as the noted doctor.
human and interesting with his admixture of good and bad traits and by his
carefully shaded performance he holds
the attention even in the story's more
slowly developed moments. Miss Castleton renders excellent support as the wife.
William H. Tooker as the doctor's friend
was well chosen for the role as was the
balance of the little company.
All the settings were good and there
are several intensely dramatic moments
which are well directed.

A HICKORY HICK
(EDUCATIONAL)
A

comedy with
Christie
Charlotte Stevens in
the leading roles, written by Robert
Wagner. It concerns a yokel, his wife,
a couple of oil stock sharks, and the recovery of the hick's money which the
sharks get him to invest in their doubtful
There are many unusual
proposition.
sets and the story moves along with a
tilt that will please the average audience.
The work of Miss Stevens and Bobby
Vernon is excellent throughout and the
director keeps the action at a high pitch.
The ancient automobile, the "trip to
heaven" stunt, and the phoney bank
vaults are unique and add to the comedy
of the picture.
two-reel

Bobby Vernon and
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Myrtle Reed's novel "A Spinner

in

the Sun" made into a fairly entertaining screen play under the
direction
of
Lloyd Ingraham.

Marguerite Snow, Edward CoxLanders Stevens, Lottie Wil-

en,
Dorothy Phillips
Gal."

in

a scene from "Hurricane's

(First National.)

liams,

Charlotte

Ralph McCullough

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
(FIRST NATIONAL)

the biggest roles this star
has ever had. A virile drama filled
with intensely dramatic situations
and a grandstand finish that will

them out of their seats.
Well developed, gripping story.
Star given good support. DirectEight
ed by Allen Holubar.

bring

latest
Allen
film ought to

bacon.

It

Holubar-Dorothy

bring home the
has about everything in it to
attract and hold the attention of lovers
of sensational drama including airplane

American cruisers and the sureAmerican jackies putting to rout a

flights,
fire

horde of smugglers. The fights are well
directed and the final battle between the
sailors and the thugs aboard the outlaw
ship is prolonged to a good climax, in
which justice is meted out to the treacherous skipper and his band of mutineers.
There is also a realistic storm scene
one of the best ever staged.
The story is well told and developed
smoothly apart from the fact that there
are many fights and they come in quick
the way through, but they are
varied to hold the attention.
of the story is
well sustained and the love interest only
slightly
touched upon except at the

stages

all

sufficientlv

The general atmosphere
finish.

Miss
gler's

makes

Phillips, as the owner of a smugship, has a strenuous role and
every scene count.
Robert Ellis

appears opposite her as the hero,

in

the

O'Connor, a government
employer running down smugglers. Wallace Beery as the despicable Chris Borg
adds to his laurels as one of the best
screen villains extant.
Gertrude Astor
and James Barrows appear as Phyllis
Fairchilds and Capt. Danny respectively.
role

of

overburdened
with
long,
and much unnecessary de"The Veiled Woman" manages to
titles

hold the spectator's attention throughout
the six reels, principally because of the
well sustained atmosphere of the simple
story.
The small town characters are
well depicted and never overact and the
story moves along from one episode to
another in a smooth, natural way.

The most

difficult role of the

Steele

piece

is

Evelina Grey, which was well
handled by Marguerite Snow. She goes

that

of

the picture for the most part
heavily veiled, having been disfigured,
supposedly, by an explosion in the laboratory of Dr. Dexter, to whom she was
engaged.
Lottie Williams as a crusty
old maid gave a splendid performance as
an avowed man-hater. Charlotte Pierce,
as Araminta, pleased, as did Edward
beautiful dog
Coxen, as the Piper.
Fannie, gave the proper touch to man>
Beautiful photogof the Piper's scenes.
raphy marked the production through
out, the work of Ross Fisher.
Evelina Grey is the pathetic victim
an unhappy love affair with Dr. Dextet
Following an explosion in the phy
cian's laboratory, where she saves
doctor from harm and is reported
figured herself, the doctor turns fro
Twenty-five years follow and
her.
returns to her old home to learn th
Dr. Dexter has married and has a so
She goes about heavily veiled. Thro
his son, a practicing physician, he lear
that Evalina is very lonely and hop
to atone for his actions of years pass
he calls upon her and offers her ma
She refuses and lifting her
riage.
shows him that she was unmarred
the explosion, that the physicians h
confused her with another hospital
tient.
In a fit of remorse the doct
commits suicide, but a romance sprinfl
up between the Piper and Evalina ai
between the doctor's son and Aramin
Lee.

through

parts.

This

Although
flowery
tail,

of

Phillips

and
cast.

Six parts.

IN

HURRICANE'S GAL
One

Pierce
in the

A
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WALLACE REID

IX

ing clubs,

THE DICTATOR

in

six

appears

in

"The Theatre,"

this issue.)

"Fokker
"Third

Wallace Reid

"The

in

Sheik,"

offers inducement to college people to attend theatre and see Oxford ceremonies,
background, etc.
"Jas. W. Gerard Home After European Trip" may be stretched into small
Spend
cartoon ad on "Where Will
Vacation?" Not so good.
"Maharaja of Rajpipla Arrives from
India" might be offered to readers of

Demonstrates

War

Plane,"

Million-Xame

Petition

for

Legion posts, possibly starting local peGood newspaper space should be

a scene from "The Dictator"
(Paramount)

who

are

legion,

in

tition.

this

form: "Ever See a Maharaja? A Sheik?
A Real One on the Blank Screen Today."
Xot good for more than two lines in
regular ad space.
"3,500,000 Sign Liberty Bell Petition in
Chicago" worth real money to Chicago
exhibitors, who probably will not collect
on same.
"Boston School Children Play Water
Basket Ball," of interest to outdoor
sporting element, not good theatregoers
at this season, offers opportunity to bring
back some of that straying money.
"Shriners'
Xew Imperial Potentate
Arrives at Honolulu" ought to bring to
theatre any Masons who remained at

home.
"French Race Horses Ride

in

Motor

Cars." another bid for interest of track
enthusiasts.

"Masonic Mission Decorates Unknown
Grave at Rome" combines with
above item of interest to Masons.
"Take Xose Prints of Cattle, Abandoning Branding," should bring in evenfarmer in drawing radius if properly exSoldier's

Pageant

"Pioneers'

(Concluded from page 55)

regular ad

Bonus Presented by Captain of Salvation Army," should be widely exploited
in
conjunction
with
local
American

ploited.

NEWSPICTURES

in

discussed above.

reels,

a fit introduction to the prominently heralded Paramount "41."
The story is typically Davis, placing
a young American in a South American
republic boiling with revolt and letting
nature take its course. There is a great
deal of melodrama, more comedy, all
mingled together in a pleasant concoction
Good players
not to be taken seriously.
help considerably.
Wallace Reid is the daring American
Walter Long is the comedy
visitor.
Lila Lee is
chauffeur who goes along.
an attractive Senorita. Kalla Pasha and
Alan Hale score well as bespangled native political aspirants.
The atmosphere of the entire play is
that of the characteristic Davis novel.
The story involves the hair-breadth escapes by which a young American in love
with a native potentate's daughter rises
It is too full
to the position of dictator.
of complication and action for detailed
synopsis and more important as to style
than as to incident. It is admirably narrated by Mr. Cruze's adept direction. (A
summary of its exploitation possibilities

line

for exhibition.

by James Cruze.
'"The Dictator," originally a Richard
Harding Davis story and subsequently a
stage play, makes good occupation for
Wallace Reid and a cast of note. It is

and

"Rockefeller Celebrates 83rd Birthday." general interest item.
"Oxford Confers Degree on Taft," discussed above.
"Irene Castle Home," worth special
mention if one of her pictures is booked

(PARAMOUNT)

Directed,

etc.,

space.

Semi-melodramatic rough and tumble story against a banana republic background. Rapid action,
plenteous humor, an occasiona
A good cast and a good
thrill.
picture.

59

at

Baker,

Feet

120 Feet

into

Tank

4

Deep" should draw "water dogs"

from beach

for at least

one theatre

visit.

International News, No. 55

YOU

" 'Dead Shot' Anna Oakley,
Markswoman. Rehearses for Fred Stone's Cir-

cus"

is

worth

vertised.

"Tanks in Drill at Camp Franklin,"
up with American Legion Post

joins
drive.

"For Better or Worse," cartoon, unexplained in present information.
Territorial specials present special opportunities.

International News,
"Civil

notification to trap shoot-

War

in

No. 56

Dublin."

discussed

above.

"Alaskan Dogs in Marathon," should
owners of dogs, individuals

interest all

or organizations, S. P. C. A., etc.
"Elks Convene at Atlantic City," discussed above.
"Italy's Crown Prince Sees Banner
Festival of 17th Century Revived at
Siena, Italy," warrants special drive to
interest Italian element in community.
"Breaking in the
Office Boy,"

Xew

is

cartoon.
Territorial specials present special opportunities.

Ore.,"

offers chance for local editor to eulogize
old settlers and advocate similar celebration.
"Movements of Pogo Jumper Analyzed" is good if interest in pastime is

warm locally.
"Man Plunges

obtained for general story.
"Funeral of Slain Foreign Minister of
Germany." item of class interest.
"Civil War in Dublin," ought to bring
Irish citizenry out in force if well ad-

Opportunity Is Great

While not
of the

week

the newspicture matter
included in the above, and

all
is

while

territorial specials are not discussed, it is readily seen that the news
reels of a given week provide for the
energetic showman a wealth of exploitation material.
It is common knowledge that only a modicum of effort is
being put forth in this direction at this
suggested that exhibitors
time.
It
is

read "Final Edition" in this department
every week with a view to correcting
this condition.

VI TAG RAPH STARS
M*RY SEMON

WILLIAM DUNCAN

r
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the past three weeks, making still studies of
many First National's female stars.
* * *

Gareth Hughes

is

attending night school

Los Angeles High School these days.
Nobody seems to know whether he goes to
study Greek or domestic science.

at the

*

*

*

Foster Goss has been appointed editor of
The American Cinemalographer published
under the supervision of Harvey E. Kausman and associates, which with the current
issue is expanded into a national monthly
magazine.
,

LOUISE FAZENDA

has been engaged

to enact the role of "Mandy Skinner"
Adams
in the S-L Production of "Quincy

Sawyer."
*

*

work

will

producer's announcement that
be started immediately on an adaptation of
Donn Byrne's popular novel "The Strangers' Banquet."
*

*

in the

starring picture upon which production
started this week at the Carson studios for

new

picture business.

Ma

*

*

*

of "Peg O'
My Heart," and husband of Laurette Taythe stage
lor, who created the title role in
production of this famous play, will ac-

company his wife on her trip to Hollywood
where she is to appear in a film version of
is

to be

*

*

produced by Metro.
*

Julius Stern, president of Century Comhead
edies, has appointed Mark Sandrich
of the Property Department, in place of S.
Blum. Sudden necessity for a long rest
forced Blum to leave Century for a lengthy
Sandrich, astrip abroad for his health.
sistant for

some

time, automatically

was ap-

pointed in his stead.
*

*

Filming

has been started by Myron
on a new production at the
United Studios which will have as co-stars

Selznick

"Blazing Sands" and

Edward

J.

the joint product of

baud.
*

*

*

star, has gone into
raising business.
With a force of
fifteen helpers he left his Hollywood headquarters, the Pickford-Fairbanks, early this
week for Bakersfield in the heart of the
stock-raising country of California.
He
will go direct to the Tevis Ranch, a domain
of 100,000 acres four miles from Bakersfield, and will assume charge of the work
of raising thoroughbred horses. "Assume"
is the proper word, for Jack will be only a
movie stock breeder in connection with his
new photoplay, "Garrison's Finish," now in
the making.
* * *

The Pickford party included his superElmer Harris his director,
Arthur Rosson, and the entire cast, among
whom are Madge Bellamy, who plays the

vising director,

Lydia Knott.

*

lead,

Charles

Frank

Elliot,

;

A. Stevenson, Tom Guise,
Clarence Burton, Ethel Grey

Audrey Chapman,

Terry,

Herbert

Prior,
*

*

Dorothy ManOgle and

Charles
*

abroad, brought about a happy reunion between Richard Dix, his mother, father and
devoted sister.
* * *

According to statistics compiled by Mark
Larkin, if Douglas Fairbanks accepted
every invitation he received to attend prominent social functions in Southern California
alone, he would be called upon to undertake

the leading roles.

the impossible task of visiting a total of
eleven such affairs every night of his life.
* * *

Cullen Landis and wife were hosts at
a party given for their eldest daughter June
Miss June has reached the relast week.
markably old age of 4 years without entering the movies.
* * *
Pitts, talented comedienne, is to
return to the screen. She has been engaged
by Metro for an important part in "Country
Love," the first of the special stories series
of productions in which Billie Dove is to
re featured, under the ditection of Emile

Za Zu

Chautard.
*

*

In the recent death of Harry R. Hough,
the motion picture industry lost one of its

most

brilliant

Admired and
who knew him and noted
leaders.

spected by all
a studio executive of unusual

*

*

*

*

Victor Heerman, the director, is an incurable golf hound.
He goes around the
Rancho course almost daily in company
with Owen Moore.

The return to the Goldwyn Studio of
"The Christian" company after ten weeks

Allen Holubar and the Goldwyn company filming "Broken Chains" the $10,000
prize story, is on location at Huntington
Lake,
California.
Malcolm
McGregor,
Colleen Moore and Ernest Torrence have
*

Phil

capabilities.

Goldstone

*

*

means

to

make

his

production

of "Deserted at the
Altar" rank among the big pictures of the
coming season. In addition to an all star
cast, well known director and production
special

experts,

he built an entire

New

England

in addition to a large number of
interior sets to follow every detail of the
story.
The picture will be completed in
the next few weeks and will be ready for

village,

the market in September.
E. A. Schiller, general representative of

Loew's Inc., is in Los Angeles for a week's
stay on business connected with Loew's
State Theater and office building.
He has
just returned from an extended inspection
tour through the United States and Canada,
during which he visited the principal theatres of the 300 controlled by Marcus Loew.
*

re-

as

Cobe

States "Storm"
Is Sensation of N. Y.
Success Due Partly to the

James

*

Presentation Arranged

by Manager
"The Storm," Universal-Jewel's adaptation of Langdon McCormick's stage suc-

New

cess, is the sensation of
ing to Andrew J. Cobe,

Shubert Central theatre,
is

now in the
The manner

third

week

York, accord-

manager of the
where the picture
of

its

run.

which the film is standing
up despite unfavorable weather conditions,
strong counter attractions and other obstacles is due in a large part, it is said, to the
forceful presentation arranged by Cobe, the
remarkable mechanical effects installed by
McCormick and a forceful exploitation
campaign engineered by Marc Lachmann,
in

Universal exploiteer.
Many Novelties in Lobby
The lobby contains many colorful novelties and innovations devised by the Universale exploitation department. One is a
large bas-relie: of a mountain shack buried
in snow.
Through the lighted windows can
be seen realistic miniature cut-outs of the
principals in the cast enacting one of the
scenes in the picture.
Several realistic
transparencies showing the scorching flames
flashing through the huge trees of the forest, with dense clouds of smoke arising
from the blazing timber, attract and hold
;

storing up sleep and
cinematic worlds to conquer. He has just finished two productions
One
in which he worked simultaneously.
producis "The Long Chance," a Universal
tion directed by Jack Conway, and the
other, "Just Like a Woman," a Grace Haskins production at the Fine Arts Studio.
* * *
is

*

*

perpetuate the history of the Hop
Sing tong, Chinese plan a motion picture,
tracing its origin back to Confucius, and
Grant Carpenter, playwright, novelist and
photodramatist, has been asked to prepare
the script.

stock

Ray Norton.
*

is

Montague and George Archain-

ners,

Ralph Graves
looking for more

*

To

Hammerstein and Conway Tearle.
The working title of the production is

Rowland V. Lee, just returned from his
vacation at Big Bear, will immediately begin
direction of "Mixed Faces," a Fox feature
starring William Russell and written by
*

*

Jack Pickford, screen

Hartley Manners, author

the story which

*

e Prevost returned from New York
in time to witness the local premiere of her
latest
starring vehicle,
"Her Night of
Nights," at the Superba.
* * *
i

*

Metro.

production end of the

Elaine

Wallace Worsley will direct Clara
Kimball Young in "Enter Madame," her

J.

sands engaged

*

*

Various rumors as to Marshall Neilan's
accordance
initial production to be staged in
with his new arrangement recently consummated with Goldwyn, are set at rest by the

*

his passing into the great beyond has caused
a wave of sorrow to spread over the thou-

*

E. Abre, the celebrated

New York

photographer, has been in Los Angeles for

the interest of the spectator.
Tieup Is Effected
The theatre's front is decorated on either
In one is a
side with three sheet frames.
photographic reproduction of the splendid
review of the picture printed in the New
York World; in the other are posted daily
insertions of remarkable tieup with the New
York Evening Mail.

As a prologue, Manager Cobe has arranged an artistic novelty consisting of a
specially arranged number of a "color symphony organ."
For atmospheric effects. Langdon McCormick has bent his genius to reproducing those noteworthy effects which brought
him fame in the vaudeville and legitimate
stage representation of his theatrical masThe climax of the picture is
terpiece.
greatly enhanced by certain mechanical e8j
fects calculated to carry out the idea of the
destruction by fire of a great forest.

Finished "Kentucky Derby"
"The Kentucky Derby," Universal-Jewel
dramatic spectacle which King Baggot has
been directing, has been completed.

'
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placed in conspicuous places about
B ROADSIDES
center, huge banner at Queensboro bridge, and

New York
right, 20

to herald opening of F. B. O.'s "In the Name of the Law.*'
30 foot stand at Broadway and 43rd street.

Stand at

left is in

Times Square;

by

Premiere on F. B. O.
Film Draws Capacity
BREAKING

61

into a theatre which hitherto has
presented only dramatic attractions and playing
to capacity business from 2 p. m. until 11 p. m..
with a standout crowd reaching into the side streets off
Broadway, is the record set by "In the Name of the
Law," the Emory Johnson production, at its New York
premiere at the George M. Cohan theatre last week.

Rothstein

Record

H

Conducts

Ad Campaign

UGE

signs and banners, street ballyhoos, extennewspaper advertising and other resources
were brought into play in the spectacular exploitation campaign conducted by Nat G. Rothstein,
advertising and publicity director for Film Booking
Offices of America, on "In the Name of the Law," the
Emory Johnson production which F. B. O. will publish
sive

Film Booking Offices of America
publish the opus as a special

in the fall.

The premiere

will

of the

picture at
theatre in
New York is described in the adNat G. Rothstein introduced the
joining column.
Herewith is defeature to New York by an exploitailed the exploitation drive contation campaign, the scope of which
ceived by Mr. Rothstein.
has seldom been equalled.
Gross
For a week before the showing
attendance
showed that "In the
all passers-by in the Times Square
Name of the Law" had broken all
district were told of the coming atsummer records for special presentraction by means of a huge sign,
tations on Broadway, according to
erected after special permission was
the distributors, and proved that the
obtained from the city, just north
Rothstein campaign was as efficaRubberneck busses filled with lusty lungey
of the Times building. One side of
cious as it was comprehensive.
youngsters awoke Broadway to fact that F. B. O.
film would open at Cohan's theatre.
this sign announced the picture's
All during the afternoon and until
opening at the Cohan theatre and the other carried the
after the last show had started on the hot Sunday after500 burglars, dips and yeggmen to see
line, "Wanted
noon of the premiere, a double line of ticket seekers
'In the Name of the Law' and learn what happens to
stretched up and down Broadway and around the
crooks who think they are smarter than the New York
Forty-second and Forty-third street corners, says the
Police."
F. B. O. announcement.
The campaign also included banAnswers to queries put to patrons
ners hung across many of the main
indicated that the picture was restreets of Manhattan and the Bronx.
ceived
favorably
by the great
Permission was obtained for the
crowds in attendance. It is the bestringing
of banners in places which
lief of Film Booking
Offices that
have not carried advertising since
this production already has proved
the Liberty loan drives of war times.
its exploitation
values.
ExploitaOne of the many street stunts
tion of a most startling nature preconsisted
of a
large touring car
ceded the showing.
sign
huge
manned by a cameraman, an actor
was erected by Mr. Rothstein in
dressed as a policeman, and a girl.
the heart of the theatrical district,
The auto carried a sign reading
at the- north end of the Times build"Scenes being retaken for 'In the
ing.
This is the most coveted ad"The Inquiry Reporter" stopped passers-by to
Name of the Law,' at the George M.
vertising spot in
all
New York. ask
Name of the Law."
if they had seen "In the
Cohan theatre." Wall Street and
Banners were stretched across many
lower Broadway, the theatrical district and uptown
of the important streets of Manhattan and the Bronx
neighborhoods were invaded by this car with the occuand a variety of street ballyhoos were used.

early in the

the

fall.

—

A

George M. Cohan
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pants stopping every few blocks to enact a

Three Russell Units
Producing on Coast

dramatic scene.
In the direct mail campaign 31,000 letters
were mailed to individuals in the Metropolitan district. Special nights at the Cohan
theatre
have been designated "lawyers'
night," "doctors' night,'' and so forth.
On the day preceding the opening, four
huge auto buses, filled to over-flowing with
lusty-voiced newsboys, awoke New York to
the fact that "In the Name of the Law"
was soon to be presented at the Cohan
These youngsters each carried a
theatre.
bundle of "The Midnight Star," a miniature newspaper which was printed by the
F. B. O. exploitation forces as an exploitaMade-up with as much care
tion novelty.
as a big daily, its headlines compelled at-

Five

which was

advertising,
in

all

lines

New York
which

papers,

were

dis-

tinctly different from those usually used in
There will be, before the
the Metropolis.
All of
close of the run, 246 different ads.
these will be designed as "eye-stoppers"
being topped with such headings as "Ford
cars at $23.50" or "7 Room Apartments at
$7.50 per Month."

Head
Of Laugh-O-Gram Films
Issued Every Two Weeks

Mace

Distribution

A new

one reel cartoon, published
every other week, is being produced by
Laugh-O-Gram Films, Inc., 1127 East
Leslie B.
31st street, Kansas City, Mo.
Mace, long identified with film companies, is in charge of distribution. Walt
comic
several
of
originator
Disney,
strips, is drawing these modernized fairytales.

under the direction of
Walter J. Pfeiffer is
scenario editor and R. C. Ising has
charge of the art room and is assistant

Camera work

to

is

Lyon.

William

Mr. Disney.

New
From Coast

Selznick Awaiting

Productions

Home office executives of Selznick Pictures Corporation are awaiting the arrival
of the first two productions made at the
West Coast studios of the company. These
are "Love Is An Awful Thing," starring
Owen Moore and "Under

Elaine

Oath,"

Hammerstein's latest.
Having had production so close

to

them

for so long a period, there is some anxiety
to ascertain the extent of the truth regarding California's advantage as a production
centre.

been

Both

made

of

these

productions

have

in their entirety in California.

at the Coast studio of RusProductions, a Chicago organization,
have been working at top speed completing a series of features for the company'3
sell

The

Russell studios at 1439 Beachwood
Hollywood, are under the personal
supervision of Bernard D. Russell.
drive,

Five Pictures Completed
During the past four months the Rusorganization has produced five five-reel
features and is preparing for a great
splash for the fall season, which will begin in August.
The approaching year
probably will be the greatest and most
successful one for Russell Productions,
as no expense will be spared to produce

sell

MONTE COLLINS

appearing in "Saved
by Radio," a Russell Production soon
to be issued.
Mr. Collins has been on
the American stage for forty years and
has been in pictures six years.

"Robinson Crusoe"

the Dominion theatre, Vancouver, B. C,
James C. Adams, manager, and the Liberty
theatre, Great Falls, Mont.
These three
theatres were awarded the "big money"
prizes for having put over the best exploitation campaigns on "The Adventures of
Robinson Crusoe," Universal's chapter-play,

Harry Myers.
Four weekly fifty dollar prize winners,
chosen prior to the awarding of the major
prizes are: Dominion theatre, Nanaimo, B.
C, J. Cooper, manager; the Bijou theatre,
Wilmington, N. C, D. M. Bain, manager;
the Star Theatre, Covina, Calif., George
Leonardy, manager, and the Temple Theatre, Perry, Fla., John T. Hendrv, manager.

"The Shriek" to Be New
Comedy Starring Turpin;
Del Ruth Completes Film
Ben Turpin's new Mack Sennett comwill be "The Shriek," from an original story by Mr. Sennett.
Kathryn Mc-

edy

Guire will have a prominent role in the
cast.
Direction will be by F. Richard
Jones.

piece.

will
is

pic-

of the five features, "Boomerang Justice," a semi-Western and society drama, has George Larkin as the
star.
Supporting him are Fritzi Ridgefirst

Vester

Pegg,

Al

Ferguson,

Earl

Metcalfe, Virginia Warwick, Karl Silvera

and Leonard Clapham.
by Edward Sedgwick.

It

was

directed

Co-Stars Love and Larkin

The next

of

the

series

is

"Bulldog

Courage," with Bessie Love and George
Larkin co-starred.
Then follows "The
Barriers of Folly," a spectacular production
which was fourteen weeks in the making.
Another big feature will be "Saved by Radio."
This timely subject has unlimited
exploitation possibilities.
In conjunction with "Saved by Radio,"
Russell Productions has created a novelty reel, "How to Make a Radio for 60
Cents." This has already gained considerable publicity in Chicago.

mer Comes," which

Stolzer Succeeds

is being completed
under the direction of Roy Del Ruth.
Billy Bevan and Mildred June star in the

Murphy

At Universal Laboratory;
Blofsom Has Foreign Post
Irving Stolzer has succeeded Edwin F.
as superintendent of Universal's
laboratory, at West Fort Lee, N. J. Mr.
Murphy, who relinquished his duties because of ill health, was tendered a farewell dinner by more than 200 employes
and executives of the plant.
Albert B. Blofsom has been called to
Europe by President Carl Laemmle of
Universal to take the position of head
sales manager for France and Belgium.

Murphy

Kent Visiting Exchanges
En Route to West Coast

come from

"When Sum-

Sidney R.

Kent, general manager

of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has departed from the home ofHe will be abfice for the West Coast.
sent until the middle of August. En route
distribution,

Mr. Kent will visit exchanges
Chicago, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake
City, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

to the coast
in

"The Blacksmith"

Is Title

and

Of Keaton's New Comedy

The productions are: "God's Country
and the Law," "The Girl From Porcupine,"
"The Broken Silence" and "Jacqueline,"

"The Blacksmith," presented by Joseph
M. Schenck, is one of the latest Buster
Keaton comedies scheduled for early

now in course of production.
The name of Mr. Webster's

publication
under the First National
banker. In "The Blacksmith" Keaton is
said to be at his best.

Progress Pictures Company.

The

starring

A. N. Webster of Syracuse, N. Y., has
acquired from Arrow Film Corporation the
rights to the four James Oliver Curwood
productions, produced by Pine Tree Pic-

will be

independent

tures.

Serial

Three major prizes of $450, $300 and
$200 have been awarded for the month of
June by Universal to the Doric theatre,
Kansas City, Mo., Sam Harding, manager;

Another comedy which

organization

many money-making

way,

Universal Awards Prizes
For Best Exploitation on

the Sennett lot shortly

New

program.

fall

Forms Company to Handle
Arrow Pictures in N. Y.

York state,
tures, Inc., for upper
will form a company to handle these.

for

Early Fall

"The inquiry Reporter" was used to good
advantage by Mr. Rothstein and his staff.
Special efforts were made to obtain advantageous window displays and placards were
displayed in more than 500 shop windows.
Tie-ups were arranged with Beck-Hazzard
Shoe Company and Remington Typewriter

used extensively
was built along

Completed
Distribution During
Features

Three units

tention.

Company.
The newspaper

July 29, 1922

Filming Animal Scenes
Nell Shipman is now in the mountain;
near the Canadian border filming anima'
scenes for her latest attraction, "Th<
Grub Stake." These scenes will complete camera work on the feature.

1
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Hodkinson to Distribute
"Sleepy Hollow;" Rogers
Has Lead in Production

Two New First National Pictures
Now in Production on West Coast

"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," the
Washington Irving masterpiece, has been
produced by Carl Stearns Clancy for distribution through
W. W. Hodkin-

Norma Talmadge Completes 'The Eternal Flame"
and Begins Work on ''Voice from the
Minaret"— To Cost $600,000

son

Corporation.
Will Rogers portrays the role of
the unique "Icab o d Crane," the

lanky
Yankee
schoolmaster. 1

hered

to

man, or The Legof

Sleepy

story

in

filming

the

popular legend.
Lois Meredith, May Foy, Bernard Reinold, Downing Clarke and others are in
the supporting cast.

Carey's First for F. B. O.

To Be Published This

Fall

Harry Carey production for
Film Booking Offices of America, the
The

first

has arrived at the R-C
has been titled "'The Kick
will be given an early fall

of which

print

home

office,

Back" and

The working

publication.

of

title

this

production was "Combat."
Officials of F. B. O. announce this as
one of the most thrilling productions this
popular star has made in his long screen
career.

Hodkinson Will Handle

"Fun From the Press"
Negotiations have been completed by
of

officials

W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-

and Funk

&

Wagnalls. publishers of
Digest, for the distribution by
Hodkinson of a series of short reel productions under the title "Fun from the
Press."
This is a continuation of the series of
quips garnered from the press of the
country and presented by the Literary
Digest as a short humorous reel.
Distribution will begin on August 20 at the
rate of one a week.
tion

Literary

"Modern Madonna"

in

Production at Frisco
Production

has

commenced

on

the

offering of Graf Productions, Inc.,

initial

"A Modern Madonna."

at

San Francisco.

Home is directing Milton Sills
in the piece.
Prominent players support
ing the star are Cleo Ridgelv, Alec B.
Francis, Jack Mulhall, Ednah Altemus,
Alice Hollister and Little Baby Muriel.
Distribution plans have not been com-

James W.

Minaret."
starring
Norma Talmadge. and B. P. Schulberg's
"Money, Money. Money" featuring Kath-

MacDonald.

Warde Feature
Completed in London

Reginald
A

Bill of Divorcement" has been
pleted at the studios of Ideal Fil
in

m

in

the

com-

starring role.

This

information
has just been
received by Reginald
" ard" e who is working on plans for distribution of the picture in this country.
.

editing, cut-

the filming of this star's much
discussed "The Vo:.:e trcm the Minaret."
got under way at the United Studios
where three expansive stages will be utilized in the picturing of this colorful and
romantic oriental story
lication,

Costs Over Half Million

Joseph M. Schenck is authority for the
statement that the star's next picture will
cost in the neighborhood of $000,000.
"The Voice from the Minaret" is from
the play by Robert Hichens.
Frank Lloyd, who directed Miss Talmadge so admirabh- in "Smilm' Through"
and "The Eternal Fiame," is officiating
in the same capacity in "The Voice from
Minaret."

the

Suppor'.-'ng

the

c-tar

are

Eugene O'Brien, who formerly teamed
with Miss Talmadge under the Selznick
banner; Edwin Stevens and Winter Hall.
"The Voice from the Minaret" was adapted to the screen by Frances Marion.
Appears in Evan; Story

The industry of Katherine MacDonald
No sooner had she
to be commended.

is

completed "White Shoulders" than she
was away on location for the initial shots
of "Money, Money, Money," which is- a
powerful story from the pen of Larry
Evans, and is the only story that this
widely known novelist and magazine
writer has ever written directly for the
screen.
B. P. Schulberg, president of
Preferred Pictures, Inc., procured the
Evans story while on a recent trip to

New

MacDonald in "Money, Money, Money." He
will have as an assistant Tames Dugan.
will

direct

'Miss

scenarioized the Evans' narIn the cast will be Jack Doughrative.
erty, Jacqueline Loean, Margaret Loomis, Charles Clary, Herschc'l Msyall, Carl
Stockdale. Brenda Fowler, Frances Ray-

Hope Loring

mond. Lawrence Steers, Robert Dudley
and Paul Willis.
Chinatown Scenes Taken
The "Love Boat" scenes in "East Is
West," the stage success adapted for the
screen for Constance Talmadge, have
been pictured, as have many of the China-

town episodes.
As Ming Toy. the captivating "Sing
Song" girl in William H. Harris' Chinese romance, Constance Talmadge will

among

will be

the most thrilling episodes

in the piece.

"The Dangerous Age"

is

an original

story by Frances Irene Reels, author of

Woman

"The
Song

His House" and "The

in

In the all-star cast are

of Life."

Lewis Stone, Richard Tucker. Cleo Madison, Ruth Clifford, Edith Roberts and
Myrtle Stedman.
Richard Walton Tully is making rapid
progress in his film version of "Omar
the Tentmaker," with Guy Bates Post in
the name part.
Many of the beautiful
interiors have been pictured and the entire company will leave shortly for location w'ith Director James Young.
Supporting the star are Virginia Brown
Faire, Nigel de Brulier, Rose Dione, Douglas Gerrard, John Gribner, Evelyn Selbie, Boris Karloff, Patsy Ruth Miller and

Will Jim Hatton.

Chaplin Reticent on Next

A

shawl

of secrecy cloaks Charlie
Chaplin's next antic from an anxious and
eager public.
Charlie is working day
and night on his forthcoming hilarity,
but is very reticent about its character
and construction.
Buster Keaton is proving as industrious
as he is amusing.
He has completed
"Day Dreams," a sly and pungent whimsey, and is now at Catalina Island getting' deep sea atmosphere for his next
drollery.

These

busy

are

days

at

the

Sennett

"Bow Wow" and "When Sum-

studio.

mer Comes"

are well along on the road

to completion.

Fred Jackman

ing the first of these, and
the last.

is

direct-

Roy Del Ruth

Announces Early
Issue of Linder Satire

Allied

On "Three Musketeers"

York.

Tom Forman

Announcement
ducers

&

is

made by

Distributors

Allied ProCorporation, the

newly organized United Artists subsidiary, of an early publication for Max Linder's new comedy, "The Three Must-GetTheres," a burlesque on the Dumas story,

"ihe Three Musketeers."

The

together with the burlesque
as follows: Duke of Richlou, Bull Montana: King Louis XIII,
Frank Cooke; The Queen, Catherine Rankin; Connie, Jobyna Ralston; Walrus.
Jack Richardson
Octopus. Charles Metzetti; Porpoise. Clarence Werpz; Bernacast,

role played,

is

;

Bunkumin, Harry
Fred Cavens
Mann, and Dart-in-again, Max Linder.
The story was w ritten and directed by
Max Linder, with titles by Thomas N.
Miranda.

joux,

;

r

add thousands to her already innumerSydney Frankable admirers, it is said.
lin

is

directing.
role of the

sophisticated AmeriYoung the
comic part in the play will be acted by
Warner Oland. Others in the cast are

Chinese

—

Charley

—

A. Warren. Edward Burns,
Lanning and Nigel Barrie.
E.

Frank

Films Turf Episodes

Com-

London with Constance Binnev

final

"The Eternal Flame,"

Miss Talmadge's next F'rst National pub-

canized

pany

the

Coincident with the

The

pleted.

Is

—
from

ting and titling of

end

the

Voice

early in October.
The feature will
be issued

Hollow." The picture has been produced
under the direction of Edward Venturini.
The Clancy organization, it is said, adclosely

tractions

on

erine

the title "The
Rogers

week saw the launching of
two First National atJoseph M. Schenck's "The

past

will play at a
Broadway theatre

under

Will

The

production

John M.

Stahl's

"The Dangerous Age"

a tale of the marital

difficulties

of a long-

married middle-aged couple, is rapidly
taking screen form. This week saw the
shooting of the race-track scenes, which

Change

Title of

Warner

Picture

of the Warner Brothers
wild animal feature, announced as
"A Dangerous Adventure," has
been changed to "Lost in the
The featured player is
Jungle."
Grace Darmond. It is scheduled
as the first of seven Warner fall

The

title

pictures.
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Big Advance Demand
For Lloyd's Comedy
Publication Date

Official

"Grandma's Boy"

of

Still

Two Months Away
Although the official publication date
of Harold Lloyd's Associated Exhibitors
feature comedy, "Grandma's Boy," produced by Hal Roach, is still nearly two
months away, leading exhibitors through-

DIRECTOR

and supporting players in Johnny Hines new feature comedy, "Surewas produced by C. C. Burr. Left to right: Dell Henderson,
director; Effie Shannon and Edmund Breese.
Shannon photo by Ira L. Hill.
Fire Flint," which

Burr Producing Six Specials This
Year; First
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., has decided upon a more
ambitious program of production for

1922-23 than was
carried out
during the past year.
Owing to the
success
of
this
product,
y e a r's

'Em

Up

Barnes," the

first

"Burn

Johnny Hines
feature,
and "I
Am the Law."
Burr plans
the production of
Mr.

features
for
1922-23 which, he
feels,
will
equal
if not surpass his
six

Johnny Hines

initial

The

first

of the

new

efforts.

series of

Johnny

Hines pictures is titled "Sure-Fire Flint."
The working title is "Go Get 'Em Gallagher."
picture,

To

assure the success of this

Mr. Burr has engaged Dell Hen-

derson as director-in-chief.
Published on August 15

A

capable staff of players will support

the
including
Edmund
star,
cast
Breese, J. Barney Sherry and Effie Shannon.
Mr. Burr is negotiating with a
prominent player for the feminine lead
opposite Hines.
The picture will be ready for publication by August 15.
Coincident with the production, Mr.
Burr has mapped out a publicity and advertising campaign that will carry the
message of Johnny Hines in "Sure-Fire
Flint" to every important exhibitor and
exchange in the United States. Extensive advertising will be placed not only
with the trade papers but with the
regionals and key city newspapers as
the

well.

According

to

Mr.

Burr,

"Sure-Fire

with its fast moving story and
the galaxy of stars supporting Johnny
Hines, will be a production that will
stand up with the very best in comedy
drama production turned out in the past
two years, and to prove his contention,
he will back up "Sure-Fire Flint" with
an advertising campaign that will eclipse
the Law."
even that of "I
So much do leading exchange men
think of "Sure-Fire Flint" that even
though the picture is not yet completed,
the
following
territories
have already
been sold: West Virginia and Western
Pennsylvania to Joe Skirboll of Associated First National Pictures of PittsFlint,"

Am

"Sure- Fire Flint

Is

yy

burgh; Ohio to William Skirboll of Skirboll Gold Seal Productions of Cleveland;
Northern Illinois to Roy C. Seery of
First
National
Pictures
of
Chicago;
Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas to Abe
Blank's Associated First National Pictures of Des Moines; California, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaiian Islands to
Louis Hyman of All Star Feature Distributors, Inc., of San Francisco; Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, Utah and
Southern Idaho to M. A. Klausner of
Mountain States Film Attractions of
Denver; Oregon, Washington, Montana,
Northern Idaho and Alaska to Mountain
States Film Attractions of Seattle; Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
New Jersey to Dave Segal of Royal Pictures,

Inc.,

tire

New

cow

of

of

Philadelphia and the en-

England States

Moscow

to

Sam Mos-

Pictures Corporation of

Boston.

Markowitz Now Handling
Second National Product
Second National Pictures Corporation
announces that A. Markowitz of California Film Distributors, 168 Golden Gate
avenue, San Francisco, has been gr"anted
distribution rights for the twelve photoplays for publication during the current
season.
Negotiations are nearing completion for the establishing of a Second
National branch exchange in Dallas.
The corporation reports satisfactory
hot weather business on "The Night
Riders,"
"Her Story," with Madge

Titheradge and "David and Jonathan."
"Broken Shadows" is the fourth production.

out the country are clamoring for dates,
according to Arthur S. Kane, president
of the Associated.
Mr. Kane this week
announces a long list of engagements
scheduled for well-known theatres.
The feature opened for an indefinite
run at the Strand theatre in San FranIt is playing at the
cisco on July 9.
Goddard theatre, Sacramento, a T. & D.
the
Enterprises
house,
week of
Jr.
July 1G.
Plays Heilig Two Weeks

"Grandma's Boy" will have a twoweeks' run at the Heilig theatre, a
dramatic house in Portland, Ore., which
is playing pictures this summer, beginTurner & Dahnken
ning on July 30.
have booked the feature for their Oakland theatre the week of July 16, and
their Berkeley house at a later date.
It will play four of H. E. Ellison's
Colorado theatres Rialto and Princess,
at Denver, week of August 13; Princess
at Colorado Springs, week of August 21,
and Sterling at Greeley, three days beginning on October 12.
Will Open Spiegel House

—

"Grandma's

Boy"

will

open

Max

Schenectadv.
Balaban & Katz
N. Y., in
will present the comedy at their RooseIn New York the picvelt in Chicago.
ture will have its premiere at the Mark
Strand either on September 3 or 10.
Southern Enterprises has booked the
picture for runs throughout the entire
A. F. Brentlinger
S. A. Lynch circuit.
will present it at five of his Indiana
houses during the week of September 10.
But a verv few of the many theatres
which have booked the Lloyd opus arc
listed here by President Kane, but they
serve to indicate the wide circulation assured the picture.

new

house
September.

Spiegel's

in

Agnes Egan Cobb Will
Handle Iroquois Films
just signed for
the product of Iro-

Agnes Egan Cobb has
the

distribution

of

quois Productions, Inc.. which
ing a series of six Northwoods

The

first,

is

mak-

-pictures.

"Northwoods Vengeance,"

been completed.
star, while Caryl

Norma
S.

Shearer

Fleming

is

is

has
the

directing

the series.

Mayer Manager Touring
First National

Branches

general manager of
Productions, Inc., is
making a tour of First National exchanges to confer with branch managers
and exhibitors regarding the demand for
"One Clear Call," the John M. Stahl
production which is scoring a big success
over the country.
Mr. Mooney will visit Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha,
Des Moines, Minneapolis, Milwaukee,
Chicago.

Paul Mooney,
Louis B. Mayer

Books Universal Program
Thomas McGowan, manager of Steeplechase Park, Coney Island. N. Y., has contracted for Universal pictures for sixteen
consecutive weeks at his theatre.

Windsor Signs
Long Goldwyn Contract

Claire

So pleased was Goldwyn Pictures Corporation with Claire Windsor's acting in
"Grand Larceny," "Brothers Under the
the
Skin," and in "Broken Chains,"
the
$10,000 prize-winning scenario, that
company has just placed her under 3
long term contract. She will be a member of the company's stock organization

New

Preferred Picture
Is

Finished by Formar

Director Tom Forman has finished th<
Preferred Pictures' production of "M° ne>
Money, Money," with Katherine Mac
Donald as the star. It is from a story b

Larrv Evans.

:

Screen Message No. 65

Something to Read
Each week the
lishes numerous
ing to

HERALD

pertainblue laws and

articles

censorship,

other reform menaces.
hibitor should
stories for

keep a

use

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

Every exfile

when

of these

the occasion

demands.

The

country's civic, welfare and
educational leaders hold that censorship has accomplished little if
any good, promises nothing better
and should be abolished. They are
of the opinion that a spirit of cooperation and confidence between
the public and the motion picture
people will prove more effective
than the sumptuary legislation suggested by the reformers.

to realize that realistic art is

not necesfrank and
intimate treatment of elemental life situations.
Until the blue law attitude and
psychology is wholly superseded by
something more intelligent and consarily'

Report of Churches
Opposes Censorship

"Though there are evils in the industry, though improvements are imperative, the way does not lie through vilifying the
industry and through censorship but rather in improved recreational standards."

Lathrop, executive secretary of the de-

partment of Christian social service of
the Protestant Episcopal church, discloses only surface consideration of the
manifold phases of the situation, the
conclusions are gratifying because they
show an increasing tendency toward the
return of tolerance. Leaders in all phases
of life have realized the possibilities of
the motion picture and no longer are
they willing that it should be booted
around as a football by politicians and
professional reformers.
*

*

*

In this issue the first two installments
be sketched. Next week a resume of
the balance of the report will be published.
The first of the series is
introduced with a statement which undoubtedly will prove disappointing to the
professional hj-pocrite
It reads
"Those who are looking for the sensational and extraordinary will be disappointed in this study of motion pictures.
It frankly lacks the thrill and excitement
of the reform movement.
It does not
denounce and it finds the ultimate solution of its problems in .the social ideals
of the whole community."
The report then discusses what church
officials consider the faults of the industry, refusing to grant, however, that the
screen is the worst offender. It con-

will

:

:

tinues:

"Church officials are continually receiving protests against the screen and demands for the endorsement of some plan
for control over motion pictures.
The
criticisms specify the excessive portrayal
of crime
and violence, unwholesome

treatment of sex themes, of marriage and
divorce, and of family life.
"It should be recognized at the outset
that with reference to these and similar
criticisms the screen is rjot the worst offender.
In many theatres the pictures
are fine and wholesome by comparison
with the vaudeville performances that

accompany them.
*

*

*

"Any

effort at betterment needs to be
The
addressed to the entire industry.
attitude of the public toward films, as toward theatrical performances, is difficult

Members of the trade
to determine.
often declare that films of a risque character are very much in demand and that
the public is, therefore, responsible for
There is, unfortunately, evitheir use.
dence to support this contention.
"It was pointed out by the Cleveland
Recreation Survey that utterly false impressions as to the character of a film
If
are frequently given by advertising.
the pictures were as bad as the posters
sometimes indicate the conditions would
be

Undoubtedly
serious.
harsh criticism of motion

much more

some of the
pictures which is now heard is based on
what the critics think the films are."
The first of the series then sketches
briefly reports made by various church
groups on motion picture conditions in
A series
their respective communities.
of these reports have been published by
no
serve
would
and it
the
good purpose to repeat them at this time.
This installment concludes with this
declaration:

HERALD

*

*

question of censorship and grants that
censorship is not the logical solution of
the problem. It shifts the blame for the
type of pictures presented from the shoulders of the exhibitor to those of the producer and distributor, declaring:
"The other agencies in the motion picture business, the producer and the distributor, must be regulated if any real
improvement is to be brought about.
The scenario writing is a very important
factor in determining the character of
motion pictures. The criticism of scenarios before production has been tried
but without much success."
Directing attention to the faults of censorship, the report reads:
"After a picture is completed the ex-

pense involved in making changes is an
important item to consider. Destroying
film and re-staging scenes is costly, to
say nothing of the financial loss incurred
when an entire picture is barred from
circulation.
In voluntary review of censorship there develops at once very real
limits to which an organization can join
vetoing pictures or parts of pictures and
still retain the cooperation of the producers.
*

*

*

"Individual judgment of motion pictures varies so greatly on account of personal tastes and environment that it is
difficult to get even a small group to
agree on the probable influence of a picture, to say nothing of making the action
of either voluntary or official committees
satisfactory to the public at large.
"The best that it seems possible to do
is to lay down broad standards of judg-

ment with such

specific

illustrations as

may

be possible and endeavor to get producers to observe them as faithfully as
possible in selecting scenarios and staging
pictures."
to

Considering the more recent attempts
foist censorship upon some of the

states, the report says:
"From a fairly general favoring of the
censorship bills at the outset, the pendulum of public opinion swung in the

opposite direction, progressed and the
undesirable aspects of censorship became
apparent.

*

"Conventional moralists sometimes

its

structive, Philistinism will thrive."
Article 2 treats almost wholly with the

Hypercritics of the motion picture industry have become such a common nuisance that it is a satisfying relief to find a church organizatior
with convictions so strong that in the face of probable (and almost certain)
censure it refuses to condemn the screen. The Federal Council of the
Churches of Christ in America in a letter introductory to a report on its
survey of the industry makes the following important observation

While the survey, reported in four installments written by Dean Charles N.

immoral because of

(Article 3 and 4 will be reviewed briefly
fail

in

next week's issue.)
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LETTERS
From Readers
A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
is

Unsigned

letters

will

not

be

printed.

Short Reels Get Crowds
Dustin Farnum

ABILENE, TEX.— To

the Editor: I enjoy the Herald very much, especially "What
the Picture Did for Me" and "Letters from
Readers." I have not written lately hecause
I have not had time.
I have been so busy
trying to study up some plan to get people
to come to my shows that I have no time
for anything else.

even lay awake at night trying to solve
the problem, but so far I have been unable
I have tried everything from the cheapto.
est $7.50 picture to the highest price, such
I

as "Over the Hill," "The Four Horsemen,"
"Inside the Cup" and others of like calibre,
At the
but always with the same result.
end of the day when all expenses have been
figured out, there is nothing left for me.
I listened to the film salesmen when they
told me that the big pictures were the only
ones that were getting the exhibs any money
and like a drowning man who grasps at a
straw, I thought I would try it out. There
was no profit left for me after paying extra film rentals and advertising bills.
I note the optimistic talk in all trade
papers, etc., where they say business is
picking up, but the admission tax does not

bear this out, and
it is

I

know

in all

our houses

growing worse every week. Some

of

almost 50 per
cent since January 1 and it was bad then.
In all of our houses the receipts have fallen
off to considerably less than half what they
were eighteen months ago. Of course times
were abnormal then, but now they are way
below normal.
People do not seem to care for pictures
any more. Card parties, swimming parties
every night, moonlight picnics, joy riding
and everything in the world to keep them
away from the shows.
Now I am going to offer a suggestion to
exhibitors who have not tried it. My short
reel program made up of a two-reel western
the houses have fallen

off

and a two-reel comedy gets me more
money than any other program. Try it out
serial

on your weakest night and report results.
You will be surprised, but be sure you get

ALICE LAKE

MORE TO BE

T

in

"Oath Bound" (Fox)

No junk will go. — H. T. Hodge,
Gem Theatre Company, Abilene,

the best.

manager,
Tex.

Letter from a Salesman

ST. LOUIS,

MO.— To

Editor:

the

I

was very much

interested in reading of your
talk to the Universal salesmen of the Chicago office as it appeared in a recent number of the Universal Weekly.
I think it is a very good idea for salesmen to keep in touch with the trade papers
and to report any news of interest to the
trade and especially forward to the trade
papers exploitation and stunt ideas pertaining to the pictures the salesman is handling,
so that ether exhibitors might profit thereby
and work to our mutual advantage.
I have always had a kindly feeling toward
the Exhibitors Herald, and have been a
subscriber up until a short time ago when
my subscription expired. I am enclosing a
check and would ask you to kindly enter
my subscription to start at once and you

that

I

me

forward you any news
might run across in my travels which

can count on

to

appears to me to be of interest. I am now
Special Jewel Representative out of the
St. Louis office and before closing, just a
word about our coming Jewels. I have seen
"The Storm" and "Human Hearts," and,
oh, boy, if they give us pictures like that
"we'll knock 'em cuckoo."
They're positively knockouts.
With best wishes for yourself and the
continued success of Exhibitors Herald.
C. H. Stewart, 5544 Pershing avenue, St.

—

Mo.

Louis,

the

More important than anything

j13.J

Editor:

else

is

the

reduction or elimination of the 10 per cent
war tax on gross receipts.
This is killing off more exhibitors than
anything else in the business. Think of it.
It is hard for you to think of any business
that can stand a 10 per cent tax on what is
taken in regardless of expense. Something
should be done and done soon if it is to
save me.
I have operated at a loss now for a year
and a half, but the Government has received about $50.00 a month out of my

the

Moving

Picture World, "there have been

presented to the trade some 700
feature productions.
Of these,
the generous estimate for absolute big successes

is

35 produc-

Of the remaining
605 productions, some 365 could
tions.

.

.

be called failures. The remaining 300 can be termed average
pictures
not good enough
.

...

to set the great public in

a frame of mind to care whether
they saw more of them or not
it is

worth recording

tion that the National

Better

in

its

in this

"

connec-

Committee
"Year's

Hodkinson

awarded

List.'

10%

Films,

for

Best

Pictures

of the finest product of the past

year

This,

in

the face of the fact

productions

The

selective principle exercised by

this corporation,

near as is humanly possible to assuring
the Exhibitor a steady supply of failure-proof product

"I

The Theatre Owner who can say,
play Hodkinson 100%," autoreduces his percentage of
a fact that is borne

matically

This matter should be presented to Congress with facts and figures gathered from

poor pictures

the entire country.
In large cities it might not be so ruinous,
but to the exhibitor in towns of 5,000 or
less it is driving them out of business.
I am in a town of 1,600 and have been
Years ago we had a
here for 12 years.
hard time, much the same as now, but we
could live because we did not have to pay
out this 10 per cent.
Have it changed to apply on the net receipts
have it reduced to 3 per cent or 5
per cent, or better still, eliminate it altogether from theatres that can run only two
or three times a week and then only for a
couple hours of the day.

Trusting to hear more on this, I am,
yours very truly. R. G. Risch, Scenic
Theatre, Appleton, Minn.

as applied both to

pictures and sales personnel, comes as

business.

—

current sea-

disExchanges
Hodkinson
tributed only about i% of the years

;

THAN

the

says

son,"

that

Business Taxed to Death

APPLETON, MINN.— To

'TOURING

—

out by the impartial judgment of the
best critical bodies of the industry.

HODKINSON
P

I

C T

II

RE

S

——

—A

——
A
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this de partment.

It is

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

TELL US

every week what the p.cture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

Picture Did For Me."'

tion too high.
struction, the

American Releasing
My

Old Kentucky Home, with a spethe above picture
one day and would
another day if posa very good picGilbert.
Palace-Pastime
H.
E.
ture.
Duncan.
Okla. Neighborhood
theatres.

—

cast.
I
played
Thursday, July 6, for
have held it over for
sible.
I consider it
cial

—

—

patronage.
Sisters,

—

with a special cast. Good picslight drawing power. Aver-

Only

ture.

—
—

age business. New Piedmont
Oakland, Calif. Neighborhood

theatre.

patron-

age.
1

of Alaska, with Jane Novak.
Enjoyed by all. W. C. Gilespie. Strand
Neighborhood
theatre, Burnsville, N. C.
patronage.

—

The Belle

—

—

—

Cardigan with a special ca^t. Film too
dark, action very slow.
Otherwise good.
VV. P. Brown, Nifty theatre. Water-

—

—

Salis-

— People

did not care for this picture.'
Very poor box office receipts deKohn
spite double bill with big comedy.
bury.

—

Greenfield. New Mission theatre, San
Francisco,
Cal.
Neighborhood patron-

&

—

age.

My

Old Kentucky Home, with a speGood picture, good title, good
horse race.
Photography fair, action
drags in spots.
Pleased. W. P. Brown.
GenNifty theatre, YVaterville, Wash.
cial cast.

—

—

eral

—

patronage.

The Great Alone, with Monroe

— People

—

with

Jr.,

Very

common

good

Nifty

theatre,

a

picture.

special
P.

— W.

Waterville.

The Crossroads

—

good.
one.

the

—
Ozark, Mo.

The

Follies,

of

New

York, a

Mack

Empress

— General

theatre,

Oklahoma

|

ceived one,

City,

|

in

patronage.

The Seventh Day, with Richard Barthelmess.
Not to compare with Tol'able

|

David, but better than the program-picture class.
Raymond Gear. Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kan.
General patron-

|

—

age.

The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
|About the poorest picture Ray has ever
made.
At this rate he will lose his prestige.
J. Carbonell. Monroe theatre. Key
W est, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Rcsary, with a special cast.
Pleased those who never read the book.
Disappointed those who had.
The name
pulled the church crowd and kept others
away.
Overrated as a special.
Valua-

|
|

|
|

|
|
|

when do you

Stewart.
of the best of this star of late.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, FlorGeneral patronage.
ence, Kan.

—

Her Kingdom

—

|

get

|

I have only rewhich was issued

—

—
—

Norton. Kozy theatre. Eureka, 111. General patronage.
The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge. A very good picture that
pleased at least 90 per cent. Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre. Florence, Kan.
General patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. This one surely brings the
crowd, and is up to all expectations. ExEveryploit it big, promise anything.
bodv will be pleased, A-l.— Mrs. James
Small
Ore—
Union.
Webb. Cozy theatre,

issued any more?
If you have, shoot me one and,
by Golly, put me on your regular list, and when you issue a
new one please remember me.

|

duction.

|

|

|
|

§

'Please camouflage the cover,
so the film boys won't know it,
for I have a hard time keeping
the one I have.

|

|

is

—

—
—

—

Fox
Very Truly Yours, with Shirley Ma-

—

Wayne, Neb.
-

a Marshall Neilan proa remarkably good picture, but on account of paper I did the
worst business that I have ever done. I
had to close on a Saturday night. Eugene Saunders. Saunders theatre, HarGeneral patronage.
vard. 111.
Hail the Wcman, a Thomas H. Ince
The
production. Exceptionally good.
work of Florence Vidor. Madge Bellamy
and Theodore Roberts fine.— Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre. Florence, Kan.
General patronage.

— This

|

E. GAILEY,
Crystal theatre,

luiiiunuraiimimiiiiJiimiiBS

—

town patronage.
Go and Get It,

|

Have you

.

—

|

|

^anoninininiuuiaHiiiiiudHiiituiutimtiiiaiiOMRiiiiii

of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. Eight big stars appear in this
picture and. like all other First National
Mark Frisbee,
pictures, it pleased all.
Croxton theatre. Angola, Ind.— General
patronage.
Mama's Affair, with Constance Talmadge. A colorless story that failed to
arouse any interest except among a few
Bert
of the most rabid Talmadge fans.

—

BOX OFFICE

|

—

—

March.

ELMER
|

Chaplin.

—

—

Number Is
In Making
RECORD?

Charles

Her Mad Bargain, with Anita

September

|

with

Kid,

— One

—

was
No-

title

—

patronage.

—

Say, Boys,
out another

Wis.

—

Kazan. As good as most Curwoods or
Zane Greys. Boost it to the skies as a
great dog and great out of door picture.
Get plenty of paper with extra sets of

|

this

pictures unless he has a record breaker
A. A. Neese, Beatrice thein attendance.
atre.
Haw River, N. C. Neighborhood

—

Dog

|

booking

in

Auditorium theatre.
Neighborhood patron-

A

William Noble,
and pleasing.
Folly theatre. Oklahoma City. Okla.
General patronage.

—

mistake

Dilley.

picture, but star is not popular
here, so did not have to put out the S. R.
and lost money on it.
small
sign
O.
town exhibitor cannot get by with their

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.
wonderfine play for all the family.
ful; photography wonderful. Better thaa

I

W.

dandy

New

—

Make no

age.

— Better

derful

— G.

Highland.

Man-Woman-Marriage, with Dorothy
The best picture in entertainPhillips.
ment value in many a moon. A clergyman said that it was the best picture that
he had ever seen. Photography was won-

cast.

— Excellent. The
proved attractive and the business
good for an entire week. — William

—

of

It,

—

with Constance
than one of her other
recent releases, and went over very niceRaymond Gear, Mayflower theatre,
ly.
Florence. Kan. General patronage.

Polly

Brown.
Wash. Gen-

Sennelt production.

—

a Marshall Neilan production. Gave the best satisfaction of
any we have played in a long time. Drew

Bad Boy, with

Talmadge.

I

'

Go and Get

this

Boatwright, Radio theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

First National

—
—

—

—

Better crowd
pleased all that saw it.
Picture
both nights than we expected.
good and pleased 100 percent. J. VV.

eral patronage.

Okla.

llxl4's.
It
will pay you.
You can
get this at a fair price.
First National
has put out some splendid audience pictures of which this is one.
It proved to
be a strong second night puller on hottest day of year.— Philip Rand. Rex" theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

flaws in con-

Jackie Coogan.
one two days and got by in
shape.
Picture drew well and

Peck's

— Ran

patronage.

ble,

many

did

—

Bluebeard

has

Salis-

not like this picture
Photography, sets and acting all came in
for adverse criticism.
Poor box office.
Kohn & Greenfield, New Fillmore theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
Neighborhood

bury.

It

melodramatic burn ng of
fish cannery and shooting give it a long
waited for kick which just puts it over.
Minor characters very fine. Good music
This ends month of June,
is essential.
the worst in 1922. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

—

Wash. General patronage.
The Great Alone, with Monroe

ville.

417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

-

|

can be pleased
If your patrons
son.
Shirlev will please them, old and young.
p. G. Estee. Fad theatre. Brookings.

j

S.

D.

— Neighborhood

The Last

patronage.

Trail, with a

special cast.

—

—

.
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|

Fred

and Sundry

All
To

C.

J.

Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.—
Neighborhood patronage.
A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.—
Good picUire. Grand theatre, Breesc, ill.
—General patronage.

Meyer Addresses

S.

—

Verse

in

1

Jenkins:—

To

hope

until

When

Just
—
Story

Yellow
cast.

ture.

Moral

we

as

live

upper

I,

;

:

,i

.

:':':'ii.!ij.i!i:ri-ru: i'nT.'i'i

theatre,

i,m:i;i:i-i.i'i!-i!

imh

ii'V'r.r.riM'i'.i'-i":',-

g
g
||

—

Honest Hutch, with Will RogersVery good. Pleased all who saw it. Sta
not

known here.
Marked

— W.

S. Harris, Gran
Tree, Ark.
Xeigh

theatre,

—

hood patronage.
His Back Against the Wall, with Ra\
mond Hatton. A good western of
different type which pleased.
Hatto
made some new friends in this present;
tion.
Poor business.
No fault of pi>

—

g

learn.

ture.

— L.

I.

Angeles,

King,

Calif.

Wigwam

theatre, L(

— Neighborhood

patrol

aee.

you can plainly
and eventually,
- ,ij

—

—

know

of this
lip,

big.

pic-

—

Wonderful.

see,

We'll win out.
1
:

;:

— Good acting. Business not
will get over.
A program
— Charles H. Ryan, Garfield

The Old
stiff

—

—

a Special,

:

The purpose

A

we

Men

2844 Madison street, Chicago, 111.
The Night Rose, with Lon Chaney.—
Can't say too much.
Good from every
angle.
Little different to his other pictures.
Everyone who spoke at all spoke
well of this show. L. I. King. Wigwam
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Ace of Hearts, with Lon Chaney.
Picture likely to please as it is different.
Story is of a band of fanatics who
kill people they think should no longer
live.
They are finally blown up with'
their own machine by one of their owr
men, who wants to save the hero am
heroine from a traitor's death at thi
hands of the gang. R. R. Gribble. Gram
theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can. Gen
eral patronage.

Is, when business is slow,
Where's the end of a glorious day?
'Twixt daylight and flivvers,
It gives me the shivers
To look at a handful of kids.
There's no let-up in sight,
And it sure is a fright,
Enough to give anyone fits.
But as we stop to ponder,
Will Hays is a wonder,
And possib'y he can return
The days of prosperity,
Good cheer for you and me,

And

Gear, Mayflower theKan. General patronage.
and Gold, with a special

Story

so.

I'd like to

good,

— Raymond

All "Exhibitors Herald" Readers:
It is easy enough to be pleasant,
When the shekels come flowing our way,

But what

Step, with a special cast.
clean, pleasing picture.
improbable but gets over satisfaca

torily.
atre, Florence,

the very devil
Out of "Remington" until it says "enough;"
And you follow all known "sure bets,"
But your B. O. looks like "sub-nets,"
It is then you'll learn that business is real tough.
The first hundred years are the hardest you'll find,
Because after that, there's nothing you'll mind.

To

—

Goldwyn

And you pound

U

patronage.

Watch Your

September;

you think you have

— Neighborhood

with Shirley Mason. Pleased
all.
Star very popular here.— W. S. Harris, Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Sprague:—

E. E.

—A

Jackie,

Will that end our Misery?
Let's

Heiress, with Shirley Magood picture.
Fox never sends
a poor one.
Pleased 100 per cent.
J. J. Felders, Clinch theatre, Frost Proof,
Fla.

Philip Rand:—
In the spring some people's fancy
Turns to poetry and such,
But when business hits rock-bottom,
And you know that you're in "dutch,"
It is then that you remember
Happy days that used to be.

Two more months

1!

The Ragged

son.

me

All to myself I think of you,
Think of the things we used to do,
Think of each happy by-gone day,
When money galore kept coming our way,
And tho' we're working just as hard,
Nobody seems to "have a heart."
That's why we stayed away from "print,"
Just so, to ponder and to think,
All to myself.

To

July 29, 1922

Nest, with

They

a

special

came

it,:
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the kind of picture that will pack
house.
Scenario, stars, direction,
effects, all to the mustard.
Book it. It
is
great.
Carbonell.
Monroe theatre.
J.
Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patron-

Th:'s

is

any

—

—

age.

—

Pardon
Not up

—

My

Nerve, with Charles Jones.
to Jones standards, but pleased.

W. D. Harris, Grand theatre. Marked
Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Hickville to Broadway, with Eileen
Percy. Good picture.
Plenty of good
comment on this one.
Patrons well
pleased.
William Noble. Rialto theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patron-

—

—

—

age.

Sky High, with

—

Tom

Mix. Don't be
Pleased good crowd

afraid of any Mix.
Mix a good drawing card.
100 per cent.
Frost
Fclder,
Clinch theatre,
J.
J.
Proof. Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Roof Tree, with William

— Russell
"Good."

a

favorite.

—

That's enough.

Russell.

Patrons
said,
W. D. Harris.

t!

rain to see it.
Book it. You will nev
run a picture that will please your p
trons better.
E. M. Rhodes, Electi
theatre. Knob Noster, Mo.
Neighbc

—

',.

cast.-

through

—

hood patronage.
The Man With Two Mothers, with
special cast.
A good program subje
well
received.
Raymond Gear, Ma

—

—

flower theatre,
patronage.

Florence,

Kan.

— Gene'

Guile of Women, with a special cast
Fair.
Grand theatre, Breese, 111. Gt
eral patronage.

—

—

Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore
In this picture Tom plays the part o
fireman who marries a woman to s;
The marri;
her from a man she hates.
was a fake, and he doesn't tell her ui>
A very pleas
he really has won her.
Good

picture.

Grand

—

theatre.

corned}-

New

— R.

.•

!

R. Gribl

Hamburg, 0

.

Can. General patronage.
Water, Water Everywhere, with \
Rogers. Rogers is almost as homely s
Therefore he appeals to me. 1 s
am.
I
play is out of touch with the times, be?
a brief for prohibition, but it went c r
A free band concert t k
well enough.
away my Saturday crowd and will ciPeople c
tinue to do so all summer.
looking for something for nothing tl e
!

—

——

——
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29.

Jul}

— Philip Rand, Rex theatre.
— General patronage.

days.
Idaho.

69

Salmon,

His Own Law, with Hobart Bosworth.
—Part of it was so dim you could not
Plot of picture was
ell what it was.
O. Trover, Lyric theatre, Rug>kay.

—

—

N. D. General patronage.
Wet Gold, a Ralph Ince production.
t'cry good undersea picture.
But thev
hould not call it a special. Business fair.
—James Martin. Family theatre, Attica,
Neighborhood patronage.
\. V.
Prisoners of Love, with Betty Compoii.
Good. Grand theatre, Breese, 111.
—General patronage.
It's a Great Life, with a special cast.
~)ld. but very pleasing college story.
R.
>y,

—

—

—

—

Gribble, Grand theatre, Xew Ham>urg, Ont.. Can.
General patronage.

R.

—

Doubling for Romeo, with Will RoThere's only one Will Rogers, and
gers.
le makes consistently good ones.
This
ileased.— Raymond Gear, Mayflower theitre Florence, Kan.
General patronage.
Dangerous Days, with a special cast.
Have seen this knocked quite a bit. but

—

—

people liked it very much.
They
followed the book very closely ex:ept the end.
The burning of the facory very realistic.
People here liked it
>etter than The Rosary.
Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General
Dur

;aid

it

—

—

patronage.

——

Snowblind, with a special cast. Good.
theatre, Breese, 111.
General

—Grand

patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Everything said by everyone about this
picture was right, and the half has only
been told.
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre.
New Hamburg, Ont. General patron-

—

—

age.

Hodkinson

—

French Heels, with Irene Castle. Excellent picture, not only pleasing but gets
the business.—rWilliam Noble, Broadway
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General

—

patronage.

Keeping

Up With

with Enid
Bennett.
Pretty good comedy, but did
not go over extra well.
But picture is
pkay all the same. R. R. Gribble. Grand
theatre. New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
Gen-

—

Lizzie,

—

iral

—

patronage.

An

interesting story. Lytell's

—

Metro

—

—

Kisses, with Alice Lake.
Good picture and pleased good business. William
Noble. Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City,

Okla.

— General

Madison street, Chicago,
lood patronage.

111.

— Neighbor-

Missing Husbands, with a special cast.
—Excellent.
All pleased that saw it.
Nice crowds and all come out well
Pleased.
William Noble, Criterion thettre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General pat-

—

—

onage.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray— Inof the greatest pictures ever
shown.
The scenes and costumes are
gorgeous, the plot or scenario is very
deed one

good.
Direction superb.
Mae Murray
does great work, captivating her audience from start to finish of the picture.
Those that have followed the picture
business will recall days gone by and

comparing The Gilded Lily," Peacock Alley and Fascination will agree with me
that, while good acting is needed, the
scenarios are the most essential part to
deliver the goods.
good vehicle may
make a star, but a good star cannot make
a poor vehicle good.
Tuan Carbonell.
Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.— Gen-

A

—

eral

patronage.

The Face Between, with Bert

Lytell.

—

patronage.

Pirate, with Viola Dana.
An average pleasing picture in which
is
Viola
kidnapped by the man
she finally .falls in love with.
little
out of the ordinary, but impossible.
R. R. Gribble. Grand theatre. New Hamburg, Ont., Can. General patronage.

—

whom

A

—

The Fatal Hour, with
Good program picture.
graphy,
A.

N. Y.

story.
several

fair

Has

Weisbeck,

— Small

a special cast.

Good photo-

Patrons found no

exciting scenes.
Liberal theatre, Alden.

town patronage.

Eva

with
Gareth
Ascends,
Hughes. Pleasing picture, but has no
drawing power. This is my trouble with
Personally, I consider their
all Metros.
pictures pleasing, but the old cash drawer
what tells the tale. A. R. Bender.
is
Olympic theatre. Cleveland. Okla. Small
town patronage.
Little

—

—

—

it's none.
J. Carbonell. Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
Three Live Ghosts, with Anna Q. Nilsson. A six reel picture that is not too
Holds interest well and gets
long.
Entire cast good and
plenty of laughs.
the mystery element is properly mixed
Would class as 100 per cent in cast,
in.
production and photography; SO per cent
in drawing power: 95 per cent in pleasing
power. A .L. Middleton. Grand theatre.
De Queen, Ark. Small town patronage.

marks, so

—

—

—

The Offshore

J.

—

satis-

—

—

fault.

Fascination, with Mae Murray
Suitible for any class of theatre.
Lavish
aroduction, nicely trimmed and photographed.
Star good and story okay. You
:an advance admission price on this one.
-Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre. 2844

work

factory.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone. Ariz. General patronage.
They Like 'Em Rough, with Viola
Dana. Cave man methods of winning
wife.
Viola well liked and picture is
good. Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison street, Chicago, 111.

—

Saturday
production.

a Cecil B. DeMille
Usually when DeMille
This was extra
good.

Night,

—

makes one it's
good and pleased

a good sized critical
are right there with their
"hammer'' when you tax 'em 5 cents extra.
W. C. Allen. Casino theatre. Ant-

audience

who

—

—

werp, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.
Patrons not exactly
Acting good.
I saw the picture
pleased with the story.
and thought it good if taken as purely
comedy. A. R. Bender. Olympic theatre.
Cleveland. Okla. Small town patronage.
The Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. Fine picture, full of real entertainment for the whole family. Ray-

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Four Horsemen, with a special
The picture is in a class by itself,

cast.

—

the prices set by Metro, which
caused us to drop considerable sponduThink we could have made money
licks.
on this wonderful picture at 50 cents top.
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, NewHamburg, Ont., Can. General patronalso

—

—

age.

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.
Ninety per cent pleasing.
Elaborate.
A. R. Bender, Olympic theatre, CleveSmall town patronage.
land, Okla.

ROSEMARY THE BY

Paramount

N40RE TO BE

—

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt and Bebe Daniels. Ran this on the
Fourth, with Larry Semon in The Show,
and it made a mighty good program.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, FlorGeneral patronage.
ence. Kan.
The Beauty Shop, with a special cast.
Too poor for to make any reNone.

—

—

—

THAN

——

A
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— Johnson

a favorite.
ian theatre,

Ripley,

Brothers, JohnsonN. Y. Small town

—

patronage.

Dangerous Hours, with

Just
Too
—
had been put

a special cast.

much

footage.
If this
in five reels instead of seven
it would have been a good program picture.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
fair.

—

Her

—

Own

—A very

Money, with Ethel Clayton.
good picture. Clayton is not a

but this one will help her become
You'll not go wrong if you affix
your John Henry to a personal guaranstar,

one.

tee of

Her

Own

Money.

— Fred
—

S.

Meyer,

Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. High class
family patronage.
Something to Think About, a Cecil B.
De Mille production. Gloria did well in
this one and was well supported by Elliot Dexter.
Very good picture, sad in
spots but full of interest and good acting.
W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy

—

—

—

Gish.

—A

good

to

comedy-drama that
when you want them

dandy
give

is

to

that is what the
And I
laugh.
majorty want to do at the present time.
Played this with an old Fox comedy,
Merry Jailbirds. I am glad I had a good
Can't pay much on this comedy.
feature.
W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway,

think

THE WEDDING PARTY— Elaine

Hammerstein

in a scene

from her

latest Selznick

—

Picture "Under Oath."

Neb.

mond

Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence,
Kan. General patronage.
Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

Another foreign made picture that

Patrons well pleased.
Thomas Meighan
well liked and he's more of a drawing
power than the average. L. M. Zug,
NeighRialto theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

stuff.

—

—

—

borhood patronage.
Half an Hour, with Dorothy Dalton.
Nothing to it. Star all right but nothing
Such picto play.
Sorry that I ran it.
tures lose
son, Star

me

patronage.

theatre,

New

— C.

L. DickinCastle, Neb.

Neighborhood patronage.
Her Husband's Trade Mark, with. GloPleased
ria
Swanson. Good picture.
Nothing to rave
about 80 per cent.

—

about but the price.

— W.

C.

sino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.

hood patronage.

Allen,

Ca-

No

lemon.

is

a

credit to a company like
to put out this kind of
Zug, Rialto theatre, Je-

Famous Players

— L.

M.

rome, Idaho.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Ghost

in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish. Old picture, but will sure please.
House will take roof off. If you can run
old productions, don't pass this one up.

—

Would like to hear from DeQueen, 111.,
my home town. — L. I. King, Wigwam
Los

Angeles,
hood patronage.
theatre,

Boomerang

Cal.

— Neighbor-

Barrymore. This star has no drawing power.
The picture good, however, and well

—

with

Bill,

Lionel

—

by those who saw it. Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
liked

— Neighbor- — General

patronage.

Cradle, with Ethel Clayton.— Had
several favorable comments on this one.
Ran it day following Fourth and business was a little above the average. A.
R. Bender, Olympic theatre, Cleveland,

exchanges wake up some day to the fact
Raythat this foreign stuff isn't wanted.
mond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence,

Okla.

—

Kan.

— General

The Red

patronage.
Peacock, with Pola Negri.

—

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Good picture and pleased the audi-

—

but

not

a

super-special

by any

means. Don't raise your admission price
on it. W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Hart.—
100 per cent Hart picture which pleased
100 per cent of Hart fans, but I find that

White Oak, with William

S.

fewer Hart fans with each of
and his pictures are more
Personally I
detested by the others.
still like Bill and the kind of pictures his
ar

there

pictures,

his

are.

— A.

Grand theatre, De
town patronage.

L. Midldleton,

Queen, Ark.

— Small

The Frisky Mrs. Johnson, with a spePretty fairly punk. Our poor-

cial cast.

—

—

Brothers,
Paramount.
Johnson
Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y. Small
est

PHILO

M c COLLOUGH

MORE

TO BE

nrTHANr

jL3

—

mouthful, considering the fact that we're
obliged to go easy on Westerns. Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.—
High class family patronage.
Paris Green, with Charles Ray.— BetDrew fair
ter than the average picture.
on July 4th against competition. Johnson Brothers, Johnsonian theatre, Ripley,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

with Douglas MacLean.—
These comedies with MacLean are cer
Chickens,

tainly taking fine with our patrons. H(
gets away fine with the laughs and send?
you away feeling happy. Horn & _Mor
gan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb-

—

The

Reid.
ence,

patronage.

Small town patronage.

Mistress of the World, with Mia May.
I was stung on this one, also, so had to
Ran first two episodes on Thursuse it.
Both picday and last two on Friday.
Hope that the
ture and business bad.

—

— General

Three Word Brand, with William S.
decidedly
different
Something
Hart.
from the usual Hart stuff. Our patrons
rather liked it, and that is saying a-

—

Pathe
The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis
duction.

— This

is

—

liking

to

then by

the

all

better

A

good

picture of

its

kind, although the end is badly dragged
out.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre,

—

Florence, Kan.

— General

patronage.

The Home stretch, with Douglas MacLean. Good program picture. Not very
Drew fair. MacLean is
well connected.

—

class

of

picture
the
and to

means stay away from

Patrons walked out
frankly that it was the poorest she
1
they ever saw, anywhere, any time.—
F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Ne
General patronage.
reissues.

me

—

R-C

Pictures

Where Lights Are Low,

— Can

picture to please.

it.

Falls, N. ^

Via Wireless, with a special cast.—
your people care for the old time pi
tures and old time settings and dresse
then book this, but if they are educati

Forever, with Wallace Reid and Elsie
Ferguson. Not the kind of a picture in
which people expect to see Wallace Reid.
Value over-estimated by exchange and

money on

pro

pictur

—

Opera House, Montour
Neighborhood patronage.

key,

Hayakawa.

lost

splendid

which will please anyone. It is a wester
Buy it and te
but lacks the rough stuff.
your patrons that everything the othe
Herai
the
in
said
have
exhibitors
about this picture is true. Geo. C. Stai

town patronage.

—

a

comments on

it.

highly

with Sess

recommend

t

Had many favora!
Our first picture w

star.— Chancellor Brothers, Drea
land theatre, Arcanum, O. Neighb
hood patronage.
Beyond the Rainbow, with a sped
A fair picture, but no draw
cast.
power. Raymond Gear, Mayflower t
General patrona
atre, Florence, Kan.
this

—

—

.

—

-

—

The Bigamist, with a special
They should be in jail for bigamy,

cas:-

but

t

hem

take the picture to jail also, for life
Carbonell,
Monroe
J.

Key

heatre,

—West,

Fla.

— Neighborhood

—

Why Men

Forget, with a special cast.
—English made picture. Very little of
Not worth running.
I
nterest in it.
iave the first foreign made picture yet to
un that the public liked. Ben L. Mor-

—

Olympic

•ral

theatre,

O.

Bellaire,

Hoopala, with
reissue and

Rhodes.

Billie

Eater, with Hoot Gibson.
best Gibsons so far.
Failed
to draw, but those that came said thev
liked it fully as well as Peck's Bad Boy.
Still these pictures are nothing alike.-

— Gen-

— Played

—

jack."

— Neigh-

would be puppy love mush stuff, which
is not, but carries a very splendid lesion for young girls and parents as well.
Miss Binney is splendid. So is the villain.

by

—

De

—

Bobbed Hair, with Wanda Hawley.
poorer picture could not be made.
If I
nad any other picture in the house I
would not have shown it at all. J. CarDonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

—

Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary
Minter.
Good. Grand
theatre,
Miles
Breese, 111.
General patronage.

—

Me

Little Girl, with

— Mary

managed

Mar-

the matri-

nonial affairs of the family in such a way
hat the audience was laughing continu-

We

illy.

tor

can recommend this

any house.

itre,

— R.

pict.ire

The Safety

Little

—

— Small

town patronage.
Kiss in Time, with Wanda Hawley.
is

a

good

picture.

— General

— Grand

theatre,

patronage.
The Soul of Youth, with a special cast.
—Good picture but has an unwholesome
episode at the beginning.
Story of a
boy who is brought up in an orphanage.
From the time he leaves the orphanage
until he finds his place in the world is a
story that will please any audience.
R.
R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
General patronage.
Breese,

111.

madge.

Selznick
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
a mouthful when they said it

—They said
was "the
ord."
L. I.

King,

geles,

Cal.

It's

moving

picture on recfast and funny.
Book it.

fastest

Sunbeam No.

— Neighborhood

3,

Los An-

patronage.
John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien.
A right good picture, but business punk
as it takes more than "right good" to get
many here.—
S. Wanger, Victory theatre, Union City, Ind.
General patron-

R

—

age.

Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine Hammerstein.— Very good picture. Star good.
We had many compliments from our patrons.
The star is very well liked here.
Business fair.—-James Martin, Family the-

— Neighborhood

pat-

—A

good

revival.

Norma

TalEugene O'-

Brien is male lead.
Stands up to any of
our present day productions for acting
and directing. Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison street, Chicago, 111.
The Sin That Was His, with William
Faversham. Very good picture but the
star is not very well liked here.
Business
very poor.
Lay off on this one if they
don't like the star. -James Martin, Family theatre, Attica, N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

East, a D.

—

W.

Griffith pro-

duction.
Fair picture.
It is not as good
as they claimed.
United Artists wanted
a fortune for this picture and lost money.
I
had to charge 25 and 50 cents.
It
pleased 50 per cent of my patrons.
James Martin, Family theatre, Attica, N.

Y\

— Neighborhood

patronage.

the Clouds Roll By, with Douglas
Fairbanks. And the clouds have not
Pleased about 40 per cent
rolled by yet.
of a small audience and we're glad it
wasn't any larger. W. C. Allen, Casino
Neighborhood
theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.
patronage.
'Till

—

—

— Small

Legion theatre. Wakonda,

of the Silent

— Frank

Mayo

ronage.

—

with Hoot Gibson. Good
Most of Hoot's are good.
R. S. Wanger, Victory theatre, Union
General patronage.
City, Ind.
Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.—
A dandy and pleased a fair crowd. Men.

Step on

It,

lively picture.

—

—

women and

children

all

said

it

—

—

after the first night's run,

which made

more snappy.

it

Otherwise

is

Chancellor Brothers. Dreamland theatre.
Neighborhood patronage.

Arcanum, O.

—

—

While
Priscilla Dean.
not quite up to the press agent's dreams,
this is a real special that will stand an
advanced adm'ssion. Roy W. Adams.
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. General
patronage.
The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.
Conflict,

with

—

—

all

GORDON

GRIFFITH

well screened. Mayo consistent and satisP. G. Estee, Fad
factory to our patrons.
Neighborhood
theatre, Brookings, S. D.

—

patronage.
The Scrapper, with

Herbert RawlinWe played
this picture to very good business. Acting is good and there is plenty of acMany compliments received.
tion.
James Martin, Family theatre, Attica, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.
son.

—Very

—

good

it

draggy.

—

—
—

a

—

North, with Frank
pictures mostly

was

Such westerns as these should
dandy.
put the box office back on the right side
of the ledger.
J. W. Boatwright, Radio
Neighborhood pattheatre, Ozark, Mo.
ronage.
with
Gladys Walton.
Guttersnipe,
The
cut out the "sloppy stories" part

—

This should please.
I wish First
good.
National had Frank Mayo instead of
Charles Ray, as Mayo has him beat a
mile.
R. S. Winger, Victory theatre,
Union City, Ind. General patronage.
The Man Who Married His Own Wife,
Frank Mayo. Interesting story
with

D.

—

—

Universal
Out
Mayo.

S.

town patronage.
Colorado, with Frank Mayo. Good.
Grand theatre, Breese, 111. General pat-

—We

United Artists

—

—

Y.

Curtain, with

Way Down

—

—This

N.

—

Fairfield,

ronage.

—

Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter. The first Minter show in a long
ime.
Drew over average business on a
iery hot night.
Good picture. Johnson
Brothers, Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N.

A

a
Searle Dawley.

Attica,

atre,

patronage.

Y.

J.

R. Gribble, Grand theGeneral
Out., Can.

New Hamburg,

The

"A Little Child Shall Lead
new Fox production directed

scene from

Them"

L. Middleton, Grand theatre,
Queen, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—

A

t

Don't Call
Miles Minter.

—

Guttersnipe,
Gladys Walton.
This picture is not as good as the rest
of her pictures.
My patrons were very
much disappointed.
Business
fair.
James Martin, Family theatre, Attica, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Fox, with Harry Carey. Step on
the gas when you play this one for it is
there.
all
They liked it. Chancellor
Brothers, Dreamland theatre. Arcanum.
O. Neighborhood patronage.
The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.—
cannot get them in for a Gibson picture.
What few saw this were satisfied. L. D.

—

t

—

—

—

Realart
First Love, with Constance Binney.
lust the sweet, simple, clean, snappy kind
picture that everybody likes, and
of
jleased 100 per cent, but crowd was light,
Some imagined
:aused I think by title.

He

the time.

The

>orhood patronage.

—

all

R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kan. General patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
Consider this a pretty fair comedy-drama
Bull Montana shared equal
n five reels.
Good for some
lonors with the star.
laughs.
Chancellor
Brothers,
learty

—A.

getting better

is

has the bunch behind now. and leaving
them fast.
This one was a "cracker-

lood patronage.

—

— Neighborhood

Gibson

— Neighbor-

Dreamland theatre. Arcanum, O.

Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark,
patronage.
Headirf West, with Hoot Gibson.—

Mo.

it

Milwaukee, Wis.

theatre,

W.

J.

surprised me. Rained
md yet I did a fair business on it. Best
Tuesday in months. Sam Pylot, Colum)ia

—

The Fire
One of the

patronage.

his

71
This was our first Hoot but not the last.
He "took" and they all liked this one.
The Bear Cat is a little better than Sure
Fire.
Chancellor Brothers, Dreamland
theatre, Arcanum, O.
Neighborhood
patronage.

patronage.

is,

I
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Fair picture.
Will please the majority.
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can. General patronage.

—

A

Wonderful Wife, with Miss duPont.
—Best Miss duPont so far. Better than
average.
Should please any class of
trade.
R. S. Wanger, Victory theatre,
Union City, Ind. General patronage.

—

—

Cheated Hearts, with Herbert Rawlinson.
This boy is good, and he has a

—

— Roy W. Adams,

good

vehicle here.
Pastime theatre, Mason,

fairly

Mich.— General

patronage.

—

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo. You can
boosting this one.
Also The
Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Chancellor Brothers, Dreamland theatre,
Arcanum, O. Neighborhood patronage.
feel safe in

—

Secrets, with Eva
Grand theatre, Breese,

Society

Good.

—

Novak.
111.
Gen-

—

eral patronage.

Playing with Fire, with

—

Gladys Wal-

Just as good a picture as you ever
saw and pleased young and old alike. If
you can't make money with Gladys, betton.

ter turn

your place into a hash foundry.

W.

Allen,

C.

N. Y.

—

Casino theatre, Antwerp,
Neighborhood patronage.

The

Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.
see why they hammer this one.
It made good with our patrons.
R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
General patronage.

— Don't

—

No Woman Knows,

—We

cannot see

with a special cast.

how some

exhibitors
can compare this with Humoresque or
The Old Nest. The story tried to get
Poor business
some place but failed.
the second night.
Chancellor Brothers,

—

Dreamland theatre, Arcanum,
Neighborhood patronage.

The

Beautiful

Darmond.
Breese,

111.

Gambler,

O.

—

Grace

with

— Good. — Grand
— General patronage.

Moonlight

theatre,

Follies,

and good comedy.

New

— R.

— The

R. Gribble,

theatre,
Hamburg, Ont., Can.
eral patronage.

— R.

—

New Hamburg,

patronage.

The

Silent Vow, with William Duncan.
picture.
This picture was fine
and enjoyed splendidly; pleased good
business.
William Noble, Rialto theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

— Good

—

—

The

Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
This is about as good as The Sheik.

made more money on

it

I

than The Sheik
Vitagraph have

and ran it afterwards.
good stuff. L. I. King, Wigwam theatre,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.
This is above the average program pic-

—

doing fine with Beyond the Rocks
opposition across the street. W. S. HarGrand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Very
good picture. It pleased 100 per cent of
my patrons. If you haven't played it,
book it and boost it.
Business fair.
James Martin, Family theatre, Attica, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Contrary to most reports, we cannot give
ture,

—

ris,

—

—

—

this one a boost.
Very few good comments.
A picture for kids and nothing'
more. R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can. General patron-

—

—

The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
Not as good as The Sheik. We didn't
get many compliments from our pa-

— James Martin,
N. Y. — Neighbor-

Business

Grand

— Gen-

poor.

Family theatre, Attica,
hood patronage.
The Heart of Maryland, with a special
cast.— Opinions greatly divided.
Some
it ranks with The Birth of a Nation.
Others didn't think much of it.
Should
go over well in the U. S. We lost money
on it. R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can. General patron-

—

Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.
A hit with the Irish, and that's me.
Star is good, and story was fine. R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
General patronage.

—

age.

—

—A

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
pretty
picture with a big log jam scene.
Story just ordinary.
Liked better than
Reputation with the same star. Chancellor Brothers, Dreamland theatre, Arfair

—

—

canum, O. Neighborhood patronage.
The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.

State Rights
Days

(Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. This picture drew much
more than ordinary business for two
School

—

Made money

days.

at a fifty dollar renseemed pleased with it, al-

Patrons

tal.

though

it is no "super."
It appeals to
people of all ages.
Would advise you
not to play until school opens in order

—

to get the teachers' cooperation.
Chancellor Brothers, Dreamland theatre, Ar-

—

canum, O. Neighborhood patronage.
Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow),
with a special cast. Good picture. Liked
by all. Does not follow book very closely, but is an improvement for the present
day.
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New

—

—

Hamburg,

Can.

Out.,

— General

patron-

age.
I

Am

the

Law

(Affil.

— Excellent.

Dist.),

with a

Truly a great
picture and a sure 'nuff box office attraction.
Pleased all of them. William Nospecial

cast.

—

cial cast.
Not a special, but if you want
a nice Northern picture it's it.
Good
story, good direction and beautiful scen-

—

Angel Citizens (Canyon), with Franklyn
Farnum. Excellent comedy-drama
western.
Do good business with all of
this series.
Give us more like this.
Shorty Hamilton really star of this.— R.

—

Okla.

Capitol

— General

The

BABY JOSEPHINE ADAIR

HOPE TO BE
T
THAN

theatre,

Oklahoma

City,

patronage.

Call from the Wild (Pacific), with
a special cast.
If you can't get The Silent Call reasonable, get this and get behind it.
It went good
Will please big.
for me.
Said to be better than The Silent Call.
I ran it in three houses.
L. I.
King, Wigwam theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

—

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Forgotten Woman (Pioneer), with
Pauline Stark. My patrons pronounce
this a good picture.
I did not see it.

—

Adolph
ville.

Kohn,

N. Y.

Pastime

— Small

The Golden

theatre,

Gran-

town patronage.

Trail (Arrow), with a spe-

Honeygrove,
patronage.

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Blazes (R-G-R), with a special
good western program picture
seemed to me should please any
My crowd
crowd that likes westerns.
had lots of comments on this one.—J.
cast.

—A

that,

W.

Boatwright,

—
—

Radio

theatre,

Ozark,

Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
The Handicap (Kremer), with a special
cast.
Very fair special.
Plot
laid
in
England. Horse race is over the hurdles.
Story good.
Scenes very pretty. Cast
weak.
If you can get it cheap enough
to run at regular admissions order it.
May prove disappointing to patrons at
raised prices.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre.
Salmon, Idaho.

—

The Trail of Hate (Herbst), with
George Chesebro. Nothing in this one
Lacking in plot.
to rave about.
Little
suspense.
A couple of good thrills. SevPoor photography. Poor
eral laughs.
Acting good.
Not enough
accessories.
Harold F. Wendt, Riaction to carry it.

—

—

Defiance,

theatre,

O.

— General

pat-

ronage.

Keep to the Right (Equity), with Edith'
Interesting
picture.
Has
Taliaferro.
good supporting cast. Did not bring out
the crowd.
Lost money on the show. J.
A. Weisbeck, Liberal theatre, Alden, N.

—

—

— Small town patronage.
The Mask (Ex. & Imp.), with Jack
Holt. — A splendid picture that cost me
Y.

little and netted me a few dollars.—
E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Bitter Fruit (Arrow), with a specia
cast.
Some more sense of humor. "Bit
It's a business killer
ter Fruit" is right.
The man who named it knew darn wel
that it was a lemon.
He is one of th
guys that keeps up the price of raw filr
by buying it and spoiling it. H. A. Lar
son, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.Small town patronage.
The Mask (Ex. & Imp.), with a spc
Very good. W. H. Goodroai
cial cast.
Strand theatre, Warren, Minn. Gener;
patronage.

very

W.

—
—

—

—

—

—

Woman

The Gun

(Tri.), with a speci;
western played by this sta
High class without the rough stuff.
Liberty theatre, Cherryval
L. Wolf.
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
The Mask (Ex. & Imp.), with Jac
Holt. Here is a very good picture ar
can't help but please your patrons. Yc
cast.

— Best
—

—

Paramount star but don't ha'
Paramount price. Chancell'
Brothers, Dreamland theatre, Arcanui
O. Neighborhood patronage.
get here a
to pay the

—

—

—

ble,

Strand

Griffith,

Texas.
Blue

voli

age.

trons.
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ery and photography.
H. A. Larson,
Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.— Small
town patronage.

Vitagraph

The

—

good, but story is
R. Gribble, Grand theOnt., Can.
General

star's acting is

uninteresting.
atre,

claim

with Marie Prevost.
Fine story
Pleased the younger set.

—

———

Blue Blazes
cast.
ran.

— One

(R-G-R), with a
Westerns

of the best

Pleased 100 per cent.

one.
It
Electric

is

sure to please.

theatre,

— E.

Knob

spec
I ev

;

Book tr
M. Rhodi

Noster,

Mo.

Neighborhood patronage.

When Dawn Came (Prod. Sec), wi
A real picture. R. Rc
a special cast.
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

—

—

General patronage.
The Sacred Flame (Schomer Ros
with a special cast. A good picture a
Patrons asked
title will draw good.
Drew go<
to hold over second night.
John J. Ryan, Rialto theatre, Ridf
patronage.
Neighborhood
way, Wis.
Wings of Pride (Jans), with- 01

—

l

—

—

—
—

—
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—

A mighty fine program picture
nd pleased a small Wednesday night
rowd. Just broke even. G. F. Rediske.
Small
tar theatre. Ryegate, Mont.
"ell.

—

>wn patronage.
The Woman Untamed

—

—

They

zzle.

I

McGovern).

it

f

liley.

one a

this

called

eneral patronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affil. Dist.). with
ohnny Hines. A 100 per cent comedy,
jll of witty sayings and tunny situations
A real picture from
lat pleased vo'ung.

—

Book

finish.

art to

it.

Marked Tree, Ark.

theatre.

patronage.

Kazan (Davis), with a

We

special

—W.

Allen,

C.

Antwerp. N. Y.

— Neigh-

orhood patronage.
Dempsey Carpentier Fight (RickardV
'laved two days and lost money both
Stay away, small towns.— \\ S.
ays.
.

cast.

considered this a very good Northstory.
Drew good. Chancellor
Brothers. Dreamland theatre. Arcanum,
O. Neighborhood patronage.

USE THIS BLANK

—

—

Burn 'Em Up Barnes

special,

balloon. — R.

Ross
then I'm a
is.
Wigwam theatre. Oberlin, Kan.

asino theatre.

Grand

west

Doraldina. As a prize fighter she
ould be O. R... but as an actress she is a
ith

Harris.

— Neighborhood

73

Dist.).

f Affil.

—

with Johnny Hines. If all pictures drew
and pleased our patrons like this one we
would live on Easy street.
Our people like Torchy and here they had six
rollicking reels with him.
It is an interesting story, a splendid comedy-drama.
Advertise the star as Torchy if you play
his
comedies. Chancellor
Brothers.
Dreamland theatre. Arcanum, O. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

—

White Mask (Canyon), with
Farnum. A splendid picture

—

Franklyn

of the high class western type.
Pleased
T. L. Wolfe. Liberty theatre. Cherryvale, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
all.

—

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing

for

Other Exhibiton

blank now and lend
Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

to

—

iuarantee Your Business for S20 a Year

Titie

Short Subjects

Save on every single booking.
It means thousands of dollars annually.
Send your check today for

—

Pathe News.
Without a doubt the
news on the market you can show.
W. S. Harris, Grand theatre. Marked
Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

Star

best

—

screenopinions
l.M^g,.'^LWc«^ t:A14a
WlJII.'.,l>.^ J

3

CHICAGO, ILL.

Per Review.

osts 3 cents

—

(Universal), with

Reginald Denny. Best short subject I
have ever run and drawing power splendid.
People of all classes ask when the
next is coming. L. M. Zug, Rialto theatre. Jerome, Idaho.
Neighborhood pat-

CAMERA BARGAINS

—

Mot'on Picture Cameras at cash saving
Special professional discounts on

prices.

—

The Leather Pushers

UNIVERSALE.

Immediate deDeBrie, DeFranne,
livery on all models.
Patbe and many others demonstrated in
Send for our complete
our showroom.
catalog at once. Free on request.

Producer

Remarki

«

—

ronage.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. Doubled and played
six rounds, 12 reels, each night.
Stories

—

BASS CAMERA COMPANY

and acting are original and "•different."
Pleased. One complaint was in complete
ending of series, or Round Six. P. G.
Estee. Fad theatre. Brookings. S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.

Dept H, 109 N. Dear bra St Cbaaso. M.

—

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

Chums and Peggy Behave

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.

(Universal),

—

with Babby Peggy. These are two very
good comedies with this little star. Will
draw as well as the feature. Chancellor
Brothers. Dreamland theatre. Arcanum.
O. Neighborhood patronage.

Manufacturer* of High-Grade ELECTRO*
PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

—

—
Pay Day (F. N.), with Charles
— Something was wrong.

Chap-

Not
enough business. While we had no kicks
we had few favorable comments. L. I.
King. Sunbeam theatre, Los Angeles.
Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.

Title

Star

lin.

CLASSIFIED

—

—

Word
Minimum

Five Cents per
in

Advance.

Payable
Charge,

Upper and
Lee Moran.

—

Lower
If

all

(Universal), with
Lee's comedies are

Producer

Remarki

like this, they are a decided improvement
over the old Lyons-Moran comedies. Lee

$1.00

plays the part of a Pullman porter of the

LIVE
er

dark variety, which suits him

WIRE MANAGER—at

Septemprojection and

liberty

Specialist
in publicity,
eductions.
Sixteen years experience. Six years
resent position.
Reason for change:
limited
ossibilities.
Al references.
Give full details
Mir proposition and salary limit in first letter,
ddress "Live Wire*' care of Exhibitors Herald,
7 So. Dearborn St.,
Chicago.
1.

fine as a
stellar role.
R. R. Gribble. Grand theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood pat-

—

MANAGER AT LIBERTY

—

patronage.

The Happy Pest (Fox), with a special
Good comedy. Audience complimented this one as they came out. C. R.

cast.

—

Sullivan,

—

Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.

General patronage.

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

SAFETY OR REGULAR STOCK— Developing
printing.
Our modern laboratory insures the
ind of developing and printing you"d do if you
id your own.
Oldest and largest South. Prices
ght. Service better. Harcol Film Company, Inc.,
id

Camp

10

Street.

Xew

Orleans.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

The

Xew Alhambra

good growing town of 3,250
death of one of the owners,
be sold to settle estate.
Well patronized.
easonable
terms can be arranged.
Address

>ust

W.

:>n,

James, Manager,

Xew

Alhambra. Brigh-

Colorado.

well-established

Sprague.

Moon

— Family patronage.

Two Faces West (C. B. C). with the
Hall Room Boys. — Good average comThey sell 'em right and make a
knockout about as often as any of the
high priced birds do and as low a percent of fizzles. A. L. Middleton. Grand
Small town
theatre, De Queen, Ark.

—

—

patronage.

The Sideshow (Fox), with

Poster

Salesman

Exhibitor

Man-

theatre,

Name

ronage
City

a

special

— Poor comedy. We heard someto happen
body laugh, but
a tragedy. — Crosby Brothers. Lily theBuffalo, N. Y. — Neighborhood patthat's liable

by

poster lithographing comany.
Address Exhibitors Herald. 417 South
'earborn St., Chicago. 111.

atre.

ronage.

at

of Theatre

Transient

cast.

SALESMAN WANTED

W AXTED— Commercial
•rge

—

Howard &
ville, Wyo.

edy.
Theatre,

Brighton. Colorado,
opulation.
Through

!•

His Unlucky Job (Fox), with a special
Fair.
The little girl is good.

cast.

State

or

Neighborhood

P»t-
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C-H Dimmers Are

These

for the Smaller Theatres
Where

the

modern

features of controlled

lighting effects are desired in the smaller
theatre, a complete
is

TWO

C-H Dimmer bank

shown

not required.
For such

ums,

C-H Dimmers

They

One

angles to the wall.

are

are designed,

has a capacity for controlling lights aggregating

40 Watt Lamps),

fixtures, or

mounting flat against

group of lights.

The Dimmer shown
watts (66,

is for

Type 4 is arranged with
bracket for mounting at right

theatres, lodge halls, school auditori-

for each

PLATES

the wall.

individual

etc.,

one plate

15-IN.

The type of C-H Dimmer plate

all

especially suited for the control

where the lamps

plate for whites

2640

under the control of the one handle.
of

lamps

in

indirect lighting

are hidden behind cornices or translucent glass.

and one for another color usually provide

adequately for the smaller theatre.
Pub. 44 5 and Bulletin

I -I

3

1 1

give you complete information for large and small theatres respectively.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
Works:

CO.

MILWAUKEE and NEW YORK

Offices

and Agents

in Principal Cities

Northern Electric Co. , Ltd., Can.

Tub. 445

Theatre Dimmers

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
New Eastman Theatre to Mark an
Epoch in

Industry's

Development

ROCHESTER, New

York, is in the
throes of excitement in preparation
for the opening of what it is believed will be the world's handsomest and
costliest theatre, and at the same time,

Who's Who at New
Eastman Theatre

most unique amusement institution. The
latter distinction is accorded the Eastman
theatre because it is part and parcel of
the University of Rochester and as such
will be operated by that institution.
George Eastman's gift to his home city
is rapidly emerging from the chaos of a
building operation into the fulfillment of
the purpose for which it was designed,
after more than two years of structural
work. The opening is scheduled for early
September and a whirlwind of activity
attests that nothing will be left undone
to be in readiness for the premiere at the

George Eastman, founder.
Charles H. Goulding, manager.
Arthur Alexander, musical director.

Victor Wagner, conductor.
Fred T. Harris, publicity director.
Joel D. Barber, art director.
Harold Gleason, organ expert.
Gordon & Kaelber, Rochester,

and

McKim, Mead & White, New
York, architects.
A. W. Hopeman & Sons, General
contractors. Rochester.

scheduled date.
Charles H. Goulding, manager of the

Robert E.
Smith & Co.,

engaged in
and organization of his staff

palatial enterprise, is actively

the selection
at this time.

Russell B.
in charge of construcof

tion.

Ezra Winter, Barry Faulkner,
Maxfield Parrish and Lawrence
White, contributing artists.

Will Be Film Theatre

New

Hall,

York, London, Paris have noth-

ing better than the Kodak city will boast
in its new theatre, and
York can
point to only two theatres that exceed it
in size, the Hippodrome and the Capitol.
It is doubtful if anything of the kind in
the world may be regarded as coming
within the class that will be established
with the opening of the new Eastman
theatre.
Obviously the Eastman theatre will be
a picture palace, although no announcement has as yet been made covering its
policy or purpose. It is known, however,
that it will be largely used as a laboratory and a clinic for scientific study of
the problems that confront the exhibitor
with the commercial screen material at
his command.
Also that it will be the
center of experiments having for their
purpose the more extensive employment
of music as a medium of popular enter-

policy

the

latter

Company.
This unique and changing activity of
the theatre will be responsible for unusual managerial problems and a routine
of detail unknown elsewhere, requiring a
larger and more highly specialized staff
than ordinarily is employed, even in the
larger picture palaces.

Epoch

Many

program of

in

Progress

in the

film field are inclined to
regard the opening of the Eastman
theatre as a welcome bit of pioneering on
the part of science that is certain to exercise an important influence on exhibitors
and their problems. As a clinical laboratory, working with the same films that

commercial exhibitor depends upon

for his programs, and playing seven days
a week to large and mixed audiences, the

connection an unusual
contemplated.
The

said to be
traditional de luxe
is

fact that he is a member of
the directorate of the Metropolitan Opera

through the

the

Music to Be Featured
In

pictures

and music will open on Sunday, playing
three days and giving way on Wednesday night to a concert of the highest

which the leading vocal and instrumental virtuosi of the world are

class in

scheduled in the course of the season.
Thursday the house reverts to pictures
again with a new program, giving two
three-day presentations of pictures and
one concert each week. A further break
in
continuity is contemplated through
the introduction each season of a brief
visit of grand opera.
If this appears a
trifle too ambitious for a "movie" house
it
must be borne in mind that George
Eastman, the donor of the theatre, is a
musical enthusiast, who enjoys unusual
opportunities for indulging his penchant

institution

Big Force

at

is

the

im-

Work

him that the
theatre is essentially one of
significance, few can overlook the architectural and decorative beauties of the
house, the richness of the rare woods
and the rarer marbles employed and
the vastness of the undertaking from the
showman's standpoint.
In
style
the
theatre is a rather free adaptation of the
Italian Renaissance, the architects being
Gordon and Kaelber of Rochester, and
McKim. Mead and White of New York.
Wliile

all

agree

with

Eastman

The general contractor

is

man & Sons Company,
and

A.

W. Hope-

Rochester,
150 sub-contractors
or are active on the job,
of

approximately

have worked
which has employed some 3,000 men
throughout its various phases of development.
Robert E. Hall, consulting engineer, of the firm of Russell B. Smith &

Company,

is in charge of construction.
Ezra Winter, Barry Faulkner, Maxfield
Parrish and Lawrence White are con-

tributing immense examples of romantic
fantasies in color for the foyer, and else-

New

tainment.

acteristics of the
portant factor.

University owned and operated theatre is
sure to bring to bear upon those problems a new perspective backed by unlimited
resources
for
research
and
experimentation.

Some go so far as to predict that the
sadly needed renaissance of the "movies"
will find its inception in the active cooperation of scholastic institutions, of
which the ambitious program of the
University of Rochester is an eloquent
illustration.
What the University itself
thinks of the situation is attested by the
inscription appearing over the entrance to
the theatre "dedicated to the enrichment
of community life," for the experiment is

—

rich in sociological possibilities that will
be pursued to their logical conclusions,
and also by President Rush Rhees'
insistence that the significance rather

than the cost or elaborate physical char-

where.

To Have Music School
Among other novelties, the new

East-

man

theatre will conduct in connection
with the Eastman School of Music, a
special department for the teaching of
motion picture organ accompaniment.
Under the most competent instructors
available the pupil will be taught not only
the technique of the type of organ found
in many of the largest motion picture
theatres, but will learn to know and
properly play musical compositions best
suited to accompany and interpret the
whole varied range of screen offerings.
A fine unit organ designed especially
for motion picture work will be installed
in this department.
It will contain 62
stop keys and a complete equipment of
trap and percussion instruments.
The
studio in which the pupil will receive instruction
will
located
within
the
be
theatre and will be equipped with all
modern facilities, including projection apparatus and screen, for the showing of
screen offerings.
The pupil, therefore,
will have before him the actual picture he
seeks to interpret.

See

New

Developments

It is possible that this combination of
facilities,
environment and atmosphere

enable the pupil to attain a greater
proficiency in the improvisation, synchronization and interpretative excellence of
motion picture musical compositions than
has heretofore been developed.
The Austin Organ Company. Hartford,
Conn., is building for the new Eastman
theatre an organ that will be not only the
largest in any theatre in the country, but
one of the most complete in point of
musical scope, tonal quality and mechanwill
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ingenuity of any instrument in the
world.
Plans and specifications were
drawn by Harold Gleason, organ expert
for the Eastman School of Music, and
represent the results of months of study
of
organ construction, during which
time Mr. Gleason, at the request of
George Eastman, visited the principal
ical

organ manufactories in this country and
Europe and inspected and played a number of the important organs here and
After planning an instrument
abroad.
combining the best features found in his
quest, and incorporating a number of
new and unique features of his own designing, Mr. Gleason submitted the plans
to a number of eminent organ experts
and organists of important motion picture theatres.

Biggest Organ Planned
In their opinion the organ will be the
most important and complete theatre and
concert organ ever constructed in this
country, embodying all the latest ideas in
The instrument,
organ
construction.
which will be used primarily for accompanying motion pictures will, it is believed, set a standard for motion picture
theatres far in advance of anything yet
designed.

Proper Screen

Is

Aid to Projection
Advantages of Minusa for
Mazda Equipment Pointed

Out by Company

tures.
effi-

cient projection of a satisfactory picture,
is the provision of a screen which will
most effectively direct the light to the
audience so the image there formed may
be seen without effort from every seat.
"A highly reflective screen surface in a
desirable factor, but it is even more important that it direct a maximum part of
the light back within the solid angle in
which are included all of the seats, and
that the light be so distributed within
this angle to assure perfect screen illumination when viewed from all of the
seats.

distribution of light from a screen
surface can be controlled by choice of
material, its finish, texture, and color
tone.
The average screen meets the requirements fairly well in some theatres
somewhat imperfectly in others:
but
that is, there is not so great a diversity
as
characteristics
reflecting
of
light
would be desirable for greater efficiency
in each case.

"The

Consider Individual Needs
therefore becomes necessary to
take into consideration the operating
conditions of each individual theatre or
room, in constructing a projection surface to meet the particular requirements
of Maz-da-lite Equipment."
"It

Orpheum
by

theatre,

Saxe

Oshkosh, Wis., owned
in which a new

Brothers,

three manual, twenty-five stop Barton
organ has been installed. John Dowling
at the console.

is

Concert Phonograph Used in
New Way as Service Feature
Rendering

a service to its patrons that

same time serves as musical accompaniment for its pictures is an inno-

at

"The use of Mazda equipment for the
projection of motion pictures in theatres
as well as for non-theatrical purposes, is
attended by numerous advantages, both
in the results obtained and in the projection room," says a statement from Minusa Cine Screen Company. "The projected picture is characterized by an
agreeable softness; the harsh contrasts
that have so often defeated the finer qualities of the producer's art, are minimized;
the proper relative values are given to
all parts of the picture.
"The light is evenly distributed over
the screen and is of constant intensity.
In color it includes the entire range of
the visible spectrum and hence it is
adapted to the projection of colored picScreen Is Important
"Equally essential, however, in the

J** ;?*

the

vation that has been put into effect at
the Rialto theatre, Waterloo, Iowa, with
the aid of a Lyradion Concert Grand

phonograph.
This instrument, recently placed on the
market by Dodge Manufacturing Company, Mishawaka, Ind., plays ordinary
phonograph records in sufficient tonal
volume for theatre purposes for which it
was primarily designed.

Patrons Check Records

urging the people to hear the new records just out at the Rialto theatre, together with pictures of the phonograph
used at the theatre.
Plans are under way in various parts
of the country for putting a similar arrangement in other theatres.

Paramount Film to
Have New Work in
Color Photography
The

Under

the plan in operation at the Rialto
theatre a complete list of Victor records
are printed in the programs which are
handed to the patrons as they enter the
theatre. Opposite the names of the various records is a space where a check can
be made and also a space provided in
which the patrons may write his name
and address. Thus, during the playing of
a record that happens to strike the fancy
of a patron, a note can easily be made
of it.
At the end of the performance the programs thus marked are turned in to the
management of the theatre.
co-

A

operative arrangement is in effect with
a large department store where the theatre sends the programs with the various
records marked thereon and the records
indicated are reserved by the store for
the patrons.
These reservations on the
programs are given preference in the
purchase of current records, as fast as
they are received.

Hear Latest Music

The system enables

the Rialto theatre
very newest records issued as well as the opportunity to
hear the greatest singers and latest music
at every performance, besides serving as
a medium by which the patrons can obtain special consideration in the purchase
of the records.
The records of all the companies will
be played at the theatre in the same
to offer its patrons the

manner.
Co-operate in Advertising
In local newspaper advertisements the
department stores carries advertisements

process for making motion
is that devised by Roy
Pomeroy. The essential thing about the
Pomeroy process is a positive stock
coated with emulsion on both sides and
w-ith an identical image on each side.
If,for example, the color scheme is
based on red and blue, one side will be
dyed with red while the other will be
tinted in a blue tone.
Machinery by
which the thin strip of celluloid could be
coated with a thin liquid dye on one side
without touching the other side has been
worked out by Mr. Pomeroy.
According to Mr. Pomeroy, his process
is fully adaptable for motion photography
although it requires a specially constructed camera. Some of the work is
contained in the art titles and backgrounds of the Paramount production
latest

picture in color

"Pink Gods."

Will Build Theatre
Kans., soon will have one of the
picture theatres in the
state.
E. V. Hyning of Iola has contracted with Ira D. Kelly of the same city
for a ten-year lease on a structure to be
erected by the latter. The new house will
have a seating capacity of about 800 and
will include several small business rooms.
Iola,

most

modern

Miller
The Gem

Buys

theatre,

Gem

Monroe

City,

Mo.,

has been purchased by T. F. Miller, for-

merly of Palmyra, Mo. The Gem was
the property of F. G. Angus, who died
a few weeks ago. Recently Miller sold
his theatre in Palmyra.
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whether or not a new playhouse
built on the same site.

Theatre
Construction

be

shall

—

Galveston, Tex. A. Martini, owner of
the Dixie and Key theatres here, will
build a new playhouse, details concerning which have not been announced as
yet.

News

*

— Denial

is made by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation that it
new
theatre
at 420 Vine
to
build
a
intends

Cincinnati, O.

Goodman, which

will be published by
Equity Pictures in the state right field
in the fall has been completed.
The
film, it is declared will be Equity's big-

gest Fall publication.
R. William Neil directed the picture.
In the cast are Wilton Lackay. Barbara
Castleton. Huntley Gordon. Julia Swayne
Gordon, Montague Love and others.

street at this time.

Ownership Changes

That a visit to virtually any section of
the country will reveal that many theatres are being remodeled is apparent in
reports from Harry Nichols, chief held
representative of the Herald who is now

—

La Grange, 111. The- Illinois theatre,
formerly owned by Fred and Harold
O'Brien, is now owned by Frank Evans.
*

touring northern Wisconsin.
At Wittenberg. Wis., the Kerten theatre, owned by Fred Kerten, is in the
midst of redecorating and improvement

work and when

W

remodel

if,

and

1,500.

*

—

60

by 117

feet.

theatre will be
Phillips on a
cost is to be about

Inc.,

at

Miami
Miami,

Florida.

Releasing arrangements

and dates will be announced later.

Mary Ander-

Julia Swayne Gordon.
Hall, Joseh Striker, Bobby Conothers.
Production on "Wild
at

the

Goodman Completes

Talmadge

Wray

Physioc
Productions, Inc.

His

8

Production for Equity

West Palm Beach, Fla.— Stanley War-

The

owner of the Beaux Arts theatre,
build a new 100.000 playhouse here.
Bruce Kitchell of this city is architect.
*

picture "What's

Wrong With

Women," produced by

will

Lincoln, 111.— E. H. Riebe has received
the contract for Steve Bennis' new theatre here and work has been started.

West 47th Street
New York City

the

Carson

Daniel

SYSTEM
TYPHOON
COOLING •*
TYPHOON
NEW YORK

*

C—

Washington,
D.
The Business
Men's Association in the vicinity of the
old Knickerbocker theatre, scene of the
disaster in which 100 lives were lost, are

FAN CO.

345W.39-ST.

residents as to

7WN5PPN

Let the theatre
I

Heating

ventilation
specialists

v/entilatin^

tell

vou how

f
rtPNSPPN <:Pt?UNS SySTErA imc
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the cast are

Studios.

rick,

r

in

Harry Morey,

Thurston
nelly and
Youth" has been started

W.

among

Studios,

Included

$30,000.

conducting a vote

the plant of the

Virginia Pearson Engaged
For Lead in "Wild Youth"

son.

this

new

The

productions,

Circuit.

Lowell, Mass. The Merrimack Square
theatre will be completely remodeled at a

lot

Abbotsford from L. R.

produce and direct

Bucholz.

"Wild Youth'' for the state right field,
has engaged Virginia Pearson to portray
the leading emotional role in his new production.
During the past three years the
star has been appearing with Sheldon
Lewis throughout the Keith Vaudeville

of the corner stone for the new General
theatre. Cortland street and Western avenue, which is to cost $200,000 and seat

I.

at

will

three

Ivan Abramson, head of the Graphic
Film Corporation, who is producing

—

—

Wray Physioc

*

111.
Prominent business men
Northwest side attended the laying

Orlando, Fla. A
Sanford by

1.

—

*

built at

Box Office

the

—

Colby, Wis. H. E. Crosby has taken
over the Rex theatre at Colby and the

install

Graves of

on

—

Opera House

cost of $50,000. Harry P.
city is the architect.
*

lease

Glasford, 111. R. E. Groninger has
purchased the Dreamland theatre, which
he formerly owned, from J. R. Riley.

New Projects
Kan. — Fred Farmer,

Chicago,

Another Boost for

will

*

real estate dealer, 906 West Douglas, will build
a motion picture theatre on that street
to cost $40,000.

of the

and take a

Frank Dix and took possession July

ne%v equipment.

Wichita,

Wysockey

F.

N. T. Thompson purMajestic theatre here from

Wausau, Wis.
chased the

projection machines will be installed.
R. Vincent at Oconto Falls, Wis.,
will remodel his entire building and furnish it with new equipment in all departments.
At Black River Falls. Wis.. Earl Scott
is planning on lowering his Fox theatre
to the street level,

— L.

sell the Gem theatre
the Colonial.
»

new

completed

is

it

Wis.

Oconto,

North 6th Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

—

An

outstanding reason for the pre-eminent
HERALD with the creators of motion pictures—directors, playdepartment,
ers and writers is
the
"What the Picture Did for Me," which
affords the one indisputable record of box
office performance.
popularity of the

—

d

—
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Cirwuinhal

We want you to expect more
from us because you will get more

When we talk about re-organized
Universal Service

we

are not talking "glittering generalities"
we are talking real facts. Wfe
are talking about specific things we will do for
you to help you put Universal pictures "over
big" right in your own theatre.

—

We are talking about what we are
—

now to help many thousands of
exhibitors make money. We are talking about a
service which means dollars to every theatre
owner and manager who uses it.
doing

right

Under

the personal management
of Mr. Herman Stern the re-organized Univera finer service than you ever
dreamed you could get from any film exchange. He and his
complete corps of managers and department heads in
Chicago are working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in
your interest.

sal

Service

is

In these advertisements
going to

tell

you

briefly

we

are

— but exactly — what

Universal Service and just how it
can help you make money. Read them. They will interest

we mean by
you

mightily.

overlooked a

you haven't used Universal Service you
bet. Get acquainted with nearest Exchange.
If

llninren&af jfcim &a>Luig£b>,3rix:.
CHICAGO OFFICE— 831

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

—

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Ben Beadell Sells His
Rights on Process for
Water Proofing Films

Universal Adopts a
New Service Policy
Tells

Ben Beadell, former manager of Select in
Chicago and one of the most prominent
film

men

in

this

territory,

has invented a

process for water proofing film.

"We want you to expect more from
us because you will get more."
That is the slogan adopted by the Chicago Universal exchange as a reminder
to exhibitors that under the policy of reorganized Universal service which has
been adopted at the local branch they
may expect the ultimate in cooperation
in
making Universal pictures money

During the past week he disposed of the
American and German rights on the process
to Cromwell Film Laboratories of New
Allan A. Lownes, secretary and
York.
treasurer of the company, closed the deal
with the exchange man.

making

Celebrated Opens Its New
Exchange at Indianapolis
Celebrated

L

Players Film Corporation,

Friedman, president,

is

at

J.

gradually extend-

Herman

Four

of

Chicago's

popular

HERMAN STERN

—

feature are the Chicago, the
Tivoli and the Riviera. It also will have a
run at the Randolph.
will play the

Universal's

adopted

at

will

re-crganized service
the local exchange.

direct

plan

Row

Alexander Frank, manager of the Rialto
and Waterloo theatre, Waterloo, la., was a
visitor
at
Universal's exchange in Des
Moines and on Chicago's film row during
the past week.
Mr. Frank had just completed a successful run of "Wild Honey,"
the Universal Jewel starring Priscilla Dean.

Fischer Leaves

Woodlawn

George Fischer who has been actively engaged in managing the Woodlawn theatre,

Andrew

handsome

Karzas

63rd

street

house, has resigned, to return to his former
home, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Fischer will
take over the new Milwaukee, a 1,500 seat
theatre, costing $300,000, about October 1.
Harrv J. Corbett succeeds Mr. Fischer at
the Woodlawn.

Baker at Des Moines
D. B. Baker of the Circle theatre, Ottumwa, and A. J. Strutz of the Empress,

Cedar

Falls,

versal

exchange

la.,

were visitors at the UniDes Moines last week.

in

sales

man-

Real Facts"
about re-organized
Universal service we are not talking

"When

we

talk

—

'glittering generalities'
we are talking
real facts.
are talking about specific things we will do for you to help
you put Universal pictures 'over big'
right in your own theatre.

We

Irving

Mack

to Direct

Randolph's Exploitation
When

Universal takes over the management of the Randolph Theatre next
week, Irving Mack will be in charge of
exploitation and publicity.
Mr. Mack is no beginner in publicity
work, nor does he need any introduction
to film folks around Chicago and vicinity, having been connected with the
advertising department of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer for four years, and publicity
manager of the Chicago Universal office
For the past three
for over two years.
years he has been free lancing exploitation and publicity in the Chicago territory with no little success.
the

Iowa Exhibitor Visitor
On Chicago's Film

and

"Talking

who

theatres

them Balaban & Katz houses have
booked Universal's "The Storm" for early
presentations.
The B. & K. theatres which

district

the series
of service talks give a clear insight into
Universal's plan.
For instance:

The Indiana branch occupies the entire
second floor at 144 West Vermont street.

three of

Stern,

ager with headquarters here.
Excerpts from the first of

Indianapolis.

"The Storm" Will Play
Three Big Houses Here

pictures.

Publishes Institutional Ad.
To acquaint exhibitors in this territory with the service program, the local
branch will publish each week in the
Herald an
institutional
advertisement
detailing to exhibitors just what they
may expect from the trained staff functioning under the personal direction of

ing its activities throughout the Middle
West. Last week the independent distributing company, which is a member of Federated Film Exchanges of America, opened
offices

Exhibitors to Expect
More for They Will
Get More

Tony

Sarg's

Almanac

Will

Be Handled by Educational
One

"We

are talking about what we are
now to help many thousands of exhibitors make money.
are talking about a service which means
dollars to every theatre owner and manager who uses it."

— right

doing

—

We

Patterson Foregoes Trip
But Receives Gold Watch
Willard C. Patterson, representing the
Sig Samuels interests in Atlanta. Ga., who
was one of the "1-a-Week" winners in
First National's recent exploitation contest, was unable to make the Coast trip
First National
to which he was entitled.
officials decided that his efforts and cooperative spirit should not go unrewarded, and while at the home office a
few days ago company executives presented the Southern exhibitor with a

handsome

solid gold watch.

of the important additions to the

program of short subjects to be distributed by Educational Film Exchanges in
the new season soon to begin will be the
Tony Sarg Almanac, the single reel animated picture by this famous artist
which has made such a hit in leading
first-run houses.
Educational will publish twenty-six
pictures in this series in the year 1922-23,
beginning the last week in August. Publications will follow one every other
the earliest pictures will
week.

Among

be "The First Flivver" and "The First
Degree."

Mullin Representative
Of F. B. O. for Canada
to keep the Film Booking Ofin closer touch with the
exhibitors of Canada, J. M. Mullin has
been appointed special representative of
the F. B. O., with headquarters in Toronto, by Harry Berman, general manager
of distribution.

Aiming

fices of

America

Mr. Mullin will make his office with
Regal Film Company in Toronto and
distributors of F. B. 0. pictures in Canada.

— —
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NOW BOOKING!
i

JOHN

P.

MCCARTHY'S

i

Doesn't look as though times were hard
along Chicago's film row. Here's Herman
Stern, district and sales manager for Universal, buzzing around town in a brand
new Studebaker. It's a light six and the
sales transaction was put over by Emil A.
Silha of the Chicago Sales organization i»f

With Herman
the Studebaker Company.
stepping on the gas every night there won't
be many theatres in this territory escape
him.
*

*

*

Another Universal Go-getter, L. W.
Alexander, has just purchased himself a
new car a Hudson and is at present touring the Kansas City, Mo., territory with
Universal's K. C. manager J. H. "Curley"

—

—

Calvert.
They will make a three weeks'
trip of it before Mr. Calvert assumes his
new duties as Special Representative for
Mr. AlexUniversal in the Central West.
ander will succeed Mr. Calvert as manager
of Universal exchange, Kansas City.
*

*

*

Metro exchange manager,
has returned from a trip to Washington
and New York.
L. A. Rozelle,

*

Leserman,

*

*

*

*

Max Levine, the snappy Fox projectionist,
spent a week touring the country in

uct.

E.

E.

*

Bernstein and the Wallerstein

City,

which

will

open

in

Septem-

he

If

to

tries

use his

own

pull

Herman

Stern, sales manager of Uniover the unusual number
of "The Storm" bookings already signed.
The Balaban & Katz circuit, Lubliner &
Trinz and Ascher Bros, are but a few who
play this big special.
* * *

Tom McDermott, special representative
of Timely Films, Inc., arrived in Chicago
on Monday, after making Buffalo, Cleveland
and Detroit visits at Pathe exchanges. He
expects to be in this territory about a week.
*

*

*

Clyde Elliott and Charlie Leist are
pleased at the reception of "Out of

much

Dust," the latest acquisition of Clyde
Elliott Amusement Enterprises at the Ziegfeld theatre.
With each admission the
ladies are given a beautiful reproduction of
one of Remington's paintings, suitable for
framing.
*
* *
the

Speaking of Clydes, Clyde Eckharde is
touring the state meeting the exhibs first
hand.
Sort of business and pleasure tripcombined.

Morris Hellman went down

Universal held another one of those popuopen house reviews on Wednesday,
July 10, at their projection room. The picture was "Don't Shoot," starring Herbert
Kawlinson.
*

*

*

Cress Smith held a private screening of
the new Max Linder comedy, "The Three
Must Get Theres," one evening last week,
and the few invited guests pronounced the
travesty on the Douglas Fairbanks production a humdinger.
*

*

*

Louis Laemmle, head of the sales promotion department of Universal Chicago

Bloom-

to

ROBERT McKIM
PAT MOORE

LITTLE

Inspired by the Brush
of the Famous

prospects.
*

*

*

Mrs. Emma Altchuler, Morris Hellman's sister and former manager of the
Casino,

of that

is

paying her respects to the old
Dan Roche, please take note

FREDERIC REMINGTON
"Grand, Pittsburgh,
largest house

last.

film

many

Morris reports refrom exhibitors com-

it,

letters

menting on Martin J. Quigley's editorial,
"Do You Want Independent Pictures?"
Morris circularized the territory with re-

been

Miller, of

*

giving

*

"Admiral"

Chas.

R-C

Pictures, a lot of publicity
so far he hasn't come
through with any tickets for the Florida
Hereafter we'll charge him regular rates
for space.
* * *
this

but

col.,

Aaron

J.

Jones of

J.

L.

&

S.

circuit,

has returned from Terre Haute, where he
went to obtain an organist and musical
director

for

the

the

Dust.'

theatres.

story

Receipts, $17,300.00."— Variety.

"In spite of 'Way Down East' and 'The
of Sheba' as my opposition, 'Out
of the Dust proved to be one of the b:st
attractions we have played.
Audience
highly p'eased.
Saturday's receipts
580.00 over previous house record, even
after p'aying picture a whole week."
Harry P. Nelson. Capitol Theatre,

Queen

prints of the editorial.

We've

'Out of

among downtown

acclaimed the picture the finest
of pioneer life yet shown.

Critics

in

Including

RUSSEL SIMPSON

without difficulty, however, he reports. He
said he found exhibitors enthusiastic over
fall

ALL - STAR CAST,

*

ington the other day with a Howitzer on
each hip and plenty of ammunition. Morris
had been reading in the papers all about
the strike troubles, the militia, etc., so he
went prepared.
Business was transacted

new McVickers

The Madison

theatre.
have as

street house will
house manager, John G. Burch, who held
the same position with the old McVickers.

E

New

izab:th.

Jersey.

" 'Out of the Dust" did a very satisfactory
business and we heard a great deal of

comment from our patrons
the picture."
Frank A Miller,
California Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
favorab'e

about

We

" 'Out of the Dust pleased 100%.
more business on this than any pic-

Otto Meister, who conducts the White
House theatre, Milwaukee, is thinking of
promoting a minstrel show this fall, for

did

purpose of exhibiting a plaid
reposing in moth balls. Mr. Meister recently purchased a very elegant and
eloquent plaid suit, with which he hoped
to startle the natives of Atlantic City, N. J.,
but something went wrong with his plans
and he didn't go. Hence he has the suit,
and hence the minstrel show. We wish

Theatre, St. Paul. Minn..

the

special

suit

now

him

success.
*

lar

T H E

F

DUST

on you make him
With An

*

*

*

versal, is tickled

will

it

*
*

O

*

quartet.

ber.

*

"OUT

of J. L.'s hustlers had the boys scratching their domes
last week, and the little trick he displayed
for their benefit must have netted him the
price of a high powered bottle of Scotch.

ceipt of

Bros, are busy booking fall attractions for
their new half-million dollar Tivoli theatre,

Michigan

*

EPIC

SEVEN REELS

Johnny Mednikow, one

Before we forget
*

summer home

Charlevoix, Mich. Some important announcements are expected shortly from
Celebrated's headquarters on the fall prod*

DRAMATIC AMERICAN
IN

at

his car.

*

Lake,

guiding

Celebrated's

genius, has returned from his

homestead.

*

Cedar
1.

*

*

Friedman,

L.

J.

*

manager,

Universal exchange, is also on vacation for two weeks,
up at Winchester, Wis.
I.

exchange, is vacationing at
Wis. He will return August

*

*

Silverman of the Strand theatre,
J.
Altoona, Pa., made Chicago his last stopover en route home from the Shriners'
convention on the Coast. He took advantage of his trip West to see all the sights
betwixt and between, including the Yellowstone park and Chicago's theatres.
* * *

ture this year.

Can't go wrong

book

C.

this one."

had up

their sleeves

?

if

you

Cranston, Oxford

" 'Out of the Dust, inspired by the famous
paintings, is a corking good

Remington
picture.

It

a very good

pleased

all

went over in our theatre to
week s business. The picture

audiences, the action

is

fast,

photography very good, and the work of
little Pat Moore is excellent."
Moon
Theatre, Omaha, Nebraska.

CLYDE

E.

ELLIOTT

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES

CHICAGO

Al Lichtman,

president of Al Lichtman
Distributing Corporation, was found breakfasting over at the Congress one morning
last week with
Morris Hellman. Reelcraft's big chief.
Wonder what the two

M.

806 S.

Wabash

Phone Harrison

Ave.
9560
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Lloyd Hughes and Marguerite de
Milton

Sills

the possibilities
in "Skin Deep.*'

illustrates

makeup

la

Motte

in

81

a dramatic scene from

"The Brotherhood

of Hate.'

of

Thomas H.
Has

Ince

Eight
Big
Douglas

MacLean and Raymond
in "The Hottentot."

Hatton

Specials
Scheduled for
Next Season.

On

Tli is

Page Arc

Published Scenes

From Seven
of the Specials

v

Madge Bellamy and Cullen Landis

in

the

a scene from
Ince specials.

Douglas MacLean and Muriel Frances Dana
scene from "The Sunshine Trail."

in

a

k

"Someone

to Love," another of

Madge Bellamy and John Powers
neur's

"Lona

in

Doone."

Maurice Tour-
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SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
A

two

PARAMOUNT— Burton

reels.

A

Please Be Careful.

The Runt, two

SPOTLIGHT,

one

Pony Boy, two

reels (Shorty Hamilton).
two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'em Cowboy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).

Grit,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES

reel.

KING COLE COMEDIES, two

DO, with Harold

Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

I

NOW

AMONG THOSE

AYWON FILM

CORP.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reels,

Polly

Meran

reals

a month.
twice i
and Smiling Bill Jones.

SUNRISE COMEDIES,

two

with

reels,

Billy

West.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

A

resls.

Saving Sister Susie.

JIM

Barnyard Cavalier, two reels.
One Stormy Knight, two reels.
two

reels.

one

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
flLM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

reels.

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES,

two

reels.

The Kick in High Life.
Wet & Warmer.
Punch ot the Irish.
The Game Lady.

rwt

C. B.

Love & Doughnuts.
Bright Eyes.

BUSTER K EATON COMEDIES, two
The Playhouse.
The Boat.
The Paleface.

reels.

two

PRICE

reel.

reel.

reels

CO.

featuring

Mona

Dark-

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD. in two reel Westerns.
8ELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two

reels.

MVEK14I FILM MFG. CO
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman),
reals.
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
1

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

two

reels.

the Kitchen.
She Sighed by the Seaside.
Call a Cop.
Hard Knocks & Love Taps.
Be Reasonable.
in

L. CHESTER COMEDIES, two
JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

C.

reels.

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels

two

Leather Pushers." two
reels,

Mary

Pickford.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenlcs Beaa
tiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Chester Outing Scenics osx
reel (every week)
EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, one reel (every tw»
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— SketchogTafs, one reel
pnUC ATION AL— World

GOLDWYN— Sport

Wanderinas. ons
Review, one reel each.

In the Pink.
reels.

Fool Days.
Straight from the Farm.
The Studio Rube.

SERIES, two

two

SCENICS

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reals.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
Hot Dog.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two
The Happy Pest.

two

re^l»

GOING STRAIGHT,

reels.

Photoplays, two

Drawing Cards.
Self Defense.
Centaurs of the Field.
Winter Pep.
A Rex Beach Weekend.
Taking the Air.
By-Way Champions.
"Fore!"

3

475

expose of Sawing a Lady

in

feet.

SERIALS
Adventures of Tarzan (Eimo Lincoln).
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
The Blue Pox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).
C. B. C. FILMS
Capitain Kidd (Eddie Polo).
EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jnngk
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van DyEa
FOX Fantomas; Bride It.

ARROW—

—

—

FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seitx am.
June Caprice).
PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinaoa)
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.

SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Xileai
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord)
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord)
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
UNIVERSAL—Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
(Harry Myers).
VITAGRAPH— Breaking Through.
VITAGRAPH— 1 nc '.eiieu mylfry (An torn*
MoreBnV

WARNER—The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS

reels

COLLIER SERIES, "The

By Heck.

Eddie Polo.
Screen Reviea,

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES-

PIONEER

DKAMAS,

two

Serial,

STORY PICTURES-Burlesque

bi-

reels,

INC.

feather, one reel.

Love's Outcast.

The Broker.

two

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one

INDIAN
reels.

Kidd

every two weeks.

Half, length

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TCM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.
NICK CARTER SERIES

two

reel

WEISS BROS.—The

reel*

PATHB

fOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

BEN TURPIN COMEDIES,

two

Astor and Pierre Gendron).

Kid. six reels.
Idle Class, two reels.

LUPTNO LANE

•very

ons

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
THE BEGGAR MAID, two reels (Mary Astor).
THE BASHFUL SUITOR, two reels (Mary
Brandon).
THE YOUNG PAINTER, three reels (Mary

raei.

real.

reels.

DOMINANT PICTURES.

Bhoalder Arms, two reels.
6unnyside, two reels.

Made

one

monthly.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
Dog's life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

FILMS— Cap'n

C. B. C.

RANCH WESTERNS,

STAR

—

Hy Mayer Traveloughs, one every
weeks.
Starland Review, one every two weeks.

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

sat

Colors.

STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland

ARROW NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

reel.

'

Co. of America.
four reels.

PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature,

other week, two reels.

VAN1TV CUMEDIES.

The Four Seasons,

R-C

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reels.

HODKINSON— Kineto

Away Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

ARROW FILM

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

The
The

reels

DRAMAS

two

Magazine

reel (weekly).

Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.

Clean and dry.

Rolling Stones, two reels.

Self Defense.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

PRIZMA-Nature's

reels.

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Free and Easy.

Sermensttas

reel.

—
—
—

WARNER PICTURES

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.
Battling Torchy, two reels.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

two

one reel.
snapshots, one reeL
Original Vod-a

Great American Authors, one reel.
Official Urban Movie Chats, one reel.
Kineto Reviews, one reel, once a week.
PATHE Topics ot the Day.
PATHE Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds

Pair of Kings.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

one

The Manly Art of

The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.
The Chicken Parade.

A

TORCHY COMEDIES,

EDUCATIONAL,

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
The Show.

Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

Review, oas

Pictorials,

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

reel.

two

weekly.

SALES—Screen

C. B. C.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

Burllaghaa

the Barito River.

Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhora.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaks
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.

ARROW— Sport

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS one reel
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Maa

one

Steals

MISCELLANEOUS

reel.

VITAGRAPH

Assorted Heroes, two reels.
Schoolday Love, two reels.

two

one

Folly Comedies.

STAR COMEDIES,

Monkey Land up

An

reel issued

Roberts.

INC.

Bcrrad
rael

Pelican Island.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES
UNIVERSAL FILM MFO. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.

TRUART FILM CORP. —One

NATIONAL EXCHANGES-Kineto

reels.

RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.
PA THE EXCHANGE. INC.

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY

JOY COMEDIES.

month.

reels

ton).

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

PICTURES— Sunset

"tones.

(Shorty Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamil-

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLY WED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED. Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.

Pictaies

Fairy Foreland.

SPECIAL

McGOVERN AND EGLER

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

Holmes Travel

one reel (every week).
Sante Fe— the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.

Perfect Villain.

Love and War.
Pardon Me.
Try and Get It.
False Alarm.
Hold the Line.

SHORT SUBJECTS

July 29, 1922

real

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondayi and Thsrr
days) at Universal exchanges.
SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Edacatloaa) sa
changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Satardays, s
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week)

at

Select as

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND IEFF (Fox).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one

reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home
Art of Diving, with Annette KellenuasL
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

teal

Censorship Uiven Death Blow in Kansas

The

Fall

Harvest!

^.Big Ones For August^
9
\
'

Coogan in "Trouble"
Guy Bates Post in
"The Masquerader"
Katherine Mac Donald in
"Heroes and Husbands"
Norma Talmadge in
"The Eternal Flame"

>

/

> i
/ t

\ >

iv

r /

<

>
t

V

!

j\
rv

Jackie

II

These Will Make Your
Box Office Happy!

If®!

M

'.f,r.

First National Attraction

>L.tV, No. 6

MARTIN
ttred as second-class

matter,

August

917
.L.

J.

at

n

QUIGLEY. PUBLISHER
the Port Office at Chicago
L
C»
riisitn*
Cul-f,-

August

5,

1922

ft&fcst business in nearly 2year«!
Loev's

CLASS OF SERVICE

SYMBOL

Telegram

Day

Letter

Blue

Night Message

Ntte

Night Letter

NL

none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this Is a telegram. Other*
wise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

Theatre.

WESTERN UNION

If

telRam

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

PRESIOENT

GEORGE

W

E.

NasMle/

SYMBOL

CLASS OF SERVICE
Tel jg ram

Day

Letter

Blue

Night Message

Nite

NL

Nlgnl Letter
Ir

none

appears

of

aVr

tr.e three symbols
the check number of
i

words) ihi is a telegram. Otherwise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.
.

ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

RECEIVED AT

7FY FDS 48 NL

NASHVILLE TENN JULY 1? 1932

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG CO NEWYORK NY

FOOLISH TiTVES OPENED HERE TODAY TO LARGEST NUMBER OF PEOPLE
WE HAVE. SHOWN TO SINCE DECEMBER NINETEEN TWENTY

HELD CROWD

IN LOBBY FROM SEVEN FORTY UNTIL EIGHT THIRTY IN EVENING

AND AGAIN FROM EIGHT FIFTY UNTIL NINE FORTY

JUDGING FROM

OPENING WILL HAVE BIGGEST WEEK IN MANY MONTHS
LOEWS VENDOME THEATRE
745A JULY 18

FOOLISH WIVE

PRESENTED BY CARL LAEMMLE—BY AND WITH VON STROHllMj

August

5,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

READ THIS
From Motion Picture News, July 8, 1922

has been
THERE
u
cleanup " in the

a

general

call

for

a

motion picture indusWill Hays, Adolph Zukor, the Ameritry.
Federation of Women's Clubs have issued
edicts which in effect call for cleaner, better,
bigger pictures. Carl Laemmle answers this
demand with " Human Hearts." Never has
a more wholesome, sweeter, thrilling, entertaining story been told on the shadow stage.
Here we get back to the " old home folks "
those beloved characters which many of us
had begun to fear had passed from the realm
of screen lore.
Here is real life, its joys,
sorrows, despairs, its sunshine and shadows;
life as it has undoubtedly been lived.

The big thing in this production is its
story.
It's full of " meat."
Although seven
full reels in length, one will be surprised at
the way the plot holds from first to last scene.
There's a host of dramatic situations, in fact
enough for several five reelers of average
King Baggott who directed this one,
type.
has put

We

some

sure

fire

heart throbs into

it.

The cast of "Human Hearts," is one of
uniform excellence. So good are they all that
one almost forgets that it's just acting after
all.
First honors go to House Peters, as Tom
Logan, who fits the part like a glove. Stepping close on the star's heels for honors are
Gertrude Claire who gives to the screen another

classic

whose work

"

Human

Hearts," ap-

proaches 100 per cent, as a picture play. That
also goes for its box office appeal. If this is
an example of some of the pictures we may
expect this fall well, exhibitors better install
larger safes in their houses to hold the re-

as

the

stern,

as

the

"Paw"

Logan,

religious

black-

Ozarks is convincing at all
times;
George Hackathorne
as
Jimmie
Logan, the half wittecJ brother and Edith
Hallor as Barbara Kay who displays hissmith of

the

trionic ability of a type that will surprise a
Then there is our old friend
lot of folks.
Snitz Edwards who supplies the comedy relief, Ramsey Wallace in the role of Benton,
the convict and little Gene Dawson as Little
Barbara.
It's a cast that sets a pace for
others to follow.

—

Exploitation Angles Look up all the superlWebster's well known book and use
them on this one. It will stand up under the
strongest plugging. Tell your patrons that here
is a super-production in the true sense of the
word. Play up the fine cast, its mother love

atives in

backgrounds and
its "old home"
abundance of thrills.
theme,

Drawing

would say that

interpretation

of

bit

mother; Russell Simpson as

Power

— Suitable

for

the

houses in the land. Properly exploited
be a clean-uo. Go to it!

it

its

finest

should

—

ceipts overnight.

1UMAM HEARTS
Tcbe

presented

by

CARL LAEMMLE

wlti*

in October

PETERS
HOUSE
o^From
and
a Superb cast

Hal Eeid's
King
Sta^e PlayosHDirected by
Baudot

STORY THE WHOLE WORLD LOVES*

UNIVERSAL JEWEL
'A

-

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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MSchulberg
presents

A Gasnier

production

RICH MENS
WIVES

Mr. Fred Miller

i

by "Frank Dazey and Sjgnes ChristineJohnston
Produced by

House Teters
(Zaire

Windsor

'Baby

'Richard Ueadrick

Qaston

Cjlass

%>semary ikehy

Myrtle Stedman

BOOKED ON THE SPOT
Sy Mr Tred Miller fcr his

PREFERRED
PICTURES Inc.
BXSchidbeiy

J.fBachm

magnificent California
Theatre in Los Angeles.
'Mr. Miller saw
some of the scenes in

~MildredJune

"rich mens wives"

Charles Clary

before the production

Distribuied by

Carol Hallo-foay

was completed and im-

AL-LICHTMAI

William ^Austin

mediately selected

576 FIFTH AVEMUE

"Martha Mattpc

it

because
it is

a Qreat Picture!

C

OR.PO R.AT O
I

f

W*)NEW

YOUI

CT

August

f

5.

1922
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LOOK
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One of the siGG^r
/aonet- Makers of
the stage and
one that has
proven at the
st r a no theatre
New York, that
IT

AN gyEN

AAoNE V /AAKEft FOp THE

^ap

he

|S

BIGGEP

SCREEN

/AaKER IN 5I6HT !! ~
AND HERE'S THE PflCOp

gorh fitting "§ad

g

melodrama (and
For those who like
picture
not?) no better motion
vV ho does

?

^

Trip Fast
Pitt Hf.:i "n
The
Mad at the Strand
honest motion picture
It
a re ^lar
old-fashioned
,1
;

•

mailable.

New York Commercial
We

T

ja^p

at

the audacity of the

man

^
Plosion, the

sinkmi of

burntng budding

We

is about the
have been presented on Broadway for months

b °' ler ex "

'

^j^H

think this photoplay

liveliest thing in films to

|

VENING MAIL

1

jef "

th^ir'^^

cerlain,

y that

Action™ That's

"''^

'

autom °bile.

it

J^u~wF
Thrill piles upon thrill with each mo-

—
for us, we found the picture pergo
1 fectlv fascinating and we intend to
fto the Strand Theatre and see it again.

As

tf

|

the extraordinary
Tt is a tribute to
out and ou
smoothness of this, the best
or
long time, that none
thriller >een in a
seem to have
spectacular incidents
- just to
in

make

HERALD

it

seemed

to the reviewer that everything the thrillers have ever evolved is
to he found in its most potent form.
" The Fast Mail "

Motion Pictoie News
The

gallery gods will stand right up
and shout for joy

their hind legs

Carter's

and

"The

plays

Fast

serial for crisp

carry

J

(~~LXHIBITORS~~\

It

on

.

One wonders after seeing this featun
why the producers do not do this sor'

-

he
Keen thrown

_

i

I

serial

qualities

Mail" out-serials any
and snappy action.

1

Fox Film Corporation

ore of
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iccts

MketWingL
/AARV CAftd

—

A PICTURE

THAT WAS A L REAO'V
PROVEN ITS POLLING
POV^ER IN

ITS

BROADWAY RUN AT
Apollo Theatre

THE
Nevx

A

>/

\NI

oRK
NG STORN
.

NN

I

OF AN
AMERICAN
PATHOS,
Horv\E
T£NOERN6<iS, MJSTAK^S

ANP LOVE
woNOtft.

—

THE
box-opficC

ywoN^v ~/V\Ak£R
Sf/\SON

OF THE

Mary Can- in charming
performance ds the mother
cere and com incing
.

her

.

.

is

An

I

sinf

eloquent film never failing in]

interest.

1

jj

rA

"Silver Wings" is the kind of
motion picture you want to write
home about
you feel as if
you want to drop a line to mother.

well done picture.

ewYorkCo^

.

Wings " is more comvine
I
and better in many ways than!
Over the Hill/'

Silver
1'
ing
:

'

.

.

DAILY,
iCTUfiE

Mai/ Carr

M EWSP* Pt ft

!

without doubt
ibt
an
a
'deal film mother.
I cawiot think
_olanvone who could surpass
hei

ZITS

is

j

"

Silver Wings " easily
can be
classed as one of the best
pictures
of the year.

"T9

PUBLIC LEDGER
off to

IHats
worth-while

A

Mr. William Fox.
lesson for mothers.

the cleanest, finest picture I

.

.

j

Mother love has rarely been

so ten-

derly or eloquently illustrated as
by- Mary Carr in the new photoplay. " Silver Wings."

.

have

ever seen.

'0

Fox Film Corporation

Record of
Profit and
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Success']

soot/

AS

WAS SHOWN

ij

the ^cueea
a hi
5 TA N TA N£0 OS
BO* - OFFICE
FftoADWAY HfTf
H£££'s THE PROdp/
IT
I

VYA*

/s|

tumtan
'^1

Foo/ There

Was" Scores

Film Feature

as

at the Strand

ALAN DALE.
iSTELLE TAYLOR,
tre, may unhesitatingly

Thing Wng,"

.H

Bw rnwj^TThea-

be set down aa some vamp. Usually
these ladies who break up happy homes look as though they
should be knitting flannel petticoats on a Summer Jwrch, bu t it was
otherwise with Miss Taylor. She had the vamp
eyes, the vamp fig-yure, the vamp head dress and
the vamp arms.
She was vamp completely and
trlbuted a capital P^ece of acting
*—"

.

"

'

-

L

Mine

m m»c»«0,a

wins IS

»ll

sTTftt,

Rlfml

*.i»-<j t
''

g^gjjfr *
;*

,
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-THE POMP of TH« ROMAN
COURT THE LURE OF WO/v\/\N
U N RIVALLED gEAOTl AND
0 £AoT\ POL RiYALS - GREAT
RO/YNAN ARrAlfi-S,
S, 0 O
H ONE SCgNE

PEOPLE

/

'

—

IN

(TsecF7^ao£
5<JP£RB GLORIES OF Rdr^e

fTZTas

TH£
N FL/VMES- SOfxpTtfOUS —
/

—

P^?0D16AI-

^ pgoop

T he

-

M.A<£g

H£

<?

£ ^

- Read it

.

Evfntng Ma il*

Contains some of the finest photography extant— some of the scenes of
the tmrjiinz of Home are magnificent

PgQVfN BOX -

A
Y

Q.-g'Lg

^cene after scene passed of almost
breath-taking beauty. We fully agree
that " Xero " is " the climax of motion picture prr

No

historical
pnotodrama has" everbeen as smoothly told as this
one.
ft
is a joy to see how
one event leads
logically to the next.
If you want to
spend a short two hours living
through
the affairs of state and the
heart of
an age in which the passage
of years
has only served to augment
interest
see -.Nero" by ,n means

M

a super picture worthy of

hist

gripmagnificence
the
wonderful
Nero
mobocracy.
handling
the
conies pretlv near standing alone—
acme of the spectacular in motion pictures.
If

Teinrjotli

sa^ife iTrilmnc

have never seen a motion

no

pic-

SURE
i

to

see " Xero."

ltis^ndee^^ ^lP er;fiUu i
i

>

It has all the gorgeous
decadence of
made Rome. William Fox
has attained the superlative in.

setting that
tacles.

"Xero"
all,

;

m

'

its

" Xero."
And if you
ture go and see
in the
are the most blase movie fan
everyworld and think you have seen
be
screen—
the
on
offer
thing they can

—

M|M^—

its

story;

its

in

of

lorlD*

—

in

Staggering

1 ping

;

Its scenes of the burning of Rome are"
the finest things of their kind we have
Veen in pictures. When a motion picture of the quality of " Nero " always
entertaining, often he-art touching and
nerve tingling, never boresoine conies
to town the best thing to do is to advise every one you know to go and see
This we hereby .d^

its

iffa'rae.

is a magnificent spectacle for
with a love story to touch even-

heart.
From the first flicker to the
it held us spellbound.
The
direction is perfect
and the acting
superb.
The entire cast is so good
that finally you
become bewildered
with the iierfection of it all. Lack of

very end

Mr. Fox
tribute

and

to

The

Cir.

the programme pays a
the skill of Mr. Edwards,

in

Evening

Telegram

with him.

space prevents us from saving all we
should like to about this picture.
" Xero
" is the sort of picture that
you want to write columns about and
use up all the adjectives svnonvmous
with gorgeous, brilliant and rhrillino

Fox Film Corporation

concurs

1

r

t3

2
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WEEK
DEVOTED TO THE BEST IH MOTION PICTURES
\

Fox Film Corporation

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

Seottmbtr

Jesse L.Lasky presents

oriajwansa
Qilded

Cage
Hy Elmer Harris

Based on the play by Anne Nichols

A Sam Wood

Scenario by

;rt

Production

A Paramount

See

y/

Picture

glorious Gloria as a cabaret dancer in Paris.

She plays the part of a beautiful

girl

who

is tryir :o

be the breadwinner of the family.

Along comes a clever press agent who

advertise;

charrrs so successfully that she becomes the favorite
of

Paris.

all

Temptations trail her
gilded cage is held open to her dainty dancing form but she
keeps her heart pure for the great love she knows will come.

all

— the

door of rm

the

bet

the time

Those who saw Sam Wood's "Beyond the Rocks," "The
Great Moment" and "Her Husband's Trademark," have
an inkling of the thrills afforded by his spectacular handling
of "Her Gilded Cage."

The

brilliant

Paramount

cast

Harrison Ford, Walter Hiers,
Stevenson.

includes

David Powell,

Ann Cornwall and

For authentic scenes of the back-stage
is the best picture ever made.

life

Charles

of a popular

dancer this

Released

Paramount Week

Sept. 3-9

showing at more
than 200 leading

First

theatres.

If

it's

'a

ra

m o u nt

er

d: er

Picture

it's

a

!

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

Adolph

a

2!ukor presents

^WILLIAM deMILLE
Production

//

g people are

up

the stage,

come

to

life!

— on the screen!

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORP
ADOLPH ZUKOR.

President

•NEW YORK CITV

Celebrated at more than 10,000 theatres
For the

fifth time, annually, thousands of
America's finest theatres devote an entire
program
exclusively to Paramount
week's

The

signs are

up

See the Posters

in

at

your theatrel

the lobby I

Pictures

See the Banners out

Once more, Paramount's foremost

Own

dorsement

!

in front

I

stars,

greatest directors and brilliant stock company, with their record of unbroken success,
receive the stimulus of a nation-wide en-

See the Announcements in the newspapers

The

latest

and greatest and most

Paramount Pictures are there

I

I

thrilling

fWe've Got
The Pictures
AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION
pleasure in announcing

takes

control and distribution

its

of the most sought-after picture of the year, the

GEORGE BEBAN production, "THE SIGN OF
THE ROSE," which will be booked by us first of
all

with Mr. Beban and his company of

eight

players for record-breaking engagements in the big
first

run houses of the nation

— and

later on, but

not now, to be booked alone without the act.

Sign of the Rose"

is

"The

today the world's greatest mo-

tion picture attraction.

1

September 10: "QUEEN OF THE MOULIN ROUGE " Ray
C. Smallwood's Pyramid production of Paul Potters great
play featuring Martha Mansfield, Joe Striker and Henry
Harmon. Art direction by Ben Carre. A tremendous
melodrama.

"TIMOTHY'S QUEST."

September 17:

A

Dirigo Films.

production of Kate Douglass Wiggin's world-known
story.
Directed by Sidney Olcott.
Production Manager
Inc.,

Charles M. Seay.
bination of

A

Farm."

Scenario by Katherine Stuart.

"Daddy Longlegs" and "Rebecca
heart story.

com-

All-star cast

"FOOLS OF FORTUNE." An A.
titled by W. C. Tuttle and

September 24:

A

of Sunnybrook

production written and

B. Davis
directed

by Louis Wm. Chaudet. The biggest laugh roelo-comedy
drama of the past two years. Marguerite de la Motte,
Russel Simpson, Tully Marshall, Frank Brownlee and Jack
Dill in the cast.

"THE WOMAN HE LOVED." A J. L. Froth
October 1
ingham production. Directed by Edward Sloman from th<
All-star cast including Mar
story by William V. Mong.
guerite de la Motte, William V. Mong and eight other well
:

known

players.

October

CALLS." A biggei
known drama than "The Sheik." A Ra

"WHEN THE DESERT

8:

stronger, better

Smallwood-Pyramid production featuring Violet Hen
Sheldon Lewis, Robert Fraser and a big cast A U>
mendous romance of the desert
C.

ing,

October

15

:

"THE PILLAGERS." A

story of the far nori

bigger than "The Spoilers" with an all-star cast of seve
An A. B. Davis production directed 1
big principals.

Louis

Wm.

titled by W. C. Tuttl
Romance and melodram

Chaudet and edited and

the author of "Fools of Fortune."

October 22: "THE HOUSE OF SOLOMON." Starrii
William H. Strauss supported by Brenda Moore and Nan
Deaver. Directed by Lem F. Kennedy. This is the greati
Jewish comedy-drama ever made. It is a combination
the pathos and beauty of Peter Grimm and the humor a
philosophy of Abe Potash.

Produced and presented

Carl Krusada from the story by Val Cleveland.

JVmerican
RELEASING

CORPORATION

la Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

J

Joe Stril^er

Marguerite DeLaMotte^

\

Jnd
Stars

'The

announcing to exhieverywhere thirteen big-story, big-director,
b:-star or big all-star-cast productions for the first
qarter of the 1922-1923 season, beginning Sep10th, at the rate of one production each
t nber
}e likewise take pleasure in

1 ors

v

ek,

with the definite assurance to the exhibitors

America that we will release 70 productions
vthin the year beginning in September.
"FLAPPER LOVE."

October 29:
ter's

newest play, "The Flapper,"

on the

New York

An

stage.

to

From Eugene Walbe presented

all-star cast

this fall

including Faire

Binney, Lucy Fox, Florence Billings, Huntley Gordon,

Joe Striker,

Barney Sherry, Julia Swayne Gordon.
who made the Marion

J.

Directed by George Terwilliger,

Davies success. "The Bride's Play."

"THE OTHER SIDE." A Hugh Dierker
from the story by Thelma LaNier. This
is the man who produced "When Dawn Came," a screen
production that set the entire country talking. With an
November

5:

production

cast of six big

all-star

names.

George Fawcett

1)

November 12:
"THE DEERSLAYER." Another of
James Fenimore Cooper's Leather-stocking Tales. Produced

at Glacier

1!

the picture the

Crow and Blackfeet

reality

it

deserves.

A

romance and adventure.

story of

11

Marjorie Daw

National Park by Sacramento Pictures

Corporation with entire tribes of
Indians giving

p}

November

"MILES BREWSTER

19:

AND THE

SUPER-

A

Frank R. Adams production personally supervised by the noted author made known internationally through his stories in Hearst's Cosmopolitan and the
Saturday Evening Post.
SEX."

November

26:

Seena Owen.

"AT THE CROSSROADS,"
This

new domestic novel
in

the

forty

"Sisters"

that

leading

and "The

Harriet Comstock's

is

is

cities

Woman

starring

tremendous

one of the best sellers today
The star of
of America.
God Changed" in the biggest

picture of her career.

December 3: "THE GREAT CITY." A tremendous
melodrama of New York's night life; its dance palaces,
its bright lights.
A cast of big names and a big director.
Produced at the Whitman Bennet studios under the personal supervision of

C 'ck

all

Whitman

Bennett.

these releases against those of all the

producing and distributing companies in the
b.iness; match them, week for week, all the way
mm the year and American Releasing Corporat"i will equal or excel the output of any other
upanies in Stories.
BoxDirectors.
Casts.
We values. Technical standards. WE'VE GOT
TiE PICTURES.
"t?r

•

—

RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

ft

"

6Ethel
l

<1\

Shannon

Ward Crane

>

J)
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If

can

I

make

17

pic-

tures that pull like

middle

this in the

summer,
think what those
the

of

Q

big specials of

n't"

»•«>„

TWO

GREAT

MONEY

MAKERS
MOTHER

mine will do next

O' MINE, a Thomas H.
Ince production. Book this at once.
Make all the noise you can. Advertise
and talk it to the skies. Your friends
and patrons will meet you and greet
you for seeing this feature. When
they are passing out, stand where they
can see you and count the people that
will thank you.
Ten attractions like this and the
American people will cease censoring
pictures and will say Bill Hays is the
cause of the better productions. If I
could receive 52 attractions like this
I would close the other 313 days and
would have enough money to take a
vacation and go and meet Mr. Ince
and shake his hand. Book this at
once and close six days previous to
advertise, and then the receipts will
make you smile. I'll bet you'll have
enough to give the wife a silk dress
instead of calico. It cannot be overadvertised.— Edwin Lake, Lake theatre,
Baker, Mont.

—

WOMAN,

HAIL THE
a Thomas H.
Ince production. Here is as near a
100 per cent picture as we have ever
shown. It is the only picture we have
ever shown that our patrons came
to the box office and took us by the
hand and thanked us for showing. . . .
had a nice business two nights on
this and First National rented it to us
at a price that let us make a profit on
it. If you haven't played this do
so

—

We

and go your

on advertising. It's
and while it has
a great lesson in it.it don't lose any of
its entertaining power. One lady told
me she didn't realize it was an eight
C. A. Spainhour, Auditoreel show.
rium theatre, Greensburg, Kan. — Small
wonderful,

limit

it's

clean,

—

town patronage.

Produced

From

at

THOMAS
Culver City

H.

the

studios

of

INCE CORP.
California

Exhibitors Reports
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VITAGRAPH RELEASE
52

(Single

Ree l)

Features

URBAN
POPULAR CLASSICS
First

Weekly Release July 30

In every respect the

CLASSICS

URBAN POPULAR

from the Official
Urban Movie Chats except in one the
same high standard of quality.

A

will differ

—

1

description of each reel will be
contained in a booklet now in preparation.
Every exhibitor will receive a
full

copy.

The

vast scope and variety of this series
of 52 subjects are readily noted by a
perusal of the following list:
Pageantry
U.

in

"Roving

19

"Roving Thomas"

on the High Seas

20

Pirates

New

21
22
23
24
25
26

The

India

S. Battle Fleet

Thomas"

Seeing

York
Alexander Hamilton
The Maverick

The Towering Wonders of Utah
The Alphabetical Zoo
"Roving Thomas" on an Aeroplane
10
11

12
13
14

Grandfather's Clock
Better Milk
Nature's Wild Babies
Spending Six Million a
Bending the Twig

"Roving Thomas" on

28
29
30
31

Day
a

Fishing

Trip
15
16
1

18

in

Nova

Bobbie's

37
38

The Lion and

39

"Roving Thomas" in Mountains
Utah and Colorado
Nature Lover's Rambles
The County Fair
Little Old New York
Beasts of Prey
"Roving Thomas" from Vancouver

Ark

Nature and Poet
Bare Facts Concerning Bears
Benjamin Franklin
William Tell

Thomas"
"Roving
in
Banff,
Canada
Seeds and Seed Dispersal
The Silvery Salmon
George Washington
Nature's Handiwork
"Roving Thomas'' in San Francisco and Chinatown

Dwellers of the Deep

33
34

Hunting Ground of Hiawatha
The Cavy and the Rat

Thomas Jefferson
The Hare and the Tortoise
The Power of the Clouds

36

Science at

Abraham Lincoln

Scotia

of the Air
Staff of Life

Home

40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Fishing

in

the Fly

Many Waters

The "Woodland League

of Natures"

Newsprint Paper
Sage Brushing Through Yellowston
National Park
The Prophecy of a Dying Bird
"Roving Thomas" in Chicago
Last Stand of the Red Man
Modern Banking

INCORPORATED

West Twenty-Third

New York

St.

PRESIDE

t<

Frisco
Daniel Webster

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
71

of

Cil

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK

presents ~

Slaine
in

Under
OatfU
3y Edward xJ.JIontagne.
Directed by
6eorge Archainbaud
~ EG. U

S.PAT. OFF.

PICTURES
"The Star Without a Failure" in
another great screen success

The superb

—

story of a remarkable

character transformation in which

Miss Hammerstein is ably supported by Niles Welsh, Mahlon
Hamilton and other notable
players.

7

TROUBLE?
You know

There's Trouble ahead for you

it!

TROUBLE

finding

in

room

to

—

accommodate

the rush!

TROUBLE

in trying to

keep your patrons from

loud with laughter the police don't

yelling so

get 'em!

TROUBLE

in

counting up the big box

office

returns!

TROUBLE—TROUBLE—TROUBLE
Nothing but

Trouble when you

play Sol

Lesser's

presentation of

Jackie Coogan

"TROUBLE"
A

Jackie Coogan Production

His latest and best

A

First

National Attraction

Breaking Contracts
By
persons
MAXY
regard
seem

in the

MARTIN

motion picture business

a contract merely as a matter of convenience, to be fulfilled or ignored as one
may happen to feel about it at any particular
to

A

great deal of financial loss, confusion
and unhappiness is directly traceable to the existence of this unfortunate circumstance.

time.

I

We
i

are willing to credit the mining-camp

conditions of the earlier days of the business with
the responsibility for permitting this attitude to-

I

i

ward contracts to creep into the business and gain
a foothold.
In this respect the motion picture

I

business doubtlessly does not differ a bit

•

from

J.

QUIGLEY

foolishly delayed for years for
all,

of

A

more aggravated form of contract repudi-

is to be found in dealings between
producers and artists and there is no denying the
fact that the unscrupulous agent is chiefly to blame

ation, however,

for this condition.

The

seems to be the solution of this
agent and
a blacklist for the artist who is unwilling or unable
to realize what a contract means.
difficulty

blacklist

—

a blacklist for the disturbing

*

*

organization also must be looked to for relief on
the other matter.
The courts, of course, are
always open for relief to the producer who has
been victimized by a star's perfidy but the slow
and expensive operation of the courts seldom provides adequate relief in a business matter of this

tractural relations.

character.

type
ONE
spected

*

*

of contract that has been little rethe rental contract, and for the
lack of respect toward this type of agreement we
hold the distributor equally to blame with the
exhibitor.
Distributors have encouraged theatre
is

owners to book more product than it would be
possible for them to use in a desperate hope that
somehow their product would be played and someone else's would be left on the shelf. In instances
where a distributor has been left with a great deal
of unplayed business he has been loud in his
denunciation of exhibitors because of their failure
to fulfill contracts,

that he has

meanwhile forgetting the

fact

been a big factor in bringing about a

condition that must of necessity result in repudiated contracts.

,

*

which had a quick and huge development.
Investigation unquestionably will
reveal that a loose, free and unscrupulous attitude
toward agreements is characteristic of unsettled
and changing conditions.
But this industry, striving valiantly and determinedly to establish itself on the bed-rock of
commercial stability in a position in which it will
be able to regard itself proudly before the world,
must be done with this loose attitude toward con*

I

at

all.

other industries

i

no good reason

will correct this evil for the general benefit

There is much hope that the approaching
adoption of a uniform contract, which lias been

Hays organization
THE
agreement which
end
will

the rental contract matter

and

is

negotiating

an

the confusion over
it appears that this

—

What the producer, and consequently the
whole industry, needs in this matter is the establishment of some system under which legitimate
must be

fulfilled by artists before such
be accorded consideration in other
quarters. This might appear to be an arbitrary
arrangement but it is necessary and equitable. It
is necessary because there is no producer of importance who has not suffered severely through
the ruthless repudiation of contracts by artists
and in most instances the eventual situation of
most artists who project themselves into such controversies is no better than the former and often it
is much worse.
Contracts to be legal must at the start be
equitable and if they are legal they must be lived
up to and any person who places himself above
the acknowledged sacredness of contracts must be

contracts
artists

will

summarily dealt with.

)

!
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meaning

indiscriminate showing of merely

what

studios,

New York

1476 Broadway. (Telephone: Bryant 1368 and Bryant 5111.)
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5,

6

ing theatrical season

is

both an inter-

From

esting and a disturbing matter.

announcements

producers

of

as

to

what they intend to distribute in the
coming season it might appear that
there is no danger of a scarcity of
product of any class.
However, it has long been the experience in this industry that what

is

promised in the way of volume and
kind of product and what actually becomes available eventually is an entirely different matter.

The volume

of

product has never

been a question that affords legitimate
concern.

If

or a

it is

there

merely a question of

are

always

pictures

available to take care of the heaviest

possible demand.

have long since

But mere pictures
to have any

failed

What

and painstaking editing.
Hence, a serious fact which confronts
the industry is that the majority of
producing organizations, through timidregarding the future, have practically been at a standstill during the
ity

In various instances there
a sort of mechan-

past year.

recently has been
ical

offer

wakening up but

this fact does not

much encouragement.

There never has been, since
dustry attained

its

this in-

are without even a creditable

list

of

In this connection

months.

it is

inter-

esting to note that there are no signals
of distress flying over the establishments of the concerns that have gone
ahead with courage and foresight and
prepared good product for next season, while, on the contrary, concerns
that have timidly held back waiting for
the demand to be at the door before
commencing preparations to meet the

demand are now complaining

bitterly

about approaching business conditions.
Unless the various concerns that
have not had either the courage or the
ability to prepare for the future, even
though conditions have not been encouraging, show a great deal of activity in the immediate future and also
have a great deal of good luck in getting good product, the control of the
dominant and indispensable product
in this business will be in the hands of
fewer concerns than at any time since
the ascendency of the General Film

Company.

gosh,

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Spirited

Contest

Looms

23
23

Newspictures

at

Reviews

27
28

*

*

*

Can't Get

*

Any

Publicity

That lie detector— which they call a
spygnamometer will never be popular

—

with the press agents. Therefore,
get very far.
*

My Word
Sir

*

it

won't

*

Rippin'

'e's

who

Chas. High-ham,

visited our

shores recently, didn't give us a laugh
until he went back home.
Then he said
we Americans are happy to shake hands
with titled people, especially dukes and
things.
*

*

*

Open Season
There's more people running for vicepresident of the A. M. P. A. than for
the U. S. A.
*

*

*

Thanks Agnes
Agnes Egan Cobb sends us this little
squib. N. Cook Sholes, manager of M. P.
Enterprises, fell from the roof of the
studio and broke his ankle and was
taken to the Albany Hospital. Just before he ventured up on the roof he had
carefully tacked up a number of signs
reading: "Think safety act safety and
work safety. Do not apply for work on
these premises unless you are willing to

—

do

—

so."
*

*

*

Woid

'Sgood

On

page three of Associated Exhibicampaign book for "Grandma's Boy"
we ran across this word "Explloydation"
— which smacks of the "gonversation"
one hears around 729 Seventh ave., New
York, and not of 35 West 45th st.

—

tors
-

*

*

*

Losing Proposition

Camera

magazine

says

they're

laugh-

ing out on the coast over the predicament
of a picture director who tried to hire an
armless beggar for $7.50 a day at one of
the studios and received the curt reply
that he wouldn't work for such a sum,
that he made $7 an hour on the street
And he got most of it from the actors,
too.
* * *

*

Pictorial Section

25

*

the other fellows have

Public Rights League
Letters from Readers
Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for

Theatre Equipment
Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures

*

*

Mr. Hays

Me

By Dan

Fall

Election of A. M. P. A
35
Howell Survey Shows Exhibitors
Depending on Trade Papers
35
Wild West Films Popular in Southern Countries Says U. S
36

The Week in New York
Money Making Ideas
The Theatre

24

how

Its hard to see a silver-living to a coal
It begins to look blacker and
strike.
blacker to most of us.

DEPARTMENTS

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Attorney General Rules Out Local
Censorship in Kansas
Court Fight Over Paramount First
Run Rights in Detroit
Walkout Threatened by New York
Operators for September 1
Independents to
Exhibitor Tells
Help Him Find Pictures
M. P. T. O. A. Opens Fight on Collection of "Music Tax"
Talk About Decline of Pictures Is
Rot Says Liehtman

*

work.

to

IN THIS ISSUE
Chaplin Ready to Start Production
for United Artists
24
Carnivals,
Bane
of
Exhibitors,
Fighting for Life
26

*

*

And

present proportions,

such a small reserve of good pictures.
More than half of the large companies

*

For the other chap.

the result of long preparation, careful

production

*

fun they are.
*

month; they are

upon which they can
guarantee delivery within the next few

Market

Picture

Vacations
*

week

M.

R.

J.

pictures are not the happen-

good pictures

question of product for the com-

footage

by season the

of time.

ings of a

Published every Wednesday by Martin J.
Quigley.
Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9240.

Re -Takes

amateurish and profes-

very existence of this industry could be
blotted in a comparatively short space

Good

1922

5,

the public.

for the trade or

By an

sional, grind out season

.MARTIN J. QXJIGLEY
PUBLISHER/ & EDITOR

August

29
34
36
37
45
47
55
56
56
57
73
79
81

E. Daily

Mr. Hays. Came to town. By boat.
And he made a great impression. On
And got lots of
the Chicago film men.
space in the newspapers. And demanded
that he be correctly quoted. Said he was
goin' out to the coast to meet the "folks."
He's only going to be gone a week. So
he's got to go some this week to meet all
of 'em. But he'll find 'em real folks. And
longer
it'll be a wonder if he doesn't stay
'Cause they'll make it
than he planned.
awfully pleasant for him.

And

he'll learn

more about picture making in one week
than he would in a month in New York.
That's the
the coast.

way

they do things.

Out on

August

5,
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NOTICE
On

account of dollar bills and
in every mail,
necessary to call attention to

checks being received
is

it

the fact that the

a part of the

is

Box

Office

Record

HERALD

and is mailed gratis
advance subscribers.

to

all

service

paid-in-

23

Attorney General Rules Out
Local Censorship in Kansas
Request For Relief From Exhibitor Organization
Results In Speedy and Effective Action
By State Executive
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

The money and

checks received
to date from paid-in-advance subreturned immediscribers will be

sors

CITY, KAN., July 25.— Local boards of self-instituted cencannot "prohibit motion pictures being shown in their respective

looked the fact that their subscriphave expired, will be notified

cities" in Kansas for to grant this power "would materially demoralize the
motion picture business within the state."
This decision handed down by Attorney General Richard J. Hopkins
last week brought this form of regulation in Kansas to an abrupt and in-

promptly.

glorious death.

Subscribers,

ately.

who have

over-

tions

The

next issue of the

Record

Box

Office

be published early

will

September.

This book

is

not issued for the

purpose of getting additional reve-

Every paidnue from subscribers.
in-advance subscriber is entitled to
and will receive every issue of the

Box

Office

Record without charge.

Bars F. P.-L. Films

From Kunsky Screen
Exhibitor Is Given

Injunction

Has

Temporary

— Claims

First

He

Run

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT,
jleichman

and

MICH.. July 25.— Phil
the Broadway Strand

Company have

Theatre

obtained a tem-

restraining Famous
injunction
3
layers-Lasky Corporation and John H.
•Cunsky from exhibiting Paramount picures in the Capitol, Madison and Adams
heatres. Judge Ira W. Jayne issued the

lorary

jrder.

Hearing Is Scheduled

A

hearing to seek continuance of the
njunction will be held tomorrow.
Gleichman alleges in his suit that Paranount conspired to break its contract
vith him in order to obtain larger rentals

Kunsky organization.
declares that his failure to get
"aramount pictures during the coming
ear would involve a loss of several hunIred thousand dollars.
His contract with
•amous Players, he says, was for a period
>f five years, having been signed in
Sepember, 1919.
Claims First Run Contract
According to the Broadway Strand exlibitor, the contract gives him first run
>n all Paramount attractions, yet he delares, the Kunsky houses recently have
hown three Paramount pictures and are
dvertising others.
rom

the

He

*U" Manager

Is

Called

To Europe by Laemmle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

July 25.— Acting on orin Paris, G. A.
Hager, manager of the Universal Ex:hange at Salt Lake City, has sailed for
lurope preliminary to taking up work in
onnection with the opening of Universal
xchanges in Holland. Mr. Hager will
:onfer with Mr. Laemmle in Paris, and
ater establish his headquarters in Amlers

from Carl Laemmle

•terdam.

Welfare Boards

Work

Hardship on Exhibitors

in

During the past several months the welfare boards of several Kansas
towns have taken it upon their own authority to censor films which already
had received the approval of the Kansas state censorship board, cutting
out many important scenes of the pictures and working a general hardship
upon both the exhibitors and the producers and distributors.
formers attempted to obtain the passage
M. Van Praag, president of the MoTheatre Owners of Kansas,
requested an opinion on the matter from
Attorney General Hopkins, and following
is the executive's decision:
tion Picture

"I am in receipt of your communication
of the 15th inst., asking for our opinion
relative to the powers of the censor board
superseding the right of local welfare
boards to establish their own censorship.

"The above mentioned matter was submitted to us in question by Mr. John
Stutz, editor of

Kansas Municipalities of

Lawrence. Kansas. I quote
and our answer thereto:

his question

which would prohibit standing
a theatre and require any person less than 16 years old to be accomAnother attempt
panied by a guardian.
to obtain passage of this proposed bill,
which was defeated last time, will be
made by the reformers at the meeting of
the legislature in August, it is believed.
of a bill

room

in

Will H. Hays Is Given
Enthusiastic Greeting
On West Coast Arrival

"Question:

Does

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

board appointed
under authority of section 995, General
Statutes of Kansas, 1915, have power to
censor films passed on by the state board
a

city

welfare

That is, may it prohibit
of censors?
certain kinds of pictures from being
shown in the city although they have
been passed on by the state board of
censors?

"Answer:

The legislature of the state in 1917 created a board of censorship of motion picThis board is composed of three
tures.
members who shall be resident citizens
of Kansas, and well qualified by education and experience to act as censors.
"The duties of this board, among
others, is to place upon each film or reel
which has been approved by the board
their mark of approval, which shall read
as follows: 'Approved by the Kansas
State Board of Review.'
"This board also has the supervision of
all folders and advertising matter and
posters accompanying the various pictures approved by them.
"The law further provides that no other
stamp shall be permitted on
any pictures to be displayed in Kansas
These
other than that of the board.
rules are clear and convincing in that
Board
State
Kansas
thev state that the
of Review is the sole and exclusive determiners of all motion pictures to be ex-

approval

hibited in the state of Kansas.
"I am therefore of the opinion that the
city welfare boards cannot prohibit motion pictures being shown in their reTo permit the various
spective cities.
local welfare boards to censor and prohibit certain kinds of pictures in their
respective cities, would materially demoralize the motion picture business
within our state, and ultimately result in

no regulation whatever."
At the last legislature

in

Kansas, re-

LOS ANGELES,
Hays was given an

July

25.—Will H.

enthusiastic

recep-

every' branch of the industry on
The
his arrival on the West Coast.
head of the M. P. P. D. A. arrived in
Pasadena ahead of schedule Sundaynight.
Formal festivities started with a grand
welcome by the Chamber of Commerce
Monday morning followed by a luncheon at the Alexandria hotel attended by
leaders in the industry and civic celebriThe city was decorated with flags,
ties.
posters and the like, in his honor, pub-

tion

by

and exploitation being handled by
Western Motion Picture Advertisers,
headed by Pete Smith, chairman of the
licity

committee.
Clean films were urged by Hays at
the Alexandria hotel meeting which was
presided over by John D. Fredericks,
President of Angeleno Chamber of Commerce and Jesse L. Lasky. Mr. Hays
will make a tour of the studios this week,
speaking to the industry at the Ambassador Wednesday night and to 10.000
persons at Hollywood Bowl Saturday
afternoon.

United Enlarges Fund
To Assist Producers
(Special to exhibitors Herald)

July 25.— An appreenlargement of its financial resources is being effected by United Studios for the purpose of increasing its leasing facilities, and assisting in the financing of independent producers.
M. C. Levee, president of United, has

LOS ANGELES,

ciable

placed the flotation of $350,000 worth of
stock of the studios in the hands of a
Los Angeles finance corporation, and this
will be applied to augment the funds alreadv at Levee's command.
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Chaplin Will Produce
Feature Pictures Only

Charlie

Famous

Star Completes Million-Dollar Contract

National—

HAVING

Starts

Work

With

TX

the future Chaplin will devote him-

making only feature length productions, running anywhere from five to
seven reels, however not abandoning his
famous "tramp" character unless his
self to

W ith

it.

the completion of his eighth pic-

ture for Associated First National, Chaplin brings to an end the once famous
"million dollar" contract which he signed
back in the autumn of 1917 and which at
that time startled the world because of its

magnitude.
*

*

*

The

original contract between the inimitable star and First National called for
eight two-reel subjects to be delivered
within eighteen months following the
signing of the contract, for which Chaplin
was to be paid $125,000 for each picture.
With a further stipulation that in the
event of the production running into three
reels the comedian was to receive an additional $15,000 for the extra footage.
Following the signing of the contract

Chaplin immediately erected his

own mo-

tion picture plant in Hollywood, adding
to the industry one of the most beautiful

and modern studios in the world.
Early in January, 1918, the star began
his first production and two months later
delivered "A Dog's Life," one of the finest and best-liked Chaplin's ever released.
He then abandoned his work before the
camera to devote his time to government
work and he toured the Southern section
of the United States in the interests of
the Third Liberty Loan campaign.
His next undertaking was the production of "Shoulder Arms." With only two
productions completed to-date, one year
of the Chaplin contract had lapsed and
it was then evident that it would be an
impossibility, physically and artistically,
fulfill the contract in the stipulated
eighteen months. It was therefore agreed
by all concerned that the duration of the
contract be extended.
In 1919 Chaplin made "Sunnyside" and
"A Day's Pleasure." Much comment was
forthcoming, however, and it was openly
whispered that the great comedian was
"slipping," when suddenly he came along
with his first big feature, "The Kid."
Sixth of the Chaplin pictures was "The

to

Idle Class."

Then came "Pay Day."
*

*

*

The

picture Chaplin has just completed
will run longer than two reels. Its exact
length cannot be determined until the
final

cutting.

the filming of

Those who have followed
it

are high in their praise

and hail it as one of the biggest achievements of the star's career. Thus far it
has not been given a title and no suggestion as to the nature of the story
fered at this time.

is

of-

Chaplin has discarded his derby, cane

and

familiar

ill-fitting

clothes

for Strike Fund
Agreement Fails

for

this

production and uses his enormous boots
and misplaced eye-brow-mustache in a
very unique character. He is surrounded
by the best company of supporting players he has ever had, the principal portrayals being entrusted to Miss Edna
Purviance, Sydney Chaplin, Mack Swain,

"Chuck" Riesner, Tom Murray, Henry
Bergman, Loyal Underwood, Raymond
Lee and Master "Dinky" Riesner and the
Misses
Mai Wells, Kitty Bradbury,
Phylis Allen, Edythe Bostwick and Florence Latimer.
As soon as Chaplin delivers his production to First National he will turn his
attention to his initial story for the United
Artists Corporation, becoming actively
engaged in this organization with Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and D. W.
Griffith. His first United Artists picture
will be an original story by himself, the
nature of which will not be disclosed
the filming

is

well underway.

While Chaplin

is

making

until

his first pic-

ture for United Artists, Miss Edna Purviance, long his leading woman, will work
at the same studio on her initial independent starring vehicle. The players

who

will

support Chaplin and Miss Pur-

viance have not been selected.

Curwood Wins Suit
To Remove His Name
From "I Am the Law"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 25.— In a decision
handed down Saturday by Judge Knox
in the United States district court, AffilDistributors are
enjoined from
iated
using the name of James Oliver Curwood
and the title of his story, "The Poetic
Uko

San," in connection with the
presentation of the feature picture "I

Justice

the

Am

Law."

York

On

Am

—

YORK,

July 25. A strike of
operators in the New
district threatens for September 1.
picture

that date the

wage

scale contract be-

tween the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce and the Moving Picture Machine Operators Local 306 will expire.

Seek 10 Per Cent Cut

The

theatre owners assert that they
will not renew the agreement except on
a 10 per cent reduction of wages, and the
operators are equally firm in their statement that they will accept no decrease in
the scale.

The operators union has about 900
members and more than 600 of these met
last week to consider the offer of the
theatre owners, made at a mass meeting
a week before. The proposition to renew
the wage scale on a 10 per cent reduction basis was unanimously rejected.
Preparations Are Made
A motion was then unanimously
adopted whereby the operators went on
record as willing to pay an assessment
of 15 per cent weekly from now on to
provide a "war chest" to be used in the
event of a strike being forced on them.
This, they assert, is inevitable unless the
wage contract is renewed on the present
basis.

Priscilla

Dean Goes

East

to

Make

Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, July 25.— Priscilla
Dean, Director Tod Browning and a company of players are rushing across the
continent to spend a week in and around
Coney Island, with a view to taking important scenes for Miss Dean's latest
Jewel picture in the famous Chamber of
Horrors at the Eden Musee.
Action in the Dean picture revolves
about this historic wax works, and tor
realism and historic value Browning preto bring the company to New
even though the cost would be
more than to construct the scenes at
Universal City or use a local prototype
of this world-famous shrine of curiosity

ferred

York,

seekers.

American Legion Post

The defense of Affiliated Distributors
was that through theii agents they had
purchased the Curwood story with the
right to elaborate as they saw fit and that
this purchase carried with it the right to
use the original title of the story as well
as the name of the author.
Curwood's complaint was that while
the right to elaborate on the story was
granted the defendants, they were not
given the right to utterly disregard the
story and yet use its name and the name
of the author in connection with a wholly
different story and picturization.
The question of damages is reserved
for further consideration. This decision
has no connection with the suit brought
"by International Film on the claim that
"I
the Law" is an infringement on
"The Valley of Silent Men." It is expected that a decision in the latter suit
will be reached early in August.

if

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

motion

completed

story warrants

By N. Y. Operators
Vote Special Assessment
NEW

f° r United Artists

1922

5,

Walkout Threatened

First

the filming of his latest production, Charlie
Chaplin will shortly terminate his contract with Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., and become actively engaged as a member of
the United Artists corporation.
Chaplin is now busily engaged cutting and editing his most recent
effort and when this task has been accomplished he will have finished
a contract which has existed for a period of more than five years.

-*

August

Will Operate Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

LUXEMBURG,

The
WIS., July 25.
Unique theatre here will be operated by
the Ralph Kline post of the American
Legion, which has purchased the entire
Plans are being made for
equipment.
special

attractions for the first performthe new management in

ance under
August.

Taylor With F. B. O.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO.,
Benny Taylor will assume

July

25.-

duties as a

Film Booking
for the
representative
Office of America at Kansas City this
week, covering the Northern Missouri
territory.

—
August
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hibitor Tells Independents

To
"Mr. Quigley, we want

thank you
the July 22 issue on
io

your editorial in
You hit
'The Small Town Theatre.'
the nail right square on the head.
have
"You are certainly right.
shown junk here and paid high rentals
have lost considerable money
for it.
Some proput up as advance deposits.
for

We

We

ducers attempt to

more

"1 he independent

pictures

distributors

of your July

reprints

for

20

us

sell

or

"Yes," replies Philip Rand, manager of the Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho, "But I must know which pictures are independent and where I
can buy them before I can book them."

Appears

8th

asked

editorial.

reprint your July 22nd editorial
and send it to every distributor and producer.
All we ask is a square deal."
Leo S. BuCHER, Palace theatre, Pow-

Please

Mo.

ersville,

¥
"I wish

¥

¥

my

to express

thanks for your

22nd

the July

editorial in

There

issue.

thousands of small town exhibitors
today who are fighting for their very

are

the

He
debooking.
pends upon the mail
almost entirely and
looks to trade paper
advertising to keep
him informed as to
the product available

—

—

the small

to

"Just a line to compliment you on your
splendid

Town
head."

editorial

Theatre.'

entitled

GOLDBERG,

Big Feature
Ky.

treasurer,

the nail

hits

It

— Lee

'The

¥

¥

Rand

Philip

"Thank you
'The Small

for the interest

Town

Theatre' "

CoDDINGTON, Home

shown

in

—WALTER

theatre,

Rantoul,

We

pictures?

want

independent

We

most certainly
prevent monopoly, to keep
in production and to keep
do.

order to
originality
we all agree to this
down prices.
theoretically, but what are we exhibitors
Practically
doing to bring this about?
Aye, there's the rub.
nothing. Why?

do

in

up

is.

Vitagraph?

Is

so.

it

independent?
Is

Arrow?

I

I'm
think-

I'm stumped.

now
I

that besides quite a few
did play a few independent

pictures.
I ran 'Isobel' and 'The County Fair.'
Why? Because a First National salesman carried them along as a
side issue.
"Oh. yes. I played 'The Fall of Babylon' but not until I had written many,
manj- letters to many exchanges trying

to

locate the distributors.
"I have been six months trying to find

out

who

handles

Sacred

Films

in

my

(.Concluded on next page.)

Now

111.

Chamber of Commerce
Report on Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND.
Chamber

Cleveland

O.,
of

July

25.— The

Commerce

has

on censorship made by
its municipal committee in the hope that
the motion picture industry under the
guidance of Will H. Hays will conduct
its own house cleaning.
Two reports were submitted, the matabled the report

jority

urging national censorship, while

the minority report recommended abolition of all censorship.

The majority report declared

that the
that censorship in
was contrary to the spirit of
America, continuing that "the committee
feels that this function of regulation could
best be exercised by the federal govern-

committee

believed

principle

ment."

Alec. Larimore

Dead

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,
more

2o.— Alec. LoriFlushing, Long Island, and SidJulv,.

of
ney, Australia, conspicuous
figure in the
industry for
many vears, died

mm

Wednesday morning, July
lork, following a long

19,
illness.

in

me cite my own case as an
I have always advocated runI have ever
pictures.
independent
ning
acclaimed with approval the editorials I
have read on the subject as to the necessity of running these pictures. Then
have forgotten all about it and have
I
left it to George to run them while I
have shown Paramount, First National

New

James and Gould Leave
Eastern Trade[Papers

illus-

"Let

In Cleveland, O., Tables

1

Quig-

"It is a diwrites.
rect challenge to us
Do we
exhibitors.

¥

sure

Hodkinson.

ley's editorial sounds
a clarion call," he

Corpora-

Carried as a Sideline

Hodkinson

"Is
pretty

"I recall

Films
"Martin J.

secretary-

Rights

Vital Point

ing discovery that I don't always know
an independent picture when I see one

him.

Wants Independent

Small
on the

Louisville,

tion,

Have Raised

—

exchanges is unworkable for
town showman."
WlLLtAM C.
MITCHELL, Elite theatre Greenleaf. Kan.
¥ ¥ ¥

by

to

Continuing, Rand declares that while it is an easy matter for him
to learn from trade paper advertising the programs of the "old line''
companies and locate where they can be purchased it is another matter
when he tries to book an independent picture.
So vital does Mr. Rand regard this question that he urges independent
distributors and exchanges to pool if necessary to have informative advertising in the trade papers for exhibitors to refer to.
Rand's plight is typical of thousands
set aside a day a week for independent
of exhibitors, who live too far from expictures.
Now I begin to hunt around
for fifty-two pictures with which to fill
:hange centers to make it practical for
them to "run into
the dates. After two hours of rummaging around in my files, I make the amaztown" to do their

Practically every help put out*

existence.

Find Pictures

Declares Failure to Advertise in Trade Papers What
Pictures Are Independent and Where They
Can Be Bought Is Fatal Handicap
•'Do You Want Independent Pictures?" Martin J. Quigley asked
exhibitors in an editorial appearing in the July 8 issue of the HERALD.

order to get one good leader.

in

Him

Help

tration.

and other big producers.
Simply because I never

Why? Why?

could conveniently find out

knew, never

who

the in-

dependents were anyway, and what were
the good independent pictures and where
they could be purchased.

Takes the Easiest Road

pictures of the independents have lain
in a Potter's field as far as I was concerned.
t

"Todav

am

going

Mr. Quigley s
myself that I
get busy and am going to

after rereading
editorial, I tell
to

July 25.—An editor and a
editor of two New York motion
picture trade papers have resigned, effective
this week.
Arthur James, who has re-

signed

as

editor

of

Moving

Picture

World, has been succeeded by Robert E.
Welsh, formerly of Motion Picture News
and Wid Gunning, Inc.
George D. Gould, who has been with
the News more than five years, has reHis resignasigned as managing editor.
Neither Mr.
tion was effective on July 22.
James nor Mr. Gould have announced new

I

wavs knew what the big fellows had to
Under such circumstances, the
offer.

excellent

YORK.

managing

affiliations.

followed the line of
least resistance and picked and chose
from the convenient and much advertised
lists of the big producers ever before me
in the front pages of the trade journals:
always listed in the back pages of the.
magazines, constantly under my eye at
home having received said lists through
Then, too, salesmen of the
the mails.
Thus I albig companies visited me.

"Consequently

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Half
Won Says Newspaper

Hays

'

Victory

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOMBSTONE,

ARIZ., July 25.— Commenting on the task facing Will H. Hays
in the motion picture industry the Tombstone Epitaph in an editorial in its July
16 issue lauds the producer-distributor chief
for his policy of openly seeking advice and
co-operation on the problems facing the industry and declares "with the weapons

which Mr. Hays has succeeded
into

his fight,

won."

his

victory

is

in bringing
already half

.

:
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Carnivals,

Bane

August

5,

1922

to Exhibitors,

Fighting for Existence
Public Generally Rising in Protest Against Evils
Are Associated With This Amusement

Which

CARNIVALS,
a real

which for years have been a source of annoyance and
menace to the successful operation of motion picture theatres

during the summer months, are now fighting for their very existThe public, which is the deciding factor in the success of all amusement enterprises, has turned its thumbs down on this class of amusement.

ence.

GAMBLING

and many other forms of

immorality have long been associated
with carnivals and the public has risen in
protest against this menace.
During the past year many cities and
towns throughout the country have enacted
laws barring these roving troupes from
pitching their camps within the city limits.
This has necessitated long jumps and in
many instances it has brought linancial ruin
to the companies.
* * *

Despite this warning in the form of pubprotest, many carnival proprietors have
refused to "clean house." This failure or
refusal to sense public sentiment serves
only to further antagonize the amusement
lic

seekers.

Because of the low moral tone of a majority of the carnival companies, the public no longer will tolerate their competition
with the local theatres which are home
enterprises.

Reputable carnival proprietors have made
little headway in their efforts to reform the
business.
The reasons for this failure are
the past records of the carnival business
and the refusal of managers companies to
lend a hand in this reform movement.
The seriousness of the situation is indicated by that fact that a number of companies have withdrawn their troupes from
the road while others are offering their
complete equipment for sale. Other managers are eliminating the word carnival in
all

billing.

This

latter

procedure has had

or no effect in increasing the popularof the carnival.
* * *

little

ity

Carnival troupes have become notorious
for their thievery, gambling concessions,
immoral girl shows and the like and this
has been responsible for the enactment of
laws forbidding exhibition in so many communities.
Commenting on the carnival situation,
Variety, a weekly publication devoted to
theatricals and outdoor amusements, says
"While true there are more big shows

$2,500 Prize

Roy L. McCardeU,
York Evening World

of the

N*w

staff,

play-

wright and creator of the "Jarr
Family," has added to his long list
of winnings in prize contests by^
annexing first money of $2,500 for
the United Cigar Stores "How Can
We Better Serve You Contest"
contest, from a field of 300,000 contestants.

In 1915 Mr. McCardeU won the
Chicago Tribune-New York GlobeAmerican Film Company $10,000
scenario contest for the best serial

with "The Diamond From the
Sky." His winnings in prize contests to date total $47,800.

Prizma Executive Will

Make Films

Europe

tions, is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

July

25.— William

T.

Crespinal, chief color photographer, for
Prizma, has sailed for England, taking
with him one of the new Prizma color,
cameras and outfits. Mr. Crespinal plans
to make several short lengths in Prizma
color for foreign pictures now in production and will secure several short subjects in color in Scotland, Holland, Eng-

land and Belgium.

Mack

Sennett Moves

Offices in

the
time
FOR
othy Phillips, star

in four years,

first

in

New

York

of

many

working under the

one, other than her

Dor-

produc-

direction of

own husband—Allen

Holubar.

When

Principal

Pictures

Corporation

was organized by Sol Lesser, M. R. Rosenberg and Irving Lesser bought "The
World's a Stage," a story by Elinor Glyn,
they cast about for a star to interpret
the leading feminine role, a part which
demands the highest type of artistry.
Someone suggested Dorothy Phillips for
the part and after many conferences Principal Pictures Corporation won out in
its quest and the star is now busily engaged making her first scenes for the big
Elinor Glyn special.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 25.— Mack Sennett
Comedies Corporation have moved their
Capitol Theatre
office from room 302
building to more commodious quarters
on the fourth floor of the same building
having taken over the space in rooms
402 and 403 with E. M. Asher, Mr. Sennett's representative in charge.

Belasco Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

July

25.— Victor

B.

Fisher, formerly general manager of Associated Photo Plays, has joined Belasco

Tells Independents

To

Advertise Film

(.Concluded from preceding page)

and though I have corresponded
with the main office at Burbank, Calif.,
I am no nearer finding out where to find
the agent who has power to ship me this
film than I was at the beginning.
Puts Blame on Distributor
territory

"You

exhibitors

have

all

the fault of the independent distributors
and no one else.
"In trying to analyze the situation, I
think they are to blame: first, because
they do not carry the proper amount of

advertising

—

in

the

trade journals;

sec-

ond because they don't print in these
magazines the names and addresses of
their main office or their exchanges;
third because they do not mail to the

—

V. B. Fisher Joins

Production, Inc.,- in the capacity of superPresident Edward Belvising director.
asco -and Mr. Fisher will leave for Lo3*
Angeles to choose the cast for a new production in the near future.

H. L. McCardeU

Wins

and more legitimate attractions, it is still
a fact the country is over run with shows
of the 'Gypsy camp' type, whose managers,
without a thought for the future, or a care
for others, just amble along, ripping and
tearing, robbing and pillaging, and in every
way ruining the business to the everlasting
detriment of the enlightened manager who
wants and still strives to give the public a
clean show and value for their money."

had similar

experiences and who is to blame because
we do not play independent pictures?
In all fairness, it seems to me that it is

exhibitor a list of their plays stating what
they are about, who is in them, in what
trade journal may be found a review and
at what address they may be secured. In
other words, they do not make it possible for the average exhibitor to find
out anything about them at alL
Suggests Pool if Necessary
"An independent distributor may answer T cannot spend the sum of money
that Paramount does to advertise my
productions; it will ruin me;' but in
answer, one might suggest that the intheir
pool
together;
dependents get
interests and set aside a certain amount
of money for judicious advertising in
trade papers for the proper listing of
their plays, the proper listing of their
exchanges and mailing suitable data to
all exhibitors.
"I for one certainly feel that it is
mighty important that we exhibitors run
independent plays but as long as it is
arduous for us to get a line of these productions as it is now, the chances are

that we will not do anything definite
towards showing them. It seems to mc

that
to

it

is

high time for the independents
a proper method

wake up and present

exploiting their wares and give the
exhibitor an opportunity to buy them."
of

August
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Observe Anniversary

M.

Of "Paramount Pep"

Now
house

Laskv's

Playerscelebrating its

organ is
and Paul L. Morgan,
editor,

its

cele-

is

brating his second
year at the desk.

"Paramount
Pep" is ac-

claimed

the

all

over

advertising

world as one of

the greatest
house

organs

in

for

in

existence,

few organizations
is the power and
wielded
even approximated.

influence

by

it

"Pep"

Paul Morgan

isn't

merely a pleasnewspaper of harmless chatter about

int

It is the
iTiembers of a big organization.
jfficial bulletin of the sales department,
ind through it, S. R. Kent, general maniger of distribution, controls and directs
he entire sales policy of the organizaMr. Kent realized "Pep" would
ion.
lave to be so interesting that everyDue
)ody would read every line to fill.
o the research of the editor, Mr. Kent
las made the paper practically 100 per
ent readable and 100 per cent read. Mr.

Vforgan spent considerable time in the
from disield interviewing everybody

and branch managers to stenogaphers and mail boys, finding out just

rict

vhat they

want

to

Collection of Music

read.

Issues Statement That It Is About to Put Into Operation Its Newly Created Music Department to
Encourage 'Free Tax Compositions
'

'

'

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

July 25.— The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America have taken the first step toward putting into effect the course
decided at the recent Washington convention to fight the so-called "music
tax."

Will Publish and Distribute Music
In a formal statement, executives announce that the work of organizing a music department for the purpose of publishing and distributing
"tax free" music is already underway and that several publishers and
composers have already been interested.
At the same time, it declares, the association has not dropped its
fight in the courts and in congress upon the American Society of Authors,

Composers and Publishers.
The statement in full is as follows:
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America are now actively engaged in
putting into effect the proposition presented by the National President at the
Washington convention to create a Music Department of the Motion Picture
Theatre. Owners of America, and have
music issued to theatre owners free from
have been
all tax, license or levy.
holding important conferences with representatives of publishers and composer
for the purpose of putting this new department on a firm and effective basis.

We

Progress of the Fight

Made Supervisor for
West Coast Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 25.—Jack Calli-

has been appointed field supervisor

ott

will have
buying and building of

West Coast Theatres and

f

urisdiction over
ew theatres.

News

Pathe

Credited

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

New

York
YORK, July 25.—The
Vorld for Sunday, July 9, printed a fourolumn layout of pictures showing Civil
Var in Ireland, duly crediting same to
'athe
tated

News.

The accompanying

story'

that the material was presented
due to the foresight of Emanuel Cohen,
ditor of Pathe News," laudatory credit
eing given all concerned in filming of
ictures.

Will

Work

in

Orient

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 25.— Ruth Clif-

former Universal star, plans to go
Tokio and Yokohama tc make features

3rd,
d

have been giving attention to the
matter of relieving the theatre owners

from unfair exactions of representatives
of the American Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers. A large number of test cases have been brought in the
courts and will be up for decision soon.
We propose to have further test cases
brought in different parts of the country.
"After months of hard work we succeeded in having introduced into Congress an amendment to the Copyright
Law. Same w-as introduced by Congressman Lampert of Wisconsin and several
hearings were set on the bill. These were
postponed, however, owing to the serious
illness of Congressman Lampert. A final
hearing was arranged for May 5th and
the entire National Executive Committee
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, with the counsel of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas,
came to Washington for this meeting,
but the hearing was postponed on receipt
of a letter from the chairman of the Patents Committee of the House to the effect, that most of the members of his

committee were absent from Washington
at the time but that a new date would be
set for the hearing. Congress adjourned
in the interim, and we are now arranging
reconvene, at which time

Neilan at

New

Studios

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
•

eilan

ie

has

moved

lant at

25.— Marshall
equpiment from

July
his

Hollywood studios

to

the

Goldwvn

Culver City.

Loew Controls State
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

oew has taken over
oew s State theatre

July

25.— Marcus

the entire control of
here.

we

when they

will present

to this committee the facts gathered from
our members throughout the country establishing our rights in this matter. Important affairs have been taking up the
time of members of Congress. They have
been practically in continuous session for
fifteen months. They have been considering the Revenue and Tariff Bills, Bonus
Legislation and an almost endless variety
of important matters.

Claim

posed on musical organizations of

differ-

ent kinds, and the proprietors of hotels
and restaurants where music is a part of
the daily routine.
propose, through
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, to establish what might be
termed a clearing house for musical com-

We

We

will invite ail composers
in the nation to use our national organi-

positions.

zation as a means of getting their compositions to the public.
can guarantee
them an outlet which will be nationwide
in character.
will establish a Music
Department in connection with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
can arrange with the music stores to
sell these compositions.
can advertise the compositions in our theatres, giving them the widest publicity and bring
these musical selections to the personal
attention in demonstrated form of millions of people daily. In this way we will
give a nationwide stimulant to independent composers' efforts and revive good,
inspiring music in the United States in a
manner hitherto unheard of.
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America are opposed to the methods
and processes emp!o3"ed by representatives of the American Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers, as we consider same entirely unfair and prejudicial
to the rights of theatre owners and all
users of musical compositions, and we
propose to use every legitimate effort to
circumvent these methods and give the
American people as free a use of good
music as is possible."

We

We

We

"We

a definite date for this hearing

Oriental Syndicate.

sr

Tax

Famous

Pep,"

third" birthday,

A. Opens Fight

P. T. O.

On

Three Years Old

"Paramount

27

Many Imposed On

"Theatre owners have been imposed
upon and thousands of dollars improperly
exacted. The same process has been im-

We

F. B. O. Makes Safier
Special Representative
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 25.— Morris Safier
has been appointed special representative
of Film Booking Offices of America at
the home office.
He comes from Universal and prior to that was with Selznick for five years as manager of a number of branches.

Post Joins Hodkinson
As Aid to President
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 25.— C. J. Post has
tendered his resignation as assistant manager of the publicity department of Fox
Film Corporation and on August 1 joins
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation as assistant to the president.

—

:
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About Decline
Motion Picture Is Rot

All This Talk

of

W

Tour of Country Shows Theatres in Sections
here Cool
Weather Prevails Doing Good Business

Public Diagnosis Ills
In Picture Theatres
"Photoplay" Concludes Its

"What's the matter with pictures?" In
answering this question the readers of
Photoplay, a national fan magazine, declared that the public was dissatisfied
because of

Weak stories, over - exploitation,
high prices, scandal, personal appear-

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

July 25. "Even now where cooler weather prevails
theatres are playing to a most satisfactory attendance." "We must
not expect naturally a return of such business as prevailed during
war times for that was an unnatural peak."
"I want to go on record as saying that all this talk about the decline
of the motion picture is nonsense."
TOUR of the entire country, except- present Gasnier is at work on 'Thorns
ing the South, has enabled Al Lichtand Orange Blossoms,' while Forman
man, president of Al Lichtman Corporastarts a production which has for a work-

A

expressed
Further observations made by the
distributor are contained in the following
statement
"While I was, of course, primarily intion, to arrive at the conclusions

above.

terested in conditions in the film business,
I could not help but be impressed by the
great boom in industrial and agricultural
fields.
Crops are abundant larger 1
understand than for sometime and factories in the Middle West are working at
full capacity.
*
*
*

—
—

ing title 'Ching, Ching, Chinaman.' A
notable cast is being engaged, one that
will compare favorably with that of 'Rich
Men's Wives'."

the film business, indications
everywhere point to a return to excellent
business when the fall season starts.
must not expect, naturally, a return of
such business as prevailed during war
times, but I think that we all realize now
that that was an unnatural peak and that
conditions today should not be based on
comparisons with that era of unusual
prosperity;
"And 1 want to go on record right here
as saying that all this talk about the decline of the motion picture is nonsense.
general survey of the country covering
practically all walks of life indicates that
most people are thoroughly sold on good
pictures. I will readily concede that most
picture patrons are definitely through
with the stereotyped in motion picture
productions.
"This means, of course, that the selection of story material must be most critical.
If you boil down the general complaint against the average picture you will
find that it centers on the bromidic story.
"The response to our proposition has
been most gratifying and I have affiliated
with the most dependable independent
exchangemen in every territory for a
period of years.
*
* *
to

We

A

"The independent field has long needed
a reliable, permanent source of supply in
the matter of product and we are going
in meetto do our share,
a large share
ing that requirement. As a matter of fact
unless this market is to have available
product in sufficient quantity and qual-

—

—

ity,

it

Biggest Photoplays in
History in Production
Marshall Neilan States
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 25.— More big
pictures will be seen this coming season
than at any period in the past is the
belief of Marshall Neilan, producer. Mr.
Neilan points out that the old days of
"grinding out" films is past and companies are now concentrating on fewer
and bigger subjects.
"This concentration on individual productions is reflected at present in the
making of 'The Strangers' Banquet,'
'Broken Chains,' 'Robin Hood,' 'Peg
Heart.' 'Hungry Hearts,' 'The
O'

on

forthcoming

productions.

'Qujncy Adams Sawyer,' and
other similar pictures now in the

release the coming season."
says Mr. Neilan.
"Every large organization announces
fewer pictures for the coming season;
Every company is making bigger picEvery producer, or
tures right now.

making

for

every producer, is now making
pictures along lines that must result in
better pictures.
nearly

"Exhibitors

this

coming season

the

will

see more big attractions than at any
They will
similar period in the past.
in
the
also find a marked decrease
quantity of output.
"One of the fundamental causes for
optimism for the coming season is the
fact that bigger and better screen entertainment is about to be realized."

unreality.

Eight Prizes Given
Eight prizes ranging from $10 to $50
were awarded by the magazine for what
it considered
the best diagnosis of the
of the motion picture theatre.
letter reads in part:
"Mediocrity,
sentimentality,
quantity
production, exploitation, inane stories; a
diagnosis of the picture troubles reveals
all these, yet the root of the matter lies
ills

The winning

one word

— youth.

Has Imperfect Vision
"The movies have not yet found their
metier, they are suffering from adolescence and all its ills, its ignorance of
true values, its imperfect vision, its naive
gaucherie.
" 'The Kid,' 'Tol'able David' and a few
others show us what the screen of the
future can acomplish and must if it intends to heal itself of its present sickness
in the box office."

Story Most Important,

Says Thomas H. Ince;
Faces Busiest Season
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANGELES,

LOS

July

26.

— Many

prominent members of the motion picture
colony and local financiers, associated
with Thomas H. Ince, attended an informal reception tendered the producer
his studio staff upon his return from
an extended stay in New York.
Ince declared upon his return that the
most important of all factors having to
do with the continued popularity of the
screen was new story material for pic-

by

stories

tures,

of

sufficient

interest

and

theme to hold the attention
American and European audiences.
basic

of

"This will be the busiest producing
season ever had at my studios, in fact it
will be the busiest of my thirteen years
here as a producer," declared Mr. Ince.
"We have found some wonderful story
material and this important fact alone

new producing
possible
the
schedule which will begin immediately
with production on an American postwar story by C. Gardner Sullivan."
makes

Pettijohn Assisting in
Filming Constitutional

Convention

For

sensationalism, radio competiunder-rating of intelligence and

My

cannot survive.

Tom

tion,

Christian,'

many

"When you

talk to the average exhibitor you learn that he is not particularly
interested in distribution schemes or policies, the number of pictures any given
organization will release, or similar details.
He is vitally interested in picture
quality and, because this is so, I say that
the producers who will make really good
pictures will find a readier and more dependable market for their wares than ever
before in the history of the industry.
"While on the Coast I spent a week
with B. P. Schulberg at the studios. I
Forman at work
found Gasnier and

ance,

in

.

"As

1922

5,

Contest— "Weak Stories"
Say Readers

AL LICHTMAN

Says

August

in

Missouri

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JEFFERSON

Observe 77th Birthday

Of O'Conor

CITY, MO., July 25.— C.

Pettijohn, special assistant to Will H.
Hays, has notified Chairman N. E. Benton
of the bill of rights committee of the Missouri Constitutional Convention that he has
engaged two cameramen to film the conC.

vention so that it may be shown in every
theatre in Missouri "to the end that the
people of Missouri may know something of
the people who made this new constitution."

Executivt

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

July 25.— The entir
O'Conor Productions turned 01
at an all-day fete on Catalina Islan
given by Robert O'Conor in honor c
the 77th birthday anniversary of Gu
Schumacher, general manager of prodm
tion and distribution of O'Conor Pr<
staff

of

Chairman Benton and the two women
members of the convention will supervise

ductions.

production of the picture.

film

Mr. Schumacher is probably the
manager on the West Coast.

olde

August

5,

1922

Film News
in

Pictures
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Stories Told

by
the

Camera

Issue of August 5

First airplane view of Vitagraph's Brooklyn studios at 15th street and Locust avenue, where producing company owns a
tract comprising several city blocks.
In modest structure which constitutes but a small unit of the plant, President
Albert E. Smith of Vitagraph and J. Stuart Blackton began their motion picture operations. There are five studios and

these have a capacity of twenty-five companies.

J. L.

Photo by Major Hamilton Maxwell.

McCurdy, Standard theatre, Cleveland, O., received
and assisted W. E. Arnold to

limitless publicity recently

win an endurance record in piano playing. McCurdy
machine in the Wurlitzer store window and screened Universal's "Outside the Law" and
two Century comedies for the pianist during long night
vigil.
Several hundred interested spectators enjoyed the
performance from 1 a. m. to 8 a. m.
placed a projection

Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P. D. A., has gone to
the Coast to meet the players and the men who direct
Here he is receiving instructions from
the pictures.
Norma Talmadge, First National star, on operating a
camera. The picture is so real that we almost forgot to
mention that it is a composite, First National's photographer being responsible for the illusion.

EXHIBITOR S HERALD
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Here's how they get a closeup of the observation car
of a train going sixty per. Al Christie is here shown
directing Dorothy Devore in a new comedy for distribution through Educational exchanges.

It's been so long since Theodore Roberts and George
Fawcett taught school that they find it necessary to
"brush up" a little before lecturing to the class in makeup
at Paramount school. Here they are discussing the merits

of grease paint.

(left) announced on starting film
recently in London, under the direction of J.
Stuart Blackton (right) that if he succeeds in this picture he will abandon the ring and develop his career
as an actor.

Georges Carpentier

work

Camera stand erected near the tape for filming of the race scenes which will
be an interesting feature in "The Dangerous Age," the new John M. Stahl
picture produced under the banner of Louis B. Mayer. Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., will distribute the pictures during the season of
1922-23.

Lloyd Hamilton excels in the
technique of the violin. To appreciate this you must see him in
"Poor Boy," an Educational-Mermaid comedy.

\ugust

5,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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You must meet Owen McKivett, genmanager of the Bijou and Orpheum theatres at Racine, Wis. McKivett i> a showman de
luxe and is a

eral

M

0 p"

""o

W ° rker

in the

Wisconsin

Bara, who will return to the
screen under Selznick banner. Type of role she will
portray has not been di-

Percy Marmont, prominent English
screen and stage star, is in London
working with Fox company, which is
producing "If Winter Comes." The
film will be issued during coming

vulged.

season.

New

photograph of Theda

31
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Johnnie Walker, new R-C star,

whose

first

picture for distribution

through Film Booking Offices of
It
America is "My Dad."
was
scheduled for publication on
July

23.

Colleen Moore, First National film
favorite, preaches daily exercises
for

all

women and

practices

what

she preaches.

wrapped up in the news. Alice
Calhoun wears the latest (?) in

All

summer frocks
"Little

in

Vitagraph's

Wild Cat."

Two

exhibitors of
enterprising
Clinton, la. Reading from left to
right: H. S. Ward, manager of the
Strand theatre in the Iowa City,
and Lee Easterly, of the Family.

The skeleton seems to be laughing in sardonic glee at fat Walter Hiers and
Who wouldn't laugh at the comedian in
at pleasing plump Sylvia Ashton.
Hiers will appear shortly in a Paramount picture in which he
this makeup?
At the left enjoying the little act is Con O.
is cast in the role of a blackface.
Lee, a newspaperman who hails from Florida.

Mr. and Mrs. G.

Post-Cammack

F. Post, owners of
theatre, Spring

Green, Wis. Mr. Post
time showman.

is

an old

August

5,
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Bob Lynch
"Nan

of Metro's exchange at Philadelphia, which is handling Arrow's
of the North," has given the picture the type of exploitation which
generally is associated with feature attractions. As a result he has booked the
serial in leading theatres. One of his stunts is illustrated herewith. The photo-

serial,

graph

is

self -explanatorj

.

"The Old Homestead" quintette which claims to excel the now famous "Floradora" sextette. If faces are any proof, we admit it. Reading left to right,
those in the picture are: E. J. Brady, Theodore Roberts, Ethel Wales, Kathleen
O'Connor, Fritzi Ridgeway, members of the Paramount stock company appearing in "The Old Homestead."

Douglas Carter, center, colored comedian, has been signed
by Selznick Pictures Corporation. He is now appearing
support of Owen Moore (left) in his latest attraction,
Love Is an Awful Thing," which is nearing completion on
the West Coast. Moore's current picture, "Reported Missing, has met with unusual success in the theatres of ihe

™

country.

Little Prince Hal ready to aim his shaft.
An off set
study of Jackie Coogan, whose current attraction being
distributed by First National is "Trouble." Jackie is nowcompleting what will probably be his greatest production
The screen version of this
to date, "Oliver Twist."
Charles Dickens masterpiece will be published this fall.

:

:

:
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RobertP'Conor

The WEEK in NEW YORK
ANYBODY

who

present

wants

Kane?

Arthur

with

laugh

If

to

so

write to the president of Associated Ex-

Mr. Kane
hibitors and tell him about it.
proposes a "National Laugh Day" a day
of concerted mirth upon which the entire
country would join to drive old Kid
Blues to the ropes so gasping for breath
that he wouldn't recover until the next
"National Laugh Day." But here, let Mr.
Kane tell you about it:

—

high-powered endeavor

In these days of
reconstruction, why

and

is it that no one has given
a thought to some plan for making practical use
of our one superb spiritual gift our national sense

—

of

humor?

concede it to us as a dominating
trait.
We are over blessed with a disposition to
Why not
look on the "funny side" of things.
develop it to a science? We are commercializing
everything from roaring Niagara to the horns
and hoofs of cattle, then why not bring our commercial sense to bear on this wonderful national
Foreigners

asset?

Let us have a "National laugh day." Such a
celebration might be better for us than all our
Nothing else
annual holidays rolled into one.
could more quickly cause faltering souls to forget
failure.
and
the blues of discouragement
Economists declare the world is ill and needs

a doctor.
Let other nations go "bust" if they
must, but with our anti-toxin sense of humor
there is no excuse for America not coming quickly
out of the dolldrums.
Let us not undervalue the power of the funAs a thinking motion picture
loving instinct.
man I believe our industry has had its amazing growth by reason of the wizard working inInstinctively we
fluence of this sense of humor.
have invented the comic motion picture. Other
have our troubles
people never thought of it.
and "hard times" but our business has never
There is no gloom in a
been down-hearted.
motion picture audience, nor in the business. Unconsciously we have been commercializing this
wondrous asset of our people. No other nation
competes with our comedy films. There must be
a reason.
That we are the most resilient nation on earth
may be entirely due to our inborn sense of humor.
It is
It conduces to bouyancy and hopefulness.
Perhaps it enables
a stabilizer for the nerves.
us to run without stumbling in our dizzy pursuit
almost
of power, preeminence and pleasure.
worship it. Our comic writers, artists and playIt
makes for
ers become national favorites.
Does it not come first
health and happiness.
among our national traits? Then why not a

We

*

These actors are
it

pretty

instance.

*

and have

Take Will Rogers,

soft.

Will

*

idle fellows

is

for

playing every night and

two matinees a week in the Ziegfeld Follies,
and all he has had to do besides this is to
go out every morning for the past two
weeks to Sleepy Hollow getting there
about five o'clock and take exterior scenes
for "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow." And

—

relieved

is resting between these exteriors
and the Follies shows he goes to the studio
and works in a few interiors. As we said
before, it's pretty soft for some people.
* * *

Bessie
threatens

Mack, of the Capitol theatre,
make Columbus and Edison

to

hump themselves to retain their laurels as
regular big league discoverers. List to this
from the versatile typewriter of the fair
Bessie
Discovery has recently been made that beneath
the comic antics of Charlie Chaplin is concealed a
great tragedian. In presenting "Shoulder Arms"
at the Capitol Theatre this week, S. L. Rothafel
has picked out the tragic elements in the production and interpreted them accordingly in the
music score. While the audience is bursting its
buttons at the sight of Chaplin elaborately making up his bunk in three feet of water, Mr. Rothafel indicates the true pathos of the trenches by
having his orchestra play the strains of "Over
There" in a subdued and minor key, thus producing a smile and a lump in the throat at the
same time. Not for long, however. The Ameri-

by the cheerful

strains of

"Pack Up Your

Troubles."

There is a movement on foot to induce
the "lastline" writers of the personal comment columns of the New York newspapers
to pass up their puerile efforts and slip
the job along to Tom Wylie, secretary of
the A. M. P. A.

Each week in his letter to "Dear Friend"
members, Wylie deals out a gem, or something. His gem, or something, of last week
was
"Yours for refining influences."
The week before it was
"Yours for dulcet tones."
It is to be hoped all these gems, or some:

thing, are being saved for posterity in the
archives of the A. M. P. A.

S.

Harry Mandel, urbane chief of the B.
Moss press department, is undecided

which of three things has forced the re"Sherlock Holmes," with John
Barrymore into the sixth week of its run

tention of

at the Cameo theatre.
"It may be because

He

says

such a good picture.
Or it may be because it is in such
a fine cool theatre.
And again it may be
because there's such a good press department behind it. I wonder."
*

*

it's

*

Irving Browning, whose work in the past
has been producing educational pictures for
Universal, Kineto and Screen Snapshots,
has stepped into a new one. He is now
director and business manager for Tyrone
Power and will in the future handle all

motion picture engagements for that
*

Since

*

star.

*

Lou Marangella

collaborated with

Eddie Bonns in the creation of a new
melody entitled "There's a Main Street in
Every Town, But There's Only One Broadway," he is never seen without his ukelele.
This is because the accommodating young
composer's tender heart will not allow him
to let people suffer by not hearing melody.
As he packs the uke Lou frequently is glad
he does not play a piano, as he fears Bonns
would make him carry one of those around.

—

while he

Pertinent Facts
About a Young Producer of Short Subjects.

can optimism comes to the surface again and as
Chaplin solves his troubles by using a phonograph horn as an air conductor, the tension is

We

"National laugh day?"

A Few

Bill

Duncan not only wrote and

di-

rected "The Silent Vow" but he plays a
dual role in it.
He could probably go
out and sell it if necessary.
*

*

*

Morris Safier, lately with Universal, has
been appointed special representative of the
F. B. 0. home offices.
*

*

*

The Motion

Picture Salesmen, Inc., held
their first annual outing last Saturday at
Bear Mountain.
special boat took the 500
or more members and their guests up the
Hudson. Lunch and dinner was served on
the boat.

A

*

*

*

uQ CRATCH Russian and you
& Tartar," goes
a

a

probably true.

is

"Scratch an Irishman and you will find
a romantic Business Mart," is also true.

Which brings us to Robert O'Conor, the
blood and brains of the O'Conor Producwhich has its headquarters in Hollywood, Calif.
Mr. O'Conor remarks that he just had
to become a picture producer.
His father
Thomas O'Conor left Ireland
County
Sligo, to be correct
these many years ago.
A romantic business man if there ever was
tions,

of

Sydney, Australia, are

in

New

York.

They will remain here for several weeks
and expect to close several big deals while
here.

John

S. Spargo.

—

—

a business

mind.

man whose

heart controlled

Shortly after arriving

his

in California,

then mostly peopled by the descendants of

from Castile, the elder
O'Conor married. His wife was a musician,
painter and teacher of languages.
Robert was born in Texas and from his
earliest recollections he seemed to spurn
the early immigrants

all

work

Romance

unless

'Twas the same

in school;

was

present.

no Romance; no

Robert O'Conor tried scientific
lessons.
schools, agricultural colleges, international
law studies and what not. His father saw
himself again, seeking the golden pot of
happiness just below the horizon.
So Robert O'Conor went to Hollywood.
That was five years ago.
Acting came naturally to him and he
small

succeeded in a

way with

the

Hal

Roach comedy units. But Romance doesn't
suit the O'Conor blood unless there is
Business too. That's why today the O'Conor
Productions are in existence and why Hal

Roach

Stanley N. Wright, general manager,
and J. M. Bolton, chairman of the board
of directors of Haymarket Theatres, Ltd.,

will find

the old saying, which

comedy king.
combine Art, Business

lost a potential

The only way

to

and Romance is to produce pictures,
Mr. O'Conor, and you will admit,
looking at his

picture

that

ments are continually fighting

all

three

says
after
ele-

to be in con-

young chap.
Mr. O'Conor is unmarried and

trol of this

for the fourth time this Fall.

will vote

——
August

5,

Exhibitors Depending
On the Trade Papers
survey by Howells Shows
Importance

Selling

—

of

(Special to Exhibitors

Spirited Contest Looms at
Fall Election of A. M. P. A.

Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 25.— Exhibitors
lepend upon trade paper advertising for

ractaon.

This is the finding of the David P.
lowells Sales Company, state right disributors, following an exhaustive surey of the motion picture industry.

Independent Market Promising
The survey declares that ninety per
ent of the theatres of the country are
eady and willing at all times to play
ndependent pictures and reports the
Majority of independent exchanges in
for good pictures and plenty
'tie market
if
them.
Stars are becoming less important at
Society dramas with a
he box office.
trong element of corned}', and cosjme productions, not strictly historical
ut strongly dramatic, are being well reeived.

2re

Slates in the Field
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

coming

attractions
he announcement
ind -their merits and it is as a result of
rade paper advertising exhibitors are
irompted to make direct inquiry for
pecific productions rather than to deacquaint
first
lend upon salesmen to
hem with the box-office value of an at-

Exhibitors

depending

more

and

lore on newspaper advertising and will
lcrease the amount of space used in the
ress this fall.

Novelties Bringing Results
Another interesting finding is that novadvertising
articles for distribution
lty
mong theatre patrons are bringing big
Exhibitors are
esults at the box office.
onfining their advertising, it reports, to
a'o styles of 1 sheets, two styles of 3
heets, a 6 sheet, and only when they
ave an extraordinarily big special, 3

The selection of candidates for the annual election is made by a nominating
committee. Usually there is such unanimity of opinion on the part of this committee that but one candidate for each
office is named.
However, this year, the
nominating committee turned in a majority and a minority report.
The majority report slate shows the
following:
President John Flynn.
Vice-President J. W. O'Mahoney.
Secretary Tom Wylie.
Treasurer. Horace Judge.
Directors C. L. Yearsley, Paul Lazarus, Nat Rothstein, P. A. Parsons,
Arthur Brilant, Charles Barreix, A.
M. Botsford, Howard Deitz, Victor
Shaftro.
Managing Editor of Bulletin James

his
this

Loughborough.

International

—

—

Chamber of Commerce Chancellor
Sam Palmer.
The minority report shows the selection of all of the above with the exception of the substitution of the name of
Victor Shapiro for vice-president, and
that of J. W. O'Mahoney for the board
of directors.

P.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, July 25.— The Assorted Motion Picture Advertisers, repre;nting the
advertising and publicity
ranches of the motion picture industry
the east, has enlisted in the emergency
i

for the Israel Orphan Asylum as
result of action taken at the associaon's weekly meeting recently.

rive
le

The asylum, which has been a shelter
>r more than
200 Jewish orphans who
ould otherwise be homeless, was totally
estroyed in the Arverne fire a short

me

ago.

Morris Ryskind,

who

is

repre-

inting the orphanage's efforts to raise
inds and who has obtained the support

the publicity and advertising men, anDunces that the following screen artists
/ailable in the East have promised their
operation: Dolores Cassinelli, Marion
:

Blond Vampire," Johnny
Jack Holt, Hope
ampton, Mabel Ballin. Hugo Ballin.
ena Keefe, David Powell, Pearl White,
avies, "The
ines, Alice

Brady,

etty
Blythe,
auline Garon,

Richard

Barthelmess.

Gwynedd Vernon and

ucy Fox.

Opens

New

The nominating committee this year is
composed of Horace Judge, Arthur Brilant, Nat Rothstein, Paul Gulick, Sam
Palmer, James Loughborough and Hopp
All took part in the selection
Hadley.
of candidates with the exception of Hopp
Hadley, who was not present.
The notification to the members of the
reports of the nominating committee
points out that, according to the bylaws,
any seven members can place in nomination any number of members in good
standing for any offices they so desire.

Victor Shapiro says he is not seeking
office in the A. M. P. A. and asked

any

Promise Clean Hot Contest
would probably bring about a

This

spirited contest all along the line, and
as a former president of the A. M. P. A.
expressed it, inject a lot of interest in the
election. He said:

"A good clean hot contest would be a
good thing for the association. That sort
always gets the members out of
and puts pep into the whole or-

of thing
a groove

ganization."

News
Manager Back Home;
Severely III Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

NEW

YORK, July 25.— Much anxiety
when Edgar Hatrick, genmanager of the International News,
whose service is published through Uniwas

set at rest

returned to New York on the
Mauretania. In the middle of April, Mr.
Hatrick went to England to reorganize
the news gathering staff of International.
Just as his task had been completed he
was taken ill with typhoid fever and sent
to the hospital on May 1, the day before
he had planned to sail back to New York.
So severe was his illness that for a few
days his life was despaired of.
However, he passed the crisis safely
and after a week spent at Bournemouth
he was permitted to sail on the Mauretania. Mr. Hatrick is still convalescing at
versal,

his

home

in

Larchmont.

"What Sxhibitors
are saying about
"I would just as soon close up as try

HERALD."

—G. A. Rea, Forum

to

operate

theatre, Hillsboro,

my

—

for

like the

pany. Hardin,

HERALD."

—

C. D.

WEAKLEY,

theatre without the

O.

"I enjoy reading the H.ERALD very much, especially
Me and Letters from Readers." H. T. HODGE,
pany, Abilene, Tex.

Did

"We

Theatre

adherents to withdraw his name, but
they have refused so far to do. Instead of this, it is rumored along Broadway that an entire new slate is being prepared and will be presented with the
required number of signatures.

eral

Talk of Entire Slate

A. Comes to
Aid of Orphan Asylum

1. A#.

—A

NEW

YORK, July 25.
spirited contest looms on the horizon of the
next A. M. P. A. election, which takes place the second Thursday in September.
The only openly declared difference of opinion as to who should be honored by electoral confidence, is in the case of the vice-prsidency. For this both
J. W. O'Mahoney, director of publicity and advertising of Educational, and
Victor Shapiro, Pathe publicity director, have been named.

sheet.

4

35

Two Nominees in Field for Vice-Presidency— Broadway Buzzes With Talk of Two Complete

Industry's Press

of

—
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What

Gem

the

Picture

theatre

Com-

Hardin Entertainment Com-

Mo.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

VIROQUA,

WIS.,

July

25.

— B.

C.

"own has opened his new Temple theae,
a thoroughly modern playhouse, in
is

citv.

"I get

many

exhibitors use

useful helps from the

which

I

twist about to

Princess theatre, Colchester,

111.

fit

HERALD
my

on advertising stunts that other

local conditions."

—T. H.

SMITH,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Wild West Films P opular

in

August

In First Skirmish
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Prefer

the

REPORTS

rendered the U. S. Department of Commerce by consuls
from three Southern countries state that American films are the
most popular in their territories. Wild West pictures, charged with
action, serials of a melodramatic type and comedies are the type of photoplays most appreciated in those quarters.
Asuncion and other parts of ParaINguay
this especially true where
is

Consul Harry Campbell reports the defor serial pictures of a melodramatic nature. Cowboy and wild west
films draw capacity houses at the the-

mand heavy

*

*

"Amusements

*

the

for

white residents

Angola are few, and they have taken
kindly to motion pictures," says ViceConsul J. L. Pinkerton, Loanda. "The
of

movies have also found enthusiastic patrons among such portion of the negro
population as can afford them. The white
population is estimated at not more than
15,000, but there is a large number of
mulattoes who are generally in a better
position financially than the negroes.
The motion picture theatres now in operation in Loanda, Lobito, Benguela,

Mossamedes, and other towns, range in
seating capacity from 700 to a few score.
"The program which gets the best
reception is melodrama accompanied by
one or two reels of comedy. Serials are
received, as are
American films of

well

also

cowboy

pic-

each of the
above mentioned types have been poptures.

ular.

"The motion
America,

There is no import duty on moorigin.
tion picture films, but certain despatching
charges are incurred. Printed matter for
advertising motion picture films pays no
import duty.
*

"Movies

atres he reports.

pictures

French,

shown

Italian,

and

are

of

English

of

the

*

*

wild

charged

west,

with the melodrama, and
succession of thrills, are

which

the

interest

furnishing a
the subjects
Bahaman audience,"

By

T. H.

SMITH

(Princess theatre, Colchester,

Once

111.)

while put on a
Don't
night."
advertise this as a business
stimulant but have another
reason for doing it.
For instance, I booked a
lively Tom Mix picture and adin

a

Free

"Ladies

Tom Mix always
brought out the male patrons
vertised that

but

because

the

women

thought they would not like
him because he played in
Westerns, they stayed away
and for this reason they were
missing some mighty good
pictures.

As an inducement to get
them better acquainted with

Tom

and his pictures I said we
would give a Ladies Free Admission ticket with each and
every
sold.

adult

The

ment and

paid

admission

special price inducethe curiosity to see

July 25.Rights of
the Missouri constitutional convention
has refused to report favorably on A. A.
Speer's proposal that the constitutional

freedom of
guaranteeing
safeguards
speech and press be broadened to include freedom of the motion picture
screen.

This means that Mr. Speer must
have the committee reconsider its

either

action

or else raise a point of personal privilege when the bill is on the calendar for
Otherwise it cannot be brought
debate.
up.

.

,

This action on the part of the committee followed the storming of the convention by a small army of "reformers"
representing the International Reform,
Bureau, the Lord's Day Alliance, and
other blue law organizations.

Musicians Are Back
In St. Louis Theatres

obvious that the broadest

the players will receive the old scale, but
managers will determine the size of
orchestras for "inside" theatres between

States.
effect

It

is

and the simplest themes makes the

strongest appeal.

News

shown as
ence would not be

interested.

tably be

could not profithe bulk of the audi-

"Conditions are favorable for producing pictures.
The clear atmosphere,
scenic effects, and other advantages inducing leading eastern companies to take
their pictures there and the islands are

seldom without

at

least

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

July 25.— Musicians
in all of the mo-

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

have returned to work
tion

here.

theatres

picture

terms of their settlement
United Theatre Managers

Under

the

with

the

Association,

June 15 and August 15. An arbitration
board to be selected will settle future
disputes.

St.

one producing

Louis Exhibitors
Decline Hoy System

company.

Build Up

to

JEFERSON, CITY, MO.,
The Committee on Bill of

"Films
Consul Lathrop, Nassau.
are brought from Miami exclusively for
exhibition,
and the somewhat casual,
irregular, and slow vessels which sail
between March and December delay
shipments and sometime postpone schedchanges of programme.
Only
uled
American films are shown and for colored
audience, less educated and alert than a
similar audience would be in the United
says

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONEY
MAKING
IDEAS
Which Have Been Used
Exhibitors

1922

Free Screen Clause
In Missouri Beaten

Southern Countries
Paraguay, Angola and Bahama Patrons
Thrilling Type of Photoplays

5,

Successfully by
Their Patronage

the picture packed the house
on the particular night and we
did a much better box office
business than we would have
done otherwise.
to work
is to advertise that all tickets
sold for a show on a certain
night will entitle the patron to
a free ticket for the following
night.
I did this
stunt and
could hardly take care of the
crowd on a hot night.
On
the free night, I gave them a
picture which I knew would
give excellent satisfaction and

Another good one

.

.

ST. LOUIS, MO., July 25.—The St.
Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors League
has voted unanimously to refuse the invitation of the St. Louis Film Board of
Trade to accept the Hoy plan. They declare it "reflects on the integrity of motion picture exhibitors individually and
collectively."

Exhibitor to Rebuild
Despite $75,000 Loss
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

and

theatre,

Cinderella

25.— Harry
owners of the

July

Freund,

Eugene

Iowa

avenue

and

Cherokee street, which was damaged
about $75,000 by fire about a week ago,
plan to have the structure repaired in
time to open for the Fall season. The
Cherokee is one of the best known theatres on the South Side and was erected
several vears ago at a cost of $200,000

.

convinced my patrons that
they were not "stung."
The amount of business done
on the first night exceeded any
other similar night by at least
four times the receipts and the
paid admissions the second
night were up to average.
(The above is an excerpt from a letter
from Mr. Smith which appears in "Letters from Readers" in this issue.
Turn
to page 56 and read the entire letter.
It
is well worth while.)

Weiss to

St.

Louis

assistant manaAssociated First National

Harry Weiss, former
ger

the

of

exchange

in

manager

of

Chicago and more recently
an independent exchange,

has been made manager of the
branch office of First National.

Films

in

St. Louis

Warfield

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WarSAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — The poluv

has announced a new
of playing big feature films only.
show no vaudeville.
field theatre

It will

THE THEATRE
!§LPRACTICAk
kk

Ho w

Business?

s

A JULY EPISODE
CENE:

Interior of a day
coach bearing two exhibitors
from adjacent small cities to
their
common exchange center.
Miscellaneous passengers in varied
postures against red plush cushions
gaze dully out of windows at panorama of green fields. Trainmen in
walk
wrinkled
blue,
uniforms
through car at intervals. Exhibitors in seat beside open window
wield straw hats fan-wise and converse as follows:
"How's business?"
"Not so good."

C

"Weather?"
.

They won't

"Yes.

leave the old

front porch."

"Funny, isn't it? Even the old
front porch is not the coolest place
in the world these days."
"No. I know it. But they stick
to

just the same.

it,

I

guess they

just 'stick' any place they happen to
be sitting in this weather."
"What have you done to bring

them

in ?"

"Done?

What can

I advertise just as
a person do?
much as ever, and they won't even
read the papers."
"I see."

"How's business

at

your place?"

"Good, considering everything."

"How come?"
"O,
just

don't

I

ORIGINALLY

published in
the "Herald" for July 9,
1921, the article on this page led
many exhibitors seriously considering closing for the Summer
to remain open throughout the
heated period. Because of its
timeliness it is reprinted herewith in full. Note that it fits
current conditions as snugly as
conditions prevalent in the

Summer

know

crowded on a

exactly.

little

more

I've
sail,

and I haven't cut anything. I've
changed my style a little bit,
though."

"How?"

"What kind of an effort?"
"Well, maybe it isn't really an
effort.

I've got the boys that dis-

tribute

my

heralds

to

take

them

around in the evening instead of
the morning.
It's easier on the

"How many

have

film,

but you've got to

it."

"What
"The

are you running?"

That's all I ever use."
"I know, of course.
But can't
you get by with something cheaper
for a while?"
best.

"Well, I might. But my people
expect me to give them the best I
can get and it's poor business to
disappoint them."
"Certainly, under ordinary circumstances, but they ought to know
that when you cut prices you have

something

"But

"You

I

else to

do

it."

haven't cut prices."
haven't?"

"No. I figure that a cut now is
pretty likely to become permanent.
People just now consider that cut
prices in other lines are to be permanent, and they think the same
It'd
be
way about admissions.
pretty hard to get them back where
they belong."
"Well, there's something in that.

But pictures are

Why

"None.

have you asked?"
look for trouble?"

what I did. I cut
and my prices both a
month ago and now business has
"I guess that's

my show

evaporated."

of 1921.

boys, and it gets more business.
I
put a big line, like 'Cooler in the
Strand than on the old front porch,'
on each dodger, and the box office
shows the result."
"Not bad. What else?"
"I use a lot of street stunts, and
I send them around at the same
time of day. It does a lot of good."
"Yes, but it costs money."
"Anything does."
"I'll say so.
Even film."

to cut

long,
eliminated
"Well,
I've
weighty overtures.
I've had the
operator speed up a bit, especially
on dull footage, and I've made a
special effort to get the front porch
crowd."

a cut."

"Why

"Even
Everything.

right.
They are differThat's just why it isn't going
to be necessary to cut prices.
I
haven't found anybody demanding

"You're

ent.

different."

did you cut?"

"Well, everything else was coming down, and of course pictures
are only pictures."

"Only pictures?"
"Sure.
And when I read that
legitimate theatre prices were dropping I thought I'd get ahead of the

demand."
understand.

"I

And

I

sympa-

thize with you."

"Well, what do you suggest?"
"I suggest, if you'll pardon my
frankness, that you take some time
off from work, go to some place
where you can't get the box office
figures every time you feel like it.
and think over that statement of

yours that 'pictures are only pictures.'

"I

—

"
I

don't get you."

And you
"I know you don't.
won't, unless you correct that impression you've got. You know the
history of pictures as well as I do.
And you ought to know that what
the legitimate stage or any other
entertainment institution does has
no bearing whatever upon the
You're trying to compare
peanuts and potatoes, and it can't
be done."
"Why? Don't you count the
screen.

carnivals and
legitimate theatre,
that sort of thing as competition?"

They

are counthat, but
And
they are not competition.
there's all the difference in the
You're
world between the two.
about as reasonable as a dry goods

"Certainly not.

ter-attractions, I grant

you

""

"

:
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merchant who cuts the price of lingerie just because eggs drop from
a dollar a dozen to thirty cents."
as

"Well, you're about as reasonable
I am, and not a bit more so.

You're trying to
a business in my

tell

me how

town by

to

telling

run

me

what you're doing in yours. And
the towns are no more alike than
peanuts and potatoes, either."
"No, but the people are. People
are alike, everywhere."
"They are like
"That's enough! If you're going
to get mad about it
"I'm not mad, but when a guy
that thinks he knows everything
starts in to tell me how to run niy
business I'm going to
(Brakcman enters car as train

—
—

—

jolts to halt.)

"Chicago

!"

CROWD
Norma

drawn to Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash., to see First National's
Talmadge production, "Smilin' Through," well exploited by Ray A.

Grombacher, whose

given herewith.

letter is

tribute

But the Quotes Are Not
At All Necessary

to

your exploitation

to

light,

Exhibitors Herald,
Dear Sir:
I am sending you under separate cover

—

A Summer Record and
Some Good Reasons

a photograph of '"Eastern Canada's Premier Photoplay Palace," taken before the
opening
of
"Cameron of the Royal

Mounted."

The
suit

and take"

"lens louse" in the "put

Yours

is

truly,

THOMAS

Casino theatre, Halifax, N.
*

*

DALEY.

S.

S.

The photo seems to tell the story of the
exploitation pretty well, and attests its
merit, so there is no need for comment on
that score, but why quote that line about
Canada's
Isn't

itf

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Dear Sir:

We

are

enclosing

photograph

showing

our

*

DEAR MR. DALEY:

"Eastern
Palace"?

led

us to believe that phrase just about fits the
theatre. Hope we're not entirely mistaken.
We know, at least, that your showmanship
is of premier quality.
W. R. W.
P. S. "Put and take" ts good.

—

THEATRE EDITOR,

comes

ability

your communications have

Premier

Photoplay

If not, an

additional

exploitation of that wonderful and
greatest of all Norma Talmadge productions, "Smilin' Through."
In the hottest part of summer we broke
a record for our theatre in the way of an
extended run. No picture has ever before
played the Liberty theatre of Spokane for
more than eight days; "Smilin' Through"
carried ten days.
Photograph No. 1 shows the crowd at
eleven o'clock the opening day. Picture
No. 2 shows our ushers and also cast for
the prologue, taken in front of the theatre.
Photograph No. 3 shows the stage

and cast.
For those who are interested
ing

how our

the

song

prologue was
will describe it as follows
Opening our front drop
"Smilin'

set.

to see

S. DALEY, Casino theatre, Halifax, N. S., with children's parade coming
Hodkinson's "Cameron of the Royal Mounted." Mr. Daley's brief letter,

printed herewith, contains a point and a laugh.

last

was

slowly,

played

verse very
brick wall

stage behind the
as the chorus completed the
J.ust
words "Came smilin' through" two of the
chorus came smiling through the gate,
which was closed upon the opening of the
prologue.
Just the music followed with
lighting effects that were beautiful, with
a change of color as each set of girls
came through the gate. After the eight
girls were on the stage, giving the atmosphere of a wedding to be held in the
garden the lover approached through the
gate.
The girls recognized him and surrounded him, carrying on a conversation.
Directly after this our leading lady, repTalmadge or "Moonresenting Norma
softly

THOMAS

very

Through"

and the chorus sang the
back

in knowproduced we

|

:

\ugust
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een," appeared in the center of the open
with an extra bright colored spot on
She gave a deep courtesy and the
ler.
.ate

played the wedding march, with
veryone in the chorus recognizing her

nusic

She apnd returning the courtesy.
proached center stage to her lover and
ngaged with him in silent conversation,
r

ecame startled and threw her arms om
p protect him. A shot was fired and she
ink to the floor, looked up to her lover
"Smilin
nd started to sing the song
'hrough."

was very beautiful, more so
would indicate. It was, I
elieve, our most successful prologue from
he standpoint of stage setting and light-

The

effect

lan the picture

ig effects.
In the way of expression as to what
production
"Smilin'
think
of
the
e
'hrough." I might state that we should all
jngratulate
Norma Talmadge on her
reatest of all pictures and one of tne
est of audience pictures that was ever
roduced. It is a natural box office attracon.
In the matter of publicity, a newspaper
|ooked up with us, giving the Saturday
patinee at eleven o'clock for old ladies
i

We received on Wednesday,
fifty.
hursday and Friday previous to its openIg front page headline news announcing
pe newspaper party and giving us pubcity that we could not purchase for any
mount of money.
We are sending a copy of this letter
)
Mr. G. G. Maxey of the Associated
irst National Pictures of the Northwest
Seattle, Washington, so he will know
ist how we
feel regarding the engageent of "Smilin' Through" in Spokane,
First Na[r. Maxey and the Associated
Dnal should be congratulated for having
ie honor
of being distributors for this
krer

:

onderful Norma Talmadge attraction.
Trusting the above may be of interest
your great journal, we remain,
Yours very trulv,

RAY
Liberty

theatre,
*

A. GROMBACHER.
Spokane, Wash.
*

*

EAR MR. GROMBACHER:
Your description

of

your

exploitation,

ustrated by your excellent photographs,
idoubtedly rank near the top among con-

STAGE

of the Liberty showing high point in prologue. The garden scene from
the picture was re-enacted with suitable music. See Mr. Grombacher's letter for
details of staging, lighting and result a broken record.

—

tributions received relative to the exhibtthe widely and well presented
tion of
"Smilin' Through." Altogether, your reasons for the breaking of the long run rec~
ord at the Liberty impress as thoroughly

us to add to his thanks our unqualified
praise of your efforts and our thanks for
permiting us to publish them to the trade.
—IV. R. W.

sufficient.

While it was, perhaps, unnecessary to
send a copy of your letter to Mr. Maxey,
since he undoubtedly would have read it
here in the natural course of events, such
rendition of acknowledgement for a really
appreciated production is eminently commendable. Too little of this sort of thing
is done. The return ackno-wledgcment, of
course, is equally important and desirable.
Undoubtedly Mr. Maxey will have communicated to you thanks for the treatment
accorded the feature before this. Permit

R. P. Whitfield's
First from Austin

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Dear

Sir

am

enclosing some photos covering
some recent exploitation which may be of
I

interest to you.
The reflection

is

rather bad

in

two of

them, but perhaps you can make them out.
The bakery' window was used as a tie-up
on "Reported Missing." We had a number of the slips, like those attached to the
photo printed, placing a free ticket in every
fifth loaf of bread (in the package I should
say) and in the other four out of five
packages, we placed the other slip advertising the picture.
I dressed the window
myself with bread and rolls. This tie-up
was very effective it sold about three or
four times as much bread for the baker
and increased our receipts, besides the
additional
not only made
free
tickets
friends for the house, but nearly all of
them brought in some paid admissions.
For "Across the Continent" we used a
cutout from the twenty-four sheet in front
and arranged a window display with a loThe
cal electrical house selling Radio sets.
card in the window reads, "You can hear
Contivoices and music from across the
nent with our radio sets and at the Majestic you can see Wallace Reid in 'Across
Friday
and
Thursday,
Continent'
the
Saturday."
On "The Little Minister" we tied up
with a book store and put up a simple front
;

especially since we
The
the beaver board again.
cutout was made from the twenty-four.
plaid
front
is
Scotch
to
Background of
carry out the effect, with cutouts from
three sheets mounted on each side panel.

that

was inexpensive,

can use

TSHERIAL

and prologue cast posed in front of the Liberty theatre. It is
good, straightforward showmanship and profitable to thus carry the central
stume idea throughout theatre organization.
staff

all

For "One Glorious Day" we tied up with
a local dry goods merchant, and secured
the window display. With every purchase
of three dollars or more we gave one free
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WINDOWS

advertising Paramount's "Across the Continent" and Selznick's "Reported Missing" for R. P. Whitfield, now
directing the destinies of the Majestic theatre at Austin, Tex., and continuing his excellent showmanship letters to this
department. All readers, familiar with Mr. Whitfield's activities among leading theatres of the Southwest, will find his "Theatre Letter" very interesting reading.

They did not get two tickets with
a six dollar purchase, but just one ticket
with each purchase; it had to be at least
three dollars, however.
Cordially yours,
R. P. WHITFIELD.
Majestic theatre, Austin, Tex.
ticket.

paper carried

front page stories daily of
the coming big event.
I
carried screen
advertising in the way of trailers for a

roles of the characters, namely
leading
man, leading lady, juvenile, ingenue, character man, character lady and "villain."
Ballots were given each purchaser of a
ticket, while a ballot was also printed daily
:

paper.

in the

This alone increased patron-

many

came in to read the
of votes cast.
It surely
must have increased the circulation and
dem and for the paper, for many who were
"plugging" for some particular person
brought in as many as 500 ballots clipped
from the paper.
age,

while

also

daily tabulations

DEAR MR. WHITFIELD:
In last week's issue we couldn't repress
mild complaint that showmen were not
making full capital of "Reported Missing,"
a picture full of theatre possibilities. We
should have known that the first good
story on it would come from you, a producer on "firsts." And the story unquestionably is good, as are the others con-

a

Finally we started production.
I
had
written the scenario myself.
Things were
gone about in true L. A. style. No less
than two to three thousand, which is a
great part of the town, were on deck each
day to watch us shoot stuff about town.
Announcements of where scenes were to be
taken were published daily.

tained in your letter.

So Austin has
of course you
hasnt' it.-' Just
predecessors, it
Hope we get
take the next
get to Chicago,
as McCormick,

going

to do
Meantime,

course,

it

fallen to your attack. No,
didn't say that, but it has,

like Abilene and its other
couldn't well do otherwise.
this into print before you

logical

as

up.

luck,
all.

camera man,
bank scenes
were taken the crowd which clamored to
gain admission grew to such proportions
electricians, etc.

will, just

started before you, ix
come in and see us.

luck at

There was a

When yon

you ultimately

who

this Fall,
the
best

isn't

step

although, of
R. W.

— W.

window
RP.for WHITFIELD'S
Paramount's "The

display

Little

•

ister,"

described

in

Min-

accompanying

let-

ter.

month in advance. For about three weeks I
conducted a popularity contest open to all

Wendt Reels His Own
And Finds It Pays

in

the city to decide

who was

to play the

real

director,

When

interior

was feared for the safety of those
doors and for the doors also.
Interest in the project grew daily, and one
opposition manager also announced his intention of making a "movie," probably hopthat

near

it

the

—

ing to take the edge off my picture, but
announcement only served to heighten

his

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

Sir:

few lines descriptive of a stunt
used to build business during the recent
"storm." Finding that the product turned
out by the majority of the leading picture
producers was not "packing 'em in," I decided that I would have to make a picture
of my own. I contracted with a manufacturer of films to produce a picture in DeJust a

fiance, the contract calling

for part of the
interiors to be "shot" on the stage of the
Rivoli.
It
was a percentage proposition
with the producer taking a share of the net
receipts taken in during the run of the
it had been completed.
hooked up with the local newspaper and pointed out to the editor what
an honor it was to the city to have a real
"movie" produced in this city. I may be
mistaken, but I believe that I have the
honor of being the first, if not, one of the

picture after
I

first

to undertake such a proposition in
such a small town. We have 8,000 popufirst,

lation

and

my

theatre seats 320.

The

local

"On Glorious Day," used in sale window
"One
Whitfield's genius for eliciting merchant coopMr. Whitl
an outstanding feature of his showmanship.

UNIQUE

use of Paramount

installed

eration

is

by Mr. Whitfield.

title,

August
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P. LINDLAR'S
WALTER
scenes reproduced

two

which may

be

made

"Suggestions in the Stills" for the exploitation of Paramount's "The Top of New
above. Photo at left shows huma n interest episode in picture. Photo at right
basis of profitable tieup.

importance of "Theft for Love." which
was the title of the Rivoli production.
the

The

scenario called for

much

trick stuff,

tracth'c to showmen at this time.
Glad to
have the pleasure of presenting \our letter to "Herald" readers. W. R.

—

which interested the people greatly. In fact
there was little of the "everything" proDuring the
ducers talk about missing.
days that it rained, we shot interiors, also
taking closeups and the like, evenings on
the stage, which interested greatly as proven
by the box office.
The result ? The police were on hand
when the picture was shown for the three
days and a return engagement was announced for the following week.
Many
came as high as three and four times, as
the balance of the program was changed at
regular intervals.
As to the quality of the picture, it was
recently screened before a number of To-

—

ledo exhibitors and pronounced a knockout.
If it meant this to them, one can well imagine what it would be to those who recognized all the scenes and members of the

W

Playing "Step On It." Hoot Gibson
Universal feature, the Standard theatre.
Cleveland, installed a scales in its lobby
and posted an offer of free admission to
all weighing exactly 174 pounds, exact
weight of Gibson ascertained by wire.
Of those attracted the first day, 148
qualified for admission.

Show

Stills

Material

By way

of passing, one of the members
proved a real "find," his work
surpassing that of many of the so-called
stars.
As a money-maker and a stunt to
establish a theatre, the "local movie" production has
everything backed off the
boards or screen.

WENDT,

F.
Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.

Unless precedent

is uprooted in the presinstance, the first avalanche of inquiries
rom other exhibitors wanting to try out
iour stunt should reach Defiance very
shortly after this copy of this paper.
Deailed as is your account, you undoubtedly

ent

be called upon to answer scores of
juestions as to further detail.
Your stunt is of that kind. It looks like
'eady money, and ready money is very atvill

^JCENES

J

"The Theatre" presents in the following a complete "Suggestions in

ant director of Paramount exploitation.
Mr. Lindlar's digest of the
picture's possibilities stamp it a feature of unusual theatre promise.
hitting

at right

and

left

Xew

of

home

representing action taking place on the tops of

ploitation symposium.
Photos
itmosphere of life in slums.

of

York," May McAvoy vehicle,
written for the exclusive use of its
readers by Walter P. Lindlar, assist-

^'T'HE Top

in

York," a picture
any class of soci-

New York

show

August.

are rich in exploitation sug-

A

unique feature of the picture

setting

on the

Xew York

is

the

housetops.

It

not widely known that many Xew
Yorkers, tired of pavements and brick,
have built little bungalows amidst little
plots of grass and gardens on the roofs
of sky scrapers.
There are a number of stills of these
roof-dwellings and they could be reproduced in the newspapers or displayed in
furniture, real estate, or architects' windows with great tie-up value. The subis

is

make

New

c

in

of

so interesting that newspaper ediwould certainly fall for stories like
on "The Top of Xew York."
If the publicity and advertising would

in

Top

Paramount

stills

May McAvoy

fame, will be re-

tage.

ject
tors

FP-LFilm
the Stills" outline of "The

DEAR MR. WENDT:

leased by

little

Tommy"

gestions and the exhibitor could look
over the entire collection to his advan-

Weight? Wait

of the cast

HAROLD

and starring

"Sentimental

The

cast.

—

ety

York" cites th«
shows toy store

clear that the public could see
these unusual dwellings at your theatre,
you would give everybody something to
talk about.
Something new in poster styles is
shown in the paper issued by Paramount
for this release
J. Albert Thorn, head
of our art-lithograph department, has
been experimenting for posters with
greater punch.
As a result we have
started a "downward movement" or a
movement toward simplicity. The idea
is to sell just a few things and sell them
well.

Remember
Barnum and

the old circus posters. The
the Ringlings used to put
You
their whole show into a one-sheet.
used to see the elephants, the lions, the
trapezists. the bicyclists all in one poster.
That is the style of the past. Posters
now have to be just as atmospheric as
They have to sell as
the picture itself.

skyscrapers are especially treated in Mr. Lindlar's exincidents indicative of heart interest. Center photo cited as giving
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grounds, thereby remaining in harmony
with the flash and brightness usually associated with New York.
On nearly all the three-sheets and on
all the six's and 24's Mr. Thorn uses a
text or selling line. Another reform was
the removal of quotation marks from the
title.
This has always seemed absurd
You look on the label of Van Camp's
Pork and Beans and you don't see those
famous dietary twins surrounded by the
quotes.
The title is just such a label.

A woman's heart beat in the breast of a doll.

MAY

MSA
IN

THE TOP*

see the whole plan in these poshas been, to simplify the message
and give the public something it could
catch "on the run." It is useless to give
a man three minutes of poster-talk when
he has on\y about a half a minute to catch

So you

ters

the flash.

A. Mike Vogel, the musical exploiter

from

SIX-SHEET

from "The Top of

New

York," a new type of picture paper.

much through color, type and indirect
appeal as they do by direct statements.
The accompanying
three-sheet.
of

the

It

is

picture.

illustration

is,

a

of

St.

Louis,

writes in
as the

May McAvoy

that

the

still

"Baby Doll"

wonderful

prologue possibilisuggests
costume
ties. A singer dressed in that
could render the doll's song from OffenThis could
bach's "Tales of Hoffman."
be worked so that in the course of the
number the spring of the mechanical doll

based upon the scene

The

old-style

MAY McAVOY emphasized

in a toy store episode

especially
Lindlar's article.

posters

would have included the wall of a room,
But
chairs, tables, and other furniture.
such objects would be unessential to the
motif of the poster. In fact they would
have detracted from the romantic byplay between the man and the girl. As
we have done it, the picture sells youth,
love and humor and that is more than
enough.
For a background the man is

of cash was one of the
greatest problems. There

capitalize.
Recent exploitation
proved that banks will not only go in

with a solid splotch of color
which not only catches the eye but lifts

well.

Furthermore

the figure.
The six-sheet provides a full-size figure of the little star which can be used
for cut-out purposes. The colors are all
bright and in sharp contrast to their back-

chance to land one.
There is another

provided

ways

will

attracts

possibilities.

D RAMATIC

scene

taken

atop

York skyscraper, indicating

Joan forces.

Doll's"

to

but

Santa

"Baby

is a still showing her extracting her few savings from a
salt box.
Another shows her viewjiig
with dismay her empty bank. There is
a lesson in these that the banks will want

stunts

When cupid and

Mr.

in

is

supposed to run down.

would please the
cause a

audience

New

locale.

This novelty
and would

lot of talk.

The "March of the Wooden Soldiers,"
made known to New York by the Moscow Bat Theatre, would please any audimarch from
Victor Herbert's
ence.
"Babes in Toy land" is another ballet suggestion.

give

windows
bank window

their

a
attention.

It

has
for

as
al-

Here's a good

still which has two
shows May McAvoy in

queenly regalia sitting on a throne while
a ragamuffin of a newspaper boy presents her with his earnings. This would

make

a splendid

tableau for a prologue,

and an excellent window display
newsboy uplift work.
When "The Top of New York"

for

had
run, Hugo Reisenfield, of
the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, secured
a page of cooperative advertising from
the roof gardens and cabarets.
Here'.;
its

New York

an angle which can be worked
the large towns and many of the

in

all

small

A

ones.
suggestive caption is " 'The Top
of New York' has nothing on us."

When May McAvoy

doffs her doll's
for a plain one-piece cheap flannel garb of the poor working girl, s,he
suggests another kind of prologue. Some
song, in character, like "Rose of Wash-

costume

ington Square," would be appropriate.
There is one touching scene in the picture where May McAvoy, clad in her
nightie, and the little boy representing
her crippled brother go to sleep on the
tenement roof.
She kneels by his bed
of rags and blankets and say a prayer.
You
This would be easy to reproduce.
could have two singers deliver the town's

Coogan Week Is
Big Money Maker
Henry Goldson, Julian theatre, Chicago, has just completed "Jackie Coogan
Week," one of the most successful in
recent months. The idea is very simple

hymn.
There are three stills which bring home
These could be
the tenement problem.
used in tieups with fresh air funds, and
other welfare work. The mutual advertising which the welfare work and the
favorite

theatre could secure should insure fine
locations for the display.
Since many of the scenes are laid in a
toy shop, stills for the tieups should be
Paraeasy to sell for window displays.
mount did not stint in assembling just
about all the pretties in the world that
toy-store or
gladden a child's heart.
a department store would fall for a cooperative display.
"The Top of New York" is a huma.i
interest story and so to be sure the value
of the dollar is not overlooked. The lack

A

MR.

LINDLAR'S comments on mo-

tion
notable.

picture

paper are especially

STILL

cited as suggestive of admirable prologue for May McAvoy feat-

i

j
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$100.00 REWARD
FOR A SCR.ttN N VME

o

1 1

It PEOPLE 5

HOME JOURNAL

For Full Pa.rticuta.rs

A

GOOD
Armory

idea well adapted by
theatre, Clarinda, la.

the

but very good and, so far is known, original with Mr. Goldson.
Four Coogan pictures were used during the week, three already exhibited at
the Julian but repeated for this occasion
Two
well.
new,
as
"Trouble,"
and
Coogan dolls were given away each evenA single line in the newspaper
ing.
amusement calendar turned the attention
of his clientele to the occasion.

Adapts

a

and pictured in a recent issue,
really good idea. It is not going

begging.

SO'HARE,

Armory

Bear," affixed in proper juxtaposition.

upon

it

The picwas "Smilin' Through," as

to considerable extent.

ture advertised

the case currently in a great proportion
of exploitation reports. The elaborations
are especially interesting.
Wall paper was used to make the background. Electric lights were provided for
light use, lighting the banner clearly.
ocal caliope was impressed into service
ind the device took on audibility as well
visibility.

is

The

illustration shows the general appearance of the roadster used. It is doubt:ul

if

any

in

whose

vicinity

it

passed

lobbies

accommodate

Magazine Tie-up
Neilan Star

Gains
TYPICAL
used

to

George Schade exploitation
advertise 'The Masquer-

ader.
failed

to

respond keenly to its appeal.
inexpensive and effective.
is

The thing

These are the qualifications
money-maker in exploitation.

of the

big

George Schade' s
>9

George Schade, Schade's
dusky,

theatre,

Momentum

Pre-publication exploitation of exceptional character instituted by the Marshall
Neilan organization for "Fools
First" and "Minnie," current and forthcoming Neilan First National attractions, is described for "Herald" readers
by the chief of Mr. Neilan's press division in the following contributed article.
All contemplating exhibition of
either production will find it interesting,
profitable reading.

By PETE SMITH

"Masquerader

is

A

all

bears artistically, all streets accommodate stands such as used in Los Angeles and elsewhere since publication
of the picture. These should be, in all
exterior exploitation, the foundation.

la.,

the

that reaches ten million peoSee story for complete details.

Although not

theatre, Clarinda,

used the general ground work of
Hope theatre idea, but elaborated

•

pie.

On

Really good exploitation ideas do not
go begging. The dignified motor ballyhoo of the Hope theatre, Dallas, de-

was

TIEUP

\

Hopes

Auto Ballyhoo
With Additions
scribed

I

San-

frequently in exploitation
headlines,
scored
characteristic
a
touch in his exploitation of "The
Masquerader," First National attracThe
tion featuring Guy Bates Post.
illustration gives the general news of
the stunt fairly well.
Masks were distributed widely among
the children of Sandusky, with the
It is like Mr. Schade
natural result.
to take due and prompt cognizance of
the vacation spirit among the young
That spirit is the
of his community.
play spirit. Mr. Schade, like all wise
showmen, gives the young something
to play with. It pays very well.
O.,

APPROXIMATELY

ten million read-

picture
and motion
patrons
throughout the country have been reached
ers

in

the

Helen

month of the Marshall NeilanLynch Naming Contest created

first

for the purpose of giving a direct tie-up
for exhibitors showing Neilan's, "Fools
First," current production, and "Minnie,"
forthcoming First National attraction
taken from George Pattulo's, "Her Man."
Mr. Neilan's idea of having the public

supply a professional name for a future
screen star in the person of Helen Lynch.

Fred Miller's
"Crossroads
rred Miller, Miller's theatre, Los Angeles, utilized to full advantage the
cross-arms introduced in connection
with the Mack Sennett First National
attraction, "The Crossroads of New
York," heralded in this department as
a money-making bit of exploitation
Accompanying illustraequipment.
tions show cause and effect very
plainly.
It

^/f ILLER'S, Los Angeles, during run
v l of "The Crossroads of New York."
-

should be added, of course, that a
bear was stationed in the lobby of the
theatre and the obvious sign, "It's a

M

ILLER'S theatre exploitation readily and effectively adapted.
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two new pictures, is
The Peoples

being carried out by
Journal, a national
nearly two million readers,
lication will run the contest
*
* *

Home

monthly

of

which pubsix months.

During the first thirty days of the confour hundred and twenty-five large
newspapers with an aggregate circulation
of over three million, have taken up the
test

contest, giving display publicity to "Fools
First" and "Minnie," Mr. Neilan and
Miss Lynch. In addition to this, various

news weeklies have photographed Miss
Lynch, the judges, and others connected
with the unusual contest, for the idea of
appealing to the public for a name is of
unique news value. At least five million
persons have been reached through these
channels.

L araigan
f
V—

1

ARDIGAN," American

\ b

f ^) ^3 S

v_^^i^ ^3 K*

in

Releasing

feature,

exploited

me.
Formerly common remark
quently heard of late.
w w

for

infre-

/CARDIGAN"
VJ

tation
lis,

feature,

American Releasing
was an exceptional exploi-

success at the

The

American

Circle,

Legion

Indianapohelped a

great deal in advertising it.
Any local
post should be easily persuaded to do
as much.
Six members of the post re-enacted
the midnight ride of Paul Revere, a
scene occurring in the picture. Others
marched in a special parade. Members
of the ladies' auxiliary also paraded, as
"Flappers of '76." A newspaper writer
went on the midnight ride and wrote a
special story on same.
Earl A. Meyer
directed the enterprise.
important
developmost
One of the
ments of the past year has been the death
of the ancient tradition that a costume
picture could not be made a box office
Everybody in the business
success.
should rejoice at its demise.

novel

manner

by

parade for picture.
exploitation

"Costume pictures don't draw

in

Water Color
Boards Draw
Special

require

pictures

The

of

illustration

coming
shows them

the

attraction.

arranged

Spread about the lobby
for the camera.
they looked better.
None can doubt
that they drew.

special

treatment.

An

ovious rule often broken.

HEN

Fox's "A Fool There Was"
followed the same company's "The
Fast Mail" into the New York Strand
for a week's run, patrons attending dur-

Y\T
"*

ing the

first

ing for

that

week, and pedestrians pass-

a

pretty

well

knew

matter,

about the picture

in

a

advance.

defined

idea

good

deal

They had

that

it

was

an extraordinary affair.
Water color enlargements, previously
but not widely used in picture exploitation, were used by the Strand in lobby

EXPLOITING
Polo

serial,

"Cap'n
at

Kidd,"

Alpha

Eddie

theatre,

At-

lanta.

Polo Serial

Box

Is

Office

Aid

Well Exploited
Juvenile interest in pictures is
dulled by a rising temperature.
All juveniles know about and
"Cap'n Kidd," juvenile book hero.

not
like

the Alpha
ATPolo's

theatre, Atlanta, Eddie
C. serial named after
the fiction character was well and simC.

B.

exploited by an impersonator who
went where children go and imparted to
them in group the vital information of
the engagement.

ply

well exploited
well exploited
picture is opposed by the very stiff competition of the elements, is a box office
The Polo serial, for many obvious
aid.
reasons readily exploited by this and
other methods, should find a warm welcome in the current season. It should be
well exploited, of course.
in

STRIKING

advance

billing

theatre, New York,
especially for camera.

at Strand
Material posed

was given Fox's "A Fool There Was,"

excellent

enlargements

being

featured.

The picture that can be
Summer, when even the

—

——

—

NEWSPICTURES

*

\TLTITH a view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the
VY News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established

department.

this

INTERNATIONAL
ADVERTISEMENT
ENLIGHTENING

FINAL EDITION

TWO

t-\L"£

to the acclaim that greeted a similar treatment in the July
?9 issue of the newspicture synopses regularly presented by
this department in unadorned chart form, and to emphasize
the point tliat not occasionally but invariably the week's newspictures
contain material which can be profitably exploited in any locality,
As in the previous inthe following suggestive outline is offered.
stance, not all newspicture contents is available, due to similar circumstances. That on hand suffices, however, to serve the point.

entirely dissimilar but intimately related developments
of recent
date indicate pronounced newspicture progress. To
all who exhibit, distribute or produce newsfilm careful study of
these cannot fail to impart a profitable optimism.

I

^"^J

News No.

1058-c.
Europe" of
for
Sails
students, teachmusic
.-special interest to
line
;rs, lovers, etc., and worth at least a

Selznick

—

"Paderewski

n regular ad space.
to Paris
interest chiefly to air
nthusiasts, who are few, but may be exloited mildly from native pride angle.
,"U. S. Reserve Officers Test
3asses" permits cooperative tieup with

"American Student Gliders Off

Zompetition"

—

of

War

— Legion

American

"Greek King Commemorates

—

War

styles,

for

girls

,

"Secretary

Roosevelt

—

Inspects

Atlantic

Bases" of interest to former sail[rs and to Roosevelt followers.
"American Relief in Russia" extensive
iews should serve as basis for cooperaive drive fostered by local organizations
nterested in this type of work. Also has

—

I

atriotic angle.

"Babe Ruth in Public Stunt for Charworks in well enough for inclusion

:y"

—

.ith

above.

"Gene Sarazan Wins U. S. Open Golf
real
space
worth
Championship" is
.here golf is popular, which seems to be

—

verywhere.
'ox

News No.

S.

iscussed above.

Open"

iends.

—

"Seaplanes in Use at Cleveland" useil as other air events discussed above.
"Dr. Rathneau Buried in Germany"
as distinct appeal to large class.
in

— should

Race

10-mile

draw

at Philaall aquatically in-

ined.

"France Celebrates U.

S.

'ay"—strong in patriotic
s with American Legion.
"Catboats

in

Thrilling

—

War

"Reserve Officers Test

News No.

International

"Rockefeller

at

Gasses"

57.

— discussed above.
Church" —magazine

feature.

Blue Prophet of Censorship.
Stages Parade at Zion City" useful as
anti-blue propaganda.
"K. of C. National Election of Officers
at St. Louis"
can be exploited with local
"Yoliva,

—

—

lodge.

"Gene Sarazen Wins U.

Independence
interest.

Contest"

Tie-

—of

S.

Open"

—

dis-

cussed above.

"Yachts

good item

Regatta at Larchmont"

in
in

communities where sport

signified

showmen

newspicture

scientific

is

popular.

William Randolph Hearst Returns Home"— general news item offering
good newspaper tieup with Hearst local

reading

this departproperly cooperative spirit by contributing to
"What the Picture Did for Me" in
the past eight weeks more reports
on newspictures than that invaluable medium contained in the preceding twelve months. It is clear

that

interest strong.

have

makers

determined

know

shall

what theatregoers want.
That a like spirit prevails among
newspicture producers is apparent
in the use of advertising to set before exhibitors their views of the
newsfilm proposition. The splendid
double-page advertisement used by
the International News in the July
29 issue of the Herald is especially
notable in this connection.
careful reading of that spread, even by
one familiar with the International
product, yields valuable enlighten-

A

ment.
Exhibitor and producer, advancing thus toward a common center,
a mutual understanding, cannot fail
to bring about mutual benefits.
Each owes it to the other to ascertain that this excellent work shall
continue.

"Mrs.

papers.

War

"Reserve Officers Test

Gasses"

discussed above.

Cartoon and

territorial

specials

offer

special advantages.

"New
Picnic"

—

"France's Honeysuckle Fete" attracve to French and horticulturists, ama';ur as well as professional.
"20,000 K. of P.'s Parade at Pittsburgh"
-offers sure fire tieup with local lodge.
"Postal Time Saver Demonstrated"
iteresting to post office staff.
Always
orth while to make carriers theatre

"Swimmers

"Foot-Boat Demonstrated"

International

83.

"Gene Sarazen Wins U.

elphia"

"Sec. Roosevelt on Inspection Tour"
discussed above.

femi-

3-year-old

Irrested
ine diving champion in demonstration)
additional material for special^ Ladies'
>Iatinee suggested in last week's issue,
^elznick supplies in this matter great op>ortunity which should not be overlooked.
Isaval

—

"Paderewski Sails"

bathing

Chicago

costumes,

is

General magazine feature.
"Spain Depicts Crucifixion" is very
strong religious feature to attract church
body.

sport.

of

mem-

"Women's Supplement" (Irene Castle
|howing

value chiefly in localities where sailing

discussed above.

post and newspaper.

Liberation" has distinct appeal to
bers of nationality in community.

Exhibitors

ment have

—

News No.

58.

affair locally.

"Wilkesbarre Miners Stand by Strike
Order" live news item attractive to both

—

mine question.
"Molla Returns Home"

—

tennis special.
Interesting to all followers of game.
"Girl Scouts Like Water Sports" offers tieup with local order.
"Woman Advocates of Amnesty for
Political Prisoners Present Petition at
White House" big attraction to feminine faction, clubs, etc.

—

—

"Baby

Ostrich

Hatched"

— magazine

feature.

Dollar Blaze Conquered in
New York" suggests tieup with firemen,
invitation matinee, etc., involving news"Million

—

paper story.
Cartoon and

territorial

special advantages.

2164.

—

"Sarazen Wins U. S. Open" discussed
above.
"Americans in Russia Bury General
Who Died for Sake of Hungry" has
strong patriotic and charity angles. American Legion should support special drive.

—

"New York

York's Infant Poor Frolic at
suggests sponsorship of similar

sides in

Kinograms No.

specials

offer

Fire Thrills Greenwich
up with firemen's matinee
and has "Bohemian" interest for flavor.
"Dam Bursts and Floods Williamsett,
Mass." strong in attraction power where
floods are known and feared.
discussed
"Yoliva
in
Ceremonies"
Yiilage"

—

ties

—

—

above.

"Swimmer

in 10-mile

Race"—discussed

above.

"French Stage
discussed above.

Honeysuckle

Fete"

Has Woman Judge"—
"Cleveland
strong women's feature, for club tieup,
etc.

"Jane

—goes
Tour"—

Adams Notable Woman"

with above item.
"Roosevelt on Inspection
cussed above.

dis-

Territorial specials offer special advantages.
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DIGEST?/PICTURES oftAeWEEK
THOSE

exhibitors who are complaining "hard
times" and poor business perhaps can find some
comfort in the report that summer resorts and

"TROOPER O'NEIL" (Fox) is another Northwest Mounted story in which Charles Jones "gets his
man'' and a wife. Conventional plot, with Jones doing

amusement parks have been equally hit this summer.
Many of the concessions at Coney Island and other

his best to please in a story that has little to recom-

big resorts have been unable to pay their rent and the
hard times have reached out into the country where

excellent cast.

carnivals and other out-door amusements
tempted to make a living.

have

mend

it

"THE UNDERSTUDY"

at-

May's

shut-downs and slack times are not confined to any one territory and the man who needs proStrikes,

about a chorus
seriously, as

or direction.

They do

not attribute their slack busi-

many

cases

is

the real

reason for their empty rooms.
In the Anthracite coal regions and throughout the
soft coal country business in theatres is practically at
a standstill, yet

many

and adverInstead they run cheaper pictures and
thus discourage what small attendance they have.
tise the fact.

It is poor policy to cut the quality of your show
and keep the price of admission up. The wise exhibitor is building for the future, winning the good will
of his patrons in these trying times.
J. R. M.

—

"GRANDMA'S BOY"
ment, good as gold,

is

Pure entertainHarold Lloyd Asso-

(Pathe)

this latest

comedy in five parts. It is brimful
mirth-provoking situations and the story is a wholesome and sensible one. Lloyd has surely rung the proverbial bell again in this production.
ciated Exhibitors

of

Two

dramatic incidents from "The

Woman Who Came

who

it

whimsical

what

the

is

Doris

little

story

taken into a wealthy home
Acceptable if not taken too

displays but

title

an

is

little

ingenuity in writing

"THE MARRIED FLAPPER"
just

(Universal)

is

implies, a flapper tale, with Marie

Prevost driving a racing automobile in the
to an exciting finish.

The

race

last

reel

the best part of

it.

Stock situations for the most part form the balance

of

is

the story.

"THE KICK-BACK"

exhibitors have not had the fore-

sight to reduce prices, temporarily at least,

girl

and marries the son.

on paddle wheels or rides on merry-go-rounds.
Many an exhibitor, too, might take a tip from the
big hotels. They claim they are not doing the business
they should do, blaming it onto the weather and the
railroad strike.

fR-C Pictures)

latest starring vehicle, a

visions saves his dimes for bread instead of chances

ness to high prices, which in

Northwoods backgrounds and

besides the

Carey's

initial

drama

It is a

eral well
a

(R-C Pictures) is Harry
Film Book Office distribution.

film for

band

of the border country and contains sevtimed and thrilling scenes between Carey and

of

cattlemen,

and Mexican

officers.

Walthall and Ethel Grey Terry assist the star
ting

it

Henry
in put-

over.

"IF YOU BELIEVE IT, IT'S SO" (Paramount)
an interesting crook story, with Thomas Meighan
and Theodore Roberts in the leading roles. It was
is

adapted from Perley Poore Sheehan's story and differs
but little from other regeneration themes. It should
satisfy, especially those

who happen

to be ardent ad-

mirers of Mr. Meigfhan.

Back," a

new Playgoers

picture, distributed

by Pathe.

HAROLD LLOYD

THE KICK-BACK

IN

GRANDMA'S BOY

(R-C

(Pathe)

Pure entertainment, good as gold, is this latest Harold
Lloyd Associated Exhibitors comedy in five parts It is brimful
of mirth-provoking situations and the story is a wholesome and
sensible one. Lloyd has surely rung the proverbial bell again in
"Grandma's Boy," as we believe many audiences are due to concede when it is published. Directed by Fred Newmeyer.

by F. B. O.
"The

Harold Lloyd covers himself with laurels

in

"Grandma's

Boy" but what

is

initial

The Cast

all

equally important he contributes a piece

entertainment singularly individual, that is destined to stand out in
recollection.
Lloyd puts that something
into his work, genuineness, sincerity and
earnest effort that makes everything he
does doubly effective.
And in his latest
production he has plenty of opportunity
to
do many things in typical Lloyd

Grandma's Boy

of screen

fashion.

"Grandma's Boy" is comedy drama.
The comedy predominates throughout.
But the theme has a substantial basis, the
;tory of a coward who is shown through
a ruse by his affectionate grandmother
that fear is but a frame of mind. There
ire serious

moments

in the film,

worked

height of a ludicrous situation
perfectly natural manner.
Such

nto the
n

a

factors as this

make

it

a

photoplay that
mere-

penetrates rather than the kind that

y amuses passingly by virtue of its
:omedy.
Lloyd is a quick-change artist
n this respect

and he adopts the sober

noods with realism.
Mention must be made also of the sup)orting cast, although Lloyd is "it" with
he capital "I."
Mildred Davis makes a
ine sweetheart, Charles Stevenson an exellent bully and rival, while Anna Townend as the grandmother is ideally fitted
or her role.

haracter aside

Probably the outstanding
from Lloyd is Dick Suth-

who plays the part of a hardsnarling bozo and who furnished
he cause for much of the comedy and
rland.

l>oiled,

Harold Lloyd
Mildred Davis

The Girl
Grandma
Anna Townsend
The Rival
Charles Stevenson
The Rolling Stone Dick Sutherland
The Sheriff
Noah Young

on the slightest pretext.
At a
party in the girl's honor a posse of citizens arrives and the sheriff makes Lloyd
a deputy to hunt down the hobo who
has killed one of the citizens during the
evening.
He becomes lost from the rest
of the searching party and after a night
of terror slinks home quaking with fear.
It is then his grandmother comes to his
rescue and tells him about his grandfather who, like himself was a coward,
with the aid of a lucky talisman he
proved himself a courageous man.
She
finds the talisman and with it Lloyd
Many
starts out to capture the hobo.
funny incidents transpire during the capWith the talisman
ture that follows.
until

w-hich

is

supposed to protect him from

harm Lloyd

is
the bravest of the
He captures the bum, rides him
into town in a baby carriage and is hailed
Following this he licks
as a great hero.
his huskier rival, firm in the belief that

all

brave.

with the lucky talisman no one can hurt
When his grandmother informs
him.
him that the talisman and the story of
his grandfather was pure fiction he has
already conquered his cowardice and carries oft the girl he loves.
"Grandma's Boy" should win favor
with any and every type of audience because of its decided humor, the interesting story it tells, and the superb work of
Harold Lloyd.

xcitement.

There are many surprises in "GrandBoy" and the contrary to what is

na's

in the
numerous ribtickling
usually happens.
This probbly is responsible to a great extent for
\e almost uninterrupted fun that starts
nth the first scene and is carried through
O a laughing fadeout.
It is impossible, in a synopsis of the
tory to pass along the many funny irtidents as they occur.
Lloyd is picured as a " 'fraidy cat" from his child-

FELIX IN THE
(M.

xpected

ituations

ood days. When he grows up he is unhanged and the boldest thing he ever
id was to sing out loud in church.
His
Lval for the hand of the girl he loves

Kick-Back"

J.

SWIM

WINKLER)

Pat Sullivan's animated cartoon comedy
the Swim" made a distinct hit
at the large Chicago theatre, last week. And
Nothing
deserved the applause it got.
it
"Felix in

is

Harry

the devices

employed

It

Carey's
contains

to excite inter-

used in stories of this type
and there is a grandstand finish with an
automobile going over a cliff with the
est usually

villain

in

it

gishly at

that

furnishes a melodrakeeping with the story.
moves along rather slug-

matic climax

The story
erally

Six reels.

production for R-C.

.

tweaks his nose and musses him up gen-

PICTURES)

Melodramatic story of the cattle
country of the Southwest, with
Carey in the role of a romantic
rancher beset by a treacherous
sheep raiser and his henchmen.
Henry Walthall and Ethel Grey
Terry render good support. Directed by Val Paul. Distributed

in

first

but after

it

gets into the

enough excitement and acsatisfy the most blase fan.
Edgar

plot, there is

tion to

Forrest wrote the story, it is said, especially for Mr. Carey, and as a drama
of the cattle country and Mexican border territory it is well adapted for this
particular star.

There
counter

is

a thrilling hand-to-hand en-

Mexican officers on one
and American toughs on the other
in the center of the Rio Grande that is
about as thrilling as anything Carey has
with

side

ever done.
Ethel Grey Terry renders fine support, as does Henry B. Walthall, the latter in the role of a despicable cafe proprietor and cattleman.
Carey is cast in the role of a cattleman, who owns the only water hole in
a wide area of dry country.
Walthall,
as the owner of large sheep herds, tries
to buy it but is unsuccessful.
He then
hires Harry to drive a herd of horses
over the border from Mexico, on forged
permits.
He is arrested and thrown in
jail, but through the aid of a Mexican
girl makes his escape and reaches the
Rio Grande, where he encounters the
cafe man and is pushed back into the
stream. The cafe proprietor takes possession of the water hole and Harry's
ranch, and when he finally returns he
arrested for shooting a man in a
is
Citizens, spurred on by the cafe
brawl.
man, attempt to lynch him but he is
saved by the timely arrival of Rangers
who are camping nearby, and he also
saves his fiance from the villain's clutches
by rescuing her from his fleeing automobile, just as it topples over a high

quite as funny as the resourceful Felix
getting four mice to run up and down the
keys of a piano to simulate a little boy
practicing his lesson, so that he and Felix

precipice.

can go swimming, has been shown in some
time. Then a goat eats up the boy's clothes
and he has to go home in a barrel with the
usual climax, a whipping, and the saddened

H. C. Simeral of 1024 Fourth St.. Pittsburgh, has acquired the West Pennsylvania
and West Virginia rights on a series of
six two-reel Hank Mann comedies from

Felix strolling off in the moonlight.

Arrow.

—

Acquires Arrow Comedies
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Tom

with them.

returns home, falls in
eventually they are

Mary and

love with
married.

MARIE PREVOST

IN

MARRIED FLAPPER
(UNIVERSAL)

A

lively little flapper tale that
your attention at the start

right

through

thrilling

finish.

Most

Payton.

Five

holds

wins
and

to the
excellent
cast in support of vivacious star.
Advertise the motor race and
clean up.
Directed by Stuart
it

reels.

With a cast numbering such wellknown players as Kenneth Harlan,
Philo McCullough,
the ever-delightful

little
Lucille Rickhas put on long dresses and
put her hair up, Marie Prevost has a
time holding the centre of the stage in
"The Married Flapper."
The story consists of stock situations
for the most part, but the interest is
kept up to an exciting automobile race

who

sen,

Doris

May

and Wallace MacDonald in "The Understudy" (R-C Pictures)

DORIS MAY IN

THE UNDERSTUDY
(R-C

PICTURES)

Farcical trifle displays little ingenuity in either writing or direction.
Humorous in spots but story is
not convincing.
Acceptable if
not taken in too critical or serious
a vein.
Directed by William A.
Seiter and distributed through F.
B. O. Five reels.

While "The Understudy" is not the
best of Doris May's starring vehicles it
contains some amusing situations and
there

an atmosphere of general whim-

is

that will get by with audiences
that are not too critical.
sicalty

The story
especially

not

is

in

the

wardrobe or chorus

company

convincing

a

early
girl

part

one,

where

a

of a theatrical

taken into a wealthy home
and treated as one of the family when
she was sent there to blackmail them.
An obvious ending makes the whole
rather mechanical, although it is better than the average comedy-drama.
Miss May is appealing and winsome
in the role of the chorus girl, but the
director erred in putting in the slapstick
is

stuff in the first reel.
There is a tendency to overact at times, also.
Otis
Harlan was good as the father and Wallace MacDonald convincing as the hero,
Tom Manning. Christine Mayo pleased
as the actress and Arthur Hoyt did his
bit, as
Cathbert Vance, very well, in-

deed.

this

If

little

star

has a

ing in your neighborhood, play

means.
Grace

Lorimer,

an

followit

by

adventuress

all

and

leading lady in a stock company, promises to have nothing further to do with

Tom

Manning, provided she gets a check
from Tom's father. She sends
her understudy to get the check, she to
pose as Grace Lorimer, but Tom's father
tears hp the paper when he discovers the
deception.
He takes a fancy to Mary,
the chorus girl, and makes her remain
for $10,000

Frank Kingsley and

This is well worth waitat the finish.
ing for and there is excellent chance for
unusual exploitation and tie-up with auto
firms.
As the story goes, Pamela Billings,
married to Bill Billings, wealthy and
busy man, "steps on the gas" and has
Glenn Kingdom is deeply
a good time.
interested in her, also in her cousin
Bill loses his money
Carolyn Carter.
in a stock deal and they give up their
beautiful
home and live
automobile and
in a flat, while Bill goes to work for an
automobile company. He secretly practices for a big race, when he hopes to
win $25,000 which will put him on his
Pamela, to help out the
feet once more.
family exchequer, directs a home talent
show for a wealthy lady. Glenn entices
Carolyn to his apartment, whence Pamela follows, when she receives a note
from Glenn. Oliver Holbrook, engaged
to Carolyn, learns of the affair and with
Bill Billings goes to Glenn's apartment
There they discover
to rescue Carolyn.
Pamela struggling with Glenn and in
the fight which follows, Bill breaks his

He determines to drive the car,
arm.
however. A moment before he is to enter the race, however, Pamela locks him
in a closet, dons his jumper, and wins
The race is one of the best
the race.
staged and most exciting climaxes pic-

August

5.

1922

between a bad man of the woods
and a mounted police, then it lapses into
the conventional story of a murder mystery, in which the officer is swayed between love and duty, for his sweetheart,
tic fight

he suspects, is guilty of the murder.
Charles
plays
Jones
the
role
of
Trooper O'Neil with force and conviction and his battles with the villain on
cliffs, in swirling streams and in cabins
call
for considerable rough handling.
Beatrice Burnham is a pleasing ingenue
type in the role of Marie. Claude Payton
is
the "heavy" and delivers as Black
Flood.
Francis McDonald, as Pierre.
Sidney Jordan as Rodd, Jack Rollens as
Paul and Karl Forms, as Lestrange
complete the cast.
The men appear
throughout the story wearing heavy
coats, while the girl, Marie, is dressed in
light summery stuff, and spends her time
picking wild flowers. There is the usual
death bed confession that clears up the

murder mystery and

joins the mounted
and the little mountain girl.
Trooper O'Neil is sent to bring in his
man, following the murder of Jacob
Dell.
In the Saskatchewan region he
meets Marie while he is posing as a
trapper, and falls in love with her. O'Neil
officer

suspects her brother Paul, or Pierre, the
suitor of Marie's dead sister, Celeste,
who died because Dell had betrayed her.
O'Neil finds a bullet with flesh on it imbedded in the door of the cabin about
three feet from the floor and reasons
that the slayer bears a wound similar.
Marie complains of a pain in her side
and he is forced to arrest her. However,
Pierre's dying confession clears Marie
and the Trooper and Marie are married.

SPECIAL CAST IN

HOPE
(TRIART)
"Hope," inspired by the famous painting of the same title by George F. Watts,
is one of the most pleasing short reel subjects of the season. It is ably directed by
Lejaren A. Hiller and in direction, continuity and photography, shows careful

and

skillful

work.

Joan, the daughter of the lighthouse
keeper, is delightfully played by Mary
Astor, whose beauty greatly enhances her
delightful rendition of the character of the
young wife who hopes almost against
hope, and whose trust is finally rewarded.
The story is built around life in a fishing village. Pierre, a stalwart and handsome young fisherman, is married to the
lighthouse keeper's daughter. His ship

tured recently.

CHARLES JONES IN

TROOPER
Another
story

of

O'NEIL

(FOX)
Northwest
average

"mounted"

interest.

Adapted from a story by George
Goodchild, it holds a modicum
dramatic situations, enacted
against a background of beautiDirected
fully wooded country.
by C. R. Wallace and Scott Dunlap.
Five reels.
If
your patrons have not become
satiated with Northwest Mounted stories,
"Trooper O'Neil" will doubtless meet
of

of
it has plenty
pleasing love story and the
usual pretty backgrounds. There is not
enough variety to these Northwest
mounted plots, however, to hold the attention of regular picture-goers, and this
Charles Jones feature is only fairly interesting for this reason.
It starts out with a stirring and realis-

with their approval for
action,

a

Charles Jones in a scene from 'Trooper
(Fox)

CVNeil'

August

5.
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Stirring scenes from
Vitagraph's latest Alice
C alhoiin film

is

burned at sea and apparently

all

but

Pierre are saved.
husband
her
believe
Refusing
to
drowned, Joan sits on a high promontory
hoping
for
his reand watches and waits
turn.
"Hope" should add much to the
value of any program

country to

IF

YOU BELIEVE

IT

IT'S

SO

(PARAMOUNT)
This

is not one of Meighan's best
by any means, but it is an inter-

esting picture, well directed, and
will please a lot of people even
though they do not happen to be
ardent admirers of the popular

Paramount star. Seven
by Tom Forman.
"If You Believe It, It's So"

reels, di-

rected

is

a story

bf country rubes and city slickers, with
he regeneration of one of the city crooks
is the prime motif of the story.
Nleighan is, of course, the crook who
eforms and saves the day for the country
ubes who are about to be swindled out

Tommy

)f

their

As

is

the scene with
get the country people to
contribute money for the building of an
orphanage in the town, and then flee with
the proceeds. At a mass meeting at which
Sky Blue makes an impassioned speech,
the country people sign pledges, which
Chick has
are really promissory' notes.
been elected treasurer of the fund. and.
preventing
saves
the
day
by
course,
of
the swindler, in spite of threats of exposure, from getting away with the loot.
As in all good stories of this sort, the
crooks are put to rout and some of them
in jail, and virtue is rewarded by the
hero marrying the pretty heroine and
presumably living happily ever afterwards.
Scattered through the serious parts of
the picture are some clever comedy situations, most of them being provided by
Theodore Roberts as the venerable
swindler. The picture unfolds rapidly, is
well staged and photographed and all in
all. should do well for any exhibitor.
to

is

love for

.vorth running straight to win.
The
ptory is conventional hero stuff but the
presentation is helped a lot bv Theodore
Roberts' impersonation of '"Sky Blue."
the
philanthropical
old
Swindler.

Taking advantage of the catchy title
"What's Wrong With the Women."
Equity Pictures will launch DanieL Carson Goodman's production on the state
right market by bringing the title to the
attention of many of the prominent men
and women in the countrv-, who will be
asked to give their opinion as to what, it

appearing

takes

the

part

for

of

"Chick"

Harris, a Xew York pickpocket, who
teals the savings of an aged man
arrivng trom the countrv.
Then stricken
vith sympathy for
the old man Chick

the

picture
title.

PHYSIOC
WrayPhysioc Prod.,
8

W. 47th

Street

New York

City

1907

-

anything, really is wrong with the fair
sex of the present day.
It is Equity's intention to obtain the

Inc.

1922

"Contentment"
which

is a short subject
I directed for Selznick.
It

created

more favorable comment

than any one reel picture ever
made. My latest production "The
Love Nest" received good reviews
in all the trade papers.

A

partial

list

of past productions:

The Shadow of Doubt
The Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
Selznick

it

See Exploitation Value
In Title of Equity Film

Meighan

publicity

WRAY

Sky Blue appears on

he innocent country girl which has much
0 do with the redemption of the crook,
ind in this part Pauline Stark is well

1

of

live.

hard earned money.
also to be expected

maximum

tion as a real estate salesman, everything
is moving finely for the reformed crook

scheme

Wild Cat

through opportunities offered by the

There he meets the girl and of course
promptly falls in love. Securing a posi-

a

IX

.

Little

returns the purse and decides to take the
old man's advice, reform and go to the

until

THOMAS MEIGHAX

_

49

It Doesn't Pay
His Unwitting Conquest
Hearts Contagious
Count Twenty-

Down

Beside the Seaside

The Madness of Love
The Blonde Vampire
The Gulf Between
Content
Fool's Gold

Desert Dust

The Love Xest
"Facts and Follies" Series
The Roy Xorton Series
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Third Fox Special "Monte Cristo"
Set for Publication September 3
The third of the William Fox specials
for 1922-23, "Monte Cristo," will be published September 3, it is announced from

Fox

The

offices.

Alexander

New York, while "The Fast Mail" has
completed a successful seven day engagement at the Strand theatre.
Had

Five Weeks'

production in

Run

the most talked of
motion picture circles at
is

present time. Fox officials believe.
has already played a five-week preview run at Mack Sennett's Mission
Not only is it
theatre, Los Angeles.
spectacular, it is pointed out, but it has
value
as well.
a strong dramatic
Before William Fox started the filming of "Monte Cristo" he acquired from
the late James O'Neill, the copyright of
The right to use the
the actor's play.
four famous words, "The World is
Mine," was one of the outstanding motives of the purchase and it can be
said that William Fox virtually paid
$50,000 for the rights to four words.
the
It

Sentence Is Familiar

The

sentence

is

assoindissolubly
the world, with the

throughout
master play "Count of Monte Cristo."
Thousands of theatre patrons who
never heard of the elder Dumas are familiar with the praise used in what is
ciated,

called
tory.

the

greatest

romance

of

generally regarded by the genpassing as the greatest
climax of the spoken stage.
is

eration

just

Dumas

novel, directed by Emmett J. Flynn will
open for a run at a Broadway theatre in
New York early in August.
Other specials on the program on
which publication dates have been deupon are "The Fast Mad" and
cided
"Silver Wings" with Mary Carr, which
will be issued August 20 and 27, respec"Silver Wings" is about to enter
tively.
its eleventh week at the Apollo theatre,

"Monte Cristo"

his play

all

his-

Singularly enough Dumas did not
write "The world is mine!" nor does
the line appear in any of the French ediis
Its authorship
tions of the novel.
credited to O'Neill, who played in spoken
drama, the story of Edmund Dantes for
a period of over a quarter of a century

—

and appeared in all of the principal cities
of the new and old worlds.
"The world is mine!" as used by Mr.
O'Neill at the finish of the second act of

Jackie's Autobiography

To Be Widely Syndicated
Jackie Coogan, First National star, has
blossomed forth as an author.
Jackie
has written the story of his life in six installments, and it will be published in
newspapers supplied by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.
Jackie begins his life story by telling
how he walked out on the stage at a
vaudeville performance while his father
was singing.
He got spanked for that;
and yet he now draws something like
$3,500 a week when he walks out on the
stage.
Jackie also tells of his friendship
for Charlie Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks.
Chaplin gave him many presents,
says Jackie, one being a snail named
Mike.

AGNES AYRES
derland"

a

from "BorParamount picture,

in a scene

new

directed by Paul Powell.

Mother Love Keynote of
New Gloria Swanson Film

Pathe to Publish

story of mother-love that differs
from the usual "white-haired old lady"
type, is the theme of "The Impossible
Mrs. Bellew," Gloria Swanson's Paramount picture which has just gone into
production.
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" is the
story of a wealthy young mother's passionate love for her young son and her
reactions when the child is torn, from
her by the decree of a divorce court
wherein an evil light is placed upon her
really innocent part in a murder committed by her husband. It was adapted
by Percy Heath from a story by David
Lisle.
Sam Wood is directing it.

—

Ellsworth,
Kan. Paul Turgeom of
Kansas City has purchased the interest
of J. S. Berrynian in the Golden Belt
theatre.

New

Roach Comedy

A

Series;

Children Are Featured
The

first

of a

series

thirteen

of

new

two-reel comedies will be distributed by

Pathe beginning

in

September under

the

"Our Gang." The comedies,
produced by Hal Roach, are based on the

general

title,

combination of children and
mal comrades.

their pet ani-

The first of the subjects is "One Terrible Day," and the series will be published
at the rate of one each month.
That Mr. Roach has hit upon something new in comedies that is destined to
prove highly popular is the belief of
Pathe officials. The new comedies are
said to be replete with fun, the pranks
and adventures of boyhood, and the stories bring into use the many trained animals at the Hal Roach lot.

Selznick Starts First Special for

1922-23 Under New Co-Star System
The first big special, which will form
part of the Selznick program for 192223 has been put into production on the
West Coast according to announcement
from President Myron Selznick.
The
picture has been titled "One Week of
Love" and is being made from a story
by Edward J. Montagne and George
Archainbaud,
directing

with

George Archainbaud

it.

Two

Stars

Featured

Elaine
Hammerstein and
Conway
Tearle will be jointly starred in the official billing.
Niles Welch also has an imThe new picportant part in the film.
ture will be in line with the Selznick
policy recently put into effect eliminating
the so-called star series pictures and
choosing screen artists from the profession at large for their individual fitness
for the roles at hand.

With
Tearle

Hammerstein and Mr.
the same production it is be-

Miss
in

new Selznick plan of production means the elimination of a lot
of the star restriction which have preMiss Hammerstein
vailed in the past.
and Mr. Tearle, both stars in their own

lieved that the

JACQUES GRETILLAT,

noted French

actor who plays the title role in "Nero,"
the new Fox Special production.

right,

have

apparently

been

convinced

the advisability of using their individual talents for the greatest possible
good of the profession.
of

Arrange for Locations
of Love" is said

"One Week

to be a
of society drama, outdoor
adventure, dare-devil riding and the like.
Edward Sturgis is assisting Mr.
Archainbaud in the direction. A number of the Selznick production people

combination

have already left Los Angeles for the
purpose of arranging for the locations
Mexico
Southern
California
and
in
which will be used in the production of
the picture.

Open New Altoona House
With "Reported Missing"
Athens George, of Altoona,

Pa.,

opened

magnificent new theatre, the Victoria,
on July 20 with "Reported Missing," the
Selznick special starring Owen Moore.
Everybody who is anybody in Altoona
was there and the Victoria is viewed with
his

no

little

civic pride

Pennsylvania

city.

by the

citizens of the

August
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American Releasing Gets Beban Picture;
Announces Productions for Early Issue
A
f\

MERICAN

Releasing

scenery and special effects, for a thirty
weeks' season in as many cities.
And
not until this combination of picture and
act has played the largest cities in any
zone will the picture be booked alone.
"While primarily building its productions on story value, the units distributing through American Releasing Corporation have, in direct collaboration
with Releasing company, selected for

Corporation,

making announcement

for the com*
ing year of an annual output of sevnty productions by notable directors, re'eals the fact that it has captured from
ompetitive distributers the George Be>an production, "The Sign of the Rose."
This unusual picture has been presented

Mr. Beban,

>y

in

conjunction with a com-

>any of eight players, in certain of the
eptember

"QUEEN OF THE MOULIN

10.

November

ROUGE,"

R. C. Smallwood's Pyramid ProducPaul M. Potter's play, featuring Martha
Mansfield, Joseph Striker and Henry Harmon.
Art direction by Ben Carre. Scenario by Garfield Thompson and Peter Milne.
A tremendous melodrama.

arger first run theatres of the country
o large business.
Simultaneously,
American Releasing,
hrough Walter E. Greene, its president,
nd F. B. Warren, its vice president, an-

ounces

its

ublication

Films,

A

all

star

cast.

922-1923 season at the rate of one big
a

•icture

week,

>eptember 10.
n
connection
uthors,

beginning on

An announcement

Sunday,
is

made

therewith of the casts,
scenario writers of

directors,

The company naturalach production.
takes pride in the completeness of its

f

eptember 24. "FOOLS OF FORTUNE," an A.
B. Davis production written and titled by W.
C. Tut tie and directed by Louis William Chaudet.
Described as a big laugh melo-comedy drama.
Star cast includes Marguerite De La Motte,
Tully Marshall, Russell Simpson, Frank Brownlee and Jack Dill.

roduction arrangements and points out
nat this represents the largest amount of
efinitely assured product ever announced
jar distribution by any new organization.
American Releasing was formed in late
)ecember, 1921, but did not begin actual
istribution until the second week of
ctober

L

1.

"THE

WOMAN HE

LOVED,"

a

J.

Directed by EdFrothingham production.
ward SI Oman from the story by William V.
Mong. All star cast includes Marguerite De
La Motte, William V. Mong and eight other

prominent players.

ebruary, 1922.
utput reads:

A

statement on the

fall

"Months ago each of the productions
individually on this page was
irefully planned with one fixed object in
iind: That they have a definite box office
alue.
Each was built up to a standard

"WHEN THE DESERT

:tober 8.
CALLS."
Ray C. Smallwood's Pyramid production featuring Violet Heming,
Sheldon Lewis, Robert
Fraser and a big cast.
Described as a tremendous romance of the desert.

J

that

eek

given to various other angles that endow
production with exceptional exploitation
possibilities.

November 12. "THE DEERSLAYER." Another of
James Fenimore Cooper's famous Leatherstock-

by

exhibitors

week

WALTER

E. GREENE, who, with Fred
B. Warren, has announced the publication schedule for American Releasing
for the first quarter of 1922-23.

is perhaps the greatest dramatic motion
picture ever made.
Produced from the
act that Mr. Beban played for over four'The Sign of the Rose' is
teen years.

overwhelmingly filled with pathos and
humanness.
It is one of the most powerful and dramatic properties in the history of the theatre.
And it is a proved

"With Mr. Beban and

a
eight picked players acting a

company

of

twenty minute episode, the unforgetable flower shop
episode (in place of reel five which depicts this episode)
October

IS.

known

''THE PILLAGERS," a story

of

the

has

already

played

all

might check them
through the year

?ainst the entire market, believing that
Jch a check will show greater audience
alues in their product than in that of
iy other distributor or distributors.

"George Beban's 'The Sign of the Rose'

of

22.

it

deserves.

A

story

romance and adventure.

"But chief of these is player value,
hence the roster of names assembled in
the productions announced for fall re-

Who

lease by American is like a Who's
It comof the motion picture industry.
prises George Beban. Seena Owen, Marguerite De La Motte, Tully Marshall,
19.

"MILES BREWSTER AND THE

SUPER SEX." A

Frank R. Adams production
personally supervised by the
known internationally
through his stories in Hearst's "Cosmopolitan
Magazine" and the "Saturday Evening Post."
of

his

own

noted

story,

author

made

Faire Binney, Marcia Manon. Charles
French, Lucille Ward, j"oe Striker. Henry

Harmon, Lucy Fox, Florence Billings,
Huntley Gordon, William H. Strauss,
Brenda Moore, Nancy Deaver and scores
known.
"Of authors and playwrights whose

of others equally as well

twenty-one

weeks in eighteen of our greatest cities
and largest theatres to larger receipts by
50 per cent than were drawn by the overwhelmingly big runs of 'The Miracle
Man' and 'Humoresque,' the giants of the
past two seasons.
October

ing the pictures the reality

to millions, this

far north, with an all star cast of seven big
principals.
An A. B. Davis production directed
by Louis William Chaudet, and edited and titled
by W. C. Tuttle, author of "Fools of Fortune."
Romance and melodrama.

picture

Tales.
Produced at Glacier National Park
by Sacramento Pictures Corporation with entire tribes of Crow and Blackfeet Indians giv-

ing

November

picture.

"THE HOUSE OF SOLOMON."

William
H. Straus, supported by
Brenda Moore and Nancy Deaver. Directed by
Lem F. Kennedy. This is a great Jewish
Produced and presented by
comedy-dramaCarl Krusada from the story by Val Cleveland^
starring

escribed

A Hugh

and actresses already developed and having definite personality exploitation values.
A like care has been

17.

Inc..

SIDE."

casts actors

entire sequence in order oi
for the first quarter of the

"TIMOTHY'S QUEST," a Dirigo
production of Kate Douglass Wiggin's popular story. Directed by Sidney Olcott.
Production manager, Charles M. Seay. Scenario
heart story with an
by Catherine Stuart.

eptember

"THE OTHER

5.

Dierker production from the story by Thelrna
La Nier. Dierker is the man who produced
"When Dawn Came," a screen production that
set the entire country talking.
A story of the
home with an all star cast including six big
names.

tion of

"Before a single booking is taken in
America for the picture alone and by itAmerican Releasing Corporation
self,
will book 'The Sign of the Rose' in conjunction with Mr. Beban and his company of eight players, and a carload of
October 29. "FLAPPER LOVE," from Eugene
Walter's newest play, "The Flapper," which is
to be presented this fall on the New York
All star cast includes Faire Binney,
stage.
Lucy Fox, Florence Billings, Huntley Gordon,
Joe Striker, J. Barney Sherry, Julia Swayne
Gordon. Directed by George Terwilligar.

November

26.

"AT THE CROSSROADS,"

star-

Seena Owen. This is Harriet Cornstock's
tremendous new domestic novel that is one of
the best sellers today in the forty leading cities
in America.
The star of "Sisters" and "The
Woman God Changed" in the what is said to be
ring

the biggest picture of her career.

works are standard are listed such celeas Kate Douglas Wiggin. Harriet Comstock, Frank R. Adams, Tames
Fenimore Cooper, Caroline Abbott Stanley. Eugene Walter. Paul M. Potter. W.
C. Tuttle. Donald McGibney, George Bebrities

December 3. •'THE GREAT CITY." A tremendous melodrama of New York's night life its

—

dance palaces and its bright lights. A cast of
names and a big director. Produced at the
Whitman Bennett Studios under the personal
supervision of Whitman Bennett.

big

ban.

Thelma La

Val Cleveland and
Every single one a

Xier,

William V. Mong.

name offering a splendid angle of exploitation to the exhibitor besides assuring
him the strongest element of all in screen
entertainment, story value."

:
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Nigh Picks Big Cast
For

Hepworth

New Production

Schenck Film to

prominently

such

in

produc-

"Why

Girls Leave Home." "The
Old Nest," "Paying the Piper," "Civilization," "Dinty,"
"Man, Woman and
Marriage," "Rider of the King Log,"
"What Do Men Want?" and others.
Sherry Has Lead
They are:
Maurine Powers, Mary
Alden, J. Barney Sherry, Rod La Rocque,
Richard Travers and George Hacka-

thorn. Virtually all of these players have
starred singly in various pictures in the
past.
Barney Sherry will have the
J.

leading male role.
A seventh addition

and

other

office

calibre.

Harry

Rapf and Jack Warner have

arrived at the eastern offices of Warner
Brothers organization with the print of
the New Wesley Barry feature, "Rags
to Riches," which was directed by Wallace Worsley.
The feature, a Rapf production, will be published in the fall.

diversity of subject and appeal
marks the publications announced by
Vitagraph
three
for
the
opening
months of the season.
greater range
of action and scene are provided in
the list, which includes the following
pictures
"Golf," Larry Semon comedy, in
which the comedian establishes some
new records for the champions to
worry about.
"Divorce Coupons," starring Corinne Griffith; a society drama.
"The Ladder Jinx," a Jess Robbins

A

six-reel

"My

romantic comedy.
Wild Irish Rose," special: an

lyric of the screen from Dion
Boucicault's masterpiece, The Shaugraun, and the Chauncey Olcott song.
"The Ninety and Nine," a special;
spectacular drama full of wilful men,
flying engines and burning pine for-

Irish

ests.

"The Chicken Parade,"
brey comedy.

arrangement which Mr. Nickle

Play Broadway Theatre
Elaborate preparations are being made
the presentation on August 14 of
"Monte Christo" at the 44th street theatre,
New York City, which has been
leased by William Fox. It is one of six
photoplays which will be presented .at
that house during the coming season.
"Monte Christo" will be given twice

engagements.

"Nero"

special

will

close its

Lyric theatre on
September. Another Fox
Child Shall Lead
Little
the

at

Broadway in
"A
special,
Them," will take

its

place.

One

of the

interesting sidelights in connection with
the presentation of "Nero" was the invitation issued all actors who ever played

"Nero" on the stage

to

come and view

Jimmy Au-

"A Girl's Desire," Alice Calhoun; a
whimsical tale of oil millions, social
climbers and bogus noblemen.
"Fortune's Mask," Earle Williams
with Patsy Ruth Miller; colorful story
of South American love and politics.

"The
Fighting
Guide,"
William
Duncan; western with magnificent
scenery, and a strong vein of humor.

"One
fith;

Stolen

Night," Corinne Grif-

Arabian love

classic.

Wildcat," Alice Calhoun; a
remarkable role for her, ranging from
alley waif to society queen.
"Little

"When

Danger

Smiles."

Story

During

the

1922-23

season,

Vita-

will publish eight 7-reel special
productions.
There will be twenty-

eight feature pictures, starring Corinne

William Duncan, Earle WilCalhoun, Jean Paige.
Larry Semon comedies to the number of six, and eight Jimmy Aubrey
comedies will be produced.
Vitagraph will also release five Jess
Robbins special comedy productions of
six reels each, and 52 Urban Popular
Griffith,

liams,

Cali-

it.

believes

original with him, at least in its present application to conditions in the independent field, and which will enable
the state rights buyer to avail himself
of these pictures on a profitable basis.

Publish

Two Each Month

new productions will
be ready for the market early in August,
and it is planned to publish the pictures
As an iniat the rate of two a month.
attraction, "The City of Beautiful
tial
Nonsense," from the novel of the same
The

first

name by
offered.

of the

E. Temple Thurston, will be
The other August picture will

"Sunken Rocks," a Cecil M. Hepworth production, with Alma Taylor in
be

the stellar role.

"An exhaustive survey of the available product in the independent market at the present time convinced me
of the superiority of the Hepworth pictures to any others I have seen for artistic

merit

and

entertainment

value,"

said Mr. Nickle in discussing his plans
"I am satisfied
for the coming season.
that they will form, as a group, the most
attractive proposition that a state rights
buyer could wish who is looking for the

'something

different'."

Y. Representative
Mr. Nickle made
arrangements with Lesley Mason of 72!
Seventh avenue, to act as eastern rep
resentative for Burr Nickle Production;
pic
in connection with the Hepworth

Mason N.

While

in

New York

tures.

Bowers Given Lead Role
In Metro's

Duncan;

graph

the

Picture

is

William

a strenuous film of thrills.
"Tenderfoot Luck," Jimmy Aubrey
comedy.
"You Never Know," Earle Williams;
a secret service story of South American revolutions, gun-runners and the
San Francisco water front.

Hepworth

torney for Hepworth Picture Plays in
the United States.
Since his arrival on
the west coast he has been busy formulating the policy of his company with
reference to the distribution of the new
attractions.
The pictures will be distributed on a state rights basis under an

of
Six Fox Productions to

engagement

the

fornia after a period of several weeks
in the east, during which time he concluded negotiations for the Hepworth
pictures with Thomas F. McMahon, at-

"Monte Christo" One

The Fox

of

Canada.
Mr. Nickle has just returned to

madge.

Vitagraph Program Contains Variety
Of Photoplays for Opening- of Season
Wide

827

Plays, Ltd., of London, England, for
distribution in the United States and

daily

New

Barry Film
Brought East to Warners

Print of

at

Los Angeles, has acquired

productions

for

The stars to be cast in "Notoriety"
greatest
number
that
represent
the
Nigh has ever assembled for any picture he has made.
It is declared that
nothing will be left undone to make his
latest production of the strongest box

offices

photoplay, it is declared.
Various parts of the Orient will
be represented in the film for which
gorgeous and costly sets are being
built.
Preparations are being made
at
United Studios where three
stages will be utilized for the sets
representing Bombay. Eugene O'Brien will play opposite Miss Tal-

produc-

Is Biggest Cast

with

building,

is

tions.

Productions,

famous Robert Hichens' story will
greatest
be Norma Talmadge's

Mona Lisa, who
"What's Worth While."

appeared in
"Good References"

U. S. and Canada
Burr Nickle, president of Burr Nickle

Norma Talmadge as the star, will
cost close to $600,000, the producer
has announced. The film from the

in
his forthcoming production "Notoriety," which he is now engaged in filming.
The players picked are those who

featured

Will Distribute
English Productions in

Voice of the Minaret"
which will be produced by Joseph
M. Schenck for First National with

"Notoriety"

Pictures

Company

"The

Six stars have been chosen by Director Will Nigh to take important parts

1922

5,

Obtained by Nickle

Cost $600,000

Six Players Are Selected
for Important Roles in

tions as

August

New

Specia

John Bowers has been selected b
Metro to portray the title role in th
Metro-S-L special production of "Quinc

Adams Sawyer,"

Charles Felton Pidgin

famous story which is to be filmed f
Metro studios in Hollywood under th
direction of Clarence Badger.
Actual production will be started withi
Barbara La Marr
the next ten days.
the only other member of the cast si
lected so far.

Alice

Classics,

besides

a

number

of

inde-

pendent specials, now in preparation
by. independent producers.

Change Publication Date
Of New Tom Mix Featur
"Just Tony," with Tom Mix and tl
famous horse, "Tony," will be pu
lished August 20, instead of October
according to Fox Film Corporation. Tl
new publication date for "Roman
Land," the Mix feature schedule to
issued August 20, will be named later.
star's

August

5,
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Metro to Distribute Productions

Metro Signs
Four Directors

On

Four prominent directors have
been signed by Metro to stage the

new

series
studios in

pictures

of

W.

They

Form

are

Program

will continue to direct
The star is now work-

Viola Dana.
ing on "Page

Vidor

will

Heart,"

Tim

O'Brien."

"Peg

direct

starring

King

O'

Laurette

My

Taylor.

"Quincy Adams Sawyer"

will be
Clarence Badger's first picture for
Metro. Emile Chautard will direct
the first of the special stories series
"Country Love," starring Billie
Dove.

Fox Publishes

Two

Specials in

August

"The Fast Mail" and "Silver
Wings" Head List of
Heading the list of August publications by Fox Film Corporation are two
specials, "The Fast Mail," based upon
the famous
Lincoln J.
Carter melodrama, and "Silver Wings" with Mary
Carr, who won fame as the mother in
"Over the Hill."
"The Fast Mail,"
which recently completed a run

at

engagement

New

York, has

Newspaper reviewers have been untwo specials, and the public has responded by

stinted in their praise of these

breaking many attendance records at
both Broadway houses, Fox Film Comdeclares.
"The Fast Mail" was
"Sildirected by Bernard J. Durning.
ver Wings" was produced under the
Edwin
direction
of
Jack Ford and

pany

Carewe.

These productions are the first two
of a series of fourteen which Fox Film
Corporation will publish during the season of 1922-23.
The others already announced are "Monte Cristo," "Nero,"
which is entering its ninth week at the
Lyric theatre, New York, "A Fool There
Child Shall
the Devil."

New

York,"

"A

Little

Lead Them" and "My Friend

rival

The William Farnum production for
is "Moonshine Valley."
"Just Tony" is the tile of Tom Mix's

August

'Alcatraz,"

by

It is

Max

based on the novel,
Brand, and features

Tony." Mix's own horse.
Dustin

Farnum

will

be seen in "Oaththe sea and silk

bound," a story of
smugglers, to be issued August 13.
"The New Teacher," starring Shirley
Mason, written by Dorothy Yost and
directed by Joseph Franz, will be pub-

August 20.
Comedies on the Fox program for
\ugust are: Lupino Lane, in "The Reporter ;" Clyde Cook, in "The Eskimo;"
'Pair of Aces," Lee Kid production, and
'Falls Ahead," Mutt and Jeff animated
ished

:artoon.

Holly-

in

at the

visit

This announcethat
the
executive
c o mmittee
had
decided to distribu t e
individual
features on their
own merits and
not in series was
one of the impor-

plant.

Metro's early fall publications will be
presentation of
Z. Leonard's

Robert
E.

Atkinson

Series

"Country Love," under the direction
Emile Chautard, has been put into
production. This is the first of the special stories series which will be made
with the most distinguished casts obBillie

Dove.

Among

those already signed for "Country Love"
are Cullen
Landis,
Edythe Chapman,
Sylvia Ashton, Hardee Kirkland, Mabel
Van Buren, Thomas O'Brien, Carl Gerard, Lincoln Steadman, Gertrude Short,
Louise Macintosh, Jack Gardner and
Noah Beery.
This picture will be followed by the
productions of "East of Suez," by Lloyd
Sheldon; "The Girl in the Gilded Cage."

by Marion Fairfax, and "A Temporary
Marriage," by Cardell Hale.

Make Five
will make five

pictures

"Page Tim

O'Brien," the first of these, is rapidly
neariug completion. It will be followed
by "June Madness," by Crosby George;
"Miss Emmy Lou," by Bernard McCon-

and "Noise

in

Newboro," by Edgar

Franklin.
of "Quincy Adams SawMetro S-L Special, which Clarence Badger is directing, has been
started.
John Bowers and Barbara La

Production

yer," the

Mar have

B.

C.

Film Sales Corporation, the

Joe Brandt and Jack and Harry Cohn organization, will adhere to its policy of
distributing its product on the independent market during the coming season.
Six features will be offered the state right
buyers.
This is in answer, it is said, to many
offers received for distribution of these
pictures by companies operating national
systems.
Among the features announced are:
"More to" Be Pitied Than Scorned," "Only
a Shopgirl," "The Lure of New York."
"Forgive and Forget," "Pal o' Mine," and

"Temptation."

Specify

to

Harry Beaumont.

of

C. B. C. to Continue Its
Independent Distribution;
Schedules Six Features

Eastman Stock
for

during the coming year under the direction

"The Ladies' Man."

C.

Started

of

Dana
Vicla Dana

in "Broadway Rose;" Rex
Ingram's production of "The Prisoner
;"
Viola Dana in "The Five Dollar
of Zenda
Baby;" Clara Kimball Young in "The
Hands of Nara" and Bull Montana in

Mae Murray

W.

Production will be increased at the
studios immediately.
Another unit will
be added to screen "All Brothers Were
Valiant." a thrilling melodrama of the
sea written by Ben Ames Williams. Irvin
Willatt, who has gained fame as a director of powerful dramatic stories, has
been signed to direct this feature.

headed by

Heart" will start August
Vidor directing.
Rex Ingram has completed his new
production for Metro.
It has not yet
been titled. The director will leave for
New York in about three weeks to make

Producer Hunt Stromberg has
start.
already taken up his offices at the Metro

Metro's plans for the coming

Special

My

of "Peg o'
1 with King

the production of his second picture will

developin

West Coast

Bull

ment

ments

Increased

Montana Contributes Comedies
Montana will make eight tworeel comedies at the Metro studios during the coming year. He is expected to
return from Italy before August 1 when

com-

pany's studios.

tant

Is

his next picture in the east.

wood from New
York for a short

ville,

Other August Films

\ugust picture.

a

declared on his ar-

tainable,

Lauded by Press

Was," "Lights of

are

company,

the

Strand theatre, Broadway, New York,
is scheduled
for publication August 20,
while "Silver Wings," which is in the
tenth week of its indefinite
the Apollo theatre,
been set for August 27.

thing of the
past so far as Metro is concerned, W.
E. Atkinson, general manager of the
pictures

season.

Productions

at

—Production

at Plant on

Clarence Badger and Emile Chau-

Beaumont

Announces Discontinuance of Series

of Bookings

King Vidor,

tard.

Individual Merits in Future

E. Atkinson

Metro

at

Hollywood.

Beaumont,

Harry

53

leading roles.

One

O'Conor Pictures

features of a
contract between Robert O'Conor, producer and distributor of the new series of
Billy Franey two-reel comedies, and Peter
of

the

interesting

Shamray, superintendent of Cune's Laboratories of Los Angeles, is that Eastman
stock is to be the base of all publication
prints and that no foreign film whatever
enter into the manufacture of these films.
According to Mr. O'Conor, the new
tinted-base Eastman film will be used
wherever practical.

Within the next ten days Clara Kimball Young will start work on "Enter
Madame." her second starring picture
It will be made at Garson
for Metro.

Producers Security to
Publish "In the Night"

studios.

from the stage success, will be published
on the independent market immediately,
announced by Producers Security
it
is
Corporation, which has acquired distribu-

Four From Niblo
Fred

Niblo

will

begin

soon

at

the

studios on his first of four pictures for Metro publication.
In accordance with her doctor's orders, Laurette Taylor will not arrive in
Hollywood until August 1 instead of
Filming
July 1 as originally planned.

M?yer

"In the Night," mystery drama, adapted

rights in America.
picture features an all-star cast.
Producers Security is also ready to publish Dorothy Gish's late feature, "The

tion

The

Country Flapper."
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Sloman Forms
Producing

Own

Company

Cosmopolitan Films to
Play Broadway 3 Weeks

Be His

Cosmopolitan
Productions
will
inaugurate the Fall season with three con-

"Blind Justice" Will
Initial Picture

—Ward

Managing Unit
Edward

"Ted"

Sloman, director of
"The Westerners," "The Mutiny of the
Elsinore,"

"The Ten Dollar Raise," "The

Woman,"

Other

"Pilgrims

has
own

his

the Rialto theatre.
will

Night," and
others,
formed

ber 3 this picture will be the feature at

The week of September 10 the Rialto
have "The Valley of Silent Men."

the

of

secutive weeks at Broadway theatres. On
August 27 the Rivoli theatre will present
"The Young Diana," picturization of
Marie Corelli's story starring Marion
Davies. The following week of Septem-

U.

producing organiwill
start
at
once on the filming of a series
of dramatic features.

work

Secretary

For

his

portrayed by artists whose names

Experienced

Men on

experience
and every

staff that has had
in film production

Good Results

methods

who

manager; George Minnig, property man; Keal Jack, chief electrician,
and others.
Production quarters have been established at the Fine Arts studios in Hollywood, Cal., and announcement of the
company's plans for distribution will be
made shortly.

"Rich Men's Wives" to
Play Two Coast Houses
"Rich Men's Wives," a Preferred Pictures production and the initial publication
of the new Al Lichtman Corporation, has
been completed and is booked for early
showing in the California theatre, Los Angeles and the Granada, San Francisco.
The picture, produced by Louis J. Gasnier, is declared to be one of the big
dramatic subjects prepared for the Fall seaB. P. Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures, Inc., sent telegrams to Al
Lichtman, president of the Al Lichtman
Corporation, and J. G. Bachmann, treasurer
of both organizations, following the California showing, in which he declared that
the picture had created a sensation.
son.

Vitagraph Will Publish

New Urban Film

newspapers

"It (the Paramount Stock Company)
has a tendency to better the lives of those

licity

Series

Charles Urban, president of the Kineto
of America, announces a new
series of Urban Popular Classics, produced
by Kineto and to be distributed by Vitagraph.
The new series of Urban Popular Classics will consist of 52 single reels to be
published one every week, starting imme-

"The Kick-Back"

are members of the organization.
congratulate Mr. Zukor on it. I also
want to congratulate its members for
working for such a man as Mr. Zukor.
I have had the pleasure of meeting him
on several occasions, and he appeals to
me as being a man whose chief ambiI

is
to produce good pictures for
American people and do as much
good to as many as he can."

tion
the

The Sioux City Tribune, in its leading editorial of July 5, commends the
school. After detailing the purposes and
operation of the school, it says:
Above Reformers' Reproach
"But the public will perhaps center
its attention upon the set of rules which
the players have drawn up to govern
They are ideal, and if
their conduct.
a sincere effort is made to obey them
the Paramount stars should soon be
above the criticism of even the bluest of
blue noses."
The Pittsburgh Press
the newspapers which
torially on the school.

is

another

among

commented

Be Gen-

Will

erally Published

by

F. B. 0. in Fall
Harry Carey's

first production, "The
Kick-Back,"
for
publication
through
Film
Booking Offices of America,
opened at the Capitol theatre, New York
City, July 22.
This marks the first time
that S. L. Rothafel has ever booked any
of the Carey productions for presentation at his playhouse.
"Combat" was

the

working

title

of the feature.

Typical Role for Carey

"The Kick-Back" shows Carey

in

a

outdoor role, such as has made
him one of the most popular male stars

years of

indication is that the company will meet with the greatest success
in its new venture.
Among those on Director Sloman's staff are Chance Ward,
production manager; Sherry Hall, assistant director; Max Dupont, cameraman; Hylda Hollis, scenario editor;
Billie Hodges, auditor; Al Risley, pub-

Company

Sees

1922

typical

continue to pour into the office of Adolph
Zukor, lauding him for the inauguration
of
the
Paramount Stock Company
School.
One of the latest messages received
is that from Secretary of Labor James
J. Davis, who, in a letter to Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, said:

Staff

Those associated with Director Sloman
comprise a

comments from numerous

5,

N. Y. Capitol Books
New Carey Picture

Labor Davis

Congratulatory messages and editorial

initial

are well known and popular in the film
firmanent, it is said, and the complete
cast is expected to be announced shortly.

diately.

of

First

subject
has
he
selected
"Blind
Justice/'
Frank
Edward Sloman
R. Adams' widely read story.
The principal roles in the story are
to be

Lauds

Congratulates Zukor on
Company's School

"Blind Justice"
is

S. Official

Move by Paramount

and

zation

August

edi-

Exchange
to Issue "Wolf's Fangs"
In N. Y. and New Jersey

First National

The First National Exchange has acquired through Producers Security Corporation the distributing rights for "The
Wolf's Fangs," for New York State and
northern New Jersey.
"The Wolf's Fangs" is a new Oscar
Apfel production directed by Mr. Apfel.
Wilfred Lytell is starred and is supported
by Nancy Deaver and Manilla Martans.
The production was filmed in the North
woods of Maine and is said to be a scenic
wonder and replete with thrills.
Oscar Apfel is at present directing the
production of "Bull Dog Drummond," the
Broadway stage success in which Evelyn
Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell are costarred.
"The Wolf's Fangs" is slated
for immediate publication by the First
National Exchange.

of the day.
The action is laid in Arizona, near the Mexican border, and the
stcry calls for rapid and thrilling action, ending in a climax of tremendous
power.
Carey is supported by Ethel
Grey Terry, Henry B. Walthall, Charles
J. LeMoyne and Vester Pagg.
Film Booking Offices of America look
upon the Capitol booking of "The KickBack" as a proof of their assertion made
when Carey was first signed to produce

features for F. B. O. that the popular
star would continue in specials of the
The picture will be
highest calibre.
published in early Fall.

Gets Novel Exploitation
attention of all Broadway was
focused on the picture "In the Name of
the Law," Emory Johnson production
being presented at the George M. Cohan
theatre by F. B. O., when, during the
noon hour on July 17 two favorite idols

The

of

New York

baseballdom, "Babe" Ruth

a ball throwing act in the center of Times Square
to aid the run of the picture, a part of
the receipts of which will be given to
Muesel,
police widows and orphans.

and Bob Muesel, performed

stationed on top of Cohan theatre, tossed
the ball to Ruth, standing below in the
center of a crowd of fully three thou-

sand admirers.

Green

Room

Club Views

"The Storm"
More

at Central

than three hundred members

of

Room

Club, one of the oldest
theatrical organizations in the country,
were guests of Carl Laemmle, president
of Universal, at the Central theatre recently, where "The Storm" written by
the Green

one of their brother members, Langdon
McCormick, was shown them as the feature of a "Green Room Club Night" program.
Besides the Universal-Jewel, the presentation included two other examples of
McCormick's work— a color symphony
prologue for "The Storm" and novel mechanical effects which added to the atmosphere of the showing.

Novel Purchased by Fox

As Vehicle

for

Farnum

"Without Compromise" is the title of a
novel by Lillian Bennett-Thompson and
George Hubbard which has been purchased by William Fox as the next vehicle for William Farnum.
Work will begin under the direction of Emmett J
Flynn as soon as Mr. Farnum arrives ir
California.

"Moonshine Valley," by Mary

Murillo

has just been completed by the Fox
at the

New York

studios.

stai

:

:

Screen Message No. 66

A

Something to Read
Each week the
lishes numerous

HERALD

articles pertaining to censorship, blue laws and

Every ex-

other reform menaces.
hibitor should

keep a

stories for use

when

file

of these

the occasion

demands.

St.

thing

Community

which the special kind of business or
public service may be carried on and to
definitely state the standards that must
be maintained in the quality of the commodity offered for public consumption.
The person or firm proposing to do business accepts those prescribed conditions
and is granted a permit or license to
operate within the stated limits.
This
places the responsibility where it belongs, squarely upon the individual or
firm conducting the business.
*
*
*

Asset

Among

the more significant observations made by the Federal Council
Churches of Christ in America in the concluding installments reporting the results of its survey of motion pictures is this one

Emphasis
should be positive and constructive.
should be placed on the encouragement of the good rather than the
supression of the evil.
And the motion picture screen should be
thought of and talked of not as a troublesome problem but as one of
the chief assets of the community for education and betterment.''
efforts

This sane and tolerant attitude toward
the screen has

LIC

been urged by the

RIGHTS LEAGUE

PUB-

since its inexhibitors
effect this co-

Time and time again

ception.

have been requested to
operation between their patrons and their
theatres.

due to the prevalence of bad taste and
low morals. Such pictures are a crime
against art as well as against morals.
"What is truly artistic is not likely to
be condemned as immoral save by extremists.
This is illustrated by the fact
that no one thinks of draping the nude
figures in the Metroooiitan Museum of
Art.
*
*
*

Dean Charles N. Lathrop of the Protestant Episcopal church, who conducted
the survey, devotes the whole of article
The
4 to this phase of the situation.
earlier
installments,
reviewed in last
almost
wholly
with
week's issue, dealt
the question of censorship, which is given
a black eye in the report.
* * *

community that
Wherever possible an interchurch committee should be selected. This committee should not only report on conditions

Stating that the employment of Will
H. Hays suggests the position and power
of the industry, the report holds that

but should wrestle with the problem of
standards and seek to develop a policy
which the community may be urged to

some means of

adopt.

social control is necessary.
It points, out, however, that opposition on the part of the American people

makes some other method
In this connection the report

to censorship

necessary.
says

"The people
can effect good

locally in a community
results by organized co-

operation,
in
furnishing
a
medium
through which the community can register

its

judgment and

its

desires in the

matter of the choice of films, working
in cooperation with the producers.
"Certain situations exist in which the
church or the community center can
exert a direct and immediate influence on
the screen.

"But

all

social

betterment

is

ultimately

oncoming genWhatever may be done to enrich

a matter of educating the
eration.

the lives of all of us who control the
present order of things should of course
be done, but the progress of the world is
mainly in the hands of those who are still

young.

"The prevalence

of the

bad pictures

is

"Without reference
posals

there

is

to legislative prolocal task for every
has a picture theatre.

a

"Why not follow this generally accepted governmental procedure in dealing with the motion picture business?"
Some means other than censorship
which are being considered, says the report, are licensing of producers, distributors and exhibitors; organization of clubs
laws; familiarizing
to enforce existing
exhibitors with kind of pictures desired;
giving publicity to type of pictures desired; organized effort to force theatres
in cheaper districts to present a higher
standard of film; special performances
for children; formation of citizen's committees to work out local plans for
amusement regulations; interesting press
to give space to reviews of films having
runs of several days; publication of advance summaries of

report also suggests state laws
making it a misdemeanor to exhibit pictures which in the judgment of the court
are obscene, indecent and detrimental to
the morals of the people.

]

Order Your Slides
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be pronounced always wrpng. That is
to launch immediately a crusade against
They are a part
the picture exhibitors.
of a big system for which they are only

417

South Dearborn Street,

Chicago,

111.

Send me,

free

of

charge,

the

series

of

twelve slides which the Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the

mem-

partly responsible. They
bers of the community. They may actually share privately the opinions of the
investigating committee.
"In any case they will respond much
more favorably to an effort toward community betterment that takes them in
than toward one that is avowedly hostile.
Compulsion should be the last resor*.
In suggesting social control over pic"It
certainly
says:
tures, the report
ought to be a control that places the
responsibility squarely on those who produce the pictures."
The tone of the report indicates government control other than censorship.
It says:
"The usual procedure in government
control is to define the conditions under

films.

The

"No single right procedure can be prescribed but there is one that may safely

are also

The

liberty."

country.

of the

"All

personal

as

aims and purposes of reformers of
this type who do not believe in the
constitution of the United States
must be defeated by a united public
if
America is to remain a free

Churches Say Screen
Is

Louis preacher, advocate of

blue laws and censorship, recently
stated: "Frankly, there is no such

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign
maintain the freedom

.

of

•

I

tm

\

the motion pic-

ture.
I will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of
this arrangement.
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LETTERS

A

Request from the

We Want

A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned

letters

not

will

Know

to

You Want

my

would not afford the better
business would not be
worth while unless I "went after" the
people on the farms. With a Rotospced
in

WHAT

is

case,

See

printing machine, I can in an hour's time
have 500 post cards ready for the rural

be

printed.

To show how

routes.
For

Dm

Succolion .1

will fiv*

YOUR FAVORITE STARS

REAL Idea
NEW HAMBURG, ONT., CAN.— To
Here's a

Ten

i

10.

CLASS

Fret PtiMi lo an. Shot...

of

STORIES PREFERRFO

1

Wh«t Nctar* mwM

>•«•

5m

EMffdMi Ufa

Dr.m.

No.th.ro

PalhHic

l*« *• Sr.

WW

itit

Soci.i,

....

1

Editor:
I
am enclosing a form I
mailed to my patrons and found it to
work very well.
I handed these out and mailed them.
In this way, I added to my mailing list
and also I received a good many requests
for a certain picture, which I played io
good houses.
I can recommend this idea to anyone
and the cost is small. Ralph R. Grikble,
the

Grand theatre. New Hamburg,
EDITOR'S NOTE— A copy of one

•• *»l *K»tA ih<
H correct!;
tUMM ilurliiitUwKrtkafMi J..I

SIGNED Mr
R R

or

Bo.

.

Mm
.

or

...

Ih.i

furay

.< tore not iho«n

Uioad

for (Or

I

•» tlntiiOCti

t.

M>»
Town

Out., Can.
Mr. GribThere are infinite
of

forms appears on this page.
form which is the best yet subIn arranging mailing lists from it, the
lists can be subdivided to place the admirers of
each star in separate groups so that practically
every postage stamp put on a post card will mean
one or more paid admissions at the box office. The
real showmen will give this form thought and

ble's

mitted.

use

left.

*

Fighting

*

COLCHESTER, ILL.—To the Editor:
After all is said and done, there is no
getting away from it, it is some problem
to "get 'em in" during the summer
months.
This is speaking from the
standpoint of the small town exhibitor
under ordinary conditions. From what I
read and learn in the Herald, I am inclined to believe that conditions with me
are the same as with eight out of ten of
exhibitors in towns

When summer
on

our

from

1,000 to 5,000.
comes, we have to be

every minute

toes

if

we keep

them coming and ofttimes we are inclined to sit back and say "What's the
However, by keeping faithfully
use?"
and everlastingly at it, I have been able
keep my house open from three to
four nights a week and while I am not
making money, I am able to keep above
water and by so doing, my patrons know

to

that I am
better (?)

in

still

business and

when

the

times come this fall, we will
be ready to take care of the business.
Here are a few of the things I find
that help to stimulate things.
I
don't
believe in cutting prices.
It is much
easier to keep the established orice up
than it would be to come back to the
old price after a cut when we want to
open for fall business and a steady run.
Once in a while put on a "Ladies Free
Night."
Don't advertise this as a business stimulant but have another reason
for doing it.
For instance I booked a
lively Tom Mix picture and advertised
that Tom Mix always brought out the
male patrons but because the women
thought they would not like Tom beplayed
in
Westerns, they
cause
he
stayed away and for this reason they were
missing some mighty good pictures. As
an inducement to get them better acquainted with Tom and his pictures, we
would give a Ladies Free Admission
ticket with each and every adult paid admission sold. The special price inducement and the curiosity to see the picture
packed the house on the particular night

and

we

did

business than

much better box office
we would otherwise.

a

to work is to adverthat all tickets sold for a show on
a certain night will entitle the patron to

Another good one

tise

I
free ticket for the following night.
did this stunt and could hardly take care
For the
of the crowd on a hot night.
first night booked a good North Woods

a

Hot Weather

I

give

cards on the rural routes.
On the first
night it happened that the first twelve
tickets sold at 40 cents each were to
people from the country and nearly all
of them were new faces at the theatre.
It is to be hoped that the tide will turn
before long and such strenuous efforts
will not have to be put forth to get
business.
I
get many useful helps from the
Herald on advertising stunts that other
exhibitors use that I twist about to fit my
local conditions and if anything helpful
can be found in this article, the brother
exhibitors are welcome to it. T. H.
Smith, manager, Princess theatre. Colchester,

Here is the form used with great success by
His
Ralph R. Gribble, a Canadian showman.
letter appears at the top of the column to the

it.

*

pays,

this

an instance that proved to me that it
pays without question: In playing "The
Old Nest" recently, I mailed out .300

—

possibilities in this

will

I

and

pictures

to

1922

5,

catch the eye that a lot more people will
stop and look the advertising over than
they do when nothing of this kind is put
out to catch their attention.
In these pages once before, I have
written about getting after the rural patronage. I am well aware of the fact that

GRAND THEATRE

From Readers

August

pldy and a Pollard comedy and followed
it on the next night with a picture that I
knew would give excellent satisfaction
and convince my patrons that they were
not "stung" at the free show with a
cheap picture. The amount of business
done on the first night exceeded any
other similar night by at least four times
the receipts and on the second night,
the
first
night
the
advertising from
brought in enough paid admissions to
equal any ordinary hot weather night.
The mailing list is a good asset for
any exhibitor but mix up the sort of
advertising you send out. Printed programs one week. The next, a personal
letter or post card boosting some good
production that you know will make a
hit.
Hand bills around the town with a
catch head line that will attract attention
will get them interested in a picture and
bring results.
One sheet advertising mixed up draws
better, I find, than just the same kind of
For inadvertising from day to day.
stance, on one picture use the regular
one sheets and place them around on
conspicuous corners with a printed card
attached with some little detail about the
picture.
The following day, perhaps, I
use window cards on the one sheet
boards and do a little rough printing re-

garding the picture that gets some attention.
Another day, take some old one
sheets and turn them over and in a rough
way with shoe blacking for paint print
the title of the picture with the star or
stars and hand out a little press stuff on

same board.
Take a picture with

the

a star that is well
known and liked. I find that by painting the walks with the star's name, good
results are brought about.
It takes more than just the ordinary
advertising to get them out this time of
year.
With the hot weather and the out
of door stuff going on, they will pass up
any of the customary posters and the
photos and I find that by taking the old
photos and printing on the back of them
some remarks about the picture that will

111.

FILM LAUGHS FROM

TOPICS

S ELECTED

DM

BY

TIMELY FILMS

INC.

"Golly, Moses
Dey got strawberries and
cherries and all kinds o' fruit covered wid
candy.
What kind shall ah git?"
"Git a choc-lat covered watermillion."
!

Whiz Bang.
*

*

*

"Luther Burbank is trying to produce a
seedless watermelon."
"Now, if he would only give us a squirtless grapefruit."
Boston Globe.

—

*

*

*

— So your efforts
beautiful heiress were rather
Greene — Fruitless?
— can't
Browne

win the

to

fruitless.

say exactly
"Topics of the Day"

I

that.

got a lemon

I

!

Films.
*

*

*

"What have you in the shape of cucummorning?"
"Nothing but bananas, ma'am." New
York Evening Mail.

bers this

—

*

*

*

— Mrs. May,
May — Apples?

Mrs.

'Arris

apples?

you

do

like

I
I
hates
'em.
Mrs.
wouldn't eat an apple for the world. My
apple-plexy. Flushing
mother
died of
Times.

—

—

Teacher Willie, which would you rather
have, three bags with two apples in each,
or two bags with three apples in each bag.'
Willie Three bags with two apples in
each bag.

—

— Why
— Because
—

Teacher
Willie

bag" to burst.

?

I would have one more
"Topics of the Day" Films.

*

*

*

— Algernon, when
time to gather fruit?
Algernon — When the farmer's
up, ma'am. — Columbia State.
Teacher

*

Baggs— I'm

the

is

*

worried.

dog

is

best
tied

*

My

girl

is

running

around with that new doctor in town.
Jaggs Feed her an apple a day.

—

—
August
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

week what

every

L.

American Releasing

—A

We

—

Meredith, N. Y.

Sisters, with
pleasing picture.

any audience.

— Rural

patronage.

Owen.

Seena

—A

—

—

Lobby

theatre,

Cathle-

Wash.

My

Old Kentucky Home, with

—

a spe-

cast.
This
was everything
Did
thej- advertised it, and then some.
Better than the
good business on it.
average according to the condition of
the country and strike.
Roy H. Willman, Victory theatre, Shawnee. Okla.
cial

picture

—

Associated Exhibitors
The Real Adventure, with Florence Vidor.
A very good picture, which drew
well, despite the weather, which was hot
all week.
Samuel Harding. Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Transient pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

The Unfoldment, with

a special cast.
Did not get to see it.
No remarks either
way. Mrs. P. G. Maddox. Maddox theatre, Archer,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

with J. P. Mcwealth of thrills
with a different story.
Characters are
the kind that are well liked.
Will please
Reckless

Gowan.

—A

those

Chances,

corker!

A

who

take to action pictures.
Harold F. Wendt. Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.
General patronage.

all

—

Anne

of Little Smoky, with a special
good attraction.
Drew a fair
Magruder, Elite theatre,

—A
crowd. — Tom

cast.

Baxter
Springs,
patronage.

Kan.

— Neighborhood

What Women Will Do, with Anna Q.

—A

Nilsson.
very good well mounted
society mystery drama.
Has elements
of a big production and brought excellent business.
Picture is worthy of almost any house.
People liked it. Ben

—

work

it.

it.

cast,

is

exclusive patronage on this occasion.
L. Marshall Baker, Empire theatre, WinGeneral patronage.
chester, Va.

—

Woman Wake
ctor.

— This

is

Up, with Florence ViFlorence's first starring

we have

ever run

in this

house.

a
picture that will please all classes. Miss
Beecher is fine in this picture.
It is 100
per cent entertaining and we had numbers of compliments on it.
don't
we see more reports on these pictures?
see very few and what we do see
are not in accordance with our views of
good pictures.
Furthermore, these pictures can be had at a price that you can
make some money. Try some of them.
You can't go wrong on this one. AnIt is

Why

We

More Work
But Maybe
|
|

He's

I
B

—

E. Boylan,

she keeps up the good

If

J.

it.

—

—

feature.

it

Will be appreciated by
Charles M. Rapopon,

—

—

met.

Bellaire,

very

Ideal theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.— Neighborhood patronage.
Jan of the Big Snows, with a special
cast.
Unusually good picture.
Pleased
Splendid photography,
and drew well.
good acting. Mary L. Hammersly. VicNeightory theatre. Van Buren, Ark.
borhood patronage.
Cardigan, with a special cast. This
will run to better houses than average
costume pictures will.
It is something
different.
Roy H. Willman, Victory theatre, Shawnee, Okla.
Sisters, with Seena Owen.
Very good.

— W.

Elk Grand theatre,

will be okay. — Luna theatre, Brooklyn,
— General patronage.
N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
P.
McReckless Chances, with
How they liked
Gowan. — Oh Boys!
Lonesome Corners, with a special cast.
You won't regret — Mrs. P. — Fairly good.
Grab
No drawing power.
Archer.
Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Maddox theatre,
G. Maddox, Maddox theatre,
Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Archer, Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Woman Wake Up, with Florence ViSunshine Harbor, with a special
dor. — Very good subject and pleased an
— Here the best program picture that

O.

Cardigan, with a special cast.
picture in a class by itself, but has a universal appeal, and with proper exploitation should go big anywhere.
Story is
slightly weak, but its unusual characters
and settings make up for this.
It has
some historical educational value, but
don't over-stress this, as I consider the
press book does.
exhibited on
Fourth and next day to large well pleased
audience.
L. P. Frisbee, Community theatre,

Morris,

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

1

Rigfrit

some

of the other
brothers, a little slow in thanking you for the copy of the

I'm

like

| BOX OFFICE RECORD
B which you were so kind to
1 send me. It's the handiest
jj

m
S
B
B
I
m
1
B
1
m
B
1
B
1
B
B
B
S
B

B
B
1
1
B

reference any exhibitor could
need in selecting pictures. I'm
booking as few pictures as possible

beyond

simply waiting

September
for

the

1,

next

RECORD

and you
issue of the
will please remember me when
same is off the press.
Now, to be frank with you, I
think six months is too long to
wait for another copy of such
excellent information as it sets
us just a little too far back in
the dark and I, for at least one,
would like to receive the
three times each
year, or every four months instead of every six months and
am willing to pay the price for
them regardless of the amount.
Let us hear from some more
of the exhibitors along this
Come on, boys. It is the
line.
kind of information we need
and don't you think we could
use three copies per year instead of two?

RECORD

P. PERRY,
Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo,
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1
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jj
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jj
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1
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jj
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jj
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W.
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—

&

Weathersby, Gem theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

derson

Smilin'

—

—

First National
Through, with Norma

Tal-

madge. This picture is a work of art.
No gun play, nothing in the scenario to
thrill you
but the story delivered as
the star has done is a lesson in acting
Norma's
that you will never forget.
work makes you unload jour heart by
simply acting with a feeling of a true

—

heart that is a thrill in itself. A
Wyndham
masterful work of acting.
Standing and Harrison Ford great in
their parts, not forgetting the two kids
in the first scenes who were as good as
If anyone does
the balance of the cast.
not like this picture it is because he is
sick and should be sent to the bughouse.
Monroe theatre, Key
Carbonell,
J.
West. Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman in His House, with a spe-

woman

—

cial

—

cast.

—Truly

a

good

picture.

No

censorship needed for this kind of a pro-

And yet it will please them
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Neb. Small town patronage.
SMILIN' THROUGH with Norma
Talmadge. Opened the new Temple
picture.
splendid
this
with
theatre
Proved a most acceptable program for
season's
of
the
one
the occasion. It is
best productions. B. C. Brown, Temple
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Through, with Norma TalSmilin'
madge. If there were more pictures like
this, the producers and exhibitors would
Consider this the
go Smilin' Through.

duction.
all.

—

—

—

—

—

only 100 per cent production played this
year so far. C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre,
Amarillo, Tex. General patronage.
Smilin' Through, with Norma Talmadge.— Best picture star has ever apPlayed two days to fine
peared in.
Patrons pleased 100 per cent.
business.
Book this one and you won't go wrong.
Opposition two tent shows.
Fine paper.
P. W. Palmer, Rialto theatre, EdgerNeighborhood patronag*.
ton. Wis.
Norma Tal Smilin' Through, with

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

——
A
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5,

In fact, having seven years' experience, it
the best I ever saw. C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga. General

—

is

—

patronage.
The Oath, with a special cast. Another picture that's big.
Get it if you

—

to please your patrons.
We did
think it as big as we found out
after first screening.
H. A. Larson, Ma-

want
not

—

jestic theatre,

Oakland, Neb.

— Small town

patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
Although an old picture, my patrons enjoyed it. Eugene Saunders, Saunders
theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patron-

—

—

age.

MY BOY

with

Jackie

Coogan.—

week previous, certain failure loomed
large on the horizon. Business men decided to hold no Fourth of July celebraNeighboring town advertised big
tion.
stunts.
City people all planned picnics
and fishing trips, etc. I resolved to
make a big effort. Put up huge banner
across street. Played up
of
in newspapers what the "Shelbyville
Republican" said about the play as contained in the press sheet. Made extra
board displays of 11 by 14's. Put on
matinee. Then got a local committee
to put up prizes for street sports to
follow matinee and helped run them off
myself. Result: Got the country people
in strong and had to turn them away

MY BOY

One

younger players who has jumped

into prominence during the past few
of his excellent portrayals is Glenn Hunter (left) who, with the
Hackett brothers, is supporting Dorothy Gish in "The Country Flapper," a
Producers Security Corporation feature.

of the

months because

madge.

— We

made money on

this.

It is

good.
It draws well and pleases, yet
they said they thought it would be bet-

But

ter.

book

it.

— H.

at that you can't
It will please

go wrong
and stand

to
a
theatre,

Larson, Majestic
Oakland, Neb. Small town patronage.
Smilin' Through, with Norma Talmadge. This feature and Harold Lloyd
in Never Weaken were a clean up.
Best
picture star has ever made.
Too much
could not be said of this picture.
Played
three days. Jack Quinlan, Orpheum theatre, Kenosha, Wis.
Transient patronraise.

A.

—

—

—

—

age.
Smilin*

Through, with Norma Talmadge. This is a dandy picture and no
doubt Norma's best, but wouldn't get the
money.
All those who saw it were
pleased and talked about it, but the advertising is all costume stuff and kills
the picture, and the rental is about 50 per
cent too high. H. M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre, Aurora, Neb. Small town

—

—

—

patronage.

The Seventh Day, with Richard Barthelmess. Good interesting picture. Did
not draw as well as Tol'able David. H.
G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chan-

—

—

—

—

title was one thing against it.
Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

the

The

Woman He

— Just
ordinary

Stewart.

tures,
very well,

Married, with Anita
Anita Stewart pic-

like all

Second day beat opening.

— C.

please.

R.

Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.

van,

Drew

program picture.
however, and seemed to

Sulli-

— Gen-

eral patronage.

Sonny,

with

Richard

Barthelmess.

Plot held interest to the finish.
One of
the best pictures of the year.
Give us
more like it, Dick.
If we can get as
good features as Sonny, the exhibitors'
troubles will cease.
It pleased everyone
who came.
It was a real pleasure to
hear the many favorable comments made

Barthelmess and
people came out.
every character in the cast were excelDirection and photography excellent.
as

lent.

—H.

J.

Alexandria,

Longaker, Howard theatre,
Minn. General patronage.

—

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production. More favorable comments
than on The Old Nest or Humoresque.
You owe it to your theatre to play this
picture.
Invite ministers, preachers and

—

Okla. General patronage.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge. Received a set back at the box
office with this.
One patron told me it

You
social workers to showing first.
J. S. Wasserman, Rican't go wrong.
Neighborhood
alto theatre, Pecos, Tex.

was no picture for Norma Talmadge.

Love Never Dies, a King Vidor production. Just an average program picture but it seemed to please the majority.
Otis Lamon, Auditorium theatre, Elm-

dler,

—

Star's pictures have not been consistently
up to standard in the last four releases.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chi-

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Seventh Day, with Richard Barthelmess. — Not as good as Tol'able David, but pleasing. — C. R. Sullivan, Fair
theatre, Amarillo, Tex. — General patronage.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand. — Good
cago,

111.

picture to good business.
Mabel is a
good bet yet if she has a chance. Book it
and boost it. E. E. Gaily, Crystal the-

—

atre,

Wayne, Neb.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

One Clear Call, with a special cast.
One fine picture and all of my patrons
agreed with me, but why it did not draw
at the

box

office is

beyond me.

Perhaps

—

—

patronage.

—
—

wood, Wis. Small town patronage.
The Great Adventure, with Lionel
Barrymore. Very good program picture.
J.
A. Holmes, Arcade theatre,
Neighborhood patronHoltville,
Cal.

—

—

age.

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.—
InThe dog is absolutely wonderful.
teresting story and well liked by patrons.
G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre,

— H.

—

Chandler, Okla. General patronage.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess. Words cannot express the valuation of this picture as a box office winner.
Fifty or more patrons have asked
me to book it for a return engagement.

—

performances.
Played FOUR
an Educational ape

both

TIMES FOILED,

comedy, which produced as much favor-

MY

able comment as
BOY. This made
a fine combination. Charged 50 and 20
cents. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-

—

mon,

Ida.

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Failed to draw.
Play said to be average.
Philip Rand, Rex theI did not see it.

—

Salmon, Ida.
Playthings of Destiny,

atre,

Stewart.

—Not

as

with

Anita

good as some of her
to draw a paying house.

others, and failed
This is the last Stewart I have contracted
for, and will have to try something else
or close up shop.
G. F. Rediske, Star
Small town pattheatre, Ryegate, Mont.

—

—

ronage.

The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore.— This is a triangle play with a
new twist. John Barrymore is a great
actor, but no comedian, as he is supposed
At least I judge
to be in this picture.
so, as the picture is not supposed to be
taken seriously except that part of it
which intimates that life on a lonely island in mid-ocean is preferable to mingling with the society swells in a large

That agrees
such as New York.
with my sentiments also, so let's make it
unanimous.
Our people seemed to enjoy
city,

the picture and we did a satisfactory
business considering the time of year.

Wm.

H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc— can only say just what the

Neb.
tion.

—

—

at

I

all

other exhibitors have already told you.
There is nothing to it. Neilan must have
been asleep when he wrote this story, but
he apologizes at the end. C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga. General
patronage.

—

—

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.

— Heavy

drama of Alaska and city life.
Slow in getting under way, but gains interest-momentum as it rolls along, and
ends with a strong heart appealing climax.
Story revolves around a young
man who is falsely accused of murder and
is sentenced to be hanged and at the last
The excellent paper
minute is saved.
pulled them in and once in patrons were
I believe it is Bosworth's
highly pleased.
best play save Behind the Door. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.
The Devil's Garden, with Lionel Bar-

—

—
August

5,

—

—

—

—
—

mystery story and drew a fair crowd and
Poor title. G. F.
they were all satisfied.
Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
patronage.
Small town
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
Used this one two days. Can say that
Small
Ozark is not a two day town.
I
believe picture
crowd each night.

—

Everybody was a
pleased 100 per cent.
Play it and let them know
booster.
what you have and please them once. J.
Boatwright,

Radio

—

Ozark,

theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.
A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production. — Nothing to this one. Might
about
have been better
was made
Too drawn out. — Otis Lalive
mon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess. — A really notable production. Will
Mo.

in

if it

reels.

Best mountain drama
The kind of a picture
in many years.
that makes your patrons greet you with
It is as
a smile when they come out.

go big anywhere.

—

good as Way Down East. Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.— Charles
is pretty fair when he has a good director, but with him directing it is all bunk.
Laughs are missing in R. S. V. P. Mrs.
Frank Paul, Marvel theatre, Carlinville,
111.— Population 5,000.

—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
This picture will get the money anywhere.
The boy and the dog are wonI advise all exhibitors to play
derful.
this picture.
C. H. Simpson, Princess
General patronage.
theatre, Millen, Ga.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
An extra good feature. Pleased my audiThe kind of feature my patrons
ence.
sure did like.
Several good comments.
F. Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver,
J.
Okla. General patronage.
Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. Talmadge goes a little too
However, there
far to suit our people.

—

—

—

—

is

a

good lesson

in this picture.

— Hardin

Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre, HarMo. Neighborhood patronage.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald. A poor picture.
Miss Macdin,

—
—

She
losing out fast.
sure won't get the money here any more.
Donald certainly

—
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rymore. Very poor, uninteresting story.
Barrymore's acting excellent, but this
does not offset rotten story. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla. General patronage.
Nobody, with a special cast. A fine

W.

—

is

Each picture gets worse.

Mazda

over,

— H.

theatre, Aurora,

M. SchoonNeb. Small

—

iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii

town patronage.

The

Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
to shout
about.
Will please majority. H. J.
Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, 0.

—A

|

Us to Send
One Gratis

—
— Transient patronage.
The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore. — Picture out of the ordinary.
Pleased most of my patrons.
It's a big
production, however, and should be appreciated more than it seemed to be.
Tropical settings fine.
Good drawing
cast of stars which should bring in good
box office receipts. Business fair. B. C.
Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

—

Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. A real knockout.
They leave
your theatre with a smile after seeing
this.
Mrs. Frank Paul, Marvel theatre,

—

—

Carlinville,

111.

— Population

5,000.

—A

Cabiria, with a special cast.
good
picture for Europe, not for U. S. A. Our
scenic effects are better than those of
Europe. J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre,
Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray. Best
I
have had.
My patrons well
pleased.
The four round fight had them

Ray

—

raising out of their seats. J.
dresen, Rialto
theatre,
Cozad,

all

W. AnNeb.

Am

—
— Otis

Glaum. This
pleased nearly everyone and has a wonI

Guilty, with Louise

scene or story in

court

derful

—

—

expenses.— G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont. Small town patronage.

—

The

Kid, with

pleased nearly
it

came back

—

Chaplin. One
we have played and

Charlie

of the best pictures

Several that had seen

all.

to see

it

again.

All left

my

place wanting to know when we were
going to show the rest of it.
The tail
and quite a bit was missing.
Some said
there was as much as two reels missing.

Have run four First National pictures
and had trouble with all of them. J. W.
Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Mother O'Mine, a Thomas H. Ince

—

theatre,

—

Holtville,

Cal.

—Neighborhood

The Cup

of Life, a Thomas H. Ince
production.— Played to good attendance
run despite hot weather
for a week's
and pleased all patrons. Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Transient patronage.
The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
special cast.
This picture we consider
the best we have run for a long time.
Had more favorable comments on it than
The child is wonderful.
any other.
Frank Ober, Boynton theatre, Boynton,
Okla. General patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary PickRepeated to big and satisfied busiford.

—

—
—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
ness.
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore. A good picture and a little dif-

—

—

ferent than the regular run.
About
about 75 per cent.

pleased
a reel too
It

—

long and makes it draggy in spots. H.
M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre, Aurora.
Neb. Small town patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice

—

J
|
g
1
| turn mail. I am enclosing a
| check to cover. In case it isn't
1 out yet, kindly hold check and
g send as soon as possible. I
g consider it a very valuable asWith best
jj set to my business.
g wishes for your continued good
g work.

W.
g
[
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g ice and
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LANDERS,
Gem theatre,

L.
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Batesville, Ark.
Note.— The

BOX

OFFICE

a part of the HERALD servmailed without charge to all
paid-in-advance subscribers.
Mr. Landers'
check has been returned and he will be
mailed the next issue of the RECORD
gratis as soon as it is off the press early
>n September.
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Tourneur production.
in

— Should

be shown

every theatre, as

it is clean and above
L. Freeman, Grand theCity, Fla.
Neighborhood pat-

the average.
atre,

Lake

—F.

—

ronage.

—

Gypsy Blood, with Pola Negri. The
story of "Carmen" staged by

famous

many

actors and singers of note.
It appeals only to high class and those who
enjoy the play from an artistic or dramatic viewpoint.
In this extremely realistic
and finely directed drama, Pola
Negri does remarkable acting.
If you
take First National service run Passion
first, Gypsy Blood second, One Arabian
Night third, as star killed herself with us
in One Arabian Night.
only had a
handful for Gypsy Blood. This might go
well if worked up for a woman's club.
Of course average fan will not like it all.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

We

—

My Lady

Friends, with Mr. and Mrs.
can always depend on a fairly good comedy from these
two people, and this one is no exception.
Business was fair. Wm. H. Creal, Sub-

Carter

De Haven.

— We

—

urban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

patronage.

—

edi-

it.

Lamon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood,
Small town patronage.
The Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith production.
Good picture of the South Seas.
A little rough in places, but not enough
The "naughty wiggle"
to do any harm.
of the hula dancer might shock the modesty of some.
No business. Just made
Wis.

|
1
tion of the BOX OFFICE
j
RECORD, I wish you would |
kindly send same to me by re- I
you have the second

If

i

Neighborhood patronage.

Pleases

It

good picture but nothing

production. A real picture with a real
story and cast. J. A. Holmes, Arcade

Katherine MacDonald in a scene from "Domestic
Relations" (First National)

59

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Mother O' Mine, Thomas H. Ince proThis is a most unusual picture.

duction.-

You

—

don't think so

much

of it at first,
interesting from
the start, but the picture grows on you.
Soon it grips and finally it grips until
there is nothing in Heaven nor on earth
that would induce you to take your eyes
from the screen. Mrs. W. M. Kimbro,
Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga.

although

it

is

somewhat

—

Small town patronage.

The

Kid,

with

Packed them

in for

—

Charlie
Chaplin.—
two days and it went

over great. Fred Kersten, Kersten theWis. Neighborhood
Wittenberg,
atre,
patronage.

—

Nineteen and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.
picture, but not as good as some
older Charles Ray pictures. H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.

— Good

—

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge. A peach of a picture that

—

——A
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—

should please all crowds anywhere. L.
Marshall Baker, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
General patronage.

—

—

with George Walsh. Had
booked for two days and sure was
stormed
glad it
both days so few of my
patrons saw it.
Lay off this one, unless
you want junk. J. M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre, Aurora, Neb. Small town
Serenade,

this

—

Daddy Long Legs, with Mary
ford.
this

— Repeats

Pick-

on Heart O' the Hill and
brought more business than some

new

stuff.
Personally, regard these as
best of her career.
P. G. Estee, Fad the-

—

Brookings,
patronage.
atre,

Nomads
miss
atre,

S.

D.

—

Neighborhood

of the

—

—

ronage.

Bob Hampton

of

Xeilan production.

a Marshall
as good as
ever run.

is

—

Jim the Penman, with Lionel Barrymore. While my remarks in regard to
this picture may seem somewhat belated,

—

yet if anything I can say will prevent the
recurrence of such productions, perhaps
my opinion may still be timely. I once
saw this sterling actor in one of the best
pictures ever projected on a screen, and
I claim it is an outrage to force him to
If he is
descend to the level of this one.
making his own pictures, more is the

—Wm.

Okay.

— P.

G.

Brookings, S. D.

Fad

Estee,

Up

Tom

and Going, with

patron-

Mix.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.
Splendid.
One of the best pictures I
have ever had.
in the name of the
American eagle some exhibitors will pay
outrageous prices for pictures from some
corporations when Fox gives such as
this at regular price is beyond me to unMrs. L. M. Carter, Court thederstand.

—

H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha. Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

My

AlBoy, with Jackie Coogan.
this cost about twice as much as
Peck's Bad Boy, my patrons told me they
If
thought the latter the better picture.
the number of laughs is any criterion by
which to make comparison, then Peck's
Wm. E.
Bad Boy won by a mile.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

though

—

—

SKY HIGH

Tenn.

— Neighborhood

Mix.— Best
long time. Used

I
have had in a
ones, threes, photos, slide and constructed a large box kite and painted
the words "Sky High" on sides.
Kept
the kite up during day preceding showing. S. F. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

house

—

—

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.
Not so good as some of his former pictures.
Too much burlesque comedy and
It
far fetched titles hunting for laughs.
gets by and brings in the Mix fans. Business

three

fair

Temple

days.

— Ben

Tom

Mix.

as good as the usual Mix pictures,
but will please the Mix fans. F. L.
Freeman, Grand theatre, Lake City, Fla.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Would
Drew

be glad to get more like this one.
well on a very hot night and
pleased
my patrons. S. N. Andresen,

—

— Neighborspecial cast. —

Royal theatre, Ponca, Neb.
hood patronage.

Thunderclap, with a
in every sense of the word.
Everything the producers
thriller.

melodrama

claim.
Spells melodrama in big type.
No offensive situations. Little morbid
in places.
Many liked it. A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ida.

—

—

The Night Horsemen, with

— This

Mix.
everyone, even

pleased

picture

who

Tom

Western plays. PicGood theme. More
ture well gotten up.
pictures like this will boost business.
Played

it

dislike

Round

with Leather Pushers,

and made a good program.

W. Kemp, Gem

— Norman

Hobart, Ind.

theatre,

Neighborhood patronage.

The Last Trail, with a special cast.
A real knockout. A
Some picture.
A picture of no commoney getter.
Carbonell, Monroe theatre.
plaints.
J.
Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Queen

of Sheba, with a special cast.
Gigantic sets,
An elaborate spectacle.
fine acting, wonderful photography, but
I don't believe it's
did not pull for me.
a small town picture. P. G. Vaughan,
Royal theatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.
Star in old style Western with some action so stressed as to appear almost as a

burlesque.
not please.

Brookings,

Good bad man

— P.
S.

D.

G.

—

Did

stuff.

Fad theatre,
Neighborhood patronEstee,

age.

A

classic dance from the Universal feature "Kissed," in which Marie Prevost
is

starred.

Arabian Love, with a special

Went
cent.

Enclosed find our check

over big here.
You can boost

Pleased

it.

— F.

L.

cast.

100

per

Freeman,

|
f

g
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Please

let

for
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Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.

2,

|

theatre, Bellaire, O.

Chasing the Moon, with

people

;

Morris,

L.

Not

A

Goes Back
Not Needed

|

jj

Tom

with

1922

5,

Tins Check

— Not

the kind of picture people expect to see
Mix in, but a very good production and
should please the majority. P. G. Vaughan. Royal theatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.

atre, Huntingdon,
pati onage.

|

theatre,

— Neighborhood

age.

Placer,

— This

We
any super-special we have
find Wesley Barry a good buy at any
Frank Ober, Boynton theatre,
time.
Boynton, Okla. General patronage.

—

—

the

August

plilllllDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllll

Why

North, with a special
This pleased everyone, as all Curpictures do in our theatre.
Don't
it.
Otis Lamon, Auditorium theElmwood, Wis. Small town pat-

—

cast.

wood

Fox
The Ragged Heiress, with Shirley Mason.
Young and old, tough or tender,
they like Shirley, and her work deserves

—

patronage.

pity.

—

= RECORD

g

press

gratis
in

early

all

1

the next issue of the
as soon as it is off the
September.

H
g

^iiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiii uuiii utiTiiiuiunii ii in i iiuiiuiiiu imiuii umiKiiiimuin iniiitiiiniiiiniiiiHiiiHna^l

Grand theatre, Lake
borhood patronage.

City,

The Big Punch, with
This

Fla.

— Neigh-

Charles Jones.—

a splendid feature.
Good from
start to finish, but did not end right. The
is

preacher at his home church lost all his
audience, but won the girl's heart, but
should have won back his church audience and should have held another meeting showing a big crowd and several
converts.
But there's a good moral lesson worthy for any audience to see it.
F. Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver,
J.
Okla. General patronage.

A

—
—

Connecticut Yankee, with a special
cast.
Biggest thing since Over the Hill.
Playing five days and it has started off
with a bang.
Title draws.
A. McKivett,
Bijou theatre, Racine, Wis. Transient
patronage.

—

—

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.

— They

all liked this one.
He always
gets the money for me.
It's a real good
western. C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.
General patronage.

—

—

Gold with William FarA good society drama with some
action toward the last.
Did not
for me.
William Farnum never
P. G. Vaughan, Royal theatre,
Summit, Mo. Neighborhood pat-

Shackles of

—

num.
good
draw

does.
Lee's

—

—

ronage.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix —
Good Mix picture that drew and pleased.

— C.

R. Sullivan, Fair theatre, Amarillo.

—

Tex. General patronage.
Thunderclap, with a special cast. An
I consider
honest-to-goodness thriller.
this the best picture that we have run in
Played to loss on account
some time.
of rain, but no fault of picture. C. Mai-

—

—

—A
August

Dreamland theatre, High Springs,
town patronage.

phurs,
Fla.

— Small

My

Pardon

— Showed

this

Nerve, with Charles Jones.
on July 4, and played to a

small but pleased house.
Star a good
drawing card with us. Mrs. D. C. Turney. Miller theatre, Bonesteel, S. D.

—

Whatever She Wants, with Eileen PerEileen is ahvays good, and this is no

cy.

—

Don't

exception.

pass

up.

it

— H.

J.

Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.

Graybill,

— Transient

patronage.

What Love

Will Do, with a special
a
fair
program
picture.
to please the majority.
C. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

— Just
Seemed

cast.

—

General patronage.

—

Over the Hill, with a special cast.
wonderful picture.
Alary Carr's work
cannot be beat, and it should please 100
cent.
per
The first picture that I have
raised admission on for a year.
S. N.
Andresen, Royal theatre, Ponca, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Over the

with a special cast.

Hill,

Excellent.
One of the best stories I
have ever seen, and one that has a universal
appeal.
If we could get more like it
and get them at a reasonable price we
might get by. H. T. Hodge, Alcove theatre, Stamford, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Up and

—

Tom

Going, with

much tame

Mix.

— Too

The high

stuff in this one.

for Mix anyway, so
not put him in more rough stuff
and keep him out of dress suits? Mrs.

brows don't care

why

—

Frank Paul, Marvel theatre,
Ill— Population 5,000.

Carlinville.

—

Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.
good desert picture of the Sheik type, but
not to be compared to The Sheik for
drawing power. O.K. if bought at program
prices.
F. G. Yaughan, Royal theatre.

—

Mo.

Lee's Summit,
ronage.

A

— Neighborhood

Connecticut Yankee, with

cast.

— Class

as

pat-

special
picture only.

program

a

He makes

Fox says super-special.

misone of them.

takes sometimes.
This is
Shaffer & Sanders, Amusu theatre,

Hoo-

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Lady from Longacre, with William Russell. — Fair entertainment. Title
Neb.

per,

—
I
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5,

—

—

drawing power. Wm. E. TragsTrags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
has no

Royal

we have run, excepting of course.
The Connecticut Yankee. Good business

theatre,
Lee's
Summit, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
Western Speed, with Charles Jones.

specials

—

Plenty of action.
Pleased 100 per cent.
"Buck" sure shows his stuff in this. H.
Family theatre, Bridgeport,
J. Graybill,
O. Transient patronage.

—

—

—

Footfalls, with a special cast.
One of
the pictures you have to buy to get Over
the Hill.
I saw it screened and am going
to pay for it and leave it on the shelf.
Not good for small towns. P. G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
feature that will please any audience.
Lots of comments.
The kind of
feature they like.
Out here Tom Mix is
my best drawing card. J. F. Spangler,
Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla. General
After Your

—A

—

—

patronage.

The Strength
liam Russell.

of the Pines, with

— Pretty

Wil-

good program

pica real
P. G.

ture.
Not enough material for
good production. Should please.
Yaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's Summit,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Sky High, with Tom Mix. This isn't
a regular Tom Mix picture, but a scenic.
However, anything Tom does is all right.
Advertised a cheap trip to the Grand

—

—

—

Canyon, and a great many who are not
regular Tom Mixers came to see the
scenery, which was very good. Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Devil Within, with Dustin Far-

—

A pretty fair picture, but a little
too rough in some places and some
scenes impossible. J. J. Felder, Clinch
theatre,
Frost Proof, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
>
num.

—

—

—

Just Pals, with Charles Jones.
Not as
good as other Jones features, but went
over O. K. F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.

—

Percy.

—

—

Hawkshaw, with

Miss

Little

I

run

few 20th

a

cut expense and
as good here as

I

Eileen
Centuries to

find that they

go over

most any other picture.
treats me right, too.
J. J. Felder,
Clinch theatre. Frost Proof, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
Perjury, with William Farnum.
Fine
One of the best of Fox's so-called super-

Fox

—

CORINNE GRIFFITH

in

—
—

61

and everybody pleased. E. H. Elliott.
Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind. Small town

—

patronage.

Tom

For Big Stakes, with

Mix

Mix.

— Best

Full of action and pep. Better than his last two.— E. E. Gaily, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Neighborhood
lately.

—

patronage.

Chasing the Moon, with

They might

call

this

Tom

picture

Mix.

"hokum,"

but it's the kind that goes over big in the
smaller towns.
One of the best he has
made this year. Mrs. Frank Paul, Marvel theatre, Carlinsville, 111.
Population

—

—

5,000.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.—
Jones goes here with my crowd abou'as good as Mix, as I hardly ever get a
M ix without I take a bunch of others
you.—J.

that

kill

atre,

Frost Proof, Fla.

Felder,

J.

Clinch the-

A Stage Romance, with William Farnum. Another picture like this and I
would want to quit business.
Won't
please 5 per cent.
If Bill makes another
one of these costume plays, I see him
taking a back seat like some of the rest

—

The reviewers

of the older stars.

wrong.
atre,

— Mrs.

are

all

Frank Paul, Marvel the-

Carlinville,

111.

— Population

5,000.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones,
to above average business with
over half the men out on railroad strike.
Personally I thought this the poorest
Jones picture we have run, but the patrons thought otherwise. C. Malphurs,

— Played

—

Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla.
Small town patronage.
Western Speed, with Charles Jones.

Good

up-to-date Western.
Jones gaining with our patrons.
I
still advertise
him as "Buck," regardless of the head
office edict that his name be exploited as
Charles.
P. G. Estee, Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Over the
have played

—

Hill,

with a special cast.

—

many good

pictures, in fact
all the great ones, but Over the Hill is
Picthe greatest picture ever shown.
tures like this one are a boost to the
screen, and will make friends with all the
religious
people
who are constantly
against the screen; for it's better and of

dorf,

—

Shame, with a special cast. Not a
pleasant picture, but well acted, though
No intelligent man
would throw up everything just because
some one suggested he was a half caste.
It's too long.
You do not miss much
by leaving it off. Ben L. Morris, Tem-

much overdrawn.

—

ple theatre,

O.

Bellaire,

The Ragged Heiress, with Shirley Mason.
Pleasing little picture, as most of
this
star's
productions are.
Did not
draw.
No fault of picture. P. G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
A Man's Fight, with Dustin Farnum.
A good picture which enjoyed pleased
good business. William Noble, Broadway theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. Gen-

—

eral

A
sell.

—

patronage.
Self

Made Man,

— Good

pleased

all.

title,

Bill is

with William Rus-

good

and
Play it.— E.

picture,

O. K.

E. Gaily, Crystal theatre,

Wayne, Neb.

Neighborhood patronage.
Sky High, with Tom Mix. One of his
best.
Boost it.
You can't go wrong.
F. L. Freeman,
Grand theatre, Lake
City, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Western Speed, with Charles Jones.
Another one of "Buck's" good ones. In
fact, one of his best.
P. G. Vaughan,

—

—

—

a scene

from her

late

Coupons."

Vitagraph production, "Divorce

—A

—A

——

I
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greater moral strength than any sermon
preached.
Fox, the stars, and the screen
at large should congratulate themselves
in showing this challenge to the screen
opponents.
It is a picture that will live
forever in the minds of all of those who
have the pleasure of seeing it. J. Carbonell,

Monroe

theatre,

—
Key West,

Fla.

Neighborhood patronage.

Hotchkiss,
Princess theatre,
Elkhorn,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Man With Two Mothers, with a
special cast. Just an average program
offering. Stars good, story weak, photography faulty. Can't hand this one much,
but have played worse. -J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb. Gen-

—

—

—

—

eral patronage.

DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD

—

with

a special cast. I find it is good business
to play these older features of known
value. A great picture. How do I know
the value of these?
EXHIBITORS
HERALD, of course. F. E. Sabin, Matheatre,
jestic
Eureka, Mont. Small
town patronage.
Mr. Barnes of New York, with Tom
Moore. Goldwyn saved this for the finish of their 1922 program.
Old fashioned styles of clothes worn by all characters.
No business with it. Charles H.
Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Just Out of College, with Jack Pick-

—

—

—

—

— Only

a light

comedy drama. Jack

Pickford not much of a drawing card.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Theodora, with a special cast. Wonderful picture, but few appreciated it. No
more foreign pictures for me. Lost more
on this picture than any ever played. Lay
Mrs.
off it, you small town exhibitors.
P. G. Maddox, Maddox theatre, Archer,
Neighborhood patronage.
Fla.
Prisoners of Love, with Betty CompHard to follow, but good to look
son.
SupMiss Compson wonderful.
at.
port not up to her standard, except
Did not
Lewis, who is always good.
P. G.

—

—

—

—
—

Tem-

Men and Gold, with a special
did not see this picture but I
heard several comments on it from patrons passing out and they were very
favorable to the picture.
Business just
average. Charles H. Ryan, Garfield the-

—

I

—

—

—

Morris,

L.

Yellow

cast.

Chicago,

age.

Come on Over, with a special cast.
mighty nice, clean picture.
Good paper
and patrons spoke highly of it.
Played
two nights to fair business. Charles C.

— Ben

ple theatre, Bellaire, O.

atre,

Goldwyn

ford.

generally please.

Snowblind,

— Neighborhood patron— A
with a special
111.

cast.

good program

picture.
Not a special.
Do not try to raise your admission price.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,

—

—

Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Beating the Game, with Tom Moore.

A good Tom Moore

—

satisfied.
C.
atre, High

Everyone
Malphurs, Dreamland theSprings, Fla. Small town
picture.

—

patronage.

Yellow

Men and

Gold, with a special
picture to poor business, but no fault of picture.
W. L.
Uglow, Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis.

cast.

—A

program

— Neighborhood

—

patronage.

Come on Over,
One of the most

with a special cast.
satisfying pictures out
this year.
Played it return date to a big
audience.
Rupert Hughes always delivers the goods.
Mrs. Frank Paul, Marvel theatre, Carlinville, 111.
Pooulation

—

—

j,000.

Pardon My French, with Vivian MarToo disconnected.
Nothing to it.
Not a compliment. Mrs. P. G. Maddox,

tin.

—

—

Maddox

— Neighborspecial
—

theatre, Archer, Fla.

hood patronage.
Come on Over, with a
cast.
little gem.
Here is a picture that you
can run without any apology.
It is full
of delightful comedy and well directed.
Patrons ask for more of this kind. B. C.
Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

—

—

Earthbound,

with a special cast.
very much and so did the better
couldn't understand it.
others
class, but
Old but worth playing. Mrs. P. G. MadMaddox theatre, Archer, Fla.
dox,
Neighborhood patronage.
Prisoners of Love, with Betty Compliked

it

—

son.

— Good

little

program

picture.

— P.

G.

Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

Wet

Gold, with a special cast.

— Good

August
Something

picture.

1922

5,

The

different.

un-

dersea pictures are 100 per cent entertaining.
Picture
gave absolute satis-

—

faction here.
C. H. Simpson, Princess
theatre, Millen, Ga.
General patronage.

—

Grand Larceny, with a special cast.
Very good.
Number of compliments.
Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Maddox theatre,
Archer, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Earthbound, with a special cast.—
Draggy on the start and then grabbed
the interest and held it in fine shape t#
the end.
Audience well satisfied. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz. General patronage.
The Penalty, with Lon Chaney. Some
thought this the best ever, while others
walked out as they could not stand the
type of show.
Lon Chaney does good
work and show is good.
Story is a
mean one, but ends okay. W. T. Biggs,.
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Small town

—

—

—

—
—

patronage.

—

Wet Gold, with a special cast. Good
undersea picture.
Many compliments.
Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Maddox theatre,
Archer, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl with the Jazz Heart, with

—

Madge Kennedy. — A fair program picThe title seemed to please fairly

ture.

well and

drew

well.

— C. H.
— Small

Bills,

House, Lenora, Kan.

Opera

town

pat-

ronage.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.

— Good

picture.

— P.

Fairmont,
patronage.

theatre,

G.

Neb.

Held,

Sterling

— Neighborhood

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Broke the record with box office reBuy it and get them in if you
have to use a chain. Mrs. P. G. Madceipts.

—

Maddox

dox,

Archer,

theatre,

Fla.

Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
cast.
Very good.
Pleased 99 per cent.
It's good for any size town.
H. A. Lar-

—

—

Majestic theatre,
Small town patronage.

son,

Oakland,

Neb.

Hodkinson
French

with Irene Castle.
People came to see Miss
Castle and enjoyed the picture.
We
classed it as fine except weak fight
scenes among lumberjacks. P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. Neighbor-

Drew

Heels,

well.

—
—

hood patronage.
The Grey Dawn, with a special cast.
Very good.
Pleased wonderfully well.
Plenty of action. H. J. Graybill, Fam-

—

ily

theatre,

Bridgeport,

O.

— Transient

patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, with
Very good indeed. You

cast.

—

no mistake on this one.

— Ralph

a special
will make

R. Grib-

Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Neighborhood patronage.

ble.

—

Ont.

—

The Spenders, with a special cast. An
old picture, but a good wholesome comedy-drama. P. G. Estee, Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Mysterious Rider, with a special
As all Zane Greys, it drew well and

cast.

—

pleased better.

— H.

theatre, Oakland,

A. Larson, Majestic

Neb.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The Westerners, with a special cast.
This one deserves to be classed as a speFor an every day picture it can't be
cial.
Brothers, book it and advertise it
beat.
R. L. Dowbig, for it's a sure winner.
ling, Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.— Neigh-

—

borhood patronage.
Lavender and Old Lace, with a special
Drew a crowd of the older folks.
cast.
A good clean story
Pleased everyone.
and should please all classes. K. J. Ug-

—

—

A

scene from the B. F. Schulberg special production, "Rich Men's Wives," being distributed by Preferred Pictures, Inc., and the Al Lichtman Corp.

low, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Mysterious Rider, with a special

—A
August

—

A good picture. Pleased 4th of
July crowd and drew well the 5th. F.
E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.

cast.

—

The Mysterious

many

—

ways.

Rider,

Zane Grey

a

An excellent picture in
Many splendid comedy

situations contained throughout.
Our
patrons well pleased.
Very good business.
A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theTwin Falls, Ida. Neighborhood
atre,

—

—

patronage.

The Westerners, with Roy

Stewart.

just seven reels of picture.
The
titles are so dim that you cannot read
about half of them. S. N. Andresen,
Royal theatre, Ponca, Neb. Neighbor-

This

is

—

—

hood patronage.
Lavender and. Old Lace, with a special cast.
A splendid picture and 100 per
cent production.
Played two days to
business.
good
Miss Snow is excellent.
Title draws.
Frank Steffen, Rex theatre,
Racine, Wis.
The Mysterious Rider, with a special
cast.
If you are quite sure your patrons
like the Zane Greys, assure them of a
good evening's entertainment. They will

—

—

—

not be disappointed.
More than
they will be thoroughly satisfied.

that,

— Mrs.

W.

M.

Kimbro,
Greenland
theatre,
Greensboro, Ga. Small town patronage.
The Mysterious Rider, a Zane Grey
production. A very good Western. As
good as the average Zane Grey. H. J.
Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, 0.

—

—

—

They

—

borhood patronage.

The Man

of the Forest, with a special
cast.— Personally I liked The Mysterious
Rider better, but the two packed houses
I
had on the Fourth said it was fine,
although, as a lot of them told me, it
did not follow the book very closely.
However, it is a good picture and pleased,
which is the main point.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

— Wm.

Small town patronage.
The Broken Gate, with Bessie Barriscale.
Very good. All pleased. Mrs. P.
Maddox theatre, Archer,
G. Maddox,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Free Air, with Marjorie Seaman.

—

—
—

—

wholesome feature which also afgood exploitation angles. P. G.
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.

clean
fords
Estee,

—

Like

'Em Rough,

with

Viola

Dana. Comedy-drama in which a husband uses cave man tactics to make his
flapper wife come to time.
It is a good
offering and Viola Dana enacts her role
in a way of her own that wins her to the
heart of the fans.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.
Sherlock Brown, with Bert Lytell.
Rather tiresome for two reels, then kind
of silly, but with all just enough sense to
get by with Bert Lytell's acting.
He is
worthy of better stuff, was general opinGiacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
ion.
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
Kisses, with Alice Lake.
A program
Alice Lake is as sweet as the
gem.
candy she sells in the picture. This picture will take with any audience. J. Car-

—

bonell,

—

Monroe

—

—

Key West,

theatre,

Fla.

Neighborhood patronage.

Turn To
production.

the

Right,

a

— Overrated

Would go

Rex Ingram

crook

picture.

houses catering to melodramas and crook pictures, at program
prices,
but not good as a special for
high class patronage. Jack Tiller, TemGeneral patple theatre, McCook, Neb.
ronage.
Garments of Truth, with Gareth
in

— —

—

Hughes. Good program picture that
pleased about 90 per cent. Mrs. D. C.
Turney, Miller theatre, Bonesteel, S. D.
Fighting Mad, with William Desmond.
Good picture and drew well. Good
Played one day and patrons were
paper.
Full of action. G. C. Van
all pleased.
Slyck, Majestic theatre, Lake Geneva,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—Transient patronage.
The Truant Husband, with a special —
— A good comedy-drama. Pleased
our audience. — Hardin Entertainment
Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighcast.

—

—

—

Sherlock Brown, with Bert Lytell.
Not so good. Star has made many betSupIt is a comedy-drama.
ter ones.
porting cast contains Sylvia Breamer. On
Garfield
Ryan,
Charles H.
five reels.
Neighborhood pattheatre, Chicago, 111.

—

—

ronage.

—

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.
work of art. A most pleasing producPlay it. F. E. Sabin, Majestic
tion.
Small town patheatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

—

tronage.

The Infamous Miss

Revell, with Alice
Too
business, poor title.
is
eating too
Alice
No pep.
slow.
many beans. She is getting fat, so I am
going to drop her. E. E. Gaily, Crystal
Neighborhood
theatre, Wayne, Neb.

Lake.

— Poor

—

—

patronage.
Little

Hughes.

Eva

— Poor

Ascends,
title.

but Hughes made good
Bros., Crystal theatre,

— General

with

Failed

to

—

Gareth
draw,

Giacoma
in this.
Tombstone, Ariz.

patronage.

Can Explain, with Gareth Hughes.
A comedy-drama that seemed to be over
They thought
the heads of our audience.
Hughes is very good in a
foolish.
it
I

Morosco
First

in a

"The Half-Breed," an Oliver
production
distributed
by

National.

from

scene

Fox

and

"Monte

support

Cristo"

in

the

a
big

special.

Pretty good.
Goes very well as a popular priced attraction.
Story well done
and star has good part. Ben L. Morris,

—

Elk Grand theatre, Bellaire, O.
Fighting Mad, with William Desmond.

— Good

Everybody who saw

picture.

it

well pleased.
No business, but no fault
of picture.
Metro has some good pictures and they sell them at a reasonable
price.
H. T. Hodge, Maeroy theatre,
Ballinger, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Little

Hughes.

drama

Eva

—A

that

Ascends,

most

with

Gareth

comedyour audience seemed to most
delightful

thoroughly enjoy.
Hughes at his best
in this and seems to have a following

—

here.
Ben L.
Bellaire, O.

Morris,

Olympic

theatre,

Pathe

—

Half a Chance, with a special cast.
very good picture and one that will please
the most of them.
Put this on with
Lloyd in An Eastern Westerner, also had
a 10 piece band.
After the dust had settled and the smoke cleared up, I had $6

—

my share. G. F. Rediske, Star
Ryegate,
Mont.— Small town
patronage.
The Killer, with a special cast. Fine
picture, but the name spoils it for advertising.
If you can get by with the name
you have a real picture to offer your patrons.
Pleased all.
Drew good. Number of good comments. Anderson
left for
theatre,

—

Gem

Weathersby,

— Neighborhood

—

&

Omaha, Neb.

theatre,

patronage.

Paramount
Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt. Like all Jack Holt pictures, a
very pleasant entertainment and one that

hood patronage.

hood patronage.
A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas Meig-

—

scene from

JOHN GILBERT

Got fair business.
poor kind of a part.
Ben
It is a picture you can do without.
L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
The Great Redeemer, with a special
cas t. If you haven't run this, do so. Best
we have shown as a Sunday night program so far.— Mrs. D. C. Turney, Miller
theatre, Bonesteel, S. D.
Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.—
Advertise Valentino
wonderful picture.
Ice scenes wonand you will clean up.
Story strong.—J. A. Holmes, Arderful.
cade theatre, Holtville, Cal.— Neighbor-

—

Hugh Thompson and King Evers
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—A

—

Fascination, with Mae Murray. If you
ran Peacock Alley and were satisfied,
make no mistake and get this one. Elaborate production well staged and directed.
—Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Over the Wire, with Alice Lake.

—

Man

The

—

please

will

Monroe

average.

the

theatre,

—

Key West,

J.

Carbonell,

Fla.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Matrimony a Failure? with a

Is

— Good

special

comedy-drama, but it did not
take.
One day would have been enough
Good cast, but it was not what
for me.
cast.

demands

for screen entertainCharles H. Ryan,
six reels.
NeighborGarfield theatre, Chicago, 111.

the public

ment.

On

—

—

— Went

over very big for three days
Coma great family picture.
N. J. Blumberg, Rialto
all good.
Transient
patrontheatre, Racine, Wis.
han.

and it
ments

is

—

—

age.

Across

the

Continent,

with Wallace

——

———
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Reid.

—A

J.

typical Reid picture

and one of
Theodore Roberts as

good ones.

his

He

Fla.

— Neighborhood

—

Boutin,

did not please.
Too old now.
Business very poor.
Must keep away
from playing pictures out of date. Hairpins out of date since bobbed hair is in
style.— Norman W. Kemp, Gem theatre,
Hobart, Ind. Neighborhood patronage!

Myers

—

Three Word Brand, with William S.
Hart. Did a knockout business.
Had
very many comments.
Pleased at least
90 per cent.— R. J. Smith, Palm theatre.

—

a story that suited her this time, and
Melford's direction, combined with the
star's ability, made seven reels of good

entertainment.
Photography good. Patrons well pleased.
Many good comments. H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre,
Alexandria, Minn. General patronage.
The Little Minister, with Betty Compson.
As sweet as the breath of the
weather.
Splendid!
Nice business, and
liked by 98 per cent of our people.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.— Neighborhood patronage.

Lindsay, Neb.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres.— Biggest crowd this
season.
Played
one
day.
Patrons
pleased with story and star. W. A.
Christians, Christians theatre, Johnson
Creek, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.— A good cast consisting of
Conrad Nagel, Theodore Roberts, Leatrice
Joy,
Jack
Mower and Edith

—

—

—

—

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid.— Four days to good business and
the picture pleased.
Good for any class.

Roberts.
Lavishly staged as De Mille
always does.
Title is a good one for
the box office.
It is the type of a pic-

Title is misleading, but will please 100
per cent. C. G. Boutin, Myers theatre,
Janesville, Wis.
Transient patronage.

—

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production. Two days to excellent business.
Will please as nearly 100 per cent
as any picture ever did.
Play it and
boost it.
Will stand raise in admission.
Story, setting, action A-l. J. S. Wasserman, Rialto theatre, Pecos, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres. Here is a picture you sure
can get out and rave about and know
some one won't bawl you out after they
see the picture.
played this four
days to big business on the hottest week
so far this summer.
It broke an attendance record and pleased 100 per cent
are going to play a return date on it

ture fans like these days.

It has some
and punches.
It is quite long, being on nine reelsCharles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

melodramatic

—

—

We

We

this Fall.
Don't see why we can't have
more like it. H. M. Schoonover, Mazda
theatre, Aurora, Neb.
Small towji pat-

—

—

ronage.

The

Little Minister, with Betty

Comp-

— Exceptionally good. Book and
Holmes, Arcade theatre.
— A. Neighborhood
—
patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. — Very good. Book
Bound
to please.
Out of the ordinary. — Shaffer & Sanders, Amusu theatre, Hooper,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth, with
Thomas Meighan. — This
really too
son.

it

boost

J.

it.

Holtville, Cal.

it.

is

slow for general entertainment and would
not advise booking it.
It will please
some, as it is finely produced, and well
acted.
It will go way over the heads of
the average.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Ida.
Travelin' On, with William S. Hart.—
Good subject.
Drew splendidly and
pleased all of a big Saturday night crowd.
Empire theatre,
L. Marshall Baker,
Winchester, Va. General patronage.
The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Charles is a
Pleased 100 per cent.

—

—

—

—

favorite
theatre,

here.

— H.

Bridgeport,

Graybill.

J.

O.

Family

— Transient

pat-

ronage.

The Law and
cial

cast.

the

— Picture

Woman,

with a spe-

good.

Attendance

—

Tom
first day. extra good second.
Magruder, Elite theatre, Baxter Springs,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray.
One of the poorest Rays we have had.
No favorable comments, and Rav has
Attendance fair.
been a favorite here.
Floyd W. Reed, Orpheum theatre, St.
Bernice, Ind. Small town patronage.
What's Your Hurry with Wallace
fair

—

—

moments

—

STUART HOLMES

as Duke Michael in
"The Prisoner of Zenda," the new Rex
Ingram-Metro production.

—

—

—

picture

in

—

1922

5,

—

rora,

theatre,
— Transient patronage.
The Woman Who Walked Alone, with
Dorothy Dalton. — Miss Dalton was cast

—

August

H. M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre, AuNeb. Small town patronage.
Hairpins, with Enid Bennett.
This

patronage.

Paramount Encore Week.— Played the
seven to double my average business
along with Brown's Saxaphone Six.
A
sure combination for a big box office return.
C. G.
Janesville, Wis.

D

Another of those rip-roaring auto stories
that please everybody.
Played to good
business.
Wallie is a good bet here.—

always delivers the goods.
Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,

usual.

—A—

,

—

Reid.
This is one of Reid's best and
will please any audience.
Went 100 per
cent here. F. L. Freeman, Grand theatre, Lake City, Fla.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

One

with
like

cast. — Mv
Too much

a special
this kind.

history.
Very spectacular. —
A.
Holmes, Arcade theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.Holtville,
The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan production. — Very good and one that
please
classes.
Patrons
Drew good. — Stube and Quade,
J.

Cal.

will

all

all

satis-

fied.

a Minute, with

Douglas MacLean.

— Clever
picture.
Pleased
patrons. — Shaffer & Sanders, Amusu
little

atre,

Deception,
people don't

all

Hooper, Neb.

— Neighborhood

our
thepat-

ronage.

The Dancin'

Fool, with Wallace Reid.
picture pleased, but was a loser
for me.
Too high rental for an old picture.
Hard to get them in on a week
day night during summer.
If this picture has not been played no one can go
wrong.
However, don't pay high rental
for it.
Norman W. Kemp, Gem theatre,

— This

—

—

Hobart, Ind. -Neighborhood patronage.
Chickens, with Douglas MacLean.
This picture was a knockout.
Played it,
on July 4 and people sure enjoyed it. A
good comedy.— H. M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre, Aurora, Neb. Small town
patronage.
The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.
Passed the critics as a good regular
program picture. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General
patronage.
Humoresque, with a special cast. This
is
very good.
It is old, but mother
stories or pictures are always good.
We
ran this two nights annd were very well
pleased with the receipts, having raised
the price of adults to 30 cents.— Frank
Ober, Boynton theatre, Boynton, Okla.
General patronage.
Burglar Proof, with Bryant Washburn.
Will please where
Very good show.
Washburn is liked.
W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Small town
patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
that
picture
production.
Excellent
should appeal to church people and those
that fight motion pictures, but they will
They are too
not come out to see them.
prejudiced to give us a chance to show,
them.
H. T. Hodge, Queen theatre,
Winters, Tex. -Small town patronage.
Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Maunesha theatre, Waterloo,
Neighborhood patronage.
Something to Think About, a

—

De

Wis.
Cecil B.

Mille production. Played this as
return date.
Drew good. All pleased.
Clean, good story.
Fine entertainment.
J.
S.
Wasserman,
Rialto
theatre,
Pecos, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
O'Malley of The Mounted, with William S. Hart. A good picture. Pleased
about 90 per cent. Do not try to play
this as a special.— P. G. Held, Sterling

—

—
—

Fairmont,

theatre,

Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Mistress of the World, with Mia May.

— Lay

off

either

from

of

this

box

standpoint.
It
exhibitors such

is

one.

It

office

or

shame

a

stuff

with

is

no good,

amusement
hand the

to

Paramount's

Opera House.
— C. H.
Lenora, Kan. — Small town patronage.
The Home Stretch, with Douglas
MacLean. — A clever
comedy which
will
please
the
majority. — Wm.
E.
Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Millo
production. — Good picture but not

name on

Bills,

it.

little

Neillsville,

in

class with others of Cecil B. De Mille's.
The price, as a special, won't stand ad-

—

vance in price of admission. J. S. Wasserman, Rialto theatre, Pecos, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres.
very interesting plot well acted and di-

—

rected.

The

story

was

slightly different

and held interest above the average.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexGeneral patronage.
andria, Minn.

—

—

Exit the Vamp, with Ethel Clayton
A very good offering and one which
pleased 80 per cent of our patrons.
Ryan & Kundert, Empress theatre,
Beresford, S. D. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

Cappy

—Very

Ricks,

good,

with Thomas Meighan.
but Meighan don't go

—A
August

5,

—

here for some reason. Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

Treasure Island, with Marion Davies.
This is an old one but it has the story
and went over good. C. H. Bills, Opera
House. Leonora. Kan. Small town pat-

—

—

tronage.

A

Miss Lulu Bett, with a special cast.
very good program picture and one

that

please
Xeis,

will

— A.

R.

classes.
Drew fair.
Shadows theatre, Lodi,
all

— Neighborhood patronage.
It Pays To Advertise, with
Bryant
Washburn. — A good comedy-drama.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont.
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
W

is.

Buried Treasure, with Marion Davies.
A fairly pretentious offering which
was made a long time ago. A costume
play with a little blood and thunder
thrown in for good measure. Wm. E.
Neillsville,
Tragsdorf.
Trags theatre.
Wis. Small town patronage.
Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick.
Good comedy drama. I played a Snooky
two reel comedy in conjunction with
this and filled my house.
P. G. Held,
Fairmont,
Sterling
theatre.
Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
O'Malley of the Mounted, with Wm.
A good Bill Hart Western.
S. Hart.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre.
Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage

—

—

—

—

—

Something To Think About, a

De

Cecil

—

production.
Excellent.
Give us more pictures like this and the
censorship talk will cease. Any exhibitor that gets behind this picture can
make money with it. P. G. Held.
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Mille

—

R-C

—

Pictures

—

A very
snappy picture which proved a great sucand enjo>-ed splendid good business.
William Noble, New Folly theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronBoy Crazy, with Doris May.

cess,

—

—

age.

Two Kinds of Women, with Pauline
Frederick. The best picture Pauline ever
made. Splendid, but it failed to draw.

—

Luna

der.

—A

all

classes.

splendid picture that will please
A funny picture with clean

—

humor.
Drew fair Paul C. Nowatske,
Park theatre, Mukwonga, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
good, clean, light comedy that created no
little
amusement. A very satisfactory

—

Brooklyn, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Beyond the Rainbow, with a special
cast.
A really fine production and one
theatre,

—

—

picture of
tal

its

—

Giacoma Bros., CrysTombstone, Ariz. General

kind.

theatre,

—

patronage.

The Vermilion Pencil, with Sessue Hayakawa. A very good program picture
and one that pleased 90 per cent. Star
draws here. G. A. Schochow, Bijo theatre, Wausau, Wis.
Neighborhood pa-

—

—

—

The Lure

—A

of Jade, with

Pauline Fred-

good picture and drew well,
but a good many didn't like the ending.
Otherwise pleased well. Frederick a good
bet here.
C. H. Bills. Opera House, Lenora, Kan.
Small town patronage.
Cold Steel, with J. P. Morgan.— Fair,
erick.

—

average

—

Western.

Trags theatre,
town patronage.

— Wm.

Neillsville,

E.

Tragsdorf,
Wis. Small

—

—A

The Sleep Walker, with Constance Binney. A good program picture with a
beautiful star.
J. Carbonell. Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Through a Glass Window, with May
McAvoy. Our patrons like May Mc-

—

Avoy.

well up to the
standard of her previous vehicles.
Charles H. Ryan. Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhod patronage.

This picture

is

—

A Game

Chicken, with Bebe Daniels.
A big disappointment for us. This was
one Realart that we had been looking
forward to.
If you haven't booked the
last series of Realart our advice is to lay
off.
Good attendance. Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary
Miles Minter. Good comedy. Liked by
nearly all. Mary always has and I think
always will pull here. Ralph R. Gribblc,
Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Room

—

—
A Heart to Let, with Justine Johnstone. — Poorest Johnstone to date. — Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
First Love, with

When

it

comes

you can mark

saw

this

Pleased

kicks.

twice.

it

— R.

Ozark, Ala.

atre,

Constance Binney.
down good ones
one on the list. No

to hard
all

who saw

L. Dowling,

Some

it.

Ozark

—Neighborhood

the-

patron-

age.

The Truthful Liar, with Wanda HawAverage program picture. Wanda

ley.

—

should be put

in better stories.

the looks and
a chance.
E.

would make good

—

if given
Crystal theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

E. Gaily,

—

Wayne, Neb.
Oh! Lady, Lady, with Bebe
Have had better ones than
Bebe.
atre,

— Wm.

She has

E.

Neillsville,

Daniels.
this

from

Tragsdorf. Trags theWis. Small town pa-

—

tronage.

Realart

—

65

ney.
pleasing comedy-drama, although
rather long in getting started.
C. Malphurs. Dreamland theatre, High Springs,
Fla.
Small town patronage.

tronage.

—

—

B.

—
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—A

and Board, with Constance Bin-

Bobbed Hair, with Wanda Hawley.
This is positively the worst bunch of
junk ever thrown on a screen.
Had a
street carnival for competition and was
glad after viewing it. Was thankful more
didn't come.
My advice to all who have
it
bought is to pay for it and let them
keep it. Mrs. Frank Paul. Marvel theatre, Carlinville, 111.
Population 5.000.

—

—

Room and

Board, with Constance Binney. Best Binney I have shown to date,
and I have shown them all. Pleased 100
per cent. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theSmall town paatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

—

—

tronage.

Selznick
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
This
Here's seven reels of laughter.
picture is full of action from start to finish.
As for comedy, it cannot be beat
Book it and push it big. 'Drew fine.
Anderson & Weathersby, Gem theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Channing of the Northwest, with Eugene O'Brien. Would have pleased if it
had finished. Patrons said we failed to
run last reel. Drew well, but personally
I
don't like the star.— Floyd W. Reed,

—

—
—

—

that should please all classes.
M. Norton, Classic theatre.

—

Wis.

— Neighborhood

The

Drew

good.

Watertown,

patronage.

Vermilion

Pencil, with
Sessue
Hayakawa.
splendid picture. Pleased
our patrons. Best Chinese picture we
ever exhibited.
P. E. Packwood, Star

—A

—

theatre,

Wyaconda, Mo.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

A

The Swamp, with Sessue Hayakawa.
real

picture

and patrons were well

—

pleased.
Drew very good. Mrs. Wood.
Grand theatre, E. Troy, Wis. Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.
A Wife's Awakening, with a special
cast.
Very interesting. Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
Gen-

—

eral

—

—

patronage.

The

Stealers,

with a

special

cast.

—

very fine play.

Played to good crowd.
Not liked.
Too good a show for our
patronage.— T. M. Morris, Plaza theatre.
Obert, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Th.e Lure of Jade, with Pauline Fred-

—

erick.

—A

very unpleasing picture that did
get people out.
Pauline Ferderick
seems to have lost her drawing power.
Story is well done, but theme poor.
Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand theatre, Bel-

not

O.
Seven Years Bad Luck, with

laire,

Max

Lin-

Russell Simpson, Robert McKim, Dorcas Mathews and an all-star cast in a tense scene
from the J. P. McCarthy drama ''Out of the Dust," which is being distributed in
Central West by Clyde Elliott Amusement Enterprises.

—A

—

—A
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the business to go after.
Men and
boys walk out on it. Very poor for three
Ben. L. Morris, Temple theatre,
Bellaire, O.
is

day.

—

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.

—A

very good picture for a
Too long a show for the
Business average. A. G.
Miller, Miller theatre, Atkinson, Neb.—
Neighborhod patronage.

costume play.
.summer time.

Through

—

Back Door, with Mary

the

— This a god clean picture,
and will satisfy any patronage. Was 100
per cent here. — F. L. Freeman, Grand
theatre, Lake City, Fla. — Neighborhood
Pickford.

is

patronage.

Way Down

East, a D.

— Can

W.

Griffith pro-

add nothing to what already has been said about this picture.
Bringing it back again next week. Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. Small town patronage.
duction.

—

—

The Iron

Trail, with a special cast.
picture.
True to advertisement
sent out if bought right. Will please the
exhibitor and public. Jack Tiller, Temple
theatre, McCook, Neb.
General patron-

Fine

—

—

age.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas

MABEL NORMAND

scene from "Suzanna," Mack Sennett's latest comedydrama for First National.

in a

—

Wonderful picture, but not
a drawing card for small town, as usually there are not enough people to appreciate it.
Don't care for costume pictures here. J. S. Wasserman, Riolto theFairbanks.

—

Pecos, Tex.

atre,

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Orpheum

theatre,

St.

Bernice,

Drew

Ind.

Small town patronage.

—

Society Snobs, with Conway Tearle.
I did not see this one, but several told
me it was a god picture. C. H. Simpson,
Princess theater, Millen, Ga. General pa-

—

—

tronage.

By Right of Purchase, with Norma
Talmadge. Selznick revival of popular
A picture that stacks up with the
story.

—

modren productions. It got
business and seemed to please. Ben L.
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
best of the

—

Midnight, with Constance Binney.
Nothing to rave over.
Fair picture.
Pleased most. Business light on account
E. E.
of the chautauqua, darn them.
theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Gaily, Crystal
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

Safety Curtain, with

—

Norma

Tal-

madge. A revival but a good one. Eugene O'Brien as the male lead. Everyone
liked it and the acting and directing is
as good as we see in present day releases.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, ChiNeighborhood patronage.
cago, 111.

—

last

named

— H.

is

way

A. Larson,

—

the best for this

town

Majestic theatre,

Oak-

Neb. Small town patronage.
Reckless Youth, with Elaine HammerAlthough I did not do a big busistein.
ness, I do not consider it the fault of
the picture. Everyone liked it very much.
Eugene Saunders, Saunders theatre,
Harvard, 111. General patronage.
Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.
dandy picture and one that will please all
Drew very well. Mrs. C. B.
classes.
Hess, Ideal theatre, Delavan, Wis.
land,

—

—

—

—

—

E.

Wis.

Opera

Joppa,

— Neighborhood

Hall,

The Black Bag, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Good picture. Has a good detect-

—

—

ually increasing business.
Created lots
of favorable talk. No! It did not cost us
$1,000,000.00— Palace theatre, Clark

Ashland,

O.

—-Neighborhood&

patronage.
Pickford.
ladies

Fauntleroy,

— Will

please

and children.

with

—

J.

Mary

especially the

all,

this on per
Wasserman,

Played

cent to fair business.
Rialto theatre, Pecos,

S.

Tex.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Way Down

East, a D. W. Griffith profor three days, and am
bringing it back for one day more, as we
could not seat them all in three days.
E. E. Gaily, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
duction.

— Pleased

— Neighborhood
Way Down

—

W.

Griffith prodid well. Bet-

in America. Saw it eight times and hungry for more. You can deal with them
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Little

it

first.

Fauntleroy, with Mary
Boys, Oh Boys, never
I be caught in a flood if I see
Booked to the right of me,

Lord

— Oh

Pickford.
again will

A

booked to the left, in front, behind.
truly great picture, and those who saw it
said so, but we'll pay a reward for anyone who saw
ders theatre,
tronage.

— Eugene Saunders,

it.-

Harvard,

111.

—

SaunGeneral pa-

Back Door, with Mary
Should
Pickford. Very good picture.
please all classes.
P. G. Vaughan, Royal
Neighbortheatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.

H. Simpson, Princess
General patronage.
theatre, Millen, Ga.
The Greatest Love, with a special cast.
One of the best pictures I have run.
Everyone pleased. A story with a moral.

hood patronage.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, with
Mary
Pickford.
Nice sugary picture. Sweet
Nice characters. You know the
story.
Kids and small girls like it. That
kind.

always pleases.

—

— C.

—

—Fairly good

young

picture.

Drew

Pleased almost

all

the

young

ones.

Ozark theatre, Ozark,
Neighborhood patronage.

Through

—

—

On

the

—

—

lots of

but kept the old ones back.

folks,

—R. L.
Ala.

—

with Hoot Gibson. This
class and those using
Westerns will make no mistake in letting
their people see it. We've been showing
this star's productions ever since he be-

Step

picture

is

It,

first

gan making features, and this is the first
one on which we did a satisfactory busiPerhaps someone will wonder why
ness.
we have been so persistent. Well, that is
about the easiest puzzle we were ever

We

upon

to answer.

the

like

manager

The
for

secret

is

this:

Universal

at

this place, Mr. H. F. Lefholtz, and intend
to show his pictures until death or Carl
H. Creal,
Laemmle us do part.

—Wm.

— NeighGibson. —

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.
borhood patronage.

On

Step

It,

with

Hoot

dandy Western with action and comedy.
Brought in the biggest night in four

Hoot is very popular here. Picture as good as they make Westerns.
Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Belmonths.

laire,

O.

Her Night
vost.

of Nights, with Marie Prelittle star in one of her

—Adorable

very prettiest pictures. Marie and gowns
You won't go
Boost it.
beautiful.
wrong. Mrs. L. M. Carter, Court theNeighborhood
atre, Huntingdon, Tenn.
patronage.
The Man Who Married His On Wife,
with Frank Mayo. Better than the average program picture. Well liked here.

—

Neighborhod patronage.
Remorseless Love, with Elaine HamIn fact, I have
merstein. Very good.
never seen this star in a bad picture. She

—

vost.

called

patronage.

East, a D.

duction.- Second run and
ter than expected.
The greatest picture

—

—

Dowling,

Lord

Little

story in it, also a good love story.
Pleased 100 per cent. This star is very
popular with our patrons. Anderson &
Weathersby, Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Her Night of Nights, with Marie Preive

The Ruling Passion, with George Arliss.
Very fine. A pleasure to run such
Ran it three days to a grada picture.

Edwards,

Universal

patron-

United Artists

—

After Midnight and The Palace of
Darkened Windows, with special casts.
The
Pleasing pictures that drew well.

fair.— L.

Deerfield,
age.

—

—

— F.

Freeman, Grand theatre, Lake
Fla.— Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Silent North, with Frank
Mayo. Good attraction. Fair Saturday
L.

City,

—

—A

—A
August

5,

—

crowd. Tom Magruder, Elite theatre.
Baxter Springs, Kan. Neighborhood pa-

had no complaints. Too much jazz.
H. J. Graybill, Family theatre, Bridge-

tronage.

port, O.

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys WalPleased everyone. Nothing extraorton.
dinary, but mighty fine entertainment.
H. J. Graybill, Family theatre, Bridge-

Shattered Dreams, with Miss duPont.
A dandy picture. Went over in fine
shape.
Universal most always good.
Tom Magruder, Elite theatre, Baxter
Springs, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

O.

port,

— Transient

patronage.

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Walton.
Good picture with Jewish section
setting and star in role of adopted girl,
herself of Irish parentage.
Not as much
humor as her recent releases. P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Who

The Man

Married His

with

Frank Mayo.

good

price.

— Can

be

—

Own

Wife,

bought

at

Play very interesting. Mayo
is
generally good.
Played this with
Around the Corners with Brownie, the
dog.
Good comedy. Good combination.
—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.
The Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.
Absolutely the punkest picture we've
run during the past twelve months. The
story is a "sloppy," disconnected affair;
the photography could have been much

—

and the direction was

better,

W.

—

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.—
Only picture we have had in a month that
drew business on its merits.
Big for
three days.
Record July 4th business.
Not so good all through, but wonderful
finish redeems it.
Wallace and Noah
Berry put over big parts.

Miss Dean

at
class

her best.
Picture worthy of any
house.
Ben. L. Morris, Temple theatre,

—

Bellaire,

O.

—

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo. Will not
be like the exhibitor that Carl Laemmle
talked about.
This is jam up of a damn
good picture!
And should please any
crowd. Book it if you haven't played it
yet.. Pleased 100 per cent.
Lots of comments.
Better than the so-called specials.
J.
W. Boatright, Radio theatre.

—

— Transient

The Rage

of Paris, with Miss duPont.
just ordinary and could not
class as a good five reel feature.
Miss
duPont not liked here. H. D. Tawney,
Dixie theatre, Lilbourn, Mo. Small town

— Picture

—

—

patronage.

The Golden Gallows, with Miss duPont.
Good picture, but star not well liked ever
Wives. Believe that
picture would go well with any big short

after playing Foolish

Norman W. Kemp, Gem

subject.

Hobart,

Ind.

— Neighborhood

—

Ozark, Mo. Neighborhood patronage
Step On It, with Hoot Gibson. Good
Western. Not quite up to Headin' West,
but satisfactory to all concerned.
P. G.
Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.—
Neighborhod patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. Made a good regular program

—
—

the-

pa-

tronage.

Man

—

Man, with Harry Carey.
wonderful Western and a money maker.
Grab this and clean up. Tom Magruder,
to

—

Elite

Baxter

Springs,
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre,

Kan.

—

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson. It
a good five reel Western with enough
comedy running through it to please any
audience. -W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Florala, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.
is

—

—

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.
our business gets a slump and our
patrons pass us up on account of heat,
we get Harry Carey and, oh, boy, how
they come!
We did more business on
this
than Humoresque. Frank
Ober,
Boynton theatre, Boynton, Okla. General patronage.

When

—

—

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pleased 75 per cent. The other 25 per
cent thought it so-so.
F. E. Sabin, MaSmall town
jestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

—

—

patronage.

No Woman Knows,

with a special cast.
the K. C. office
got this one they have reduced it down
to seven reels and I don't think they even
Might
did anything to it only patch it.
Paid 15
have been good if all there.
bucks for two nights. L'sed one night.
More kicks on it than all others com-

— In

eight reels.

bined.

— Since

—

W.

J.

Ozark, Mo.
Dr. Jim,

—

atre,

67

patronage.

terrible.

Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.
P.

—
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by

Boatwright. Radio theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.
with Frank Mayo. — Very well

If you haven't played it, get
E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.

liked

busy.

all.

— F.

—

The Bear
is

Hoot Gibson.— This

Cat, with

weakest Gibson

the

ever

I

ran,

al-

though it pleased the majority. It is a
Western. W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,
Anita, la.
Small town patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.
Good picture and pleased the

—
—
—

majority.
Used singer in connection.
Must say that singer helped a lot. Some
said that it was too sad, but all said it
was a good picture. J. W. Boatwright,

—

Radio theatre, Ozark,
hood patronage.

Mo.

The Man Trackers, with

— Fine

Liked by

play.

—

— Neighbor-

a special cast.

all.

Played to

small house, rain. T. M. Morris, Plaza
theatre, Obert, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

The

—

Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.

— Punk.

No

story,

no direction, nothing

to it.
Gladys has fallen flat on all of her
late pictures.
Used to be a popular little
star that drew well, but nothing to them

now.

— H.

lene,

Tex.

T.

Hodge,

Gem

— Neighborhod

Tracked

theatre,

Abi-

patronage.

to Earth, with

Frank Mayo.

Universal's program pictures are all they
advertise them to be. backed up with
No mistake in
good paper, cuts, etc.
booking them. Jack Tiller, Temple the-

—

—

McCook, Neb. General patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy

atre,

—

Quite a little
Phillips.
Fair picture.
Did fair business.
corned}- in first part.
Used slides one sheets and photos. S.
F. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Man Under Cover, with Herbert
Very good program picture.
Just enough comedy to make them feel
Rawlinson.

—

—

H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Neb. Small town patronage.
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
A good

good.

—

—

picture, but not a big special. Would not
advise to raise admission. J. S. Wasserman, Rialto theatre, Pecos, Tex. Neigh-

—

borhood patronage.
Step

On

It,

with Hoot

—
Gibson. — Very

—
picture. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Good show, but old. This is worth boost-

— W.

ing and will not disappoint you.
Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.

T.

— Small

town patronage.

No Woman Knows,

with a special cast.
business and pleased. Don't
promise too much, as there are others
along this line that are just as good and
some better. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town
patronage.

— Drew extra

—

—

The Fox, with

Harry Carey.

— Good

picture and pleased all.
Universal's sure
the friend of the small town exhibitor.
C. C. Baker, Strand theatre, Britton, S. D.

The Bear

Cat, with

Hoot Gibson.

— By

far the poorest Hoot Gibson we have
run.
Hard to follow the story. Good
fight in last reel had the photography

been taken closer up.

We

could hardly

—

distinguish the characters.
H. D.
ney, Dixie theatre, Lilbourn, Mo.

Taw-

—

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
dandy Western. If you want a Western
with action, good horse riding, and some
comedy, book this one. W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre. Anita, la. Small town

—

—

patronage.

The Dangerous
Prevost.

— Did

Little Devil, with

Marie

not take well, although

I

A

featuring "Big Boy"
scene from "The Freshie," a Frederick Herbst Production
Williams, distributed by DiLorenzo, Inc.

—

—A

——
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— what

disappointing. Not up to Gibson's standNo action and not entertaining. No

but

comments. Did not draw. Anderson &
Weathersby, Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo. If they
had put "special" on the tail of this picture they could have tacked on a few
beans more and no one would have any
kick coming. Eugene Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111. General pa-

torium theatre,
patronage.

ard.

—

—

—

—

—

tronage.

The Bear
They ate this

Cat, with Hoot Gibson.
up. Plenty of action. Great

one sheets. Drew fine. Held them out.
—Walter McCloud, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
Neighborhod patronage.

—

—

Man to Man, with Harry Carey. Not
one bit of fault to find with this picture,
and it brought me as good a house as I
have had this year. Eugene Saunders,
Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111. General

—

—
Chaney. — A

patronage.

The Trap, with Lon
derful

picture,

but

peculiar

a

won-

ending.

Played two days to good business. Patrons were all pleased. O. E. Baumann,
Crystal theatre, Ft. Atkinson, Wis.

—

I

want

is

a

worms on cabbage. —-J.

recipe for killing
C. Jenkins, Audi-

Neligh,

Neb.

— General

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.
Well liked by patrons. Dam scene is excellent.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon

—

theatre, Chandler, Okla.
age.

— General

patron-

Don't Get Personal, with Marie Prevost.
A dandy picture that patrons gave
many compliments. Drew very good.
O. L. Bonham, Bonham theatre, Prairie
au Sac, Wis.

—

—

The Fox, with Harry Carey. A real
one! Big crowd came through a terrific
rainstorm to see this one, and everyone
seemed

It is a real pleasto feel repaid.
E. H. Elure to show pictures like this.
Small
liott, Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.

—

—

town patronage.

—

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.
little Western full of pep and acOnly a very
Better than Action.
tion.
small crowd came out to see it. Universal

Neighborhood patronage.

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.— The
picture star has made. Picture
was mistitled. Drew fair. E. J. Deppc,
Gem theatre, Marshall, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
This pleased about 80 per cent of my

—

—

—

audience.
Seemed to please the Harry
Will please any
Carey fans the best.
place where Harry Carey is popular.
F. Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver,
J.
Okla. General patronage.

—
A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Preprogram. Seemed
vost. — A dandy
that saw
to please
good. Better than we expected. —
W. Boatwright,
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo. — Neighborlittle

all

it.

It is

J.

hood patronage.
Don't Get Personal, with Marie Prevost.
Marie herself is all right, and some
exhibitors have reported this as good en-

—

tertainment.

Well,

all right,

may

be

it is,

The Trap,

dandy

—

The Trap, with Lon Chaney.

— Picture

Chaney acting up to
extra good.
usual high standard. Photography extra
scenes simply wonoutdoor
fine and some
his

derful.

— B.

C.

Brown,

Temple

theatre,

Viroqua, Wis.
Shattered Dreams, with Miss duPont.—
Just an ordinary program picture with
about as much pep in it as the star has.
No good for our Saturday night business.
W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Married His Own Wife,
with Frank Mayo. Good picture, but not
quite up to Mayo standard. His releases
ahead of this one are better. J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Walton.
A very good program picture and a
very acceptable Saturday night offering.
Play up the song with the picture and it

—

— B.

—

—

—

—

Brown, Temple

C.

Lon

with

Chaney.

— Not

a

Jewel, but it
pleased very well. Not in the class with
The Penalty. Chaney's work in the last
in

—

two

reels is excellent, however.
Ryan
Kundert, Empress theatre, Beresford,
D. Neighborhood patronage.

—

&
S.

Vitagraph
Too Much

— Played

Business, with a special cast.
on July 4th to 1,500 admisvery amusing comedy drama.

this

A

sions.

—

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean. Patrons were pleased with this one. Star is
popular here. Drew nice crowd. A. T.
Gitter, Opera House, Tigerton, Wis.
Neighborhod patronage.

tronage.
first real

big.

1922

5,

Viroqua, Wis.

theatre,

—

pictures are getting better. J. W. BoatMo.
wright, Radio theatre, Ozark,

—

go over

will

what we expected

Neighborhod patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Another picture that made us money due
H. A. Larson, Majestic
to exploitation.
Small town patheatre, Oakland, Neb.

—

August

—

Makes

a good program picture.
B. C.
Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

The

Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
audience was very much divided.
Some said very poor, some said mlgnty
good.
It pleased about 50 per cent.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Floraia
Ala.
Neighborhood pa f ronagc.

My

—
of Wallingford, with a
— Supposed to be a super-special,

The Son

special

cast.

but

according to the way people looked they
did not like it.
Some told me so. Did
not have any drawing power, only a small
crowd, and I spent double for advertisements. I lost money on this production.
My advice, if you booked it do not boost
too much. J. F. Spangler, Globe theatre,
Beaver, Okla. General patronage.

—

—

The Charming

Deceiver, with Alice
Calhoun. Not much. Can't get the people out to see Alice.
Lose money on her.
Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Maddox theatre,
Archer, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

No Defense, with William Duncan.
On account of this being a Vitagraph picnot worry before the show.
I immediately asked my
booker if he could not get me another
right away.
Eugene Saunders, Saunders
theatre, Harvard, 111.- General patronage.
ture

did

I

After the

show

—

—

The Prodigal Judge, with Jean Paige.—

A

good

picture.

pleased.

It

But

show for my
Cozy theatre,
W.
Neighborhood patronage.
Ala.
reels

—

too much
D.. Patrick,

is

—

eight
patrons.
Floraia,

Can Be Done, with Earle Williams.
them all.— Mrs. P. G. Maddox,

It

— Pleased
Maddox

theatre, Archer, Fla.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Son

of Wallingford, with a special
this booked for July 4th,
and were counting on boosting it a bit,
but on seeing such a roast in this department we let it ride as a program picture,
An A-l picture that will
to our sorrow.
cast.

—We

stand
Co.,

had

boosting.

Odeon

— Hardin

Entertainment
Mo. — Neigh-

theatre, Hardin,

borhood patronage.

—

Say,
Steelheart, with William Duncan.
Boys, here's a good one. Houses went
wild over this and asked for more like it.
Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Maddox theatre,
Archer, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Where Men Are Men, with William

—A

Western drama well
so full of impossible situations as former release, Steelheart, contained.
A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theDuncan.

produced.

fine

Not

—

atre,

Twin

Falls, Ida.

— Neighborhood

pa-

tronage.

The Scarab Ring, with Alice Joyce.
Did- not see it.
Reports were favorable.
Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Maddox theatre,
Archer, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Peggy Puts

It Over, with Alice Calhoun. A fair program picture.
It will
not hurt your house, if it does not draw
you any money. S. N. Andresen, Royal
Neighborhood patheatre, Ponca, Neb.

—

—

—

tronage.

PAUL PARROTT

and company

in a humorous scene from "Scatter Your Shots,"
being distributed through Pathe.

The Fortune Hunter, with Earle WilGood picture. Pleased my pa-

liams.

—

———
August

—

—

Trumpet Island, with a special cast.
Pleased 100 per cent. In fact it was one

—

pheum

of the best pictures I have had in some
time.
Book it. It will never get old.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.

Life's Greatest Question (Jans), with a
special cast.
very good Western picture.
J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

Inc.

Charge It (Equity), with Clara Kimball
Young. Cast includes Herbert Rawlinson and Betty Blythe.
Business good.
Picture well liked and everyone, including
myself, satisfied.
Nuf sed. Charles H.

—

—

—

tronage.

Ryan,

—

Vadis, with a special cast. Only
scholars and ministers appreciated this.
Some left the theatre. Personally, I enjoyed it very much. It will not please the
Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Madsmall towns.

—

—

—

—

With a real
type of Western picture.
story and plot, and minus the usual gun
play. Enjoyed by everyone. Scenery and

—

Anderson &
photography beautiful
Weathersby, Gem theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhod patronage.
.

—

Blot, a Lois Weber production.
genuinely good picture. Got all compliments. Buy it and boost it. You'll not
Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Maddox
regret it.
Neighborhood patheatre, Archer, Fla.
tronage.

The

A

—

—

State Rights
Leave Home

Why

Girls

—

Bros.), with Anna Q. Nilsson
derful picture with a moral. Pleased all
at

—
Holtville,

advance prices.

theatre,

J.

A. Ho'mes, Arcade

Cal.

Where

Is

(Equity),
this

five

—

and Claude
lingwater in a scene from the Goldwyn
production "The Dust Flower."

Wandering Boy Tonight?

—

with a special cast. Played
days to fair business in face of

—

—

—

—

—

tronage.

—

(Kempson),

there.
Kempson has the right idea about
reissues.
John Carsin, Casino theatre,

Mo.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Tangled Trails (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. The best Neal Hart picture I have
seen for some time.
It is an excellent
production and will please any audience
H. T.
that likes Western pictures.
Hodge, Gem theatre, Abilene, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

School Days (Warner Brothers), with
Wesley Barry. Good. Book it and boost

—

it— E.

a

Woman

(Kempson),

ma Talmadge

always gets the money.
John Carsin, Casino theatre, St. Louis,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
A Worldly Madonna (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. Best picture of
star yet, and I have shown six of hers.
Picture drew good and everybody satisTry it. Your patrons will like her
fied.

—

—

A. E. Rogers, Temfine in this picture.
Neighborhood
ple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.

—

patronage.
The Inner Voice (Am. Cin), with E. K.
Lincoln.
Pleased well. Very fine story.
R. J. Smith, Palm theatre, Lindsay,
'

—

Fall of

Babylon

E. Gaily, Crystal theatre,

Wayne,

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Galloping Devil (Canyon),
around
Franklin Farnum. — An

Neb.

all

—

big business.

with

— William

Oklahoma

theatre,

Noble, New Folly
General
City, Okla.

—

patronage.

What No Man Knows
Kimball Young.

Clara

takes

Star

ture.

W.

spe-

This is as old as the ages, but will be
for years to come.
Every theatre
should play this once, but the question of

good

whether one makes money will depend
when and how it is played. A tie-up with
schools, church or woman's club, together
with circus bills, should easily make one
more money than any ordinary special.
There is a certain class who will come
see these big historical spectacular
plays such as Man, Woman, Marriage,
Cabiria, etc. I have won out on the three
mentioned and have booked Queen of
Sheba and will probably play Cleopatra
unless some brother gives me the tip it is
N. G., for it is so old I cannot find any
report on it.
If one books The Fall of
Babylon, be sure one gets a reissue or
that the print is in good shape.
Circus
bills put this over for me at 40 and 20
cents.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-

to

—

mon,

Ida.

— Very

well

here

good
and

pic-

drew

—

The Barbarian (Pioneer), with a special
The bunk. Not even a good program picture. A. G. Miller, Miller the-

—

Atkinson, Neb.

— Neighborhood

pa-

tronage.

The Worldly Madonna (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.— Not much. Did
Far
not please, but disappointed many.
fetched and much below the pictures I
L. Marshall Baker, Empire theatre.
use.
Winchester, Va. General patronage.

—

—

Eyes
cial

with

— We

cast.
this

pleased.

World

(Clune), with a spewere more than pleased
Audience was well
picture.
hope we will be able to

of the

We

attractions of same drawing
No exhibitor can go wrong on
power.
Joe Kizinski, Gem thethis production.

book other

Hartford,

Where

Is

—Mich.

My

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe). with Charles
Hutchison. The best serial we have ever

—

is inquiring, "When are
to run the next Hutch serial?"
C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High
Springs, Fla. Small town patronage.

Everyone

run.

you going

—

—
Crusoe
Myers. — This

(Equity), with

Pleased
pretty good for hot weather.
Is fit to show anywhere.
80 per cent.
A. E. Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

atre,

good

D.

(Griffith), a

— One of the great

Serials

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affil. Dist.), with
Johnny Hines. Excellent. This picture
was a return date picture, but pleased a

atre,

Louis,

of

Norma Talmadge. — The best reissue
Remarkable cast, with
that we ever ran.
Conway Tearle and May McAvoy. Nor-

Everybody remarked going out.
"Great." Photography clear and story all

Alice

of

tures.

St.

Way

The

with

cast.

Hair

— One

—

The

Griffith production.
cials.

Western. Staf new to us, but Western
Mrs. D. C.
fans pronounced him O. K.
Turney, Miller theatre, Bonesteel, S. D.

with Alice
Brady's best pic-

Red

Gil-

Neb.

My

tough competition. Title draws and good
Mrs. Smith, Majestic theatre,
paper.
Transient patronage.
Janesville, Wis.
Devil Dog Dawson (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. If you are looking for fights and
rough stuff, play it. You'll get lots of
action, but for me I don't like it. Pleased
A. E. Rogers, Temple the60 per cent.
Neighborhood paatre, Dexter, N. Y.

Brady.

—

age.

HELENE CHADWICK

— Neighborhood —

patronage.

111.

—

—

(Warner
A won-

Chicago,

theatre,

Making the Grade (Schvvabj, with
David Butler.
Good program picture
and pleased small crowd. Has been a
long time since we used a David Butler
picture.
J. W.
Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.
Neighborhood patron-

—

^Excellent picture. Western secret service
Story that has everything which goes to
make a good entertaining picture. Story
good, acting good. Book it and boost it.
H. T. Hodge, Gem theatre, Abilene,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
Tracks, with Bill Patton. A different

Garfield

Neighborhod patronage.

Neighborhood
theatre, Archer, Fla.
patronage.
Alias Phil Kennedy, with Bill Patton.—

dox

—A
—

—

The Madness of Love, with Jean Scott.
—Just a fair program picture. Time worn
plot.
Not well developed. Good scenic
First Gunning that
effects helped out.
P. G. Estee, Fad thehas not delivered.
Neighborhood paatre, Brookings, S. D.

Quo

— Neigh-

—

—

—

Wis.

Kazan (Davis), with a special cast.
Splendid picture.
Outdoors and a fine
Rrilph R. Gribpicture for hot weather.
ble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Out.
Neighborhood patronage.

patronage.
The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.
Pleased them all. Mrs. P. G. Maddox,
Maddox theatre, Archer, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

Gunning,

theatre, Burlington,

borhood patronage.

— Neighborhood

—

69

humble story with a lesson. Production
fine and patrons gave many good comments. Drew excellent. Had a lady and
two children sing. L. R. Gaede, Or-

W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre.
trons.
Neighborhood patronage.
Florala, Ala.

Wid

———
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—A

Wandering Boy To-

night? (Equity), with a special cast.

—

Robinson

Harry
good drawing

We

nights.

with

(Universal),

proving a very
number on Saturday
use it with a feature. Espeis

cially are the children interested.

— Frank

Ober, Boynton theatre, Boynton, Okla.
General patronage.

Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Myers. When we used the 10th
episode we received notice that it was to

—

be extended to 18 episodes. Story leaves
the book after second episode and Robinson Crusoe's island is thickly inhabited
and they have all kinds of fights and excitment. Lots of stalling and padding to
use up footage. We cancelled because it
H. G. Stettmund,
fell flat at box office.
GenJr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
eral patronage.
White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-

—

—

—A

good serial full of action. Ruth
land.
rides like a whirlwind and fights like a
patrons all like her. Pathe
wildcat.

My

serials

Gem

—

H. T. Hodge,
are good serials.
Neighbortheatre, Abilene, Tex.

hood patronage.
Crusoe
Rob-'nson

—

(Universal),

with

—

—A
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Harry Myers. The first episode is slow,
but it picks up on the second and third.
Lots of thrills. R. L. Dowling, Ozark
theatre, Ozark, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

With Stanley in Africa (Universal),
with George Walsh. On thirteenth episode.
Will please about 30 per cent.
Business is off practically 60 per cent on
this night.
Some few patrons say this
serial is exceptionally interesting, but it
does not draw for us. H. G. Stettmund,
GenJr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
eral patronage.

—

—

—

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth RoA very much worth while serial.
Interest growing every week. Story not
land.

—

the impossible type. Is clean and has lots
Ben. L. Morris,
of action and mystery.
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

Guy Bates Post

—

"VAXJ'VE always made money
on "westerns"

West

at

Dawn"

is

the

"The Gray

best!

its

— here's

The Lost

of Stewart
a

r

City

—

(Warner

Bros.),

with

Hansen. An extra good serial.
Should please almost any audience. A
good buy. Rental terms very reasonable.
An exhibitor will make no mistake in
booking this serial. J. F. Spangler, Globe
Juanita

production
w

—

—

Benj.

Hampton's

B.

The Diamond Queen (Universal), with
Eileen Sedgwick. Very good, but people
here seem to be getting tired of serials.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.

Ed-

theatre,
age.

d White's

masterful story of Frisco

in

Beaver,

the

— General

patron-

Short Subjects
Fox News.

days of the Vigilantes.

—
Okla.

— Have used

Fox News over

two years and built up a small but faithUse International
ful bunch of followers.
News also and it's good, too. P. G. EsFad theatre, Brookings, S. D.
tee,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

When shown on

so

Coast,

the

powerful a newspaper as the San Francisco Bulletin gave

an

as

epoch

-

it

Critics declare that

ture

Hampton

Robert

It

is

McKim

front page space

marking
it

photoplay.
the best pic-

is

ever produced or that
ever appeared

doesn't have to depend on one big

—

it

is

its

climax

a succession

of big scenes, from

the

instant

alarm
for the

Is

Movie

Chats

this single reel,

(Hodkinson).
one on Saturday

and Sunday, and it is the best single I
ever ran. Patrons speak highly of it. K.
Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater,
J.
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. Drew about enough

—

in

one of those rare pictures that

scene for

Urban
Running

the

sounded

assembling

of the Vigilantes to the break-neck
race along the ocean-front in pursuit
of a fallen political czar.

extra business to offset the extra price we
had to put up for them. Have just finished with the Sixth Round and here they
are as I judge them: Rounds 1, 2 and 4
are good. Rounds 3 and 5 are weak not
enough fight, only one round in each.
Round 6 is a jewel with as much fight in
it
as in any two of the other Rounds,

—

and as much comedy as you find in most
of the two reel comedies that are being
offered you.

— W.

P. Perry, Rialto theatre,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Best comedies made for

—

slapstick.

They

tinuous laugh.

A

con-

The Harold Lloyd

reis-

can't be beat.

and 2 reels, are good, 1 reels
better than any new comedies making
now. Grab them. H. T. Hodge, Gem
Neighborhood patheatre, Abilene, Tex.
sues, both 1

—

—

tronage.

Century Comedies (Universal), with
Millions of readers

know Stewart

Edward White's Stories of the West;
many other millions will want to see
his masterpiece

on the screen.

special cast.

HODKINSON
p

I

CT

UR

E S

much

to them.

I

am

barely getting by with them. They are
right if you have not already run
all
Harold Lloyd, Buster Keaton and Larry
Semon.— W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Florala, Ala.

—

PAY DAY

(F. N.) with Charlie ChapCharlie, old boy, I was broke
and could not give my kids any fire
crackers but you came long, took pity
on them and, believe me, they had plenty
Saunders,
show. Eugene
after
the
Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111. General
lin.

'

— Not

a

— Say,

—

—

patronage.
The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. Gosh, I wish Carl
would start Round 7 and finish up the

—

series.

National.)

showed Round 4 and it's
Wouldn't miss 'em

Just

best to
worlds.

"The Masquerader"

in

(First

date.
E.

— F.

Eureka, Mont.

Sabin,

for
theatre,

Majestic

— Small

the

town patronage.
Cops (F. N.), with Buster Keaton.—
The hardened grouch will find some incident to laugh at in this comedy. It is a
crackerjack and both time and money
have been spent on it to make it A-l.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago,

111.

—Neighborhood

patronage.

NEWS

SELZNICK

NO. 1052-C—
news in this reel.
Plenty of variety and that is what the
news reel needs to interest patrons. If
there is one thing that interests each
person the reel is worth while I believe.
Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre,
There

is

some

—

Defiance, O.

real

— General

patronage.

Horse Sense (Universal), with Harry
Sweet. A fair comedy that would have

—

much

been

better

properly

if

Why

directed.

do they saddle one horse and ride
another? Guess the director thought it
would be so funny that people wouldn't
see such things as this, but it isn't near
that funny.

— W.

P. Perry, Rialto theatre,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The

Class

N.), with Charlie
getting worse.
This
good. Shaffer & Sanders,
Amusu theatre, Hooper, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

Idle

Chaplin.
one not

— Chaplin

(F.

much

—

—

The High Sign (Metro), with Buster
Good comedy and only nine

Keaton.

—

children turned out to see Buster. That's
a record for you!
Philip Rand, Rex the-

—

Salmon, Ida.
An Eastern Westerner (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. A dandy comedy (nuff
sed).
Tom Magruder, Elite theatre, Baxter Springs, Kan.
Neighborhood patron-

atre,

—

—

—

age.

For Land's Sake (Educational), with a
we have

—

special cast.
One of the best
run.
Our patrons like slapstick

and

this

the bill.— Floyd W. Reed, Orpheum
theatre, St. Bernice, Ind.
Small town
patronage.
fills

—

—

Cops (F. N.), with Buster Keaton.
very fine comedy. Full of new entertaining tricks. A. R. Anderson, Orpheum

—

theatre,

Twin

Falls,

Ida.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Table Steaks (Universal), with Brownie
the most neutral comedy ir
months. One guy laughed (by mistake,'
and got a dirty look from the audience
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka
Mo. Small town patronage.

— Positively
—

—

The

Battle of Jutland (Educational)
with a special cast. Void of all enter
Be
taining qualities for general public.
longs in schools or navy training quar

—

—

Jack Tiller, Temple theatre, Mc
Cook, Neb. General patronage.
Please Be Careful (Fox), with a specia
cast.
If you need an exceedingly funn

ters.

—

—

—
August
:omedy

to

one.

this

fill up a weak program book
Has more action than some

—

Westerns.
Morehouse,
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F.

S.

Mo.

—

Tokio theatre,
Neighborhood patronFox,

age.

or Never (Asso. Ex.), with HarLloyd. A three reel comedy that
won't disappoint you and your audience
|:f they like to laugh and hear other peoiDle enjoy a good comedy. W. P. Perry,
IRialto theatre, Chej-enne Wells, Colo.
Small town patronage.
Comedies (Pathe). Best all
Rolin
one reelers on the market. M.
• around

Now

•

—

Did

—

—

•

Oppenheimer. Empire theatre,
La.

leans,

——

—Transient

—

New

Or-

Never Weaken (Asso. Ex.), with HarExcellent three reel comedy.
Will go over good if played with a two
reel Western.
I played it with another
comedy. People don't want all comedy
program. Mrs. P. G. Maddox. Maddox
theatre, Archer Fla.
Neighborhood pat-

old Lloyd.

—

—

Box

Shipwrecked

Among

Animals (Universal), with Harry Sweet.
Sweet gaining
in popularity here.
This one and Two of
a Kind had real stuff and brought real
laughs.
P. G. Estee, Fad theatre. Brookings, S. D.
Neighborhod patronage.

—

—

—

Do

(Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd.
this on a novelty program of
short subjects and pleased all.
are
playing all Lloyd comedies that way and
they seem to get over fine. Try it.— J. S.
Wasserman, Rialto theatre, Pecos, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
I

We

Crowds!
— forget

The Play House (F. X.). with Buster
Keaton. This one is a knockout. Buster
is
the whole cheese in this comedy.
That's where it gets its comedy. R. L.
Dowling. Ozark theatre, Ozark. Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on

You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Picture*
Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitori
Fill in this

blank

now and tend

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

born

St.,

Dear-

Chicago.

—

the heat in

Title

—

Barton
Organ equipped
Orchestral

Pay Day (F. N.), with
good comedy but it

Charlie Chaplin.
did not seem to
it liked it. but as

—A

houses.

draw.

Those that saw
a drawing card it is punk.
A. J. Larson,
Owl theatre, Pewakee, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Circus Clowns (Universal), with Baby
Peggy. Another one of those clean,
clever comedies you will just love.
Mrs.
L. M. Carter, Court theatre, Huntingdon,
Tenn. Neighborhood patronage.

BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
5 So.

USE THIS BLANK

—

ronage.

— Played

patronage.
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Wabash Venue

Chicago, Illinois

—

—

—

Star

Producer

Remarks

—

—

Be Reasonable

—

—
The

Greatest Achievement

in Theatre

Organ Building

High-Grade ELECTROPNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
of

in

Advance.

—
— Population
Little Miss Mischief (Universal), with
Baby Peggy.— Book these Baby Peggy

111.

5,000.

Payable
Charge,

—

THEATRE FOR SALE
$1,000.

Movie Theatre

doing good business in small "live'' Lincoln Highway town of about 1,100 population, surrounded
by rich farming community. Theatre has raised
floor, 200 opera chairs. Simplex equipment, \entilation and wall fans,
pipeless furnace, Luili-in
front with booth and box-office.
Xo opposition.
Best season about to open.
Especially good opportunity for man who can operate own machines.

Write XX.

South Dearborn

St..

care Exhibitors
Chicago.

SITUATION

Herald,

417

WANTED

WANTED— Motion

Picture Operator six years"
experience wants position.
Will guarantee to
handle any equipment. References furnished. Ed-

ward Craig, Heyworth,

—

111.

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
SAFETY OR REGULAR STOCK— Developing
and printing. Our modern laboratory insures the
kind of developing and printing you'd do if you
had your own. Oldest and largest South. Prices
right. Service better. Harcol Film Company, Inc.,
330 Camp Street, Xew Orleans.

Producer

Remarks

—

—

—

ble,

Grand

—

theatre.

— General

New Hamburg,

Ont.,

patronage.
A Flivver Wedding (Federated), with
Monty Banks. I could see nothing original in this but this bird seems to
please my patrons and keep them laughMiddleton.
L.
ing
continuously. A.
Grand theatre, De Queen, Ark. Small
town patronage.
Edgar the Detective (Goldwyn), with
Johnnie Jones. Rather glad to finish this
They started off
series of comedies.
This
great.
Got fair and then poor.
Don't buy the series.
one very bad.
Several, however, are fine and will get
Can.

—

—

—

—

can make
favorable
commission arrangements
with leading Chicago concern in this line.
CHI-

CAGO SALES BOOK

age.

SALESMAN WANTED
WANTED Salesman acquainted with buyers
and who can obtain orders for sales check books,

—

W. Madison

Star

Fighting Back (Universal), with William Desmond. A good picture which
pleased all that saw it. William Noble.
Broadway theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
The Idle Class (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin. Fine comedy.
As good as any
we have seen. It's all right. R. R. Grib-

— Harold F. Wendt. Rivoli
— General patronage.
The Rainmaker (Educational), with
Lloyd Hamilton. — Another good comedy
by "Ham."— Raymond Gear. Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kan. — General patron-

CO., 337

Title

eral patronage.

—

at

Sen-

—

$1.00

FOR SALE— Bargain

Mack

—

—

Word
Minimum

a

comedies at once. They are very fine.
Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.
Step Forward (F. N.), with Ben Turpin.
Some new stuff in this one. and
well worth showing.
Raymond Gear.
Mayflower theatre, Florence. Kan. Gen-

CLASSIFIED
Five Cents per

N.),

—

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers

(F.

comedy. Fairly good comedy, but
this one will help out on a sorry picture.
R. L. Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark,
Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Custard Nine and The Beauty Contest (Harris Dickson).
Don't let them
talk you into buying these.
Nothing to
them and never could get a laugh. Mrs.
Frank Paul, Marvel theatre, Carlinviile,
nett

St.

the

money.

theatre, Defiance, O.

Exhibitor

Name

of Theatre

Transient

ronage
City
State

or

Neighborhood Pat-

I
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IMPORTANT!
Theatre managers need not delay Fall Openings of
theatres for lack of proper seating

if

they will take ad-

vantage of our large capacity and place

No
of

their orders

now.

theatre opening has ever been delayed through lack

prompt

To

new

managers

established

who

large

part.

redecorating and

we

suggest

refurnishing

consideration of

with other improvements.

new

in

is

being

drapes made.

have the organization and

volume

new

Upholstered

can be manufactured by us while house

decorated or

We

are

theatres,

chairs in keeping
chairs

on our

attention

facilities

to

handle a

a limited time without impairing our

standard of high quality.
Prices at

NEW YORK
114

W.

41st Street

Pre-War Levels

BOSTON

CHICAGO

65 D. Canal St.

12 E. Jackson Blvd.

PHILADEUIA
252

S.

BroaSt

:

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
New

State Theatre

Modernly Equipped
American

Amusement

Co.

House, Nanticoke, Pa.,

published in this department in the July 8 issue Joseph
of the Globe theatre. Beaver, Oklahoma, made inquiry as to the success of the radiophone in the theatre and whether or
not it had proved a box-office attraction for the summer months.

In a

Cost $200,000
State Theatre

We

"I

&

Company.

Reviewing the various features of the
State theatre controlled by Ameri-

new

Amusement Company,

Pa.,

it

at Nanticoke.
apparent that nothing has been
left undone to make the playhouse the
last word in modern equipment and construction.
Every convenience and every
possible requirement has been installed.

A

is

Lobbies Are Spacious
handsome, brilliantly lighted

mar-

A

series of
quee protects the entrance.
lobbies extend over ninety feet in length
to the foyer, providing ample room for
the waiting audience.
The lobbies are
finished in
the ceilings

are pleased to publish following, the experiences with a radio

Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre. New Hamburg. Ont.. Canada, and
prominent contributor to "What the Picture Did for Me." In reply to
Mr. Spangler's letter Mr. Gribble writes

Messrs. Conneliey
Quigley, American Amusement

can

manager

of

Management:

&

letter

F. Spangler.

Cost
320O.0CO
Seating Capacity 1,200
Moller
Organ
Gardiner
Screen
Cooling System Monsoon
American Seating
Chairs
Co.
Projectors
Simplex
Size cf stage
43 by 28
Operators: John Lewis and Anthony Black.

Leon H. Lempert
Architect:
Son, Rochester, N. Y.

Herald Canadian Reader
Replies to Radio Query

marble and mahogany, with
enriched in ornamental plas-

noticed

the

inquiry

regard

radio-

phones for use in the theatre and, having
had the same idea as brother Spangler to
boost business in hot weather I tried the
experiment and am glad to give my experience and hope it may be of use to
someone.
'T studied the radiophone from the
ground up for months and what I don't
know now would fill a very large book,
but I do know that I have been getting
splendid results. Have heard from Des
Moines, TOO miles, as the crow flies.
"But when we need it most is when we
cannot have it. During the months of
June, July and August the "static' imp is
busy and at times is so loud that it
drowns out music and speech and when
amplified with a magnovox it makes a
horrible noise, to say the least.
"When the thunder weather is over it
is quiet and practical. Install a good vacuum tube detector and two or three step
amplifier.
L"se a magnavox as a loud
speaker (this is the only one I have heard
that is satisfactory, although there may
be others ) and I really believe you will

improve your attendance at any time.
"But don't advertise a concert until vou

are practically sure the static is done
with, as you may neve' hear the last of it.
"T shall be pleased to give any further
advice to anyone who wishes to write

me."

Remodel

Theatre
At Boulder, Colorado
Isis

Boulder, Colo., will boast a playhouse
in every" respect
when the extensive improvements to be
made on the Isis theatre are completed.
The house has temporarily been closed
and carpenters, bricklayers and decora-

complete and modern

tors are at work.
The entire front

to be changed, a
new electric sign
and fixtures
The theatre wiil
also install a $25,000 Robert-Morton or-

new marquee

is

built and
installed.

gan.
*

—

Shreveport, La.
Leases have been
signed by Saenger-Erhlich interests and
the

Grand Opera House Company which

will assure Shreveport
in earlv 1923.

a

new

theatre

ter panelling.

On the mezzanine floor are smoking
rooms for men, women's parlors, ample
promenade space and the offices of the
management.
Wide passages at either
side lead to

the balcony.

The auditorium

is ornamented in
ing with the front groupings and is
rated in soft blues and gold with
chrome effects introduced in the

keepdecopolyrelief

work. The lighting throughout is either
hdirect or semi-direct, with dimmer and
varied color arrangements.

Safety Is Provided
In addition to such features as modern heating and cooling arrangements,
luxurious
furnishings
carpets,
drapes,
and
chairs,
comfortable
upholstered
rvery attention has been paid to safet- requirements, wide exits having been
provided, the stage protected with heavy
rfire
walls, asbestos curtain and huge
smoke exhausts.
1

*

—

Jefferson
City,
Mo. Fred
Harper
iwner of the Dome theatre has pur:hased the Merchants Bank Building in
his city which he will construct into a
notion picture theatre.

A VIEW OF THE

auditorium of the new State theatre at Nanticoke, Pa., controlled

by American Amusement Company. The State seats 1,200. It will be noticed
that the boxes frequently found on the side of the main floor have been elimin ated.
In their place is the loft for the $10,000 Moller organ.
an investment of $200,000.

The new

State represents

——
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Metropolitan Theatre to Be
The new Grauman Metropolitan
Los Angeles,

midsummer

cost

a

at

It will be

dollars.

will

the-

be completed
of

three

in

million

one of the largest as

as most beautiful theatres
world, located at Sixth and Hill

well

in

the

streets.

is the new theatre being built by
Lewis Menges at East St. Louis, 111.
Orders for equipment, including two
Powers 6B type E projectors, Fulco
generator set and a Day-lite screen have
been placed ard the new playhouse will
be opened in October.

Ownership Changes

Three Projection Rooms

The

ten concrete trusses which support
the roof of the auditorium are said to be
the largest in the world, and are able, in
a body, to support a train of seventy boxcars.
There will be three projection and
preview rooms in the theatre when complete.

The seating capacity is to be distributed over a main floor and a balcony.
There will be three entrances, one of
which taps Broadway, the

city's principal

thoroughfare, a city square away.
The
passageway from this entrance will be
more than a square long, and will cover
as much as a whole building of ordinary
six-story capacity, and will be lined on
either side of the entrance with a series
of exclusive shops.
Install

Large Organ

A

great mighty-voiced Wurlitzer organ
is being installed, the pipes to cover the
proscenium arch to a depth of fifteen
feet.
The orchestra pit, by a special electric-hydraulic system arranged for Mr.
Grauman, will be raised or lowered, with
all the musicians present, at a touch of
a button, working after much the same
fashion of an elevator, the ensemble passing out of sight when their selections have
been played, thus saving time and confu-

—

Evansville,

Ind.
Charles
Sweeten,
the Majestic theatre, and
Braun have leased the Royal

manager

of

Raymond
theatre.

*

—

Carroll, la.
Joe Staak, manager of the
Royal theatre, has purchased the Irving
theatre from C. C. Parker.
#

—

Roswell, N. M. The
Lyric
theatre
has been sold by C. G. Salter to A. B.
Hale of Estancia.

—

Barry, 111. G.
chased the Star

M. McLain has purtheatre from T. M.

Bradburn.
*

Pratt,

Kan.— Dr.

F.

W.

Meade

Kingman

has purchased the Cozy
Elite theatres from J. P. Kelley
K. B. Stephenson.

of

and
and

*

Mount Vernon, Wash.
the

sold

LaConner

— Burr

theatre

Doty has

to

A.

EQUIPMENT EDITOR,
Exhibitors

feet.

Would a 40-foot drop
much for a building

in the floor be
of this size? I
will have only three sides to build as I

too

will use an adjoining wall.
Expect to
have a 16 or 18-foot ceiling at the front
and with a 4-foot drop in the floor
which would make it 20 to 22 feet in the
rear.
Building to be only one story.
I

would

like to

Illustrating a Point

closed

the

many

and

in

the company has
important deals in the St.

Louis territory.

Among these is the installation of two
Powers projectors with Mazda lamps at
the Opera House, Bunker Hill, Illinois,
owned by W. Fahrankrog; new projecopera chairs, and a Da-lite screen
John Tallo's Liberty theatre, Wilson111., and extensive equipment to El:
Gore for his Wilsonville theatre in the
same city.
One cf th? most important construction events in the state, declares Mr.
at

ville.

is

the limit

We

corner
veneer

lot,

using hollow

construction,

$18,000.

This would
H. E
*

tile

and

brick

for approximately
include all neces-

H.

sary equipment.

*

*

EQUIPMENT EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

Sir:

Do you

gen-

vicinity,

tors,

think

are quite correct in your assumption that you can get along with a 16foot ceiling in front of the house and
approximately a 21-foot ceiling near the
orchestra pit.
estimate that you could produce
a modern little picture house on your

Crouch's Theatre

consider an 18-inch opera
chair satisfactory for a picture theatre.
realize that a 20-inch seat is more
roomy but on account of seating capacity the smaller seat is necessary.
MRS. G. A. MITCHELL.
Orpheum Theatre, Darlington, Wis.
Past experience has shown that an 18inch opera chair is not very satisfactory
The 18-inch seats have
for theatre use.
been used but it is difficult for large
people to find comfort in them. On the
other hand a 19-inch or 20-inch chair
will give better results and accommodate
virtually every type of person that may
H. E. H.
visit your theatre.

We

are complaining about poor condiin

we

of

35
for

You

The St. Louis branch of Fulco-Schaffer
Company has been enjoying excellent
business since its opening in March it
is reported by Carl A. Bunce, who de-

tions

any trouble.
This,
you approximately

without

course, will give

Fulco-Schaffer Co.
Reports Conditions
Good in St. Louis

men

be

EDW. SMITH,

floor

making extensive prep-

for the interior decoration
furnishing of this house.

that while business

you would

good projection.

arations

clares

if

Theatre, Russell, Kansas.
The proposed lot being 27x130 will
enable you to provide ample seating capacity on one floor to take care of the
needs of your town. As a matter of
fact you could put in 400 seats on one

rows, which

is

know

able to give me an estimate on the approximate cost of erecting such a house
with present prices of labor.
Was planning on using Interlocking
tile 8" with 4" brick face.
Isis

Prepare Interior

Mr. Grauman

Herald.

Dear Sir:
I would like
to build a theatre here
and the only lot available is a corner
lot 27x130 feet and would like to have
you give me a suggestion on a theatre
to occupy this space that will have when
completed a seating capacity over 300
in the auditorium as I do not want a
balcony.
Will want a fair sized lobby,
orchestra pit and stage with several
dressing rooms beneath.
Entire basement to be excavated to a depth of 7

T.

Jeffreys.

sion.

eral

INQUIRIES

Bunce,

contain seats for 4,400 persons.

It will

1922

EQUIPMENT

Opened by Sid Grauman Soon

atre,

5,

Here is a fine little playhouse owned by
Jim Crouch at St. Paul, Nebraska. To
look at the photograph you would readily concede that it was a brand new theBut such is not the case.
Mr.
Crouch recently put a new front on it
and made other improvements, which
illustrates stories in this department in
atre.

the past that the old theatre can be made
have every appearance of being brand*
new by the process of remodeling.
are certain that Mr. Crouch's place
is as substantial and comfortable on the
inside as its exterior appearance indicates.
to

We

Spend $60,000
Remodeling Theatre

Will

Lawrence Theatrical Company
Bedford, Md., which has a ten-year
lease, with option to purchase, on thf
Stone City theatre, is preparing to spenc

The

New

TYPHOON
COOLING QYSTEM
TYPHOON
NEW YORK
I

FAN CO.

345 W. 39'- ST.

summer remodeling
The present auditorium
out and a new auditorium

$60,000 this

the the

atre.

will

b<

will b<
torn
constructed with 850 seats on the mail
floor and 65 seats in the galleries.

August
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Latitude in printing
film quality or scale

most

is

dependent upon

—those

long range of tones from
lights to

deep shadows

tered, tone for

to spare

The

of gradation.

negatives

difficult

75

with a

brilliant high-

—are

easily regis-

tone, and with latitude

on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base

— now

available

in

nine colors, isidentified through-

out

its

length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak"
in black letters in the

stenciled

transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

EXHIBITORS. HERALD
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your com-

films to

News

plete satisfaction.

Our corps of film printing experts take pride
They get the most out of your negatives.

We

would appreciate your giving us a

trial

in

doing their best.

— on

1922

5,

Theatre
Construction

Complete Satisfaction
American Film Company Laboratories print

August

your very next

Openings

order.

NEGATIVES STORED FREE

Benton, 111.— Manager Keigley opened
new East Main street theatre on July

his

Write for full particulars

10.

*

Developing
Printing
Tinting

San Francisco, Cal.— The new Castro
theatre has been opened here by Nasser

American

Toning
Editing

QUALITY.

to

American Stand-

for brilclearness.
Expert staff
years of experience, as-

A

RESPONSIBILITY.
(Absolutely fireproof film passed by all
underwriters.)

Laboratory capacity one million
week.

AMERICAN FILM

LOCATION.

feet per

SAFETY.
111.

London, England
S. HUTCHINSON,

from

Plant approved by both

Underwriters.

PROMPTNESS.

_

Accustomed to

Cedar
tre has

ment
at

Falls,

la.— The Empress

PRICES.

Reasonable

M. Brown, assistant manager
Regent theatre.
The Empress

of A.

the

has been closed for a year, but has
been remodeled.

GUARANTEES.

Write

Thibodaux,

La.— The

for

our

new

Grand theatre in this city
opened by Alex Bloomenstiel

$30,000

has

been

of Donald-

sonville.

*

Sciotoville,

unique guarantee of quality work.

now

*

and com-

petitive.

thea-

been opened under the manage-

serve exacting requirements.

Pres.

has

opened the Grand theatre following complete redecorating work and the installation of a new Simplex machine.
*

dirt

Chicago and Board of Fire

city of

and

SAMUEL

Away

of Lake Michigan.
and dust.

La Grange, Ga.— Griggs Schaefer

concern of

strong financial standing.
In the proper geographical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. All of the molt
modern obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

fire

CO., Inc.

Laboratories
6227 Broadway, Chicago,

*

known

Prints

liancy and
trained by
sures highest quality prints obtainable.
REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.

Titling
Ordinary film reduced
ard Safety Size.

Brothers.

10 Points

O.— W.

L. Ketter and Fred
R. Beloat have reopened the Stanley
theatre which has been closed for several
weeks.
*

Portland,

Ore.— A. L.
new Vay theatre

opened his
ban district.

Not for

Chosen Few

the

Smith
in the

has
subur-

DeLand, Fla.— After being closed for
two weeks for improvements the Athens
theatre has been opened under the management of B. L. Hall.
*

would be

ITthe

difficult

value the

to estimate

moving

picture

has done to satisfy the universal
desire for good music.
No longer are churches alone depended upon for pipe organ music.
The day is past when only the chosen
few, able to attend grand opera or orchestra
concerts,

may satisfy

Wagner,
and other great mas-

their craving for

Liszt, Schubert, Verdi,

Huron,

Port

mond

theatre,

Herb

opened.

Mich.— The new
seating
L. Weil

Desbeen

managing

di-

New Projects
Cal. — Ground will

Pomona,
be broken
within the next sixty days for the new
theatre of West Coast Theatres, it is announced by Jack Retlaw.
*

Certain exclusive features of the Cremona
Theatre Organ have made possible unsurpassed
pipe organ and orchestra music in cities and
towns where such music before was unknown.
The Cremona may be played with or without an operator. A double roll system permits
playing by a solo roll or by any standard
player roll.
Instant changes are possible, a
feature so vital in following cue sheets.

As

a

hand-played pipe organ the Cremona recognizes no superior.
There is a style and size
for every requirement.

The Marquette Piano Co.
Chicago. U.

is

has

rector.

ters of music.

*S±j\,gr

1,320

S.

A

DeKalb, 111.— Work has been started
by Skoglund and Wedberg on the new
1,000 seating capacity theatre which they
will build

here.
*

—

Sanford, Fla. Plans are being prepared for a new theatre to be built on
the site of the Star theatre by Milane

Amusement Company.

—

Los Angeles, Cal.
Lawrence Burck
Construction Company has been awarded
the contract for the construction of the
new $347,500 theatre to be built for Forum Theatre Company. E. J. Borgmeyer,
California Building,
:

•

'.

.

is

the architect.

*

—

©xiemotia
ZKfjeatre

©rgan

Milwaukee, Wis. A seven-story theoffice and store building is to be
erected at Grand avenue and Sixth street
by Wisconsin Real Estate Development
corporation.
The proposed theatre will
atre,

seat 3,000.
*

Dayton, O.

— Margaret

L. Hirsch will
build a $30,000 theatre and mercantile
building at 926 Brown street.

August
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Clarendon, Va.

—

It is reported that officers of the Clarendon Trust Company
are considering the construction of a newtheatre here.

*

Cony,

Pa.

— Plans

There is just one big
reason why Colum-

have been approved

new theatre of the Corry AmuseCompany and ground will be

for the

ment

broken some time

this Fall.
•

A

Fort Wayne, Ind.—
$50,000 motion
picture theatre will be built here by' O.
E. Wobrock, owner of the Creighton and
Hippodrome theatres. Propertv has been

bia Projector Car-

bons are used everywhere:

acquired on Brodaway near Park avenue and the new house will seat 1,500.
*

S.

Gainesville,
L. Carter

Fla.— It is rumored that
and W. A. Shands of the

Lyric Theatre,
a

new

Inc., are

— they make

planning to build

theatre here.
*

San Francisco, Cal.— Arthur

F.

Rous-

who is opening a new retail secon Market between Seventh and
eighth streets announces that a 3,000
seat theatre will comprise one of
the
seau,
tion

better pictures

buildings.

Incidentally they score
high in economy

•

—

Kansas

City, Mo.
Max Eichenberg
will build a theatre and store
building at

Independence

avenue

and

Harrison

street
•

Kan.— A theatre will be built by
Kelley north of the Kellev Hote'
which has already been leased by' E
Van
Iola,

Ira D.

Hyning

Write for Information

of Ottawa.

National Carbon Company,

New Equipment
Anamosa,

la.— A

chine has been

Cleveland, Ohio

new Simplex ma-

installed

at

the

inc.

San Francisco, Cal.

Crvstal

theatre.
*

Appleton, Wis.-Xeil Duffv has
closed

his thte theatre in order
to make extensive improvements and
redecorations
*

Kansas City, Mo.— Sunlight high intensity arc lamps have been
installed in
the projection room of the
Newman
theatre.
*

Green Bay, Wis.— Henrv Goldman has

hYCRADe

lenses

closed the Colonial theatre while
altera-

tions are being made and
installed. He will reopen

new equipment
August

Are the best for the
heart of your theatre.
Guaranteed to be uniform in quality— every

15.

Okmulgee, Okla.— Something for summer weather— a beautiful electric fountain, surrounded by woodland
ferns and

flowers has been placed in the
lobby of
the
Orpheum theatre bv Manager

George

><

ay lor.

Ventilating

nave also recently been installed.

They represent
one.
the lowest possible cost
for better screening.

facilities

*

Buchanan, Mich.— Mrs. M. D. Whitand redecorate the Prin-

man

will reseat
cess theatre this

fall.

*

Davenport, la.— Manager Ralph Blank
has completed the installation
of a new
cooling system at the Garden theatre
*

Kaukana, Wis.— The Bijou theatre.
Mrs. Mildred Cleland. owner, has been

closed

for

alterations.

The

building

Test

is

have a new front and machines and
a ventilating system installed.
to

Berrien Springs, Mich.— W. H. Yosi
has just completed installing a new fire?
proof projection room and has redecorated the lobby and front of his theatre

in your
theatre!
It will

Niles,

Mich.— Robert Codel has tem-

porarily closed the Riviera theatre while
alterations are being made.
*

Bangor, Mich.— A. L. Overton has installed a new Cosmograph machine. Mr.
Overton will build a new theatre this
fall.

One

meet your most exacting

requirements for illumination

—

critical definition

of field

— flatness

and contrast.

V

V

4

o' ^-

3?
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MILLIONS of people read this
advertisement in the Saturday
Evening Post, July 22nd. It will
bring them to your house if you
show Universal

Watch

The

film

August

this

you get from

Universal is always in
good running condition

Column
fine

Many times I have heard people make that
remark when leaving a motion-picture theatre. Hence, I am prejudiced against poor
stories. I won't buy them or let my talented
stars waste their time or talent on them.
I like stories written by the best authors.
I don't like stories written around stars. I like

Before a film leaves our

connected, coherent, logical human stories.
I like stories of romance, of adventure, of conflict, of courage.
I enjoy a struggle, a good fight. I liketheroar
and crash of the elements stories of action
and excitement — stories that leave a sweet
taste in your mouth and the impression in
your mind that you have been somewhere
and seen something.
J like to see the hero triumphant and the
villain get what's coming to him. Don't you?

exchanges

—

— whether

it is

going to

the biggest theatre in a great City,
or to a modest theatre in a small
town it is thoroughly inspected.

We

—

know

it is

in perfect

condition before

running

we ship it to you.

So when your Service
comes from Universal your audience is never made restless by
jumps and breaks in the film. And
the continuity of the story
broken.

REGINALD DENNY
That's the only kind of stories UNIVERSAL
producing at its California town Universal City the only moving-picture city in the
world which boasts actors and actresses of
unusual talent and popularity.
Who are they? Why, PRISCILLA DEAN,
House Peters, Lon Chaney, Thomas Santschi,
Virginia Valli, William Desmond, Gladys
Walton, Herbert Rawlinson, Matt Moore,
Frank Mayo, Harry Myers, Reginald Denny,
Baby Peggy, Hoot Gibson, Art Acord, and
scores of others.
Ask your favorite theatre to get UNIVER-

—

—

SAL PICTURES. Watch this column
announcements

of

PICTURES
New

never

one more thing that
makes re- organized Universal
Service of real value to you. Yes:
tion

coming productions. Each

UNIVERSAL

is

This extra careful inspec-

for

time you see them, cut them out and hand
them to your favorite theatre. If it wants to
please you, it will get them. If it doesn't it
won't.
CARL LAEMMLE, President

1600 Broadway

1922

Pictures.

npHE acting and scenery were
^ but the story was bum."

is

5,

j

is

just

We

want you to expect more from us
because you will get more.

York City

CHICAGO OFFICE— 831

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Draw Crowd
To "U" Trade Show

Glen Reynolds Host
To League Officials
League

Indians

Committeemen Make
Trip to De Kalb
by Motor

Herman
as
Universal

Reynolds, DeKalb's representathe executive committee of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners,
was host to members of the committee
last week.
Business and a chicken dinner (with
emphasis on the chicken dinner) were
the order of the day.
So successful was
the affair that it has been decided to
hold these meetings regularly in various

Glen

it

of the

state.

Hereafter,

hospitality.

The big feature of the occasion, excepting the screening of "In the Days
of Buffalo Bill" of course, was the Indian band from St. John's Mission at

how-

Kohatke, Ariz.

band

inducement for attendance.
Reynolds' dinner was served at Inno-

The question of dues received most
the attention of the committeemen
during their business sessions.
Nothing concrete has yet been decided upon.
Those who enjoyed the hospitality of
Mr. Reynolds were:
Samuel Abrahams, vice president; Ben
Sweeney, organizer;
Adam Dernbach, J. B.
Dibelka, H. Goldson, V. R. Langdon,
William Pearl, Adolph Powell. Ludwig
Sie^cl, Joe E. Tabor and John Silha.

L. Berve. William J.
D. J. Chrissis,

Special Drive Introduces
Alexander to Exhibitors
Two enterprising managers in the
W.

Alexander,

new Univer-

there, and J. H. (Curley)
Calvert, former manager who has been
promoted to the home office, decided
upon an Alexander-Calvert Drive. Calvert

in

a

letter

to

exhibitors

tells

the

purpose of the campaign. He writes:
"Alexander, naturally, wants to see an
increase in business since he arrived.
personally, want to make my last
at the Kansas City office my best.
I have laid my cards 'on the table' and
will continue to do so.
I want you to
shoot as straight with me as I have
with vou."
I,

weeks

Tatman Opens Theatre
Tatman. attorney of Monticello,
has opened the Globe theatre there.

C. A.
111.,

the
the

bash.

Windows

J

Sampson was instructor of gymnasium at
West Side parks for three years, and
seven years recreation director for South
parks, Chicago. For one year he was organizer of war camps and war workers
community houses. His motto is: "Fair
dealings never hurt anybody," and he
believes success in business depends on
building good will.

Gumbiner's Talks Will
Be Used by Universal
For Promotional

Work

Arrangements have been made between Herman Stern, manager of sales
organization of Universal, and Robert
Gumbiner of Gumbiner Brothers Theatre Enterprises, by which the latter will
address the "U" salesmen every Saturday morning at the regular meetings.
Mr. Gumbiner has had upwards of six
years' experience in theatre work and

buying attractions for the Gumbiner
chain and will talk to the salesmen on
the merits or demerits of pictures which
have just been reviewed. He plans on
giving an impartial view, giving the salesmen his opinion as to the value of each
The talks will
picture as an exhibitor.
be recorded by a stenographer and will
be used by the sales staff in their work
in

in

the

field.

of all the skyscrapers in the

were filled with curiosity seekThat they might know the cause

vicinity

SAMPSON, who

took over the
•
short subject department of Universale Chicago exchange on May 1, is another one of "U's" tireless go-getters.
Mr. Sampson has been with Universal
since November, 1919, starting as South
He
Side salesman, handling features.
was also head of the feature department
Side.
North
and acted as salesman on the
Educated at University of Chicago, Mr.
J.

Kansas City territory have an original
stunt.
L.
sal manager

at

possibility of creating atmosphere for
the new educational-historical serial, engaged them for a few peppy numbers
on the roof garden at 830 South Wa-

the

of

Wide Interest
Manager Stern located
White City, and sensing

Creates
District

Berve Is Next Host
The next meeting will be held at Rochelic on August 8 with Ben Berve as
ho;t.
Another tub of fried chicken is

Discuss Question of Dues

registering just 1,000 per

TJie local exchange staged another one
its
buffet luncheon trade showings
last Thursday, and the patronage was
more than double that of the previous
event.
Speaks well for Herman Stern's

is

vation Inn.
The De Kalb exhibitor
transferred his orchestra to the banquet
room for the occasion and, according
to those present, the Blackstone hotel
could not have made the affair more
appreciable.

is

of

committee members.

are

for

cent.

probable that exhibitors in
proximity to the meeting place will be
invited to attend whether or not they
ever,

Atmosphere

Band

Serial

tive on
Illinois

sections

Stern Engages

ers.

of the celebration, a large "Buffalo Bill"
banner was hung in a conspicuous place.

Four Tribes

in

Band

Four tribes of Indians comprised the
band which was under the direction of a
priest from the Francisco Mission. Represented
were the
Pimas,
Papagos,
Apache and Wallapai tribes.
Captain L. A. Weiss is the publicity
director accompanying the band.
Although this isn't a fable there is a
moral to the story: Don't miss the next
buffet trade showing for there's plenty
to eat and good amusement.

L.

M. Rubens

111

Arrival

Since

From Europe

L. M. Rubens of Joliet, president of
the Illinois M. P. T. O., has been sick
since his return from his European tour.
At the present time the exhibitor is unable to be around, although an early re-

covery

is

hoped

for.

Engages Musical Directors
Aaron J. Jones of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer announces he has acquired the
services of F. J. Zimerer as art director
for the new McVicker's theatre in Madison street. Mr. Zimerer was employed
in a similar capacity at the Allen, CleveHyman Spitalmy, formerly muland.
director of the Ambassador, Los
Angeles, has been engaged as musical
sical

director for

McVickers.

Irving Maas, former assistant manager
Chicago Fox exchange, left for New
York. July 15, to assume his new duties.

of
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^showing of "In the Days of Buffalo
Senator Barr expressed himself as
very much pleased with the film and
said
Mr. Laemmle's change of serials from
cial

Bill."

meaningless, sensational stunts to informachapter plays, was a move in the right

tive

direction.

*

*

*

We

gotta take that all back about
Charlie "Admiral" Miller.
He's O K
the Florida is O. K.
Nice boat!
Leaves Municipal Pier every nite at 8:45

And

Don't miss

it.

— Adv.
*.

When
line,

comes

*.

*

burning up the gasothere are not many who have it on
it

to

I.
Maynard Schartz, of Educational Exchange. With his father and mother, and
brother Jack, he covered most of the
Eastern states in his machine, making At-

"v.

lantic

City.

Philadelphia.
Washington
points East.

Long Branch and

INDIAN BAND DRAWS
special

CROWD— Universal

showing of "In the Days of Buffalo
on top of the exchange.

Film Exchange, Chicago, staged a
and snapped a picture of the

Irvin Dezel Joins With
Brother in Operation

Bill,"

Of Master Advertisers

e xhib itors present

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

I

organization.
j
.t

Clyde Eckhard. Fox manager, made a
flying trip to Xew York last week, leaving M. P. (the M. P., we presume, stanas

Motion
for
charge.

Cavanaugh

Pictures)
*

*

in

*

Speaking of

.'il

*

tion

to

August

5.

*

downtown

runs, the Universal was well represented last week in
the loop. "Afraid to Fight" was at the
Casino. "The Storm" filled the Chicago
to overflowing, and "The Delicious Little
Devil" drew good houses at the Rialto.
* * *

Manager Tippet of the Casino says he
did as much business with the Mayo picture as

all

other theatres on Madison street

combined.
*

The

*

*

successful than he hoped for. Every night
he gave away Jackie Coogan dolls.
* * *

Speaking of baseball, the Fox aggregais boasting up and down the row about

*

H. O. Martin, Pathe manager, is happy
over the downtown showing obtained for
"Grandpa's Boy," Harold Lloyd's latest
five-reel rural comedy-drama. After playing the Roosevelt it ought to be easy to
sell it to the other exhibitors.
In fact, it
is going into the Castle shortly after its
Roosevelt run, July

Belmont avenue that proved even more

in

National crack baseball team
went down to defeat before the Universities at Jackson Park, July 15.
Score 20 to
A feature of the game was Joe
10.
Smith's hitting, and
Reggie
Alberts'
pitching. These two Universal boys distinguished themselves.

recent

its

victory

*

Dave Dubin

*

*

Williams of
111.,

visited

*

*

Educational.
Dave says New York is
over exploited.
"Just give me the old
Windy City," he says. He said he found

of

the theatre business fine in the metropolis,
but not half so good as it will be in Chicago when he starts peddling the new
season's product. "Correct," says I. May-

nard

Schwartz, Dave' manager.
*

to 4.

*

*

Ben Ei sen berg, popular young booker
at Universal, has been promoted to selling
features on the North Side. Benny has just
rounded out seven years' service with Universal, having been booker three years.
* * *

"Hank" Goldson
last

week

*

*

Joe Koppel of the Bryn Mawr theater,
and Ben Lasker are taking a few days'
leave to see what amusement they can
The boys will be in
find at Eagle River.
trim for a rushing fall business on their
return.

*

*

*

put
at

over
the

a
"Jackie
Julian theatre

Miss Dean

in

Chicago

Dean, Universal's popular star,
and her director, Tod Browning, passed
through Chicago on Saturday, en route to
New York, where they will be engaged for
a few days making scenes at the Eden
Musee, Coney Island.
These scenes are
part of the next Jewel-Universal production Mr. Browning is directing.
They expect to be in New York but a few days.
Priscilla

Elaborate Lobby Display
L. McCurdy, who takes over the
management of the Randolph Theatre,
when it becomes a Universal house next
J.

D. J. Chrissis has the altitude fever
these days. He is thinking seriously of
investing in an airplane.
Go easy, D. J.,
it's
a long drop before you hit old terra

month, is planning an elaborate front for
"The Storm" the first attraction, on both
the State Street and Randolph street

firma.

production of the interior of the cabin is
being used while on the Randolph side
the three "punch" scenes from the play
are pictures on an immense drop.
Mr. McCurdy has had a number of
years experience in handling exploitation
and in managing theatres, having worked
under S. Barret McCormick, when Mr
McCormick was director general of thi

Joe Lyon tells this, and we have no
cause to doubt his veracity. He was trying to sell "Nero" to one of his clients the
other day, but the exhib contended that
dog stories didn't go over in his neighborhood.
Got another one for next week,

Joe?
*

First National defeated the regulars in a hotly contested
match Tuesday evening, Julv IS. Score 8

Coogan"

*

back on his beat after
spending a few days at the home office

*

The scrub team of

*

*

Paramount
team

F. P.-L.
10 to 9.

*

the Majestic theatre,

Chicago's film row
last Thursday. While in the city he reviewed several pictures, including "In the
Days of Buffalo Bill," Universal's new
serial, and "The Storm," booking the latter for his house for week of August 7.
Streator,

the

This firm also has bought into a large
printing plant and hereafter will furnish advertising and printing service direct from the plant to its customers.
Irvin Dezel will have charge of this end
of the business.
At the present time Master Advertisers is
handling all advertising and
publicity for Barbee's theatre, the Stratford, Senate and Pantheon, besides preparing press books and other printed
matter for several film concerns.

is

First

R. C.

over

Fox took the
camp by the score of

Bambinos.
into

Al Dezel, general manager of Master
Advertisers Corporation, announces that
he has taken his brother, Irvin, into the

Bill Sweeney,

*

entrances.

On

the State Street side a

Circle theatre, Indianapolis,

*

John Silha and

a

few

of the old standby at local headquarters of the Illinois M. P. T. O. have
taken up stenography and typing at a
night school.
Something had to be done

and

re-

in othei

cities.

others

for their secretary, Miss
hied herself to the
it
for two weeks.

has

Theresa Heraty,
woods to rough

$
4
They're getting senators interested in
nowadays.
Thursday
State
films
Last
Senator Richard J. Barr, Jr., of Joliet,
111., was a guest of Universal at the spesje*

Levine Visits Chicago
George Levine, newly appointed gen
cral manager of short products for Uni
vc-rsal
Film Manufacturing Compan\
paid the Chicago exchange a visit las
week on his first swing around the Uni
Minneapolis, S'
versal exchanges
in
Paul,
Milwaukee and Kansas Cit)
Georgie is looking hale and hearty an
was full of pep and optimism.

GUIDE toCURRENI PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

State Rights Productions

Marriage

rhe

Bargain,

five

Mary Miles

reels,

Domestic

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall Prod.), seven reels,
angle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional Prod.),
five reels.

3elle

Alaska

of

(Chester

Bennett

Prod.),

five

reels.

Bluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston Prod.), five reels.
Phe Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax Prod.), six
reels.
Sisters

(International

Hidden

The

Woman

Film), seven

Hush,

five reels,

Corp.),

five

reels.

Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures),
seven reels.
dan's Law and God's (Finis Fox), six reels.
Tie Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer), five reels.
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet), seven reels,
destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle), six reels.
shattered Idols, seven reels (Frothingham Prod.)

ij Old

ARROW FILM

From

Straight

CORP.

Leslie.
-ove, Hate

and a Woman, six reels. Grace Davison.
\ Yankee Go Getter, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Dangerous Paths, five reels. Neva Gerber.
Price of Youth, five reels, S'eva Gerber.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room, eight reels, John
Lowell.

The Innocent Cheat, six reels, Roy Stewart.
rhain Lightning, five reels, Ann Little.
\ Motion to Adjourn, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Marjorie Daw.
Back to Yellow Jacket, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham.
The Broken Silence, six reels. Zena Keefe.
The Splendid Lie, six reels, Grace Davison.
The Double-O, five reels. Jack Hoxie.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
^fter Six Days, ten reels.

Charge

It.

Where

is

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
K Sailor-Made Man, Harold Lloyd, four reels,
rhe Unfoldment, special cast, six reels.
3andle with Care, all star cast, five reels.
Voman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor), six reel*.

The Heart

Specialist
art), 5.000 feet

INC.

Tan. 15— Reckless Chances, five reels,
'eb. 26
Hills of Missing Men, six reels.
\pr.
2
Sunshine Harbor, six reels,

—
—
16— A
23

^.pr.
Pasteboard Crown, six reels.
\pr.
Lonesome Corners, five reels,
^ay 7 Tracks, six reels.
Jp in the Air About Mary, five reels. All-Star.

—
—

The

Woman Who Came

Back, five reels, Special

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Crossing Trails, five reek, with Pete Morrison,
jhost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.

Much

Married, five reels, with

Mary Ander-

son.

C

B. C.

FILM SALES

[he Victim, six reel*.
*angeroui Love, five reel*.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

talmadge re-isue.)

[•Heart

Mt •

reels,

(Mary Miles Minter— Real-

—

Compson).

6165

feet.

Woman

(Cosmopolitan), 5,144

of the North, five reels,
Greatest Question, six reels,

Roy
Roy

FOX SPECIALS

Hill,

(Norma

Stewart.
Stewart.

eleven reels.

Virgin Paradise, eight reels,
Yankee in Kin * Arthur's Coert,
•

reels""

Thunderclap, seven
Shame, 8,200 feet

eight

reels.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Monte

Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille-Ayres-Holt),
5,600 feet.

The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri), 4,712 feet.
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton),

The Last Trail, seven reels.
Queen of Sheba. ten reels.

feet.

4,942

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley), 5,243 feet.
The Spanish Jade (Robertson Prod.), 5111 feet.
Is Matrimony a Failure? (All-Star), 5.612 feet.
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan), 7753 feet.
Beyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson). 6740 feet.
The Wife Trap (U. F. A. Prod.), 5207 feet.
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.), 6536 feet.
North of Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels), 4770 feet.
The Man from Home (Geo. Fitzmaurice), 6895
feet.

The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres), 5000 feet.
The Bachelor Daddy (Thos. Meighan), 6229

WILLIAM FARXUB IEHII1
Shackles of Gold,

Any

Prod.).

Woman Who Walked

Alone, six reels (Mel-

ford).

Our Leading Citizen, seven reels, Thos. Meighan.
The Eyes of the Mummy, four reels, Pola Negri.
The Man Unconquerable, six reels, Jack Holt.
five reels, Ethel Clayton.
six reels. Mia May.
five
reels, Mary Miles Minter.
of
Suva,
South

For the Defense,

The Greatest Truth,

reels,

Agnes Ayres.

Wife, five reds.

The Night Horseman,
The Rough Diamond,

and Going,

The Fighting

reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL

SEBIJCI

Desert Blossoms, five reels

The Roof

Tree, five reels.
Strength of the Pines, five reels

Money

to

Burn,

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Jackie, five reels.
Little Miss Sunshine, five reels.
Ragged Heiress, five reels.
five reels.

Iron to Gold, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES

FIRST NATIONAL

To

Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stan!
Pro.).

Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Red Hot Romance, six reels (Emerson-Loos).
reels.
Eater, seven reels, John Barrymore.
Caberia, nine reels, Special.
Boy, five reels, Jackie Coogan.
The Seventh Day, six reels, Richard Barthelmess.
Question of Honor, six reels, Anita Stewart,
Gas, Oil and Water, five reels, Charles Ray.
Smilin' Through, eight reels, Norma Talmadge.
The Infidel, six reels. Katherine MacDonald.
The
Married, seven reels, Anita

My
A

six reels, Charles Ray.
six reels, Constance

a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death, five reels.
Pardon My Nerve, five reels.
Western Speed, five reels.

JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam

o'

Dawn,

4,178

feet.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Cinderella of the Hills.
(Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).

The Jolt
(Murphy. Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five reels.
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy), five reels.

WID GUNNING,

Wesley Barry.

madge.
The Half-Breed (Morosco). 5.484
Slippy McGee (Morosco), six reels.

five

Streak, five reels.

The Primal Law, five reels.
The Devil Within, six reels.

six reels.
six reels.

The Deuce of Spades,
The Primitive Lover,

five reels.

five reels
five reels.
Sky High, five reels.
Chasing the Moon, five reels.
Trailin',

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

reels,
Girl, five

five reels.

TOM MIX SERIES

Very Truly Yours,

The Married Virgin,
Frivolous Wives,

five reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIKI

The Broadway Peacock,

Up
feet.

reels.

Cristo, eight reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels
A Stage Romance, 6.416 feet

Across the Continent, six reels. Wallace Reid.
Over the Border, seven reels (Stanlaws-Compson

Woman He

reel

A

Arabian Love, seven

feet.

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton), 4.698 feet.
The Sleepwalker (Constance Binney), 4.530

The Cave
The Lotus

caat.

Footfalls, eight reels.

feet.

Through a Glass Window (May McAvoy). 4,490

The

all-aiai

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Stewart.
five

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with
Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

feet.

Penrod, eight

Cast.

Too

six

Clara Kimball Young.
Clara Kimball Young.

Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies Cosmopolitan).
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4), 3,825

Find the

reels,

tools First (Marshall Neilan). six reels

Over the

five reels.

«ady Godiva, six reels.
Jilas Marner, seven reels, All-Star.
The Real Adventure, five reels, Florence Vidor.
ATien the Devil Drives, five reels. Leah Baird.
3randma's Boy, five reels, Harold Lloyd.

six
five

Tde Masquerader (Guy Bates Post), eight reels.
Hurricanes Gal (Dorothy Phillips), eight reels.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

I

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,

with Clara Kimball Young.

Wandering Boy Tonight?

What No Man Knows,
The Worldly Madonna,

Borderland, six

Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird),

reels,

five

My

Cullen Landis.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Don't

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Clara Kim-

Paris,

feet.

The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Fair©
Binney.
jod's Country and the Law, six reels, Gladys

Sennett),

MacDonald)

sonny (Kichard Barthelmess). seven reels
One Clear Call (John M. Stahl). eight reels,

Youne.

ball

The Green Temptation (Betty

reels.

(Nanuet Am.

(Katherine

Rose O' the Sea (Anita Stewart), seven

EQUITY PICTURES

reels.

Daring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reels,
an of the Big Snows (Jas. Oliver Curwood
Prod.), five reels,
rhe Cradle Buster (Tuttle-Waller Prod.), six

Relations

reels.

Mater.
rhe Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,
Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

Smudge (Charles Ray), five reels.
Crossroads of New York (Mack
reels.

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charlea (Chic) Sale.

Good to Evil, five reel*, Luey Doraine.
Boy and Dog, two reela.
Puppy Days, 959 feet
Bear,

Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
Foolish Monte Carlo.
The Bootleggers.

The Love Nest
Don't Blame Your
Tal-

Children.

Mrs. Dane's Confession.

The Blue Mountain Mystery.
feet.

INC.

from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Shipman.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reela, All-Star.
Girl

Ace of Hearts, seven reels.
Dollar Devils.
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GOLDWYN PICTURES

The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

GEORGE

Theodora, special

cast, eight reels.
Fool, six reels.

The Glorious

Man

with

Two

Mary Alden.
reels, Raymond

Mothers, five reels,

His Back Against the Wall,

five

Watch Your Step, six reels.
Grand Larceny, six reels.
Watch Your Step, five reels, Landis and Patsy
six reels. Colleen Moore.
All's Fair in Love, six reels, Betty Compson.
Head Over Heels, five reels, Mabel Normand.
When Romance Rides, six reels (Benj. Hampton).

GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Thou Shalt Not Love, six reels, All-Star Cast.
The Fountain of Youth, six reels, All-Star Cast.

W.

Pearson.

six reels, Virginia

The

Marguerite

reels,

Lantern,

o'

six

reels,

all-star cast.

The Veiled Woman,

Marguerite Snow.

six reels,

KANE OBEY PICTURES.
The Mysterious

Rider,

INC.
Adams-

Claire

reels,

six

B.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
six reels,

Adams.

Claire

HUGO BALLIN PBODUCTION9
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
All Star Cast
Jane Eyre, seven reels, Mabel Ballin.
Other Women's Clothes, six reels, Mabel Ballin
and Raymond Bloomer.
Married People, six reels, Mabel Ballin.

The Journey's End,

WARD LASCELLE PHODUCTIONS
Van Winkle, seven

Thomas

reels,

Jefferson.

WINNIPEG PBODCCTIONS,

INC.

God's Crucible, six reels, Gaston Glass.
of the Royal Mounted, six reels, Gaston
Glass and Vivienne Osborn.

Cameron

HOLTRE PBODUCTIONS
No

TILFORD CINEMA STUDIOS
Slim Shoulders, six

When Dawn Came,

Squire Phinn.

reels,

VICTOR KREMER,

Is Young, five reels, with
Trail, five reels, with Buck

METRO SPECIALS
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

2— Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram SpedaL
9— Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.
23— Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Feb.
Feb.

6—The Golden Gift,
20— The Right That

Hughes.
six reels, Alice Lake.
Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.

Viola Dana.
Glass Houses,
—
Alice Lake.
— The
Bert
—Kisses,Face Between, six
Viola Dana.
— Seeing's Believing, six
six reels,
six reels,

reels,

Lytell.

1

linson.

A

Doris May.

Madame

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova

Billions,

six reels, with
six reels, with

Camille,

Nazimova
Nazimova

Mae Murray.
Mae Murray.

of the Wolf, five reels (Norman Dawn
Prod.).
The Fatal Marriage, five reels (Gish-Reid reissue).

The Son

five reels. Doris May.
Colleen of the Pines (Chester Bennett Prod.).
My Dad, six reels, with Johnnie Walker.
Up and at 'Em, five reels, Doris May.

MILLER BROS.

101

RANCH

Days

of the Buffalo, six reels.
Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

PATHE EXCHANGE,
D.

INC.

reels,

with

Mahlon Hamil-

ton.

Her Unwilling Husband,

five

reels,

with Blanche

Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H
B. Warner.

reels,
reels,

Lon Chaney.
House

CORINNB GRIFFITH PRODUCTION
A

5,000 feet.
Riders, 5,000 feet.
Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet.

&

S.

A

to

You,

reels,

five

stunt

reels,

Bill*

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Reckless Youth, five
Evidence, five reels.

reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN

with

novelty.

Announce Your Marriage?

reels.

Girl's Desire, five reels.

ENTERPRISES

E.

five

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Rainbow, five reels.
The Little Minister, six reels.
The Angel of Crooked Street, five
The Girl in His Room, five reels.

feet.

Her Story,
The Night

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two

reels.

Virgin's Sacrifice, five reels.

Divorce Coupons,

It

Street, five reels.

Restless Souls, five reels.

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
David and Jonathan, 4,800

Peters.

VITAGRAPH

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

No

Defense, five reels.

The

Silent

five reels.

Gypsy Passion,

six reels.

The Sheik's Wife, six reels.
Too Much Business, seven

My

five reels.

Vow,

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Wild

reels.

Irish Rose, seven reels.

The Ladder Jinx, six reels.
The Ninety and Nine, seven

reels.

reels.

WARNER PICTURES

Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.
Prophet's Paradise, five reels.

Why

Channing of the Northwest,
John Smith, five reels.

School Days, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Your Best Friend, Vera Gordon, seven reels.

five

The

Fighter,

five reels.
five reels.

After Midnight.

of

Fsversham
Red Foam, six

His.

reels, a

Brass.

reels,

with

Conws>

six

reels,

with

Willis-

Ralph Ince Special.

I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit.
(All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home (All Star Cast.)

Reported Missing, seven

reels.

Riches, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Heroes of the Street, Wesley Barry, seven

reels.

six

Who Am

of Parents, all-star cast, six reels.

Parted Curtains, Henry B. Walthall and Mary
Alden, six reels.
A Dangerous Adventure, Grace Darmond, seven

Rags

Tearle.

The Sin That Was

Ashamed

Little

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road

Leave Home, Anna Q. Nilsson, seven

reels.
to

The Man of Stone, five reels.
A Wide Open Town, five reels.
The Referee, five reels.
Ambition,

Girls

reels.

reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

INC.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven

The Trap, seven
The Storm, eight

Received Payment, five
Island Wives, five reels.

son.

Why

Dean.

Harry Tarey.

six reels, Priscilla Dean.
Foolish Wives, 10 reels, Erich von Stroheim.
Man to Man, six reels, Harry Carey.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows

reels.

Wild Honey,

Gibson

Decision, five reels, with Helen

Girl's

The Fox, seven

Lucky Carson, five reels.
The Man from Downing

Bucking the Tiger,

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

JESSE

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PRODUCTIONS

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

RAINBOW FILM CORP.

The

reels,

Fascination, eight reels,

The Trouper, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Trimmed, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
Afraid To Fight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
The Married Flapper, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Top o' the Morning, five reels, Gladys Walton,

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
Peacock Alley, eight

The Black Bag, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Out of the Silent North, five reels Frank Mayo.
Her Night of Nights, five reels, Marie Prevost

Conflict, six reels, Priscilla

reels,

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIUNi*

Wonderful Wife, five reels. Miss du Pont.
Who Married His Own Wife, five reels,
Frank Mayo.
Second Hand Rose, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Kissed, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Step on It, five reels, Hoot Gibson.

The Man

erick.

Zena Keefe.
Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

May

Prevost.

The Vermilion Pencil, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.
Queen O' the Turf, five reels, special cast.
The First Woman, five reels, Mildred Harris.
Gay and Devilish, five reels, Doris May.
Sheik of Araby, six reels, H. B. Warner revival.
The Glory of Clementina, six reels, Pauline Fred-

INC.

When Love

reels,

Frank Mayo.

to Earth, five reels,

The Bear Cat, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
The Man Under Cover, fie reels, Herbert Raw-

and Ed Coxen.

five reels.
five reels, with Diana Allen.
Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

Apr. 3
Apr. 17

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
The Wise Kid, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Dangerous Little Demon, five reels. Maris

Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Forget, five reels, Special Cast.
Billy Jim, five reels, Fred Stone.
The Call of Home, six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prod).
Beyond the Rainbow, six reels, L. J. Gasmer

A

Marjorie Seaman.

Nazimova.
The Ruling Passion, seven reels, George Arliss.
Fair Lady, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Orphans of the Storm, twelve reels (D. W. Grif-

Tracked

Five

six

Fair-

Doll's House, seven reels,

fith).

Why Men

Prod.
Boy Crazy,

Douglas

reels,

banks.

A

five

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

Wings of Pride,

Mar. 6

six reels.
six reels.

reels.
Welcome to Our City, five reels.
Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.
Paid, five reels.
The
Irving Cummings Series, two reels.
Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

Man and Woman,

Winding

The Three Musketeers, twelve

Diane of Star Hollow,

JANS PICTURES, INC.
The Amazing

Disraeli, seven reels, George Arliss.
I Accuse, eight reels (Abel Gance production).
Iron Trail, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.

BERG-KAHLERT PRODUCTIONS
Free Air, six

Street nine reels (D. W. Griffith).
the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-

Carnival, six reels (Harley Knoles production).
Way Down East, eleven reels (D. W. Griffith).

The Call from the' Wild.
The Fatal 30.
The Able Minded Lady.
The Girl from Rocky Point.
The Forest King.

Irene Castle.

reels,

SEELING PROD.

ford.

The Understudy,

six reels. Irene Castle.
Trespassing, six reels, Irene Castle.

French Heels,

R.

in a Million, three reels.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Dream

PACIFIC FILM CO.

Certain Rich Man, six reels, Claire Adams.
Heart's Haven, six reels. Claire Adams.

Rip

(Achievement

reels.

The Man

Through

A

The Grey Dawn,

six

Man Who

Robert McKim.

BENJAMIN

Within,

Films.)
of the North, six reels (Freres).

Neal Hart.

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

CHAS.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

RENCO FILM COMPANY
six

Power

1922

Fickle Women, five reels, state right featnra.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featmra.

INC.

(Arthur F. Beck

reels.

Nanook

W HODKINSON CORP

Lavender and Old Lace,
Snow.
At the Sign of the Jack

six

Prod.)

Miller.

Come On Over,

Line,

Tangled Trails, five

D. N.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seits

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
The Heart

Brunette

Fritzi

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and Jane Caprice.

Hatton.

Wildness of Youth,

six reels, with

5,

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

CORP.

The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

August

Main Street.
The Beautiful and Damned.
Little Church Around the Corner.

WESTERN PICTURES

CORP.

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, AUene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
five reels. Allene Ray.

Lady Luck,

»l,UUU Bid

nays rarewen

Angeles

at l,os
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The

Speediest Picture Ever Screened.

Swept New York

The Newspapers Gave

It

Off Its Feet

100 Percent Favorable Criticism

BOOK

IT

RELEASED

MARTIN

'VP

NOW READY
FOR BOOKING

AUGUST 20

yv No. 7
''KV,

A

NOW

J.

QU1GLEY, PUBLISHER
st OW.v at Chicago. 111.,
-'

Entered as second-class matter, August so, 1917, at the P
Published weekly at 417 South Dearborn

St.,

Chicago.

Subs

3|M
under the Act of March

s.
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RELEASED IN AUGUST
CARL LAEMMLE'S
box-office sensation

,

i"he

most

talked of and most valuable screen
entertainment ever released

The

million dollar Super— Jewel
which has established avorldls
record for attend a nce/igfu res

By and with^^~

Willi!

uiiiiumiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiimiiinmmiiiuunuDHi3 nnnninill,llllllinB

RELEASED

IN

SEPTEMBER.

THE YEARS BIGGEST PICTURE

!

HOUSE PETERS
Matt Moore
Virginia Valli and

From Geo.Broadhursfs sensational Broadway
success of Larwgdon McGormicks cfreat play.
Directed by Reginald Barker.
irn¥innmii9iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimii

RELEASED IN OCTOER

DEDICATED

TO THE MOTH EP OF

THE >MDRLD BY CARL LAEMILE

HOUSE
PETEK
AND AN ALL-STAR. CAST
//

HUMAN*
HEARTS
Backed by National Advertising
in the Saturday Evening Post

from the -femous sta$e play by Hal FM
containing' a superb cast, including Edit
Hal lor, Russell Simpson, Geo. HacKathcie.
Mary Phi fbin, Gertrude Claires Ramsey^
Directed by Kino, Bac/c/ot

5miiiiiitifiiiiiinmiiiiiniiiiiniiifiimiiiianiiii

!
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i

uii ii i ii ii uu ra turn u qui im u ui uuiiiui u ujiuuii umioimmmnTr2

RELEASED

DECEMBER.
The GreatetTlacin<g Picture oftheAjJe
IN

|

'

REGINALD
DENNY
AN ALL-STAR. CAST
and

in

THE KENTUCKY

DERBY

From Charles Daley's great Broadway
stage success 'The Suburban"
Directed by King' ba<$$of

nanrnnniininiiinnitniiinrmiiinniiiii

RELEASED

IN

PRJSCILL.A

Audacious Insolent
!

NOVEMBER

N

!

Glorious!

as "Cigarette "the Daughter oRriefedTment
in -the most magnificent Jevel of her career

UNDER

TWO FLAGS
from the immortal no\/eJ by Ouida
Directed by Tbd Browning"

5miiii

i

i

i

ni i M

i

ii

iniumiurminimiiC

innii rniTTT

RELEASED IN JANUARY
Booth Tarkingtonfe Great Story

of "the American

EILEEN

Girl

!

PERCY

supported by Helen Jerome Eddy
and a superb cast in

HE FLIRT

"

'made from

one of the best

novels by the -famous
Tarkincjton

selling;

author Booth

Directed by Hobart Henley
•

uniii«iiinuiiiuiuiiisnuni«t*inniiumniiiHiiBmiinniS

It's
it's

everywhere,
Universal year 0 ^ N6ur year!
in

the

air, rPs

I

EXHIBITORS HERALD

August

12,

1922

Here *e* are-lhe

i

/hedbert\J||||||b|||
DWLINSON

iWHillH

GLADYS tojrtSfiMt
brockvellx**

Nine

AN
ALL-STAR CAST
•featuring

Paid Back

INE splendid productions that
will stand up under all the
promises you want to make for
them! They're built for BIG
get behind
exploitation methods
them with every bit of showmanship
you've got. Call on the Universal
Exploitation Manager in your Exchange he'll help you put your show

N

Directed by
rving'

Cumming's

—

H

/"GLADYS

—

( VALTON
Top tf the n HOOT
Morning - BSON
M

over to a harvest of profit. Glance
at the titles they are the kind you
can exploit to the skies
So are the

—

!

by Anne Caldwell
Oirected by Edward

Laemmle

.

Galloping

*

-^2.

— the

wise

showman

and the directors.
The Winning Nine will win for every

.

\ ^.

stars

stories

in the land!

SAVE SOME TIME FOR THE

WINNING NINE!
/man
by Bernard Hyn
Directed by
Harry Pollard

1

^^p*

HERBERTS
RAWLINSON \
Confident!

MAYO
Caught

By Bernard Hyman
Directed by
Nat Ross

v

Bluffing /HENRY
By Jack Becholdf
Directed by LamberiHillyer

'

WALTHALC\
MARJORIEDAW
B.

RALPH GRAVES

in

Long
Chance
by Peter B.Kyne
Directed by Jack Conway

Uni\cral

HOOT \
*'

--

I

GIBSON

4 lone Hand

/Gladys

\

VALTON

By Ralph
,

Cummins

Directed by Nat Ross

IN

Girl

who

Ran Wild
By Bret Harte
Directed by
Rupert Julian

-

^^Sm^

Ar;ac:os;r Luxe^tAW

August

12.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

"her

MAJESTY"
WITH

MOLLIE KING

and

CREIGHTON HALE
u

who

shopping for a film
which can compete with summer heat, automobile riding and other warm weather competition, will do well to consider 'Her Majesty'
as the subjec t of an extra effort in exploita-

Exhibitors

tion

are

and advertising.

Playgoers Pictures has offered

number

worth

of pictures

showmen

a

special consider-

doubtful that any one of them
ation, but
has measured higher in all essentials; cast,
story, settings, costuming, suspense and
The Exhibitors Herald,
general appeal."
it is

July 22nd.
PRESENTED

BY

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
FOREIGN

REPRESENTATIVE

SIDNEY GARRETT

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

"Mollie King

is good to look
wears some stunning gowns
and exhibits real emotional
at,

ability in a number of dramatic
scenes."
Charles Larkin in the

—

Motion

Picture

News,

July

EXHIBITORS HERALD

unth

Mary Carr

August

12,

1922

August

12,

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

/

EXHIBITORS HERALD

August

William fox .Presents

DUSTIN FARNUM
in

OATHBOUND
Story by Edward

J.

LeSaint

Directed by Bernard

J.

Durning

12,

1922

August

12,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

9

MONTE
CRISTOtmm

Stagzo ay

Opens
York

for its

J.

FLY

New

run August

14th at 44th Street

Theatre,

at

$1.50

Book

admission.

now — for presentations

beginning

September

3d.

JIE

WmSlfotfesfP/yr^g

this is

a.

better ad

than, we could write.
Ar\ exhibitor wrote it.
Every exhibitor should

read

GODDESS

Col.

Wm. N. Seli£s greatest 15 episode serial
World

EXPORT

to

Distributors

IMPORT FILM

CO..

Inc.
Cable Address EXIMF1LM, N.Y.

729 -7 th

I

1

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK.
presents-

|

MSA
Warring

OWEN MOORE

BY VICTOR HEEBMAN

With

a.

A VICTOR HEERMAN PRODUCTION

splendid SELZNICR czvst including

MARJOBIE

The S
Creati
tt

REPC

A
O
i

\\
Al
Of
TI

n

Ml

Ji

m
k^jSk

Disbributec

by SBLEC

Artist

12,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

sag*

|

11

the hand thar rocks
the world
a

1

with bushier
/

\

^4

M*"

11

the attraction

"It's

that identifies

the finer theatres"
as the mighty Kohinoor, in
JUST dazzling
perfection, stands

all

its

MATCHLESS among

Just

as

David

Tiffany,

Belasco

Jack

great

gems—

their

TRAVELAUGHS

/

Dempsey and

UNEQUALLED

stand
respective fields So Hy
stand alone and
reel novelty subjects on the screen.
in

)

—

Mayer and

his

PEERLESS

UNPARALLELED among

short

When
and

such eminent showmen as "Roxy" Rothafel and Gene Roth
others too numerous to mention, BOOK HY MAYER'S

TRAVELAUGHS SOLID AND FEATURE THEM ON THEIR
PROGRAMS,

BOOK Hy

no further proof of their superior quality

is

required.

once with your nearest F. B. O. Exchange and
Mayer's Travelaughs the absolute perfection of short

Communicate

at

—

reel entertainment.

WE'VE TOLD IT TO YOU BEFOREWE'LL TELL IT TO YOU NOWKEEP YOUR
EYE ON
F.

B. O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,
MAIN OFFICE
723

SEVENTH AVENUE,

N. Y.

Inc.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST
presents a

T

-\

Fred Niblo

Sep(«m6c

Production

RODOLPH

VALENTIN(
Sand"

and

Supported by Liia Lee and Nita Naldi_
ng

}ng, in a

Seven Million People

author

Will Thrill to This

Advertisement!

T HIS SATURDAY ^wjjjem^m
EVENING
double-spread

1

the

September

9,

will

have approximately

seven million readers.

the
will thrill to
as the gallant
Valentino
7dea of dashing

These seven million
toreador.

,

pother

idea of
will thrill to the
,eater story by the

They
g

T h ey

^e~atth e c a
How many
will see

S t,

land'

the production.

of these seven

"Blood and Sand

mUhon
at y

theatre?

a

<9ts
If

it's

^Pcuxuttourti
a

Paramount Picture

its

tha

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

l! photoplay

of a

Sashing hero, idol

fmillions, and
romantic love
iffairs. Q~he greatest
frry ever written
lis

ivuicente
tjlasco Ihanei^j

Picture.
>st

show

in

town

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORP.
ADOLPH ZUKOR.

President

'NEW YORK CITV

14

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Christie

August

12.

19J2

Comedies

Comedies

August

12,

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

15

Make GreatRecords
SUMMER ENTERTAINME
WE FILLED THE BILIfBf
SID

GRAUMAN,

A. G.

Los Angeles.

A. H. Blank's

Said that the Christie Comedy
"Cold Feet" was a riot at
Grauman's Million Dollar
Theatre.
It was the best
comedy which had played at
that theatre in a coon's age.
(During the week of this

showing the Los Angeles Examiner listed "Cold Feet" as
the best comedy
in the city.)

STOLTE, Manager

of

"The Des Moines

Theatre,"

Des Moines, Iowa.
said

that

Christie's

"Cold

Feet" was the best comedy
which had played at that
theatre, the newest and finest
motion picture house in Des
Moines.

attraction

NEW RELEASES

Mile-A-Minute Mary'

m

A BETTER DRAWINC

y\0

you catch the

spirit of it?

Do you

get the idea of

its

<

burlesque— its rush-

ing, rousing fun?

Keep Your Eye on

F. B. 0.

NOW—

Plaster your community with our
Play this jamboree of joy RIGHT
the tolks
novel carnival posters— tear it apart with our novel exploitation— and
Never before has such unique and
will think the circus has come to town!
colorful showmanship been put into a five-reel comedy.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

!

—

HIS double-page spread

is a reproduction of our twenty-four sheet
Fashioned
screaming characters and the circus "bark" emblazoned
the top are loaded with "pull." The other posters and accessories are

in vivid colors, these
fross

J*

i
5

IRIT

1 ** 1

bi g- fi sted

showmanship— all

OF THE CIRCUS

V

ntation.

The

folks will forget a

ERICA

TO GET OVER THE

Keep Your Eye on

AND THE CARNIVAL.

Turn Doris and her troupe loose
I

created

NOW!

Back them up with our

man named Barnum

big ex-

ever lived

Main Offices, 723 7th Ave.,'N.

y.'ffS

F.B.O.

iA remarkable J/fystery Drama,

iheJYight"
!§|
cTTie dreat

Stage Production that

New York and London
for a whole Season

captured

A Del/axe Photo Drama Offering
Soon available at your favorite
State Right Exchange
ProduCfirsSecuri^Corporation,5i6''5Mve.NewYor'

—

fin

Organization Ohat

0~fas

Used

Instead

Its

(Brains

OF Its Mouth
For seven months American Releasing Corporation has refused
These
to issue "publicity" to the motion picture trade press.
journals haven't given us publicity;
or wanted any.

we

haven't asked for any,

In a business that has been literally "talked to death"; a business that has been greatly damaged in public respect and support by insane publicity and ignorant exploitation of the wrong
the sense to

—

our American Releasing Corporation has had
work hard, use its intelligence and keep its mouth

things to exploit

closed tight

In the fourteen pages that follow, American Releasing Corporation announces its first fourteen productions for release for the
season of 1922-1923 in fourteen consecutive weeks from Sep-

We announce the gigantic monev-earning GEORGE
BEBAN PRODUCTION "THE SIGN OF THE ROSE," the

tember 3rd.

which we have obtained against
competitive distributions and thirteen powerful productions
for the first quarter of the new releasing year.

sought-after, strived for picture
all

Long before these productions are released we will announce
two more units of thirteen productions each and we inform
you now that we will release between 60 and 70 productions
between September 1, 1922, and August 31, 1923. These are
exclusive of the 26 pictures released by us from February,
when we started, to the end of August, 1922.

And we do

say this to the exhibitors of the country:

American Releasing will match, picture for picture, week for
week, all the way down the year the biggest and the best productions of any producer or distributor in this industry. You'll
need us this year and you'll want us because in directors, stars
and casts, stories, production standards, technical qualities
We've got the

pictures.

American ^
RELEASING

In

CORPORATION

GuucU: Canadian Releasing Corpora uoq. Limited

Distributing Gentres
oF the Indu struj
American Releasing branch offices have been opened at more
than the usual number of exchange centres to get us within
closer shipping and serving distance of our customers.

Our Dominion ally, Canadian Releasing Corporation, for months
has operated three exchanges and is now expanding to five
offices north of the border.

Our United Kingdom and Continental European
operates under the direction of Holmes Walton.
Our Australian
in Sydney,

New

organization

organization is headed by Joseph A.
South Wales.

Lipman

AMERICAN BRANCH OFFICES
ALBANY
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

P.

.

.

.

676 Broadway

F. E.

.

.

.

71A Walton

Daly
Lane
Lester Reardon
A. W. Moses
Sidney Goldman
J.

.

.

.

.

.

CINCINNATI

E. A. McAuliffe

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY

Rudolph Flothow
John C. Shannon

.

.

.

.

37 Winchester Street

and Payne Avcs.

Main

Street

1712 Broadway

John

J.

Heagney

.

Harry Wellington

PITTSBURGH

1010 Forbes Street
501,729 7thAve.N.Y.

& Wyandotte Su

SPOKANE

LOUIS
SALT LAKE

.

.

.

.

,

WASHINGTON

J. J.

.

.

De Waal

C.

Milstein

.

16 No. 4th Street

253 No. 13th Street

134

Meadow

Street

Avenue
191 Golden Gate Ave.
729 7th

2012 Third Ave.
Chalfant Bldg.

706 Mather Bldg.

Offices in

CHARLOTTE

PORTLAND, ORE.

OMAHA

OKLAHOMA CITY

.

Harvey B. Day
William Benson
I. Levine
.
Rudolph Berger
Wm. A. Crank
Louis Amacher
J.

Opening in September,
ST.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
INDIANAPOLIS
.

143 E. Elizabeth St.

19th

917 So. Olive Street

NEWARK.
NEW HAVEN
NEW YORK

530 Broadway
1919'/2

LOS ANGELES
Wm. H. Jenner
MINNEAPOLIS Frank Mantzke
PHILADELPHIA Edgar Moss
.

254 Franklin Street
806 So. Wabash Ave.
21st

.

.

Street

NEW ORLEANS

CANADIAN RELEASING CORPORATION OFFICES:
MONTREAL: Head Office:
TORONTO:
ST.

JOHN,

12
1

N.

Mayor

Managing Director
Manager

Street, J. P. O'Loghlin,

Alice Street, Phil Hazza,
B.:

WORLD-WIDE PICTURES HEAD OFFICE:
[Handling Our Foreign Distribution]

NEW YORK

15

:

West 44th

Street,

Holmes Walton, Managing Director Export Service

DISTRIBUTION FOR AUSTRALASIA:
SYDNEY,

RELEASING

Australia:

214 Pitt Street, Joseph A. Lipman,

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

I.

v

J
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Harry Gars on presents

GEORGE BEBAN
irt

The Sign of the Rose
Helene Sullivan
and a superlative cast
This
It

is

the great sensation of the season of 1922-1923.
the greatest dramatic motion picture ever made.

is

overwhelmingly filled with pathos and humanness.
produced from the act that Mr. Beban has played
fourteen years; one of the most powerful and valuable

It is

Rose" in conjunction with Mr. Beban and his company
and special effects for
a thirty weeks season in as many cities.

of eight, with a carload of scenery

It is

for

dramatic properties in the history of the theatre.

proved picture. With Mr. Beban and a company
wonderful players acting a twenty minute episode, the unforgettable flower shop episode known to
millions, this picture has played 21 weeks in 18 of our
greatest cities and largest theatres to larger receipts by

Not until Mr. Beban and company in conjunction with
"The Sign of the Rose" picture have played the largest
cities in any zone can or will the picture be booked alone.

It is a

of eight

50 f"c than were
Miracle

drawn by the overwhelming runs

Man" and "Humoresque,"

of

Immediately behind Mr. Beban's personal engagement,
at the time when everyone in the territory's largest cities
is talking about this amazing and never-to-be-forgotten
picture

we

There

isn't

powerful or

You had
we take

America of the picture
we are booking "The Sign of the

a single booking in

alone and by itself,

For Pre-release

Only

SEPTEMBER

1922

3,

make

it

available for exhibitors.

"The

the giants of the two

past seasons.

Before

will

a picture in

all

as valuable to

the world to-day one-half as

you

as

"The Sign

better wire our Theatrical

of the Rose."

Department to

get

one of George Beban's thirty weeks of the company and
picture combined.

For National Release
OCTOBER 10, 1922

presents

RAY C. SMALLWOOD'J
greatest
spectacular production,

QUEEN OF THE

MOULIN ROUGE
From Paul

Potter's

Famous Play

The most

colorful and sensational picture ever directed by a man responsible for many of the screen's
unusual pictures and Nazimova's greatest successes;
the best work of the man whose "My Old Kentucky
Home" has been the outstanding hit of the past sum-

mer

season.

With a cast that includes
Striker and Henry Harmon.

With unusual

art direction

With scenes taken

And from

in Paris

Martha Mansfield, Joe
by Ben Carre.
and picturesque Quebec.

American theatre-goers
remember.

the play that gave

a thrill that

they

still

melodrama, yes! A love story, certainly! A movpanoramic picture of the notorious Parisian
Red Mill with aU of its excitements and gaieties.

A

ing, fast,

This

on

says to your public: "Come on in! Come
Here's a story and a production to hold your

title

in!

interest!"

you have booked in some tombstone picture that
says to your public "Stay away!" throw it out and
book "Queen of the Moulin Rouge" as fast as you
hundred prints
can. You better wire for this one.
can serve only one hundred theatres at the same time,
and it's a big country.
If

A

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

For

Pre-release

Only

AUGUST, 1922
For

National Release

SEPTEMBER

10,

1922

dearest, sweetest story ever written by the author of
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," "Mother Carey's Chickens"
and two score of the most beloved stories ever written in any

The

Dirig'o Films, Inc.

presents

language."
to describe this story we would tell you that
indescribable. If as exhibitors you wish something to
identify it quickly to you we would say that it is a combination of Mary Pickford's "Rebecca," "Daddy Longlegs"
and "Amarilly" all rolled into one.

If

you asked us

it is

We selected the

who

contributed the wonderful scenario
from which George Loane Tucker made "The Cinderella
girl

Man"; we had our hope fulfilled when we got Sidney Olcott
knowing that he loved children and
that he made Our Mary's "Poor Little Peppina."

to direct the picture,

who

Told simply and quickly this is the story of two kids
wanted a mother and wandered into Maine where they
thawed an embittered spinster's heart and attained their

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGINS
Story oPthe heart

TIMOTHY'S

QUEST

Directed 6y Sidney Olcott
Charles M. Seay- Production Mgr.

wish.

Scenario by
{Catherine

A

Stuart
author of

perfect cast that comprises Helen Rowland as Lady Gay,
James Depew as Timothy, Gladys Leslie, Marie Day, Vivia
Ogden, Margaret Seddon, James Terbell, Bertram Marburg.
If

audiences

don't

dearly

love

Americans haven't any hearts

"Timothy's

the scenario
of "The
Cinderella

Man'

Quest

at all.

For

Pre-release

Only

AUGUST. 1922
For

National Release

SEPTEMBER

17,

1922

American

Releasing Corp.

presents

The most

rollicking comedy-dram

ofW22

FOOLS OI

FORTUN

CAmazingly directed bip
Louis William Chaudet
And titled for all the laughs
in the world by its author

WC. TUTTLE

A

cast

headed by Marguerite de

la

Motte supported by four

delightf

old scamps in the persons of Tully Marshall, Russell Simpson. Frai

Brownlee and Jack

The

story

Dill.

was originally published in Adventure Magazine under the

tit

"Assisting Ananias" and Tuttle, the author, hasn't missed one laugh.

when the amused Orientals enjoy a humorous picture they lea
forward on their grass mats and bump their foreheads on the groun<
Here in the United States audiences will come mighty hear rolling out c
their seats. Years ago you remember how they howled over Doug Fail
Very wel
banks' crazy conceit "The Mystery of the Leaping Fish"?
those are the kind of laughs your audiences will get out of "Fools of Foi

In China

tune."

down under the

Belly laughs that start 'way

belt

and make you rock

a]

over.

Wise old Typewriting Tuttle

—way out in California.

something with this picture.
run him for President.

If

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

For

Pre-release

Only

AUGUST, 1922
For National Release

SEPTEMBER

24, 1922

He

he writes another one

sure has

startei

like this they']

^

J.

L. Frothingham

Production

THE WOMAN

HE LOVED

(Directed By Edward

Slomaru

made "dhe tfen Dollar Raise" "Shattered Idols"
\Jhe\i}esterners and many screen, successes
rho

From the story by William VMong
a cast that includes Marguerite de la Motte,
William V. Mong, Marcia Manon, Mary Wynne, Eddie
Southerland, Charles French, Harvey Clarke, Lucille Ward
and Bruce Guerin.

And

have told you before about Frothingham. He isn't
trading on a past reputation; he's making a reputation
based on honest work and intelligence. He virtually saved

We

box

the life of A. P. with a

promising

He

much and

office

delivering

picture

when

it

was

little.

made exhibitors everyname and say: "The next time that
picture just remember that I want to play

delivered an honest picture that

where remember
fellow

makes

a

his

it."

A man who

works and shuns publicity wins respect and
is entitled to your respect because he deThe same is true of Sloman.

Frothingham
livers.

Two men
workers.

want

it

not creatures of publicity and press agents but

"The Woman He Loved" proves
and be mighty glad you bought it.

.mertcatt
CORPORATION
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For

Pre-release

SEPTEMBER

17,

Only
1922

For National Release

OCTOBER

1,

1922

it.

You

will

.* PICTURES INC.

A-".

jb resents

When the
DESERT CAlii
RAY

C.

SMALLWoi

PRODUCTION
^featuring

VIOLET HEMINU
Jill

star cast including

SHELDON LEWIS" ROBERT FRASER

A

sensuous, compelling romance

of the burning sands.

A

story of

love and allure.

From

the story by Donald McGib-

ney.

Not one of the many picwake of "The

tures trailing in the

Sheik"; a story in every dramatic
essential as big as "'The Sheik" by
an author better and wider known

and of long-established

A

story of passion

tion;

of love and

success.

and deprivaconquest; of

heart hunger and fulfillment.

Backed with the nation-wide audience that greeted the novel.

Made

more appealing by the
superb art direction of Ben Carre

infinitely

and possessing the increased dramatic power that Ray C. Small-

wood's constant growth as a director contributes.

Is Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

For

Pre-release

SEPTEMBER
For

Only

24, 1922

National Release

OCTOBER

8,

1922

{puis Vdm.CliaiicLet

THE

PILLAGERS
an all-star cast of big names
directed 6y jfouis %Vm. Ghaudet

Vith

ABRYON DAVIS PRODUCTION

W.C. Tattle

A

tremendous he-man story of the great North

filled

with the action that made "The Spoilers" a threeyear sensation that

The

still

is

remembered.

principal players in this powerful production

are stars loaned to this producer by one of the other
great producing organizations, with the stipulation
that these names will not be announced before
September 1 to hinder the company that controls
them in the exploitation of another of the great
fall

season specials.

By

the time you have seen "Fools of Fortune" by

the same Producer, the same Director and the same

Author, you will

know

will represent in cast

For

Pre-release

OCTOBER

1,

Only
1922

just what "The Pillagers"
and production standards.

Save a place for "The Pillagers." It is a man's
overwhelming woman's interest.

story with an

For National Release

OCTOBER

15,

1922

American
RELEASING

CORPORATION
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\,

size

You

will think of the gentleness of Peter Grimm; yo
remember the oft-perplexed but philosophic Ab
Potash; you have seen no less than two wonderful Jew
ish stories but here is the lovable and memorable on
of them all with a brand new note.

will

—

Carl Krusada

presents

William

THE

H. Straus);
in

HOUSli

OF SOLOMOK
By Val Cleveland
Directed By (grnuel EKenneci
Produced byTilford Cinema Studios -NewXjc
For Pre-release

OCTOBER

0, joy! What a title! Laughter. Pathos. Domestic humor
and happiness and one of the best casts that could have been
selected for such a picture.

William H. Strauss as I. Solomon; Brenda Moore as Rosie
Solomon Nancy Deaver as the movie star who maneuvered
a divorce that would not "take."
;

Five distributions were bidding for this story and producand we got it, as we have obtained a score more big
tion

—

ones this year against the entire

You
you

will

want

a battle in

field.

one but your opposition
bidding for it.

this

JVmerican
RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

is

sure to give

15,

Only
1922

For National ReU

OCTOBER

29,

12

PICTURES

*

INC. <V

presents

EUGENE WALTER'S
1922 StcweSuccess

FLAPPER LOVE
r

With an all star cast including

FaireBinney, Lucy Fox, Florence Billings,
Huntley Gordon, Joe Striker, J. Barney Sherry

"Directed 6\j

George fterWilliger

A new play by the author of "The Easiest Way,"
"Paid in Full" and a dozen other of the greatest
stage hits of the past fifteen years.

Simultaneously produced by Pyramid and

re-

leased nationally at the very

moment

being presented for the

time on the stage

as

one of the

A

cast

first

hits of the

packed

full

New York

of the player

that

it is

fall season.

names that

count with your patrons; names that bring

new

patrons into your theatre.

Directed by the

man who made

Cosmopolitan

Davies

the big Marion

success,

"The

Bride's

Play."

Scenic and art direction by

For

Pre-release

OCTOBER

8,

Ben

Carre.

Only
1922

For National Release

OCTOBER

t

RELEASING

29,

1922
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J

HUGH

DIERKER'S

Storu ofthe home

THE
OTHER SID;
Written by Thelma, La Nier am
directed personally by Hugh Dier »

made by

This

is

since

"When Dawn Came."

the

first

picture

a young prodi
That was a talked-ab

picture all over the country.

"Here

said:
will

is

a director

who

Professionals

who

r

t

sa^

t

will bear watching;

e

do big things."

The public

talked about the picture for months a
and time and again asked exhibitors: "W
are you going to have another good picture like 'W

seeing

it

Dawn

Came'."

—

But Hugh Dierker didn't hurry, He had stories g
He had ideas big ones, He had finances
ones.
But
could have started whenever he wished.

—

I

I

waited

And he

got a bigger story; a bigger theme; a

more polished piece

of production material.

he was

he move

And

satisfied did

then he

ft

Not

u

at all.

made "The Other

Side."

A

story sp

I

made; one that doesn't stm
yet holds you every minute. You J

didly cast and beautifully
after big effects,

For National Release

NOVEMBER

5,

1922

remember "The Other Side" long
gotten all about some of the punch
momentary sensations.

after

you have

pictures that cr

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation. Limited

I
e

A Magnificent

Production of
another "Leatherstocking Classic by

FENIMORE COOPER

JaMES

Cuthorof^Ihe £hst of tm CMohicans"

Sacramento Pictur
presents,

(The

DEERSLA
memories. Every boy-man
nd every man-boy remembers the tale and has
hrilled over the story of this mighty Indian
'he story of a million

lassie.

and three romantic love
"Old Hawkeye"; that of the Old
frontiersman and the love story of the Indian
Ldventure, action, suspense
tories:

that of

hief.

lere

you step back into the early glory of the North
You will have the best work

onerican continent.
f a

Metro

ids the use of his
ar

now engaged in
whose contract for-

powerful and able director

iroducing a big

that

company

special,

name

till

he completes

his

work

in three weeks.

announced and

in all-star cast

of fine actors will be

atire tribes of

Crow and Blackfeet Indians

will be

amid the unrivalled beauties of the Glacier
lational Park region.
sed

Crow and Blackfeet Indians will be availbooking with this picture in the larger
ey cities that can stand the expense of such acts.
roops of

bk

for

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

For Pre-release

Only

OCTOBER

1922

29,

For National Release

NOVEMBER

12. 1922

For National Release

NOVEMBER

One

19, 1922

Cosmopolitan Magazine's
widely exploited writers of
fiction; an author with a following
across America has set out to make
his own pictures, aided by able directors, for distribution through us.
These will be known as
of

most

Frank R. Adams
Productions
and we
ful first

Frank

it.

will

have

a big

and

success-

production in

Adams

American Releasing Corporations
presentation of

MILES BREWSTElJ
AND THE
SUPER- SEX
man
Hlte story of a young

knew
A

all

about

cast of all-star players

women
handled by

another big director and offering

one of the most successful magazine
stories of the past two years.
Prints in all offices in late October
for screening.

JVmericatv
CORPORATION J
RELEASING

who

Another gripping and unrivalled domestic
drama of sacrifice.

Harriet Comstock's
novel

nationally-successful

that

all

the

and reviewers are talking about; the
story that is now one of the best sellers in
critics

the forty largest cities of the nation

AT THE CROSSROADS
featuring
SEENA OWEN
Here you have one of the greatest emotional

stars

of the screen; the star of "Sisters"; the star of

"Back Pay," the story of the girl with the crepe
de chine soul in a cotton lisle environment who
thought she could win happiness by a short cut.

The

A

star of

"The Woman God Changed."

Hearst Cosmopolitan and
"International" productions; featured from one
end of the nation to the other in the Hearst chain
star of three great

For

Pre-release

NOVEMBER

12,

Only
1922

of daily newspapers with a

circula-

Everybody knows her. Everybody likes her.
Soon to be widely exploited in another Cosmopolitan production "The Face in the Fog" and"
fresh from that triumph she comes to us for "At
the Crossroads."

You

will

want

director to

.mcrican

RELEASING

combined

tion in excess of 6.000.000.

CORPORATION

la Cinidi: rj^jfjun Releasing Corporation. Limited

this one.

make

this

We

will

announce a big

one big!
For National Release.

NOVEMBER

26, 1922

The

drr.ma, the romance, the pathos, the tragedy, the humor all the O. Henry blending
of his fascinating Bagdad-on-the-Subway. The
biggest, boldest, most beautiful melodrama ever
made into a picture about the night life of New

For National Release

DECEMBER

3,

1922

—

York.

American Releasing

Corp.

presents

QTie

GREAT CITY
Produced at the

Whitman bennett studios
under the personal supervision of

Whitman Bennett
A

production not dependent upon one star perit is being cast for eight or ten star

sonality

—

roles.
It will

have spectacular art direction and techany production of the

nical qualities equalling
1
past two years big ones.

The

New

picture that will be the Christmas and
Year's mid-season sensation.

i

ILLETIN

American Releasing Corporation announces its distribution of four powercast productions to be
all-star
ful,

known

as

del ruth
PRODUCTIONS

jlMPTON

be directed by Mr. Del Ruth for his
own producing company at Long Beach,
to

California,

with

production

starting

July 31 on

The

CARRIAGE

CHANCE
The second production

will

be from one

of the biggest best seller novels
in

known

America in the past three years.

Hampton Del Ruth

lor six years was a
head of production for Keystone, NYMP and Mack Sennett; was
from the outset editor and supervising
director of the William Fox Sunshine
Comedies and is one of the best
grounded men in story and production

directing

essentials in the industry.

Watch for our immediate announcement of titles and the big all-star casts.
First release in late

October or early

November.

RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

J/amptori Del Ruth
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But pretty soon Smith began to notice
for every "Big One" you showed, there would
bunch of "little ones," as though just because
were able to get that big feature you had to
the little picture with it.
It looked that way!
stiff.

AT any
he's

H AVE

you met Mr. Smith? You have.
You know him by sight, if not by name.
is

bill

that

be a

you
take

how Smith figured it out and
And when he doped it

rate that's

a sharp buyer.

out that you had to take a flock of "little ones" in
order to get the "BIG Ones" he made up his mind
that he didn't have to pay out his crisp dollar for the
little pictures just because he joyfully handed you a
dollar for the occasional big pictures.

who used to hand out the
Monday and Thursday

the man,

every

any change because
Airs. Smith, Myrtle Smith, Ralph Smith, Jr.
and the youngest John Smith all went in

The Smiths stopped coming

with him.

you book a big picture they come
But they skip the weak films at your theatre and spend their dollar somewhere else where
they're showing another long-looked for, muchwanted attraction.

He

night.

1922

Some weeks you would manage to get what Smith
calls a "Big One" and it would tickle the family

Mr. Smith?

Smith

12,

going to the pictures it didn't matter much what you
gave them. But after a while he began to get bored
with the number of ordinary, same-old-sort-of-pictures you showed.

HaveYouMet

crisp dollar

August

didn't get

regularly,

but don't

think they stopped handing out those dollar

bills

every

Monday and Thursday

life.

They're shopping around for entertainment

night.

Not on your

When

now.

around.

the village Smith, the one who doesn't
stand under a spreading chestnut tree but in
the shadow of your box office.

He

is

Regularly every

Five Smiths.

One
night.
Remember?

Thursday
change.

Of

crisp

Wouldn't it be pleasant
time he comes around,

tell Smith next
found a way of
getting really BIG PICTURES without being compelled to sign up for the little ones? Wouldn't it
be nice to buy pictures the way Smith buys tickets,
to pay for the Big Picture you want without having to take on a lot of pictures you don't want!

Monday and
buck.

Xo

course you recall the Smiths now. SplenYou were always glad to see

to be able to

that you've

did people.

And how you

them coming along.

missed

they stopped coming.
You remember that! But you never
exactly knew why they stopped.
that crisp dollar

bill

when

IT'S

such a sound, logical proposition that Goldit for next season.
Goldwyn offers

wyn adopted

you

to

ONLY TWENTY BIG PICTURES,

each one

WELL,
That's

here's

coincidence.

a

what

exactly

and I were talking about
eon a week ago

We

saw your

fine

—Among

Smith

Big

at lunch-

cials

night.

Monday and Thursday
larly, religiously,

could
nights

over to

And

and

Hungry

— With

The

such

Ho

—

as

famous
Neilan,

u b a r, Walsh,
Hughes, Tourneur,
E. Mason Hopper.
Play them and you'll
see the Smiths again,
regularly every
Monday and Thursday.

1

but

going to be a great big smashing special,
the kind Smith will gladly pay his
dollar for. And each one comes on
You won't have
its own merits.
to book a series of program pictures to get the

BIG GOLDWYN*

TWENTY.
You'll see more of the Smiths next
season.
They're nice people and
it will be good to have them coming back again.
And it will be
good, too, to get that crisp dollar

Monday and Thursday
Smith was right when he
said that no one ought
to pay for a lot of pictures they don't want
bill

every

night.

directors

that nothing

then Smith got tired of combeing disappointed.
He
said they used to be so crazy about

Chains,

etc.

stand

—and

ing

Broken

Sin Flood, Brothers
Under the Skin, The
Bitterness of Sweets,

nights regu-

Those
in the way.
were dedicated to coming
your place.

Christian,

Remembrance,

would take the family that
He was mightly glad of a

chance to go, he said. In fact, he
told me how he used to set aside

the Twenty
Goldwyn Speyou'll find The

Hearts, Passions of
the Sea, Ben Hur,

advertisement

about that big feature and Smith
remarked that he hadn't been over
in quite a while and that he probably

is

just to get the

BIG PICTURE
do want.

ONE
they,

August

12.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

Rain and Pictures
Rain at the Right Time
Saves the Farmer's Crops
The Right Picture at the Right
Time Saves the Exhibitor's Season

Just as water puts

new

life

into dry fields,

and

keeps the crops growing for weeks after the

downfall

So does the RIGHT PICTURE put new life into
your theatre territory, and keep right on working
for YOU for months after the showing.

For

this reason a great picture is far

portant to
a
It

YOU

and

YOUR

more im-

theatre than just

week's attraction.
brings that

new

life,

that

new growth,

that

keeps right on drawing patrons and making

money

for months.

That's what you can expect and get from

D. W. Griffith's

"Orphans of
Booking

Now

the

Storm

Through

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary

Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, D.

Hiram Abrams, President

W.

Griffith

"

EXHIBITORS HERALD

August

1922

FOR THE COMING YXAB

W

atch First National

The

12,

big news
60-70 of

is

CCU70

nearly ready!

the best for next season

WATCH

^O-O^ WAIT

SENSATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Has Your Theatre Got a Heat Stroke?
you are

affected by the Hot Spell take a look at this
list of pictures.
First National believes in giving you good
pictures all the year round. Here's some attractions that
If

will bring

them

in.

Richard Barthelmess

Marshall Neilan

presented by

presents his latest

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., in

First National

"Sonny"

"Fools First"

"The Primitive Lover"

His third big production for First
National and a worthy successor
to "Tol'able David." Taken from
the play by George V. Hobart
and directed by Henry King.

With Claire Windsor, Richard
Dix and Claude Gillingwater.
Suggested by Hugh MacNair
Kahler's story in the Saturday
Evening Post.

most sprightly pictures.
Adapted by Frances Marion from
"The Divorcee" by Edgar Selwyn
and directed by Sidnev A. Frank-

Constance Talmadge
presented by
Joseph M. Schenck

One

the

of

in

comedi-

fascinating

enne's

lin.

Norma Talmadge

Anita Stewart

presented by

Joseph M. Schenck
"Smilin'

presented by
Louis B. Mayer

in

Through"

"Rose

Eight reels of Storm and Sun-

Adapted by James AshCreelman and Sidney A.
Franklin from Allen Langdon
Martin's play.
Directed by Sidney A. Franklin.
shine.

more

Katherine MacDonald
presented by

in

B.

the Sea"

o'

From

the book by Countess Barand directed by Fred
Niblo, director of "The Three

cynska

A

Musketeers."
the

wrecks

thrilling tale of
sea
and of

—

the

of

society.

Oliver

Morosco

"One Clear

presents his
stage success

Open market.

of

tangles.
Story
scenario by Violet Clarke
directed by Chet Withey.

Dorothy

and
and

Phillips

presented by

in

A gripping tale of masked avengers in a wild night ride. From
the book by Frances Nimmo
Greene and directed by John M.
Stahl.

Mack

presented by

One

domestic

The John M. Stahl Production

Buster Keaton

"My

beautiful woman of the
screen in an interesting story of

Allen Holubar in

story of tradition's barrier and
how he smashed it. The play
that has been road showed all
over the country and is known
to every one.
With Wheeler

Joseph M. Schenck

in

Call"

Louis B. Mayer

A

Oakman.

Schulberg

The most

presented by

"The Half Breed"

P.

"Domestic Relations"

2-reel fun

Hope Hampton
presented by
Hobart Henley Productions

maker

"Gymnasium Jim"

Keaton's funniest come-

You Can Depend on

thrilling story of the sea and a
smuggling ship commanded by a
Adapted and personally
girl.
directed by Allen Holubar from
the story by Harvey Gates.

Sennett

Wife's Relations"

—

A

presents his latest

in

dies and well worth featuring on
a
sure hot
your program
Written and
weather winner.
directed by Buster Keaton and
Eddie Cline. Open market.

"Hurricane's Gal"

A

comedy

that

will

keep your

patrons roaring from start to
ish.

With

fin-

Bevan and
Directed by Roy

Billy

Mildred June.
Del Ruth. Open market.

First Nationals in

in

"Star Dust"

The

beautiful

star

in

a

picture

suggested from the famous story
by Fannie Hurst, author of

"Humoresque."
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businesslike

manipulation of

rev-

enues now being received by theatres would
much toward enabling the exhibitor to meet

satisfactorily existing conditions

and

also

would

J.

QUIGLEY

permitted to cut into the total expense bill is a
matter of overwhelming importance at this time.

A

policy which frequently has been stated in
connection with one of America's most notable
theatres

back to normal.

of the entertainment

man

theatre

should use a sharp pruning

on the non-essential items of entertainment
buying for his program.
When the industry was experiencing the

1922

Economize

to

be of material assistance to the industry in getting

The

12,

is

that the entire motion picture portion

poor second, at that

is

—

merely secondary

program

to the

—and a

of incidental

knife

specialties that are characteristic of the theati-e.

he lias been

This, of course, may be stated merely as a comforting assertion for the proprietors of this the-

war prosperity exhibitors, large
were coaxed and encouraged into a

flood-tide of the

and small,

great variety of

minor embellishments for

their

number

of subsidiary film subjects.

ally need.

*

.

programs, including variety specialties as well as a
great

them imaginary security from the
demands of producers whose product they actuatre, affording

T-JOWEVER,

Details

were carried to great and elaband expenses of theatre operation

if

*

*

such a policy

actually believed in

it

is

for a

moment

would be interesting

of presentation

to

orate lengths

that in a particular season receipts at this theatre

know what explanation

is

offered for the fact

mounted accordingly.
Much of this, and perhaps all, was justified.
The exhibitor was being made the beneficiary of
heavy patronage and very likely his thought was
to show his appreciation of this patronage by

vary from week to week as much as fifty and
seventy-five per cent.
The incidental entertainment, including the entire range of variety special-

spending generously for his programs.
Despite the severe trials of recent months ex-

The one thing that is entirely different from week
to week is the feature picture, which fact should
make it readily understood that it is the feature

hibitors generally while striving heroically to

keep

expenses within income have neglected to discontinue various extraneous items in their

programs

which were cultivated as a habit during a prosper-

when the comparatively small additional
expense did not cut much of a figure.
*
*
*

ous era

A

NY

analysis of the motion picture
problem and opportunity discloses
the fact that the feature picture is the dominant
attraction, the one essential item in the program,
the one thing that attracts patronage and the
strict

theatre's

one thing that

is

in itself capable of rendering

Everything else excepting only
those things which add to the effectiveness of the
feature picture, are merely sidelights and nothing
more. Hence, just how far these sidelights are
satisfaction.

ties,

presentation effects and short film subjects,

differs

but

little

in quality

picture alone which

is

and

in

popular appeal.

accountable for the radical

range in volume of receipts.
There is a money-making lesson for theatre
men in this matter. Regardless of what business
conditions

may

be at any particular time there

should be no sacrifice of the highest quality attainable in the feature picture.
Every feature picture

shown

at

a theatre not only affects the

immediate business of the house but has an effect
on the entire career of the theatre.
When economies are necessary, economize on
everything but the feature picture because you can
do so safely and with reason and good judgment.
Sacrifice everything else for the quality of the

feature subject.

showmanship.

This

is

good business and sound
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admit that

it
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the

actors, for the most part, toward
growth of censorship during the

past seven years has been phenomenal.

Although the creative branch of the

dustry has very largely been responsible for such

product as has given

at various times to a

demand

for cen-

won

never be

until those directly

won over

to right thinking

of

their

dramatic

sense

The adventure of Mr. Will H. Hays
Hollywood is a development of uncommon interest from many angles.
With this visit to California Mr. Hays
for the first time makes his presence

be

and

plaudits of their immediate circle.

where they must be

in his

program are

Many

of the most important aims

of

the

not been quite sure of

tion will be carried

home

believe,

visit convic-

to those

who

to developments.

One thing Mr. Hays

ship.

We

it.

however, that during this

actors

is

doubtlessly will

to tell directors

and

about this thing called censor-

Up

They must
making

to realize that they are

pictures for the whole world and not

merely

with

a

view

of

gaining

the

They

have got to be made to realize that nothelimination of those things which afford
grounds for reasonable objection.
A certain accomplishment of Mr.
Hays' visit to Hollywood will be that
he will impress upon the minds of directors and actors the idea of responsible partnership in the advancement of
the industry. He should and will con-

Mr. Hays means business but they have

be able to do

made

ing will stem the tide of censorship but

about the studio capital have been will-

awake

they cannot do in pictures.

to be realized.

ing to entertain a passing notion that

are

something else there are certain things

to the present time directors

vince them that there is much dependent upon their efforts and their conduct
and very likely also he will leave behind the thought that with this heavy
responsibility there goes a corresponding penalty for failure.
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so.
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so.

'tis
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The poet who
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*

more or less
on vacation, so
we won't have any poetry from him for
But after that, look
at least two weeks.
Everybody for himself.
out.
contributes

regularly to this col.

*

*

is

*

She Ought to Be Pliable
In 'Above All Law" there's an
ress

named Lia de
*

act-

Putty.
*

*

Ans. to Correspondence
have it on pretty good authority
that celluloid isn't Harold Lloyd's sister.

We

*

*

*

Too Many Babe Ruths
If all the home-run kings this year decide to star in pictures there's going to
be an awful surplus of fillums.

*

*

*

Mostly Blow
Many newspapers report prize fights
"blow by blow" starting with the statements of the pugs several weeks in

—

advance.
*

*

*

Ripping Comedies, Eh?
New Jersey has a film company called
Let us hope
the Lightning Film Corp.
they strike something good.
*

*

Changing
Marshall

Neilan's

Man" becomes

*
Its Sex
latest feature

"Her

"Minnie."
*

*

*

Badly Needed
There's been a lot of improvement

in

picture making in the last ten years but
so far nobody has produced an operator
who will keep a film in "frame."
*

*

*

Some Song
It's

a

display

good thing they don't have to
song hits in electric lights.

Think of the thousands of sign boys that
would commit suicide the day they had to
put up "There Is a Main Street in Every
Town but There's Only One Broadway,"
which Eddie Bonns is said to have writ*

Lou Marangella.
*
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or
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figures
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on the sub-

Directors must be convinced in

urgings

to

many

re-

*

Returning tourists

sponsible for the making of pictures are

heart and mind that regardless of the

Hays and Hollywood

his policies felt

rise

sorship and although every encroachment of censorship struck directly at
their work and their means of livelihood they have persisted in the attitude
that the whole question was something
for someone else to worry about.
The fight against censorship can

ject.

felt if

in-

*

Picking Up.

Is

Or

the college yell of Arthur S. Kane. Who
has started something. And it's gaining
Even President Harding says
ground.
And
its "a very interesting suggestion."

Will

Hays.

He

expressed

gratification

a picture execuDoesn't he think they ever laugh?
tive.
And
Well, anyway, it's a grand idea.
we're going to follow through in this col.
'Cause there's too many
and adv. it.
long faces these days. Let's forget coal
strikes,
strikes, car strikes and railroad
that the idea

and

join

came from

with Mr. Kane

in a

good

laugh.
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Hays Returning East After
Taking West Coast by Storm
Coogan Wins Hays'
Smiles

and Tears

Film Colony Pledges
Complete Cooperation
Fifty

Thousand

Fill

Give

By
Staff

Hollywood Bowl

Him

Hear Speaker and

HARRY HAMMOND BEALL
Representative of Exhibitors Herald

LOS ANGELES,
M.

to

Farewell Ovation

Aug. 1.— Will H. Hays, president of the
Sunday night for New York City.

P. P. D. A., left here

Fifty thousand people attended the farewell ovation held
Hollywood Bowl Saturday night the climax of the week
Mr. Hays spent in this city and its suburbs.

—

in the

Enthusiastically Greeted by Thousands
Never was a Roman general returning from noble conquests more
enthusiastically greeted by the populace than was Will Hays when he
arrived for his first official visit to the Hollywood motion picture colony.
"I have come to get acquainted,"' was the keynote of Hays' remarks.
was made special guest of honor at the
The former Postmaster General, who
Alexandria Hotel affair.
is now President of the Motion Picture
To Hays' right was Captain John D.
Producers and Distributors Association,
slipped in to town a day ahead of schedwisely sensing that his visit would be

ule,

one continuous round of activity.
Hays went to the Hollywood home of
a close personal friend, S. F.

have a boy your age, Jackie," said Will H.
Hays to "the kid" as he kneeled down to greet
him at the Coogan studios in Hollywood.

"1

Max

Puett.

Parade Through City
Monday morning Hays met prominent
Los Angeles business men and members

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Aug.

1.— Will

and Jackie Coogan, big and

Hays

cemented

H.

little

double

men

of

the

bond

of

sympathy when the former paid

screen,

compliment in smile and tear
ter's

a

Hays' speech was devoted to an appreciation of the services of the

genius as demonstrated in the enact-

at the

The director general was escorted to
Coogan stage in time to witness the

completion of the episode in which Jackie
takes tearful leave of his supposedly
After a period
sleeping grandparents.

Mr. Hays rose and precipitately left the
"What do I care about a hat?" he
replied, when Joseph M. Schenck informed him he had left his headgear, and
the latter then detected signs of emotion.
"Pictures like that are needed in the
world and will make censorship an un-

stage.

necessary impertinence."

In his address at the United Studios
Mr. Hays dwelt upon the need of the
public for entertainment and the power
of pictures for good.
His reaction to
Coogan's performance was interpreted by
observers as the stamp of approval upon
the type of production the young star has
given the screen.

1,500

United

the

men

in that

branch of the Government service.
Captain Fredericks introduced Motley
H. Flint of the Los Angeles Trust and
Savings Bank, who was the only speaker
aside from Hays.

to the lat-

ment of a scene for "Fiddle and I," forthcoming production. The meeting followed Mr. Hays' address
Studios on Tuesday.

Fredericks, president of the Chamber,
who presided. To Hays' left A-as Jesse L.
Lasky. Others included Abraham Lehr
of the Goidwyn organization, Joseph M.
Schenck, Irving Thalberg, of Universal
City, W. L. Reynolds, secretary of the
Motion Picture Producers Association,
Joseph Engel of Metro. Thomas H. Ince,
Hal Roach, Frank E. Garbutt, William T.
Bishop, M. A. Levee of the United Studios, Lou Anger, R. N. Bulla, Charles
Christie.
E.
H. Kauffmann. Shannon
Crandall, L. \V. Boynton. Mayor Cryer,
and many others active in the film and
business life of the city.
A feature of the gathering was music
by the Postal Workers' band. Much of

Hays pauses while shaking hands with Richard
Dix at the Goidwyn studio to smile his famous

Attend Banquet

The reception and dinner accorded
Hays at the Ambassador Hotel eclipsed

smile at the cheering throng.

Chamber of Commerce in the directors room in the Chamber of Commerce
building. Here, too, he saw a small army
of newspaper reporters, special writers
and photographers from the newspapers
and news reel services.

of the

In

company

with

Captain

John

D.

Fredericks, president of the Chamber of
Commerce; Mayor George E. Cryer. and
other notable Angelenos Hays headed a
parade which traversed the main streets
of Los Angeles.
In the Hays party are James P. Connery of Chicago, secretary of the Miami
Coal Company and owner of the Edgewater Beach Hotel; Maurice Mackenzie,
secretary; F. W. Beetson, special assistant, and Joseph J. O'Neill.
tour of some of the studios was made
in the afternoon.

A

Chamber

of

Commerce Guest

It so happened that Tuesday was the
day for the regular weekly luncheon of
the Chamber of Commerce, and Hays

Mickey !" exclaimed Hays to Neilan when
he met him on the Goidwyn lot. Mayor Cryer
Los Angeles stands beside Hays.

"Hello,
of

anything of the kind ever attempted

in

Los Angeles.
Covers were laid for 1,500 persons.
Business and professional leaders of the
city, members of the clergy and repre-
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Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre furnished the music.
Hays was introduced by Dr. Allen
Shore, president of the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce. The subject of his address was "The Screen and the Public."

Up

Drastic Bills

in

Georgia Legislature
Menacing Censorship Measure
and Luxury Tax Bill
are Introduced
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA,

GA.,

Aug.

1.— Ex-

hibitors in this state are threatened by
two drastic measures introduced in the
legislature recently.

Measure

Sweeping

Is

One

of these, presented by Representative Collins, of Cherokee, is sweeping in its scope, calling for state censorship
of
motion pictures and all
forms of advertising matter related to
films.
The measure would also levy a
tax of fifty cents per reel on each
original film exhibited in the state and
twenty-five cents for every duplicate
reel.

every important organization in Los Angeles were on hand, as
well as state, county and city officials.
At the speakers' table was a notable
assembly, including many of the bestknown producers and others identified
with the film industry.
sentatives

of

Jesse L. Lasky was the honorary chairman, and Rupert Hughes, the author, was
toastmaster.

Many

Notable Speakers

American Society of Cinematographers, the Western Motion Picture Interests,

ture Advertisers, generally known as the
Wampas, the Art Directors' Association,
the Actors' Equity Association, the Los
Angeles Theaters' Association, the Assistant Directors' Association, the Assistance League and others.
Music was furnished by the California
Theatre Orchestra of fifty pieces under
the direction of Carli Elinor.

The

speakers included William D.
Stephens, Mayor Cryer, I. H. Rice, president of the Merchants and Manufacturers'
Association,
and
Fredericks,
Captain
president of the Chamber of Commerce.
Among the cinema organizations whose
members turned out in force were the
Motion Picture Producers' Association,
the Motion Picture Directors' Association,
the Screenwriters' Guild, Affiliated Pic-

Many

Warner Brothers
Christie

This edition of the

HERALD

contains four pictures of Will
H. Hays during his triumphal
visit to Los Angeles.
his week at
July 30th. This

Hays completed

Los Angeles
edition went to press 48 hours
later

—while the train carrying

Hays was
western

rolling
prairies.

over

the

This edition will be in New
simultaneously with
eastern trade papers of the
same date. It will be in fourfifths of
the country from
twenty-four hours to seventytwo hours ahead of the eastern
trade papers.
News and news pictures are
either new or they are stale.
The HERALD is new everywhere, every week. And the
HERALD is read everywhere,
every week.

York

studio.

welcomed the distinguished

visi-

tor.

Just Service

The party then motored to the United
Studios, where Hays was taken to the
stage to see Jackie Coogan work. He
played with Jackie, had a bite of lunch
with him, and was then guest of honor
at a luncheon at which the following

were among the guests: Constance and
Norma Talmadge, Joseph W. Schenck,
the host; Buster Keaton, Lou Anger, Hal
Roach, Director E. Mason Hopper, Joseph Engel and others.
He then addressed an audience of 1,000.
After luncheon the party visited

the

Robertson-Cole studio, where Hays met
Helen Jerome Eddy, Director Ray Carroll,
Carter de Haven, Ethel Clayton,
Harry Carey and others.

An inspection of the Metro studios followed.
Fridav Hays was guest at a luncheon
"The Little Club of Hollywood," where
were gathered writers and directors.
at

Hays Farewell
Saturday afternoon Hays addressed a
vast concourse at the Hollywood Bowl,
a natural amphitheatre. It was estimated
there were 50,000 persons present. The
program was in charge of a committee
appointed by Abraham Lehr, consisting
50,000 Bid

of Victor Clark, Irving Thalberg and

M.

C. Levee.

A

the measure proposed by Colevery exhibitor would be compelled
to obtain from the proposed board of
censors a separate permit or license for
the presentation of each individual film
he shows at his house.
Exhibitors Plan Action
A clause in the luxury tax bill would
impose a tax of 5 per cent of the gross
Theatremen
receipts of every theatre.
in various parts of the state have voiced
their protest against the measures.

Studios Visited

Earlier in the day Hays started from
the Ambassador Hotel with S. F. Max
Puett, his school-day chum; John P. Connery, wealthy Chicagoan; and his personal staff, under the guidance of Hal
Roach, of the Roach studios, and Joseph
Engel of the Metro studios.
The first stop was at the Fox plant.
The "general" was then taken to the

Century Comedies was next on the list,
and then the Christie lot where Charles

Not Magic-

Under

lins

band furnished by Sid Grauman

of

Sees Big Patronage
Ahead for Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 1.—"I have

the

patronage will be
coming season that theatres
presenting spoken drama only will fee!
the competition even more than ordinarily." says Jean Havez, member of
feeling that
so big this

Harold

picture

Lloyd's

scenario

New York

rived in

Europe.
Enroute

from

staff

recently,

the
a

Havez interviewed

who

bound

arfor

West Coast. Mr.
number of exhibi-

and declares that

theatremen are
cognizant of the fact that a marked improvement is to be expected following
the hot weather period.
tors

Directs Via

Radio

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

Aug.
1.— Allen
credited with being the first
producer to direct by radio, using it
for sea scenes in "Hurricane's Gal,"
starring Dorothy Phillips.

Holubar

is

An Unprejudiced View
Courtland Smith, secretary to
Will H. Hays, received the following telegram from Mr. Doyle of
the

"Los Angeles Examiner":

"Just a word to let you know
that the General has put it over to
the public of Los Angeles in a
masterly manner. His presence has
electrified the state and inspired
the industry beyond anything you
may imagine much' to the gratification and profound delight of everyone."

August
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Behalf of New Product
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Kunsky Theatres Withdraw
From Michigan M. P. T. O.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

LOS AXGELES.

Aug. 1. Leaving for
on the same day by different
routes, C. H. Christie, general manager
of the comedy company, and Pat Dowlthe East

exploitation director,
are touring
United States in the interests of
their product for the coming season.
Christie has left for Canada, intending,

Action of Executive Committee in Taking Sides
in Gleichman-Paramoimt Controversey Results
in Resignations by Trendle

the

ing to stop at Educational's various exchanges through the Dominion, while
Dowling is making his tour through the

West,

Middle

returning

another

by

Exchange centers which will be
route.
visited in this manner include San FranVancouver. Winnipeg,
Seattle,
cisco,
Toronto. Kansas City, St. Louis, LouisPittsIndianapolis.
Cincinnati,
ville,

burgh, Washington, Philadelphia. New
York. Boston. Albany, Buffalo. Cleveland. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Minneapolis.

Omaha, Denver and

others.

Meanwhile at the Christie studios at
Los Angeles the first picture of the
forthcoming series "That Son of a
Shiek" is being finished under the direction of Scott

Sidney.

Lets Exhibitors

Own

Put

Price on Films

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Aug. 1.— Price

for western pictures starJack Hoxie. William Fairbanks
and Franklyn Farnum will be left entirely with the exhibitors of Missouri
and Kansas, according to Bernard C.
manager of Standard
Cook, branch
Blank contracts have
Film Company.
been sent broadcast and it remains for
the exhibitor to fill out the contract.
An approved copy of the contract will
be returned to the exhibitor, providing
the price is within the bounds of reason.
"It is not that the products are cheap
enough in quality," said Mr. Cook, "but
in this
I have alwavs found exhibitors
territory very fair and most western
of film rental

ring

features'
price."

are

sold

at

a

uniform

(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,

Aug. 1.— George W. Trendle, attorney and genmanager for the John H. Kunsky theatrical interests, has forwarded
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
to H. M. Richey, manager of the
Michigan, the resignations of all Kunsky theatres from the state organeral

ization.

The resignation was brought about by a resolution recently passed
by the theater owners' board of directors, without the presence of Mr.
Trendle, who was a member of the board, calling on the Famous PlayersLasky Co. to live up to its contract with the Broadway Strand Theater.
its general manager, Phi.l Gleichman, has obtained
temporary injunction against the showing of 1922-23 Paramount films
in any Detroit theater other than the Broadway Strand.

This theater, through
a

While as Mr. Trendel points
Kunsky theatres are interested in

out, the
the con-

troversy only as prospective purchasers
of the Famous Players-Lasky Co. film
service, he maintains that the state theatre association was out of order in assuming a partisan stand, and especially
so in taking this action during his absence.

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Michigan is affiliated with Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, and has
a territorial membership of more than
400 exhibitors. Mr. Trendle has been an
officer and active worker in the organization's affairs for the past two years.

Cohen and Hays Clear

Up

Misunderstanding
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. Aug. 1.— What might
have been a serious breach between the
M. P. T. O. A. and the M. P. P. D. A.

action on the part of

Svdney

and Will H. Hays.
Newspapers in this

city

S.

Cohen

recently car-

"Hays' Cure for
Movie Evils" is "That Public Stay Away
from Objectionable Pictures."
Cohen declares that he was immediately flooded with protests from theatre
owners, who declared that Hays' statement would damage attendance and pointing out that the theatres were compelled
to buy pictures without seeing them.
Cohen immediately wired Hays as follows
'"Interview with you in Xew York Times Sunday,
ried stories stating that

:

July 23, has in headlines 'Hays Cure for Movie
Evils.
Recommends that Public Stay Away from
Objectionable Pictures.' Theatre owners in different parts of country have written and wired
national headquarters claiming statements unfair
to them as they have nothing to do with making
of pictures and pay producer for same before
shown in theatres and are obliged to purchase
pictures in advance of production.
They claim
your statement will injure business of exhibitor

who

in no way responsible for pictures proWould appreciate statement in matter for
of public and exhibitors in line with our
discussion of a similar statement recently.
Theatre
owners stand for clean wholesome films and encouragement and endorsement of all good pictures."
is

duced.

benefit

rental

Hays sent the following wire to Courtland Smith, his secretary:
"Please telephone Sydney Cohen that I will

Ince Representative

take care of matter in speech here tonight and if
that does not entirely take care of it. I will do so
when I get back. Of course, we understand each
other and our position is we support the good.
I do not know how the paper got that slant as what
we are doing is to emphasize the support of the
good ones."

Sees Bright Outlook
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Aug. 1.—The mo-

LOS AXGELES,

apparently has been avoided by prompt

And

picture industry is entering upon
one of the most successful seasons enjoyed since the war in the opinion of E.
A. Smith, personal representative of
Thomas H. Ince. who has just completed a tour of the country.
After talking with exhibitors in every
section of the east and west. Mr. Smith
declares that not only is the business
rapidlv returning to normal, but that for
worth-while pictures there is a growing
tion

so the matter ended.

Producing Firm Buys
Structure for Studio
CHATHAM. N. Y., Aug. 1.— Iro(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

quois
here

Productions,

make

its

Inc.,

which

came

this
spring to produce north
woods pictures, has purchased the
Caxton building for studios, from Dr.
W. R. Starks.
The company will

and insistent demand.

permanent

headquarters

in

Chatham.

Will

Manage
Branch

The

F. B. O.

in

New

plant
poses.

York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

signed.

is

declared

Will Open

NEW YORK,

Aug. 1.— C h a r 1 e s
Rosensweig, for several years manager
of the New York Exchange of Universal, has been appointed manager of the
New York branch of Film Booking
Offices of America.
Mr. Rosensweig
succeeds Charles R. Rogers who has re-

building,

formerly
ideal

printing
a
for studio pur-

New Branch

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY.
Booking

FRANK

R. DEVLIN, counsel and advisor for Northern California division
of M. P. T. O. A.

N.

Offices of

—

Aug. 1. A Film
America exchange will

Y..

shortly be opened here, according to plans
being formulated at the F. B. O. home
office by Harry M. Berman, general manager of distribution.
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Paid Reformers Massed to
Fight Free Screen Proposal
Dr. WilliamS. Fleming Admits Being "Paid Lobby ist"
When Grilled by Constitutional Delegate— Is
Denounced on Convention Floor

August

—

Usual Line of Talk Is Used
Characterizing the screen as "America's greatest school of crime," Dr.
Fleming launched his campaign last week. Dishonesty on the part of those
who are presenting the anti-censorship proposal at Jefferson City was insinuated by the reformer, who charged that the industry "was willing to
use means to get that measure put over at Jefferson City, but you had
some men that couldn't be bought."
The success of the proposal is somewhat doubtful at present, but the
measure has not yet been killed, as it was stated by the reformer and published in Kansas City newspapers, which quoted Dr. Fleming. The committee on Bill of Rights has not yet made its report on the measure, but
the committee has passed over Section 14 of Article 2, which deals with
the question, and in so doing it voted adversely to the proposal.
Judge H. E. Benton, chairman of the
committee, has announced that if the
committee was willing he would allow
the proposal to come out on the floor of
the convention without an adverse report
and thus enable delegates to move the
adoption of the proposal without the
handicap of the apparent disapproval of
the committee. Judge Benton has been
informed by delegates favorable to the
measure that the subject is of such vast
importance that it is entitled to be considered upon the floor of the convention.
If this were done, even though defeated,
these delegates have announced that they

have no complaint to make.

Does

It

For a Living

member

of the committee of Bill of Rights, rose to a question of personal privilege on the floor of
the convention last week and in severe
language denounced the activities of Dr.
Fleming and stated that Dr. Fleming
was called before the Bill of Rights committee where he admitted that he was
a paid lobbyist and a reformer. Mr. Con-

Paul

S.

Conwell,

PRISCILLA DEAN COMES TO

well called attention to the fact that Dr.
Fleming was then present upon the floor
of the convention. From outward appearances, Mr. Conwell's address met with
the unanimous approval of the delegates
to the convention.
Still

Taken Seriously

The following

article,

published in the

Kansas City Star, lends an idea as to the
type of propaganda being spread by the
reformers:
In

a

speech

night

the

Baptist tabernacle, Linwood boulevard and Park avenue, Dr.
William S. Fleming, manager of the Mississippi
Valley district of the National Reform Association,
said the motion pictures of today were
"America's greatest school of crime." He urged
that a fight be made by the citizens of Missouri
to keep the Bible from being eliminated from the
last

at

public schools.

Mr. Fleming

the attempt of the motion
picture industry to obtain legislative measures
exempting the pictures from public control. He
declared the industry endeavored to have such a
measure passed in the constitutional convention.
He said the bill of rights committee, however,
voted unanimously against the proposal.

TOWN—

told

of

Pictures a Dominating Influence
"The motion pictures exert a greater

influence

1922

today than the schools, the home and the churches
combined," he said. "Corrupt pictures are more
damaging to the morals of the country than the
saloons ever were. The damage is most appailing.
"Leaders in the industry have admitted that
their greatest trouble in home life was keeping
their children from corrupt photoplays.
"In the hands of men controlling the industry
for the almighty dollar the pictures are battling
against religion, causing a wave of criminality,
sexual immorality and loose marriages. Why, the
industry was willing to use means to get that
measure put over at Jefferson City, but you had
some men that couldn't be bought."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Aug. 1. The reformer, with all his picturesque
gestures, has invaded Kansas City and is meeting with about as much
welcome as a rain at a picnic. The proposal to abolish censorship at the
Missouri constitutional convention at Jefferson City is the target of Dr.
William S. Fleming, a paid lobbyist and manager of the Mississippi Valley
district of the National Reform Association.

12,

Man

Hotel

Takes Over

Palmyra, Mo. Theatre;
Daughter, 16, Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.
LOUIS, MO., Aug. 1.— Pike
Moore, hotel man at Palmyra, Mo., has
taken over the Savoy theatre at Palmyra,
Mo. The house was formerly operated by
T. F. Miller, who is now in charge of the
at Monroe City, Mo.
Of unusual interest is the fact that
Moore has placed his sixteen-year-old

Joy theatre

daughter in charge of the Savoy and she
undoubtedly rightfully can lay claim to
being the youngest lady manager of a
motion picture theatre.
Miss Moore has booked Universal,
Paramount and Metro pictures and if enthusiasm is a criterion she is destined to
make a success at the business of showmanship.

Receiver

Is

Asked

for

The Lyric, Cincinnati
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald

CINCINNATI,

O.,

Aug.

1.—John

J.

Huss, stockholder, and the Cincinnati
Lyric Theatre Company have asked that
a receiver be appointed for the Lyric
theatre,
508 Vine street.
The Vine
Street Lyric Theatre Company which
leased

the

Theatre
named defendant
theatre

is

from the Cincinnati

theatre

Lyric

Company
in

suits

in

1921

is

charging the

losing money.

Heads Warner Branch
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
Goetz,

YORK,
formerly

Aug.
of

First

1.— Charles
National,

S.

has

been engaged by Warner Brothers as
general manager of the new W. B. Exchange, Inc., which will distribute in
Greater New York the series of seven
productions being made by that organization for the coming season.

(Left) A group of Chicago film salesmen ati the Universal exchange meet the
popular star and a member of her company; (Right) Miss Dean and her director, Tod Browning, pose with Herman Stern,
H. O. Neilsen, J. J. Sampson, of Universal exchange, a representative of "The Herald" and two exhibitors before departing
Miss Dean has just finished "Under Two Flags" for Universal.
for New York city.

"
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Lichtman Says Small Town
Exhibitors Must Be Helped

Every Editorial

Mark

Hits the
"I

was so glad

to read Mr.

Quigley's editorial on 'The

thinking business men.

exchanges will
and follow up the same
consideration and fair treat"If the film

offer

ment

to the exhibitor that they

demand from

exhibitor, of course, the

the

Hoy

system would die a natural
death.

"Let

me say how much
HERALD, especially
I

enjoy the

your editorial page is of great
benefit to me.
Very much
praise too should be given the
department 'What the Picture
Did for Me.'

MRS. LOLA H. BELL,
Queen

Men They Must Give More
Attention to "Little Fellow '— Decrys Squeezing
Last Dollar Out of Film Rentals

theatre,

Lonoke, Ark.

'

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Aug.

1.— Arrow Pic-

Corporation will distribute '"Night
Life in Hollywood" under terms of a
contract signed here today.
"We firmly believe this to be the most
tremendous deal ever consummated in
the independent field," said an official of
Arrow commenting on the transaction.
"The picture has everything 'Ten Nights
in a Barroom' had.
We are confident it
will
prove the biggest money-maker
ever published in the independent field."
tures

YORK. Aug.

—

1.
Al Lichtman, president of the Al Lichtman
Corporation, took up the cudgel for the small town exhibitor in an address
at the regular weekly meeting of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at Cafe Boulevard Thursday.
Returning from a five weeks tcur of the United States. Lichtman
declared that everything pointed to a healthy revival of business in the
early fall, despite the coal and railway strikes. These, he considers onlv
temporary disruptions, stating that everywhere he found industrial and
agricultural conditions exceptionallv fine.
"The "Little Fellows" Need Real Help
Lichtman devoted the greater part of his talk to urging the publicity and advertising departments of the producers and distributors to
redouble their efforts to help the exhibitor in selling his show to the public
and by exhibitor, he explained, he meant the men who operate in the
small towns.

—

"There are more of them than any
other kind in our business," he said, "and
they are the ones who need the assistance
that trained publicity men can give them.
Many of these men have other interests
and the theatre is more or less of a sideline with them: but no man is going to
keep a sideline if it doesn't make money
for him.
"It
licity

Arrow to Distribute
Hollywood Life Film

Film Advertising

Tells

Hoy

System' in the July 29th issue.
I couldn't believe such an unjust, one sided affair could get
so well rooted among sane

expect and

Exhibitors Will Welcome Aid
is up to you advertising and pubexperts not only to write good copy,

but to devise a definite means of showing
the small exhibitors what to do with the
copy when they get it. because a vast
percentage of them are men who are not
qualified,

advertise

from
tion,

my
I

by training or experience, to
business properly. And,
own experience and observa-

their

know

these

we have been

in a bad way. with receipts
far below the abnormal war-time
prosperity. Whether that has been due
to post-bellum reaction, to poor product,
to high cost of production, high rental or
high admission scales, cannot be definitely
stated. But all these elements probably
contributed to the condition that has been
far,

Barred

in

England

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. I.— England has
the motion pic-

barred from exhibition

ture titled "How Kitchener Was Betrayed."
The picture purports to depict
the death of Earl Kitchener on the warship Hampshire in 1916.
It is claimed
by England to be a gross misrepresentation.

America is under
consideration by government officials.
Permitting

it

Akers

to enter

Is

Promoted

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY,

Advice for Other Branches

Is

Aug. 1.—
Gerald C. Akers, who has been doing
special
work for
Famous PlayersLasky out of Kansas City, has received
notification of his appointment as general manager of Famous Players-Lasky

MO.,

Film Service, Ltd., of Toronto, Canada.

going to be without customers, because
they cannot remain in a business where
they are losing money. It is up to the
producers and distributors to produce as
economically as is consistent with quality
and to sell their product on a basis that
will enable the exhibitors to make a profit
out of the pictures as well as the producers of them.
"The age of false valuation is gone in
the picture business. A few years ago,
it was a virtue to claim that a picture cost
a million dollars.
it seems a virtue
to boast about how little a production
costs.
That's one sign of improvement.
Equitable and fair methods of distribution
will be another.
When that comes we
may look for a satisfactorv return of
prosperity."

Now

exhibitors will wel-

come intelligent assistance."
"The motion picture is the show business of the world today, and we must all
work to keep it in that place. For a year

existing lately.

Kitchener Film

45

"The thing for us to do now is to correct any evils that have helped in the
slump and to devise new ways of increasing public attendance at the theatres. I
have told you what the advertising men
can do. now I will tell you what the other
branches of the business must do.
"First, reduction in production costs. I
have only recently been in Los Angeles,
and I wish to say there is a very general
trend to economy in production. They are
counting closer all along the line. In our

own case. Ben Schulberg. Mr. "Bachmann
and I have licked extravagance by producing on a cooperative basis, with the
director and others concerned in productions as sharers in the profits of our pic-

Film Club of N. Y.
To Hold Big Outing
Sports to Feature Affair at
Roslyn, L. I. Harbor
On August 10

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK. Aug. 1.— The annual
outing and shore dinner of the F. I. L.
M. Club of New York City will be held
at Karatsony's Glenwood Inn on Hempstead Harbor. Roslyn, L. I.. August 10.
The organization is composed of branch

managers of producing and distributing
companies in the Metropolitan territory.
Leave In Morning
The steamer Nassua will leave the
foot
of 31st
street at
10:15 a.
m.

Luncheon will be served during the sail.
Fred T. V. Delany. national commissioner of the A. A. U. will conduct and
supervise
the
extensive
program of
sports arranged, which includes races
of various descriptions for every one.
Ball Game An Event
baseball game between the F. I.
L. M. Salesmen, Inc., and the F. I. L.
M. Club will be one of the outstanding attractions on the program.

A

tures.

Gouging Must Stop
"Secondly, distributors must realize
that they cannot gouge the exhibitors for
their last dollar and expect to maintain
a permanent business, because if you levy
on a man for everything he has or makes
it is a certainty that before long you are

Buys C. B. C. Series
Exhibitors Herald)
(Special
NEW YORK. Aug. 1.— Federated
to

Film Exchange of California signed up
B. C. Film Sales Corporation

with C.
for

a

new

series

Bovs comedies.

of

1922-23

Hallroom
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First

National Announces Cut
In

Six Sheets

at 1 1

ASSOCIATED

First

75

to

and a

flat

The company,

all

accessories

if

its

its

of exhibitors favoring one design

and three-sheet
312
favoring two styles of one-sheet. ...
favoring less expensive, uncoloreu
11x14 lobby display
Number favoring more expensive lobby dis............
ploy cards ... ... ....
84
N umber favoring 22x28 Co ored lobby displays 00(1
Number favoring uncolored lobby displays..:. 84
168
Number favoring 24-sheets on all subjects
Number favoring 24-sheets on big subjects only 536
.

—

.

In accordance with the verdict of the
exhibitors First National will hereafter
supply accessories as follows:

One design one and three-sheet posters on average releases.
Six sheets on all releases.
posters on exTwo design one and three-sheet „„„,„„„„

„

ceptional releases.

Uncolored 11x14 lobby displays on average
"coTored 11x14 lobby displays of the highest

re-

artis-

merit on exceptional releases.
Colored 22x28 lobby cards on all releases.
Twenty-four sheets on exceptional releases.
Special novelty accessories on exceptional

"First National does not seek a profit
on advertising accessories,

"We figure that the more accessories
the exhibitor uses the better chance our
pictures have of making money for him.
We're all dependent upon each other and
our success depends entirely upon the
box office and that success depends
greatly upon exploitation.
are the staple
"Advertising
°. accessories
_,.
and recognized media cfor reaching the
.

,

.

we now have our
,

.

.

wav

If the exhibitor buvs
or another.
at less than manufacturing cost.
. ,
°
,
plus cost of handling, then he may rest
assured that the difference will be added

them

t0 hlS nl

m

rental.

any one picture.
"For instance, 10 one-sheets advertising 'The Masquerader' will cost you 11
cents each, or $1.10, but if you buy 10 onesheets on 10 different pictures the price
The same
v.i 11 be 15 cents each, or $1.50.
principle holds good on quantity purchases of all, accessories on any given
"

r

j

»

...

The purpose of these reduced quantity
prices is to st.mu ate the advertising of
First National Pictures and thus increase
the quantities of accessories used which
wc believe, will benefit all cxh bitors and
will bring about reduced manuIt must be recognized
facturing costs.
that the first-run exhibitor who puts out
100 one-sheets or a quantity of 24-sheets,
is
also advertising the picture for the
theatres in the same town which run the
Accordingly we bepicture after him.
lieve the first-run account which spends
money on quantities of accessories is entitled to a lower rate because of the

some

are

of

the

things

that

greeted
E.
M.
Saunders,
general

man-

sales

ager
of
Metro
Pictures
Corporation
during
his.
conference
at New Orleans
with southern ex-

change managers

and District
Manager

C.

Kessnich.

E.

Plans

and

policies
of
Metro
for
the

E. M. Saunders

coming season were outlined to the men
by Mr. Saunders.
"The exchange managers were unani-

mous

approval of the compolicy" said Mr. Saunders
upon his return, "and they predict an
exceptional year in their territory as the
result of it.
They are in an advantageous position to judge the outlook for
the season from their intimate association with exhibitors.
Rarely has there
been such interest displayed in coming
productions on the part of theatre managers."
their

in

new

pany's

pi

y~v

"Human Hearts"

_

Law"

the

w
Affiliated Explains

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

/•/••!•

.-^
,
(Special to Exhibitors
.

NEW

,

„
r~
Hera
d)
'

Aug. 1. Affiliated Distributors. Inc., and others have not in
any way been enjoined from showing
the picture, "I Am the Law," through
the recent decision of Judge Knox enjoining
Affiliated
Distributors
from
using the name of James Oliver Curwood and the original title of his story
connection with its presentation,
explained
in
a
statement issued
in

Distributors,
Complying with the

it

is

by

Affiliated

the
court's
holding Affiliated Distributors
has ordered the elimination of Curwood's name and the return of all advertising matter from exchanges.
of

spirit

«• C#^./V ^.t
f~ i*%e> MA.«>.*»
JOUIS
Writing
OiaTl OT
A
7 'L'i.„
J ILXnWltOrS
IT"
flSSOCiaiea

—

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL., Aug. 1
most auspicious events in lomotion picture annals was the West-

One
cal

—

YORK,

Gets

Notable Reception at
West Coast Premiere

•

\J1\ tJlXOUUlTlS

Of "l Am

acces-

creasing with the quantity purchased on

season

the

'

I
\ J K^UTO
iVO

will note substantial reductions, in-

YORK, Aug. 1.— Predictions
exceptional year and unanimous
expressions of encouraging outlook for
for an

.

re-

a. letter to exhibitors setting forth the re"On going over the
sults of its survey.
new price list you will note that there is
no reduction in the price of a single onesheet or 3-sheet, but that G-sheets are
now 75 cents instead of 15 cents per
sheet, or 90 cents.
*
*
*
"This is because it costs as much proportionately to handle a single one or
three-sheet as it does a six-sheet, or a
couple of one, two or three-sheets. Exhibitors who want to post a quantity of

.

>

Every distheatre's patron s.
tributor wants to make advertising acces,
i,
_,„„,.
T
It would be the most
SOries easy to buy.
short-SIghted policy Conceivable to attempt to make a few pennies profit On
the very articles which help to make dollars of profit for our pictures,
"It should be recognized that advertisillg accessories have to be paid for one
average

i

e

to en-

is

which follow

rendered theatres

service

sory business established upon as sound
and efficient lines as possible, all condij
j »
National in
Firsti vr
says t?'
tions considered,

.f~?

purpose

him.

tic

paper

in lots

—

one

Number
Number

,
,
believe

purchased

640

follows

facts:

We

Sheet Will

reduction of 15 cents on the price charged for

a nation-wide
accessory problem, on
the result of which First National immediately proceeded to improve its meth424
ods of buying and handling accessories
so as to minimize the element of chance
in ihe handling of them.
The survey brought out the following

Number

Prevails
In Southern Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

— One

statement, declares that
do more advertising.

in
courage exhibitors to
decision
THE
survey of the

Of Optimism
NEW

Cents if Purchased in Lots of Ten
announced
National Pictures, Inc., this week

substantial reductions in prices on
of ten or more
six sheets.

Cents

1922

12,

Saunders Finds Spirit

Accessory Prices

Reduced from 90

Be Sold

August

of the

ern premiere of "Human Hearts" Sunday
the Granada theatre. More than 11,000 persons, including a number of
screen celebrities, were present at the
at

showing.

The new Universal Jewel
brought

production

calls

stage of

its

for the appearance on the
director, King Baggot, who

with Rodolph Valentino, Gladys Walton,
Peggy Joyce and Edward Armstrong,

Western division manager for
were among those present.

Universal,

Following the presentation Rev. James
Gordon, prominent San Francisco
clergyman, also lauded the film, as did
Messrs. Roth and Partington, managing
directors of the Granada.
L.

k

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 1.— Gertrude K.
Smith, well known in the exploitation
fidd hag jojned the pubIicit
staff of
Associated 'Exhibitors.
Miss Smith is
f
newspaper woman and was,
f
associated with Hodkin^

/

/

we hope,

'

,
j

h

p

,

f

,

-
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_

.
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'
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TheatTe

Exhibitors Herald)

—

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 1. United
Theatres Company has opened the new
Arlington theatre here.
S. WoodJ.
house is managing director.

Funeral Services Held
For Ernest P. Lasche
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

LOUIS, MO., August l.-The

funeral
old,

of Ernest P. Lasche, 35 years
Ferguson, Mo., general publicity di-

rector

for

the

syndicate

sales

depart-

ment of National Film Publicity Company was held Friday, July 21.
Lasche, who was well known in St.
Louis film and newspaper circles joined
National organization last April.
years prior to that time he was
of the Southwestern Telephone
News. At one time he was associate
the

For

five

editor

owner of the
Company. He
three children.

L.
is

&

L.

Film Publicity

survived by a wife and

August

12.
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PICTORIAL SECTION

Film News
in

Stories Told

by

of Exhibitors Herald

Pictures

the

Camera

Issue of August 12

Scenes from Starland Revue by Vander Veer.
This popular novelty subject portraying stage
stars is handled by Film Booking Offices. Left
to right:
Bessie McCoy; Morris Gest and
Balieff; Josephine Head and Phyllis Jackson,
and Joe Santley and Ivy Sawyer.

Striking pose of beautiful Marion Davies, CosNita

Naldi,
personality,

a

vivid

who

screen

has just
been signed by Jesse L.
Lasky to a long term contract to play leading roles in

Paramount

pictures.

mopolitan

Doris Kenyon

is

prominent screen

star, whose forthcoming production
"The Young Diana," from the story by

Marie
trays

In this picture, the star porCorelli.
two roles of directly opposite types.

Miss Davis

Was

in

is

working on "When Knighthood

Flower."

is

one of the

artists appearing with Johnny Hines
feature
length
comedy,
in his
"Sure-Fire Flint," which C.
C. Burr is producing.
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modern new branch
Omaha, Neb. The building

Vitagraph's

home

at

embodies

all the conveniences necessary to high efficiency in the
handling of film service.

Miriam Battista is co-starred with
Harry T. Morey, George Fawcett,
Edmund Breese and Marguerite
Clayton in "The Curse of Drink,"
which is being state righted by

Weber &

One

North.

of the dramatic scenes in the
picture, "The

Woman

Playgoers

Who Came

Back." Associated Ex-

hibitors distributes

it.

This might be the terrace of a king's palace or of a millionaire's mansion
but it isn't. It is only a set constructed at the studio for the Preferred Pictures feature, "Rich Men's Wives," which will be distributed through Al
Lichtman Corporation. Prominent members of the cast are Claire Windsor,
Rosemary Theby, House Peters, Gaston Glass, Richard Headrick and others.
Gasnier directed the feature.

The Greek

one of the high spots in the new Madge Kenof which is "Dear Me." This feature will
the screen after an absence of several months.

ballet scene which
nedy production, the working

mark

the star's return to

is

title

August

12,
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One million people (count 'em if you dont believe it) gathered for a scene in
"Night Life in Hollywood," a portrayal of the real Hollywood produced by De
Luxe Film Company, which boasts a woman, Mrs. A. B. Maescher, as its
president.

Georges d'Esparbes, celebrated Napoleonaire and governor of the
National Palace at Fontainebleau,
France,
with
Richard Garrick,

American

film director

now work-

France.
Garrick went to
France as editor-in-chief of Pathe.
ing in

John Drew, noted actor, invades studioland for chat with his many friends who
have deserted the stage for the screen. This picture was taken at Paramount
studio and shows, left to right: Arthur Rankin, Mr. Drew's nephew; Anne
Cornwall, Mr. Drew and George Fitzmaurice, who is directing Famous PlayersLasky's big production of "To Have and to Hold." Mr. Drew's comment is:
"Things have changed since the days when I was acting for the screen."
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Viola Dana in her current Metro vehicle, "The Five Dollar Baby," a
pleasing comedy drama with plenty of heart interest. This Irvin Cobb
story

was directed by Harry Beaumont.

Gloria Swanson as she
appears in the forthcom-

Paramount picture,
"Her Gilded Cage."
ing

He

doesn't

look like

was bothered
the

much

summer calm

he
by

in busi-

H. F. Kennedy of the Lyric theatre,
Broken Bow, Neb.
ness.

This

is

Maria Palay does a Spanish dance for Betty
Blythe in the latter's initial starring production under the Whitman Bennett banner.
"How Women Love" was produced by B. B.
Productions, Inc.

Harry

Cohn, C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation official, returns to Coast to supervise new
serie- of Hallroom Boys comedies and the series of six features for the state right market.

August

12,

1922
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When

Iowa's most beautiful girl made her screen debut
the Lasky studio she was greeted by Iowa's best
known native screen players. The girl was Hazel
Keener, "Chicago Tribune" contest winner, and the
man was Conrad Nagel. They both are cast in "Nice
People."
at

Screen stars some times think of other things besides
making pictures. Some of them have the golf bug.
Take Richard Barthelmess for an example. Here he is
on the course at Hot Springs, Va., where he spends
His latest for First
brief vacations between pictures.
National

A

is

"Sonny."

dramatic scene in "Trooper O'Neil," the new Charles Jones vehicle produced by Fox Film Corporation. This version of the George Goodchild story
was directed for Fox by C. R. Wallace and Scott Dunlap. The Fox Western
• tar does some of his best work in this feature.

Scene from "The Freshie," the
Frederick Herbst production featuring "Big Boy" Williams.
De
Lorenzo, Inc. is distributing the
series.
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Post

''Reformed Artist"

Who Became

Assist-

ant to President of
HENRY BATE, B.V.D.,
CAPTAINskipper
of the saucy "Will It"

gallant
for the past two vacation weeks, is on
deck again at the Universal minus the dainty
hairsute appendage which has camouflaged
his dentistry for lo, these many moons. And
thereby hangs a tale.
The doughty skipper, as brave a tar as

ever sailed the seven seas, was standing dog
watch on the bridge when the staccato bark
of the watch dog called his attention to a
suspicious looking craft bearing down on
the "Will It" from the port quarter. Using
a convenient sherry bottle as a megaphone,
in basso profundo tones the fearless skipper
hailed

"Sheer

This is a one way street."
the suspicious looking stranger.
that it contained prohibition enoff.

On came

Sensing
forcement officers, and realizing that he had
a Pricilla Dean still aboard, Captain Bate
threw his helm hard aport and the two
vessels grazed past each other with only the
thickness of a Century Comedy separating
them.
"That was a close shave," quoth the skipper through clenched teeth as he reached
So
It was.
for a bottle of life preserver.
close in fact, that one side of the Captain's
the
off
in
Charlie Chaplin had been shaved
meelee and the "Will It" listed heavily.
With great presence of mind Captain Bate
seized his trusty Gillette and shaved off the
other side. The vessel then righted itself.
Hence the absence of the foliage.
*

*

*

Lin Bonner, for a long time one of the
high guns of exploitation with First National, is now laboring in the vineyard of the
Al. Lichtman Corp. where he is holding
down or up the desk of the director of adBonner says he is
vertising and publicity.
also prepared to say a pleasant word or two
about Preferred Pictures, Inc.

*

*

*

Robert Edgar Long denies the Broadway rumor that he was dealt a body blow
when the police raided Gorini's cafe and
carted out a few wagon loads of the forbidden. Long says he knows several other
where he can get just as good antipasta and spaghetti as Gorini ever served.
places

*

*

tennis player, accompanied by Mr.
Mallory, visited the Capitol one night last
week to learn from the news weekly just
how that Lenglen girl happened to separate
Molla from the title. Mrs. and Mr. Molla,
after viewing the pictures, decided that the
title was not hovering in the vicinity im-

mediate to Molla.
*

*

you desire to be really among the elect
you will have to crash your way into the
"Who's Who in Motion Pictures," which
is being prepared by the Will H. Hays office.
If

*

Abe Stern,

*

*

of Century Comedies,

is

back

Europe and will
linger in New York for a week or two before going to Hollywood to relieve big
brother Julius, so that the big chief of Century can get away to do that popular Eufrom a two months

trip to

rope thing.
*

Paul Gulick,

*

*

Universal's P. A. etc., ad
departed on his vacation last Saturday
and for two weeks 1600 Broadway will
know him no more. Shortly after one
lib,

*

*

stead have forced a music publisher to accept their latest opus, "Nanook," described
The song was inas a "frigid fox-trot."
spired by the Pathe feature, "Nanook of
the North" and promises to be as big a senCameo Music Pubsation as the picture.
lishers, Inc., is the firm that will take all
responsibility for the number.

Arrangements have been completed between Francis A. Mangan and Edward
Small whereby the Mangan versions of Victor Herbert's Miniature Operetta's for motion

picture

theatres

will

.*

*

be

hereafter

booked through the Edward Small

offices,

*

Bull Montana, beau brummel

of

the

whose pulchritude has caused many a
heartache, arrived from abroad in time to
films,

occupy a ringside seat at the LeonardTendler imbroglio over in Mr. Boyle's
His
Thirty Acres last Thursday night.
in boyish beauty, the ravishing Kid
Broad, held down a similar seat on the opposite side of the ring, so the padded arena
remained on an even keel.

rival

*

Molla Mallory, former world champion

*

*

Corporation

Those Mutt and Jeff musical press agents.
Herb Crooker and Victor Nurnberg have
again conspired to blow up the Woolworth
building, but changed their mind and in-

*

woman

W. W. Hodkinson

o'clock the mount Vernon police reserves
were called out to check an incipient riot
as Paul drank a stirrup cup, mounted the
family flivver and hied himself in the direction of Vermont where he will visit his
parents who still reside at the scene of his
early triumphs.
The incipient riot was
caused by an excited populace thinking
Gulick was coming, not going.
Gulick took with him, besides a couple of
hard boiled eggs and a dill pickle to eat on
the way, an assortment of golf clubs and
a half bushel bag of golf balls. He plans to
play every course he comes across in his
travels and some who have seen him play
suggested the large bag of balls.
Mrs. Gulick, who shakes a mean niblick
in a bunker, accompanied Mr. Gulick and
agreed to play the courses with him after
handicapping him by extracting a promise
to use no profanity.

*

*

The Motion Picture Directors Assistants
have completed arrangements to hold a
monster studio revel consisting of vaudeville, boxing, a little of the movies and
dancing, for the Clubhouse Fund Benefit, to
be held at the Willat Studio in Ft. Lee,
Thursday evening August tenth.
The following is a partial list of names
of artists who have volunteered to be present upon learning of the benefit:
From the stage Lionel Barrymore, Billy
B. Van and James J. Corbett, Louis Wol:

Tom

Lewis and
Sam Ryan, Jack Wilson, George Jessel and
The Courtney Sisters, Herman Timberg,
Andrew Mack, Sawing a Woman in Half
and Edith Thayer.
It is more than likely every movie star
heim

(The Hairy Ape),

The first to say
the east will be there.
were: Marion Davies, Mae Murray, Dick
Barthelmess, Hope Hampton, Monte Blue,

in

so,

Virginia Pearson and Johnny Hines.
Then from the land of fistcuffs Joe
Charlie White, Kurtzo Twins
dot,
:

Benny Leonard

sent

they will be there.

word

to

—John

tell

Manand

the boys

S. Spargo.

Charles Johnson Post joined the W.
Corporation on August
with the official title of Assistant to
1
the President.
Mr. Post resigned last
week from the Fox Film Corporation
where he has been assistant director of

W. Hodkinson

and advertising.
Post has been identified with
some of the largest publicity campaigns
in the country and was selected by the
united publicity interests comprising all
publicity

Mr.

—

the agricultural, religious, medical, trade
and general periodicals with an aggregate circulation of over 35,000,000 copies

per

issue

their

— to

publicity

organize

and

campaign

for

establish

postal

re-

forms through the Publishers Advisory
Board, of which he was appointed director.

Mr. Post, who is remembered in art
an illustrator in leading magazines and
in
newspaper fields as a
writer of considerable energy, came into
the motion picture field in the early days
of animated cartoons and was among
the first to make and release them. He
sometimes describes himself as a "reformed artist."
He was sent to the
circles as

Coast by the Triangle in its formation
organize the Coast publicity department.
Mr. Post left the Coast and returned
east as president of Talking Pictures,
Inc., from which he resigned to organize
the
LT nited Publishers Advisory
Board campaign.
In addition to his motion picture work
Mr. Post has been an extensive travelto

—

a recent
ler and writer for magazines
article of his on "Motion Picture Mad-

having started considerable discussion.
He is the author of several
books of fiction and fact, one "A Manual
of Pack Transportation" for army use.
ness"

—

August

—
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R. Kent Calls Four
Pictures Greatest
In Paramount History

S.

New

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Aug.

1.—" 'Man-

'Blood and Sand,' 'The Old
Homestead' and 'Burning Sands' are
of
the
biggest pictures we have ever
four
In all our history we have
put out.
lever had four pictures like these ready
it one time, and I doubt if we ever have
They will make new motion picigain.
daughter,'

history."

:ure

These statements were embodied

in

a

Adolph Zukor received last
week from Sidney R. Kent, who has
leen at the Lasky studio for nearly two
weeks conferring with the Paramount
production executives on releasing plans
"or the coming season's product.
telegram

In the light of Mr. Kent's reputation
his associates for conservatism in
the judging of pictures. Paramount exexcutives
feel
strengthened
in
their
opinion that these four productions are
destined to eclipse in box office success
my other group of pictures the company has ever published.

among

Companies Are Fined
For Failure to Make
Cuts Ruled by Censor
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Aug. 1—The
fines
first

failure

New York

were assessed
of special

obey the rulings
Board of Censors

to

last

sessions.

week in the court
Arrow Exchanges

and Elk Photoplays, Inc. were the victims the former being fined $250 in one
case and receiving a suspended sentence in another.
Elk Photoplays was
fined
$100.
Sentence was suspended
also on two complaints against Associated First National Pictures.
In all
of the cases the complaint stated that
the
companies had failed to make
eliminations
ordered by the Motion
Picture Commission of New York, and
each case a plea of guilty

in

was

en-

tered.

imposing the fines Justice Freschi
said:
"These fines are no criterion of
the punishment that may be imposed
In

Will

Open Immediate Market in All Parts of the
World Declares industry Must Realize

—

Necessity of Reciprocity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW" YORK,

August

1.

— William A. Brady, shortly after

Capitalized for $5,000,000
the new concern is the International Film Company of America and articles of incorporation were filed in Albany last week with a capitalization of 55,000,000.
The new company will deal exclusively in American and foreign pictures

The name of

and will be in direct connection with even.- worth-while independent producer
of Europe.
Offices will be opened in London, Paris and Berlin this fall and
ultimately in every capital in Europe, where trade showings of the more important pictures of the independent producers will be given.
It

is

the intention

of

new com-

the

Foreign

Mr.

that

interested heavily in the venture,
largely through a spirit of reciprocity,
and that it is the intention of the company to encourage the independent
producers of this country and abroad
is

by providing them with an immediate
and profitable outlet for their product.
"I found in England. Germany and
France a widespread belief that the mo-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Aug. 1.— Stand-

ard Film Service Company has acquired the Al Lichtman franchise for
distribution of the Lichtman product in
that territory.
Standard Film Service
will also publish "Cap'n Kidd" Eddie
Polo's new serial some time in September.
Other films being handled are
FelLx cartoons, published one a month,
and Federated comedies.
C. FishJ.
man is manager of the exchange.

A new

exchange will be opened in
Detroit by Dave Munstock. September
1.

The

"The

first

Black

Plans

contracted
Panther's Cub."
picture

for

is

New Comedies

is

Germany

American made pictures.
"Under the laws in force

in

Germany

know

what

and

this

this

means

market.

In

still

Aug. 1.— Mack Sen-

New York

nett is back from
thusiastic production

plans.

with en-

not only stand
cropper.

Exhibitors Are

"Xinery-nine

still,

fewer

in the way of
Germany alone

closing a
there are 3,T31 motion picture theaters.

Foreign Films Improve
"Europe, and especially Germany, will
soon be making as good motion pictures as are made anywhere in the
world. One of the reasons Germany is
ahead of the other countries of Europe.

Wapato

theatre,

N.

*

¥

HERALD.

Herald

—A.

It

will guide

you."

Joe BLASCHKE,

Wapato. Wash.

"The 'What
exhibitor."

will

Misinformed

"It is not to be merely complimentary when I say I believe the
be more truly the exhibitor's friend than any other trade magazine."
MlLES, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.

*

we

per

to

"Keep your eye on the

but

cent of the exhibitor? of the United States don't care
who sells oictures in Europe and they
have had drilled into them so mucn of
that 'we don't want foreign pictures'
that their attitude is assuming the proportions of a danger to the industry.
This policy may be all right for the
present but it is fatal for the future.
"The motion picture industry of the
United States is showing at the present
moment a criminal lack of foresightedIt is jeopardizing a great indusness.
try by individual selfishness and individual narrow mindedness.
"The day will come, and it is not far
distant, when we must pay attention to
European made pictures and to the
European market for our own products."

Germany

*

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

we will
come a

going to surfer.
So far
is the only country which has
taken reciprocal action and that action
constitutes
almost
prohibition
of
a
industry

still

energy seeing how we can hamper it
with censorship and blue laws.
"As the result of this and other conditions Europe and especially Germany
will forge ahead, while if we do not
change many of our ideas and methods,

tion pictures made in those countries
are being practically boycotted in the
United States," said Mr. Brady, "and
unless this condition is remedied the

realize

DETROIT, MICH.,

farther ahead, is the
active help extended to
the industry by the Government and
powerful official bodies.
"America only realized the value of
motion pictures during the war and
then promptly forgot that value as soon
a? the war was over.
Germany realized
the value at the same time, or even
before, and then didn't forget.
Germany is doing what it can to aid the
growth of the industry, while here we
are spending most of our time and

Invested
foreign capital

Capital

Brady says

will forge

sympathy and

to extend its ramifications to such
an extent as to provide an immediate
market in every part of the world.

the industry in this country, excepting
those trying to get their pictures into

Exchange to
Lichtman Film;
New Branch to Open

and

pany

We

Detroit
Issue

from

every country of Europe.

on

future cases.
Each case must stand
its merits.
This is a good law and
the commission is a good institution.
are going to give it all the help that
we can."

his return

a three months' stay in Europe, makes an announcement through Exhibitors
Herald of the formation of a huge distributing company which, he asserts,
will be an important factor in the film industry not only in this country, but in

no one can import pictures who does
not also export, and then an exporter
is allowed to bring in only one half as
much product as he exports. Few in

in

53

Brady Forms Company to Aid
Export and Import of Film

to

for alleged
of the

—

the Picture

Alva Lang,

Did

¥
for

*

Me' department

is

Rialto theatre, Litchfield. Neb.

a great help to the
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Arthur S. Kane's
Brings
F. P.

August

1922

12,

'Laugh Day"

Unique Fame

A. Nominates Associated Exhibitors Head for "Lily
Painters' Union" Presidency

KANE

ARTHUR
nomination

has formally announced his acceptance of the
for the presidency of the Lily Painters' Union, tendered
by F. P. A. in "The Conning Tower," his column in the "New York
World." Mr. Kane will run on a straight out National Laugh Day Platform. "I shall not solicit votes," he said. "I didn't seek the nomination
but was drafted, and I am now in the hands of
friends.
No, if elected,
I shall not resign the presidency of
either Associated Exhibitors or
S.

my

Arthur

more or

ITa

Kane

S.

Pictures Corporation.

What

is

one more presidency,

less?"

was Mr. Kane's
National Laugh

letter

advocating

Day

that suggested to F. P. A. his availability as a
possible leader of the floral decorators'
"It is a long letter that
organization.

comes from Mr. Arthur S. Kane," wrote
"The Conning Tower."
in
F. P. A.
" 'Take our American sense of humor,'
as
'It
is
the third paragraph begins.
familiar as dirt, yet foreigners are fascinated and declare we possess it to
a degree unapproached by any other
we possess the
Certainly
people.'
American sense of humor to a degree
unapproached by any other people, inWith Mr.
cluding the Scandinavian.
Kane we have no quarrel on that point."
Then, after quoting the remainder of
the Kane letter in full, F. P. A. re-

Week dimmed

merry

the

to the sense of humor acting as
stabilizer and a tonic to our dizzy
race for power and preeminence, it does
nothing of the kind.
If you want to
win a race a laugh will hurt your
chances.
laughing racer finds it
harder to concentrate on the race than
a sober runner; a laugh makes breath-

"As

A

The men
ing difficult.
Go-Getters, never grin

We

hadn't got more
than half through Mr. Kane's letter be-

This
'Huzzah! Huzzah!
Not even the
recollection that just before Judge went
out of business it instituted, promulSmile
National
fostered
and
gated
fore

is

we

said,

National Laugh Day!'

who

Arrive, the

and they never
smile, and they never larf nor play.

The

which great men

heights to

have wriggled

Were

not attained by joke and

But they, while

their

companions

giggled,

upward

to

the

to 'something worth saying to inthe public into thinking about
this thing,' it is impossible to intrigue
the public into thinking about anything.
For years, for instance, we have been
trying to intrigue the public to lay off
'intrigue" and 'intriguing,' but they refuse to be intrigued.

"As

trigue

*

*

*

"Contemplation of those members of

by

Exhibitors
By
(Norwood

Here

is

C. B.

DAVIS

theatre,

a hot

Build

weather stim-

weak

night.
played double features,
I
specials, etc., and did extra exploitation but could not gather
the crowds.
Finally, I bought two serials

ulant for that

"Robinson Crusoe" and "The
Whirlwind" with one Western
feature and a good comedy
drama, a nine reel show, and
advertised with trailers two
weeks in advance of showing.
Special

slides

announced

for

opening night, all children under 10 years admitted two on
one ticket, and parents could
bring one child in free with
one adult admission ticket.
Result:

Thursday

night

Up Their P atron age

is

previous to becoming a member of
the J. L. & S. staff, where he has
served for twenty years.
the

human — as
leads

us

Kane,

—

my

"Gladly do I accept the nomination
and pledge myself, if chosen, to this
high sounding office by your exalted
to strive henceforth and
for the best interests of
Painters' Union.
for National Laugh Day to

forevermore
the Lily

"Yours

Ms

from Calais, (Me.) to La
our American sense of humor,

celebrate
(Cal.)
etc.

was tempted to ask Mr.
to amplify this letter, but thought
That would indeed be
better of it.

A

reporter

Kane

By JOE BLASCHKE
theatre,

Mr.

"You are right. Well do I remember
that my sister always beat me in foot
races in our youth by stimulating my
penchant for cachinnarisibilities,
Laughter in a race is fatal to suction.
cess, especially if the stepper is inclined
to rotundity, obesity or, mayhap, even
verbosity.

constituency

(Wapato

nominate

—

week except

best of the

the catch phrase goes
to

suggester of National Laugh Day, for
President of the Lily Painters' Union."
The tender of the nomination, coming
as it did on a silver platter as another
catch phrase goes caught Mr. Kane
unaware, and for a time he was inclined
His sense of civic obligato decline it.
tion moved him to reconsider, however,
and he signified his acceptance in the
following letter:
"My dear F. P. A.:

Sunday.
But you must get
the crowd on the opening night
by special stunts.
I
am on
the fourth episodes and goingbetter each week.

the

Norwood, O.)

E. FIELD, General Manager
of Jones, Linick & Schaefer theatres,
Chicago, who is especially well fitted
for his duties, having directed Earl's
Court, London, and Magic City, Paris,

race

MAKING IDEAS
MONEY
Which Have Been Used Successfully
to

NORMAN

jest,

toiling
crest.

are synchronous.

of

a

Were
"With us, as millions of persons in
what Mr. Kane might call this loving
country are aware, thought and action

radiance

yesterday.

painting the

Wapato, Wash.)

book "The Silent
you haven't played it
yet.
If you can get them in,
the picture will do the rest.
Get yourself half a dozen

lily.

Better

Call."

if

nice looking girls to sell tickets
for you around town a day
or so before you show the pic
ture. Make an offer to one who

the most tickets something like this First prize, $10
second, $5 third, $2.50, and the
rest $1 apiece.
It works.
sells

:

;

;

W. K. Ziegfeld Heads
India Pictures Corp.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

Aug.

1—W.

K.

recently
a
president of
formed organization known as the India
The new conPictures Corporation.
cern, capitalized at $1,000,000, has been
organized with the view of producing

Ziegfeld

is

features films of

American

actors,

sup-

ported by Indian actors, dancers and
vast arniy of supernumeraries, with

background

of India, for that country.

a

a

THE THEATRE
^SEPRACTICM^
kk

Theatre Letters

Worth Reading
And Writing
SHOWMEX addressing to this department the communications which compose the sub-department designated
"Theatre Letters" have created a cooperative business servShowmen reading contributing
ice of powerful influence.
exhibitors' well ordered accounts of successful advertising,
exploitation and presentation conducted by them have applied methods described and found them productive of profit,
in many cases that margin of profit which determines finally
whether a theatre shall be '"closed for redecoration" or kept
open through the slack season. Contributing exhibitors have
imparted to the trade at large a spirit of determination which
has brought advantages to all concerned.

AT"worthhead

of this article it is stated that "Theatre Letters'' are
That statement need not be demonstrated. Anyone who has read communications previously published, or anyone who
will read any one of the letters printed in this issue, need not be shown
the merit of material presented thus directly to readers by its producers.
The letters, in a double sense, speak for themselves.
The "worth writing" angle may be less readily appreciated.
the

reading.''

Contributors,

Meet Mr, Bender

BENEFITS

to be derived from writing "Theatre Letters'' fall into
several varieties. To fully appreciate them it is probably neces-

sary to make such a contribution.
are in themselves interesting.

writer of such a letter has the benefit of the knowledge that he
He senses that
has done something for the theatre as an institution.
plainly and experiences an enviable reaction, even before letters from
interested showmen begin to reach him. As a little time passes, and as
each letter brings him into profitable communication and cooperation
with other showmen in every part of the country, he knows that theatre
administration is a subject as important and as interesting as picture
booking.

The

A

little later, when the reading and writing of "Theatre Letters"
has become a fixed item in the weekly procedure, the contributor finds
himself a member of a select body of progressives always just a little
ahead of the theatre vanguard, always first to install the latest program
innovation, always a step ahead of the next man in the "little things
that count" in the theatre.

was with a somewhat

defined conviction that readers could
thus help each other through a properly equipped department, and that
they would do so if given an opportunity, that the title of this section
was changed some months ago from "Exhibitors Advertising" to "The
Theatre." was made, in short, a department to be what readers wish to
make it. The developments that have taken place are very gratifying.
It

ill

THEATRE EDITOR,

The surface advantages, however,

"Exhibitors Herald."

Dear

Sir:

This is my first attempt as handing out "the dope," but inasmuch
as I receive a lot of benefit from
what the other fellow has to say in
the "Herald," I thought I would
pass along a few thoughts.
I am enclosing some kodak pictures of the lobby display on The
Green Temptation." The box suspended from the middle of the
lobby contains a 22x28 photograph
'

and

The
and

on a flasher.
discs suspended from the box
cutouts are made from wall

a circuit of lights

board painted green

and

lettered.

The cutouts are made from the onesheets and hung on a trapeze.
I

am

also enclosing a card

which

used in working up a mailing
It worked and it didn't work.
I

had a carnival

in

list.

We

town that week
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open

This Card

is

Worth

Fill

THURSDAY, JULY
"AFTER
Jack Holt
WITH
Lila Lee
THE

SHOW"

Town
How many

Charles Ogle

Who are

D—

Very

Arcade-Star theatres, LaGrande,

Oregon

y

GENTLEMEN:
A very good "first,"

in family?

^yrr^rt^A. Jv^i-^

The Saturday Evening Post story

"The Stage Door"

What

kind of plays do you like best?,

What

picture

you

Good

this

day only

^^^^.itv.

shown recently did

-

t

'

like best?

Cleveland, Oklahoma
T N the accompanying letter Mr. Bender gives details of his success in the distribution
-1
of the card reproduced above. The reproduction shows text clearly. As a stimulant to theatre attendance during the lax season it ranks with the best theatre
endeavor that has been reported.

reason the return of
as great as it should
have been. However, it increased
my receipts $9 and as the admission
was less than half I contend that
the idea is good, and the informaI intion obtained is invaluable.
tend to try it again in another form
soon. You will note that the card
is so arranged that by cutting it
across you have a card suitable for
for that

cards

was not

have brought results.
reproduce welt.

Sorry

it

yesterday and toIt drew a fine crowd for hot
day.
weather the first day, but of course
I do not know what the second day
this picture

The

good and
no one need be afraid to step on
The way I worked the snipes
it.
was as follows:
I took some gummed paper and
put a small tab on the end of the
snipe and pasted it on the wind

will do.

picture

is

They Used
It

Your comment on "What The PicDid For Me" is typical of the real
showman. Glad to number you among

to

Wouldn't

Say

Work

ture

THEATRE EDITOR,
"Exhibitors Herald."

contributors to this section. Let's hear

from you

again.

— W.

R.

Dear

W.

Sir:

enclose a photo of a lobby display for "The Iron Trail."
I put
this up about a week before I ran
the show.
Used a complete electric train,
with tunnel, switches, two bridges,
signals, etc.
It had a crowd watching it all the time. It makes a good
lobby display for any railroad picI

Very Briefly,
But to the Point

THEATRE EDITOR,

on "I
ning

say,

accounts of Meyers and Ford exploitation.
Thanks for the present contribution.— W. R. W.

didn't

filing.

The enclosed snipe is one I used
Am The Law." I am run-

we would

or for that matter second or third.
And the news that the expense was
found to be justified is good news.
sincerely hope that the first shall
not be the last and that wc shall have
the privilege of publishing many more

We

Suggestion,:.-

OLYMPIC THEATRE

and

truly yours,

MEYERS & FORD,

^.P-^.l.y\^LI^t9^^.

your favorite stars?

musical

store."

out this space.

Q±^...2^L....

Nan*

Street or R. F.

1922

and putting on a "country

stock

15 cents.

This Card With 10 cents Will Admit One Adult
13.

playing

theatre

air

12,

"Exhibitors Herald."

Dear

We

Sir:

are enclosing a picture of the

Arcade theatre showing the front

ture.

Yours truly,
put out for "A Connecticut
W. G. STURDIVANT,
Yankee." This was really our first
Hoyburn theatre, Evanston, 111.
attempt along this line, but the expense seemed to be justified, as we
DEAR MR. STURDIVANT:
had a very successful three day run
That is good news. As you know,
in the face of strong opposition: an undoubtedly, they used to say that

we

parked along the
created the interest desired and got them to talking.
In closing I wish to express my
appreciation of the "What The PicIt
ture Did For Me" department.
the little
is sure a great help to
fellow, and I think it should be supported by everyone.
shields of cars
street.

It

Yours very
A. R.

Olympic

theatre,

truly,

BENDER,

Cleveland,

Okla.

DEAR MR. BENDER:
gives us real pleasure to present
readers your excellent initial contribution. It contains at least three thor.It

to

oughly practical ideas, and two stateencourage us in the

ments that

preparation

of theatre material.

Thanks for all.
The card you sent out seems to us
especially good.
At this time, or at
any time for that matter, it should
serve any showman well. The lobby
display is also distinctive. The trapeze
arrangement permits of wide adaptation and undoubtedly zvill be used by
many.
The snipe placement must

STURDIVANT, Hoyburn
WG.photograph
showing
Mr.
is

theatre,

Evanston,

111.,

contributes

the above

his lobby display for United Artists' "The Iron Trail.
Sturdivant's interesting letter regarding the lobby and the electric train involved
•

presented herewith.

:.

August

12,
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Evanston, supposedly super-Bostonian
in the cultural sense, would not reThe claim
spond to exploitation.
never seemed to us to hold zcatcr, and
your demonstration of its fallacy is
plainly a victory for exploitation.
The trade needs men to spread that
sort of doctrine.- A little common
sense, a bit of red blooded hustle, and
the dread depression that everybody
talks about is made to assume a much
less forbidding aspect. Glad you permitted us to chronicle your reformation of Evanston theatricals.
R. W.

I

A CONNECTICUT

1

I.

Sheely

Arcade and Star theatres, La Grande, Ore., are new contributors
to "Theatre Letters," introducing themselves with the photograph of the lobby
installed for Fox's "A Connecticut Yankee." The accompanying letter tells briefly of
their successful fight against big opposition.

THEATRE EDITOR,

that way.

"Exhibitors Herald."
Sir:

have never attempted very
much, do most of it thinking, have
the idea but never seem to get time
I

to put
of the

it

in print, except like

programs

l!seb
MEYERS & FORD,

Asks Cooperation

Dear

'-15
gfri Ba nna

—W

O.
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I

some

am

enclosing.
types of pro-

They are different
grams that I get out every week

my patrons, using something like five hundred every week.
I have missed some and the first
time they saw me they asked why
they did not get their program.
You will note that I have used
the coupon on one for the beginning of a serial. It worked fine and
costs very little and gets great publicity.
For walking advertising
there are none to beat it.
I think we small town showmen
should get more of our ideas in the
trade papers, as they are a great
and mail to

would soon be

full

pictures daily and would work a
fellow to death.
It would break
John D. to keep it up. However,
I paint my own banners and have
a continuous cord across the street
which can be hung in a few minutes
with snap clothespins. I sew a rod
in the bottom of it to hold it smooth.
Have also rigged up two frames a
yard wide and four feet high, tack
cloth on these frames and stand

them on running boards of my car,
get a big dinner bell and cover the
whole town at very small cost.
Did this the first time today and

tablishing a stunt

All

and

If

them

you get me started,
to you every once in

I

always
Let's

it

comes

to

hard work and

thinking up new stunts.
busy and have the
get
full
of these kind of

HERALD
stunts

this

year.

How

about

es-

us

for

put

will

a while,

and when this thing is got going
it will be a wonderful thing, I think.
"What The Picture Did For Me"
great.
To show what I think
of it, I saved all
old copies and
cut out all from each book and took

is

my

them
bound

to a binder and
in a neat book.

had them

Wish you

could see it. However, it's not as
quick as your "Box Office Record."
Will try and come with a real
letter the next time.
Will see if I
can get lined up with some of those
other letter writers and put my
thoughts in print for some show-

men

to see.

Yours very

these stunts will be a help
an idea for the little fellow.
big ones are not in our class

help.

column

poor boobs?

have a very nice matinee.

The
when

It works something like this
have one idea.
You have one.
I tell you mine, you tell me yours,
haven't we each then got two? How
about five or six swapping around

We

of the best kind of stunts.
It does not pay for us little fellows to ballyhoo. The cost, and the
efforts are too short, as we change

O.

I.

truly,

SHEELY,

Casino theatre, Clinton,

S.

DEAR MR. SHEELY:

C.

There isn't much left to say save
"Thanks" and 'Welcome." This we
say herewith, and add invitation to
join the
sort of
pages.

progressives doing just the

work you

outline

in

these

Sorry your programs reached us too
late

for reproduction in this issue.
Didn't zcant to hold up your valuable
letter to wait for the next issue.
Our
opinion, however,
stuff.

And

is

that they're

good

Can we have one every week?

a letter every time you like writthis or any department.
We'll make up the stunt column if
contributors will send in the stunts.
And \ou can't send in too many
R. W.
ing one, to

—W

Associated Exhibitors to
Issue Two Films in Month
Associated Exhibitors announces two

August publication; "When
Deceive."
starring
Leah
Baird, to be issued August 20, and on
August 27 the Florence Vidor feature.
"Dusk to Dawn," an adaptation of
Katherine Hill's popular novel, "The
Shuttle Soul."

pictures for
Ssfeivt-*.::

\

R. BENDER, Olympic theatre, Cleveland, Okla., expresses appreciation of contributors' "Theatre Letters" and describes two exceptional undertakings in his
initial communication.
The above photograph shows his lobby display for Paramount's

**•

"The Green Temptation."

Husbands
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eniles, are also suitable in this connection.)

Wwes'Made

Still

Its
JlV produced by Gasnier.
scenes provide basis for many types
of presentation and exploitation,
most of which are within the scope
of the big majority of theatres.
Still

No.

No. 3

—

"A Poor Little .Rich Boy" suggests a luxurious nursery set, with
child in bed, to be awakened by
fairies (other children costumed as

For Theatre

kwT3 ICH MEN'S WIVES" was

1922

12,

advantage to this suggestion. Resemblance tests, such as successfully used in behalf of other juv-

"Rich Mens

"Rich Men's Wives," a Preferred
Picture distributed by the Al Lichtman Corporation, is the subject of
the following "Suggestion in the
Stills" summary contributed exclusively to readers of this department by the Lichtman press division. Stills reproduced indicate the
picture was made for theatre purposes and offers special advantages.

August

STILL

No. 3 is referred to as indicating the fitness of a stage setting modeled after this scene, the action to depict
the sleeping child awakened by a butterfly ballet,

could be made the opening picture
of a full stage prologue number.

A good dance team in ballroom
dances would serve as another fitting introduction.
Still

No. 2

Going on the theory that "Rich
Men's Wives" are butterflies, why

1

The

"Frivolity Handicap," is an
actual scene from the picture, with

STILL

No. 6 shows Rosemary Theby in
a scene from the play. It is suggested
as basis for the girl in the revue whose
introductory line would be something like
"I am the bridge fiend, etc."
butterflies)

and led down stage

into

butterfly dance.

STILL

No. 4 is the first of three cited
as suggestive of a topical revue. The

STILL

No. 1 from "Rich Men's Wives,"
Preferred Picture distributed by Al
Lichtman Corporation. Accompanying
story gives exploitation and presenta-

tion suggestions.

a sextette of society girls as jockeys

singer emphasizing this phase would
sing something like "I am the swimming
girl, etc.," it is suggested.

(This element of the story may
be effectively capitalized in newspaper copy, a sub-theme carried in
the same space with the straight
picture copy offering special advantages.)
Stills

not a butterfly ballet with children,

seeking one youngster resembling
Richard Headrick.
(The exceptional favor accorded

and men as horses.

Where

a first run house goes in
presentation,
using
novelty
groups of singers or dancers, this
for

A

Nos.

4, 5,

group of pretty

6

girls in vari-

ous costumes, one in rafe bathing
suit and cloak, another in riding
habit,
another in sport clothes,
either tennis or golf, another in
evening dress.
They should be

good singers or

solo dancers, able
to put over the idea of a topical
song, as "I am the riding girl," "I
am the bathing girl," "I am the links
girl," "I am the bridge fiend."
(For the more fully equipped
theatres, where stage facilities are
ample, this suggestion offers the big
opportunity in the presentation
phase of the picture. Whole mus:

comedies have been produced
with scarcely more material than
this to work upon.
The capable
theatre director should be able to
build up around" the picture a prologue that will not only present it
in admirable style but will work as
ical

STILL

No. 5, it is suggested, should
provide occasion for a second soloist,
singer or dancer, who, if a singer, would
have such a line of introduction as "I am

OTILL

No. 2, cited in the "Suggestions
the Stills" summary presented
herewith as suggesting a butterfly ballet.
Richard Headrick is the youngster in the

the riding

girl, etc."

in

picture.

a

Master Headrick

screen appearances heretofore lend especial
in his

builder

enduring
ment.)

of

comment

throughout the

publicity

engage-

August
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Installment
(jy R^ofcaic w bom You Hire Juu Met in the Opening
bv \ auslun Heater 'and Now Running in the Rock Island Argus
-

Aa toe Book

Wu

Maaterptec* o( Ficrion-So

Flailed

Haa

the

The Jedge

THE ARGUS
EVERY DAY

READ

Come

IT IN

lo Lrfe

Splendid Characters

Vt!

Ipoo
More

the Screen.

Making the Stor> Still More Enjoyable. Its
Meeting Them a Che Ft Armstrong

Inornate-- You 11 Enjoy

Film Been HajbJ—The Rerabnuadt

of the

SEE IT AT THE

Says:

FOl'R

-

baud

Saving, FUnk

THE

defined advertising

program was

laid.

trated in the original story, and the
red ink "extra," a special newspaper
edition gotten out in cooperation with

j

DAYS STARTING SIN.

JL'LY 16

a favorably disposed local daily. The
latter stunt is illustrated in the accompanying reproduction, without color,
of the edition published by the Ridge-

-

MILLER -SI- TIRES

Rock

B. S. Moss' Broadway theatre, New
York. It was in this engagement that
the ground work of the present well

Outstanding items of the program
are the bannered baby carriage, illus-

'.

[

• he ndo oa M
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wood (N. Y.) News when

MOTOR INN-

was shown

tion

at the

the attrac-

Parthenon thea-

tre.

^1
DR. H.N.

L£fTMMJ<

a.

^.J

WDSHAJt

Both of these devices have met with
such success as to practically guarantee their adaptation in subsequent exhibitions of the attraction.
The Parthenon engagement is said to have

r^TTLER

j

attracted precedential attendance.

NEWSPAPERS

many

are using the Vitagraph tie-up with "The Prodigal
Judge," running the story serially prior to the date of exhibition. This makes
it a simple matter to promote cooperative double trucks of the style shown in the reproduction above.
in

cities

from the serialized story are
sprinkled generously through the
spread and merchants are brought
into active support of the theatre
through active advertising of their
own products.
Such a spread, a double truck, is
reproduced on this page.
There
have been others and doubtless will
be more before the picture is retired.
When more pictures are accompanied by material calculated to
bring the press into co-operative
support of the theatre, better times
for the box office will be at hand.
tions

Serialized

Story

Wins

Press

Aid

Throaty boasts of regular recurrence to the contrary notwithstanding, the public press is not habitually
a theatre asset. When a newspaper
prints matter calculated to aid the
theatre or a picture it is rather generally true that the newspaper is
also helping itself.
It is expedient
and sensible to realize that fact and
to proceed, as some picture makers
have done, to present newspapers
with the type of matter desired. It
always pays.

NEWSPAPERS

in

World' s Premier Presentation
•

Arrow Film
Profits

Lafavette,

Bloomington, 111., Rockhill, 111., and elsewhere have found
the serialization of "The Prodigal
Judge.'' Vitagraph production, attractive in many ways.
It is the
custom to announce the serial story
some time in advance of the theatre
announcement of the picture, to
feature it rather prominentlv as an
affair of general interest, then to
tie it up directly with the picture
engagement when the time is ripe.

By

this

procedure,

the

picture

engagement imparts to the newspaper, by reverse reflection, credit
for enterprise,

and

recognition of merit

that sort of thing.
Incidentally, the newspaper does not
pay a big price for a serial story.

So

all

good, simple logic.
But the thing goes further than
that.
\\ hen
the picture opening
approaches, a big co-operative advertisement is promoted.
Quotafar,

By

Well advertised pictures may be
known by their exploitation, frequently an index to merit. In the
first swift weeks after publication the
actively exploited motion picture
builds up a definite set of devices for
general promotion. The circumstance has its advantages. This is
possibly the one entirely practicable
means of gaining for an attraction
the possible benefit of national adits

vertising,

an

accomplishment

Inexploited
during the early stages of its theatre
career in markedly standardized manner.
story in this department some
weeks ago outlined the exploitation accorded the feature during its run at

Cheat." has

A

Aiuiuum.enwnt

On

Theatre Page

in many cities using Arrow's "The Innocent Cheat" have
overprinted newspapers in red, making

The specimen was

the tie-up inescapable.

used in
York.

Ridgewood,

Baby

a

suburb

of

New

Clothes

Can you

picture a line extended over
the lobby from which are hung odds
and ends of children's wearing apparel.
It
so you have a mental view of the
Imperial theatre. Charlotte, N. C, during the run of "The Bachelor Daddy."
The stunt was augmented by lobby cutouts from three to six sheets and is said
with an extra advertising expenditure of
$8.00 to have increased receipts approximately 15 per cent. Ray Beall is manager of the Imperial.

ef-

individual
campaigns,
fected
as
overlapping, merge into unity.

Arrow production, "The
THE
been
nocent

Jfec

EXHIBITORS

Red Extras

Ind.,

-

Realisi
Using the twenty-four sheet on "The
Man From Home" which shows a man
in each hand. Manager F. J.
Miller of the Modjeska theatre. Augusta,
Ga., added a realistic touch to the affair
by inserting a real suitcase and a real
umbrella in the hands of the figure.
This attracted immediate attention, whereas
the mere paper would easily have been
passed by.

with a grip

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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pursuers of fixed policies, in short,

whose advertising does not bring
return

it is

believed

profitable to

it

it

should,

may

weigh the point

all

the
find

care-

fully.

The Boy Scout
Newspapers, as a general thing are
staunch supporters of the Boy Scout

movement. It is a worthy one.
"Penrod" played at the Empire
Montgomery, Ala., Manager H.

When
theatre,

C. Far-

found ready co-operation of a local
paper through which it played host to
the Boy Scouts of the city during the
ley

picture's run.
Much favorable publicity
for the theatre and much good will was

created
in

all

around.

There's

something

it.

Fair Exchange
NOT

men live in Texas, as is evidenced by the fact that the exploitation
the Strand theatre, New York, used for First National's "One Clear Call,"
almost the same exploitation employed by the Hope theatre, Dallas, Tex., as recounted
in these pages some weeks ago.
brave

all

staff of

and

Daring Big

Element

in

the
Strand employ identical
means, dangerous means, to sell a motion picture. Like success greets their
efforts.
The coincidence serves to
emphasize the importance of daring in
advertising. Writers of staple copy,

users of tried and established layout.

What constitutes "a fair exchange" may,
in many instances be open to debate,
but when Manager Ray Beall of the Imperial theatre obtained the use of a street

car

decorated

Advertising men, particularly exmen, are chronic adventurers. There are several good reaploitation

ing "Beyond the Rocks"
for a season pass, it

a

display,

sons, chief

among which

is

necessity.

Advertising must strike out invariably into new territory to be successful. Style and methods age quickly.
The new is always the dominant advertising. The new and the daring
are practically synonymous.

WHEN
to this

photographs contributed
department disclosed the

fact that the Hope theatre, Dallas, had
employed exploitation men garbed as

night riders in advertising First Na"One Clear Call," the incident
was cited as a rare bit of daring. It
was pointed out that such an enterprise, especially in Texas, involved a
certain element of danger. It was not
believed that the stunt would be widely
used.
tional's

is

But daring, bravery if you prefer,
not an uncommon attribute of show-

men,

good showmen.
particularly
Hence little surprise is aroused by the
announcement that Joseph Plunkett,
Strand,

New

York, used practically
same at-

identical exploitation for the

In the essential elements of
be noted in this connection, the Strand and the Hope have

traction.

theatre,

much

in

it

may

common. Both

practice

good

theatre consistently.

W idely

separated, catering to some-

what dissimilar partonage, the Hope

Karlton and Capitol.
The second picture was Bobby
Vernon's "A Hickory Hick" at the
Arcadia, and the third was "Bucking
Broadway," featuring Neal
Burns at the Karlton, which had
previously opened at the Palace.

exploit-

in

considera-

is

apparently

distribution

of

special

rota-

gravure sheets through the local newspaper and other tie-ups proved most
in

putting the

show

over.

Mystery Stuff

Run Same Week
Three Christie comedies played

run

to

good case of "fifty-fifty."
This combined with an effective lobby

3 Christie Films

in first-run theatres in Philadelphia
the same week early in July. "Cold
Feet" was playing at the Palace,
having opened previously at the

banners

tion

effective

Advertising

with

through the streets of Charlotte

A

concealed bugler,

who

will

play a

short clear call on a bugle every

minutes

in

different

parts

two days constitutes one
tation angles worked out by
for

of the

fifteen

town

of the exploi-

Jeff Lazarus
to be used in connection with the presentation of the First National attraction,
"One Clear Call" at the Madison theathe third day the
tre, Peoria, 111.
bugler will play his call in public while
carrying a banner reading "One Clear
Call for you to see One Clear Call" at
the Madison theatre.

On

;

August
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LUITSCH, so the message
read, cabled Syracuse from Europe
when his Paramount production was
shown at Keith's.

ERNEST

Cablegram

CITIZENS

of Syracuse watched the man paint it, inspected it during its stand, then
watched the man wash it away, "it" being a message to the effect that Paramount'*
"The Loves of Pharaoh" was in exhibition at Keith's theatre. Considerable comment
was aroused.

Exploiteer

The town's

three papers ran stories.

Greene also arranged a telegraph

Invention
Telegrams from

tieup that blazes the trail for new
The
developments of the idea.
Postal
Telegraph Company got
wise to all the publicity Western

stars, directors,
to theatres exhibiting their pictures, or to the public, are common.
The cablegram is a new and natural
development of the idea. Like many

Union had been getting through
Paramount tieups and was anxious

new ideas, it is introduced by a
Paramount "exploiteer." The con-

Ernest Lubitsch, who directed "The
Rodolph
If
Loves of Pharaoh."
Valentine and Gloria Swanson have

etc.,

tributed story of the initial application follows.

SYRACUSE
find that

was astonished
Keith's

pavement

theatre

Greene got the much
cherished receiving blanks and proceeded to fake a message from

to break in.

been wiring from Hollywood, there
no
reason
why Lubitsch
shouldn't cable from Europe.
The cablegram stills, and inserts
were
furnished
by Paramount,
mounted on a card-board frame
about the size of a one-sheet and

was

the Postal Company's
of the best locations
The words "via commerin town.
cial" which are part of the Postal
Company's form, were circled with
a heavy black pencil and the following written in the blank space at
"Even
the bottom of the message

displayed

in

windows, one

:

in

to

Europe

Ma

Commercial Means

Something;."

was

four
corners of an important intersection
lettering

for

the

"The Loves

of

at

all

Pharaoh."

The

Winter Lobbies

know

that the theatre,
through Fred Greene, the Xew
York exploiteer for Paramount, had
framed it with the police so the
calciminers were able to complete
their job
However,
unmolested.
later, the arm of the law presented
itself in the lobby and demanded
the head of the man responsible for
desecrating Syracuse's civic beauty.
One of the Keith staff seemed to
.have visions of Sing Sing, but at
public didn't

they yanked him trembling out
of a corner.
His only punishment
was to take a pail of water mixed
with turpentine and a mop and remove the advertisement from the
pavement. This he did. and his expiation was witnessed by a goodly
crowd on the main street during the
heat of the day.
Not only did the stunt go over
as a ballyhoo, but the principal aim.
newspaper publicity, was achieved.

Good Any

At Any

Year,

Theatre

"I can't get any business with special
fronts."
Remnant of yesterday's theatre gossip, rapidly losing its few remaining be-

lievers.
T

k(,'T

X

last

BROKEN SILENCE," Arrow,
THE
Beacon theproduction, advertised
at

atre,

Boston.

HE BROKEN

SILENCE," Arrow

James Oliver Curwood production,

recently played a very successful duorun at the Beacon and Modern theatres.
The photograph reproduced
Boston.
herewith shows the Winter lobby used at
the Beacon.
The market is well stocked with feature productions which may be exploited
The thing can be overin this manner.
done, of course, but it hasn't been done
ancient fallacy set
The
nearly enough.
down at the top of this story is one of
Like all fallacies, its malithe reasons.
cious influence should be speedily and
definitely terminated.
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FRONTAL

billing of the

"Queen

for

Shows

CANADIAN

The good

W

pictures

orth

live

longest.

Reversing the statement, the

pic-

showmen do things. The photograph, showing the theatre staff of
the Royal theatre, Fort William, Ont., participating in the exploitation and
presentation of Fox's "Queen of Sheba," is eloquent testimonial to their enterprise

Trade Show
Advertising

that live longest are good
pictures, at least good business pictures.
Business pictures are the
concern of exploitation men.

tures

"Queen of Sheba" has had a

long and full life. Further, the end
of its career is not in sight. It is still
being elaborately presented and exploited in the territories where it has
not been extensively exhibited. It will
be one of the talked about pictures in
the trade for a number of years to
come, mentioned, more likely than not,
immediately after "Over the Hill" is
discussed as one of the pictures of pictures.

Fort William, Ontario, "Queen

of Sheba'' recently was

shown amid
Mich surroundings as marked its initial engagements in the larger American centers. The Royal theatre followed American precepts rather thoroughly

in its

Aids Serial
In

the

English

trade

the trade
show is an important item. English
trade journals are filled with announcements of trade shows to be
held, accounts of trade shows given.
There are good reasons. There is
opportunity to make the American
trade show similarly important.
It
has been done in isolated instances.

WHEN
Chicago

the Universal exchange in
exhibited the opening
episodes of "In the Days of Buffalo
Bill" the event was well advertised.

A

trade show luncheon was given in the
projection room. An Indian band of
twenty-five or thirty pieces was engaged for the occasion, brought to the
exchange through principal thoroughfares in a brilliantly bannered conveyance, seated on the roof of the building,
where several selections were
given, arrayed in formation in front
of the exchange for an overture.

There was a great deal of talk about
the event, before and after.
And a
great many pedestrians heard about
the serial.

Of

course the showing was

crowded with exhibitors, all of whom
ate and many of whom watched the
picture.
Those who contracted for it
have a pretty well formed outline of
the exploitation they will give

it.

The

event was an unusual one for
Chicago. It is an excellent beginning
and should be followed by many similar affairs.

Much

for exploitation can

and should be done

in this

manner.

treatment of the picture.

UNIVERSALE
in its

1922

Royal theatre

OfFoxFilm

In

12,

of Sheba."

Screen Life

FOX'S

August

trade show Indian band
concert in front of the exchange

building.
Trade show to public exploitation is very uncommon in theatre news.

DOWNTOWN Chicago was duly informed that the

Universal serial, "In the Days of
Buffalo Bill," would be offered at divers theatres presently, when the trade show
luncheon was exploited as shown above, the Indian band giving a concert on the exchange roof subsequently.

—

—

—

-

:

NEWSPICTURES
\\riTH a

W

view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the

News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
"Herald" has established

feature, the

this

department.

SHOWMEN REPOR T
SPECIAL VALUES
IN NEWS REELS

FOX NEWS No. 84: Mayor Mitchell HonWoodlawn, N. Y. Suzanne Wins Tennis
Championship V. S. Embassy Building DediBurbank Celebrates 73rd Birthday
cated at Rio
German
Paris Decrees New Hair Dress Styles
Shriners at
City Observes 1,000th Anniversary

—

ored at

—

—

Louis

St.

Joplin

— —

— Freight

Cars in Head-On Collision at
Reviews Mass. National Guard

— Cox

Hoover Wins Diamond

Sculls in

Perambulator English Noveltyhouse Fire Costs Million.

FOX NEWS

No.

Notables

85:

—

—

Auto
York Ware-

England

— New

Visit

Boy

Camp
X. Y. — Paris Observes Bastile
Seattle Beach Has Swimming Instructor
—Kiddies
Battle Creek
—
Battle Staged
Retiring General — Lake Regatta AtHonor
Thousands — Bathing Beauties
Parade
Venice,
— Unearth Grecian Statue 2,000
Years Old — King Manueal Welcomes Argentine
Hague — Dutch Welcome
StuScout

in

Day

at

for

in

of

Showmen writing and reading this paper's invaluable report
department. "What The Picture Did For Me," again have demonstrated their superior showmanship, entering earnestlv into the
important work of establishing newspicture values. The following
are two of the newspicture reports from this week's issue

in

tracts
at

MORVICH, KENTUCKY
DERBY WINNER (Interna-

Cal.

U. S.
dents- Texas Farmer Invents Boll Weevil Exterminator Observe 25th Anniversary of KlonDallas Swimming Girls Introduce
dike Rush
New Stunts Gun Practice at Ft. Armstrong.
President at

—

—
—
—

NEWS

INTERNATIONAL
No. 59: American Passion Play Staged at Hollywood
Chile
and Peru Ambassadors Sign Treaty in Washington
Japanese Admiral Welcomes Denby Lilliputians Arrive in U. S.
French African Chiefs

—

See
tice

—
— Human
Hydroplane Sets
Beach— Air Men PracArsenal — Cartoon — Specials.

at Brighton

Rosewood

at

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

No. 60: EngRoyal Family at Wedding of Heiress
Mrs. Hearst Supplies Milk to New York's Needy
Babies Pigeons Race Over Atlantic Harding's
Dog Gets Birthday Cake Biggest Crowd on
Brooklyn Bridge N. Y. Welcomes Oar Champion Test
Life
Saving
Apparatus Chicago
Models Display Fur Styles New U. S. Submarine Inspected India's Sacred Bulls Lead
Monster Demonstration for Jailed Leader.
land's

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

KINOGRAMS

No. 2165: Russians Thank U.
at Livermore, Cal.
Girl
Inspect Boy Scout
Camps
Tiger Pet Yankee
Net Stars Home Work of U. S. Ship Pilots
Chicago Woman Banquets Creditors Shriners in
St.
Louis Missouri School Claims Enrollment
Record Specials.

Food

for

S.

Scouts

— Rodeo

Water Sports
Denver Man Has

Like

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

KINOGRAMS

No. 2166:

Peru and Chile End

— Swimmer Sets Record at Brighton
— French Celebrate Bastile Day —Tilden
Wins Tennis Match — American Passion Play
Staged in California — U.
Labor Board
Conference.

Controversy

Beach

—

S.

—

in

Ty Cobb Given Tiger Pet Senators
Discuss Rail Situation
Bathing Beauties Parade
at
Venice, Cal.
Helicopter Twenty Years in
Making

—

—
—
Specials.

PATHE NEWS

No. 60:
1.000 Orangemen
Celebrate Anniversary of Battle of the Boyne
New Jersey Vaccinates Dogs Peru and Chile
Settle Differences
French Celebrate Bastile Day
Bull
Fighting Popular in
Portugal Denby
Welcomed in Japan Lilliputians Arrive in LT S.
Freckle Contest at Jacksonville Rainfall Map
I'.
S. Sea Students Start World Tour
Plane

—

—

—
—
—

—This

is

—

New

— Specials.

Gloom

— Harding Begins Vacation — French
in Motors — Newark Cooks Use Liq— French Wine Taster Has Envi-

Horses Ride
uified

—

Attend K.

—

—

—
—

NEWS

SELZNICK
No. 1061-c: Royalty Attend English Wedding
August Thomas Made
Landis of Stage Japan Welcomes Denby Rhode
Island Mines Operate
French See Grand Prix
Run U. S. Accepts Foreign Plane Good Seamanship Features Yacht Race English King
Officiates at Opening of Noble Hall on Thames.

—

—

Rome

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

the

general manager

International

Film

Service,

now in London, announces assignment
of Edward Getlin to the Paris Bureau.
Umberto Romangnoli as manager of the

NEWS

—

DGAR HATRICK,
of

SELZNICK
Lilliputians
No. 1060-c:
in U. S.
Acquaplane and Speed Boat
Give Texans Thrills Races Open at Auteuil
Peru and Chile Sign Treaty American Passion
Play Staged at Hollywood
New York Dogs
Wear Shoes Mass. Farmer Gives Fortune to
Workers' Unions Ty Cobb Not Slipping Germany Scene of Anti-Monarchist Demonstration
France Celebrates Bastile Day.

Arrive

—

T7

Oxygen

able Job
25,000 Brave Downpour to
K. K. Ceremonies in Texas.

NO.

INTERNATIONAL
REORGANIZING
FOREIGN STAFF

.

SELZNICK NEWS No. 1059-c: Florence
Woman Boxer Manager— Germany Not

North
All

NEWS

issue is crammed
with most interesting events
and offers plenty of variety.
There are two or three items
which can be featured in advertising and figured on to
draw some business. Harold
F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, De-

W

—

Beach Sport

—This

Order it.
race is a peach.
Philip
Rand, Rex theatre,
fiance, O.
Salmon, Idaho.
These reports are selected for reproduction on this page as containing
specific reference to the exploitation value of certain newspicture editions.
While the majority of newspicture reports set forth box office opinions
of stated newsreel publications, performing a vital service to the exhibitor
booker, the reports referring to specified editions as especially rich in
material w hich may be well exploited are of essentially timely value.
Messrs. Rand and
endt. notably identified with theatre advance at
all times, have set a readily adaptable precedent in their current contributions.
They have demonstrated that a single edition report may lead
showmen to the capitalization of a newsreel in such a way as to add materially to the receipts for the period of its exhibition.
It is patent that
any showman booking either of the editions concerned will not fail to
take due advantage of the opportunity offered.
As previously noted in this department, newspicture reports to "What
The Picture Did For Me" have increased greatly in number. This increase
has been of steady character. It is plainly to the interest of all concerned
to take steps toward developing through this medium a co-operative
exchange of newspicture information which will bring treatment of this
class of product to its proper level.

—

—

and Motor Provide

39).

news reel at regular
price and worth playing up
with extra advertising.
The
a special

—
—

Review

Military

New Record

News No.

tional

SELZNICK
1054:

Bureau,

and

retention

the

of

Allison as London executive.
Captain Ariel Yarges remains as International's general European manager.
Office enlargements and additions to
the camera staff abroad are also an-

George

p
•L-'

DDIE GETLIN,

Ariel Varges, E. B. Hatrick
and Umberto Romagnoli, European general rep-

resentatives

of

International

Hon, photographed in front

ISewsreel CorporaParis Bureau.

of the

as made in the interest
„
developing efficiency and product.

noU nced

.

,

,

of
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H. HAYS,
WILL
Producers and

president of the Motion Picture
Distributors of America, speak-

ing before the Los Angeles chamber of commerce
and West Coast motion picture men, on July 24, said
that one way for the public to help the producers make
good pictures is for the public to support good pictures.
Mr. Hays said he was not furnishing an alibi for
the producers, for the motion picture business was
going through on the highway which leads to better
pictures, but he was emphasizing the fact that it was
not a one-man job, nor the job of a group of people,
"It is the multitude's job, and in doing it there is work
for all," he said.
Mr. Hays said he was informed by one of the largest

producers

in the field that in his opinion the

financial successes in the last eighteen

outstanding

months have been

compared with present day American-made
but

little

"MORE TO BE PITIED THAN SCORNED"
(C. B. C.)

know thoroughly the American public and I
know that its manhood and womanhood are sound,''
said Mr. Hays, "and will support clean films. And the
American public

is

the real censor for the motion pic-

and the pulpit."
Mr. Hays declared there could be no "overnight
miracle," that "too much could not be expected too
soon" either in the raising of the standards or in the
development of the educational value of pictures.
ture, just as

it

is

(Metro) is a delightful bit
with
Gareth Hughes and
of screen
Bessie Love in the principal roles. The picture is very
well made, carefully directed and should meet with
the approval of picture fans generally. A good box
entertainment

attraction.

"ABOVE ALL LAW"

(Paramount) another German importation that is not suited to American needs
It is a tedious and poorly directed
as screen material.
story with only occasional flashes of originality and as

TWO

the old stage favorite written years ago

this type.

"BORDERLAND"
and somewhat

illogical

(Paramount)

is

presenting Agnes Ayres in the leading
doubtless please

who

those

like

fantastic

"UNDER OATH"

(Selznick)

role.

It will

entertainment

their

seasoned with a forceful lesson. A
on the order of "Smilin' Through."

merstein and

a

story with an obvious moral,

spiritualistic story

stars

Elaine

Ham-

doubt one of the finest
pictures in which this star has appeared for some time.
An absorbing story that holds interest from start to
finish, with an excellent cast in support ably presented.
is

without

a

for the press

"FORGET ME NOT"

office

is

by Charles E. Blaney, done into films. It is carefully
directed, and well produced by Harry Cohn, with an
exceptionally well chosen cast and should prove a
pleasing attraction for those who like melodrama of

clean pictures.
"I

films holds

interest for audiences in this country.

BIG SCENES from

"COLLEEN OF THE PINES"
Jane Novak in the
for

this

concern.

first

A

of a series of

fairly

(F. B. O.) with

twelve pictures

interesting

story of the

Northwest with the ever present mounted policeman
who goes out to "get his man." An odd mixture of
tragedy and drama with beautiful scenic backgrounds
working up to a conventional ending.

THE

MORNING" (Universal) is
"THE TOP O'
an adapted Ann Caldwell story, with the popular little
Gladys Walton in the leading role. It is the story
of

a

little

Irish

girl

who

is

ill-treated

by her

step-

mother, but eventually finds happiness in the home
Pleasing
of a wealthy man. Harry Myers in support.
little

comedy-drama.

"Rich Men's Wives," the Gasnier production made for
through AI. Lichtman Corporation.

Preferred

Pictures,

Inc.,

and

distributed

AND GARETH
HUGHES IX

BESSIE LOVE

FORGET ME NOT
(METRO)
Here is one of the best entertainment features offered to exhibiIt is a well
tors in a long time.
made, carefully directed picture

that should carry a strong heart
appeal to every audience, and

make money

for

any

at all times winsome and appealing. As
the musician Otto Lederer gives a fine
interpretation of the cynic who can yet
be strongly moved by love of children
and his dog. As the mother Irene Hunt
is exceptionally good and the remainder
of the cast is more than acceptable.
"Forget Me Not," in addition to being
is

wonderfully appealing picture, has many
exploitation possibilities and should prove
an exceptionally strong box office attrac-

a

tion.

box-office.

"Forget Me Not," delightfully made
under the direction of Louis Burston, is
a production that stands in a class by itself.
While the story is not a new one
it is so skilfully and sanely handled as to
make every minute of its. unfolding a
pleasurable one.
The strong heart appeal in the story of
the adventures of two foundlings is picturized in a manner so human as to be
utterly devoid of the mushy and maudlin
situations
that
have prevented other
foundling stories from becoming the
classic that "Forget Me Not" deserves to

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN IN

UNDER OATH
(SELZNICK)
Without a doubt this is one of the
finest pictures in which Elaine
Hammerstein has been seen for
some time. Its interest is dominant from start to finish through a
story which depicts the gameness
and sacrifice a young woman is
willing to hazard to save her
high class
father from ruin.
feature with a strong supporting
cast ably directed by George

A

become.

The

story opens with a mother, driven
desperation through poverty, leaving
her baby girl in a foundling asylum crib,
where she has one hour in which to decide whether or not she desires to reclaim
it.
Before the hour is up she rushes back
but reaches the institution too late and
her baby is lost to her.
Some years later the little girl (played
by Bessie Love) is injured in a fire in the
orphanage and crippled in such a manner
that she wears a brace on one foot. She
is known and loved in the orphanage as
Ann, and her greatest admirer is a boy
inmate,
capably
played
by
Gareth

to

Hughes.
Later there comes a day in the orphanage when through an "orphan drive" the
children are lined up 'or inspection and
adoption in order to make room for other
waifs.

Many

Archainbaud.

Five

reels.

"star without a failure," as
Elaine Hammerstein is exploited, surely
lives up to this laudation of her, as far as
Selznick's

her latest production, "Under Oath" is
concerned. Miss Hammerstein's pictures
seem to be getting better and stronger
with each succeeding issue, and in her
newest offering, from a story by Edward

Montagne, the star appears in what is
undoubtedly one of her best vehicles to
J.

date.

As a girl whose beauty and gameness
are deciding factors in saving the life and
fortune of her father from ruin at the
hands of a business rival Miss Hammerstein has a role in which she is especially

Mahlon Hamilton plays the
Jim Powers, the business man
who would ruin her father and who later
succumbs to Shirley's charm and pluck.
The cast in support of Miss Hammerstein includes Niles Welch, Carl Gerard,
Dwight Chittenden and Wallace McDoneffective.

part

of

ald.

Chester Marvin,

who

boasts a family

name and

illustrious ancestors, is facing
ruin at the hands of Jim Powers, who
has fought his way from a lowly start
to the top of the ladder in Wall street.
his daughter Shirley is confronted
with his plight she appeals through Peter
Hartley, the district attorney, to Powers
to save her father. Powers, gloating in
his ultimate success over the haughty
Marvins, offers a way out of the situation
for them through the marriage of Shirley
to his worthless younger brother, Steve.

When

The

girl shows the extent to which she is
willing to sacrifice herself by agreeing to
the marriage.
At the crucial moment
during the ceremony Powers relents and
calls the wedding off, agreeing, however,
to keep his end of the bargain not to

prosecute her father.

When

the girl comes to thank him for
act he is remorseful and tells her
the story of the feud between the families
which shows that both sides have been
Powguilty of underhanded methods.
ers' younger brother, angered because the
wedding was called off, betrays his older
brother and furnishes information which
the Marvins to "get" Jim
will enable
Powers. Shirley goes to Powers and
urges him to flee the same night during
which the younger Powers is murdered.
Jim is arrested but refuses to clear himself,
knowing it will involve the girl.
Shirley knows this and force; Hartley to
release Powers under threat that she will
testify under oath to all thai has happened. Jim Powers then realizes that
Shirley loves him, in spite of the infahis

—

mous marriage he had

nearly forced her

into.

of the visitors are attracted

by the beauty and brightness of Ann,
but pass her by when they discover that
she is a cripple. The mother, now prosperous and lonely, is one of those who
visits the orphanage for the purpose of

adopting a waif. Attracted to Ann by
her winning smile, the mother talks with
her but finally passes her by and selects
the boy. One of the most touching things
in the picture is the appeal of the boy for
the visitor to take the girl instead of himself, but the appeal is in vain.
All the
orphans are taken away with the exception of the lame girl. The following day
the girl is taken by Rudolpho, a once
famous musician, but
now reduced
through his own cynical outlook on life,
to the position of a street player.

He

dis-

covers musical talent in Ann and trains
her to become a skilful violinist.
In the meantime the boy marries after
his search for Ann fails. With the death
of his wife he wanders away with his
mind a blank. His memory returns when
he wanders into a theatre where Ann is
making her debut, the boy and girl meet
again, the girl is restored to her mother
and the usual happy ending is brought
about in a wonderfully pleasing way.
As the girl Bessie Love does some of
the best work she has yet shown and she

Elaine Hammerstein and support in a scene from "Under Oath" (Selznick)
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THAN SCORNED" PLAYERS— Lt ft

Theby, Alice Lake and Josephine Adair

in the

to right) Philo McCullough, J. Frank Glendon, Rosemary
adapted Charles E. Blaney play which C. B. C. Film Sales Corp. is state

righting.

SPECIAL CAST IN

MORE TO BE PITIED
THAN SCORNED
(C. B. C.

FILM SALES)

Here is another of the old time stage
melodramas made into an excellent screen picture which should
prove as pleasing an attraction as

turn the child to its father and goes to
the theatre for that purpose.
Reunited
to his wife, Lorraine learns o_f the villany
of his supposed friend, gets his revenge
by making the stage fight in the final
scene of the show a real light, which he
does in a convincing manner.
The big scene is a battle between the
stage hero and stage villain, which ends
in the death of the scheming leading
woman and the defeat of Grant by the

colony and again the Yogi's magic is
brought into play and he cures Langland.
Allen is finally lowered into the
Langland and his
tiger's den and killed.

enraged husband.

still

have the several others which
have gone before. With proper
exploitation it should go well.
Directed by Edward L. Saint.
Picturization of the popular thrillers
have
of a decade or two ago seems to

struck a popular chord among makers of
pictures and those who pay to see them
on the screen. "More to Be Pitied than

Scorned," filmed from the famous stage
melodrama by Charles E. Blaney, is the
latest to

be added to this growing

The

story

is

whose mimic

one of actor people, into
comes the loves and

life

sorrows they depict upon the stage, and
ending as do all good thrillers with villains defeated and love and virtue tri-

umphant

in the end.
Lorraine, excellently played by
Mr. Glendon, returns to his home after
plaving the leading role in "Persecution," to find Vincent Grant (Philo McCullough) making love to his wife (Alice
Lake). The wife has repulsed Grant who
makes his escape through a window just

Julian

as the husband

comes

to the door.

Believing his wife false Lorraine takes
their little daughter and goes out of the
"
house. G rant nas lo c tnc w '* e tnat L° r
raine is in love with his leading woman,
The
Josephine Clifford (Miss Theby).
wife rushes wildly from the house in
search of her husband and child and is
run down by a passing automobile. Returning to the house after hours of wandering Lorraine finds it empty, so takes
the child with him to the theatre. There
she is taken in charge by the scheming
Search for the wife
leading woman.
proving fruitless, and finally getting evidence of her death in the river, Lorraine
is finally married to the other woman.
After many months the wife, temporarily unbalanced, steals away from the
hospital attendants, goes to her former
home and steals her baby. Threatened
by Grant, Mrs. Lorraine decides to re'

t

story ends with the prince becoming a
beggar in rags and mourning on the
steps

of the

tomb

for

his

faithless

but

loved wife.

Conrad Veidt plays Prince Ayan, Mia
May is Laura Valmy, Erna Morena is
Princess Savitri and Bernhard Gotzke

SPECIAL CAST IN

ABOVE ALL LAW

plays the Yogi.

(PARAMOUNT)

JANE NOVAK IN

Another German film of little merit.
Lacks originality in direction
and its tediousness is only somewhat redeemed by good photography and elaborate settings.
As an entertainment feature it is

COLLEEN OF
THE PINES

very poor.

list.

by Edward Le
Carefully
this
Saint, and produced by Harry Cohn,
promise to be a valuable box office attraction where this class of entertainment
has vogue. The cast is away above the
ordinary, containing such names as RoseJosephine
Lake,
Alice
Theby,
mary
Adair, Frank Glendon, Gordon Griffith
and Philo McCullough.
directed

fiance
escape,
taking
them the
with
faithless prinrcss.
The latter throws
herself over a precipice
and is killed.
Langland finally builds the tomb and the

W ith

Five

reels.

possible exception of "The
Mistress of the World" the latest im"The
portation offered by Paramount
Mysteries of India," renamed "AboveAll Law"
is the best argument in favor
of American pictures for American audiences yet put forth by any of the big
It
is
a quesdistributing companies.
tion if such a picture will please audiences or get business for exhibitors.
"Above All Law" is dull and stodgy
almost to the point of sleep producing.
There are many situations which are ex-

the

—

—

pected to produce

thrills,

but they

fail

Even the
of their object most dismally.
lowering of a man into a den of hungry
and active tigers with results fatal to
the man is done in such a cut and dried
matter of fact manner, that about the
only emotion produced is one of relief
that that actor, at least, is out of the
picture.
They may have some good actors
in Germany, but with this picture as a
criterion the impression is gained that
the German idea of motion picture actposturing and making faces.
Robert
is of Prince Ayan,
Langland making a
Allan
and Carl
schoolboy vow to go to the ends of the
earth in each others aid if necessary.
Later Prince Ayan is ruler of a province in
India, Allen is an army officer stationed
ing

is

The

story

(R-C PICTURES)
Fairly entertaining Northwestern
story with the star furnishing the
Miss Novak is
principal appeal
pleasing throughout and her personality and charm do much to
Story and
hold the interest.
scenario written by J. Grubb
Alexander. Direction by Chester
Bennett. Five parts.
"Colleen of the Pines" is interesting in
spite of its mixture of tragedy and drama
and the love interest furnishes a certain
amount of sentimental appeal. In localities where Northwest stories have not
had their run, it will doubtless prove
very satisfying, especially where Jane
Xovak is a favorite. She looks very wistful and registers perfectly in the emoslight tendency to overtional scenes.
act is observed in others of the cast, al-

A

though Edward Hearn made an
able

hero.

Beautiful

accept-

backgrounds

of

wooded country and numerous

exteriors
taken amid the tall pines lend the proper
Ernest
Pierce,
Charlotte
atmosphere.
Shields, Alfred Allen, "Smoke" Turner and
There is
J. Gordon Russel are in support.
a conventional climax to the story.
Northwest
saves
a
Joan Cameron

Mounted policeman from being stabbed
by

a fugitive

falls in love

as

from justice and the Trooper
with Joan, knowing her only

Her stern
of the Pines."
Duncan Cameron, has promised

"Colleen

father,

England

The Prince sends to
prisoner.
for the architect to build a tomb
Langland, learnfor the unfaithful wife.
ing that she is yet alive, refuses and is
fiance
Langland's
prisoner.
held"
also
follows him to India and wanders into

her hand to the factor of the settlement,
Paul Bisson, but Joan hates him. Joan's
sister Esther elopes with Jules Perrault,
a trapper, and some time later returns
with a baby. Her father and Bisson return from a trip and to save Esther from
his wrath. Joan tells her father the child
is hers.
She leaves home and O'Neil. the
mounted police, trails her and arrests her

a tiger's den from which she is rescued
by the magic of a Yogi.
angland in a leper's
Finally she finds

for the murder of Jules. The "murdered"
recovers, however, and marries Esther
and the Trooper marries Joan.

India,
and Langland becomes a
Allen makes love to
architect.
the wife of the Prince, is discovered and
in

famous

held

l

man
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GLADYS WALTON IN

AGNES AYRES IN

TOP

BORDERLAND

(UNIVERSAL)

This rather fantastic and somewhat
illogical picture carries with it an
obvious moral that will make it
please those who like their entertainment seasoned with a forceful

A

lesson.

It is a "spirit" picture of
the class set by "Smilin' Through."
Six reels.

'•Borderland" the latest Paramount
vehicle for the display of the
talents of
Agnes Ayres is a smooth running story
that will be enjoyed by
many

they

may

be

unfamiliar

the doctrines of Prof. Hyslop.
with this earthly sphere and

even
with

deals
with that
which is generally considered the
great
unknown, and mixes the two up at
times in rather illogical fashion.
Spirit shrouded wraiths, transparent
and unsubstantial wander about at will
It

in a supposedly other world,
passing up
and down stairs, in and out of buildings
and over terra firma. If spirits are to

walk, let us have them walk in spirit
lands and use spirit appurtenances.
In
spite of this the effective lighting
and
settings,
used
with
splendid
photography, makes a pleasing and always
entertaining photoplay.
The story is that of a young wife,
feeling neglected by a husband who is
immersed in business, plans to run
away with another man, and leave behind a bothersome child with whom
she has little patience.
At the outset
of the elopement she is warned by the
spirit of a long dead great aunt, who
had trod a similar path, and whose restless spirit had wandered ceaselessly for
seventy years seeking the child God
had loaned her.
Edith Wayne, the restless wife, excellently
portrayed by Agnes Ayres.
gets the story of the long dead grand
aunt, through the medium of an aged
servant in time to save her from the
direful fate of the long defunct relative.
The spirit of the dead relative having
entered the body of the aged servant
for the purpose of delivering her message, finally gains the long sought for

peace.

Awakened to her better self, the wife
rushes to the boarding school where
her little boy had been sent in time to
save him from death.
There she is
joined and aided in the rescue by the
husband and all are happily reunited.
The picture is exceptionally well cast,
there appearing in addition
to
Miss
Ayres. Milton Sills. Fred Huntley, Bertran Grassby, Sylvia Ashton and Dale

—

—

Duller.
Irving,

Frankie

two

little

Lee and

THE MORNING

O'

(PARAMOUNT)

though

very pleasing little society drama
with Miss Walton and Harry
Myers both well cast. The story
of a little Irish girl who finds happiness when a home is denied her
with her own father and brother.
Adapted from Ann Caldwell's
story.
Directed
by
Edward
Laemmle. Five reels.

Edward Laemmle's

initial feature film
as pleasing a bit of comedy-drama as
has come from the Universal studios in
some time. Although the story is slight,
it has its big moments and the work of
is

Gladys Walton and a strong supporting
cast keep the interest up to the final fadeout. The story is logical and well handled, bringing out the tense moments to
the best advantage. Harry Myers renders
Miss Walton splendid support, as does
Margaret Campbell and others in the

well-balanced cast.
Gerald O'Donnell, living in Ireland with
her aunt, meets John Garland, wealthy New
York banker who is motoring through the
country with his motherless baby. Jerry
watches the youngster while Garland has
his machine repaired.
In America they
meet again when Jerry has been driven
from the home of her father and brother,
by a domineering step-mother, and she
becomes nurse-maid for Garland's baby.
Jerry's brother, employed in Garland's
bank, is accused of stealing bonds. However, the real culprit confesses the theft

and clears Jerry's brother, and Garland
asks Jerry to become Mrs. Garland.
Beautiful photography marks the production throughout.

youngsters,

do some

"Monte Cristo" Feature
Underwater scenes are an interesting
feature of the
tion

"Monte

new William Fox produc-

adapted from the
novel by Alexandre Dumas, which is one
Cristo,"

of the specials listed by Fox for 1922-23.
Readers of the novel will recall the
sensational escape of Edmond Dantes
from the Chateau d'If. He sews himself
in a sack, is thrown into the sea as dead,
rips himself free from the bag and makes
his way to the island of concealed treasure.
The feat of filming this was successfully accomplished, mainly because
John Gilbert, playing Dantes, is an expert swimmer and diver, and was able,
therefore, to lend dramatic truth to the

However, Miss Dunn, who has proven her ability
and versatility in the art of scenario writing, has
decided to do free-lancing, so as to give herself more
scope and less confinement.
Before Miss Dunn went with R-C. she stepped
out of the Scenario Department of Metro, where
she adapted "Garments of Truth," a whimsical
sort of story for Gareth Hughes, and "Little Eva
Ascends.' also of the light type of story for this star.
'

Her art is in her ability to make her characters
on the screen all live— they're human beings and
therefore appeal to
to themselves.

human

beings in the semblance

Perhaps that's the big secret of Miss Dunn's
success.
She never forces her situations. They
come about naturally, through logical sequence.
And even in her interpretation cf a big climax, she
permits the characters to see themselves.

still

During her association with R-C Miss Dunn
scenarioized the following all big dramatic vehicles:

—

"MAM'SELLE JO"

—

released under

YEARS"

by Harriet T. Comstock

the

title

o

f

"SILENT

with Rose Dione — a big

woman

characterization.

performance.

Strong Cast Appears in

comedy drama.

Pauline Frederick— a fast moving Western

J. Searle

Dawley Film

Frank Losee and a strong list of other
players appear in "Hearts and Faces,"
J. Searle Dawley's first production for
Achievement Films, Inc. The cast also
comprises Gladys Hulette and Robert
Frazer. Gladys Hulette was last seen in
"Tol'able David," while Frank Losee has
a long list of excellent character portrayals to his credit.
The story is an original by Bob Dexter.

Change

Title of

Film

of Lee
Century picture, which
formerly was known as "Married Folks."
It was directed by Arvid Gillstrom and
features Ena Gregory, Blanche Payson
and Fred Spencer.

"Foolish

Moran's

a scene from "Borderland"
(Paramount)

been on

R-C's scenario staff for the past 12 months, is
one cf the few screen writers who knows and can
apply the rudiments of simple, daily psychology.
She knows that the public tires of sameness; hence
it is up to these who create the demand for, and
supply entertainment to, a blase and hungry public
to feed it with novelty. Producers, too, know the
public's demand for "something new" and that is
why they rarely confine themselves to the writings
of one individual— preferring the varied styles of

"JUDITH OF BLUE LAKE RANCH" by
Jackson Gregory — released under the title
of "TWO KINDS OF WOMEN" starring

a wonderful dog.

in

Winifred Dunn
Free-Lancing
"VY/INIFRED DUNN, who has

many writers.

Underwater Scenes Are

Mary Jane

exceptionally clever work and add not
a little to the production, as does also

Agnes Ayres

67

Lives"

latest

is

the

title

"THE GLORY OF CLEMENTINA" by Wm.
Locke, starring Pauline Frederick— woman characterization —

J.

society type

whimsical and dramatic.

"THE WOMAN BREED" by Louis Stevens
— an Algerian story— dramatic and full of
fire.

"A SLICE OF LIFE" by Helen Jerome,
Jerome Eddy — New England

starring Helen

small town typeof story.
"WRECKAGE" by H. H. VanLoan— with
Noah and Wallace Berry, Arline Pretty
and Virginia Fair — an all star cast. This
latter, a virile sea-story, was just recently
completed by Miss Dunn, and again displays her remarkable facility in aptly
wielding the scenario writer's wand.
Suffice it to say. Miss Dunn has been acclaimed one of the best equipped and most capable
scenario writers in the business, and more particularly because her knowledge of the industry does not
stop there, as she is equally clever at cutting and
titling and putting a picture together so that it is at
its

best advantage.

Surely, there's an art in being able to do what
she can and does do with a story before it is presented on the screen.

—Ait.
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Makers of American Releasing Features
Twenty -three Directors Contribute Product

WALTER

E.

GREENE

Kenneth Webb

Cliff

to

Smith

Big Schedule

Albert Capellani

Hampton Del Ruth

President American Releasing Corporation

Hugh

Dierker

Fred

J.

Balshofer

Harry Garson

Sidney Olcott

S. E.

V. Taylor

|
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STARS IN AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION PRODUCTIONS
Monroe

Salisbury,

Marjorie Daw, Helen Rowland, Frankie Lee, Pete Morrison,
(left to right:
Noah Beery, Monte Blue, Pat O'Malley.

Quality Pictures

!

Needed Today

President of American Releasing Corporation Declares Theatres Presenting Consistently
Good Entertainment Will Get Patronage

IN

the

belief

the

that

and persistently produces
motion pictures deserving of steady pubpatronage; and with the means of
lic
encouraging such prodrction and the determination to launch not merely a large
independent distributing company but to

deliberately

independent distributors,
releasing with consistency pictures carefully planned in advance of production
with due consideration of all elements of
exhibitor and public concern in the way
of entertainment values and selling anbe the

gles

largest

(thus

American
into

being

Today

—

box-office

insuring

success),

Releasing Corporation came
February.
with twentyfive months later
last

—

exchanges on the North American
continent and an increase to thirty-three
exchanges September fifteenth, we become the chief and outstanding independent distributor in the magnitude of our
plant and structure.
This is naturally
very gratifying to us. Yet independent
merchant strength is not measured by
the reach of its physical plant, as important as this is in the general scheme.
What is vastly more important is the
consistency of quality. Therein is our

eight

source of greatest gratification.
*

*

many not so good.
obtained as well with
other distributors. This is the condition
we wished to avoid. So even before perfecting our plant and organization, we
began to lay plans very definitely for big
sandwiched between

And

product of uniformly high quality. That
we have gathered in big names, both of
players and producers, we are not stressing, as it is not our idea to present them
as bell sheep to lead exhibitors into alliance with us.
We have first of all big story and dramatic values reinforced with strong casts
and able direction. None of our Fall
product drifted into us, as so much product does drift into New York to be kicked
about and proferred first to one and then
to others for distribution. The product
we have we selected, in most cases, by
finding

first

the

values

this condition

we

stories

wanted produced; then finding producers
and directors capable of making them
best and helping these producers find the
players

best

their roles;

fitted

and

for

the

specifically

portrayal

found the

women who

have written the scenaand continuities, maintaining close
touch with them that they might benefit
by our close touch with market requirements. And our knowledge of market requirements is by no means haphazard,
but the result of minute tabulation of
direct reports from scores of exhibitors
throughout the country.

and

our belief five months ago, and
ITis was
now more firmly our belief, that a
distribution
careful
practical,
eliminate most of the guesswork
from production. Such a distributor must
have a correct and accurate editorial
judgment of public liking and taste; must
know the things that must not be_ produced; must sense the elements of personality that win popularity for players;
must keep out of casts those players
whose followings have deserted them:
must encourage the right kind of newpersonalities into pictures to appeal to
sensible,

Crane,

Wm.

pictures.

made that we
and will
to distribute
pictures that we will dis-

Pictures can and will be
like and will
distribute.

want

And

but in which we did not have
these supervisory privileges, will have to
be remarkably fine. Except for the occasional accidental production, we do not
believe that any pictures will be better,
stronger and more saleable attractions
than those we offer which have had the
benefits of a distributor's careful advice
based on accurate tabulation.
tribute,

of

men

rios

WE

have not been awed by producer
Great names
director names.
have, in the past eighteen months, made
some atrociously bad pictures some of
the very pictures that have injured patronage throughout the nation. We have
sought to reach out among producers and
directors whom we know to be real workmen willing to give everything they
ers
have to their job in preference to men
drifting along on accumulated reputations.
This course, exhibitors will find,
has been a wise one on our part. We
have obtained better pictures. For the
kind of men who will be guided along
the above lines, the gateways of our
open.
We are
distribution are wide
frankly selective about the product we
want and take into American Releasing:
or

—

—

this as a protection to these already taken
into our mercantile institution.
are merchants who have set out to

We

obtain the kind of wares theatre-owners
will want in preference to other kinds of
(Concluded on Page 74)

James Morrison, Frank Losee,
(left to ri^ht:
H. Strauss, Glenn Hunter, Huntley Gordon.

iTARS IN AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION PRODUCTIONS

Ward

in

and amusement appetites. We
have done that in every picture that has
been taken into American Releasing for
distribution for the new season of 19221923. The thines we now see in our finished productions are things that we
approved in the continuities. The players
we wanted are approved on the screen
and those we disapproved are out of the
tired tastes

E. Greene

American Releasing Corp.

President,

could

*

of the independent distributors
MOST
have had an uneven quality of product —occasional
good or big pictures
•

By Walter

motion picture

again capture and hold public interest and patronage when the industry
will

J.

Barney Sherry, Sheldon
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Stills

Violet

Heming

Show American Releasing Quality

in

"When

Characteristic scene from

the Desert Calls."

'Fools of Fortune"

is

described as "a

big-

"The Deerslayer."

laugh melodrama," a description well borne out by the

stills selected.

I

Three highly descriptive

"Queen

of

the Moulin

stills

Rouge"

from "Timothy's Quest," picturization

offers special

advantages

of

Kate Douglas Wiggin's widely read

for theatre exploitation

and presentation

of

story.

extreme magnitude.

f

:
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(left

to right):

71

Mary Anderson, Marcia Mann,

Ethel Grey Terry, Marguerite

Courtot, Betty Blythe, Brenda Moore, Gladys Leslie, Joseph Depew.

Announces 1922-1923 Product
Vice-President of American Releasing Corporation Promises Seventy Pictures
"The Sign of the Rose" as Big Picture of the Year

TAKING

stock fairly and carefully of
the pictures thus far announced by
all distributors for release in the new season beginning in September, I believe

By

F. B.

all

that

American Releasing

in

George Be-

ban's "The Sign of the Rose" has captured for distribution the biggest picture
in the entire market to offer to the counObtaining the distributry's exhibitors.
tion of this picture means, I believe, that
"The Sign of the Rose" gives us this year
the production that in a market sense

means what "The Miracle Man" meant
three years ago and "Humoresque" two
years ago.

We

will start pre-releasing it Septemonly in conjunction with Mr.
Beban and a company of eight players,
and we will book this combined spoken
act and picture for thirty weeks in the
principal cities and theatres of the country through our own theatrical booking

ber 3rd,

department now in charge of Edward
Silton, western manager of the Edward
Small organization, with his headquarters
at 744 South Wabash avenue, Chicago.
This picture and the spoken act is being
booked to motion picture first-run theatres and is not being offered to legitimate
theatres which compete with the picture
houses. The picture theatre has the first
call on it in every community. Mr. Beban
carries a baggage carload of scenery and
stage equipment and brings to picture
houses an overwhelmingly great production and act that has done the largest
business ever recorded in picture theatre
annals. For the time being, we are not
taking bookings of the picture alone, but
only contracting for the combination
presentation of picture with the spoken
act, with the players enacting the most
pathetic of all stage acts, the flower shop
scene in the fifth reel of the picture.
*

*

*

Vice President, American Releasing Corp.

American Releasing has
been building and effecting its arrangements for its releases for the fall season
beginning in September. Conscious of
the public and exhibitor outcry about the
distribution,

decline in the quality of the stories produced into motion pictures we have
made certain that our producers obtained
the right material to meet the public favor. Since quality of story was the first
essential the matter of direction was held
in abeyance. Having the stories that will
measure up to public demand, we then
set out to see that the right stories went
to the right directors
This welding together of factors was slow but definite.
It has resulted in the ability on our part
to announce the strongest product I have
ever seen any new company have in my
eight years of constant activity in this
industry.
* * *
It is

American Releasing Corporation's
to announce the following re-

pleasure

leases for the

attraction.
it

is

Our

October

a superlative
national release date for
is

8th.

Since last January, prior to the release
of the first picture to go through our

first

September 3— THE SIGN OF THE ROSE,
George Beban-Harry Garson.
September 10— QUEEN OF THE MOULIN
ROUGE, Pyramid-Ray C. Smallwood.
September 17-TIMOTHY'S QUEST, Dirigo-Sid
ney Olcott.
September 24— FOOLS OF FORTUNE, A. B
Davis-Louis W. Chaudet.
October 1— THE
HE LOVED, J. L.
Frothingham-Edw. Sloman.
October 8—
THE DESERT CALLS, Pyr
amid-Ray C. Smallwood.
October 15— THE PILLAGERS, A. B. Davis

WOMAN
WHEN

Louis W. Chaudet.
October 22— THE HOUSE OF SOLOMON, Karl
Crusada- Wm. H. Strauss-Lem Kennedy.
October 29— FLAPPER LOVE, Pyramid-George

November 5—THE

OTHER

SIDE, Hugh Dier-

ker.

November 12— THE DEERSLAYER, Sacramento

Pictures Corp.

November 19-MILES BREWSTER
SUPER SEX, Frank R. Adams Prod.

AND THE

November 26— AT

Owen

THE CROSSROADS,

Seena

Prod.

December

3—THE

GREAT

Whitman

CITY,

Bennett Production.

Each of these productions is separately
described in a full-page advertising announcement in this publication as to
author, director, cast of players and proNo distributing
ducing organization.
company, old or new, has a more powerful lineup or one more in keeping with
public demand for big, well-made stories.
No one has a cleaner, wholesomer lineup
or one more entitled to public support.
The purchase or rental of these producby theatres will be based upon the
proved qualities within the pictures themselves rather than what we might say
about them.
tions

I take a natural pride in each of these
productions because they represent our

company's intelligence and soundness

in

the selection of the kind of material that
have provided and
the public wants.
counselled producers to make stories that
afford legitimate, strong drama; pathos,
romance, adventure, fun and humor; vigorous action. All of these are strong
pictures
and clean. To gain strength,
none of our producers have had to tesort
commonness or cheapvulgarity,
to dirt,
are not afraid of censors, nor
ness.
disapare we catering to censors.
prove of the principle of censorship
heartily, but have recognized a necessity
for censors against cheap, vulgar influences that would degrade the screen for
profit.
have not belonged to that
group and we won't.
This is a great industry with an unlimited audience for the company that will
produce to enlist the support of f hat unlimited audience. Our producers are 100
per cent with us in seeking to deliver
are not
what the public wants.
guessing or gambling on the market.
know the market demand and we have

We

—

We

We

We

We

met

We

it.

Seena Owen. Sigrid Holmquist, Jane Novak, Ethel Shannon,
(left to right):
Heming, Martha Mansfield, Virginia Lee, Florence Billings.

STARS IN AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION PRODUCTIONS
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quarter of 1922-1923

season

Terwilliger.

"The Sign of the Rose"

WARREN
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I' 'Sign

Beban Production Comes

A
By

Rose" Theatre Survey)

of the
to

Exhibitors

Demonstrated Attraction

WILLIAM R. WEAVER

GEORGE

BEBAN'S "The Sign of the Rose"
comes to the theatre man with unique qualifications.
Its entertainment, exploitation and presentation values are established.
It has entertained.
It
has been profitably exploited. It has been superbly
presented.
This writer was privileged to witness
these operations from the public viewpoint, relin-

quishing the price of car fare and theatre admission
to share with some thousands of citizens capitulation
to its appeal.

The

picture gives the public

what the public

wants.

HEATRE

men looking toward the exhibition of the production may abandon at once the middle ground that
handicaps the showman constrained to "play safe." Big space
should be contracted for.
(There is much to fill it.)
A
protracted preparatory campaign should be provided for.
No avenue to the public should be left untraveled.

'T1

The advertising campaign, however elaborate, should
center in the newspaper.
Beban's followers are, in the
main, readers. Beban's style is a style admired by the
serious, although Beban's great following comes from all
walks of

great accomplishments
cramped.

life.

*

*

*

Direct mailing, billboards, house organs and stunt stuff
should be given attention in the order named, the latter
being used in extreme moderation. Co-operative advertising
particularly by window displays involving flowers should be
used in abundance but not featured.

For presentation a host of possibilities are offered. The
big scene of the picture is laid in a flower store, indicating
the best stage setting.

Since an Italian and his daughter

are the central characters and their story

is

rich in senti-

mental values, rendition of one or more of the hundred-odd
"Rose" songs in any musical director's library by one or
more singers in proper make-up is the obvious suggestion.
In the majority of cases, however, best results will be obtained

by giving the presentation man

of the picture.

A

It is of

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii

a solitary exhibition

such character as to inspire him to

shipwreck in which Rosa's mother is reported lost provides the picture with a high
point of great dramatic value.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

GEORGE BEBAN
Producer and Star of "The Sign of

Discovery

may

tain, the detail of exploitation

initiative

should

not be

or presentation

is

vastly less

important than the volume and the spirit. In this instance
the personal endorsement is of exceptional value. It may be
given without reservation, and through its use, as always,
credit won by the film may be relied upon to carry through
to the film's sponsor.

reproduced upon this page show the three prime
the death of Rosa's mother at sea,
the death of Rcsa, and her father's dramatic refutation of the
unfounded charges against him. Study of all the stills or, if
by any means possible, pre-campaign view of the picture,
will go far toward assuring a full measure of success to exploitation, presentation and the engagement.
Stills

incidents in the picture

Rosa's death plunges her father
circumstantial evidence involving charge of blackmail.
of

11111111111111111

his

In this, one of the rare instances wherein the exhibitor
be absolutely confident of his picture's power to enter-

into a tangle of

mini

and

Rose"

the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

i

inn

iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

—

attains greatest strength in the
flower store episode, where the grief-stricken
father proves his innocence.

The story

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiii
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Wm.

(left to right):
Edward Earle, George Fawcett,
Mong, Joseph Stryker, Robert Fraser, Matt Moore, Saxon King.

Exploitation
Editorial Director

TJLTLT

BY

and

angles of exploitation!
Has the millennium arrived? you will

brother

job

it

is

of

the

craft

— you

to "put the picture over."

The elements
a booster

eration

in

*

that send the patron out

were those given

first

consid-

the planning of each of the

— story

releases

value; angles

of

appeal,

human, emotional, artistic, etc.; and so
forth.
But with us who look upon each
succeeding picture as another task in
exploitation, the elements that lure the
patron to the box office are those of our
individual concern.
And so, addressing
those whose duty it is to dissect a picture for its selling angles, and speaking
as one who understands your problems
through twelve years of blood-sweating
as an exhibitor publicity man and who has
seen them come half-baked or even more
hopeless from an exploitation standpoint,
a pleasure to state that the pictures
distributed by American this Fall will
lighten your labors and gladden your
hearts; for exploitation angles poke out
it

is

from them

warts from dill pickles.
The several productions were first laid
upon
a
common solid foundation:
STORY, the primary element of dramatic
like

V.

Editorial

L. H.

GRANDJEAN

Director,

American Releasing

comprises names that, to the initiated,
signify accomplishment.
Do not these
names furnish angles of exploitation?

Corporation

*

*

*

whose

That sounds almost too good to be
Every
true.
It's a fact, nevertheless.
single, solitary one of the Fall releases of
American Releasing, announced in this
issue of Exhibitors Herald, has been
planned carefully in advance of production that it might be remembered for
years by the exhibitor who plays it as a
picture that had selling angles to lure the
wary patron to the box office and the stuff
to. send him away feeling that he had had
his money's worth plus.
*

Wm.

All Important

Is

*~*

ask,

Jr.,

of American Releasing Corporation Says Exhibitors Needs Are Met by
Every Picture Scheduled for Release

entertainment values

for

Collier,

entertainment. Whence came the stories?
From standard authors, standard playwrights,
standard writers of original
screen plays, each a personality in his
world. Witness the names: Kate Douglas Wiggin, Harriet Comstock, Frank R.
Adams, James Fenimore Cooper, Caroline

Abbott Stanley, Donald McGibney,

Paul M. Potter, Eugene Walter, Thelma
LaNier, Val Cleveland, Wm. V. Mong,
W. C. Tuttle, George Beban.
*

*

*

Eleven of these names

"Who's Who."

will

That alone

be found in
reflects the

standard of story value in this group
of releases. Will anyone deny that these
names are pegs upon which to hang a
telling selling argument on story value.
Personality exploitation, Mr. Exploiter.
Great author names and yet the stories
were not selected for the author names
but for the dramatic values which were
found in the stories of their authorship
selected.
Keep that in mind, and use it.
were
directors
next
step,
In
the
selected, each for his proven capacity to
interpret the particular type of story enHand-picked
trusted to his production.
for proven ability, not hired because of
Hugh Dierker,
a press-agent reputation.
for instance, director of "When Dawn
Came," one of the few great pictures of
the screen, an expert in handling big
human stories of the most intimate thing
made "The Other
in the world,
A master of melodrama, Ray C.
Side."
"Queen of the
produced
Smallwood,
Moulin Rouge" and "When the Desert
Calls." And where a gentleness and love
and understanding of children was required, as«in "Timothy's Guest," Sidney
Olcott. And so on. Thus the roster of
directors in the Fall releases of American

—

HOME,

STARS IN AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION PRODUCTIONS

(left to right):

But the exploitation that brings the
quickest reaction from the public is exploitation of player personalities; for the
player is strictly a creature of public
favor.
Movie fans make or break them.
Exploitation of player personalities is of

vast importance;
and because player
popularity varies with locality, the matter of getting the most out of a cast is a
local problem and one in which the exhibitor who keeps in close communion
with his patrons will of'times find reinforcement in names not mentioned in the

producer

billing.

It

was

this

writer's

practice to study casts carefully and to
use in his publicity names of players who
were known to have a local following

even though those names had been kept
out of the billing in subservience to a
star.

Suitability to the role was, of course,
the determining factor in the selection of
the players in American's Fall releases,
and by a process of elimination final
selection was made from among all
names having box-office value until each
cast delightful roster of popular favorites, and there is not one name but several on which the exploitation man may
hinge personality appeal.
*

*

*

For him who has racked

his brain and
ruined his eyesight in a vain search for
points
offered
the
exploitation,
angles of
by story and dramatic values, author,
director and player personalities, plus the
fact that each story offers its individual
emotional characteristics and variety of
appeal, and angles afforded by its locale,
they are
its settings and its art direction
of wide variety in type, in theme, in plot,
we would
in locale these thirteen stories
say that these productions will be found

—
—

a diversion.

Lucy Fox, Faire Binney,

Julia

Swayne Gordon, Betty

Barbara Castleton, Nancy Deaver, Betty Carpenter, Marguerite De La Motte.

Balfour,
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Lloyd Film Ends 1
Week Premiere Run
"Grandma's Boy" Beats Record of "Sailor-Made

Man"

New

York, where a few scenes for "Lady
Raffles" her next picture were made at

Are Needed Today

—

"Grandma's Boy," produced by
Hal Roach, ended its eleventh week at
Dr. H. B. Breckwedel's Symphony theatre, Los Angeles, on Saturday, July 29.
This surpasses by four weeks what is befeature,

lieved to be the world's record for the
continuous run of a comedy feature
record of seven weeks, which also was set

—

by Harold Lloyd and

in

the

same

Schulberg Specials

Quality Pictures

by Four Weeks

theatre,

with "A Sailor-Made Man," his last previous offering.

Attendance Holds Up
Moreover, the end is not in sight, according to advices received from the West
coast by Arthur S. Kane, president of
Associated Exhibitors.
"Up to July 21,"
said Mr. Kane in a statement made just
after receiving a telegram from
Hal
Roach, who presents all of the Lloyd
features, "the total attendance at the
Symphony since the start of 'Grandma's
Boy' was 232,000.
Despite the heavy
rush for seats at the beginning of the
engagement, the information sent me is
to the effect that the daily crowds continue undiminished, so that Dr. Breckwedel feels he would not be justified
even now in attempting to fix a date for

The public conthe close of the run.
tinues to respond magnificently to the
appeal in Mr. Lloyd's first five part production."
Reviewers Heap Praise
Meanwhile, "Grandma's Boy" made a
start at M. L. Markowitz's Strand
theatre, San Francisco, Sunday. July 16.
The opening there was amid scenes rivalling those that had marked the beginning
of the premiere in Los Angeles, and won
from the reviewers of the Golden Gate
city praise as unanimous and as enthusiastic as that which was lavished upon it
in the southern California metropolis.
fine

(Concluded from page

made

for release

through

its

*

*

has taken less time than we thought
it
would take for our distribution to
prove the wisdom of this course to quite
a number of directors and producers; for
now that we are functioning in this manner, we are accomplishing exactly what
we set out to do. As a result of a strict
maintenance of this system we have
obtained quite a large number of the most
perfect dramatic productions we have
seen in this industry in a long time. These

IT

pictures will, in the coming season, prove
owners that distributor foresight
and participation in production is much
more advantageous than producer postmortems over unprofitable pictures.
1

to their

Filming of "Notoriety"
Is Started by Will Nigh
Production of "Notoriety" has been
started by Will Nigh immediately following the selection of the cast. Players who
will have important roles in the film are

Maurine Powers, Mary Alden, J. Barney
Sherry, Rod La Rocque and George Mackathorn.

Miss Dean Returns
Priscilla Dean, Universal star, and her
director Tod Browning, are expected to
leave this week, on their return from

THREE SCENES

The theme

is

said to be

a modern and popular one and the production will be lavish in settings.
The
feature will be published on the state
rights

from "The Young Diana,"

portrays two vastly different roles.
her magnificent beauty.

of "Notoriety"

On

a

market by Weber

&

North.

Forman has, signed a contract to
direct a series of Preferred Pictures specials, to be known as
Forman Productions, which are to be made by B. P.
Schulberg and distributed by Al. Licht-

Tom

man

Corporation.

MacDonald
"The Woman Con-

Directed Katharine

distri-

bution is an arbitrary protection that we
give to the director, producer or stockholder who is investing money in the
manufacture of the picture. It is required
by us to guarantee a standard by eliminating guesswork in production; to insure that pictures for which there is a
market, public demand, shall be made.
*

"Ching, Ching, Chinaman" to
Be His First Production
Under New Contract

Tom

69)

wares, and will buy; and we intend to
guard our stocks with great care to avoid
having a mixed line of goods. American
Releasing's insistence that it shall have
the right of approval of author, story, director, cast and continuity on each picture

1922

12,

Forman Will Direct

Eden Musee.

The

world's premier run of the Harold
Lloyd Associated Exhibitors comedy

August

Forman

directed

quers," "White Shoulders," and the recently completed "Money, Money, Money," a trio of Preferred Picture productions made for Associated First National,
in

which Katharine MacDonald

is

starred.

Prior to coming to the Preferred Pictures studio, Forman was one of the important members of Famous PlayersLasky directorial staff and formerly was
an actor at the Lasky studio.

New

Story Well

Known

story Mr. Forman will direct
under his new contract with Preferred
Pictures is "Ching, Ching, Chinaman,"
When
written by Wilbur Daniel Steele.
type it created
it originally appeared in
a furore and was immediately declared
the ideal story for motion picture purposes.
"Ching, Ching, Chinaman" will
afford Mr. Forman many fine opportunities for direction of an out-of-the-ordinary character.
The production will be
commenced as soon as Mr. Schulberg and
definitely determined
Forman
have
Mr.
upon the chief players.

The

first

Apollo Exchange Acquires
Hall Room Boys Comedies
of the Apollo ExYork, has completed arrangements with the C. B. C. Film Sales

Bobby North, head

change,

New

Corporation, whereby he takes over the
series of twenty-six Hall Room Boys
comedies for Greater New York and
northern New Jersey.
Another sale made was to Pete Oletsky, for the Federated Film Exchange,
Baltimore, who secured rights to Delaware. Maryland. District of Columbia,

new

and Virginia.

Cosmopolitan picture distributed by Paramount, in which Marion Davies
is a drab, plain spinster, and in the other scenes she appears in all

the left she

August
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Fox Film
Corporation
Officials
Left, William Fox, president; Right,
Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and
general manager.

Bottom

Saul E. Rogand general counsel;
Jack G. Leo, vice-president, and John
(left to right),

ers, vice-president

C. Eisele, treasurer.

1,200 Fox Employes and Executives
Attend Gala Outing Given by Firm
More than
the

of

1,200

employes and

New York

offices,

officials

studios

and

exchange of Fox Film Corporation attended the first annual outing given by
the organization recently at Bear Mountain, N. Y.
Prizes valued at $3,000 and
offered both by officials and stars were
awarded to fifty-six contestants in various games arranged by the outing committee.

The picnickers were carried by bus
from the headquarters building on Tenth
avenue to the Hudson River pier, from
which they were taken by boat to the
State park
at
Bear Mountain.
The
matches, dancing, and rowing took the
better part of the day, which was concluded by a dinner at the Bear Mountain

Inn,
steamer.

and

the

Officials

Among
festivities

W infield

in

return

ride

on the

Attendance

the officials

who

attended the

were Jack Leo, vice president:
R. Sheehan, general manager,

and John Eisele, treasurer.

The prizes were donated by the following: 'William Fox, Jack Leo, Winfield R.
Sheehan. William Farnum, Tom Mix,
Charles Jones, John Gilbert. Dustin Farnum, Shirley Mason, William Russell,
Herbert Brenon. Harry Millarde, Emmett J. Flynn. S. E. Rogers. Charles A.
Rogers. John Eisele, Col. Anthony R. Kuser, John Zanft, Frank Rothenberg and
George R. Allison.
The principal guests of the day were

Senator George H. Cobb. Mrs. Helen M.
Hosmer. and Mrs. Marion P. Burton, of
the state motion picture commission.
The committee in charge of the outing
consisted of Messrs. Preiss, chairman;
Freedman, Sichelman, Meyers, Boch.
Golden and Morrisey.

Winners Are Listed
The winners of the events were:
50 yard dash for women (dresser set, donated
by Herbert Brenon) won by Helene Goldsmith,
studio: Miss A. Boles, Laboratory, second, and
Miss C. Walker, Laboratory, third
100 yard dash for men (solid gold belt buckle,
donated by William Russell) won by M. Meyer,
Publicity; C. E. Schmidt, Auditing, second, and

J.

Pansi, studio, third.

200 yard walk for men won by P. Greene, N. Y.
Exchange; L. White, Fox News, second, and W.

Roach, Laboratory, third.
Potota race for men (gold handled umbrella,
donated by William Russell) won by W. Greece,
Laboratory; Frank Lasusa. Laboratory, second,
and J. Kealey, Studio, third.
Potato race for women (fitted morocco bag
donated by Jack G. Leo) won by J. Netzberg, N.
Y. Exchange; E. Deluce, Laboratory, second, and
Slutsky, contract department, third,
S.
60 yard walk for women (Lady's silk bag donated by John Zanft) won by L. Stumpel, Restaurant
R. Posner, Contract, second.
220 yard dash for men (Sterling cigarette and
Match Case Set. donated by S. E. Rogers) won
by E. J. Berringan, Contract
W. Schoenhart,
Special Feature Dept., second, and W. Quinlan,
Electrical department, third.
Three legged race for men (Two Xo. 3 Special
Kodaks, donated by Col. Anthony R. Kuser) won
by H. Brenon and Tom Molloy, Studio; J. S.
;

;

GbTin and W. P. Schramm. Contract, second, and
T. A. Schwartz and S. Rattner, Contract, third.
Sack race for women (Lady's silk bag, donated
by John Zanft) won by J. Xetzberg, N. Y. Exchange, P. Gluck. N. Y. Exchange, second, and
L. Roach, N. Y. Exchange, third.
Sack race for men (gold mounted Gillette set
donated by Charles Jones) won by Herbert Brenon, Studio; G. Green, Studio, second, and L
Rappaport.

Laboratory,

third.

Three legged race for women (two solid gold
wrist watches donated by Shirley Mason) won by
G. Steinkampt and S. Taraboulle, Laboratory; A.
Trauman and L. Trauman. Auditing, second, and
S. Keller and R. Cohn, third.
Departmental relay for men (four solid gold
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donated by William Farnum and Tom
Mix) won by E. J. Berringan, T. D. Sullivan, F.
Pollock, J. Dermody, Contract department.

watches,
C.

12-Ib shot
set donated

put for

men

(Sterling silver military
Millarde) won by J. Rosen-

by Harry
bluh, N. Y. Exchange; L. White, Fox News, second and R. Simonson, Requisition, third.
Running broad jump for men (Diamond scarf
pin donated by Messrs. Eisele and King) won by
H. Lyons, Laboratory; I. Rappaport, Laboratory,
second and W. Roach, Laboratory, third.
Milk bottle contest for men (Solid gold penknife, donated by Franz Rothenbourg) won by
Sichelman, Contract; M. Miggins. Studio, second, and R. A. White, Contract, third.
Balloon race for women (Sterling dresser set,
donated by Dustin Farnum) won by R. Trauman,
Auditing; A. Trauman, Auditing, second, and M.
J.

Quinn, Laboratory, third.
Tennis singles for men (English kit bag donated by W. R. Sheehan) won by R, Simonson.
Tennis doubles for men (Two pair diamond and
platinum cuff links, donated by Messrs. Eisele
and King) won by P. Heiliger and R. Simonson.
The second prize in all events was a sterling
mounted fountain pen and the third prize was a
The winners of the prizes drawn
gold pencil.
for by number were: Console Model Columbia
Phonograph, donated by William Fox, won by
Electric
department;
Requisition
John Mutz,
Table Lamp donated by Emmett J. Flynn, won

by W. Loweree; Sterling silver flower vase, doated by J. T. Cosman, won by John O'Connor;
Thermos set, donated by Charles A. Rogers, won
i

by

Betty

The

Labrush.

start for

and everybody

much

danc.ng,

home was made

at 7:30
was landed safely, after
reaching 129th street, at

10 o'clock.

Kane Makes Mendelson
Sales Representative
For Kansas City, Mo.
in

mo-

New York

and

Bert L. Mendelson, well
tion

picture

elsewhere

circles

has

been

in

known

made

sales

repre-

sentative in Kansas City, Mo., for

Ex-

Associated

hibitors by President Arthur S.

Kane. Since January 1 Mr. Mendelson has been
supersales
visor in the
territory
a

New

York

for First National,

He
film

with

entered the

business
Mutual

at

Evansville,
Ind.,
Bert L. Mendelson
acting as a sales
agent for a year and a half until the
outbreak of the war when he entered the
navy.
Two years later he became associated with Select, working out of St.
Louis and following this joined Arthur
S. Kane when the former organized and
became president of Realart.

Get Values, Advice
Of Lambert Hillyer
Art Alone Not Enough in
Lambert Hillyer, who is now directing
Lon Chancy in his biggest UniversalJewel production, "Bitter Sweet," has a
working credo that is of interest.
It
strikes the happy medium between art
and common sense.
"Get values" is his advice to both producer and director.
"Give value to your
exhibitor," says Hillyer, "and he will be
able to do the same for the publx.
A
values.

perpetuate
Therefore, it

to

itself

must

must give
first

get

them.

Importance of Value

"To begin we have
Get

value.

it.

We

a story.
It has a
are going to pro-

duce it at a cost of so many dollars. They
have a value.
Get it.
Each part has
its importance to your product.
Engage
an actor or an actress who will make the
most of its possibilities. Each scene has
its place and utility in the final structure.
See that it fills it fully.
Even a title is
weighed in the final accounting of values
received.
Be sure on which side of the
scales

it

cents to see

to

New

Make
has

reorganized

it.

The three new comedy units include a Neely Edwards company, a
company featuring Lewis Sargent,
a boy comedian, and a third company featuring Charles Moline and
his

group of comedy-trained

All-Star Cast

Most

Popular Says Sloman
Exhibitors on Pre-

Queries

ference Before Starting

"Blind Justice"
Pictures with an all-star cast are favored

over those featuring a single star
opinion of Director

in

Edward Sloman.

the

Be-

work on his production "Blind
Mr. Sloman sent out more than

fore starting
Justice,"

200 letters to exhibitors soliciting informaregarding the two types of pictures.
replies are said to reveal that the allstar film is of greater appeal to the public.

The

"We

do not have to sacrifice art to
a sucessful box office picture. Let
us get art for value's sake rather than
A thing simply art
art for art's sake.
is passed by, but a thing both artistic
and valuable is seldom forgotten."
Hillyer directed William S. Hart for
more than four years and is also director
of two Thomas H. Ince specials schedThese
uled for early fall publication.
are "Skin Deep" and "The Brotherhood
of Hate."

make

Exhibitor Cites Example

With

the exception of two exhibitors all
replied in favor of the all-star film as a
greater box-office attraction today.
report from an exhibitor, whose name
is not revealed, states that he ran four pictures during May presenting a single star.
In June he ran a similar number of all-star
productions with an increase in box office
receipts of 75 per cent, it is declared.
Mr. Sloman states that it is because of
the reports received from exhibitors that
prompted him to abandon a prominent star
he had planned on presenting in his first
independent picture and to assemble a cast
composed of several artists of recognized

A

prominence.

Cast

The

cast selected for his picture, "Blind
Justice," which is now in production at the
Fine Arts studios under his direction and

Is Booked on Broadway
"The Broken Silence," newest of the
Arrow-Curwood series, opened at B. S.
Moss' Broadway theatre on Monday.

supervision, includes the following: Milton
Pat O'Malley, Alec B. Francis, Charles
Clary, Jack Mower, Walter Long, Eric

Sills,

Mayne and Carmel Myers.

to tremendous audiences it is
This is the third Arrow producreach Broadway within the past
few weeks.
Three weeks ago "God's Country and
the Law" was shown at Moe Mark's
Strand theatre and the following week
"The Innocent Cheat" played at the
24,

Mr. Sloman

considers this to be a typical all-star cast
and one that is in keeping with present

stated.
tion to

demands.

New Strand Theatre to
Present Hampton

theatre.

The

first

public

screening

Film

anywhere

new Hope Hampton

Production,
the Dark," will be given
at the new Strand theatre,
Niagara Falls, New York. This is one
of the newly constructed palatial playof the

Reissues Lane Comedies
Ten comedies of two reels each, star-,
ring Lupino Lane, the British film-comedian who is making his debut on the
American screen under the Fox banner,
are being re-edited and re-titled for the
American market under the direction of
Reginald Warde. They will be ready for
early fall publication but no method of
distribution has been determined.

bulls.

tion

Art Not Sacrificed

Third Arrow Production

Broadway

its

has established a three-unit schedule
which will rotate in turning out
one-reel comedies.
The new brand of Universal onereelers will be known as Universal
comedies. Heretofore, the only onereel comedy product put out by
Universal has been the series of
Star comedies, which will be discontinued September 4 next, when
the Universal comedies will be published, one a week.

Sills in

July

1922

Comedies

Universal

helps to balance.

"The producer pays a hundred thousand dollars to produce a photoplay. Let
him get values.
The exhibitor pays a
thousand or two to be allowed to show
it.
He must get value, because his business cannot live unless he gives value to
the patrons of the box office who pay
fifty

"U"

12,

comedy producing department and

Films Says Director
Must Combine Values

business

August

"The Light
August 26,

in

houses in western New York and "The
Light in the Dark" will be the first
its
upon
projected
ever
attraction

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
tume as she appears
tional

attraction,

in the

in

cos-

First

Na-

"East Is West."

screen.

Miss Hampton will make a personal
appearance at the theatre.

August

12.

Fail-bank' s
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New Ray

"Robin Hood"

Production to be Ready
For Publication in Fall
Early autumn publication of Douglas
Fairbanks' production of "Douglas Fair-

banks

in

Robin Hood,"

ists distribution, is

ture

now

for

United Art-

assured.

The

pic-

virtually completed, and cutting,
and editing will be done in August.
Early in September, it is expected, the
feature will be ready for shipment.
Mr. Fairbanks has been on location on
is

titling

Verdugo Woodland estate, making
some of the outdoor scenes of the story.
He is arranging shortly to go on a more
distant location for the Sherwood forest

the

scenes.

There remain to be shot some of the
most difficult episodes in the picture, like
the battle between the forces of Richard
Coeur de Lion and Robin Hood's band,
and the contests between Prince John
and Sir Guy of Gisbourne, which form
the climax of the picture.

77

Set

"Week"

for

Lichtman Film
Al Lichtman, president of Al
Lichtman Corporation, has designated the week of September 23 as
"Rich Men's Wives' Week" for
presentation of the Gasnier-produced Preferred Pictures. Already
his territorial partners and numerous first-run exhibitors are rallying
to make it the biggest exhibition
week ever accorded to one picture.

The
atres

Picture to Have
Pre-view at California

idea is to have as many theas possible throughout the

country show "Rich Men's Wives"
during the week selected for the
picture's official publication. A wide
range of accessories is being created
and will be shipped to Al Lichtman
exchanges for advance exploitation
use by exhibitors.

An early preview showing of Charles
Ray's United Artists production "A Tailor Made Man" has been arranged at the
The
California theatre, Los Angeles.
premier has been widely exploited by
Manager Fred Miller

of the California.

expected that the picture will be
nine reels when published and Charles
Ray is emphatic in his statement that it is
It

is

his biggest

and best-liked

effort.

Pathe Sole Distributor
of "Screen Snapshots"
Notice has been sent out by Pathe regarding Screen Snapshots, to the effect
that this series is published through Pathe
only and that no appointments to photograph anything for Screen Snapshots are
to be honored with authorization from
Jack Colin or Louis Lewyn, editors.
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Popular Players to
Support Fox Stars
Strong Assisting Casts to

New

to be Feature of

Productions
Many

most prominent
have been signed by William
Fox to support his constellation of stars
in productions planned fcrr the next few
months.
Bessie Love is the latest star
to be engaged.
Miss Love, who has
appeared at the head of various big pictures in stellar roles has been signed to
play opposite John Gilbert in "St. Elmo,"
and leads in other productions.
Nigel
of the screen's

players

De Brullier, famous character actor, will
also appear in this picture.
Another new screen favorite engaged
Ether Grey Terry, who will support
Dustin Farnum in his first picture of the
coming season, "Oathbound." Maurice
Flynn is also in the cast. Still another
who will appear with Dustin Farnum is
Doris Pawn.
is

Adoree With Russell
Renee

Adoree will support William
"Mixed Faces," and "A SelfMade Man," and plays a prominent role
in "Monte Cristo," Fox special.
Miss
Adoree has also been signed to appear
with other male stars in pictures to be
announced
later.
Ruth
Renick
is
Russell

in

another well known leading woman who
will play leads for Russell.
Shirley Mason will have Alan Forest
as

her

leading

The

Teacher."

man

"The

in

heavy

will

Little

be Earl
the cast.

Metcalf.
Kate Price is also in
In other pictures Miss Mason will have
John Harron as her leading man.
Tom Mix has two leading women engaged up to date. They are Patsy Ruth
Miller and Claire Adams.
With Mix in
"Just Tony" will appear Frank Campeau.

Signs

New

recently.
He states, and
believed that within a few weeks hewill be able to announce the closing of
100 per cent territory for the new James
B. Warner series of six Westerns, the
first two of which are "Big Stakes" and
"Flaming Hearts."
The star of this series has developed
such a large following that he has been"
put under contract for an additional series as soon as the remaining four of the
present block of productions have been
completed.
These are being directed by
Clifford S. Elfelt of Metropolitan Produc-

Times building
it

tions.

"In

Name

of the

Law"

the fact that this demand for
advertising, exploitation and publicity
material came fully a month sooner than
expected, the F. B. O. Office was able
to supply the Los Angeles theatre with
a complete campaign.
July 30th will also see the opening of
the picture at Phil Gleichman's Broadway Strand in Detroit, where it will
"In the Name
enjoy an indefinite run.
of thf! Law" will also have an early first
In the Chicago
run in Atlantic City.
territory many demands also point to
an early first run of the picture.

Despite

Cruze Completes Film

Pathe Exchange,
the

latest

No.

6,

and the
editors

film
at

is

the

now

issue

announces

Inc.,

that

"Screen Snapshots"
has been accorded an important

among

position

of

the

and the one

short

subject

fea-

serial episode, sched-

uled for publication the week of August
13.
An interesting array of picture stars
is seen in the current issue, with a million dollar group of them performing

Legion

Others shown in
Blanche Sweet with her
husband, Marshall Neilan; Al St. John
in the role of hubby and daddy; William Farnum, surrounded by young admirers; Ruth Roland in an oddity; Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of "Tarzan" at work; Larry Semon "stepping";
Pennsylvania College show; actors imitating favorite screen stars; and some
of our four-footed celebrities.
"Cupid By Proxy" is the latest Pathe
Playlet enhanced by the presence of
the little star, Baby Marie Osborne.
a

at

issue

benefit.

are

"The Yukon Trail"

is

the

fifth

epi-

sode of the new Pathe serial; "The Timber Queen," starring Ruth Roland.
In
this

chapter,

the

action

shifts

to

the

snowy areas of Alaska.
"Touch All Bases" is the title of the
current Hal Roach comedy featuring
Paul Parrott.

"The Dog and

the Fish" is the latest
cartoon
of
the
series
of
Film Fables," produced by
Fables Pictures, Inc., and created by
Cartoonist Paul Terry.

animated
"Aesops'

Go"

"Let's
re-issued

is the
one-reel

title

of the current
starring

comedy

Harold Lloyd.

Ruggles Directs Clayton

James Cruze has brought his big Paramount production of "The Old Homestead," to a close
the hands of the
studio.

1922

Given Important Place on
Short Subject Program
for Aug. 13

Is

the

Film Booking Offices of America announces that Emory Johnson's big police
drama, "In the Name of the Law," has
been booked for immed:ate runs in some
of the most representative houses in
Although the official pubthe country.
lication date is still a month away, the
picture's
opening at the George M.
Cohan theatre, New York, where it is
now completing the third week of its
run, has resulted in advance demands
for its showing, it is said.
"In the Name of the Law" opens July
30 at the Mission theatre, Los Angeles,

12,

"Screen Snapshots"
Emphasized by Pathe

tures,

Booked in Big Houses
For Pre-view Showing

Star

Charles Jones will have the support
of Beatrice Burnham, a newcomer to
the Fox forces in "Trooper O'Neil."
Helen Ferguson has been engaged to
play leads in other Jones pictures, and
will also be seen in leading roles with

is

August

in

Lasky

Wesley

Ruggles

is

directing

Ethel

production for pubBooking
Film
through
the
lication
Offices of America, which is titled "The
Three Corner Kingdom."

Clayton

in

her

first

William Russell.
Wallace McDonald, former featured
player and leading man will support
Shirley
Mason in "The Unexpected
Wife," and plays an important role in
"A Fool There Was."
Estelle Taylor will appear in the leading

—

roles in four Fox productions
"Monte
Cristo," "A Fool There Was" "Lights
of
York" and in support of John
Gilbert in "St. Elmo."
Others who will appear in Fox Pictures for the coming year include Charles
Richman. Barbara Castleton, Richard

New

Tooker, Tully Marshall, Virginia Valli,
George Hackathorne, Lewis St. Stone.
Irene
Rich,
Marjorie
Daw, Hahlon
Hamilton, William V. Mong, Virginia
Faire,
Mary Carr, Joseph Stryker,
Percy Helton, Holmes Herbert, Percy

Marmont, Ann Forrest, Violet MerMarc McDermott, Peggy Shaw.
Jane Thomas, Roger Lytton, Florence
Billings, Adelaide Prince, Niles Welch.
sereau,

Barbara Bedford.

Independent Field Active
Says Frankly n E. Backer
Franklyn E. Backer, president of East
Coast Productions, Inc., announces greatly

increased

field.

activity

in

the

The advance guard

state
of the

right
early

fall out-of-town buyers
have been frequent visitors at the Backer offices in the

A

scene from "The Son of a Sheik," the first Christie comedy of the new season,
to be distributed through Educational

—

Screen Message No. 67
People scoff at the idea that blue
laws may become a reality. Yet, in
Vicksburg, Miss., the reformers
have succeeded in closing telegraph offices, drug stores, theatres
and all other businesses cn Sunday
and have prohibited publication of
Sunday morning newspaper.
a
What has been accomplished in
Vicksburg can be accomplished

Something to Read

HERALD

Each week the
lishes numerous

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

articles

ing to censorship, blue laws and

other reform menaces.
hibitor should

keep a

stories for use

when

Every exfile

of these

the occasion

demands.

here unless a united public defeated
the aims of the reformers.

department

latter that this

Theatres Must Adopt
Crandall Service Plan

is

mainly

interested.

*

The PUBLIC
would be
in the

One of the farsighted exhibitors in the motion picture business is Harry M. Crandall of Washington, D. C. His activities

*

gratified

country

*

RIGHTS LEAGUE
every exhibitor

if

would

emulate Mr.

Crandall in his inauguration of a PubService and Educational

lic

Depart-

ment.

The

have been revolutionary but practical and as a result his achieve-

tection

which such a department

ments as an exhibitor have been precedential.

certainly establish.

dall's

In

of Mr. Cran-

all

past activities, his efforts to cement public confidence in his

theatres

have been uppermost.

One has only

to recall the Knick-

The
nity

exhibitor needs the pro-

LEAGUE

will

takes this opportu-

of congratulating Mr.

Crandall

on the progressive step which he has

erbocker disaster and the censorship fight in the District of Co-

know

lumbia a year ago to

that the exhibitor's time and efforts

have not been wasted.

of

it

is

to

not surprising to learn

further establishing his

theatres as institutions in the capital.

In the July 29 issue of the

was published an

Herald

announcing

article

the inauguration

by Mr. Crandall of

a Public Service

and Educational De-

partment

nent in

his

in

direction of

Mrs.

theatres

Washington club
*

*

(In

Eventually the operating policy of
Crandall

the

theatres

versally adopted

completely
dustry.

if

must be uni-

bigotry

is

The sooner

at

other exhibitors

inaugurate a like policy the sooner this

Smaller exhibitors cannot establish

paid executives.

and Educational

But they can adopt

confidence

The answer

is

palpable.

structed his organization

He

it

?"

has con-

on a foun-

RIGHTS

story of the op-

own

it

individual activities.

means greater box

and
crite

it

a

Such

office

~1
Order Your

Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417

South Dearborn Street,
111.

free of charge, the series of
twelve slides which the Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign
maintain the freedom

of

one.

It

is

with the

to

the motion pic-

ture.
will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of
this arrangement.
I

(Write name and address legibly)

Theatre

receipts

makes the task of the hypodifficult

De-

eration of the Public Serviec and Educational
partment in the Crandall theatres.)

Street

does he do

policy.

PUBLIC

will publish a detailed

and cooperation through

a department serves two purposes

"How

same

the

Name

same principles and create a public

the

bats a nefarious
:

issue

Send me,

their

you may ask

early

Chicago,

be achieved.

will

some future date successfully compiece of legislation

LEAGUE

in-

Departments under the direction of

Crandall

an

to be

overwhelmed by the

circles.

*

When Mr.

the op-

trv for adopting the

their Public Service

department cannot be over-

estimated.

may have

it

in

eration.

under the

The immediate and ultimate value
of this

the near future

hopes that

other exhibitors throughout the coun-

Locher, promi-

J. J.

LEAGUE

dation of public confidence and co-op-

Mr. Crandall's new and progres-

sive step for

The

portunity of congratulating scores of

With many past achievements
his credit,

taken.

Ciry
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life;

and Owen

LETTERS

Daley's "Detour." I mean also plays like
Earl Carroll's "Bavu," a most exciting,
mystic play with twists and turns that

From Readers
forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

would delight the most fastidious fan.
Why doesn't someone buy up these
plays and produce a moving picture repertoire with works that are representative
of capable American writers? Will you
answer this question for me? Herman
Monoson, 245 West 47th Street, New

Unsigned

York

A

is

letters

will

be

not

City.

printed.

No Bed

OMAHA, NEB.—To

:

The people of this country have always
been opposed to an unjust tax. History
tells us that our forefathers kicked up
quite a rumpus with England because of
the imposition of an unpopular tax.
The exhibitors of motion pictures and
other owners and managers of places of
amusement have decided that this license
fee is unwarranted tribute, and we mean
to have the law amended.
There is no more fairness or justice in
the society's attempt to collect a license
fee for the performance of their music
for profit than it would be for the maker
of an automobile to charge the owner a
license fee when the conveyance is used
If this system were carried
as a taxi.
into other lines I venture to say that
many articles which these selfsame authors and composers use as a means of
earning a livelihood would be subject to

The Westerns that
very good results.
have lots of pep and action take best
but in the end, the war tax of 10 per cent
is what will whip the man in the small
town that can only show one or two

theatre,

Mack

Sennett's

star of "Suzanna,"
latest First National

that are more enjoyable,
and even selections from any church
hymnal would be preferable. There is
also a great deal of music composed by
persons other than members of this soairs

ciety.

We

satisfied that congress
contemplated that this construction

are

be placed on the copyright law

never

would

when

it

TIMELY FILMS

and her pet mascot, "Molly

feature,

INC.

O."

was passed, but merely intended

to pro-

producer of a musical play in his
But some member of this organization whose greed was more highly de-

tect a
rights.

veloped than his musical talent saw the
possibility in this act of congress and
decided to make a cleanup while cleaning was at its best. But that sort of thing
is not so good just at present.
I am really surprised at the commercial

spirit

shown by the members of this
They will be long remembered

emulation of the character of
Shylock, and not for their soul-inspiring
music. W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,

—

tified.

composers need not sit up nights any
longer on my account.
I also wish to state that I never had or
ever will have any of this society's music
played in my theatre. There are enough

SELECTED BY

MABEL NORMAND,

Omaha, Neb.

A

Rialto

LAUGHS FROM
TOPICS THE DAf

being construed in this manner, and
have promised to see that the law is rec-

We

Lang,

Neb.

F-ILM

society.
for their

The aforementioned writer intimates
that the poor composers of music live in
a half-starved condition for years while
working day and night in an attempt to
write a musical or song hit. Pshaw!
know of a young man clerking in a music
store who composed a song hit which
made him rich and famous almost overnight, and that by the sale of his music
and not by the collection of any license
fee for its public performance.
person to be a real composer must
be inspired, just as are the great painters and poets. If they are not, then they
have missed their calling, and no amount
of midnight toil will avail.
If this society is responsible for the
scourge of jazz music which has afflicted
this country for some little time, the

— Alva

a
week.
Litchfield,

nights

a similar charge.
Members of congress who have been
approached in regard to the matter have
expressed surprise that the copyright law
is

the

Editor:
1
have been reading "What the
Picture Did for Me" and find that it is
a great help to the exhibitor.
Then,
after reading your letters, it makes a man
fee! better as misery likes company.
I
have had a siege of fighting hot
weather and poor ticket sales.
I have
tried all kinds of programs, long and
short, funny and spookey, but with not

the Editor "Let
me write the songs of a nation and I care
not who makes its laws." This quotation
sounds as if it was uttered by an old bard
of good common sense.
Now comes the Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers and claims to
have written all the best songs of this
nation, and, we believe, also to have written one of its laws.
This article is called forth by a long
effusion in some of the trade papers by
E. C. Mills, attempting to justify that
organization in trying to collect a license
fee or seat tax from all places of public
amusement playing their music.

patriotic

Roses

of

LITCHFIELD, NEB.— To

Replies to E. C. Mills

Suggestion for Producers

NEW YORK.— To

the Editor: It is
think, that somebody began
to use the scores of neglected plays that
are lying in Broadway storehouses, for
the good of the motion picture industry.
Right now there is a wave of reform
that is active in bringing about better
conditions in the film world and right
now, I believe, is the time to call the
public's attention to the fact that quantities of invaluable material is deliberately

about time,

Express.

For years, as everyone knows, dozens
of plays are brought to Broadway and
because of peculiar, unaccountable conditions, they only play a week, two weeks,

month and sometimes two months and

yet from the standpoint of actual finance,
their value never gets outside of Broadway and nobody ever recognizes their
merit.
doesn't an alert motion picture producer buy all these failures and
use them for the motion pictures?
It
might certainly be far better for him to
secure the fhaterial that is being wasted
and which may turn out better than some
of the so-called old masterpieces that
have very little local appeal.
I
have in mind such plays as Arthur

"Ambush,"

a

moving

and

*

—

hereabout this month but I've 100 lbs. of
fine cod in the baggage car.
Stranger Say, d'ye know who I am ?
Fisherman No, who are you ?
Stranger I'm the state game warden
Fisherman Well, I'm the biggest liar in
the state. "Topics of the Day" Films.

—
—
—
—

*

*

*

"The biggest fish got away."
I bet if I
"That's what they all say.
hooked a big fish I would land him."
"So would I. But he didn't even show
up where I was fishing." Houston Chronicle.

*

A

*

*

Wicked Cat once thought

it nice
for fish beneath the ice
He seized a big one by the fin
The fish then dived, the Cat fell in.
Don't try to catch too big a
Moral:
fish.
"Aesop's Film Fables."
* * *

To grab

Willie

— Mamma,

more question

will

Then

?

you answer

just one

won't bother you

I

any more.

Mother

— All right,

then. What is it?
that the little fishes
before they learn to swim?—

Willie— Why
don't

New

is

it

drown
York Sunday News.
*

*

*

Mother— Willie, have you

fed

the

gold

fish?

Dutiful Willie— Yes, Mamma, I fed them
"Topics of the Day" Films.

Why

Richmond's

*

*

Fisherman (chumming up to stranger in
smoking car) You're not supposed to fish

I

being neglected.

a

"Is Jones a truthful man?"
"Yes, generally, but he will go to any
length in telling a fish story." Portland

to the cat.

*

The Angler— Is

*
this

*

a

public

man ?
The Inhabitant Aye.
The Angler— Then it won't be

lake

my

—

if

I

a crime

land a fish?

The Inhabitant— No;
Edinburgh Scotsman.

it'll

be a miracle.—

—

—
August
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

TELL US

week what

every

American Releasing

3al.

—

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Old Kentucky Home, with a spe— Satisfactory to patrons. — Matheatre, Grand Island, Neb. — Gen-

My
:ial

cast.

estic

patronage.
Jan of the Big Snows, with a special
Splendid hot weather picture. Ran
;ast.
[uly 4th against city picnic and celebra:ion.
Best 4th of July in six years.
;ral

—

Book and boost.

Norwood

Davis,

—

a Curwood.
C. B.
theatre, Norwood, O.

It's

—Neighborhood patronage.
The Three Buckaroos, with a
;ast.
A poor program picture.

special
P.
J.
City, la.

—

Forest theatre, Forest
Neighborhood patronage.
Neist,

My

—

Old Kentucky Home, with

—A

a spe-

fine picture.
It will make
cast.
iny exhibitor money if he will get out
ind exploit it.
Use the race horse angle
ind you will get them.
Geo. O. Monroe,
Neigh3ilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
:ial

—

—

borhood patronage.

|

Tables

|

Turned

"I had your BOX OFFICE |
|
1 RECORD confused with a j
g form that another paper put g

out some time back, a form on
which one could keep a record
of the box office. However, recently a film salesman was here

§g

g

g
1
|
and had a copy of THE BOX 1
OFFICE RECORD of March, j
1922, and I managed to see g
that he forgot and left it with g
us.
I would like to know how

jj

g
I
|
g
|
H
g

compiled and
jj whether or not there has been
one compiled since the issue of
j|
1 March.
"If so I want all of them."
jj
often

this

is

H. T.

— A. A.

Neese, Beatrice theatre, Haw
River, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.
Discontented Wives, with J. P. McGowan. Real good little Western picture. Title somewhat misleading. Pleased
what neighbors came in. L. L. Hines,

—

—

—

Lyric

Benkelman,

theatre,

Neb.

— Small

town patronage.
Across the Divide, with a special cast.
—A fair picture, but drags. Too slow
getting

started.

Business

ture.

atrice theatre,

Average program

Haw

— A.

—

borhood patronage.

The Cross Roads of
Sennett production.

New

York, a Mack

— Excellent

entertain-

ment from beginning to end. For four
and one-half reels
the
audience applauded and laughed heartily.
Then
"wow," one and one-half reels of thrills
and real melodrama that caused one to
hold to the seat, and a final climax that
sent them out chattering and praising
the show. All seemed well pleased, and
if
they had not been I would have felt
like calling the coroner.
My Wife's Relations used with it.
This class of features will put the motion pictures back
on the map.
Characterization good.
Photography good. In all, very satisfactory.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre,
Alexandria, Minn.
General patronage.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald. Just mediocre.
No drawing

—

—

—

jj

g

theatre,

—

Did usual business. C. C. GrifPiedmont theatre, Oakland, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
Smilin' Through, with
Norma Talmadge. A splendid picture and undoubtedly the star's best. Rental price out of
Attendproportion to drawing power.
ance fair. Charles Born, Elks theatre,
power.

New

fin,

—

—

—

Ariz.

Prescott,

THE SKY

— General

patronage.

PILOT, a King Vidor pro-

duction.

—Accepting

bitors'

reports

in

the advice of exhi-

THE BOX OFFICE

"stepped on it,"
and played it to a record-breaking house.
Not an adverse criticism and many attended who had not been in the theatre
before.— E. H. Elliott, Palace theatre,

booked

I

this,

Lynn, Ind.
Katherine
Side, with
MacDonald. Picture did not please very
well and think our fair Katherine is losBusiness bad for a Saturday
ing out.
and Sunday. Jack Hickey, Grand the-

—

New

—
London,

Wis.

— General

pat-

ronage.

A

Question of Honor, with Anita Stewfine picture and will satisfy all.
Two days to poor business. Very hot.
No fault of picture. Book and boost to

art.

—A

limit.

— C.

B.

Norwood, O.

Davis,

Norwood

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

The Seventh Day, with Richard Barthelmess.
of

—This one drew on the strength
Tol'able

previous production,
David, but is not in the same class wi
his

—

—

Stev/art.

—

—

— Fair

program

picture.

— C.

S.

Bovee, Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D.
Small town patronage.
Smilin' Through, with
Norma Talmadge. Too high priced for these times
Franchise is a detriment to exhibitors
when business is bad like it is now. Gave
good satisfaction. Jack Hickey, Grand
theatre,
New London, Wis. General
patronage.
Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.
Much better than The Seventh Day and
equally as good as Tol'able David. Full

—

—

—

—

Star
of mother love and heart interest.
Boost it and it will
plays two parts.
draw. Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.— The
poorest Ray picture we have ever shown
and there have been some pretty bad
ones since Charles is trying to direct him-

—

We

self.
cut our prices on this one in
order to keep our patrons from kicking.

— Harold

M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre,
Small town patronage.
Smilin' Through, with Norma Talmadge. Plsyed two nights in a blinding
rainstorm and yet I played to capacity.
Never had a more satisfied audience since
Aurora, Neb.

—

—

I
have been in business. This subject
broke the ice for me with the music store

— L.

tie-ups

F.

Oconto, Wis.

Wysockey, Gem

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

One

A

Clear Call, with a special cast.
real picture that grips you from start

Why

to finish.

The Woman's

atre,

judged by what has come after, it was
very crude. I am rather puzzled to know
what is meant by The Seventh Day. As
near as I can guess it refers to Sunday,
which, according to my calendar is the
Wm. H. Creal,
first day of the week.
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Smilin' Through, with Norma Talmadge. The best representative of the
best in pictures.
A. B. Morrison, Loew's
Palace theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
The Woman He Married, with Anita

—

^^illllllllllUIIIHIBIIIIIIBMIWMyMilllllllMillBIIBIimilllHIIIIIIIUIIIIHIIIIIinilllllllllllllllMHItlllMIIIIIIIII^^

RECORD,

First National

g

Neosho, Mo.

pic-

A. Neese, BeRiver, N. C. Neigh-

fair.

jj

GARDNER,

Orpheum

Associated Exhibitors
The Family Closet, with a special cast.
— Had some good comments on this
5ne.
A fair program picture. Pleased
30%.

that one.
Some say, "Comparisons are
odious," but that is the only way we
have of judging a picture. The first picture ever made was considered fine, but

pilllllllillllllllllllllllillllUllIM

Jan of the Big Snows, with a special
Good picture. Not much drawing
>ower.
Just average business. C. C.
Sriffin, New Piedmont theatre, Oakland,
:ast.

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.

itors insist

don't small

town exhib-

on running big specials when

new and

Not wait unin the lime light?
and out of date.— C. S. Bovee.
Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D. Small

til

old

—

town patronage.

Her Mad

— Very

Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
An out of the ordinary
good.

story that seemed to satisfy a good attendance. Charles Born, Elks theatre,
General patronage.
Prescott, Ariz.
Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.
A very fine picture. Especially for
children and those that like to remember
Good crowd, but no.
their young days.
money in picture. Rental too high. A.
L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greeley, Neb.

—

—

—

—

My

Boy, with Jackie Coogan,

— Good.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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best picture I had ever shown. It is fine.
L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greeley

— A.

Neb.

Woman

The
madge.

— This

Norma

Gives, with

Talpicture

was a very good

ending.
She married the
wrong man. It held interest throughout
T. E. Bondurant, Doris theatre, Ness
City, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.

except

the

—

—

Mamma's

Affair,

— This

madge.

with Constance Talsilly, but pleased

was very

Constance's fans, which number a greater
per cent of my patronage. Mrs. Lola
Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Tol'able David, with Richard BarthelA perfect picture that gave almost
universal satisfaction.
Photography, direction, acting and story excellent.
Ran
two nights in a one-night town, and drew
from neighboring towns.
Charles W.
Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

mess.

—

—

—

The

Beautiful Liar,
Just fair,

with Katherine
but seemed to
please the women and girls.
Geo. O.
Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

MacDonald.

VIOLA DANA

scene from the Metro comedy-drama, "The Five-Dollar Baby."

in a

Splendid, but did not draw on account of
hot weather.
M. W. Mattecheck, Liberty theatre, Kennewick, Wash.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Rosary, with a special cast. An
excellent picture. Drew and pleased well
at slightly increased admissions.
Some
thought they would see picture based on
the book, The Rosary, but they were
pleased by the picture however.
Title
has drawing power.
Bert Norton, Kozy
theatre, Eureka, 111.

—

The Passion Flower, with Norma Talmadge. This picture was not liked by
my patrons. Too much killing. In fact

—

they kill them all but Norma and leave
her kissing her mother while her mother
is
dying (the end). C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen,
Ga. General
patronage.

—

—

The Golden

— Beautiful
mer

Snare, with a special cast.
winter scenes. Splendid Sum-

—

Everyone pleased. Jack
Yeo, Davison theatre, Beaver Dam, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
picture.

—

The Sky Pilot, with a special cast.
Excellent.
The picture was very pleasing and enjoyed splendid good business.
No kicks of any kind on this picture.
William Noble, New Folly theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

—

The Wonderful Thing,

—

with

Norma

Talmadge. Just fair for Norma.
Not
good as Smilin' Through. C. C. Griffin,
New Piedmont theatre, Oakland,
Cah Neighborhood patronage.

—

as

—

Smilin' Through, with
Norma Talmadge. By far the best First National
Ran it four
I have been able to obtain.
days to good houses. A regular warm
weather filler. H. E. Swan, M. Thompson, Empress theatre, Kearney, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.
Patrons spoke highly of this one. Played
two days to fair business. Smith &
Johnson, Unique theatre, Tomah, Wis.Neighborhood patronage.
The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore. Drew a good business in warm
Book it. C. C.
weather and vacation.
Griffin, New Piedmont theatre, Oakland,

—

—

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.
good picture but won't get the money.
.The same trouble as half the First NaPoor title and too much padding.
tionals.
Should have been five reels instead of
eight.
How do they do it. Harold M.
Cal.

—

—

Schoonover, Mazda theatre, Aurora, Neb.

— Small town patronage.
Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince
tion. — Excellent.
A very good
which enjoyed

good

business.

producpicture

— William

Noble, New Folly theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
General patronage.

—

In the Heart of a Fool, with a special
cast.

— Very

no

drawing

good program

but

picture,

—

power. Mrs. Lola
Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark. Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

The

Silent

Call,

with

Strongheart.
Extra good. One of the best dog actors
ever seen. Almost human. The kind of
a picture everybody likes.
A. L. Hepp,
Idylhour theatre, Greeley, Neb.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. This is a great picture, but
run to a small Wednesday night crowd.
Barely broke even. Mrs. Lola Bell,

—

—

—

Queen

theatre,

— Neighbor-

Lonoke, Ark.

hood patronage.
Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan production.
This is the poorest thing I ever
ran and I am poorer by a couple of hundred dollars for having it. Geo. O. Monroe,
Gilbert theatre,
Beatrice,
Neb.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
Pleased about 90%.
The other 10%
couldn't find any particular fault, other
than that it was not the type that best
suited.
It is a mighty good picture and
will add prestige to your theatre.
Not
too long, as reported by some. Charles
W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge,
N. Y. Small town patronage.
The Rosary, with a special cast. Ex-

—

—

—

-

—

tra good, especially in Catholic community
Good for any locality. Story and
acting very fine. Satisfied patrons. Many
pleasing comments. A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greeley, Neb.

—

The Passion Flower, with Norma Talmadge. Excellent.
Not a kick. Well
liked and it drew well and pleased a big
business.
William Nobe, New Folly the-

—

—

atre,

Okahoma

City, Okla.

— General

pat-

ronage.

The

Mrs. Carter De Haven.

— This

is

Mr. and
a mighty

good picture
hearty

that will
evoke frequent
laughter, although not quite as
as Twin Beds.
Anyway it's well

good
worth showing.

— Charles

W.

Lewis, I.
Gorge, N. Y.—

O. O. F. Hall, Grand
Small town patronage
Man, Woman, Marriage, an Allen Holubar production. Many said it was the

—

—

—

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.— Good
clean picture, but tent show all week in
competition, so of course
had poor
houses.
Majestic
theatre,
Reedsburg,

—

Wis.

The Sea Lion, with Hobart Bosworth.

— Good

play of the rough sea story type.
rather beautiful.
Philip Rand,
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

Scenes

Rex

Courage, with a
picture that pleases

—

special cast.
Good
after you gel

them
but has no box

them

in
office value.—
Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Hail the

good
atre,

Woman

O.— Both

and Molly

— Majestic
— Neighborhood

pictures.

class

first

Reedsburg, Wis.

the-

patronage.

—

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray. Besl
picture on the market.
Prize fighi
worth price of admission and gets Raj
away from his usual milk and watei
themes. W. H. Harman, Strand theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.
Neighborhood

Ray

—

—

patronage.

Scrap
crowds.

Iron,

with

Charles

Ray.

—

Who

— N<

did see it liked it. S. A
Lyda theatre, Grand Island

Hayman,

— General patronage.
Bells, with Constance Tal
madge. — Pleasing picture.
Made so
Neb.

Wedding

b;

Just an ordinary story, bu
done as she does it, made the picture
success.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour the
atre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Transien

the

star.

;

—

—

patronage.
Salvation Nell, with a special

cast-

Another lemon that nearly put me dowi
for the count.
All you have to do ij
run about five of these and then clos
up and go fishing. Geo. O. Monroe, Gil
Neighbor
bert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
hood patronage.

—

Heart

o'

atre,

—

Cedarburg.

Mary

comments and

Pick
wel

Chimes

the

the Hills, with

— Many good
patronized. — W. F.

ford.

Loibl,

Wis.

— Neighborhoc

patronage.

The Sky
Girl in the Taxi, with

—

Pilot,

Did not take so

Hayman, Lyda

with a special castNo crowds. S. A

well.
theatre,

—

Grand

— General patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and
De Haven. — A good clean

Islan(

Neb.

Mrs. Carte
and might

All liked it, especiall
clever comedy.
First three reels ar
the betters class.
draggy, but after that it is lively enougl
Not so good as Fair and Warmer, bv

same

class.

H. P Thompson, Liberty

the

—
—
A
Vugust

Wis.

Pardeeville,
tre,
>atronage.

— Neighborhood

Tol'able David, with Richard

— Attendance

ness.
*

of
nan,

All

Barth;'-

every night was good.

—

Hay-

liked the picture.
S. A.
theatre. Grand Island,

them
Lyda

Woman,

Marriage, an Allen Hol-

—

Went over big. First
bar production.
S. H. Borisky, American
hree day run.

—

Chattanooga,

heatre,

Tenn.

— Neighbor-

—

un during

weather, but those who
very much. S. A. Hay-

warm

—

aw it liked it
nan, Lyda theatre,
General patronage.

Grand

Island, Xeb.

Unseen Forces, with a special cast.—
)rew well and pleased. W. F. Loibl,
NeighChimes theatre, Cedarburg. Wis.

—

—

porhood patronage.
Good picPassion, with Pola Negri.
Not a
ure, but did not draw for me.

—

—

M. W. Mattecheck,
mall town picture.
Kennewick, Wash.
theatre,
liberty
Neighborhood patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—A dandy picture and all were pleased,
Played
ietter liked here than The Kid.
-•

—

A. A. Neese, Beatrice
Haw River, N. C. Neighborpatronage.
lood
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
stood them
-Oh Boy, how sweet.

good house.

fo

—

heatre,

We

on

>ut

and made more money on

this

it

ban on anything in the past year. Got it
or almost nothing, and the picture is
here.
Go after it and clean up a little
If you
o help out on the red ink.
laven't played it get it.
H. P. Thompon, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
Wife Against Wife, with
Pauline

—

— All

can say about this one is,
:eep away from it.
The poorest picture
hown in our house in nine years. Harild M. Schoonover,
Mazda theatre, Auora, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Starke.

I

—

—

Fox

Up

\s far as acting, story and heart interest
re concerned this is the best to date of
his robust Westerner.
But as we reently had the pleasure of viewing his
ext year's special, The Fast Mail, the
ction in the former seems rather slow,

lowever, this picture gave us a surprise
>y drawing good houses for two nights
uring very warm weather.
Wrn. H.

—

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Sky High, with Tom Mix. Average
•fix.
Did the usual business on it. C.

Lreal,

—

New Piedmont

Griffin,

ind,

Cal.

— Neighborhood

For Big Stakes, with

Tom

drew

—

theatre.

Oak-

Tom Mix.— As

Mix.

— Mix

is

A

—

Kearney,

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Neb.

patronage.

Very Truly Yours, with Shirley Mason.
is very popular here, and we

— Shirley

have yet to run a picture of her's that
not entirely pleasing and satisfactory
from both an artistic and a box office
standpoint.
E. H. Elliott, Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.
Small town patronage.
is

—

—

The Devil Within, with Dustin Far-

—
—

num.

Excellent
for
Saturday night
show. K. J. Uglow, Strand theatre,
Whitewater, Wis. Small town patron-

—

THE RAGGED HEIRESS,
Mason.

ley

—This

picture

is

with Shir-

up to

fully

her previous efforts. That means it is
good for a clearance by the censors. It
seems that when I am reporting on one
of this star's pictures I can't keep off th^
subject of reformers. Did you ever contemplate what a vast undertaking these
When
birds have set for themselves?

they have succeeded in reforming everybody and everything, they can then reform each other. Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

Rough Shod, with Charles
Good picture that pleased. A.

—

Fayette, la.

gall,

—

Jones.
J. Steg-

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.

consider this a splendid program picMany favorable comments. Mr.
ture.
and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion.
Tenn. Small town patronage.
I

—

—

Rough Shod,

with Charles Jones.
"Buck" still continues to put out the
same line of stuff in each production.
Patrons don't seem to care for him.
theatre,
Crescent
fair.
Business only
Neb. Neighborhood patronKearney,

—

age.

The Strength of the Pines, with William Russell. Fair. Pleased about 70%.
Lost money as per usual on this star.

—

L.

Burkiti,

J.

111.

Lyric theatre,
patronage.

— Neighborhood
with

Jackie,

Shirley

Morrison,

Mason.

—

— Good

Pleased 100%. Mr. and
Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion,
Tenn. Sm?ll town patronage.

good

star,

story.

Wing

pleasing picture.
all

— Very

Had good crowd and

to like it.— H. P.
theatre. Lake View, la.

seemed

Lake
Neighbor-

Grill,

—
cast. — A

hood patronage.

pictures.— Charles

tre,

Prescott, Ariz.

ronage.

t

this.

One

ans like
n these

of his best releases. If your
can't go wrong

Westerns you

Mix pictures.— E. H.

Elliott,

— Small town
Up and Going, with Tom Mix. — A very
ood

'alace theatre,

Lynn, Ind.

atronage.

Tom

picture, but they prefer
Vesterns. hence drew less than

The
lason.

Ragged

— Very

in

usual

Born, Elks theGeneral patronage.
Heiress, with
Shirley

—

good

program.

Good

tory. Picture well liked.
Business pickig up here.— C. H. Simpson, Princess

heatre, Millen,

Ga.— General

patronage.

Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.—
ood picture. Buck Jones was every bit
s good a drawing
card for me as Tom
C. harles Jones is about 50% as
j
ood.
And next year when they change
to 'Percy" I'll fi gure on
25%. What is
(

:

—

—

—

—

—

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.
Pleased

Good.

Western
him.

— L.

all

patrons

who

Country people

features.
Burkitt, Lyric theatre,

J.

— Neighborhood

—

pre-release
the"

Mor-

big

York,
specialty in Manager
Rothafel's "Short Subject" program. Here is what the leading
newspapers of the city thought
as

a

of

it:

(New York Herald)
"As

tastefully put together as

its

oredecessors, which virtually

amounts
The Hod-

to a cast-iron guarantee.

kinson Corporation

Metropolitan

the

is

to be congratu-

on handling what amounts to

lated

Museum

of

the

screen.''

(New York Times)

"Many

of

its

scenes are a delight to

the eye.

One

them go

reluctantly.

looks at

them and lets
They are so

simply, so truthfully, so sensitively

staged and photographed.

Astor

is

not only

woman, ^but a

a

And Mary

lovely

young

quite intelligible ac-

tress, "j

(New York World)

"A

particularly

charming photo-

play."

Here are three of the greatest
in America in perfect
accord on the merits of "HOPE.

newspapers

'

Wouldn't you like to nave the
newspapers of your city say as
much in favor of a picture on
your screen?
<rumt cUv/

like
like

patronage.
A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
If you like action melodramas that are
made for excitement without bothering
a whole lot about probability, this is a
gem. It's a thriller with life and action
and Pearl staging a regular Spoilers fist
rison,

111.

had a

showing, July 16th, at
Capitol Theatre, New

—

Toy, with Shirley Mason.

the newTriart two-

reeler,

—

Iix

"porous" plaster
nd the Mix fans were not disappointed
like a

"JTOPE,"

age.

View

patronage.

Tom

fair picShame, with a special
Not a big special by any means,
ture.
as the company tries to make you beMajestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
lieve.
Neighborhood patronage.
Thunderclap, with a special cast. Fox
gave the exhibitors a real special. Played
to excellent business and gave satisfaction.
Go the limit on your advertising
and wear a smile. C. W. Glass, Star theNeighborhood patatre, Trenton, Tenn.

sual

,.

and Going, with

getting better than ever. Did a capacity
business on it.
good one for the
smaller towns. H. W. Swan, Empress

—

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.

1

—

nood patronage.

ood patronage.
Salvation Nell, with Pauline Starke.
Ye did not have a large crowd as it was

83

there in a name? Everything, when there
is a man behind the gun, and Buck Jones
was some man. B. D. Holcomb, VauNeighbordette theatre, Tacoma, Wash.

Neb.

j-General patronage.

Man,

'
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patrons.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiiiiiiiiiini^

— Mr.

and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess
Obion, Tenn. Small town pat-

theatre,

|

A Regular

|

Suggestion

ronage.

s

cast.

|
j
J
1

medium if we contribu- 1
g tors to "What the Picture Did jj
g for Me" will govern ourselves H
g by the following
other

Our review must be

(
jj

g

=
g
H
g
j

II

m
H
IJ

|
g
g
g

g
g

g
g
g
g
1
g
§§

truthful,

We

can not permit our personal
feelings to sway our business ethics.
If we have it "in" for a certain exchange, let's not take it out on the
Not the exchange, but a
picture.
Brother Exhibitor, will be the suf-

g
H
g
§j

§j

g

ferer.

Many

pictures are good, from a
production standpoint, but "flop" at
the box office. Let's analyze why.
If the weather conflicts, let's say

§§
§§
|j

B

so.
If a counter-attraction prevents a
certain expected volume, let's not
put all the blame on the picture.
In brief, let's adopt the Rotary
precept, "Service Above Self." Let

jj

g
J
g
g
being
another
by
us assist one
J
truthful with one another, and by g
rendering unto each other a service g
that

is

a service.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
not draw lines. A newspaper
ium,

it

—A

a spepicture.

program

good

Should get the crowd where you can
work on the K. K. K. interest. Mrs. Lola
Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark
Neighborhood patronage.
After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.

—

THE BOX OFFICE REC|
| ORD will be the Exhibitors'
g Standard Encyclopedia and beI yond comparison with any

can-

g

med- g

publishes everything. That's

g why I say:
Let us be truthful,
g
Service above self,
g
He profits most who serves
g
FRED S. MEYER,

g

g
best,

g

— Took well. Had crowds. — A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
— General patronage.
The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
— The best picture have run of this
S.

I

action, and
to keep them interested.

Business

enough comedy

Pleased 100%.
A. Neese, Beatrice theNeighborhood
River, N.

fair.

Haw

atre,

— A.

C—

patronage.
Queenie, with Shirley Mason.
Fine
picture.
Quite a lot of good comedy in
it.
T. E. Bondurant, Doris theatre, Ness
Neighborhood patronage.
City, Kan.
Shackles of Gold, with William Farnum. Fair picture. Star does not draw
here.
Fox pictures too high priced for
summer. E. M. Fetterman, Lyric theNeighborhood
atre, Clay Center, Neb.
patronage.
Jackie, with Shirley Mason.
Good picture.
Shirley always gets the crowd for
us.
A. J. Steggall, Fayette, la.
A Connecticut Yankee, with a special
cast.
Gave very good satisfaction to fair
business.
Charged 20c and 40c. Played
it
three days. Jack Hickey, Jr., Grand
theatre,
New London, Wis. General
patronage.
Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.
Good program picture. Mrs. Lola
Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.
Another good Mix picture. A. J. Steg-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

gal,

Palace theatre,
Hamilton, Ohio.

Good

star.

Fayette,

la.

Goldwyn

g

When Romance

—

Shame, with John Gilbert. A mighty
good picture. Received many comments.
Only criticism that nine reels was too
much for hot weather. J. M. Reynolds,
Opera House. Elwood, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
Very good and many favorable comments on it. Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theNeighborhood patatre, Lonoke, Ark.

—

—

—

—

ronage.

—

Sky High, with Tom Mix. Another
good Tom Mix picture, and best business
I
have had in many a week. Mix sure

—

gets the people out for me. A. A. Neese,
Beatrice theatre, Haw River, N. C.

Neighborhood patronage.
A Connecticut Yankee, with a special
cast.
High class comedy, but did not
seem to go over with my people. The
low brows do not appreciate it. Ma-

—

—

jestic

Reedsburg, Wis.

theatre,

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.
Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jones.

— This

is

not

the

best

that

Jones has

you want a Western.
It pleased a Saturday audience for
me. W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, AnSmall town patronage.
ita, la.
Shame, with John Gilbert. Not so bad.
Could have been a whole lot better. A
fair picture for warm weather.
H. E.
Swan, M. Thompson, Empress theatre,
Kearney, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
To a Fnish, with Charles Jones. Very
made, but

—

will please

—

—

—

good.

if

—

—

—

Charles Jones always pleases

The story is along familiar
but one will not notice that as he
will sympathize all the way with this exlines,

my

The

cellent actor.

picture drew satisfacCreal,
Suburban the-

torily.

— Wm.

atre,

Omaha, Neb.

H.

Rides, with a special

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Come On

Over, with a special cast.
Pleased entire audience. Why
like this be produced.— M.
Mattecheck, Liberty theatre, Kenne-

Splendid.

more

can't

W.

wick,

Wash.

Beating

— Neighborhood

The Game, with

patronage.

Tom

Moore.
words of praise were given this
picture and the story is unusual and
pleasing.
Drew very well. S. V. Wallace,
Idle
Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa.

—Many

—

Honest

Hutch,

—

with Will
Breese,

Rogers.—

Fair.
Grand theatre,
eral patronage.

111.— Gen-

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a speAbsolutely the poorest picture
that we have played this year.
Would
cial cast.

—

not play this if given to us gratis again.
F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Mor-

—Will

—

Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Heaven, with Tom Moore,—
A very fine program picture and one that
will please the whole family.
Good as
star ever made.
O. Larson, Lyric theatre, Peshtigo, Wis.
Neighborhood patganville,

Made

in

—

—

ronage.

Out

Just

—A

of College, with Jack Pick-

good comedy program. I had
many comments on it. W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Small town
ford.

—

—

patronage.

Wet

Gold, with a special cast.

— Did

not

draw here. Good picture of this kind^E. M. Fetterman, Lyric theatre, Clay
Center, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

It's

a Great Life, with a special cast-

Very good
50%.

program picture.
H. Simpson,

— C.

—

Pleased
Princess
patronage.

Millen, Ga.
General
Guile of Women, with Will RogersGood, but not Rogers' best. Good puller
here.
Will F. Toddiken, Elite theatre,
Morganville, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre,

— Splendid. Everyone pleased, and
—
—
readers of the book turned out. Made
money. — L.
Burkitt,
Lyric theatrej
Morrison,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Watch Your Step, with a special
Yellow Men and Gold, with a special
— Good picture. Very good comedy.
— Another Goldwyn knockout. Big Pleased
and made money. —
business. — H. W. Peery, Ogden theatre,
Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison, IlkOgden, Utah. — Neighborhood patronage.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man With Two Mothers, with
Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore —
Mary Alden. —Alden's name drew busi"Always leave them smiling when you
ness.
Picture pleased. — Jack Yeo, Odeon
say goodbye," and Tom Moore does
theatre, Beaver Dam,
Wis. — Neighborcast.

—

1922

fault and that is saying something.
The
acting,
lighting and photography are

about

fight.
Got business and pleased. Most
Ben L.
attractive advertising and title.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

12,

faultless.

The Face At Your Window, with
cial

j§

—

August

all

J.

111.

cast.

cast.

all

L.

J.

this

hood patronage.

Grand Larceny, with

a special cast.

A

well produced and excellently actet'
triangle
without entertaining value.
Charles Born Elks theatre, Prescott,
Ariz.
General patronage.

—

—

Come On

Over, with a special cast.
Splendid picture.
Drew well. Pleased
about 90%. L. J. Burkitt, Lyric theatre,
Morrison, 111.
Come On Over, with a special cast.
This can easily be numbered among the
ten best. Not much drawing power, but
is sure a good clean chuckling comedy
drama.
Book it and boost it. Had I
known how good it was would have billed
heavy.
Majestic
theatre,
Reedsburg,

—

—

Wis.

The
Peters.

Invisible

Power,

with

— A very good picture.

House

Well acted

and produced, but not very entertaining.

— Charles Born, Elks theatre, Prescott,
Ariz. — General patronage.
The Penalty, with a special
Good. — Grand theatre, Breese,
— Gencast.

111.

eral patronage.

Watch Your

—A

Step, with a special cast.

production with which

I

can find no

PAUL PARROTT
latest

Car."

in a scene from the
Pathe comedy, "Take the Next

Vugust
i
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—

—

—
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—

Everyone pleased. Giathe picture.
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,

oma
vriz.

— General

patronage.

—

A
Lon Chaney.
your people like something
eavy. but not a good average audience
Got several compliments on it.
icture.
nd most of those who saw it said it was
Chaney is great. H. P. Thompood.
on. Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.
-Some good comedy. Rogers not very
mch of a favorite here. Pleased about
5%_L. J. Burkitt, Lyric theatre, MorThe Penalty, with

reat play

if

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Women, with Will
of
Coma big lemon.
Rogers. — This
111.

ison.

The

Guile

is

letely killed

We

Will Rogers here.

have

unplayed pictures. Keep
ancelled
way. R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
lamburg, Ont., Can. General patronall

—

his

—

ge-

The Branding Iron, with a special
-Good. Grand theatre, Breese,

—

ieneral

cast.

SHIRLEY MASON

in a scene from "The New Teacher," a forthcoming
production written by Dorothy Yost and directed by Joseph Franz.

111.

patronage.

The Girl With the Jazz Heart, with
ladge Kennedy. Pleased about 70 per
ent.
W. S. Harris, Grand theatre,
larked Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patonage.
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore
-Very good picture. Pleased all. Fine
R. R. Gribble.
tory and good comedy.
irand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
-General patronage.
The North Wind's Malice, with a speGood. Grand theatre, Breese,
ial cast.
11.
General patronage.
Godless Men, with a special cast. In
ur opinion this is A-l producing. Some
ough stuff, but has a good moral.
R. R. Grib)pinions divided fifty-fifty.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Grand

le,

theatre,

New Hamburg,

Ont..

— General patronage.
The Girl from Outside, with a specia
— Good. — Grand theatre, Breese,
-General patronage.
Snowblind, with a special cast. — Only
Improbable. — R. R. Gribble
picture.
"an.

1

111

ast.

New Hamburg,

}rand theatre,

-General patronage.
Earthbound, with a special
-Grand theatre. Breese,

Ont., Can.

cast.
111.

— Good.

— General

'atronage.

Hodkinson
The Man of the Forest, with a specia'
ast.
The Man of the Forest, six reels,
lus Snub Pollard's 15 Minutes, one reel,

—

qual seven reels of great entertainment,

drew both Sunday and Monday like
house a-fire.
Despite the fact that it
»as one of the hottest nights of the year,
t

t

seemed to draw

all

the fat

women and

kinny kids in the land.
How they did
ock the old boat on 15 Minutes, and h.ow
hey nearly capsized the good ship Rex
the grand finale of the
rama! Added interest was lent by the
og, the monkey, the cougar, the Indian,
he Chinaman, the fights and the com:al
Las Vegas.
I
can enthusiastically
ecommend this special to any exhibitor
ving West of the Atlantic and North of
he Rio Grande.
Philip Rand, Rex tTieltogether

on

—

Salmon, Ida.
The Sign of the Jack

tre,

—

o'

Lantern, with

—

special cast.
No comments. M.
fattecheck, Liberty theatre, Kennewick,

Vash.

— Neighborhood

Jane Eyre, a
-Played as a

Hugo

W.

patronage.
Ballin production

local

benefit attraction.
). K. for purpose, but N. G. for regular
un.
C. J. Goetz, Beverly theatre, Janes-

—

—

Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Partners of the Tide, with a special
as t.
Pleased very well.
Personally
hought it weak at the finish, but received
ome_ favorable comments.
This and
iurricane Hutch drew average business
ille,

—

—

Johnson Bros., Johna rainy night.
Small town
sonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.
patronage.
The Mysterious Rider, with a special
Not as strong as
Very good.
cast.
other Zane Grey stories, but a dandy
Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert
just the same.
on

—

—

—

Neb.

Beatrice,

theatre,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Cameron

Royal Mounted, with

of the

— Good
cheap. — K.

a

picture
looks
J. Uglow, Strand theSmall town patatre, Whitewater. Wis.
ronage.
special

East Lynne,

but

action,

cast.

—

Hugo

Ballin production.
Pleased pretty well, especially the
women. R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre.
New Hamburg, Ont., Can. General pat-

—

a

—

—

The Man

of the Forest, with a special

—

This story is taken from the book,
but they left something that is sadly
missed.
Just a tame melodrama and
amateurish all the way. S. V. Wallace.
Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs,
Transient patronage.
Pa.
Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with a
Try and get an early datt;
special cast.
on this one. That's how good it is. This
picture did good for me despite Chautauqua and band concert. Splendid production.
Play it while hot weather is on.
G. G. Bandy, Rex theatre, Hutchinson,

—

—

—

Minn.

The Mysterious

Rider, with a special
is
excellent and it
pleased 100 per cent. It was the talk of
the town while it was running here.
Bo
sure to run this and The Man of the Forest, as you can boost one picture with
the other.
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre.
New Hamburg, Ont., Can. General patronage.
cast.

— This

picture

—

Keeping

Up With

—A

seemed

to strike

right.

Good

atre,

Enid
which
our Sunday crowd just

dandy

on

Stewart.

a Friday against a

band

concert and did a good business.
Pictures of this calibre will always draw.

— G.

G. Bandy,

Rex

theatre, Hutchinson,

— Small town patronage.
The Other Woman, with a special
cast. — Rather unusual story.
Holds suspense, with good cast, but
sent them
away dissatisfied. — R. R. Gribble. Grand
theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can. — GenMinn.

it

patronage.

eral

Cameron

of the

Royal Mounted, with

— Better card than Zane
Grey.
One of the best Northwest pictures we have played. — C.
Goetz, Beva

special

cast.

J.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Man

— Very
Fairly

of the Forest, with a special cast.

good.

Pleased

Elks
patronage.

The Man
cast.

— Gave

all

who saw

— Charles

attended.
theatre, Prescott,
well

Ariz.

—

clean

comedy

picture

with a. well
Elks thepatronage

— Charles Born.
Prescott. Ariz. — General

of the Forest, with a special
splendid satisfaction. Y. M.

—

A. Auditorium, Lake Geneva, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
C.

The Truant Husband, with

—

a

special

This is a hot weather picture for
cast.
use in the winter. Betty Blythe loses her

makeup when she

is being baked by the
Believe us, she's a sight in hotel
The husband goes out for a .day
with an old sweetheart, telling friend wife

heat.
scene.

—

—

—

women. On same program with Never Weaken. It made a
show that pleased them all. L. L. Hines.
tainly pleased the

—

— Small
Jane Eyre, with Mabel Ballin. — Pleased
Acting and
a discriminating audience.
photography both excellent. — Y.M.C.A.
t'heatre,

town patronage.

Benkelman,

Neb.

ARIYGUNEXT

—

Journey's End, with Mabel Ballin. No
People want things up to date.
crepe hanging. K. J. Uglow.
A
Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis. Small
town patronage.
Lavender and Old Lace, with a speFine artistic picture that cercial cast.

it.

Born,
General

with

Lizzie,

cast.

interest.
lot of

Lyric

this

— Neigh-

—

Bennett.

chosen

The Sagebrusher, with Roy

— Played

erly theatre, Janesville, Wis.

ronage.
cast.

Auditorium, Lake Geneva, Wis.
borhood patronage.

Fox

0j

BETTER THAN EVER
"I

he New Series op
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that he is going on an airplane trip with
a gentleman friend. The plane is wrecked
after a wire was sent to his wife saying
He finally reaches
he arrived safely.
home when the wife is away and he destroys the wire. Fair comedy. Nobody
raved over it. R. R. Gribble, Grand theGenerai
atre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
patronage.

—

—

J.

—

Turn

to the Right, with a special cast.
Played this picture to the largest crowd
I ever had in the house and they were one
hundred per cent pleased. You can't go
F. A. Sandertoo far when advertising.
Neighhauf, Rex theatre, Scobey, Mont.

—

—

—

—

tell.

cial

at times,

to lack at other times.
program picture.

fair

Greeley, Colo.
Life's

— Darn

and then seems

Altogether a very

— Sterling

— General

theatre,

patronage.

Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.
funny they get out such

stuff.

Not good at all. Nothing to it. Gives
you a pain. M. W. Mattecheck, Liberty
lheatre,
Kcnnewick, Wash. Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

They Like 'Em

—

Rough,

with Viola
picture with Viola

Dana. Very nice little
Dana, who gives satisfaction generally.
Quite a favorite with my patrons. A.
L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre. Greeley, Neb.

—

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.
gem picture. Everyone pleased.

real

—

—

Sunderhauf, Rex theatre, Scobey,
Mont. Neighborhood patronage.

F. A.

—

—

Polly with a Past, with In a Claire.
Very well
very good comedy drama.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theatre,
liked.Neighborhood patronage
Buffalo, N. Y.

—

—

—
—

jj

Words of
Wisdom

phis,

Tenn.

—

Holcomb, Vaudette theatre, Tacoma,
Wash. Neighborhood patronage.

—

— We

Fascination, with Mae Murray.
are late in playing this, but still feel it
imperative upon me to add some praise
to that already accorded this worthy picture.
By all means play it and get behind it.
If Mae Murray ever satisfied
your trade this will do so again. SterGeneral
Colo.
Greeley,
theatie,
ling
patronage.
ExcelFascination, with Mae Murray.
lent.
Miss Murray did fine and the picture was good and the big audiences well
pleased. William Noble, Criterion theGeneral patatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
ronage.
Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.
A crackerjack and a Western that is
worth while. Not the usual impossible

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

"shoot 'em up" variety. W. H. Harman,
Strand theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.

jj

ruined him.

—

—

eral patronage.

Turn

to the Right, with a special cast.
While altogether
fine picture.
different, it shows the hand of master diCrook
rection.
Good rural comedy.
stuff is finely done (not over done) and
it gets away with the old mortgage on
Sterling thethe farm for a few tears.
General patronage.
atre, Greeley, Colo.

— Very

—

Eva

—

Gareth
with
Hughes. Good. Metro sends out good
Business fair. E. M. Fetterman.
stuff.
Little

—

Ascends,

—

jj

B
1
1
B

the best I ever run. Will please
All came out boosting.
Johnson, Katherine theatre, Mon-

M.

Fla.

— Small

Liberty theatre,
Atlanta, Texas.

jj

J

ter
C.

—

than an average program picture.
Griffin,

C.

Oakland,

Cal.

— This

a

special

is sure a wonderful producbut without a good orchestra it
would be nothing as entertainment. Drew
well on account of added attractions.
Bellman Bros., Lyric theatre. Ft. AtkinGeneral patronage.
son, Wis.

—

They Like 'Em

Rough, with Viola
Dana. Just a mediocre program picGiacoma Bros.,
ture, said our patrons.
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. Gen-

—

—

—

eral patronage.

A

Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.
story is laid in an amusement
Picture
park.
Bert plays the spieler.
Good entertainis out of the ordinary.
ment. R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can. General patronage.
Alias Lady Fingers, with Bert Lytell
Lytell usually draws well, but something about this crook business don't

— The

—

—

—

my

appeal to

patrons any more and this

—

one was only fair at that. No pull. S.
V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
Glass Houses, with Viola Dana. Get
me right, Exhibitors, this is one you can
push to the limit and give your patrons

—

theatre,

patron-

The Man From Home, with
cast.
Excellent.
Hot weather

a

special
failed to

—

one, which played to good
crowds for first half of the week.
William Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

stop

this

—

Over the Border, with Tom Moore.
Northwest mounted story with plenty of
snow scenes. Deals with moonshining
Good program picture.—
smugglers.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chi111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Majestic
Good entertainment.
Holt.
Grand Island, Neb. General
theatre,
patronage.
The World's Champion, with Wallace
Drew well and pleased them.
Reid.

—

cago,

—

—

Wallace Reid

The Four Horsemen, with

New Piedmont

— Neighborhood

age.

—

mill

cast.
tion,

town patronage.

—

W. JACKSON,

A.

r

The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.
Very ordinary story. Not much to say
for or against.
R. R. Gribble, Grand thtGenatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.

J
a

(
B and without the report column ||
B would have been lost, as just B
B one bad picture would have B

—

Fascination, with Mae Murray^ Apparently pleased 100%. Had several stop to
I
was well
express their appreciation.
pleased with the day's receipts. B. D.

— One of

Paramount

§j

Fascination, with Mae Murray.
Drew well. A. B.
pleased audiences.
Morrison, Loew's Palace theatre, Mem-

—

the Rocks, with Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino. In spite of
extra advertising, did not draw any bet-

helped me.

Well

—

Beyond

The man with a small house
in a country town has had his
troubles for the last two years

|
|

—

ticello,

|
Am attaching some reports
1
S on recently shown pictures in
J the hope that they may help
m some other exhibitor as much
B as the report column has

—

—

Small town patronage.
Love, Honor and Obey, with a special
cast.
Liked by everyone. Ran this with
The Idle Class and everyone was pleased
with the program. R. R. Gribble, Grand
theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
General patronage.
Turn to the Right, with a special cast.
Fla.-

J.

PUIWIIIIIIH^

H. Harman, Strand theatre,
Neighborhood patronKingsport, Tenn.

age.

J.

any audience.

|

— W.

it,

it

A
Mae Murray.
with
most lavish production which gave genall
appeal
to
eral satisfaction and has an
classes.

I

theatre.

borhood patronage.
Fascination,

theatre,

cial cast.

S.

very satisfactory

Sherlock Brown, with Bert Lytell.
Drew well for last half of the
Good.
week and the audience well pleased.
William Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

1922

12,

— Neigh- — M. Johnson, Katherine
Monticello, Fla. — Small town patronage
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a speFascination, with Mae Murray. — A sure
— did not see but many pabet anywhere. —
H. Borisky, American
trons walked out and opinions on
theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn. —-Neighborare
quite varied. — Philin Rand, Rex
hood patronage.
Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
The Right That Failed, with Bert LyThe Conquering Power, with a spe— Will please well where this star
cast. — Very
good picture. —
shown with some regularity. Picture
M.
Johnson, Katherine theatre, Monticello,
Lyric theatre, Clay Center, Neb.
borhood patronage.

is

Metro

August

—

still

a

clean cut

popular

Excellent exploitation possifavorite.
Lyric theabilities.— C. F. Hansen,
tre,

Redfield, S.

New
D.— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.— Children ate this one up. Auto

On six reels. Star well
race story.
suited to this type of picture.— Charles
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Across the Continent, with Wallace

—

Reid.— Good box

office attraction. That's

enuff.— Majestic theatre, Grand Island,
Neb. General patronage.
Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.— This will please almost any

—

Most appreciated
class of audience.
comedy for high-class clientele. The
best Meighan has done in some time.—
Sterling theatre,
eral patronage.

Greeley,

Colo.— Gen-

North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt.

— An

entertaining

little

picture

worth half of what I paid for it.—K. X
Uglow. Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.
Small town patronage.
North of the Rio Grande, with Jack

—

Holt.— Very satisfactory.— Majestic
Island, Neb.— General
tre, Grand

theapat-

ronage.

what they are looking for. An audience picture from beginning to end. The
thing never lags.
Moves right along to
Viola
a very satisfactory conclusion.

Across the Continent, with Wallace
have
Reid.— Very good Reid. Could I atraia
previewed it would not have been

Dana

to

just

and
liked by all
classes, old
this is most certainly a Viola
Dana picture. Book it and give your
patrons a treat. W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
is

young, nd

—

Don't
Hughes.

Write

Letters,

— Fair picture.

with

Seemed

Gareth
to please

Parts of the
boost it to the limit.
ordinarily
race and the finale made an
cheer at
reserved audience applaud and
Creeevery showing.— Sterling theatre,

Colo.— General patronage.
Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid— It seems the American public

ley,

——
August

12.

——
AA
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wherein the irrepressible princess meets
an American doughboy in camp near
the palace and the humorous attempts
of her highness to learn to plav baseball and chew gum.
The scenes are
transferred to Xew York City and the
hero licks the Bolshevists trying to assassinate the princess and all is happy.
It is
very laughable and interesting.
Book it.— Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Sal-

mon, Idaho.

Buried Treasure, with Marion Davies.
it.
Did not come up to ex-

— Book

—

pectations

M.

but made a good change
Bree, Y. I. A. theatre, CresFla.— Xeighborhood patron-

La

P.

cent

City,

age.

The City

of Silent Men, with Thomas
excellent picture that outpleased more than some so-

Meighan—An
drew and

called
specials.— Bert
theatre, Eureka, 111.

Mary
Ray

Charles

in

"Smudge"

(First

National)

caters to races, whether it be horses,
autos or other motive power, and with
Wallie Reid in the picture containing
the best race of his numerous race pictures previously produced, it is an assured drawing card to use. Across the
Continent. If weather had been a little
dandy
zooler could have done better.

— H.

A

Longaker, Howard theaAlexandria. Minn. General patron-

picture.
tre,

J.

—

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Highly
satisfying.
Business
Reid.
builder.
A. B. Morrison, Loew's Palace theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
Extra advertising. Good patClayton.
Patrons pleased. Fred Glass.
ronage.
Lincoln
theatre.
Elm Creek, Xeb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

—

The Man From Home, with
cast.

—Very,

telligent

very

fine

audience.

a special
for high-class in-

Beautiful

sets,

fine

photography, logically directed and consistently enacted.
Produced on a very
high
Colo.

plane.

— Sterling

— General

North

Greeley,

theatre.

patronage.

the Rio Grande, with Jack
enjoyed,
Picture
pleased big business and Miss Daniels
was at her best. William Xoble, Capitol theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
Holt.

of

— Excellent.

—

—

White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Meighan Very enjoyable. M. P. Le-

—

—

Crescent City,
patronage.
For the Defense, with Ethel Clayton.
If you can use mystery pictures this
4s as good as the best.
Personally do
not care for them, but trade seemed well
satisfied.
As matter of fact it is the
best of Clayton's last half dozen.
Sterling
theatre.
General
Greeley,
Colo.
patronage.
V.

bree,
Fla.

I.

A.

theatre.

— Xeighborhood

—

—

—

The Law and the Woman, with Betty
Compson. A good picture and one good
enough for any house. C. S. Bovee.

—

—

Florence theatre. Elk
Small town patronage.

The

Point,

S.

D.

Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton. Entirely satisfactory. W. D.
Patrick, Cozy theatre.
Florala, Ala.

—

—

Xeighborhood patronage.
White Oak, with William

Good
any
day

S.

Hart.—

but hot Hart's best by
means.
Fair business on a twoengagement. Jack
Hickey.
Jr.,
picture,

Grand

—

theatre.

Xew

London,

Wis.

General patronage.

Miss Rebellion, with Dorothv
Gish.— A d andv comedv drama. Pleased
all.
Best play. I think, of Miss Gish.
A mythical Balkan monarchv drama
Little

to

Town, with DorMost of them

— Good picture.

her.— Fred Glass, Lincoln theatre.
Elm Creek, Xeb.— Xeighborhood pat-

like

ronage.

The Frontier of the Stars, with
Thomas Meighan. — Good program picWill please Meighan fans.— John-

ture.

son Bros., Johnsonian theatre,
N. \
Small town patronage.

—

.

The Faith

—Xothing

Ripley,

Healer, with a special cast

recommend
way.— Bert Xorton, Kozv

reka.

age.

Comes

Ellen

othy Gish.

Kozv

Xorton,

to

this

in

theatre

any
Eu-

111.

The Gilded

Lily, with

Mae Murray-

Return engagement. Played it last December and was rained out. Paramount
gave it to me return booking gratis and
played to capacity
and more than
pleased.— C. W. Glass. Star theatre.
Trenton, Tenn. Xeighborhood patron-

—

age.

87
Double

star system proved a box
tonic.
C. F. Hansen,
Lyric
theatre, Redfield, S. D.
Xeighborhood

ness.

—

office

Xew

—

patronage.

One

a Minute, with Douglas MacLean.
clean picture. M. P. La Bree.
A. theatre. Crescent City, Fla.

—

—Good
V.

I.

Xeighborhood patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
Here is a real special, but paid too
much for it. Gave all my receipts to
exchange.
They must come down.
Henry Imming, Star theatre, Xewton.
IllSmall town patronage.

—

—

The Education of Elizabeth, with Billie
Burke.— A good snappy light comedv.
Makes a pleasant entertainment for the

who wants clean comedy.
Bros., Crystal theatre. TombAriz.
General patronage.

person

tired

— Giacoma
stone,

—

The Law and the Woman, with Bettv
Compson.— Didn't take in cost of film,
but not due to picture. Very good picture.

Interesting and keeps one guessing to the very end. Had "Uncle Tom's

Cabin"
flat.

tent

— Majestic

Moran

show which knocked me
theatre,

of the

Reedsburg, Wis.

Lady

Letty, with Dorothy Dalton and Rodolph Valentino.
good picture for all classes.
splendid summer attraction containing capable stars and story, with action and
punch and the ocean to cool the atmosphere. C. F. Hansen, Xew Lyric theatre, Redfield. S. D.
Xeighborhood patronage.

A

—

—

—

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.
Best

Reid

I

have

had.

— W. Andresen.
Cozad, Xeb. —

pleased.

J.

Patrons well
Rialto theatre,

Xeighborhood patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres. Drawing power sur-

—

prised me.
It's the only so-called special that has made me money for the
past six months.
Play it. Majestic
theatre.

Reedsburg,

Wis.

—
— Xeighbor-

Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Rav.
—They like Ray here.— Fred Glass. Lincoln theatre. Elm Creek, Xeb.— Xeigh-

hood patronage.
Little Miss Rebellion, with Dorothy

borhood patronage.
The City of Masks, with Robert Warwick. Good program picture, but not

gram.
Personally I enjoyed it immensely. Mrs. Lola Bell. Queen theatre,
Lonoke, Ark. Xeighborhood pat-

—

just the kind to please in small towns.
Otis Lamon. Auditorium theatre. Elm-

—

wood, Wis.

What's
Reid.

—Small

Your

— Much

town patronage.
Hurry? with Wallace

better than average offerwell with Hurricane Hutch
and Aesop's Fable.
One hard boiled
Bill Hart fan said it was the best picture he ever saw. Johnson Bros., Johnsonian theatre. Ripley. X. Y. Small
ing.

Drew

—

—

town patronage.
Three Word Brand, with William S.
Hart. A good Hart picture.
Different
from his others and pleased a fair audience.
If your patrons like Hart book

Gish.

—A great
—

picture for regular pro-

—

ronage.
After the Show, with Jack Holt.
great story well acted. Did a very good
business.
Book this picture. W. A.
Burke, Lyric theatre. Beckley, W. Va.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Hours, with a special cast.
Not up to expectations. Fred Glass.
Lincoln theatre. Elm Creek. Xeb.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Idols of Clay, with Mae Murray.

—

—

—

—

—

this

one.

Trenton,

—C.

W.

Tenn.

Glass.

Star

— Xeighborhood

theatre.

patron-

age.

with
The
Easy
Road,
Thomas
Meighan. Xot so bad. Did a fair business on it for three days. Meighan has

—

made

— Crescent
— Xeighborhood

better pictures.

Kearney,

Xeb.

theatre.

patron-

age.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. An excellent picture for
Quite impossible,
entertainment value.
but good. K. J. Uglow. Strand theatre.
Whitewater, Wis. Small town patron-

—
—

—

age.

—

Heliotrope, with a special cast. This
Xot a special
is a fair program picture.
I did not raise price, as
as advertised.
it was aged, and I am glad that I didn't.
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre. Anita.
Small town patronage.
Ia.
Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino. This picture satisfied and drew excellent busi-

—

—

—

GET SET FOR
"Jhe

New Series of

HALLROOM

BOYS
COMEDIES

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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l

a

t0ry fOr

Sma " tow "
v
n av,son
k Y
theatre.
n anTux-°'- ^
Dam,
U ^.-Neighborhood

Le

Dangerous

Lies, with
attraction.

erly good
power—Ton,
515

Sonage

K

""^'

Good story but picture too long. Did
not draw.
Henry Sarfbers, Fad theatre,
Fa irfax, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.

eastdrawms

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.—
An excellent picture. Well liked by my

Fair

--^

patron-

—

patrons.

Elite

thel r|
g hborhood

Sheik,

with

Billy

—

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.— Title drew. Picture oleased.
Jack Yeo. Davison theatre. "Beaver
Dam, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, with

—

— Splendid

Pickford.

known.

Film

mend

this one
hibitor.
Price
some specials.

to

picture.

Story

Recomany small town exnew.

like

right

and

Drew

well.

better

— Wm.

than

Win-

terbottom, Electric theatre, Brady, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Great Day, with
Just a few thousand
business on it. Jack

—
Dam,

Beaver

special cast.
feet of film.
No
Yeo. Odeon thea-

Wis.— Neighborhood

patronage.

Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
Not what we expected. Good picture for
boys and girls. Fred Glass, Lincoln
theatre. Elm Creek, Neb.
Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

—

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Reid draws a crowd here. Good picture.
Should
please.
Fred
Glass,
Lincoln
theatre.
Elm Creek, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Ghost in the Garrett, with Dorothy Gish. A good comedy drama that
does not require much acting so Doro-

—

—

—

thy gets by all right.
Played to fair
business and pleased about 75 per cent.
Harold M. Schoonover, Mazda theatre,
Aurora, Neb. Small town patronage.
Burglar Proof, with Bryant Wash-

—

—

— Good

picture

some

—

day.

Too

Film poor. E. M. Fetterman. Lyric theatre. Clay Center, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Thou Art the Man, with Robert Warcut out.

—

—

wick. Just a fair picture.
About 50
per cent liked it. Fred Glass. Lincoln
theatre,
Elm Creek, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

N.

StrasV.

— Here's

The Call of Home, with a special cast.
Good lesson for hot headed young

folks.
Well liked by our
patrons.
Strasser Sons, Emblem theaNeighborhood pattre, Buffalo, N. Y.

married

MOLLIE KING

and Creighton Hale

a scene from Playgoers Pictures
ture "Her Majesty"
distributed

in
fea-

by

Pathe.

—

—

ronage.

—

Silent Years, with a special cast.
Can
this picture to please.
Our
patrons said it was good.
Fine acting
and interesting story.
Brothers. Dreamland theatre, Arcanum,

recommend

— Chancellor

Pathe

O.

— Neighborhood

The Sage Hen, with a special cast.
Pleased here. Good comments. Dalton
Opera House, Dalton, Wis. Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

Nanook

of the North, with

—

Wonderful.
cast.
last six months.

Greatest

special

a

picture

—

in

Big business. H. W.
Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah.

Peery,

Neighborhood patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS CLIENT, with
Pathe
Irene Castle and Milton Sills
short subject program, three-reel Playlet, one-reel Comedy and "Topics of the
Day," 10 cents to all and doing good, too.
Mrs. Lola Bel' Queen theatre, Lonoke,

—

—

Ark.

Without Benefit of Clergy, with a specast.
No good. Did not please 30
per cent. Dalton Opera House. Dalton,
W is. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

cial

—

R-C

town.

—

Buffalo,

—

Hart great

—

theatre,

of Araby, with a special
one you can buy right and
one that gets 'em in. Use the song.
C. J. Goetz, Beverly theatre, Janesville,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

The Whistle, with William

S. Hart.
card in anything for this
Picture Okay, but he has made
better ones. Jack Yeo, Odeon theatre,
Beaver Dam, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

— Good

The Sheik

cast.

—

all.— Fred Glass, Lincoln theatre. Elm
Creek, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

— Otis

—

Emblem

ser,

patronage.

Fred Stone.
Patrons went wild. G.
with

Jim,

Western.

The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
Good Western picture, although it was
Lamon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood,
Wis. Small town patronage.
Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark.
Too slow for them here. They want
more action. Good clean picture, that's

— Neighborhood

Wis.

—

not worth price of super special.

— How

—

His House In Order, with Elsie Ferguson. Usual amount of advertising.
Pleasing picture.— Fred Glass, Lincoln
theatre,
Elm Creek, Neb.— Neighborhood patronage.

burn.

patron-

Billy Jim, with Fred Stone.
Did not
satisfy or draw even normal business.
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarlnirg,

Rodolph Valentino

—

much

theatre,

—

and Agnes Ayres.— I pl ay all of the big
ones.
Did bigger business than any
picture I have played, and that
includes
all
the big ones.— Jack Yeo, Davison
theatre. Beaver Dam, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

tre.

— Neighborhood

the Turf, with a special
can they do it?
Any exchange that misrepresents a picture like
this ought to be boycotted.
Pure bunk
from start to finish. M. W. Mattecheck,
Liberty theatre,
Kennewick, Wash.
Neighborhood patronage.

Neb —

Neighborhood patronage.

well

Columbia

Pylet.

Queen O'

cast.

ness with this one and everybody
liked
it and
they told me so.— Wm. Winterbottom, Electric theatre, Brady,

Mary

— Sam

age.

—

—

—

Milwaukee, Wis.

The Miracle Man, with a special
cast
JNIot a new one, but
a good one.
Formerly a special, but can now be
secured
on regular program. Had a
nice busi-

The

1922

12,

Beaver
patronage

special

Magruder,

August

If

cast.

married.

— F.

—

The Vermilion
One of his

theatre,

patron-

Pencil, with a special
best pictures, but the
to register at the win-

—

Jap always did fail
for me.
Jack Hickey, Jr., Mermac
theatre, New London, Wis.
General pat-

—

dow

—

ronage.

Queen

o' the Turf, with a special cast.
Played this the Fourth of July to three
packed houses.
Advertising sure drew
them in. Picture didn't please more than
50 per cent while some thought it "fine."

—

least
ing.

Extra good program offerJohnsonian theatre,

90%.

— Johnson Bros.,
Ripley, N. Y. — Small

Bobbed
The kind

Hair, with
that keeps

M. Reynolds, Opera House, Elwood,
Neighborhood patronage.
Where Lights Are Low, with Sessue
Hayakawa. A very good picture.
Played two days to big business during
very hot days. Sam Pylet, Columbia
theatre,
Milwaukee,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
J.

Neb.

—

—

—

The

Stealers,

with

—

a

special

town patronage.
Wanda Hawley.—
them away. J. M.

—

Johnson, Katherine theatre, Monticello,
Small town patronage.
Fla.
Hush Money, with Alice Brady. She
Picture not quite
doesn't draw for me.
Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
lair.
One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.—
Good. Grand theatre, Breese, 111. Gen-

—

—

—
—

—

eral patronage.

with Wanda
right.— M. P. La
Bree, V. I. A. theatre, Crescent City, Fla,
Neighborhood patronage.

Her

First

Hawley.

Elopement,

— Light

but

all

—

Pictures

Strasser, Emblem
Neighborhood
Y.

N.

Buffalo,
age.

—

—

Only Knew, with a special
Good lesson for young ladies and

gentlemen who are thinking of getting

cast.

Realart
39 East, with Constance Binney. Our
Drew well and pleased a;
first Binney.

Women

—

patronage.

cast.

Selznick
Owen Moore.
entertainment picture. Plenty o!
action and thrills and a laugh in every
Story somewhat improbable, but
scene.
that will be overlooked. On seven reels
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, ChiNeighborhood patronage.
cago, 111.
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore
Reported Missing, with

— Good

—

—

— Audience

Probably pleasec
divided.
a special in any sense of th(
Business
word.
Just a good comedy.
ordinary.
C. F. Hansen, New Lyric the
Neighborhood pat
atre, Redfield, S. D.

60%.

Not

—

—

ronage.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore
picture from every standpoint
It surely is an actioi
entirely different.
Ovvei
picture every inch of the way.
Moore's performance is satisfactory, am
the colored gentleman was on the job

— The

i:

picture gets many laughs, as
should, for it was made for laughing pur
poses.
It goes over better in crowdei
Business average two days..houses.

The

i

—

——
August
W.

Cozy

Brenner.

H.

Win-

theatre.

chester. Ind.

Owen Moore.

Reported Missing, with

For screen entertainment it's
Great.
good audience picture
hard to beat.
the
male patrons.
tickle
will
that
Charles Born. Elks theatre. Prescott.

A

Ariz.

— General

patronage.

Why Announce Your

Marriage? with
Hammerstein. A good clear,
Elaine
Hammercomedy drama in which
stein and Niles Welch share honors ir.
Hib
laughs with Arthur Houseman.
drunken burglar hunt is a gem. StoryBen. L. Morris,
at.
is good to look
Olympic theatre. Bellaire. O.

—

Elaine

—

Way

of a Maid, with Elaine HamOne of Elaine Hammerstein's
merstein.
line clean picture and
very good ones.
anyone should have a satisfied patronage
from such pictures. A. L. Hepp. Idyl-

The

—

A

—

hour theatre, Greeley. Neb.

Why

Announce Your Marriage? with
Hammerstein. One of the best
comedy-dramas I have shown this year.
Book it and boost it. It's spicy without
being vulgar. W. F. Loibl. Chimes theNeighborhood
Cedarburg. Wis.
atre,

—

Elaine

—

—

patronage.
the Case, with Owen
Moore. A good comedy drama of program type that pleased a good crowd.
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre. Eureka, 111.

The Chicken

in

—

Remorseless Love, with Elaine

—

'

Ham-

merstein.
This is a picture that will
please the whole family. I have one family night and charge 10c to all and this
proved to be an excellent picture for
family night.
Play this one. C. W.
Trenton. Tenn.
Glass. Star theatre.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.

— An

excellent picture that pleased exceptionally well, but failed to draw much
against extremely hot weather.
With
favorable conditions
it
will
go over
nicelv.
Bert Norton. Kozv theatre. Eu-

—

reka.

Masquerade,
with
Conway
Tearle.
Action and entertainment value
S0%.
Big business. Jack Yeo. Odeon
theatre.
Beaver Dam, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
A Man's Home, with a special cast.
Good picture.
Very poor business.
Love's

Strasser

N. Y.

lo,

elements that are needed to
Bert Norton.
ant picture.
.Eureka, 111.

—

with

Disraeli,

George

make
Kozy

a pleastheatre.

Arliss.

—This

picture sets a standard of excellence atThe mo«:
tained by very few others.
talked of picture shown by us during
Praise unqualified. Y. M.
the season.
C. A. Auditorium. Lake Geneva, Wis.

—

&

Sons.

Emblem

— Neighborhood

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Nut, with Douglas

Fairbanks certainly was a
Fair picture.
Not up to Fairbanks'
nut in this one.
Business fair. James Martin.
standard.
Family theatre, Attica. N. V. Neighbor-

— —

hood patronage.

Way Down

East, a D. W. Griffith proever
ran.
picture
I
duction.
Best
Pleased everybody, large and small.
They don't make 'em any better than
Way Down East. Go after it strong.
C. B. Scott. Fox theatre. New Lisbon.
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Three Musketeers, with DougIa~

—A

Reremarkable picture.
markable how many people say withou;
ever seeing the same that they don't like
it.
It is the most mysterious offering in
this respect that I have ever heard of and
Fairbanks.

folks stand right up and say they don't
I could take
like it and just don't come.
any so-called cheap program picture at
prices
and
gross more.
regular admission
However. I am sure it is a wonderful
One that the industry might
picture.
well be proud of and Fairbanks is to be
congratulated with unstinted praise for
great
picture.
W. H. Brenner.
this
Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.

—

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks. Almost as good as Way
Down East, and that is saying a mouth

—

full.

Run The Three Musketeers and

patrons will sing Douglas Fairbanks' praises forever after. C. B. Scott.
Fox theatre. New Lisbon. Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

your

—

—

Fairbetter than the average
Fairat slightly increased admissions.
banks has not the drawing po%ver he
used to have. Bert Norton. Kozy the-

banks

— Pleased

—

atre.

Eureka.

Pickford.

— One

of the few picture

I

have

theatre. Buffa-

—

Hi.

— Small

town

Neb.

— Neighborhood

The

check.

Wash.

patron-

Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.

Everybody liked
entertaining.
M.
Liberty
theatre.

— Neighborhood

Whole-

it.

—

W.

Matte-

Kennewick.

patronage.

—

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson. A very
good Western. Nothing to rave about.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox. Princess theatre.
Obion. Tenn. Small town patronage.

—

Wild Honey, with

Priscilla

Dean

— The

price of this production was placed on
the press book rather than on the quality
of the picture.
Pleased 50 per cent.
L. L. Hines. Lyric theatre. Benkelman.

Neb.

— Small

Tracked

town patronage.

to Earth, with

Frank Mayo.

a good outdoor picture that
pleased the majority. Frank Mayo is not
very well liked here, but we got away
with this one.
Business fair. James
Martin. Family theatre. Attica. N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

This

is

—

WHO MARRIED

THE MAN

OWN

HIS

WIFE,

with Frank Mayo.— Title
will not draw, but paper overcomes that
and after patrons were in they found
it to be a very pleasing, interesting picture.
Have worked hard here to build
theatre attendance, not certain star or
picture attendance, so title did not hurt
me. New
Lyric
theatre,
Lexington.
Neb.

—

No Woman Knows,
cast.
It's

with a special
the ladies and drew well.
a top-notcher.
W. F. Loibl. Chimes

— Pleased

—

Cedarburg. Wis.

theatre.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Good

West, with Hoot Gibson.
Western but Consolidated Ex-

change charges too much for their propictures. Cannot use any more.—

gram

D. Patrick. Cozy theatre. Florala. Ala.

theatre.

Benkelman.

Neb.

—Small

The

Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinpersonality and acting pleasExcellent program picture with
plenty of action. E. H. Elliott. Palace
theatre. Lynn. Ind.
Small town patronson.

with a special cast
very fine picture. The kind that my
patrons like to see, but did not make us
any money. Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox.
Princess theatre. Obion. Tenn. Small

—

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.
Plenty of action and packs a punch that
make them talk. Pulled good the
second night. Star a comer. W. R. Yincent. Grand theatre. Oconto Falls. Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
will

— Another

all

—

—

—

Contains

—

town patronage.

The Ruling Passicn, with George Ar-

—

—

No Woman Knows,

—

please all classes.
Drew exceptionallywell in hottest weather in spite of high-

—

—A

patron-

pleasing Arliss picture of
the type calculated to win friends for the
screen.
Y. M. C. A. Auditorium, Lake
Geneva. Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith production A real picture.
One that will

—Star's

age.

—

admission ever charged.

Andresen. Rialto thea-

— Neighborhood

—Splendid.

ing.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas

est

W.

town patronage.

Fairbanks. Wonderful production. Well
staged and costumed, but oidn't draw for
me in ideal weather. S. Y. Wallace. Idle
Hour theatre. Cambridge Springs. Pa.
Transient patronage.

—

J.

—

age

te.

—

one.

Cozad. Neb.

age.

Lyric

pat-

—

—

—

this
tre.

—

of the Storm, a D. W. Grifproduction. Went over the average
theatregoers' heads.
Not a very good
picture for small towns.
Business very
poor.
H. E. Swan. Crescent theatre.

Kearney,

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys WalVery good. Some good comedy in

Man to Man, with Harry Carey. The
advertising accessories are extra good,
but the picture does not live up to it.
Thrills did not register.
L. L. Hines.

Uni ed Ar lists
Orphans

Universal

W.

ronage.

fith

patronage.

— Neighborhood patronage.

patronage.

revivals

Newton.

theatre.

—Neighborhood

Headin'

111.

Through the Back Door, with Mary

Boy!

these

Wis.

Falls.

some and

with Norma Talmadge.
Pleased 100%. My first one
and bought at hot
weather prices.
Don't be afraid of thib
one.
Go after it. Henry Imming, Star

of

made any money on in a long time.
Book this and see if I am not right.—.
Earl Scott. Fox theatre. Black River

ton.

Fairbanks.

De Luxe Annie,

—Oh

89

—

The Mollycoddle, with Douglas

111.

—

I
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12.

—

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson. They
Hoot's acting. Always draws well.
Fred Glass. Lincoln theatre. Elm Creek.
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

Iike

ANN MAY

as

Dolly Pardeau in "The

Breed,"
an
Oliver
Morosco
production, distributed by First Na-

Half

tional.

—

Man
thought

to
it

—

Man, with Harry Carey.
a very good picture, but did

EXHIBITORS HERALD

90
much

not do

here.
F.

couldn't please.

—

Scobey,

theatre,

Had good crowd

but'
Sunderhauf, Rex
Mont. Neighborhood
A.

—

patronage.

—
—

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. A good
to charge 10c for.
Old standbys
liked it. Nothing for the flapper.
K. J.
Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.
Small town patronage.

show

—

—

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo. Good and
gave satisfaction. A. J Steggall, Fayette,
Iowa.
High Heels, with Gladys Walton.—
Good picture. Not one of her best but
pleased. You can't go wrong on Gladys
Walton, as she is one of the best. J. M.
Reynolds, Opera House, Elwood, Neb.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A

Wonderful Wife, with Miss duPont.
No crowds. Too warm. But they liked
S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand

—
—
it.

Neb.

Island,

— General

patronage.

—

Conflict, with Priscilla
Dean. Good
back-woods story with strong characters.
Very thrilling flood scenes and last reel
must have been full of thrills for Miss
Dean. Star draws very well here. S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge

—

Pa.

Spgs.,

Red
Good

—Transient

Courage, with Hoot Gibson.
Should please any place

where they

like

Glass,

Creek, Neb.

Westerns
Lincoln

that are clean.
Elm
theatre.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Brute, with Frank
it, but patrons told
me that it was fine and that the snow
Philip Rand, Rex
scenes were splendid.
Small town pattheatre, Salmon, Idaho.
ronage.
Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson. CudExploit him and he'll
dle up to Hoot.
please for you as he does for me. Peppery youthful player who gets his stuff
over nicely and story is not shoot-'em-up,
just good outdoor Western ginger that
makes you want a vacation yourself.
New Lyric theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Magnificent

Mayo.

—

did not see

I

—
—

—

—

The Fox, with Harry
Western

Carey.

of the better type.

Norton,

Kozy

theatre.

—A

It will

good
please

even those who are against Westerns,
but still love good action with good story.
It isn't, however, the first super-western
ever produced, as Universal claims, for
we have had many others equally good.

Eureka,

111.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
Played this against a real Frontier
Roundup here and patrons said it was
better than the real roundup.
Full of
pep, western stunts, fun and comedy.
Will please 90 per cent, as it did here.
Good paper and will draw attention.
New Lyric theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fox, with Harry Carey. Did not
do business in proportion to rental I paid.
Would make' a good program picture.
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Conflict, with
Priscilla
Dean. Good
picture.
Pushed this one hard. Good
crowd.
Patrons pleased. Fred Glass,
Lincoln
theatre.
Elm Creek, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
A dandy
subject and one that pleased 90 per cent.
Title draws and they came out.
Earl
Warner, Opera House, Augusta, Wis.—
Neighborhood patronage
The Magnificent Brute, with Frank
Mayo. Very good picture. Fine scenery
and plenty of action. This one pleased
100 per cent. T. R. Meierbachtol, Elysian theatre, Elysian, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Big Adventure, with Breezy Eason.
This is a good one. You can't go
wrong by booking this. Advertising
good, and will please. T. R. Meierbachtol,
Elysian theatre, Elysian, Minn.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

picture.

— Fred

— Bert

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy

—An

exceedingly
true-to-life
picture. Pleased big business. Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
Phillips.

—

—

—

The Fox, with Harry Carey. Extra
advertising. Good crowd. Well pleased.
Like Carey.
tre.

Elm

— Fred

Glass,

Creek,

Neb.

Lincoln thea-

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Once

to

Every Woman, with Dorothy

—A

Phillips.
good picture. Draws well,
but I can't see as it is any greater than

—

many

other good pictures. Ernest M.
Cowles, Orpheum theatre, Pelican Rapids, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.
Man to Man, with Harry Carey.
Large crowds. Everyone liked the picture.
Some, of course, objected to the

—

August

Western part of
theatre,
Grand

it.

—

S.

A.

1922

12,

Hayman, Lyde
Neb.

Island,

— General

patronage.

Vitagraph
Can Be Done, with Earle Williams.
Good picture. Drew fairly well. C. C.
Griffin, New Piedmont theatre, Oakland,
Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
Just fair. Did not do much at the box

—

It

—

—

Foreign acting not appreciated.
Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Rainbow, with Alice Calhoun.—
Just an ordinary program picture that
could have been improved in many ways.
Patrons' remarks varied greatly. S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge,
Spgs., Pa. Transient patronage.
The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.—
Something different and many fine comments from patrons. As a whole a very
satisfactory picture.
A. L. Hepp. Idylhour theatre, Greeley, Neb.
Black Beauty, with Dean Paige. Very
good. Wish we could get more like this.
Dalton Opera House, Dalton, Wis.—
Neighborhood patronage.
office.

—

—

—

—

—

—

The

Whisper Market, with Corinne
program picture. Pleased
small crowd. W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Neighborhood patronGriffith.

— Good

—

—

age.

The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
was good, but not as good as our
American make. Good drawing power.
It

A.

J.

Steggall, Fayette, la.

Flower of the North, with a special
cast.
A very good production and did
above average business.
Book it and
boost it. Business good. James Martin,
Family theatre, Attica, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Little Minister, with Alice Calhoun. This picture will please any discriminating audience and give prestige to
the exhibitor. Y. M. C. A. Auditorium,
Lake Geneva, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Where Men Are Men, with
Duncan.
fans.

—Pleased

patrons want
giving them

box

William

very well the Western

a special. My
outdoor stuff now and am
what they pay for at the

Good program, not
office.

Semon comedy. The

—

Bakery,

helped put this show over big. Majestic
theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

Bring Him In,
A good program
patrons.

—

theatre,

with Earle Williams.—

picture and pleased my
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess

Obion, Tenn.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.
Exploited it with "Lookout-Listen" crossing sign posts in lobby. Drew very well.
Pleased better than it drew. Railroad
tale.
Good interest, thrills and some
comedy. It's okay. Boost it. Majestic
theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
Rotten. Positively nothing to it. M. W.
Mattecheck, Liberty theatre, Kennewick,
Wash. Neighborhood patronage.
Flower of the North, with a special
cast.
One of Curwood's stories from
the North country in
Summer time.
Quite a rest from his pictures, as they
nearly all show Winter time. This is ex-i
tra good.
Many fine comments. A. L.
Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greeley, Neb.
Single Track, with Corinne Griffith
A very nice little picture and star does
some good work. Patrons pleased.
Bellman Bros., Lyric theatre, Ft. AtkinGeneral patronage.
son, Wis.
Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

ALICE LAKE
"I

Am

and Rosemary Theby in a scene from the Edwin Carew feature
the Law," being distributed by Affiliated Distributors, Inc.

—

—
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—

D. W.
Griffith
production. Tried to
bring this one back, but it is no use. It's
out here. Fred Glass. Lincoln theatre,
Elm Creek, Neb. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The

From

Call

with a special

the

Wild

(Pacific),

— Good. — Henry SanFairfax,
D. — Neigh-

cast.

bers. Fad theatre,
borhood patronage.

S.

The Cub Reporter (Goldstone). with
Richard Talmadge. Good picture, pleasing to average audience.
William Noble.
Empress theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room (Arrow),
with a special cast. Broke even on this
one.
People came out to see the pic-

—

—

-

—

—

ture all right, but

I

much

paid too

for

and 20 cents admisWalsPicture
pleased. J.
A.
sion.
Neighdorf. Opera House, Thorp, Wis.
borhood patronage.
The Jungle Princess (Warner Bros.),
with Juanita Hansen. One that sure got
Can recommend it to
a crowd for me.
one who wants a jungle picture. J. F.
Lawrence. Halls theatre. Halls, Tenn.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Played

it.

at 40

it

—

—

—

—

What No Man Knows (Equity), 'with
Young. Good picture,
Clara Kimball
but did not draw very well. Geo. O.
Monroe. Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.

—

DUSTIN FARNUM

in a dramatic bit of action from "Oath Bound,"
production reviewed in this issue of the HERALD.

Drew

should have.
Just fair program. Good comedy will put
you over okay with it. Honor system in
prisons is story. Pleased 50 per cent and
Majestic theatre, Lexonly fair at that.
Neighborhood patronage.
ington, Neb.
a

better

lot

than

it

—

—

of the Hills, with Antonio
this a good picture and
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox,
theatre,
Obion, Tenn. Small

The Secret

—

Moreno. I found
seemed to please.

—

The Courage
a

special

Northwest

of

Le

Marge O'Doone, with

— Curwood

that

has

story of the
Bear
equals.
Hastert, Elite thea-

few

— Henry
Mars,
— Neighborhood

great.

fight
tre,

cast.

la.

patron-

age.

cast.

of Maryland, with a special

— Civil War

picture.

Many

pliments and fine business.
many better pictures, but

Two

fine

com-

Have played
it

gave

satis-

—A

of Wallingford, with a special

very good picture.—A.

Fayette,

J.

Steg-

it

Taking
Richard

Fayette,

Chances
Talmadge.

—

—

From
cast.

the

—A

theatre.

patron-

Wild (Pacific),
good picture that

—

Two

—

(Goldstone,)

because

I

a right
—Just
looked bad
it

ordered advertising for

with

age.

—

is

to

with a special cast.
picture.
Of course

me

— A.

limit.

la.

patronage.
The Birth of a National (D. W.G.). a

Scenes from "The Christian" which Maurice Tcurneur
have the leading roles of John Storm and Glory Quale.
London.

Holmes. Arcade

— Neighborhood

with

program

and got none. Also lost money on
picture.
There is something' to advertising.
J.
W. Boatwright, Radio theaNeighborhood patrontre, Ozark, Mo.

Is a good picture.
action.
Star takes better than
Fairbanks. F. L. Freeman, Grand theaLake
tre,
City,
Fla.
Neighborhood

of

fair

days, better
gets real business.
second day. C. J. Goetz, Bevely theatre,
Neighborhood patronJanesville, Wis.
age.

good

(Arrow),
Clean pic-

and advertise to the

Steggall,

Call

(Goldstone),

— Only

Dangerous Pastime (Eastern Produc-

—

Book

The

with a special

tion),

with a special cast. Great.
ture.
Best drawing power of the season.
J.

picture.
J. A.
Holtville.
Cal.
age.

la.

State Rights
Ten Nights in a Bar Room

Full

The Heart
cast.

—

—

Princess
town patronage.

—

and drew them in. What more
do you want? It is the kind that the
average audience wants. You can buy it
right,
too.
H. P. Thompson. Liberty
theatre. Pardeeville, Wis.

gall,

Chances

Richard Talmadge.

faction

The Son

Taking

new Fox

a

—

it

—

—

The Stampede (Kremer). with Texas
This little star
Guinan. A fine picture
unusually good on Western stuff.
is
Mrs. Lola Bell. Queen theatre, Lonoke,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
The Shepherd of the Hills (W. T.

—

—

directing for Goldwyn and in which Richard Dix and Mae Busch
scene on the left was taken on the Isle of Man, the other in

The

August
it.

— C.

B.

Fox

Scott,

Wis.

>n,

12,

1922

New

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Lis-

patronage.
(Kremer) with Texas

The Stampede

—

Guinan. As good as a Western picture
can be made.
Patrons went wild over
it.

— G.

N.

Y.

Emblem

Strasser,

— Neighborhood

theatre, Buffalo,

patronage.

The Shepherd of the Hills, (W. T.
Gaskell), with a special cast.
Excellent.
Best we ever played. Dalton Opera
House,
Dalton,
Wis. -Neighborhood

—

—

—

patronage.

White Masks (Smith), with Franklyn
Farnum. Good
Western.
Franklyn
Farnum a good drawing card. Book

—

—

Tom Magruder,
Baxter
Springs,
Kan.
patronage.
these.

Elite

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Serials
Hurricane Hutch, and The White
Eagle (Pathe). Running them both the
same night, and they arc holding the
crowd pretty well. The White Eagle is
the better of the two.
Pathe makes the
serials.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
General patronage.
The Jungle Goddess (Export & Im-

—

—

—

—

port), with a special cast.
Playing to
great business for this time of the year.
Animal stunts gets the crowd because
they're real!
S. Baker, Park theatre, So.
Ozone Park, L. I. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

Gaskell), with a special cast. An old
one on return booking and stood them
wonderful money getter and a
up.
No kicks at advanced
good picture.
prices.
good one to cash in on. H.
P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardee-

A

—

A

Wis.

ville,

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Why

Girls
Bros.), witli a
exploited it is

Home

Leave

—

(

Warner

Properly
special cast.
H.
sure thing. S.
a
Borisky, American theatre, Chattanooga,

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Thoughtless Women (Pioneer),
Alma Rubens. — Lay off of this one.

Tenn.

N.

solutely

No

G.

story,

no

with

plot,

Abno

nothing.
Would be titled right providing the word "woman" was eliminated.
Miller,
Miller theatre, Atkinson,
G.
A.
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Where

My Wandering

Is

Boy

Tonight (Equity), with a special cast.
A fine picture and drew good crowds.

Most people will like it providing you
have good music to help put it over.
Bellman Bros., Lyric theatre, Ft. AtkinGeneral patronage.
son, Wis.

—

(R-G-R),

with Lester
Plenty of action and
Some fine long shots on scenery.
pep.
Opening dance scene should be cut as
our patrons are disgusted with bar room
stuff.
Floyd W. Reed, Orpheum theatre.
Bernice, Ind. Small town patronSt.

Blue
Cuneo.

Blazes

— Good.

—

—

age.

Blue
Cuneo.
tion,

(R-G-R), with Lester
a Western, full of acand all the other elements

Blazes

— Here

thrills,

is

make a
Cuneo

successful picture
rivals the best of
of this type.
in
this
one, and will win
the dare devils
many a favorite. It will get the business

which go

if

to

any of them

Rivoli

will.

theatre,

— Harold

Defiance,

Wendt.

F.

O.

— General

patronage.

The Days
with
that
all

of the Buffalo (Miller Bros.),

Cuneo.

Lester

different.
patrons.
P.

is

theatre,

—

—A

good

Western

Full of action. Pleased
Packwood, Star
E.

Wyaconda, Mo.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

one and make some money. Harold M.
Schoonover.
Mazda theatre, Aurora.
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

A

(Graphic), with
Sale
Gladys
A splendid picture for
family patronage.
One of the best of
the season.
Two days to fair business
in
hot weather.
Book and boost it.
You will satisfy all. C. B. Davis, Nor-

Ten Nights

in a

Bar

—

Room

(Arrow),

—

Is

My

Wandering

Tonight (Equity), with a special

Boy
cast.

Child

for
Leslie.

—

—

wood

theatre, Norwood, O.
hood patronage.

Ten Nights

— Neighbor-

a

special

Room

in a Bar
cast.
Ten

—

—

—

borhood patronage.

Where Is My Wander in g
Tonight? (Equity), with a special

— Very

Boy
cast.

fine picture.
Many compliments.
Got people in my house that never had
been
before.
Mrs.
Lola
Bell,
there
Queen theatre, Lonoka, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

ronage.

Vanishing Trails (Canyon), with a
cast.
A fair serial. Could be

—

cial

spebet-

but pleased the majority of people.
Showing it with The Lost City. Have
shown 13 chapters. Prices very reasonable.
F.
Spangler,
Globe theatre,
J.
Beaver, Okla. General patronage.
The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. Best serial ever released.
Big
business.
H. W. Peery, Ogden theatre,
Ogden, Utah. Neighborhood patronage.
With Stanley in Africa (Universal),
with George Walsh. A series of escapes
ter

—

—

—
—

—

—

and captures.

(Arrow),
Nights In a
Bar Room is an excelent picture. Paid
too much money for it.
Did not draw
as well as I expected it to.
C. B. Scott.
Fox theatre, New Lisbon, Wis. Neighwith

—

Historical serials don't do
the business here.
Miss Loraine is the
real star.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

HURRICANE HUTCH

(Pathe) with
Charles
Hutchison. Playing
Tom
a
Santchi two-reel western, a Pathe Review, a
Ha! Roach-Pollard comedy,
with this serial, and find it the best
Saturday program I ever had. Business
getting
better
every episode. G. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

—

—

The Diamond Queen (Universal), with
Sedgwick. Good serial, but the
exchange gave me so many missouts it

—

Eileen

has

crippled

the

on

business

this

one.

So This Is Arizona (Smith), with
Franklyn Farnum. The best Frankh'ii
Farnum yet. The kind of a western that
Plenty of action and
suits our people.
humor and not to be taken too seriouslv.
—Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall,
Grand Gorge, N. Y. Small town patron-

am too far away from the exchange.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala,

age.

age.

—

—

The Shepherd

of the Hills, (W. T.
Gaskell), with a special cast. This was
Night only
a return engagement for me.
and the first time in two years that we
had to use S. R. O. Jack Hickey, Jr.,
Grand theatre. New London, Wis. Gen-

—

—

eral

—

patronage.

Oath

Scarlet

—

my

of

they saw

it

not interest
ler.

(Peerless),

with

Gail

show before
and never came back. Did

fans
all

my

the

left

audience.

—

J.

F.

Spang-

Globe theatre, Beane, Okla.

Eyes
special
big tent
on this

of

the

cast.

I

— Neighborhood patronage.
Get 'Em Hutch (Pathe), with
Plenty
Charles Hutchison. — Good
of action. — Brichetto Bros., Crystal theKnoxville, Tenn. — General patronAla.

Go

serial.

atre,

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-

—

land.
First serial that we have used in
five years.
had record attendance on
last episode.
Seemed to pull better each
Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre,
night.
patMorganville, Kan. Neighborhood

We

—

—

ronage.

Kane. Used as a emergency program.
This is a Russian and American play,
but did not please my audience.
Several

with a special cast. Gave good satisfaction but had to pay too much for picture.
Charged 15 and 35 cents. Jack Hickey,
Jr., Grand theatre. New London, Wis.
General patronage.

Where

picture was well advertised and
exploited by us and proved a good
money getter and pleased the people.
Played to good business on the two
Grab this
hottest days yet this summer.

This

World

(Clune),

— Successfully

show which has
town with Eyes

Harold Bell Wright's

with a

bucked

a

a strangle hold
of the World,
big picture. Book

with
Robinson Crusoe (Universal)
Harry Myers. Best card since Winners

—
—

of the West.
Brichetto Bros., Crystal
General pattheatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

—

ronage.

Robinson Crusoe (Universal), witli
Harry Myers. Universal slipped us a
big joke when they booked us a 12 episode serial and then pushed in six more
should
It
episodes of padded scenics.

—

have been
Riley,

in

—

episodes.
R. Ross
theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

three

Wigwam

General patronage.

———
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Short Subjects

—

—

International News. This news is still
doing business at the old stand and givPhilip Rand,
ing complete satisfaction.
Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho. Small town
patronage.

—
—

—

International News. The news stuff is
good and timely. Feature stories good,
but the alleged cartoons that take up
If Universal
space on end are awful.
comis paying ten cents for this stuff the
pany is being robbed. Gen. L. Morris
Olympic theatre, Bellaire. O.

—

SELZNICK NEWS NO.

1054.— This

is-

—

Oakland,

Cal.

— Neighborhood

patron-

And

believe
are ab-

They

Cozy

— Neighborhood patChats (Hod.). — This

—

A

Sailor

Harold

—

(Asso. Ex.), with
Excellent.
Advertising

Lloyd.
patronage
audience well

best,
attendance
good,
William
pleased.
Noble, Rialto theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.

extensive,

—

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Denny. A mighty good two

fine.

— E. Fox. Fox theatre,
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
these.

J.

—

Reginald

Chaplin.

—

Some

for

CHICAGO,

W. ERIE ST.

la.

ILL.

Dear-

Chicago.

Tide
Star

Producer

Remarks

—

All Semon comeHastert, Elite, theatre,
patronage.

— Neighborhood

KENTUCKY

MORVICH,

High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS
Theatre and Home.

St.,

thrills.

— Henry

WINNER

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
413-419

now and send

—

played.

Le Mars,

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Or {an Building

of

blank

—

this

dies good.

Manufacturers

Fill in this

—

patronage.
The Suitor (Vita.), with Larry Semon.
Best Larry Semon comedy I have

going

series

Other Exhibitors

Made Man,

Patrons speak about
Marion.

Movie

Urban

for

—

Shoulder Arms, (F. N.), with Charlie
I put on a Comedy Night with
one and they fell for it.
Put it
over with a howl. Fred Glass, Lincoln
theatre. Elm Creek, Neb.
Neighborhood

ronage.

Are Doing

Piedmont, theatre.

story.
No burlesque or objectionable
scenes.
Worthy of being run with any
kind of high class picture.
Ben L. Morris. Temple theatre, Bellaire. O.

Patrick,

D.

New

Griffin,

Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

showing

year's releases.
cutting them out.

W.
solutely rotten.
theatre. Florala, Ala.

C.

Report Regularly on

—

last

am

I

— C.

Whole

Join in This Co-operative Service

born

—

me

—
—

Office Reports Tell the

Saving Sister Susie (Educational), a
Christie
comedy. A comedy that is.
The kind your patrons laugh with the

Century Comedies. Started these close
to release, and they booked them backwards till they got so old that now I am
using

—

Comedies (Pathe). Nearly always please. Dalton Opera House,
Dalton, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Pay Day, F. X.), with Charlie Chaplin.— Not up to his average.
Did not
draw as well as his former two reelers.
Rolin

Box

Story.

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

They take the monotony
ture and com edy off.— Ralph R. Gribble,
Grand theatre. New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Crystal theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
patronage.

Bros.,

—<General

USE THIS BLANK

age.

th_em.
of the old fea-

started

I

—
Lloyd Comedies. — (Pathe Asso. Ex.)
Always please. — Dalton Opera House.
Dalton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
New Tom Santschi Westerns. — (Universal). — Keep them up Carl. — Brichetto
ronage.

(

sue is crammed with most interesting
events and offers plenty of variety. There
are two or three items which can be
featured in advertising and figured on to
draw some business. —Harold F. Wendt,
Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.
Screen Snapshots (Pathe). These are
very interesting and my attendance nzf,

improved since

reel subject, but patrons did not care
about them. H. E. Swan. Empress theNeighborhood patatre, Kearney, Neb.
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DERBY

News No. 39)—

(International

This is a special news reel at regular
price and worth playing up with extra
advertising. The race is a peach. Order
it.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

—

Title

...

Idaho.

The
Your Success Lies
Anyone can

man

a

Be

free

to

be

make

in

Your

a failure
a success.

Own Hands

—but

takes

it

3

cents

—

FOR SALE Will sacrifice my equity in American Photo-Player No. 35 with 450 rolls of music.
Pearl Hughes,
Cost $5,500; first class condition.
2463 Harrison street. Kansas City, Mo.

THEATRE FOR SALE
at

Illinois

in

town of

including

$12,500,

organ.

let

'

em know

—

if

children

are

present.

4.00O.

No

Wife's Relations, (F. N.). with
Buster Keaton. Buster has scored again.
This is as good as he ever did. He always pleases here. It seems he always
has a new angle to the plots and stunts
People thoroughly enin his comedies.
joyed
it.
H. J. Longaker, Howard
theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
General patronage.

—

—

The

Four

—

Seasons,

(Educational).

Motion Picture Operator six years'
experience wants position.
Will guarantee to
handle any equipment. References furnished.
Edward Craig, Heyworth,

Neighborhood patronage.

Open every

c/o Exhibitors
Chicago.

Herald.

night.

417

SITUATION

WANTED—

111.

Remarks

— Philip

Big lobby, woods, bushes, stuffed animals. Went big.
S. H. Borisky, American theatre Chattanooga, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.
Aesops Fables (Pathe). Have shown
Cat and Swordfish was fine.
one.
Dalton Opera House. Dalton. Wis.

opposition.

Producer

before

hand Larry's coming and they'll thank
you as they did me for getting this one.
Majestic theatre, Lexington. Neb.
Neighborhod patronage.
The Simp, (Educational), with Han:
Hamilton. Not so bad. Will get the

My

FOTO-PLAYER FOR SALE

bargain

I

Star

—

$1.00

real

Larry

—

Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

FOR SALE— Theatre

that

—

Five Cents per

A

with

comedy

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.
Pay Day, (F. N.). with Charlie Chaplin.
Good. Go to it, Boys, Chaplin still
can go out and get the money.
Don't
be afraid to give him a boost for it will
pay you for doing so. H. E. Swan, M.
Thompson, Empress theatre, Kearney,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

CLASSIFIED
Advance.

a

—

CHICAGO, ILL.

Per Review.

(Vita.),

makes
'em talk out loud at meeting wondering
how Larry's got the nerve to do the

laughs

in

Hop,

Bell

— Here's

stunts he does.

and read

Saeenppiiuoiis
Costs

Semon.

Address "Theatre."
So. Dearborn street.

WANTED

—

—

—

Exhibitor

Name

of Theatre

Transient

or

Neighborhood

Pat

ronage
City

State

,
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costume

By Harry

by Elinor Glyn.

ijos

Hammond Beall

man

gateman,

studio

a

them

for

vacationing with friend
HOLT
JACK
wife somewhere in the northwestern

ing for his second feature production, a
screen dramatization of Hans Christian

part of Canada.

Anderson's
*

*

*

Bill

and the

lulu.

*

*

"The
Chimney-Sweep."
fairy

Mrs. Duncan (Edith

Johnson) have arrived home from Hono-

that likes

pubJoe Jackson, Goldwyn's west coast
issues an emphatic denial from his
Rupert
roll top desk of the report that
Hughes is to join another film organiza-

*

*

William Kenton has decided
Oliver

not to ac-

Morosco's contract for a

turn to the stage

in the

fall,

re-

preferring to

licist,

Mr. Kenton is playin pictures.
ing a leading part with the Cosmopolitan

tion.

Congressman M. W.
Howard's production of "The Bishop of
the Ozarks," directed by Finis Fox.

Josephus

Hughes

Mr.

that

states

Goldhas signed a long term contract with

wyn

to

write,

and

direct

title

his

own

productions

Emmett

J.

Flvnn

soon from
Immediately upon
here

vacation.
arrival he will beWilliam Fox feature.

gin work on a new
*

expected to arrive

is

his
his

European

*

*

William Russell has signed a new contract with Fox to star in comedy drama.
*

Edith
ports of

remain

Mary Miles

y

*

*

M inter

Tom Moore

and

are in Wyoming, with Charles Maigne, directing "The Cowboy and the Lady" by
Clyde Fitch as a Paramount picture.
*

*

The well-known drunken Indian piloting a Ford on Broadway is a man of
leisure compared with Harry Rapf. proHe is suducing for Warner Brothers.

"Actin's

but give

it,

his

right

all

me my

fellow at the conclusion of his

old

work

be-

fore the camera.
*

*

*

"The World's a Stage," an Elinor Glyn
story with Dorothy Phillips in the stellar

now under production

role,

United

made

Studios,
in

is

at

the

one of a few pictures

recent years, that contains most

every element that appeals to the ardent
fan, according to Sol Lesser, president

contains

the special.

The

the
story

romance, comedy, pathos
What more
it is said.

thrills,

and human

Corporation,

Pictures

Principal

of

interest,

could one ask?
*

*

*

Valli is now enjoying
of fame, and the burdens of it,

Virginia

*

fruits

the
too,

as she recently signed a starring contract
at Universal and is busy all the time.
*

*

*

Sol Lesser and M. R. Rosenberg, president and secretary-treasurer, respectively,

9

Corporation,

Pictures

Principal

of

an-

nounce the personnel of their company

_
*

director

be satisfied," said the big

company producing

*

*

*

mine, film director.
J

in

*

Roberts strenuously denies reher engagement to Arthur Jass.*

Company

Film

I'll

Shepherdess

tale,

*

cept

*

casting

"Chic" Collins decided to give "Bill"

job back an'

Duncan and

to enact the role

so

big chance in pictures.

is

Prin-

Director Colin Campbell

sent out a call for a

of

the

in

A

"The

m

appearance

Pictures Corporation's production of
World's
Stage," an original story

cipal

the rrocession

an

for

1922

12,

as

follows:
Colin Campbell, director; George
Hertholon, assistant director James Fran-

*

;

O'Shea, production manager; Sam W.
B.
Cohn, publicity representative; Dal
Gordon Jennings,
Clawson, cameraman
assistant cameraman, and Miss Jo Mor-

our midst once
more, returning to Hollywood after a twoyear absence during which he visited Eu-

William Farnum

is

cis

in

;

and also made a few pictures at the
Fox studio in New York. He is accompanied by his wife and daughter.

rope,

*

*

*

*

Mack Sennett, world famed producer
of screen laughs, has returned to Los AnIn company with Thomas H. Ince,
geles.
Mr. Sennett journeyed to New York several months ago to arrange for their 1923
production

campaign.
*

*

*

Harold Graber who has counted

tickets

Pantages for the past seven yearsexcept the year or so he was in the
navy wears the smile that comes to a man
only once in a lifetime. Recently Mrs. Graber presented him with a seven-and-onebalf-poimd daughter.
for

*

*

*

Keeping up with the rapid strides being made by his production units, Louis
B. Mayer has enlarged two of his four
indoor

his immense
open stage for immediate action, erected
a restaurant on the lot, added new lighting equipment to his electrical department
and restocked his property department.
*
*
*

big

Claire

stages,

cleared

Windsor's

famous

wire-haired

"Radio," has been lost.
The dog
was a freak in that its wire hair coating
frequently gave off static sparks.
Miss
Windsor offers a $10 reward to any one
returning "Radio" to her home. The dog
had been under the care of a veterinarian
who was trying to prevent the wire hair
from falling out. This week the purp evidently caught a weird message from Mars.
It ran out of the yard, chased its tail a
few minutes and dashed down the street.

JAMES KIRKWOOD

as O'Neil in a
scene from "The Sin Flood," Goldwyn's

*

working

with

—

*

#

or God?" now before the
CLARENi E II. GelDBERT, president of
the Mission Film Corporation, is prepar-

With "Science

public,

Katterjohn

Monte

Heroes
Barry
on the
famous

scenario of Charles G. Norris'
"Brass," which will be made soon;
looking over the cutting of "From Rags to
Riches," the just completed Wesley Barry
vehicle produced by Mr. Rapf, for Warner
and besides all that he has a
Brothers
small son who insists upon a daily trip
to the beach.
novel,

;

*

terrier,

*

—

special.

pervising the direction of "Little
of the Street," starring Wesley

*

"Bull" Montana

*

home

is

again.

He

cabled from Paris to Hunt Stromberg, who
now is at the Metro studios preparing to
start work on the first of the new series
of "Bull" Montana comedies for Metro.
The cable read as follows "Hello kid, am
in Paris, will be home on Majestic, everybody here gives Bull the once over. Love

—

and

kisses

— Bull."

.*

#

if.

—

For the first time in his long career as
a gateman at the United Studios, "Bill"
Colton, the most popular man on the lot,
was called upon to don grease paint and

*

*

The
Lo, the poor business manager.
press agent overlooked him and the only
time he is ever sought by members of the
company is with bills and complaints. But
he seems to thrive on the treatment, if one
may judge by L. A. Whitmore, the genial
guardian of finances of the Cosmopolitan
Film Company. Born and reared in Utah
he caught the universal movie fever. He
gave up his career as a banker and came
y'see he had the right inito Los Angeles
He was one
tials
about two years ago.
of the founders of the Standard Film Labbusiexchange
oratory, has been in the
ness and picture owner before taking over
the management of the Cosmopolitan at
the Fine Arts Studio.

—

—

Ted Sloman has moved into Fine Arts
studios and is getting ready to film "Blind
Justice," a crook story by Frank R. Adams.

secretary.

rell,

*

*

"Passions of the Sea" has now been
chosen as the release title for Carey Wilson's story hitherto known as "Captain
Blackbird," which is to be produced by R.
A. Walsh for the Goldwyn company in the

South Sea Islands.
*

For the

first

Phillips, star of

*

*

years, Dorothy
picture feaworking under the di-

time

for

many motion

ture productions, is
rection of one other than her

husband

— Allen

own famous
This time it is

Holubar.

Colin Campbell, who is directing her in
an Elinor Glyn story for the newly formed
Principal Features Corporation.
*

The

big

Valentino's

dolf

*

*

party"

"reincarnation

in

Paramount

new

RoPic-

Young

Rajah." directed b>
certain to be a novel episode in this story by John Ames Mitchel

"The

ture.

Philip Rosen,

is

which June Mahis adapted.

Almost

ever}

conceivable character is present at the cos
tume dance. Mr. Valentino is resplendem
in
ley,

his

rajah's

leading

costume and

woman,

is

a

Wanda Haw

beautiful

Flaine

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Organ

Installations

article by C. A. Whittemore contains many pertinent facts concerning
organ installations and is reprinted herewith through the courtesy of The Architectural Forum where it originally appeared in its July issue.

The following

A

was only a
IT installation

Front Suggestion

few years ago that the
a pipe organ in a

of

theater
or
public
building
was
looked upon as an epoch-making event.
These installations have now become so

common and

the installation of pipe organs in fine residences is such an every-

day occurrence that
particular

interest.

it

It

no longer is of
is,
however, a

and engineers as a
have not kept pace with the changes
made in organ construction and in organ installation. This is too frequently
evidenced by the scurrying around, after
it has been decided to install an organ,
to find the proper space to put it. Where
there is even a remote possibility of an
organ's being installed in a building it
fact that architects

rule

Star Theatre
In the last issue

we

carried a photo-

small theatre showing the
results obtained by remodeling the

graph of a
fine

front

of

a

The accompanying
theatre, owned by L.

theatre.

view of the Star
D. Hendrix, Mt. Vernon, Iowa, contains

inexpensive

an
tive

way

but

nevertheless

effec-

of adding to the attractiveness

We

theatre front.
call your attention to the two large ferns on either
side of the lobby entrance.
The picture hardly does justice to the
brightening effect they give. They must
be seen to be appreciated.
However, it
tan readily be imagined that they serve in
no small manner toward creating an inviting atmosphere for the house.
Such

of the

things as this do much in breaking up
the monotony.
It
not always the
is
elaborate and expensive embellishments
that count most.

Galesburg, Illinois

Firm to Market NewProjection Machine
A

charter for incorporation under the
laws of Illinois has been granted Rae
Tennery, L. D. Gillette of Galesburg,
111.,
and David Walker of Peoria, to
manufacture a new type projection machine in the name of the Gillette Multiple Picture Machine Company.
The new projector is conceived and
patented by L. D. Gillette.
number

A

of

the

stalled

original
in

The new
the

models

have

been

in-

various parts of the country.
model, just recently finished by

Sapihl

pronounced

Tool Company
complete and efficient

Electric

tvery respect.

is

in

should be carefully considered in the
preliminary plans so that space may be
left not only for the organ pipes and
the keyboard and console, but also for
the wind trunking and the electric conduit.

The organ itself is divided into three
divisions the organ or organ chamber,
the key desk or console and the blower.
These three units may be placed in close
proximity to each other or they may be
widely separated.
From the key desk
to the blower there is usually a 3-inch,
spirally-wound galvanized iron pipe with
tightly sealed joints.
Sometimes this is
connected directly with the main trunk
line from the blower and sometimes
from one of the wind chests in the or-

—

itself, where a standard pressure is
This pipe is used fremaintained.
quently to control the action of the keys,
in which case it is a pneumatic-action
organ, at times used merely as an auxiliary to the electric control and at times
merely to register the volume of the organ pressure. From the key desk in an
electric-action organ extends a cable in
which, in addition to spare wires left
for the purposes of repairing any breakdown on any of the circuits, there are
wires corresponding to each stop or
note on the key desk.
The valves in the organ chamber
which cause the "speaking" of the pipes
may be actuated electrically or directly
by the wind pressure. In the old days
these valves were actuated by thin strips
of selected wood to which were fastened
threaded pins which made a direct mechanical connection between the key and

gan

corresponding pipe. This was called
the "tracker action" organ and is nowWith the old tracker action
obsolete.
type and with the pneumatic type the

its

key desk

With

is

definitely fixed in

position.

the electric-action or the electricpneumatic fin some forms), the key
desk may be picked up at will and moved

any location within the limits of the
length of the cable.
The organ chamber, or the sound part
of the organ installation, is divided gen-

to

—

into
three
main sections the
the great organ and the swell
The pedal organ, as its name
implies, consists of that
part of the
speaking pipes which is directly controlled by the foot pedals.
The great
organ is usually composed of some of
the louder, sharper-voiced pipes and the
volume is controlled by a set of shutters in front of the opening from the
organ chamber into the auditorium. The
swell organ is usually composed of the
softer and sweeter pipes and is enclosed
in a separate box with a separate set
of shades and shutters, the whole construction being enclosed in the main organ chamber. When the main shutters
from the organ chamber and the shutters to the swell chamber are closed,
the tone will be very soft and remote
in effect.
The opening of the swell
shades produces a little more tone. The
opening of the outer shades gives the
maximum tone of which the swell organ is capable. These modulations of
tone volume are also applicable to the
pedal and the great organ, excepting
that between these two sections and the
auditorium is interposed but one set of
erally
pedal,

organ.

shutters.
The swell shutters and the main shutters are graduated, that is they do not
all start to close or open at the same
time.
Every fifth shutter may operate
in unison so that the gradual opening
effect would be one, five, etc., two, six,
etc., three, seven, etc., until the
shutters are all open.
Some of the organ
manufacturers prefer to open them in
sections such as one, two three, fourfive, six, and when the first section of

—

shutters is part way open, the second
section begins to open.
This study of
shutter control is a matter of great
importance and the desired effect is a
gradual increase of tone rather than a
sudden break from comparative quiet
to maximum volume.
The organ blower is located in the
organ chamber at times, and at other
times in a part of the building not too
remote where the air is as clean as posIf the air is taken from a room
sible.
in the basement where there is likely to
be dust it will not be long before the
dust is blown into the organ chamber
and reeds and pipes are soon put out
It is therefore desirable to see
of tune.
that the supply of air is as clean as posThe blower is usually a directsible.
connected fan type blower, and from a
secondary pulley on the main shaft is
The genbelted a small generator set.
erator set will furnish the low potential
current for the electric action of the or-
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gan

itself, so that on the organ side of
the blower there is no current heavier

Builds His

and always will be, a tremendous discussion between the various organ manufacturers as to whether
high or low pressure is best. Some contend that high pressure, which means of
about 15-inch water column, gives too
harsh, blatant a noise; others contend
that low pressure, of not over 5-inch
water column, is too soft and limpid for
bold effects.
There can be no question
but that the voicing can be adapted to
either method.
The voicing and tuning
and selecting of pipes for an organ is
one detail of organ work with which the
architect is seldom familiar, and it can

Own

Cooling System

is,

"I read the article in the July 15
issue of your valuable journal by
Mr. Rand of Salmon, Idaho, asking
for
suggestions for making his

house more comfortable.
"I had the same proposition to
contend with here, so I went shopping for a cooling system and found
the best price I could get on the
proper equipment was $800 to
$1,000.

"And

this

for the small
at one time.

hardly be expected that with the many
other things an architect must study he
should also take up the study of organ
construction and specification.
In the case of competitive bids from
various organ manufacturers, a glance

amount is rather hard
town exhibitor to get

I decided to build a
cooling system myself and consequently I have a cooling system
that is equal to any I have ever

seen.

have a 500 seat house.
First I
went to a machine shop and had the
shafting pulleys and hubs made at a

number of pipes, will reveal some interOne organ manufacturer
esting things.
may give 19 sets of pipes ranging from
32 for the pedals to 69 or 72 for the
Another mangreat and swell organs.
ufacturer on the same set of specifications may indicate a certain number of
This
pipes and some sets of "notes."
would mean the same thing to one who
construction,
does not understand organ
but there is a vast difference. When an
organ manufacturer specifies the number of pipes and proposes to install an
organ in which a certain number of
pipes and a certain number of notes are
specified, he means that some of the
stops (two or more) may cause the tone
to be produced from a single set of
pipes.
This is sometimes called "borrowing" or "duplexing." One manufacturer is putting in far more material,

total cost of $60.

When

New

age hearer cannot detect the exact
source of sound.
The opening from the organ chamber
into the auditorium should be kept as
clear as possible. The average size opening from

chamber would be
feet high by 14 feet

the great

approximately

8

long. This is an ungainly size of opening to treat in a decorative sense, so
that the first thing the architect usually
likes to do is to arrange draperies and
overhangings in front of these openThis immediately has a tendency
ings.
to deaden the tone and render the organ much less valuable. The architect
should, on the other hand, design these
openings and arrange them as may best
suit his design, but also arrange his draperies and hangings so that nothing
will interfere with the clear passage of
It is not absolutely necessary
the tone.
to have these openings always of the size
mentioned, but the total net area of the
grilles through which the tone is admitted should be approximately this size.
Many theaters have organs arranged

1922

"I

Then

I

hired a

carpenter and in three days I had
my outfit in use and I believe the
total cost including seven and onehalf H. P.

motor

is

under $300.

much

better than the small
fan system and only costs me about
$25 per month to operate on a seven
day week basis.
It paid for itself
the first summer and I figure I will
get ten years' service out of it."
"It

install deflector boards for the
purpose of bending the sound waves in the
direction desired.
The best analogy to
a situation of this kind in determining
the deflector boards as to position and
angle is to assume that the sound waves
act exactly as light waves, and then to
assume that the deflector boards may be
replaced by mirrors.
In this way one
can readily
calculate
with reasonable
accuracy the distribution of the sound.
These deflector boards should be constructed very rigidly on an angle of
channel iron formed with wire lathing
and secured in position by a permanent
structure after the exact angle has been
determined.
Then the whole surface
should be coated and smoothly troweled
with hard plaster.

Hancock at Detroit
Opened by Schreiber
The new Hancock

through the specifications, which really
means the detail of how the organ is to
be constructed with the selection and

far more wood and far more metal in
his construction than the other man who
is merely taking one set of notes from
one bank of pipes and altering them to
represent two different qualities of tone.
The average theater organ for houses
of not over 2,000 or 2,500 capacity will
occupy a space about 14 feet square by
This space should be clear
18 feet high.
of all obstructions, as many of the pipes
Frequently
are actually 16 feet long.
the organ is divided into two parts, one
part on either side of the stage.
this is done, the division of pipes should
be very carefully arranged or the effect
will sound a great deal like an old German street band. In the Capitol Theater
in
York there is a divided organ
which is so well arranged that the aver-

12,

to

than from 10 to 12 volts.

There

August

is

F.

R. Creason, Palace theatre,

Eufaula, Okla.

m

or near the upper box level, separated from the auditorium by a soundproof partition with the openings in the

proscenium
arch
these openings take

itself.

Sometimes

the form of decorative grilles extending all around the
arch.
Often these openings become lattice grilles at intervals in the arch with
solid panels

between, and sometimes the
openings are specially designed to form
a distinct part .of the architectural treatment of the arch itself. In figuring the
net area, it is quite necessary to calculate this from the full-sized details rather
than from the scale drawings, so as to be
sure to allow the full amount of opening.

In some theaters the organs are located directly on the stage back of the
construction work. With a 35-foot stage
one can readily see that an organ space
at the extreme rear of this, if built in
a separate compartment, would be at
some distance from the main auditorium.
A situation of this character is
not quite so desirable excepting in theaters where a permanent stage setting is
desired, such as a large motion picture
house, for example, where vaudeville
features may or may not be added. The
stage
for
"legitimate"
performances
could not be all broken up with such an
obstruction.
In this case *it would be
necessary to build, as previously suggested, outside of the walls of the stage
entirely.

The construction of these walls should
be properly studied and prepared with
reference to the finish on the organ
chamber side. All of the walls surrounding the organ room should if possible be constructed of brick or concrete
and then plastered on the surface with
a hard plaster and smooth troweled, as
this gives a very hard, non-absorbent
surface from which the tone will be
readily reflected.
If the organ be placed in a position
where the tone is not directly admitted
to the auditorium, it may be desirable

theatre at

Hancock

and Hastings street, Detroit, has been
opened by Mooney Schreiber. The house
seats 350 and is thoroughly modern in
every department.
Comfortable chairs have been installed

by American Seating Company, Chicago,
and an effective ventilating system by
American Blower Company. The Hancock is also equipped with two type S
Simplex projectors and a Minusa screen.
It is part of a store and theatre building
which cost $200,000.
William E. Schuttenhelm is managing the Hancock.

Honduras Exhibitor
Uses Minusa Screen
R. H. Wilson, Farmacia La Central,
La Ceiba, Honduras, has installed a new
Minusa gold fibre screen. Commenting
on the new acquisition Mr. Wilson in a
letter to Minusa Cine Screen Company,
writes:

"We were surprised and delighted with
the results of our projection which can
only be due to your gold fibre screen.
In these countries the electric current is
always very costly, and therefore, the
Maz-da-lite equipment is to our advantage and is easy to operate."

Open Two Houses in
Kansas City

District

Two new

houses were opened in the
Kansas City territory last week, the
Crane theatre at Carthage, Mo., being
opened by G. W. Bays, while the Airdome theatre, at Wathena, Kan., was

opened by

W.

P.

Bernfield.

Covering the
Territory
Menominee,

Mich.

— Bennie

of Florida have purchased the
nee theatre from C. I. Cook.

Brothers

Menomi-

*

—

DeLand, Fla. Howard P. Stewart,
manager for DeLand Enterprises has
leased from them the Dreka theatre.
*

—

Ohio. Scott Garrison and a Mr.
Patterson have purchased two theatres
Tiffin,

at Pratt, la.

*

—

Muskogee, Okla. Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Hinton have sold the Orpheum theatre
to Fred E. Turner.
*

Rosecan of
111.— E.
E.
Chicago and W. E. Martin of Monticello
have purchased the Princess theatre.
Monticello,

August

12.
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Theatre
Construction

News
New
Yoakum,

Projects

Tex.

— Ground

has
been
broken for the new theatre building
which Dr. W. Shropshire is erecting.
Contractor Applewhite is doing the work.

—

Mishawaka, Ind. Contracts have been
awarded for the erection of a new $175,000 theatre here.

—

Th above views show the interior of an alternating current type of starting and speed
ontroller and the enclosed type of controller tor starting and speed regulation duty,
'he handle which extends at the top and to the left, closes the contact fingers
nd connects the motor to the line, while the three-armed contact above is operated
rom the exterior of the case and when mcved varies the speed of the motor. At the
3wer right hand corner is shown the automatic overload relay, which protects the
notcr against overload and eliminates the need of fuses.

disconnecting switch opening all lines,
which switch can be locked in the open
position, thus preventing tampering with
The door of the enclosing
the control.
case can also be locked closed.
Manual or automatic controllers are
made for all kinds of motors adjustable
speed and constant speed, A. C. and D. C.
The automatic controllers are operated
either from push button stations or from
float or pressure regulator.

accompanying

illustrations, is based on
long experience gained in designing
and
manufacturing
controller
equipment for buildings and on a study of
specifications of leading architects, the
requirements of the National Electrical
Code,
Electrical
Power Club, State
Codes and use of the Municipal Codes.

Although enclosed, even the manual
types may be operated from the exterior
so that starting or speed regulations, or
both may be accomplished without opening the case, therefore removing the
danger of the operator coming in contact with live parts.
Th:s a point especially worthy of consideration, the safety element being important for more reasons than one. That
a large percentage of accidents annually
caused

from

contact with exposed
equipment is well known.
Such equipment is a continual hazard not only for
employes and others, but for the building as well.
It is apparent then that
the enclosed standard equipment is of
value both because it increases the element of personal safety and because it
tends tc reduce the fire hazard.

Made
Every

for All

controller

is

Motors
provided

with

Invention

Sidney D. Jacobson, a physician
Sacramento, California, claims to
of
have invented a device on the h} drostatic principle that will allow a motion
picture camera to remain level despite
Dr.

T

pitch of the vessel while making
water scenes. This, it is said, will elimiappearance of the horizon
nate the
Jumping up and down, a thing declared
to produce a feeling of indisposition if
watched for a long time.

the

Removes Danger Element

is

New

Claims

a

theatre.

*

—

Alexandria, La. Saenger Amusement
has started work of remodeling the Rapids theatre, greatly increasing
its seating capacity and making of it a

Company

new

theatre.

—

Marketed by Cutler-Hammer

a

new

gating sites for a

virtually

New Control Eq uipment Line
Starters and controllers formerly made
up as special for use in theatres, public
and office buildings, schools, etc., are
now a part of a new standard line made
by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing
Co.
of
Milwaukee.
Heretofore
this
class of control equipment differed somewhat according to each set of specification's,
which resulted in a higher cost
and sometimes in delays. This new line,
several types of which are shown in the

Omaha, Nebr. Marcus Heiman. J. M.
Finn and R. B. Kahan of the Orpheum
circuit were in Omaha recently investi-

Cleveland, O. The Ohio Amusement
Company, which now controls two theatres is planning to build several more
according to D. L. Schumann, president.
*

—

Wichita,
Kas. A
Wichita's down-town

new

theatre

for

district
is
being
planned by Bernard Davis of Davis
Brothers Clothing Company. 116 West
Douglas avenue as a part of an addition
to property at 220-22-24 West Douglas

avenue.
*

—

Sanford, Fla. Excavation work has
been started for the new Sanford theatre
at Magnolia & Second streets to be
erected by Milane Amusement Company.
*

—

Carrier Mills, 111. John R. Haris, manager of the Cresent has started construction of a new theatre here.

—

Grand Rapids,
Mich. William
M.
Wurzburg. who has been reorganizing
the Regent Theatre Company now has
the project fully capitalized and contracts
have been let to Mastenbrook & Grove
for the completion of the new Regent
theatre.

*

—

Dallas, Tex.
L. B.
has purchased the G
- *
f

Brown

& A

of Garland,

Regal theatre.

Red Lodge, Mont. — The Management

the Liberty theatre. Fromberg. has
taken charge of the Pastime theatre here.

of

—

Little Rock, Ark.
Cecil Cupp is now
sole owner of the Royal theatre, at Arkadelphia, having purchased the interest of

—

Richmond, Va. A. L. Straus and E. H
Gunst have made application to build e
$400,000 theatre at Seventh and Broad.

—

Washington, D. C. A new theatre will
be erected on the site of the old Knickerbocker, it
Crandall.

City,

announced

by

Harry M.

be called the Ambassa-

Ownership Changes

L. A. Walker.

Union

is

It will

dor.

O.— Edward

C.

Wright

of

purchased the Union
Greenville
has
Grand theatre which he will open following a thorough remodeling.

—

Basin, Wyo. A. B. Martin has purchased the Rex theatre from E. H. Atkinson.

—

Jennings, Fla. F. X. Houppert and J.
H. Houppert have leased the Jennings
theatre here.

—

POOLING SYSTEM
TYPHOON
TYPHOON
NEW YORK
„

FAN CO.

345W.39-ST.

New Port, Tenn. \V. G. Carter has
leased the Gay theatre from T. H. Campbell.
Mr. Campbell had previously purchased

it

from Jav Allen Glenn.
*

Barry, 111.— G. M. McClain opens the
Star theatre which he recently acquired,
on August 4 and 5 with the Pathe picture
"Xanook of the Xorth."
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You

August

always get your

Universal Film on time
Every one of our many Ex-

—

working 24 hours a day
days a week
to insure your getting your
films on time. Here's an actual happening
changes

which
to

is

—

illustrates the lengths to

make

which we go

that possible.

A theatre in Ligonier, Indiana, had ordered
a Universal picture for his Sunday show.
The late return of the film from another house made
it impossible to get it there on time, by express. Our
Chicago Service Manager bundled the film into his
own car and after a 150 mile ride— and speed was
necessary all the way— he reached the Ligonier theatre just 10 minutes before the show opened.

Of course

was an unusual thing to
illustrates one of many things we
that

do. But it
have done to make the
ice the finest service

you

to

re-organized Universal Serv-

ever dreamed about.

We

want

expect more from us because you will get more,

CHICAGO OFFICE— 831

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
"Prisoner of Zenda"

Exhibitors
Discuss Coal Shortage

Illinois

Booked

at Roosevelt
District Manager Shirley
Sees Big Years Ahead
for Metro Films

Joins A. E. Forces

As Chicago Manager

Closing of

stock Affected
important measures were discussed at meetings of film men in Chicago last week. The prospect of "heatless Mondays" or orders for a complete
shut-down of theatres on account of
lack of coal was taken up at the regular
meeting of the Illinois Exhibitors Alli-

proaching season will be the greatest in
the history of Metro Pictures Corporation is seen by
S. A. Shirley, dis-

manager

for

the

distributing
company in Chicago,
who al-

ance,

last Friday.
report from Woodstock, 111., where,
as a result of the coal shortage, two
picture theatres are being limited to two
performances daily, and all other business houses and stores compelled to

A

ready
has
arranged for indefinitely
extended
runs of two of
Metro's new pictures

in

his

r

ter-

ritory.

Opens In August
The Rex Ingram production
of "The Prisoner
of Zenda" will be

A. Shirley

S.

presented at the Roosevelt theatre, beginning late in August.
This photo-

founded upon Anthony Hope's
romantic novel, is expected to surpass
in box office stamina even Mr. Ingram's
earlier triumph, "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse."
Viola Dana's newest Metro production
"The Five Dollar Baby" opened at the
Balaban & Katz Chicago theatre the
week of July 24. It is an Irvin Cobb
story and had an extended run at the

play,

New York

Criterion theatre,

City.

Predicts Bright Season

"The new Metro season

is

beginning

with a promise of greater things than
ever before." says Mr. Shirley.
"To my

mind Mr. Ingram's latest production is
his best and Miss Dana's charm in her
new picture more irresistible than ever.
The showings at the Roosevelt and Chicago support

me

in

my

view."

Stern Holds Conference
S.
W. Miller, special representative
for Universal Film Company, Milwaukee, with J. K. Kaufman, the new manager of Universal's Milwaukee office,
were callers at the Chicago exchange on
Friday and in conference with District

Manager
manager

Herman
of

short

Stern and
products,

general

George

Levine.

James

manager of
Saxe Bros., Milwaukee and Max Weisman, sales manager First National, Milwaukee, were also callers at the "U"
Kehoe,

general

exchange on Friday.

PRESIDENT

Arthur S. Kane added
another live wire to the Associated
Exhibitors sales forces this week, when
he appointed Harry W. Willard sales repMr.
resentative in charge in Chicago.
Willard had joined Realart when Mr.

Kane formed and became presdient

of

that organization, and remained with
until its absorption last December

by

it

another company.
Mr. Willard has had 11 years' experience in pictures and has been in the exhibiting as well as the selling end. He
started as a bookkeeper in the Chicago
Mutual, becoming assistant
offices
of
manager and then district auditor, in
charge of the accounting departments of
the western exchanges. After serving as
assistant manager in Triangle's Chicago
offices,

he resigned to be general manager

for Lubliner
exhibitors.

&

Trinz,

big

the

Chicago

Joining the Fox forces, Mr. Willard
in turn special representative of the

was

Boston and of the Syracuse office, and
of the Chicago branch.
After
that he was manager in Chicago of
Metro's "Screen Classics," resigning to
open the Chicago offices of Realart, remaining as manager. Since last winter
he has been in the stock and bond busi-

manager

'

close at 6
o'clock,
The
was read.
theatres are allowed to give one matinee
performance and one in the evening.
Woodstock is the first Illinois town to
adopt lighting restrictions because of
the coal strike, but with dwindling coal
piles throughout the country no doubt
more than one electric light plant will
be put on a war-time basis. If the coal
strike continues it will mean that only
essential industries will be able to get
coal and the theatres will be the first
to suffer, and following a summer that
has left its mark on many small houses
for poor business, the prospects for the
winter are not bright.
The F. I. L. M. Club also took up
the question of the railroad strike, as
it affects the transportation of films, at
the weekly meeting. With the cancellation of local trains and the poor schedules maintained by others, it has become a serious matter.

Censors Split Over
Ku-Klux Klan Film
Considerable friction developed between
Chicago censor board and Chief of Police
Fitzmorris, -following an order from the

Chief to delete a portion of a news reel

showing a

Ku Klux Klan

Plainfield,

111.

the chief, resenting the "interference."

Using
As

George Ade as Host

farm at Brook, Ind., on August
good attendance is promised.

A

"U" Films

a feature of the

Pageant of Prog-

John W. Quinn, general manager of
Yitagraph, spent a few days in Chicago

Chicago, Universal Film company
its
Chicago exchange, is furnishing the Better Films committee
with prints of "In the Days of Buffalo
Bill," "The Mirror" and Screen Maga-

with

zine.

ress,

28.

initiation held in

The film was passed by all the censors
with the exception of Rev. Alonzo J. Bowling, a colored Methodist minister on the
board who protested and when the board
passed the picture over his head he enlisted
the support of Alderman Anderson, also
colored, and obtained an unofficial ruling
from Corporation Counsel James Breen and
Chief Fitzmorris ordered the scene cut out.
Miss Edith Kerr, the new chairman of
the Board and a Fitzmorris appointee, immediately dispatched an indignant note to

ness in Chicago.

George Ade. the author and playwright, has invited the Paramount Pep
Club, to spend a day's outing at his

if

— Wood-

Two

Unquestionable promise that the ap-

trict

Theatres Seen

Strike Continues

Quinn Stops
relatives.

Off

through
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»

JM.

Duncan, Vitagraph

ager,

*

trip

has
to

returned

district

man-

from a business

Omaha.
*

*

*

Harry Weiss bade good-bye to his numerous friends on Film Row and departed
for his First National job at St. Louis.
*
* *
L. T. Marks, former Hodkinson manager
at St. Louis, has been added to J. A. Steinsen's Vitagraph sales forces.

*

*

*

Harry M. Berman,

general

manager of

F. B. O., after spending a few days with
"Pop" Plough, left for Kansas City and the
East.

tation man, spent three days in Peoria assisting Dee Robinson put over "One Clear
Call" last week.
The picture played the
.Madison street theatre three days to good
business.
This house has also booked
"Trouble" and "The Silent Call" and is
planning unique advertising stunts with
*
each.
*
*

Clyde

Elliot's

feature

George DeKri/if, sales manager for ExSupply Co., made a business trip
to St. Louis last week.
*

*

Mack, who

good

*
is

change,

*

*

Rock

vacation it
Lake, in Northern

Wisconsin. He
brought back a

*

base ball

is

picking up this

photo of his catches
which we print here-

summer along the Row. Now hodkinson
comes forward with a team that promises

with, but he refused
answer impertinent questions as to

make the Paramounters, First Nationals,
Fox and Universal scramble for their
laurels.
And they say Manager Simmons
tosses a wicked ball when it comes to pitchto

to

how many

*

string.

*

*

Much

*

pleased

of

the

at

No Importance"

Silverman, of

'

"Jeff" Lazarus. First National's exploi-

the

does say,
Wisconsin

a good place to go
for a good time, and
he talked so enthuis

about it
has almost sold
the Herald staff on
siastically

he

*

reception of "A
at the Castle
theatre. Edwin
the local
Selznick exhange, is now busily engaged
approving contracts for this Oscar Wilde
romance in the outlying houses.
* * *

Woman

to

He

however,

Speaking of b. b., on Saturday July 22,
Paramount, with District Manager Herbert
W. Given in the box, defeated First National's crack aggregation, with Bond doing
the twirling in a spirited contest at Jackson
Park. Score 5 to 4.
I.

Leserman and his Rock
Lake Catch

LOUIS LAEMMLE,

the state.

Things are picking up again around the
Chin Chin Club, on Adams street, with the
return of the good old 60-cent lunch, an'

popularizing Universal Service*
territory. "Watch Universal
pictures this Fall," says L. L.
that
in

Engaged

*

*

*

"Chick" Keppler blew the local Pathe office on Saturday and is spending a week's
vacation in Kansas City.

*

*

*

L. A. Rozelle, Metro's popular
has returned from his Eastern
trip,

looking

his debut at the Tivoli theatre, the Balaban
and Katz house at c:ird street and Cottage
Grove ave. last Monday night. He follows

Nathan Finston and Arthur Dunham at this
house and came here from Seattle.
Mr. Kay's musical career includes work
as director of Victor Herbert's operettas,
a member of the Royal orchestra of Berlin,
conducting an orchestra in Sidney Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles,
which he opened. The Tivoli is assured of
some excellent music with Mr. Kay wielding the baton.

Song Ties Up With Film
Simultaneously with the announcement
that

We

have

it

vacation

refreshed.
*
* *

on no

less

that

authority than

Paramount Week

Dan
this

year is going to surpass all former weeks
heretofore staged by the Paramount company. The L. & T. circuit and Ascher Bros,
have booked up solid, which gives Dan
thirtv theatres right off the reel.
* * *

Joe
man,

is

Roderick, Paramount city salesout again after a two month's ill-

ness.

W

and has

retitled

them.

Many

big stars appear in Mary's support in
these re-issues.

*

*

Storm."

premier at the Capitol theatre,
on July 30, comes the announcement that a new song fox trot
titled "The Country Flapper" has been
world's

New York

published by G. Ricordi & Company,
Music Publishers, and is to be used in
connection with the picture.

"Radio King"

Is Finished
"The Radio King." Universal's serial

of science, starring Roy Stewart, and directed by Robert F. Hill has been completed at Universal City.

Visits

Chicago

Sidney R. Kent, general manager department of distribution. Paramount,
was a Chicago visitor last week.

*

George Levine, newly appointed general
manager of short products for Universal,
was back in town Friday, and getting set
Milwaukee. Although
for his next jump
short product manager, George hasn't forgotten how to sell features, and is signing
up exhibitors all over the state for "The

—

Dorothy Gish's new feature picture
Country Flapper" will open its

manager,

much

Roche himself

Griffith

for Tivoli

Arthur Kay, former assistant conductor
of the Boston Symphony orchestra, made

everything.

James Gillick has returned from his
yearly outing and is telling the Pathe staff
about the big ones he caught and others
that got away.
He said he got seven big
"muskies," one weighed thirty-two pounds,
he said.

i^iivcif ct the Jixciusive Film
Service, 732 South Wabash avenue,
Chicago, who has secured five Mary
Pickford Films directed by D.

is

this

New Musical Director

"The

MAA

head of the Sales

Promotion Department of Universal
Exchange, Chicago. He has been connected with this exchange fifteen years
and is another member of the staff

fishermen

contributed

ing.

*

returned

from a two weeks'

spring on an unsuspecting public, in connection with the showing of "The Storm."
in

the

Bearing a
coat
of
tan
and
looking hale and
hearty, I. Leserman,
of the Universal ex-

handling the advertising for the Randolph theatre, under
the Universal regime, has several startling
exploitation stunts which he is going to

Interest

of

of the advertising.

hibitors

Irving

"Out

Dust" having bad its down-town run, played
three days at the big Lubliner & Trinz
house, the Pantheon, on Sheridan Road, Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
A lobby display of Remington paintings was a feature

E

The Only Way
My process of
of

new

conservation
films and effective

renovating
exhibitor
condition
I

assures the

a film in fiaftf*
to his patronage.

ncreased

earnings

to

exhibitor and producer.

A.

TEITEL

*04 So. Wabash A«., CHICAGO

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

Marriage

The

Bargain,

M inter.

five

Mary

reels,

Miles

The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,
Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Smudge

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Domestic

five reels,

From

Straight

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall Prod.), seven reels.
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional Prod.),
five reels.

Belle

of

Alaska

Bennett

(Chester

Prod.),

It,

Where

is

(Tuttle- Waller

Buster

Prod.),

six

reels.

(Jas. Livingston Prod.), five reels.
Truth (Marion Fairfax Prod.), six

Jr.

The Lying
reels.

Film), seven

(International

Sisters

Woman

The Hidden

The Heart

Specialist
art), 5,000 feet.

reels.

five

Old

Home

Kentucky

(Pyramid

Pictures),

seven reels.

Law

and God's (Finis Fox), six reels.
Man's
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer), five reels.
Chaudet), seven reels.
The Pillagers (Louis
P. S. Earle). six reels.
Destiny'" Isle

Wm.

(Wm.

Shattered Idols,

seven reels (Frothingham Prod.)

ARROW FILM CORP
Leslie.

Love. Hate and a Woman, six reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Dangerous Paths, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Price of Youth, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room, eight reels, John
Lowell.
The Innocent Cheat, six reels, Roy Stewart.
Chain Lightning, five reels, Ann Little.

Motion to Adjourn, six reels,
Marjorie Daw.
Back to Yellow Jacket, six reels,
Kathleen Kirkham.

—

Compson),

6165

Window (May McAvoy).

4,490

Woman

Roy Stewart and

(Cosmopolitan), 5,144

After Six Days, ten reels.

5,600 feet.
The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri), 4,712 feet.
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton),

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley), 5,243
The Spanish Jade (Robertson Prod.), 5111

4,942

Matrimony a Failure?

Is

(All-Star), 5 612

feet.
feet.
feet.

The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan), 7753 feet
Beyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson). 6740 feet.
The Wife Trap (U. F. A. Prod.), 5207 feet.
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.), 6586 feet.
North of Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels), 4770 feet.
The Man from Home (Geo. Fitzmaurice), 6895
feet.

The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres). 5000 feet.
The Bachelor Daddy (Thos. Meighan), 6229

through Patke Exchangei
Sailor-Made Man, Harold Lloyd, four reels.

The Unfoldment, special cast, six reels.
Handle with Care, all star cast, five reels.
six reels.

Marner, seven reels, All-Star.
The Real Adventure, five reels, Florence Vidor.

Leah Baird.
Harold Lloyd.

the Devil Drives, five reels,
five reels,

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,

INC.

Jan. 15— Reckless Chances, five reels.
Feb. 26
Hills of Missing Men, six reels.
Apr. 2
Sunshine Harbor, six reels.
Apr. 16
Pasteboard Crown, six reels.

Apr.

—
—
—
A
23

— Lonesome Corners,
—Tracks, six reels.

Alone, six reels (Mel-

Cast.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
five reels,

with

Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C.
The Victim,

FILM SALES

Talmadge

five

(Norma

Life's Greatest Question,

five reels,
six reels,

Roy
Roy

Stewart.
Stewart.

TOM MIX SEKiUS
The Night Horseman
The Rough Diamond,
.

five reels.

five reels.
five reels.
Sky High, five reels.
Chasing the Moon, five reels.
Trailin',

Going, five reels.

The Fighting

Streak, five reels.

WILLIAM
Blossoms,

HtDiSKliL
five

IBBIII

reels.

The Roof

Tree, five reels.
Strength of the Pines, five reels.

Jackie, five reels.
Little Miss Sunshine, five reels.
Ragged Heiress, five reels.

to

Burn,

five reels.

«HIHI,K1

Very Truly Yours,

HASO\ 4RRIBI

five reels.

DCSTI1V FARNTJM SERIES

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

The Primal Law.

five reels

The

Devil Within, six reels.
Iron to Gold, five reels.

The Married Virgin,
Frivolous Wives,

six reels.
six reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish,
Bar Nothin',

FIRST NATIONAL
Molly O, with Mabel Nonnand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

rive
five

reeU
reels

Riding with Death, five reels.
Pardon My Nerve, five reels.
Western Speed, five reels.

JOHN GILRERT SERIES
Gleam

o'

Dawn.

4,178

feet.

HH4M

20TH CE!\TIHt

Cinderella of the Hills.
(Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).

The

Jolt.
(Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy)
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five reela.
Extra! Extra (Walker-Murphy), five reels.

Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Red Hot Romance, six reels (Emerson-Loos).
Penrod, eight reels. Wesley Barry.
The Cave Girl, five reels.
The Lotus Eater, seven reels, John Barrymore.

from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Shipman.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.

Caberia, nine

Good

Boy,

five

reels.
reels,

Special.

Jackie Coogan.

The Seventh Day,

six reels. Richard Barthelmess.
Question of Honor, six reels, Anita Stewart.
Gas. Oil and Water, five reels. Charles Ray.
Smilin* Through, eight reels. Norma Talmadge.
The Infidel, six reels. Katherine MacDonald.
The
He Married, seven reels, Anita

A

Woman

reel

The

Willi K SERIK*

Wife, five reds.
Broadway Peacock, five reels.

five reels, Ethel Clayton.
The Greatest Truth, six reels Mia May.
South of Suva, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
Borderland, six reels, Agnes Ayres.

For the Defense,

The Deuce of Spades,
The Primitive Lover,

six reels. Charles Ray.
six reels, Constance

re-isue.)

The Heart of the North,

PEARL
Any

Money

Stewart.

six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

WILLIAM K*H«PH IBRiai
Hi« Greatest Sacrifice »i» reels.
A Stage Romance. 6.416 feet.
Shackles of Gold, five reels.

Our Leading Citizen, seven reels, Thos. Meighan.
The Eves of the Mummy, four reels. Pola Negri.
The Man Unconquerable, six reels, Jack Holt.

My
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.

reels.

Cristo, eight reels.

Up and
feet.

Pro.).

five reels.

May 7
Up in the Air About Mary, five reels. All-Star.
The Woman Who Came Back, five reels, Special

Too Much Married,

The Last Trail, seven reels.
Oueen of Sheba. ten reels

Desert

The Woman Who Walked

Woman, Wake Up! (Florence Vidor), six reels.
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird), five reels.
Silas

reels.

feet.

Perjury. 7,400 feet.

Across the Continent, six reels, Wallace Reid.
Over the Border, seven reels (Stanlaws-Compson

Distribute 4

Grandma's Boy,

Shame, 8.200

Monte

Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille-Ayres-Holt),

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

When

reels.

Thunderclap, seven

feet.

ford).

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

Lady Godiva,

Virgin Paradise, eight reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Co«rt, eight

Arabian Love, seven

feet.

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton). 4.698 feet.
The Sleepwalker (Constance Binnev), 4.530

Prod.).

Roy Stewart and

The Broken Silence, six reels, Zena Keefe.
The Splendid Lie, six reels, Grace Davison.
The Double-O, five reels, Jack Hoxie.

A

A
A

the Hill, eleven reels.

Footfalls, eight reels

feet.

Find the

Over

feet.

The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Fair*
Binnev
God's Country and the Law, six reels, Gladys

A

Glass

all-ttar cast

FOX SPECIALS

— Real-

feet.

a

reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
FOX FILM CORPORATION

feet.

Through

reels.

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with
Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies Cosmopolitan).
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4), 3,825

reels.

My

(Mary Miles Minter

(Betty

reels.

Post), eight reels.

Hurricane's Gal (Dorothy Phillips), eight

FAMOUS PLA YERS-LASKY

The Green Temptation

(Nanuet Am. Corp.),

Fools First (Marshall Neilan), six

The Masquerader (Guy Bates

five

Prod.), five reels.

Cradle

with Clara Kimball Young.
Wandering Boy Tonight? six reels,

Cullen Landis.

reels.

Bluebeard

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Clara Kim-

Paris,

What No Man Knows, Clara Kimball Young.
The Worldly Madonna, Clara Kimball Young.

Daring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reels.
Jan of the Big Snows (Jas. Oliver Curwood

The

reels.

Sonny (Richard Barthelmess), seven reels.
One Clear Call (John M. Stahl). eight reels.

five reels,

My

six
five

(Katherine

Relations

Rose O' the Sea (Anita Stewart), seven

Youne.

ball

Charge

Sennett),

MacDonald),

reels.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush,

(Charles Ray), five reels.
Crossroads of New York (Mack

The Half-Breed (Moroscc). 5 484 feet.
Slippy McGee (Morosco), six reels.

Tal-

I

WID GUNNING,

INC.

Girl

to

Evil, five reels,

Lucy Doraine.

Bear, Boy and Dog, two reels.
Puppy Days, 959 feet.

Robinson Crusoe Hours. 968

feet.

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
Foolish Monte Carlo.
The Bootleggers.
The Love Nest.
Don't Blame Your Children.
Mrs. Dane's Confession.
The Blue Mountain Mystery.
Ace of Hearts, seven reels.
Dollar Devils.
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GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GEORGE

Theodora, special

cast, eight reels.
Fool, six reels.

The Glorious

Man

Watch Your

The Heart Line,

Step, six reels.
<irand Larceny, six reels.
Watch Your Step, five reels,

Landis and

Patsy

six reels. Colleen Moore.
Fair in Love, six reels, Betty Compson.
Over Heels, five reels, Mabel Normand.

When Romance

The

GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Thou Shalt Not Love, six reels, All-Star Cast.
The Fountain of Youth, six reels, All-Star Cast.

W.

Pearson.

reels, Virginia

six
o'

Marguerite

reels,

Lantern, six

reels,

Marguerite Snow.

ZANE GREY PICTURES.
The Mysterious Rider,

INC.

Claire

reels,

six

Adams-

Robert McKim.

BENJAMIN

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

The Grey Dawn,

six reels,

Adams.

Claire

and Raymond Bloomer.
Married People, six reels, Mabel Ballin.

WARD LA5CELLE PRODUCTIONS
reels,

Thomas

Jefferson.

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Cameron

of the Royal Mounted, six reels, Gaston
Glass and Vivienne Osborn.

HO LIRE PRODUCTIONS
TILFORD CINEMA STUDIOS
Slim Shoulders, six
reels,

five reels,

Winding

Is Young, five reels, with
Trail, five reels, with Buck

L.

J.

Gasmer

METRO SPECIALS
Jan. 2— Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special,
an. 9 Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana,
Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth
i an. 23

Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

6—The Golden
20— The Right

Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

Glass Houses,
—
Alice
— Kisses,
—The Face Between,

six reels, Viola

6
3
17

reels, Russell

Simp-

David and Jonathan, 4,800

Lake.

six reels,

six

reels,

Bert

May

1

— Seeing's

Believing, six reels, Viola Dana.

NAZ1MOVA PRODUCTIONS

5,000 feet.
Riders, 5,000 feet
Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet.

Madame
Billions,

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova
reels, with Nazimova

LEWIS

The Storm,

&

Mae Murray.
Mae Murray.

Peacock Alley, eight
Fascination,

reels,
eight reels,

MILLER BROS.

101

RANCH
INC.

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.
D.

reels,

with

Mahlon Hamil-

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

That

reels,

with Blanche

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

When We
B.

five

Warner.

reels,

The

BQh

stunt novelty.

Divorce Coupons,

The

No

Defense, five reels.

The

Silent

five reels.

Gypsy Passion,

Leave Home, Anna Q. Nilsson, seven

School Days, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Your Best Friend, Vera Gordon, seven reels.
Ashamed of Parents, all-star cast, six reels.
Parted Curtains, Henry B. Walthall and Mary
Alden, six reels.

Dangerous Adventure, Grace Darmond, seven

Little

Riches, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Heroes of the Street, Wesley Barry, seven

reels.

Brass.

reels,

with

Conwa>

His, six

reels,

with

Wllliar

Tearle.

Faversham.

Who Am

Girls

reels.
to

six

six reels, a

reels.

WARNER PICTURES

Rags

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Red Foam,

six reels.

The Sheik's Wife, six reels.
Too Much Business, seven

A

five reels.

Ambition,

five reels.

reels.

Referee, five reels.

of

Vow,

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

Why

of Stone, five reels.

The Road

reels.

Girl's Desire, five reels.

Wild Irish Rose, seven reels.
The Ladder Jinx, six reels.
The Ninety and Nine, seven reels.

Fighter, five reels.

A Wide Open Town,

five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

My

five reels.

reels.

After Midnight.

The Man

reels.

Virgin's Sacrifice, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN

with

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

The Sin That Was

ton.

Her Unwilling Husband,

five

Announce Your Marriage?

INC.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven

reels,

Bucking the Tiger,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

You,

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

of the Buffalo, six reels.
Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

JESSE

to

Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.
The Prophet's Paradise, five reels.
Channing of the Northwest, five reels.
John Smith, five reels.

Days

Peters.

Street, five reels.

Received Payment, five
Island Wives, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

Nazimova

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS

House

Lucky Carson, five reels.
The Man from Downing

ENTERPRISES

E.

Reckless Youth, five
Evidence, five reels.

six

Camille, six reels, with

J.

eight reels,

VITAGRAPH

A

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Why

Dean.

reels. Harry Carey.
Wild Honey, six reels, Priscilla Dean.
Foolish Wives, 10 reels, Erich von Stroheim.
Man to Man, six reels, Harry Carey.
The Trap, seven reels, Lon Chaney.

The Rainbow, five reels.
The Little Minister, six reels.
The Angel of Crooked Street, five
The Girl in His Room, five reels.

feet.

Her Story,
The Night

S.

five reels,

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTION*

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two

Wife,

The Fox, seven

Dana.

Lytell.

Own

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL PRODUCTIONS

A

It

Miss du Pont

reels.

The Trouper, five reek, Gladys Walton.
Trimmed, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
Afraid To Fight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
The Married Flapper, five reels, Marie Prevost
The Top o' the Morning, five reels, Gladys Walton.

Hughes.
Feb.
Feb.

five

Married His

Restless Souls, five reels.

Shadows of Conscience, seven

—
—

Who

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTION!

son.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

Marie

The Black Bag, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Out of the Silent North, five reels Frank Mayo.
Her Night of Nights, five reels, Marie Prevost

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

Zena Keefe.
Manning.

Frank Mayo.

Frank Mayo.
Second Hand Rose, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Kissed, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Step on It, five reels, Hoot Gibson.

Conflict, six reels, Priscilla

Girl's

Alien.

INC.

When Love

Cast.

Gasnier Prod).

and Ed Coxen.

with Diana Allen.

VICTOR KREMER,

six reels (L. J.
Rainbow, six reels,

Hayakawa.

of the Wolf, five reels (Norman Dawn
Prod.).
The Fatal Marriage, five reels (Gish-Reid reissue).

A

Wings of Pride, five reels.
Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana

The Amazing Lovers,

Home,

to Earth, five reels,

Wonderful Wife,

The Man

RAINBOW FILM CORP.

Marjorie Seaman.

Doll's House, seven reels, Nazimova.

linson.

A

The Son

JANS PICTURES, INC.

banks.

The Ruling Passion, seven reels, George Arliss.
Fair Lady, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Orphans of the Storm, twelve reels (D. W. Grif-

Prevost.

The First Woman, five reels, Mildred Harris.
Gay and Devilish, five reels, Doris May.
Sheik of Araby, six reels, H. B. Warner revival.
The Glory of Clementina, six reels, Pauline Fred-

Irene Castle.

reels,

Griffith).
reels, Mary Pick-

The Bear Cat, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
The Man Under Cover, fie reels, Herbert Raw-

Prod.
Boy Crazy, six reels, Doris May.
The Vermilion Pencil, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.
Queen O' the Turf, five reels, special cast.

BERG-KAHLERT PRODUCTIONS

W.

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS

five reels. Doris May.
Colleen of the Pines (Chester Bennett Prod.).
My Dad, six reels, with Johnnie Walker.
Up and at 'Em, five reels, Doris May.

reels. Irene Castle.
Trespassing, six reels, Irene Castle.

nine reels (D.

The Wise Kid, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Dangerous Little Demon, five reels

The Understudy,

French Heels, six

A

Tracked

erick.

God's Crucible, six reels, Gaston Glass.

Street

fith).

Days

the

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

Disraeli, seven reels, George Arliss.
I Accuse, eight reels (Abel Gance production).
Iron Trail, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.
The Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fair-

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
of

SEELING PROD.

ford.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.
The Man
Paid, five reels.
Irving Cummings Series, two reels.
Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

The Call
Beyond

R.

in a Million, three reels.

Carnival, six reels (Harley Knoles production).
Way Down East, eleven reels (D. W. Griffith).

to Live, five reels, Sessue
Why Men Forget, five reels, Special
Billy Jim, five reels, Fred Stone.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

five reels, state right feature.
five reels, state right featart

Gamble,

Through the Back Door, seven

six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.
Squire Phinn. five reels.
Welcome to Our City, five reels.
Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Five

East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.
Jane Eyre, seven reels, Mabel Ballin,
Other Women's Clothes, six reels, Mabel Ballin

Van Winkle, seven

The Man

Dream

Who

B.

Free Air, six

(Achievement

reels.

When Dawn Came,

Certain Rich Man, six reels, Claire Adams.
Heart's Haven, six reels, Claire Adams.

No

six

The Call from the Wild.
The Fatal 30.
The Able Minded Lady.
The Girl from Rocky Point,
The Forest King.

A

Rip

Within,

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

all-star cast.
six reels,

Power

Neal Hart.

five reels,

CHAS.

PACIFIC FILM CO.

COkP.
RENCO FILM COMPANY

The Veiled Woman,

INC.

(Arthur F. Beck

reels.

Films.)
of the North, six reels (Freres).

W HODK1NSOM

Lavender and Old Lace,
Snow.
At the Sign of the Jack

six

Nanook

Hampton).

Rides, six reels (Benj.

Wildness of Youth, six

Girls Don't

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

Miller.

Head

six reels, with Geo. B. Seiti

D. N.
Fickle Women,

Prod.)

Come On Over,
All's

Tangled Trails,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

B. SEITZ, INC.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

with Two Mothers, five reels, Mary Alden.
His Back Against the Wall, five reels, Raymond
Hatton.

with Fritzi Brunette

six reels,

1922

12,

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

August

Ralph Ince Special.

I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit.
(All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)
Reported Missing, seven reels.

Main Street.
The Beautiful and Damned.
Little Church Around the Corner.

WESTERN PICTURES

CORP.

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
five reels, Allene Ray.

Lady Luck,

Titch for

the September
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HERE

IS

A BONANZA!
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Greatest Story
f

WILL BE RELEASED
Now
9

i

5

Playing Limited

SEPT.

3

rtiffi

New York Engagement

Weeks In Boston
Weeks In Los Angeles

book now and take advantage of the^nation-wide
FOX FILM CORPORATION
55th St., New York City
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S

ROiVORLDS
Vhen

the

FINEST THEATRE

Chicago Theatre

plays

From Geo Bioadhursts
stage success

bu.

sensational

UngjOTNPCormick

« YIR6INI A VALLI

HOUSE PETERS
MATT MOORE 1
Directed

by Reginald Barker

Presented by

CARL LASMMLE

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL

August

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

ite

expected
EVERYWHERE

it

has been shown this

greatest box-office sensation has broken
old records and made new ones.
4

IT is the one big outstanding picture whose
* popularity has been as tremendous in the
small towns as in the large cities which has
consistently packed them in, in good and bad

—

weather.

EVERYBODY

knows about this stupendous
Super Jewel and wants to see it. That's
why it is a great picture a marvelous boxoffice cleanup
for any size town.
GET IT

—

—

FOR YOURS!

GREAT!
(ROKE
ALL
IECORDS!"
ays

FAFLADER,

WlIC,
;\N

^

FRANCISCO tf*1

.

Universal

Superjewel

oolish Wipes
presented by CARL LAGMMLE

by and

with

VON STIiOHEIM

E X

II

T

B

I

TOR

S

HERALD

August

19,

1922

irhil Pollers
GREATEST SHOWonEART
GET BUSY

!

BILL IT LIKE
Q\RL IAEHMLE ^UNIVERSAL*

A CIRCUS!

AMAZING

CHAPTER, PLAY

ARTACORD

MM IE
Direct ed^by EEward Laemi

C-HWPjTiER

produced by

—

-

August

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

19,

m
v.

BSOLUTELY
al

and exploitation

0 ce
fca
ii

the most

the

co-

SS

and stupendous box

lossal

1

proposi

show business has known

/ears

Jtaggered
a

blase

ton

New York

—

dynamite

blew
tDadway to bits ripped open
1 rlem and the Bronx
rocked
Esoklyn and the outlying disHe

of

—

—

thousands

"renzied

velmed and

all

but wrecked the

— New

(ban theatre

York

ay plastered with signs
rrs

in

'$3

overliter-

and ban-

GREATEST EX-

the

LOITATION CAMPAIGN OF
4L TIME—
If Ringling had this show he'd
trow away his circus and put
n the Name of the Law" under

<nvas

—

With

its

3LICE TIE-UP

marvelous
IT'S

POSI-

VELY THE GREATEST
-IING YOU'VE EVER SEEN—
A REAL SHOW FOR REAL

-IOWMEN!

Wire your nearest
F. B. 0.

Exchange

NOW!
istributed

by

IIM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA

"seventh Ave.

E x c h a n ges Everywhere

X

v 7s*
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41 Great

Paramount
No. 8

Pictures
From

THIS

big stage hit
a sure-fire
picture.
One of the
greatest casts ever assembled, and a production in which no

makes

expense has

the play by

Rachel Crothers.
Screen play by
Clara Beranger.

been

spared.
It will

be one of the

most talked

- of
pictures of the year.

\x i

AOOLPH ZUK-OfO

PRESENTS A

William
deMille
PROI
PRODUCTION

PEOPLE
WITH

WALLACE REID
BEBE DANIELS
CONRAD NAGEL
JULIA FAYE
Watch

the

trade papers
for the other 40

ft

4/
fc-JFAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION J

'""will lu

Week Augustt 6-12
Symphony Theatre, Los Angeles

[jrold

Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy"

Week
13th
And
A-Goin'

Still

His Latest, Greatest and Longest Production.

Tables Compiled Monthly by Motion Picture
Lloyd in "A Sailor-Made Man" Leads Going
Harold
;v; Show
N'cT Every Other Feature in the World in Both Ratings
Box Office
Percentage

—

ilu

and Entertainment Value.

These Ratings Are By

"Grandma's Boy"

is

You

Exhibitors Yourselves.

the First Lloyd since

"A

Sailor-Made

ar"

"A Sailor-Made Man" Ran
lgles,

in

Weeks

7

Symphony, Los

the

at

January-February.

"Grandma's Boy"

Already

is

in its 13th

Week

Same Theatre, Same Town, Worse Season

in

Midsummer.

for

"Grandma's

270,000 Persons, equal to -j the Population of
Joyd's Latest in the First 11 Weeks, 1 Day.

Los Angeles,

»y'

»v

One Print Worn Completely Out With 600 Times Through
aoines

and Replaced

No Long Show
He's

On

the 74th

for Dr.

Day

H. B. Breckwedel with "Grandma

is

Doing

You can Show Harold Lloyd
i

the population of
the Midst of the Run.
-j

Physical Distributors
IMC

You Can
in

Do.

"Grandma's

Your Town and

Follow the Pathfinder!

Pathe Exchange

the

m.

Too Smart For That.

What Dr. Breckwedel
y* to

at 7 p.

Still

s

you arc

a

showman

Youhaveevervthin

with \vh ich_ Jgi^a^_^onrW5 fi?eTTW er%~
jire tfy""aT!TH aI<?nted

the

l

ROGER. FERRI
MOTION PICTURE WORLD

and these men
know a winner
Sam Grand

Bobby Norhh

Harry Land

APOLLO FILM EXCHANGE FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE s^N.E. QUALITY FILM EXCWAi
GREATER NEW YORK and MASS. CONN. RHODE ISLAND,
WESTERN PENN5YLVAK
NORTHERN NEWJERSE/ VERMONT, MAI NEandNEW HAMPSHIRE and WEST V/DGINI/

Tony Luchesse
DELUXE FILM EXCHANGE
EASTERN PENNSYLVANJAa*d

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY

Sidney Samson
GRAND NORTH EXCHANGE
UPPER NEW YORK STATE

WmFinkk
QUALITY FILM EXC HADE

KENTUCKYandOHIC

.<

was sold attl
First showing in H.y
Grab yours no

Thi$ Eastern territory

HOM TO BE
y
Xl
%©
$

oZ WIMMERf

WRITE OR.WVRE

C.B.C FILM

PIT I E Dthan

5ALES CORP.

1600 BROADWAY

scorned
NY.CITY
1

I

1/

MARION

DAVliS

»

exquisite

this

INDavies

is

production

offered an opportunity

the display of emotional

of a power hitherto unrevealed.
dual role she

is

seen in

all

.

The

a

her gorge is

beauty and magnificent gowns andt
as a

)r

abiiit-

n

prim, drab "old maid.'
strong

supporting cast

inclus

Pedro de Cordoba, Forrest Stany,
Maclyn Arbuckle and Gypsy O'Br

i.

•

01

I

'The Young Diana

7

'"^HE tremendous success of Marie
Corelli's
•

o

published story, especially

among women is due to the appeal
its unusual theme
the transforma-

—

tiin

of a

spinster into a

b lutiful Princess.

Its

box

ravishingly
office

appeal

is.bsolutely assured.

and profit by it,
"The Young Diana" at an

Pjve this statement
playing

kedy date in

your theatre.

Read what the "Motion Picture News" Says of
MARION DAVIES in "The Young Diana"
F

this

is

season

—

a

sample of what Paramount is going to offer film fans this coming
world is in for a surprise. If there ever was a

well, this jaded old

picture that has everything, this

"To begin
"Second,

with, there

is

one

one of the

is it.

finest casts ever assembled.

produced with absolute disregard for expense.
picture Cosmopolitan has ever offered.

it is

mounted

It is

the most lavishly

"Third, the gowns worn by Miss Davies constitute a style show which will be a
valuable asset for you in exploiting the picture to your fair sex patrons.

"Fourth, the story has a different angle and holds the interest every moment.

—

Miss Davies appears in two extremes of characterization first as a young
then as a woman twenty years older, gray-haired and approaching spinsterhood.

"Fifth,
girl

Here is pan"Sixth, the Ice Carnival scenes will set a new standard for lavishness.
tomine and tableau, color, novelty and beauty, all mixed into a series unapproached
in gorgeousness.

"One

could go on indefinitely enumerating the wonders of this production.

"Miss Davies in this picture has been given her opportunity. Her work as a young
girl then as the aged spinster, later as M'lle Galatea brings out histrionic ability
heretofore undeveloped.
"Joseph Urban's settings are quite the acme of perfection.

"The

world can put
anywhere any time."

finest theatres in the

should, go

this

on and reap

a

golden harvest.

Story by Marie Corelli.
Scenario by Luther Reed.
Directed by Robert G. Vignola and Albert Capellani. Settings by Joseph Urban.

It's

a Paramount Picture

It

August

19,

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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^11 Eye
THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL

RELEAS:

present i

THI
Who

Is

Lupino Lane

?

Present representative of the famous Lupino family who have made the British
Empire laugh for more'than a generation

What Has
Lupino Lane Done ?
Star comedian of Drury Lane, London,
recently principal comedian of "Afgar";
Jester to the Courts of Laughter oi|two
continents.

What

Will

Lupino Lane

Do ?

a series of star comedies for William
Fox, and make a barrel of money for wise

Make

showmen who book them.

"THE REPORTER."

THE FIRST FOUR

:

IKT"

I

"FRIEND HUSBAND.

EADY FOR BOOKII

— NOW

I

re
(F

On

THE INTERNATIONAL COMEDIAN

JJlliaim

Fox
\

tilth

a Million

Laughs

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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d get Yd
handful!
Alexandre Dumas'
Greatest Story

IT'S

A TREASURE CHES

August

19,

1922

Now
ity^

or>

aboat to enter

fourth

tx)or>t1rv

DroacLway
P erf m

Pa. si lis 200 th
/

n

iV c

Y

tv-

^^itnessed

or

o

Jby

C

a,nc
1 t

e-

j/^

more than

100,000 PERSONS during

its

New

DirecUd

ty

"York

Run

£dwin Carewe &Ja.ck Ford

Scenario by Paul U. Sloane

William Fox
rj/arvt/

r

PICTURE

u;ith

MARY CARR
A Picture for - ~
Mother
Father*
Sister

Brother
Sweethearts

AND ABOUT

THEM!,
f-

STRENGTH

16

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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1922

EVERY KNOWN DEVIC
MAIL
THE FAST

August

19,

1922
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Arv

HONEST

77la/£

AYOTION
PICTURE

~

Durnin^

ncoln

J.

Carter

Directed

fe?

Jt>er

C O U NTS

HAS

-A

BEEN USED TO MAKE
SPEEDY PICTURE

Marion

Fairfax

With an all-star cast including

MARJORIE DAW - PAT Q'MALLEY
TULLY MARSHALL * NOAH BEERY
Written

and

directed by

John Jasper, Mgr.

MARION

FAIR FX

Production

Here is a story that has all the wallop
of "The Bat," "The Thirteenth Chair"
three
and "The Cat and the Canary"

—

plays that with their elements of mystery
have done an unparalleled business in

New

York;

one running two years; the

others a year each.

Marion Fairfax has given this clean story
punch of a trip-hammer and audiences
everywhere like it immensely.
the

Production
Everywhere "The Lying Truth" has played, in
the best houses, on the largest circuits, in the
best neighborhood houses, the title of the picture
has drawn the public in past the window.
After the audiences were inside they liked the
story; the cast of well-liked players: the
excellence of Marion Fairfax's direction and editing
and titling of the picture.

Romance and mystery are great box-office
elements in a well-made picture.
Because
mystery has been cheapened and abused in
certain cheap productions or in lively
serials
many exhibitors long ago took fright at the
word "mystery."
The

biggest book publisher in America, lunching
yesterday with the most powerful masazine
editor
in the world, told us that the
largest audiences
they can get are obtained through
constant publication of romantic mystery stories.

RELEASING
In

Oarfi Gma&m

CORPORATION
Releasing Corporation.

Limned

)

Jin S.E.V Taylor Production

jhe Mohica n

'<

cfrom the storu oj

VEES UCK"
by

JACK
LONDON
Directed by
S.E.V. Taylor

Produced by
P.T.B. Inc.

i

—

Daughter
Romantic Charm— Virile Adventure
Dramatic Intensity— and more!
Yes. more than that, there is an indefinable and
admirable pathos in this heart-stirring tale of a
red girl s sublime heroism, her beautiful unselfishness and her whole-hearted sacrifice which
makes this production one of the most appealing, one of the most distinctive, and one of the
most distinguished of the current season.

A

breath of the great outdoors; a corking story
bv a standard author, interpreted by a Griffith
director; a delectable morsel for jaded film
right now.
appetites to be served now

RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasm*

i
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Most Popular Operetta
"Its

music

in every

home"

BABES inTOYLAND
REARRANGED AND PRODUCED FOR

The Exclusive Use

:

of Exclusive

Motion Picture Theatres
WITH

BESSIE
and a

WYNN
cast of

EIGHTEEN TEMPTING TOYS
with Startling Scenic Sensations by

Hi

1922

VICTOR HERBERT'S

THE PERPETUAL STAR

fin

19,

i
E

JOHN WENGER
Opens

in Atlantic City,

August 27th

Book at once through

FRANCIS A. MANGAN PRODUCTIONS
1476 Broadway
New York City

Or

EDWARD

SMALL,

Inc.

1493 Broadway, N. Y. City
(Phone: 2389 Bryant)

1

ENTERTAINMENTP/bs
^ a therm as big as all outdoors
y
Jci so simple a child can understand ti!

55

c*

HEART INTEREST

Plus

c^a

storj thai digs info the Heartad imbeds^
therein a never* to-be,* forgotten lesson/

EXPLOITATION VALUE
a

'

storj that will appeal fc tlu masses
rather than the classes.

Combined

is

what Exhibitors have-"

demanded, you zpt these

3

and more/

in

I

^\

Edward
Slomdn'S
A
lr

Pe rsonai ly Produced PiAuxc

II

BLIND JUSTICE
MILTON SILLS
FMNKLR. ADAMS
PATtiMALLEY
popular
ALEC FRANCIS
MUNSEY'S MAGAZINE CARMELMfERS
^Adapted from

most
srorvj
recently published in

OFFICE' TITLE.
T.-A STORY FRESH in the PUBLIC'S MIND

CHAS CLARY

V MASTERLY DIRECTION
^ 4 A PERFECT PRODUCTION

ERIC

l'"BOX

!

CDWARD SLOMAN
P RO D U C T ION S.

MAYNE
JACK MOWER

WALTER LONG
4 5^4 Sunset 2/vd,Los Angde&G*/.
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TheJtearjDtept
PRESENTS

"Fun from the Press"
THE LATEST AND BIGGEST LAUGHMAKER—

a

genuine novelty

add distinction and entertainment-value to any bill and
will delight any audience.
Exhibitors will recall the sensational
success of the short subject formerly sponsored by The Literary Digest.
This new Literary Digest subject will be even more popular, because The
Literary Digest with its great influence and prestige, will be behind it 100%.
that will

Biggest Exploitation Campaign Ever

Given a Short Subject!
400

Daily Newspapers Will Tell Nearly

Readers About

20,000

1

4,000,000

It!

Everywhere Will Carry a Message
the Millions Who Ride!

Street Cars

To

5,000,000

Men

and

Women

Will Read

of

It

in

Ma gazines
Uncle Sam Will Carry Direct Messages
More Throughout the Year

to

Millions

CAUTION
"Fun From

the only motion
picture subject with which "The Literary
Digest" has any active connection whatever
Any use of the name "The
at present.
Literary Digest" by producers, distributors,
connection with
or exhibitors, except in
this new subject "Fun From the Press" is
the Press"

Distributed by

is

wholly unwarranted and unauthorized and
when so used is illegal. If exhibitors wish
to show the genuine Literary Digest subject
the only film now produced, sponsored and
backed by The Literary Digest, they will immediately get in touch with the nearest
Hodkinson exchange.

—

•

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
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'CAP'N KIDD"
that "CAP'N KIDD"
WHENmysaygreatest
know
I

serial

is

what

I

I

am talking about.

The very name, "CAP'N KIDD",
suggests violent action on land
and sea and you can take it from
me, THERE IS!

When we had the fight in the
burning inn nobody ever cared
very much whether we were roasted a bit so long as the fire was
realistic.

We

fought

all

over the building

in a perfect rain of hot cinders,
falling beams and blazing chunks
of wood.
It

was the same through every

chapter, realism run riot!

Then,

company

I

had a "hand picked"

for

"CAP'N KIDD".

/ could say no more
book on the subject.

if I

wrote a

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
0 So.

Wabash

CHICAGO

Ave.

Toy Building

MILWAUKEE

W. Vermont St.
INDIANAPOLIS

144

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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" Superb

Acting

August

19,

1922

Work

in the Finest

cf

Jackie's Career!'
—N. Y. Wod
Newspaper
call

critics

from

all

parts of couny

picture funniest and most heart tou

i-

ing in which the young genius has appeaid

— one of universal appeal.
TENSE HEART DRAMA
"A lot of fun and some tense, heart-touching drama.
court room scene is as compelling as has been seen on
screen in months.
Jackie reaches the finest moments of
career.
It is superb acting, a piece of screen work that wi
be a credit to any emotional actor in America."

—New

ie

ie
is

d

York Worl

A RIOT OF FUN
"A

story with laughs and heart-touching scenes. The
are a riot and the antics of Jackie and his dog make
comedy portion perfect. The audience at the New Gr
Central last night laughed louder and more often than
have ever heard them before. There are also heart-toucl
scenes in which Jackie with his magnetic personality ren>
a performance that is remarkable."
St. Louis Globe Demot

)-

titles

GOES OVER BIG
"Jackie's personality puts over the picture."

—Dallas Dispatch.

STAR
"Jackie

is

IS

e

g

i
I.

.

WINS HEARTS OF ALL

SPLENDID
"An hour

splendid and his grin sublime."

—San

e

d

of cheering and applause marked each prese
Hope Theatre. Jackie won the he
of the audience from the very start and gave them thrills
laughs aplenty." Dallas Morning News.

Francisco Examiner.

i-

tion of 'Trouble' at the

UNIVERSAL APPEAL
at the New York Strand it was
hard for the rest to keep up with the orchestra. 'Trouble'
has that indefinable something all exhibitors are looking for—

5

d

"They laughed so hard

universal appeal."

New

He

WILL SATISFY ALL

A

"Another of the delightful Coogan comedy dramas.

—

St.

"Jackie Coogan has scored another big success in 'Trou
does some emotional work that is almost unbelievj;.
There are so many things that grip one at the throat at e
same time bringing a smile to the lips. There is laugh a r
laugh.
It is one of those pictures that will please every
It is better than his last two."
San Francisco Bulletin.

.'

York Morning Telegraph.

heart-touching production with natural comedy
fine entertainment that will satisfy anyone."

WILL PLEASE EVERYONE

:.

relief.

It

is

Louis Times.

GLORY FOR JACKIE

NOT A DULL MOMENT

"Jackie again covers himself with glory.

not a dull moment in the six reels.
Brimful of
human-interest touches.
Well told, clearly defined, cleverly
worked out." Indianapolis News.

"There

is

heart-strings to perfection.
tricks ziso are provocative of

between humor and pathos."

His

much
St.

winsome
fun.

He

plays on

personality

e

d

It is nicely balard

Louis Star.

Sol Lesser presents

Jackie Coogan

FOR THE COMING

YE'

"TROUBLE" °M
A

Jackie

and a

Coogan

Production

First National Attraction

WATCH ^O-CJ' WA
SENSATIONAL ANNOUNCE!

I

August

It

19,
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Will Pay

You

27

Dimes and Dollars

in

To Hold

9 Dates

Book 4 August Releases Now
and Start Your Fall Harvest
Aug.

7— JACKIE COOGAN

"TROUBLE"

in

Five reels of joy and laughter with sometimes a sob. Jackie's biggest and
Your patrons fell in love with Jackie in " Peck's Bad Boy " and " My
best.
Boy." They'll lose their hearts entirely when they see this one. Get this

The

quick.

Aug.

14

August

— GUY BATES
This

POST

in

"THE MASQUERADER"

the wonderful story of Katherine Cecil Thurston.

is

showed for years and everyone
Post's wonderful acting

is

known

It

has been road-

familiar with the stage production.

is

to

your patrons and

this is

Mr.

considered his

greatest work.

4

Aug. 21— KATHERINE MacDONALD

in

"HEROES AND HUSBANDS"
the most beautiful woman in the world, so adjudged by the Chicago
Tribune and New York Daily News beauty contest, in the latest of her new
series of finer productions.
We can guarantee that it ranks among the best

Comes

this star

has produced.

Aug. 28— NORMA

TALMADGE

in

"THE ETERNAL FLAME"

This has been called by those who have seen it greater even than " Smilin'
Through." That is SOME recommendation. It is the wonderful story by
Honore de Balzac and it gives Miss Talmadge the opportunity for the most
marvelous emotional acting of her career.

Here Are the
A^Ug. 14

August

— SENNETT-TURPIN— "HOME MADE MOVIES"
The

Turpin

Comedies
Aug. 28

comedian has appeared in up to date. It'll bring
it.
A good comedy story with all the inimitable
produced as only Mack Sennett can make a comedy.

best the criss-cross eyed

the roof

down when you

tricks

play

— BUSTER KEATON— "THE FROZEN NORTH"
Our own frozen faced comedian in a tale of the frozen trail in the NorthIt is the most novel comedy with the most novel tricks in the most

lands.

novel settings that you have ever seen.

It's

funny enough to shake a tomb-

stone with laughter.

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTIONS

Watch for the 5 September Releases!
Every One Is a Big Money Maker!
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Adapted and directed by Allen Holubar; written by Harvey Gates; photographed by Byron Haskin and
William McGann; assistant director, Harold Bucquet; naval technical advisor, Lieut. Thomas Berrian,
U. S. N.; Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc. World Rights.
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The

Biggest Melodrama of the Year!
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Exploitation Excesses
By

MARTIN

OCCASIONALLY

there appears in this
business what seems to be a persistence of
the old and badly mistaken idea of the show
world that any kind of publicity is good publicity.
This is an unfortunate circumstance and should

motion pictures and
have
enough to contend
the industry itself both
without being burconditions
with under existing
that
becomes
a hindrance
dened with exploitation
and a menace.
be speedily corrected because

Exploitation, to a very great extent, represents the introduction to the public of the indus-

product and being called upon to fulfill such
a function it should at all times be of a character
for
that will inspire respect
as well as interest
the product that is being introduced and for the
try's

—

—

The public has
product.
come to look upon those evidences of exploitation that come before it as the voice of the industry and if this voice gives expression to blatancy.
misleading assertions, the cheap and the tawdry
then the industry and its product cannot help
but suffer in the estimation and respect of the

J.

QUIGLEY

we are not building good-will
are not making progress.

if

The

herd-like characteristics of the public

sideration.

much more than warranted conThe public nowhere and in no classi-

fication

dumb

have received
is

as

public.

ing
as

The industry, for several years, has been callupon the public to regard it and its pictures

matters of real importance in

It has driven

home argument

human

after

affairs.

argument

to

form of entertainment which
it purveys
fulfills a necessary and substantial
function, that, as Mr. Will H. Hays has put it,
the public very likely would "go red" if it were
not for the wholesome diversion, inspiration and
the effect that the

relaxation afforded in the motion picture theatre.

*

*

*

T-TENCE, the industry not only becomes ridicuA A lous but painfully errant to its responsibilities

when

it

descends to cheap, lurid and undigni-

methods of exploitation. However desperate
may be the case of any picture, there can be no
excuse for some of the things that are being done
in the name of exploitation.
Exceptional instances in which that sort of publicity may be
cited as having stimulated the box office proves

fied

nothing because this

is

not a one-time business and

as

some of the exploitation that

addressed to it would suggest.
An important verification of this fact which
already has been carefully noted by close ob-

is

—

servers in this business

—

is

that the carnival

and

sideshow school of publicity is actually at this
time causing the public to label certain attractions
as false alarms which the public is carefully avoiding notwithstanding the fact that exploitation
stunts in connection with such attractions are
being showered upon them from every angle.
*

industry behind the

—

day by day we

*

*

A S

the matter now stands there is a grave danger of so exploiting a picture with these
methods of blatancy and tawdry sensationalism
that the public will become alarmed, will sense
immediately what is very often the case, that if
substantial merit were present these methods
would not be present, and will proceed to ignore
the attraction.

There is another line of thought on exploitation which needs attention. It is grounded in the
idea that a receptive attitude toward an attraction can be created even by stunts which in themselves suggest matters which are not pleasant to

An

contemplate.
instance of this is the bringing
to a theatre in great numbers orphan children in
an effort to stimulate interest in a picture about
an orphan child and an asylum. Now, it is not at
all difficult to imagine themes of such a character

which would afford the basis for many interestcompelling pictures. Literature and the stage afford many examples of orphan stories which have
appealed strongly to the public. But when a person goes to a theatre he may be glad to contemplate a heart-interest story about an orphan which
is merely a matter of the world of make-believe.
doubt, however, that many persons, on
amusement bent, like to be confronted with con-

We

crete instances of these little parentless unfortunates in the form of their living presence in and
about the theatre.
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of the market are non-existent as far
as these distributors are concerned.
Executives of the long experience,

HERAL

ripened judgment and practical
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The Whole Market
"We must never forget that this
business rests upon the thousands and
thousands of small-town exhibitors,"
declared Al Lichtman in an address
before the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers.
It is not surprising that
Mr. Lichtman should have made this
emphasizing an important
this industry which is not given

assertion,

fact in

proper consideration in many quarters
with the result that the distribution of
a great deal of product is unreasonably
limited.
We say it is not surprising
that Mr. Lichtman should have made
this statement because he is one of a
limited number of motion picture executives who have a practical knowledge of the whole territory.
In many instances distributors at
the outset of marketing only visualize
a portion of their market.
Starting
under this handicap it is only natural
that certain highly productive elements

are only the starting points for a picture that is adequately marketed.
* *
#

brings forth a disquieting factor that

The

operators, who are doubtless familiar
witli the conditions theatres have faced
during the past year and one-half, demand a ten per cent increase in wages.
A demand for an increase in wages

on the part of employes of motion picture theatres at this time cannot be interpreted as a reasonable request that
labor be permitted to share in the inIt is
creased prosperity of employer.
based on the policy that irrespective of
all else constantly increased wages will
This is an attitude of
be exacted.
labor which is not confined to New
York but is quite general throughout
The eventual result of
the country.
such a policy, not altered, is disaster
Organization on the
for the employer.
part of labor, however strong, cannot
change the economics of the matter.
When labor demands more than the
business will stand then labor must
yield or the business must quit.
*
#
#

The

Strikes.
*

How wc

*

*

*

*

love 'em.
*

While the government's about it why
doesn't it put an embargo on walk-outs?

And

Circumstances surrounding a controversy that has arisen in New York
operators
exhibitors
and
between

M.

R.

J.

*

What Labor Wants

must be decisively dealt with.

Re -Takes

field

knowledge of Mr. Lichtman know what
proper distribution in the smaller
towns means to the total gross revenue
earned by a picture. The key centers

1922

19,

*

*

—

magnates how we love
Also "L" employes and street car
traction

em.
conductors.

*

Now

*

*

and Marilynn are married and Mathilde has gone abroad
what are the newspapers going to print?
that Jack

*

*

*

-

Of course Mathilde and Max

aren't

married yet, so that's pretty good "copy."
But the suspense is awful.
*

*

*

Suppose Newmeyer

Had

Forgotten

It

An

eastern trade paper says "Grandma's Boy" has a "genuine beginning, a
middle and an end." We're glad to know
that, for without the latter it would be
in a sad way.
*

*

*

Warning

One of our steady contribs thinks Mr.
made a mistake changing Buck
Jones' name to Charles, but Universal is
Fox

going right ahead and making "Hoot"
Gibson, Ed Gibson.
*

*

*

We Wonder
Bonded Woman"

Does "The
bonded stuff

or

is

it

*

*

*

only

handle
ordinary

"bootleg."

A

Fable of Neilson's
Old Rutgers Neilson says there was
once a foxy vaudeville artist who refused to take any bows or crow how he
"knocked 'em off their seats" and
"stopped the show," but frankly we don't
believe it. He should live that long.
*

Unfailing Sign

*

*

High Average

The condition of general business
throughout America represents the
guide of overwhelming importance as
to what the immediate future of this
business will be. There are many who
appear anxious to explore other fields
for guidance as to future conditions but
such pursuit will yield no real informaThe public will commence comtion.
ing back to theatres in the manner of
old with the return of the theatrical
season in exact ratio to the improvement in general business conditions.

California

batting 1,000 in the Jury

is

disagreement league.
*

*

*

That Explains Everything

We had noticed that our restaurant pie
was growing smaller but didn't know the
reason until we read that they're all made
by the Littler Pie Company.
*

*

*

Plenty of 'em

That woman who made a plea for films
for the feeble-minded ought to be given
a vote of thanks by a lot of people we
know.
*

New
When

*

*

vs.

Old Saw

bootleggers

fall

out drinkers get

no booze.
*
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Straphangers Win?
Chicago street car strike the
men won every point on working conditions including 8-hour day, back pay,
fallback time, layover time, meal time,
and reporting time, but so far they
haven't figured up what the straphangIn

Smith at Helm of Exhibitor Unit in

Hays' Visit to

*

*

*

Vacations

By Dan

E. Daily

Vacations. Ain't they great. For fifty
weeks you look forward to having a good
For two weeks. An' you dash
time.
away. Fuller pep. Ar play and fish and
'

And come home.

travel.

Money

soent.

what a

diff.

weeks.

Of something

We're

off

it

Dead

Sun-burnt.

makes.

on ours.)

Just
else.

But

tired.

gee
—two

that

(Hurrah!

—
August

19,
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Wurtenberger Is Killed
By Stray Shot; Bandit

Wounds Dave Harding

31

Alleged Film Pirates Jailed
By Agents of Will H. Hays

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
'

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Aug. 8.— Grief
was spread through Missouri last week
double

as a result of a
Dr. VV. W. Wurpresitenberger,

dent of the

catastrophe.

of

8.
The truth of the old adage "when thieves
get their dues" is again verified by the rounding up
last week of an organized band of film thieves in New York.
Five of the
band of alleged thieves have been indicted, one is in jail, three are out
on bail and a fifth is a fugitive from justice with the pleasant prospect of
being captured within a few days.

the

from the revolver of a man,
Haines,
Charles
house

the

of

estranged

wife.

was

The
killed

slayer
a few

David Harding

minutes later by a policeman.
David Harding, one of the owners of
the Liberty theatre, and brother of Samuel Hard ng, former president of Associated Exhib'tors, is in a Kansas City
hospital in a critical condition as a result of a bullet from the revolver of a
bandit, who, with two companions, attempted a daylight holdup of the Liberty,
which is in the heart of the downtown
Mr. Hard ng entered the lobby
district.
just as the bandits had lined up several
employes against the wall. He attempted

and give warnwhereupon he was shot through the
small of the back by one of the bandits.
The slayer escaped.
return to the street

to

men

"Double Crossing" Leads

who was shooting
his

—

YORK, August

out honest

fall

Empress theatre
there, was killed
by a stray bullet

at

ing,

Ohio Theatres Open
on Sunday for First
Time in Three Years

to

in

the first
almost three years motion picture

in this city and at Sidney have
been open on a Sunday. The theatres are
May's Opera House, the Favorite and the
Recent instances of
Majestic at Sidney.
where theatre owners in other cities have
been victorious is believed to have brought
the opening about.
So far no action has been taken in opposition to it although it is understood that
the matter is being discussed by members

theatres

of the Ministerial Association.
One of the encouraging features in connection with the move is the fair-minded
attitude of Piqua's recently elected Mayor,
A. W. Deweese. In a statement issued on
the situation Mayor Deweese declared, "I
have tried to carry out the will of the people and not the will of any one class. Until I
can get an expression from the people that will convince me I am not carrying
their will into effect there will be no radical change in conducting the affairs of the
city."

Strik ing

Shopmen Are

Guests of Playhouses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TYLER, TEX.,

Aug. 8.— Managers of
and Broadway thea-

the Electric. Palace

here are playing hosts to striking
railway shopmen and their families. The
managers have designated certain days
at their houses during which the men
and their families are admitted free to
the matinees.
tres

of

Men

identity will prove a big surprise to the film world.

The working of the band was directed
by two men, one of whom is under arrest and the other being sought.
It is
believed these in turn were working
under orders from the man higher up.
The actual th'eving was done by
drivers and helpers on trucks which
make

a business of transporting film for

various companies.
These drivers
and helpers were told just what films to
steal and were told just how much they
would be paid for procuring each indi-

the

film.

Don't Meet Payments

For a time payments were made as
promised but as business prospered the
"double-crossing" commenced and in-

stead of being given the S200 or S300
promised, the actual thieves would be
handed S100 and given promises for the
remainder.
The downfall of the scheme is said to
have been brought about by the theft
of a print of ''The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse." This was ordered from
the truck driver members of the band
who were promised S300 on its deliver)-.
When this was accomplished the
drivers were told that the fi'.m had arrived too late, as the customer who was
to take it to South America, had left
before the film could be delivered to him.
The drivers were given $100 and told
that the other §200 would be given to
them when the film was disposed of.
This looked all wrong to the thieves and
they talked.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PIQUA, OHIO, Aug. 8.— For

Apprehension

The breaking up of the band is said to have been brought about by
some of the members "double crossing" others. One of the recipients
of the "double cross" talked. The talk came to the ears of one of Will
H. Hays' detectives with the foregoing result. The detectives are still
looking for the man "higher up" and declare they have good prospects of
eventually landing him.
And they also assert that the disclosure of his

vidual

time

Some

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Theatre Owners
of St. Joseph and

owner

—

—

Mo-

Picture

tion

'Double Crossing" Leads to Apprehension of
Members of Gang One Is Fugitive from
Justice Pinkerton on Trail

Has Office in Havana
The man who has been indicted and

Speaking of

now

Filing
"You will kindly send me
your latest Box Office Record
as well as the old one.
"I had my first Box Office
Record on the desk beside the
Booking Guide, now being
given out by an eastern trade

A dern film peddler
with my Record and now I

parjer.
left

am blowed

up,

because

the

Booking Guide does not tell
what the exhibitors think of
the pictures and I do not file
the eastern trade paper so as
to keep in touch with their reSo you can see
views, etc.
what a fix I am in. I will appreciate the books coming forward at once."

ELBERT

being sought

is said to have reguestablished offices in Havana and
in Mexico City which handles exclusively
films stolen in the United States.

larly

I.

Will H. Hays' office has made arrangements with the Pinkerton Xational
Detective Agency to guard film shipments and to recover films which have
been stolen. It is the intention of the

Hays organization to reduce theft of
minimum, much as Mr. Hays

films to a

arranged for the protect'on of the mails

when he was postmaster-general.
One of the men under indictment is
Manuel Gonzalies. who was taken into
custody last week, the charge against him
It is albeing receiving stolen goods.
leged that orints of "Fascination" and
"A Stage Romance." which has been
stolen, were about to be shipped by him
to Mexico.

Cubberley Resigns to
Operate Own Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CONROE, Mgr.

Conroe's Play House,
Conroe, Texas.
EDITOR'S NOTE Needless

—

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN..

Aug.

8.—

F. Cubberley, manager of the Minneapolis exchange of Associated First NaHe has announced
tional has resigned.
his intention of assuming management
of the F. & R. exchange or organizing
a new company.
He has contracted for handling the
product of Al Lichtman Corporation
J.

to say,

Mr. Conroe has been forwarded one
of the few remaining coi'es of the
first issue of the Box Office Becord
a*- d as he is a subscriber to HUBAID, wlU be forwarded the second
Issue when It is published early in
September.

and
tory.

Affiliated

Distributors in this terri-
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German

World
Theatre Total at 47,000
United States Holds Dominating Position — Germany Stands
Publication Puts

Foremost on the Continent

SEVERAL

have been made in the past to gather fairly accurate
statistics giving the total number of motion picture theatres throughout the world. Latest to attempt such a survey is a German publication.
Though some of the figures obviously are inaccurate, the survey
is impressive and indicates the magnitude of the motion picture industry.
efforts

statement that the total number of theatres in the United States is
18,000, whereas the generally accepted
estimate is only 14,000.
A report of the survey as published
in a recent issue of the London Times
the

follows:
*

*

August

Defends Action of
Michigan Directors
Only Principle Was Considered
Says H. M. Richey—No
Split Seen
( Special

DETROIT,

to

Exhibitors Herald)

MICH., Aug. 8.—The
all Kunsky theatres from

resignation of
the M. P. T. O. of Michigan
result in a split
in
the ranks of
the organization,
H.
M.
Richey,
manager of the
state
association

not

will

declares.

703; Poland, 300; Holland, 227; Hungary,
180;
Spain, 15G; Czccho-Slovakia, 23;
Switzerland, 123; Jugo-Slavia, 117; Turkey, 32; and the Balkans, 23, Africa,
Australia and Asia have together 1,361
picture theatres, and the American total
is divided as follows:
United States, 18,000; Canada, 750; South America, 1,200;

solidly

and Central America,

called

500.

1922

19,

According
to
Mr. Richey, theatre
owners are

behind

board of
rectors,
who,

the

diin

a
resolution recently
passed

upon

Famous Players-

*

H. M. Richey
Corporaup to its contract with the
Broadway Strand theatre, which through
its
manager, Phil Gleichman, has obtained a temporary injunction against,

Lasky

"The

popularity

extraordinary

of

whole of the civilby a series of comprehensive statistics that have been recently gathered together by the German
According
Lichtbildbuhne.
publication
to these figures, which are declared to be
films throughout the
ized world is proved

is possible, there are altogether throughout the world 47,000 picOf these, America claims
ture theatres.
25,000 and Europe about 20,000.
"In the United States alone there are
Of the European
as many as 18,000.
countries, Germany easily leads the way,
for in that country there are 3,731 picture
theatres, and Russia follows with a number that is as nearly as possible estimated at 3,500. In this case, owing to
the unsettled nature of the country, staIn Great
tistics were difficult to obtain.
Britain there are about 3,000 picture

as accurate as

theatres.

"In the remaining European countries
the number of cinemas are approximately
France, 2,400; Italy, 2,200;
as follows:
Austria, 800; Belgium, 778; Scandinavia,

"The

chief interest in these figures lies
in the unexpectedly large tota' of such
theatres in Germany.
It was common
knowledge that the United States had
far more cinemas than any other part of
the world and, therefore, their total of
nearly 20,000 is not unexpected; but it is
hardly realized in this country that Germany actually possesses over 700 more
cinemas that this country. Moreover, it
must be remembered that Germany is
also only second to the United States
among the film producing countries of
the world.
There are actually in that
country more than 1,000 film producing
and film apparatus producing firms.
"Germany is making great efforts to
improve its already supreme position in
the film world of Europe, and it will still
need great exertions on the part of those
interested in the matter in this country
before England can even draw level with

competitor.
One reason
German preponderance is the

her

powerful

for

the

sympathy and active help extended to
the cinematograph trade by the govern-

ment and powerful official bodies, and in
this respect England is certainly a very
long

Distinguished Count

Coming

to

YORK,

August 8.—The

Rumor Royal

is heralded in a fitting manner. Invitations printed on
gold paper, bearing the Monte
Cr'sto seal all dolled up with ribbons of royal purple, and enclosed
in gold envelopes, have already

been

received

enough
ing

list.

to

by those fortunate

be on the count's

The

visit-

invitations proclaim:

His Serene Highness

The Count
of

Monte Cristo
Presents the assurance of his distinguished consideration and begs the honor
of entertaining in person

Mr. John Blank
on the occasion of his first public appearance in the city of New York on Monday
evening, August 14th, 1922.
Fortv-fourth Street Theatre
"Monte Cristo" Costumes en Regale
R S V PAttest:
Fox Film Studios
William Fox
York City
New
Secretary
-

-

-

is

that explodes the claim of rethat films are counter-attracting
influences to school work.
Since she entered the Bridgeport schools
at the age of five years Miss Goldie Zimmerman, daughter of J. I. Zimmerman, of
the Lyric theatre, has never missed a single
day at school in thirteen years. This, it is
believed, is the best record for school attendance of any pupil in the state.
"There has always been a lot of argument about children going to see pictures
losing their interest in school," says Mr.
Zimmerman. "I think that here is a record
that is hard to beat so I thought some of
those 'crepe hangers' would like to know

a

record

formers

about

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEB., Aug. 8.— Here

in a story

LOUIS, MO, Aug. 8.— Local

opening

a

theatre here.

Renew Wage

Scale

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

on the

unusual feat states, "Miss Goldie is to be
highly commended upon her stamina of
character and her desire, through all sorts
of weather, though sick or well, to answer
promptly the school bell's call daily for
thirteen years."

film

gossip has it that Universal Film Corporation will take over the Royal Theatre,
Sixth street near Olive street, as
a first run house for Universal production.
It has been impossible to verify
the rumor, which has been persistent
the past few weeks.
The Royal, which is controlled by
Harry Koplar has been closed for the
summer season. It is located in the
heart of the downtown retail and banking district.
It has been known for many months
that Universal had under consideration

it."

The Bridgeport Herald,

May Be

Acquired by Universal

School Since Starting
BRIDGEPORT,

Theatre

In St. Louis

Never Missed Day"at

Cristo is coming
Count of
He will arrive at the
to town.
Forty-fourth Street Theatre next

untold wealth

the showing of 1922-23 Paramount films,
in any theatre in Detroit other than the
Broadway Strand.
George W. Trendle, member of the
board and attorney and general manager
for the John H. Kunsky enterprises was
not present at the time the resolution
was passed, and the resignation of the
Kunsky theatres from the organization
followed shortly thereafter.
Commenting on the association's action, Mr. Richey says:
"The association disregarded personalities entirely and took not into consideration that two of the largest theatres in
It considered
the state were interested.
only the principle that is involved, that
a controversy had arisen that might reIn
sult in the abrogation of a contract.
asking that the contract be lived up to
the letter, the association has not attempted to determine the provisions contained in the contract. That is a matter
for the courts to decide."

Exhibitor's Daughter

Monte

Monday evening for an indefinite
stay. The advent of the nobleman
whose name conjures up visions of

ive

behind.

New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

way

tion to

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Aug. 8.— Rep-

resentatives of the operators and exhibitors met last week and adopted the 1921
wage scale. The scale provides for $1.15

an hour
for

in

suburban houses and

downtown

houses.

$1.35

August

19,
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Hays Discusses Plan
To Aid Coast League
Big Problems Face
California

Northern

Unit— Will

Hays Creates Lasting Spirit
of Harmony While on Coast
Producer and Distributor Chief Wins Many Friends
for Industry During His Triumphant Week

Meet August 15
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO,

Among the People Who Make

CAL., Aug. 8.— On

return from Los Angeles to New
York, President Will H. Hays of the
M. P. P. D. A., made a special trip to
San Francisco for a brief conference
with executives of the Northern California division of the M. P. T. O. A.

his

To

Co-operate With League

During the conference Mr. Hays discussed ways and means of co-operating
with Frank Devlin in his work as general counsel and advisor of the league.
Mr. Hays was to have attended the convention of the Northern California unit
on August 15, but his short stay on the
Coast made this impossible.
Several problems of vast importance
be discussed at the convention,
will
which will comprise but one session.
Among the questions which must receive
active consideration are censorship, a
proposed state revenue theatre tax, Sunday closing legislation and the like.

Expects Large Attendance

Thomas D. Van

33

Osten, managing

di-

has just
of the organization,
returned to San Francisco from a tour
While
business
of the country districts.
conditions are not the best, he believes
that the interest created in organization
is so strong as to insure a large attendance at the convention.
Convention headquarters will be at the
All branches of the inPalace hotel.
dustry will participate and a holiday will
At
be. declared among the exchanges.
the banquet, which will be a feature of
the gathering, Rupert Hughes will be
Glenn Harper, vice presitoastmaster.
dent of the M. P. T. O. A., will represent
that organization.
rector

Film Exports Total
$7,000,000 Per Year
U. S. Figures Show

Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, August 8.— President Will H. Hays of the Motion
& Distributors of America, has returned to New York-

Picture Producers

His departure, however, is phyafter a triumphant week in studioland.
sical only, for the influence created by his sincerity and his dominatingpersonality will live on among the studio folk and the layman for an
infinite number of years.

The citizenry of Los Angeles and its environs has been in the past
among the staunchest supporters of the motion picture industry. There
have been those, however, who have misunderstood the industry and its
people and those who had no kindly thoughts toward the screen. Some
of Mr. Hays' most notable work while on the Coast was to crystallize
these latter two groups into a powerful ally of the industry.
"Hays Achieved More Than Any Other Agency"
His achievements within the industry are briefly narrated in these
words of Marshall Neilan: "In the short time he was here Mr. Hays
accomplished more toward the solidification of all branches of the producing industry than the combined efforts of all agencies in this direction
Never before has the spirit of
since the beginning of the business.
harmony and tolerance permeated the producing industry in Los Angeles
among the various factions and vocations and between business contemporaries as exists in the wake of the Hays' visit."
Dailies in Los Antunate occurrences.
The fact that between 30,000 and 40,000
geles and neighboring cities gave more
persons crowded into the Hollywood
than 3,000 column inches of publicity to
Bowl to hear Mr. Hays' message is but
one evidence of the faith his presence on
the Coast instilled in the public and the
industry alike. Every place the producer
chief went he was accorded a tremendous
ovation, not only by people of the industry, but by the public including club
women, divines and high officials.

Newspapers Are Friendly
Newspapers

for the first time devoted
as prominent display to a constructive
movement as thev have to recent unfor-

Mr. Hays'

more than
streamers,

visit.

space

This

included

a dozen editorials, front
layouts, cartoons and

page

news

stories.

The producer chief's answer to those
who have labeled Hollywood the Modern
Sodom was given in an address before
He said:
the Chamber of Commerce.
"For the life of me
horrors of Hollywood
have been reading.
ence

in

Hollywood

cannot see the
about which I
The one bad influ-

is

I

talk.

The

duties

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Aug. 8.— Ex-

ports of motion picture film now amount
to more than seven million dollars a year,
according to figures issued by the Department of Commerce covering May.
The report shows that in May we exported 4,297,296 linear feet of raw stock,
worth $121,664, for which Japan was
our best customer, taking 2,116,436 feet,
worth $61,635, while England was second with 1,380,596 feet, valued at $39,647.
May exports of exposed negatives were
1,016,416 feet, with a value of $63,299,
the largest shipments being 324,033 feet,
worth $25,612, to England, while Germany took 134,946 feet, worth $13,108.
total of 9,985,625 feet of positive
film, valued at $451,987, was exported
during the month, the largest market
being Canada, which took 1,425,096 feet,
worth $81,266, while Argentina imported
1,046,664 ^eet, worth $58,547, and Australia 1,353,267 feet, worth $57,452.

A

Elects Directors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CORSICANA, TEX.,

Aug.

8.

—

The

Amusement Company,

operating the Palace theatre, controlled by
Southern Enterprises, elected the following directors recently: W. M. Peck, W.
T. McElwee, G. W. Brilhart, J. N. Gar-

Corsicana

rity,

B. B.

Munsey and

J.

S.

Murchison.

HAYS ON THE COAST— On

the steps of the Thomas H. Ince studios,
In the foreground are Hal Roach, Thomas H. Ince, Mr.
Hays Abraham Lehr, Joseph Schenck, Fred W. Beeteson, C. Gardner Sullivan,
and John Griffith Wray. In the central background: James O'Neal, David Selznick, and William Jennings Bryan, Jr.

WILL

H.

Culver City,

Calif.
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Dinner tendered to Will H. Hays by the motion picture industry at the Amb issador Hotel, Los Angeles, July
this issue.
Photograph by M. F. Weaver, Los Angeles

of the people of this community and all
persons interested in the motion picture
industry are to hush the lies about Hollywood. Ours is a duty to youth."

"I'm Not a Dictator"
Speaking before the 30,000 to 40,000
actors,

producers,
technicians and others associated with
the industry as well as laymen, Mr. Hays
stressed the point that he is not in the
industry as a dictator or czar but as a
He said:
partner.
"My friends, I came to get acquainted
with the people who make the pictures
distributors,

directors,

I want to first clear up any misunderstanding that may exist that I am the
I am
dictator or czar of this industry.
not a dictator in any sense of the word
and I came here because I am in earnest
to talk over with you what the organization of which I am head expects to do.
Partners must know all about the business and I consider myself a partner of
every one engaged in the making, dis-

and

tributing

and

showing

of

motion

pic-

tures.
this industry because I
could serve and I find it is
Before
a bigger job than I anticipated.
I left New York I said what I did not
know about the motion picture business
would fill an Encyclopedia Britannica.
After three days at the studios I am convinced that what I do not know about
the business would fill all the Carnegie

"I came
saw where

into

I

libraries.

Denies Industry Is Wrong
"There is nothing wrong with the film
Every
industry, nothing except youth.
industry must pass through the pioneer
days and the final pioneer days of the
film industry which are now just ending
were a good deal like the pioneer days
the gold rush to California. There
have been acts committed and pictures
made by these pioneers which were not
of

just right but so with pioneers in everyThe pioneers of the film industhing.

the mistakes that they have
there will be no repetition.
"My purpose is to daily think and plan
with you for the betterment of the industry.
I do not know the motion picture
The
business but I do know America.
people of the nation are against censorship of the pulpit, press and screen. It
is not right and the great mass of people know it is not right that some coun-

know
made and

try

For

26.

list

19.

1922

those present see story

of

in

storekeeper or school teacher, because they have aided politically in their

making and the completed product mean

own community,

been

try

have the right to
censor the pictures you made after spending a lifetime in preparing yourself for
Censorship will fail when
your work.
shall

the reason for the demand for
censorship. To attain the highest stand-

we remove

ard in pictures, confidence and co-operation between every one in the industry
And to this confidence and
is necessary.
co-operation must be added team work."

Guest of Chamber of Commerce
Another evidence of the impression
made by Mr. Hays on the people of Los
Angeles and Hollywood was in the foreground at the dinner given by the Holly-

wood Chamber

of

Commerce

to their d's-

Among the speakers
tinguished guest.
was a club woman, Mrs. J. F. Mead,
president of the Hollywood Woman's
Club; a minister, Dr. Willsie Martin,
president of the Ministerial Association;
Walter Long, president of the Hollywood Post of the American Legion;
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in charge
Famous Players-Lasky
production,
of
Corporation, and Wegwood Nowell of the
Bears Club.
Dr. Martin said: "We have a wondergood will and religion in
Hollywood is not ashamed
Every Sunday thousands
of its religion.
Mr. Hays has
throng our churches.
asked for our co-operation. I would like
to assure him that he already has it."
More than 300 were in attendance at
the Chamber of Commerce dinner.
ful

spirit

of

Hollywood.

On
chief

another occasion, the
addressed the authors,

producer
directors

and publicity and advertising men. He
emphasized that upon the shoulders of
branches
the members of these three
rested the greater part of the responsibility of the industry.
Praises Other Branches
is

world.
"Finally,

it

is

up

to the publicity
of pictures in

whose printed words

reading public.
It has
fortune to be in a position
have been able to realize the treto

the

my good

where I
mendous, almost overwhelming, powers
of the press."
In this talk he also touched upon the
question of independent production, saying:
"The independents have made a number of great and successful films. They

have worked conscientiously and given
the best that was in them to this great
There has been some criticism perhaps on the cost of distribution to them
and this will be taken up and a more
agreeable arrangement entered into. The
producer occupies an important field and
art.

he should be encouraged
sible

every pos-

in

way."

Wampas Perform
The

feat

Feat

Western Motion

of the

man
the

Pic-

Advertisers in publicizing Hays
Week was remarkable. It has been conceded the greatest publicity campaign of
its kind ever put over in Los Angeles.
It presents a record in the world of theatrical and motion picture advertising on
the Pacific Coast.
The newspapers, the radiophone, the
theatres and many other avenues of pubture

licity

were

of Will

enlisted

Hays Week

in the exploitation
in a carefully worked

out plan reaching not only every person
can read and see in Southern California, but reaching also every city in the

who

United States, no matter how large or
small, as well as Europe, Australia, Canada and other countries.
In the way of local advertising to stimulate interest in Hays Week
and
in

around Los Angeles, more than 3,000
column inches of publicity in the newspapers alone was obtained.
This included over a dozen editorials, front page
banner lines, layouts, cartoons and news
stories.

the author who comes first, he
said, "for it is in his brain that the idea
for a picture is first born and it is he
who puts the ideas into words. It then
becomes the duty of the director speaking in a general way to select the costumes and to direct the movements and
the actions of the players whose influence,
customs and habits affect the whole
"It

much

so

.

Ten thousand

were
tacked up on fences and placed in windows in and around the city. Twenty
thousand stickers were exhibited on the
half-sheet

cards

windshields of automobiles.

Thirty imstreet banners hung over the buscorners in Los Angeles, Hollywood
and Culver City.
One hundred slides
were exhibited on the screens of the theatres and every theatre carried trailers.
Large theatres advertising in the news-

mense
iest

(Contimied on page 8g)
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With Hays

in

Los Angeles

Camera Account of M. P. P. D. A. Head's Visit to
West Coast "I Have Come to Get Acquainted," Said
The Lens Bears Witness That He Did So
Hays

—

—

N

. »

J

the short time he

was

here,

accomplished more toward the

Mr. Hays
solidifica-

tion of all branches of the producing industry

than the combined effort of

all

agencies in this

direction since the beginning of the business."

WID

H

—MARSHALL

NEILAN.

Hays and Harold Lloyd. The star of Associated Exhibitors'
Boy" discarded his treasured goggles, risking mistaken
in his anxiety to make his visit with the director general a

"Grandma's
identity,

genuine, get-together.

Hays chatted with Helene Chadwick,
prominently cast in several notable Goldwyn

Mr. Hays delivering

productions.

Mr. Hay's

Mr.

listeners,

his address at the Lasky studio.
Note the miscellaneous raiment of his
interrupted in the important work of picture making. Cecil B. DeMille is seen at
right.
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Producers of

Plentiful for

Independent Pictures
Says DR. W. E. SHA LLENBER GER
Feeling of Optimism General, Declares President of Arrow
On Return from Coast Trip
(Sp'ecial to Exhibitors

NEW

Herald)

YORK, August 8.— Dr. W.

E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow
Film Corporation, has returned from a trip to the Coast so filled with
enthusiasm over the betterment of conditions that he sees nothing
but prosperity ahead for the industry in general and for the independent

market
i

in particular.

bTHE

picture

bus
isiness

some

time

ago reached its low ebb and is
already on its way upward," said the
Arrow chief, "and there is no limit tc
where it has an opportunity to go.
1.

"What

created the greatest impression
the trip is the general
feeling of optimism exhibited by every
film man I talked with, and believe me,
I
talked with many representatives of
every branch of the industry.
* * *

on

me

"An

during

illustration of the general

feeling

evidenced by the statement of one
prominent state right exchange man in
is

the West who told me that for the first
time since he has been in business and
that covers a period of many years
he
had operated at a loss during the past
summer. About thirty days ago his business commenced to pick up and this

—
—

most widely

read film trade paper because it is
full of things worth reading
every week.
Not a page not a
paragraph is wasted.
Typical of the numerous letters
fortifying this statement is a letter
received from Charles Weigel, sec-

—

—

retary

and

treasurer

of

Dwyer

&

Brothers
Co., equipment dealers
of Cincinnati, Ohio:
"Your article on 'Carnivals, Bane to
Exhibitors,
Fighting for Existence* in
issue of

August

S,

1922,

is

*

*
to real-

the independent field presents some
interesting advantages and tha* we have
a market in which we can place good
pictures advantageously.
There was a
time, when, if we had a big picture we
were not sure just what we could do
ize

with

now

but

it.

who makes

a

v/e know.
good picture

No

matter

is

certain

it

of finding a market."
Incidentally, Dr. Shallenberger paid a
high tribute to Will H. Hays, with whom
he traveled both to and from the Coast,
and in whose work he is much interested,
even though Arrow is not a member of

Hays

organization.
is one of the most sincere
men it has ever been my pleasure to
meet," said he, "and he is doing a world
of good for the industry.
Mr. Hays is
a man of such big mind and high caliber
that he is able to forget entirely the
interests of a few in the welfare of the
many. He is not working alone for the
companies who. are members of his organization, but for the industry at large.

wonderful.

"Would it be possible for us to get reprints on this particular article for distribution among the mayors and officials
of the various towns and villages in this
particular district?
I believe this menace
to the exhibitors' best interests sKould be
quickly
and
as effectively as
blocked as
possible."

This work is already showing good results and will eventually prove itself to
be of wonderful value to every branch
of the business."

N. Y. Censor Board
Has First Birthday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

8.

— The

of the State of New
the official name of what
as the "Censor Board"
completed its first year of work on
August 8. During that time, according to
Secretary Joseph Levinson, the commission rejected 18 pictures out of a total of
approximately 3,200 submitted for ex-

York

is

—which

generally

—

given.

amination.

is

known

The commission

collected

in

the

first

months of its operation $229,459.07
from permits and licensing fees. A large
amount of this sum came from the isten

thirty days shows an increase of 18 per
cent, and getting better every day."
Confidence is rapidly being re-estab-

the whole industry and especially in the state right field, says Dr.
Shallenberger, and independent producers
can now get all the money they need to

make

in

pictures.

And

if

they

make good

pictures the independent end of the industry is destined to experience the
greatest era of prosperity in its history.
Another thing that impressed Dr. Shallenberger strongly was the interest producers, who are not making pictures for
the independent distributors, are showing
in the state right field.

suance of permits

without

Represent Exhibitors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO., Aug. 8.— William

Goldman and Joseph Mogler have been
selected to represent theatre managers
on the board composed of two theatre
men and two musicians who will arbitrate

all

future

differences.

SHALLENBERGER,

who

Public Gathering

is

Cut From News Reel

By Censors

in

Ohio

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND,
showing a public
Dallas, Tex., and

O,

Aug

Ku Klux

8.— Scenes
ceremony

referring to

subtitles

at
it

brave downpour at night
for Ku Klux ceremonies; Largest crowd
ever privileged to witness an initiation,
pack station at Dallas, Tex." were eliminated from an issue of Selznick News by
State Censor Vernon Riegel.
reading "25,000

The

censor's action drew fire from Davis,
writer for the Cleveland Press,
who in a story headed "Texas News is
Verboten in Ohio. This is by act of Ver"So far
non Riegel, movie censor," says
as we recall this is the first time the movie
censors have undertaken to prohibit any
reference to a public gathering in the
a

special

United States.
"This attitude of the censors might well
be irritating to those who are most opposed to the activities of the Ku Klux.
of the censors undertakes to
keep citizens in ignorance of what is going on. Those who think organizations of
this kind are a menace to the welfare of
the country find the menace is covered
up and concealed from them, so far as
this is in the power of censors in Ohio."

The order

examination

for pictures made before the commission
into being.
This source of revenue is practically exhausted.

came

ST.

E.

finds general feeling of optimism prevailing among film men.

:

Motion

Commission

Picture

Needless to say, Mr. Weigel has
been granted permission to have reprints of the article made, and
blanket permission to the trade to
make use of the story is hereby

lished

DR. W.

"Mr. Hays

Is

chock

*

"They are evidently beginning

the

Every Paragraph
Valuablele!
The HERALD is the

"During my visit to the Coast," said
Dr. Shallenberger, "I talked with many
these and was greatly surprised to
discover that they were as conversant
with the affairs of the independents as
they are with the companies for which
they are making pictures.
of

Lee Moran Comedies

To Be Filmed Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

Julius Stern
Aug. 8.
abroad to produce
immediately upon
the return from Europe of his brother,
Abe.
will take Lee Moran
a series of comedies

Scripts of the
locales in many

new

two-reelers call for

European

countries.

:

August
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Rhode Not

in Field to

Succeed Self as Head
Of Unit in Wisconsin

37

Hoy System

Eliminated in
Missouri Arbitration Plan

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE,
to

is

tion

WIS., Aug. 8.—Who

be the next president of the MoPicture Theatre Owners of Wis-

consin?

This is a quesover which
Wisconsin exhibiare
specutors
lating since it has
become apparent

Board Will Be Comprised of Three Exhibitors, Three
Distributors and Chairman Other Cities May
Adopt Kansas City Agreement

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

tion

Joseph

that

Rhode

KANSAS

G.

be a candidate for
the third term to
succeed
himself.
Efforts
perto
suade Mr. Rhode

permit

to

name

his

be used
candidate
have met

to

a
Jos. G. Rhode
again
with positive refusal.
Other interests
he explains demand too much of his
time and attention.
Inability to obtain
Mr. Rhode to offer himself as a candidate once
more is proving a keen
source of regret to directors and members in general because of his able work
for the association during his office as
as

president.
will succeed him?
Mr. Rhode's
decision to stay out has left a wide field
for speculation which will be terminated

Who

when

the

Wisconsin exhibitors meet at
at Milwaukee,

annual convention
August 15 and 16.

their

The
will

initial

be

held

monthly

meeting of the arbitrators
on August 14, and twice

Goldwyn Deal Off
Says a Statement
By First National
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

statement

Aug. 8.— The following

indicating

that

the

deal

be-

tween First National and Goldwyn which
has been in contemplation for several
months has been dropped, has been received from First National:
"After a thorough consideration of
the contemplated contract between Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
and Goldwyn Pictures, Inc., both companies have reached the opinion that the
difficulties involved in a contract of this
magnitude are so many that it is better
at this time not to conclude the deal."
Gabriel Hess, legal advisor of Goldwyn in^ connection with the proposition,
said:
"The decision not to conclude the
contract
between First National and
Goldwyn pictures was brought about by
the inability to work out all the details
necessary in an agreement of such magnitude during all the negotiations, and

m

the decision not to go further into
the
matter nothing but the best of
friendly feel ng prevailed.
There was
;

no break in the friendly spirit which has
always existed between the two companies."

Operator Strike
Averted in

N

Y,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 8.— The strike of
machine operations set
for September 1 was averted at a meeting of the operators with the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce at 1540
Broadway yesterday.

Tiotion

picture

which

advance

these two designated shall appoint a third disinterested party, to hear the case "de novo" rnd

render judgment.

thereafter.

The movement
of

any

considered far in
other accomplishment
is

of the Missouri organization.
is the agreement

Agreement

is

Following

Meets Twice a Month
The Joint Board of Arbitration shall meet twice
per month on such days and at such a place as
the Board may designate, provided, however, that
the time and place designated shall not be changed
without the unanimous consent of the entire

Signed

This agreement is hereby entered into and by
and between the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
an association of motion picture exhibitors,
and the Kansas City Film Board of.
Trade, an organization of exchange managers, for
the purpose of minimizing to the lowest possible
degree the number of differences between exhibitors and exchanges in that portion of Missouri
generally known as the Kansas City Zone, and to
that end, establish certain principles from time to
time to govern the business relations between the
two classes of the industry and, further to create
a Joint Board of Arbitration to hear and determine
disputes and complaints between such exchanges
as are members of the Kansas City Film Board
of Trade and such theatre owners as are members in good standing of the Motion Picture Theaof Missouri,

NEW YORK,

arbitration agreement

sponsors believe will be copied by other cities in the Middle West hat.
just been adopted by Missouri exhibitors and distributors operating in
the Kansas City district.
It is interesting to note in connection with the agreement that the
Film Board of Trade agrees to refrain from using the Hoy Reporting
Service and will not employ any "dark house" penalties or other restrictive means against members of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Missouri.
Goldman is Chairman of Arbitration Board
The board will be comprised of seven members, three representing
the exhibitors, three the distributors and a chairman.
On the board are:
(Theatre owners) T. C. Goodnight, Warrensburg; C. T. Sears, Nevada,
and J. W. Watson, Kansas City; (Distributors) Harry Graham, Pathe;
A. H. Cole, Paramount, and Frank Warren, Standard. Lawrence Goldman, president of the T. O. C. C. of Kansas City is chairman.
its

not

will

CITY, MO., August 8.— An

Owners of Missouri.
Article One: It is hereby recognized by the
contracting parties hereto that the objects of this
agreement cannot be accomplished unless all connection between the Kansas City Film Board of
Trade and the Hoy Reporting Service is discontinued. In accordance with this the Kansas City
Film Board of Trade agree to refrain from any use
of the Hoy System or to employ any "dark house"
penalties or any other restrictive means against any
member of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Missouri.
The contracting parties hereto pledge
themselves to do all in their power as is reasonably possible to assist in the enforcement of
the judgments of the Joint Board of Arbitration,
as herein established.
tre

Seven Members on Board
Two: The Joint Board of Arbitration shall be composed of seven members, three
of whom shall be selected by the Kansas City Film
Board of Trade and three members by the MoThe
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri.
seventh member who shall serve as Chairman of
the Joint Board, with voice but without vote, shall
be selected alternately from either organization
The members of this Joint Board
party hereto.
shall serve for a period of three months each except, however, this shall not apply to the first
Board created hereunder the members of which
One
shall be appointed for the following periods:
member from each class for a period of five
months, and two members and the Chairman for
Article

These succeeding shall serve
three months each.
for the three month period.
In the absence of any member of the Joint
Board the secretary of the respective cpanization
to which the absentee shall belong, shall appoint
In event
a substitute to serve during the absence.
of the failure of the secretary to so do, he other
two members of the same class as absentee shall
designate a third person from their class to si rve.
This same procedure shall apply where any member of the Joint Board shall be interested, or
whose firm is interested in any complaint coming
before the body for attention.
Where a tie vote shall result as a decision on
any mitter before the Joint Board, the Board
shall designate one person from each class, and
I

Board.

The

Article Three:
tion shall as

one of

its

Joint Board of Arbitrafunctions, take cognizance

and jurisdiction of all matters of equity ^rising
from the business relations between exchanges and
exhibitors.

Article Four: The following rules and principles shall govern the Joint Board of Arbitration:
All complaints filed for the Joint Boards action
shall be made in writing and shall set forth all
facts in detail.
The complainant shall agTee to
abide by the decision of the Joint Board and that
he will personally appear at the hearing of the
cause or authorize another person to appear in his
behalf.
The party against whom a complaint shall be
filed shall be immediately notified by the Board
and summoned to appear at the time of hearing,
such time shall be sufficient to permit the person
complained against to appear fully prepared in defence.
Continuances will be permitted for cause.
Notifications
hereunder shall be delivered in
writing to the defendant.

Regarding Play Dates
The exchange must

furnish at least fourteen
days' notice to the exhibitor of a change in play
date, in which case the exhibitor may rebook the
production within fourteen days if he has open
time, and if not, at his option, cancel the picture.
In case the exhibitor does not care to
exercise his option, of cancelling the picture, the
exchange shall supply the exhibitor with a play
date on the picture within fourteen days of original play date.
In case of failure of the exchange
to give to the exhibitor such notice the exhibitor
is entitled to further booking on this production
without charge.
The right of the home office or branch office to
accept or reject any application, except as otherwise herein set out, shall not be abridged or denied, provided the exhibitor is notified within
thirty days after date of application for service
In the event the exhibitor
or offer of purchase.
receives no such notice within the time specified
(thirty days) he shall consider the contract accepted and the exchange shall be bound to deIn the event any picture is
liver thereunder.
bought and play date set within thirty davs after
the signing of the contract by exhibitor, the exchange must accept or reject not less than ten
days prior to the date booked. If not so notified,
the contract shall be considered as accepted and
the exchange bound tj delivery.
The terms of a written contract shall be binding on all parties as to specific protection and
Lrice but oral evidence shall be admissahle to explain the terms and conditions of a contract.
*

Covers

New

Playhouses

Any clause in a contract with regard to protection shall be deemed to cover any new theatres
erected in that zone after the date of contract.
Where several contracts are sold to theatres in
the same zone and no protection clause inserted,
(Continued on page $8)
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Smith

at

Helm

Unit

of Exhibitor

New

York

COHEN,

officers

were elected:

Vice
President
Medina.

:

Sydney

C.

Secretary:

Dewey Michaels,

Treasurer:

George Keating,

Allen,

Buffalo.
Buffalo.

Public service and the development of
the screen as a community asset formed
the keynote of the meeting.
*
*
*

Mr. O'Toole spoke on the general advantages of an exhibitor's organization and
urged all present to co-operate along constructive lines with all theatre owners.
In
work of the National organization he related the manner in which the
Exhibitor body effected the repeal of the
5 per cent film tax which saves the theatre
owners $6,700,000 annually and opens the
way to the repeal of the admission tax, seat
tax and other war measures. He said that
telling of the

could not be done save through well
directed national organization effort.
He pointed out that there were a number of big propositions now being handled
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
this

Among these, Mr. O'Toole said,
was the conference between the national
officers and Will H. Hays in which it was
expected a more complete business understanding would be reached between the exhibitor and the producer and the distributor.
Other moves contemplated the extension of the better music plan of the Music
Department through which the national organization would be made a clearing house

booking due

will refuse

recognize

the

and hereby do refuse to
Reporting System,

Hoy

and do hereby serve notice that we will
refuse to have anything to do w th it."
Copies of the resolution will be forwarded to President Will H. Hays of
the M. P. P. D. A., exchanges, boards
of trade, producers and distributors.

May Extend Hoy
Into Kansas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS
Hoy

CITY, MO., Aug. 8.—The

it
is rumored, is about to
be installed in Kansas City, Kan. The
adoption or rejection of this system will
be one of the big topics of discussion at
the meeting of the executive board of
the Kansas organization, August 21.
"Future action or developments pertaining to the Hoy system in Kansas
City, Kan., will be submitted to the
executive board at this meeting," M. Van
Praag, president of the M. P. T. O. Kansas, said, "and the question will then and
I have no idea as to
there be decided.
what action will be taken by the board,
but whatever it is it will be definite."

system,

America.

for music to be furnished
owners and others tax free.

*

*

the

theatre

*

The speaker called attention to the extension of the public service work of the
national organization through direct association with President Harding, the members of the cabinet and other federal,
This, he said, was
state and citv officials.
destined to brine; the theatre to the same
lofty and useful level as the newspaper and
make both media of expression co-operating elements for constructive service to the
peonle in all parts of the United States.
The national organization, he said, is
working on a new insurance proposition
wherebv a saving of 25 per cent of the
present premiums could be effected and
would soon be able to announce the plan
to the members.

Hoy Svstom Given
Blow by Wisconsin
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE,

WIS., Aug. 8.— Following receipt of information from the
Film Board of Trade of Chicago that the
Hoy Reporting Service would be installed in this territory, the board of

priority of con-

"we

sentative exhibitors from eight counties, among them a number of women
theatre owners, attended the gathering which completed organization of
the Western New York unit.
detained in New York City,
was represented at the convention by M. J.
O'Toole, chairman of the Public Service
Committee of the M. P. T. O. A.
In addition to Mr. Smith the following

depend upon

directors of the Wisconsin Exhibitors'
Association adopted resolutions protesting such installation and declaring that

—

who was

priority of run shall

exhibitor for change in play
date must be made in writing and mailed at least
14 days in advance to date set and the exhibitor
shall furnish in said notice dates within fourteen
days after the original date booked. In the event
the dates supplied by the exhibitor cannot be
filled by the
exchange, the picture in question
shall be paid for and a further booking of the
picture given without any other charge, provided,
however that the exchange must show to the satisfaction of the exhibitor that the picture is not
available at dates furnished with notice.
Failure
of the exhibitor to give this notice to the exchange
of such removal shall entitle the exchange to payment as of date of original booking, and the picture shall be available for booking by exhibitor
w.thout further charge and in such instance the
exhibitor waives h's protection to the extent of
In the event any
the number of days set back.
exchange finds it necessary to make a substitute

8.
Howard Smith, a close associate of
President Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T. O. A., was elected president of the Western New York Motion Picture Theatre Owners at
the convention held recently in the Palace theatre building here. Repre-

NATIONAL PRESIDENT

in

Plan

tract.

Requests

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N. Y., August

Eliminated

Arbitration

1922

19,

(Continued from preceding page^

Convention

Theatre Owners from Eight Counties Attend
Held at Palace, Buffalo

BUFFALO,

Hoy System
Missouri

Western

in

August

by

an

to any cause reasonably beyond its
the exchange shall not be penalized.
If
however such substitution is necessary because of
its own negligence, the substitute and advertising

control,

accessories shall be furnished gratis.

Must Refund Promptly
In the event an exchange C. O. D.s an exhibitor for film or accessories already paid for,
the exchange shall promptly refund the amount
of the C. O. D. and return charges.
The exchanges shall furnish the exhibitor with a
copy of the contract at the time of its signing
by the exhibitor,. When an application for service
part, the exhibitor, at his option,
is rejected in
may accept or reject the balance of the pictures
on the application. For this purpose all contracts
for individual productions shall be deemed as a
single application and not as individual contracts.
No film shall be held by any exhibitor beyond
Any exhibitor so holding-over
play-dates booked.
shall be liable for all damages accruing there-

from.

Article Five: Whenever any member of either
organization hereto shall fail to comply with the
judgment rendered by the Joint Board of Arbitration within fifteen days after the date of decision he shall be automatically suspended from
his respective organization and so remain until he
has complied by the decision affecting him.
Article Six: This agreement shall be binding
upon the contracting organizations for a pen'od
of six months from the date hereof, subject to
The principles and
renewal from time to time.
regulations herein set forth are subject to revision, amendment, repeal or addition from time
to time as shall be approved by the contracting
organizations.
the Motion Picture
IN WITNESS
Theatre Owners of Missouri and the Kansas City
Film Board of Trade has cause the arriving of
their seals by the duly authorized signatories representing the respective associations on this Second day of August, 1922 at Kansas City, Missouri.

WHEREOF

Cut

in

Raw

Tariff on

Film

to

Be Submitted

(.Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS
OF MISSOURI

Aug. 8.—
slight cut in the tariff proposed for raw
film stock will be submitted to the Senate when that paragraph is reached, as
a result of an agreement arrived at in
meeting last week of the Senate
a
Finance Committee.
The tariff bill, as passed by the House
provides a
based on
such film,
troduced

D.

C,

rate of 20 per cent ad valorem,
the American valuation, for

when

the measure was inin
the
Senate the Finance
Committee recommended a rate of onehalf cent per foot.
When the paragraph
is reached, however, the committee will
move to change the rate to four-tenths
cent per foot.

but

Mother of Lasky Chief
Succumbs at Age of 85

by J. I. Wright, Bevier, Mo.; T. C.
Warrensburg; Thos. Clark,
Goodnight,
Maryville; J. W. Watson, Kansas City;
Ben Levy. Joplin, Mo.; Chas. T. Sears,
Nevada. President; Lawrence E. Golden,
Kansas City, Secretary; C. R. Wilson,
Liberty; M. A. Sewell, Skidmore.

KANSAS CITY FILM BOARD OF TRADE
by Hary Graham, president; H.

An arbitration board has been operating successfully in New York under an
agreement

—

similar

to

the

foregoing.

It

confidently expected that the same
success will be met with in this district.
is

Players

Form

and Exhibitors
Arbitration Board

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.
cians'

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Cole,

S.

Frank Waren."

LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 8 —The MusiMutual Benefit Association of St.

YORK, Aug. 8. Mrs. Anna
Shauer, mother of E. E. Shauer, head of
the foreign department of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, died recently at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Morris
Kohn, at Nanuet, N. Y. Mrs. Shauer,

Louis has accepted the principle of arbiand agreed to appoint two representatives to a board of four, composed
of two union men and two exhibitors

who had been

tween the

NEW

her eighty-fifth

for
year.

ill

some

time,

was

in

tration

that

will

musicians.

settle
St.

all

disputes arising be-

Louis theatres and

thSir

August
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PICTORIAL SECTION

in

Stories Told

by

of Exhibitors Herald

Pictures

the

Camera

Issue of August 19

film companies in Sydney, Australia, combined their philanthropic
efforts recently on behalf of the hospitals of the city, raising a large sum
through a weeks exhibition at the Town Hall which was given the name of
"Movie Punch." One of the active participants was Paramount, whose booth
is shown in the foreground of the picture.

Leading

L. F.

Kennedy, who has just been

appointed

representative of
As sociated Exhibitors at Los Angeles by Arthur S. Kane, president
of the distributing company.
sales

Which

is

the

monkey? Johnny

Fox, Century's new freckledfaced star, and Rosie, his pal,
who is playing in all-animal
films.

of transportation beats automobiles, railroads or anything else in
Ann Hisle, who is so fortunate as to be able to drive
these Russian wolf hounds. Betsy Ann appears in several recent Goldwyn
City, C*l.
pictures. The picture was snapped at the Goldwyn studios at Culver

This

mode

the world, says Betsy

40
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Alice Calhoun, whose most recent picture for Vitagraph is "Little Wildcat,"
gives herself the "Ritz" via the double exposure in one of the scenes. The
picture gives the star many opportunities for the display of her versatility.
"Little Wildcat" only recently has been completed at the West Coast studios
of the producing company.

You'll laugh at this bit of comedy in Paramount's "On the
High Seas." At least Irvin Willat hopes you will for it is
not the easiest thing to make a kitten perform before the

camera.

The

August

"No arguing,

you'll be

my

19,

1922

leading

man," says Anita Stewart to friend
husband (Rudolph Cameron). And
he was in First National's "Rose o'
the Sea."

new Mission theatre which was
month at Kilbourn, Wis., by B. Olson.

beautiful

opened

this

The mission

style of architecture
the entire house which seats 300.

is

carried out in

August

19.

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

and Bert Lytell overlooking the
which was reproduced on
the Lasky lot for the Fitzmaurice-Paramount production, "To Have and to Hold."
Lytell has an important
George Fitzmaurice

early Colonial tobacco field

41

say it's a great trade paper," says A. L. Hepp as he
reads the exhibitor bible. Mr. Hepp, a regular contributor to "What the Picture Did for Me," operates the Idylhour theatre at Greeley, Neb. HERALD photo.
"I'll

role in the production.

Look at the hirsute adornments that turned up when
Lou M. Goodstadt, casting director for Famous Players-Lasky,
a

need the Eiffel Tower from which to shoot
scenes if the sets continue to enlarge.
Here Sidney
Franklin is perched on high scaffold directing Constance
Talmadge in big Shanghai street scene for First NaThey'll

tional's

"East

Is

West."

let

it

be

beard to play a

known
bit

in a

man with
production.

that he needed a

new Paramount

Gamier, the well known director, had the pleasant task
of welcoming the beautiful Claire Windsor to the B. P.
Schulberg studio for her first day's work in "Rich Men's
Wives," which will be distributed through the Al Licht-

man

exchanges.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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August

19, 1922

mm

V

greatest array of funny faces in captivity, say Buster Keaton, First National star, and his
Eddie Cline. Keaton and Cline are planning musical skit to be called "Funny Faces,"
and the First National comedian has called his company together for first impressions. Cline is
seated in the center. Of course, you know Keaton.

The

director,

Leah Baird who is achieving
success in her Associated
Exhibitors features, the next
of which is "When Husbands
Deceive." It will be issued
August

Louise Fazenda has returned
to the Mack Sennett fold and
will be featured in forthcoming comedies which will be
distributed by First National.

Harrison Ford in the role of Reuben and
Fritzi Ridgeway, cast as Ann, with the two
canines used in Paramount's production of
"The Old Homestead." There's the monkey,
but he just doesn't belong in the picture.

20.

First National's $1 -a- Week exploitation men found
John M. Stahl, producer, and Lewis Stone making scenes
for "The Dangerous Age" at Exposition Park race track
during their sojourn on Coast. Stahl and Stone are in

Williard Vander Veer, cameraman of "Starland Revue,"
shows Eddie Cantor, famed blackface comedian, some of
the secrets of the motion picture business. Film Booking Offices of America is distributing this novelty show-

center of group.

ing stage stars at play.

August

19,
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comedy imHere's a likely looking and aspiring quintette that some musical
Its Director Penrhyn Stanlaws coaching his highpresario has over-looked.
production, Pink Gods.
priced cast in an ensemble step for his Paramount
Bebe Daniels,
Reading left to right those in the picture are: James Kirkwood,
Director Stanlaws, Anna Q. Nilsson and Adolph Menjou.

Madge Kennedy who

is workon the first production
which will mark her return to
the screen. The working title
of the feature is "Dear Me."

ing

Elinor Glyn, noted novelist and author
of "The World's a Stage," the initial
production of the recently organized
Principal
Pictures
Corporation.
Sol
Lesser, president of the company, is personally supervising filming of the story.

Constance Talmadge in her
Ming Foy Young Costume

which she wears in "East Is
West," declared to be the star's
most ambitious film for First
National.

This scene from "Night Life in Hollywood" represents the Coast city as painted in lurid stories by the newspapers.
The scene is inserted into the production just to show the contrast between the real Hollywood and the Hollywood
that the public knows only through press accounts. The feature was produced by De Luxe Film Company.
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Eve Unsell

The WEEK in NEW YORK

Well -Known Screen
Writer Who Becomes

Editor-in-Chief

THAT

every picture except your own is
a bad one, is not good talk for people
in the industry to make, Harry Reichenbach told the members of the A. M. P. A.
at their luncheon last week.
Good pictures
should be given proper credit, he said, even
though they may not be distributed by your

company.

Mr. Reichenbach was the guest of honor,
the occasion being his first appearance after
a long sojourn in Europe.
After a witty
description of some of his adventures and
humorously detailing his observations of
conditions on the other side, he launched
into the subject of boosting good pictures,
or more properly speaking, of the penchant
for calling many pictures bad.
"When we continue to say that this picture is bad and that one is bad, we begin
to convince the public that it is actually
As a fact pictures nowadays are ,not
so.
worse than they have been. Let us get 'the
idea out of the minds of the public by doing more talk about good pictures."
Mr. Reichenbach made the suggestion
that the A. M. P. A. place itself on record
as branding pictures "good" when they 'are

He mentioned especially Metro's
good.
Zenda" and stated em"Prisoner of
phatically that it is a production worthy of
the highest commendation of the people in
the industry.
He then made a motion that the A. M. P.
A. place a tablet in the lobby of the Astor
theatre for the Metro picture, and in this
or some similar manner do honor to all
committee of
good films thereafter.
three, consisting of Nat Rothstein, Arthur James and Lloyd Willis was appointed to work with Reichenbach on the
matter. This committee will submit its report this week.
*
*
*

A

Rex Ingram and

his wife, Alice Terry,
from the Coast Friday and were
at once invited by Jack Meador to be his
guests at what the elongated Metro D. of
A & P termed a real good picture show.
The invitation was accepted and Meador
escorted the celebrated director and equally
celebrated but more beautiful star to the
Astor theatre where they saw "The Prisoner of Zenda." At its conclusion both
Mr, Ingram and Miss Terry agreed that
it was a real good show, but both remarked
that, somehow, it was reminiscent.

arrived

Holmes"

picture
with John
staying so long at the Cameo
theatre that he is being deprived of opportunities for work in doping out regular

Barrymore

is

reading matter on new shows.
"Sherlock
its eighth week at the Cameo,

Holmes" is in
and Mandell
blame

it

doesn't know whether to
on Sherlock, John or Conan Doyle.

*

*

Sam Rothafel

*

putting in all his
time working out elaborate prologue ideas
for the Capitol theatre. Not any.
He has
other aspirations according to some of his
friends.
On August 19, the baseball team
from the Capitol and the one representing
Goldwyn Pictures, play for the championship of Broadway and Fifth avenue, and
it is
whispered that Rothafel has plans to
make Babe Ruth look like a bush leaguer.
During recent practice he has devoted all
of his attention to home run hitting, and
several times has almost made one.
*
*
*
isn't

Into the gloom caused by strikes of railroad men, coal miners and motion picture
operators a ray of brightness comes, sc
let us
cheer up and be gay.
Rodolph
Valentino announces that at the completion of his present work in making "The
Young Rajah" he will visit New York,
Already the flappers are commencing to

powder up

their noses.

*

The

censor

/

*

board

has

ordered

some

eighty, or ninety, or a hundred eliminations from Ray Smallwood's newest pic-

"The Queen of the Moulin Rouge."
Smallwood says when they make half the
number ordered they will be lucky if there
is enough of the film left to show the cast
ture

and the fade-out clinch. All of which impresses upon us the truth of
Rupert
Hughes' historical utterance "A man who
:

is

willing to be a censor
*

*

is

unfit to be one."

*

According to information dealt out at the
of United Artists, Hiram Abrams
on the high seas en route to 729 Seventh

offices
is

while

on the subject of Rex In-

gram we

will state that he is here in the
East for the purpose of making a big feature picture to be called "The Passion
Vine," an adaptation of John Russell's
"Where the Pavement Ends." Mr. Ingram
brought with him Colonel Starrett Ford,
his business manager, Cameraman John F.
Seitz and Ramon Navarro, the young actor
recently discovered by the Metro director,
and for whom he predicts a great future.
It was first planned for Mr. Ingram to
make Jules Verne's "Toilers of the Sea,"
but this has been put back for the making

avenue.

Will H. Hays, having

told them out
Hollywood what was what, which,
when and why and learned a lot of the
same, is vacationing somewhere in the
Middle West and is expected to reach his

of the Russell story.
*
*

The end

of

this

*

month

will

mark

the

passing of the Central theatre as a picture
house. At that time the lease now held by
Universal expires and after a short closing
for renovation the house will be re-opened
by the Shuberts as a vaudeville theatre.
*
*
*

Harry

Mandel,

who

shuffles

pub-

office the latter

part of this week.
*
*
*

Paul Perez says he knows a man who
so dumb he thinks Gloria Swanson is
White

is

new

is

a
song, and that Pearl
kind of face powder.

Army
a

John

S.

one of the screen's

known

ablest

writers, has been en-

gaged by B.
his

P. Schulberg, as editor-in-chief
Preferred Pictures.

Miss Unsell has just completed a
as head of the Robertson-Cole

work

year's

scen-

ario department.

Eight years ago Eve Unsell was a play
reader and play constructionist with Mrs.
H. C. DeMille, mother of Cecil and William DeMille, and at that time one of the
most successful of New York play-brokers.
Some of Miss Unsell's capable work attracted the attention of B. P. Schulberg,
who was one of the chief executives of
Famous Players. He was of the opinion
that the DeMille play reader had every
qualification of the successful scenarist and
he induced her to desert the task of reading and re-writing other people's dramatic
compositions in favor of writing her own
stories for screen production.
Miss Unsell

was an immediate and pronounced success
later became scenario editor of Famous
Players.
She brought a new note to scen-

and

new angle to plot construcwith the result that she found her
name on many of the most important and
ever
products
that
ambitious
screen

ario writing, a
tion,

Richard Barthelmess has found a new
South
"Try-it-on-the Dog" town.
It
is
Norvvalk, (Conn.) and his latest picture,
"The Bond Boy," was slipped in on the
natives one night recently, together with
Dick personally, Henry King, his director,
Virginia Magee, his leading lady, and a
Dick
party of friends from New York.
made a speech, and when the picture was
over he was nearly mobbed at the exits.
"The Bond Boy" may not reach New York
for some time, but the fans of South Norwalk should worry.
*
*
*

Salvation

pVE UNSELL,
*~i and best
'of

&

^

at

And

Preferred Pictures.

high, wide and far for the B. S. Moss
theatres, is getting real peeved.
If there is
anything that Harry waxes fat and sassy
on it's work, and his peeve is because that
licity

"Sherlock

of

Spargo.

emanated from the Famous Players

studio.

Since her initial attempt at scenario writing, a brief eight years ago, Miss Unsell
has written a list of original stories and
screen adaptations that run well into the
hundreds, a record that no other scenarist
has ever come within hailing distance of.
The engagement of Miss Unsell by Mr.
Schulberg provides another touch of the
romance of the screen, because when they
were with Famous Players, Al Lichtman
was also with the company, in charge of
the distribution of the productions. Lichtman now is the head of the Al Lichtman
Company, the organization
Distributing
that releases the Preferred Pictures that
are made by B. P. Schulberg and which
will be edited by Eve Unsell.

—

!
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Left— Mrs. E. H. Rathbun, daughter of Colonel W. S. Butterfield. Center— Picknickers leaving the excursion steamer,
IN FROLIC.
Happy Hour. Right—Claude E. Cady at bat and Wally Baker catching, a tense moment for pitcher and outfield.

P. T. O.

to Publish

Special

and

New

Series of

Western Productions

Major League Timber Found
Among Michigan Exhibitors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Aug.

have been completed by
Inc.,

Arrow

Cady's Batting and Poor Fielding Feature

Pictures

First

Blazed Trail Producspecial "Lost In
The picture will be adapted

with

Corporation
tions,

8— Negotiations

for

a

new

Big City."
from Nick Woods' melodrama
a

by

L.

who was

responsible to a
great measure for the success of Blazed
Trail productions feature "Ten Nights

Ca^e Russell,

Game

at

Annual Picnic of State Association;
Event Held at Gull Lake
By HARRY E. NICHOLS
(Field Representative of Exhibitors Herald)

The leading role in the production has
George
been assigned to John Russell.
Irving will direct the picture which is
to be supervised by J. Stuart Black-

DETROIT, MICH., August 8.—The first exhibitors' picnic held by
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan at Gull Lake on August
That is, almost. This last sentence must be added
1 is ancient history.
because those who attended and participated in the baseball game are
not over it yet, and are crippling around with sore muscles and numbed

ton,

fingers.

In

a

Barroom."

Jr.

Arrow

will also publish a series of six
starring William Fairbanks ar-

Westerns
rangements

for which were completed
by JJr. W. E. Shallenberger on his visit
to California.

Distributing

Company

X

Charged With Unfair
Methods by U. 5. Body

The picnic was a most successful event, both from the point of attendance and from the good time enjoyed by all. Arriving at the lake about
10 o'clock, bathing and boating was enjoyed by all until a baseball game
broke out, sort of a preliminary to the real contest staged in the afternoon.
Oodles of Fried Chicken. Yum
Yum
Noon soon came with every one sporting a full grown appetite. That's
where the women shone, and with oodles of fried chicken, sandwiches
that had to be counted in the hundreds, etc., the basket dinner was the
big event of the day. Then the base ball game.
!

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

After

D. C, Aug. 8.— The

Federal Trade Commission
formal complaint against Fox Film Corcharging unfair methods of
poration,
competition in the publication of reissues. The complaint charges that in lyiO
the respondent retitled several films produced by it and formerly exhibited
throughout the country, made changes in
the films and supplied them to exhibitors
with whom it had leases in purported

has issued a

much argument

it

was

finally

decided that Claude E. Cady, president of
the organization and H. M.
Richey,
general manager, would choose the team.
In doing this Mr. Cady's team was in-

Sox

!

!

!

—

Baker, catcher; Butterfield, pitcher;
Krell, first base; Nichols, second; Frank
Wayland,
third; Reeves of Paw Paw.
of
short; Cross of Battle Creek, center; Vetter of Homer and Richey, fielders.

performance thereof.
It is alleged that posters, bills and other
advertising matter accompanied the reissued films in which the films were ex-

ploited

under their new names and

it

was

not disclosed either to the exhibitors or
the public that the films were reissues.
The reissued films were exhibited as new
photoplays injuring the reputation of the
exhibitors and causing them to lose the
good will of the public, the complaint
charges.

Admit Kitchener Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 8.— Word has been
by J. Parker Read, Jr., that the
film "How Kitchener Was
Betrayed"
which was held up by the custom authorities at the request of the British emreceived

bassy, has been ordered admitted for
exhibition purposes.
showing of the
film in New York, officials declared, revealed nothing improper in the picture.

A

Winners and losers

in

the baseball game between the Shameless Players and the Purity League, with
individual managers of players in the background

estimably strengthened by the choice of
Arthur Baehr of the Crystal theatre, Defor third base, while the selection
S. Butterfield as the pitcher for
the Richey crowd, better known as the
Purity Sox, spelled defeat for the Black
Hose, whose counting methods closely
troit,

of

W.

resembled those players who were given
the

same name in the big leagues.
Poor Shameless Players

Hose, or Shameless Players
of Vicksburg, catcher; Schram of
Kalamazoo, pitcher; Cady of Lansing,
first; Blank of Detroit, second; Baehr of
Detroit,
third;
Overton of Bangor,
short; Smith of Detroit, Wuerth of Ann
Arbor, Lipp of Battle Creek and Clark
of Grand Rapids, fielders.
Black

Koons

Poor Fielding a Feature

The game was

replete with thrills, in-

In brief, the score ended 13 to 11 in
Credit for this
favor of the Purity Sox.
does not go to the manager, however, as
his inability to corral the long hits of

play unassisted which
broke up the game, and during which
argument Umpire Joslin was almost
done bodily injury. Cady's hitting was

Cady and Harvey Lipp, made him a
valuable assistant to the other side.
The line-up was as follows: Purity

poor

cluding

a

triple

game as also was his
Harvey Lipp, put in as a

the feature of the
fielding.

(Concluded on page

46}
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Film Industry Sound Investment
In Australia

Say

(.Continued from page 45)

to

Study

Theatre Conditions in This Country
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

8.
American motion pictures are shown almost
exclusively in Australia. Although the industry is in its infancy in
that country financiers have found it a sound investment and have
embarked on a policy of extension.

news
THAT
McLeod
by

brought to

is

country

this

Bolton, Australian financier and chairman of directors of Haymarket Theatres, Ltd., Sydney, and Stanley N.
J.

pioneer
motion picture
Wright,

man and
manager

general

of

the

corporation.

The two

distin-

ing an

18,000-mile

trip to

survey film

Americans and the Australians
seem to be more alike than any two naWe share the same
tions in the world.
tastes, and the Americans have the same
spirit of aggressiveness that is to be found
I wonder if the Ameriin the Australians.

try.

While

city

they have

in

this

been the guests of
D.
Williams,
general
manager
of Associated First
J.

McLeod Bolton

whom

they

knew

Haymarket

Theatres
eight big first run
houses in Australia,

show

tional

First

comprising

Ltd.,

Na-

Attractions

Mr. Bolton and
Mr. Wright, find
them big box office
magnets,

Haymarket

In the
theatre

Sydney,

which

at

my

first trip to

America,

I find

cans realize

how

friendly the

Australians

toward them? Our feeling toward the
people of the United States is actually one
feel

motion

picStanley N. Wright
are shown
almost exclusively in Australia, according
to Mr. Bolton and Mr. Wright, and the

tures

*

*

Mr. Wright is one of Australia's practical
all-round showmen. He has been through
every end of the. business and now, as general manager of Haymarket Theatres, Ltd.,
controls a circuit of theatres extending
from Tasmania in the South to Queensland
Mr. Wright has served as
in the North.
president of the Queensland branch of the
Federated Pictures Showmen's Association
and a committeeman in the New South
Wales branch. He is a strong advocate of
an open picture market in Australia.

Which Have Been
By H.

A.

to

Build

McCLURE

(Strand Theatre, Emporia, Kans.)

We
still

have been playing and

play three

week most

pictures

each

Thursday has always been our weak
night. We play our big picture
for the week on Monday and
Tuesday, or Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, which
of the time.

takes care of the first part of
the week.
Lately we have found it to be
profitable to open a picture on
Thursday and play it three
Pictures like "School
days.

Days," "Penrod,"

"My

Boy,"

quartette, who furnished exall of the way.
Returning
about 5 o'clock, an informal discussion of
matters of interest to exhibitors was held
and after another dive into the lunch
baskets to see what was left, all started
for home.

American

music

cellent

Donated by Butterfield
Allendale at Gull Lake was donated
for the use of the exhibitors by W. S.
Butterfield, a member of the board of
directors of the association, and the plans
for the affair were in the hands of a
committee consisting of H. M. Richey,

manager

of the state association; W. S.
Butterfield and Glenn Cross, members of
the board, and Harvey Lipp, also of
Battle Creek and associated with Mr.
Cross.

*

"This is probably the reason that American pictures are shown almost exclusively
The Australians like yiur
in Australia.
modern American society dramas, your
American pictures with clean stories and
First National pictures
plenty of action.
are extremely popular in Australia, and we
find that they have excellent box office

IDEAS
MONEY MAKING
Used Successfully
Exhibitors

by H. E. Nichols, field representative of
Exhibitors Herald and then the entire
party went for a boat ride, a fifteen-mile
cruise about the lake.
Owing to the
crowd two boats were procured, and it
was a trip not soon to be forgotten.
Along with the picnickers went the Pan

of brotherhood.

value."

has a seating capacity of 2,000, all
first run First National
attractions
are shown. American

this,

Australia.

the

that

in Australia.

according to

and,

"On

in

hitter,
knocked a two-bagger,
which nearly broke up the game.
After the argument over the result of
the game had subsided, pictures of the
winning team and the losers were taken

pinch

distri-

bution of films

tions in this coun-

J.

wider

result in a

guished motion picture men are mak-

and theatre condi-

National,

reason is that "American producers turn
out more modern stock than those of any
other country and show pictures that depict
every day life."
"The picture industry in Australia is in
"We have
its infancy," said Mr. Bolton.
found it a sound investment and are ready
to embark on a policy of extension that
will help considerably in developing cinema

showmanship and

19, 1922

Major League Timber Found
Among Michigan Exhibitors

Visitors

Sydney Exhibitors Are Making 18,000 Mile Tour

YORK, August

August

There Are Legs and
Legs Some Are Okay
But Others Are Not

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO,

Denny,
shown in
Pushers" but the

Their

and "Trouble."
more business

We

we do

on Thursday
than ordinarily and that the
Thursday business does not affect our Friday and Saturday
gross business one cent, on a
really worth-while picture.
are predicting that the
time will be here soon when we

We

play two pictures each
instead of three, but they
will be good ones. Exhibitors,
if you are having trouble with

8.— Flap-

Leather

"The
state's

young

men

not get "even one glimpse" at the
"million
dollar
legs"
of
Mile.
Mistinguette.

The long scissors of the female
triumvirate, constituting Ohio's censorship board, on Monday amputated the
legs of the French beauty from a news
film showing her landing in New York.
Mile. Mistinguette's skirt was too short,
the censors ruled.

Coal and Rail Peace
Will

Mean

Prosperity

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Patronage
find

Aug.

will

by

Up

OHIO,

pers of Ohio may gaze undisturbed at
the
sinewy bare limbs of Reginald

LOUIS, MO., Aug. 1.— In

ST.

of the coal

mine and railway

conditions in

this

territory

spite
situations,
point to a

prosperous season.

Theatres in genera!
are announcing their plans for opening
up throughout the district for Labor
Day, with a number of the openings
scheduled for the middle of August.
Settlement of coal mine and railway
troubles are factors that will doubly
improved conditions for the
assure
theatres in this vicinity.

will

Produces

week

Monday

make

your
feature night with a good campaign behind it and then be
careful to lay big ones on Monday and Tuesday.
nights,

it

in

Far North

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.
Aug.
in

JOHNS,

this

drama

— Ernest

8.

NEWFOUNDLAND,
Shipman,

territory filming a
of Newfoundland.

producer, is
big special

When

com-

pleted it will embrace some of the
farthest north scenes ever presented on
the screen.

THE THEATRE
9f PRACTICAL
SHOWMANSHIP, determinant of the mo-

destiny,

tion picture's

breaks naturally into two
fundamental elements

"THEATRE"

—

exploitation

and

theatre.

Development of the
is

rapid,

hibitor

dominating ex-

news

steadily.

The

progresses slowly,
as befits careful building

latter

for permanency.

Theatre does not concern itself with pictures
but with the vitally important housing thereof.
Nor does it compete with

motion

the

As

picture.

good theatre advances the
picture's housing toward
perfection, so does it advance the screen. Never
does

from

detract

it

interest.

It

film

does not cost

money, but always makes
or saves

Chicago Features Organ

first

AT

the Chicago theatre, week ending August 6, Jesse
Crawford, widely advertised by Balaban and Katz and
as widely admired by Chicagoans, convinced several thousand patrons that the Chicago organ is the most wonderful instrument of its kind in the world. The only expense
incurred was that involved in the making of slides, which
is a weekly item.
At the "spot" in the program where Mr. Crawford
customarily plays a solo, a slide announced that a demonstration of the organ's possibilities would be given. Subsequent slides, probably fifty in number, announced the
woodwinds, the brasses, the flutes, diapsons, chimes, "effects," the full range of the instrument's really remarkable
equipment, as brief but effective demonstration of each
was executed.
Response was by whispered comment, merging into
protracted applause at the conclusion of the offering.
Praiseful comment followed.
The investment involved was one idea, a strictly theatre idea and a good one, one that many showmen in many
cities

This

it.

It isn't

bought.

H.

It's built.

*"C

to local requirements profitably.
theatre.

is
\

^&tt&l^L±L±iLiL.iLAL2Lljl

tre as well as the big one.

*

THEATRE

is

mainly a

of judgment
It
and resourcefulness.
involves a degree of darsometimes courage,
ing,
always imagination and
In its cultivainitiative.
tion pitfalls are encountered frequently, surprises
(pleasant and otherwise)
invariably. Men successful in its practice are op-

matter

portunists, thinkers, doers.

Expressed

in

terms of

exploitation, theatre

is in-

economical.
comparably
Materials on hand, the orthe
staff,
the
equipment, are used. To
these are applied the inlittle
dispensable idea.
work, a good deal of practice,
execution, and the
thing is done.

chestra,

A

Two

splendid examples,
forth on this page,
prompt this discussion.
*
set

HAPPILY,
tre is

may adapt

good thea-

within

province of the

little

the
thea-

Location, drawing radius,
volume or variety of clientele, have nothing whatever to do with it. Ideas
are uniquely universal in

Theatre

adaptability.

good or bad exactly as
constituent
C'

iJi CJj CJi C -!i

is
its

ideas are
Cj

•Lu

CTZ j

'£

sound or unsound.
There are, fortunately,

many men

of ideas in the
executive department of
the American theatre.

eager,

whether

from proper pride or from
77 7Z 77" 7777 77

U

men

of ideas are notably unselfish,

from these circumstances
good theatre doctrine

that
is

disseminated.
Its course is always up-

ward.

N

Chicago during the
ending as this is

I week

written a street car strike

rendered theatregoing exis
It
tremely difficult.
notable that in such a

week

the exceptional observations reported herewith were made. In another industry the ideas

executed might have been
reserved for a more auspicious occasion but that
would not have been
;

good

Z'u Z\l 'SL Zi\

Likewise fortunately,

a wholesome desire to coother
give
to
operate,
men the benefit of their
It is by the
experience.
natural operation arising

™ 7~ 7777777

Woodlawn Honors Caruso

tre

theatre.

men do

Good theawork that

not

way.
In "Theatre Letters,"
beginning upon the succeeding page, much fine
exploitation and a lesser
amount of good theatre is
described in the language
of showmen, for show-

men, by showmen responIn the quick and
sible.
widespread response to
the unheralded installation

of

that

sub-depart-

the Woodlawn theatre, Chicago neighborhood house,
ATweek
beginning July
Paul Sternberg, ingenious and

ment the earnestness and

industrious leader of the Woodlawn orchestra, arranged
unique and effective exercises in commemoration of Enrico
Caruso, whose death one year ago saddened music lovers
of the world. Harry Corbett, able theatre man, devoted
the bulk of his newspaper space to this element of the
program, drawing music lovers from far places.
Mr. Sternberg, whose resources are legion, utilized his
superbly manipulated Victrola and his intensively trained
musicians in faultless synchronism and produced auricularly convincing reproduction of the greatest tenor's rendition of his greatest numbers. To close the eyes was to
trick the brain completely.
So far as is known, the Woodlawn director is the only
musician in similar capacity who remembered and admirably observed the passing of the music lovers' idol. Since
no special expense was incurred, it is apparent that any
theatre orchestra might have denoted the occasion in similar fashion.
The Woodlawn made many friends among the musically inclined by these exercises.
This, also, is theatre.
rmiTr, y??r?jrinrirrinr^
vr*
>tti vr, nr,

leaders is reflected.
Whitfields, the Reas,
the Daleys, the men from
this
of
quarter
every

31,

m

sure-mindedness of theatre

The

country and Canada who
have entered heartily
into the exchange of business information facilitated, are theatre

men

in

the full sense of the word,
"complete showmen," as
they would have been described a century ago.
picture
The

motion

needs such men, and their
ideas.

"The Theatre"
to

serve them.

is

proud
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"In the small town you must like kids, then they are for you. If the kids are not for you in the small town you're in the
wrong business," writes George Rea, Forum theatre, Hillsboro, O., a showman who preaches good showmanship and
practices what he preaches. Mr. Rea's last letter from the Forum, which he has sold, is presented herewith. The above
pictures show the children who attended his Freckles Party, given in connection with Warner Brothers' "School Days."

When Rea

exhibited First Na"Sonny," he made up the
novel lobby board shown above,

Rea

believes in getting business by
going after it. When he exhibited
Fox's "Up and Going" he competed with the Highland County

tional's

capitalizing the

Undaunted, he bannered his
automobile with the complete program and went to the Fair after
such of his patrons as it had drawn
away from the theatre.

fact that

a local

person appeared in the picture,
emphasizing star, director, etc.,
and going a step further than any
predecessor by including photograph and name of exchange manager supplying attraction.

Fair.

A

Good Showman's
"Good Bye"

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
So long
Sold out.

Leaving the Forum July

31.

New

address is 125 North St., Washington C. H., Ohio.
Don't you dare to miss sending me the
Hkrald.
right
Start
now, with next
week's.

The purchasers are Rosselot Bros. & Co.
They need the Herald, but don't send 'em
mine
Am enclosing some photographs show-

Window

display installed by R. P.
Whitfield during the run of "I Am
the Law," Affiliated Distributors

production. Mr. Whitfield's "Theatre Letter" in this issue gives details of the exploitation accorded
this and other attractions recently
exhibited at the Majestic, Austin,

Texas.

When
we had a

ing recent activity in exploitation.
v/e

played

"School

Days"

Freckles Party, inviting children from the

Newspaper cooperation

of sensa-

then they are for you. If the kids are not
for you in the small town you're in the

Frank L.
Browne, Liberty, Long Beach, Cal.,
in his campaign for Metro's "Turn
to the Right." Read his "Theatre

wrong business.
The photos show

Letter" explaining use of this extraordinary publicity cut by a

Highland County Home.
In the small town you must

waited

an

nearly 200

hour

(1)
to get

little girls

first

tional character accorded

like

arrivals,

kids,

who

in, and
(2) the
and boys, all freckled,

Long Beach newspaper and

many

for

valuable exploitation ideas.
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who saw "School

Days," a picture that
brings joy to the hearts of little tots. And
this little stunt will absolutely make any
exhibitor anywhere glad he's in the show
business.

Other photos show a ballyhoo for "Up
and Going" and a somewhat unusual billing for "Sonny."

Very

truly yours,

GEORGE REA,
Forum
*

theatre, Hillsboro, 0.
* *

DEAR MR. REA:
So long!

And good
The
H. B. Scol'ard, Rialto, San Antonio,
writes hi* "Theatre Letters" with

tion.

His first "paragraph"
a camera.
shows the front installed for Fox's
"Queen of Sheba."

ing

luck.

latter

the former,

Your

to

we

continue permanently and
hope, to be of brief dura-

The

final contribution strikes us as bebest, which is of course proper.

your

contain several new angles.
of "Sonny," in which you name
a local citizen appearing in the picture and.
also, the manager of the First National exchange, Mr. Haines, is especially unique.
And to all the things you say about children and the theatre, Q. E. D.
Let us hear from you regularly, and
notify us at once when you again engage

The
The

pictures

billing

best "Beauty's Worth" campaign reported to date was executed by R. P. Whitfield, whose
letter on the subject demands good

showmen's

attention.

in busbies.
Meantime, the Herald will arrive regularly at the address you give.
IV. R. W.

—

Browne KnowsHow
To Leave 'Em
THEATRE EDITOR,
ExmniTORS Herald.
Mr. Scollard's second "paragraph"
describes
quite
adequately the
lobby display erected during the
run of "A Connecticut Yankee,"
another Fox feature.

Dear Sir:
Just closed a very successful week with
"Turn to the Right."
This is what I call a real splendid picture, containing 100 per cent entertainment
value.
A cast deserving of the highest
praise and directed by a man who is entitled to the title of "Director."
I had Miss Terry make a personal
appearance and she impressed her audience
very favorably, as did Mr. Ingram, who

Harry Van Noy's colorful and picturesque lobby display for First
National's "The
Seventh Day."
F. Valentine, advertising manager,
erected the structure.

accompanied her. They appeared on Monday evening and I then arranged to have
Jack Mulhall meet my patrons on Friday
evening.
This was all done through the
cooperation of the local Metro manager,
who evidently understands the meaning of
the

word

COOPERATION,

a thing often

promised but very seldom given.
Business was very good all week and
turned over a splendid profit to my employers.

my newspaper advertising
I also used 400 wintwenty-eight
cards, ten
sheets, 100 one
sheets, 100 snipes, 5,000 heralds, 1,000 buttons, and succeeded in getting one of the
papers here to insert the largest cut of a
star that was ever run in any local paper,
I am enclosif not in the entire country.
ing the newspaper so that you may see it
for yourself.
This was not in accord with
the regular policy of the paper, but I made
the owner of the paper see that it would be
good business for him to do something that
other papers would hardly dare to do.
I
also had a two-page tie-up with the merchants in one of the papers.
I suppose you will say that I should have
kept the picture for a second week. Well
but, being an old
I might have done so
vaudeville performer, I believe in leaving
them laughing when you say good-bye.
With kindest regards, I am,
Very truly yours,
In addition to

and publicity

The

last paragraph of Mr. Scollard's lens communication depicts

the
front for First
"Smilin' Through."
after all.

A

National's

good

letter,

stories,

dow

Harry Van Noy's

letter tells of the

won

by his summer front,
installed during the run of Paramount's "The Devil's Pawn."
success

—

FRANK

Liberty theatre,

Am

Lobby display for "I
the Law,"
described in detail in the accompanying "Theatre Letter" by its
producer.
Window display for
same feature on opposite page.

L.

BROWNE,

Long Beach,

DEAR MR. BROWNE:
We believe your newspaper

Cal.

star

cut

stands as a record. Certainly we have seen
The argument that
nothing to equal it.
won it for you ought to make useful read-

R. P. Whitfield's frontal representation for Paramount's "Our Leading Citizen," exhibited and exploited at election time. See letter
for vital details.
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B.DeMIUES
CECIL PRODUCTION

Rodolph Valentino
A TRED NIBLO pioduction

I

BLOOD MP SAND

THOMASlvlEIGHAN

LI

'

/

LA VLtlnC NITA NALDI

Leatrice Jory^ Lois "Mlson
IF its

afjkiramouni ^Picture

its

the best

show

in

Fifty 48-sheet boards, dotting Chicago advisedly, have been contracted for by Famous Players-Lasky for a twelve-month
period. The boards are painted by the Thomas Cusack company and content matter is to be changed at intervals. Placement is such as to exert beneficial influence in the neighborhood surrounding theatres exhibiting Paramount productions. (Such a board is established directly across the Street from the Woodlawn theatre, as mentioned in this department's story on "Paramountown.")
If you care to

ing for other exhibitors.

like to print it.
There arc
great possibilities in this direction that have

outline

it

we'd

not been tapped.

The

last supposition, to the effect that

we

ztould say you ought to have kept the picture a second week, was zcell inspired. If
you hadn't explained, thdTs just what we d
have done. But you know best. It's quite
clear, too, that the triple star appearance
stunt will have prepared the way for a
profitable return at another date.
You're fortunate in locating such an exchange manager, as we are told they are
rare.
Hope your report of his hearty cooperation will lead others to emulate his
Everybody needs that sort of
methods.
cooperation. Hardly anybody gets it. But
W. R. W.
this condition will pass.

—

Gentlemen: Meet
Mr. Van Noy
THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
Enclosed find photo of our lobby for hot
weather. This lobby has run for two weeks
and will keep in their minds as they look
over

the

photos

front

in

of

the

Marion Davies, was constructed

A

set to be

used as

first prize
the best essay, and a local jeweler donated a $35 gold wrist watch (15
jewel, 25 year case) to the girl who composed the best essay. As second prize to
the girl and boy writing the second best, we
gave a 30-day pass to the Majestic to each
one, and the first twenty-five essays filed at
the American office received a single ticket

who wrote

to see "Beauty's Worth." This was done
them started with a rush, and was
good advertising.
had a large number of replies and
the paper gave us daily stories in promstarted this a week in
inent space.
The electric
advance of the play date.
company gave us a special window display
with photos and other accessories along
to get

We

We

t^The Dominant Theatre

7WY WILD
—
a

*

DEAR MR. VAN NOY:
two good reasons.

The one used with "The Devil's Pawn,"
the summer lobby, is doubly good because
of the weather angle. That used for "The
Seventh Day" is exceptional even as revealed without the color. Mr. Valentine de-

ROSB

IRISH

HARRY VAN NOY,

lobbies, for

a radio
for the boy

theatre

Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.

Two good

company donated

local electric

Yours,

*

reason-

Worth?"

that "It's Cool."
Enclosed, also, find lobby for Dick Barthelmess in "The Seventh Day." AttractIt was
ive colors make this a good lobby.
built by our advertising manager, F. Valentine.

*

at

able cost out of beaverboard.
Plush draperies were on hand in the theatre.
Plants
borrowed from the florist. Cutout made
from the six sheet and placed on top of set
of steps covered with tissue paper. In addition to the front we arranged an essay
contest with the Austin American (morning paper), subject "What Is Beauty's

tbe (weetejt flower thai grow*. according to tbe old aong.
It baa
certainly eat of tbe best padurea of the year

atn»»pbere of Ireland with iU legends. and^tta ihamrodo,
its

I

rub colleen*
It

thc*e

—and many

a picture that

ia

who have

every

a spot

afford to

m

other feature]

I

rah heart longs to tee, and
beuw for I rah romance

their

mua

it-

serves great credit for its construction.
Very glad to receive your initial contribution. Hrl>e W'c may hai'c more from time
to time.— W. R. W.
'

Whitfield Letters
Defy Headlines
THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
I
am enclosing some photos of recent
exploitation, also a copy of exploitation
report used over the circuit of The Southern Enterprises, Inc.
The front for "Beauty's Worth" with

with the radio set that was given away. The
jeweler put in a window displaying the
watch.
Needless to say, this exploitation

was worth while.
For "I Am the Law" we used

the front

with the log cabin, which has been used
quite a bit over the country, but not overdone here, so proved to be a good stunt.
We cut the live trees ourselves, and bor-

rowed the skin on the side of the house.
Used cotton and mica for snow effect. On
the inside of the cabin, we used the six
sheet on this picture, which happens to be
an interior view of the cabin, mounted on
sign cloth
a bunch light, filled with red
lights inside furnished the light on the
scene, and a great many people stopped out
of curiosity to look through the little window at the six sheet.
I am enclosing copy of my opening ad
used from one of the mats furnished with
other accessories. Please note window display of guns and deer heads.
tried to
get a local department store to put in a
big fur window, as advance showing of
winter furs, along with our photos and
cut-outs, but they had not received shipment from New York, and could not do
it,
although they liked the idea.
Where
this is possible and such a showing has
not been made in the town, I believe it
would create considerable comment at this
time of the year.
I got the idea when I was in Dallas not
long ago, on a very hot day and saw practically all the windows of one of the
largest stores filled with furs. No end
of comment was created and a world of
people stopped to look, especially the ladies.
This was not in conjunction with "I Am
the Law," however.
For Thomas Meighan in "Our Leading
Citizen" we used the front as shown in the
photo.
This front is constructed in the
form of scenery and may be repainted at
also sent
small cost for other pictures.
out 750 letters per sample attached, and
arranged a political parade on the Saturday before the picture opened (election
day here), with a band, and plenty of banners with suitable copy carried by small
boys who were given free admission for
their work in marching in the parade.
also used the following teaser ads
in local papers in advance of showing and
;

We

We

We

two or three days before election
attached on separate sheet.
All

who
Kalberln

by Tivoli
Francisco, in "San
Francisco Call and Post," during
run of Vitagraph's "My Wild Irish
Rose."

we used a local singer
favorite and has a splenWith best wishes,

week,

Yours very

Advertisement carried

San

Same

quite a

did voice.

MicDooald
lad "Courmge'

theatre,

this
is

day.

trulv,

R. P. WHITFIELD,
Majestic theatre, Austin, Tex.
* * *

DEAR MR. WHITFIELD:
In addition to the possibly misleading
caption above your letter, "Whitfield Letters Defy Headlines," wish to add that

August
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Not that
they practically defy reply also.
you don't always provide something very
thinking
about,
and
not
that we
much worth
don't have opinions on same, but you cover
the various angles so completely, and the
quality average runs so high, that we find
ourself reduced at once to superlatives.

And

we've exhausted our stock of them.
All of zvhich is just as it should be, the
sole possible objection being that if we
never find fault with your offerings you
may cease to send them in. To forestall
any such occurrence, we promise herewith
to literally flay the next contribution we
receive, even if we have to split hairs all
It's a big job, but we'll
over the place.
undertake it in the interests of the department and the readers for wltom your letters
make money. Bcivare. And thanks.
R. W.

—W

"Fox Week"
Observed
Abroad
English, Irish and Australian
exhibitors recently concluded
celebration of "Fox Week,"
disclosing unique theatre

methods.
The photographs should be
very interesting to American

showmen.

CONFLICTING

reports

of

Eu-

ropean showmanship have beclouded to a degree the American

abreast of Americans in certain departments, trailing in others. That
one declares that in certain important matters the foreign theatre ex-

advance of the American showman.
The camera exercises no judgment.
Its testimony
ecutive

is

is

in

reliable.

is reasonable to believe that
the photographs reproduced on this
page, since they were contributed
by the publicity department of Fox
Film Corporation, reflect the best
of the treatment accorded Fox pictures during the week of their celebration.
They do not show, save
in one instance, particularly notable

It

This is clearly excellent
combat.
showmanship. But Sydney has been
recognized as a city of good show-

men before this.
The remainder

of the illustrations

for
two reasons.
valuable
Firstly, they show that European
exhibitors do make extra effort on
such special occasions as that conSecondly, they show that
cerned.

are

endeavor.
The exceptional instance

is that
of the DeLuxe theatre at Sydney,
Australia.
Here a huge suspended
has
cutout
setting
been given
animation by use of an endless belt
which carries men and figures
across the background in simulated

Pavilion theatre, Baltham,

London

United States continues well in
advance of the remainder of the
world as regards showmanship.
That is not news.

Corinthian theatre, Dublin, Ireland

vision of the theatre abroad.
This
voyager states that Europeans are

theatre,
South Shields,
Newcastle on Tyne, England

Palace

Selznick Claims "First"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

No. 1002-c
Central Cinema, Cardiff, Wales

is

Aug. 8.— Selznick News

stated to contain the

first

pictures of Jack Pickford and Marilynn
Miller, widely publicized newlyweds.

The

People's Palace, Leeds, Eng.
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paper advertising.
a cut of a
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In each ad was

Paramount

star.
Prizes
for the best essays on
the writer liked a certain star.

were offered

why

The novel

was

twist

the contestant

had to leave the essay in the store
paying for the ad in which the cut
appeared.
This pleased the merchants.

The

were

prizes

They were

theatre.

given

by

the

passes.

— M.

J.

R.

Showmanship
In Pictures
FIVE

feet

of

film,

the

fast

five

in

"Grandma's Boy," should be given
careful theatre study by any and all exhibitors, directors, producers, as a brilliant example of showmanship in pictures.
It is imperative that the study
be made in the theatre, preferably a

"Miss Lulu Bett" and "Forever" advertised in conjunction by the Princess
theatre, Chatham, Ont., Canada. The idea merits study.

McGregor's

Economy

and had several other Paramounts
to come, so he thought the most
economical thing to do was to sell
Paramount stars and be done with
it.

He

grabbed four important winfrom the leading sporting
goods store, the leading drug store,
the leading confectionery, and the
best book store, in all of which star

dows

Pays
wEconomy
and

exploitation

are poor bed fellows. But efficiency is another matter.

Very

different.

CHARLES

Darwin McGregor,
manager of the PrinTheatre, Chatham, Ont., was
assistant

cess

looking around for a

way

to

save

money. He had booked "Miss Lulu
Bett" and "Forever" for one week.

Avere displayed.
store got copies of almost all the novels ever made into
screen versions and arranged an
unusually effective display. Mr. McGregor had the assistance of Leon
Bamberger, Paramount exploiJ.
stills

The book

from the Toronto office.
Bamberger tied up ten merchants
for a page of co-operative news-

ted",

well filled one.
At the Roosevelt, Chicago, a large
audience, weary as a result of getting to
the loop by the divers difficult emer-

gency means adopted when street cars
and elevated trains ceased to operate, enjoyed the picture audibly. The capable
Roosevelt organist accompanied the picture for the most part, alternating with
the orchestra, and its laughs scored
heavily, the biggest one coming at the
end.
It is in this final laugh, a veritable gale
with which was mingled a great deal of
applause, that the showmanship in the
picture becomes most apparent.
There is a brief let-down. Lloyd starts
to carry Miss Davis across a creek

studded with undependable-looking stepping stones. Everyone expects him to
slip.
He does so, but not until his foot
has sought rest on the final stone. Then
the splash draws the long repressed
chuckle.
But the chuckle swells to a
cyclonic outburst when the "stone"

waddles precipitately away on its four
stubby legs, a visibly perturbed porker.

The applause continues

after the picdone, after the next subject is introduced and begun, indefinitely. The
laughter continues as the leavetakers
reach the foyer, the lobby, the street. It
is talked about, laughed about, praised.
The showmanship in the last five feet
of "Grandma's Boy" is destined to play
a large part in that picture's success.
More pictures containing such showmanship are needed.

ture

is

Pathe Plans Laid
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
plane

YORK,

fight

8,500 miles
de Janeiro,

ever

Aug. 8.—The longest
planned,

between

covering the
and Rio

New York

will include a Pathe News
in the party of five taking
Editor Emanuel
air August 12.
states that full preparations for

cameraman
to

the

Cohen

the flight are completed.

Cameraman Hero
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

8.— Richard

Sears, International News photographer
at Boston, rescued several children from
drowning when a demonstration of a

Another window display used by the Princess in the duo-advertising campaign
worked out for two Paramount productions.

boat which he was
"non-capsizable"
Mr. Sears
shooting ended disastrously.
plunged into the water entirely clothed
and rescued the four girls and a boy in

danger of drowning.
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Suggestive
Survey Is
Service
Nobody sees all the pictures.
The majority of exhibitors see
few before booking them.
"Suggestions in the Stills" surveys printed in this department "see" pictures for many

showmen.

They

give service.

SOME
co operation

weeks ago, through the

of the Associated
National press division, this
department presented to exhibitors
a complete forecast or outline of the
exploitation and presentation possiof "Hurricane's Gal," an
bilities
Allen Holubar production featuring
Dorothy Phillips. It was read and
First

digested.
"'Hurricane's Gal" has been well
exploited and presented by many
showmen in the intervening weeks.
Its treatment has been the sort of
treatment outlined in that summary.
The presentation of the feature

by Joseph Plunkett. Mark Strand
theatre, New York, probably was
not planned with the outline offered
by this department as a guide, since
Mr. Plunkett has adequate facilities for viewing productions in advance and is notably original. But
his prologue, the photograph indi-

amounted

cates,

tization of the
the survey,
j

to practical

suggestion

drama-

made

in

Under

old
fashioned methods,
followed by all save this department, only after the
Mark
Strand presentation had been duly
staged and reported could exhibitors generally have availed themselves of the suggestion it gives
concrete form. In the present case,
some scores of theatres presented
the picture
as well
before the
Strand report came to hand.

the Rialto theatre, Waterloo. Ia.,
taxicabs carried banners announcing the engagement.
Persons familiar with the geography of the city
know that its taxicabs cover much
residential territory as well as business district.
The space used, the interior of
the spare tire, is admirably suited
for the purpose of banner display,
Furproviding a natural frame.
ther, a good banner placed therein
Still further,
is an asset to the cab.
impossible that persons
it is not

beholding such a display might be
moved to employ the cab to transport them to the theatre, though
this may be stretching a point.
If it were necessary to buy this
space, it should be bought frequently.
If, as is more than probable, use of it may be obtained in
exchange for a card in the house
organ or a similar advertisement, it
should be steadily employed.
The Waterloo stunt has been
used before, with profit. More important, it should be used again.

still

Taxi Space

Worth
Money

Is

Taxicabs cover much terriAdvertising carried by

tory.

them gets wide distribution. It
is worth much money.
But it
isn't always necessary to pay
for

it.

"The Devil," Associated
WHEN
Exhibitors production
ing George Arliss,

featurat

was exhibited

"The Devil," Associated Exhibitors feature, exploited by taxi
ment at the Rialto theatre, Waterloo, Ia.

in

its

engage-
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"Northern"
Fits the
Period
and demand keep
Each season demands a

Supply
pace.

type of picture. Picture makers supply it. That is
as it should be.
specific

b k

XJAXOOK of the North," Pathe
1^1 feature,

men

came

to

theatre

at the proper season.

It

fits

the period.
It contains scenes accepted as the sort of scenes that
cool perspiring patrons.
It gives
exhibitors a chance to do the sort of
advertising that is believed to bring
perspiring pedestrians within the
portals of the theatre.

The accompanying illustration
shows the frontal representation accorded this picture by the Prospect

Barry Host
To Young

Fandom
There are adults who do not
pictures.
There are no
children who do not. And chillike

dren

who

picture

grow

up.

\70U
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like pictures become
friends
when they

must

like kids,

ing exhibitions of pictures in which
Barry appears as long as that youthful player appears in pictures.

theatre at Brooklyn.
The display
involves
icicles,
thermometers,
snowy decorations, all the pictorially suggestive matter that exhibitors

And

ENTERPRISE
SELZN1CK

news photographers obtained excellent views of Chicagoans
substituting various means of locomotion
for the strike-paralyzed street cars and
"L" trains last week. Harry Corbett,
Woodlawn theatre manager, supplied introductory titles labeling the scenes
"Woodlawn Extra" and featured them.
Everybody liked the idea.

like.

the
ceptional

Undoubtedly

it

paid.

management added an
inducement

in

tional prologue.
In this a man

dressed as an
the point of
suffocation, making the audience
feel cool by contrast, addressed the
audience and described the North
country depicted in the feature.
This is a novelty and one worth remembe/ing as adaptable.

Eskimo, befurred

to

then they

X

are for you," writes Mr. Rea,
an exhibitor who knows.
Every
exhibitor who considers the matter
seriously agrees with him. But not
all who have opportunity to "make
friends" with the young, the "fans"
of tomorrow, take advantage of it.
S. L. Warner, of Warner BrothDays"
ers, producers
of "School
and other well exhibited attractions, evidenced proper appreciation
of motion picture futures when, recently, he invited children of Los
Angeles to spend a day at the
Warner Brothers studios. To make
the party thoroughly to the children's liking, he assigned the duties
of host to Wesley Barry and commissioned the latter to distribute
lollypops to the guests.

From
to

the

Warner Brothers

your auditorium

is

studio
not such a

Barry makes
it seems.
And the
phenomenal time.
guests at S. L. Warner's party will
long step as
it

in

make

several thousand theatre vistheir several lifetimes as a
direct result of that affair, attendits

in

to orphans invited to spend a day at the Warner
Brothers studios in Los Angeles, distributing lollypops.

Wesley Barry was host

ex-

an excep-

—
-

NEWSPICTURES
W/ITH a

view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the
Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of prodding
whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his Sews Reel
ways
feature, the "Herald" has established this department.

W and
Xews
means

* FINAL EXTRA *
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 61: Marion
Danes Displays Autumn Fashions Jap Cruisers
World Will Hays Visits West Coast

—

—

Tour

—Cartoon

Lares Pilgrims

India's Sacred River
Territorial specials.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Walk

aas

.

No. 62: ChicagoDuring Traffic Strike Memorial to
Graham Bell Baltimore Man Pro-

—

—

Alexander

—
—
Ready on
SINOGRAMS No. 2167: U.
Land. Sea or Air— Test Army Dirigible — CanaDay
Sports—Augustas Thomas
dian Indians
Appointed '"Landis of the Stage"—Connecticut
Camp Frolic— Territorial
SINOGRAMS No. 2168: Direct Army Tanks
by Radio— Washington Swimmers Taught by
Chss—Ambassador Herrick Homer- French Here
for Tennis Matches — Spencer Heads Fuel Board
Vacation — Diamond Sculls Winner
—Coolidges on —
Havs Visits West Coast

"Depression" is passing, not past. Much work, much readjustment,
confronts business men.
If everybody works at the job of re-establishing a sound business basis
its accomplishment will be hastened.
But everybody must work, not
merely talk about it.
Further, intelligence must govern effort put forth.
And to insure
endurance of results obtained readjustments made must extend beyond the

Judge Looks Like Lincoln Canadian
Broucht In Capital Demonstrates for
No More War Ohio Mines Worked Under
Guard Vice President to Have Home.
SINOGRAMS No. 2169: GoaHsmen March
Chicago Car Strike Coast Stars in
for Pershing
Boston Youngsters Taken t:>
Tennis Tourney

picture makers.

Lightning— Salinas,

Rodeo Special
Strange Festival of the Gn-at God Jugspecials.
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India
gernaut.
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I

Views
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of
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I

specials.
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|
,
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j

Hero

Home

at

Will

California

Gasher
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—

—

—

'

—

—

—

—
—

Country Mail Pilots Fish From Planes K. C's
Convene at Atlantic City Steamer and Ferry
Crash Chicago Booms Better Babies Russian
Famine Subsides Chicago River Races Produce
Record Alexander Graham Bell Passes Away
French Ambassador to U. S. Sails for Paris
U. S. Girl Athletes Go to Paris Meet Territorial

—

—

—

—

—

specials.

PATHE NEWS

Test Land-Water
No. 61:
Labor Board Confers with HardKing Opens Municipal Buildine
Mine Depot The
Explosion Wrecks German
Moon. Through Yerkes Telescope Chinese War
Plane
ing^

— Railroad

— English

—

—

—

Aided Good Will Delegates Sail for
Laddie Boy Gets Birthday Cake Xazzaro Wins French Grand Prix Japan's Unique
Victims
France

—

—

—

—

Transportation Equipment Territorial specials.
Will Hays Visits
No. 62:
PATHE
West Coast World's Largest Raft in Use Famine in Russia Subsides—California Judge Resembles Lincoln—Girl Campers Rig Out PicturInesque Canoes
French Honor War Dead
dians in Tribal Dances
Chicago Sees Far Style
Show Air Pilots Practice Night Flying Territorial speciab.
Motorcycle-plane
PATHE
No. 63:
Demonstrated Cincinnati Tests Apple Pies -Government Assumes Control of Coal Distribution
Sormer Sinn Fein Envoy Killed Alexander Graham Bell Dies Personal Service Passing (Cartoon feature)
Young and Old in K. C. Bike Ride
Oil Ship Burns at Sea
Salinas. Cal.. Rodeo
I Visits
Mt. Shasta bv Air Territorial specials.
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—
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No. 1062c: California Judge
Will Hays Visits West Coast

—
—
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Resembles Lincoln
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SLUMP GIVES
NEWSPICTURE
OPPORTUNITY

U.

—

President Visits Rome Test New
Blimp— Teach Young and Old Washingto Swim
Director of American Relief in

S.

tonians
Russia

Women's

Su->r>lement
lynn Miller Wed.

Home

—Jack

for Vacation
Pickford and Mari-

SELZNICK NEWS

Alexander Gra-

No.l063c:
Go.
— Brooklyn
Bridge
— Canadian Re—
Radio— American Gold
Rebuild French Town — Angler and
Swimmer m Struggle—Goats Fed on Bottle
—-Throneless King of France
— ProU.
President
Republic of Africa Here—

ham

Bell

Dead

to

Is

Alfred DuPont a Strikebreaker
gatta Celebrated
Air Pilots L'se
to

Girl

in

visional

S.

of

Flapper-Evangelist Says Boston is "Hell Bound"
Chicago in Grip of Transportation Strike.

—

NEWSPICTURES

ARE ALWAYS
GOOD PICTURES

still

immediate industry.
In this connection the slump presents a brilliant opportunity for news-

Improvements and readjustments thus far accomplished
with a view to improving the condition of the motion picture
industry have been confined to the industry itself. Exhibitors
have sought rental reductions and other decreases in operating
Distributors have sought less expensive means of
expense.
transporting product. Producers have sought to curtail expenses
by reduction of star salaries and sundry similar means.
Xo effort has been made to improve general commercial conditions in America, obviously necessary to enduring improvement
of theatre business.

This important work might be done very effectively by
reel manufacturers.

news

It

can be done.

"Topics of the Day'" has demonstrated that type matter well presented
It is not difficult, nor exor. the screen will be read and appreciated.
pensive, for the newspicture producer who cares to make the effort to
incorporate in his weekly a single sound business editorial such as are
printed regularly and in great abundance by the good newspapers and
magazines. Cartoons in film are notoriously effective. Thus a straight
application of newspaper methods is seen to be a matter of great
simplicity.

In the selection of newspicture contents, perhaps, lies an even greater
opportunity. When, recently, the Illinois Steel Mills, after laying off workmen and cutting wages consistently over a long period, employed men at
the rate of 1.000 daily, no newspicture carried the "story." Regular publication of such events, with or without the editorial and cartoon matter
mentioned above, undoubtedly would operate to restore the optimistic
frame of mind essential to public prosperity.
outline more definitely the methods by which newspicture pubexert a powerful influence for good over the commercial
world, an influence which would work directly toward the betterment of
motion picture conditions, would be to cramp the initiative of such a
progressive as the proposition must interest. It is sufficient to point out
the opportunity.

To

lishers

may

EX H
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INTERESTING

news

announcement

the

Marshall

that

of the

week

of the National

contained in

is

Board

Review

of

production "Fools

Neilan's

girl

month

of

First"

The others were "The Prisoner

July.

There

Zenda" and "Grandma's Boy."

Chicago Censor Board who

in this for the

thought

The same Board

fused to pass the picture.

News Weekly

cut out a scene from a

Ku-Klux

member

initiation in Plainfield,

of the

food

is

Board objected

"HER GILDED CAGE"

of
for
re-

recently

showed

a

Swanson's
duced by

starring vehicle,

latest

Sam Wood.

plenty of action and

whenever characters are

subtitle in their pictures give the

duced by

is

and

directed

pro-

and

of the strongest
is

The

presented with
picture

a

contains

interest-holding throughout.

WRONG WITH THE WOMEN"

"WHAT'S

a

number

sufficient

known

of well

the film.

henceforth,

will

one

is

Gloria

is

although the other

it,

Another interesting item comes from Paramount

who

It

wealth of beautiful costumes.

(Equity) contains

members passed

nine

(Paramount)

best roles of this star's career and

because a colored

111.,

to

that

another and finds comfort and

love in a rich home.

selected as one of the three best pictures of the

was

who impersonates

names

introof the

actors and actresses to insure a good performance and

Daniel Carson
duction.

Goodman

It is a

has given the story good pro-

story of

modern

New York

con-

life,

vincingly played.

impersonators preceded by the formal prefix "Mr." or

"Miss" as the case may

this done as he maintains the prefix

due the members

and

is in

keeping with the dignity

bers of the

company hold

It is also

a

is

in

of respect

which the mem-

reported that motion pictures from the

idea that

we Americans

mages

our homes.

by many companies,

Asia Minor the

Asia

we'll

we wish

if

said,

is

have proven anything

have to be careful what we send

to hold their respect.

"THE YOUNG DIANA"
mount)

is

marked by

photography and

is

lavish

port by an all-star cast.

Marie
ellani

Corelli's story

pep into his work and he

"MARRIED PEOPLE"

story

is

necessary

the

given splendid

J.

It

to

ing role.

much

beautiful

Marion Davies wears

story

is

given good sup-

was adapted from

and was directed by Albert Cap-

many

(Pathe). Rather thin
details.

Edith Stock-

ton and Louis Kimball have the principal roles, with
villain.

amateurish for the most part.

Direction and acting are
Story. of a poor

working

a

is

over the adoption of a

little

Percy Marmont

is

girl,

do-

his

hero-cowboy trying

sweetheart.

to

There are

a west-

is

Hoot Gibson

in the

save the old farm

for

and

the

thrills

a-plenty

usual villainy without which no Western

Five reels of tense action and

the husband

(Universal)

ern melodrama with the popular
of

whom

disagree

excellent as the husband.

"THE LOADED DOOR"
role

who

concerns a wealthy couple

"PAID BACK"

"THROUGH THE STORM"
story, poorly acted with too

It

befriends.

R. M.

(Hodkinson)

mestic drama, with the pretty Mabel Ballin in the lead-

and Robert G. Vignola.

lames Cooly as the

moving

Thompson.

(Cosmopolitan-Para-

gowns and
The

—

settings,

well acted.

a succession of beautiful

of

a swiftly

Ethel Grey Terry, Kid McCoy, Adele Pringle and Fred

so-called comedies put out

but a good advertisement for Americans, abroad.

would seem

amount

is

Farnum puts

Dustin

element.

tery

(Fox)

bogus detectives, and an excellent mys-

are addicted to weird scrim-

The
it

of silk thieves,

support by a well picked cast, including Maurice Flynn,

their profession.

United States are giving the people of

in

mark

Paramount Stock Company,

of the

"OATH BOL'ND"

Jesse L. Lasky has ordered

be.

is

complete.

thrills.

(Universal)

is

a

society

drama

with Gladys Brockwell, Stuart Holmes, Mahlon Hamilton

and Edna Murphy

in

strong story treatment and
cipal

points of appeal.

stuff gives the

the principal. roles.

The

excellent acting are its prin-

Charming South

proper atmosphere to the

Sea
tale.

island

MARION DAVIES

IN

THE YOUNG DIANA
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
This latest production from the Cosmopolitan studios is a worthy fol-

low-up of "Enchantment," "The
"Beauty's
Play" and
Bride's
Lavishness marks it
Worth."
throughout, and with a notable

and wondrous direction,

cast

it

should prove a big attraction.
6744 feet in length.
Cost was evidently not considered
when Cosmopolitan decided to picturize
Marie

Corelli's

interesting

story

as

a

vehicle for the histrionic talents of beauti-

Brilliantly directed
Marion Davies.
by two master directors, the results obtained are evidences of a skill and attenful

tion

to

detail

rarely

A

seen.

picture

by either Albert Capellani or
Robert G. Vignola cannot well fail of
being good, and under the guidance of
these two "The Young Diana" is a nota-

directed

ble production.

Surrounded by a cast which in mainwould be labeled "all-star," the
charming young actress is abb supported
in what will undoubtedly be received as

pictures

-

work she has yet done. Maclyn
Arbuckle. as the parvenu father with social aspirations, which he hopes to gain
through the charm and beauty of his
daughter, gives a naturalness to his role
which is always enjoyable. As Dr. Dimitrius. a scheming scientist who seeks by
unfair means to win and keep the love of
the girl, no better actor could have been
chosen than Pedro de Cordoba. Richard
Cleeve and Gypsy O'Brien are more than
acceptable as the young lover and the
the best

other

he has to go away. He urges
him and he will explain on
Later, guided by Dimitrius,
Cleeve and Lady Anne leave
an automobile. Diana faints.

her to trust
return.
Diana sees
his

together

in

Disillusioned ?nd embittered. Diana bea drab and dreary spinster with
little
One day, years
interest in life.
later,
she sees an advertisement in a
newspaper stating that a famous physician
wants a young woman assistant in an
unusual experiment. She decides to answer it and, not wishing her father to
know, leaves some of her clothing on the
shore, causing him to think she has been

Cleeve's Captain, and had accompanied
Diana's lover in order to see her husband
before he sailed.
Diana realizes that but a few hours had
passed and that her twenty years of suffering and spinsterhood was but a dream.

comes

drowned.
In Switzerland, where her journey in
to the advertisement takes her,
she finds that the physician is Dimitrius.
She agrees to become the subject of his
experiment the restoration of youth.
The experiment is successful and Diana
again becomes a wonderful girl.
Then
follows a series of dazzling triumphs for
the girl, who is taken by Dimitrius to all
the fashionable places of Switzerland and
finally to Paris.
There she meets Cleeve.
still handsome in spite of the passing of
twenty years. He is with his wife, the
same Lady Anne with whom he eloped.
Diana finds that the restoration of youth
has not brought her happiness, and finally
she goes to her room with Cleeve's wild
protestations of love ringing in her ears.
He follows and threatens her, whereupon
she falls into a faint.
Recovering consciousness, she finds
Cleeve bending over her, young and handsome as on the night of the elopement.
Nothing is changed, she herself being the
Diana of her girlhood. Soon it is explained to her that Cleeve's sudden departure was caused by secret orders that his
ship was about to sail and he had to report in order to get his leave of absence
extended. Lady Anne, who left so mysteriously with him, was the bride of

answer

—

GLORIA SWANSON IN

HER GILDED CAGE
(PARAMOUNT)
Gloria Swanson's latest picture, directed and produced by Sam
Wood, will please a lot of people.
In this the popular Paramount
star is given one of the strongest
and best roles of her career. With
a theme not new, the story is so
delightfully told as to be always
interesting.
Six reels.

Marked with

beautiful settings, fast
photography and of
splendid
course with the wonderful costumes without which no Gloria Swanson picture
would be complete, "Her Gilded Cage"
is good entertainment.
The cast is exceptional, Miss Swanson having been surrounded by such sterling thespians as
David Powell, Harrison Ford, Walter
Hiers and Anne Cornwall.
As a singer in a cheap French cabaret,
with her simplicity of costume and excellent dancing, Miss Swanson is charming.
Later as a stage celebrity in
action,

America, surrounded by all the luxury
and gorgeousness of costume and habitation, she is equally charming, and it is
hard to decide in which role she is most
likable.

While the story which

is used as the
of the production has been done
times and in many ways, so cleverly
has this picture version been handled as
to make it seem new. The rapidly unfold-

basis

many

woman.

And

as no Marion Davies production
would be such without wonderful gowns,
they are here in profusion. Each appear-

ance of the winsome young star brings
with it a new raiment, each apparently
more elaborately beautiful than the one
before. In strong contrast with gorgeous
costumes is her appearance as the old
maid, drab and somber, and it is hard to
realize that the harsh features, drooi-;ng
form and unlovely hair are those of Miss
Davies.
The transformation from this
character back to her own beautiful self
is almost startling.
The story deals with a young woman
whose father seeks a social standing by
marrying her into the nobility. She loves
Richard Cleeve, a young sailor who is also
a baronet.
On the night prior to the
wedding the father gives a party, at which
Dr. Dimitrius, a
scientist,
and Lady
Anne, the latter a friend of Diana May.
the bride to be, are present.
Dimitrius
is secretly in love with Diana, and when
the latter sees Cleeve and Lady Anne in
a mysterious conversation in the garden
the scientist intimates that there is an
affair between them.
Later that evening
a sailor brings Cleeve a note and also a
letter which Dimitrius sees Cleeve slip
quietly to Lady Anne. Cleeve tells Diana
that the marriage must be postponed, as

Marion Davies and support

in

"The Young Diana" (Cosmopolitan-Paramount).
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ing action takes the spectator from one
scene to another so smoothly as to make

tion

celebrated but notorious.
There she is found again by the artist,
who, in spite of his love for her, scorns
her on account of her notoriety. In the
meantime the artist's brother and the in-

After
lovers,

in

it

to a pleasing completion
ends happily for everyone con-

all

Cage" should prove
pleasing addition to any program.
Gilded

a

WHAT'S WRONG
WITH THE WOMEN
Sufficient

THROUGH

familiar detail make story tireSix reels.
This is a Playgoers picture, produced

Horace G. Plimpton. It features
Edith Stockton and Louis Kimbell. There
in the work of
is nothing remarkable
Miss Stockton is inclined to look
either.
too theatrical in the early footage and
does not carry conviction. This hero is
amateurish in expression and actions, in
fact the whole cast is too artificial to be
convincing. It has a rather slight story
of no great interest and is slow in action.
The theme deals with the "honesty
is the best policy" idea and is given thus

by

in the subtitles:
trials and when

"Under the most severe

happiness and even life
do not swerve from the
truth."
The settings are beautiful and
well photographed throughout and while
type of entertainit cannot be said the
ment offered is below the average of
are at

many
It is

stake,

kind, it certainly is not higher.
too bad the story was not on a par

of

its

with the mechanical details.
Helen Stone loses her position as stenographer when it becomes known her
father was a forger. She journeys to the
country to get work, is unsuccessful and
while returning to the city meets a girl
who is going to live with an aunt. A
wreck delays them and they are forced
to stay together all night in a country

The hotel is wrecked by a storm
and the stranger Lillian Atterbury is
killed.
Helen takes the letter of introYears
duction and assumes her name.
pass and an architect, employed by Mrs.
Harsworth, discovers Helen's deception.
hotel.

He

—

—

attempts to blackmail her.

Harsworth

is

stricken

Then Mrs.

seriously

ill

and

is told a shock would kill her.
Drake, the
architect, writes Mrs. Harsworth, exposing Helen, and Helen also confesses in a
letter to Mrs. Harsworth of her duplicity.

Harsworth has Helen burn both
and she finds happiness when
wedded to Dr. Bruce, the family phyMrs.

letters
sician.

are in-

Carson Goodman, had produced
with less merit and with a
cast less favorably known.
It is
6400 feet long and was directed
by R. William Neill.

THE STORM

Whether
wrong with

or

not

anything

women

Lackaye
wealthy

is

supposed

is

Oscar

The story is one of modern life
New York city and had to do with

in

a

stir-

ring adventures of one family of wealth

and

social

position,

and one of modest

attainments both financially and sociallv.
The daughter of one family and the wife
of another, dazzled by the wild life of
a fast set, seek to descend and ascend
respectively

moral

is

learn

in

into

its

glare.

A

happy

developed by the fact that both
time the fals ty of the white
light life, and after many tribulations
everything ends happily as all stories
w'th a moral should.
Young Jack Lee, employed by an architect named Bascom, goes to his home
one night to find his wife's mind filled
with new ideas of independence absorbed
from a Mrs. Neer, who lives in an adjoining apartment. Mrs. Neer has taken
M". T ee to an afternoon tea given bv a
wealthy young rounder named Arthur
Belden.
Dazzled by the fast life. Mrs.
Lee tells her husband that his salary is
too s^all for her tastes and urges him
to demand an increase.
He does so
and is tnld that his services are no
loneer required.
In the meanf'me the daughter of Basco-". Lee's employer, has become attracted to the fast life of the Belden set,
and supported by her mother, declares
her 'ndeoendence of her father, who
:

home for life at
Young Lee does not tell

leaves his

his club.
his wife that

he has lo«t his position.
Cont nually
urged bv Mrs. Neer, Mrs. Lee continues
:

fo w'th the fast set, neglecting their
small daughter.
Finelly she gives a
narty at her home and during the h'larity
Lee real'zes the danger into which his
wife is falh'ng. breaks up the party and
throws the guests out of the apartment.
Mrs. Lee, incensed, also leaves and
takes refuge with Mrs. Neer.
The next
morning Lee asks for his former posito

Hammerstein

and

Paul

Mc-

Allister.

GLADYS BROCKWELL

IN

PAID BACK
A

all in

real.

is,
of course, thorough as the
business man with a lot of

wild ideas.
The remainder of the cast
includes such well known names as
Huntley Gordon, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Helen Rowland, Hedda Hopper, Mrs.

really

is

the way
one looks at it.
And in this quickmoy'ng and intensely interesting picturization
of the
entanglements of two
families, can be found almost any answer one cares to seek.
Director R.
William Neill has given careful attent'on to detail and never fails to make the
characters of
his
story
convincingly
the

1922

puzzled and finally incensed by his wife's
newly
acquired
ideas,
and
Wilton

it

(PATHE)

some.

(EQUITY)
number of people

terested in the question asked by
the title of this picture to make
it an attraction, even if Daniel

SPECIAL CAST IN

unconvincing
and
Conventional
story handled with little finesse.
The old, old story of a girl who
changes places with a dead companion and is threatened with exGood photographic efposure.
fects, but poor acting and too

Woman"

SPECIAL CAST IN

cerned.

"Her

"The Bonded

in

(Paramount)

love.

many trials for all four of the
and many entangling situations,

worked out

all is

and

have met and fallen

Betty Compson

19,

reinstated but also learns of
infidelity.
He rushes
home in time to learn that the neglected
little
daughter has met with an accident which leaves her a cripple.
Mrs.
Lee returns to the house but is scorned
and driven away by the irate husband.
Later disillusionment comes to both
the Bascom and Lee families and reconciliation follows, with the fast set properly discomfited but probably continuing their speedy course.
As the good but foolish wife, Barbara Castleton is pleasing and convincing, while as the rich young rake with
an appetite for wild parties and other
men's wives and daughters, Montagu
Love gives his usual finished performance.
Rod LaRoque makes a splendid
impression
as
the
young
husband

Miss Swanson portrays a little French
girl who becomes an artist's model and
later a cabaret dancer in order to take
While posing
care of an invalid sister.
as a model she meets and falls in love
with an artist. Later she is "discovered"
by an American press agent who takes
her and the invalid sister to America,
where he makes the dancer not only

valid sister

and

his wife's

intensely interest-holding.

it

August

(UNIVERSAL)
drama in which the woman makes the villain "pay" for
her
unhappiness.
Very well
society

acted for the most part and some

charming South Sea island

shots.

A

large cast of well known players in support of star. Five reels
of tense action.
This story of how a married woman
lost her happiness through trying to prostep-daughter from a blackmailer,
quite well told, the acting is generally
excellent and from the opening scene it
grips the attention and manages to hold
it to the end.
Gladys Brockwell, who hasn't been
seen upon the screen for some time, has
a role well suited to her talents and she
arouses much sympathy through her sinStuart
cere acting of a difficult part.
Holmes appears opposite her in a role
familiar to picture fans, for he is again
the villain and a most cagey one. The interest centres around these two until the
final reel when the love interest is introduced. Kate Price, as a maid, furnished
valuable contrast of a comedy nature and
Mahlon Hamilton, as the ultimate lover,
was very well cast. Arthur Hull, Edna
tect her

is

Murphy, Wilfred Lucas, William West
and Albert McQuarrie gave good support.
Settings and lighting was very good
and the South Sea Island stuff some of
the best we have ever seen.
A good picture for adult audiences.
Upon her wedding day a society girl is
discovered tendering a check to a man
and receiving from him a packet of letters.
Her husband is incensed because
she will not explain and he drives her
from the house. The letters belong to her
step-daughter and the man was attempting to blackmail her through them. She
is urged to leave for a trip to the equator
with the man, and conceiving a way to
make him suffer as she has, she accepts.
They land on an island and live as
brother and sister at an inland cabin. The
man makes love to a girl, steals money
from a shipping company's office, and attempts to elope. His plot is discovered,
however, and the girl is saved, but the
villain loses his life in the jungle, when
the police attempt to capture h'm. The
girl

receives

husband
the post.

and

word

of

marries

the death of her
the physician at

August

19,
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ED (HOOT) GIBSOX IN

THE LOADED DOOR
(UNIVERSAL)

A Western

thriller

with the popular

cow-boy actor doing

his best to
put over a rather obvious story.
Gertrude Olmstead in support.
Good photography, fast action and
not a little suspense add to the
office
picture's value as a box
attraction.
Five reels. Directed

by Harry Pollard.
Not as strong nor as pleasing a story
as some of Hoot Gibson's former vebut it is crammed full of action
contains no little suspense.
The
Cumstory was furnished by Ralph
mings and differs but little from a numoer of other western tales in which a
poor girl is cheated out of her ranch,
ind saved from the villain by the stalwart hero in the final reel.
Gibson, puts up several good scraps
ind his detective work, while prolonged,
iround the ranch house, furnishes a
Olmstead
as
Gertrude
thrill.
eal
Molly Grainger invests the role with the
equired sympathy and spirit, and shows
Bill
*reat improvement in her work.
Ryno plays the role of Bud, her brother.
Eddie, Sutherland is Joe Grainger, her
lather, and Noble Johnson is splendid
"Blackie" Lopez, a half
is the villain

hicles

and

ireed.

Charles
Calvert,

played
by
sheriff
is
The
Newton and Joseph Harris is
leader of the outlaw gang. The

itmosphere of a run-down ranch is well
simulated in sets and out-of-door scenes.
Bert Lyons returns to his home to
ind his former foreman dead and the
anch leased to a real estate shark. The
nutlaw gang living on the ranch is
:rafficing in whiskey under the guise of
Bert goes to see his
cattle.
aisirig
sweetheart, Molly Grainger, who tells
lim of her suspicions and that through
deal he has been cheated. The
i crooked
?ang plans to "get" Bert, and Calvert.
:he leader, has designs upon Molly, telling her if she will elope with him across
he border, he will save her brother
Bud who has been accused of shooting
Bert learns of the scheme
:he sheriff.
Bud's
ind while endeavoring to find
?un to clear him, he just escapes being
dlled in the ranch house, where Blackie
Lopez has placed some dynamite and
.vhich will explode when he opens the

The smugglers are rounded up
Molly and Bert make plans for their

loor.

ind

)wn

little

home

in

the

west.

MABEL BALLIN

IN

MARRIED PEOPLE
(HODKINSON)
\ domestic drama of average interest, well produced and well acted.
Adapted from a prize-winning
story written by a Chicago stenographer. Miss Ballin, while not
exactly suited to her role, dominates the piece and handles very
well the few dramatic scenes
given her.
Directed by Hugo
Ballin.
Six reels.
While "Married People" is not very
jriginal as to plot.

Director Ballin with

Mabel Ballin and a commanages to get over one or

he assistance of
petent cast

wo

far-fetched situations with a fair
of success.
As is usual with
i
Ballin production he has provided
nany beautiful sets and Miss Ballin
vears a variety of pretty gowns.
The storv was written by Nell Marie

neasure

DUSTIN FARNUM IN

personal

appearance
in
the
It
concerns a
and loving husband and an irritable, extravagant wife,
who fall out because the husband wants
to adopt an orphaned child, w hile she
contemplates eloping with a bogus English nobleman.
The transition of Miss
Ballin from a sweet, lovable girl into an
exasperating woman is not at all convincing nor a role suited to her particuBallin's

Windy

OATH BOUND

recently.
married couple a kind
City,

—

r

lar

talents.

It

is

(FOX)
There

about everything the seeker
for excitement in films is looking
for in this picture.
Fast motor
hydroplanes, silk thieves,
blundering detectives and a lovely
woman in distress. Farnum puts
dash into his work and is given
good support by well-balanced
cast.
Directed by Bernard J.
Durning. Five parts.
boats,

just a vehicle for the

and not a very strong one at that.
Percy Marmont as the husband is very
good: Ernest Hilliard is Lord Cranston,
and Bobby Clarke as "Little Tim," is
an "Oliver Twist" role that furnishes the
heart interest. The cast was well chosen
and they made the most of the roles assigned to them.
An interesting prologue shows two
star

old people toddling off to a picture show
to see "Married People" firm in the conviction that it can teach them but little
about married life. As a plea for children in the homes of the rich, it is excellent

propaganda.

that there are
Dace pictures.

However, we doubt

many homes

such as Miss

Dorothy Cluer and her wealthy husband Robert, drift apart, when he suggests bringing into their home the baby
She has
girl of a friend who has died.
as her constant companion Lord Cran-

who

poses as an English nobleand who endeavors to have her
Then one
elope with him to England.
night while she and the bogus Lord are
ston,

man,

together, she hears a noise in the house,
rushes into the hallway and fires a
revolver, the bullet striking a little boy
who has been assisted through a window
by a crook to open the front door. At
once the maternal instinct is aroused and
when her vexed husband returns from
his hunting lodge, he finds her not only

happy with Timmy, the housebreaker,
but Betty, the orphaned child, also and
there is the usual happy ending.

Gladys Walton to Star
In Shannon Fife Story

is

3ace, a Chicago girl, and was accepted
the prize-winning scenario by a Chi-

Gladys Walton is to star in "The Lavender Bath Lady," a story written by
Shannon Fife, scenarized by George Randolph Chester and directed by King Bag-

cago newspaper in connection with Miss

got.

is

This is the story of a wealthy shipowner, of a gang of silk thieves and a
dishonest brother, posing as a govern-

ment

secret service agent.

siderable

and

mystery woven

There
into

is

con-

the

tale

keeps the attention from the first
reel to the finish, because you suspect
the wrong persons all the way through.
Farnum as Lawrence Bradbury, walks
into tight places and fights his way out
of them with his customary ease. Ethel
Gray Terry makes a pleasing Constance,
his wife, who is under oath to maintain
silence and not expose her brother, Ned.
Maurice Flynn plays Ned. Fred Thompson was the dishonest brother, Jim;
Norman Selby the detective, and Adele
Pringle a lady crook. Helen Palmer,
in love with Jim, both act with sinSelby is Kid McCoy
cerity minor roles.
it

The story is a
life you know.
thin in places but the excitement
the motor boat chase excellently
photographed and the stirring finish
make up for the story's shortcomings.
Edward LeSaint furnished the story.

in

real

little

of

—

Lawrence

Bradbury on

—

his

wedding

day, saves his brother Jim's life, when he
is knocked from the deck of a yacht into
Silk thieves are at work on
the bay.
incoming vessels and Lawrence deter-

mines to run them down. Jim pretends
to be after the thieves, but is in reality
one of their number, while Mrs. Bradbury's brother is suspected of being imIn a hand-to-hand
plicated in the thefts.
scuffle the thieves are rounded up and
Tim is caught, while Ned shows his
badge and explains he asked his sister
to keep mum until the arrest was made.
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Company Ready

Christie

Program
Christie

Film Company's

fall

new two-reel comedies has been
mapped with the first two pictures already made and the stories and casts senext

the

for

work on which
the studios in

is

three

productions,

now going forward

at

Hollywood.

The first publication of the new series
of Christie comedies is to be "That Son
of a Sheik," which is Christie's burlesque
version of all the desert pictures rolled
into one.
Neal Burns is featured under
direction of Scott Sidney. Viora
Daniel plays opposite Burns and others
in the cast are Lincoln Plumer, Lydia
Yeamans Titus, and Henry Murdock.

to

Launch

pedition.
Direction of this comedy will
be in the hands of Scott Sidney, while
Director Harold Beaudine starts work on
another Bobby Vernon comedy to follow
shortly in the series.
Christie points out that this new series
will offer a still greater variety of plots
and atmosphere than the preceding series.
The new series will contain twenty pictures, publication of which will start

early in September.

the

Vernon
The second

in

Ring Story

picture of the series will

present Bobb}' Vernon in "Pardon My
Glove," a story of the prize ring, staged
by William Beaudine. Vernon is supported in this new story by Vera Steadman, Tommy O'Brien, Zack Williams

This comedy will soon be

and others.

completed.
The story was written by
Scott Darling.

W.

Other new pictures coming up in the
program are Dorothy Devore, with
George Stewart, in "Let Her Run," a situation farce comedy of race tracks and
This is the first picture Ai
paddocks.
fall

Christie has personally directed since reIn the cast are
turning from abroad.

Plumer, and some well known

Lincoln

Recalls Interesting Past
Of Reissue by Selznick
The approaching revival of "The New
Moon,"

in which
recalls the

Norma Talmadge

will

be presented in another variety of

Six State Right Buyers

Purchase Warner Film
"A Dangerous Adventure"
Six state-right buyers have purchased
the exclusive rights for their respective
territories of the Warner Brothers production,

"A Dangerous Adventure,"

turing Grace

fea-

Darmond.

Lewis

Sargent

has

Comedy

finished

his

first

comedy

starring role at Universal City,
"His First Job." Scott Darling wrote the
story and directed it.

Definite indication of the trend toward

and greater selling power
productions is seen by Al Lichtman
the casts selected by B. P. Schulberg,

better pictures
of
in

the

first three productions to be published
through the Al Lichtman Corporation.
For "Rich Men's Wives," the Gasnier-

distribution throughout the entire coun-

directed picture that will inaugurate the

Warner

Lichtman service, there are eight actual
and three other players whose
names are well known to theatre-goers.

tions

now being consummated

try of the entire series of seven
pictures, three of

for

which are Harry Rapf

productions.
E. G. Tunstall, of the Tri-State Film
Exchange, Minneapolis, has purchased
the rights for Wisconsin; Second National
Pictures of Illinois have secured Northern
Illinois; Regal Films. Ltd., of Canada,
have taken over Canada and Newfoundland; Franklin Film Company, Boston,
contracted for the New England states;
A. M. Fabian has purchased the rights
for northern New Jersey, and the Independent Film Company, Philadelphia,
controls the rights for eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey, Maryland,
Delaware, Virginia and District of Columbia.

COMING SOON

PERFECT PICTURES
NEITHER SCREEN NOR STAGE
BUT LIFE'S WINDOW"

"Omar
Guy Bates

Tentmaker,"

Tully's

the

ing

Post; the Preferred Pic-

featur-

Inc., production, "Money, Money,
Money," with Katherine MacDonald in
the stellar role; and Charles Chaplin's
latest two-reel comedy, as yet unnamed.

tures

Sets a

Record

This output marks

a

record produc-

week for First National on the West
The success of each of the picCoast.

tion

tures is
instance

practically assured, as in each
story, direction and cast meas-

away above that employed
any similar quartet completed at the
same time. The editing, titling and cuture far and
in

ting of each of these super pictures is
in progress and the date of their
publication will be announced within the

now

next month.
Productions

Under

Way

Norma
"The Voice from the
Minaret"; Buster Keaton in "The Love
Nest"; Katherine MacDonald in "The
Scarlet Lily": and John M. Stahl's "The
Dangerous Age" with an all-star cast.
The Murfin-Trimble feature, "Brawn of
Productions under

the

way

include

in

North," featuring the dog, Strongis rapidly nearing completion.

heart,

Star Casts Point Trend Toward
Greater Pictures, Says Lichtman

president of Preferred Pictures, Inc., for

These six deals, according to Harry M.
Warner, are the fore runners of negotia-

Four big pictures that will shortly be
published by Associated First National
Pictures,
Inc.,
have been completed.
They are Joseph M. Schenck's production of "East is West," starring Constance
Talmadge; Richard Walton

Talmadge

Sargent Completes

in Series

Frank R. Conklin, who returned from
Europe ,soon after Mr. Christie, is at
work on a story for Neal Burns which

Features and Charlie
Chaplin Comedy

is

reception this Selznick picture received on the occasion of
its first showing.
It is a dramatic production of Russian life and deals to some
extent with Russian politics. So powerfully was it .presented by the combination
of skilful acting and clever directing that
the English government protested against
its showing in that country.
There was
in fact considerable discussion regarding
the matter here in the United States.
However, nothing serious resulted and
all the comment and criticism along these
lines served only to give "The New
Moon" much valuable publicity.
starred,

jockeys.

Twenty
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Four Films Finished
For First National
of New Comedies for Fall
Output Includes Three New
program
atmosphere, that of a house-boating ex-

of

lected

August

the

stars

House Peters is the principal star with
Claire Windsor in the leading feminine
role.
Other players are Baby Richard
Headrick, star of "The Child Thou
Gavest Me," Gaston Glass, Myrtle Stedman, Rosemary Theby, Charles Clary,
Mildred June, Carol Holloway, Martha
Mattox and William Austin.

Chaney Heads Cast
For "Ching, Ching, Chinaman," which
being made under direction of Tom
Forman, Lon Chaney will have the principal role, and Marquerite De la Motte
will be the feminine lead.
Harrison Ford
is

will be the juvenile lead.
Others are
John Sainpolis, Walter Long, Buddy
Messenger, a noted child actor, William
Dudley and Frances Raymond.
The third Preferred Picture on the
schedule of the Al Lichtman Corporation
will be "Thorns and Orange Blossoms,"
directed by Gasnier. This is an adapta-

tion of the well known stage play, built
originally upon a widely read novel by
Bertha M. Clay.
The cast for this one will be headed
by Estelle Taylor, Enid Bennett and
Important parts also
Kenneth Harlan.
have been assigned to Evelyn Selbie,
Arthur Hull, and Carl Stockdale.

Casts Are Typical

"These casts." says the statement from
Al Lichtman Corporation, "may be accepted as typical of the casts that will be
seen in all Preferred Pictures."

Distinguished Feminist
Gives Advice to Women
In Urban Movie Chats
Sophie Irene Loeb, the distinguished
feminist, appears in the forthcoming issue
of Urban Movie Chats in a picturized
interview. She says:

"What woman wants

is equal oppornotions that she
can stand everything equally with men.
Every woman should learn something

tunity, without

any

silly

about national and international affairs in
the interest of herself and family. She
can be a good housekeeper and still know
what is going on in the world."
Miss Loeb is seen in several of her
activities.
A meeting in City Hall Park
in New York, where, as president of the
Child's Welfare Board, she makes an address in the interest of lower-priced milk
for babies, is one of the scenes.

August

19,
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England

Ban On Fox Actress

Lifts

ACCORDING
don

Fox Buys
Stage Hit

scinded

"Six Cylinder Love"

is

to

be shown

Arrangements to that
have been completed between

effect

Sheehan, general manager of Fox Film Corporation, and
Sam H. Harris, producer of the William Anthony McGuire comedy, which
is among the biggest hits of the New
York stage and has been running to
crowded houses for more than eleven
months.
R.

Winfield

*

*

*

Winter Comes" and "The Shepherd
King" are striking examples, and making them into specials, "Six Cylinder
Love" was selected as the stage sucsuited to
best
cess of last season
follow the standard set for master pictures by such Fox productions as "The
Queen of Sheba" and "Nero," now
running at the Lyric theatre.
The Hutchinson story, which is now
being filmed in England under the
direction of Harry Millarde, and the
stage success, "The Shepherd King,"
starred in by Wright Lorimer for several seasons, and now being picturized
in Palestine under the direction of J.
Gordon Edwards, are further proof
that the Fox organization is doing its
share to advance the artistic standing
of the motion picture, by obtaining a
portion of the leading literary and
dramatic output of this and foreign
countries, and transferring it to the
screen with liberality and intelligent

The cry, heard frequently that
the screen has been standing still of
late is refuted by the production of
such worth-while pictures.

effort.

is

more than

a keen and
timely criticism of a social condition
that affects the life of every com-

munity

at

immigration
their
order

ticipating

American
the

in

William Fox

prohibiting
actress,

Ann

of

the

Winter Comes,"

which are being taken

near Canterbury.

Miss Forrest
play

who went

"Lady Tybar"

in

to

the

Hutchinson novel, which

Fngland to
H. S. M.

pubunder
the ban which apparently resulted from a
lished as a

Fox

be

will

special feature,

fell

is

this country.
There is a
humorous side to the perof a newly married couple

in

under a provision of the immigration act.
This provision prevents the importation
of any labor which Britishers are qualified to fill.
Accordingly it was argued
that motion picture stars came under this
prohibition and were likely to be smacked
officially or placed under quarantine and
then sent home.
Miss Forrest was not permitted to
work while authorities and representatives of William Fox were debating the
construction of the national act. Harry
Millarde, the Fox director who produced
"Over the Hill" and who went to London
to take the exteriors of the famous story,
was obliged to work minus the services
of Miss Forrest, and thus was unable to
progress satisfactorily with the work before him.

Percy Marmont, who was selected to
"Mark Sabre," being an
Englishman, did not fall under the de-

essay the role of

barring proceedings.

The announcement

that

the

who attempts
when

tion

plexities

to sport an automobile
the family income is barely sufficient to meet the necessary household
expenses.
The run in the story appeals to the automobile owners
and
also to their friends who never have
to be urged to join a touring party.

—

recently left London for Paris en
route to Rome where J. Gordon Edwards
is putting the finishing touches to "The

Shepherd King," another Fox special
the forthcoming: months.

August

has

20,

been

Fox Film Corporation

designated
as

by

publication

day for the

first Lupino Lane special
comedy to be produced in America.
"The Reporter" promises to introduce

a distinct individuality
tion of

in the constellascreen luminaries, according to

Fox. Lupino Lane, who is a Londoner
and a member of the renowned Lane
family of pantomimists, was engaged by
William Fox early this year following
the success of the comedian in the leading comedy role of "Afgar."
*

*

*

Before appearing

in
America, Lane
was the idol of the London Hippodrome
and Drury Lane, where at various times

in

career he has been

his

such

productions

as

"The League
"Watch Your
Step,"
Crowd" and "We're All

Jones,"

featured in

"Little

of

Johnny

Nations,"

"Follow
In

the

It."

So remarkable was his performance
"Afgar" in New York, that American
newspaper reviewers of one accord
classed him as "a comedian with a new
and refreshing spirit who promises to
eclipse the work of America's foremost
in

fun pantomimists."
"The Reporter" is the

first of a series
of three special two-reelers which will
be ready for distribution during the
early part of the 1922-23 season.
The
other two are "My Hero" and "The
Pirate."
The three productions were
directed by Jack Blvstone at the Hollywood studios of Fox.

officials

have decided to permit the furtherance of
Miss Forrest's mission will be of interest
Conto the entire producing industry.
tinued interpretation of the immigration
rules as originally stated would prevent
much of the contemplated production in

England by American producers.
William Fox who is in Europe personally supervising the European produc-

delightful

Schedules
Lane Film

re-

from par-

production

special, "If

exterior scenes of

have

officials

misconstruction of the embargo arising

In line with the Fox policy of obproducts of the
taining successful
stage and the novelist, of which "If

"Six Cylinder Love"
an amusing comedy; it

the New York
Fox Film Corporation,

of

Forrest, the

on the screen.

advices from Lon-

to

received

office

English

61

for

Each

vehicle possesses a brand of
is said by those who have seen
that will at once make popular a
it,
There are
unique screen personality.
strange contortions of body, characterishaunting smiles, boyish
tic grimaces,
simplicity and withal an air of naivete
about Lupino Lane which stamp him as
an original and stimulating interpreter
of the comical situation.
In his first comedy, Lane is cast as

humor,

it

an American newspaper correspondent
on the battle front of a Kaliedoscopic
His difficulties
Mexican revolution.
with the bold, bad villain, who plans to
marry a beautiful senorita, are especially clever.
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Bennett and Burr to Produce and
Distribute "Mysteries of Paris
C. C. Burr announces that he has eninto an arrangement with Whitman Bennett for the production and
distribution of an all-star version of Eu-

tered

gene

famous

Sue's

"The
Active work of

melodrama,

Mysteries of Paris."
production has been under way for a
week at the Whitman Bennett studio in
Yonkcrs.
For more than a year Mr. Bennett, in
collaboration with his scenario writer.
Miss Dorothy Farnum, has been preparing a version of the celebrated novel,
eliminating the costume element and yet
keeping the atmosphere of picturesque
and ultra-romantic melodrama which has
given it appeal to generations of readers.
Because of the pressure of other producing plans, Mr. Bennett has turned the
management of the entire project over

Burr who will divide certain of
the producing responsibilities with Mr.
Bennett and who will himself present
and publish the finished picture.

treatment to allow for

contemporaneous atmosphere and mod-

Studio and staff will be focused on this
task."

Webb
Webb

"The Owl"; and Erne Shannon, as Mine.
Ferrand. a mother character.
Bennett Makes Statement
In turning the active management of
the work over to Mr. Burr, Mr. Bennett
said:
a couple of months ago, I conwe finally had a script suffi-

cluded that

Burr Engages Staff
For New Hines Film
Seessel,

Bitzer and Spence

to

Contribute to Making of
"Sure-Fire Flint"
best of production will be given
Johnny Hines' second feature picture.

The

Not only has C. C.
"Sure-Fire Flint."
Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors,
engaged an all-star cast for the various
roles, but he has acquired the services
of experts for the various duties of making the picture.

Bitzer at

Camera

in N. Y. Theatres

Bitzer, D. W. Griffith's
who photographed "Way Down

East," has been engaged as chief cameraman for "Sure-Fire Flint," to assure that
the film will be photographically correct.
Mr. Burr has also arranged with
Charles Osborne Seessel to act as production manager and take over the production end of the feature. Mr. Seessel
is already at work on -new creations at
the Burr studio.
Titling for the production will be done
by Ralph Spence. Mr. Spence expects
to leave for England shortly with a scenario of the picture and while there will
devote much of his time to its titles.

Kenyon

in,

"The

Jungle Goddess," the fifteen
episode wild animal serial produced by
Col. Wm. N. Selig, and which the Export & Import Film Company is publishing on the independent market, has completed entire runs of its episodes in
many New York and California theatres, according to Louis Auerbach.
The consensus of exhibitor opinion,
according to Bobby North of the Apollo
Exchange, which organization is distributing it in Greater New York, is that
this serial has proved that the public is
interested as much as it ever was in the
come-again-nextthe
of
super-thriller
week type. Practically all the houses
booking it report that it is going a long
way toward holding up summer business.

New

Charles

Cast

With a premier showing before what is
declared to be one of the biggest summer
crowds in the history of the California
theatre, Los Angeles, Charles Ray scored
successfully in his latest production "A
Tailor Made Man," a screen version of
the stage play of the same name, and
Mr. Ray's first photoplay production for
United Artists Corporation.
Called Best

Work

Both the public and the critics as well
as. Mr. Ray's host of friends in the moit

is

said,

proclaim

Made Man"

as his best piece
of work, from the standpoint of photoplay making as well as that of his perStory, continuity, direcsonal artistry.
tion, photography and settings all come
in for their share of praise, in addition to
general commendation of Mr. Ray's act-

"A

Tailor

Telegraphic advices received by
ing.
United Artists after the opening performance at the California, Sunday, July 30,
state that the public

is

unanimous

enthusiasm over the high
and clean cut production.

in its
class, elevating

Lauded by Reviewers

"We predict a great popular success"
for Charles Ray in 'A Tailor Made Man,'
says the reviewer for the Los Angeles
Times, "and we are quite delighted to recomedy on a more ample and
more human scale than heretofore. The
cast that Mr. Ray assembled for this

Robert Edeson and Charles Gerard. Dell

picture

Henderson

is

directing

the

production.

in

Many

Places

Jackie Coogan in his five reel production "Trouble," now being published by
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
is wading into the hot weather months
and irrespective of the heat, is smashing
box office records the Coogan organization reports.

Weather No Deterrent
Sol Lesser is in receipt of communications from all points of the country indicating "Trouble" is going over the top
100 per cent.
Prior to the national publication of the new Coogan vehicle, arrangements were entered into between
Lesser and First National whereby the
production would play twenty-five principal key cities.
Withstanding poor business conditions throughout the country
and warm weather, the Coogan picture
stood up from every angle and has been
pronounced one of the season's finest
attractions.
It

Beery in Support
was directed by Albert Austin and

Jackie is supported by Wallace Beery
and Gloria Hope. The story is an original one, the second original one Jackie
has completed.

Big Bookings Reported
On "The Jungle Goddess"
Bobby North of the Apollo Exchange,
which is now conducting a booking
drive in New York on Selig's new serial,
Inc.,

"The Jungle Goddess," announced
over $20,000 worth of
been made on the serial
weeks.

bookings
in

that

have

the last three

Ray Production Wins

star cast selected to support Johnny Hines includes such players as Doris
Kenyon, Effie Shannon, Edmund Breese,

The

Breaking Records

Approval at California Premiere

tion picture industry,

camera-

Billy

man,

Run

Completes

to Direct It

will direct the picture.
Sets will be constructed from designs by
Elsa Lopez.
Leading roles are being
played by Lew Cody, as the romantic
prince; Gladys Hulette, as Mayflower,
the pathetic heroine of the story; Montague Love, as "The Schoolmaster";
William Collier, Jr., as Francois, a young
from society, who sacrifices
outcast
everything for love: Lucille La Verne as

"About

Selig Serial

"Trouble"

Declares

Is

ern-dramatic

effects, yet close enougli to
the original to retain the full sympathetic
appeal of the novel. Then I found that 1
could not possibly devote to the completion and the marketing of the enterprise
ail the attention it demanded.
It was
then I thought of Mr. Burr, an associate
worker of other days, from whom I have
already received not only valuable sales
suggestions but producing advise of such
genuine understanding and sterling enthusiasm that I am glad indeed to transfer much of the responsibility to his
shoulders.
The production has been
financed to its utmost needs and the entire
energy of the Whitman Bennett

19, 1922

Reports Big Success
For Coogan Picture
Lesser

ciently liberal in

to Mr.

Kenneth

August

ceive

"

A

his

general a triumphing one."
Tailor Made Man,' Charles Ray's
is

in

picture for United Artists Corporahas in it the qualities of genius and
sincerity," says the critic for the Los

first

tion,

Angeles Examiner.

"It makes Mr. Ray
of that famous organization in
spirit as well as through technicalities of
contract.
Mr. Ray's acting is superb,
and never has the intangibly distinctive
note to this young star's work been given
a fuller play." Other reviews were equally
laudatory.
a

member

Keaton's Mother and Dad
Play in His New Comedy
Buster Keaton's mother and father
appear with the star in his new picture "The Electric House" which will
be published by Associated First National.
The trio formerly were among
the most popular vaudeville teams in
America, playing as the "Three Keatons,"
until Buster entered films.
a
for
calls
Keaton's new
picture
mother and father and at Director Eddie
Cline's suggestion he has induced his
will

own mother and Dad
called

to play the parts

for.

Nigh on Location
Will Nigh has

left

for location on Dela-

ware Water Gap with his corps of assistants and stars, to shoot important
current

scenes

for

riety."

The production

his

picture, "Notobe distributed

will

on a state-right basis by Weber

&

North

August
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"Blood and Sand" Is
Praised at Pre-view
Breaks Attendance Records at
Los Angeles Rialto on

Day

Opening

Smashing all attendance records at its
pre-release opening in the Rialto theatre.
Los Angeles, "'Blood and Sand.'' Fred
Xiblo's Paramount picture starring Rodolph Valentino, was hailed by all the
newspaper critics in the Coast City as a
masterpiece of motion picture art.

Lasky Gives Praise
In a telegram to Adolph Zukor. Jesse
L. Lasky said: '''Blood and Sand' broke
all records for attendance at the Rialto
Line of people one block long
Sunday.
in front of theatre from eleven in the
Nothing
morning until ten at night.
Picture scored
like it ever seen here.
Valentino's performance
great success.
greatest of his career."

Los Angeles newspapers were liberal in
comments, the Express
and Sand,' one of the

their favorable
stating " 'Blood

Broadway has seen

greatest pictures that

those persons who
have begun to despair of the cinema's artin

many months. To

future will be reborn belief in the
drama's ultimate goal.
niche
the hallway of artistic creation."

istic

A

silent
in

Called Paramount's Best

The Record said, "It is the best picture
Paramount has ever made."
The Examiner declares "Valentino's
new film a triumph—a shining stream of

murky haze
The book was

sunlight cleaving the

of the
better
than the play, but the film is infinitely superior to the book.
It is a picture you
must not miss."

summer's

films.

House Peters Film
Opens on Broadway
"Human Hearts" Succeeds
"The Storm"

N. Y.

at

Central Theatre
"Human Hearts," the big UniversalJewel

production

Reid's stage play,
tion to the
Central
theatre.

adapted from Hal
had its first presenta-

New Ycrk

street.

atre

public

Broadway

at

and

Two

Cosmopolitan Productions to
Play Riesenfeld Houses in N. Y.

"The Young Diana" Is Booked for Rivoli and Rialto
August 27 and September 3 -"Valley of Silent
Men" at Rialto September io
Two

Cosmopolitan productions are
showings on Broadway during
and September. "The Young
Diana." starring Marion Davies. opens at
Riesenfeld's
Rivoli
theatre
beginning
August 27. This will be followed by a
second showing at the Rialto theatre.
September 3.
Following "The Young Diana" at the
Rialto, Cosmopolitan's "The Valley of
Silent Men," featuring Alma Rubens, will
be shown, starting September 10.
Collaborate on Direction
"The Young Diana" is from a story by
Marie Corelli and was adapted to the
screen by Luther Reed. Robert G. Vignola and Albert Capellani collaborated in
its
direction and it is said to be the
greatest picture in which Marion Davies
slated for

has ever appeared.

The

picture

is

called a

romance of

re-

and shows how drab little
Diana May. verging on spinsterhood is
transformed into the rare and radiant
maiden whom Parisians call "Mile. Galatea" and who is hailed in Montreaux a~
the queen of its glittering ice carnival.
The scenes were dressed in settings by
Joseph Urban. Reproduction of the ice
carnival at Montreaux is declared one of
spectacular
settings
ever
the
most
juvenation

The climax comes when "The
Young Diana" meets the man who jilted
filmed.

her years before and the denouement is
called as surprising as the plot which
leads up to the situation.
Story Widely Circulated

Much attention has been centered on
Marie Corelli's story through its publication in serial form in Hearst's Magazine.
This was followed by its publication in
book form in which it is declared to
have been one of the best sellers.
Supporting Marion Davies in the cast
are such players as Pedro de Cordoba,

tral.

Drama
a

Maclyn Arbuckle and
of

Silent

Men"

was

adapted from the story of the same name
by James Oliver Curwood. The entire
cast was transported from New York
City into the heart of the Canadian Rockies for its filming in order that the grandeur of the great white North which Curwood deoicts. might be faithfully reproduced for the screen. For weeks Frank

Borzage who directed it and his company
said to have endured suffering and
harrowing discomforts in the snow-covered mountains, dodging snow slides, living in traders' cabins and depending on
dog teams for transportation of food.
Some of the greatest snow scenes were
made during this expedition.

•are

story is said to abound with life
the primitive where men fight to live,
interwoven with epics of love.
Miss Rubens has. as her supporting

The

in

Cody. Joe King, Mario MaJ. W. Johnston.
Publish New Film
Another picture on which much attention has been centered is Cosmopolitan's
"When Knighthood Was in Flower,"
which also stars Marion Davies. It is
>cheduled for publication in Fall
Adapted from Charles Major's famous

players.

Lew

George Nash and

peroi,

"When Knighthood Was in
Flower" is said to be a love story of the
most poignant type, lavish in its settings
and costumes with a great array of talMiss Davies. who ha:
ent in the cast.
hitherto been associated in the public
mind with the youthful American girl
story,

type of role, plays the part of Princess
Mary Tudor, a character which she interprets to best advantage. In the cast are
Lyn Harding. Forrest Stanley. Macey
Harlam. Pedro de Cardoba. Ruth Shepley.
Ernest Glendinning and others.
Robert G. Yignola directed the produc-

"One Clear Call." During his trip he conferred with First National exchange managers, and also interviewed bankers and business men regarding the industrial outlook for the fall and
winter.
Asked as to the results of his

in the interests of

homely

drama of rural America, with much of
its action
laid in and around a villageblacksmith shop.
Hal Reid, the father of
Wallace Reid, won fame as the author of
"Human Hearts." A generation ago it
was one of the most popular heart dramas

tour,

Mr. Mooney said:

King.

Cleveland, Dayton, Youngstown, Columbus and Cincinnati show a
decided increase in employment in June
Bigger sales and practicalh
over May.
all the wholesale and retail business point
to a steady and marked improvement in
the industrial situation throughout the
Not alone is the improveMiddlewest.
ment a marked one. but it is steady and
gives every indication of being based on
sound and solid foundation. In view of

Actress

the falling prices, the money totals, although only slightly higher, show a much
larger quantitv of merchandise as being

"Detroit.

on the boards.
Directed by Baggot
The screen version was directed bv

King Baggot.

The cast includes George Hackathorne.
Edith Hallor, Russell Simpson, Gertrude
Claire, Ramsey Wallace, Mary Philbin.
Snitz Edwards, H. S. Karr. Gene Dawson, Lucretia Harris. George W. West
and

Valley

Paul D. Mooney. general manager ioLouis B. Mayer Productions. Inc.. which
publishes through First National, has just
completed a trip to seven large key cities

Universal-Jewel, "The
Storm," which
preceded "Human Hearts" into the Cen-

called

Stanley,

Marked Improvement in
Business of Mid-West
Is Seen by Paul Mooney

reception equally as enthusiastic as that
which marked the opening of his previous

is

''The

tion.

the
47th

The crowds which filled the thestar, House Peters, a

Is Rural

Forrest

Gypsy O'Brien.

August

accorded the

"Human Hearts"
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Emmet

Is

Married

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS,

TEX..

Aug.

sold.

8.— Miss

Angle E. DeVien. well known member
of the Dallas Little Theatre and
J. N.
Cammon were married here recently.

A

touching scene from "Rich Men's
Wives," the Preferred Pictures, Inc.,
production being distributed through
Al Lichtman Corporation.

"I

am

confident,

if

the states

I

have

covered can be used as a basis, that the
outlook for the fall and winter is very
optimistic."
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"The Purple Highway"
New Kennedy Film
Outing of Selznick Organization Popular
Star Completes First

Games and Aches Feature Annual

of

The Selznick boys and

girls of all

ages

got together Sunday, July 31, at Woodlands Lake, near Ardsley, New York, for
Henry Siegel, in
their annual outing.
charge of the sales of Selznick and Select

New York

was active
product in
in the promotion of the outing, working
with the assistance of a number of the
Greater

salesmen connected with the
exchange.

New York

his crew are responaches and pains of those

And Henry and
sible for a lot of

who

participated in
sports.

a

big

program

of

games and

No Time for Rest
The day was one long round

of eating,

playing baseball, swimming, dancing, and
There didn't seem to be a
foot-racing.
single minute for that one thing which a
of folks want to do when they get
out where green trees grow and Dame
Nature gets a chance to prove that there
really is a lot more in the world than

lot

Forty-second and Broadway.
From the point of time consumed, the
baseball game between the home office
employes and the crew of the New York
exchange was the big event of the day.
The home office won. Members of the
auditing department had had the presence
of mind enough to bring along a Burroughs adding machine for the purpose
of registering the score but the machine
broke down in the third inning it is
stated.

Prizes

Are Distributed

About one hundred dollars' worth of
prizes were distributed among the winners of the contests which had been arMiss Celia "Tee"
ranged for the day.
stepped forty yards in record time against
a big field and took her first prize; she
came back a little later and threw a baseball something like a mile to win another
prize.
Johnny Cosentino proved a lot
He
faster than some of the bang-tails.
has a habit of betting and won the hundred-yard dash for men.

"Whitey" Lang

special sixty-yard
A lot of folks
dash for office boys.
thought they saw their only chance in
the Fat Men's Race and tried to crash the
entries. Only those with we'l established

was the winner

in the

were permitted to start,
however, and L. Weinberg, ot the New
York exchange, brought home the bacon.
"corporations"

"Joe" Doolittle, treasurer ot Selznick
Pictures Corporation, shook off whatever
dignity he might ever have hoped to have
in the brave effort made to beat Weinberg to the wire.
Helen Dougherty and
James Monahan tied up successfully in
the three-legged race and won a first.
Marjorie Moore and Sol Apfel were the
winning team in the Wheel Barrow race.
Dorothy Roberts won the swimming race
for women and Sam Rosenberg won the

men's swimming race. The Potato Race for
women resulted in a dead heat between
Virginia Weiss and Bessie Ornstein, both
received prizes.
Isabelle Cohen and Eddie Kelly were adjudged the best waltzers and Rose Denker and Harold Bernstein won first prize in the Fox Trot
contest.

Emory Johnson Film
Enjoys Big Openings
"In the Name of the Law"
Plays to Big Crowds
at Gleichman House
Another enthusiastic reception was accorded the Emory Johnson police drama
being handled by Film Booking Offices of
America when "In the Name of the
Law" was presented at Phil Gleichman's
Broadway Strand theatre, Detroit, on
In spite of a week of hot
July 30.
weather the picture is declared to have
drawn as large crowds as has been housed
within the walls of the playhouse this

summer.

Two
City,

Universal-Jewel productions have
editor's hands at Universal

"The

Flirt"

and "The

Kentucky

Derby."

Corporation.

Coleman, and the backers of the
are

men new

to

the film

project

industry, but

prominent in New York financial life.
For several months it has been known
that a big production was being made
with the popular stage comedienne as the
star, and that expense was to be a minor
consideration.
The announcement also
states that the production is now being
edited and will be shown at one of the
Broadway theatres in September.
"The Purple Highway" is the outgrowth of an idea originating in the Wall
street district.
company was formed
under the name of the "Kenma Corporation" and with plenty of capital to work
with it was decided to make the first of
a series of pictures that would stand out
as exceptional.

A

Buys Rights to "Dear Me"

The

star was engaged, the picture
rights to "Dear Me," the John Golden
stage success was purchased, and Henry
Kolker was secured to direct. The stage
play was used merely as the basis and
this was changed and elaborated into a
suitable scenario for the display of the
comedy and dramatic talents of Miss
Kennedy by Rufus Steele, expert at this
work and also vice-president of the Kenma

Corporation.

"The Flirt" was directed by Hobart
Henley with an all-star cast. "The Kentucky Derby" was directed by King
Baggot.

girl slavey in a public Home for
Artists who later mounts the ladder
of success at the top finds a love which
makes her know that all her struggles
have been worth while.
little

gone into the

Highway,"

is

Aged

for the production, following its run at the George
M. Cohan theatre, New York, was at
the Mission theatre, Los Angeles, where
it
attracted much attention on the part
Elaboof city officials and the public.
exploitation
marked the Mission
rate
At the Broadway Strand Al
showing.
Boasberg of the F. B. O. home office directed the exploitation campaign.

Jewel Productions
Completed by Universal

ple

Studios,

the production

made me change my mind."
The second big booking

Two

Kenma

New

York. The title of
"The Purple Highway."
The cast includes Monte Blue, Dore
Davidson, Pedro De Cordoba and Vincent
ford

Miss Kennedy has appeared in a number of pictures but her greatest successes
have been on the speaking stage, where
for the past three years she has been
starred
in
"Twin Beds," "Fair and
Warmer" and "Cornered." Two of these
plays made record runs on Broadway.
In the production marking her return
to the screen Miss Kennedy appears as a

"Her Majesty," Playgoers Pictures'
production, has begun the rounds of the
Loew time in Greater New York, arrangements having been completed with
Lester W. Adler, in charge of the New
York exchange of Playgoers.
The five reel picture features Mollic
King and Creighton Hale.

star of "The Purof
the
first picture

tion has just been completed at the Til-

In a letter to F. B. O. commenting on
the apparent manner in which the film
drew attendance in spite of the weather,
Mr. Gleichman declares "I never believed that anything could best the terrific
Detroit summer weather plus the
usual outdoor competition but my opening with 'In the Name of the Law' has

"Her Majesty" Playing
Loew Time in New York

MADGE KENNEDY,

New

Series of Pictures
The newest Madge Kennedy produc-

To

Cost $250,000

The production expense
the series of

mate

Kenma

$250,000.

It is

of the first of
pictures will approxiplanned to make six

productions with Miss Kennedy as
star.
The second of these will

the

be

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."
The contract with Miss Kennedy covers
a period of three years and it is expected
that this time will be expended in the
making of the series.

Neal Burns Signed
For Christie Comedies
Neal Burns, who has appeared in Chriscomedies for three years, has just
signed a long-term contract, under which
he will be starred in six or seven comedies this coming year and an indefinite
tie

number of pictures yearly, thereafter, alternating with such stars as Bobby Vernon

and

Dorothy

Devore

pictures

in

released.

Burns' first picture under the new
contract will be "That Son of a Sheik,'
which is also to be the first picture ot
the new series of twenty Christ e comedies to be released by Educational this
year, beginning in September.
:

—

:

Screen Message No. 68
Motion

Something to Read
Each week the
numerous

lishes

HERALD
articles

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

censorship, blue laws and
other reform menaces. Every exhibitor should keep a file of these
stories for use when the occasion
ing to

demands.

reformer this
progress will be realized.

tive influences of the

on the theory that most of us are morons
or defectives and cannot be trusted with
freedom to make our own decisions in
private conduct.
Now we have a judicial decision based on the assumption
that the "average reader" cannot be
trusted to read a classic if it contains
obscene passages. The rights of those
above the average apparently are unworthy of consideration.

"A

district

judge has recently imposed

and costs upon a Cincinfor having sent by express books alleged by the government
The books were clas:o be obscene, etc.
sics, Boccaccio and Rabelais, we understand, but this learned judge held the
act they were classics did not excuse
i

fine of $1,000

lati

bookseller

he defendant.
The judge sapiently renarked that the existence of expurgated
of the

editions
:ertain

court under this
law may determine what is fit for the
In this case the judge
average reader.
average reader
that
the
determined
It

works is conclusive that
them are not fit for

portions of

is,

right to decide what is fit for the average reader, we have thrown away our
liberty of thought and conscience.
have chosen an official to decide for us
what we ought to feel and think and

is

typical of the censorial

ad absurdum.
[n the first place, expurgation does not
mply anything about the average reader.
It implies that the passages are not suitible for some readers.
They occur in
A'orks of genius and are the production
jf
genius.
Men and women properly

and

educated

noral

a

reductio

of

habit accept

normal

them

mental

and

such.

To

as

mmature readers they may bring

injury,

expurgated copes, so that young readers may have the
icquaintance of classic works during the

ind, therefore, there are

jeriod of
ire

education.

for special

use,

Expurgated copies
not for the average

eader.

A

:ase

is

worthy of more

in

this

consideration.

"Americans need more intellectual and
moral independence, more respect for
one another's right to form and hold his
own free judgment in matters of morals
and of taste. We are victims of herd
fear, and, though we have the freest institutions,

dom

are afraid

to

enjoy the free-

thev guarantee us."

Order Your Slides

genius, who has been
and admired by genera-

great

studied,

tions of men, has chosen to express cer-

thoughts, and we put it into the
power of some second rate intelligence
to overrule the genius and tell us we
must not read what he has written. Is
wise or self-respecting, or even
that
safe?
If we let officials and boards determine
what we average readers
shall read, it is but a step to having
them say what we shall think and speak.
"But there is another implication of
If we were
this doctrine of censorship.
to concede that Rabelais and Boccaccio
are not fit for the average man, how
Is
about the man above the average?
he to be shut off from the works of
genius, which his superior intellect and
moral qualities permit him to read with
benefit?
If not, how is he to get them
if
the censorship prohibits their trans-

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
'

and probably even

their

of our legislation

is

I

ing to exhibitors in furtherance of the
PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to
maintain the freedom of the motion picture.
I

run each slide at every pel foi manoa
one week when conditions permit of
arrangement.

will

for
this

Name
|

(Write name and address legibly)
Theatre

Street
j

pubbased

111.

me, free of charge, the eerie* of
twelve slides which the Herald is supply-

I

"Too much

South Dearborn Street,

[Send

—

lication?

417

Chicago,

tain

portation,

"But the judicial assumption

tion to the ideal of human freedom to
defy such denunciation and keep up a
vigorous war against all attacks upon
our liberties, whatever guise of moral
purpose it may wear.

We

read,

"The remark
and

effect, that the

ought not to read Rabelais and Boccaccio.
Why not in another case Shakespeare and the Old Testament?
"When we turn over to a censor the

know.

he average reader.

/iewpoint

in

"Group clamor, minority legislation,
majority indifference, and a rather gentendency to boss our neighbor are
making inroads upon individual liberty
and private conscience whicli cannot but
be demoralizing and will be bitterly regretted.
are accepting it weakly
because all of these inroads are proposed
as moral crusades.
Resistance is denounced as sympathy with immorality,
and we lack sufficient respect and devoeral

We

the freedom they guarantee us."
follows:

other

improved as their greater
have been developed.
Leaders in the motion picture industry have plans for still greater
advancement, and so long as they
are not hampered by the destruc-

"Americans need more intellectual and moral independence,
more respect for one another's right to form and hold his own free
judgment in matters of morals and of taste. We are victims of herd
fear, and, though we have the freest institutions, are afraid to enjoy
full

all

institutions,

have

The "Chicago Tribune," one of the most influential and widely read
japers in the country, has let fly another broadside against censorship. In
i recent editorial under the caption "More Censorship," the "Tribune"
makes this laconic comment

editorial in

like

industrial

possibilities

Tribune Opens New
Attack on Censors

The

pictures,

successful

Cify
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LETTER S

1

A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion, on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
is

"I believe the

producer to get

be

not

will

letters

WAPATO, WASH.— To

the

Editor:

wish you would print this letter in the
in reply to Mr. Yeaton's recent

Herald

replying

to

my

reply:

expressed through this medium and we
believe it is Mr. Quigley's purpose to be
fair to all parties and merely to point out
as he sees them, impending obstacles
to success for the industry.
To do this
alone however, sounds too much like an
old torn cat on the back yard fence in
the dead of the night.
"American business in other lines has
been built up by personal aggressiveness,
push and energy, and if the independents

Dear Mr. Yeaton: I have just finished
laughing at your letter that was printed
in the Herald of July 22.
You say you
will put "Wild Honey" against "Way
Down East," any time. "Conflict" beats
all to pieces. "Outside the Law" is still
better.
I
would call "Wild Honey" a
good program picture, nothing more.
Did you see out of what they pulled
Miss Dean in the flood scene after the
dam broke? No, you didn't. All it
showed was about twenty foot of
water. You couldn't tell if they were in
it

New York
You

say,

Denmark.
"The Old Nest."

or

try

anything on

haven't

December

me.

I

You

played

it

was sure good.
I paid Universal more for "Wild Honey"
than I gave for "The Old Nest." I bet
You say they wanted
you did, too.
It
$350 for "The Three Musketeers."
Of course your town is
cost me $15.
quite a bit larger than Wapato.
Have you played "The Silent Call"? It
It will absolutely satisfy
is some picture.
them all and $18 is what it cost me. If
you can name me more pictures that I
can buy as good as this one, then I'll
know you are beginning to wake up.
You advised me to go to a city,
where I can get a chance to see some
real pictures. I would like to have you
tell me what picture you want me to
see.
I have seen them all; have played
most of them in this town; am running
"Foolish Wives" July 23 and 24. I don't
have to go to the city to see some real
pictures.
I see them right here at home.
Better book "The Silent Call," if you
If you can get
haven't played it yet.
them in this picture will do the rest.
Get yourself a half dozen nice looking
girls to sell tickets for you around town
a day or so before you show the picture.
Yes,

25.

an offer to the one who sells the
tickets something like this: First
prize, $10; second, $5; third, $2.50. and the
It works. And keep your
rest $1 apiece.
eye on the Herald. It will guide you. Joe
theatre,
Wapato,
Wapato
Blaschke,

Make

Wash.

An

Ally for Yeaton

RYEGATE,

MONT. —

the

T o
Just read over the letter published in the Herald under date of July
22 from Exeter, N. H., from G. W.
Yeaton and I wish to take off my hat
:

this gentleman for stepping on this
high price stuff.
Mr. Yeaton expresses
my views to a "T" on this subject. Oh,
Brother Yeaton, what would you say to

to

a price on the United Artists specials for
a town only one-tenth as large as yours

$250?

at

PRISCILLA

DEAN.

the
Universal
story for a Chicago newspaper during her brief stopover.
Her forthcoming picture is
Star, writing her

"Lady

own

Raffles."

it

most

Editor

way for the independent
his share of the business

to establish a system that eliminates
red tape and all sign posts that tend to
qualify the exhibitor as a man to be
shunned in regard to financial responsibility.
I
am quite sure they will not
get it by setting around howling, or
through the editorial pages of the trade
papers even though there is a timely
thought or warning justly entitled to be

The Argument Continues

letter

1922

is

printed.

I

19,

formed these ties of confidence in men
who have in the major part proven
worthy thereof.
In other words, we
have always endeavored to conduct the
picture business on a business basis,
although at times we have met with
indignation and some opposition from
producers because their methods were
far from being what other lines of business consider good practice.

From Readers
Unsigned

August

have played a large percentage of the
First National and in fact played all you
mention with the exception of "Peck's
Bad Boy" and the rental was out of
recently played "Sky
question.
Just
"Nobody" and "Playthings of
Pilot,"
I

Destiny." While these are all good pictures but to my idea not worth the big
name "Special" which is hooked to them.

"Sky Pilot" netted me a nice loss as well
as "Playthings of Destiny" and the picture "Nobody" made me a few dollars.
Now, there you are. Admission price
was the same on all three pictures.
I take the same stand as Mr. Yeaton.
I have no fault to find with
First National only their prices and the sooner
they get down off the ladder the better
it will be
for us small town exhibitors,
and I for one am about through until
that time arrives.
G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont.

—

Advice on Business Conduct

HARDIN,

MO.—

To the Editor: I
recently
received
a
reprint
of
Mr.
Quigley's editorial on "Do You Want
Independent Pictures?" from a Kansas
City exchange.
The exchange manager
sending it underscores a portion of it
and seems struck with great surprise
that we do not fall for every picture
proposition he and others might send
us, so long as they were classed as independent.
This was our reply:
"Replying to your letter of July 15,
wish to advise you that we read Exhibitors Herald and have given this
paper our opinion from the exhibitor's
side of the question.
"We never discriminate against the
independent producer but it is impossible
for us to use all the pictures on the
market and you are by no means the
only one who claims to be independent.
"Some so-called independent concerns have about such prices as United
Artists have been putting out, so naturally we have not bought from them
and do not expect to. At this time we
have about 75 pictures to play and are
not in the market for anything.
"We thank you just the same and assure you it's the picture and the price
that goes with us, with partiality shown
to no one.
Like every other line of
business, we have our friends who call
on us and some, we have learned to
trust their judgment more than others,
as you will no doubt realize is a natural
condition.

"Because of this fact, we perhaps have
bought a greater number of pictures
from some particular exchange than we
would have, had it not been that we

want to make a success, effort
combined with pictures which will com-

really

favorably with other producers,
my opinion, bring home the
bacon if the proper amount of personal
incentive to succeed is in stock. We wish
for you every success but at the same
time I do not believe the exhibitors owe
the independents a living unless they

pare
will,

in

hustle for it like we have to do.
"As to fulfilling the contracts you mail
at

own

our

price,

we have

steadily re-

fused to consider by mail or from salesmen, any such frivolous proposition.
There is not the first principle of business about such a procedure and with
this in mind we have always refused to
consider it.
"If your pictures are not worth a price,
we do not want them at all and if they
are, you can not afford to have Tom,
Dick and Harry placing their value upon

Very

them.
should)

true,

you must have

a price that will

keeping

suit

(or

or be

in

the opportunity of the
various exhibitors for business, but for
you to say set your own price, is like
a man taking his best coat to fight a
By the time he succeeds in exfire.
tinguishing the flames, he is very liable
He might also have
to be minus a coat.
as much trouble over it as the coat of
which
no doubt you
many colors, of

with

have read.
"These thoughts are not given you as
a knock but it looks as though the independent producer has some things yet
to consider from the viewpoint of the
exhibitor.
We> also are inclined to
believe that they are overlooking one of
the best bets toward succeeding by not
having a thorough understanding of
what is meant by hustling." C. D.

—

Hardin

Weakley,

pany, Hardin,

Entertainment

Com-

Mo.

Novel Campaign Planned
On "The Curse of Drink"
Something new
picture

when

is

its

in the exploitation of a

promised by Weber and North
production, "Curse of Drink,

The camis published in the early fall.
paign will be centered on the pictures
which it is declared lends itself
title,
readily
phases.

to

many

effective

exploitation
,

handling of the
picture has been gone over in detail and
the result is declared to be flawless all-

Every angle

in

the

around exhibitor co-operation.

—
August

——
A
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You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

every

week what

Associated Exhibitors
The Ruse of the Rattler, with J. P. McGowan. Good Western with good photography. Good story and plenty of acPleased a good Saturday night
tion.
crowd. William H. Creal. Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Don't Doubt Your Wife, with Leah
Baird.
Proved a very good audience picture and drew very good reviews in the
dailies.
William Noble. Rialto theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patron-

—
—

—

age.

O.

F. B.
The Son

of a Wolf, with
good out-door picture,

Will

please

a special cast.
lots of action.
Luna theatre.

kids. —
— Neighborhood

the

Brooklyn, N. Y.

patron-

age.

Why Men

Forget, with a special cast.
picture that seemed to please most
patrons.
J. E. Higgins. Majestic theatre.

A

—

— — Neighborhood patronage.
The Glory of Clementina, with Pauline
Frederick. — A dandy picture.
Fine actbut
take a
of boosting on
account of the poor
— G. Ihde,
it

will

bit

title.

S.

—

Photoplay theatre. Ashland, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Beyond the Rainbow, with a special
cast.
Played this with a News, Fable,
and Torchy Steps Out, comedy, and it
pleased everyone. A nice clean little picture.
C. L. Roser, Al Ringling theatre.
Baraboo, Wis. Transient patronage.
While Lights Are Low, with Sessue
Hayakawa. This one did not particularly

—

—

Talmadge.

—

Noble. New
City, Okla.

Folly

theatre.

Oklahoma

Beyond the Rainbow, with
cast.

—A

clean

nice

draw big
saw the

special

a

Did

picture.

not

for me, but pleased all who
Burt.
McDonald
picture.
Small
theatre, Barron, Wis.

—

&

—

the Rainbow, with a special
very good program picture and
good box office attraction. People well
Makousky & Zak. Opera
pleased.
Neighborhood
House. Clarkson, Neb.
patronage.

Beyond

cast.

—

Giacoma Brothers. Crystal theTombstone, Ariz. General patron-

please.
atre,

—A

—

—

Boy Crazy, with Doris May.

—A

dandy

anything that carries
an R-C trademark "flivvers" for me.
S. G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre. Ashland.
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
At the Stage Door, with a special cast.
A remarkable picture and one that will
give you a surprise.
This program is
picture,

iittle

but

—

—

getting

much

A

clean picture that
every member of the family.
Title drew well.
Played four nights.
Wadkins & Hickey, Mermac theatre,
Xew London, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
better.

will satisfy

—

The Sheik of Araby, with H. B. Warner.
Warner is about the only thing that
you may boost. J. Carbonell. Monroe
theatre, Key West, Fla.
Neighborhood

—

—

—

patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
Not much of a program picture, but audience seemed to be pleased on account
of the

comedy

the picture carries

—

clear

through.
Drew fairly good. Makousky
& Zak, Opera House, Clarkson, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline

Polly of
didn't.

—

The

Follies, with
liked
it.

— Men

Seemed to be
women. But a

too

—

One

Women

much

satire

—

H.
Emporia.

fine picture.

McClure. Strand theatre,
Kan. General patronage.

A.

Constance

Clear Call, with a special cast.

Here is one of the real good features and
any exhibitor should be proud to have
shown it. Comments all to the good.
Milton Sills, Henry B. Walthal, Irene
Rich, and in fact each one in the cast
did wonderful work.
Stahl has shown
he is a genius in the production end. It
adds to First National's string of good
ones one more success. H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
General patronage.

—

—
First National
Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.
Patrons have come to expect something
out of the ordinary from Richard Barthelmess and they will not be disappointed with Sonny. It is a 100 per cent
picture.
Played it during the hottest
weather of the year and held it over an
extra day.
Will stand an extended run
in any theatre.
Arthur R. Cunningham.

—

The Seventh Day, with Richard Barthelmess. Picture
good.
Attendance
fair.
Fair weather. Too hot.
No fault
of picture.
Not doing business. HenryVan Nov, Riviera theatre, Anderson. Ind.

—

—
Hampton. — Splen-

Stardust, with Hope
did picture.
Pleased 100 per cent. Patrons were loud in their praises.
Hope
Hampton going to be a favorite here.
Good business. Hot weather and big opposition.
George Yaughan. Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.
General pat-

—

—

ronage.

|

—

age.

— Excellent.

for the

—

—

Iowa.

City,

well liked and he's more of a
drawing card than the average. William

—

Hayakawa

111.

ing,

Sioux

theatre,

General patronage.

Five Days to Live, with Sessue Hayakawa. Excellent. Patrons well pleased

fair

Cullom,

Princess

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.
The patrons well pleased.
And the business very good. William
Noble, New Folly theatre. Oklahoma
City, Okla.

Majestic
town patronage.

Formerly R-C Pictures

—A

—

Frederick. Good picture for Saturday
night when you have a mixed crowd.
Good acting and some life to it. J. E.
Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
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in
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will

J

RECORD

is

process of compilation,

The

September

Number

Love's Redemption-, with

H contain, in addition to combined
g reports on all feature pictures not
g treated in the March Number, a
g "Short Subjects" division grouping
g reports both by individual picture
g and by brand name, as: —Christie
g Comedies, Fox News, Pathe ReH view, Urban Movie Chats, "Cops,"
g "The Leather Pushers," Topics of
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g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
I

—

Molly O, with Mabel Normand.
good picture, but not a special.
\\ ould not advise to advance prices.
Boost it all you wish. Two days run to
good business.
Book it if you don't
have to pay a big price. J. S. Wasserman, Rialto theatre. Pecos, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
very

the Day, etc.
Reports printed in the next five
weekly installments of ''What the
Picture Did for Me" will be incorporated in the September BOX
OFFICE RECORD. In order to
assure maximum service value it
is suggested that special attention
be given the short subject phase
of the program in reports contributed for these issues.
Editor BOX OFFICE RECORD.
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g
g
g
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g
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—

—

Norma

Tal-

madge. Another good one for Norma
and Harrison Ford.
Teaches a good
lesson in what love and self-sacrifice will
accomplish.
The picture drew an avtrage
Sunday business. William H.
Creal. Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge. Ran this two days to fair
business.
Some exhibitors' reports were
that this was a lemon, so I laid off on
advertising.
I would think this picture
should go good anywhere. McDonald &

—

—

—

—

Majestic theatre, Barron, Wis
Small town patronage.
Smilin' Through,
with Norma Talmadge. Pleased 100 per cent at raised
admission. Page & Oldham, Rivoli theatre, Winchester, Tenn.
Neighborhood
patronage.
Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.
Twice as good as School Days. Three
days to nice business. H. A. McClure.
Burt.

—

—

—

—

—
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Strand theatre, Emporia, Kan.

General patronage.

Two

— Good

—

Don't run this picture. H. E
kicked.
Yost, West End theatre, Santa Ana, Cal.

The Lotus

cast.

one.

Vaughan,
Ont, Can.

Smilin.'

madge.

Through,

Norma

Kan.

Emporia,
borhood patronage.
Strand theatre,

Thomas H. Ince
Bosvery good.
worth as Bully Brand gave a fine chargood. George
Business
acterization.

—

—
—

—

A

and one that
days to big
business. Opposition, Foolish Wives and
Duffy
The Three Musketeers. Neil
Elite theatre, Appleton, Wis.— Transient
real quality picture
Played four
please.

ing

to

this

them with

—

tention of the audience, people are getting fed up on this criminal stuff and you
can't get them in.— C. E. Johnson, Para-

mount

Neb.

theatre, Gibbon,

—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

——

patronage.

Mamma's

Affair, with

Constance Tal-

— Just another picture to run.—
Wanerer, Victory theatre, Union
R.
City, Ind. — General patronage.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald. — Good program picture
Did not draw any more than usual
tendance — George Vaughan, Grand
atre, Dunnville, Ont., Can — General
madge.
S.

only.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan production. Just a picture to fill in. Some
liked it.
Some did not. I don't think
Neilan will make another like it. Got by.
R. S. Wanger, Victory theatre, Union
General patronage.
City, Ind.

—

—

—

at-

the-

pat-

ronage.

House,

Ray.— Noth-

You can't please
Van Noy, Star-

business, but honestly, it wasn't the fault
of the picture.
Oscar Troyer, Lyric the-

—

— Harry

—

land theatre. Anderson, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.
mighty good one for the men. Women
Business poor. J. H.
did not like it.
Ebersole, Majestic theatre, Avaca, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Silent Call, with Strongheart.
Don't miss booking this one. I used this
picture on a Sunday night against bad
weather and filled my house. I am having more comments on this picture than
anything I have ever used. A. F. Kehr,
Princess theatre, Ogallala, Neb. Small
town patronage.
Smilin' Through, with Norma Talmadge. The quality picture of the year,
Played four days
and the star's best.
Frank
Cook,
business.
capacity
to
Strand theatre, Green Bay, Wis. Transient patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
strong drawing
picture
with
Fine

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Jim The Penman, with Lionel BarryBarrymore is a great actor.
While the plot is good and holds the at-

more.

—

Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Good picture.
Not much

First National. Slip
business.
H. A. Mctheatre, Emporia, Kan.

picture.

—

age.

—

Johnson. Paramount theatre. Gibbon.
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Good picture and pleased
Stewart.
Drew good. James Partell,
everyone.
Neighborhood
Partell theatre, Rio, Wis.

Forty-five Minutes From Broadway,
with Charles Ray.— A pleasing evening's
entertainment and a nice clean picture.
Drew a good crowd. Rev. Parry, Operc

No

this.

Liberty thetown patron-

—

too much for small
country town houses for good pictures.
A. W. Jackson, Liberty theatre, Atlanta, Tex.
Small town patronage.

Hope Hampton.

Strand
General patronage.
R. S. V. P., with Charles
Clure,

—

cial

weak one from
quietly.

go wrong on

Small places can't
this one.
A. \V. Jackson,
atre, Atlanta, Tex.
Small
power.

Can. General patronage.
Courage, with a special cast. This is
a good strong feature, but seems to have
These heavy
drawing power.
little
dramas do not seem to make so much of
a hit with summer audiences. C. E.

A Broken Doll, with a special cast.—
No drawing power and won't
Rotten.
Oscar Troyer, Lyric theolease many.
General patronage.
atre, Rugby, N. D.

patronage.
Love's Penalty, with
in

in

theatre, Dunnville, Ont.,

—
The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a spe— Good, very good picture but

—

it

FOX,

Scotland.
The front of the Grand
Central theatre, Glasgow, during Mr.
Fox's recent visit to England.

—

—

a

—

Vaughan, Grand

is

—

—

no drawing power.

—
of Life,
production. — Picture

WELCOMING WILLIAM

—
—

—

The Cup

— Neigh-

Stardust, with Hope Hampton. Agree
with the newspaper comment poorly
produced. Business fair. Ray A. Grombacher, Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash.
Transient patronage.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine
MacDonald. Splendid. Picture liked by
audience and given favorable criticism by
William Noble, Empress
press.
local
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Norma TalSmilin' Through, with
madge. The biggest picture of the

Didn't

—

singer

—

Hound."

Good,
Pleased those
who will stand a little extra advertising.
R. S. Wanger, Victory theatre, Union
General patronage.
City, Ind.

Tal-

Charles Ray.
Lost many a
a rotten picture.
good patron. Ray should be arrested for
Harrypicture.
of
a
making this kind
Van Noy, Starland theatre, Anderson.
Neighborhood patronage.
Ind.

Screen

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.

The Barnstormer, with

—A

—

—

&

going some.

that's

—

will

fine.

H. J. Altschwagcr, Rudalt
Columbus, Wis.— Neighborhood

Eyed

"Cross

singing "Smilin' Through." Had banner
across street, two music stores tie-ups,
McClure,
A.
phonograph tie-up. H.

year.

with John Barry-

Eater,

over

receive any advertising, so had starvation
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
business.
Ryegate, Mont. Small town patronage.

Wis.

Used prologue with hoop-skirted

Sure

Gaily,

—

picture First National has
Broke our house records in the

June and

good.

but

with

— Best

released.
month of

— McDonald
Barron,

Majestic theatre,
Small town patronage.

Drew

E.

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production. For a comedy this has anything beat that we have played with the

picture, but First National has placed the
exhibition value so high small towns can't

Burt,

— Went

— E.

Wayne, Neb.— General

patronage.

—

it.

more.

theatre,

Norma TalSmilin' Through, with
madge. Three days to fair houses, but
we needed at least three fair houses to
pay for the picture. This sure is a fine
make any money on

business.

A clean picture
More to the
that will please all classes.
picture than is indicated from the tj^le.

— George

Dunnville,
General patronage.

Pleased well at regular

picture.

Crystal theatre,
patronage.

acting of Baby Headrick the finest
Pleased everyI've seen on the screen.
Doubled business second night.
body.
this

Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.

Good

prices.

—Neighborhood patronage.
The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
The
— A wonderful picture. thing
special
theatre,

Ray
Mich.—

a hit with the few that saw it.
Erne, Rialto theatre, Charlotte,

The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Everybody
Worst Raj' ever made.

Grand

1922

19,

— W.

— General

patronage.

Don't miss

August

—

cast.
price killed profit.

—

Ask

—
—

—

atre,

Rugby, N. D.

Courage,
doubtful of

with

it

up.

special

a

this.

Good picture and
who all spoke well
to play
theatre,

— General

No
of

Dunnville,
patronage.

cast.

— Was

known

well
pleased

stars.

my

patrons,
Don't be afraid

it.

— George

patronage.

Vaughan, Grand

Ont.,

Can.

Courage, with a special cast.
picture that received favorable

— General
— A good

comment.
drawing power. Smallest house this
summer. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon

No

—

theatre. Chandler, Okla.
age.

— General

patron-

The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore.

were

— Great picture.
like

If

only this world
G. H. Jen-

the one pictured.

—

kinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

Small town patronage.
The Golden Snare, with a special cast.
A typical Curwood and that's enough
Business poor.
as far as quality goes.
No fault of picture. Ruth Rennick made

—

—

—

—

Cambria,

Wis.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The

Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris.

— While

somewhat

old,

I

found

this

The
well worth the playing.
same is a picture dealing with the husband and wife problem which often occurs in real life. Therefore, dealing with
this subject as they have done in The Inferior Sex, the same creates quite a little
However, there is not a thing
interest.
that will cause censors to talk. Average
business two days.— W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. General
offering

—

patronage.
45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray.— This is a good comedydrama for summer business and Ray
always draws well with us. Films were
not in good condition and distributors
seem to think anything is good enough
small town exhibitor.— C. E.
for the
Johnson. Paramount theatre, Gibbon,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Courage, with a special cast.— Very
good picture. Should please the majority
anywhere. If you can get them in the

—

—
August

—

R. C. Metzger
picture will do the rest.
Cozy theatre, Tyndale, S. D. Neighbor-

—

—

My

patrons just ate

Am

up.

it

show the whole series. It's
got the money. E. D. Mason,
to

—

Reedsburg,

theatre,

Wis.

—

planning
old, but

Empress

Neighbor-

hood patronage.
title.

— Poor
business. — E. E.

Gaily,

Wayne, Neb.

Nobody,

with

Carmen.

Jewell

Fair story. Poor
Crystal theatre,
General patronage.

The Sky

Pilot,

against

it.

— W.

Advertise
C.

Kan.

Greenleaf,

it

Mitchell,

as a "he man"
Elite theatre,

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

—

The Kid, with

Charlie Chaplin. One
of the best attractions this year from a
box office standpoint. L. M. Libby,
Columbia theatre,
Poynette,
Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Back
man.

to God's Country, with Nell Ship-

— Excellent

Sure

them with this one.
good for any house.

pleased

of

all

an old one but
S. G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Goad historical
picture which, worked with the schools,
made some money. Personally do not
care for this kind of pictures.— C. N. Barlow, Opera House, Medora. 111.
Small
town patronage.
Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production. The title is better than the
play, although there are many strong
situations and the cast is good.
Did no:
please as well as I had expected.— C. E.
Johnson,
Paramount theatre. Gibbon,
It's

—

—

—

—

—

Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
all got their
money's worth and they said so. Boys,
book this one and make vourself some
Summer money.— H. P. Thompson. Lib-

—A clean up and my patrons
erty

theatre.

buy when you play their three big speIt has a good horse race and another good river scene.
About such a
story as Checkers. Nothing to rave about
cials.

but will please. Will not stand a raise in
Opera
admission.
Geo.
C.
Starkey,
House, Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Up

Wis.— Neigh-

Pardeeville,

—

and Going, with
a winner for me.

Tom

Mix.

— Mix

al-

Average program

but not up to Mix standard.
Northern story. Why don't they keep
htm in those western comedy dramas?
O. J. Bryant, Thorley theatre. Cedar
City, Utah.
Small town patronage.

picture

with a special cast.

dandy good picture with fine winter
Did not draw. I figure the title
scenes.
picture.

•s

borhood patronage.

—

—

Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.—
This picture is every bit as good as The
Sheik, in fact my patrons told me that
they liked it better. If I had known how
good it was I would have advertised it as
much as I did The Sheik and cleaned up.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Small town patronage.
Neillsville, Wis.

—

—

Shackles of Gold, with William

—Just as
saw. Pleased the

num.

Luna

Far-

you ever
old and young alike.

fine a picture as

theatre,

Brooklyn,

N.

V.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.
Arabian) Love, with John Gilbert.
picture.
Will please most everyone. Harry Van Nov, Starland theatre.
Anderson, Ind. Neighborhood patron-

Good

—

—

age.

My Nerve, with Charles Jones.
consider this a good clean western
and it was full of comedy. T. E. Bondurant. Doris theatre, Ness City, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Pardon
I

—

The Last

Oh

why.

Oh

low the story as written?

I

fol-

did fair busi-

ness with this picture but the people were
disappointed, as it does not follow the
book.
If the directors think they can
improve on Zane Grey, what do they use
his books at all for? The picture as made
is good.
Geo. C. Starkey. Opera House.
Montour Fall-. N. V. Neighborhood
patronage.
A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.

—

roe theatre.

—

Key West,

Fla.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
Lights

of

—
—

Desert,

the

with

Shirley

Mason. A very snappy picture which
proved a great success and brought much
business.
William Noble, Criterion the-

Oklahoma City. Okla.
Queen of Sheba, with a special

atre,

cast.

Drew church people
Beautiful scenes.
but the "rough necks" did not care for it.
They heard "The Queen of Sheba" appeared dressed as "September Morn" and
were disappointed. Geo. C. Starkey, OpNeighera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
borhood patronage.

—

A
num.

—

Stage Romance, with William FarI saw unfavorable comments oi:
in
the Herald, but figured Far-

—

this

num for a safe bet. Got what I deserved,
a dissatisfied Saturday crowd, which is
unusual. L. C. Snyder. Majestic theatre.
Oakley, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

A

—

Stage Romance, with William FarIt is indeed a romance of an expensive nature for a theatre to run this
picture.
Our patrons are very critical
and it is not exaggerating to say that if
the picture was a little longer that it
would have been necessary for us to have
shown it to an empty house. We believe
Farnum should be placed in pictures with
an all star cast and not in heavy leads,
and Fox undoubtedly knows this or thev
would not chain his contract onto the
Mix series in order to sell his output.
Grimes. Dream theatre, Corydou.
J. S.
Ind. Small town patronage.

num.

—

—

—

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.
real Western and Jones is sure there with
the action.
Pleased 100% and had best
business I have had in some time. A. A.

—

Trail, with a special cast.

why. don't the directors

big serial picture and that's about all
it.
J. Carbonell. Mon-

you can say about

Thunderclap, with a special cast. This
one of the Fox specials they make you

ways

A
is

—

—

Tarzan of the Apes, with a special cast.
Biggest house I have had this season.

69

A

house. J. A. Phillips, Princess theatre.
Freeport, Tex. General patronage.

hood patronage.

—

—A
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19.

—

—

—

Neese. Beatrice theatre.. Haw River, N.
Neighborhood patronage.
C.

—

Sky High, with

—

Tom

Mix. This is a
the poorest Mix I
ever saw. The scenes in the mountains
are nice.
Geo. C. Starkey. Opera House.
Montour Falls. N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.

good feature but

is

—

—

Thunderclap, with Mary Carry.

mclod.ama.

P'.tased

good

— Good

business.—

Fox
The

Lights of

Desert, with Shirley
the bat again.
She
scores again in a good picture that will
please most all.— T. Carbonell, Monroe

Mason.— Shirley
theatre.

at

Key West, Fla.— Neighborhood

patronage.

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles

Good mounted

J ones.

police story.
lones is
good.
Good business.— E. E.
Gaily, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
General patronage.
Shackles of Gold, with William Farnum.— Splendid. A very good pictur
which was well patronized, but the stai
has shown brighter in several of hi:
other pictures.— William Noble. Criterion
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla— General
patronage.

corning

The Fighting

— Very good

Streak, with Tom Mix.
western. They always come

out to s^e Tom in this little town and go
home well pleased.— C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen. Ga.
General patronage.

—

A

Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.

— Good

— Harry

picture.

Many good comments.

Van Nov, Starland

derson, Ind.

— Neighborhood

theatre.

An-

patronage.

Queen

—A

of Sheba, with a special cast.
wonderful picture.
Not an objec-

tionable scene in the print I ran.
Follows the Bible story very closely. Very
impressive.
People thought it was immoral at first Inn proved a boost for my

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

in a scene
feature, directed

from "East Is West,"
by Sidney Franklin

a

new

First National
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August

19, 1922

— Not a

title to draw with, but picture interest holding and satisfactory.
P. G.
Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
Head Over Heels, with Mabel Xormand. The star is a favorite here and

—

the picture pleased to good crowds for a

week's
City,

run.

— Liberty

Kansas

theatre,

Mo.

The Man. from Lost River, with a
cast.
Good entertainment. A

—

cial

should please all classes
Donald & Burt, Majestic theatre,
ron, Wis.
Small town patronage.
ture that

spepic-

— McBar-

—

From

Ground Up, with Tom
very fine picture, titles very
good. Almost every one brings a laugh.
Story good. Star's acting, as usual, very
hard to beat. Will please all.— Ralph R.
Moore.

the

—A

Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ont., Can.

—

Mr. Barnes of New York, with Tom
Moore. Good clean picture that seems to
be what the public wants. The Moores
are not very popular with my patrons but
McDonald & Burt.
pleased.
this one
Small
Majestic theatre, Barron, Wis.

—

One

of the

from Billy Franey's two reel comedy now in
Edna Gregory is the girl. It's an O'Conor Production.

the making.

— Jos
Waupun,

Winninger.
Wis. Small

humorous

bits

Winninger, Davison theatre,
pun, Wis. Small town patronage.
Jos.

—

Wau-

Played at advance prices and with
the railroad strike on had the poorest
attendance of any picture this season.
C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High
Springs, Fla. Small town patronage.
mer.

—

Connecticut Yankee, with a special
Will please anyone that has anv
cast
Cleverly acted
sense of humor at all.
and well staged. Attendance not what I
expected.— L. M. Zug, Rialto theatre.
Jerome, Idaho. Neighborhood patron.

—

—

age.

Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
fair, adorned with golden hair
and atmosphere," makes some swell picture and after gasping once or twice our
crowd settled down and enjoyed this speHad many favorable
immensely.
cial

A

"A maiden

comments.

—

It

also

made

us

some money.

V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre, CasSmall town patronage.
talia, la.

—

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.
apparently
Mix, however, is not a money
satisfied.
maker any more, for all of the profits on

—Good
the

Everyone

picture.

Mix

pictures are lost on

Farnum and

White, which are sold on contingent conDon't buy this combination un
tracts.

you are willing to lose on Farnum
and possibly White in order to play Mix
and keep even. J. S. Grimes. Dream theSmall town patronatre, Corydon, Ind.
less

— —

age.

Western Spteed, with Charles Jones.—
The most pleasing western I have run m
some time. Good story, with plenty of
action

and

wrong on

fast riding.
Book
this one.

You

it.

—

J.

can't go
A. Phil-

Princess theatre, Freeport, Tex.
General patronage.
Over The Hill, with a special cast.
Just as they all said, it is a wonderful
Geo.
picture and will make you money.
C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,
N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.
lips,

—

Over the

Hill, with a special cast.
business in face of heavy comSeveral of my patrons stopped
petition.
on the way out with tears in their eyes
to thank me for bringing this picture to
town. Used everything from a 24 sheet
H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre,
to slide.
Morehouse, Mo. Neighborhood patron-

Did

fair

—

Business

poor.

Davison theatre,

Over the Hill, with a special cast.
The best picture we have run this Sum-

A

town.

—

age.

Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.
Good picture but don't get them in small

—

—

town patronage.
Bar Nothing, with

Charles Jones.
a splendid western picture.
In
fact it is as good as many
Mix' and
that is saying a lot.
Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.

This

is

Tom

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Money To Burn,

with William Russell.

— Fair picture. Will please
— Harry Van Noy, Starland

theatre,

derson, Ind.

patronage.

— Neighborhood

The One Man

60 per cent.

An-

Trail, with Charles Jones.

— A good average "Buck" Jones Western.
Could have given a more extensive report
on this if there had been more film on
which to report. All I drew was a few
grease spots and the tailpiece. Wm. E.
Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

—

Singing River, with William Russell.

Good program"

picture

—

western

fans.
V. G.
theatre, Castalia, la.

—

that

pleases

the

Bollman, Castalia
Small town patron-

with

Shirley

Mason.

— Many

favorable comments on this one, but not
up to the standard of Shirley Mason's
atre,

— C.

Malphurs, Dreamland theFla.
Small town pat-

—

High Springs,

ronage.

— Wm.

Wis.

— Small

Hero Stuff,
Somewhat late

town patronage.

William Russell.—
running this one, but

with
in

good one. Pleased all. Russell has
some real good stuff in this one. Keen
hero stuff that will go good with any
it's

a

audience.

Picture in fair shape.

good comedy in it.
Roya! theatre, Salina,

real

— Wm.

Some

Thacher.
Kan, Genera!

—

patronage.
Any Wife, with Pearl White. While
not a money getter, I think the general
public very well pleased with this picture.
Pulled a fair matinee during Chautauqua week. J. S. Grimes, Dream theatre, Corydon, Ind.
Small town patron-

—

—

—

age.

Get Your Man., with Charles Jones.
This is a Northwest police story and
pleased a large Saturday crowd.
Jones
pulls about as good as Mix for us.
Excellent
photography. V. G. Bollman,
Castalia
theatre,
Castalia,
la.
Small

—

—

town patronage.

Men

here.

— C.

Malphurs,

Dreamland theatre, High Springs.
Small town patronage.

Come
Good

Fla

On. Over, with a special

—

cast.

Large
any program.
well pleased audiences. William Noble,
picture

Empress

for

theatre,

—

Oklahoma

Okla.

City,

— General patronage.
Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
A
slow
— Very well for
of his but pleased about 80 per
Chrisney,
Liberty
E.
cent. — O.
Chrisney, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage
Bill.

acting,

little

like all

theatre,

Be

My

Wife, with

Max

Linder.

— One

of the best comedies we have had in a
It is a knockout, and a laugh for
year.
all.

—Jno.

I.

Cheney, Kan.

Saunders,

Cheney

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.— One
you don't necc
A
Everybody satisfied.
censors for.
of those real pictures that

picture with a moral.
opposition.
of

count

Davidson

theatre,

of Zanzibar, with William Russell.

Drew poor on

ac-

—Joe Winninger.
Waupun, Wis. — Neigh

lorhood patronage.
All's Fair in

—

Jackie, with Shirley Mason.
Very good
picture.
Pleased all who saw it.
E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Mason

Neillsville,

popular

not

is

1

age
Queenie,

pictures.

—

town patronage.
Watch Your Step, with a special cast—
The best program picture we have run
this Summer.
It will send them away
talking.
Poor business because the star

—A

Love, with a special

—

cast.

dandv program picture. C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High Springj,
Fla.
Small town patronage.
Made In Heaven, with Tom Moore —
Very good picture. Tom Moore not a
good drawing card here but several people passed favorable remarks as they
passed out. Joe Brokaw, Brokaw theAngola, Ind. Neighborhood patatre,

—

—

—

ronage.
Prisoners of Love, with Betty CompPleased as a regular program. Two
son.
or three said "too suggestive," but not
Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
offensive.
General pattheatre, Tombstone. Ariz.
ronage.
Godless Men, with a special cast. This
picture is well named, as we never have

—

—

—

—

viewed a rougher and more brutal set of
men either on the sea or off. The old
sea captain and his son were so vicious
that we feared that they would bite a hole
After a stormy journey
in the screen.
through life they both came to an untimely but fitting end. One young man,
who usually likes the rough ones, told us
he did not like this one as the father
This comes near being
killed his son.

—A
August

E

1922

19,

—

sentiments, also. William H. Creal.
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Xeb. Neighborhood patronage

my

—

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Went over good, but print in poor condition and we were oversold on this picture as we were unusually anxious to
Very few
have it on our summer bill.
of the Goldwyn prints ever arrive here
running
condiin what would be called
inspection department
must be usually poor. J.

Their

tion.

Cincinnati

at

—
Corydon, Ind.

Grimes, Dream theatre.
Small town patronage.

S.

With The Jazz Heart, with

The Girl
Madge Kennedy. Fair only, but you can
get by if you put on something with it,

—

as

only

is

it

— C.

short reels.

5

Fair

Class.

A

Smythe. Rialto theatre, Gate City.
Va. Small town patronage.
Godless Men, with a special cast. Picture would have been all right but was
badly cut. Old print. Why do we have
Joe Brokaw, Brokaw
to stand for this?
Neighborhood pattheatre, Angola, Ind.

—

—

——

ronage.

others, but

fair

is

entertainment.

—J no.

A

good one to substitute in place of
it.
a special, and you pocket the difference.
C. Smythe, Rialto theatre, Gate City,

A

wonderful story with a kick
Drew fair. R. D. Kinrade.
in each reel.
Mer-Mac theatre. West Bend, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Concert, with a special cast. Tried

Through,

—

some other

Goldwyn would

but

ture,

picture for

not

fea-

grant

it.

on a Saturday night, and after
looking at it, closed my box office and
told people to go on in if they had the
Absolutely the poortime to spend.
ever made. Joe Brokaw,
est -picture
Brokaw theatre, Angola, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

Ran

it

—

—

—

Godless Men, with a special cast. Fair
picture.
More pleasing to the men than
the ladies.
Very poor business. George

—

Vaughan, Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont..
Can.

— General

patronage.

The Old Nest, with

a special cast.
Nothing can be added to what has already been sa d about this picture.
It
;

wonderful, but I would warn all not
to charge too much, as it sure will drive
them away.
No matter how good the
picture is, they notice the price nowadays.
C. A. Smythe, Rialto theatre. Gate
City, \"a.
Small town patronage.
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
is

—

don't

draw

like

he used

to.

—

A
G

good picture, to poor business. S.
Ihde. Photoplay theatre. Ashland, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Every exhibitor should show this picture.
It will touch the heart of any human.
Book it. boost it, put the price to it. It
will do the rest.
I showed this picture
two days.
Business better on second
day.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre.
Millen, Ga.
General patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.—
\ ery good picture but sad
in
places.

—

—

Many favorable comments on this one.
Had a poor print and many titles were
unreadable, which depreciated the show.

— R.

C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Tyndale.
D. Neighborhood patronage.
Godless Men, with a special cast.
good story. Pleased most of the people.
Could have been shown in five reels in-

5.

—

—

stead

seven, and would have been
O- E- Chrisney, Liberty theatre,
Z^
-hnsney, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
tter

of

-

—

The Man

—

Who Had

Everything, with
Pick-ford.— Excellent picture and
wiH stand up to anything you can say for
lack

patron-

A

Rich Man, with a specisi
picture and good audiences.
The regular weekly advertising
was used and no exploitation. William

good entertainment. Some time, when
you are ordering Goldwyns, ask to have
this old one sent along, provided you can
get a good print and have not played it.
This Alaska melodrama has great human
interest and is full of comedy and sufficient excitement and pathos to please all.

Noble, Broadway
theatre,
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
General patronage.
Cameron cf the Royal Mounted, with a
special cast.
Pleasing picture from Connor's book.
Scenic shots splendid also.
P. G. Estce. Fad theatre. Brookings.
Neighborhood patronage.
S. D.
The Mysterious Rider, with a special
cast.
This one a winner for me. All of
Zane Grey's pictures are first class for
box office blues. Get this one. Renta'
reasonable. O. J. Bryant, Thorley the-

cast.

highly.

— Philip

—

—

—

|

|

1
J
§j

I

have been

Moore.

— Neighborhood

a

—

pat-

|

—

to brag about.
Could have been a little
better.
Roy L. Dowling, Ozark theatre.
Ozark, Ala. Neighborhood patronage.

—

very sweet, clean

P. Trail, with a special cast.
Unusually good picture and one that will
please all classes.
Founded on history
and Zane Grey lovers will all come out.
Played two days; second better than first.
A. S. Rockwell. Orpheum theatre. Richland Center, Wis. Neighborhood pat-

—

The Man
cast.

Westerns.

&

Kundert.

theatre.

—

—

a special
picture, with

corking
ial

—

Free Air, with Marjorie Seamon and
Douglass. This is the cleverest
outdoor comedy shown in my theatre
Not one distastful scene an'*
this year.
I really can say that my select crowd a^
satPlayed two days to very satisfacisfied.
ColFarrell,
Clarence
tory business.
Genonial theatre. Ellensburg. Wash.
eral patronage.

—

—

The Spenders, with a special cast.
Didn't get the money for me the second
was

a fair

Trover.

Lyric

it

—

—

Clarence Farrell. ColonEllensburg. Wash. Genera!

*how.

theatre.

—

patronage.

Metro
Turn. To The Right, with a special cast.
Just another instance proving that
"spice" is not necessary- to put a picturo

—

—

went out well

Empress

The Grey Dawn, with a special cast.
Very good production. Played this one
during the warmest spell this summer
and the author and the star dragged them
Played two days.
in.
Business good.
Used Hodkinson's Urban Movie Chats
with The Grey Dawn, which makes a

No Trespassing, with Irene Castle.
This was a fair picture but played to tht
worst Friday in some time. Luna theBrookyln, N. Y. Neighborhood
atre,
patronage.

thought

— Ryan

Neighborhood
Beresford, S. D.
patronage.
The Spenders, with a special cast.
Here is an ancient one tut it is good and
nkased a good audience. E. E. Gaily.
Neb. General
Crystal theatre, Wayne,
patronage.

B

—

— Oscar

of the Forest, with a special
this with Round One of

— Played

Universal's Leather Pushers and patrons
were very well pleased. This can not
help but go over good where they like

ronage.

well as the "regulars"

—

ronage.

some very good rural comedy. Will please
all the ladies and even the men will enjov
it.
I would say it was in the A-l class.
Ralph R. Gribble. Grand theatre. NewHamburg, Ont., Can. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

The U.

Lavender 2nd Old Lace, with

night, although I
picture.

—

—

Hodkinson

program

—

—

constant reader j

Belle Plaine, la.

Tom

a special cast.

The Spenders, with a special cast.
very good program picture. Clean storyGood settings. Plenty of action. AdverWill stand all you say about it.
tise it.
J. S. Wasserman, Rialto theatre. Pecos.
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
a special cast.
Fairiy good, but nothing

HERALD

—

pat-

—

Strand Theatre,

—A

town

—

|
m
m
Have not contributed any re- 1
p
1 pcrts, but think the few live j§
( one who do make a very good £
1 job of it. However, as soon as S
J I get a little further along in 1
1 release dates, will fill them out jj
m mere regularly.
W. M. BOOTH,
|

cast.

— Small

dandy picture but the poor title failed to
draw the crowds. Didn't pay film rental
on it. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre.
Ashland, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
A Certain Rich Man, with a special
cast.
A fairly good program picture.
Poor drawing card with sluggish movement throughout the story. Picture has
no public appeal. Poor business. R. C.
Metzger, Cosy theatre. Tyndale. S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.

since "away 1
back," and especially "What §
the Picture Did for Me," and 1
consider that department the 1
most essential to all exhibitors. 1

j{

Utah

City.

The Spenders, with

Tom

Begin Now
Don't Wait
Any Longer
of the

Cedar

ronage.

This picture pleased 100 per cent. Verypoor business on account of extreme hoi
weather. O. E. Chrisney. Liberty theChrisney, Ind.
ronage.

—
—

atre.

Rand. Rex theatre. Sal-

mon, Idaho.
Made In Heaven, with

good

—
—

Cullen Landis is very appealing.
It i.=
in seven reels.
It gave us better than
The army chaplain
usual attendance.
who put on plays for the boys overseas
said he liked it better than any play he
had seen in years, and others also praised
it

Certain

— Very

—

all

—

— Moore

— General

— Small town patronage.
The Girl From Outside, with a special
the material for
cast. — Fine!
Has
Va.

—

to shift this

Rugby. N. D.

thiatre.

I.

Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kan.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Poverty of Riches, with a special
A picture as good as Smilin'
cast.

71

age.

—

Saunders,

—

—
A
—
A
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atre,

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
— Rogers always pleases my patrons.
This was not as good as some of his

——
|

;

"

over.

This wholesome farce-comedy was
me just when I needed it
I write to the Better Films Com-

a "boost" for

most

mittee of Atlanta, enclosing a list of pictures, for their opinion. The chairman of
the reviewing committee said of Turn to
The Right: "This picture is suitable in
any theatre, anywhere with any audience." I was so sure of the picture that
the day for the first showing I went so
far as to guarantee satisfaction, offering
to refund the money to anybody who was

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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not pleased.
I
cater to a bunch who
would not hesitate to ask for a refund
and they knew 1 would keep my word
I stood in the lobby as they came out and

everybody, absolutely everybody, was delighted.
A small theatre should present
this picture two nights.
Mrs. W. M.
Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greensboro.
Ga. Small town patronage.
Hate, with Alice Lake. This came
mighty close to being a "special picture."
From standpoint of acting it is above the
average.
Conrad Nagel and Charles
Clary do some of the finest bits of acting
that I have shown on my screen for some
time past, and Alice Lake does her best
work in this offering. Business good for
two days. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
General patron-

—

—

—

—

—

—

get rich, but the picture is "all there."
If you have not played it do so.
Metro
plays this alone and does not put a long
tail to the kite, like some other exchanges,
and make you play a lot of other pictures.
Geo.' C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood
patronage.
Turn, To The Right, with a special cast.
Good production.
Patrons enthused.
Receipts good. Stanley Koch, Columbia

—
Ana, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Across The Continent, with Wallace
Reid. — Using practically the same

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

I Can Explain, with Gareth Hughes.
Impossible.
Would make a good two

patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

age.

—

Camille, with Nazimova.
Wonderful
acting of Nazimova; Valentino is a drawPleased. L. M. Baker, Eming card.

—

pire

Winchester,

theatre,

Va.

— General

patronage.

The Misleading Lady, with

—A

nice

little

Bert Lytell.

program picture

that won't

set the world on fire but at the same time
will
please.--Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighbor-,

The
Peters.

Great

Redeemer,

— Good picture.

with

Good

—

sized

House
crowd

seemed pleased. T. E. Bondurant, Doris theatre, Ness City, Kain.
Neighborhood patronage.

and

all

The Man Who, with

Bert Lytell.—
clever little picture full of nonsense. Will
please the average audience. Geo. C.
Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Glass Houses, with Viola Dana.
dandy program picture. G. H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.
Small town patronage.
The Four Horsemen, with a special

—

—

—

—

—

Kan.

— Neighborhood

The Conquering Power, with Rodolph
Valentino.
Expected too much from this

—

—

Didn't please. G. H. Jenkinguess.
son, Victor theatre,
Minocqua, Wis.I

I

—

Matrimony A Failure? with a speBest comedy-drama in months
H. E. Yost, West End theatre, Santa
Is

cial cast.

cast,

with the exception of the leading woman,
Too Much Speed, it went over for us.
A typical Reid picture with star doing his
Ryan & Kundert, Empress thebest.
Beresford,
D. Neighborhood
atre,
S.
patronage.
as

—

a

—This

is

good picture which

dience.

— Geo.

C.
Falls,

Montour

will please your auStarkey, Opera House,
N.
Y. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

The Great Redeemer, with a
cast. — Somewhat old.
Film badly
Rut

good

a

Elite

picture.

—W.

C.

Kan.

Greenleaf,

theatre,

special
cut up.
Mitchell,

— Neigh-

Enchantment, with Marion Davies.—
Delightful picture and just light enough
Pleased. L. M.
for real warm weather.
Baker, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
General patronage.

—

—

The

Across The Continent, with Wallace
Good. Drew best crowd this summer. F. Meyn, Pershing theatre, Kansas City, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
story
and
Swanson. An
interesting

—

—

throughout.
Not much
drawing power, though. Luna theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Neighborhood patronholds

interest

—

—

Woman Who Walked

—

Carbonell,

Support

Monroe

— Neighborhood
—

A

Bachelor

Okla.

Daddy,

with

Thomas

—

age.

North of the Rio Grande, with a spePleased nearly everyone. For
cial cast.
action and outdoor scenes it is hard to
beat.
H. C. Yost, West End theatre,

—

—

Santa Ana, Cal.

City,

patronage.

—

age.

Oklahoma

—

is also excellent
theatre, Key West.

Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres. Just
Pleased
an average program picture.
some and net others. Luna theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan. Excellent.
Better than the
average patronage with all pleased coming out. William Noble, Capitol theatre,

—
—

Alone, with

The

age.

Our

—

Dorothy Dalton. A very good produced
and worked picture. Dorothy makes good

Fla.

Reid.

—

Ayres.

fine picture

Will bring well
ture well exploited.
pleased returns. William Noble, Capitol
General
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
patronage.

J.

Paramount

Agnes

with

Ordeal,

and one that will please.
Had many compliments on it. The pic-

very

in this one.

borhood patronage.

—
—

—

The

Blackmail, with Viola Dana.

—

age.

Small town patronage.

—

hood patronage.

—

Meighan. The most satisfactory picture
have run in months from every angle,
and did not cost a fortune to buy it.
Pleased 100%. It will make friends for
your theatre. L. M. Zug, Rialto theatre,
Jerome, Idaho. Neighborhood patron-

theatre, Coffeyville,

comedy. Hughes don't go over for
me. J. H. Ebersole, Majestic theatre,
Avaca, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Kisses, with Alice Lake.
A good picture.
C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre.
High Springs, Fla. Small town patron-

19, 1922

cast.
I
gave it wonderful exploitation
and the way they came from neighboring towns wasn't slow. Played it a week
Every night got
at 28 and 55 cents.
better.
Oscar Troyer, Lyric theatre,
Rugby, N. D. General patronage.
The Four Horsemen, with a special
cast.
Played this percentage and did not

age.

reel

August

— Neighborhood

patron-

The Man, From Home, with James
Kirkwood. Good picture. Business fair.
Hot weather. Harry Van Noy, Starland
Neighborhood
Ind.
theatre, Anderson,

—

—

—

patronage.

North of The Rio Grande, with
Holt.

Jack-

— Fair picture. Pleased. Fair
— Stanley Koch, Columbia
Kan. — Neighborhood
Coffeyville,

re-

the-

ceipts.
atre,

patronage.

with Wallace
Picture drew fair.
good.
with racing car running

Across the Continent,
Reid.

— Very

Ballyhooed
about the city. Henry Van Noy, Riviera
theatre, Anderson, Ind.
Beauty's Worth, with Marion Davies.
A very good picture. Star's work^ is
Did fair business. Marion
wonderful.
Luna
will never fail to please the ladies.
Neighborhood
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
patronage.
Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria

—

—

—

—

—

An excellent picture with
plenty of thrills. The unnecessary publicity being given Miss Swanson in connection with her mother's affairs by certain "reform" newspaper correspondents
does not hurt her with our patrons
These cowardly attacks on her are unSwanson.

fair, and go to show how far the fanatics
Kundert, Empress theRyan
will go.
D. Neighborhood
Beresford,
S.
atre,

—

&

—

patronage.

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Ran this over the Fourth in conReid.
nection with Dempsey-Willard fight picPicture only fair and business the
tures.
same. Title keeps the ladies away.— W=
Ray Erne, Rialto theatre, Charlotte,

—

TOM MIX

in a

scene from "Just Tony," his latest Western story, completed
William Fox, under Lynn F. Reynolds' direction.

fc>r

—

Small town patronage.
Beyond The Rocks, with Gloria Swan-

Mich.

August

19,
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— H.

Em-

McClure. Strand theatre,
Kan. General patronage.

A.

por.a,

—

— This

picture used on a Sunday was as
punk as ever was seen on my screen.
Patrons left before they saw it all.
Impossible
Crazy and nothing to it.

things which do not appeal to high class
audiences. M. J. Babin. Fairyland theNeighborhood
atre. White Castle, La.
patronage.

—

—

Moran of The Lady Letty, with Dorothy Dalton and Rodolph Valentino.—
Plenty of "pep" to this one. Well liked
bj everyone. W. V. Wilson, Seco the-

—

Md.

Rockville,

itre.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.
Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. de Mille
production. Wonderful picture but lost
money on same. No fault of the picture
Paid too much for small town exhib-

—

itor.

—

Brokaw

Joe Brokaw,

gola. Ind.

— Neighborhood

theatre.

An-

patronage.

Beyond

the Rocks, with Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino. Two days
to good business.
Pleased as near 100
per cent as any picture we have shown
Photography excellent. L.
this year.
Snyder, Majestic theatre. Oakley.
C.

—

—

SARLE WILLIAMS

and support
"Fortune's Mask," the latest VitagraphWilliams feature.

—

Small town patronage.
Beyond The Rocks, with Gloria SwanThis
son
Valentino.
and
Rodolph
pleased 100 per cent. If you have a town
that likes Gloria Swanson and Valentino
Kan.

in

—

be sure and grab this one.

—

and Rodolph Valentino. Just fair
3rogram production. People very disapStanley Koch,
>ointed. Receipts rotten.
Kan.
Coffeyville.
Columbia theatre.
Neighborhood patronage.

;on

—

Over The Border, with Betty Compson
A very good picture

—

hat pleased 100 per cent, but failed to
iraw.
Luna theatre. Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

North of The Rio Grande, with Jack
and Bebe Daniels. Very good Saturday picture.
Well directed and a hnshed production in every detail. Clark
Edwards. Palace theatre, Ashland, O.

—

rlolt

—

—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Last two reels very
Good.

nvanson.

—

Iramatic. Lighting and scenic effects are
plendid.
Nice bright picture but hard
o make any money as price is too high.
—Clark
Edwards. Palace theatre. Ashand, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

&

—

The Green Temptation., with Betty
Zompson. Beautifully directed picture.
Veil acted and interesting story.
Should
>lease everywhere.
H. E. Yost. West
•2nd theatre. Santa Ana, Cal.
Neighbor-

—

—

—

iood patronage.

The

Little Minister,

—A

Comp-

with Betty

costume picture to a certain exent from the play which made Maude
vdams famous. Would recommend this
on.

or the high brow patronage, although it
•ill saitsty the average audience.
Ryan
c Kundert. Empress theatre. Beresford.

—

D.

'.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Three Live Ghosts, with a special cast.
-Not enough adjectives in the English
inguage to tell you how good this is.
picture has everything to suit evrybody.
truly pleasing picture and

"his

A

riced

right.

— Clark

Ashland, O.

leatre,

& Edwards.

Palace

— Neighborhood

pat-

onage.

The

Woman Who Walked

Alone, with
very good Dalton
icture.
Business
normal.
Ray A.
rombacher, Liberty theatre. Spokane.
Sash. Transient patronage.

)orothy Dalton.
•

—A

—

—

Three Live Ghosts, with a special cast.
-A good picture which failed to draw
ny business.

Pleased those

who

came.

It

will get

you the money and please them

all.
Attendance good.
Patronage, small town,
all classes.
A. Mitchell. Dixie theatre.
Russellville. Ky.
Small town patronage.
On With The Dance, with Mae Murray.
This is a beautiful picture, and will

—

—

—

please most any audience. Would class
it as excellent.
C. A. Smythe. Rialto the-

—

73

and an outdoor story.
Business
in spite of chautauqua.
W. RayErne, Rialto theatre, Charlotte, Mich.—
General patronage.
stars

—

good

One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.

md Tom Moore.

—
—

—

—

Exit the Vamp, with Ethel Clayton.
Fair picture. Patrons fairly pleased. Receipts fair.
Stanley Koch, Columbia the-

—

atre,

Kan.

Coffeyville,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

White Oak, with William S. Hart.—
extra good Bill Hart western. Bill,

An

with a muzzle loader, and apparently
without reloading, made a couple dozen
Red Skins bite the dust. Pleased Hart
fans 100 per cent. Wm. E. Tragsdorf.
Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.

—

—

Find the Woman, with Alma Rubens.
Wonderful. The best vehicle Alma has
had except Humoresque. Luna
theatre. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Neighborhood
ever

—

—

patronage.
Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.— This is a good one. Patrons
filed out with that "satisfied expression."
Did lots better than I expected during
the hot weather. W. V. Wilson, Seco

—

theatre,

— Neighborhood
Agnes Ayres. — Much
Md.

Rockville,

patronage.

The OrdeaL with
than The Lane That Had No

better

Turning.
Pleased all.— H. A. McClure.
Strand theatre. Emporia. Kan. General
patronage.
Forever, with Wallace Reid and Elsie
Ferguson. A real piece of cheese. Regret running it. Page and
Oldham.
Rivoli
theatre,
Winchester,
Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres. This picture played to al-

—

—

—

—

most as big a crowd

as

The

Birth of a

age.

Patrons satisfied 100 per cent.
E. L. Graef. Opera House. Hortonville.
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres. Best picture I have played

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production. This
we believe is De

Gate City. Va.

atre.

— Small

town patron-

—

Went

year.

this

over

with

a bang.
business. J.

—

Nation.

—

—

—

greatest.
Whatever faults

Some saw

Mille's

it

twice.

Played two days to fair
Koehn. Little Chute theatre, Little Chute
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Lulu Bett, with Lois Wilson.
Program picture. Pleased patrons mildhv
Receipts fair. Stanley Koch. Columbia
theatre. Coffeyville, Kan.
Neighborhood

had for
some of Dalton's past pictures were certainly excused by her acting in this one.
It is lavish entertainment which should
go over anywhere. You can raise your
price and they won't kick. —-Ryan &

patronage.
The Rookie's

S.

—

—

MacLean.

— Very

—

Return,

Douglas

with

good program

—

picture.

Star gets by here. A. W. Jackson. Liberty theatre, Atlanta, Tex. Small town
patronage.

—

Lily, with Mae Murray.
This seemed to please
patrons for a
Sunday offering. Business bad. but no
fault of the picture.
J. H. Ebersole. Majestic theatre, Avaca, la.
Neighborhood

The Gilded

my

—

Kundert.

our

Empress

patrons

Beresford,
patronage.
The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid. This picture pleased all my patrons as most of Wally's do. and I would
like to get more like it. I never made

D.

— Neighborhood

theatre.

—

real money until I started showing
Paramount pictures. Who says it don't
advertise? It's worth a little more
to
pay

any

—

patronage.
Paris Green, with Charles Ray.

—

A nice
picture and one that will please
every member of the family. Drew very
good. A. F. Apel. Auditorium theatre.
Neighborhood patStephensville, Wis.
ronage.
program

—

The

—

Sheik,

with

and Agnes Ayres.

Rodolph

— Return

to nearly as much business
The most phenomenal box

—

as first time.
office picture

H. A. McClure. Strand theEmporia, Kan. Neighborhood pat-

of the year.
atre.

Valentino

engagement

—

ronage.

The

Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
picture will draw from a history
standpoint and for a Northern she's the
cat's knuckle and she gets you the dough.

— This
That

is. if

— R.

your crowd

likes a little

rough

Smith. Palm theatre. LindNeighborhood patronage.
say, Neb.
North of the Rio Grande, with Jack

stuff.

j.

—

Holt and Bebe Daniels.
nation

for

my

the
— JustWell

patrons.

combi-

known

BIG BET
MYNew
of
HALLROOM
*7he

Series

BOYS
COMEDIES
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on every picture to receive the advertis-

—

Under the Lash, with Gloria Swan-

—

People

picture.

Receipts

fair.

mildly

— Stanley

Columbia theatre, Coffeyville,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

en-

Koch,
Kan.

Pathe
Nanook
cast.
The

than

office receipts better

second night

year.

Had some good comments,

first.

Rugby, N. D.

— General

—

who

tries to part

fine.

The

titles

Most of
dance hall and

clever.

him from

his

money

is

are very slangy and very
the scenes arc laid in the
the play requires good

dance music. If your patrons like Washburn book this one. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Florence Vidor and

City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton.
Picture very light and no drawing
power to star. Not liked here. A. W.
Jackson, Liberty theatre, Atlanta, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

O'Malley of the Mounted, with WilEverybody liked this one
liam S. Hart.
and it will please all classes. Drew fair.
H. J. Carlin, Carlin's Royal theatre,
Ableman, Wis. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

Milton

Sills

"Skin Deep"

in

(First National).

can't
go wrong on it.
Pleased 90 per cent. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.
Hart.

and

Brand, with William

—The type of Western

a picture with great

they

S.
all like

drawing power

patrons like Western
pictures.
Smith, Palm theatre,
R. J.
Lindsay, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
providing

—

your

—

The Woman God Changed, with Seena
Owen.

—

This is one of the best pictures
have had the pleasure of exhibiting.
Bryant,
Thorley theatre, Cedar City,
O. J.
Utah. Small town patronage.
I

—

—
—Advertised

The Passionate

1-sheets.

Was

afraid

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.
Poor box office receipts. Must have been
Oscar
the picture. Fell flat second night.
Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.

boost the picture on account of previous reports. For myself I thought it
wonderful.
It
also pleased the better
class.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Florala, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
to
satisfying
production.
Extremely
very big business. Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

—

—

Three Live Ghosts, with a special cast.
A good picture and one that will make
the audience show their appreciation by
laughter and applause. Exploit it as a
comedy-drama and it will go over in
good shape. R. J. Smith, Palm theatre,
Lindsay, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—
—

The City

of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan. Easily the best thing Meighan
has played in since The Miracle Man.
Showed this to 200 Knight Templars and
their wives, some of whom were never
in before, and made some new friends.
W. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre, Charlotte,

—

Mich.

— Small

The Love

town patronage.

Wallace Reid.
Unusually good, all around picture. It
has comedy, melodrama, and every foot

—
is

Special, with

interesting.

Pleased

classes.

all

Reid

good; Agnes Ayres is very appealing;
Theodore Roberts is at his best. Best
is

Tuesday night

in

1922.

It

contains story

of

railroad construction and an engine
running wild in a storm. Most of the
scenes are on the train. Though old, it is
worth booking. The paper on it is good.

Charged 30 and 15 cents, regular prices.
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

— Philip
Idaho.

—

L'Apache, with Dorothy Dalton. Very
poor.
G. H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre,
Minocqua, Wis. Small town patronage.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
Barrymore. The exhibitor who reported
this "gruesome but great" hit the nail
on the head. It is almost too frightful

—

—

—

—

—

good business. Class good. C. A.
Smythe, Rialto theatre, Gate City, Va.—
Small town patronage.
The Woman God Changed, with Seena
Owen. Book this one and boost it
for

—

3

to

—

—

—

because Bill is a clean, straight chap.
Photography, as usual with Paramount,
good. Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patron-

—

is

—

age.

Moran

Lady

Letty, with Dorothy Dalton and Rodolph Valentino.
Excellent. The patrons said that the picture was good and with good audiences
prevailing the box office was tickled with
William Noble, Rialto theathe results.
of the

—

tre,

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.
Played this one to a full house with
chautauqua as my opposition. It pleased
everyone. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Grim Game, with a special cast.
Good picture and takes well to your serial
this picture has enough stunts
and thrills to make a good serial. Good
business on this one. C. A. Smythe, Rialto theatre, Gate City, Va.
Small town

as

fans,

—

—

patronage.

Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with Dorothy Gish. Light comedy-drama. Just a

—

program

—A.

picture. Has no box office value.
G. Miller, Miller theatre, Atkinson,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B.
production. — Excellent. Showed
Neb.

DeMille
to very
good business both afternoon and evening performances. The usual amount of
advertising was used and no exploitation
other than news stories and lobby display
of pictures and posters.
William Noble,

—

Rialto theatre,

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

Treasure Island, with Marion Davies.
An old one, but a good one. This is the
kind of picture that should be kept forever, like the book.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan. General pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Why
DeMille

Falls,

Change Your Wife?
production.

— Biggera

Cecil

B.

second

N.

Y.— Neighborhood'

patronage.

Respectable by Proxy, with a special
A very good program picture, but
to draw a paying house.
G. F.
Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—
Small town patronage.

—

cast.
failed

—

Help Wanted, Male, with Blanche
Sweet.— Did not please.— Dalton Opera
House, Dalton, Wis.— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Realart
South of Suva, with Mary Miles Minter.— If Mary Miles Minter is of any
value to you this one should please your
patrons very much, as it is almost a perlect

cast

Three Word Brand, with William L.
Very good Hart. They liked it,

Hart.

—

Pilgrim, with a special

cast.

General patronage.

the story. If you have it bought it is
right and will get by in good shape,
but if an exhibitor is trying to pick his
pictures I would not advise picking this
one.
Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House
all

Montour

Word

Three

age.

—

The Killer, with a special cast. I can't
agree with the various other exhibitors
who say so much in favor of this feature.
The acting was splendid, but there is too
much "killing" and too much sameness
in

You

strong.

—

The

Spokane,

—

patronage.

Burglar Proof, with Bryant Washburn.
A very good comedy drama. In this our
boob friend is the original tight wad and
earns his reputation. The dancing teacher

—

Grombacher, Liberty theatre,
Wash. Transient patronage.

too. Personally I thought it one of Ray's
Lyric
theatre,
Oscar
Troyer,
best.

—

of The North, with a special
best educational picture of the
Satisfactory business.
Ray A.

—

Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.

— Box

19, 1922

night than the first. People took special
pains to tell me how good the picture
was, but this bunch of stars can make
anything good. Class: Excellent A-A.—C.
A. Smythe, Kialto theatre, Gate City, Va!
Small town patronage.

ing that Paramount puts out for you.
R. J. Smith, Palm theatre, Lindsay, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

son.
Fair
tertained.

August

offering.
Entertaining, story good
well selected, and perfect locale.—

Will

H.

chester,

Brenner, Cozy theatre, WinInd.— General patronage.

A Home Spun Vamp, with May McAvoy.— Good picture, and the acting was

also good. This little queen always
plays
in good ones.
Carnival in town the same

night and this held business down
some.
L. Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark,
Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.

—Roy

—

A

Kiss in. Time, with Wanda Hawley
very good Wanda Hawley picture
m -.„ E Tragsdorf, Trags theatre.
77
Neillsville, Wis.— Small town patronage.

—A

W

-

,

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with Mary
Miles Minter.— Nice program picture.
Clean and entertaining.
Just right for
small houses.— A. W. Jackson, Liberty
theatre, Atlanta, Tex.— Small town
patronage.
Morals, with May McAvoy.— No kick
on this from patrons nor praise either.
Consider it a fair program picture.— L.
M. Zug, Rialto theatre, Jerome, Idaho-

Neighborhood patronage.

All Souls Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.—-This picture is out of the ordinary
and is the right type of picture, censor
proof.
large number of my patrons

A

stopped me, saying how they enjoyed it.
Attendance very good.— Ralph R. Gribble,

Can.

Grand

Hamburg,
—NeighborhoodNew
patronage.
theatre,

The Case

of

Binney— Binney

Ont.,

Becky, with Constance
always a good drawing

card, but this terrible piece of cheese sure

gave her a black eye. Why will they put
such good star as Binney in such a nightmare?— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.— Small town patronage.
Tillie,
with Mary Miles Minter.—
very slow nicture, and dark scenery too.
This is about all the kicks on this picture.
Acting and the plot were good.—
Roy L. Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark,

Ala.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

——
August
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does good but a little
S. Wanger, Victory
theatre, Union City, Irld.
General patronage.
star
in places.

tures.

draggy

— R.

—

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.
fair program picture.
Pleased O'Brien
Fair entertainment. Jno. I. SaunCheney theatre, Cheney. Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.

A

—

fans.
ders.

By Right of Purchase, with Norma
Talmadge. I find all of these reissues
are better than her new pictures.
This
one will please any audience.
Business
getting better here. C. H. Simpson.

—

—

Princess theatre,
patronage.

Millen,

Ga.

— General

Gilded

Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.
better close up than run O'Brien here. This was
last one of his
pictures and couldn't pull enough people
to pay the rental.
Fair picture, though.
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland.

much

I'd

my

—
MASON

)AN

in

a scene

frcm

his lat-

Plum Center Comedies which

est

are

being distributed through Film Booking Offices. Wilna Hervey is the lady
in the case.

—

John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien.
Patronage well sustained. Good
msiness and pleased audiences, prevailed.
-William Noble, Criterion theatre, Okliood.

City, Okla.

Neighborhood patronage.
Happiness A la Mode, with Constance
Talmadge. Not as good as most of this
star's but drew well.
Ladies liked it but
some men left before oicture was over.
Constance draws well here.— Ralph R.
Gribble, Grand theatre. New Hamburg.
Ont, Can. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The
Tearle.

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
picture. Played to full house and
Only one fault, rental
ieard no kicks.
R. O. Rhoades. Or>rice too high.
iheum theatre. Converse, Ind. Small

-Good

—

—

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
Simply a children's
-Adults disgusted.
Lay off of this as a special,
licture.
ielznick will have to show me in the fuC. A. Browne. Wallace theatre,
ure.
Sradentown, Fla. Small town patron-

—

—

ge-

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
-This picture has received some very unavorable comments but in spite of this,
t is one that will greatly please your parens.
Easy to advertise and will be
njoyed by everyone who sees it. H. G.
itettmund. Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler,
General patronage.
)kla.
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
-As an ordinary picture it is good, but

—

—

and sold
s a big special, as advertised
o me, it is a fraud. Business fair, nothng extra. Joseph G. Portell. Delray

—
Detroit,

Mich.

— Neighborhood

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.
"he best O'Brien picture we
ome time. At least heard
ble comments on this one.

nd.

Orpheum

— Small

have had for

more favorO'Brien us-

—

good houses

draws

ihoades,

here.
R. O.
Converse,
theatre,

—

—

Small town patronage.
Handcuffs Or Kisses, with Elaine

— Good

— Small

town patronage.

Handcuffs
fammerstein.
leased.

Kisses,

with

good

Elaine

and
She always acts a clean part

is

Saunders.

van.

Or

— Another

one

—

what my patrons like. Jno.
Cheney theatre, Cheney,
Neighborhood patronage.

nd that
.

—
—

Conwav
If

your

—

town patronage.

United Artists
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith

progood business on this. Hot
Pleased generally.—Jos. Winninger, Davison theatre, Waupun, Wis.
Small town patronage.
A Doll's House, with Nazimova. Personally I consider this a very good picture but it did not draw here.
Do not
consider it a small town picture. Business below average. L. C. Snyder, Majectic theatre, Oakley, Kan.— Small town
patronage.
duction.

— Got

weather.

—

—

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks. Very
good
picture,
but
rather poor drawing card.
Charged 25
and 50c.
Prices might have had tendency to keep people away.—Jack Hickev.

—

—General patronage.New London,
Way Down East, a D. W.
duction. — All that has been said
Jr.,

Grand

theatre,

Wis.

Griffith prois so.

wonderful production and only one
criticism, too long.
Last two reels created a sensation.
Good business and
worth it, but don't pay too much. Played
it percentage.
H. P. Thompson. Libertv
theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

Universal
Her Night of Nights, with Marie PreHot weather had no effect what-

vost.

—

Reckless Youth, with Elaine Hammertein.
Not as good as some of her pic-

A

ever on this one.
vailed

Ham-

satisfying picture. Stai
.'ell
liked.
Good small town picture.
v. W. Jackson,
Liberty theatre, Atlanta,
"ex.

with

picture.

town patronage.

Man's Home, with a special cast.
"he poorest picture I have ever played,
'eople
walked out disgusted. C. A.
'.rowne. Wallace theatre,
Bradentown.

lerstein.

Stone,

program

like "Sheik" pictures vou'can
make good with this one.— R. O. Rhoades.
Orpheum theatre, Converse, Ind. Small

A

"la.

of

A

atronage.

ally

Man

— Good

patrons

own patronage.

heatre.

—

—

Selznick

ahoma

—

Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
After Midnight, with Conway Tearle.
Rotten picture. Keep it in the can. It
will pay in the long run.
Harry Van
Noy, Starland theatre. Anderson, Ind.

for

first

half

good business preof week. William

—

Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla.
r
Step On It, with Hoot Gibson.
e
like Universal.
Not so much because
their pictures are better than some others,
but their business ethics are superior.
Universal is honorable in their dealings
with the exhibitor.— W. C. Mitchell. Elite

^TWENTY-FOUR HODKIN1

BRANCH

SON

EX-

CHANGES have just completed
months of independent operation, and enter the
their first nine

Autumn

selling season

with the

most notable group of big pictures thus far announced in the
five years of the

Corporation's

Consult

history

the
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HODKINSON CORPORATION
40Q FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

—

Greenleaf,

theatre,

Kan.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Out
Mayo.

Mayo

Frank
Frank
Some good snow

of the Silent North, with

— Fair program picture with
in

a

new

role.
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—

some poor photography. R.
Metzger, Cosy theatre, Tyndale, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.
A Dangerous Little Demon, with Marie
Prevost. Prevost does not draw for me.
scenes and
C.

—

—

—

Didn't think much of this picture. G. H.
Jenkinson,
Victor theatre,
Minocqua,
Wis. Small town patronage.
Don't Get Personal, with Marie Prevost.
A rattling good, clean comedy
drama of the whoop-'em-up kind. Not
high class, but fine for an average mixed
audience, or for Saturday night. Teddy,
the dog, shares honors with Miss Prevost.
It has as many chuckles as a reformer has brain-storms. Good to purify
the book of acidity. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
The Man Who Married His Own Wife,
with Frank Mayo. Large attendance
first
night.
Took very well with the
people.
Lyda theatre,
S. A. Hayman,
Grand Island, Neb. General patronage.
Step On It, with Hoot Gibson. One
of the fastest, snappiest and most comic-

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Westerns I have shown for some
moons. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theSmall town patatre, Neillsville, Wis.
al

—

—

ronage.
Sure Fire, with

Hoot Gibson.

— Good

Several dark
him.
spots in film where they could use white.
J.
W. Boatwright, Radio theatre.
Ozark, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Step On It, with Hoot Gibson. This
one is in Class A of the Gibson type. A
good story with plenty of mystery and
comedy and pleasing climax. The kind
that keeps you guessing to the end.
Will please lovers
Thrilling gun fight.
of Westerns. J. A. Phillips, Princess
General patrontheatre, Freeport, Tex.

and

—

most

all

like

—

—

—

—

age.

—

The Trap, with Lon Chaney. Good
picture. Drew and pleased. Chaney gets
over some marvelously good acting. Lit-

—

boy deserves mention also. P. G.
Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.
Step On It, with Hoot Gibson. Good
Hoot Gibson, but not as good as some
of his former pictures. Hoot wants more
Not enough .action in this for
action.
him. Night scenes so dark had to turn

tle

—

—

house lights out. Wm. Thacher, Royal
General patronage.
theatre, Salina, Kan.

—

No Woman Knows,

with a special cast.

— Many

favorable comments on this.
Something on the order of Humoresque,
but not as good, to my notion. Can recommend it, however, as an extra good
program feature. L. M. Zug, Rialto theNeighborhood patatre, Jerome, Idaho.

—

—

ronage.

Cheated Hearts, with Herbert Rawlinson.
A dandy and pleased a good crowd.
If you haven't played this one better not
pass it up because it is bound to please.
Go after it big and put it over. (Some
program.) J. W. Boatwright, Radio theater, Ozark, Mo.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.
hate to say this, but it's the poorest
thing on reels.
When last reel was
shown I had all of three left to see it.
G. H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis. Small town patronage.
High Heels, with Gladys Walton.
Fair program picture of the usual Walton calibre.
Will please the star's folI

—

lowers and satisfy most of the others.
Fair business. R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,
Tyndale, S. Dak. Neighborhood
patronage.
Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.
This is a good picture, but can not be
classed with her previous productions.
O. J. Bryant, Thorley theatre, Cedar
Small town patronage.
City, Utah.
Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
Ran this as a special and it went over
big.
Patrons are asking for more Hoot
Gibson pictures.— R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse, Ind. Small town
patronage.
Good
If Only Jim, with Harry Carey.
program picture of semi-western type.
is
liked.
My
Carey
please
where
Should
people do not like Carey and did poor
R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,
business.
Tyndale, S. D. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

Foolish Wives, an Eric von Stroheim
production. This picture is too long for
Good picture and acting,
a small town.
but story was disconnected. My patrons
J. E.
did not see the million dollar part.
Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Trap, with Lon Chaney. Chaney's
acting, scenery and photography good,
but the story did not please. Wm. E.
Neilsville,
theatre,
Trags
Tragsdorf,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

—

—
—

—
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—

The Fox, with Harry Carey. Goot
Western picture.
Did good business
Carey a great actor. George Vaughan
Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can-

—

General patronage.

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean. ?
good picture but not quite up to Conflict

The dam scene

is great but the logging
scenes not so good. Only fair business
J. A. Phillips, Princess theatre, Free
port, Tex.
General patronage.

—

—

Man

—

Man, with Harry Carey. Aver
age Western picture sold as a Jewel. Th<
big (?) stampede is a joke. H. G. Stett
nuind, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla
to

—

— General

patronage.

The Wise

Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
Just another Walton triumph. They ar<
all good.
Suppose Universal will be put
ting her in Jewels pretty soon, so w(
can't play her and make money.
Tin

only difference between Jewels and
attractions
Riley, Wigwam

— General

—

the price.
R.
theatre, Oberlin,

cial

is

spt

Ros:

Kan

patronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.

— One

o

the best pictures I ever ran. If you wan
comedy and action combined, book this
Not a western, just a good outdoors pic
ture.
Hoot's best to date. R. S. Wan
ger, Victory theatre, Union City, Ind.—

—

General patronage.

Opened

Shutters, with Edith Roberts
an extra good program picture
Hopkins, Hopkins theatre, CotArk. Small town patronage.

— This
— C. E.
ter,

is

—

Trimmed, with
program picture.

—

Hoot

Gibson.

— Gooc

G. H. Jenkinson, VicMinocqua, Wis. Small towr

tor theatre,

—

patronage.

—

Kissed, with Marie Prevost. Good,
had a better title. Title kept some
away. Comedy-drama that should get bj
any place. R. S. Wanger, Victory the

i:

it

—

Union

atre,

Ind.

City,

— General

patron

age.

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.—
Good program picture but not impres

—

enough to remember. C. E. Hop
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark —
Small town patronage.
sive
kins,

The Trap, with Lon Chaney. — It
we have run. Scenery

of the best

Acting wonderful.
book and one

lent.

ture

to

should

see.

— W.
—

on<

is

excel

A good pic
your patron:

E. Ruff, Storrs theatre

Utah. General patronage.
Action, with Hoot Gibson. Action

Storrs,

right title.
the print

The

—

i

a little old, bu
Ran Buste
good.

picture

is

had was
Hard Luck with Action am
it made a d
good show. McDonald I
Burt, Majestic theatre, Barron, Wis-

Keaton

I

in

—

—

Small town patronage.
The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson

—A

dandy

Irish

comedy-drama.

It'

—

sure to please the average audience.
O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse
Ind.

— Small

Man

to

town patronage.
Man, with Harry

Good Carey

picture.

Pleased

Careyall

—

whi

business. H. G
Schmidt, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb

saw

it.

good

Did

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Honey, with Priscilla DeanFairly good picture, but could have beei

Wild

Look out, Priscilla, you're fall
not give us one of you
ing down.
good old crook stories as you used to
Pleased about 50 per cent. Roy L
better.

Why

—

Ozark theatre, Ozark, AlaNeighborhood patronage.
Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo— Bette
than the average program picture. On
Dowling,

that

the

patrons

talked

about.

— C.

E

Sun theatre, La Farge, Wis.Neighborhood patronage.
Across the Dead Line, with Fran
Beach,

Scene from a new Rupert Hughes picture— "The Bitterness of Sweets"— which
being distributed through Goldwyn.

is

Mayo.— Good

picture played to averag

PICTURES CORPORATION takes
EQUITY
apprethis means of publicly expressing
its

ciation

author

and

to

Mr.

producer

Carson

Goodman,

"WHAT'S

WRONG

Daniel
of

WITH THE WOMEN."
wonderful screen drama
this remarkable picture.

for the elaborate and
he has brought to life in

Independent Exhibitors throughout the length and
breadth of the world may fittingly join us in expressing appreciation to Mr. Goodman in this
brilliant achievement, not alone for the financial
gain this beautiful picture will return to all exhibitors, but for the high goal it will set for all those
engaged in the making of motion pictures.
In
ful

—

—

atmosphere its innate refinement its skillhandling in the presentation of such a daring

its

theme. "WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE
WOMEN'' will establish newer and higher records
among

those things embraced in the category of
the finer things in life.

Here is a true and genuine example of what can be
accomplished on the screen in cleanliness, beauty,
strength and extraordinary entertainment value.
It is with unusual pride and pleasure we announce that "WHAT'S
WITH THE
will be released on the Independent
market shortly.

WOMEN"

WRONG

EQUITY PICTURES CORPORATION
723 7th Avenue.

New York

City
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Burt, Majestic theatre, Barron, Wis —
Small town patronage.
No Defense, with William DuncanGood. Enjoyed by the few that saw it
hot.
No
theatre,

Too
Isis

business.

— G.

Broadwater,

R. Harries

Neb.

— Rura

patronage.

Moral Fibre, with Corinne

Grifnth.-

First

reel just bull about brother anc
sister love, which is necessary to remain

der of story.
patrons.

Picture well liked by oui
G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeoi

— H.

Chandler,

theatre,

Okla.

— General

pat

ronage.

The

Single Track, with Corinne Grif
picture.
Lots of favorable
comments. Good business. J. J. Pagan
Beverly theatre, Beverly, Kan. Neigh
borhood patronage.
fith.

— Good

—

—

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Thi;
a picture for mama and the little children, but will not please the average
is

picture fan who comes to see excitement
A beautiful picture with a sweet little
love story woven through the life of the
horse to make it interesting. Geo. C
Staikey, Opera House, Montour Falls
N. Y.- Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

A BIG MOMENT FROM "THE STORM,"
House

Peters, Virginia Valli

—

Saturday business.
No kicks. R. O.
Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse,
Ind.
Small town patronage.
Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.
Star well liked and all enjoyed picture.
Good business. H. G. Schmidt, Palace
theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Neighborhood

—

—

—

the big Universal production, in

Phillips.

— Could

with Hoot Gibson.—
Everybody pleased and it was a riot.
Best the star has made. Drew fair. N.
O. Wheeler, Electric theatre, Viola, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.

—

The

Girl

Calhoun.
please

—

—A

— W.
Ozark, Mo.

good picture and pleased.

J.

Boatwright, Radio theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Cheated Hearts, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pleased very much.
Paper drew
better than title.
Suggestion of being a
"Sheik" story. Scenes of Morocco well
done and story very satisfying. New
Lyric theatre, Lexington, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Pleased big business. Giacoma Broth-

—

—

—

—

—

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

ers,

—

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo. Good picPleased large majority. Mayo is
ture.
a good bet and goes good here. Business
none too good. J. M. Reynolds, Opera

House,

—
Elwood,

Neb.

—

rection.
Take a tip: Book this at the
G. H.
right price and make money.
Minocqua,
theatre,
Victor
Jenkinson,

—

Wis.

— Small

His Room,

with

Alice

town patronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy

them

Business
fool them.
sorrow, as the more

me they liked it. I can usually depend
upon Alice Joyce pictures as being good.
She is well liked here. G. R. Harries,

—

Broadwater,

theatre,

Neb.

— Rural

patronage.

No
Drew
ally

Defense, with William Duncan.
well and pleased.
Duncan usua

is

used a
a nice

safe

bet

in

any house.

We

Semon comedy and the two made
program. — McDonald & Burt, Ma-

jestic

theatre,

Barron.

Wis.

— Small

town patronage.

more they cussed me. —-A.

—

theatre,

Jerome,

Idaho.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The

Silent Vow, with William Duncan.
Fine picture.
Acting and cast good.
You can't go wrong on Duncan's pictures. This one will please 100 per cent.

—

—

Put a two-reel comedy with it. Wm.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
General patronage.

—

Him

Mitchell.

Ky.

— Small

town patronage.

Can Be Done, with Earle

It

Williams,

little

theatre,

The

Secret of the Hills, with Antonio

—

Didn't
Moreno. Very good picture.
draw on account of a free picture out
doors, Douglas Fairbanks in One More
American, but did a lot better than I expected and pleased all who saw it. A. E.
Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Wid

Gunning, Inc.
The Old Oaken Bucket, with a

— Fair

special

drew good busigood advertising possibilities and is a good drawing cardGeorge Vaughan, Grand theatre, DunnNeighborhood patronville, Ont., Can.
cast.

picture and

Title

ness.

has

age.

Our Mutual Friend, with a special cast.
may be all right to read, but

— Dickens

on the screen,

nix.

Business very

poor.

unless you have a ready-made
audience for it. George Vaughan, Grand
General
theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.
patronage.

Keep

off

it

—

—

State Rights
Out

of the

Dust (McCarthy), with

a

— Good pleaser. Western.
Business
—Jos. Winninge, Davison
theatre, Waupun, Wis. — Small town
special

cast.

fair.

pat-

Bab's Candidate, with Corinne Griffith.
Just about every other man you meet
down in this neck of the woods is a canAdvertised this with the sugdidate.
gestion that candidates could probably
Corinne well
get some pointers from it.
liked here.^H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
General pattheatre, Chandler, Okla.
ronage.

Bring

Russellville,

theatre,

—

The Prodigal Judge, with Jean Paige.—
Very good picture, but not worth the advanced price asked for it. Have done
more business on pictures costing less
than half what this one did. L. M. Zug,
Rialto

good on this to my
I sold on this one

all.

N.

The Inner Chamber, with Alice Joyce.
Drew me the best Saturday
night crowd for some time. They told

Isis

in,

five-reel picture which
— A nice
—
pleased
— W. D. Patrick, Cozy
Y. —-Neighborhood
Florida, Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.

— Neighborhood —

patronage.
Foolish Wives, an Eric von Stroheim
production. Made me the most money
of any picture I have ever run and
pleased 100 per cent. Miss DuPont is another Miss DuPont in this picture. You
can't judge her by special attractions as
she didn't have the right stories and di-

sure did tell me so.
It will gel
especially if you played Th«
Sheik, but better lay off and not try tc

trons

Dixie

excellent picture.
Will
Alice's followers.
Luna the-

Brooklyn,
patronage.

— Good.

—

— An

all

Fairly good picture.
Lacks a whole lot
of being all it is advertised. I run other
pictures at half the price of these specials and get more satisfaction out of
them. J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre,

—

in

Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.—

Another piece of foreign junk. Wen;
wrong on this by falling for the newspaper write-ups that Vitagraph mailec
out.
It is absolutely rotten and my pa-

the

Vitagraph

atre,

—

pic-

—

—

Cullom, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo. A very
fine program picture and one that made
a bunch stay and see the second show.
Ben Mintcn, Falls theatre, Menomonee
Falls, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Shattered Dreams, with Miss DuPont.

what the

tell

the story.
Everyone disgusted who saw
it.
L. M. Zug, Rialto theatre, Jerome,
1 daho.
Neighborhood patronage.

Cat,

—

not

ture was like as it had been cut so badly
in places that there was no connection to

patronage.

The Bear

which

and Matt Moore are featured.

The

In, with Earle Williams.

W. Mounted

ronage.

The Unknown

(Kipling), with Richard
picture pleased large
audiences and took well with all that
saw it. William Noble, Empress theOklahoma City, Okla. General
atre,

Talmadge.

— This

—

—

patronage.

Why

Girls

Brothers), with

Drew

Leave

Home

(Warner

Anna Q. Nilsson.— Fair.

good crowd and pleased everyMeyn, Pershing theatre, KanNeighborhood patronCity, Kan.

body.

a

— F.

Police story done in a
Pleased 100 per cent. No
different way.
ran a Larry
walkouts on this one.

sas
age.

Semon comedy, School Days, with this.
Good show. Priced right. McDonald &

So This Is Arizona (Smith), with
Picture inFranklyn Farnum.— Good.

N.

We

—

—

—

—
A
August
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enjoy them. W. E. Ruff, Storrs
General patrontheatre, Storrs, Utah.

Should not be shown where the better
Curwoods are booked.
Business only
fair at ordinary admission.
R. C. Metzger,
Cozy theatre, Tyndale, S. D.

age.

Neighborhood patronage.

Worth
teresting throughout.
this sort of pictures, as

show

—

trons

while

to

your pa-

—

—

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
This Fairbanks, like all the
rest, is just an ordinary western picture.
for it either way, but it
much
Can't say
will just about get by with your average
Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House,
audience.
Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood

Parted Curtains (Arrow), with Henry
A very good one, but not
worth what I paid for it. Not any more
than a program picture.
Nothing like
Walthall's class of pictures. J. A. Phillips, Princess theatre, Freeport, Tex.
General patronage.

patronage.

Headin'
Morrison.

Fairbanks.

—

—

—

Ten Nights

in

with a special cast.

Barroom (Arrow),

a

— Second run, one

day

Bought this right and made me a
Picture went good. Print
little money.
If you run it, put a good
in fine shape.
Lots of sad
single reel comedy with it.
Play it if you can buy it right.
stuff.
only.

—

Thacher,
an eight reeler. Wm.
Royal theatre, Salina, Kan. General patIt's

—

ronage.

Why

Home

Leave

Girls

—

(Warner
Good pic-

B. Walthall.

—

—

North

(Arrow), with Pete
This picture enjoyed and
pleased good business. William Noble,

—

Rialto

—

theatre,

Oklahoma

City,

Okla.

General patronage.

The Lure

of Gold (Pinnacle), with
Neal Hart. -A dandy picture and one
that will please all classes.
Star's work
getting better and the paper is O. K.
Grand theatre, Green Bay, Wis. Tran-

—

—

sient patronage.

Bros.), with Anna Q. Nilsson.
L. C. Tidball,
ture to good business.
Isis theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.— Neigh-

Western Pep (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. Lots of action and it went
over great. Did a fair business. F. N.

borhood patronage.

Blick,

—

Where

My

Is

Wandering Boy To-

—

night? (Equity), with a special cast.
dandy picture from a box office standPlayed three days to fine busipoint.
Good paper. Mrs.
Title draws.
ness.
Mildred Cleland, Bijou theatre, Kau-

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
kauna, Wis.
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affil Dist.), with
Johnny Hines. Didn't go over any too
good, according to box office records, reOscar Troyer, Lyric theatre,
ceipts.
Rugby, N. D. General patronage.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room (Arrow),

—

—

—

—

Title draws and
special cast.
the picture is there also. Story well done
and was really surprised. Held up good
Third better than the
for three days.
first—W. J. Van Dyke, Vaudette theatre,

with

a

Kaukauna, Wis.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Ten Nights

Barroom (Arrow),

a

in

—
—

Best box office atwith a special cast.
L. C. Tidball, Isis
traction this summer.
theatre, Ft.

Worth, Tex.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Isobel (Davis), with a special castBeautiLike all Curwood stories, good.
ful

snow

scenes.

Had many good com-

—

pliments on this one. C. H. Simpson,
General
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.
patronage.
The Shepherd of the Hills (Gaskill),
with a special cast. Freak attraction.
Gets good business. Jos. Winninger.

—
—
Waupun,

Davison theatre,
town patronage.
Ten Nights in a

—

Wis.

— Small

Barroom (Arrow),

—

with a special cast. Story out of date
If you want
but really a good picture.
to take your patrons back to the old days
this one" will do it, and will at the same
time please them. A picture that nobody
Book it for prestige.
can object to.
Freeport,
J. A. Phillips, Princess theatre,
Tex. General patronage.

—

The County Fair (Tourneur), with a
special cast.
The best cleaning I have
been taken to was when I ran this picture.
It was as near nothing as they
get them and more than 80 per cent of

—

my

It
patrons were disgusted with it.
not only lost me money but has put a
bad impression on the minds of my patrons.
I advertised this big and the next
time I come out with a big lot of advertising the public will ask me if I going
to have another "County Fair."
If a

salesman wants to

sell you this picture,
to jump in the lake.
Alva Lang,
Rialto theatre, Litchfield, Neb.

tell

—

him

The

Girl

from

Porcupine

—

(Arrow),

with a special cast.
Far below the high
standard set by previous
Curwoods.

—

Wis.

—

Serials
the West

(Universal),
with Art Acord. This is one of the best
serials I have ever run.
Please old and
young.
Money maker at my house.
O. J. Bryant, Thorley theatre, Cedar
City, Utah.
Small town patronage.
of

—

—

Hutch (Pathe), with
Charles Hutchison. Run this every Saturday, and it's holding up fine. Luna
Go-Get-'Em,

—

theatre, Brooklyn, N.

Y.

—
— Neighborhood

patronage.

Winners

of the

West

(Universal), with
serial and,
while not such a wonderfully plotted picture, the crowds are apparently falling
for the Indian action in the story. This
serial will take care of a dull night.
J. S.

Art Acord.

—A

good drawing

—

Grimes, Dream theatre, Corydon, Ind.
Small town patronage.
Perils of the Yukon (Universal), with
William Desmond. On second episode
and find it not as good as first. Started
good but fell off on second episode.

—

Looks

like a

—

J. A. Phillips, Princess theatre,
Freeport, Tex. General patronage.
With Stanley in Africa (Universal),
with George Walsh. Don't think much
of this serial as a whole, but in the 9th
episode they had as big a thrill as ever
was made in pictures, where the hero and
his lady friend rode their horses off a big
cliff.
top view of them floating down
to the water made you hold your breath.

getter.

good summer time business

—

—

A

— R.
lin,

Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, OberKan. General patronage.

—

With Stanley

in Africa (Universal),
with George Walsh. Just finished this.
The worst serial I ever played. Jos.
Winninger, Davison theatre, Waupun,
Wis. Small town patronage.
Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Myers. Very good. Lags at first
but gets beter as it goes on. On the 15th
Business
episode and is very good.
about the same on each episode, but not
as good as former serials. J. A. Phillips,
Princess theatre, Freeport, Tex. General
patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Short Subjects

—

Auditorium theatre, Black Creek,
Neighborhood patronage.

Winners

79

Fox News.

— Always

worth the

price.

Grimes, Dream theatre, Corydon,
Small town patronage.
Ind.
Pathe Playets. We played two of
these subjects and consider the rest no
good, as they are old in setting and

—J.

S.

—

—

All right if you have a class of
cheap trade, but not for my patrons.
Stay away from them.—J. S. Wasserman,
Rialto theatre, Pecos, Tex.— Neighbordress.

hood patronage.
(Pathe).—These
Snapshots
Screen
seem to please, as they break the monotony of the old feature and comedy and
news show. My poorest night has picked
Believe these have helped.— Ralph
up.
R Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.— Neighborhood patronage.

Larry Semon Comedies (Vitagraph)
—These comedies are as good as they
make them. Are money getters for me.

— O.

J.

Bryant, Thorley theatre, Cedar
Small town patronage.

Citv, Utah.

—

—

Buster Keaton Comedies (Metro) All
G. H. Jenkinson, Vicof these pleased.
Small town
tor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.
patronage.
Harold Lloyd Single Reel Comedies

—

—

EXH
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Scenes from two new Fox features

B

I

I

TOR

(Left) Shirley Mason
"The
—his
trained horse "Tony,"
in

Mix ard

—

(Pathe). Going good here and, while
they are very short, I believe they are
actually holding up the features. A great
relief to have these to run in connection
with a poor picture. J. S. Grimes,
Dream theatre, Corydon, Ind. Small
town patronage.

—

The

—

Leather
Pushers
(Universal),
with Reginald Denny. Ran the first
round yesterday and, honestly, was the
poorest thing we have run in a long
while.
Brother Exhibitors, go around
this one.
Roy L. Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. These short subjects

—

two reels are in
Each one features

of

by themselves.
boxing match and

a class
a

S

HERAL

New

August

Teacher," directed by Joseph Franz; (Right)
from "Just Tony."

G.

F.

Mont.

Rediske,

— Small

Pure

Star

theatre,

Ryegate,

town patronage.

and

Simple

(Educational

—

),

a

Christie comedy.
Honestly, the poorest
excuse for a comedy we ever ran. Nothing to this one at all. Roy L. Dowling.
Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.— Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.
Step This
special

cast.

undiluted

(Educational), with a

— Without

slap

stick

a

doubt the best

comedy

in

many

moon. It's a roar from beginning to
end.
Without a star, it creates more
a

laughs than lots of the Chaplin's, etc.
W. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre, Charlotte,
Mich. Small town patronage.

—

Edgar's

Feast

Day (Goldwyn),

with

Johnnie Jones.— I agree with Harold F.
Wendt, this is "junk." It's slower than
one of those old-time accommodation
trains in New England that used to let
people off to pick flowers along the way.
—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

Mill (Vitagraph), with Larry
is the best Semon comedy
to date.
Have run eight of his comedies
and all were good. He sure gets the
laughs. Book them. A. A. Neese, Beatrice theatre, Haw River, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.

Semon.

—

—

Rolling

everyone

Cured by Radio (Universal), with Roy
Atwell.
Few laughs in this one. The
timeliness of the subject matter, however,
puts it over. Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli
theatre, Defiance, O.
General patronage.

with

Brownie's

—

Circus Clowns (Universal), with Baby
Peggie and Brownie. A dandy for the

Okla.

General patronage.

—

house

(Pathe),

with

better than good
many others that we have used. This
one has lots of "laffs" in it. No business.
Lost mo"cy. Not the fault of picture.

—
drew
— Philip

in

nearly

a

Rand, Rex

Salmon, Idaho.

Port (Educational) a Christie
comedy. Neal Burns in a class with
Lloyd and others. This comedy subject
would be an added attraction to any program and deserves 100 per cent bookings

—

over the country.
Christie, besides
having a merry bunch, you also have surrounded yourself with people who have
all

—

it

llxl4's
of them.

Any Old

special cast.
jects shown here in a long time, showing the effect of timber panic.
Scenery
is beautiful.
W. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre, Charlotte, Mich.
General patronage.

Mouth

full

theatre,

—
Men (Educational), with a
— One of the best short sub-

to

The

kids.

Bang! Boom! (Educational), with
a special cast. Very pleasing comedy
drama. They are a surprise and will get
you some money. Clean and good paper.
Ben Minten, Falls theat-e, Menomonee
Falls, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Like

said for this wonder-

—

—

From Hand

Venus (Universal),
Baby Peggie.—

and

baby and dog.
They are always
good, and they are clean!
Will please
young and old. Don't pass these up. I
enjoy them all myself. Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg. Out.,
Can. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Harold Lloyd.

with

ful

Well worth showing if they do
not cost too much.
H. G. Stettmund,

—

(Educational),

Little

Brownie

Enough cannot be

—

Noah's Ark (Sacred Films), with a
special cast.
These are very interesting
Bible r.ariatives that have small drawing

Missing

Stones

Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.— Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

— Pleased about 50 per
generally gets the dough. Most
here likes him. — Roy L. Dowl-

He

cent.
ing,

Biff!

—

Lloyd Hamilton.

—

Chandler,

—

Love's Outcast (F-N.), a Mack Sennett
Honestly, the poorest comedy
we ever ran in this town. Not even one
single good laugh in it.
Roy L. Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.

comedy.

Neighborhood patronage.

theatre,

— This

—

—

Odeon

Mix

Torchy Comes Through (Educational),
with a special cast. Just fair.
Not the
slapstick kind.
Didn't hear any laughs.
—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. Just finished Round 5
and it pleased both young and old. Both
comedy and action. The rentai was so
high I didn't make any money. F. 11.
Baker, Home theatre. Fox Lake, Wis.

Jr.,

Tom

The Saw

Way

—

power.

1922

in a scene

They will
are complete in themselves.
draw extra business and are worth playing if they can be bought right.
R. C.
Metzger, Cozy theatre, Tyr.dale, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

19,

brains as well.
if

you

atre,

MARION DAVIES,
politan

"The

star,

Young

Paramount.

beautiful Cosmowhose latest picture is
Diana," distributed by

— W.

More

like

Any Old

Port,

H. Brenner, Cozy theWinchester, Ind. General patroncan.

—

age.

Gone to the Country (Pathe), with
Snub Pollard. Good comedy. The old

—

one-ree'ers better than average two-reei-

—
August
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19.

Rand.

ers of more recent release.— Philip
Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.

Concrete

with
have used ten of
comedies.
Have found
Try
them all good laugh producers.
them with a mixed program. J. S. Washerman. Rialto theatre. Pecos, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
Chums (Universal;, with Baby Peggy
wonderful comedy.
and Brownie. A
Both dog and baby exceptionally good.
Kept the audience in roars of laughter.
These comedies are good for any house.
Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre. Xew
Solid

—We

(Yitagraph),

Larry Semon.
Semon's latest

—

—

—

—

Ont.,
Can. Neighborhood
Hamburg.
patronage.
A Pair of Kings (Yitagraph). with
Semon. A comedy piece set
Larry
like a great big feature and the same
makes added entertainment to any proLarry Semon is to the screen
gram.
what Lew Fields was to the legitimate
He understands corned}- with
>tage.
W. H. Brenner. Cozy thethrill- added.
General patronatre. Winchester, Ind.

—

—

—

age.

Hard

Luck

with

(Metro),

—

Buster

Keaton. This is sure some comedy.
Went big for two-day showing. Buster
Keaton okay. Have run four of his picThis is the best one. Wm.
tures.
Thacher. Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
General patronage.
Educational),
a
Society
in
Jiggs
comedy. One of the best
Christie
comedies ever ran here and it is up to
Too bad
the usual Christie standard.

—

(

—

Profits!
— hold

—
that there are not more of this series of
pictures as they should prove winners in
any high-class house.. Only three of

"Bringing Up Father" series available.
S. Grimes. Dream theatre, Corydon,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

J.

81

USE THIS

BLANK

—

The

Sheriff's Daughter (Federated),
with a special cast. A good little tworeel western.
Federated has good tworeel westerns if you are looking for
short stuff, and the prices are right.
Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina.
Kan. General patronage.

—

—

Call

a

—

Cop (F-N),

Mack Sennett

a

—

comedy. Nothing to this. Just film. G.
H. Jenkinson, Yictor theatre. Minocqua.
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

Made Man
Harold Lloyd. Went

A

Asso. Ex.), with
big to those who
saw it. It's one of the best Lloyd ever
made. Lost money on it. Business bad.
Can't get them in with a circus, regardWm. Thacher.
less of what you show.
Royal theatre, Salina. Kan. General
patronage.
No Brains ('Universal), with Harry
comedy went
two-reel
Sweet. This
good. Will please. Also ran a Universal
two-reel western. White Horseman, No.
Business falling off on
4, and one News.
No fault of serial, as it is a
the serial.
good one. Weather too hot. No money.
Wm. Thacher. Royal theatre. Salina.
Kan. General patronage.
The Boat (F-N), with Buster Keaton.
One of the most laughable comedies I
have placed for some time. Book it and
boost it. Oscar Trover. Lyric theatre.
Rugby. N. D. General patronage.
Never Weaken (Asso. Ex.). with
Harold Lloyd. Even better than A
Sailor Made Man. This star always gets
the business. H. A. McClure. Strand
General patrontheatre. Emporia. Kan.
Sailor

—

I

—

—

—

—

Box

Office

Reports Tell the Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Picture.

Are Doing

for

Other Exhibiton

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearbom St., Chicago.
Fill in this

Title

Star

Producei

Remark.

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

age.

own throughout the Summer in Barton
Orchestral equipped

Peggy Behave Universal i. with Baby
Peggy. Extra good kid picture. Sorry

their

—

I

—

they will be specials hereafter. Brichetto
Bros.. Crystal theatre. Knoxville, Tenn.
General patronage.
Rapid Fire (Educational), with Lige
ConJey. Rapid Fire was the proper
name for this comedy, and as usual
proved about as funny as they can be
made.
Lots of new stunts and plenty

—

houses.

Title

—

BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
5 So.

Wabuh

Atenue

—

Chicago. Illinois

action.
H. J. Longaker.
of
Minn.
Alexandria.
theatre.

patronage.
Step Forward

comedy.

nett

—A

(

F.

N.

I

—A

Howanl

—General

Mack

Sen-

Star

Producer

Remarki

good comedy and gets

the laughs but no better than the averDon't see why
age Sennett comedy.
they charge more for the Turpins.

Harold M. Schoonover. Mazda theatre.
Aurora. Neb. Small town patronage.
Now or Never (Asso. Ex.). with
Harolc! Lloyd. These Lloyd comedies

—

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

—

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
MaoufiCurers

of

High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS
Theatre and Home.
413-419

the

nearest

to

ideal

comedy

for

audience we have seen.
Y. M. C. A. Auditorium. Lake Geneva.
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Fool Days (Fox), with Al St. John.

the

family

—

for

CHICAGO,

W. ERIE ST.

come

ILL.

A good comedy and well received by
audiences. Al St. John generally delivers
the goods, and this is no exception.

CLASSIFIED

Longaker. Howard theatre, AlexGeneral patronage.
Should Watchmen Sleep (C. B. C),
with Neely Edwards. This one starts
-off with a laugh and ends with a laugh,
and has plenty of laughs in between.
Will please most audiences. Harold F.
Wendt. Rivoli theatre. Defiance, O.
General patronage.
.
Fay Day F. N. I. with Charlie Chaplin is still a big drawing card.
Played
this picture to capacity on Sunday. July
16. one of our hottest days.
Sam Pylet.
Columbia theatre. Milwaukee. Wis.
H.

J.

andria. Minn.

—

—

Word
Minimum

Five Cents per
in

Advance.

Payable
Charge,

$1.00

—

Exhibitor

Name

Transient

ronage

.

FOR

of 4,000.
real bargain at $12,500, including organ.
No
opposition.
Open every night. Address "'Theatre,"

A

c/o Exhibitors
Chicago.

Herald.

417

So.

Dearborn

City

(

THEATRE FOR SALE
SALE — Theatre in Illinois town

street.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

of

State

Theatre
or

Neighborhood

Ptt-
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IMPORTANT!
Theatre managers need not delay Fall Openings of
theatres for lack of proper seating

if

they will take ad-

vantage of our large capacity and place

No
of

their orders

now.

theatre opening has ever been delayed through lack

prompt

To

new

attention

managers

established

who

theatres,

chairs in keeping
chairs

large

are

part.

redecorating and

we

suggest

refurnishing

consideration of

with other improvements.

new

new

Upholstered

can be manufactured by us while house

decorated or

We

on our

is

being

drapes made.

have the organization and facilities to handle a
volume in a limited time without impairing our

standard of high quality.
Prices at

NEW YORK
1

14

W.

41st Street

Pre-War Levels

BOSTON

CHICAGO

65 D. Canal St.

12 E. Jackson Blvd.

PHILADELPFk
252 S. Broad

£

THEATRE EQUIPME
A

Paying House

William Fox Erecting 3,000
Seat House at Philadelphia
William Fox

is building a sixteen story
theatre and office building in
Philadelphia which will be thrown open
to the public sometime between March
and April. 1923.
Costing approximately $2,000,000, the
building will take its place among the

fireproof

handsomest, most commodious and upto-date business structures in the city, and
will contain a large and sumptuously appointed motion picture theatre.
The new motion picture house, with a

proposed entrance on Market street, will
have a seating and standing capacity of
While there will be no drastic de3,000.

Auditorium Theatre
Here

a type of playhouse that is
profitable for the small town
of the numerous sources of

is

proving
because
revenue
theatre

The Auditorium
shown above, for in-

embraces.

it

building

stance, contains a

dance

hall,

gymnasium,

stage for local theatrical and
other productions,
banquet hall, etc.
These features are in use virtually all of
the time and mean a constant source of
income for the owners.
The Auditorium is a community thea-

modern

Beaver City, Nebraska. W. C. F.
Lumley is its manager. It was erected

tre at

thoroughly modhas a seating
The population of

at a cost of $75,000; is

ern
throughout,
capacity of 900.

Beaver City

is

and

1,000.

Reopens House After
Making Improvements
Cohn of East St. Louis plans to
open his Avenue theatre on or about
August 15.
During the off-season the
house has been renovated, altered and redecorated. Cohn recently purchased Joseph Erber's interest in the Avenue and
the Erber theatre, East St. Louis.
The Orpheum theatre, Paducah, Ky.,
owned by William Taylor and R. Rehkopf, re-opens the first week in SeptemPhil

ber.

Poplar Bluff, Mo.

To Open New House

1

I

!

The handsome new Jewel theatre at
Poplar Bluff, Mo., which is now getting
the finishing touches from the constructors will be formally opened on August
15.
Henry Turner is the owner. The
Jewel will have accomodations for 600. It
is modern in every respect.
Turner announces a general admission charge of
10 cents.

—

Newcastle, Ind. D. A. Jenkins and R.
of this city have purchased the
Royal theatre from Branigan & Conners
of Marion, Ind.
Mr. Sipe formerly operSipe

ated the Starette theatre.

parture from the general construction of
great metropolitan film houses, the Fox
theatre will contain numerous new innovations and will, when completed, be the
last word in comfort and luxury.

ing, will
ture.

Lamb

Designed by

Two

booths will be installed in
the lobby, whose walls are to be of
marble with bronze mouldings.
The
front vestibule will be of solid granite
with marble trimmings and floors.

The

ticket

building is 58 feet 11 inches
inches with granite stone

office

by 129

feet 3

front. Thomas B. Lamb of New York is
the architect of the building, the construction of which is under the supervision of William Friede, of the Fox Film

Corporation forces.

Davis'

New Theatre

To Be Finished for
September Opening

Has 22 Exits
Plans have been carefully worked out
which make for every conceivable convenience for the public, from the ornate
and spacious marble walled lobby to the
twenty-two exits through which, given
the need, the house may be emptied
in less than five minutes.
An outstanding feature, and one that is
of vital importance will be the installation of a first class ventilating plant with
a giant ice machine, by means of which
a uniform and agreeable temperature
may be maintained throughout; capable,
also, of being graduated to meet the demands of the barometer during the Summer months.
The auditorium will consist of the orchestra and one huge balcony, with three

complete the interior architec-

Port Angeles, Washington, will boast a
thoroughly modern playhouse when Mack
J. Davis opens his new $75,000 Mack theThe house, now in
atre in September.

rows of loge boxes and two rows of proscenium boxes, 70 in all, fitted with divan
seats.

Rest

A

$50,000 high-powered organ with
stops will supplement an orchestra
The dominant
of thirty-five musicians.
color scheme will be red. On the mezzanine floor, trimmed in mahogany wood
fifty

with bronze fixtures, mantels, etc., will
be found for the greater convenience of
patrons an adequate number of telephone
booths, as well as cigar counters and soda
For the women patrons,
fountains.
sumptuous wash-, dressing and restrooms have been included in the plans,
while similar conveniences have been
provided for the men. including a large
and commodious smoking room in the
basement done in quartered oak.
Three projecting machines, one spotlight and one steriopticon will comprise
the equipment of the projection room.
The stage is 31 feet deep by 90 feet in
width, the proscenium opening being 00
For
height.
in
feet in width by 28
months past experts in the Fox laborascreen
new
on
a
tories have been at work
and a new sheet has been evolved which
it is said will revolutionize all past dissingle giant dome covering
coveries.
the entire theatre section with cove light-

A

cm

Rooms Provided
course of construction,
concrete, measuring 50

completed

it

will

is

of

by 140

steel
feet.

and

When

have a seating capacity

of 1,050 with standing

room

facilities for

400.

Latest equipment is being installed in
departments.
The projection room
will be equipped with two Powers projectors, Chicago spotlight, a 50-50 Hertner Transverter, and electric rewinds.
The stage measures 36 by 30 and will
be fully equipped to accomodate any road
all

shows.
Mr. Davis

is at present operating the
theatre which will be closed as a
picture house when the new Mack is
opened. The front elevation of the Mack
theatre is shown above.

Dream

Installs

Large Organ

Rivoli theatre. Albert Lea, Minn.,
has completed the installation of a new
According to
$15,000 Barton organ.
Manager Crosby the instrument is the
first of its kind to be installed in a town
this size in the Northwest.
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Exhibitor Official

Opens New House

For Your Convenience
American Film Company Laboratories

M.

Seating 1,000
A

EXPERT FILM PRINTING
your negatives.
positively

May we

how

films.
Years of careful
get the very best out of

We

Nothing is left to chance.
know and know
to get the best results.
trial will convince you.

A

have your next order?

Developing
Printing
Tinting

American

Toning
Editing

10 Points

QUALITY.

Prints known for brilliancy and clearness.
Expert staff
trained by years of experience, as
sures highest quality prints obtainable
REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.

Titling
Ordinary film reduced to American Standard Safety Size

RESPONSIBILITY.
(Absolutely fireproof film passed by all
underwriters.)

A

film printing capacity

one million feet

Lake Michigan.
and dust.
of

CO., Inc.

Laboratories
6227

Away from

dirt

SAFETY.

Broadway, Chicago,

Plant approved by both
Chicago and Board of Fire

city of

111.

PROMPTNESS.

Accustomed

to

serve exacting requirements.

PRICES.

Pres.

Reasonable

and com-

petitive.

GUARANTEES.

Write

for our
unique guarantee of quality work.

Superior Music Increases Profits

HO

W

influential

refined pipe organ
tra

music

is

appropriate,

and orches-

to successful film

presentation is recognized. Almost
without exception the great chain
houses are offering the last word in
musical appeal.
The most prosperous

exhibitors

in

the

business depend not upon films, and house,

more than upon the universal appeal

of a

splendid musical background.

The Cremona Theatre-Organ

represents

the highest development in an intrument to
properly meet the rigid requirements of the

moving

pic ure theatre.

Its

representative gathering of the film
world and the residents of Lyndhurst
and Rutherford, Xew Jersey, assisted
John T. Collins, national treasurer of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America and first president and one of
the
founders of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, in opening his Xew Lyndhurst theatre on Tuesday. August 1.
Mr. Collins is President of the Xorth
Jersey Theatres Corporation which huilt
the theatre and will operate it.
The
bouse is one of modern construction with
the newest devices for the comfort and
convenience of its patrons.
The Lyndhurst theatre seats 1.000 and
is the third of John T. Collins' growing
chain.

The dedication ceremonies included an
address by Mayor Woods of Lyndhurst
who paid a splendid tribute to Mr. Collins and who said a few pointed words
that were very friendly to the Motion
Picture Industry.
Those well known in film circles present included A. J. Moeller of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America:
Harry Manus; Foster Moore of the Jans
office
Charles F. Kenneth of First National: H. Gebhardt of Famous Players;
Bill Benson of American Releasing Comnany: P. Lynton of Pathe: H. Noble of
Fdncation; John F. Clarke, vaudeville
performer and a personal friend of Mr.
Col'ins: R. F. Woodhull, state president,
and Sidnev Samuelson, state secretarv.
:

Underwriters.

and

London, England
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON,

concern of

LOCATION.

weekly.

AMERICAN FILM

A

strong financial standing.
In the proper geographical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

fire

Court Orders Sale of
Incompleted Theatre
The probate court has awarded judgments aggregating more than $240,000
against
the
Vendome Theatre Co.,
Ind.,
Evansville,
the
International
to
Steel and Iron Company and seven other
creditors.
The court ordered the theatre property sold before August 21.
The theatre company started the erection of a $1,000,000 theatre building more
than a year ago. Work on the building
was stopped several months ago after
the company had failed to sell sufficient
stock to complete the construction work.
Numerous suits by stockholders to recover money subscribed are pending.
Ffforts have been made to reorganize
the company.

exclusive feat-

and at
same time always elevate the reputation
your house. Where the Cremona is you

ures assure reduced musical outlay

New Theatres

the
of

have atmosphere, that intangible something
that puts pictures across, always present,
whether the screen portrays romantic Italy
or the sand swept Sahara.
Interesting

how

details

of the

Cremona and

paying dividends for other exhibitors are yours for the asking.

CTkt

Mich.— A $250,000 theatre will
at La Salle and Buchanan
streets by William Montgomery. Plans
have been prepared by Joseph P. Jogers'
37 Rowland building.
Detroit,

be

erected

*

it is

The Marquette Piano Co.
Chicago. U.

S.

Treasurer

Completes Playhouse

your negatives
without cost to you. This is but part of our service to thousands
of satisfied customers.
Write for full particulars.

Our organization is expert in printing
work and unceasing study enable us to

P. T. O. A.

will store

A

©remoxxa
f^eatre <©rgan

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.— M. M. Polansky,
208 S. 19th avenue, has prepared plans
for

a theatre

to cost $150,000 for Little
S. 4th avenue.
*

Playhouse Corporation, 45

Haddonfield, N. J.— Lackey & Huttc.
Hudson street are preparing plans for
a new theatre which is to be built here.
5

*

Lansing, Mich.— A $750,000 theatre
with a seating capacity of 1,500 will be
erected by Lansing Theatre Company,
Architect S.
128 West Allegan street.
D. Butterworth, New Prudden building,
is preparing plans.

—
August
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19.

for

City,

Amusement Company

Theatre
Construction

the

theatre.

Architect James A. McGlyn. Simon
building. Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

—A

New

PROJECTORS

$60,000 theatre

is

new

*

—

Fla.
Plans for the new
$75,000 theatre to be erected here are
now in course of making by Scroggs
Ewing. architects, Augusta, Ga.
*

—

Dallas, Tex.
Permit
tion picture theatre in
been granted to James

to

erect

a

Oak Lawn

—

&

mohas

Water

Sons. 425 E.

—

la.
Opening date for the
$300,000 Moline theatre has been set

Davenport,

new
for

October

1.

*

atre has been

—

The Xew Royal thecompleted and opened.

Fairview, Okla.

—

—

Carthage, Mo. The new Crane thecosting $75,000, has been opened

atre,

here.

*

—

Shreveport, La. A. DeLatfe has been
given the contract to erect the new Stewart theatre building which is to have a
seating capacity of 1,000.
*

—

Johnstown, Pa. Shubert Theatre Company will erect a $500,000 playhouse here,
plans for which are being prepared by
Architect H. J. Krapp. Xew York City.
*

— Plans

have been com-

—

Benton, 111. The new Star theatre in
this city has been completed and opened.

—

Modesto, Cal. Doors of the new Lyric
theatre were opened for the initial performance on July 27. The new house
*

—

Martinez, Cal. The new theatre being
constructed by J. J. McNamara will be

Chilton, Wis.

— The

Princess theatre in
has been closed since
April has been re-opened.
city

which

*

our special keyboard and other

which

—
theatre

Carroll, la.

Strand

J.

Staak has opened the
following improvements
C.

and the installation of new equipment.

operates

*

Cole Camp, Mo.

A REAL PIPE ORGAN
perfect

easy to play

ment

for

the

ideal

details

some

—

We

took them

for

a

in

settlement

We

bad debt.

are

not in the theatre or motion

We cannot use them — therefore, first

come first served.

is the equipment that
goes with them:
110 Volt 60 90 Ampers Adj. Grid Rheostat
No. P-l and P-2 Perfect Rewind
Powers Speed Indicator Complete
Powers Speed Indicator unit
14" reels. N. S.
0 V. D. C. Janette Film Footage Indicator
Loop Setter
Set of Wires
Rheostat
Condensors
1

1

Re-winders

Flanges
Floor Sockets
Stands
Lenses.

M.

P.

Stereo Collar Castings

&

Stereo Brackers
Stereo Stereo Rods

Reggers

has

Switch

Magazine-Lpper
Magazine-Lower
Motor Attachments

Lamp

&

Covers
Houses

Motor

Slide Carriers

These Powers Camera-

exhibitor who

Le Mars,

la.

—The

theatre

Elite

has

been sold by Henry Hastert to W. H.
Hoffman. Mr. Hoffman and his family
will reside in Le Mars.

—The

Midland, Mich.
has been leased by

regarding

your requirements and we
give

H.

J.

Ownership Changes

LESS EXPENSE
full

—

opened the Electric theatre after a period of darkness.

instru-

wants better music at

Send us

for

theatre owner to get brand
new projection equipment
at a big saving.
These machines have never been used.
They are complete to the
smallest screw
ready for
installation in your booth.

Reels

tonal effects

— the

unusual

an

is

opportunity

Here

—Work

on the new theatre
on Xorth Lundley street has been resumed and Manager Virgil Rakestraw
announces that it will be opened Labor
Day.

this

ITERE
* *

Fall.

*

Salem, O.

take your piano and install

current motor Janette Electric speed control and motor
attachment. Type E equip-

picture equipment business.

seats 800.

completed this

C0BURN GEM PICTURE
PLAYER

complete with 110 volt direct

ment.

%

Fort Pierce, Fla. A $150,000 theatre
and business block will be erected in
Fort Pierce on Pine street by R. N.
Koblegard of Washington, D. C, and
E. R. Minshall of Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Model No. 6B Cameragraphs

street.

Openings

Thomaj.

P.

SACRIFICE

*

Milwaukee, Wis. Plans have been
completed for the new $2,000,000 theatre
to be erected by Saxe Brothers and Oscar Brachman by Architects M. Tullgren

&

giving

AT A

velt Road.

Projects

motion picture
theatre is to be erected on the northwest corner of Burnside and Harrison
avenue by Aaron Miller.

equipment

POWERS

Long

to be built here from plans prepared by
Architect Emile J. Belanger, 54 Roose-

New York— A

We

NEW

2

—

Somerville, Mass.

Suffern, N. Y.

'

Luzern, Pa. Plans for the theatre to
be erected by Louis Marinos and Thomas
Alexander here have been completed by

News

Sandford,

De Rosa,
new Suffern

Eugene

pleted by Architect

Xew York

85

will

Mishawaka, Ind.

you an estimate within the

who

reach of your means.

has

J.

Mecca

theatre

Bart Laughlin.

— Oscar

T.

Lambiotte

built the Temple theatre here in 1915
sold his interest to Robert Robertson

graphs Have Never Been Out
of the Original Shipping
Cases Except For Our Inspection and Check-up.

You Can Get One
Write at once.
fellow beat

market

you

Don't
to

it

for complete,

—
let

or Both
the other
in the

you are

if

new,

first

class

projection apparatus at a big bargain.

and E. H. Ahara.

Acquires Sanford Product

COBURN ORGAN COMPANY
!20

NO.

WASHTENAW

AVE.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Territory covering eleven states in the
south has been sold to Southern States

Film Company by Hal C. Xorfleet, sales
manager, on the Sanford Production
films, "The Better Man Wins," starring
Pete Morrison, and the two-reel Tweedy
comedv, "'Fire. Fire!"

FIRST COMEFIRST SERVED
J.

L

McDonald

1516 Tribune Building, Chicago,

111.
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>£/mce,
"Help every exhibitor make a big success
of every Universal Release he books"
That's a positive order from Mr. Carl Laemmle, President of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, to
every Universal Exchange in the country. There can be no quibbling or evasion about such an order. Its positive and to the point.
It tells every Universal Exchange to go the limit [and beyond if
necessary] to help any exhibitor put Universal Pictures "over big"
right in his

own

Here

theatre.

In 24 Universal Film Exchanges,
in 24 leading cities, we have a

who
business. He

Publicity Director

knows

his

for Universal
versal

—

is

really
worlds

paid by Uni-

— yet his real job

is

to help

is just

one way

They

we do

it.

are constantly in

commun-

with the home office and
with each other. They don't
deal in theories. They give you
ication

"brass tacks" information of the
advertising and publicity which

you put Universal Pictures over

has pulled the biggest crowds

in your

in theatres just like yours.

theatre.

These men

And

they

know the motion picture
business. Many of them have

Service.

owned and successfully managed
theatres. They don't merely sit in
an office and look wise. When

us because

are not mere copy
writers. They know pictures and

necessary they will come

and

give

you personal

CHICAGO OFFICE— 831

to

you

assistance.

penny.

We

you one
part of Universal

this doesn't cost
It is

Want you
you

are not

now

to

expect more

from

you
using Universal

will get more. If

Re-organizedService get acquaint-

ed with the nearest Exchange.

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago— Phone Harrison 7927

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Kempson Pictures to
Open Headquarters

Aschers Are Solvent
Is Finding of Court
Judge Pam Denies Motion
For Receiver

Paul Bush Becomes General
Manager — Hodkinson Ex-

—

Calls
Charges Unfounded

A

changes Handle Distribution

of health was given the
financial standing of Ascher Brothers,
Inc., by Judge Hugo Pam in the Superior
Court, who criticized Attorney Sigmund
David representing Eugene Katz, one of
the stockholders of Cosmopolitan Theatre Corporation for bringing action for
a receiver against the chain of theatres
of Ascher Brothers.
No Cause for Action
In his opinion, Judge Pam asserted,
the
controlling and operating corporation was perfectly solvent.
He declared he saw no reason for bringing any
such action before the court.
Motion for a receiver was overruled
by Judge Pam and petition for an injunction
denied.
"Nothing has been
shown to this court which indicates insolvency," he declared. "The charges of
fraud and insolvency are without foundation and should not have been made.
I am not in any way impressed by the accusations made here."

clean

bill

Paul H. Bush has been appointed general

court

litigants were instructed by the
to go before Master-in-Chancery

Pollock with the books of the

Cosmo-

politan Theatre Corporation to determine whether or not the administration
of Ascher Brothers, as managers of Cosmopolitan Theatre, had been proper.

Houses Plan Campaign
On "Wild Irish Rose"
Manager Steinson of the local Vitagraph exchange recently arranged with
several
neighborhood
of
the
largest
houses, the Stratford, Woodlawn and the
Pantheon theatres to spend a larger ap-

propriation than usual on the advertising
Vitagraph feature, "My Wild Irish
Rose."
With the splash in the daily Chicago
newspapers and the advance publicity already given the production, it is expected
that the booking record will be exceedingly strong.

of the

Friedman Acquires New
Hall Room Boys Series
For 111., Ind. and Wis.
J.

L.

Friedman

rights for the

Boys comedies

new

has

purchased

the

Room

series of Hall
for the states of Illinois,

Indiana and Wisconsin.
The deal was
consummated recently on the visit here of
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation.
Mr. Friedman has handled Hall Room
Boys comedies since C. B. C. started to
produce them and is thoroughly convinced of the box office value of these
fun-makers. Every exhibitor in his territory, he states, who has ever booked
these comedies is always ready to endorse them as among the best of their
type on the independent market.

of the

Kempson

Pictures,

which Norma Taimadge,
Taimadge,
Clara
Kimball
Young, Alice Brady and Robert Warwick starred.
The company has twentytwo features from this source.
Mr. Bush is well known in film circles having opened the initial office for
Pathe in Chicago when they broke away
from the General Film Company.
He
has been connected with the Goldwyn
features

in

Constance

Instructed by Court

The

manager

with headquarters in Chicago.
The offices of the concern are at "30 South Wabash ave. and Chicago was chosen for
headquarters because of its central location and convenience.
The Kempson pictures will be handled
throughout the country through the Hodkinson exchanges, although Mr. Bush
will have supervision of all transactions.
A number of Selznick re-issues have
been secured by the company including

WALTER

L. HILL, another popular
member of the Universal staff in Chicago, who is doing much to popularize
Universal service among exhibitors-

Mr. Hill was for several years an exhibitor and knows his problems.

Transportation Tie-Up
Hits Theatre Patronage

Pictures Corporation at St. Louis, the
Universal at Detroit and Kansas City, as
manager of exchanges, and more recently
was manager of the Republic exchange at
Chicago until it was consolidated with
Select.
Mr. Bush was connected with
the
Synchronized
Music Corporation

which had music exchanges
and New York.

in

Chicago

Theatremen in all parts of the city participated in the general rejoicing when
street car operation was resumed Monday following the six-day strike of conductors and motormen. That the transportation deadlock had an unhealthy effect on theatre attendance was reported

from

virtually all quarters.

In the downtown section the confusion
in
transportation
and inconvenience

many who ordinarily might
stay in the loop to wend their way homeward at the end of the day's work and
the effort to get to the loop again lessened the influx of theatre patrons later in
the evening. Neighborhood houses which
draw attendance from a scattered area
Those
also felt the pinch of the strike.
least affected, it is reported, were the
smaller houses who depend chiefly upon
residents in the immediate neighborhood
for their patronage.
prompted

F. B. O. Sales

Manager

Sampson, former short subject
manager of Universal, was appointed general sales manager of t-ilm Booking Office,
Chicago, last week by Harry M.
Berman, general manager, and assumed
his duties on Monday of this week. Mr.
Sampson is well known in the trade and
J.

J.

a sketch of his life appeared in a recent
issue of the Herald.

PAUL

H.

Manager

BUSH, who becomes
of

Headquarters

Kempson
in

General
with

Pictures,

Chicago.
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NOW BOOKING!
john

l

McCarthy's

p.

DRAMATIC AMERICAN EPIC
SEVEN REELS

IN

O

DUST
ALL-STAR CAST,

With An

79

Including

ROBERT McKIM

MOORE

PAT

Inspired by the Brush
of the Famous

FREDERIC REMINGTON
Booked 37 days by the Ascher
Brothers circuit. Booked 40
days by the Lubliner & Trinz
circuit. This attraction is
sold 100'; in the city of Chicago.
Urand, Pittsburgh. 'Out of the Dust,'
largest house among downtown theatres.
Critics acclaimed the picture the finest
film story of pioneer life yet shown.
Receipts, $

"In

7,

1

'Way Down

spite of

Queen

300.00."— Variety.

of Sheba'

my

as

East' and 'The
opposition, 'Out

of the Dust proved to be one of the b;st
Audience
attractions we have played.
pleased.
Saturday's receipts
$80.00 over previous house record, even

highly

a whole week."

after playing picture

Harry

Nebon,

P.

E izabeth. New

Capitol

Theatre,

lOWJA

of tan, which he recently acquired on the

I

Jackson Park golf

get to work?" was the big
question on everybody's lips last
week.
And, believe me, 'twas
some question. First, we had 8-cent fares,
then they reduced them to 7 cents, and then
we're paying 25 cents a ride. But at that
there's a lota good fellows in Chi. and
they did their part by hauling all the folks
they could to the loop and home again, and
we're for 'em.

4|

Universal salesman and a nephew of Morris Hellman, stepped into J. J. Sampson's
job as short subject department manager
Atta boy, Lip.
for Universal.
*

*

comment from our patrons

A

Frank.

picture."

the

Miller,

California Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

*

We

Can't go wrong

you
M. Granston, Oxford
if

book this one."
G.
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn..

Vendome

the

*

*

Paramount's crack baseball team keeps
up a record, having won four games
and only lost one this season. Last Tuesday they played the L. & T. team and defeated them by a score of 20 to 7.
piling

*

*

Gfadwell Sears knows what it means to
It cost him
say "Good morning, judge."
ten smackers recently because an overzealous cop said he was speeding in his
Ford Coupe (adv.), for which they fined
him $."> and another $5 for not having
He's going to invest in a speedlights lit.
*

*

in

pleased

all

The

Morfa

Tomahawk, Wis. In the meantime
thinking up new and fancy ways

is

of approaching the exhibs. this winter, so
look out for him when he returns, say we.
*

E.

Universal's

Here's

baseball

schedule:

August 12, they play Fox Film Company;
August 19, they play Hodkinson; and
August 2fi they meet Paramount again.
Let's have the other schedules, fellows.
*

*

*

Eddy Eckles, who is re-editing "Evil,"
the Austin J. Demcree production, has taken

Work
at 734 South Wabash Ave.
on the feature is progressing rapidly and
early
trade
the
fall
it
will be ready for
next month.
offices

Joe Brandt and Jack and Harry Cohn
have been in receipt of numerous inqui-

*
C. L.

man

*

*

*

in the country territory,

"double I"

known

salesas the

district.

*

from the biggest

ries

Filkins has been made Pathe
*

from

territorial

parts of the country,

all

whom

buyers

many of
to Xew

have made special tn'ps
for the purpose of seeing "More
Be Pitied than Scorned," it is stated.

York

To

Can't Burn Film
A new

device has been installed in the
booth of the First National
exchange, which absolutely prevents film
from catching fire or crumpling up in
Henry Igel inthe projection machine.
stalled the device last week and it works
perfectly, the machine stopping instantly
when the film breaks or gets off tr:
The device is manufactured
sprockets.

projection

picture
is fast,

Aurora, 111., and is called
Gard safety attachment.

in

ELLIOTT

the

McVickers Opens Sept.

CHICAGO
Wabash

Miller has been
more back hit"The Florida"

but is once
ting the ball for F. B. O.
running.
is still
* * *
list,

visit last

*

Rock Island a

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES
806 S.

*

week and succeeded in implanting the Paramount idea anew in that territory.

*

paid

Omaha, Nebraska.

CLYDE

*

Charlie ("Admiral")

The series of six features C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation has announced for state
rights distribution have been sold to De
Luxe Film Company of Philadelphia.

photography very good, and the work of
Moon
little Pat Moore is excellent."
Theatre,

Morfa, Pathe's crack salesman
is on his annual vaca-

J.

and photographing some indus-

directing
trial fiim.

our theatre to

audiences, the action

announced from

L. & S. offices, is to be assistant manager
at the new McVickers theatre, when
it
opens in September.
Chester is the jolly
fellow one meets in the entrance to the
Rialto.
*
* *

C. B. C. Feature Series
Sold to DeLuxe Film Co.

back on
Rogers,

*

a very good week's business.

is

*

" 'Out of the Dust, inspired by the famous
paintings, is a corking good

went over

*

it

B. O. operator, is
the job after a brief sojourn at
Mich., where he was assisting in
F.

Remington

It

*

J.

G. P. Smith, popular Associated Exhibitors salesman, is sporting an excellent coat

picture.

*

*

Chester Amberg,

on the sick

itself.

*

who

almost forgot to mention that R. T.
"Bob" Smith is on vacation and besides
playing golf is making a tour of the Great
Lakes.

the serial

*

others

on the North-side,

last

*

are

theatre,

We

tion at

in

R. T.

Johnny Hammond,

Johnny sports a lot of new golf clubs, new
bag and a new outfit and makes a striking
appearance when he swings on 'em, say we.

Ray

*

Select.

can be seen almost every nice day chasing
the white pills around the south-side park.

begs the Herald to corweek's issue in which
we said "The Days of Buffalo Bill" serial
being
shown
at
the Pageant of Progwas
ress Better Films Booth. It is a trailer for
this chapter play that is being used and not

an item

Dan Roche

" 'Out of the Dusf pleased 100%.
did more business on this than any picture this year.

"Bob" Smith of
of

links.
* *

Greenwood, of Hodkinson,

*

Herman Stern

rect

*

" 'Out of the Dust did a very satisfactory
business and we heard a great deal of

about

*

Tommy

to the bill.

Henry Salkin,

favorable

*

Dr. Saml. Atkinson, manager of the
Adelphi theatre, states the Ascher Bros,
contemplate extensive alterations to that
house in the near future. The seating capacity will be increased by 1,700 seats and
the popular Ascher vaudeville will be added

ometer, he savs.

Jersey.

i
i

LlPTON Astrachan, the hustling young

RUSSEL SIMPSON
LITTLE

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
I

T H E

F

1922

19,

(
4

"OUT

August

From

the

offices

of

Jones,

Phone Harrison 9560
Agrnes Ayres and Milton Sills in "Borderland"

(Paramount)

15

Linick

&

comes the announcement that
the new McVickers theatre will open
Sept. 15, just eighteen weeks from the
time the first brick was knocked off the
Schaefer

Ave.

I'yre-

roof of the old structure.
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Hays Creates Lasting

With

the Procession in
By Harry

Los Angeles

(Continued from page 34)

Hammond Beall

papers carried display lines in their regad copy.
Six trucks
carrying
twenty-four sheet announcements drove
through the city and outlying districts.
Film celebrities talked over the radiophone enlisting co-operation of the public.
Quarter-page display advertisements
in all papers advertised the mass meeting at the Hollywood Bowl.
Four-minute
men speakers, including various
screen celebrities under the direction of
Lou Anger, appeared on the stages of
theatres in behalf of Hays Week. Individual stunts created by members of the
Western Motion Picture Advertisers in
connection with their stars helped roll
up a record wave of publicity for the
ular

L
home from New York. Mack
Sennett is speeding up the work of
cutting and editing "Suzanna." the Mabel
Xormand special production which will be

next Priscilla
ing will direct.

published early in the
*
*

via Thalberg, mother and sister of Irving
G. Thalberg, general manager of Universal City, have arrived in Los Angeles to
spend the rest of the summer with Thalberg.
*
*
*

ARRIVED

fall.

*

The Guy Bates Post company making
'"Omar the Tentmaker." under the direction of James Young is at Santa Barbara
and using the San Markand hotel for locations.

*

*

*

Norma and Constance Talmadge and
Joseph M. Schenck are scheduled to leave
Los Angeles fcr New York on August 15
and there to take steamer for Europe.
Frank Lloyd is completing Xorma's current picture. "The Voice From the MinFinal cutting is being done on Conaret."'
stance Talmadge's "East Is West," which
Sidney Franklin directed.

*

is

direct-

Tod Brown-

*

Photography
has
been
finished
on
"Broken Chains." the Goldwyn $10,000
prize story which Allen Holubar directed.
*

*

*

Edward M. Kimball, father
Kimball Young has been added
of "Omar The Tentmaker."

of Clara
to the cast

*
*
*
Elizabeth McGaffey. head of the research department of the
Paramount's
West Coast studio, has returned from a
three months trip to the Orient.

*

*

which Victor Schirtzinger

story.

Mrs. William Thalberg and Miss Syl-

*

Harry "Snub" Pollard

.

ture,

Dean
*

*

*

*

Production has started on ''The Lonely
Road." Katherine MacDonald's next pic-

is to be starred
a series of two reel comedies by Hal

in

Roach.

E.

*

*

*

*

There are no women in "The Love Xest,"
Bister Keaton's latest comedy.
*

*

*

Two

short-length comedies are in the
cutting room at the Mack Sennett studio.
They are "When Summer Comes," featuring Billy Bevak
directed by Roy

and Mildred June and
Del Ruth; and "BowWow, " a rural comedy with Louise
Fazenda and directed by Fred Jackson.
*

*

*

Baby Peggy has been signed by Century
Film Corporation to

star

a

in

series

of

fairy tales.

*

*

will

dis-

"The
Windsor.

cast the following

Banquet"
Rockcliffe Fellows.
Claude Gillingwater.
Strangers'

Holdinc,

*

Arthur

Lascelle will begin production
next week on the first of a series of Mary
Roberts Rinehart stories written around
the "Tish" character.
*

*

Xeal Burns has

*

resigned

to

play

in

*

coast

Thomas
Stuart

Priscilla

of

California

for

several

weeks.
*

*

*

Round."
*

*

*

Actual cam-jra work has been completed
on the Douglas Fairbanks production of

"Robin Hood."

E.

tor of
the Coast after a trip to Chicago and
York to exploit the Myrtle Reed series recently completed by Renco.
President

Xew

Reynolds
will

*

*

in

directing.

Barbara Bedford. L'na
Trevelvn.
Fred
Malatesta,
Xelson
MacDowell and Harry Carter.
cast includes

*

*

*

Scott Darling has commenced shooting
the second Lew Sargent messenger boy
story at

U.

City.

*

Art Acord
a

series

stories.

is

of

*

*

to be starred

eight two
*

"Lady Raffles"

*

by Universal
lumberjack

reel

Bob Dillon has the

stories ready.

*
Katherine McDonald

will

be the

title

of the

He

faith in the

Los

has given the public greater

motion picture."

of Goldwyn said: "His
Los Angeles has given new con-

fidence to the producers and he has, I
believe, crystallized public sentiment in
favor of the things which the motion picture industry is honestly trving to accomplish.
have found a great leader."
Irving Thalberg of Universal said: "He
is harnessing the motion picture
Xiaga-a.
He is showing us how to do the most
good to the most people through the tremendous j>ower of the screen. His visit
has been an inspiration."
The committee in charge of Havs
\\ eek follow:
General Chairman Jesse L. Lasky.
Committee on Arrangements William S Hart
chairman. Jesse L. Lasky. Frank E. Woods M
c'
Levee. Sol Lesser. Abraham Lehr. Irving Thalberg Joseph M. Schenck. John McCormick, Frank
Lloyd, Joseph W. Engel. Bert Lytell. Glenn
Harper and B. F. Rosenberg.
Committee on Tickets and Program
J

We

—

Reynolds, chairman.
Committee on Speakers Abraham Lehr. chairman. Joseph M. Schenck and Frank A. Garbutt.
Dinner Committee Joseph M. Schenck. chairman. John McCormick. Harrv Rapt. Harry Leonhard and W. J. Reynolds.
Decoration Committee Steve Goosson, chairman. George Hopkins, Cedrick Gibbons and Wilfred Buckland.
Speakers at the banquet held at the Hotel Ambassador were:
Will H. Hays. Jesse L. Laskv.
honorary chairman. Ruoert Hughes, toastmaster.
\\ illiam D.
Stephens, George E. Crver,
T.
D.
Fredericks and I. H. Rice.
Guests at the speakers' table were:
Will H.
Hays, Governor Stephens, Xorma Talmadge, John
D. Fredericks. Abraham Lehr. Constance Taimadge. Charlie Chaplin. Alia Xazimova. Douglas
Fairbanks. Betty Compson, Harry Chandler, Thos.
H. Ince, Buster Keaton. Motley Flint. Glenn Harper. Harold Lloyd, Sid Grauman. Jackie Coogan,
Marco Hellman. Allen Holubar, Ralph Criswell,
Tom Mix, F. W. Eldridge. Maurice Tourneur,
Ralph Dobbs. Jess Stephens. Rev. Xeal Dodd,
Rupert Hughes. Mayor Cryer. Mary Pickford.
I.
H. Rice. Clara Kimball Young. Joseph M.
Schenck, Gloria Swanson, Cecil B. DeMille. Bebe
Daniels, Thos. Lee Woolwine. Dorothy Phillips,
Dustin Farnum. Marion Fairfax. Marshall X'eilan,
Tune Mathis. Sol Lesser, Wm. B. DeMille, A. T.
Waters, Wm. S. Hart. Jos. W. Engle. R. D.
McClelland. F. W. Kellogg, Dr. Frank Barham.
Fred Xiblo. John Jamison, Frank Lloyd. W. J.
Reynolds.

—

*

Conway

Jack

and

for the industry as well as for

—

I

Production has started at Universal City
"Another Man's Shoes," by Victor
Bridges.
Arthur Statter adapted the

The

good

—W

on

novel,

Mainey.
Mr. Lasky. commenting on Mr. Hays'
trip,
said:
"There is no question but
that his visit here has accomplished great

—

is expected shortly and producbe started on "After the Ball."

Renco also will make "When You and
Were Young, Maggie."

,

—

*

Dunning, exploitation direcRenco Film Company, is back on

tion

mittee on newspapers. Joseph Jackson,
Jerome Beatty. James Fidler. Mike BoyIan and Ted Taylor; in charge of news
weeklies, Joseph Reedy: in charge of national
newspaper
syndicates.
Harry
Brand: in charge of printing, Harrv
Ha-nmond Beall: banners. Harrv Wilson
windshield stickers. George Landv
and Howard Stricking: radiophone. Arch
Reeve:
slides
and trailers.
Edward

visit to

Accompanied by Mat. Harvey B. S.
Burwell. Theodore Kosloff and Xeil
McCarthy, Cecil B. de Mille is cruising
the

"Wampas": Pete Smith, chairman: Com-

Abraham Lehr
*

*

off

The committee in charge of local and
national publicity for Will H. Hays Week
comprised the following members of the

Angeles.

Christie comedies.

Claire

:

Holmes.
Margaret Loomis,
Bonner, and Rev. Xeal Dodd.
*

*

Ward

Xorman Kerry is to play the lead in the
Vcn Stroheim production, "The Merry Go

*

Marshall Neilax has
in

*

occasion.

:

Exchange

Pathe

tribute.

ing.

in

Spirit

Harmony While on Coast

of

in a

Husbands"

scene from "Heroes and

(First National)

EXHIBITORS HERALD

90

PARAMOUNT— Burton

McGOVERN AND EGLEB
The Runt, two

SHORT SUBJECTS

(Shorty Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamilreels

ton).

Pony Boy, two

reels (Shorty Hamilton).
two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'em Cowboy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).

Grit,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

RAINBOW COMEDIES,

iPOTLIGHT,

one

reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

I

DO,

NOW

AMONG

ATWON FILM CORP.
IOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C.

FILM

S ALIOS
reels

month.

SUNRISE
West,

CELEBBATED PLAYERS

Circus Days.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

two

reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, ono reel.
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
Roberts.

JIM

two

AUBREY COMEDIES,

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
riLM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

two

reels.

bi-

three

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one

NICK CARTER SERIES,
two

reels.

Doughnuts.

two

PRICE

C. B.

INDIAN

DRAMAS,

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES,

two

reels.

The Boat.
The Paleface.

reels

two

reels.

Be Reasonable.

By Heck.

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW—Thunderbolt

(Mary

FILMS— Capitain Kidd (Eddie Polo).
EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—Tho Jangle

(Mary

FOX— Fantomas

Astor).

reel.

reels.

Mona

Dark-

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
reels.

CO.

RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman),
reels.
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

two

twe

C. B. C.

Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Vaa Dyke.
;
Bride II.

FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits ana
June Caprice)
PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.

SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Bileta
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
UNIVERSAL—Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
(Harry Myers).
VITAGRAPH— Breaking Through.
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystory (Antoals
Moreno).

WARNER—The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS

reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES,
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

two reels.
two raela.
two reels.
reel.

CHESTER COMEDIES,
JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.

C. L.

Hot Dog.

ST. JOHN SERIES, two reels.
The Happy Pest.
The Studio Rube.
LUPTNO LANE SERIES, two reels.
The Broker

AL

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
Perfect Villain.

Love anH War.
Pardon Me.
Try and Get It
False Alarm.
Hold the Line.
Please Be Careful.

two

reels.

COLLIER SERIES, "The

Leather Pushers." two

GOING STRAIGHT,

reels,

two

Mary

Pickford.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenles Beantiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Chester Outing Scenics, on*
every week).
reel
EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, ono reel (every two
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketch ografs, one reel.
EOIT ATION AL— World Wanderings, ono real
<

GOLDWYN— Sport

Review, one reel eaeh.

In the Pink.
Drawing Cards.
Self Defense.
Centaurs of the Field.
Winter Pep.

A Rex Beach Weekend.
Taking the Air.
By-Way Champions.
"Fore!"

Jack (Jack Hoxie).

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES, two

ia

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALM-i

CO.

featuring

The White Mouse, two

Cops.
My Wife's Relations.

expose of Sawing a Lady

SERIALS

INC.

feather, one reel.

Bright Eyes.

WEISS BROS.—The

Half, length 1*76 feet.

PIONEER

Love's Outcast.

two
weeks.
Starland Review, one every two weeks.
C. B. C. FILMS— Cap'n Kidd Serial, Eddie Polo.
STOREY PICTURES—Shadowl and Screen Review,
one reel every two weeks.
STORY PICTURES— Burlesque Photoplays, two
reels.

reds,

PATHS
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TCM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

the Insh.

BEN TURPIN COMEDIES,

A

two

Astor and Pierre Gendron).

The Game Lady.

&

reels.

Brandon).

six reels.
Class, two reels.

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES,

Love

ever?

on*

two

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
THE BEGGAR MAID, two reels (Mary
THE BASHFUL SUITOR, two reels

Shoalder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

ot

PIONEER— Luke McLuke'a Film-Osophy.
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature,
R-C— Hy Mayer Traveloughs, one every

FILM SALES

THE YOUNG PAINTER,

Dull Care.

Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

reels each.

reel.

Magazine. SSM

(weekly).

Away

DOMINANT PICTURES.

one

of Self Defense.

Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.

reels.

li.
WESTER** !T»» nBAMAS -w»
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
three reels.
Life,
Dog's
A
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Punch

two

The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.
The Chicken Parade.

C. B. C.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel

SermenstUs.

reel.

PATHE—

monthly.

reel.
reel.

one

Official Urban Movie Chats, one reel.
Kineto Reviews, one reel, once a week.
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reeL
Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds real
PRIZMA— Nature's Colors.

Pair of Kings.

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,
ono
one

EDUCATIONAL,

Co. of America.
Seasons, four reels.
Great American Authors, one reel.

reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

reels.

one reel.
snapshots, one reel.
Spanuth's Original Vod-»

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

The Four

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

Poor Boy.
Rapid Fire.

MISCELLANEOUS

HODKINSON— Kineto

CO.

other week, two reels.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

The Kid,
The Idle

two

Review, on*

reel issued weekly.

reel

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
The Show.

A

tea

Perilous Ascent
Pelican Island.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

INC.

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

ARROW FILM

reels.

Arctic Hi'

A Wedding

The Manly Art

RADIN PICTURES.

DRAMAS
two

Torchy's Holdup.
Torchy Steps Out.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

Man

with

reels,

Clean and dry.

Hickory Hick.
Bucking Broadway.
Mile-a-Minute Mary.

the Barito Ri
the Stanze. in.
jeo.
e Great Aletsch Glacier.
aong the Bo.neo Dysks.
He Zinal-Rothorn.

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

A

An

C. B. C.

WARNER PICTURES

Port.
Cold Feet.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two

Steals

BurUaghaa

iel

ARROW — Sport

Fair Enough.

Any Old

Barrad

Folly Comedies.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

DOMINANT PICTURES. INC.
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.
A False Alarm.

PICTURES— Sunset

Alpine Ri
Jungle Belles

VITAGRAPH

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

Foreland.

An

INC.

Pictarca.

Stories.

NATIONAL EXCh ANGES— Kineto

m month.

twice •
Polly Meran and Smiling Bill Jones.
COMEDIES, two reels, with Billy

Holmes Travel

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reeU.

A Fairy
SPECIAL

Monkey Land

reels.
reels.

two

PATHE EXCHANGE.

1922

19,

one reel (every week).
Sante Fe— the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.

TRUART FILM CORP.— One

KING COLE COMEDIES, two

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.

August

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thandays) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Edncarioail exchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Satardays) st
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week) at Seleat

a»

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketehografs, one

reeL

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Baas
Art of Diving, with Annette Kelle
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

New Box

umce

Kecord inow Being compiled
MM

MARTIN
Entered as second-class matter. Auaust

20.

1917.

J.

QUIGLEY, PUBLISHER

at the Post Office at Chicago,

III.,

under the Act of March

3,

1S70

August

26,

1922

m FOOLISH WIVE
RELEASED

AUGUST

IN

The most talked of and most valuable screen entertainment ever pro)

"Entire Country
No. 294.

— Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemm

Mm Manufacturing Company

President of the Universal
It

RELEASED IN
DECEMBER
The Greatest Racing
Picture of tfieAcjfe

I

PEQNALD
DENNY
AND AN ALL STAR CAST

never rains but

pours!

Never has there been such a downpour of congratulate
and telegrams as we are receiving everyday. Amoi;
the many wires received congratulating us on our great iward leap in quality is one which says:

letters

"ALL INDICATIONS POINT TO THE ENTIRE COUTRY GOING UNIVERSAL THIS YEAR BY A LARC
MAJORITY."
There are volumes of truth

IN

It's

THE

it

,

Universal year and

it's

in that

YOUR

one sentence.
year!

Never have so many contracts poured into our offices.
Never have so many exhibitors, great and small, calM
upon us in person or by telegram to get first chance at
super-pictures we are producing. Never was our product
WONDERFUL FOR THE BOX OFFICE!
I figure that at LEAST twenty per cent, more theatr;
tli

KENTUCKY

DERBY
From Charles Dazeqs
great Broad waq
stage success
"THE SUBURBAN"
Directed bq

King

Baggot

i

UNIVE
will

be featuring Universal pictures

RELEASED

IN

HOUSE PETERS and

this

year than

in

tl

OCTOBER

an all star cast

"HUMAN HEARTS'
From the famous
Directed

bu,

plat] bg Hal Reid
King Baggot

I

RELEASED IN SEPTEMBER
THE YEAR'S BIGGEST PICTURE

VIRGINIA VALLI—

!

HOUSE PETERS —MATT MOORE

FROM GEO. BROADHURSTS SENSATIONAL BROADWAY SUCCESS OF LANSDON
DIRECTED BY REGINALD BARKER
McCORMICK'S GREAT PLAY.

Going Universal'
wry best year

we

9

ever had in the past!

That's a tremendous jump, because our volume of busibeen big for many years, but this year will make all
puny by comparison.
look
oiiers

ngs has

due to two things:
First
Our product has improved enormously in quality.
Second We have the good will of practically all exhibThis

is

—

—

itrs,

because our record

is

clean.

the talk of the trade that "the Universal is turning
or the stuff we want," and when exhibitors begin to pass
tb.t sort of word around among themselves, there's no
stpping it!
It is

The voting is on. Cast your ballot for Universal product,
remember that "all indications point to the entire country
gcng Universal this year by a large majority."
Always bear in mind our clean selling policy, which does
n< compel you to buy something you don't want in order
tojet what you do want. Every Universal picture stands on
itjown merits.
Do ALL your booking on that basis and
vu can't help making a profit to save your soul!

RELEASED

IN

JANUARY

Booth Tarkington's great
stonj of the American

flirl

EILEEN

PERCY
SUPPORTED BY
HELEN JEROME EDDY

AND A

SUPERB CAST IN

ail

ft

S
PR

AL

THE
FLIRT
made from one

of the
best selling' novels btj

the famous author,

Booth Tar kington.

Dl reefed bu.
Hobart Henleij

I2ELEA
I

SCI LLA

w
as Ci#arette "the Daughter of the Regiment, in the most magnificent Jewel of her career

UNDER TWO WLXZS
from the immortal novel by Ouida
Directed by Tbd Browning'

^^^^^=-==^===T^p ET

,

ST 0P

NEW YORK CITY

HUMAN HEARTS
HUMAl

,c
IF

lEUIEUS YOU
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nC
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M
FR0
THE ENT
THANKS BY
OF
U OTE
TO " V0
'

» RE

tN

y

A

PARTINGTON
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GRANADA THE
RECTOR
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1
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So

^

HOUSE PETEllS

Worn the

plot] ,bq

Hal Dei.

0

WESTE

i^ union

_ JtyUtter_

t
p * n» should
mark ,„ v

i

NEWCOMB
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.
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"

PREMIER SHOWING

DESERVE MUCH
CREDIT

J H KDHSKT
256 P

tUCAN DRAMA
li wonderful cast

King Baggot

fected

eented

by

CARL LAE M M U E

Pop Qrout
was the
family
gold digger

Goldwyn
presents

Rupert
Hughes
motion picture masterpiece—
the story of Pop who paid all
the bills while his family had
all the fun

Written

and Directed

b

the Author

Money! Money! Money! Pop was ej
and the family knew just how to ma
a little touch. While he slaved to p
the bills, his wife and children learn
to play bridge with a grand mann
Dear old Dad.
days

when

a

He remembered otl

little girl

in a ginghs
N<

apron announced the dinner.
there was a butler.

Now there was only scorn for his la
of social grace and his shabby cloth
But he remembered the dear, me<
words of long ago, "John,

ingful

love you."

With a

great cast including

Claude Qillingwater, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Cullen Landis,
Richard Tucker, Lucille
Ricksen, Kate Lester.
»1

Greater than "The Old Nest

J
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READY for a ciean-up

r

AIM for box-office records

AND
WITH

great, shattering blows this biggest of all box-office bonanzas
to the greatest money clean-up in the history of the show business

is

II

smashing and crashing

Wj

—

storming the greatest citadels of the nation It rocked New York to its mda
tions It overwhelmed Los Angeles and left it gasping in wonderment It has mopped up Detroit cle «'
whistle It has hit Fort Wayne plumb on the nose like a shell from a Big Bertha It has exploded vbt*
mightiest roar of exploitation the show world has ever known and is sweeping on across the country kitWI
all attendance records galley west despite the deadly heat!
Five hundred Police Superintendents and Chiefs, together with thousands of policemen throughout the
have hurled themselves into the unprecedented campaign. Never before since the dawn of the indus/ *
a single attraction been exploited on such a stupendous scale!
Like a mighty army

—

it is

—

—

—

-

—

1

i

—

SALUTE

the picture supreme

HALT hot weather

set- backs

PRESENT

\\

EASE

city, town and hamlet from Sandy Hook to the Golden Gate is preparing for it
men everywhere are falling in line far the greatest clean-up in years Police Chiefs
e ; ry important community in the land are ready to let you go the limit in exploitation
More big exploitation angles
ca have carte blanch in towns that ordinarily restrict you
IFY ordinary productions combined Paper that shrieks like sirens Other accessories
sh our public between the eyes
You get this kind ONCE IN TEN YEARS! Communis with your nearest F. B. O. Exchange. Wire, telephone or call— BUT GET BUSY!

IR

—

o

i

,N

—

—

—

—

OF AMERICA,
BOOKING OFFICESEXCHANGES
EVERYWHERE
723 7th

AVENUE, NEW YORK

Inc.
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a (Paramount Picture

m*

Cosmopolitan Productions
Presents

MARION
DAVIES
IN

THE

VOUNG
DIANA
Story £t/
MARIE COBELLI
Scenario by
LUTHER REED

Directed ht/
ROBERT G.V1GNOLA ^ALBERT CAPELLANI
Settings

by

josEr>nnurtBAN

Created 6y Cosmopolitan Productions

.J

MARION
DAVIES
JN THIS

exquisite, thrilling production Mari<

Davies has compelled the enthusiastic
miration of even the most conservative

The combination
ability

shown by

role, fixes

of

comedy and

a

critk

real drama!

this delightful actress in a du

her even more firmly in the forefro

of the glittering galaxy of stars that shine in
tion pictures.

In support of Miss Davies

is

m

one

the finest casts ever assembled, while the

sto:

Holds the Interest Every Momet

Its a
Paramour;

Picture

mTHE YOUNG

DIANA"

rME brilliancy

of pulsating Paris

— the

-lice carnival of Switzerland are

gorgeous settings

may

as the

it

the

by Joseph Urban which

ornpted the Motion Picture

ter

colorful

among

most lavishly

News

mounted

to charac-

picture that

Ccmopolitan has ever offered the Paramount
pr?ram.

costumes worn
keeping with her wonderful

Tl dazzling array of beautiful

Davies

byVliss
ac

is

in

ng and the lavish production.

A: the

Dina

Je

Motion Picture News adds:

The Young

is

That Has Everything

Picture

Story by

ARIE CORELLI
Scenario by
THE.R REED

.U

Directed by

RC'ERTG.VIGNOLAW
ALERT CAPE L LAN
I

Setting's

by

'OSEPH URSAN

Created ^Cosmopolitan productions
A

1

t*v:

1

MARION DAVIES
IN

THE YOUNG DIANA"

kND A SPLENDID SELZNICK, CAST INCLUDING

— — r— as fast as

,

REPORTED MISSING
r~

1

—

as farcied as

THE POOR SIMP
'

as flippant as

THE CHICKEN— CASE

The most

irresistible screen

farce ever

produced

"LOVE

IS

AWFUL

THING'

A

Written and directed by Victor Heerman
and starring

Owen Moor
with a supporting cast including.
Marjorie Daw, Kathryn Perry,
Arthur Hoyt, Alice Howell and
other notables
ii

Rmdi/

For

/mmedi&be Booh

August

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

26,

F YOU

11

ARE

^SHOWMAN
30OK THIS BIG
RIPPING
DlFICE

BOX

ATTRACTION

sIore

To Be Pitied

GT YOUR DATES SET ,
QJICkl HOB THE FHSf/

THAN SCORNED
NEXT RELEA5E

"»«*"'

7/6ZWW«W

WRITE OR WIRE C B.CFILM SALES CORP.

*ONLY A5HOP GIRL"

1600 BROADWAY

N.YCIT^

THEHONEST
FAST
HAIL
MOTION
PICTURE

~AN

Ci J3<z^tg^up Jicc£ceA<e>
3<y crp&n i/ouA s£e<z4en

^

/OO Percent, favorable Criticism
by

New

York.

Peviewers

RELEASED AUGUST 2Cth.

n mm

ALEXANDRE PUMAS' GREATEST STORY

Book. noLu & net get

the.

Nation-ioide Puticitu

bene fit ofa

Campaign,

RELEASED SEPTEMBER

ustth

~^

MARY CARR

NOW ROUNDING OUT/T5
ALL-SUMMER NEW YORK RUN

RELEASED AUGUST

27th.

Visiting Exhibitors
in

New

invited to stop in and see
Specials Showing There

York, are

The

Fo/l

3i-<L

August

26,

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

CZ/)ilIia TTl^OXyOresents

SHIRLEY

MASON

13

/

VN/*

I

I

I

i

am

WILLIAM fARNUJH
William Farnum Returns to the Big Outdc

HERE

is Farnum back in the open with a wonc
child, a sensational dog, a new leading worn;
great story by Mary Mu'rillo, and directed by He

—

Brenon.

....

...ir—

**"

And — zowie —what

a fight.

A combination

that should make the old
R. O. sign do double duty and stand
'em up to the fire limitations all the

S.

week.

A

fine actor

—a

excellent, cast,
tor
Farnum
suited.

—

It's

punchy story — an
and a great direc-

was never

an audience

better

picture.

a

i

New

York Newspapers Applaud Tony

'We never have seen such remarkable acting on

the

of an. animal * * * Here is a photoplay that everyone
loves a horse should see. 1 * N. Y. World.
"You've seen horses? Oh, no you haven't *** If
you really want to see a horse, look at Tony in
the film that bears his name." N. Y. American.

—

—

"Something worth while and entirely
ent

* *

*

differ-

Mix's four footed partner has

dramatic talents that make him worth
his weight in oats." — N. Y. Herald.
"It is a picture filled with action
and adventure, packed with thrills

and well worth seeing." — N. Y.
Commerical.

J

it.

\x-brandSstory 'alcatraz:
Directed

Lynn

F.

Reynolds

^

The

greatest

PICTURE-THEATRl

THE IRENE CASTU

from me

Charles

stonf

/

KH

Dimmed bu

Man Cwsl

HODKINSON

PICTURES

This

Combination

will

WBLIC

iie-up of theYearl

PROMENADE

iVSHION
Uil

SHOULDERS"

"SLIM

"Slim Shoulders," a picture the press all
"It's the kind of picture the public will
thoroughly enjoy," says the Morning Tele"One of the nearest approaches to
graph.
thorough satisfaction an exhibitor in any localExhibitor's
ity might be able to get hold of"
Trade Review. "A picture that eclipses anything in which the star has ever appeared."
Motion Picture News.
oraise.

—

A

dancing act, of carefully selected artists
demonstration of modern ball room

will give a

dances.
Special Publicity

Men, equipped with the

most carefully thought out plans for newspaper, department store and general exploitation will accompany each unit and see that
every exhibitor who has booked this finest of
Irene

Castle productions gets the greatest
of publicity that is possible to obtain.

The Irene Castle Fashion Promenade

amount

An

The proposition is too big to enumerate
the great number of ideas that have been formulated to assist exhibitors in putting over this
tie-up, so we will let our representative in your
locality give you the full details. Send for him
at once. This is one of the strongest box-office
combinations being offered on the market today, and every first-run exhibitor in the country should know about it.

exploitation idea which in addition to

the great advertising value of Irene Castle's

name and what

it

stands for, will

mean

thou-

sands of additional dollars at any box office.
This consists of five girls selected by the producer of Broadway's most lavish extravaganzas, who will display 20 gowns of exquisite
design that were personally selected by Irene
Castle during her recent tour of Europe.

eny Theatre in the Country

EXHIBITORS HERALD

efts

August
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a (Paramount
If

it's

a

Paramount Picture

it's

the

August

26,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

21

Jesse L.Lasky presents

Cecil

B.

DeMilles
PRODUCTION
ioith,

THOMAS MEIGHAN
Leatrice Joy

and Lois Wilson

From the novel by Alice Duer Miller
Adaptation by Jeanie Macpherson

^Picture
best

show

in

town

FAMOUS PIAYERS LASKY CORP
ADOLPH ZUKOR,
"NEW YORK

President
CITY"

Arthur F. Beck

p.'resents

BY AND WITH

f
7/

p
\

THIS

man married
money.

wife's

his rival by a

to get

First

framed up robbery.

Then he systematically
deceived the innocent
spectability

hold of his

he eliminated

lied,

girl

behind the

re-

Eventually the

of marriage.

wife found him out.

cheated and

To save

own

his

reputation he attempted to prove her infidelity.

She

is

saved by an unexpected

and highly dramatic occurrence.
is

It

same

based on

situation

life.

1

Any woman

in the

would do exactly as Leah

Baird does.
is

It

a

gowns and
It

gorgeous vision of ravishing
lavish settings.

has an exploitation

title.

It

will

open

big and hold up for a run.

An

FOK£7GA/ ff£Pft£S£/VTAT/y£

S/D/V£y

GARRETT

early Fall release,

now booking.

~eive
Associated Exhibitors

\

V

Arthur S. Kane,

Pres.

w

•'Don't

Doubt Your Wife"

"When The

Devil Drives"

Both Brilliant Dramas of Wedded Life
by and with

LEAH BAIRD
and now

"WHEN HUSBANDS DECEIVE"
Her Greatest, Most Astonishing Revelaof a Pointed Truth About Men,

tion

Women, Love and

Marriage.

Directed by Wallace Worsley, supervised

by Arthur F. Beck and played by a splendid cast.

LEAH BAIRD
Jack

Mower

William Conklin

Katherine Lewis

Eulalie Jensen

John Cossar

J. L. FROTH INGHAM
presents

HATTERE
Directed by

EDWARD SLOMAN

In

its bigness of scene and drama; in its
bigness of direction and execution; in the
sensational sweep of its action "Shattered
Idols" is a bigger picture than most of the

one and two dollar top motion picture
road show attractions that have played the
large American cities in the past two years.

m

m

X

—

IDOLS
With an all-star cast including

MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
WILLIAM V.MONG

JAMES MORRISON
ETHEL GREY TERRY
LOUISE LOVELY
FRANKIE LEE
Marguerite de la Motte has a bigger,
and plays it
finer role to play
than the role she had in "The Three

—

Musketeers."

—
—

handsome and
Ethel Grey Terry
has a bigger
powerfully dramatic
better
role
than
she
had in "The
and
Kick-Back" or "Oathbound."
William V. Mong and James Morrison
have the most powerful roles of their
entire screen careers. And Sloman,
never has he ever done
the director

—

a picture so gigantic

in scope

The

and

and enthralling

interest.

story of a mother's hatred for

crippled son that turned to an
amazing love when a weakling bea

came the savior of a nation.

RELEASING
In

CORPORATION

Canada Canadian Releasing Corpora Lion, Limited

t.j

EXHIBITORS HERALD

26

Pictures

August

26, 1922

and Porches

The Summer Front Porch
Habit Hits the Box-Office
Exhibitors need pictures

NOW

RIGHT

BIG

ENOUGH to pull their patron s out of their hammocks,
off the front

Right

Now

is

Break up

porch and into the theatres.

the Right

this

Time

to

Hot Weather Habit

Cooler days are near and you need BIG PICTURES
to jar your public out of their summer lethargy pic-

—

draw your people off the porch, into
and make them glad they went. Then

tures that will

your theatre,
they'll go again.

D.

W.

Griffith's

"Orphans of

the

Storm

break up any front
porch crowd that ever gathered. And it will keep
right on working for your box-office all the rest of
is

that kind of a picture.

It will

the season.

Booking

Now

Through

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary

Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, D.

Hiram Abrams. President

W.

Griffith

"

August

EXHIBITORS HERALD

26, 1922

JSei'Gtr

a

a

QJire/

¥^io~e

'The millions who have read and seen that great
Dumas romance, "The Three Musketeers," will
have the time of their lives when they get hold of
this

splendid

burlesque,

'The Three Must-Get-

Theres-

There

s

get this

der

is

has

all

a

lot

of

comedy

an

money waiting

for the theatres that

feature for an early run-

comedy

Max

Lin-

irresistible and hi*
travesty of one of the most popular stones ever told
artist,

his

is

the ear-marks of a sensation.

clean-up for the wide-awake theatre-man^

•ne international

Comedy

"Dauorite

MAX LENDE
Jfn Jrfis

Supreme J3urlesaue

THE THREE,

MOST
GET-

THERE

Ollied

Prod ucG/ir and Distributors Corporations
72® J~euenth Ouenue, JJeus

—0

1

oS

J3ij anch

Office located

in

Cjork City

each United Ortiftf Corporation Cxchonqe —

£

OPEN MARKET

BETTY
BLYTHE
THE NOW WORLD FAMOUS
STAR OPENS THE NEW SEASON WITH THE BIGGEST HIT
OF HER BRILLIANT CAREER,

How Women

Love

From Izola Forrester's Novel,
"The Dangerous Inheritance,"
Adapted by Dorothy Farnum

Just Completed

and
Ready for Showing
Territory Immediately Sold

NEW ENGLAND
Vt., R.

I.,

(Me., N. H., Mass.,

Conn.):

New England,
Grand, Pres., 48 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
Federated Film Exchange of New England,
134 Meadow St., New Haven, Conn.
Federated Film Exchange of

S. V.

N. Y.

STATE & NOR. NEW JERSEY:

Merit Film Corp., 130 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Merit Film Corp., 680 Broadway, Albany,
N. Y.
Merit Film Corp., 254 Franklin St., Buffalo,
N. Y.

EASTERN PENN. & SO. NEW JERSEY
Masterpiece Film Attractions, Ben Amsterdam, Pres., 1329 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

APPLICATIONS BY WIRE OR MAIL 3

CONSIDERED

IN

THE ORDER

RECEIVED.

B. B.

PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

JAMES
15

;

A.

GAUSMAN,

West 44th Street

Sales

Manager

New York

City

Distributed

by

AL-LICHTMAN
C

ORP O RATI O

576 FIFTH AVENUE

(^)nEW YORK

N

CITY

MEN'S WIVE!
Preferred Picture

with definite appeal
to the emotions/ and
a story that will

amaze

with

its

strength. Ct cast of
infinite popularity
and settings inaccorc[
with the title. ^Si CL
box-office attraction
for theatres that can
afford only the best.

a showman's

pic*
tare if there e\)er
was one. (I title
and theme rich in
exploitation possi*
t

bilities.

Backed by

a complete

access*

gry andadvertis ing service designed
to help exhibitors +
pud this greed +
Preferred Picture

over

to capacity
business.

Distribution;

TOOK

a lot of courage to invest our
Producing and Distributing organization at

IT

Most people think the business
haven't a chance.

They

We

are as

wrong

believe that

PICTURES
Good

and

is

all

to establish

a

new

this time.

so trustified that Independents

as they can be
that

all

is

needed

to

succeed today are

GOOD

EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION.

Pictures are not an accident.

Honest Effort and Application

It

needs a

lot of

Brain Power,

to create a great picture.

We

have known for years that Ben Schulberg could make great
pictures— and "RICH MEN'S WIVES" proves it.
It

is

And

a great picture.
the reasons are simple
1.

:

—

—Ben Schulberg, who worked night and day
from
completion.
conception
— a great
— Gasnier a great director and he put
to

its

2.

story.

It's

3.

his

is

heart and soul into
4.

— A marvelous

5.

— Equitable

what

it

Each
you book it.

Distribution.

If you like it
you don't have

we mean

you book pictures on

own

As

great a troupe of artists
as ever appeared together in one picture.

like

If

it.

cast.

merits.

That's

its

to take

by Equitable

any

picture
If

on

its

you don't

it.

Distribution.

other basis you are retarding your

progress.

"RICH MEN'S WIVES"

is

only the

forerunner of

future

^Preferred Pictures.

We

should improve constantly

—and

we

certainly will try.

AL-LICHTMANN
C

ORP O RATI O

576 FIFTH AVENUE M^j£jNEW YORK CITY

I

(^changes ^rite*
New England

Northern New Jersey

HERMAN

HARRY ASHER, President
Boston, 37

Piedmont

New Haven,

134

M.

St

Meadow

E.

Morey,
Manager.

New York

City,

Manager.

Thos. Conlon,

St

Manager.

BEN AMSTERDAM,

SAM Z1ERLER,
New York

City, 729 7th

Ben Amsterdam,
Manager.

President

Ave

D. M. Sohmer,

Delaware, Maryland, Dist. of Columbia, Virginia

Manager.

TOM MOORE,
Washington, 916 G.

Buffalo and Albany

GRAND & NORTH,

St.,

President

W

N.

J.

Howard Beaver,
Manager

Franchise Owners

Buffalo, 265 Franklin St

Syd Samson,

~)

Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois

General Manager for
N. Y. State.

>

Albany, 676 Broadway

)

SPYROS SKOURAS,
St.

Louis, 3319 Locust

President

Ave

Harry Weiss,
Manager.

W. Va M Ky., Western Penna.
HARRY L. CHARNAS, President

Ohio, Mich.,

Broadway and Pioneer

Detroit, Elizabeth

and John R.

Pittsburgh, 1018 Forbes

Northern

M. A. Lebensburger,
Manager.

Cleveland, 217 Sloan Bldg
Cincinnati,

N. Lefkowitz,

St

J.

Ave

Manager.
C. Fishman,
Manager.

Chicago, 810

Manager

Indianapolis, Address and

(

St

Kansas City Mo., 17th and Main Sts.

A

.

.

'

H> BIank

Enterprises

New

RICHARDS,

later.

President

Orleans, 1401 Tulane Ave.

— Address
— Address
Oklahoma City —Address
later.

Dallas

later.

later.

Pacific

New Mexico, Southeast Idaho
KLAUSNER, President

Denver, 1525 Tremont St

M. A. Klausner,
Manager.

Upper Mich.

CUBBERLEY,

J. F.

Al Rosenberg,

Manager.
Portland, Address later.

Pacific Coast
President

San Francisco, 209 Golden Gate Ave
Cubberley,

Cubberley,

Louis

Hyman,
Manager.

Manager.
J. F.

President

Seattle, 309 Virginia St

LOUIS HYMAN,

President

Minneapolis, 409 Loeb Arcade Bldg

Northwest

Ah ROSENBERG,

Wisconsin, North and South Dakota

Milwaukee, address later

Friedman,
Manager.

'

Colorado, Wyo., Utah,

J. F.

L.

Eleven Southern States

Atlanta

x

(

M inn.,

J.

President

Des Moines, 303 Second St

M. A.

President

Lefkowitz,

Jos.

Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Western Missouri

Omaha, 2036 Farnum

and Indiana

Wabash Ave

S.

E. V.

BLANK,

Illinois

FRIEDMAN,

L.

J.

Manager.

A. H.

Jersey

President

Philadelphia, 1329 Vine St

New York

New

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern

Portland, Me., 85 Market St.

Greater

JANS, President
729 Seventh Ave
M. Broskie,

Los Angeles, 915

S.

Olive St

Manager.

Canadian Exchanges wi 11 be announced

later

Elmer Benjamin,
Manager.

PREFERRED PICTURES
Coming

(Attractions

CVERY

Preferred Picture will be made from a
elements and definite heart appeal.

Every Preferred ^Picture
power.

will

Every Preferred Picture

will

bear a

title

that

story strong in dramatic

be produced by a director of proven

Every Preferred Picture must be technically

drawing

certain to possess

is

ability.

perfect.

be portrayed by a cast of artists whose names
are well known to the public, and the number of well known artists will only
be limited by the number of principal parts.

Every ^Preferred Picture

will

Current and Coming
Preferred Pictures
Now Ready
"RICH MEN'S WIVES"
A

Gasnier Production, with a Cast of great Artists

House Peters
Claire Windsor
Baby Richard Headrick
Rosemary Theby

Myrtle Stedman
Charles Clary
Mildred June
Carol Holloway
William Austin

Gaston Glass

Others to Follow

"A MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS"
Written by Harry

Von

Tilzer

and Arthur J. Lamb. An

original

play written around the theme of the song that gripped the

whole world a few years ago.

"ARE YOU A FAILURE?"

Martha Mattox

Written especially for the screen by Larry Evans, magazine

The Next Two

writer and author of a score of big

"Winner Take All",

"CHING, CHING, CHINAMAN"
Wilbur Daniel Steele's prize-winning short story made into a
thrilling drama.
Directed by Tom Forman, with a Preferred

Home Town"

"'Til

I

successes, including

film

Come Back

to

You" "HisOwn

and "Once to Every Man".

There will be

Preferred quality and a Preferred cast in this production

which also

will be a stage offering next season.

cast of artists:

Lon Chaney
Marguerite De
Harrison Ford
Walter Long

la

Motte

John Sainpolis
Master Buddy Messenger
William Dudley
Frances Raymond

play by Henry Clay Blaney that

audiences

"THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS"

—a

Directed by Gasnier.
Based on a Bertha M. Clay novel.
adaptation of a drama that was one of the greatest suc-

Taylor
Enid Bennett
Evelyn Selbie
Estelle

many

years, with this magnificent cast.

Kenneth Harlan
Arthur Hull
Carl Stockdale

drama of intense

to be portrayed

still

situations

commands capacity
and heart

interest,

by a notable cast.

"POOR MEN'S WIVES"

An

cesses on the stage for

WHO CAME BACK"

"THE GIRL
A

A

sequel

to

"Rich Men's Wives", by the same authors,

Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnston, with high
from incidents

in real life

— combining

thrills,

lights

laughs, sobs.

Distributed by

PREFERRED
PICTURES -Inc.
B. P. Schulberg, Pres. J.

G. Bachmann,7Yeas

AL-LICHTMAN
CO

RP O RATI O N

576 FIFTH AVENUE

I

*fcl£jNEW YORK CITY

!

Kt

Best Thotapfays ofJuly"

Mae Tinee lists "The Crossroads of
Daily Tribune.
Her stateChicago
e\ York"
er is backed by box office business in every theatre
GET IT QUICK
hee it is showing.
n(?r this

heading
in the

and
L

*

5p,ne

is

-

'""P^our

mafcl

'

nett

Mack t

bn

°8^you

done.

8
A

dran

*abl

mee

HacIL Serine tt
presents his latest

Comedy-Melodrama

another "Molly O."
Directed by F. Richard Jones

which exhibitors

hail as

c
The Crossroads

of

New \brfc

HSTRIBUTED BY ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES,

Inc.
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>eakitio

o

Richard Dai

S onnv

Presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
Charles H. Duell, President

From the play by George V. Hobart; Screen
Adaptations by Frances Marion and Henry King
Directed by Henry King

A

First National Attraction

August

26, 192;

\n Exceptional

Photophy

"

The Highest

praise is given to "Fools
First" by the Supreme Court of the screen,
the National Board of Review, in its review

on Exceptional Photoplays.

f

« real .„,

.

"Sht

i,

a

ru se nf
ant.

"'s aiVf

»•

bant

Shi
„

,

"*».

« aharac.

he
;

Nation
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oP

£

*

*

of

huZ?

Plc tur

r^^~-L!^n^

av

the

ed

*e

°'**n*

«*l

caa at
once

Marshall Neil
powerful

— an

unusual picture with a
headed by Claire Windsor, Richard Dix

Presents his latest success
cast,

and Claude Gillingwater.
Suggested by the story in

A FIRST

Post by Hugh MacNair Kahler.
by David Kesson and Karl Straus.

The Saturday Evening

Photographed

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

FOOLS FIRST"
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A

Smashing Success at World's
Premiere at Minneapolis State
Carlton Miles, writing

the Minneapolis

in

Journal, says:
11

1

'THE MASQUERADER'

best.

is

Such a production helps

picture to a higher level.

melodrama
to

lift

at its

the motion

Artistic in restraint

—a

and simplicity rare in photoplays. A departure from the ordinary, and you watch the swift
changes with fascination. So well done, D. W.

dignity

Griffith

might envy."

Richard Walton

TULLY

POST/

presents his film version of Katherine Cecil Thurston's famous
novel and John Hunter Booth's
play.

Road Showed

6
to Record
Crowds in Every

Years

City and Hamlet.
Directed by

James Young

The

Masqueradef
i
MOTION PICTURE TRIUMPH
THE

Watch

It

Make Box -Office

A

First National

Attraction

History

—

MARTIN

QUIGLEY

J.

* ISSUE

Pu blister & Editor

August

OF *

26. 1922

'Too Muck Talk"
By
A

BOUT

Mr. Will H. Hays found

that

all

MARTIN

•* wrong with Hollywood, according to news)aper dispatches,
"too

much

rue

enough but

that there has been

is

talk."
it

and

QUIGLEY

who

looks

personalities

should be expanded so that

it

in the

America.
East. West. Xorth and South

ion picture industry in

—

—is over-ridden with gossip

and gossipers.

way

within his

to the constantly recurring slanders about

is

and breadth of the mo-

the motion picture field as his

husiness to put a stop in every

power

is

upon

This indictment doubtlessly

'ould include the length

This industry

J.

whom

the screen keeps continuously

Those who have not been driven
by the events of
the past year are hopeless so we will say no more
public eye.

to a decided stand in this matter

of that phase of the question.
*
*
*

T3UT

weeping along the highways and the byways of

something should and must be done about
who is given to irrational and unjust arraignments of the code of honor and honesty that exists in this business. Also we have had

he industry.

enough of the

The

best interests of the business are con-

by what seems to be a per-

tantly being imperiled
)etual

avalanche of loose conversation that keeps

Every individual and even* group that has
ucceeded in climbing out of the dead level of the
•rowd

is

made

periodically

the target of deroga-

ory stories that sometimes are maliciously re-

lated but often appear to be given currency for
io better reason than the pleasure that the telling
*

*

EVERYWHERE
^ there are persons

*

throughout

the

industry

who would have

their list-

ners believe that they are storehouses of the confilences of every chief executive

They

and directorate

in

recite to the credulous the

nost intimate information concerning the plans
ind operations of this
pany.

The absence

nation

is

ion,

company and

that com-

and accurate inforthem and their imaginasupplies answers to any

of facts

no deterrent

to

with appalling ease,

[uestions that

come up.

There is much silly business in all of this;
nuch meaningless gossip that perhaps does nothng more than afford a form of activity for the litle

brains that are given to

nighty serious aspect to

it.

But

it; it is

there

is

also a

to this phase

we

tddress ourselves

We
:he

commentator upon the erudiand culture of outstanding figures of the motion picture world. If the reach of
such slander was only within the confines of the
industry itself the situation would still be disturbing and obviously in great need of relief but this
glib

tion, intelligence

slander does not stop inside the industry.

It

is

and circulated among the general
public, causing the public, whose good-will the existence of the business is dependent upon, to gain
fantastic and ridiculous notions about the men

carried beyond

eems to afford.

he business.

the person

have in the past repeatedly referred to
upon every person

responsibility devolving

who

are in control of this business.

We

have no ungrounded enthusiasms about

the leaders in this business.

We hold neither them

nor any others above legitimate criticism but we
deplore the senselessness of persons who dwell

upon

trivialities

and

lose sight of the big. con-

structive things that the leaders in this industry

have accomplished and which, measured by any
standard or rule, entitle them to equal respect
and recognition with the leaders of everv other
great industry.

ambulating reviewer who
glories in assertions about production failures. He
goes about sowing seeds of apprehension and despair, disregarding the fact that the more good pictures there are, the better it is for everyone what-

There

is

also the

soever his connection with the business

may

be.
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ket provided only that it is a subject
that appeals to the American public.
And this fact is well understood in
thoughtful British film circles.
The only argument of any possible

jWARTIN J. QJJIGLEY
PUBLISHER/ ZP EDITOR

substance that is put forth against this
is that there are instances in which
British pictures have received a disappointing reception. But investigation
of every one of these instances will
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prove that the disappointing reception
has been due to the picture not suiting
the requirements of the American market and not to any possible prejudice
simply because such a picture was of
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Anyone who assumes

returning from England Mr.
William A. Brady revives an ancient
complaint in saving that British motion
picture interests feel that there is a
prejudice against their pictures in the
American market.
In doing this Mr. Brady serves
neither British interests nor American
interests because the thrusting of the
idea of prejudice into the question
only contributes toward strained relations and does not in any way help
toward a solution of the matter.
The leading representatives of the
British cinema world have long since
dropped the suspicion that the progress
the

American

by any possible
prejudice toward them simply because
market

hindered

is

represent

to

they are foreign pictures.
The one factor that governs the
question entirely is the matter of the
entertainment quality of foreign pictures with respect to the American
market. Irrespective of the country of
origin of any picture, it will be cordially welcomed in the American mar-

Flappers.

They're becoming quite as numerous

on the

in pictures as

of the most promising indica-

We've got "The Married Flapper."
"The Flapper" and now "Flapper Love."
What's next?
Looks Like

Wonder

if

Sam Palmer

Strikes to the Right of

are of tremendous significance.
With the theatrical season just opening
the public will be given something at
the start which will enliven their in-

time,

Official

man

J.

Quigley

Announcement

and something which
them pleasant recollec-

do with
their theatre-going habits during the
next few months.
Every good picture that is made
available at this time for the public
represents a substantial advantage for
the whole business and will do more
toward hastening a return of normal
conditions in the industry than can be
accomplished in any other way.
to

Effort for Betterment Im40
presses Will H. Hays
Million Dollar Organisation to Cre47
ate Exploitation Aids

63
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dam

that wasn't water."
Life.
Yes, and a lot of it that was
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Thomas H. Ince and First National
38
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Him Every

Mentions
If

Ford

becomes

ever

Nite

President he

recommend Will Rogers for
or some big job, 'cause

ought to

Vice-President

done
Henry.

he's

awful

an

advertise

to

lot

*

Fables of the

Week

The

Pennsylvania
Censor
passed a picture without a cut.

The Inspired

bqard

P. A.

One of 'em writes that the studic
carpenters built a desert set so natura
thoroughly domesticated
that a camel,
laid down alongside of it and refusec
to take a drink for seven days.

they

of

don't

the

R.

R. Strike

hurry and move

thos<

Santa Fe trains off the well known Amer
ican desert our crop of fall Wcsteri
"Forty-Niners" is going to have som<

modern

settings.

More on Vacations
By Dan E. Daily

41

46
48
49
59

called
either.

*

DEPARTMENTS
Pictorial

Stuff

"In the two years since Prohibition
became a law, a lot has flowed over the

If

United

of Al Lieht-

Us

*

Awful

terest in pictures

IN THIS ISSUE
Martin

riting for

us will turn "red."

Horrors

OP SPECIAL INTEREST
A Review of "Blood and Sand," by

\

—

other sources

more powerful attractions.
These attractions, coming at this

there are

much

is

*

is

group of special productions from the
Fox company are now before the pubMetro's "The Prisoner of Zenda,"
lic.
is showing to capacity business in New
York. Famous Players has just issued,
"Blood and Sand" which is acclaimed

tions that will have

It

the Peace Conference.
"The World's
prosperity, it is announced at The Hague,
'is now a paramount object.'
It's wonderful how important those big motion
picture companies are becoming." Life.

A

will leave with

'

1

*

the appearance of several productions
powerful
of exceedingly high merit.

From

streets.

*

Another summer of strikes like this
one and even the most conservative of'

Returning Prosperity

a great attraction.

M.

R.

J.

American film interests should overlook
no opportunity to make this fact plain.

tions of the present trade situation

Upon

in

—

quirements.

One

of English pictures

—

always been and we trust
shall always continue to be
an open
door to the picture that is meritorious
from the standpoint of American re-

9

The Open Door

Re -Takes

foreign production.
The basic policy of American film interests has

26, 1922

Great
weeks.

Stuff.

Vacations.

Rest

Then spend hard earned

fifti

ducat

Does Lil ol' brain gooi
to get tired.
Back soon full ideas. Great lal
tho.
Can't stop the wise guy
season 'head.
Uses his head. Till wears out. Rakiw
Great little old world. Grea
in sheckles.
Great littli
biz infant industry.
little
vacash.

Back soon.

•MM
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Report

Industrial Leaders

Prosperity

Is

Now Reality

Motion Picture Industry Represented at Business
Conference by John E. Storey— Sales Promotion
Is Big Factor in Future Conditions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

August

15.

— Industrial

expansion and prosperity are

here.

That statement is not prophetic. The question of normalcy is no
longer a matter of speculation. That industrial expansion and prosperity
are an actual fact was the conclusion reached at the ninth annual conference of the Babson Statistical Organization held this month at Wellesley Hills, Mass.

John E. Storey Represents Motion Picture Industry

The motion

picture industry was represented at the deliberations by
John E. Storey, Pathe general representative. Delegates included heads
of large producing and financial concerns and secretaries of commercial
organizations from all over the country and parts of Europe.
Representing

administration

the

at

Washington were Vice-President Calvin
Coolidge and Secretary of Labor James
Davis.
These high officials of the government were among those who delivered
optimistic addresses during the sessions.

JOHN

E.

STOREY,

Pathe general repwho reports on the conclu-

resentative,
sions reached at the conference of the
Babson Statistical Organization.

Newman Exploitation
On Tom Meighan Film
Fosters Thrift Habit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY,
is

MO., Aug. 15.— It
Frank L.

not on every picture that

of the Newman theatre stages
campaign, but when he does, results
are forthcoming.
Last week, with the showing of "Our
Leading
Citizen,"
starring
Thomas
Meighan, Mr. Newman negotiated with
the Fidelity Trust Company of Kansas

Newman
a

aside
redeem
$30,000
to
checks for $1, issued by the theatre to
each person who saw the picture.
The checks were redeemable if deposited at the above named trust company with a $10 savings account. The
line,
"Start
Saving Today.
Become
'Our Leading Citizen.' Thomas Meighan
Will Show You
In His Latest Paramount Picture," was effectively used and
needless to say a capacity business was
done at the Newman.
City

to

set

How

Sales Promotion

Mr. Storey

May Be

Reconsidered

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JEFFERSON CITY, MO., Aug. 15.—
What apparently was defeat for the anticensorship proposal has been transformed
into a new hope. C. C. Pettijohn, special
assistant to Will H.
Jefferson City, state

Hays, again was in
capitol, last week,

and with delegates to the constitutional
convention who are behind the measure
to place the screen upon the same basis
as the press, succeeded in getting members on the committee on bill of rights
to attempt to obtain a reconsideration of
the measure, based upon a revision of
the phraseology.
The committee probably will make a report on the matter
within the next few days.

organizations

sales

for

Excerpts from two
this

the

HERALD

received

follows:

many

subjects in

which I am interested but don't know what exchange
handles them and rather than write
in

New York

Independents
jects

would

change
ject?"

to find out,

Wouldn't

them by.

in

—

"I

in

just pass
fine if the

subex-

tell

us

our state handles that sub-

J.

am

I

be

what

W. Lumpkin,

theatre, Miles,

to get

it

in advertising their

just

Cupid

Tex.

unable to tell just
touch with branch

where
offices

or the distributing points in my territory for many of the companies

which carry advertisements in your
would not only be inpaper.
terested in the big companies but the

We

—

WILLIAM
Independents as well."
D. WEBB, Star theatre, Corinth.
Miss.

much cheaper

in the

next year or two,

and therefore this class of
bound to increase in value."

securities

is

As a large part of Mr. Storey's time is
spent in personal observations of conditions to be met by Pathe branch exchanges in all sections of the country,
the expression of his own optimistic conclusions had its due force in connection
with the sense of the conference as above

Sept.

1

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

letters

are as

HERALD

be

Be Running

exhibitor readers of

"I read about

—

—

90 Per Cent to

Independents
week from

"Another point agreed on by the conference," said the delegate from Pathe, "is
that we are now entering a period where
In other
thrift will pay handsomely.
words, now is the time to buy good interest paying bonds, as money is destined
according to all financial prophecy to

reported.

A Thought

the

Period of Thrift Here

in

men and

business

to

Anti- Censor Proposal

Factor

is

an interview gives the
following highlights of the conference:
"These addresses including that of
Roger W. Babson, all conveyed the one
predominating idea that at present and
for some time to come the principal incentive of every big manufacturing, financial and distributing organization should
be 'sales promotion.'
"The general sense of the conference
was that sales promotion and intelligent
distribution are the two principal problems of the next two or three years. As
one speaker said:
" 'Business
while
in
cycles,
travels

All we have to do is to
shake ourselves out of the lethargy of
last year's experiences, as the country is
now in a healthy business frame of mind.
The men who are going to stand out most
prominently in the next two years are
those with the greatest sales ingenuity.'
travel in ruts.

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 15.— Executives of
distributing companies who have had an
opportunity of surveying theatrical conditions throughout the country are predicting freely that by September 1 between 85 and 90 per cent of the motion
picture theatres will be operating.
Shortly thereafter, these officials believe, that many of the remaining houses
will have brushed off the seats and put
out the sign: "Open for business."
These predictions are based on reports
received at the home offices from exchange centers and on personal surveys
made by many of the officials.

Marilyn Miller May

Appear

in Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Aug. 15.—Jack
Pickford may have as the co-star in his
next production his recent bride, Marilvr.
Miller, of speaking stage fame, it is intimated in reports from the PickfordMiss Miller's conFairbanks studios.
tract with Flo Ziegfeld runs only until
next September.
It is said that Miss Miller has expressed
a desire to act before the camera on several occasions.
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Theda Bara

Star's Chief Difficulty

ing a Story for

NEW
having
and for

is

time

proven

Change Permits Presentation of "Hail

Miss

Law

Woman"

the

After

Rejection in Australia

needed and favorable revision in the
censorship law of Australia has been effected, according to a letter
received by Thomas H. Ince from Australasian Films, Ltd. The news
is a source of gratification to the producer for it was his picture, "Hail the
Woman,"' which induced the revision.
the
entirety, an alteration was made in the censorship act which permitted presentation
of the feature without a cut.
in its

Here

is

the

Parliamentary

Censorhip

Chain
Censor Board, controlled by act of parliament,
does not permit film importer to take film out of
customs until duty has been paid
Customs duty cannot be paid until film has
passed the censor board.
If the censor board rejects the film, the importer
cannot get it out of customs to show members of
parliament and representative citizens without an
appeal to the minister in parliament for customs.
If the customs minister fails, then comes the
prime minister, but read the report to Ince from
the Australasian Films, Ltd., of what happened to
"Hail the Woman'' which has been shown generally in this country and in England, and of
which a test case was made in Australia after the
censors had refused to admit it:

we

give herewith
the method adopted in getting your picture, 'Hail the Woman,' passed without
a cut after it had been turned down in its
entirety by the censors of the Federal
"It

is

with pleasure

Government.

Woman' was put
Prime Minister, and
we succeeded in convincing the Prime
Minister this subject was essentially a picture for the uplifting of womanhood, and
every woman in the nation would not
only approve of it, but hail it as the finest preachment that was ever put forward for the weaker sex.
"The case

clearly

of 'Hail the

before

the

*

*

*

"Not only was the picture passed without a single cut, but we were the means
of having an alteration made in the censorship act whereby we Have a further

has
and

Bara has

appeal to the Minister

Parliament for

in

Customs who now acts as a final Appeal
Board should any him be refused by the
censors.
This is the most advanced
achievement the industry has attained in
This will be all the
the last two years.
more appreciated by producers when it is
realized that our Censor Board is one of
very few in the world controlled by Act
of Parliament under the Customs Acr
which prohibits an importer from handling his own goods until the duty has
been paid, and such duty cannot be paid
until the films have passed the censor.
"It is, therefore, impossible for an importer at any time to exhibit such a film
as 'Hail the

Woman'

of Parliament,
until the film

to

women's
actually

Representatives
association,
comes into

etc..

our

possession.

"You

will

be

pleased

'Hail the

Woman' now

tralasians

want more

to

know

that

meeting with
Ausunstinted praise from the public.
is

pictures like

it."

Theda Bara

the
i

c h

be started as soon as a story satis
factory to Miss Bara and Mr. Selznicl
can be found. Before beginning to stud}
will

Miss

Bara

made an

exhaustive

study of the likes and dislikes of th<
people who pay admission to see pictures
As the result of this she believes sh(
knows what sort of a role her admirer:
would like to see her portray on her re
turn to the screen. She will return a:
vamp, but a different kind of a vamp.

Learns

—A

the
producer's
"Hail
AFTER
Woman" had been rejected

all

coy

pictures,
of
wh

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

is

has

past

signed a contract
with L. J. Selznick for a series

Censor

She

elusive.

stories

15.

her own.

some

seeking

Induced by Ince Feature

August

difficulties of

her wiles in trying to vamp a
story suitable for
her return to the
screen, but so far
the story she is

first

ANGELES,

Aug. 15.— Theda Bara
vamps who ever vamped

all

been exerting

of

Its

YORK,

peeress of

series.

in

Find-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

Needed Revision

is

New Type

She Reveals

Practically every exhibitor in the United States appreciates the
importance of rounding out his program with good short subjects
and an increasing number appreciate the importance of advertising
them.
The
Fall is to see a wonderful revival of the theatre business.
real showmen are busy building their programs so as to be ready
to take full advantage of the situation.
Nothing could be more timely than the series of articles on
"Short Subjects" by William R. Weaver, which is to start in The
Theatre in the next issue of the Herald. They contain a message to
every exhibitor from Broadway and State street to Needles and
Salmon.
Mr. Weaver was the author of a theatre editorial " And a Comedy," which first appeared in Herald November 20, 1920, and became the slogan of short subject producers and distributors. By
request, the article is reprinted upon page 51 of this issue, as an

new

to Play

Role of Good Vamp

Short Subjects

introduction to this

26, 1922

"During

What Fans Want

my

recent tour over the coun
try," said Miss Bara, "I asked my audi
ences what they wanted and they tok

So I know.
had little heart-to-heart talks wit!
all
of these audiences, and to each
would say that I was returning to pic
tures and wanted them to tell me if the;
wanted me to return as vamp. They tok
by applause that was almost unanimous
I would then say: 'Or do you want me a:
a good girl,' and the handclapping wa:
almost negligible.
So there was m;

me.

"I

answer.

Has Useful Role
"But there is another angle to this,
am not unaware of the general belief
especially among motion picture people
that the vamp as we have always know
her has been plentifully done. It is tini'
she applied her arts for some mor>
worthy purpose than simply to take awa;
some other woman's husband or sweet
heart.

"So on my return to the screen I an
going to be a new kind of a vamp. 1 an
going to be a vamp who does some goo(
in the world. 1 am going to be a vami

who

motivates.
"Just where I will find the story fron
which we can make the sort of picture
are stil
have in mind. I don't know.
hunting and are hopeful soon of findinf
the right one."

We

Joseph W. Schleiff
Selznick* s Assistant
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

15.—Joseph

W.

who

has been connected with
the Selznick organization for a number of
years, has been appointed assistant to
Lewis J. Selznick, president of Select Pictures Corporation, in the official capacity
Schleiff,

of assistant to the president.
Mr. Schleiff succeeds E. J. Doolittle in
his new capacity. Mr. Doolittle has been
advanced to the position of export manager.

Will Represent

At New

"U"

Haven, Conn

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW HAVEN,

CONN., Aug.

15.-

Lester S. Tobias, until recently sale:
representative of Paramount at the Nev
Haven branch, has resigned to accept
post with Universal here as special rep
;

resentative for Special Attractions.

i

.
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Black Crepe Hangs on
Business Houses; Ohio
Town Turns Very Blue

37

Editor Fires Opening Shot
In Fight on Kansas Bigots

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PI QUA, O.. Aug.

15.

— Piqua

on Sun-

Raps Sponsors of Sunday Chautauqua

were barred from the stieets. All work
which officials considered unessential for
the maintenance of lite was forbidden.
A Dayton newspaperman, interviewing
a Piqua resident on the blue law situaThe considerate oihtion, was arrested.
cials did permit operation of the light
plant and the milkmen were allowed tu
make their rounds. Police went to everv
church in town and recorded the nanie-s
It is
of tr.'-ry organist and chorister.
said warrants will be sworn out for all

who were paid.
Pi<)ua was blue

on Sunday because
had decided to enforce Ohio's

officials

closing law.

CITY, KAN.. August 15.— The

Baumann, executive

secre-

Wisconsin Exhibitors Association, following action by the organization's board of directors in opposing the
Service, made the following statement relative to Martin J. Quigley's editorial on the subject which wapublished in a recent issue of the Herald:
"It is with a great deal of satisfactioii
and pleasure that I read your very able
editorial 'Killing the Hoy System' in your
You have taken the
issue of July 29.

Hoy Reporting

issue-

.md met

it

squarely without camou-

flage."

Hall Caine to Write
Titles for

His Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. Aug. 15.— Go'.d.vyn has
:ompleted arrangements by cable where>y Sir Hall Caine will write the titles tor
:he screen version of his novel. "The

state of

Kansas may house

reformers it may sponsor certain blue laws, but it may well boast of at
least one fearless newspaper publisher who does not hesitate to deriounce
the unfair tactics of ministers and opponents of the screen.
Things Looked Dark Until the Fight Began
Augusta, Kan., does not have Sunday motion picture shows or, at
least, it did not.
Last week a chautauqua. supported by the ministers of
the town, widely heralded a Sunday performance, while public sentiment
forced Jack Johnson, owner of the Isis Theatre, to close his doors. Things
looked rather dark.
;

—

In a huge black bordered box on the
front page. W.
K.
Lcatherock
pubsher of the Augusta Daily Gazette, had
the following to say:
l

Walter F.
tarv of the

May

(Special to Exhibitors Herald;

KANSAS

"Can You Beat It?"

up.

the

In

all

the onslaught
by those who are prominent
probability,

would be ler!
church activities.
"Yet next Sunday, the chautauqua will
open here and give two performances,
one in the afternoon and one in the
in

evening.
It is probable that the onion
services of the churches will be dismissed early so that every one can attend the evening performance.
The
after-.oon penormancc at the chautauqua will be a vaudeville performance of
about the same class as is usually shown
in local theatres.

"The Sunday performances of the
chautauqua are endorsed by ministers
and many church people. Yet there is
only one major difference between a
chautauqua and vaudeville theatre.
A

number
a

like

first

The

performance

was

of public spir ted citizens signed
contract guaranteeing the chautauqua
a certain amount of money be-

company

which Maurice Tourneur is
producing for Goldwyn at that
inn's studios in Culver City. Calif.

rhristian."

even

theatre takes chances just

any other business

institution.

"One can operate on Sunday without
running afoul of the law. The manager
would probably land in
he attempted to run on Sunday.
"Can you beat it?"'

of the other

local moving picture shows
were to attempt to operate on Sunda^
you would find hundreds ot local people up in arms in an effort to close them

"If

the

fore

booked.

:

League Official Lauds
Editorial by Quigley

Editorial

Result in the Theatres at Augusta. Kan..
Operating on the Sabbath

day was the bluest of blue, or the sourest of sour as Arthur Brisbane might put
Even the street cars and the taxi:it.

if

jail

Advises Sunday Opening
Following this incident, the M. P. T.
O. Kansas, through M. Van Praag.
president,

instructed

exhibitors

of

Au-

gusta to open on Sunday in the future
and assured them that the entire support of the state exhibitors' organizaWith such
tion would be behind them.
broad minded men as Attorney General
Richard Hopkins in office, it is difficult
to predict anything other than Sunday
for Augusta in the future.
In his race for justice of the Kansas

shows

supreme court. Mr. Hopkins

v.ls

nomin-

ated by a majority of 7.000. for which
he formally expressed his thanks to the
exhibitors of Kansas for their loyal support.
C. B. Griffith, who was nominated
for the office of attorney general and
W. Y. Morgan who was victorious in the
nomination for governor, both friends of
the industry, will be guests of honor at
the semi-annuai convention of the M. P.
T. O. K. at Salina on September 25 and
2t>.

tow

Fleming Tirade Fails
To Arouse Assembly;
No Action is Taken

Sir Hall went to the Isle of Man with
director Tourneur and the leading mem>ers of the cast while the exteriors were

>eing

made.

{

Calvert to Represent

F. B. O. in

IND., Aug. 15.—
Motion pictures are a thing of the devil
and should be cast out root and branch,
according to. the Rev. William Fleming,
manager ot the Chicago office of the Na-

Mid West

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY,
,'Cnrley" Calvert,

MO., Aug. 15.—
former manager of the

\merica.

"From Will Hays down picsaid.
ture men tell us that pictures are a form
of expression, like speech and press, so
we have no right to control the movies,
but the supreme court told them, seven
yeirs ago, that both law and common
sense are against the contention.
"When the devil realized that the sa-

!so will be district manager, maintainng supervision over the Kansas Citv.
)maha and Oklahoma City territories.

Joins Universal Staff
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Aug. 15.— G eorge BronHoward, well known author and playbeen engaged by Carl Laemmlc.

DAN MASON

Pop Turtle, leading
Plum Center comedies

as

i^ht has

character in the

resident of Universal, as a member of
staff at Universal Citv.

which Film Booking Offices

ie scenario

the

he

Calvert, in addition to acting as peronal representative in the central west.

NEW YORK.

Reform Association,

in a speech beChristian Citizenship Institute
The industry "must be cleaned up. or
cleaned out," he said.
"The movies cannot clean themselves."

tional

fore

Kansas City branch, is to b~
r>er>onal representative of Harry M.
German of the Film Booking Offices of
nive-rsal

Jn

Special to Exhibitors Herald

WINONA LAKE.

uting.

is

distrib-

loon was doomed, he dug down deeper in
hell than he had gone to find the saloon
and brought up the corrupt movie. The
motion picture has more influence on the
children today than the church and is
His
fast breaking down public morals."
speech drew litle applause and no action.
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August

26, 192;

Miss Harriette Underhill, John Logan. Fran
Vrooland, J. O. Sneering, Miss A. W. Fletche
Frederic James Smith, Charles Getchell, Perritc
Maxwell, Arthur Hornblow, Frank Crowninshiel<
Ray E. Knapp, P. Curran, Miss Elizabeth Brad
T. E. Wardner, William A. Johnston, J. S. Dicj
erson. Fred J. Beecroft, E. Kendall Gillett, J.
Chalmers, Epes Winthrop Sargent, Martin
Quigley, J. S. Spargo, Miss Louella Parsons, Sai
Paul
Swinehart,
Joshua
Lowe, Mi:
W'eller,
Marion Russell, Oscar Cooper, Bob Kenned
George Pardy, Robert E. Sherwood, Jim Beecrof
Fritz Tilden, J. A. Cron, and John J. Alicoato.
1

William E. Atkinson, general manage
Metro Pictures Corporation, J. E. E
Meador, publicity director, and P. C
of

Mooney,

representative

Louis

of

I

Mayer, also were present.
Mr. Niblo returns this week to Califot
nia.
His visit to the East was for th
purpose of seeing "Captain Applejack
on the stage and to be present at th
luncheon at the Astor.

Ince-First National
CELEBRATE FRED NIBLO'S

Differences
affiliation

with Metro.

Producing and distributing

company tenders luncheon at Hotel Astor to distinguished
make four productions during the coming season.

director

who

will

Settle<

Producer Abandons Plan

Form New

t<

Distribution

System

Niblo

Luncheon Talk Urges

in

Constructive Criticism
Director's First for Metro Will be
Stage Success, "Captain

Screen Version of

—

August 15. "Captain Applejack" the stage play which
a big hit on Broadway for the past eight months, following
a run of two years in London will be the next picture made by Fred
Niblo, director of "Blood and Sand," "The Three Musketeers," "The Mark
of Zorro" and other successes.

THIS
week

announcement was made last
at a luncheon given in honor of
Mr. Niblo at the Hotel Astor. "Captain
Applejack" will be the first of a series of
four productions to be made by Mr.
Niblo under his contract with Louis B.
Mayer Productions. They will be distributed by Metro.
*

*

*

The luncheon was tendered
tor
his

by Metro Pictures

in

the direccelebration of

with that company, and

connection

was attended by many

editors

and

re-

viewers of trade and daily papers. Mr.
Niblo was introduced by Jack Meador
as a

ence

man of vast stage and picture experiwho had never had a failure. Mr.

Niblo, said Mr. Meador, had gone into
the film industry with so certain a belief
in its success that he had given up a
highly lucrative and respected position
on the speaking stage to work a year
without pay in a motion picture studio
in order to learn what he could of the

new

art.

Niblo, after impressing on his
hearers the fact that he took the art of

Mr.

pictures most seriously, asked
for frank criticisms on his work. Said he:
"I want to know frankly what you
pictures. I do not mean by
think of
this that I want praise. What I do want
frank, honest, constructive criticism
is
from thoughtful people who have the
welfare of the industry at heart.
"Many persons do not take pictures
seriously.
I
do take them seriously
most seriously. It is the most wonderful
art in the world and should be taken seriously.
* * *

making

my

my

every picture as
to make
effort,
possible. If I fail in
I'd like to know it and for what reason I
fail.
That will help me avoid the same
mistake again. If I succeed I'd like to
know that, too, so that I may apply again
the same principles of effectiveness.
man making a picture may some times be
in the same position as a man making a
mural painting. He is so close to a big
job that he has difficulty at times with
proportion. The fresh eye of the man at
a distance helps him right himself."
Guests at the luncheon were Gilbert Welsh, John
Brockway, Arthur Pollock, W. M. Oestricher.
Harry B. Tower, Miss Maida Castellun, Kelcey
Allen, Miss Mabel McElliott. Charles Pike Sawyer,
Miss Alison Smith. R. W. Potter. H. Z. Terres,
Stephen Rathbun, B. F. Holzman, E. E. Pidgeon,
Jack McMahon, Quinn L. Martin, Beauvais Fox,
"I

try

good as

my

A

FRED NIBLO,
made under

whose productions to be
Mayer ban-

the Louis B.

ner will go through Metro.

NEW YORK, Aug. 15.—Announcemer
was made yesterday that all difference
existing between First National an
Thomas H. Ince had been adjusted satis
factorily and that all 1922-23 Ince spt
would be di;
cials — eight in number

—

tributed by First National.
Joint Announcement Made
The announcement was made jointl
by both parties and marks the ending c

Applejack"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,
NEW
has been

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

a misunderstanding which has existe
since last June and which apparentl
had disrupted relations for all time. M
Ince's distributing relations with Firs

National commenced on September 2'
Last June announcement of a dis
1921.
ruption surprised the industry.
This was followed by legal action an
what looked like a long drawn out leg:
battle threatened. It was also said tha
Mr. Ince was planning the formation c

Now hai
distributing organization.
reigns, the legal action is, or soo
will be, withdrawn, the new distributin
a

mony

company plans have been dropped

an

the Ince product will be handled as b(
fore the break in relations.
Lists Initial Productions
The announcement also carries with
the names of the eight Ince specials
They are: "Skin Deep," with Milton Sil
and Florence Vidor; "The Hottentot
with Douglas MacLean and Madge Be
1

lamy; "Jim," with John Bowers an
Marguerite De La Motte; "The Brothei
hood of Hate," with Frank Keenai
Lloyd Hughes and Marguerite De L
Motte; "Bell Boy 13," with Douglas Mac
Lean; "The Sunshine Trail," with Doug

MacLean; "Someone to Love," wit
Madge Bellamy and Cullen Landis, an
"A Man of Action," with Douglas Mac
las

Lean.

Hays and Cohen

to

Be

Guests of Northtvet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Aug. 15wi
Will H. Hays and Sydney S. Cohen
filmaoi
be honored guests of Northwest
oper
on August 24, two days before the
Week
in- of "Northwest Gc-to-Movie
on Saturday, August 26. Northwest
sponsore
to-Movie Week, which will be
Motio
by the Film Board of Trade and
Theatre Owners of Mmnesot.

U

Picture
an
provide a reception for Mr. Hays
Mr Cohen which will surpass anytmn
Adolp
which ever was staged locally.
Zukor also will be a guest.
will

August
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ilm Production Now Vital
Factor in Ten Universities

Give
Verdict on Film

Ask Hays

to

Want Public Statement on
Pictures Which May
Not Be Proper

Eastman Survey Shows Nineteen

Colleges Giving
Courses in Visual Instruction New Theatre
Will Open Early in September

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH,

PA., Aug. 15.— Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania, in a resolution passed, have called upon Will H.
to make known to the public which
of the pictures being distributed by his
organization members measure up to the
standard set by him and those who do
He is also solicited in the resolution
not.
to obtain cancellation of contracts for
pictures which in his opinion should be

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROCHESTER,

Hays

condemned.

The resolution states that in view of
statements made by Hays that pictures
have been produced and are now distributed which are subversive of public morals and that no improvement can be expected until next year and that such
pictures should not be patronized;
"Be it resolved that we hereby solicit Mr. Hays,
whom we appreciate as a competent judge of
what is wholesome, moral and clean, to make
public statements upon the pictures distributed by
the members of his organization, informing the
public which of the pictures measures up to the
standard set by him and which do not. and

"Whereas, the motion picture exhibitor is compelled to buy his pictures before production, and
has no means of determining which of the pictures are fit to be shown, and whereas, the contracts
contain what is known as the non-canbe

clause,

cellable

hereby

solicit

cellation

Mr.

opinion should be

further resolved that we
to secure for us can-

it

Hays

of contracts

for

pictures,

which

in

his

condemned."

X.

fined to the studios.

Y.,

Ten

Aug.

15.

The Eastman theatre
work of classifying

in undertaking
the educational
expressed in motion picture
terms took advantage of the facilities for
gathering information posessed by President Will H. Hays of the Motion Pic-

the

activities as

ture Producers

&

Distributors of

Amer-

ica.

Fund

in

Will to Be Used for

Producing Photoplays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Aug. 15.— After interviewing legal authorities on the quesof the educational standard of mo-

tion
tion

pictures,

Robert

J.

Trimble of Los

Angeles, as trustee of an educational fund
held intact since the death of his father,
the late

William

W.

Trimble, noted Ken-

writer and statesman, has decided to invest the total amount of this
fund, about $150,000, in picture produc-

tucky

jurist,

tion.

Judge Trimble died August 31. 1880,
leaving his heirs wealthy.
short time
before his fatal illness the jurist added
a codicil to his will, setting aside $100.000 for educational purposes. Robert I.
Trimble was named custodian.
This
money has been piling up interest for
thirty-six years.
As the result of his decision, and by the
advice of counsel, Mr. Trimble, the trustee of his father's unusual bequest, has
begun production on the first of the
Trimble Endowment Series, as the oic-

A

tures will be known, with Arthur Trimble,
the grandson of the late judge, as the
featured player.

Harding Recovering

From Bandit's Shot
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY.

MO., Aug. 15.—Da-

vid Harding, part owner of the Liberty
theatre. Kansas City, who was shot down

by bandits

last

week

in

an

attempted

hold-up of the theatre, and who was not
expected to live, now is on the road to
recovery, according to physicians.

Mr. Harding was unconscious for more
than a day. physicians announcing that he
could not live.

production no longer

now

is conare in the act of produc-

ing one or more motion pictures.
Thi5> fact, as well as others pertaining to the activities of American
institutions of higher learning in the motion picture field, has been revealed in a survey conducted by the Eastman theatre as a branch of the
University of Rochester.
Survey Discloses Wide Interest in Motion Pictures
While not complete the survey makes it apparent that a hitherto
unsuspected interest in cinematography has developed among educators,
and that many great schools have taken up seriously the work that is
exemplified in the S5.000.000 theatre experiment of the Rochester institution.
Concerning the Eastman theatre, it is announced that despite
troubled industrial conditions the house will open early in September as
scheduled.

Some Films Educational

Educational

— Film

great universities

A

tabulation of the facts ascertained disclosed that ten great universities have been or are now in the act of
producing one or more motion picture
films.
They are Yale University, Chicago University and the Universities of
Illinois, Indiana. Iowa, Oklahoma. Michigan. Nebraska, Wisconsin, and Utah.
Some of the films are educational, and intended for class room use; others are
educational and agricultural films for use
with adults as well as with children.
Yale University is now producing 100
reels of "Chronicles of American History." The rowing coach at Vale has had
slow films made of the crews in action
so that defective rowing may be discovered and corrected.
In addition to
the work of the Universities it is interesting to know that the State Department
of Public Instruction at Raleigh, X. C,
is preparing a film history of the state.
partial

The Bureau

of Education at Washington
3.000,000 feet cf films for teaching

has
Americanization; and various other government depaitments have become film
producers on a generous scale.

There are forty-three schools, colleges
and universities which have organized
centers for the distribution of motion
picture films.
Most of the films they
handle are educational or industrial.
These centers are located at Brown University and the Universities of Alabama.
Arkansas, California, Colorado. Florida.
Georgia. Indiana, Iowa. Kansas, Kentucky. Louisiana. Michigan. Minnesota.
Missouri. Montana, Nebraska, Nevada.

Oklahoma,
Wisconsin. North Dakota,
Carolina,
South
Oregon. Pittsburgh,
Tennessee.
Texas.
South
Dakota.
Utah.
Yermont, Virginia and
at

Iowa State College. Maryland State

College and Agricultural School. MissisAgricultural and Mechanical ColOxford College, Ohio. Rutgers ColWashington State College, Cleveland Normal Training School, Illinois
State Normal University, Kansas State
Normal School, Louisiana State Normal
sippi
lege,
lege.

and Michigan State Normal
School.
Interest in the use of motion pictures
for class room instruction has increased
rapidly. Nineteen normal schools, colleges and universities are now giving
courses in visual instruction. They are
Columbia University, Pennsylvania State
University, the Universities of New York,
Minnesota, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, North Carolina, Wisconsin,
Nebraska, California and Utah; North
Dakota Agricultural College, Western
Reserve University, Texas Agricultural
College, Cleveland School of Education,
Detroit Teachers' College and the College of the City of New York.
In Washington State schools are given
credit, when comparative ratings are being made, for the possession of stereopticons, stereographs and motion picture
projectors.
The Pedagogical Library of the Philadelphia school system has a department
of pedagogical films.
Thirty-four or more cities including
New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit.
Indianapolis.
Los Angeles and
San
Francisco are using pedagogical films for
School

showings

class

in

rooms and assembly

New York

spent approximately
$10,000 for this work. Los Angeles spent
approximately $25,000. The total schooi
appropriations were probably in
the
neighborhood of $100,000 during 1921halls.

1922.

Organizations Are Interested

There are

at present four great organizations tor the extension of educational
uses of the motion picture.
They are
the Visual Education Section of the National Education Association, the Visual

Education

Association.

the

National

Academy

for Visual Instruction, and the
Visual Instruction Association of America.

For several years Chicago University,
under the leadership of Dr. Charles H.
has
conducted motion picture
Judd.
studies of eye movements in reading and
arithmetical calculations.
Dr. Frank
N. Freeman of the same University has
conducted similar experiments in record-

in

ing

hand movements

in

penmanship and

Dr. McCloskey at
the use of tools.
Chicago University, and many others
ha\ e made careful scientific inquiries into
the use of motion pictures for pedagog-

in

ical

purposes.
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United Effort

Betterment

for

Work, of Producer Chief Expressed by
Official Organ of Screen Writers Guild

Confidence

in

NEW

motion picture industry and with the apparent desire of everyone in
to cooperate for its betterment.
"I thought I had some adequate conception of the vastness of the
industry but I was wrong," said Mr. Hays. "I did not begin to realize the
physical immensity of it until I visited Hollywood.
fingers.

Mr.

Hays seems to believe that there is anway to scotch the enemy. He is
going to try that way first.
He has a
other

make

to his opinion and what is more,
he is in a position to start his opinion
working.
"From a purely personal viewpoint,
we once disagreed with Mr. Hays.
are not sure that we fully agree with him,
(A thing which undoubtedly will
yet.
cause Mr. Hays a lot of sleepless nights.)
have held for some time, and wc
know that a great many others share the
same belief, that the motion picture industry should have so organized itself
when political censorship first appeared

that

all

pictures

sent

psychologically sound."
When asked what, if anything, he
found wrong with motion pictures and
with the making of them, Mr. Hays said:
"Nothing is wrong with motion pictures
except youth.
Whatever mislakes may have been made (and no one
denies that there may have been mistakes) were the errors of youth.
You
know, picture play-making is a matter
of less than twenty years in age and it
really cannot be expected fairly to have
the splendid stability, poise and standards of, for example, the press, which
has reached its present estate only after
600 years of endeavor. The motion picture has already accomplished the most
wonderful things, and before long its
severest critics will be warmest in its

—

—

praise."

"We Must

Support

Him"— Script

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OS ANGELES,

Aug. 15.— An expresconfidence in the work of
Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P.
D. A., is published in the current issue
of Script, the official organ of the Screen
Writers Guild of the Authors League of
1

sion

of

America, which comments editorially on
Mr. Hays' recent and triumphant trip to
the Coast.

The

Script editorial reads

His
"Will Hays has come and gone.
visit in our midst has been fraught with
a certain significance which we may not
overlook, despite the fact that we shrink

from awakening a more or

less lethargic

right

We

We

that it would have been a dead issue in
a very short time, merely by using what
we had at hand the screen itself.
"However, what we believe is another

—

matter,

now.

have

definite
program in mind. His desire to have
this program followed out seems to have
been strengthened during his visit. PTiat

to

a

from one that
has been urged from time to time bv

program

is

quite different

In Jhe
certain elements in the business.
(whether
first place, we have gathered
erroneously, or not) that he does not
favor using the full power of the screen
as a medium for publicity and propaganda in fighting our arch enemy the
reformer who wants to censor us and
everything else he can choke with his
perhaps chemically pure, but none the

—

all

of

its

will be
placed in another
theatre for an extended run.

Is New Record
The attendance for the week, according
to figures furnished by Hugo Riesenfeld.

was
Sunday

8,797
8,582
8.916
9,215
8.518
8.589
9,719

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

week
greatest

Total

for

The

62.336

previous

attendance

"Dr.

were during the engagement of
Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde" in March.

They

arc:

figures

Sunday

9,842
7,977
8,259
8,365
8,180
7,905
9,972

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

public and that Tie knows the American
public will do just that thing.
"Mr. Hays has a program, a way of
speeding the happy day. Mr. Hays is in
Mr.
a position to try out his theories.

$100,000 to Be Spent
By F. B. O. in Huge
Out-Door Ad Campaign

Total

(virtually by poputhe motion picture business itself) the leader, the field marshal,
in this war against unjust, needless star
chamber regulation and interference.
"Therefore, it is up to every man and
woman in this industry to give Mr. Hays

acclaim

in

every help, in thought, deed and word,
that he or she can to the end that he
may have the support of an undivided
industry in carrying out the plans to
which he has set himself."

Film Rentals Lower
Missouri Poll Shows
KANSAS

CITY. MO., Aug.

15.

—

exhibitors

in

the

"Show Me"

state

are
per

paying on an average of about 40
cent lower film rentals this year, as compared to last year.

The

that a depression has lead
the exhibitor to be more careful in his
buying, as well as more economical is
the reason for a lower film rental ex-

pense,

fact

according to Lawrence E. Goldcounsel of the Mis-

secretary and
souri organization.

man,

60,491

54,254.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

Aug.

which

15.

—A

billboard

Film
advertise
Booking Offices of America publications
in New York and Chicago, and eventually in every large city in the country, has
been arranged by F. B. O. Under the
terms of the contract more than $100,000
will be spent in this direct-to-the-public
advertising campaign.
By means of this new policy of exhibitor service F. B. O. pictures will receive
advance advertising equal to any pictures
in the field. The contract calls for many
replacements and a total of two hundred
24-sheets will be seen in New York and
a slightly larger number in Chicago. This

campaign,

campaign

canvass of film rentals just completed by
the M. P. T. O. Missouri shows that

week

for

The next high record was made by

Hays has been made

lar

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Hays seems

Broadway

first

"Deception" which played the Rivoli in
April
The figures are: Sunday, 9,214;
Monday, 7,536; Tuesday, 7,710; Wednesday, 7,572; Thursday, 6,911; Friday, 6.609: Saturday, 9,702. Total for week,

visit.

"Mr.

Aug. 15.— "Blood and

"Will H. Hays has been chosen leader of our cause.
He says that he hates
censorship
as
an
illogical,
limiting,
deadening, un-American thing.
That is
what we all believe.
He says that he
believes there are ways of making censorship die from sheer lack of exercise;
that the American public will send censorship to an early grave, unwept and
unsung; that he knows the American

reading public into a state of undue and

unseemingly excitability.
"So being unable editorially to ignore
Mr. Hays' all too brief sojourn, we must
honestly set down what we think of that

the

in

and Sand"
slimy

disgustingly

support of some of the newer efforts of
our association, such as the plans to
certain

YORK.

Rivoli theatre rethree week's engagement in that house. As early as
7:30 each evening it has
been found
necessary to stop ticket selling until
after the first of the evening program
is completed.
The theatre opens at noon
and an hour before that time each day
the ticket office line
has
commenced
torming. It is expected that after the
close of the Rivoli engagement "Blood

cords

it

less

Show

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Sand" has broken

August 15.— Will H. Hays has returned from his Hollymore firmly impressed than ever with the immensity of the

abroad correctly portray American ideal
and opportunities, and the consequent
inevitable
betterment of international
relationships; and the plans which artdeveloping with the educators of the
country to make classroom pictures which
are
pedagogically,
scientifically
and

New Mark at Rivoli
Figures

YORK,
NEW
wood

ktTT WAS indeed gratifying to find
A everywhere the most enthusiastic

Valentino Film Sets

the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

trip
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"Blood and Sand" Draws Greatest Patronage for Week

H. Hays

Impresses Will

August

will

continue during an entire

will

twelve months.

Receiver

Is

Appointed

For Baumer Films,

Inc.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

bankruptcy

has

Aug. 15— A petition in
against
filed
been

Baumer Films, Inc., producers, 8 West
48th street by J. Leonard Gehorsam,
Pauline R. Casselli, and Tremont Film
Laboratories.
Judge Mayer has appointed
Harry Kopp receiver under
$2,500 bond.
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Stories Told

by
the

Camera

26

Ruth

Hiatt succeeds Irene
Dalton as leading woman for
Lloyd Hamilton whose next
comedy for Educational is

"The Speeder."

Clara

Horton has been

se-

lected to star in a series of
eight five-reel pictures to be

produced by
ductions, Inc.

Morante ProMilburn Mor-

ante will direct.
ture

is

Initial pic-

"The Timber Wolf."

Here are Jackie Coogan, mother and daddy dear and Attorney Hall snapped after
superior court of California had awarded Mrs. Coogan guardianship papers and had
designated Coogan, Sr., "official manager." Application for guardianship was twofold to stop alleged gossip that infers that Jackie's earnings are being spent improperly and to protect little star should disaster befall his parents. This case is said to
be first in court history in which both parents have come before a judge in perfect
harmony and requested such guardianship. Coogan, Sr., is empowered to transact
all business in Jackie's behalf.

—

Yankee pep was instilled in the sales force of the Paris branch of Fox Film Corporation by William Fox, president of
company, who attended the recent annual convention at the French capital. Mr. Fox is seated fourth from the
right in the above picture. In addressing the French selling force, which is under the direction of Edward Auger, President Fox described the company's specials for the new season, devoting special attention to "Nero," "Silver Wings,"
"Monte Cristo" and others. Emmett J. Flynn, Fox Director, who made "Connecticut Yankee" and "A Fool There Was,"
also was in France and attended the convention.
the
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Partial view of the 30,000 motion picture people and laymen who crowded into the Hollywood Bowl to hear President
Will H. Hays of the M. P. P. D. A. deliver his forceful message on "confidence, cooperation and partnership." While
on the Coast Mr. Hays created a lasting spirit of harmony between the public and the screen.

"Don't book
says," L. F.

me on that one until I see what the Box Office Record
Wysockey of the Gem theatre, Oconto, Wis., tells H. A.

Wolfgram, Pathe salesman out of Milwaukee. After reading what
other exhibitors had said about "The Killer," a Pathe feature, the
Gem owner booked it. Watch for the September Box Office Record.

Beefsteak dinner tendered by Ben Schulberg, president of Preferred
In the picture are:
Pictures, to First National's "1-a-Week" men.
1. Ralph Lieber; 2. Al Gottesman; 3. Mike Levee; 4. Joe Burton; 5. Sol
Lesser; 6. Ben Schulberg; 7. Frank Steffy; 8. Nick McMahon; 9. Louis
B. Mayer; 10. Ben David; 11. O. K. Mason; 12. Bryant Washburn;
who produced "Rich Men's Wives" for distribution
14. Gasnier,
through the Al Lichtman Exchanges.

Frequently pictures of the great Fox Film
Corporation's offices and studio in New
York City have been published in the HERALD, but this is the first view of the company's headquarters in London. William
Fox, company president, recently visited
these office*.

August

26, 1922
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Another section of panoramic view of Hollywood Bowl (luring Hays meeting. This view shows a section of great assemblage and dais from which director general of the industry spoke. President Hays told the motion picture people that
he wanted them to consider him as a partner, not as a dictator or czar.

Thomas H. Ince was the only fire chief the trustees of Culver City could
find when the town's new engine arrived.
Community has grown so fast
that the city dads overlooked a fire department, using the modern apparatus
at the Ince studios.
Mr. Ince was made a chief by the Pacific Coast Fire
Chiefs Association in recognition of his fire prevention films.

Pictorial proof that latest outcry of
scandal mongers is blatant untruth.
Picture of Marshall Neilan and Blanche
Sweet taken day after press had announced separation of the newlyweds
in Los Angeles.
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Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holubar present an
American projecting machine to the men of
U. S. Destroyer MacDonough in appreciation
of the crew's cooperation in taking scenes for
"Hurricane's Gal," the new Holubar-Phillips
attraction for Associated First National.

Viola Dana, Metro star, reg-

Gramlich

Charles

COPPA'S
RESTAURANT

summer. The star is
work on "Page Tim
O'Brien," Harry Beaumont

istering
now at

role in

which

"The

in

stellar

Swamp Demon,"

being filmed in Everglades of Florida. It will be
a Charles Gramlich produc-

directing.

is

tion.

§•

ill!

ilMSIM* IBBil

'll||
l|

in

1

'in
iin
II

IN

!
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A

newcomer in the business.
Thompson who recently

N. T.

purchased the Majestic theatre at Wausau, Wis. Here's
loads of luck.

When

Priscilla Dean,
six years' absence she

Universal star,

III

This scene from the Cosmopolitan Production, "Face in the Fog," shows the splendid
effect of studio made fog. To obtain this excellent effect several men armed with
atomizers sprayed the air of the studio with minute particles of oil, thereby producing the fog. Alan Crosland is directing this story from the pen of Jack Boyle.

hit

Broadway

after

found royal welcome awaiting her.
This picture shows star at the Central theatre on the
special Priscilla

Storm."

Dean night during presentation

of

"The

Carmel Myers presents Edward Sloman

with, birthday
joking about sixteen candles, telling Director Sloman that each represents a birthday. Others in the picture: Pat O'Malley,
Alec B. Francis, Milton Sills.

cake which she baked herself.

Star

is

August
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Reading left to right: W. C. Bachmeyer, district manager of Metro;
F. J. Nugent, local manager for
Metro at Detroit, and S. H. Barrett, office

manager

at

is

Metro

J.

D. Brady, managers

Mr. and Mrs.

tiograph machines.

Brady have been

in

the

business

three years.

branch.

This

the

Mr. and Mrs.

of Exhibitors Supply Company of
Detroit, Mich., distributors of Mo-

Bob Codd

Niles, Mich., a

45

Three enterprising looking exhibitors from Detroit, Mich. Frank W.
Wadlow of the Virginia Park theatre;
Jake Sullivan, Delthe and
Maxine theatres, and Bill Haynes,
Harmony and LaV'eeda theatres.

Harry

E. Nichols, field
representative,
whose
pictures and stories of
current events appear
regularly in HERALD.

of

partner

the firm of Codd &
Angel, which operates
a chain of seven houses
in Michigan.
in

1

"
.
I

f

View

of the tented city and interior of mess lent at Oxnard,
of people camped out for several weeks
during the filming of George Melford's latest Paramount pro-

Cal.,

where thousands

duction, "Burning Sands."

New photograph

of Hiram Abrams, president
with one of four stockholders,
Mary Pickford. Star is wearing one of her
Jeanne Lanvin gowns designed especially for her
in Paris.
Miss Pickford is now making "Tess of
the Storm Country."

United

Artists,

picture of J. D. Williams, general manager of First
National, and Constance Talmadge, was taken while the distributor official was inspecting one of the big sets for "East Is
West," which will be one of Miss Talmadge's specials for the
new season. Miss Talmadge essays an entirely new role in this

This

film.
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August
Roget?
about

Something

really

should be done

this.

*

*

*

Bruce Mitchell, managing
from Hollywood and
eral weeks.
During

Al Kahn, who

ing activities, skilled labor, weather, crops,

merchandising and finance, to say nothing
of mction pictures.
Mr. Mooney recently returned from a
flying trip around the key city circuit and
conferred with First National exchange
managers in the interests of "One Clear
Call."
Incidentally he brought his old time
newspaper training into play and cast his
eagle eye over general conditions, the following being the result
Dayton, YoungsCleveland,
"Detroit,
town, Columbus and Cincinnati show a decided increase in employment in June over
May. Building activities are developing to
such an extent that shortage of skilled
building craftsmen is becoming apparent.
Extreme hot weather has hastened the
wheat cutting in Kansas, Nebraska and
Iowa, which, coupled with the transportation difficulties, has caused labor shortage
in the harvest fields.
"Bigger sales and practically all the
wholesale and retail business point to a
steady and marked improvement in the industrial situation throughout the Middle
Not alone is the improvement a
West.
marked one, but it is steady and gives every
indication of being based on sound and
In view of the falling
solid foundation.
money totals, although only
prices, the
slightly higher, show a much larger quantity of merchandise as being sold."
* * *

Horace Judge, who with Mrs. Judge,

vathe

cationed by touring New Jersey in
family flivver, declares that the trip was
not an entire success as during the whole
two weeks' journey ings he knocked over
only two traffic cops.
Before taking another trip he plans to practice up for the
improvement of his batting eye.
*

Dick Weil

of

*

*

Arrow

is

planning soon

to take a trip to The Bronx for atmosphere
to prepare himself to pound out a lot of
publicity for "Lost in a Big City," which

John Russell

is

making for Weil's com-

Lou

narrowly missed a
great trip last week. Eddie Bonns for a
minute contemplated sending Lou to the
Eisteddfod in Wales to garner of those
"bardic chairs" by perpetrating "There's a
Main Street in Every Town, But There's
Only One Broadway" on his ukelele. In anticipation of the trip Marangella tried to
translate the song into Welsh, but the "1"
and "y" supply was used up before he got
title

worked

*

*

*

*

which Gladys Hulette

is

featured.

in

New York

in

Mr. Craver said

tions in his bailiwick,

"Business is improving
Building operations are

many new

Southwest.
picking up and
espe-

in the

theatres are being built,
cially in the smaller towns."
* * *

Tom Wiley,

cherubic secretary of
holds the undisputed middleweight long distance championship as
His gem in the latest notice to
a lastliner.

the

AMPA,

AMPA

the

still

members

is:

"Yours for snappy innuendoes."
*

Maud Robinson

*

*

Toombs,

lining

demon

A. of Century Comedies, has returned
from a vacation spent in Hollywood,
where she says she didn't go to uplift the
She endorses
moral tone of the place.
Will Hays' statement that there is nothing
wrong with Hollywood or with the motion
pictures, which no doubt will cause great
The D. P. A. declares the
gratification.
greatest difficulty she encountered was in
preventing them making a star of her.
*

*

*

*

Robert Edgar Long has not yet been
libel by Blythe Sherwood. Miss

sued for

Sherwood recently joined Long's publicity
force and in sending out a press notice he
referred to her as "a brilliant feuilletonist."
Now wouldn't that drive you to your

up

is

fall

Eddie Lyons, accompanied by his charming better half, and smiling happily over
the fact that he had a new contract bearing the signature of Dr. W. E. Shallenberger tucked away in his inside pocket,
left for the Coast Saturday after a two
weeks' vacation spent in the wilds of a big
*

*

*

Pat Dowling, who

writes pieces about
Christie comedies, spent a few days in
New York last week visiting friends and
incidentally attending to some business for
his company. He is returning to the Coast
via Hartford, Conn., Boston and a few
other foreign seaports.
* * *

W

ill Hays vehemently denies that any
part of his duties to the film industry is
the settlement of family troubles.
He is
not inviting any more trouble than the
censors and other pests give him.
*
* *

Dr. Shalleberger is getting to be a regugadder. Just back from a long Western trip he's over in New England now in
the interests of "Night Life in Hollywood"
and "Lost in a Big City."
lar

*

*

Morris Schlank, who produced Hank
Mann. Broadway and Spotlight comedies,
is

in

New York

doesn't

for a month, but as he
presence in New York
won't say anything about him

want

known, we

his

being there.
*

*

*

Eddie Grainger has resigned from First
National and will join the exploitation
staff of

E.

Fred Niblo's opinion of censors may be
guessed at by a remark he made at the
luncheon given in his honor at the Astor
Mr. Niblo says many a dilast week.
rector makes a good picture which remains
a good picture until "the wrecking crew"
gets busy with it.

Federated Film

productions.
He spent considerable time last week with
W. Ray Johnston, vice president of Arrow, which may result in an interesting announcement in the near future.
* * *

*

the

P.

*

heads

Kansas City and Omaha,

city.

D. Craver of Virginia, who besides
owning the First National franchise for a
large part of the Southeast, is probably
the only citizen of distinction in his state
who does not boast a military title, is in
New York for a week. Speaking of condi-

*

Charles Gramlich of Charles Gramlich
Feature Films, Inc., is due in New York
this week and is bringing with him from
Miami the first print of "The Swamp Dein

so the plan

R.

*
*

over,

was abandoned.

pany.

mon,"

Marangella

the entire

remain for sevhis stay he expects
will

several production deals.
* * *

exchanges
one for Paul D. Mooney, the
urbane general manager of Louis B.
Mayer Productions, Inc., as an expert on
questions pertaining to employment, build-

director of

T. R. Coffin Productions, arrived last week

The WEEK in NEW YORK
SCORE

26, 1922

Goldwyn

Pictures, Inc.
* * *

W. Hammons,

tional Films, sails

day on an extended
will

visit

president

for

of

Educa-

Europe next

Satur-

during which he
the connections of his company

on the other

side,

trip

and incidentally take

a

peep at the general trade conditions.
* * *

Tom Terriss writes from London that
he is shortly to start producing work on
one of the plays in which his father, William Terriss, the renowned English actor
of the last generation, scored a hit. The
name and details of cast and production
will be announced shortly.
Marcus Loew,
who is in London, is conferring with Terriss on a series of Tom Terriss productions that will be published in this country
by Metro.
*

Some one

*

*

Bob Dexter at First National he resembled William H. Anderson
in his pince-nez nose pieces.
Lo and behold Bob has gone out and secured himself
a pair of cheaters that would put the tortold

toise family to shame.
Amber colored
hooks than run from the bridge of the
nose back to where the rabbit punch lands.
*

Victor Wagner, who has been conductor
of the Criterion Theatre orchestra since
that house was given over to pictures, hajs
resigned to accept a similar position

TOM MIX

always incorporates many thrills in his Fox attractions.
one of the big scenes in "Romance Land," his latest.

in the

new Eastman Theatre in Rochester. Mr.
Wagner has been succeeded by Drago
Janovich, who has been his assistant for
This

is

the past

two

years.

John

S.

Spargo.

A
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Broadway, N. Y. Sees
Turf Classic Also

—

Learns Exploitation
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Million Dollar Organization
To Create Exploitation Aids

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 15.— Main street
whether in Gopher
During the
Prairie or in New York.
noon rush hour a platoon of police
marched into the Times Square district,
traffic
from
cleared Broadway of all
Forty-third to Forty-fifth street, formed
the
keep
back
along
the
cuibs
to
cordons
crowds, and then the Sergeant in charge

Main

is

street

signalled to another sergeant stationed
at Forty-fifth street.
•A pistol cracked and four horses,
mounted by riders in regular jockey atdashed madly down
tire and colors,
Broadway in the direction of the Times

In the block between FortyForty-second streets a tape
had been stretched across the street in
front of the George M. Cohan theater.
At that point ended the first equine running race held on Broadway since the
days when Alexander Hamilton and
Building.

third

and

Aaron Burr went on location

in

Wee-

hawken.
After the excitement had died down a
was discovered on the back of each
jockey bearing the advice; "See 'My Dad"
at the George M. Cohan Theater."
stunt of Nat
It was only another
Rothstein's boosting the F. B. O. picsign

ture.

Three Hillsboro, O.
Theatres Are Bought
By Rosselot Brothers

Project Launched by Sol Lesser— Building to House
Concern Will Be Erected in Industrial

Center of Los Angeles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES,

August

—

15.
Sol Lesser, with his associates, has
launched a million dollar project, the purpose of which is the creation and
manufacture of every conceivable accessory for the exploitation and bet-

motion pictures.
with Mr. Lesser in the organization are Mike Rosenburg
and Irving M. Lesser of Principal Pictures Corporation and A. L. and
M. Gore and Adolph Ramish of West Coast Theatres.
Large Plant to be Erected in Los Angeles
A large structure to house the organization will be erected in the
In this edifice will be installed machinery
industrial center of this city.
and artisans who will create and turn out every available accessory that
film executives deem worthy for exploiting a picture.
Artists will be engaged and designers will have their shops in the building.
ter presentation of

Affiliated

The scheme, as Mr. Lesser
more harmony and

relates

it,

will bring

closer cooperation between the producer and the
exhibitor and exchange men. The nucleus
of the idea was obtained by Mr. Lesser
at a recent meeting of the Western MoAdvertisers
tion
Picture
(Wampas),
when he was one of eight speakers whose
topic was cooperation between the pro-

ducer and distributor.

Another enthused

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HILLSBORO,

O.,
Aug. 15.—Three
motion picture theatres in Hillsboro
have been acquired by A. H. Rosselot
and E. J. Rosselot. The brothers have
purchased the Forum and the Orpheum
theatres from George Rea, who will consider another theatre while vacationing
in

territories.

Time Ripe

identified
the city in

the past.

now

Own Theatre
And Select Pictures

which control over fifty-five theatres in
and about Los Angeles. The men with
whom 1 am associated in this chain have
often spoken about the necessity of closer

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, MO., Aug. 15.— The

pictures were selected by the patrons and the dynamo that supplied current for the second-hand projector was
run by a tractor, brought in from a farm
each time a performance was to be given,
the attendances averaging about 250. The
theatre recently paid dividends of So a

share and since then earnings above operating expenses have been added to a
special fund for operating the theatre in
winter when only a few patrons attend.

being made and those contemplated

for the future. I am interested keenly in
the West Coast Theatres. Incorporated,

Patrons

The

for Cooperation

"I am convinced," said Lesser, "that
the time has arrived where the producer
and exhibitor must link arm in arm to
further the success of the motion pictures

They have been prominently

week, on Wednesdays and Saturdays,
were given, an admission of 10 and 20
cents being charged.

distributor in so far as the Jackie Coogan
productions are concerned. These would
include a motion picture edition
of
"Oliver Twist" (speaking of the Dickens
film), Jackie Coogan walking dolls, stationary dolls and statuettes, beautifully
hand colored slides, elaborate sets of photographs of the star and the supporting
players, novel herald effects, beautifully
designed lithographs, cardboard window
cards, cardboard frames for production
stills
these and dozens of other novel-

the plan to open offices in New
"City as well, where a point of distribution may be maintained. These offices would come under the managership
of Irving M. Lesser. Shipments for the
East would be made from the New York
offices with the West Coast factory taking care of the Middle West and Coast

Brothers.
Rosselot Brothers
has been formed and both
men will devote their entire time to the
management of the three playhouses.

was sold at $10 a share. The cashier of
the local bank was designated to supervise the theatre.
Two performances a

Lesser Illustrates Plan
Mr. Lesser gives as an example the
accessories that would naturally be manufactured and supplied the exhibitor or

It is

& Company

KANSAS

a

York

Rosselot

motion picture theatre in Idana, Kan., a
small rural community, probably holds
one distinction, that of being owned and
operated by its patrons. Some time ago,
farmers organized a company and stock

Cummings and

—

the East.

in

Irving

ties.

The Palace theatre, owned by Dr. I.
L. DeHaas, has also been purchased by

with important industries

Lester Cuneo,
host of others.

SOL LESSER, who
lion-dollar
project.

has launched milmanufacturing
accessory

speaker on this topic was Motly H. Flint
of the Los Angeles Trust & Savings
Bank, Los Angeles.
Project Represents Million

cooperation with the producer. Now that
I am also more or less in the production
end of the industry, I more keenly realize
this necessity. I think this new project
will be one of the big stepping stones
toward bringing unison of greater magnitude between these two principal divisions of the motion picture world."

New

According to Lesser, the new project
represent close to a million dollars
before it will be ready to function.
It is the plan of Lesser to begin with

will

the accessories for his own pictures which
include the Jackie Coogan Productions,
in which the West Coast Theatres. Inc..
are interested, the Elinor Glyn stories, of
which Dorothy Phillips is now making
the first and in which Mike Rosenberg is
interested, the series of Dick Hatton,

Playhouse Ready

At Poplar

Bluff,

Mo.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

POPLAR BLUFF.

MO., Aug. 15.—
make its debut in Missouri this week the new Jewell theatre
in this city owned by Henry Turner. The

new

theatre will

—

house, which will seat about 600, is one
of the best equipped suburban theatres
in the state.
general admission of 10
cents will be charged.

A
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Film Stars Burned
In Big Tor est Fire
Members

of

Reginald

Kansas Board

New

August 21. It is probable that a business manager will be nominated as two
candidates
recently
nominated
were

—

Members
Angeles, Aug.
15.
Reginald Barker Company making scenes for Louis B. Mayer's production. "Hearts Aflame," were dangerously
imperilled in a big forest fire near Cranbrook, B. C. which for a time, cut them
off from all communication.
the

forced to decline the position, due to
pressure of outside business.
Plans for the next semi-annual convention of the M. P. T. O. K. at Salina.
Kan.. September 25 and 26, also wiil he
discussed.
The headquarters of the
Kansas organization have been moved
to
Eighteenth street and
Baltimore
avenue, Kansas City, with C. M. Smith,
secretary of the association, in charge
the

Marion Davies

in

a scene from "The

Young Diana"

(Paramount)

Wire

A

for

Aid

Welcomed Back
To F. B. O. in South

Fisher

J. M. Voshell, busimanager of the unit, after Louis B.
Mayer has dispatched Alfred Hamberg to

telegram from

ness

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

telegraphed the forest
the scene and
rangers and northwest to spare no expense in locating and rescuing the company revealed that a number of the members had been burned by cinders and

\\
Fisher was welcomed back to his
old stamping ground by
Orleans
film folks when he arrived here recently,

heat.

having

XE\V ORLEANS, Aug. 15.-Herman

New

been

All company now
to our rescue.
Cranbrook. Barker, Keenan. Xilsson.
Headrick, Hilburn, Mayo and myself
Mill destroyed and
cut off by flames.

came

P

Simpson, Richard Tucker, Stanton Heck,
Martha Mattox, Jean Standing, Jack Dill,
Walt Whitman, Lee Shumway and Ralph.
Cloninger.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

poration,

who

the present busily

at

is

making

final

recently

for

left

Califor-

engaged

in

arrangements for Arrow's

new product

for the season of hi
Dr. Shallenherger anticipates the
busiest and most flourishing year in his

•_'.*-

1923.

organization's history and is contracting now for a line of product which
will permit him to supply the demand
for big worth-while pictures.

Aug. 15.— Harry
Scott, former manager for First National in this city has joined the Pathe
its

Aug. 15.— W. E. SbaJS
Arrow Film Cor-

nia

Work on New

Start

DETROIT, MICH.,

organization as manager of
branch.

YORK.

lenberger, president of

\

Pathe as
Detroit Branch Chief

Sec
cott Joins

"The players who were in the (lange
included Frank Keenan, Anna Q. Nilsson.
Craig Ward, Richard Headrick. Russell

NEW

the

to

:

Wardens got us out.
burned.
Burned by cinders and heat but first aid
Had too
was all that was necessary.
leave case of unexposed film and tripod
logs

Cast in Picture

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

transferred

from IndianFilm Booking Offices of
America branch in this city. Fisher left
here last July to go to Chicago and
when Realart consolidated with Paramount he joined Robertson-Cole, now
the F. B. O.
Branch Manager Frank Jene has given
F sher his former territory and he is
around
renewing
old
acquaintances
ag^n
apolis

in

the fire."

Shallenherger to Line
Up New Season Films

.

The telegram from J. M. Voshell to
Mr. Mayer reads: "Entire cast now safe
Fire wardens
many hardships.
after

in

Manager

KANSAS CITY, KAN.. Aug. 15:—
meeting of the executive board of the
M. P. T. O. Kansas has been called for

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Los

Name

to

Business

26, 1922

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Barker

Unit Trapped by Flames
While Making Film

of

August

Vitagraph Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

-Detroit

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.,

Aug. 15.—

Construction has been started on the newexchange building for Vitagraph's Min-

MONEY
MAKING
IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully
by

Exhibitors to Build
By W. RAY ERNE
(Rialto Theatre,

Charlotte, Mich.)

Up Their Patronage
though
price,

they

you have an off night during the week (and who does

price patrons

not?), try this once in a while.

By

If

On

your best day or, in fact,
any time that you can get the
distribution, give your patrons
tickets admitting them to the
off

Our

night for
regular

cents and

10 or

15

admission

will
also.

full

which

make

for

First National

full

Takes
KANSAS

(Arcade

J.

A.

HOLMES

efficiency

in

Nine

Initial

Defeat

Holtville,

Cal.)

Admit One— Free

25

If

good for
them out through the theatre,
you get them twice in the same
week and that alone is worth
something when all eyes are

the First

been

theatre,

Accompanied By One Paid
Admission

CITY. MO., Aug. 15.— At

National team, which has
the
Kansas City Film
League all season, has been stopped. It
took the Vitagraph aggregation to turn
the trick and the league leaders were
humiliated by a I) to 6 trouncing.
Pathe-Crescent
Nat'onal
and
First
now are tied for first place with eight
last

ADULTS ONLY

we made our cards
15 cents.
By giving

leading

games won and one

lost.

Witwer Story Series
Acquired by F. B. 0.

Good Only

ARCADE THEATER

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Holtville, Cal.

NEW

turned out of doors.

Keep them in the habit of
coming now and there won't be
so much work to do next September. However, don't bookin cheap shows for this stunt.
Give them just as much as

features
service.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

cents.
is

paying
have

are

you

for

neapolis branch. The new building is to
be located at TO Western avenue.
It
will be the last word in fireproof
construction and will embody many new

YORK.

Aug.

15.

—A

new

series

H. C. Witwer fight stories are to be
put on the screen by the Film Booking
Offices of America. P. A. Powers of the
F. B. O. announces the purchase of the
screen rights for twelve of the popular
of

EDITOR'S

NOTE— The

above

is

a repro-

duction of a card given out by Mr. Holmes.
The date is put in so that it is good for
one certain night only.
Mr. Holmes did
not want to cut prices during the warm
weather, as it would be too hard to go
back to regular prices in the Fall. Hence
he tried this to bolster up his weak night

and

it

worked beautifully.

short

stories.

Production
at

the

R-C

will

start at

Stud'os

in

an early date

Los Angeles.

THE THEATRE
T
H
E

A
T
R
E

is one of
SID GRAUMAN
as a "big" exhibitor.

showmen properly referred
His welcome to Will H. Hays on
the occasion of the director general's visit to the West Coast is
current proof of his right to that designation.
Mr. Grauman's brilliantly executed tribute to the M. P. P.
D. A. chief is splendid theatre, building prestige for his own
playhouse and for theatres and motion pictures generally. It
establishes a notable precedent for theatremen to follow in
every city to which Mr. Hays' operations take him. "The Theatre" is proud to accord it this space.
(Incidentally, for those who look only on the money side,
Paramount's "Borderland" could not have been given better
to

"exploitation.")

the few
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Herald" Field Man
Snaps Adaptable
larly

is

representative

who

ican theatres,

knows good

adaptable.

HARRY

E.

NICHOLS

shows definite signs of
improvement throughout Michigan
and Wisconsin.
While the change is
not as yet of such marked degree as to

Rothstein

The book (an
of

is

ill

fitting term in this
size and runs
It is in straight black

newspaper

twenty-two pages.
and white, save for front and back cover
pages, and displays its vast content matter in better-than-newspaper style.
It
steps far ahead of the great bulk of compaign literature by giving graphic pictorial and text account of the sensational

Michigan and Wisconsin exhibitors are
working hard to keep things moving in
the proper direction.
Here are some
instances of the type of exploitation being used, selected because of their adap-

New York

exploitation of the picture described in this paper some weeks ago.
Details of the remarkable police department tie-up used in introducing the
feature to each community are set forth
in such fashion as to insure utmost usefulness. Press quotations from publications of standing are provided in plenty.

tability.

First National's "The Half Breed," exploited
Gem theatre at Oconto, Wis., a city

by the

of

bottom

4,530

population

things by using his
exploitation of his pictures.
The snapshot shows the car decorated during the run of "School Days."
Remarkable enterprise is shown by
L. F. Wysockey, Gem theatre, Oconto,
Wis., a town of 4,500 population, as is
shown by the photograph of his exploitation for "The Half Breed."
visit
I
many cities many times as large where
less is done for attractions of like magto

the

own motor

of

for

nitude.

When I dropped in on W. E. Schuttenhelm, manager of the Hancock theatre

Accessories to meet every contingency
are listed and depicted.
Newspaper advertisements for every
type of theatre, ranging from one-inch
tabloid set-ups to multiple-column layouts, are offered in wide variety. Cooperative enterprises involving every resource available to every exhibitor,
many of them not previously sounded,
are outlined in brief but illuminating
style reflecting the sure-mindedness of
the author.
In brief, since attempt at exhaustive
resume in this space could only work injustice to the composition, the work is
complete, practical, helpful. Not many
campaign books merit those adjectives.
Exhibitors, whether or not they use
the picture, and campaign book writers
generally, should get a copy and read it.

Production of Novelty
Series Featuring Child
Screen Star Under Way

"The Belle of Alaska," American Releasing
production, enjoyed this matinee attendance
at the Hancock theatre, Detroit.
Detroit, I found him playing "The
Belle of Alaska" to such matinee business
as is seldom seen, even in school vacation.
He posed the crowd for the
camera and explained that by giving the
children boxes of crackerack he keeps
in

them
As

Manager Van Dyke of the Vaudette theatre
at Kau Kauna, Wis., advertised Warner
Brothers' "School Days" with his own automobile.

i

Compiles Best

case)

arouse jubilant cheering, it is evident that
the trend is steadily upward.

L. Slowinski, owner of the
O. K.
theatre at South Haven, Mich., send?
his program all around the city every day
by a very simple device. He has reached
an agreement with the leading grocery
and market of the city whereby delivery
truck ballyhoo is made a permanent feature.
The total cost to the O. K. is the
preparation of the banners and a season
pass to driver and family.
At Kau Kauna, Wis., Manager Van
Dyke of the Vaudette theatre goes righ;

l

piler.

BUSINESS

"Peacock Alley," Mae Murray Metro production, advertised by
O. K. theatre. South
Haven, Mich., a tie-up paid for in tickets.

Nat

JUST? 52-5? ITC^-i!

Inc., has prepared for exhibitors buying
"In the Name of the Law" a campaign
book greatly surpassing in point of completeness and practicability anything of
like character brought to the attention
of this department in many months. It
is at once a service brochure of sterling
value and a shining tribute to the insight,
showmanship and industry of its com-

has travelled over 100,000 miles visiting Amerexploitation when he sees it. He contributes the following article.

By

TlT 5T J?

ROTHSTEIN, advertising director
NAT
of Film Booking Offices of America,

Not all of it is reported reguthrough established channels. Harry E. Nichols, "Herald" field
best exploitation

I

26, 1922

Campaign Boofy

Exploitation
The

August

almost constant attendance.
I said, these examples of showmanship being practiced are selected because
of

in

their

adaptability.

These

men

are

using them successfully and others can
use them as well.

Production on the first of a series of
two-reel "specials" starring Arthur Trimble, the screen's newest starlet, is well
under way at the Hollywood Studios,
Inc., where the largest unit of this plant
has been engaged for the year's work.
According to Frederick G. Becker,
Master Trimble's director, this series
promises to be one of the salient features
of the short subject calendar for the years
1922-1923. The series, according to Mr.
Becker, will be novel in story, treatment

No secret is being made of
allowance for each publication
which will average about $22,000, it is
and action.

the

cost

stated.

Prior to his elevation to stardom MasTrimble received a liberal screen
education in the various Hollywood stuprincipally Paramount, Fox and
dios,
Century, where he supported many great
screen stars in exacting roles. He is five
years old.
ter
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1

Mean Money

Short Subjects

The Article Below Is Reprinted
The "Herald" of November 20,
Applicable

w

to

By
1

Current Conditions

Request From

920,
in

A

The percentage

lirty-nine.

Theatre

the

And A Comedy

»

Comedy," attached to the end of newspaper advertiseAnd
lents in comparative Agate, is a peculiarly persistent relic of the dark
ges of the theatre. The trade should eliminate it.
Of half a hundred current advertisements at hand it appears in
"

as Directly

is

unreasonably high.

practice is fundamentally and economically wrong. It came into
eing naturally enough when comedies and other short subjects were oblined at insignificant prices and for insignificant purpose, during the
filler" phase of the short subject's development.
But that stage is past.
The time is at hand for a change of policy.
Short subjects are not insignificant as regards rental prices today.
Neither are they that in point of production and distribution costs,
or as concerns the talent employed in their making.
Much less than either are they insignificant in their importance to
le screen program.
It is obvious that they should be given proper significance in adver-

The

tional.
The latter, of course, embraces
the travelogue, the scenic, the news reel,
the industrial
and such oddities
and
novelties as are frequently obtainable.
Of these, at this time, the public knows
the comedy market best. Here identification, and hence recollection, is by individual, usually an actor or director. There
it is true, one
or two educational
publications easily remembered, and these
have become popular, but comedy is preeminent in this connection.
It is with the comedy, therefore, that
the exhibitor should make his test. When
he has made it and become convinced that
the short subject merits advertising in

are,

keeping with

program importance he

its

will naturally accord subjects under the
educational classification like treatment.

sing.

facts.
They need not be demonstrated. No excountry today selects his short subjects as "fillers."
The amazing thing is that 78 per cent of the exhibitor body, by a not
^fallible test, does not register this knowledge in advertising.
The characteristically pioneer exhibitor-advertisers have accorded the
hort subject proper position in advertising.
At least two instances of
lis are recorded in succeeding pages of this department.
It is high time that proper reform was effected.

These are known

ibitor in the

X

as in

this,

all

exhibitor calculations,

the public should be given first considration.

It

upon the public that the

is

beatre depends absolutely for

its

success

and only by giving the public
wants can any exhibitor build up

failure

r

•hat

it

profitable business.

This fact should never be allowed to
Hp into the background.
All too freuently

it

slighted

is

for other

consid-

given atpromises made by a produc-

rations, the rental prices of a

action, the
ig

organization,

arties

who

theories

members

are

engaged

ut not actually

advanced by

of the industry
in direct

dealing

the theatre public.

ith

Those who make a proper study of
leir

patronage

know

the part that the

hort subject plays in the choice of

mo-

on picture entertainment.

Those who
comment of the ticket-purhasing element know that Mack Sennett
more widely known than the majority
sten to the

i

f

n,

dramatic directors, that Charles ChapHarold Lloyd, Larry Semon, to men-

a scant
representation,
are more
idely recognized by name and face than

ion
ie

majority of stars.

They know
Educational,
ther names

that

Sunshine,

Sharp Contrast

To Lloyd Film
kk rPHE

Ballad

the general public, a more definite meaning than the brand names of the rank
and file of feature length productions.
There is a simple explanation of this
circumstance. It is denied by none that
good comedies are less plentiful than
It is
good feature length productions.
natural, then, that the names of good

of
Fisher's
Boarding
Pathe two-reel dramatization of Rudyard Kipling's poem, is being
exhibited with striking effect in combination with Harold Lloyd's Associated Exhibitors feature, "Grandma's Boy," at the
Roosevelt theatre, Chicago. The selection

comedians and good comedies should be

of

more

readily

remembered than

the

names

of other good actors and their vehicles,
exactly as a good general's name is re-

membered while an equally good motorman's name is forgotten.
#.

#

*

But the reason

for the condition is less
The big
important than the condition.
point for the exhibitor-advertiser to grasp
is that the advertisement of a better short
advertises
subject than his competitor
will in many instances bring to his theatre more patrons than the advertisement
of a better feature length production.
That is of utmost importance.
Consider the proposition carefully. Test
it by local conditions and past experiences.
Go further than that. Make a specific
test of it by preparing your advertising
in accordance with it at the next opportunity.
The result will prove the truth of it
conclusively..
* * *

Christie,

Roach, Reelcraft and many
have a definite meaning to

Kipling Story

Short subjects are divided naturally into
two classes, the comedy and the educa-

House,"

program content

The

is

admirable.

short subject, a brilliantly executed

cross-section of

life

and love among char-

water front, teems with
deadly seriousness throughout its colorful course and terminates in a tragic
ending of compelling impact. Subtitles,
lines from Kipling's poem, lift it far
above the rank of obvious melodrama.
It leaves a deep impression.
Upon this impression the Lloyd mirth-

acters

of

the

.

maker strikes fire as flint upon quartz.
Each attraction scores the more effecbecause of the other's juxtaposition.
Balaban and Katz, offering the entertainment, display a keen sense of screen
values and set a precedent which it is not
probable may be improved upon by other
showmen using the Lloyd production.
Ask your exchange to screen the two
tively

together.
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Ford Auto Day

J\CKSO>—

BATTERY

m mi*
^
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Auto Supply Co.

W.

T. Pate Auto Co.

Emporium
High Clot

tVcmendooa

FORD DAY

FORD CAR
$15

Thr

Mii**agc!

CORD TYPE TIRES

AatdtnobiU

A Ford
Deserves

Painting

NOTICE

Vill<uxl

PANTAZE
CAEE

735

Williams Drug

in;

12 15

Ills

I

US

Capital Auto
Paint Shop

Store

ABOVE — Double

truck
for
Paramount's
the Continent," featured in Ford
at Jackson, Miss., and explained in C.
L. McDonald's "Theatre Letter."
Lobby frame at Miller's theatre,
Wichita, Kan., containing representation for
First National's "The Crossroads of New

"Across

Day

CENTER—

(See Stanley Chambers' letter.)
of the floats in the Ford Day
parade at Jackson, Miss., an occasion announced by mayorial proclamation and heartily participated in by Ford dealers, press and

York."

BELOW—One

public.

Anyone Can Stage
"Ford Day"
THEATRE EDITOR.

A

Exhibitors Hkkald.
Dear Sir

and advertising
putting over the
Reid picture, "Across the Conti-

Enclosed
material

Wallace

find

that

I

clippings

used

in

nent."
I

W.

tied

up with the

T. Pate Auto

Ford

distributors.
Co., one of the largest
had only six days to
local

We

in the South.
10,0<)0
advertise.
rounding territory,

The parade was about two
the streets.
miles long and according to the papers here,
"surpassed in length and interest any other
parade ever staged in the city."
All kinds of flivvers were in the parade:
$400 in prizes, merchandise, parts, etc., were
given as prizes.
two-column front page
story the following morning filled my house
to capacity and stood them in line the first

heralds covered sur6,000 cards mailed to

Ford owners telling them about
Convention and Parade" and the

the
play.

"Ford

Two

daily newspapers entered into the idea and
gave us plenty of space. The mayor issued
He ina proclamation for "flivver day."

cluded the picture in the proclamation.
Traffic was suspended while the parade

had six floats (flivvers) telling
passed.
I
them about the play, leading the parade,
while I "spieled" it to the thousands on

matinee performance.
I lost money on the show by not having

enough

seats to take care of the overflow.

This Ford Day idea is nothing extraordinary at all, but the exhibitor cannot rea-

how the flivver owners will get together
on a proposition of this kind. The merchants will co-operate by offering special
lize

etc., as they did here.
The newspapers are always willing to cooperate, as
it is of general interest and helps the advertising end.
Our dailies carried a twopage spread with my streamer at top with
liberal sprinkling of dope on the play.
I
consider this the best tie-up I have
ever put over, and it was easy after the
first day.
The idea goes like a prairie fire.

sales,

So many lizzies were lined up for the
parade that we had to send after enough
musicians to make up a third band to
furnish the "circus" twang.

The

total

exceed

fifty

cost (theatre's share) did not
dollars.
This includes newsstuff, heralds, cards,

papers and out-door

flivver tags, etc.
Incidentally, I turned
entire lobby
over to the Ford Company, who turned it
into a regular lizzie factory.
Hope that you have returned from your
vacation so that this story will strike right,
because the Ford might help some other

my

exhibitor through a hot summer.
Very truly yours,

Mcdonald,

c. l.
Istrione theatre, Jackson,

Miss.

DEAR MR. McDONALD
Agree

that

it's

the best tie-up you ever

put over, and this with due realisation of
some great ones in the past. Agree, also,
that it may help some other exhibitor, in
fact a great many, through the Summer.
On behalf of each of them, and us. many
thanks.—W. R. W.

-

:
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Lobby Typical
The

7TTT

of

Miller
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WE WANT TOMMY

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
Enclosed find two photographs of our
frames, which we thought perhaps

lobby

would be of interest to you.

Very

truly yours,

STANLEY

CHAMBERS.

N.

Miller theatre. Wichita. Kan.
*

*

*

DEAR MR. CHAMBERS:
You were right. They are of interest.
They bear out the impression of the Miller
that we'd gained from photographs of the
house, from your house organ, and from
your advertisements. It is a mighty good
impression. The frames are mighty good
jrames.
That brand of uniformity spells
showmanship. If. R. W.

—

Still

A

Serve

Program

Is

Interest
Holder

plying exclusive material for the oc-

nalyses

Showmen

\ N advance

"Suggestions in the
Stills" survey on "Our Leading
Citizen,"
Paramount
production,
was an important part of this department's contribution to the Anniversary (June 24) Number of the
"Herald,"
the
Famous PlayersLasky division of exploitation sup-

casion.

The above

is

a

reprint

the

of

lobby sketch offered in that issue.

The photograph reproduced below
shows

adaptation

its

John

by

Carroll, manager of the
theatre, Asheville, N. C.

Another

B.

Imperial

practicability

demonstration of the
of this department's

exclusive

advance

exploitation

service.
The present issue contains a "Suggestions in the Stills"
survey of "Her Gilded Cage."
Read, and use, it.

The house organ of the Miller
theatre, Wichita, Kan., is an interesting publication. Stanley Chambers, managing director, sees to
that.
He calls especial attention
to the

following contributed article

which appeared in a recent issue
under the heading, "My Impressions of the Miller Theatre," and
over

the signature
business woman."

am
WHEN
both mentally
I

of

tired, just

"a

tired

awfully

tired,

and physically, then
like to turn my steps toward the Miller
Theatre.
Its dim. cool depths have the
lower to soothe me.
Its roomy, soft
•eats rest me.
Its calm, unhurried atnosphere relaxes me.
\\ hen I am sick of the humdrum of
vork. the petty details and responsibiliies of business, then the Miller Theatre
>ffers me a deviation from the coramon>lace.

a taste of luxurious leisure.

When

walk slowly across one of its wide ex>anses,
marble about me. satin and
elour
and
gold
fringe,
ponderous
livans. slender tall lamps, quaint dullramed mirrors, quick silent uniformed
ittendants, and beyond in the glowing
Hystericus depths of the theatre the low.
xulting voice of the organ or the
riumphant crash of the orchestra. I
m transported into another world in
vhich I am a being without cares, a
day world in which I am a princess free
o do what I will, free to turn my atention and thoughts to the pleasures
nd the ideals of a freer, higher exist
nee.

Someone before me must have
vhat

my

realized

needed in its play
noments, must have known even before
ne just what my mood would be. for
vhen I finally sink down in one of the
soul

ool, soft seats, the stories that flash
my enchanted eyes are never
ther than in complete accordance with

>efore

ny desire and
nclodramatic

1

my

mood.

There are no

blood-and-thunder

fictions

0 irritate me. No maukish sentimentalises to sicken me.
No veiled salacity to
>ffend my sense of good taste.
Instead
am given the tales of real men and

the problems that
come to
beings to harass them and try
them, the suffering through which they
pass in order to grow and develop to
I live these moments
their best selves.
of their lives with them, see into their
hearts when moral struggles wrench
them, rejoice when I see them choose
aright,
and experience their remorse
when the\- have chosen wrongly. In a
way. their moral problems become mine,
aiding me to a broader and clearer
vision as to what my own duty should
always be, and creating in me finer
and stronger ideals.
In the lighter moments I am given
of
hearty.
unashamed
the
delight
laughter over some incongruous situation of some very human and ordinary

women,

and timely

human

Thus

There is no slap-stick atcomedian.
tempts at being funny. Then there is
the News Review selected with a view
to giving me a glimpse of the very
things
paper,

that interest me in my daily
often accompamed by a clever

all

fable or animated cartoon.
sides of my nature are appealed

and appeased in this marvelous and
lengthy program of pictures, lights and
music.
Moreover, the theatre has come almost
to

me what a club means to a
any night I drop in. I meet
countless numbers of my frieni's and
acquaintances.
I
have never felt a
stranger in this theatre, even upon the
to

mean

man.

first

very

to

for

night

I

friendly

visited

it.

for

atmosphere

there

always

is
a
pre-

vailing.

In view of all the material and spiritual
enjoyment and benefit the Miller Theatre has afforded me. I can only say that
the architects who planned it. the contractors who executed it. and the management whose vision it was. and whose
present mode of conduction has given
the final perfect touches, have been
thoroughly successful in creating an exquisite

and harmonious whole.

M. R.

P.
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Dinner scene emphasizing

title

26, 1922

makes

excep-

tional still

Composite still especially prepared for illustration of the exclusive "Suggestions in the Stills"
survey of "Her Gilded Cage" presented herewith. Costumes worn by Gloria Swan son are cited
as basis for style show presentation.

"Her Gilded Cage"
Rich in Theatre

received a dozen protests to the newspaper, you can fake a few. Write a letter
condemning this sort of advertising and
protest against the appearance of such a
notorious person.
You can then answer these objections,
if not in the news columns of the paper,
in an open letter published as an advertisement. Your answer is that although
Fleur D'Armour's press agent hitched a
bad reputation on her for publicity purposes, to the best of your knowledge, the
French artiste has led a blameless life
and belongs to the ancient and blueblooded Pettifils family and is the sole
support of an old uncle and an invalid
sister. You believe her appearance should
be permitted. However, you invite further expressions from your patrons.
When you think the town is properly

them Fleur D'Armour is
by Gloria Swanson
"Her Gilded Cage" which you will

steamed up

tell

the character played
in

Suppress

play soon.

all

announcements

for the picture until you have spilled the
beans.
This stunt ought to work up the entire town and there will be nothing unfavorable in the reaction when you finally

the truth. Furthermore, you will have
sold the story, which is a good one to
tell

Possibilities

sell.

"Her Gilded Cage," Paramount production featuring Gloria
Swanson, is rich in theatre possibilities, stills indicate. In the following "Suggestions in the Stills" outline written exclusively for "The
Theatre" by Russell B. Moon, Paramount exploiteer at New Haven,
first run men are presented with data and plans of incalculable value.

THE STAR
Gloria Swanson
RELEASE
September
SOMETHING OF THE STORY
A

young French girl submits to a
LOT OF UNSAVORY NOTORIETY FOR PUBLICITY PURPOSES IN ORDER TO PURSUE
A STAGE CAREER, WHEREBY SHE HOPES
TO GET ENOUGH MONEY TO CURE AN INVALID SISTER.
exhibitor has a chance to spring
a splendid newspaper hoax. Several
weeks before the picture is even announced, he should take space in the pa-

HE

per advertising:

"Fleur D'Armour, For-

mer Favorite of King Ferdinand, Will
Be Seen Here Soon."
Follow this with advertising even more
screaming: "Do you want to see Fleur
D'Armour, Former Favorite of King
Watch for Further AnFerdinand?
nouncements!"
If these ads were supplemented by inexpensive hand billing, the town might
be further aroused.
After you have conducted advertising

on

this

line

for a while,

if

you haven't

Spectacular scene from picture rich in sug-

Bizarre crap-shooting event suggesting street

gestion

exploitation

Another possibility is the fashion show
which is almost inevitable for a Gloria

Swanson

Paramount has prefor the Herald showcostumes worn by the "best

picture.

pared a special

still

ing all the
dressed actress

on the screen." This
ought to make the tieup easy to arrange.
There is a chance, however, to vary
the usual fashion show. Get seamstresses,
sewing classes, and the women in general, to compete in a contest to see who
can most nearly copy one of Gloria's
gowns. The most successful gown will
be placed on sale by the department
store, and the price given to the maker.
This ought to be prize enough. In this
way the contest is made worth while, the
department store and the theatre get a
lot of advertising, and neither has to lay
out any cash.

The
with a

gilded cage idea can be linked up
model winnumber of stores.

Leg-painting

A

episode suggested as basis
fad story

of
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Admits Failure

ToWin Success
TH.

Eslick of the Hope theatre,
Dallas,
arranged with the
"Times-Herald" for an old clothes
campaign for the benefit of the
Fowler Home for Children during
the
run
of
First
National's
.

am Doroihy

Phillips

"Trouble."

On

the

campaign,
ald,"

local

strength

of

a

which the "Times-Herorganizations and civic

in

Commanding

leaders combined, the Hope theatre
was granted permission to erect a
huge sign that dominated the main

•^ou'ler

you

Home

w

malt a

for Children.

<& times

ihm

MOPE

THEATRE

[care fit<1&fo#
placed /ji

jss

An

tfi/cftJS

Mw Sheave

Suggested as model

for

individual

r

vigorous

Cobby-

prologue

make-up

iow would be one
canaries

;he ceiling.

on

in

which

a

lot

square in the city, announcing the
campaign, its purposes and the run
"Trouble" at the Hope.

of

cages were suspended from
Bird-stores ought to jump in

in

of

The

this one.

a real live beauty shop in
town it can tieup with the fad introduced
ny Gloria in the picture of having designs
painted on her legs. This rather bizarre
proceeding can take place in the window
and I'll guarantee the crowd. Of course
the advertising should tie up with the
theatre and the picture. There is a still
If

there

is

extensively in the newspapers.
If

a brief

and inexpensive prologue

is

week the

Hope

the plea that the exploitation campaign on "Trouble" had not been a
success for the little children and
that many clothes were still needed
to further the work of the home.
Eloquence and logic combined to
make an effective plea. The Hope
theatre was granted permission to
keep its sign up another week, with
the result that "Hurricane's Gal"
looked down on Dallas for another
prosperous seven days.
W. F. E.

showing how it is done.
There is another still showing three little pickaninnies in costumes such as no
negro ever wore before or ever will wear
again. They are shooting "craps." Imagine what a sensational ballyhoo it would
be if three darkies were dressed to resemble the characters in the picture and
would tour the downtown streets rolling
the bones at the important intersections.There is a scene showing a banquet in
i huge gilded cage.
This is a prologue
.suggestion or, better still, a tieup with a
restaurant. The cage could be built inexpensively out of scraps of lath. There
would be a big table, and a special program and the restaurant advertise it very

following

played First National's "Hurricane's
Gal" starring Dorothy Phillips. The
city officials were appealed to with

S2& 25S5 2525 25 55 25 25 25 25 25 2525
desired, a popular local singer might render the old ballad, "Only a Bird in a
Gilded Cage." This song can be obtained

2525 25 25 25 2525 25252525 2525 25 2525"
general
streets

shown

desirability.
They paraded the
that order, bearing the sigris
in the illustration.
in

from any music dealer.

You

could

make

slide of a gilded
cage, and throw it on a white screen behind the singer, to give the impression of
a bird actually singing from within the

a

cage.

Duo Enacts
Moral

of

Picture
"Selling the story" for exploitation is always advisable, and
always difficult.
Selling the
"moral" is held by many to be
the next best thing. It isn't so
hard to do.
"Turn to the Right," Rex
Ingram Metro production, was exhibited at the Strand
theatre,
Schenectady, N. Y., the "moral" was sold to
the public by simple, adaptable and
probably effective means.
The photograph shows the "selling argument."
Two men were employed for the work,
one dressed in the sort of attire commonly and erroneously attributed to

WHEN

Pictorial

suggestion for effective expository
prologue

crooks, the other attired in the sartorial

accoutrements commonly associated with

"Before and After" ballyhoo employed for
Metro's "Turn to the Right" by the Strand
theatre at Schnectady, New York.
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Contributed Survey
Shows Merit of
Lobby Display
"Trimming the Lobby

to

Trim Hard Times"

is

the original and

survey of theatre lobby display as practiced in the Southwest, contributed to this department exclusively
by the exploitation division of Associated First National Pictures,
fitting title of the following

"The

Call"

Silent

Inc.

should read

Perhaps the greatest

more

up a front is
than
bourgeois

theatre,

last au-

tomatically.

it.

PUTTING

Strand

the

The water came

can be made.

AH

at

Waco, Tex.

something
buncombe.

Construction of constructive lobby fronts
bard times.
builder
in
is
a business
There are many things that may repel
Those that atabout a lobby front.
tract are usually divided into two classes:
the beautiful and the unusual.
Wherefore we introduce first, the
lobby of the Rialto theatre, San Antonio,
Tex., where the management used the
trellis garden effect for summertime enticement during the run of "Smilin'
Through."
The brick garden wall of

make cutouts

initiative that has

ready

come to notice recently was offered by
the Empress theatre,
Oklahoma Citv.

theatre,

Abe Levy, manager of the Strand
Waco, Tex., gave a double dem-

Okla., during its playing of "Rose o'
the Sea" starring Anita Stewart.
The

onstration of this during the last month.
For the run of "The Lotus Eater" he

manager worked in his trellis doorways
productively and erected a beaver board

ing it easier
appeal.

capitalized

to

tropical

the

of

settings

of

the

twenty-four sheet cutout, superimposing

on this the figures of John Barrymore
and Colleen Moore in the starring and
feminine roles respectively. The
announcing Marshall Neilan's
"The Lotus Eater" was suspended between the palm trees by wires invisible
at night and hardly noticeable during
A bar running between the
daytime.
tops of the trees carried cutouts of the
producer and the leading members of the
leading

lettering

house between the two, taking

light

cue from the

his

and theme

of the early
incidents of the story.
Then to cap
the display, made attractive by the hand
lettering a portrait of the star on the
walls of the light house, he installed a
light in the top of the house that burned
title

cast.

A dull purple light concentrated on this
display after twilight, gave it a tropica'
illusion
of
the
effect and heightened
swaying palms and beating
mounting of the title on a

surf.
visible
of the

The
blue

week
cloth during the iatter half
gave a skyline atmosphere in the background and added another
to

artistic to;ich

the display.

Widely d'ffcrent but equally synchronwas the. Strand's lobby for "The
Call."
Here Manager Levy used

izing
Silent

"Rose
"Smilin*

Through"

at the Rialto theatre,

the Sea" at the Empress theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

of

San

Antonio, Tex.

every evening while the performance wis
on.

England was replaced by a more familiar
The
lattice work interwoven with vines.
title
above the lattice work: "Smilin'
Through" was a genial welcome, emphasized by the use of Norma Talmadge's
name in letters that ran vertically down
both sides of the main title. The lettering itself produced a doorway effect that
spelled a hospitable greeting.
Appropriateness to the story is always
compatible with a novel lobby front by
picking out the unusual scenes of the

was

It

a

beacon of guidance

to

lost

looking

for

expect some one to pull the

line

souls

Oklahoma

in

City

good entertainment.

We
that

this

new;

many

that

theatre
managers before have gone in for light
housekeeping.
To forestall the quip
we'll add that the manager of the Em-

press

is

isn't

the

first

who

exhibitor

light housekeeping
his natrons.

right

in

does

his

front of

all

Larger Houses Booking
"Gas-Gil-Water"

at the Criterion
Atlanta, Ga.

theatre,

Well

painted drop of falling snow and the
outlines of firs' with a golden moon and
the head of the dog, Strongheart, silhouetted against the spotted white cura

The foreground was a snow
covered landscape, hand painted, with the
tain.

lettering: "Filmed in the Land of
and Snow 'The Silent Call.'

at the Strand,

Waco, Tex.

The papei
for lobby emphasis.
on First National productions is designed with th s view in mind renderstory

Ice

Weekly

additions to the

and
throughout

ger

Founded on

Known Wilde
more
the

list

Play

of the bigtheatres

important
country which

played Select's "A
indicate
portance"

Woman
that

of
the

No

have
Im-

special
the

founded upon Oscar Wilde's play of
same name is being especially well

re-

ceived, says Select.

Its

Chosen at random from the list are
Kunsky's Madison in Detroit, Fred J.

around in his hand lettering and called it
The thought of
"Oil, Gas and Water."
striking pay wells in Georgia was too
much. Oil must come first before gas

in
Louisville, Lisbon's
Cincinnati, the Fox theatre in
Denver, Markowitz's Strand in San Francisco, the Hope theatre in Dallas, LowModern and Beacon theatres in
rie's
Boston, and the Castle theatre in ChiThe picture played the Strand in
cago.
New York only a few weeks ago.

The

Atlanta,
Ga.,
introduction of oil
wells for the lobby front exploitation of
The scenic painter
"Gas, Oil, Water."
was so excited over the prospect of a
real
display that he twisted the title
Criterion

theatre,

scored a scoop by

"The Lotus Eater"

Select Film

Doole's

Walnut

Alamo

in
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Window

next door to theatre utilized

in tie-up

A

At Coney
graph's

Island,

Henderson's theatre, on Surf Avenue, used this ballyhoo during the run of VitaIrish Rose."
The four-day engagement was steadily accompanied by intensive

"My Wild

enterprise.

Wild Irish Rose"
Defeats

Coney

Odds

week before

* was

arranged

twenty-four

sheet.

the opening a drop

accommodate

to

A

gilt

frame

the

was

painted around it and this drop was lowered during the overture and some of the
acts of vaudeville which required no special setting.

Three

days before the opening the
arranged.
A large cut-out
made from the twenty-four-sheet poster
was placed in the front of the house. The
lobby

was

Island
lobby was decorated with crepe paper
showing Irish lads and col'eens doing folk
dances. Green bulbs replaced the white
ones in the lobby and palms and other
green shrubbery gave a decided green appearance to everything. Irish flags were
used extensively in the decoration, and
as a centerpiece a large harp draped
with the Irish flag was used.
On either side of the theatre and going

down

the marquee were strings of
flags giving the exterior of the theatre a
carnival appearance. Streamers of green
lights were hung from the top of the theatre to the marquee, and on the opening
night large quantities of green fire were
to

burned to attract attention.
During the showing- a donkey hitched
to a jaunting car and driven by a typical
Irishman attracted ihe attention of the
crowds at the Island. Within the street
around the theatre were
lights
the
changed so that the green bulbs supplanted the white ones.
The cafeteria next door to the theatre
a special window display. An oil
painting representing the twenty-foursheet was used for a centerpiece. The

made

Lobby

view,

showing display
seven days

maintained

'•ITZTZjZTi TC

window was bordered with shamrocks
and a large shamrock in the center made
the tie-up announcing the showing at
Hendersons. A pleasing effect of green
and rose color was obtained by bottles
of pickles and beets. Large quantities of
wax paper in green and rose color were
hung in festoons from the ceiling of the
window, and strips about one-quarter
inch wide were placed about the bottles.

T'l

"v

1Z 7Z

.

T

TZ1Z7ZTC

"

•-'

jZ~

Boy Showman's

at

At Coney Island, seventh heaven of ballyhoo, "My Wild Irish
Rose," Vitagraph special, was triumphant over the exceptional odds
there encountered in a four-day run ending on Sunday. The following contributed story of its exploitation is an extraordinary bit of
business literature.

THE

few wild roses here and there completed the display.
At night this window gave a fairylike
appearance and added to the artistic
value of the theatre's exploitation.
The oil paintings furnished by Vitagraph were attractively displayed in the
lobby and the lights announcing the
showing of the production were arranged
in red and green so that at a distance
they gave the impression of a huge rose
bud.

Success Shows

Art

in

Demand

FONARD GRAY,

T

member

of

15 years of age, sole
the Playmongers, Chi-

cago's better theatre organization, to support the motion picture in preachment and

contributed

practice,

importantly

to

the

growing fund of theatre triumphs when
he rented the Dearborn theatre, neighborhood house, contracted for two features
of foreign make, advertised them himself,
and in a single evening turned a profit of
$175.
"Of course it wasn't done for money,"
Leonard told us in all seriousness, "but it
just shows that the people do want good
pictures."

were "The Cabiand "The Golem."
Both had been shown at the Dearborn
previously, each in a double feature bill
including Western subjects, according to
the young showman, and neither had been
warmly received. But by means of programs, heralds and tickets printed with

The

net

pictures exhibited

of Dr.

wood

Caligari"

such design as to
purchasers with a desirable
memento of the occasion, people appreciative of the type of entertainment offered were attracted to the theatre in

leave

cuts, the latter of

their

the numbers indicated.
This by a boy of 15, in a city full of
competent showmen at a time when $175

not despised as an evening's profit,
is
proves a good many things which each individual

may

select for

himself.

It

pro-

one good marketable idea
for practically any showman to capitalize.
vides at

least
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Hodkinson Announces Its Program
Of Pictures for Fall Publication
Months Includes Seven Feature
Productions and Six Series of Short Subjects;
Declared to Be Company 's Finest Output

List for First Three

A
tion

complete
schedule

specials

several
of

revision

early

to

outstanding

the

of

publica-

the

with the advancement ot

autumn

features

of

is

one

the

fall

program as announced by W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation.
Seven special feature productions and

sales

six series of short subjects are contained
It is one of the
in the announcement.

most important presentations ever made
by the Hodkinson Corporation, and is
the result of weeks of concentration and
planning of the sales control board
which was organized by Mr. Hodkinson
last season.

"Veiled

Woman"

This is a
published September 3.
adaptation of Myrtle
screen
Marguerite
Reed's "Spinner in the Sun."
Snow is the featured player.
"Married People," Hugo Ballin production featuring Mabel Ballin is set for
September 17. This is a prize-winning
Marie
society drama written by Nell
Dace, a Chicago stenographer.
Irene
third
the
Shoulders,"
"Slim
Castle picture, will be issued on SeptemIt is a six-reel society drama
ber 24.
by Charles K. Harris, noted song writer,
and was directed by Alan Crosland.
be

six-reel

The cast includes Rod La Rocque,
Warren Cook, Marie Burke, Anders
others.
Carrilo and
the
trade
dissenting voice
press acclaimed "Slim Shoulders" the
best picture that Irene Castle ever made

Mario

Without a

it

is

McKim, Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort,
Claire McDowell and other well known
Benjamin B.- Hampton players.

said.

tion

October

issue

will

"Affinities,"

"Mind Over Motor,"

a

Mary

"Affinities" is a
of married life with country club

play the leading roles.

atmosphere

Haven"

six-reel Ben. B.
Hampton production will be published
on October 29. "Heart's Haven" is a

"Heart's

of

a

drama by Clara Louise Burnham

pre-

another

Mary

produced by
story
Ward Lascelle, will be published NovemThis is one of the Rinehart
ber 19.
which
Trixie
in
"Tish"
comedies
Friganza plays the leading role.
Rinehart

Roberts

Many

Short Subjects

"Hope"

the fourth Triart production
in the series of Great Masterpieces will
be issued on September 3 and marks the
beginning of the distribution by Hodkinson of five other series of short subjects.
These include six Chester comedies: a
series of Bray productions known as
"Technical Romances"; a series of Bray
comedies; "Fun from the Press"; and
"Days Afield with Rod and Gun."
The program covers only the first three
months of the autumn season with subsequent pictures to be announced later.

"Rice and Old Shoes"
First of

Roberts Rinehart story adapted and produced by Ward Lascelle. It is in six
Colleen Moore and John Bowers
reels.

comedy

production

Will Rogers in the role of Ichabod Crane,
be issued on November 5. This is
declared one of the most important productions ever announced by the Hodkinson Corporation. Lois Meredith is one
of the featured players in the cast and
Mary
others are Ben Hendricks, Jr.,
Foy, Charles Graham. Downing Clarke,
Reinold.
Bernard
Robert
Ayerton,
Devine and
Sheridan Tansey, Jerry

The

Hodkinson Corpora-

15,

Clancy's

will

Story from Rinehart

On

Stearns

Carl

"The Headless Horseman," adapted from
"The Legend of Sleepy Holiow," with

others.

The first picture on the schedule is
"The Veiled Woman," a mystery drama
produced by Renco Film Company to

Randolph,

by a cast that includes Rober'

sented

first

Carter

Is

DeHaven Films
DeHaven comedy

to

by Film Booking Offices of
America has been titled "Rice and Old
Shoes" and will be given a publication
This is the first
date early in the fall.
be issued

a series of DeHaven comedies, production on which is well advanced at the
R-C Studios on the West Coast.
The initial picture was previewed in
California and in a New York neighborof

hood theatre, and in both houses won
numerable laughs.

in-

STAR

and her principal support

new

Katherine

MacDonald

"Heroes and Husbands," a

in the
picture,

First

Na-

tional attraction.

Author Praises Screen
Version of His Story
Starring

Hope Hampton

William Dudley Pelley, well known as a
magazine and scenario writer, with half a
dozen films written or adapted by himself
being published this autumn, has written
Hope Hampton Productions expressing
enthusiasm over the treatment given his
story, "White Faith" in its adaptation as a
starring vehicle for Hope Hampton.
The
picture will be published in the early

fall.

The author

states that the film version has
gone far beyond what he originally conceived in the matter of the story's screen
possibilities, after

witnessing a screening of

the picture recently.
"I realize," wrote Mr. Pelley, "that it is
a rare thing, in the business of writing
photoplays and continuities, for an author
to see finished upon the screen work of his
which conforms in an absolutely satisfactory manner with the original conception of
the picturization of his plot. You are to be
congratulated for the striking and lavish
manner in which you have put the story on
the screen."

Christie

Launches National

Ad Campaign on Comedies
Such prominent Christie Comedy stars
Bobby Vernon, Neal Burns, Dorothy
Devore, Viora Daniel and Vera Steadman are appearing pictorially this month
and in September, respectively, in the
Saturday Evening Post and
the Ladies'
as

Home

Journal.

popular comedy players' pictures are the basis for national advertising of Christie Comedies distributed

These

through

SCENES

Educational

The Educational and

from two American Releasing: features. Left, "Queen
Right, "Timothy's Quest."

of the

Moulin Rouge."

Film

Exchanges.

Christie companies
are planning this year to make the Chris
tie comedies better known than ever.

——

NEWSPICTURES
W

\JLTITH a view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the
News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established

* FINAL EXTRA *
KINOGRAMS
Crash Kills 38

No.

Missouri Train
Against Ants
Evangelist
Canoeists Arrive at

2170:
Scouts

— Boy

Meade

Soldiers

ADAPTS "HERALD"
COPY TO PROGRAM

Review

in

1,000

Baptizes

department.

War

—
—Canadian
Wins Swimming
— Helen Wainwright
Motor
Test — Dancer Tours New England
Bungalow — Oarsmen Race on Schuylkill — WaltParade— Pick!'ord-Millcr

—Camp

this

MAJESTIC ISM

New York

in

ham, Mass.,
Wedding.

1'oungsters

I

KINOGRAMS

No.

Mrs.

2171:

—
—

Jack

Pick-

Orphans Minneapolis Firemen
Give Party to Orphans Appoint President of
Exposition
to Be Held at Philadelphia
World
Only Living Son of Soldier of Revolution Walter Hinton and E. Pinto Martin About to Make
New Minister From
Flight to South America
Panama Girl Masquerades Eight Years as Truck
Driver St. Louis Stages Style Carnival Launch
Planes From Battleship Deck Machine Detects
Falsehoods Yanderbilt Yacht Wins King's Cup.
Entertains

ford

—

NEWS

PATHE
No. 64: Beach Athletes Perform on Surf Boards Waltham, Mass., Kiddies'
Welcomes New Archbishop
Parade Milan
Dynamite Cincinnati Homes to Save Them
Trenton Woman Has Pet Duck Free State
Many Baptized at OakSoldiers Take Limerick
Vienna Acrobats Perform on Giant
land, Cal.
Coal
in
Indiana German
Mine
Ferris Wheel
Workmen in Fete Territorial Specials.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

PATHE NEWS

No. 65: Crack Shots in ConColony Increases Population Missouri
and Injures Many Lie Detector
Proves Falsehoods Palm Beach Raccoons Dip
With Fair Swimmers Portugese Flyers Arrive
Six-Year-Old
Brazil Japanese Honor Perry
in
Swimmer Tows Boat of Seven Passengers
Air Pioneers Prepare for Flight to Brazil Fort
Worth Player Catches Ball From Height of

— Seal

Kills

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Feet

315

— Territorial

specials.

NEWS

Flivver
SELZNICK
No.
1064-c:
Evangelist Preaches With Paintings and Poetry
Icebergs in North Atlantic Duck Is Woman's
Pearson Voted Most Beautiful
Pet Virginia
Back Rogers Hornsby Sets Home Run Record
Woman Evangelist Draws
in National League
Sarazen and Armour
25,000 to Oakland, Cal.
Defeat Hagen and Kirkwood on Links Society
Attends Southampton Street Fair Pickford-Mil-

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Wedding.

ler

SELZNICK

EWS

J. W. GlenIndia Sail From New
York St. Louis Stages Style Carnival Lie Detector
Shows Falsehoods Long Island Police
Guards R. R. Shops Missouri Wreck Kills 38—
New York-to-Brazil Flyers Test Plane Moose
1

Marharajah

and

istir

—

No. 1065-c:

of

Plentiful in Canada
Title at Chicago.

—

—

—

—

— Miss

America Wins Hydro

FOX NEWS

Tug and Crew Vanish
No. 88:
in Explosion in East River
Girl Swimmers Try
for Day Cup
Eight Killed in Chicago Gas Tank
Explosion
Bell
Dies Snails Ravish California
Town Chicago Car Strike French Ambassador
on Vacation Japanese Government Inspectors
Visit Islands
Newport Yacht Club in Astor
Cup Races German Model Airplanes in Meet
California Cowboys in Rodeo.
FOX NEWS No. 90: Ne,,. York Fire Chief
Home From Europe Woman Evangelist Baptizes Many Converts
Indiana Governor Declares
Martial
Law in Coal Strike Hair Dressers
Convene at St. Louis Memorial Bridge Dedicated
Chinese River Banks Destroyed by Landslide
Divers Prepare to Salvage Lusitania Jap-

—

—

THE PATHE NEWSPICTURES are shown in this theatre every
MONDAY, TUESDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Imposing Festival Duck Is Woman's
Companion House Cut in Half as Neighbors
Quarrel Chicago
Motor Boats in Race at

anese in

—

—

Pageant of Progress.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Premier

C. L. McDonald, Majestic and Istrione theatres, Jackson, Miss., makes
admirable use of the special newspicture advertising copy prepared by
The above
this department and offered to showmen in previous issues.
is an exact reproduction of the box on the second page of the Majestic
house organ, where it occupied about one-third of the available space.

is one of many
utilized the copy prepared by this department in various
ways. The efforts of all have tended, through publication of the same
text, toward approximation of a national advertising campaign for the

Mr. McDonald

who have

newspicture.

For the benefit of those who have
exhausted the supply of copy provided, and for exhibitors generally,
a new series of advertisements will
be introduced in the next issue of
the Herald, this department.

No.

63:

Honors Denby- -India Mob

Japan-

Burns

Made Cloth — Woman Evangelist BapHundreds — Free State Troops Take Lim— Milan Welcomes New Archbishop— Fire
Destroys Long Island Homes — Pickford-Miller
Wedding — Territorial specials.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 64: Yachts
Race for King's Cup— Japanese Cabinet Poses
Flo Ziegfeld at Home— Lloyd George
Action
W. Glenister Sails for Europe— Experiment
—
Proves Bears Like Jazz — Women of India Join

AT YEAR'S END
the past year as recording an
"unprecedented list of news beats," Don

Citing

Unknown

Foreign

Princess
stated,

erick

Xews one hour

J.

Fight for
tleship

Home

— Launch

Rule

—Territorial

specials.

Planes from Bat-

Fox News,

Soldier and the wedding of
Mary, scenes of which, it is

tizes

in

in chief of

expressed himself as well pleased wish
the showing made and voiced his confidence that the organization is "off to
another year of unusual promise."
The filming of Mt. Vesuvius in eruption is pointed to by the Fox News head
as its greatest accomplishment during
The burial of the
the period ended.

were put on Broadway

in

Fox

before the closest second
arrived, are cited as next most notable
efforts.

As "exclusive" the picture taken of the
war painting, "Pantheon de la Guerre."
is listed.
The race up Mt. Wilson is also
included in the list of "scoops."
During the year the staff was enlarged.

over 1,000 over the world,

and prizes for the best work
done by staff members were made a permanent feature of the service.
is

stated,

PATHE TO HAVE
NEWS "SERIAL"
"The Log

of

SC-1"

the

chosen for the Pathe

is

the

title

Xews motion

picserial" record of the 8,500
mile seaplane flight from
York to
Brazil.
Xegative will be rushed back to

ture

"news

Xew

Xew

York

from

the

various

points

touched by the voyagers, for developing,
printing and publication as a feature of
the next semi-weekly Pathe Xews issue.
These and other details were agreed

Xews

CITES "BEATS"

Hancock, director

now numbering
it

upon

FOX NEWS HEAD

—

—

——
—

—

ese

I

I

—

—

—

Wreck

I

transport you in a chariot of light to the birthplaces
of adventure and romance. I give you world vision.
am travel, study, immeasurable wealth, at your service.
demolish distance. I speak the universal language of sight.
am your passport and your instant conveyance to the far flung sectors of
Civilization's advance. I am the Xewspicture.

am' the Xewspicture.

—

—
—

test

I

a conference
between
Editor
Emanuel Cohen,

at

Pathe
Pilot

Walter Hinton and the navigator, Dr. E.
Pinto Martins, a few days before the
start of the flight.
Also present were

Thomas Baltzell, Editor Cohen's final
choice from his cameramen staff to make
the photographic record, and George T.
Bye, the member of the party representing the New York World.

J.

SELZNICK NEWS
A SUMMER REEL
Selznick Xews No. 1064-c has been
as an admirable example of the

cited

newspicture for summer exhibition, rich
in cooling content and brief as to instories.
The importance of
dividual
building the newspicture in so far as is
compatible with news judgment to fit
the season is apparent.
The reel cited contains views of icebergs in the Xorth Atlantic, scenes
taken at Southampton, rival of Xewport
as a summer resort, and special poses
by Gene Sarazen. new U. S. Open Golf
champion.
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DIGESTo/PlCTURES oftAeWEEK
MORE
many

evidence of the recognition, on the part of
of the foremost people of the country

who

are interested in preserving and strengthening the moral

Company and School

contained in two letters

is

recently received.

One

of the

addressed personally to Jesse L.

letters,

from Ben B. Lindsey, famous Judge of Denver's
juvenile court. The other is from Mrs. Robert E. Speer,
president of the National Board of the Y. W. C. A.
is

It will

Valentino

(

persuaded

His interest

staunchest champions.

reached a climax, so to speak, when he was

in pictures

to

appear personally

in the role of a juvenile

"The Soul

court judge in the Realart picture.

Judge Lindsey's

of Youth."

business

am in the various angles of the moving
human angle and I want to congratulate
Company and School prospectus, copy of

interested

— especially

—

the

f

urnish me.
Court dealing mostly with humans has
One is that people are only children grown up;
taught me many things.
Every
like children, they always need school training and understanding.
I am delighted to
great business should conduct a school for its workers.
know that that is exactly what you are now doing, and that too in so complete, magnificent and original a fashion that I am sure it will justly earn
for the Paramount Company and the people working with you the cordial
support and enthusiasm of a public already enthusiastic over the big, fine,

quarter of a century

"As you know.

have

I

to

a

in

splendid things that Paramount

is

little

doing.

from certain
The good really so
some quarters is "far
of course, room for important and new
patience

with

the

clamor

quarters against the so-called evil of moving pictures.
far outweighs the evil

that emphasis placed upon

Nevertheless, there

steps towards perfection

could be done

tion

business

by

beings in

it,

than

stimulating,
to

whose

entertainment

ness,

is,

in

art.
Surely no finer thing in that direcwhat you are doing for the human side of this
educating, energizing and inspiring the human

in

every

fine qualities

and

it

we

all

owe

so

much

in

the

way

of happi-

instruction.

am sure that this latest effort of Paramount will add new favor to
you have already so well earned from the great public that you serve
this, one of the greatest enterprises that has yet appeared in our civiliza"I

that
in

tion.

Sincerely

BEN
"Probably no other event
film

industry,"

yours,
B.

LINDSEY."

in the entire history of the

says a statement

from Paramount, "has

aroused such wide-spread public interest and received such
universal

Stock

commendation as has

this

Company and School and

announcement of the

the

general plan and rules of conduct for

publication
its

of

its

interesting story,

It

members."

(Paramount) is a producwhich practically takes the gamble out of the business.

may

is

Length,

tographed.

excellently directed

and

finely pho-

five reels.

"A GIRL'S DESIRE" (Vitagraph)

is a comedyand pleasing vein with the star, Alice
Calhoun, performing in her usual effective manner supported by a strong cast. It is five reels in length.

drama

of a light

"DUSK TO DAWN"

(Pathe) stars Florence Vidor

be said to have almost an Universal appeal for

which while probably not as strong as some
of her former pictures, will nevertheless "prove thoroughly satisfactory to her followers. The story is intriguing and holds interest throughout, although the
theme is far-fetched as a whole. Five reels in length.
in a

vehicle

"THE COUNTRY FLAPPER"
presents Dorothy Gish

ity)

in

(Producers Secur-

a grotesque role,

sur-

rounded by an excellent cast of players. The title is a
good box office draw and it is a first-class comedy for
the state right market. F. Richard Jones of "Molly O"
fame directed it.

"NICE PEOPLE" (Paramount)

is

primarily

a

good William DeMille production, thirdly a fine vehicle for a lot of good actors,
It's modern in subfinally a first rate motion picture.
ject and treatment, dealing with jazz and its handmaids
It
It doesn't preach.
and dealing well and fairly.
enterIt
doesn't
advocate.
just
It
doesn't bemoan.

good

story, secondarily a

tains,

but

it

does that important thing extraordinarily

well.

"THE BONDED WOMAN"

(Paramount)

is

Betty Compson's latest starring vehicle. It is a strong
and interest-holding sea story with plenty of suspense

"BLOOD AND SAND"
tion

It

I

you upon the Paramount Stock
which you have been good enough

just.

any yet made by the popular
has a smooth running and intensely

office feature as

screen actor.

letter follows:

"You know how

from

box

ive a

"MY DEAR MR. LASKY:

"A

Pictures Exploi-

This product ion featuring Lon Chaney supported by an all-star cast should prove fully as attract-

tation).

be recalled that Judge Lindsey has always been

one of the screen's

picture

Fred Niblo directed Rodolph

in the feature.

"FLESH AND BLOOD" Western

forward step toward

a great

is

the realization of their ideals,

Lasky,

legitimately comparable with the best things that have

formation of the Paramount

fibre of the nation, that the

Stock

is

been done for the screen.

it

and no little love interest. A very pleasing attraction.
Richard Dix, John Bowers, Ethel Wales, William
Moran and J. Farrell MacDonald are in the cast.

LON CHANEY

FLESHjAND BLOOD
(WESTERN PICTURES
EXPLOITATION)

directed

and

Cummings,

by

the popular Griffith
by an exceptional cast, together with a good

certain

lent

work

moment.

As an escaped

convict,

Wallace Reid and Behe Daniels
(Paramount)

in

"Nice People"

who avoids

re-arrest by disguising himas a crippled tiddler, Mr. Chaney is
excellent
opportunity for the disgiven
work, of
play of some fine character

SPECIAL CAST IN

self

which he takes full advantage.
Mr. Chaney has surrounded himself
with such well-known screen personages
Edith
Roberts,
DeWitt Jennings,
as
Noah Beery, Jack Mulhall and Ralph
'

Lewis,

of

all

The story

whom
is

are splendidly

one that

is

cast.
to

conducive

David Webster, played
by Mr. Chaney, escapes
from prison where he had been sent on
conviction of a forgery charge of which
he was innocent. Making his way by a
devious route to Chinatown, he is hidden
away by Li Fang, a prominent and educated Chinaman who pays a debt of grati-

a

lot

serious

of

thinking.

tude by protecting the escaped prisonei
from Detective Doyle, a sleuth who
never fails to land his man.
Learning that his wife has died and
his daughter has
changed her name,
Webster plans to wreak vengeance on
Fletcher Burton, the man who was responsible for all his troubles. Going into
a mission to escape a face to face meeting with Detective Doyle, Webster finds
daughter in charge of the mission.
He also learns that the mission is being

his

supported by Fletcher Burton.
revealing

his

identity

to

his

Without
daughter,

Webster calls on Burton and confronts
him with evidences of his villainy, and
secures a signed confession.
At the critical moment Burton's

Ted,
ter,

ster

son

accompanied by Webster's daughenters and to his amazement Weblearns that they are in love and

asking

Burton's approval to their
wedding, which has been refused.
Unobserved Webster listens.
Burton, after
a glance at the hidden Webster, changes
his mind and consents to the wedding.
After the
departure of the young
couple, Webster fights
battle
with
a
himself.
Shall he continue in his vengeance and ruin the life of the daughter
he loves, or shall he forego his vengeance
and return to prison and allow his
daughter to continue to believe he."
father
dead.
Love finally conquers.
Webster tears up the confession and
drops the pieces on Fletcher's desk.
The fadeout shows the prison gates
for

should

make "The

offering

picture

halting

title,

Country Flapper" an exceptional

as a drawing card
to be enhanced by his excelThe
in "Flesh and Blood."

is based on a much out-of-theordinary story, distinctive in theme and
most excellently portrayed without a

of

surrounded

box-office

graphed.
Lon Chaney's value
is

(PRODUCERS SECURITY)
star,

Irving
photo-

finely

IN

COUNTRY FLAPPER
The name

Supported by an all-star cast this
picture should prove fully as attractive a box office feature as any
yet made by the popular screen
It has a smooth running
actor.
and intensely interesting story, is
excellently

DOROTHY GISH

closing on the innocent convict who has
returned voluntarily to life behind bars
in order that the daughter's life may not
be clouded.

IN

NICE PEOPLE
(PARAMOUNT)

A

than the good
play
it's
made from.
Satire,
comedy, drama, blended in Wil1 i a
DeMille's
incomparably
deft composition.
A today story
with today and tomorrow stars
giving it their best. Six reels and
better

picture

m

seems

less.

"Nice People" begins by laying bare
the evils that lurk in jazz music, dancing, philosophv. etc., and ends by proving them not inescapable.
The theory
that "nice people" simply do not do
un-nice things is at once exploded and

The

working out
this
comfortable miracle make up a
great
story
about people everybody
knows. Everybody will like the picture
if they like pictures and are conscienceestablished.

incidents

free.

DeMille works
the sake of the
bers of the cast

Nagel,

his players solely for
story.
Leading mem-

— Bebe Daniels, Conrad
Reid, Julia Faye, EdMartindel — register and are reWallace

ward
membered

in that order.
DeMille and
the story top all.
Doting parents, flappers, jazz hounds,
modernists, reformers, subscribers to all
and any of the anti and pro philosophies
of the day, will find something to like,
something to dispute and, most important, something to talk about in "Nice
People."
Briefly, it's first rate screen.
The story runs:
Theodora Glouster, permitted by her
indulgent father to have her fling, is
forced by the conventional storm to stay
over night at a country house alone with
Scotty Wilbur, also a nice enough perBilly Wade,
son, who drank too much.
son of soil, caught in storm, drops in to
chaperone but leaves too early in the
morning.
Father and friends disbelieve
Fingers are pointed.
Theodora's story.
Wade returns, assumes management of
farm, puts Theodora to work, falls in
Scandal
love with her, she with him.
Happy ending follows.
starves to death.

to state right buyers.
Straight comedy throughout, well
directed and photographed. Five
reels.
Directed by F. Richard
Jones.
There have been many flapper pictures since that specimen of humanity
introduced herself to the American public,
but "The Country Flapper" is different from other flappers and this picturization of the flapper is different from
other flapper pictures.
The story of the small town flapper
provides a fitting vehicle for the display
the
excellent
comedy talents of
Dorothy Gish and she is ably aided and
abetted by such sterling thespians as
Glenn Hunter, Harlan Knight and Mil-

of

dred Marsh.

The

is almost plotless, but
in
and the handicap of a lot
of claptrap title which are intended tc
be funny, the swift action and many

picture

spite of

really

this

humorous situations following in
make the picture an un-

rapid sequence

usually
dull

entertaining

feature

without

a

moment.

The

small town

setting

of the story
big city audiences, but urban theatre goers will recognize the country town drug store as a

may seem overdrawn

to

thing of reality and several of the characters, while enlarged upon for motion
picture comedy purposes, will not appear as total strangers after the picture
gets away from metropolitan theatres.
The production has many winning exploitation angles and should go over big
It is
if full advantage is taken of these.

seldom that state right buyers are offered
a

star

whose work

in

recent years has
to the

been confined almost exclusively
biggest

of

feature

productions.

GOLF
(

YITAGRAPH)

Larrv Semon has chosen
teresting

and

it

subject

for

its

a widely in-

latest

comedy

should prove a strong attraction

for fans of this sport

not

his

and those who are
Larry shows

followers as well.

how the parlor can be converted into an
acceptable golf course with water hazards, bunkers, and everything.
The scenes on the golf links afford
numerous opportunities for funny situations and "Golf" is well up to the Semon
brand of comedies.
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FLORENCE VIDOR

ALICE CALHOUN IN

BETTY COMPSON IN

THE BONDED WOMAN

A

a strong, virile story of the
sea containing sufficient love interest and suspense, human appeal and thrills to make it a
pleasing attraction, and cause
spectators to overlook the illogLength,
7,178
sequences.
ical
Philip E. Rosen director.
feet.

Comedy and drama

of

a pleasing

and entertaining vein is this latCalhoun production.
Alice
est
The star performs in her usual
effective manner and is supported

by

a

strong

cast.

Beautifully
directed

photographed and ably
by David Divad.

In this story of plain folks the popular
star is' given excellent op-

Paramount
portunities

the display of her

for

emo-

— not

exceeded even by her
work in "The Green Temptation," genMiss
erally conceded to be her best.
Compson is supported by an exceptionDix.
Richard
ally strong cast including
John Bowers, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Ethel Wales and William Moran.
Miss Compson portrays the part of
Angela Gaskell, the daughter of a sea

tional talents

loved

is

Lee

by

a

wreck

ship

vivid

scene,

by

John

tion.

.

Soon she learns that she does not love
Marvin and decides to devote her life to
A large
the regeneration of Somers.

sum

of

money

is

stolen

and Somers

is

suspected of being the thief. He makes
no denial and is discharged, later wandering to the South Seas, where Angela
She finds him intoxicated
follows him.
and he refuses to have anything to do
Angela goes aboard Somers
with her.
sodvessel, and while he is in the cabin
den from drink, she deliberately heads
it.
the ship for the rocks, wrecking
With Somers she takes refuge on an
love
island where he reforms and falls in
I hey
with Angela and she with him.
conare rescued by Marvin, a sailor who
money.
the
of
theft
the
to
fesses
Somers is cleared, becomes the master
with
of a ship and the story closes
Angela and the man she has reformed
happily married.

Reports Playgoers Films
Meeting Hearty Reception

In

her

"A

Girl's Desire."

production

latest

(Vitagraph)

Alice

Cal-

theme of which is
not necessarily new but which serves,

houn has a

story, the

nevertheless, as effective material for her

entertainment of the light
variety with a smooth running trend
throughout, the various situations tending
talents.

It

is

to please rather than excite the observer.

concerns a man who has
plot
achieved great wealth as a result of which
his wife has become an aggressive social
climber, with the marriage of her daugh-

The

crowning goal.
There are many beautiful shots and interest is well sustained. Supporting Miss
Calhoun are such players as Warner
Baxter, Frank Crane, Lillian Lawrence,
Victory Bateman, James Donnelly, Sadie
Gordon, Charles Dudley, Lydia Titus and
Harry Pringle.
Elizabeth Browne is the daughter of
"Hank" Browne, oil king, risen from

ter to nobility as the

poverty. The girl is placed in a boarding school while her mother drags Mr.
Browne off to England to trace the family
tree.

In England,

Lady Dysart and her son

by former marriage, are anxious

to disfamily portraits and

pose of the Dysart
Mrs. Browne purchases them.

Return-

"Thirty Days," a purely farcical story,
full of the type of comedy for which Wallace Reid is noted, will be this Paramount star's next vehicle, following the
completion of William de Mille's "Clarence," in which Reid has the title role.

James Cruze

a

Mollie King and Creighton Hale. The
films are said to be especially suitable as
hot weather attractions.

Pick

New

Story for Reid

will

direct

it.

Florence Vidor has appeared but one that will prove
thoroughly satisfactory to her
followers.
by King
Directed
Vidor.

and makes of
ment throughout.

absorbing entertainFlorence Vidor does
her usual excellent work and is supported
by a strong aggregation of players.
The scenes in India are elaborately
staged with an array of picturesque naest

Scene from

ing to America the girl is elated over the
fact, believing the family tree and porLady Dysart also
traits to be genuine.
comes to America and is anxious to arrange a marriage between her son Cecil
and Elizabeth and the two are about
to become engaged when a Mr. Jones
makes his entree in the Browne family as
secretary to Air. Browne.
is
Cecil
to
Elizabeth's engagement
about to be announced when she discovers he is untrue to her and severs relations with him. Angered, he tells her the
truth about her supposed family tree and
threatens to expose her mother unless she
marries him. She consents to elope and
the two start out, followed by Jones, who
overtakes them and takes the girl away
from Cecil. When they return Elizabeth
introduces Jones as the real Lord Dysart
and owner of the portraits and family and

Two Playgoers productions have gotenten off to a good start and are being
thusiastically received according to adThey
vices from Associated Exhibitors.
Storm," published
the
are "Through
August 13, and "Her Majesty" featuring

which

is to follow.
The story is a rather unusual one, evolving about a girl who in
her dreams each night is living another
This part of the
life in far-away India.
piece forms a background for the American portion of the picture through which
the girl is able to save her brother and
the family name from dishonor.
There is an intriguing element to the
production which gives it a strong inter-

Marvin

Somers, the chief mate. Deeply grateaddicted
ful, and learning that Somers is
to 'drink, Angela takes up his reforma-

intriguing picture in which the
star ably portrays a dual role.
The theme is far-fetched, with
scenes shifting between America
and India forming part of a
dream. Not the best vehicle in

Several subtitles in the introduction to
to Dawn" prepare the observer to
give free play to his imagination for what

refined and educated young woman, but
this fact does not detract from the interest-holding quality of the production.

Angela

An

"Dusk

captain, who feels herself bonded by a
debt of gratitude to consecrate her life
to the reformation of a drunken sailor
who has saved the father's life. It takes
a strong stretch of the imagination to
visualize such action on the part of a

(Richard Dix) a member of a firm of
ship owners, and for a time labors under
the impression that she returns his afHer father's life is saved durfection.
ing a storm at sea which culminates in

IN

(PATHE)

(VITAGRAPH)

is
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DUSK TO DAWN

GIRL'S DESIRE

(PARAMOUNT)
This

August

happy union

is

started.

tives

it

and animals.

The

the attempt of Marto save her brother from
jail for forgery which leads her into a
bargain with the president of the bank
whereby he agrees not to prosecute her
brother if Marjorie will use her influence
to keep the banker's son away from a
dancer with whom he is infatuated. Marjorie, for years has been living in another
world through her dreams each night
and when the banker's son proposes to
her she refuses him claiming that her
dreams, in which she is the wife of a
Rajah in India, would be forcing her
into living a double life. As a result she
is forced to seek other means to protect
her brother and discovers that there is a
She
girl connected with his disgrace.
goes to the girl, fights with her and is
arrested and thrown in jail. While there
she dreams she sees her brother working
She writes him
for the Rajah in India.
and her dreams prove true as he comes
Her
to America and clears his name.
dream life ceases when she dreams that
she goes to her death with the Rajah who
had been killed. With the other spirit
vanished she feels free to marry the
story

tells of

Latham

jorie

banker's son with
in

whom

she has

fallen

love.

Valentino Is Featured in
Production With O'Brien
reported by Selznick that exhibi-

It is

tors are billing the Selznick picture, "The
Wonderful Chance," starring Eugene

with

the

O'Brien,

strongly

name

Rodolph Valentino

of

aid

as

of the
well as

with the Selznick star's name. A special
lithographed three-sheet with a portrait
of Valentino and a special one-sheet
showing both O'Brien and Valentino
have made their appearance. The new
billing strength is said to be resulting in
numerous rebookings of the picture in
places where it played soon after its publication

new

some months ago and

also

in

bookings.

from a story by H. H. Van Loan,
under the direction of George
Archainbaud.
It is

made
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& Import Ready
To Launch Campaign on
Selig's Animal Serial

Export

Louis Auerbach of Export & Import
Film Company has announced that his
company has started their fall campaign
on Col. Selig's fifteen-episode wild animal
serial, "The Jungle Goddess," of which
they control the world rights.
This serial was completed by Colonel
Selig early in May but too late to be
available for publication except in those
territories where summer does not effect
business.

"The Jungle Goddess" will have the
advantage of the most far-reaching publicity campaign ever accorded an independent serial, according to Mr. Auerbach.

Eltabran Film Company has started
booking the serial in Georgia, Florida.
Alabama, North and South Carolina and
Tennessee. Bob Lynch has started his
campaign in Pennsylvania. Bobby Xorth
reports splendid business with "The Jungle Goddess" in Xew York. Sol Lesser's
All Star Feature Distributors also announce record bookings on the Selig
serial.

Exchange Is Organized
At Dallas to Distribute
Second National Films
Under the firm name

of A. and R.
Exchange, a branch organization
for the distribution of Second National
Pictures Corporation films, has been es-

Film

tablished
1810
Commerce street,
at
Dallas, Texas.
The territory assigned
to the new center of distribution consists
of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. The
branch will be conducted as a partnership enterprise by Jack Adams, prominent banker in Dallas, and J. C. Rutherford.

The new branch has been provided
prints of "David and Jonathan."
picturization of the E. Temple Thurston
novel featuring Madge Titheradge; "The

with

photoRiders,"
Northwestern
melodrama from the novel by Ridgewell
Cullum; "Her Story," by Dion Tithe-

Night

Madge Titheradge, and
radge
with
"Broken Shadows," Irish romance from
the novel. "Nance," by Charles Garvice

Notable Cast Featured in
Fox's "A Fool There Was"
A cast that reads like the Hollywood
be seen in William Fox's
forthcoming special production "A Fool
There Was," staged by Emmett J. Flynn,
and which will be issued September 10.
blue

book

will

The picture was inspired by Kipling's
"The Vampire."
The cast includes Lewis Stone, Estelle
Taylor, Irene Rich. Marjorie Daw. Mahlon Hamilton, Wallace McDonald, William Y. Mong.
Harry Lonsdale, and
Muriel Dana, child star.

Holds Up Distribution Plan
On "Bull Dog Drummond"
Producers Security Corporation, which
will handle the distribution arrangements
on "Bull Dog Drummond," is withholding for the present, announcement of its
publication plans.
The production unit is now in England
completing the exteriors and the first
prints should arrive in America in September.
Oscar Apfel is directing and
Evelyn Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell
are co-starring in the production.
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REVI EW~kvMarUn I.Qmdl
RODOLPH VALENTINO
in

BLOOD AND SAND
(PARAMOUNT)

—

This is a great production great in acting, direction, colorful
atmosphere, action and heart interest. It is the type and
character of a picture that practically takes the gamble out
of the business. It offers as much assurance of being a great
success, everywhere that it is shown, as any picture ever
published. It places Fred Niblo in the very foreground of
the best directors of the screen.
A S an entertainment

of almost universal

appeal "Blood and Sand" is practically
without flaw.
In every important consideration it is
a decidedly creditable achievement and in

many respects it is legitimately comparable with the best things that have been
done for the screen.
"Blood and Sand"

Nita Naldi, who is a cunning and ruthless
seeker after profane love.
The Spanish background of the picture is realistically and convincingly portrayed.
One of the big moments of the
production, the fatal wounding of the
toreador in the arena, is handled in a
masterful manner.

The
for

undoubtedly

the

picture is thoroughly promising
It
exhibitor in every respect.

will

big success for Famous
Players and every bit of the success will
be well earned and deserved because the

mean another

production company, for the making of
this picture, assembled a distinctive array
of talent

and obviously overlooked no de-

determined effort to achieve a
noteworthy production.
Just what Valentino means at the box
office at this time is well understood by
But he is, deexhibitors even-where.
tail

in a

servedly, a greater attraction in this picture than ever before because he has a
role in "Blood and Sand" which he suits
and which suits him exactly. His performance is an extraordinarily fine one.
and it will greatly strengthen his already
powerful following. Lila Lee and Nita
Naldi are the other two principals of the
cast and their performances are excep-

tionally fine in every respect. Nita Naldi.
in a vampire type role, renders a particularly notable impersonation which entitles her to be considered an artist of rare
number of minor characterizaability.

A

tions are singularly well cared for.
The picture is based on a story by the
Vicente
novelist,
Spanish
celebrated
Blasco Ibanez. It is a story that is in itself admirably adapted to motion picture
purposes in that its principal action centers about the colorful bull-fighting ring
of Madrid; its leading character, impersonated by Valentino, is a dashing, deIts romantic theme is
bonair toreador.
concerned with the courtship and marriage of the toreador with a childhood
sweetheart and the subsequent appearance, after the young toreador had become the idol of Spain, of a notorious
widow, who tempts the toreador into a

of dissipation.
entire story is handled by Niblo
with a fine restraint that has enabled him
to avoid many characterizations and situations that might easily have been of a
stereotyped sort. Lila Lee as the wife is a
wholesome, appealing figure which is set
off in excellent relief against the part of
life

The

RODOLPH

VALENTINO,

whose

"Blood and Sand,"
"practically takes the gamble out of

latest

picture,

the business."
affords a wealth of exploitation possibiland the theatre which presents the
picture can do so with thorough confidence that no matter how critical its
patrons may be, they will admit that
"Blood and Sand" is an attraction that
disappoints no one.
The picture was given its premiere at
the Rivoli theatre. New York City, last
week, and from the opening day it established a record that is phenomenal in the
light of existing conditions.

ities
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Imposing Array of Short Subjects
Scheduled by Pathe for August 27
New

Johnny Jones Comedy, Seventh Episode of the
Ruth Roland Serial and Other Pictures
Are Among the Publications

Pathe's schedule of short subjects anon August 27
for publication

nounced

Johnny Jones
"Makin' Movies," second of the warmly
welcomed new series of Johnny Jones
comedies in two reels. The juvenile star
on the screen
deals
of bright business
while invading the motion picture production field gives an amusing twist to
the exhibitor end of the business in his
gives special prominence to

in

request to the audience at a public review to, "Pay as you leave, if you like it."
But just as Johnny Jones promotor,
and the
director, actor, and cameraman
members of his company see themselves
on the financial rocks owing to the laughter with which the most solemn scenes in
their "Uncle Tom's Cabin" are reecived,
a shower of silver and greenbacks and a
contract for an "indefinite run of the
earth" revives their
funniest show on
Gertrude Messinger is
Little
spirits.

—

justly

—

described as a phenomenal Little

Eva.

Schedules Seventh Episode

"The Timber Queen," Pathe serial with
Ruth Roland, reaches its seventh episode,
The hero and heroine
called "Mutiny."
have reached the Alaskan Coast by a swift
dogs-sledge journey after an escape from
the villain's effort to stop them by dynamiting a bridge. They procure passage
for Seattle on a tramp ship, but which is
delayed until Cluxton and his gang arrive and stage a mutiny with the object

There
of getting rid of Ruth and Don.
Ruth imis a thrilling deck fight with
The oil cargo
prisoned in the hold.

The bruised and

battered
hero is taken off by the crew in the boats,
leaving Ruth locked in the hold of the
blazing and sinking ship.
The issue of "Screen Snapshots" scintillates with film favorites doing various
work.
at their
things off the
lot and
Among those portrayed are: Madge Ken-

catches

fire.

director, Henry Kolker, and
Rufus Steele; Bobby Vernon,
little Richard Headrick, Henry B. WaltMrs. Oscar Hammerstein, ''Bull"
hall,
Montana and Mabel Normand.

her

liedy,

scenarist,

Parrott

Comedy

Billed

In Pathe Review No. 170, the microscopic lens shows odd and interesting
things in "Never-Never Land." A feature
called "The Children of the Sun" pictures
how modern science heals white plague
victims with rays of sunshine at the J. X.
Adam Memorial Hospital, Perrysburg,

N.Y.

"Rough on Romeo," with Paul Parthe listed Hal Roach Comedy.
funny
The Harold Lloyd re-issue is
"Hear 'Em Rave."
With "The Mechanical Horse" the
rott, is

Aesop's Film Fable publication shows
that "Cupidity Often Over-reaches Itself."
Pathe News No. 70 and 71 picture the
most important world events and topics
of interest everywhere.
"Topics of the Day," No. 35, is fully up
to its standard with the cream of current
wit

and humor.

Weiss Brothers Enlarge
Organization to Handle
Increased Fall Business
After marking time for the past two
months, Weiss Brothers, sponsors for
Artclass Pictures Corporation, again have

"As you know, I have bought and run
many serials. However, I consider 'The
Timber Queen' the greatest serial ever
made by Pathe or any other distributor."

In anticipation of an active

Booked

for

Whole

Circuit

Pathe reports- that series of six Johnny
Jones comedies are being liberally booked
Following the
contract.
single
in
a
showing of "Supply and Demand" at the
Stanley theatre, Philadelphia, the Stanley
Booking Agency, took the whale series
for the houses in

York

Capitol

its

theatre

circuit.

The New

engagement

of

"Nanook of the North," has resulted in
new fox trot, "Nanook," which will be
heard in a new musical production on
Broadway and will also aid in the ex-

through the
feature
ploitation of the
Cameo Music Publishusual channels.
ers are responsible for the publication,
which was written by Herb Crooker. Milt

Hagen and Victor Nurnberg.

New York

Desert Fools

"Moses," Oldest Camel

Releasing Corporation.

King."

Praises Roland Serial

a

in his excellent portrayal of the Italian in "The Sign of
the Rose," distributed by American

has been assigned
the chief supporting role in the latest
Universal chapter-play, "The Radio

In booking "The Timber Queen" for
the Pantages theatre, Los Angeles, Alexander Pantages authorized the use of the
refollowing statement in a telegram
ceived by Pathe:

"Supply and Demand" produced similar
results, newspaper reviews being emphatic
Bookings for Marcus
in their approval.
.Loew theatres were early in evidence.
The success accorded the Pathe feature

GEORGE BEBAN

LOUISE LORRAINE

"Moses" of the Sahara Desert, said to
be 132 years old and a patriarch of his
tribe, thought he was back home in Sahara
when he was led out on a sandy expanse
at Amagansett, L.I., when Director Ray
C. Smallwood had cleared a huge space
for a desert scene in making his Pyramid
picture "When the Desert Calls."
Making his way into the heart of the
clearing "Moses" looked about, studied
the natural sites of the desert furnishings
arranged, laid down, got up again and
then rolled over contentedly for a nap.
so the story goes.

resumed

on an increased scale.
fall and winter season, the personnel of the organization has been increased in the various
departments, the executives in charge of
these departments remaining in the peractivities

sons of Adolph Weiss, president; Louis
Weiss, vice-president; Max Weiss, secre-

Bert Ennis, director of publicity;
Katherine Stuart, film editor; Jack Holbrook, chief photographer; John Schotz,
sales manager, and Grace Ahearn, auditor.
Additional office space has been
taken in the Marcus Loew State Theatre
tary;

building.

The

first

of the

company's big pictures

will be "After Six Days," the feature
film presenting the complete story of the
Bible. This film will be presented in a
Broadway theatre in September for an
extended run, following which it will be
offered in the principal cities as a road-

show

attraction.

duction for

fall

Another important proand winter is the picture

at the present moment "Destiny."
This film has been acquired for the
United Kingdom by Goldwyn and is also
playing an extended engagement at the
present moment in Paris, France, under
the title of "The Three Candles."
Weiss Brothers will also offer a sixpart drama under the title of "The
titled

Woman Who

Believed."

Walter

In

the all-star

Ann

Luther, Dorothy Bernard, Frank Evans, augmented
by Walter Beckwith's famous aggregation of wild animals. In addition to these
films, Artclass will continue to produce,
in conjunction with Jack Eaton, the series of Sport Review single-reel films.
These subjects will be published as heretofore by Goldwyn. Plans for the production of a new serial to succeed
cast are

Miller,

of Tarzan" starring Elmo
Lincoln, are in course of formation.

"Adventures

August
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THE SWAMP DEMON

Charles Gramlich and Gladys Hulette in a tense

moment

Gladys Hulette and Val Cleary in a lighter vein

from "The Swamp Demon"

in

"The Swamp Demon"

THE CHAS. GRAMLICH PRODUCTION
A

::

Powerful Gripping Story of the Everglades

THE SWAMP DEMON
With

GLADYS HULETTE and

::

a Splendid Cast

EXHIBITORS— Watch

for This Different Picture. It Will Pack Your House
Showing in New York City within the next ten days

C. G.

FEATURE PLAYS,

INC.

MIAMI, FLA.
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Members

Popular Players in
of "Monte Cristo" Stage
Jack Pickford Film
Cast to See Premiere of Fox Film
Star's Latest Picture For
Two Players in Original 0 'Neil Company to Be PresAllied Corporation Is
ent at 44th Street Theatre Opening— Farnum Has
"Garrison's Finish"
Familiar Role in
Two

interesting features

to the presentation in

liam

'

are attached

August

of the Wil-

Fox productions, "Monte Christo"

and "Moonshine Valley." At the premiere showing of "Monte Cristo" at the
Forty-fourth street theatre, New York
City, on August 14, two of the boxes
will be occupied by members of different casts that supported James O'Neil in
the dramatic version of the great melodrama.
In "Moonshine Valley" William Farnum, popular Fox star, returns to the
role of a rugged and robust man of the
great outdoors in this feature, which is
scheduled for publication August 27.
Played in 1882

The

only

member of Mr.
"Monte Cristo" cast is

surviving

O'Neil's original
Forrest Robinson.

He

then

played the

juvenile role of Albert de Morcerf

Mr. O'Neil acted the play
in 1882.
Mr. Robinson

for

time

is

the

when
first

now one

of the best known character actors.
In the box adjoining will be Frederick

de Belleville, who played "Nortier" with
Mr. O'Neil during the second season of
"Monte Cristo" and continued with him
for many years thereafter.
William Seymour, stage director, who
helped stage the original production for
John B. Stetson at Booth's Theatre,
Broadway and 23rd Street, in 1882, is

coming all the way from his farm
South Duxbury, Mass., to be present

in

at

premiere.
Another celebrated personage, long
identified with the history of "Monte
Cristo," will be present.
He is William
F. Connor, who became O'Neil's manager
in 1889 and managed "Monte Cristo" for
him for nearly twenty years.
the

Has Typical Role
"Moonshine Valley" is a production
which emphasizes the high dramatic value

'Moonshine Valley"

A

of the factors which have been so vital
in
building the star's vast popularity
among all classes of theatregoers, and
marks a return to the open-shirted, bicipitous character that has gained for
the actor his fame.
It was written by Mary Murillo, was
produced under the direction of Herbert
Brenon, who also directed Farnum's last
two successes, "A Stage Romance," by

Alexandre Dumas and "Shackles of
Gold," by Henri Bernstein.
It
is
a
thrilling dramatic story with tense moments and stirring scenes, dealing with
the regeneration of a powerful personality.

cast

of

favorite

Jack Pickford
rison's

players

supports

his first feature, "Gar-

Finish,"

for Allied
Corporation.

Distributors

A

in

Producers

&

veteran

in the cast in Charles Ogle,
has been continuously on the screen
for sixteen years, and who was loaned

who

Jack Pickford for this production.
Nearly all devotees of the motion picture know him for his engaging personality and his fine artistry in a wide

to

variety of characters.

Clarence Burton, another star loaned
to Mr. Pickford, has long been established on the screen for his heavy portrayals.
He is playing the villain in
"Garrison's Finish" and it is said his

In the cast are such players as Holmes
Herbert, who also appeared in "A Stage
Romance," as the Prince of Wales, Sadie
Mullen, and Dawn O'Day, the clever little tot whose popularity on the screen is

performance

growing rapidly.
"Moonshine Valley"

years, is Ethel Gray Terry.
She is
one of the most versatile of modern
actresses playing heroines with as much
ease as she portrays
characters with
villainous qualities.
Prior is another celebrity of the
screen, and many of his best film portrayals have been done while supporting members of the Pickford family. He
played important roles with Mary Picklord, and will be remembered for his
characterization in "Pollyanna."

Fox

is

the third of the

from

a Continental tour of Europe late last
year. In "A Stage Romance," the first
of the recent series, Farnum played the
part of Edmund Kean, the noted English
tragedian; in "Shackles of Gold" he was
the modern Wall street broker of Henri
Bernstein's famous book, "Samson," and
in his latest production he appears as
the American Westerner.

Mary

Carr,

Starts

"the

screen's

greatest

William Fox

at the

Fox

east-

Her new production is an adaptation
from Florence Bingham Livingston's
celebrated novel,' "The Custard Cup," but
be published under the title of
"Penzie." Herbert Brenon, who has directed a greater number of successful
productions than most any other director
in the industry, will supervise the production of this photoplay, it is announced.
it

will

of

Ethel Gray Terry in Cast

Another

favorite, although

still

young

Tom

Madge Bellamy

Work

mother," star of "Silver Wings," "Over
the Hill," and other notable productions,
has started work on another special attraction for
ern studios.

one of the highlights

in

star's pictures since his return

Mary Carr

is

the film.

Among

in>

Lead

comparative newcomers
who have achieved screen fame is Madge
Bellamy, who certainly enhances her
the

reputation by the excellent work she is
doing in the leading feminine role in Mr.
Pickford's "Garrison's Finish." Two others
this

in

are

cast

who have promising

futures

Audrey Chapman and Dorothy Man-

whom

ners, both of
earned their advancement to good parts in this picture
through the high standards they set in
roles in "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin

Hood."

Will Nigh Adds Four More
Players to Large Cast in
Weber and North Picture
producing "Notoriety" for
has added four more
prominent players to the cast of the proWill

Nigh,

Weber & North

duction.
The picture, it is said, now includes the longest list of popular players
ever assembled for an independent film.
The new additions are William Tooker,

Anders

Randolph,

Ida

Waterman and

Mona

Lisa.
State right publication arrangements
for "Notoriety" and three more Will Nigh
pictures to follow are being made by L.

Lawrence Weber and Bobby North.

"A Woman's Woman"

to

Be Published Immediately
is made by Allied ProDistributors Corporation of the
immediate publication of "A Woman's
Woman," with Mary Alden heading an

Announcement

ducers

all-star

&

cast.

"A Woman's

Woman"

is

a Charles

Giblyn production for Albion Productions,
Inc., and was adapted from Mrs. Nalbro
Bartley's story by the same title.
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Chains Purchase

3ig

Full

Warner

Program

Series
Is Sold to

Entire
Leading Circuits and
Exchanges

The biggest circuits and exchanges
hxoughout the country have contracted
or the entire series of seven forthcoming
.Varner Brothers attractions, according

W arner.

o Harry M.

Program Sold Solid
The Warner product has been

pracsold solid throughout America.
The deals were made with Balaban &
\atz, Ruben
Finkelstein, R. H. Lieber,
M. Fabian, R. G. Tunstall. A. H.
Blank, L. K. Brin, M. Mitchell, Regal
Minis, Ltd., Toronto, S. & O. Pictures
ically

&

X

Cal.,

Zorp..

Franklin Film Co., Boston;

he Independent Film Corp.,
ither

exchanges and

Phila.,

and

circuits.

Three Rapf Productions

The

series of Warner pictures
at the cast studios include

being

nade
four
»Varner Brothers productions and three
-larry Rapf productions.
The Warner
>roductions are "Main Street." Sinclair
Lewis'
novel;
"The
Beautiful
and
Damned," F. Scott Fitzgerald novel;
'Little Church Around the Corner," the
itage play of the same name by Marion

and "A Dangerous Adventure."
picture featuring Grace
Darmond.
The Rapf productions are
'Rags to Riches" and "Heroes of the

An

aspiring vocalist in the person of John Henry, Jr., who is appearing in the
Sennet comedy, "Bow-wow," for First National distribution.

Mack

Xussell;
;

wild

animal

Street," both
ind "Brass,"

Guy Bates

Post's "Masquerader" Is
Current First National Attraction

featuring Wesley Barry,
Charles G. Norris' novel.

Guy

dullen Landis Rises to
Stardom in a Series of
Pictures for F. B. O.
Cullen Landis

is the latest actor to be
with
stardom.
The curlyfieaded leading man, who has been a consistent popular player of the past few
ears, will be starred in a series of pic-

-ewarded

r

S

through Film Bookng Offices of America.

tures for publication

Landis

joins

the

company

Ethel
Walker,

of

Harry Carey, Johnnie
Helen Jerome Eddy, Jane Novak and
Carter DeHaven in enlisting under the
Clayton,

F. B.

O. banner.

He

has long been conlogical candidate for
stardom among the ranks of male screen
players.
Ever since his role as the
'Curly Kid" in Rex Beach's "The Girl
irom Outside," Landis has established
himself as a leading screen actor. It was
immediately after this production that he
was signed as a leading man. Since then
he has been in such pictures as
It's a
Great Life," "The Jinx," "Pinto," "The
Old Nest," "Where Is My Wandering
sidered as the

most

'

Boy To-Night," "The Man With Two
Mothers" and "Remembrance," a Rupert
Hughes production, as well as a score of
others. His only previous F. B.
O. appearance was in "Gay and Devilish," in
which he appeared opposite Doris May.

Independent Distributors
Praise New Equity Film
Equity Pictures believes
ner in

"What's

it

has a winthe Wo-

Wrong With

men," written and produced by Daniel
Larson Goodman. This belief was substantiated recently when six prominent
state right buyers viewed the
film at the

company's

All were unanimous
"«„ r P ralse °f the feature, it is stated.
What's Wrong With the Women" is
one of the big productions on Equity's
office.

1922-23 program.

Bates Post in "The Masquerader,"
Richard Walton Tully production
which promises to prove one of the screen
sensations of the season, is a First Na-

a

tional

attraction

for current

publication.

"The Masquerader" opens at the Strand
theatre in New York on August 13 and
Brooklyn Strand the following
week. This production marks the entry
of a distinguished actor and producer
into the field of motion pictures, and
thus forms a new epoch for the screen.
the

in

Directed by

Young

film

Butt,
favorites.

came

When
New

making

Kenneth Gibson and other

the
of

regarded as fitting that Post's
vehicle should be "The Masquerader," with its dual roles of Chilcote
and Loder, for he has been playing them
on the stage for over six consecutive
years, aggregating more than two thousand performances, all over the United
His tours have also
States and Canada.
It

is

film

included six months stay in Australia
Furthermore, Post has
with this play.
been under Tully's management for
twelve years; two years in "The Bird of
Paradise," four years as the star of
"Omar the Tentmaker," and six years in
"The Masquerader."
Ability Is

Honored

After a long experience
and the other principal

in

New York

cities

of

this

the

endowed

national

home

finest

company that presented
modern drama.

the repertoire

Launch
Exploitation Campaign on
Ready

"In the
Film

to

Name

of the

Law"

Booking Offices of America

is

rapidly enlarging its field force of exploitation men in order to be fully prepared
for all first-run bookings on "In the
Name of the Law," and is now awaiting
the publication date of the big police picture with a strong campaign ready to be

launched at any minute in any city.
F. B. O. has already sent a half-dozen
exploitation experts throughout the country.
These men were made thoroughly
conversant with all the exploitation possibilities

Played Roles on Stage
first

it

New

drama, he was signally
honored through being selected to head
the

of

F. B. O.

Tully has selected "The Masquerader"
as his first film attraction because he
wanted the honor of introducing Guy
Bates Post into the screen world. Just as
his stage productions have been marked
for high grade of cast and scenic investiture, so the film version ot "The MasJames
querader" is similarly notable.
Young is the director, Wilfred Buckland
Benoit
the
the art director, and Georges
cinematographer. The cast which supEdward M.
ports Mr. Post includes
Kimball, Ruth Sinclair, Barbara Tennant, Marcia Manon, Herbert Standing.

Lawson

in a
varied
reportoire,
Post
into especial prominence
as the
star
Rupert Hughes' play "The
of
Bridge" and of several Clyde Fitch successes.
the
Theatre was organized in
York with the hope of

country

of the picture and are fully pre-

pared to assist in launching an extensive
campaign in every city to which they are
assigned.
Jesse Weil is at present in
Syracuse, where the picture is to open at
the Empire theatre. M. B. Rice will take
care of the exploitation of the picture on
the West coast and Charles Geigrich will
work throughout the East and in the New
England states. Hal Home is exploiting
the film in the Omaha territory and Harold Wendt has been assigned to Cleveland.
Johnny Mack is working in the

New York

territory.

—

Clancy Oi want to get a firsht-class
ottymobile for me wife.
Auto Dealer Long body?
Clancy Begorra, no
She's built like a
barrel but pwhat's that got to do with it?
Boston Transcript.

—

—

—

—

!
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and Franchise Holders
On this page you come face to face with the men who are guiding
the activities of AI Lichtman Corporation and Preferred Pictures, Inc.,
and the distributors who

will handle the product

through their ex-

changes.

mm*.
LEFT TO RIGHT:

Harry L. Charnas, Ohio, Michigan, West Virginia, Kentucky and Western Pennmanager at Washington, D. C; Herman F. Jans, Northern New Jersey; A.
Blank ' Iowa ' Kansas Nebraska and Western Missouri.

sylvania; J. H. Beaver,

AL LICHTMAN,

president of Al

-

Lichtman Corporation.

LEFT TO RIGHT:
District of

Northern

P.

E. V.

Richards,

Columbia and Virginia;

New

J.

Jr., eleven Southern states; Tom Moore, Delaware, Maryland,
C. Fishman, manager at Detroit; Maurice Broskie, manager of

Jersey.

SCHULBERG, president of
Preferred Pictures, Inc.

Zierler, Greater New York; M. A. Lebensberger, manager at Cleveland;
V. Grand, Buffalo and Albany; Louis Hyman, Los Angeles and California.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Sam

G.

BACHMANN

treasurer otr

both organizations.

S.

Amsterdam, Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey; J. F. Cubberley,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota and Upper Michigan; Al Rosenberg, Seattle and Port-

LEFT TO RIGHT: Ben
land; Foster

Moon, sales manager

of

Northern

New

Jersey.

—
August
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PREFERRED PICTURES:
De La

Left to right:
Rosemary Theby, Claire Windsor, Marguerite
Motte, Enid Bennett and Mildred June.

Al Lichtman Branches Operate
in

Twenty-Eight

Lichtman Corporation exchanges
Althrough
which
product

of Preferred Pictures is
distributed are
now functioning in twenty-eight key cities.
Twelve publications will be handled the
first year, although this program is subject
The initial picture of the seato change.
son is "Rich Men's Wives," directed under
the personal supervsion of B. P. Schulberg,
president of Preferred Pictures, Inc.
The inauguration of the Al Lichtman
service is one of the outstanding accomplishments of the industry this year.
Starting out less than three months ago,
Mr. Lichtman, with B. P. Schulberg and
J. G. Bachmann, formed the Lichtman corporation and Preferred Pictures, Inc. Mr.
Lichtman is president of the distributing
organization and vice president of Preferred Pictures.
Mr. Schulberg is president of Preferred and vice president of
the Lichtman Corporation.
Mr. Bachman
holds the office of treasurer of both comthe

*

*

Mr. Lichtman personally handled the
task of selecting the regional partners, announced in the box on this page, and his
affiliations include some of the strongest
men in the country.
In all cases, the key offices will be known

Al Lichtman Exchanges,
under the direction of the
home office, 576 Fifth avenue,
as

and

be

will

corporation's

New

York.

The personalities of the men controlling
the exchanges are generally well known to
everyone in the industry

Sam Grand and Bobby North, who own
the

New York

State franchise, are at the
very top of the independent film distributors.
Mr. North, formerly a Broadway
comedian, has been active in domestic and
foreien markets for several years, operating through Apollo Trading Company. Mr.
Grand has been in the film business practically since its inception, operating in New
England.
He is president of Federated
Exchanges of New England, and national
treasurer
of
Federated
Exchanges of

America.

Syd Samson, general manager in New
York state for Grand & North, has been in
the business for nine years.
He organized
the Ruffalo and Albany offices for Grand

& North

in

1021.

(M.

134 Meadow
(Thos. Co Ion, manstreet, Portland, Me.
Sam Zierler,
Exchange 729 Seventh Ave.

Morey, manager);

E.

New Haven

street,

i

Market

ager); 85

GREATER NEW YORK—

—

president.
(D. M. Sohmer, manager).

BUFFALO & ALBANY— Sam

Grand and

ExNorth, franchise owners.
changes 265 Franklin street, Buffalo; 676
genAlbany.
Samson,
Broadway,
(Syd
eral manager).

Bobby

—

MICHIGAN. WEST VIRGINIA,
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA — Harry

OHIO,

— 217

Exchanges

L. Charnas, president.
Sloan Bldg., Cleveland (M. A. Lebensburger, manager); Broadway & Pioneer,
manager);
Lefkowitz,
Cincinnati
(N.
Elizabeth and John R. streets, Detroit (J.

Fishman, manager); 1018 Forbes ave.,
Pittsburgh (Jos. Lefkowitz, manager).

C.

IOWA, KANSAS, NEBRASKA, WESTERN MISSOURI — A. H. Blank, Des
Moines,

Exchanges — 303 Sec-

president.

Moines;
street, Des
street, Omaha; 17th and
City, Mo.

2036

Farnum

Main

streets,

ond

Kansas

MINNESOTA, WISCONSIN, NORTH &
SOUTH DAKOTA, UPPER MICHIGAN

panies.

*

NEW ENGLAND— Harry Asher, president.
Exchanges — 37 Piedmont street, Boston

Murray Cohn,

well

known

in the territory as an exhibitor and
salesman, is in charge of the Albany office.

* * *
A. H. Blank, Spyros Skouras and E. V.
Richards, Jr., all important factors in the

—

Exchanges
J. F. Cubberley, president.
—409 Loeb Arcade Bldg., Minneapolis;
Milwaukee address to be given later.

NEW
A.
— 1525 Tre-

COLORADO, WYOMING, UTAH,

MEXICO, SOUTHEAST IDAHO—M.
Klausner, president.

mont

Exchange

Denver.

street,

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY— Herman

F.

Exchange —729 Seventh

president.

Jans,

avenue. Maurice Broskie, manager.
ter Moore, sales manager.

Fos-

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA & SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY— Ben Amsterdam,
Philadelphia,

Vine

Exchange— 1329

president.

street, Philadelphia.

DELAWARE. MARYLAND, DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA, VIRGINIA — Tom
Moore,

president.

Exchange —916

N. W., Washington,
Howard Beaver, manager).

D.

street,

C.

G.
(J.

EASTERN MISSOURI AND SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS — Spyros Skouras,
Exchange— 3319 Locust avenue,

president.
St.

Louis

(Harry Weiss, manager).

NORTHERN
J. L.
810 S.

ILLINOIS

AND INDIANA—
Exchange

Friedman, president.

Wabash

avenue. Chicago.

apolis address to

come

Indian-

later.

ELEVEN SOUTHERN STATES —

E. V.
Richards, Jr., president. Exchanges— 1401
Tulane avenue. New Orleans; Atlanta,
Dallas and Oklahoma City addresses to

come

later.

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST —

Al Rosenberg,

Exchanges— 309 Virginia street,
president.
Seattle; Portland, Ore., address to come
later.

PACIFIC COAST— Louis Hyman, Los AnExchanges— 209 Golden
president.
Gate avenue, San Francisco (Louis Hy915
S. Olive street, Los
manager);
man,
Angeles (Elmer Benjamin, manager).
will
be announced in
exchanges
Canadian
the near future.
geles,

Cities
First National organization, are known to
everyone in the industry. Mr. Blank, with
his chain of theatres in Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri, has been a factor in
putting the picture business on a high
plane in the Central West, and Mr. Skouras, as the head of the Skouras Brothers

theatre

circuit

in

St.

Louis,

is

equally

prominent. E. V. Richards is the directing
genius of Saenger Amusement Company,
with theatres all through Louisiana and
Mississippi.
Harry L. Charnas, head of Standard
Film Service, has been in the picture business for fifteen years, and, in addition to
distributing pictures, has been an exhibitor

various Pennsylvania cities.
M. A.
Lebensburger, manager of the Cleveland
is treasurer of the company, while

in

office,

J. C.

Fishman

of Detroit

is

vice president,

and Louis Greenstein, in charge of the
company's home office in Cleveland, is secretary.
The company has a staff of publicity and exploitation experts under direction of Frank G. Hard.

Harry Asher, owner of the New England franchise, is one of the most prominent film distributors in that region.
He
has been in the business for many years
and is one of the most active and popular
men in (he independent field. J. F. Cubberley, holding the Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Dakotas

and

Upper Michigan

needs no introduction.

franchise,

He

has been with
the Finkelstein & Rubin organization for
years and was manager for First National
until recently.

Herman

F.

Jans,

Sam

Amsterdam and Tom Moore

Zierler, Ben
are leaders in

the independent field in the Eastern terriMr. Jans, as theatre owner and
distributor, has been at the front of the industry in Northern New Tersey for a number of years, while Mr. Zierler, as president

tories.

of Commonwealth Film Corporation,
amons- the most highly regarded men

is

in

New York. Ben Amsterdam is known as
one of the livest men in the country, operating in Eastern Pennsylvania and SouthHe and Louis Korson
ern New Jersey.
have been in partnership for ten years in
the operation of Masterpiece Film Attrac-

Tom Moore is the pioneer of the
picture business in the national capital, both
in the exhibiting and exrhanp-e fields.
He
was a member of the Film Service Association, the first organization in the industry, and later held the General Film franchise for his territory.
{Concluded on page ?r)
tions.
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Engage Gasnier and
Direct
names
TWO
conspicuous
in

the direct orial
Preroster of
Pictures,
ferred

whose

Inc.,

product

goes

through the A
L ic h t m a n exchange are those
of
Gasnier and

Tom

Forman.

The

initial

ering of

off-

the

change system

''Rich
Tom Forman

exis

M en's

Wives," which is
a Gasnier attract
o n,
produced
i

under the personal supervision of B. P.
Scliulberg, president of Preferred.
Gasnier has been actively associated
with production almost since the word
"go." For seventeen years he was associated with Pathe Freres and this ex-

Initial

Tom

with Astra Film Corporawhich he served both as general
manager and president.
For Robertson-Cole he made special
affiliated

tion, of

productions of exceptional
merit.
If
he had never done anything else his
work as director of Otis Skinner in
"Kismet" would be sufficient to give him
a

first

ranking

extraordinarily

in the work of making
successful pictures.

Not only will Gasnier's name be stamped
on the first picture of Al Lichtman
corporation but he likewise has been
commissioned to direct another of its
productions to be published in the near
future under
the
title
"Thorns and
Orange Blossoms." Here again as in
"Kismet" he will have an opportunity
to transfer to the screen a subject which
already has had a large audience in an-

OTHER NOTABLE PLAYERS ON PREFERRED ROSTER:

26, 1922

Forman

to

Publications

tensive training in addition to his recent
achievements in the film world fit him
exceptionally
well
for his post
with
Preferred Pictures. After leaving Pathe,

he

August

other medium
expression.

Tom

of

Forman

u n d c rtake

will

C h n g Ching
Chinaman," which
will be the second
publication of Al
Lichtman Corpo'

'

i

ration.

Forman

is

also what might
be called an "old
timer" in the picHe
ture game.
learned the fundamentals of prod u c t ion through
an acting career

Gasnier

with Kalem, Lubin and Lasky which extended over a number of years.
While affiliated with Famous Players
he became interested in directing and his
ideas were so novel that Famous Players
made a place for him on their staff.

Top row, left to right: Carol Halloway, Lon Chaney, EsHarrison Ford, Gaston Glass, Carl Stockdale, House
Taylor, Walter Long and Frances Raymond. Middle row:
Peters and Charles Clary. Bottom row: Buddy Messenger, John Sainpolis, Myrtle Stedman, Kenneth Harlan and Richard
Headrick.

telle

a
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High Class Stories and Best Players
Possible

Preferred Policy

Is

Exceptional List
For "Rich Men's Wives" an exceptional list
of accessories has been prepared.
The posters include one 24-sheet, two 3sheets, two 1-sheets, one 6-sheet and a window
card.

A

complete press book of 20 pages, with
newspaper ads, star cuts, stories and ex-

r\VO

principal factors enter into the
Pictures,
Inc.,
Preferred
policy of
Ivhose productions are handled by Al
1.

Jchtman exchanges.
High class
These two factors are:
tories and prominent actors.
The company's initial productions bear
vitncss that this policy is and will be
"Rich Men's
arried out to the letter.
Vives," the first publication, will be ended by one of the most splendid casts
ver assembled for a single picture.
*
*
*
Claire
cad,

is

Windsor, who has the feminine
one of the "comers" among stars

oday. After a short screen career of
hree years, starting in Lois Weber Proluctions, Miss Windsor is firmly estabished as an actress of both exceptional
She has lately been
>eauty and ability.
n such successful pictures as "One Clear
rail,"
and Marshall Neilan's "Fool's
7 irst."
She is one of the most soughtifter stars of the present time, and has
ilready proven to be a strong drawing
:ard for the box-office.
House Peters needs no introduction
He is a
ither to exhibitors or patrons.
;tar with a long record of achievements
lehind him and has been largely responiible for the praise lately awarded "The
Storm."
Another member of this special cast

Theby

Rosemary

s

whose

haughty

)eauty particularly fits her for the part
)f a society butterfly.
She has done exensive previous work under the direction
af Gasnier, notably in "Good Women," in
>vhich she played the lead.
She will always be remembered for her portrayal
af the
cruel queen in "A Connecticut

Yankee."
*

*

*

Gaston
Glass,
dashing young
the
Brazilian of "Rich Men's Wives," is cast
n an ideal role for his foreign personality.
Glass' name is, of course, inseparable
with the success of "Humoresque."
Myrtle Stedman also was considered
to have all the requirements to assume
the part
of a society
matron in this
elaborately produced story.

Baby

Richard

Headrick,

whose

appealing acting in many First National
Attractions has met with great praise,
has the leading child part in this Gasnier
picture.
Mildred June, the well known
ingenue, Charles Clary, the former Goldwyn player and Martha Mattox, who
supported Priscilla Dean in "Conflict,"
are also to be
seen in "Rich Men's
Wives."
Carol Halloway and William
Austin complete this 100 per cent cast.
*

An
the

*

*

examination

artists

of the roll call for
engaged for "Ching, Ching

Chinaman," which will follow "Rich
Men's Wives," shows names rivaling the
first

Preferred

Lon Chaney,
Miracle

Picture

that

in

excellency.

master heavy of "The

Man" and "The

Penalty,"

will

of

Accessories Prepared

ploitation suggestions, is being supplied.
butterfly cutout herald, symbolic of the
rich man's wife as a social butterfly, is provided, as well as a complete Lobby display in
colors, with two styles of 22 by 28 cards. Also
for lobby display are oil paintings of stars and
scenes from the picture, 8 by 10 photos for

A

be seen

corresponding

a

in

character

la Mott, who was
chosen to play with Fairbanks in "The
Three Musketeers," will assume the
Ford
lead supported
by Harrison

part.

Margaret De

—

young actor

of established reputation for
his consistently fine work with the Tal-

Good Films Will Go
Despite Weather
Says

AL UCHTMAN

of
to

Messrs. Zukor and Loew and the
wonderful artists concerned," says
a statement from Mr. Lichtman,
"for making two such splendid pictures and for having the courage

them loose at this time.
"The crowds jamming the theatres where 'Blood and Sand' and

to turn

'The Prisoner of Zenda' are showing give practical proof of the situation I discovered during my rearound the country.
cent
trip
Talks with experienced and intelligent showmen convinced me that
they want only fine pictures and
that they are willing to pay fair
prices for them in the knowledge
that the public will come to see the
productions.
"History is being made for the
motion picture on Broadway. Here
we are in August, generally conceded to be the hottest month of
the year and we know it is hot
and yet the public is
this week
almost rioting in the deteimination
to get into the Rivoli and the Astor.
Monday, while it was raining and
hailing, Broadway, in front of the
Rivoli, was black with fans massed
and determin-ed to get in to "ee
'Blood and Sand.'

—

—

"What better demonstration
could the picture producers require
than this?
"Every producer of pictures
should take a lesson from the
Broadway demonstrations this
week, and should make up their
minds that

fine pictures are the best

investment in the world, while bad
positively
dangerous
ones
are
risks."

styles of slide,
latter are gratis

The corporation is putting out a special supplemental exploitation sheet, with special ads
and exploitation suggestions not included in
the regular press book.

madge

sisters.
John Sainpolis, through
achieved success in "The Four Horsemen," has also won a part in "Ching,
Ching Chinaman." Walter Long, lately
seen with Wallace Reid in "The Dictator." but perhaps best known as Gus, the
renegade negro of "The Birth of a Na-

his

tion," will do his share, too, to make this
production a high spot in motion pictures this year.
Frances Raymond and
William Dudley also have roles suited

to their particular talents.

Orange Blossoms," the
production of Preferred Pictures,
is only another fulfillment of the promise
of fine casts.
Estelle Taylor is expected
to add more laurels to those she won in
"Thorns and

success
of
tremendous
"Blood and Sand" at the Rivoli
and "The Prisoner of Zenda" at
the Astor theatre, New York, is
cited by Al Lichtman, president of
Al Lichtman Corporation', as verification of a prediction he made
recently that the public would go
to see good pictures, regardless of
weather or other conditions usually blamed for theatre depression.

the congratulations
industry are due

two
The

third

The

"I think
the entire

newspaper reproduction,
trailers and music cues.
to exhibitors.

the

Fox

She

will

special

"A Fool There Was."

share the center of the screen
with Kenneth Harlan.
Enid Bennett,
whose list of Paramount successes is almost endless, Arthur
Hull,
Evelyn
Selbie and Carl Stockdale, round out this
carefully selected

group

of players.

Lichtman Exchanges Operate
Twenty-Eight Cities

in

(Continued from page 6g)

Far Western territories are four
men who have made great strides in the
picture business in the last few years.
Al
Rosenberg, with his brothers, Mike and
Lou, have been conspicuous in the Independent field since 1914.
Louis Hyman
and Elmer Benjamin, who have been with
Sol Lesser for years, have been among the
most active distributors in the California
territory, and M. A. Klausner of Denver
In the

has made a splendid record in that territory.

Joseph L. Friedman has been prominent in the independent field for the last
decade.
As one of the pioneers in the
business in Chicago, he has been associated with some of the great successes to the
picture business.
In a statement of policy, Mr. Lichtman
declared that his organization will be con-

ducted along modern
tures

and

equitable

lines,

with "good pic-

distribution"

as

its

guiding principle.

"By

'equitable

distribution,' "

said Mr.
fairness to

Lichtman, "we mean absolute
will offer our producthe exhibitor.
tions on their merits. If the exhibitor likes
If he doesn't
them, he will book them.
like them, he will not book them.
That's
all there is to it.
No jokers, no tricks and
no binders.
"We intend to keep Preferred Pictures
on the very highest plane it is possible to
attain.
Every Preferred Picture will be
made from a real dramatic story, and
everyone will have a strong box office title.
Every one will be directed by a director
whose ability and standing are solid, and
every cast will be made up of players
whose names are known to the public and
whose artistic talents are certain.

We
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Here's Record for
Records in Filmdom
Arthur

S.

Kane Cites

Established by

Few

a

New

Lloyd Comedy
"Records" are an integral part of the
motion picture industry. But a "record":
for "records" has just been established
by Arthur S. Kane in a recent announcement. Mr. Kane's record pertains to
three records established by the new
Harold Lloyd feature comedy, "Grandma's Boy," which is distributed by Associated Exhibitors. Following is the record announcement:
After running ten weeks and four
days at the Symphony theatre inl
*
Los Angeles, Dr. H. B. Breckwedel was compelled to obtain a new
print, the first having been worn out
completely. Had another not been ob-:
tained immediately, says Mr. Kane, the
would
terminated
engagement
have
abruptly. Mr. Kane believes this is the.
1

i

1

1

DIRECTOR CHAS. GRAMLICH
camp

State Right

and Cameraman Paul Aller

filming scenes for

righting.

This
produced
Irving
feature,
by
Cumniings, is rinding a ready markel
prothe
in the territories visited by
moters.
Mr. Lesser reports the following

sales:

Are Sold
York State and Northern

New

Sam

Com-

Territories

New

Jersey territory to

Zierler of

monwealth Film Corporation; Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey
to Gene Marcus of Twentieth Century
Film Company; Wisconsin to Charles

Trampe

of

Midwest Distributing Com-

pany; California, Nevada and Arizona to
Louis Hyman of All Star Feature Distributors, and Washington, Idaho and
Montana to Al Rosenburg of De Luxe
Film Company.
"Flesh and Blood" is the first of three
features which Cummings will produce
for' Western Pictures, the remaining two
to follow the termination of the producer's contract with Universal.
An array of stellar material supports

Chaney

in

this

production.

prominent actors

in

ihe

Among

cast are:

the

Edith

Riesenfeld Breaks
Rule on Displays
Hugo

Riesenfeld, director of the
theatres, has suspended the strict rule in regard to
lobby displays in order to admit
a frame of beautifully illuminated
scenes from "The Young Diana,"
picturization
of
Cosmopolitan's
Marie Corelli's novel, with Marion
Davies as the star, which will be
the attraction at the Rivoli the
week of August 27 and at the Rialto
the week of September 3.
The frame contains twenty pichand-tinted on glass and
tures,
il"uminated by electric lights in-side
the frame.
Rivoli

and Rialto

to

and Blood

Roberts, Jack Mulhall, Ralph Lewis.
Wilfred Lucas, Toto Yamamato, Noali
Beery, DeWitt Jennings and Kate Price.

Other Sales Announced
Mr. Lesser also announces the sale of
"The Sagebrush Trail" and "The Man
from Hell's River" to Royal Pictures
for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey and "The Sagebrush Trail"
for Greater New York to Bobby North
of Apollo Exchange.
Further sales on the Western Pictures
product are predicted in the recent visits
Standard Film
of Harry Charnas
of
Oldknow of Southern
Service: Oscar
States Film Corporation; Dave Thomas
of Strand Film Service, Washington, D.
C, and Harry Rifkin of Eastern Feature
Film Company, Boston, to the New York
offices

first time in the history of the industry
that a print had to be renewed to complete the run.
Record No. 2 as cited by Mr. Kane
is the fact that the Lloyd comedy

2

Handle

Picture, "Flesh

Irving M. Lesser of Western Pictures
Exploitation Company is pointing with
pride to the early sales on the new Lon
Chaney production, "Flesh and Blood,"
which the Lesser organization is state-

Seminole Indian

"The Swamp Demon."

Men Eager

Chaney

in a

of the distributing concern.

*

broke

Practically one-half of the entire territory of the United States has been closed
by Equity Pictures Corporation for the
Daniel
Carson
Goodman production,
"What's Wrong With the Women." This
is probably the quickest and biggest deal,
it is declared, that has ever been closed
by any independent concern, and is only
the beginning of what Equity intends to
do with their "special."
The territories closed were: New York
State and Northern New Jersey, sold to

Samuel

Zierler

of

Commonwealth Film

Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue; Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey, sold to Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece
Film Attractions, 1329 Vine
Street, Philadelphia; the New England
States, sold to

Sam Grand

of Federated
Piedmont Street,

Film Exchange, 48
Boston; Northern Illinois, Indiana and
Wisconsin, sold to Joe Friedman of Celebrated Players Film Corporation, 810 So.
Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

"What's Wrong With the Women"
was screened simultaneously for all four
prospective

was done
mated.

buyers, and before the day
the sale had been consum-

Monday opening

records|

&

I

time. This
didn't have

meant
their

that those people who
cars had to pile

own

trucks or taxis or walk.
And record No. 3, says Mr. Kane,
the highest rental price even
is
*
paid in Boston. According to thej
Associated Exhibitors official, Jake Lau-i
rie paid this record price for an indefinite^
run of the feature at his Park theatre.
The picture will open on September 4.
Mr. Laurie expects to break another,
record in attendance figures.
in

3

j

Public Likes Cartoons,
Says A. J. Van Beuren
Of Fables Pictures, Inc.
"I

have always firmly believed

that the.

cartoons," says A. J. Van|
Beuren, president of Fables Pictures, Inc.
"The hearty reception accorded 'Aesop's!
Film Fables' by the theatre-going public!
has proved my personal belief. The animated cartoon has an exceptional audi-|
ence appeal. It offers unlimited possibilThe,
ities for presenting good comedy.
ingenuity of the cartoonist in drawing!
funny antics and comic scenes knows nol
limit.
The cartoonist can make his characters do almost any action imaginable!
and the resultant laughs are abundant."
public

Equity Announces Half
Of Country Contracted
For on Goodman Picture

all

Katz Roosevelt theatrel
at the Balaban
in Chicago. This is surprising owing to
the fact that Chicago was in the midst of
a street and elevated car strike at the

likes

i

j

Mr. Van Beuren is also president off
Timely Films, Inc., which issues "Topics
of the Day." These were first publishedj
four years ago and according to Mr. Van!
Beuren the present popularity of "Topics!

Day" is proof that it is not al
novelty but has become rather an institu-J
of the
tion.

Barthelmess Starts Work
In New Photoplay "Fury"
Having completed the filming of'
George Washington Ogden's story. "The!
Bondboy," Richard Barthelmess is nowj
engaged in filming "Fury," a story es-j
him by Edmund;'
pecially written for
Colliding, who with Henry King, adaptedl
Joseph Hergesheimer's|
for the screen

"Tol'able David," which was Mr. Barthelmess's first starring vehicle.

»
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Unparalleled

w Op
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At the time
before

of the writing of this advertisement, which

we even attempted

to

sell

any

territory

was

rt
<Zt-

|^__

THE WOMEN"

A.

*

V

1

r( A
L ^

\«
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forty-two per cent, of the entire United States was sold to
four of the industry's

most enterprising Independents

SAM GRAND
BEN AMSTERDAM

%

1

ws
L

SAM ZIERLER
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN

1

^^^^^] W

on

WRONG WITH

"WHAT'S

V

'

Jph^ 1

<

men
THESE
exhibition

saw

"WHAT'S

WRONG WITH THE WOMEN"

in a private
Offices in New York before the finished print was entirely
ready. In its unfinished state they pronounced this picture the outstanding
production of the Independent field in years. Mr. Zierler has purchased
York
State and N. N. Jersey. Mr. Grand has purchased the
England States. Mr.
in the

Wh

Equity

it

€a

New

New

Amsterdam, E. Penn. and S. N. Jersey and Mr. Friedman, N. Illinois, Indiana and
Ask these men what they think of "WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE
WOMEN." If you ask us, we will say nothing except SHOW YOU the picture, which
must speak for itself. Inquiries for territory will be answered in rotation as received.
Wisconsin.

IS

Equity Pictures Corporation
723 7th Avenue,

(Daniel Carson

Goodman

New York

if

mm

City

Productions)

-q

EQUITY/

^cr
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"Human

Hearts" Is
Popular "U" Picture
Second Week in New York Is
Bigger Than First— Run in
West

Successful

In New York, in the Middle West and
on the Coast, where it is having pre-re"Human Hearts," the Unilease runs.
versal-Jewel production of Hal Reid's
play, is establishing itself as a huge success, according to reports received by the

producing company.

New York the picture has completed
second week at the Central theatre,
Andrew J. Cobe, manager, reports that
the picture has surpassed his expectations, the second week being bigger than
In

BITS from "Her

Majesty," the Playgoers picture which Associated Exhibitors
Mollie King and Creighton Hale are featured.
distributing through Pathe.

is

its

the

first.

Kane Adds Four Names
To Sales Division of

Issue

Plays Granada Theatre
On the West' Coast "Human Hearts"
has just completed a run at the Granada
The following
theatre, San Francisco.
telegram has been received at the Universal home office from J. A. Partington,

Arthur S. Kane, president of Associated Exhibitors, announces the appointment of four new sales representatives to

director of the Granada:
"Want to congratulate you and King Baggot on
your magnificent production of 'Human Hearts'
which is now enjoying a financially and artistically
If
succesful engagement at our Granada theatre.
"Human Hearts' is a specimen of what we are to
expect from your Nineteen Twenty Two program
of Jewels, you are entitled to a vote of thanks
by the entire industry."

has been assigned
to Associated Exbranch
hibitors'
office
in
Cleve-

Associated Exhibitors

t

E.

Praises Film
Michigan's leadJ. H. Kunsky, one of
ing exhibitors, had equally as good re-

Kunsky

sults

with

"Human

Capital theatre,
Carl Laemmle,

Kunsky

Hearts"

Detroit.

In

president

of

in

his

"Human

Hearts" is not to be
published until October, Universal reports a steadily growing list of advance
bookings.

Holt and Unit in N. Y.
For Scenes in New Film
in

Jack Holt, Paramount star, has arrived
New York to begin work on the Man-

hattan scenes of his new picture, "Making a Man," which Joseph Henabery is
directing. "Making a Man" is a story by
Peter B. Kyne and was adapted by Albert Shelby LcVino.
Filming of the New York scenes will
take about three weeks after which Holt
and the rest of the unit will return West
for its completion.

Set September

As Arrow Month

his

He

work

in

started
the in-

Cleve-

years

ago under E. A.

new

Eschman, then
manager

wire to
Universal,

branch
for

said:

Although

home

land,
city.

dustry in
land six

a

"Greatly pleased at opportunity to give premier
showing of 'Human Hearts' at my new Capital
BusiJust the picture for my patrons.
theatre.
Everyone pleased with production. You
ness big.
deserve much credit."

Fielder

C.

E. C. Fielder

World

Film

Select.
Mack D. Weinberger, a picture veteran
of 12 years' experience, is the new apHe
pointee to the Indianapolis office.
was at one time with First National as
assistant to the New York branch manager, later entering the D. W. Griffith
service as sales manager in New York.
W. A. Busch is appointed to Washington, to which territory his entire career
of six years has been confined.
Sidney J. Baker has been made sales
representative in charge of Associated's

Omaha office. Since November last he
has been operating an independent office
for the handling of states rights films.

Shallenberger, President
of Arrow Film Corporations has
announced that the month of September, which will be known as
"Arrow Month," is to mark the
E.

beginning of an enormous sales
drive with which Arrow Film Corporation will usher in the new
season.

"The day has come when the
independent producer and distributor has something to crow about
and believe me we are going to
crow just a wee bit louder than
the next man, for at no time in the
history of my organization have we
been in such a position as at present," said Mr. Shallenberger.

other

The

entire series of forthcoming

War-

ner Brothers productions have been purchased by M. Mitchell, of the Standard
Productions Company, Atlanta, for the
The rights include
southern territory.
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and North and

secured
"Your Best
Mitchell
has
Friend," featuring Vera
"Ashamed of Parents," "Parted Curtains," and the seven productions being
made at the Warner coast studios, three
of which are Harry Rapf pictures.

Gordon,

"The U.
Seas"

Urban
jects,

Battle Fleet on the High
of the second of the
Popular Classics, one-reel sub-

is

S.

the

title

published by Vitagraph.

It

is

an

interesting study of the fleet at work.
The picture takes one with the fleet,
through all the manoeuvers, and there is
a wealth of intimate detail, from coaling
ship to battle practice.

six-reel

features, also as
specials and other
possible to deliver.

Turpin

comedies as

it

Better

is

Than "Molly O"

In "Suzanna," it is said, not one detail
has been overlooked to make of it an
interesting, technically beautiful and enjoyable production. The new picture is
to afford Miss Normand a role in
which she excels even her work in such
productions as "Mickey" and "Molly 0."

said

i

Able Support for Star

Under

the direction of F. Richard
Jones, Miss Normand is supported by a *
distinguished group of featured artists
included among which are Walter McGrail,
Leon Bary, Winifred Bryson,
George Nichols, George Cooper, Eric
Mayne, Carl Stockdale, Evelyn Sherman^

and Lon

Poff.

her return from Europe about Sepfirst,

Miss Normand

will start im-

mediately with the production of her next
vehicle for First National publication.

Arrange Unique Bally-Hoo
For "Babes in Toy land"
A novel feature connected with the exploitation of Victor Herbert's "Babes

Toyland"

in

scheme whereby all members of the company, except the prin
cipals, will wear a uniform dress while
is

a

on tour.
The uniform will be of military design

modeled
tion.

U.S. Navy Is Shown in
Urban Popular Classics

to

five

many Ben

tember

South Carolina.

W.

Achievement

On

Acquires Warners' Series
For Southern Territory

Film

"Suzanna," Mack Sennett's historical
costume photoplay starring Mabel Normand, and which, according to the producer, promises to be among the outstanding comedy-dramas of 1922, will be
published through Associated First National Pictures, Inc., about September 15.
Much speculation has been set at rest
with the return from New York of Mack
Sennett and the announcement that First
National will distribute "Suzanna" and

Corporation, and
has subsequently

been with Hodkinson, United Artists and

Normand

Sennett Declares "Suzanna"
to be Star's Greatest

company's

h e

force.

managing

National Will

First

after a character in the produc-

No

mention, however,

is

made

of

the fact that the wearers are members
of the "Babes in Toyland" company, but
the constant viewing of these girls in
uniform on the streets will act as a refined bally-ho for the exhibitor playing
the attraction.

Alice

Brady in New Film

Brady has started her second
Paramount picture, "Anna Ascends," at
the Paramount Long Island studio, under
Alice

the direction of Victor Fleming.

J
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Victor Herbert Writing Music for

"When Knighthood Was
A

Flower }>
4

in

great musical score is being arranged
Cosmopolitan Productions' picturiza"When Knighthood Was in
of
Flower," with Marion Davies as the star.
Herbert,
prominent American
Victor
composer, has been engaged to compose
two original numbers. The first is "Marion Davies March," written in honor of

the story of "The Young Diana'' has also
attained wide popularity through its extensive book sale. The picture has been
elaborately produced and is said to showMiss Davies in some of the best work
which she has ever given the screen.
Supporting the star are Forrest Stan-

young star who as Princess Mary
Tudor is said to achieve the climax of

and Gypsy O'Brien.

for
tion

the

This will be

her career.

used

for

Scores Reflect

Time

Peters, who made the
musical scores for "Way Down East"
and "Orphans of the Storm," will arrange
the orchestral accompaniment for "When

Knighthood

Fred

Was

in Flower," basing his

upon genuine old ballads
and dances which were popular in the
score

Tudor

largely

period.

"When Knighthood Was

Flower"

in

is

called a romance of a romance. It is from
the story by Major Charles of ShelbyIndiana, and has attained wide
ville,
popularity through its extensive circulation in book form. Carl Link, who made
the posters for the Passion Play at
Oberammergau, has been engaged to
make special sketches of Marion Davies
as Princess Mary Tudor in the production.

Plays Diversified Roles
will also be seen as the
star in another big Cosmopolitan picture,

Marion Davies

"The Young Diana," made under

the direction of Robert G. Vignola and Albert
Capellani. In this production Marion Davies plays two widely different parts

one a disillusioned, embittered
the other a radiant, happy

woman

girl.

As "When Knighthood Was

in

De Cordoba, Maclyn Arbuckle

the

marches and other scenes. A waltz entitled
"When Knighthood Was in
Flower," which will furnish the love motive for the picture, is also being composed by Mr. Herbert.

William

Peter

ley,

Flower"

Increased Business Is
Woody's Birthday Gift
General Manager John S. Woody of
Select was given a pleasant surprise on
the occasion of his thirty-third birthday
when telegrams began coming to his desk
Last week

which read "Congratulations!

we shot

business over the top just thirtythree per cent.
understand you are
thirty-three years old today."

We

The

was

affair

in the

form

of a surprise

engineered by Phil Selznick and participated in by D. J. Selznick, of the Pittsburgh Select office; Floyd Lewis, in
charge at St. Louis; O. P. Hall, of Cincinnati, and Steve O'Brien, of Omaha,
who had been apprised of Woody's

as

character

in

ing

"Pop"
the

Turtle, lead-

Plum

Center

Comedies, a new series of Film Booking Offices short subjects.

birthday.

New

DAN MASON,

Barry Picture

Sloman Nears Completion

Is

Completed for Warners
Final scenes for the second Wesley
Barry picture, "Heroes of the Street,"
produced by Harry Rapf for Warner
Brothers, were filmed last week under
the direction of William Beaudine. The
first Barry vehicle, "Rags to Riches," was
completed under the direction of Wallace Worsley.
Immediately upon the picturization of
the Barry story, Harry Rapf began preparations for the shooting of "Brass," the
Charles G. Norris novel in which Marie
Prevost will play the leading feminine
role.

of "Blind Justice" Film
"Blind Justice," Frank R. Adams' popular story, which is being produced for
the screen by Edward Sloman as his first
subject since joining the ranks of producers, has entered its final stages of production at Fine Arts studios, Hollywood,
Cal. Only a few exteriors remain to be
filmed before the production will enter
the cutting-rooms.
The picture is to be presented with
Milton Sills, Pat
the following cast:
O'Malley, Alec B. Francis, Charles Clary,
Walter Long, Jack Mower, Eric Mayne

and Carmel Myers. Mr. Sloman
sonally directing and supervising

is

per-

it.

Educational Exchanges Receiving
Prints of New Season Productions
Educational has received from the producers at least one picture of each of its
series of short subjects for the season
of 1922-1923, and is rushing prints to all
branches so that exhibitors all over the
country can be given an idea of the pro-

gram
tional

that has been laid out for Educapictures.

Private showings of these pictures indicate that September, which will see
under way the new year's program for
F.ducational Pictures, will be a red letter
month in the field of short subjects.

Scheduled for September

The

first

two-reel

in

left

will sail for Europe with Julius
Stern, president of Century comedies, to
make a series of pictures in England.
Accompanied by his director. Arvid Gill-

where he

strom, and by "Brick" Enright, Century

comedy "gag" man, Moran

will

make

personal appearances at various theatres
where his pictures are showing during
the journey.

to be pub-

will be the initial
Christie comedy seFollowing
ries, "That Son of a Sheik."
"That Son of a Sheik" in the Christie
Glove," a
series will be "Pardon
prize fight picture featuring Bobby Vernon, which has been completed at the

lished

in

September

subject of the
California
MORAN has
LEE
his automobile headed for New York,

comedy

new

My

Christie studio.

Series

by Hamilton

Hamilton starts off his new
series of Hamilton Comedies with "The
Speeder." Jack White's first offering in

Lloyd

the

Mermaid

series

is

"Look Out Below,"

with Lige Conley, Don Barclay and Elinor Lynn in the principal parts.

Had

N. Y. Showing

The first of Educational's new Earl
Hurd Comedies, "One Ol' Cat," has already had

first

its

run,

showing at the
the week of

Rivoli theatre in

New York

August

it

where

attracted a great deal
novelty. The Earl
Hurd Comedies, presented by C. C. Burr,
are a combination of acting by living actors with animated cartoons. "The First
Barber" will begin the distribution of
Tony Sarg's Almanac through Educa6,

of attention

tional

for

its

Exchanges.

In addition to these new subjects, publication of the current series of Tooner-

Comedies by Fontaine Fox, Advenof Sherlock Holmes, Wilderness
Tales by Robert C. Bruce, and Campbell comedies will be continued in Sepville

tures

tember.

Washburn in Dana Film
Bryant W ashburn
to be Viola Dana's
:

leading

man

is

in

"June
Crosby George
Beaumont.

picture,

her forthcoming Metro
Madness," written by
and directed by Harry

August
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VITAGRAPH TO CELEBRATE ITS TWENTY-FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY IN FEBRUARY

Airplane view of Vitagraph's great Brooklyn studio. Developed from first small unit.
America to reach its quarter century milestone.

VITAGRAPH

will celebrate its twenty-fifth anniversary
President Albert E. Smith expects
next February.
to make the event one to be remembered by the industry.
It will be the first American twenty-fifth anniversary in motion picture circles, for President Smith and
Vitagraph were busily getting under way at the same time
that Elwood Haynes was tinkering with the first gas buggy
out in Indiana.
The above is a new airplane view of Vitagraph's East
Coast studio at 15th street and Locust avenue, established
1898. In many respects Vitagraph's Eastern studio is unThe plant
like that of any other concern in the industry.
proper occupies two entire city squares and is substantially
and massively built of steel and concrete, fireproof throughout.
Included with the building housing the five studios,
laboratories and factory is an administration building housing the entire executive forces of approximately 150 people.
There is a note of confidence in the industry's future
that persists in one's impression of the plant.
Developed as it was from the first modest building at
the dawn of the industry in this country, Vitagraph has
first included in its building adequate facilities
experimental work.
There are great machine shops
and laboratories devoted exclusively to developing improved
methods in production. The company has perfected many
new devices and processes which are exclusively used in
Vitagraph work.
The electrical equipment is one of the

from the

for

Big Scenes Being Made
At Bennett Studio for
"Mysteries of Paris"
Reproductions of houses, rooms, cafes
and underground passages, described in
Eugene Sue's famous novel, "Mysteries
of Paris," are ready at Whitman Bennett
studios for production of the storv by
Mr. Bennett and Charles Burr of Affiliated Distributors.
Months have been

striking features of the plant.

William

The company power house

on occasion. At times there have been as many as twentytwo companies at work at one time.
it

VITAGRAPH

property warehouses are famous for the
wide range covered and the quality of the equipment.
Some of these property rooms are the envy of antique collectors and are literal treasure houses which have accumulated the most attractive and valuable of the city's offerings
over a period of twenty years.
The transition from the custom of building sets of
light materials in finishes suitable to camera and lights,
to the more modern idea of building sets as they should
be in real life and manoeuvering lights to get proper values
took place in this studio.
Vitagraph's location is ideal. The plant occupies the
position of strategic importance in connection with the development of the South Bay section of Long Island. It is
only a step from the main artery of motor transportation
across the Queensboro Bridge from New York to the ocean.
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit subway station at Elm avenue
adjoins Vitagraph property, thirty minutes from 42nd
street.

The company owns

several adjoining city squares and

has ample room for expansion.

Collier,

Jr.,

Lucille

Shannon. Kenneth
has been engaged as director.
Effie

in

as large as that of many small cities and is sufficient in
capacity to carry the very unusual over-loads thrust upon

spent by Elsa Lopez, Spanish artist, it is
proper designs.
One of the features will be a street
Bennett has spent
Mr.
scene for which
weeks in and about New York's Latin
quarter picking out characters. It is the
aim of the producers to make the film as
near the real thing as possible.
Members of the cast already chosen are
Lew Cody. Gladys Hulette, Montague

Verne and

company

is

stated, getting the

Love,

— First

La

Webb

—Advt.

& North May Issue
••Notoriety" in September

Weber

Will Nigh has notified
distributors of his

ductions, that the

Weber &

coming
first

North,

series of pro-

"Notoriety"

is

on

lap of completion.
The cast has returned from a week's
sojourn to the Delaware Water Gap and
other locations on the Eastern coast.
It is expected that the special will be
ready for bookine in September.
its last
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Three studies from "The World's a Stage," the Elinor Glyn story which is being
produced at United Studios by Principal Pictures Corporation. Dorothy Phillips
is star.
Playing opposite her is Kenneth Harlan.

Way Mark Reached in

Half

Filming
Glyn Story "The World's A Stage"

"The World's

New Baird

Feature
Called Her Greatest
"When Husbands Deceive" to
Be Issued August 20 by
Associated Exhibitors
"When Husbands Deceive," which
Leah Baird wrote and
the

leading role, will

in

which she has

mark

the

by

that

ever

achieved

story, direction and performance are said
to combine in placing it well at the head
of the list.

As with Miss

Baird's previous pictures,
Deceive" deals with
and carries its appeal to the great body of picture-goers

into believing that her fiance

is

MacDonald

Katherine MacDonald, who enjoys the
distinction of having been called the most
beautiful of screen actresses, is to have
Orville Caldwell as her leading man in
"The Lonely Road," the next Preferred
Pictures production in which she is to
star.

Note
A

story in the August 12th issue con"No appointtained the mis-statement:
ments to photograph anything for 'Screen
Snapshots' are to be honored with authorization from Jack Cohn or Louis
editors."

The phrase should have

been "without authorization."

This

stars

is

is

prac-

the Elinor

Dorothy

Will Be 8 Reels

According to Sol Lesser and Mike
Rosenberg, producing the story, it will
be one of the season's biggest offerings.
When finally cut and titled, the film will
go to the screen in eight reels.
Distribution arrangements are now being cared for by Irving M. Lesser, whose
activities have kept him in New York for
almost a solid year. Irving Lesser is a
member of Principal Pictures Corporation.

whose "Hurricane's
published throughout the
country, is expected to reach her histrionic heights in "The World's a Stage."
Phillips,

now

Harlans

in

services

Cast

Supporting the star in the offering in
addition to Mr. McRae will be seen Kenneth Harlan, Otis Harland, and other

in

Phillips'

Stage"

a

is

Story Tells of Hollywood

The

story itself as written by

Elinor

Glyn deals with the adventures and
periences of a "movie-struck"

girl.

ex-

Mme.

Glyn told the producers that she wanted
to give forth some concrete expression
of her stay in Hollywood which lasted
over a year.

Eight of Goldwyn's New
Productions on 1922-23
Program Are Completed
Goldwyn is well in advance of its
schedule of big productions for the comEight pictures are either
ing season.
completed or in the final stages of titling
and editing. Two others are midway in
When these
the photographing stage.
two are completed, as they will be within
a month or two, Goldwyn will have half
of its product ready for the new season.
The producing firm expresses keen satisfaction with the films already finished and
is confident exhibitors are going to find
the group, taken both individually and
collectively, big

Heading the

moneymakers.
list

finished

of

because they were the

Days of Rapid
Production Over

Miss

artists.

"The World's

through the courtesy of Allen Holubar
and First National Pictures, Inc.

Phillips.

"The Awful Truth."

is

well-known screen

a thief.

Directed by Worsley
Miss Baird herself plays the part of the
heiress. Others in the cast are William
Conklin, Jack Mower, Eulalie Jensen,
Katherine Lewis and John Cossar.
"When Husbands Deceive" was directed by Wallace Worsley, under the
personal supervision of Arthur F. Beck.

Plays Opposite

fea-

Colin Campbell, directing the episodes
for the production, is rushing work on
certain scenes to permit Bruce McRae,
one of the featured players, making a
theatrical engagement with David Belasco
in which he will support Ina Claire in

real life

who have domestic difficulties of their
own from time to time. It has to do with
an heiress who is duped by her guardian

first

under the banner of

Corporation,

finished.

Glyn story which

Gal"

"When Husbands

Lewyn,

half

tically

Dorothy

Story of Domestic Life

problems of

Pictures

Principal

greatest

popular
player, is the prediction of Associated
Exhibitors. The picture will be published
August 20. Not only is it declared to be
the most lavishly dressed and pretentious
of the three offerings Miss Baird has
produced for Associated Exhibitors, but
success

Stage," the

a

ture being produced

first

pictures,

completed,

Flood" and "Hungry
are "The
Sin
Hearts." Included in the list are three
Rupert

Hughes

pictures,

two

entirely

completed, and the third, "Gimme," now
being edited and titled at the Goldwyn

Nine years ago Cecil B. DeMille
produced twelve pictures a year.
Today he is averaging two each
twelve months.
Therein is told the story of the
change in motion picture production methods and the progress

$10,000 prize in the Chicago Daily
Neivs $30,000 scenario contest, is being

made

son Hopper, was recently completed.

in the

new

art in less than a

studios.

"Broken Chains," the story that won
the

edited

and

titled

by

its

director,

Allen

Holubar. Peter B. Kyne's story, "Brothers

Under

the Skin," directed

by E. Ma-

decade.

"In the early days the number
pictures was the thing," Mr.
said in- discussing
this
transition.
"We made pictures in
the best way we knew but we
made them fast, not infrequently
sacrificing quality to quantity. Today one good picture a year is infinitely better than a half dozen
pictures of inferior quality. That's
why we take so long today to produce a single picture."
of

Selznick Officials View

DeMille

First

Film Made on Coast

The showing

of Elaine Hammerstein's

latest picture, "Under Oath," at the Selznick home offices was of particular interest to the company's executives because
of its being the first of a new series of
pictures made at the Coast studios of the

organization.
feature of "Under Oath" is some
ew lighting effects introduced by Myron
elznick for the first time.

A

•

1
Screen Message No. 69

HERALD

Each week the
numerous

articles

lishes

Every

other reform menaces.
hibitor should

keep a

stories for use

when

file

the

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

blue laws and

censorship,

ing to

nothing wrong with
nothing except
The final pioneer days of

"There

Something to Read

ex-

of these

the occasion

demands.

is

industry,

film

youth.

the

the pioneer days of the gold rush
to California. The pioneers of the
that they have

be no repetition."

New

Meddlers and the

like

many

and character of federal reguwhenever, by amendment or otherwise,
you make a centralized government and not the
citizens the source and repository of all power,
you will not have amended, you will have abolished
the constitution of the United States."

leaders.

The appended symposium, compiled from reports on these attacks, affords
exhibitors desirable

Reformers

hands up

They throw

other people.

in

Wells. Colo.

by

C.

News

The

from

of

editorial

the

Cheyenne

was written

former exhibitor.

Brakeman,

A.

aptly illustrated

is

editorial

County

Cheyenne

their

which they censure

This

following

the

them-

The next moment they

are doing that thing

in

propaganda

horror and shout to the pub-

in

"DOX'T."

lic,

effective

consider

obviously

super-beings.

selves

and

reads:

It

The Chautauqua

sorship in an address at Bellevue, O.:
"We used to think that if an immoral

show came

satisfaction,

Saturday night gave good

last

although

failed

it

to

pay out by a

margin of about $100.
It is hoped that there will be a different story
to tell next year when the responsibility will be
spread

out over a

thusiastic

much

greater

number

of

en-

portion of his subjects, noticeably his scathing deof

shows.
Now, the writer
Sunday show business, and

Sunday

holds no brief for the

would not be blighted should they
it seems a little like
biting the hand that feeds him for Judge Bale
to denounce Sunday shows when the institution
for which he is working puts on one every Sunday night of the summer season, and he does
;xactly the same thing.
Purists may make a distinction between a clean motion picture show and
a clean chautauqua performance, but they have
young

bis

that

had

town

ordinances
could act.

police force

was a

state

plain

'
.
actton.

_

We

could, for

under
If

o., said:

it

which

we
the

failed there

"It

the opinion of

is

comand get

.

,

.

,

nor salaries nor added any
T
J expense.

"Then somebody conceived

*
.

the idea that

our morals could not last long unless we
provided an infallible censor who should

.

,,

*

wife, a

mo-

*

-

.

.

loregoing

All ot the

f

neither

my

censor in Illinois, and myself, that it is doubtful if censorship of
the movies will ever be effective."
fJon picture

citizen could

.

officials

Some times welfare workers are accused of being the backbone of the socalled reform movement.
This accusation does not always hold true however.
Allen D. Albert, noted publicist and
moral uplift worker, speaking from the
Chautauqua platform at Cedar Point,

ourselves could

the prosecuting
3 attorney
„ ,
,
6«<r/i a course increased

to

,

.

law and any

we

never occurred

.

,

timelv propa-

is

.

,

,

ganda and exhibitors who do not
themselves

ing

.,

avail
.

ot the opportunity ot placbefore their patrons are defeating

jt

their

-

c

,

own

aims.

good people that
would be just a run-ofwhose moral judgment
to these

this inerrant censor

mine politician
might not be infinitely superior to our own.
Xor did it ever occur to them that the idea
li-Ollld COSt more than the $5,000 that the
state would pay to this protector of our
innocence.

guarantors.

Judge Bale's lecture was hardly up to expectations, owing to his inconsistent treatment of a
nunciation

town

to

deal with the situation.

It

Cheyenne Wells

programs.

for

decide the tension our morals could endure.

for 1922.

Taken as a whole, the chautauqua which closed
in

for their

Jersey State Bar Associa-

"The Volstead law is but one of a multitude
sumptuary regulations involving complete revo-

lation,

recent scathing

workers and other

editors, welfare

H. Hays.

lution in the scope

Bigotry

have been the target of

by statesmen,

of

— Will

he said:

tion,

Here and There With
ienunciations

know the mistakes
made and there will

industry

film

fore the

Men Fighting

which are now
were a good deal like

industry

film

just ending

life

forever be discontinued, but

never discovered a difference.

"NOW
,,

,

bus,

this

tuous
itS

the

,

\

has happened?
.

new department

offices.

welfare.
'
state.

At Columt

.

occupies

sump-

Scores of clerks minister to
Inspectors perambulate Oi er

.

EXH1BITORS HERALD,

I

417

I
1

|

of

charge,

the

serve*

of

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign
maintain the freedom
turo

of

I

I

to

the motion pie-

*

.

to

"This is only one of the almost innumerboards and commissions that in the
main are wholly unnecessary."

free

twelve slides which the Herald U supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the

will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of
this arrangement.
I

I

keep out of each others way,
and the people pay the bills.

busy trying

DL

Send me,

1

occupies a great warehouse

where another shoal of employes are kept

South Dearborn Street,

Chicago,

.

It

Order Your Slides

r

r

Zi'hat

.

•
i

r

^

Name

„

addre

,

etiWy)

Theatre

able

*

*

Street

*

^

J

•

•

•

Congressman C. L. Knight of Akron.
made the following attack on cen-

0.,

United States Senator A. O. Stanley
of Kentucky holds little respect for the
professional bigot.

In a recent talk be-

r

I

I

Oty

—

1
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program was Charlie Chaplin ir
"Pay Day" and Hobart Bosworth in "Th(
Sea Lion" but the theatre had the disadvantage in that I had to neglect it in seeing
theatre

LETTERS
A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
is

Unsigned

The

paid admission:
the afternoon al
kids free, some opthe people with frei
eight
hundred ant
in

admissions to th<
dances allowing two for each ticket pur
chased was six hundred and seventy-two
the paid admissions to the theatre was oni
thousand one hundred and sixty-four witl

be

not

will

letters

my

other duties.
the Fair grounds
fifty cents with the
position after getting
entertainment,
was
ninety-six,
the paid

to
to

From Readers

printed.

hundreds of kids

free.
Yes, the motioi
stands as king as the popula
amusement with the classes.
Another thing I found out was that
the evening I had to run four shows fron
six to twelve to entertain about as man
people as I would two years ago on
Saturday night because such a large num
ber remained for two shows, and in th
afternoon some put in a full half day o

picture

Men Co-Operate

Business

MILES, TEX.— To

the Editor: I promyou some time ago that I would probably have something to communicate in
the way of a proposition for bad times.
So here it is— too late for the present but
good in the future.
Like other small town exhibitors, I went
down and out. The first mistake I made

ii

ised

was not
from the

lost money
I
sooner.
of the year until July when

shut down. The next and worst mistake
all was cutting admission prices, which
were 15 and 30 cents tax included. I cut
to 10 and 20 and 2 and receipts were a little
Then I cut to 10
less than at 15 and 30.
I

of

cents straight and

receipts

were

still

less.

decided to quit or do something.
I quit June 30 but went to work and did
something while I was closed.
I
got a book and a pencil and went
among the citizens and told them if I could
get 100 season ($2) subscribers at $1.50, I
would start a 15 episode serial and the $1.50
ticket would admit them to each program.

Then

I

told them I was closed and would stay
closed indefinitely if I didn't sell the 100
I

season tickets.

was that I got more than the
100 subscribers and my first episode showed

The

result

34 admissions at 22 cents,

who

didn't

have

season tickets. The project, I consider, a
decided success and I feel I will make some

money on

when

this

on getting by.

I

was

just

figuring

wish to give a part of the
Independent exchange that
I

the
made it possible for me to get a program
I expect to run
I could run at that price.
Independent service as long as they treat
me as well as they have. I won't say I'll
run it altogether but Independent service
will make up one of my programs and at
the present time I am only running one.
I read about many subjects in the Herald
in which I am interested but don't know
what exchange handles them and rather
than write to New York, I pass them up.
Wouldn't it be fine if the Independents in
advertising their subjects would just tell us
what exchange in our state handles that
subject?
It seems the film business is about to
decide it is a business and is trying to run
on business principles. I have often wondered why I could send an order to New
York, Chicago, St. Louis or Dallas for several hundred dollars worth of goods and
they would come with an invoice and no
questions asked. If I want a $10 program,
I must send the money in advance and if
I want several
programs, money in advance and a deposit also. Programs and
Fords are the only commodities I know of
that requires this. I am ready for another
Box Office Record. Please hurry. It's lots
of trouble to hunt through the Herald.
And let's have more reports on state rights
and serial stuff. Yours for the good of
the order. J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid Theatre, Miles, Tex.
credit

amusement.

One

quitting
first

to

—

Predicts Big Season
STANLEY, WIS.— To the Editor:

In
the past few months in many sections of
the United States the exhibitors have continually sustained heavy losses 'til many of

still

NEAL BURNS, now
Christie
tributed

being featured in

Comedies, which are
through
Educational

dis-

Ex-

changes.

them have become discouraged

'til

in

many

especially in the small towns, they
let their theatres run down, go un-

places,

have

thing the exhibitor can make up hi
is that the public are not tired c
the motion picture but they are more tha
ever shopping for their pictures demandin
better pictures for their money than eve
before, because money is more scarce an
looks bigger to them. I firmly believe tr
public is ready for a big season, let
brighten up our theatres, put on the be:
attractions and then LET'S GO. To:
Foster., Star Theatre, Stanley, Wis.

mind

painted and oftentimes even unclean. This
condition in its turn has, of course, made
business worse, but to my mind its effect
has done its greatest damage in its effect
on the morale of the salesman calling on
a large number of these towns.
The salesman after calling on a few discouraged exhibitors has allowed himself to
become discouraged as this thought has
been allowed to creep in "Has the motion
picture as a popular amusement reached
the zenith of its career and started on
the decline," even many of the old time
salesmen have not only been asking themselves this question but exhibitors also, and
doubt regarding this question has reacted
again with both exhibitors and salesmen
making business worse where the feeling
spreads. The salesman lacks the incentive
to encourage the exhibitor and the exhibitor fails in courage to take chances in putting over his programs.
Stanley, Wis., has been harder hit than
most towns by the slump in business because it is what is termed a dead lumbering
town, that is a lumbering town with the
lumbering interests finished and they finished with the start of the late slump giving us a double dose.
On July 4th Stanley gave a celebration
and as at that time the Star Theatre would
have to come into close competition with
every form of amusement known in a small
town I wished to make at that time a close
study of the popularity of the motion picture
in relation to other forms of amusement.
The celebration started about 10:00 A. M.
with a free ball game on the Fair grounds
backed up by other free attractions, this
was done in order to collect the people
there for the big paid entertainment in the
afternoon.
This consisted of a ball game

between Stanley and its next rival town,
running races, horse racing, cavalry fancy
riding, pyramid riding, Roman riding and

many other attractions besides a regular
army field kitchen was maintained to feed
the people.
So much for the opposition
in the day time.
In the evening there was
band concert and a good display of
fireworks besides two dances, one a pavement dance on the street, the other a large
bowery dance. Now I did not have to
a free

guess at the number of paid admissions at
the different paid attractions because I was
placed in the position of overseeing all the
finances for the celebration as I know to a
cent what was paid in.
By the way the

to

—

FILM LAUGHS FROM

TOPICS

THEr

DAf

SELECTED BY

TIMELY FILMS
Auto
previous)

INC.

Salesman (to customer of mont
That car is a good buy fc

—

you
Unlucky

Driver

(with

sarcasm)

— N<

for me.
It's a bye bye to my bank
count. "Topics of the Day" Films.
* * *

ai

— I'm the most forgetful man
Black — Why don't you buy a flivver?
Brown — What for?
Black — That will jog your memory.Brown

i

the world.

Portland Express.

—

Irate Customer
several weeks ago,

wrong

went

thing
parts.

I

—

bought

and you
you'd

Yes ?
Customer I'd like
shoulder blade, and a big
Dealer

—

Irate

a car of yc
said that if an;

supply

hrok<

to get a nose,
Ga
toe, then.

goyle.

—

Ray So your husband refused
you an automobile?

May—-Not

ought

first

refused

exactly

;

he

to

bt

said

become familiar with m
general.
So he bought me
to

chinery in
machine.

"Topics

sewing

of

the

Da.

Films.
*

Brown

— Since

*

*

bought a car I doi
have to walk to the bank to make my d
posits.

Black

I

— Ah, you
— No,

Brown

I

ride there?
don't make

any?—Pot

land Express.

"You

sold

me

*

*

a

car

*

about two wee

ago?"

"How

do you

like it?"

"I want you to tell me everything y;
I
said about that car all over again.
discouraged." Birmingham Ac,
getting

Herald.

—
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

every

week what

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.

F. B.

Billy Jim, with Fred Stone.
For some
unknown reason we stood them out on

patronage.

Saturday night on this, as we had never
shown one of this star's pictures before.

madge.

has

It

some comedy,

some

also

—

action,
Creal,

and is well produced. Wm. H.
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

At the Stage Door, with a special cast.
A lot of trash which could be of no
interest to anyone.
K. J. Uglow, Strand
theatre, Whitewater, Wis.
General pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

The Duke
Stone.
that

Chimney Butte, with Fred
This is a good western picture
will recommend.
Quite a little
of

—

I

—
Cullom,

comedy

in

theatre,

it.

J.

Higgins,

E.

111.

Majestic

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

A

The Swamp, with Sessue Hayakawa.
good program picture. Drew well and

people well satisfied.
Star liked
well here.— Makousky
Zak,

&

House,

Clarkson,

E. Elkin,

Temple

— Neighborhood

—A

ful pulling power.
The price is too high,
however, for this production. Ernest M.
Cowles, Orpheum theatre, Pelican Rapids,
Minn.

—

—
a

Opera

patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
Reports on this picture were generally
good. However, it did not give satisfaction here.
It is well named.
Majestic

Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
One of the best pictures we have run in
long time. Now this one got them in

Peck's

and pleased them.

If you haven't played
yet play it. Tell them you have something and make it strong. J. W. Boatwright,
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
it

—

—

My

Boy, with Jackie Coogan. A good
picture and drew better than any picture
in a long time, but difference in rental
more than offset the crowds. Eugene

—

Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard,
General patronage.

—

Reedsburg,

Wis.

— General

—

First National

111.

— General

star.

— Mrs.

Carlinville,

patronage.

The

Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Like all other pictures of Miss
Stewart, it pleased all. Matinee was a big
help for the night show.— W. E.
Elkin.
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.— Neigh-

Good.

borhood patronage.

The Cave

Girl, with
this one.

a

special cast.
a picture it
theatre,

-Nothing

to

makes

good scenic— Majestic

a

Reedsburg,
.

As

Wis— General

{With apologies

One

Clear Call, with a special cast.—
hodge podge of all Walthall h as done
before, except "night riders,"
advertised
and not shown.— R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale
theatre,
Hinsdale,
III.— Neighborhood
patronage.

S anger Than Fiction with Katherine
£
McDonald.
A pretty picture but no com-

\f

parison

—

with

Others didn't.

.

Some

Curtain.

There

is

one

liked it.
real good

Rudyard Kipling)

you can smile

matrons
Though your heart
If you can run, when

is

all

sad alway;
about you.

Theatres close, thus tempting
you;
If you can trust to keep on losing
Yet hope for better times to view;
If you can hold to usual prices
And charge the same you did of
yore;
If you can meet repeated crises
By cutting expenses to the core;
If you can book the big productions

patronage.

And

And

—

Mother

—

O

Mine, a Thomas H. Ince profew said it was good because
felt it their duty.
A mother sob
picture with nothing big about it except
the price.
Film in good shape, but can
see nothing to rave about in this picture.
Elmer M. Record, Auditorium theatre.
Osmond, Neb. Transient patronage.
duction.

—A

they

—
A

—

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.
real

good

give your folks the best there

—

your prestige sink 'neath

fill the summer evening
ninety minutes of pleasure

you can
run,

will be the earth, and the
gold that's in it,
And what is more you're a

Yours

—

was

—

Lion, with Hobart Bosworth.
your patrons like sea stories.
Mr. Bosworth is very popular here and
we always do a nice business with him.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Anamosa,

of

—

my son.
PHILIP RAND,

showman,

Rex

Theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.

—A

—

la.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince production.
mighty clean picture and
gave 100 percent satisfaction.
Small
crowd. Seems to us that a more attractive title would help draw.
G. F. Rediske,
Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. Small town

—A

—

—

patronage.

The Song

of Life, with a special cast.
picture is fair, but is no knockout:
and will pass in a crowd. The principal
objection I have is that it is too long for
what it has to tell. Wm. H. Creal, Su-

— The

—

burban theatre, Omaha, Neb.
hood patronage.

— Neighbor-

—

Cabiria, with a special cast.
People in
mining camps don't seem to care for this
stuff.
Not enough students of ancient
history. Besides we want to know where
they got the note book and lead pencil
in

madge.

—

Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
Tombstone, Ariz. General pat-

3000 B. C.

ronage.
A Perfect

With

it

if

not play trash for cheap reductions
par;

If

said

The Sea

— Good

theatre,

let

One man

picture.

the best he had ever seen. It's a little too
sad in some places, as they think they're
going to get some rough stuff, but it
pleases.
Felder, Clinch theatre.
J.
J.
Frost Proof, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

are;

And

Strongheart.

ronage.

theatre,

and greet your
patrons
Though you're losing day by day:
men and
If you can laugh with
If

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc-

tion.— Has
absolutely
no entertaining
value.
Neilan should be prosecuted for
producing such junk.—J. A. McDowell.
Majestic theatre, Ravenna, Ky.— Small
town patronage.

to

with

Call,

Placer, a Marshall
real picture and
one that will please any audience. Grand

If

ard Barthelmess.— It's a pleasure to show
pictures like these.
A-l in every respect
and we received nothing but compliments.
Barthelmess great.
Also think Pauline

Silent

— Neighbor-

Without doubt the best Northern feature
ever released by any company. Book it
and clean up. C. B. Scott, Fox theatre,
New Lisbon, Wis. Neighborhood pat-

Neilan production.

pat-

Sonny and Tol'able David, with Rich-

Aberdeen, Miss.

theatre,

hood patronage.

Bob Hampton

ronage.

Garon in Sonny a coming
Frank Paul. Marvel theatre,

111.

The Cave Girl, with a special cast.
Very, very good, but failed to draw. No
fault of the picture; but my business is
still off two thirds.
W. E. Elkin, Tern-

—

theatre,

pie

The
Through, with Norma Talgood picture. It has wonder-

Smilin'

fairlv

— Neighborhood

Neb.

— W.

Aberdeen, Miss.

theatre,

—

one.

in this

thrill

O.

the picture

Address "What The

Woman,

— The

this picture

—

with Constance Talonly fault I could find with

was

that a great

many

—

said

they had seen it years ago. Eugene
Saunders. Saunders theatre. Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
Wedding Bells, with Constance Talmadge. One of her best, but all First
National pictures too high priced for
small towns, especially when they insist
upon serving the opposition houses.
Plenty of pictures on the market equally

—

—

good and sold at prices which leave the
exhibitor a chance to realize a profit.
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Elkin,

— Neighborhood
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Aberdeen, Miss.

theatre,

patronage.
The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.—
A poor picture for Mix. Last three releases have been below par.
Why in
thunder don't they give this fine star good
stories?
However Tom does some good
riding and shooting and tries his best to
make up for a weak story. P. G.
Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's Summit,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
What Ever She Wants, with Eileen
Percy.
Pleased only fair crowd. W. S.

—

—

—

—

Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix.—
mighty fine western that pleased everyHarris,

—

one.

If

we

could have

all

pictures as

good the show business would be great
the year around.
Elmer M. Record, Au-

—

Osmond, Neb.

ditorium theatre,
sient patronage.

— Tran-

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.—
patrons thought this one of Mix's
best pictures to date and had a good

My

—

house. A. A. Neese, Beatrice theatre,
Haw River, N. C. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.

Good crowd, Farnum being a favorite
here.
W. S. Harris. Grand theatre,
Marked Tree, Ark. Neighborhood pat-

—

MAE BUSCH

as Glory Quayle, the tomboy, in the adaptation of Hall Caine's "The
This scene was made on the Isle
Christian," which Goldwyn will distribute.
of Man.

W.

H. Harman, Strand theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.
Small town patronage.
The Song of Life, with a special cast.
Fair picture, but poor title. Would not
come in to see it. Geo. O. Monroe, GilNeighborbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.

—

—

good

action.

Brookings,

— P.

S.

D..

G.

Estee,

Fad

theatre,

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

hood patronage.

Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.
Theme has been worked to
Just fair.
death.
Mrs. Frank Paul, Marvel theatre,
Carlinville, 111.
General patronage.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.— Second time in town. Good business. Any

in

—

—

this one over the second
time. It has the stuff in it they all come
out to see. J. A. McDowell, Harris theSmall town patronage.
atre, Irving, Ky.

house can put

—

A

—

Town

Mack

Sennett
production. A good comedy feature, but
a little too long. Could have been cut to
five reels.
Pleased the majority, though.
J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad.
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

Small

Idol, a

—

— —

—

—

Footfalls, with a special cast.
read
I
the
Herald how other exhibitors
panned this picture, but I could not realize how correct they were until I ran it.
Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.

—

— Good

—

—

Arabian Love, with John Gilbert. As
a desert picture this ranks second only to
The Sheik of Paramount. Only got a
handful of people out because John Gilbert

unknown

is

theatre,

New

here.

— C.

Lisbon,

B. Scott,

Wis.

Fox

— Neighbor—

hood patronage.
For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix. Standing room only. Advertise Tom Mix and
you'll

pack your house.

—A.

C.

Ahrens,

Elizabeth,
Paramount
theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

La.

The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.
Best Mix to date. Mix always draws

me

Always have to run an
a big house.
Mix is the only star who
extra show.
Sunshine
follows my bank account.
comedy, His Wife's Son, wonderful. F.
Creighton,
Neb.
Largen, Lyric theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—
The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.
drew
that means
—A good Mix, and Had
good story and
it

and pleased

for us.

Mix.—

—

patronge.

Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.
to enjoy this one, but

They seemed
don't think
his others.

Aberdeen,

I

quite as good as some of
E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Miss.
Neighborhood patronit

— W.

—

age.

Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.
Picture over rated.
Did not do so well
in small town.
It is another costume
play.
Got held up on these Fox specials.
C. H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
R. R. town patronage.

—

—

—

Mo.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

— W.

Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.

Mason never

to get the best of
crowds for this time of the year. Consider this one of her best but not as good
as Very Truly Yours. J. J.
Felder,
Clinch theatre, Frost Proof, Fla. Neighfails

—

—

borhood patronage.

Gleam O'Dawn, with John Gilbert.
Northwoods drama has received
some pretty hard knocks from fellow
exhibitors and I wonder why. The cast,
This

—

photography, scenery; it's all
good. True, the action is slow in spots,
but pray tell me how any actor can give
a fine portrayal of intense feeling and
turn sixty handsprings to the minute. My
only real complaint is the fact that Fox
acting,

held me up on rental on a star whose
reputation and drawing power have not
been fully established with my patrons.
This fact caused us to lose money, but
the picture satisfied.
Come again Gilbert.
V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre,

—

—

Small town patronage.
Chasing The Moon, with Tom Mix.
Very good; but not exactly the kind his
admirers like to see him in. It will please,
however, and will certainly draw. W. E.
Castalia, la.

—

Harris,

S.

Marked Tree, Ark.

Grand

theatre.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.
Perjury, with William Farnum Very
good picture, but, sorry to say, William
Farnum don't go in my town. F. Largen, Lyric theatre, Creighton, Neb.

—

—

Goldwyn

is

—

—

here.

improbable story. Some
Chinese scenes and atmosphere. Seemed to please an average Friday and Saturday night attendance. P.
G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's Sum-

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.

it

Tom

always good. Best drawing
card we have to date. Louis Frana,
Olympic theatre, Calmar, la. General

wonderful

pic-

Jones.

pretty darn good.
Drew a little above
the average Tuesday night crowd, which
is light any time.
P. G. Vaughan, Royal
Neighbortheatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.
hood patronage.

Diamond, with

ture, but a highly

a special cast.

— No — Good picture. Pleased a good house.
Wm. B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre, Erick,
better, no worse, than the average "Buck"
Okla. — Small town patronage.
Jones picture. Which means that
Rough Shod, with Charles

A Rough
Tom Mix is

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.—
Pleased very good crowd. Mix a favorite

Shame, with

mit,

Fox

—

—

ronage.

Golden Dreams, with a
Another good Zane Grey
slow

special cast.
little
story.
at the start but the finish is a knock-

A

—
—

Pleased 90 percent. A. Burrus, LyNeighborhood
Crete, Neb.
patronage.
When Romance Rides, with a special
cast.
Ran this picture two days to good
business.
The weather was extremely
hot.
That is all that kept it from breakBook it and boost
ing house records.
it.
James Martin, Family theatre, Attica,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Man From Lost River, with a
This is a very good picspecial cast.
ture.
One of the best this star has made.
Take a chance. W. A. Burke, Lyric theatre,
Beckley, W. Va. Neighborhood
patronage.
Head Over Heels, with Mabel Normand. Put this on a night when you
won't get many. Was made some time
ago and should have been released then.
Too much difference between it and today's pictures. Mrs. Frank Paul, Marvel
theatre, Carlinville, 111— General patronout.
ric

theatre,

—

— —

—

—

—

—

—

age.

Watch Your

Step, with a special

cast.

—
August

—You

can book this and do good. Boost
Pleased 100 percent. I have used his
three and he is getting better.
first
it.

Freeman, Grand theatre, Lake

F. L.
Fla.

— General

City,

patronage.

The Dust Flower, with

a special cast.

— A very pleasing picture.

Fair box office
Lyric theatre.
Burrus,
A.
attraction.
Neighborhood patronage.
Crete, Xeb.

—

—

The Strange Boarder, with Will RogPleased all. A. C.
Very good.
ers.
Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
General patronage.

—

—

The Wall Flower, with a special cast.
A very good picture, but not equal to
Come on Over. Mrs. Frank Paul, Mar-

—

—

vel theatre, Carlinville,

111.

— General

pat-

His Back Against the Wall, with a spe-

—A

Believe it
had many complipleased them all.
Business fair. James Martin,
ments.
Family theatre, Attica, X. Y. Xeighborhood patronage.
cast.

good

picture.

We

— —

Power, with a special
This by all reports seemed to
cast.
please the older people, and is a very
Second night well
good production.
above the average receipts. Heavy drama.
Xo comedy whatever. Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre, Xew Hamburg, Ont.,
Can. Neighborhood patronage.

The

Invisible

—

—

—

The Old Nest, with
Very, very good, but no

special cast.
business. A. C.

a

—

Powers theatre. Red Creek, X. Y.
Small town patronage.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a speJust a fair program picture.
cial cast.
Not enough pep or life to make it good.
Betts,

—

—

— P.

G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,

Xeb.

— Xeighborhood

The

patronage.

Lon Chaney.

Penalty, with

— Good

did not like this one, but
it pleased 80 percent of the people.
He is all
have got to lay it to Lon.
B." Stubbs, Liberty theatre,
right—
Erick, Okla.— Small town patronage.
picture.

Some

We

Wm.

Dollars and Sense, with Madge Kennedy. Much better than we expected.
Best one we have had of her thus far.
A. C. Betts, Powers
Believe it pleased.
theatre, Red Creek, X. Y.— Small town
patronage.

—

—

Hold Your Horses, with

Tom

Why

—Too much

Moore.

this pro-

slang used.
fanity in pictures? It lowers the standard
I will call this a fair proof anv picture.
gram' picture.— P. G. Held, Sterling theXeighborhood patatre, Fairmont, Neb.
ronage.

—

—

Good

Snowblind, with a special cast.
drags.
picture
scenes but the

snow

—

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Some picture. Real honest-to-goodness
show. Everybody will say so, too, when
they come out. Book it. A. C. Ahrens,

—

Paramount theatre,
Elizabeth,
Xeighborhood patronage.

La.

Dangerous Days, with a special cast.
A very good picture. Well liked by all
patrons. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek, X. Y. Xeighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Song of the Soul, with Vivian MarToo much sad stuff in this picture.

tin.

—

Gave only

My

fair satisfaction.

patrons

pictures more on the bright order.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre. Fairmont,

|

Mississippi

I

Writes

Xeb.

— Xeighborhood

The

Silver

—Very,

patronage.

Horde, with

a special cast.

very good, but business terrible
at this time.
A. C. Betts. Powers theatre. Red Creek, NT
Y. X'eighborhood

—

—

.

g Although we have

not seen one as
yet, as we are new to this business,
if they do for others as they seem
to do by their continued praise,

WE

ONE."

WILLIAM

D. WEBB,
Star Theatre,
Corinth, Miss.

g
g
g
g
1
B
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New York

|

Writes

|
"I notice by the HERALD that
1
g many exhibitors have written and
g thanked you for the 'Box Office
g Record.' will say that have read
g mine so many times that it looks
= as if it had been struck by a
g cyclone.
"Ever since
have taken the
g
have blocked off a
g HERALD
g picture in a book and then each
g week as the HERALD came in I
g would write in the comment on the
g particular picture, but the 'Record'
g does the same thing for me.
"Put me down for the September
g
g issue."
GEO. C. STARKEY,
g
I

Guile of

—

with Will Rogers.
Good picture, but not as good as Boys
Will Be Boys.
Business fair. Wm. B.
Stubbs, Liberty theatre, Erick, Okla.
Small town patronage.
Double Dyed Deceiver, with Jack Pickford.
Good.
Best business for some
time.
Jack a good drawing card here.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
X. Y. Small town patronage.
Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.
Good program picture. Will please most
any audience. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Xeb.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

Poor Relation, with Will Rogers.
A big carnival in town and do not know
of a picture that I think would have
drawn me any better business. Eugene

—

Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111,
General patronage.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will RogersVery good. Will always takes good here.
Pleased everybody. A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.
Xeighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

Hold Your Horses, with

— This

Tom

Moore.

the best production that this
Irish comedian was ever in to my knowledge.
Although old, if you have never
shown it, I would advise you to look
this one over.
The story is by Rupert
Hughes, author of The Old Nest.
is

— Wm.

H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Xeb.
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
Tom Moore always pleases here.
Everybody spoke highly of this one. A.
C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N.
Y. Small town patronage.
Wet Gold, with a special cast. This
one is out of the ordinary on account of
the underwater scenes.
It drew a fair
house and the people liked it. Wm. H.
Creal. Suburban theatre, Omaha, Xeb.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

Hodkinson
Fifty

Candles, with Majorie Daw.
a show out of the ordinary run

This is
and was approved by 95 percent.
it.

— F.

Xew

New

J. Jahrries,
Small
Castle, Ky.

French

—

Castle

Book
theatre,

town patronage.

with Irene Castle.
Good picture. My patrons were glad to
Pleased 100 percent.
see Irene back.
J. H. Hungerford, Family theatre, Friend.
Xeb. Xeighborhood patronage.
The Light in the Clearing, with a speWonderful production from
cial
cast.
many angles. A little heavy for hot
weather but an exhibitor cannot go wrong
Heels,

—

—

g

g
g
§
m
§
1
g
§
g
g

I

I

g

g

Opera House,

Montour

Women,

|

I

patronage.

—

g
"Your columns in 'What the Pic- g
1 ture Did For Me' are a great help g
1 to all exhibitors. I hardly know g
g
J what we would do without them.
"We would like to know when g
|
will
Record'
Office
your
next
'Box
S
g
g be out, as we certainly want one. g

WANT

—

—

finiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi

=
g
1
I

—

Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
Pleased fairly only.

like

ronage.

cial

——
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g

Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiia

playing this feature this Fall. Fine characters.
Business fair, but all that could
be hoped for during this hot weather.
Played two days. Ed. Hudson, Globe
theatre, Albany, Ore.
General patron-

—

—

age.

The Gray Dawn, with a special cast.
This is the worst Hodkinson release
played in my house. Very poor picture.

A. Holmes, Arcade theatre, Holtville,
—
Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
J.

The Spenders, with a special cast.
Here is a dandy clever picture. Good
story and the type of picture that sends
them in the second night. Book it, Exhibitors.

— F.

S.

Wash.

Kelso,

Vogue

Strange,

— Small

theatre,

town patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, with a special
Good picture.
Better business.
Book and boost. You can't go wrong

cast.

on

—

Zane Grey's are all good.
B. Stubbs. Liberty theatre, Erick,

this one.

Wm.
Okla.

— Small

town patronage.

The Mysterious

Rider, with a special
for
it,
any day or any class of people. Eugene
cast.

—A

picture.

Every inch of

—

Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard,
General patronage.

—

111.

— Here

French Heels, with Irene Castle.
the most remarkable happening
Anderson quit the movies.
moved in for two days and stood
is

Bill

since

Irene

them

My

patrons enjoyed the picture and
my cash till enjoyed the sudden change.
Brother Exhibitors, if Irene can do it
Ed. Hudson, Globe
let's stick to her.
General patrontheatre, Albany, Ore.
up.

—

—

age.

The Sage Brush

Trail, with

Roy Stew-

program

picture in

—A good clean western picture. Beauscenes and photography. Good box
attraction. — A. Burrus. Lyric theature. Crete, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln. — Drew
art.

tiful

office

largest house for a

more than

One

a year

and pleased them

all.

does not follow
Johnson Brothers,
closely.
the book
Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y. Small
town patronage.
complaint, that

—

Journey's End, a
tion.

it

—Although

work, it does
Is no good.
thing

is

—

Hugo

Ballin produc-

this is a clever piece of
not satisfy. Lack of titles.
The public feel that some-

missing.

It

is

also too long.

Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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cast.

Metro
Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.

Patrick,

—

Mae Murray.

off of this

stuff.

—

—

—

Elizabeth,

theatre,

La.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—
action. — P.

G.

Neb.

Fairmont,

Held,

Gareth
Plenty

with

Garments of Truth,
Hughes. Good program
of

picture.

Sterling theatre,

— Neighborhood

patron-

LEAH BAIRD

The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.
Fine comedy
It is good.
this one.

Grab

without a trace of vulgarity and proved
This is
itself a real box office tonic.
what I call 100 percent, as I had not one
Ralph R. Gribble,
adverse criticism.
Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Silver Lining, with Jewel Carmen.

—

—

— Very good picture. About average.
A. Holmes, Arcade theatre, Holtville,
Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Are All Men Alike? with May Allison
satisfacWill give
— This was
— Louis Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar,
— General patronage.
J.

fair

fair.

tion.

la.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. Patrons considered this very
good entertainment. Pleased all. K. J.
Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.

—

—

jestic theatre, Grand
eral patronage.

with Thomas
audience. Ma-

Island, Neb.

—
— Gen-

a speExcellent picture as entertaincial cast.
ment. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,

—

Hinsdale,

Across

111.

— Neighborhood

the

Continent,

patronage.

with

Wallace

— Excellent picture. Book and
boost
— A. Holmes, Arcade theatre,
Holtville, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Reid.

it

it.

J.

The Good Provider,

scene

hibitors, Inc., distributed

by Pathe.

a

Cosmopolitan

—

—

production. Very good picture. Hebrews
like it extra fine, but not enough HebSubtitles
rews here to make a profit.

very snappy.

Changed, with Seena
strong picture that went over
fairly well.
Some of the cabaret scenes
in first reel should be shortened.
Bert
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. General patronage.
What's Worth While, with a special
cast.
One that is different. Had some
very good comments on this one. Seemed
to please the majority.
M. D. Foster,
Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

ronage.

Woman,

—

—

a

Cosmopolitan pro-

Majestic theatre,
duction.
Fair.
General patronage.
Island, Neb.

—

Grand

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swan-

—

son and Rodolph Valentino. Drew fair
K. J. Uglow,
business.
Picture pleased.
Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

Across the Continent, with Wallace
Gave complete satisfaction to a
Saturday audience. All the family liked
it,
and the children yelled. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan

—

—

—

A touch of nature. Picture
Majestic theatre, Grand
that satisfied.
General patronage.
Island, Neb.

production.

—
—

Footlights, with

Ferguson.

Elsie

— Ex-

Better than average
Sunday business. Many favorable comments. Would class it as one of the star's
cellent production.

— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
attracAgnes Ayres. — Biggest box
two
Packed them
tion ever played.
days. — A. C. Ahrens, Paramount theatre,
Elizabeth, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
best efforts.
Ajo, Ariz.

office

Fools Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille production.

— Here

is

a picture that will

most

assuredly draw and please 100 percent.
This is the first picture we have ever
shown where our second night was as
big as the first. Book it and boost. You,
W. E. Elktoo, can make some money.

—

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres. Got a good house on a
return showing, even with Jiggs and Maggie being shown in a big tent right back

—

of

my theatre. — C.
New Lisbon,

atre,

—

—

—

— Clark & Edwards, Palace Paying the Piper, with
— Neighborhood pat- —A dressed up picture.

theatre, Ashland, O.

Find the

Woman God

—A

—

in,

Matrimony a Failure? with

—

dramatic

a

in

Paramount

— General patronage.
Our Leading Citizen,
Meighan. — Satisfied my

in

from "When the Devil Drives," current production of the Associated Ex-

Reid.

age.

Is

The

Owen.

—

Lay

—

age.

Pictures

all.

Ala.

—

—

patronage.

at

Florala,

Williamsburg, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Traveling On, with William S. Hart.—
A good picture. Star does not draw here
very well. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,
Red Creek, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

—

Louis Frana, Olympic theatre, Calmar,
General patronage.
la.
The Four Horsemen, with a special
If you have a small town stay clear
cast.
Lost money on account of
of this one.
high rental. A. C. Ahrens; Paramount

theatre,

theatre,

—

No good

Cozy

The Witching Hour, with Elliott DexGood picture. Did not draw so well
but pleased. Good work done by Dexter
and Mary Alden. M. D. Foster, Gem
ter.

—

patronage.
Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.
That's all anyGreat! Great!
Great!
body can say and they will be telling
Book it! It's great.— W. A.
the truth.
Burke, Lyric theatre, Beckley, W. Va.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.—

—

Small town patronage.

—

— General

here.

—
—
The Frontier of the Stars, with Thomas
Meighan. — Fair program picture. — W. D.

—

111.

pleased

— M.

Well produced, carefully
directed, and the work of the entire cast
is excellent.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood patronage.

Marvel theatre, Carlinville, 111.—1
General patronage.
The Fourteenth Lover, with Viola
Dana. Good. Pleased 90 percent. This
is the kind of a picture we must have
Geo. O.
if we keep interest of patrons.
Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Glass Houses, with Viola Dana. This
is
a fair picture but nothing to brag
about. Pleased about 80 percent. F. L.
Freeman, Grand theatre, Lake City, Fla.

like this get the business and
Without a doubt the greatest
thing Mae Murray has ever done. Mrs.
Frank Paul, Marvel theatre, Carlinville,

interest.

tune to play.

Paul,

please.

certainly

it.

One of the most pleasing pictures of
home life that it has been our good for-

—

—

Peacock Alley, with

played

I

ment and

town patronage.
Don't Write Letters, with Gareth
Hughes. Hughes is impossible in this
one. No story, no plot, no nothing. InMrs. Frank
terest lags after first reel.

—

one

26, 1922

Contains good exciteD. Foster, Gem
theatre, Williamsburg, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Lulu Bett, with a special cast.—

—All

We

—

— This

Glad

that has been said for this production is
true.
advanced our prices and did
a very good business with the R. R.
strike on.
It is good.
C. H. Powers,
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. R. R.

— General

August

B.

Scott,

Wis.

Fox

the-

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Held by the Enemy, with

a

special

—

a special cast.

Entirely satisfactory to the high brows. W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Small
town patronage.

—

—

The Toll Gate, with William S.
picture.
They like Hart

Hart.

— Good

Extra advertising and vaudeville.

crowd two
Lincoln

nights.
theatre,

here.

Good

Very hot weather.

Elm

Creek,

Neb.

Neighborhood patronage.
Is Matrimony a Failure? with a special
Very good picture.
Plenty of
cast.
laughs and humorous.
Good paper on

—

this one, especially
it will draw them in.

window
If

cards,

your people

—

and
like

comedy, this one is good. Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
General patron-

—

age.

Too Wise Wives,

with a special cast.
played with a cast of
four people most all the time.
A good
picture, if your audience likes good act-

— This

picture

elaborate

scenery,

ing,

is

A

gowns,

settings,

good lesson, which is uncalled
for in most cases.
W. P. Perry, Rialto
Small
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
town patronage.
etc.

—

The Gilded
good

picture.
and raise

try
P. G.

—
—

Neb.

—

—

Lily, with Mae Murray.
Not a big special. Do not

your admission prices.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neighborhood patronage.

The Passionate Pilgrim, with a special
Pleased
Good program picture.
cast.
majority. W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Florala, Ala.
Small town patronage.
The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.

— This

—

—

picture has a foundation and

is

one that should please most any

audience. It has a lot of entertainment value
and that's what we need these days.
They seem to be getting their education
somewhere besides at the theatres now,
and don't care to have education pictured
upon the screen for them any longer.

W.

P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.
One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.

—

—(Bill) Rogers

is

at his best in the pic-

—
August

——A

—A
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your patrons like Rogers. You
him in this.
can't say too much about
W. A. Burke, Lyric theatre, Beckley, W.
ture,

Va.

—

will enjoy.

Writes
"Enclosed find checque for reAlthough I am always late
subscription,

will

I

be absent.
"I have been confined to bed for
the past four weeks and I can assure you the current and many
past issues of the HERALD helped
me pass the time. I re-read the

H
B
B
1
g
= many editorials and enjoyed them
1 immensely. Also the Reviews,
"The new Equipment Department
g

g
g
g
g

time be a big help.

I

separ-

each
have a

boohed about twenty pictures

over the telephone using the opinmy friends, Jenkins,
of
ions
Sprague and Rand. I line up the
bunch and if they are all favorable
always sign on the dotted line.
I
I missed our friend Meyer in the

—A

ronage.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

public that it was the type of
picture that caused censorship.
"Sensational," "wild," "untamed," words used
in my ad.
Packed my theatre and everybody satisfied as they saw what they an-

—
—

ticipated.
Majestic theatre, Grand
land, Neb.
General patronage.

Is-

imitation."

JACK CAIRN,
Brooklyn Theatre,
Detroit, Mich.

Block, with William S.
consider this one of his best.
Pleased 100 percent. F. L.

1

Hart.

1

Book

1

Freeman, Grand theatre, Lake

I

it.

— General

—

City, Fla.

patronage.

—

1

Sham, with Ethel Clayton. Clayton is
good and well liked. She sure is a "sham"
in this one.
Good and pleased a fair
crowd. J. W. Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.
Neighborhood patron-

I

age.

|

— Good

|

type.

|
1
|

if

—

—

a Minute, with Douglas MacLean.
comedy drama of the program
Merely entertainment, but will do

— Bert Norton,
— General pat-

can be bought right.
Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
it

—

—

—

—

—

fired in this picture.

—

A

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Burglar Proof, with Bryant Washburn,
Good light stuff. Pleased big business

—

regular program picture. Giacoma
Brothers, Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.
General patronage.

as a

—

—

g
g
g

Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett.
good program picture. This will please
the women. P. G. Held. Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patron-

Is

age.

—

—

—

The Dancin' Fool, with Wallace Reid.
Say, did you ever see Reid dance? He
he don't want

to.

have' to act
time he wants to dance for a living
Good show. R. Ross Riley,
he can.
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
don't

Any

acting.

Only

Wm.

Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.

— General

patronage.

The Ruse of the
McGowan. Here is

Rattler, with J. P.
a dandy Western.

with Harold Lloyd comedy,
it
Do, and the program made a hit here.
C. H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. R. R. town patronage.

Played
I

—

—

Realart

of Sunnybook Farm, with
Mary Pickford. Good drawing picture
and did well here even if it is old. It
lot of good comedy in it.
pleased.
M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg,

Kan.

Good

thing wrong about the picture, night
scenes are too dark. You can't go wrong
on this one. Will please any audience.
Good business for a two day showing.

ronage.

Rebecca

B
1
g
1
P

Playgoers

—

One

g
g
wonder g
g

I
few HERALDS.
why.
"Of course I received the 'RecIts worth
ord,' and many thanks.
cannot be estimated in dollars. I
see an imitation of it sent out by a
New York paper, but it will have
to improve a lot to even be an

—

—

Reckless Chances, with J. P. McGowan.
Boys, here is a real Western with
plenty of action. First time I have ever
played this star but pleased 100 percent.
A. A. Neese, Beatrice theatre, Haw
River, N. C. Neighborhood patronage.
The Ruse of the Rattler, with a special
cast.
A western with lots of action and
good entertainment The impossible and
the improbable stuff was left out of this
one and I consider it an A-l Western.
So did all who saw it. W. P. Perry,
Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo
Small town patronage.
Across the Divide, with Rosemary
Theby. Clean western. Only one shot

—
I

my

told

—

fair

The Last Payment, with Pola Negri.
Made money with the picture because

g
B

Isle of

ley,

—

g
B
B

The

good.

werp, N. Y.

|

i

good light drama suitable for Sunday show. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town pat-

S.

|

g

miiuii mi mini mi f miiiuinifiHi inimii ihiii ihiui eihiiu tun

—

la.

picture, about Hart's standard.
Seemed
to please the Hart fans.
They were all
there.
W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Ant-

file

separately. In that way I
valuable reference library.

IIIIIIIII1IHIU

—

— W. A. Burke, Lyric theatre, BeckW. Va. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sand, with William
Hart. — Good

|

if 1 1 j

Pathe

—

|

g
g

Zorda, with a special cast.
Best foreign picture we have run.
Everybody seemed satisfied, although I
did not raise admission. J. H. HungerFamily theatre, Friend, Neb.
ford,
Neighborhood patronage.
The Power Within, with a special cast.

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson. This
really a good play, and the star does
some wonderful acting. Direction very

1

I NEVER

g
g

Anamosa,

g
g

Miles, Tex.
mm

^SnanHiiDiiuiiiiimiiiuuinif] tin

The Testing

Michigan

g

theatre,

gj

Cupid Theatre,

to Think About, a Cecil B.
production.— Here Paramount
special and one any audience

— Grand

g

W. LUMPKIN,

J.

is

urainimiiuirainiiiiiiituniiitiuiiii^

last

Mille

has a real

—

S
1
g

g

Something

Paying the Piper, with a special cast.
—Didn't go over with me. Very seldom
my patrons walk out, but they did on this
one—J. H. Hungerford, Family theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Friend, Neb.
Chickens, with Douglas MacLean.—
MacFair program picture. Rather light.
Lean pictures will not stand up if shown
too often.— Johnson Brothers Johnson-

H

gj

town patronage.

ronage.

"I

B
g

this

in

to
ence of several nationalities. Fully up
Oasis
the star's standard.— E. L. Franck,
pattheatre, Ajo, Ariz.— Neighborhood

"I

fice

§§

—
The Village Sleuth, with Charles Ray.
—Very light but very good. A lot of
laughs
one. — Johnson Brothers,
Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y. — Small
De

am ready for another 'Box OfRecord.'
"Please hurry it. It's lots of trouble to hunt through the HERALD,
"And let's have more reports on
State Rights and Serial stuff,
"Yours for the good of the
order."

g
g
B

—

White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Meighan.— An entertaining picture which
drew good business and pleased an audi-

g
g
g
g
B

Writes.

—

Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
one drew the largest one night
crowd of the season and also brought me
a lot of nice comments. It moves swiftly
and has a lot of comedy in it. No story
nor moral but still it was there with entertainment from start to finish. M. D.
Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Frontier of the Stars, with Thomas
Meighan.— Why they ask such prices for
see.
these Meighan pictures we cannot
weaker
Just a fair program picture and
Grand
than the average program picture.—
theatre, Anamosa, la.
What's Your Husband Doing? with
Doris May and Douglas MacLean.—
comedy-drama with many
little
fine
heartv laughs in it. A lot of fine comments from the men and many times
during the show the whole house was a
If you want fun, book
roar of laughter.
it.— M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan.— Neighborhood patronage.

m

Texas

—This

—Neighborhood patronage.

ate each department and

siiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiim

—

—

will in

town

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille production. This is a wonderful production,
and is worth mentioning among the ten
I will put the
best pictures of the year.
okay on this. W. A. Burke, Lyric theatre, Beckley, W. Va.
Neighborhood patronage.

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid.—An amusing comedy drama, with
and William
the accent on the comedy,
Ferguson as the butler running away with
It drew well, and although
the honors.
mv patrons expected a rather different
well pleased.
class of picture, they were
Ariz.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,

my

— Small

85

patronage.

— Neighborhood patronage.

g
g

N. Y.

Ripley,

theatre,

ian

if

newal.
with

————

if

—

South of Suva, with Mary Miles Minter.
Better than average program picture. Fine scenery, and A-l photography.
A. Burrus, Lyric theatre, Crete, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
A very
Tillie, with Mary Miles Minter.
sweet little story that went over nicely.
Miss Minter is much liked here. W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
South of Suva, with Mary Miles MinPoor picture.
slipping.
is
ter.
Star
Might get by in the old ten cent days,
but not now. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale
theatre, Hinsdale, 111— Neighborhood pat-

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

ronage.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with Mary
Miles

A

audience.
— Pleased a
Johnson Brothers.
—Ripley,
N. Y. — Small
theatre,

Minter.

dandy

Johnsonian

fair

comedy.

town patronage.
Nancy From Nowhere, with Bebe Dan-
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—
—

Very good, pleased 90 percent.
H. Hungerford, Family theatre, Friend,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
iels.

J.

Hair, with Wanda Hawley.
I consider this the worst she ever did.
Leave it alone. Pleased about 30 percent.

Bobbed

— F.

L. Freeman, Grand theatre,
City, Fla.
General patronage.

Lake

—

Bobbed Hair, with Wanda Hawley.
The poorest Hawley picture we have ever
shown and we have played them all.
Burrus, Lyric theatre, Crete, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

A.

Nancy From Nowhere, with Bebe Dan-

—Just
raved over

drew well but nobody
it.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theAberdeen,
Miss.
Neighborhood

iels.

atre,

fair.

It

—

—

Fox

B. Scott,

—
—

—Just
rus, Lyric

an average picture. A. Burtheatre, Crete, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

Selznick

my patrons. This should be
winner for any small town. Played on
percentage with the exchange and we
both made money. W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small

Referee, with

Conway

Tearle.

—

If

of ring action with the leather mitts.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield thea'tre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Way of a Maid, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A very good and well-acted
The

You won't miss with this one.
Burke, Lyric theatre, Beckley,
W. Va. Neighborhood patronage.
Evidence, with Elaine Hammerstein.
A good picture, but did not take as well
Eugene Saunas her former pictures.
ders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
Shadows of the Sea, with Conway
Did not please
Poor picture.
Tearle.
many.
Poor drawing card. Geo. O.
Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
The best picture Owen Moore has
ever been in.
Of course Tom Wilson
Patrons left the
is the real star in this.
Mrs. Frank
theatre more than satisfied.
comedy.

A.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Paul,

Marvel

theatre,

Carlinville,

111.

General patronage.

The Girl from Nowhere, with Elaine
Hammerstein. Pleased fair crowd although Miss Hammerstein is a favorite
here.
Hot weather kept them away.

—

Brookings,
age.

—
Pickford. — Here

town patronage.

Pollyanna, with Mary
is the kind of a picture that the people
like and want to see.
Clean and fine.
Brought out the kids and they brought
Pleased them all, I
the old folks along.
do believe. Did better than usual business.

— P.

G.

Summit,

Lees

Vaughan, Royal theatre,
Mo. Neighborhood pat-

—

—
—

O'Brien. This wasn't worth five cents.
It hurts your business to run this kind
of stuff.
Louis Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar, la. General patronage.

—

Society Snobs, with a special cast.
Fair picture. Did not draw for us a bit.
Believe they didn't care for this one.
Business poor. James Martin, Family
Attica,
N. Y. Neighborhood
theatre,
patronage.
The Man of Stone, with Conway

—

forest fire and the fighting of same
a joke compared with some forest

was

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

— —

—

YOU'LL SEE STARS!

NOTORIETY
Will Nigh's Biggest Box-Office Bet

Ten of Them!

Mona
Ida

—

to

draw

with

Mary

despite

the

that it is a wonderful production
with a star second to none. If your fans
like Mary Pickford, book this one.
C.
fact

—

you

If

—
Cullom,

the

bill.

theatre,

all

J.

like

Westerns

E.

Higgins,

111.

ran.

skinned
this

will

Majestic

— Neighborhood

Straight, with Frank
of Frank Mayo's.

all

good.

—

J.

W.

Ozark, Mo.

tre,

pat-

Mayo.—
They are

Boatwright, Radio

—Neighborhood

thea-

patron-

age.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.—
pleasing picture which drew well and
delivered
from every angle.
Mavo's
work good, the story wholesome, and interest holding and the fight scenes realistic but not disgusting.
P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.

A

—

—

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.—
This picture not only went out and lassoed and dragged them in but sent them
home glad that they had seen it. Eugene Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patronage.

—

—

—

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo. It seemed
to please most of them.
I consider it an
ordinary program picture. W. P. Perry,
Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town patronage.
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
A good
picture and seemed to please.
Xot as
good as Outside the Law, but should
please if your patrons care anything
about good acting. The old man is the
best I ever saw. Buy it once and sec for
yourself.
J. W. Boatwright. Radio thea-

—

—

—

Ozark, Mo.

tre,

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.
picture.
Pleased 100 per cent, star
being liked
here.
L.
B.
Greenhaw,
Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark. Small town
patronage.
Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson. Not as
rough as some of his, but pleased more
women than usual. Eugene Saunders,
Saunders theatre, Harvard, III. General
patronage.
The Trap, with Lon Chaney. A production which is distinguished by the re-

Good

—

—

—

—
—

markable acting of the star. The story
also a good one and the photography
first-class.
Opinions of our patrons were
divided.
We ran this Sunday and Monday to a fair business first day, but poor

Soon ready

pleased a large percentage of them.

Waterman

Hopkins, Hopkins theatre,
Ark. Small town patronage.
E.

for State-Right Release

LAWRENCE WEBER
BOBBY NORTH

and
1600

Broadway

New York

—

Brought out the best crowd we
have had during the hot weather and

Lisa

by

L.

—

The Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.

William H. Tooker

ever made, but has little appeal to women. Didn't draw here at advanced admission.
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre,
Eureka, 111. General patronage.

Fauntleroy,

mile.

a
fill

Has The Fox

—Wm.

Barney Sherry
George Hackathorne
Richard Travers
Anders Randolf
J.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks. The best picture Fairbanks

Lord

Plenty of action.

the second. One man told us as he left
that he thought the picture fine and deserved a better house.
H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

Maurine Powers

Mary Alden
Rod La Rocque

United Artists

— Failed

— Best

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.
Harry Carey picture that I ever

is

—

Little

—

age,

—

in

—

Pickford.

fire

scenes we've had from other producers.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.
Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. Good.
Lots of action. Will please any audience.
Get behind it and push. L. B. Greenhaw,
Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark. Small town
patronage.
Out of the Silent North, with Frank
Mayo. Monday is our rotten day. Frank
Fair program picture.
gets the men in.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.— Neighborhood patronage.
A Dangerous Little Demon, with Marie
Prevost. A very poor picture with lots
Few more of these kind of picof kick.
My
tures will put me out of business.
Saturday night patrons were all disapBusiness fair. James Martin,
pointed.
Family theatre,- Attica, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson. The
Had combest Gibson of the series.

—

—

—

Going

—

Everyone
good picture.
Tearle. A
seemed to be pleased. Many told me so.
Book it. You won't go wrong. J. A.
McDowell, Harris theatre, Irving, Ky.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Just like

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson. Very
good. Hoot plays good westerns. Have
all
been good so far.
You can't go
wrong booking any of them. J. W. Andersen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.
Fair western picture but part of the
The
scenes were not very convincing.

—

patron-

ronage.

Harris,

S.

— Neighborhood

D.

S.

Don't Get Personal, with Marie PreMarie is there.
So is the dog.
This picture is good entertainment and
pleased all. W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,
Antwerp, N. Y. Neighborhood patronvost.

Universal

Grand theatre, Marked
Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
The Prophet's Paradise, with Eugene

W.

A

—

ever offered

—

26, 1922

edy, had action and had a story. Added
to this was
the capable direction of
Harry Pollard. Result:
picture that
pleased.
G.
Estes,
P.
Fad theatre,

a

—

your people like prize ring stories give
them this one, because it contains plenty

—W.

Lisbon, Wis.

I

The Sleep Walker, with Constance Bin-

ney.

-

New

ronage.

patronage.

The

theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith production. — The best all-around picture

August

City

—

A

— C.

Cotter,

Dangerous Little Demon, with MaPrevost. Another nice little picture
Nothing big,
with this charming star.
The nice thing
but very entertaining.
about her pictures is that they are up
Rto date with new jokes and leaders.
rie

—

—

Ross
Kan.

Out

Riley,

Wigwam

of the Silent

theatre,

Oberlin,

North, with Frank

——
—
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August

Ala.

Florala,

tre,

— Small

town patron-

Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.—

Another good Griffith picture and will
your patrons. Grand theatre,
please
Anamosa, la.
No Defense, with William Duncan.
Picture Okay. Good story and good acting of both star and supporting cast.
Will please majority. C. H. Powers.
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. R. R.
town patronage.

—

—

The

Vow, with

Silent

good to good
Anamosa, la.

Very

—

a special cast.
Grand
business.

—

Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a special
Good picture. Pleased all but few
cast.
ladies who do not like fighting pictures.
You can advertise it as a fighting special.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala,

—

Ala.

— Neighborhood

(National), with a
Wonderful spectacular prospecial cast.
duction.
In fact, the best Chinese picture I ever booked. Had good comments
on the producer. Give me more pictures
with a modern story.
of that calibre
R. Corella. Cine Mexicali, Mexicali, MexNeighborhood patronage.
ico.

—

scene from his
first Fox comedy, "The Reporter," directed by Jack Blystone.

—

Exceptionally good Xorth counlayo.
Pleased our people. P. G.
y story.

—

Brookings,
eighborhood patronage.

Fad

>tee.

The

Key, an
Big
production.
Pass

Devil's

troheim

—

D.

S.

theatre,

von

Eric

business,

thoroughly interested in this picCast superb. Giacoma Brothers,

/as

—

lre.

Tombstone,

rystal theatre,

Ariz.

— Gen-

patronage.

al

of Paris, with Miss duPont.
-Whatever the rage of the capital of
ranee, it was nothing to the rage of this

The Rage

Went to us as a substitute
lanager.
nd for a "Ladies' Night." Can you beat
r
Is risque to say the least, being one
the two pictures of which we have
f
een heartily ashamed in seven years'
had chewed all the
xperience.
oodwork off of the lobby and started on
le fixtures before the thing was half

We

Universal has given and is giving
s good clean stuff and why they do not
stire pictures so out of keeping with
P.
leir policy we cannot understand.
Estee. Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.

ver.

—

—

la.

Flower of the North, with a special
ast.

—A

good

that

picture

will

please

any audience. You can't go wrong
booking this. The James Oliver Cur-

lost
i

—

good. P. G. Held,
Fairmont,
Neb.
."eighborhood patronage.

.ood stories are

all

theatre.

terling

Flower of the North, with special cast.
The best
patrons enjoyed this.

-My

icture

summer.

this

.namosa,

— Grand

theatre,

la.

Silent Vow, with William Duncan.
your patrons like Duncan you should
this one.
Plenty of action and beau-

The
-If
et

scenery.

iful

neatre,

— W.

E.

Aberdeen, Miss.

Elkin,

Temple

— Neighborhood

atronage.

The
oun.

Little

Minister, with

— Another

Alice

Cal-

good Vitagraph picture
business.
Grand theatre, Ana-

o fair
losa, la.

The

—

Silver Car, with Earle Williams,
pleased a
iood program picture.
It
mall crowd. W. D. Patrick, Cozy thea-

—

a

in
cast.

Barroom (Arrow),
good drawing

— Very

Personally, I did not care much
card.
for it, but it gets the money and consequently must be what the people want.
Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, BeaNeighborhod patronage.
trice, Neb.
The Vengeance Trail (Aywon), with
Picture
Big Boy Williams. Excellent.
went well considering summer depresWilliam Noble,
sion and hot weather.
Broadway theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
The Better Man (Aywon), with Snowy
Baker.— Just fair. A program picture.
Nothing to rave about. Good for one
day showing. Put a good two reel comedy with it then you will have a very
good show. Wm. Thacher, Royal theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Salina, Kan.

—

—

—

—

—

—

in a

—A

Barroom (Arrow), with

real heart interest picFar ahead of some of the more advertised specials.
Will please any audience. J. A, McDowell, Majestic theatre,

ture.

—

Ravenna, Ky.

— Small

town patronage.

Sparks of Flint (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Pleased a large Saturday crowd.
Used two reel Hallroom Boys comedy,
and it made some entertainment. W. S.
Harris, Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.

—

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Fair (Tourneur), with a
special cast.
Give us more like this one
and we can afford to stay open regardless of how hard times are.
Wonderful
Book it. F. Largen, Lyric
business.
theatre. Creighton, Neb.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

The Call from the Wild (Pacific), with
Frankie Lee. A clean picture to be sure,
but not a picture to boost too hard. Not
near the big picture that was expected by
Ernest M. Cowles, Orpheum theaus.
tre, Pelican Rapids, Minn.

—

—

The Fighting Breed (Aywon), with
Snowy Baker. — Good picture. Bound to
where they
Greenhaw, Strand
please

— Small

like

Westerns.

theatre,

— L.

Leslie,

B.

Ark.

town patronage.
The Eyes of the World (Clune), with
Played to two full houses
a special cast.
We recommend
on Monday, July 17.

—

being of a high order and
has been run twice at
Kalamazoo a short distance from here
speaks well for its drawing power.
\\'ard & Knapp, Comfort theatre, Schoolcraft, Mich.
His Nibs (Exceptional), with Chic Sale.
A very good picture. I don't consider
A.
this a money maker for small towns.
Burrus. Lyric theatre, Crete, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
this feature as
the fact that

it

—

—

Fairbanks.— They all like "Bill" here. It
a crowd when I have "Bill."
W. J. Roule, Avoyelles theatre, Monsuva,
La. Neighborhood patronage.

means

—

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affil-Dist.),
with Johnny Hines. Very good picture.

—

—

F. Larto capacity business.
Lyric theatre, Creighton, Neb.

Three days
gen,

Neighborhood patronage.
Hearts and Masks (Federated), with a

— My

—W.

The Man from Downing Street, with a
pecial cast.
Very poor. Poorly acted,
roduced and story. Grand theatre, Anatosa,

—

special cast.
in a while.

Vitagraph

—

—

Ten Nights
with a special

Ten Nights

a special cast.

—

The Lotus Blossom

a

Burrus, Lyric theatre, Crete, Neb.

patronage.

State Rights

in

— A.

The County

theatre,

—

87
Neighborhod patronage.

age.

UPINO LANE

——

———

tre,

Mansuva,

J.

people like these once
Roule, Avoyelles thea-

La.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Women Who
—A

Wait

(W'isteria), with a

very good picture. Can't
special cast.
see why Deady, at North Rose, knocked
Well liked by all who saw it.
this.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,

N. Y.

— General patronage.
—

Taking Chances (Kipling), with Richard Talmadge. A new star in the firmament, for whom we predict a bright fubeing young and handsome; also
active as a cat. It is said he was at one
1
time Douglas Fairbanks' understudy.
can easily believe this, for as far as
launching himself through the scenery
and jumping over houses are concerned,
the older actor has nothing on him. The
picture was well produced and enjoyed
by a good house. Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Vengeance Trail (Aywon), with
Boy Williams.— Good Western.
Big
Drew good crowd.
Plenty of action.
L. B. Greenhaw. Strand theatre, Leslie,
Ark. Small town patronage.
What No Man Knows (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.— Better than the
average production. Pleased my patrons.
ture,

—

—

—

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

in a new spefeature, "The World's a Szage."
a story of studio life by Elinor Glyn.
cial

Principal Pictures Corporation is making it under the direction of Colin

Campbell.
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The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. Ran first three episodes and
they are crammed with action.
It is

—

You

full of thrills.

—

can't

go wrong in buying this one. Charles
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

With Stanley

in

Africa

(Universal),

—

with George Walsh. These thrills from
history are not what you might think
they would be.
Too much history and
not enough thrills.
We were promised
all kinds of funny animals in this one,
but to date they are all regulation jungle

Walsh

beasts.

pulls

a

now

fight

fair

and then, but outside the one thrill
where they jumped their horses over a
bank, the picture is just repeat after repeat.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kan.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with
a special cast. Went over big for me.
W. J. Route, Avoyelles theatre, ManNeighborhood patronage.
suva, La.
with
(Pathe),
Hurricane
Hutch
Charles Hutchinson. A very good serial.
Does not grow tiresome. Have shown
The life
ten episodes and all are fine.
of my theatre through the hot weather.
Red
Creek,
theatre,
Betts,
Powers
A. C.
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. On fourth episode and if the
rest holds up as the first three it will be
some serial. Using two-reel Lloyd com-

—

TN

review of the principal

its

photoplay productions of the

months

six

first

year, the

most

the

of

New

of the current

York Times, one
powerful critical

authorities of the country, has

say of two

this to

HODKINSON

releases

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

"JANE
lin

EYRE— This

Hugo

Bal<

production has the flavor of an

old novel,

which means that it
and intelli-

been sincerely
gently done
has

its

motion picture existing

a

own

known

for

sake, the best of the Tri-

based on wellHerbert Blache

productions

art

paintings

and Lejaren

Hiiler are. the di-

a

and Pathe Review and doing good

Monday

business.

— W.

S.

Grand

Harris,

—

Marked Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth RoHave run 13 episodes and has
land.

theatre,

—

THE YOUNG PAINTER—
As

edies

rectors, Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron the principal players.
Simply and expressively staged

and photographed

been very satisfactory, but my patrons
seem to be getting tired of serials. A. A.
Neese, Beatrice theatre, Haw River, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.
Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Myers. Well, this is the eleventh
and the next should be the last, but Universal just could not break away from
the old habit oi making eighteen episodes,
so they prolonged the agony six more.
They ran out of story in the second chapter, and all they do is show Myers with
his Gillette shaven face chase the cave
girl and the savages around the island,

In

its

introductory remarks,
its list

"not for the

hall of

fame, but

for exhibition before reasonably

intelligently

and normally pat-

ient people seeking screen enter-

tainment."
After all what more could be
expected of any photoplay, than
that

it

or get lost in a swamp full of toy alliThe biggest frost in years. R.
gators.
theatre, Oberlin,
Ross Riley,

Wigwam

Kan.

—

—

F.
there's none like it.
theatre, Creighton, Neb.

C T

UR E

S

Lyric

—

—

—

—

Stealing Home (Universal), with Harry
Sweet. I'll say this is a good comedy

—

and everyone

else seems to agree, and it
timely, baseball being all the rage at
this time.
Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Out., Can.
Neighis

—

—

borhood patronage.

Game Birds (C. B. C), with Hallroom
Boys. This one pleased my patrons.
This is as good a consistent series oi
comedies as you can get and the price
is
right.
My patrons like 'em. David
Bernbaum, Dixie theatre, Dallas, Tex.—
Transient patronage.
Pay Day (F. N.), with Charles ChapPaid fifteen bucks for this picture
lin.
and have bought comedies for three dollars that had it beat a mile. Another one
of those million dollar pictures where the
exhibitor does not even get the tail end

—

—

—

As good as any
M. Record, Auditorium

of the million.

— Elmer

Chaplin.

—

theatre,

Osmond, Neb. Transient patronage.
Among Those Present (Asso. Ex.)
with Harold Lloyd.

was
but

his
it's

— Some

thought

this

Others differed,
a comedy and worth while. W.
best to

date.

—

Cheyenne
Rialto
theatre,
Perry,
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.
P.

—

Torchy and Orange Blossoms (EducaGood twotional), with Johnny Hines.
reel comedy that will stand up to any
producing the laughs.—
for
of them

—

COMING SOON

PERFECT PICTURES
"neither screen nor stage —
ut life's window"

BBoanHtgBBkW
The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN

CO.

Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTROPNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
CHICAGO, ILL.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.

You Should Know the Truth Right Now
Get out from under the camouflage
has blinded you for years.
Wake up and read

that

ScieenQffmqn§
Costs 3 cents Per Review.

CHICAGO,

ILL

—

The Leather Pushers

(Universal), with
patrons thought
Round Six the best of the six and are
now patiently waiting for the next six.

Denny.

— My

Saunders, Saunders theatre,
General patronage.

111.

—

Movie

Urban

I

Largen,

Pathe Playlets. These did not go over
for me, and Pathe allowed me to cancel
That's doing
the balance of contract.
more for the exhibitor than some of the
For a three-reel
exchanges would do.
story, most of them I played were good.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.

Harvard,

P

—

Short Subjects
Fox News. Have run Fox News two
issues a week for the last two years and

— Eugene

HODKINSON

Cold Feet (Educational), with a speJust another one of those good
Educational Comedies.
Clean, in every
respect and very funny. W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
cial cast.

—

Reginald

entertains?

—

town patronage.

—

of pic-

tures that they are nominated,

—

—

—

the Times says of

26, 1922

If this one don't make them laugh
they're hopeless.
W. P. Perry, Rialtc
theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small

titled.

Serials

censorproof and

August

Chats

(Hodkinson).

educapatrons
enjoy this reel each week and it has
taken the place of the news. F. S.
Strange, Vogue theatre, Kelso, Wash.
Small town patronage.
The Blizzard (Vitagraph), with Jimmie
properly
comedy,
A-l
Aubrey. An

This

best single reel
tional nature on the market.
is

the

CLASSIFIED
Five Cents per Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

in

$1.00

of

My

—

—

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

FOR SALE—Two

Motiographs, motor drive,

an.

a Seeburg Photoplayer with motor complete. AlS'
a complete adjustable ventilating system, fan type
Address Commodore Theatre, 3105 Irving Par
Blvd., Chicago, 111.

—

—
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H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chi-

Carles

— Neighborhood patronage.
High Fliers (Universal), with
Edwards. — Star comedies are

111.

c o,

["he

>eley

This means
cisistently censorproof.
They are
nething to the exhibitor.

s

siom world beaters but average up
This one fair. Harold F. YVendt,
v

—

1.

Defiance,

Poli theatre,
p ronage.

O.

— General

The Head Waiter (Yitagraph), with
This must be one of
Irry Semon.
Irry's weak ones, as it failed to get
Just a two-reeler
rny laughs here.
s>posed to be funny. W. P. Perry,
filto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

—

—

town patronage.

E all

Day (F.
— Drew well

N.), with Charles Chap]•
but didn't bring as many
l;ghs as his former comedies or other
It is good,
cnedies of present time.
h vever, but I don't think Chaplin puts
a much in his comedies as he should.
he puts in just enough to get
I seems
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka,
b
>ay

—

?>nt.

— General

The

Stage

Irry

Semon.

patronage.

Hand

—This

(Yitagraph), with
one made the house

a storm. Two reels of laughter.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Colo. Small town patronage.

r.r "like

-.V. P.
\;lls,

—

The Saw Mill (Yitagraph), with Larry
^mon. If you ever played a Larry Sei»n comedy you'll pack your house.
/ C. Ahrens, Paramount theatre, ElizaNeighborhood patronage.
La.
1 h,

—

—

Miss Mischief (Universal), with
by Peggy. Another two-reeler that is

Little
1

—

}od to run while the
as those
Mn't miss
i

who miss
much.

crowd

part, or

— W.

P.

is

getting

all,

of this

Perry, Rialto

Cheyenne
town patronage.

theatre,

Wells,

Colo.

89

— Small

Brownie's
Baby Doll (Universal),
with Baby Peggy. A two-reel Century
that more than pleased Saturday patrons.
Clean and laugh provoking. P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.
Wood Simps (Universal), with a special cast.
A good comedy, with Century
lions.
Get this one and boost it. W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne, Wells,
Colo.
Small town patronage.
Pay Day (F. N.), with Charles Chaplin.
Good comedy. People expect unusual comedy from Chaplin and because
it's not better than many other comedies
as far as laughs are concerned it's more
or less of a disappointment. It's a good
comedy,
though.
Majestic
theatre,
Reedsburg, Wis. General patronage.
The Big Ranger (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. Excellent.
Fine business prevailed. William Noble, MajesGentic theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
eral patronage.
Step This Way (Educational), with a

—

USE THIS BLANK

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

special

cast.

—

— Beginning

—

of this

Office

Reports Tell the Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this

blank

now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

born

St.,

Dear-

Chicago.

Title

Star

comedy

needs censorship. The fellow's
is
comedies are drawing, but nasty. K. J.
Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.
General patronage.
The Whirlwind (Federated), with Joe
Rock. This is the best single reel I
have ever run.
I have run Pot Roast
and Fast Male on this series and believe
they are the best singles on the market
They have photos which make
today.
them suitable for running with a long
vile,

Box

—

—

Producer

Remarks

—

instead

feature

—

David
of a two-reeler.
theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Bernbaum, Dixie

Transient patronage.

Tononr
A- LA-CARTE

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

A T O R C

COME

Name

C. C.

of Theatre

Transient

El

MASTODON

FILMS, INC.

BURR,

Pres.

ronage
City

133-135-137 West 44th Street

NEW YORK

.-

CITY, N. Y.

BOOK AT EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES

State

or

Neighborhood Pat-
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With

Hammond Beall

John Sainpolis, noted actor of the stage
has been selected by Ben Schulberg for
the leading role in "Ching, Ching, China-

Bull Montana arrived in Los Angeles
week after going abroad to visit his
parents in Italy. "Bool" will resume pro-

man."

duction of comedies under the supervision
of Hunt Stromberg.
*
*
*

*

*

*

It is reported that Evelyn Vaughn, wife
of Bert Lytell, will take up screen work.

Stockholders of Federal Photoplays, Inc.,
following to the board

have elected the

of directors: J. E. Bowen, W. G. Logan,
H. J. Siler, Lincoln Hart, Hewlings
Mumper, C. E. Walker, D. B. Van Derlip

and W. B. Pinney.

will

jection.

*

*

*

May

will play opposite

domestic comedies
Century.

in

Lee Moras

being produced

*

*

by

Lee

Moran

Julius Stern

*

Viola

Dana

in

J.

to

*
will

play

opposite

"June Madness."
*

*

*

Billy Franey, star of many comedies,

Adams Sawyer"

DRAMATIC

Al-

will

be

in
support of Katherine
her newest Preferred Picproduction

seen

MacDonald

in

go to Europe
produce comedies.

will

with

Al Jolson Praises
Harold Lloyd Film
Says He Changed Mind About
Producing After Seeing

tional, "The
Road."

"Grandma's Boy"
"

The cast engaged
star

of

stage

Kathleen
Kirkham, Vera
Eugenie
Lewis,
Besserer, William

plays,

Conklin,

Frank

Leigh,

Charles

French

'Grandma's

Boy'

greatest

I

thought of

it"

went

to

"I

make some
got

cold

came to me, the
in where angels
back

directing

the

worth

Bruster as

his

Boy.'

is

camera
it

Lewis Stone Signed by
Famous Players-Lasky
Jesse L. Lasky has signed Lewis Stone,
well known leading man, as a permanent
member of the Paramount stock company under a long-term contract. Mr.
Stone will play leads in big special pro-

ductions for Paramount and his first role
will be' that of the leading man in William de Mille's next production, "Notoriety," playing opposite Bebe Daniels.

line

all

of

line

in

—just

Pope's

about fools rushing

fear to tread, and

I

beat

without daring

the

face,

see

to

Opens New

assistant.

The screen version of "The Lonely
Road" was prepared by Lois Zellner.

That

New York

to

look a

—

at

"T h e Lonely
Katherine MacDonald
Road" was written by Charles Logue who also wrote
"The Infidel" and "Heroes and Husbands" in which Miss MacDonald starred.

to

my

own. I saw
the Symphony and well

feet.

I

it

expecting

California

pictures of

Harold Lloyd

and

he said:

others.

Victor L. Schertzinger
production with Wyatt

the

is

comedy picture I ever saw, and I've seen
them all," declared Al Jolson, arriving
back in New York from Los Angeles,
recently.
"Just to show you what

Orville

numerous

moment in the Edward Sloproduction, "Blind Justice."

man

Lonely

includes
Caldwell,

directing.

to

Able Players to Support
Katherine MacDonald in
Forthcoming Production
A strong aggregation of screen players
for First Na-

Poore Sheehan and Frank Condon.
is

*

Bryant Washburn

tures

*

Thomas Meighan is working in "The
Man Who Saw Tomorrow," by Perley
fred Green

Laurette Taylor and her husband,
Hartley Manners, are here preparatory
starting work on "Peg O' My Heart."

and

exhibition

Betty

this

has been cast in "Quincy
at Metro.

preview of "The
be given shortly by
Perfect Picture Company to demonstrate
its new sterescopic method of picture pro-

An

Power of Love"

26, 1922

Los Angeles

the Procession in
By Harry

August

to

but it was
'Grandma's

Possibilities

way," Mr. Jolson went on.
Lloyd has given me a new
conception of screened comedy. He has
opened up new possibilities; indeed, he
"It's

this

"Harold

already

has

achieved

results

that

the

most of us considered impossible.
Carries

Own

Story

of us on the stage may have
had a feeling that there couldn't be real
comedy without monologues and converWell.
sations and chorus attachments.
Harold Lloyd has come along and done

"Some

it!

for

He could have it without
he carries his own story."

sub-titles,

Build Entire Garden for
Scene in "Lap of Luxury"

Two Added

new Cosmopolitan production, "The
Young Diana." Albert Capellani and

An entire Italian garden will be built
indoors at Universal Studios in Fort Lee
for the Roman banquet scenes of Glenn
Hunter's new picture, "The Lap of Luxury," according to Film Guild.
The cast includes Martha Mansfield,
Nona Marden, Marie Bourke, William
Calhoun, Dwight Wiman, and Osgood
Perkins. The story is directed by Frank

Robert G. Vignola directed

Tuttle.

William Moran and Eric Mayne have
been added to the all star cast which has
been selected for Goldwyn's romance of
the South Seas, "Passions of the Sea.'
Prominent in the cast are House Peters,
Antonio Moreno, Pauline Starke. Rosemary Theby, George Siegmann, William
V. Mong, Carl Harbaugh, Mary Jane Irving, William Haines, David King and
Myrtle Lind. R. A. Walsh is directing.

MARION DAVIES

in

two scenes

it.

of her

to All Star

Cast in Goldwyn Film

5

'0

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Cinderella Theatre
At Detroit Will Be

Ready September

Strive for Greater Service

Cinderella Theatre

open

new

its

Company,

Inc., will

Cinderella theatre at

Michigan, on September 15.
house will rank with the finest in the
troit,

Through New Dealer Alliance

1
De-

The
city-

Dealers in motion picture equipment and supplies have fallen into the
general procession with other branches of the industry, who, under the
guiding spirit of Will H. Hays, are working toward the co-ordination of
their particular functions to the end that they may better serve the industry at large.

The

initial

step

in

this

direction

was

Association of Motion Picture Equipment

As president of the new
Dwyer lias delved into

Through

the

new

association, the dealers of

motion picture

aim to establish
on a better basis which

will

supplies

their

business

ultimately

enable them to render a greater service
and co-operation to exhibitors in their
territories.

Manufacturers Can Aid
That there are numerous ways

in

which

supply dealer can better serve and
work with theatres on various problems,
it
was pointed out at the Indianapolis
meeting.
Manufacturers, it was also
shown, can aid materially in the movement to stabilize business among the sup-

the

involving as
the stores

it

and

does, in connection with
offices,

an expenditure of

$400,000.

The property
]60 feet

is situated on a
and the theatre proper

a seating capacity of 2,000.

by
have

lot 90

will

The building
mod-

of brick and stone construction,
ern and fireproof in every respect.
is

ply dealers and encourage greater cooperative service on their part.
"Our aim is to preserve this end of the
business and to correct certain unsatisfactory methods which have been in
vogue in the past," says Leo. E. Dwyer,
president of the association.
"If this is
done it will help the supply dealer and
exhibitor
because
the supply
also help the
dealer will be able to give better service

A

huge Wurlitzer organ is a feature of
equipment to be installed. Three latest type Powers projectors have been
ordered and interior effects will be supplied by Lee Lash Scenery Company.
Officers of Cinderella Theatre Com-

a great

many

In Business 12 Years
association Mr.
the task with

vigor and enthusiasm.
Having been in
the motion picture equipment business
for the past twelve years he is intimately
acquainted with the problems confronting
both dealers, exhibitors and manufacturers in this direction and has always been
actively interested in any progressive
movement which would serve to be mutually helpful to all concerned.
Mr. Dwyer, it will be remembered, engineered the projection of throwing the
largest motion picture in the world at the
longest throw at Columbus, O.
The
screen used was 165' wide by 135' high
100'
75'
with a picture surface
by
and a

throw of

375'.

He

handled the Simplex in Ohio for
about seven years while being president
and general manager of the Dwyer
Brothers Company and a year ago took
on the franchise for handling the Powers
in Ohio and Kentucky, opening a new
store in the Film Building, Cleveland, and
also a branch store in the Broadway
This firm operates
Building, Cincinnati.
under the name The Theatre Supply

Company.

the

Support is Assured
Staunch support was assured the

new

organization at the Indianapolis sessions,
by both dealers and manufacturers. The

work which

it hopes to accomplish is in
keeping with the present general movement for the betterment of all branches
of the industry, Mr. Dwyer points out.

are:
James N. Robertson,
George W. Sampson, vicegeneral
manager and
and
Thompson N. Winsheimer, secretary and

pany,

in

ways."

Dealers of America.

Cinderella Theatre

and help the exhibitor

taken by the equipment men at Indianapolis recently when they organized the

Inc.,

president;
president
treasurer.

St.

Equipment
For Big Motor Firm

Installs

Louis to Have
Two New Theatres

Ground has been broken
Aubert

Recent installations by Service Theatre
Supply Company, Detroit, Michigan, indicate that business in the equipment
field is beginning to enjoy renewed activity.
Service Theatre Supply Company
has completed three important installations of a wide range of equipment, one
to General Motors Company, another to

for the

new

Aubert and Easton ave-

theatre,

Mo.

expected the
permit
the opening of the house next Winter.
nues, St. Louis,

work

will progress

The Midway

It is

sufficiently to

theatre,

Grand and Wash-

boulevards, has been closed, although Charles Thimmig is still operating his airdome. Thimmig plans to erect
a $1,000,000 theatre-office-apartment buildThe work of
ing on the Midway site.
clearing the ground may get under way

ington

and the third in the new
theatre at Port Huron, Mich.
The equipment includes latest type
Powers projectors, Hertner Transverters,
Brenkert Spot lamps, rewinds, film cabinets and other projection apparatus.

a high school

Desmond

shortly.

Glass Perils Patron
A

Saginaw, Mich.

— Following

lation of new equipment
ing the Franklin theatre

opened.

the

instal-

and redecorathas been re-

LEO

E.

DWYER of the Theatre

Company, Cleveland, president

Supply

of the
Association of Motion Picture Equipment Dealers of America.

large glass, which fell from the skylight of the Hippodrome theatre, Springfield, O., caused serious injury, which fora time was thought to prove fatal, to

Warren H. Rankin,
house.

a

patron

of

the
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Wyckoff Uses Light Effects
To Portray Moods in Scenes
Set the dramatic tempo of a motion
picture by light and shadow!
That is the fundamental rule of the latest school of motion picture lighting as
laid down by Alvin Wyckoff, head of

to show until after Valentino's irst bull
fight in the course of the story."
Most of these examples mentioned l,y

Paramount's West Coast photography.

than big scenes.
But in Ceoil B. de
Mille's production of "Manslaughter" the
cinematographer put his theories into
actual effect throughout the picture.
One of the most notable examples of
this kind is the elaborate Roman bacchanal
which the producer has included in the
otherwise modern drama.
The opening
scenes of this bacchanal show the pleasur-j
of the party at its height.
Everyone is
happy and joyous.
This exhilaration
gradually gives place to a drunken stupor, in the midst of which the barbarians
storm the gates and sack, ravage and
burn everything in their path.

Wyckoff has christened the new illumination scheme "atmospheric lighting."
The veteran cinematographer has been
experimenting with this species of lighting for some time with highly satisfactory results. As a result of these tests
it has been adopted by the majority of
the

Paramount cameramen.

In effect the system means lighting
each scene for the mood of the dramatic
action. Joy, gloom, romance, excitement,

—

sorrow all of these and more can be
effectively emphasized by atmospheric
lighting, according to Wyckoff.
"Photography is the vehicle that carries
the story of a motion picture," Wyckoff
declared in discussing his theory of lighting.
"Therefore the photography must
always be

theme

in perfect

sympathy with the

of the scene.

Get

"We

Scene
by watching the

Spirit of

diget our effects
From this
rector rehearse the scene.
rehearsal we get the tempo of the action
and the psychology of the scene. With
these facts in mind we light the picture.
"An experiment that I tried along this
line illustrates the principle of 'atmospheric lighting' in practice. In Cecil B.
DeMille's production of 'Fool's Paradise'
Theodore Kosloff played the role of a
In a majority of his
Mexican heavy.

scenes he wore a sombrero. Now whenever the action showed him in a sinister

mood

I

lighted his face in such a

way

throw a heavy shadow from his hat
brim across his eyes. This shadow was
so heavy that his eyes were barely disas to

Small as this may seem, it gave
cernible.
In
a tremendous effect on the screen.
this same character's lighter moments I
lightened this shadow several degrees.
"In the same picture Conrad Nagel
His eyes are blue and it
goes blind.
was therefore a simple matter to throw a
great deal of hard light on his face, givDoring his eyes a chalky, blind look.
othy Dalton, who played in many scenes
with Nagel during this episode of blindness, was made to contrast with him by
throwing shadows of her eyelashes on
her cheeks and giving her relatively
softer lighting.
"Another interesting example of what
might really be called 'character lighting'
Rois to be found in 'Blood and Sand.'
dolph Valentino plays the role of a young
Before we started the picture
toreador.
made
I studied Valentino carefully.
extensive screen tests.
I was unable to
hit upon a characteristic lighting scheme.
For, surprising as it may be t-> the uninitiated, every star role calls for a special
general light characterization.

We

Uses Scar on Cheek
"Almost by accident I found the necessary thing. Valentino has a slight scar
on one' cheek. It usually escapes even
the searching eye of the camera. But in
this case I stressed that scar to the limit.
At my suggestion Valentino trained the
side burns which he was growing for the
role so that the beard on that side, ran
right into one end of the scar.
"By throwing a shadow from his hat
brim that paralleled this scar and bringing out the scar by lighting and shadow,
we succeeded in producing an interesting character quality. The effect of this
scar was heightened by not permitting it

Wyckoff were experimental and in the
main were restricted to characters rather

Light Shows Changes
This episode

is divided into three lighting divisions.
In the opening scenes
where pleasure holds sway the set was
flooded with light. Even the marble pil-

lars and archways
the
iu
were touched up with light.

background

The

brightness of the illumination thus gives to the
sprightly action an added quality of joyous abandon.
Later, as drink overpowers the revelers, Wyckoff alters his lighting again to
Thin shadows cover
suit the mood.
much of the scene. The background was
dulled considerably and the effect of the
general stupor is again emphasized by the
suggestive lighting.
For the barbarians entrance and the
subsequent scenes still a third arrange-

ment

Here the terof lights was made.
ror of the revelers and the ruthlessness of
the invaders were the outstanding features. To emphasize this terror and paint
the barbarians in the most horrible colors the cinematographer placed his lights
in such a way as to throw gigantic shadows on the walls with each movement of
the invaders. The magnified silhouettes
of the barbarians grimaced and writhed
as the originals of the silhouettes plundered and ravaged.
Wyckoff's work in this connection under the direction of Cecil B. de Mille is
a reminder of the fact that these two
pioneers were responsible for one of the
earliest

and most

vital

developments

in

screen lighting, the introduction of what
is

still

"Rembrandt lighting."
days of picture making nat-

known

as

In the early
ural light and the first crude efforts with
artificial light produced flat photography
unrelieved by either highlight or shadow.

Wyckoff and De Mille introduced these
elements following as their model the
works of Rembrandt. Now they have
gone the master artist one better, they
are varying their light and shadow to suit
the dramatic mood of each scene.
Used with discretion, atmospheric
lighting promises to do much to further
But there

the art of the motion picture.
is

a

degree of danger

in

it

as

Wyckotf

points out.

Can Be Over-Played
"Atmospheric lighting can be carried
"There is a contoo far," he declares.
stant danger that the lighting will over-

shadow

the action of the story.

The eye

will be so busy studying the lighting effects that the action of the characters and
the psychology of the scene will escape

AtmosThat is fatal.
the attention.
pheric lighting is primarily designed to
heighten the dramatic effect of each
scene.
The moment it assumes the pre-
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ponderance

all of its value is lost and irreparable damage is done. The story is
the important thing; photography is only
the means of conveying that story first
to the screen and thence to the specta-

tor."

Claims Flicker in
Film Is Eliminated

By New Projector
A new

projection machine, which it is
throws a picture on the screen without a flicker, is being exhibited at the
Godfrey Building, New York City, by
said,

Samuel Bardy of Philadelphia, its inventor. The flicker is declared to be absent at any speed at which the machine is
run.

The machine, it is stated, uses a 400
The light is
watt incandescent light.
continuously projected through the film
while the film is also continuously in motion; although the light is stationary. To
keep the projected picture on the screen
from moving across the screen with the
moving
number

film,
lenses are interposed, a
of lenses, 80 in all, placed in the

rim of a wheel, revolving

in

unison with

and of such size and
shape and so ground that while the film

the

moving

film

lenses come successively into
place, and deflect the rays of light in
just such fashion that the image on the
screen is in constant position, while the
successive pictures on the film are pass-

moves the

ing in uninterrupted procession.
The wheel with the lenses firmly fixed
in the rim is the wheel that moves the
film, the
is

The result
optics, by the deof the lenses. If the film is

same piece

of metal.

produced entirely by

flecting

power

passed through slowly the animation is
slow and if the film is run at high speed,
the animation is rapid, but at all speeds
the picture

is

equally continuous.

Develop New Eastman
Color Photography at
Rothacker-Aller Plant
The Rothacker-Aller plant in Hollywood has been selected by the Eastman
Kodak Company as the laboratory m
which to develop the Eastman color photography on the Coast.
Joe Aller has set aside quarters for
the exclusive use of John G. Capstaff and
D. W. Rupert, Eastman technical experts.
Mr. Capstaff is the inventor of the process. Reports from the Coast have it that
he has achieved very wonderful results.
Miss Katherine MacDonald is among
the Coast stars who have visited the
Rothacker-Aller laboratory in connection
with this new process.

Lasky Signs Allan

Dwan

To Direct Valentino in
"The Spanish Cavalier"
Allan Dwan has been engaged to direct
Valentino's next production, "The Spanish Cavalier." Mr. Dwan, who has just
finished Douglas Fairbanks' biggest production, "Robin Hood," will begin work
on "The Spanish Cavalier" in three

weeks.

"We are determined to surpass the
success of 'Blood and Sand.' if that is
Lasky, who
L.
said Jesse
possible,"
signed up Mr. Dwan.
"The Spanish Cavalier" is an adaptation of the

famous book and

play,

"Don

Cesar de Bezan." Nita Naldi, who scored
a triumph in the role of Dona Sol in
"Blood and Sand," will have the leading
feminine role in "The Spanish Cavalier."
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Eugene theatre which will
modeled and brought up-to-date.
the

Theatre
Construction

News

93

be re-

NEW

*

—

2

Wood

Company,
Clinton, la. J. C.
local architects have completed plans and
munion
new
a
are ready to receive bids
cipal coliseum to be erected at Thirteenth
avenue.

POWERS

*

—

PROJECTORS

Muncie, Ind. Consolidated Realty Corin
theatre
build a new
poration will
Muncie as soon as a site can be selected.

AT A

*

—A

Exhibitors are irnnted to report to this department changes of ownership, new theatres
planned, remodeling contemplated, openings,

new theatre will
Indianapolis, Ind.
be erected here by Fred R. Bonfield and
Glen E. Black, manager of the Park

etc.

Theatre Company.

SACRIFICE

*

New

—

Baton Rouge, La. Mr. Moorman, proprietor of the Grand theatre, reports to
this department that he will erect a $20,-

modern

in

every respect, to

000 theatre,
have a seating capacity for 550.
*

—

Bedford, Mass. A new theatre is
proposed for property at Acushnet avenue
and Glennon street by Albert Clerc.

New

*

Ashland,

Ore.

— After

having

been

closed for two years work has been started of rehabilitating the Lyric theatre here.

Extensive improvements
new equipment installed.

will

Model No. 6B Cameragraphs

—

Projects

be

made and

7:20

—

Grand Rapids, Mich. Financing problems of the Regent Theatre Company
having been ironed out satisfactorily and
work of erecting the $800,000 playhouse
is now being pushed.
J. S. Aroner & Co.,
*

—

Eugene, Ore. Calvin Heilig, theatre
owner of Portland, has signed a lease for

ment.

*

—

Minneapolis, Minn. Plans are
completed by Architect Colburn

being
for

a

Mouse Theatre

$500,000 theatre for Blue
Co.
*

Dallas, Tex.— A $50,000 theatre will be
erected by Popular Amusement Company
from plans by Architect Bertram C. Hill.
*

—

Madison, Wis. Plans have been completed by Rapp & Rapp for the new $300,000 theatre to be built here by Marcus
+

—

Louis, Mo. The general contract
for the new $50,000 theatre on 10th and
Pine streets on the Stifel estate has been
awarded to H. O. Hirch & Co., Wainwright Building.
St.

*

—

Chicago, are architects.

Oelwein, la. A new theatre will be
erected here by T. H. Kerwin. Plans are
being prepared by H. H. Burr, Commercial National Bank, Waterloo.
*

A Remodeling

Kansas

Job

Mo.

—A

two-story brick
theatre will be built by George Boden.
3610 Indiana avenue, at 36th street and
Indiana avenue.
F. Thompson, 615
J.
Massachusetts building, is the architect
City,

Minn.

— Lott

R.

Champion,

Gem

who

operates the
theatre, has plan
for a new theatre to cost $20,000, designed
by F. H. Mosse & Company, Rochester.

Openings
Decatur, Ind.

Brun has
— Jessenew Letheatre
here, a

Mich.

Rapids,

*

— The

*

*

—

Dallas, Tex.
C. R. McHenry has opened his new $30,000 Rosewin theatre in

Oak

took them in settlement
a bad debt. We are

not in the theatre or motion
picture equipment business.

We cannot use them — therefore, first

come first served.

Here

is the equipment that
goes with them:
10 Volt 60/90 Ampers Adj. Grid Rheostat
No. P-l and P-2 Perfect Rewind
Powers Speed Indicator Complete
Powers Speed Indicator unit
14" reels, N. S.
10 V. D. C. (Janette) Film Footage Indicator
Loop Setter
Set of Wires
Rheostat
Condensors
Flanges
Re-winders
1

*

*

—

*

Wis. The Princess theatre,
having been closed for several months,
has joined the ever-growing number of
theatre re-opening.

Remodeling
at

F.

— Remodeling

under way
both the Elite and Cozy theatres by S.
Meade and his son, Frank Meade, the

Pratt,

Kan.

Lenses,

Lamp

M.

P.

&

Rods
Magazine-Upper
Magazine-Lower
Motor Attachments
Motor

Stereo Stereo

& Covers
Houses

Slide Carriers

These Powers Cameragraphs Have Never Been Out
of the Original Shipping
Cases Except For Our Inspection and Check-up.

You Can Get One

Cliff.

Chilton,

theatre.

house will be rebuilt, the
three balconies being replaced by a single balcony, designed along modern lines,
while three floors of offices will be on
the north side of the building, which is
located at Seventh and Walnut streets.

for

Reels
Switch

Majestic
theatre, motion picture house, has been
re-opened.
Two vaudeville houses have
also opened their doors here.

interior of the

We

*

*

picture

—

Stereo Collar Castings

Grand

motion

some

brand
new projection equipment
at a big saving.
These machines have never been used.
They are complete to the
smallest screw ready for
installation in your booth.

Stereo Brackers

—

a

unusual

Stands

his beautiful

for

Lansing, Mich. After extensive improvements, not yet entirely completed,
Manager Claude Cady has opened the
Capitol theatre, formerly the Empress.

into

an

Floor Sockets

name

The conversion of the old theatre into
a modern motion picture house is based
on a new lease being obtained from the
Scarritt estate, owners of the land on
which the theatre stands. The entire

is

which is being chosen through
a contest now under way.

opened

verted

IT ERE

* * opportunity for
theatre owner to get

1

*

Chatfield,

Under the plans of the Elliott Theatre
Enterprise Corporation the exterior of
the Grand theatre, Kansas City, Mo., will
be rebuilt along the lines shown in the
drawing of the architect, Robert E.
Peden & Co., and one of Kansas City's
oldest
legitimate
houses will be con-

current motor (Janette) Electric speed control and motor
attachment. Type E equip-

Ontario avenue.

Heiman.

*

complete with 110 volt direct

Sheboygan, Wis. Plans for an $80,000
theatre for Rex Theatre Company are in
preparation by Architect W. C. Weeks,

is

—

or Both

Don't let the other
to it if you are in the
complete,
new, first class
market for
projection apparatus at a big bargain.
Write at once.
fellow beat

you

FIRST COMEFIRST SERVED

new owners.
*

Jacksonville, 111.— White Hall Theatre
Company directors have authorized an expenditure of $10,000 for improvements to
the Princess theatre.

J.

L

McDonald

1516 Tribune Building, Chicago,

111.
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any time whether

buy or not
Get Acquainted Be friendly

you wish

to

—

Universal Film Exchanges are all great
department stores where you may come and
program you wish. And
any good department store you are welcome
any time whether you wish to purchase or not.
Come in and "browse" around. See what we have
and get acquainted with our Department Heads.
You are more than welcome.
see
like

and

select just the

—

Universal Exchanges are friendly Exchanges. You may always be sure of a
welcome from them. And in them you will
always find whole souled co-operation.
hearty

With our
releases we

large and varied program of
usually have just the pictures
keep
your theatre "top notch." But we
you need to
never try to sell you a picture you don't want
and we never try to sell you a picture we don't
honestly believe will be a winner for you. We
are here to help you as much as we can by giving
you "straight from the shoulder facts" as to just
how certain films have pulled.
If

you

are not yet acquainted with your

nearest Universal Exchange we invite, and
urge you to get acquainted. We want you to expect
more from us because you really will get more.

Vmrenhai jktm &ccfranq£b>,$ru:.
CHICAGO OFFICE— 831

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago— Phone Harrison 7927

:

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Rochelle's
Off But

Long Way
Good Town

Blue

Raging in Suburbs
New
The

praise fell upon the head of
And now
of De Kalb.
the recipient is Ben Berve of Rochelle.
A second outing of the summer season
was held by the executive committee
of the Illinois Motion Picture Theatre
Owners last Tuesday at Rochelle, Berve
First their

Glen Reynolds

cultural

citizenry

picture sentiment in that territory.

These people who constantly are fearlife and civic spirit of
their communities are aghast at the announcement of Lake Shore Realty Company that a §1,500.000 theatre will be
erected at Gross Point, just west of Winnetka and Kenilworth.
ing for the social

being host.

Worth

Theatre

of the North
Shore suburbs again are fighting tooth
and nail to retard the onrush of motion

Chicago exhibitors say you cannot
beat the downstate men for hospitality.

but

Still

North Shore Culture Aghast
Over Effort to Build

Ben Berve Welcomes Theatre
Men at Second Outing
Held by League

A Long Way,

Law War

It

The eighty odd miles distance from
Chicago frightened some of the motor-

"Social Life at Stake"

ists, but those who attended swear that
And no one who
they were well paid.
knows Ben Berve will question the asser-

Let Walter Shoemaker of the Indian

Improvement Association

Hill

tell

the

tion.

were: W. E.
Owbridge of Sycamore; Glen Reynolds
of De Kalb; F. R. Kramer of Geneva;
George Michael of Oregon and the following from Chicago: D. R. Langdbn,
John Silha, Julius Lamm, Sid Sielig, W.
Max Smalley
Mueller. J. B. Dibelka,
and William J. Sweeney.
With that aggregation who couldn't
have an enjoyable time?
Attending the

story:

outins:

Consider Coal Problem

The exhibitors

at the present time are
concerned with the prospects of a coal

shortage this fall and winter. If priority
orders are issued it may mean that the
theatres will obtain only a scanty supply
of fuel, which might duplicate war conditions.

This latter condition however

is

hardly

predicted, exhibitors believing that
provisions will be made.

some

F.

O. NIELSEN, associate sales manager. Universal Film Exchange, Inc.,
has been, on the Universal staff for the
past two years, and is another unit in
the Universal Service plan now being
promoted by District Manager Herman
Stern-.
Mr. Nielsen formerly had the
"Mickey" exchange and sold "The
Spoilers" to almost every exhibitor in
the central west. He is a pioneer exhibitor, having had the first DeLuxe
house in Chicago, the Parkway, which
was visited by executives from all over
the world.

Lane Tech Inaugurates
Photoplay Department
Announcement is made by Henry
Mendelsohn of the English department,
and Hobart Sommers. dramatic director,
inauguration of a department of
scenario and photoplay production at the

of the

Jack Hoxie Series Is
Netting Contracts for
Reelcraft Exchanges
Morris Hellman, president of Reelback from a trip through Indiana,
announces that his Jack Hoxie series is
hitting the market with a bang.
craft,

Among

the
exhibitors
who have
booked these pictures
recently
are:
Ezra Rhodes for his Blackstone, La Salle
and Castle theatres of South Bend;
Orpheum of Elkhart and Lincoln of
Mishawaka, Ind. Isis theatre of Indianapolis, and J. P. Molett for his Grand
and Transfer theatres of Fort Wayne.
President
Hellman said that Mr.
Rhodes informed him that business at
his houses has almost reached the normal
mark.
This is in line with President
Hellman's statement that he found business 10 per cent improved.

Lane summer school. This is considered
one of the most ambitious projects ever
attempted by a high school.

Some
sweet

enterprising exhibitor one of these

days

is

going

to

spear

Medxikow and engage him as a
artist.
And don't you ever doubt

Johxxy
ballyhoo

for one
minute that Johnny wouldn't make a success of it.
If you could have seen the

crowd he enticed

into

the

screening

of

;

f

Cosmopolitan Moves
The Cosmopolitan National exchange
moved from 738 South Wabash avenue to quarters at 806 South Wabash.

has

Eddie Polo's "Captain Kidd" last Friday
you would know that Johnny steps on high
all

of the time.

warn Dave
Dubix, I. Mayxard Schwartz's right hand
bower, to stay on his own side of the
fence. Every time we make down the avenue we find Dave talking shop on the starboard side (when walking south), whereas
his stand is on the port side. This warnI'm

ing

is

afraid

we'll

considered

have

final.

to

"Community

social

life

and

civic spirit

are at stake. This attempt to commercialize an exclusive residential district
with a subdivision of unknown merit, including stores and an enormous motion
picture house (horrors) will be opposed
are nt)t blue law advoto the limit.

We

Sunday movies have been barred
from the North Shore by public opinion.
Our solution of Sabbath recreation and
social life is one of civic pride."

cates.

A
But

Different Viewpoint

Shoemaker's pronouncement, Fred Jacoby of the realty company
states the project will be completed. He
despite

saj"s

"The people of the North Shore want
Sunday movies but their desires have
been suppressed by blue noses and old
men with petticoats. Ours will be a 100
per cent American village culture and
refinement go hand in hand with movies."

—

36

Pound Muskie on Table
At Rothacker Plant Feed

There was a large fish dinner at a
restaurant near the Rothacker Chicago
laboratory the next day after an express
from
Scout
shipment was received
Younger, who roadshows "Life of the

Younger Brothers" when
While it was Scout who
banquet, it was Mrs. Scout
whom the Rothacker crowd

not fishing.
shipped the

Younger

to

sent thanks.
She, alone in the boat, landed the 36pound muskie after an hour and a half

battle.

H.

J.

urer, carved
feedfest.

Aldous.

Rothacker

treas-

the delectable brute at tie

And while on the subject of "Captain
Kidd." we are of the opinion that President J. L. Friedmax of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation, has picked another winner among the serial output. More later
about this.
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SchaePer's

Hew mockers Theatre

7

Devoted exclusively

to

Watch For opening announcement
nameless but not unknown, arrest the attention in the 24 sheet stand which is being used to bill the opening of Jones,
& Schaefer's new McVickers theatre. In the left corner of the stand is a stunning head of Gloria Swanson more
than six sheets in size. In the top background are figures of Thomas Meighan as he appears in "Manslaughter," Rodolph
Valentino in "Blood and Sand," Dorothy Dalton in "The Siren Call," Theodore Roberts as Uncle Josh in "The Old Homestead," Agnes Ayres in "Borderland," and Valentino as the "Young Rajah." Each of these figures is slightly larger than
The poster was prepared by the division of Exploitation, Famous Playersa six-sheet in size and done in brilliant colors.
Lasky Corporation, and is posted all over Chicago and on the principal incoming railroad tracks.

Stars,

Linick

i

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

!

stone these days. Carl probably would be
glad these hot days if the National Exchanges product wasn't meeting with such
ready sales.
But business is business so
Carl bears it.
*

»

(

Genial Joe

Hopp who never

fails to

greet

you with a few words of encouragement
is sporting an exceptionally wide grin along

row these days. Must be that business
has taken an extreme turn for the better
over in Rock Island and at other points.
film

Leave

it

to the

box

office to

*

*

develop smiles.

*

The Chin Chin club yet will develop some
Ask Oss
champeens of the prize ring.
(ifer) Florine and his coworkers, Meyers
and McDermott. That little ol' game of
hearts at the club every noon has no resemblance whatsoever to the game of hearts
Cupid plays. The Chin Chin Kids, Chub
Florine and Hank Peters, better supply
the lockers with a few odd pairs of boxing
gloves or some day somebody's knuckles
will get

marred.

Go
*

easy boys.
*

who is doing a turn at the
establishment, was complaining of
one of those nasty summer colds last week.
summer cold signifies but one thing.
Can't some of you boys with a friendly
spirit (Spirit has two meanings. Don't forget that) meet Bill in some secluded spot
Fox

A

and

split?

*

*

*

J.

Fort Wayne, Ind., and, leaving it to the
distributor's good judgment, business is 30
Perk up, boys, fall and
per cent better.
winter normalcy is almost here.
*

*

*

Century comedies had a worthy representation in town last week.
President
Julius Stern and his national promotion
representative, David Bader, were visitors
at

the local

"U"

offices.

O.

What

these

two

*

*

lost.

*

Campbell's

*

is

new

*

middle

Any

stand for optimism.

him what

his

initial

must

old time you ask

answer

is:

We

American Releasing

have

in

our midst again that dean
has

Tom Delaney. Tom, who

Vitagraph

manager out

in

Omaha,

didn't like the way Old Sol beat down on
Farnum street so he hit a fast pace back to
his old stamping ground. He is now bringing in the bacon for Manager Clyde Eck-

hardt of the local
*

Fox exchange.
*

*

Place your ear close to the ground and

maybe Chub Florine will increase your
bankroll with a few good tips on the dog
races.
Chub is bookmaker for the canine
derby

at Riverview.
Business is flourishing so all the boys might as well nick a
corner out of the earnings.

Carl Harthill has

his

*

nose to the grind

*

the

0.

*

Suppose a lot of the boys will be
down to South Bend, Ind., one of

going
these

days to attend the opening of Jake
Hendles man's new theatre. Morris Hellman informs us that this 2,500 seat house
is nearing completion.
fine

*

*

*

manager of the Vitagraph
exchange at Kansas City, Mo., dropped in
for a visit at the local branch with Manager Steinson last week.
T. O. Byerle,

George DeKriuf of Exhibitors Supply
Company can be reached (but we advise
against disturbing him) at Lakeside, Michigan, where he is enjoying a vacation. He
pulled out even before T. O. Lincoln had
a chance to get back from a similar mission
Canada.

in

*

"More con-

certainly will
need a lot of paper this fall to plaster the
boards and theatre lobbies.
* * *
tracts."

seems natural to see him stationed at
city sales manager's desk at the F. B.

raging

still

our lively news reporters, Joe
Lyon, was mixed up with a woman exhib
the other day so it's hard to tell what good
items of interest we have slipped up on.
Joe was having a heart to heart talk with
Mrs. Pierce of the New Brookline. We
hope he landed a contract in return for the

been

Morris Hellman, president of Reelcraft,
had his two Indianapolis officials, A. C.
Parrish, manager, A. B. Seip, assistant
manager, in the city Sunday for a conferMorris returned last week from
ence.

is

of

of hustlers,

*

battle

along the row. Undoubtedly the best game
of the season was the Fox victory over
First National a week ago.
At least the
Fox aggregation will tell you so. At the
end of the seventh when every scrap of
paper had been jammed with figures the
score stood 29 to 12. This should prove a
lesson.
Take a roll of paper along the
next time. It's cheap.

One

*

J.

branch.

The major league

news we

*

Bill Brimmer,

local

executives can't say about Century comedies
isn't in the book.
* * *

*

Sampson is now becoming acclimated to his new surroundings. It almost
J.

*

*

Conspicuous by his absence along

row last week was
Herald staff. Like

J.
all

Ray Murray

film

of the

the rest of 'em Ray
has joined the procession of vacationists.
*

We

*

*

or good judgment, or something else we don't know
what. I. Leserman of the local Universal
call this luck, instinct

—

make a trip to La Salle
and back the same day. But the dubious
train schedules made this virtually impossible unless he made a timely connection at
Bureau Junction —-which he didn't. Now
office

wanted

to

Mr. Lesserman holds no medals for the
heel and toe exercise, but he started to
walk to his destination. As stated before,
it was luck, instinct or good judgment, for
he hadn't traveled far until Mack B. Riley
of the salesman's fraternity from Chicago
came steaming along at fifty per and Mr.
Leserman rode the leather cushions into

La

Salle.

0

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Smudge

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Domestic Relations

State Rights Productions

Bargain,

Marriage

*he

M inter.

five

Mary

reels,

Miles

Loggers ef Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reel*,
Helen Holmes,
lilent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Adventures

angle

(Johnson-Exceptional

It,

(Chester

Bennett

Prod.),

Where

is

Prod.),

five

)aring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reels,
an of the Big Snows (Jas. Oliver Curwood
Prod.), five reels,
toe Cradle Buster (Tuttle-Waller Prod.), six
reels.

Iluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston Prod.), five reels,
(Marion Fairfax Prod.), six
"he Lying Truth

five

reels.

Home

ly Old Kentucky
seven reels.

(Pyramid

Pictures),

God's (Finis Fox), six reels.
(Fred Balshofer), five reels,
Wm. Chaudet), seven reels.

Tie Three Buckaroos
"he Pillagers (Louis

(Wm.

P. S. Earle), six reels.

seven reels (Frothingham Prod.)

.battered Idols,

ARROW FILM
from Porcupine,

Girl

"he

five

CORP.
with

reels,

Fair*

Binney.
iod's Country
Leslie.
.ove, Hate and

and the Law,

six

Gladys

reels,

a Woman, six reels, Grace Davison.
Yankee Go Getter, five reels, Neva Gerber.
)angerous Paths, five reels. Neva Gerber.
Vice of Youth, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room, eight reels, John
Lowell.
"he Innocent Cheat, six reels, Roy Stewart.
Chain Lightning, five reels, Ann Little.

Motion to Adjourn, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Marjorie Daw.
lack to Yellow Jacket, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham.
"he Broken Silence, six reels, Zena Keefe.
"he Splendid Lie, six reels, Grace Davison,
"he Double-O, five reels, Jack Hoxie.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

Voman,

all

Wake Up!

Compson).

FOX FILM CORPORATION
6165

Through

a Glass

Window (May McAvoy).

4,490

star cast, five reels.

(Florence Vidor), six

reels.
five reels,

Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird),

Woman

(Cosmopolitan), 5,144 feet.
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton), 4.698 feet.
The Sleepwalker (Constance Binney), 4.530 feet.
Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille-Ayres-Holt),
5,600 feet.

The Devil's Pawn (Pola Neeri), 4,712 feet.
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton),
feet.

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawlev), 5.243 feet
The Spanish Jade (Robertson Prod.), 5111 feet.
Is Matrimony a Failure? (All-Star), 5.612 feet.
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan), 7753 feetBeyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson). 6740 feet.
The Wife Trap (U. F. A. Prod.), 5207 feet.
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.), 6536 feet.
North of Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels), 4770 feet.
The Man from Home (Geo. Fitzmaurice), 6895

Grandma's Boy,
,'p

Prod.).

Who Walked

The Woman

Alone, six reels (Mel-

For the Defense,

five

reels.

You Believe
6764 feet.

six reels.

It's

It

So

(Thomas Meighan),

The Bonded Woman (Betty Compson).
The Top of New York (Mav McAvoy), 5143 feet.
The Loves of Pharaoh (Ernest Lubitsch), 7352
feet.

*eb.
Vpr.
ipr.

vpr.

4ay

2

Comers,

Who

FILM SALES

Talmadge
Tie

Mary

Carstairs,

jfe's Greatest Question,

nx

reels.
Girl, five

five

reels,
reels,

reel

Roy
Roy

PEARL WHITE SERIES
Any
The

Wife, five reels.
Broadway Peacock, five reels.

The Night Horseman,

(Norma

Stewart,
Stewart.

five reels.

The Rough Diamond,

five reels.
five reels.
Sky High, five reels.
Chasing the Moon, five reels.
Trailin',

Going,

The Fighting

five

reels.

Streak, five reels,

WILLIAM RUSSELL

S

E RIB

reels.

The Roof

Tree, five reels.
Strength of the Pines, five reels.

Money

to

Burn,

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Jackie, five reels.
Little Miss Sunshine, five reels.
Ragged Heiress, five reels.

Very Truly Yours,

five reels.

DTJSTIN FARNTJM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reels.
The Devil Within, six reels.

five reels.
five reels.

Gleam

o'

reels.
Eater, seven reels, John Barrymore.
Caberia, nine reels, Special.
Boy, five reels, Jackie Coogan.
The Seventh Day, six reels, Richard Barthelmess.
Question of Honor, six reels, Anita Stewart.
Gas. Oil and Water, five reels, Charles Ray.
Smilin' Through, eight reels, Norma Talmadge.
The Infidel, six reels. Katherine MacDonald.
The
Married, seven reels, Anita

My
A

The Deuce of Spades,
The Primitive Lover,

six reels, Charles Ray.
six reels, Constance

madge.
The Half-Breed (Morosco). 5.484
Slippy McGee (Morosco), six reels.

feet.

Dawn,

4,178

feet.

20TH CENTURY BR4.XD
Cinderella of the Hills.
(Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line. ( Maurice Flynn).

The Jolt,
(Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five reels.
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy), five reels.

WID GUNNING,

Wesley Barry.

Stewart.

re-isue.)

Heart of the North, five

Pro.).

Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Red Hot Romance, six reels (Emerson-Loos).

Woman He

"he Victim, six reels,
^angerous Love, five reels.

ERIK I

Shackles of Gold, five reels.

Side, with

Penrod, eight

rossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
jhost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
"oo Much Married, five reels, with Mary Anderson.

3

JOHN GILBERT SERIES

The Cave
The Lotus

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

Captivating

WILLIAM FARVrS

Hi* Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.
A Stage Romance, 6.416 feet.

Riding with Death, five reels.
Pardon My Nerve, five reels.
Western Speed, five reels.

Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl
Special

reels.

Cristo. eight reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES

six reels.
six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
Woman's

five reels.

7
six reels
"he Woman
Came Back, five reels,
Cast.
[he Man She Brought Back, five reels,
"ace to Face, five reels,
[hrough the Storm, six reels,
"he Isle of Doubt, six reels,
ler Majesty, five reels.

C. B. C.

Monte

To a Finish,
Bar Nothin',

The Married Virgin,

Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.

Chances, five reels.
Hills of Missing Men, six reels.
Sunshine Harbor, six reels,
A Pasteboard Crown, six reels,

—
—
16—
23 — Lonesome
—Tracks,

26

of Sheba. ten reels.

Arabian Love, seven

Iron to Gold, five reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO
Frivolous Wives,

feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail, seven reels.

Desert Blossoms, five

Ethel Clayton.

Mia May.
South of Suva, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
Borderland, six reels, Agnes Ayres.
The Dictator (Wallace Reid), 5221 feet.
The Young Diana (Marion Davies-Cosmo), 6744
The Greatest Truth,

If

eight

reels.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

IXC.

— Reckless

an. 15

Shame, 8.200

Up and

ford).

Our Leading Citizen, seven reels, Thos. Meighan.
The Eyes of the Mummy, four reels, Pola Negri.
The Man Unconquerable, six reels. Jack Holt.

five reels,

PLAYGOERS PICTrRES,

Thunderclap, seven

TOM MIX SERIES
feet.

Across the Continent, six reels, Wallace Reid.
Over the Border, seven reels (Stanlaws-Compson

Hasold Lloyd.
the Air About Mary, five reels. All-Star.

in

Virgin Paradise, eight reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Co«rt,

feet.

The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres). 5000 feet.
The Bachelor Daddy (Thos. Meighan), 6229

lilas Marner, seven reels, All-Star,
"he Real Adventure, five reels. Florence Vidor.
Vhen the Devil Drives, five reels. Leah Baird.

Dawn, five reels. Florence Vidor.
Vhen Husbands Deceive, six reels (A. F. Beck).

A
A

the Hill, eleven reels.

Queen
4,942

•ady Godiva, six reels,

)usk to

Over

reels.

Find the

feet.

through Pathe Exchanges

Distributed

landle with Care,

all-star cast

FOX SPECIALS
(Betty

feet.

Six Days, ten reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with
Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

Clara Kimball Young.
Clara Kimball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

V

)on't

My

The Green Temptation

V

ifter

with Clara Kim-

feet.

(International Film), seven reels,
"he Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.),

>e*tmy's Isle

reels,

with Clara Kimball Young.
Wandering Boy Tonight? six reels,

Clear Call (John M. Stahl). eight reels.
Fools First (Marshall Neilan). six reels.
The Masquerader (Guy Bates Post), eight reels.
Hurricane's Gal (Dorothy Phillips), eight reels.

reels,

What No Man Knows,
The Worldly Madonna,

reels.
•isters

Law and

five

reels.

One

Cullen Landis.

Alaska

I

Can's

Paris,

five

six
five

reels.

Young.

Charge

fire reels.
telle of
reels.

From

Straight

reels,

(Katherine

Rose O' the Sea (Anita Stewart), seven
Sonny (Richard Barthelmess), seven reels.

EQUITY PICTURES
ball

(Messmore Kendall Prod.), seven

Sennett),

MacDonald),

reels.

lie

lardigan

(Charles Ray), five reels.
Crossroads of New York (Mack

Tal-

INC.

from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Shipman.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Girl

Good

to

Evil, five reels,

Lucy Doraine.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.
Puppy Days, 959 feet.

Robinson Crusoe Hours. 966

feet.

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
Foolish Monte Carlo.
The Bootleggers.
The Love Nest,
Don't Blame Your Children.
Mrs. Dane's Confession.
The Blue Mountain Mystery.
Ace of Hearts, seven reels.
Dollar Devils.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

98

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GEORGE

Theodora, special

cast, eight reels.
Fool, six reels.

The Glorious

Man

Two

Mary Alden.
reels, Raymond

Mothers, five reels,
His Back Against the Wall, five
Hatton.
with

Watch Your

Step, six reels,
firand Larceny, six reels.
Watch Your Step, five reels,

Landis and

Patsy

Moore.
Betty Compson.
Mabel Normand.

reels,
reels,

Head Over Heels, five
When Romance Rides, six

Thou Shalt Not Love, six reels, All-Star Cast.
The Fountain of Youth, six reels, All-Star Cast.

The

Virginia Pearson.

reels,

six
o'

Marguerite

reels,

Lantern,

six

UNE

six reels,

reels,

Marguerite Snow.

GREY PICTURES.

The Mysterious Rider,
Robert McKim.

INC.

Claire

reels,

six

Adams-

six reels,

Claire

Adams.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.
Jane Eyre, seven reels, Mabel Ballin.

Other Women's Clothes, six reels, Mabel Ballin
and Raymond Bloomer.
Married People, six reels, Mabel Ballin.

WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Van Winkle, seven

reels,

Thomas

Jefferson.

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

God's Crucible, six reels, Gaston Glass.
Cameron of the Royal Mounted, six reels, Gaston
Glass and Vivienne Osborn.

HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
TILFORD CINEMA STUDIOS
Slim Shoulders, six
reels,

Marjorie Seaman.

Wings

five reels, with Diana Allen.
five reels, with Diana Allen.

VICTOR KREMER,

METRO SPECIALS
an. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special,
an. 9— Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana,
Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth
s an. 23

Hughes.
Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

6—The

Lytell.

6

Mar.

Glass Houses,
—
Alice
— Kisses,Face Between,
—
The

six reels, Viola Dana.
Lake.
six reels,
six
reels,
Bert

Apr. 3
Apr. 17

Lytell.

May

1

— Seeing's

Believing, six reels, Viola Dana.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova

Madame

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
Peacock Alley, eight

Mae Murray.
Mae Murray.

reels,

Fascination, eight reels,

MILLER BROS.

101

RANCH

of the Buffalo, six reels.
Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

PATHE EXCHANGE,
JESSE

D.

reels,

with Mahlon Hamil-

five

reels,

Cast.

Home,

six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prod).
Rainbow, six reels, L. J. Gasmer

with Blanche

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

Wonderful Wife, five reels, Miss du Pont
Who Married His Own Wife, five reels,
Frank Mayo.
Second Hand Rose, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Kissed, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Step on It, five reels, Hoot Gibson.

The Black Bag, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Out of the Silent North, five reels Frank Mayo.
Her Night of Nights, five reels, Marie Prevost
The Trouper, five reek, Gladys Walton.
Trimmed, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
Afraid To Fight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
The Married Flapper, five reels, Marie Prevost.
The Top o' the Morning, five reels, Gladys Walton.

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL PRODUCTIOXS

Decision,

Girl's

five

with Helen Gibson

reels,

The Fox, seven

Dean.
Harry Carey.

six reels, Priscilla Dean.
Foolish Wives, 10 reels, Erich von Stroheim.
Man to Man, six reels, Harry Carey.

The Trap, seven
The Storm, eight

Lucky Carson, five reels.
The Man from Downing

reels, Russell

Simp-

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
David and Jonathan, 4,800

5,000 feet.
Riders, 5,000 feet.
Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet.

to

You,

reels,

five

Bill*

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Announce Your Marriage?

No

Defense, five reels.

The

Silent

Gypsy Passion,
Wild

After Midnight.

Leave Home, Anna Q. Nilsson,

seven

of Parents, all-star cast, six reels.

Parted Curtains, Henry B. Walthall and Mary
Alden, six reels.
A Dangerous Adventure, Grace Darmond, seven
reels.
to

Rags

Riches, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Heroes of the Street, Wesley Barry,

seven

reels.

Brass.

Conwa)

six

reels,

with

His. six

reels,

with Willi* rr

Tearle.

Faversham.
Ralph Ince Special.

A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)
Reported Missing, seven reels.

Girls

Ashamed

Little

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

I? (All Star Cast.)
(All Star Cast.)

reels.

reels.

The Man of Stone, five reels.
A Wide Open Town, five reels.
The Referee, five reels.

Conceit.

reels.

Irish Rose, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Why

five reels.
Fighter, five reels.

Who Am

six "reels.

The Sheik's Wife, six reels.
Too Much Business, seven

School Days, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Your Best Friend, Vera Gordon, seven reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

six reels, a

five reels.

The Ladder Jinx, six reels.
The Ninety and Nine, seven

Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.
Prophet's Paradise, five reels.
Charming of the Northwest, five reels.
John Smith, five reels.

Red Foam,

Vow,

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

Ambition,

reels.

Girl's Desire, five reels.

My

five reels.

Reckless Youth, five reels.
Evidence, five reels.

of

five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

WILLIAM DUNCAN

with

stunt novelty.

reels,

Divorce Coupons,

A

ENTERPRISES

E.

reels.

Virgin's Sacrifice, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.
The Little Minister, six reels.
The Angel of Crooked Street, five
The Girl in His Room, five reels.

feet.

Her Story,
The Night

The Road

Peters.

Street, five reels.

Received Payment, five
Island Wives, five reels.

A

&

House

CORINNB GRIFFITH PRODUCTION!

son.

S.

Lon Chaney.

Restless Souls, five reels.

Shadows of Conscience, seven

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two

reels,
reels,

VITAGRAPH

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

It

reels.

Wild Honey,

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTION!

RAINBOW FILM CORP.

The Sin That Was

ton.

Her Unwilling Husband,
Sweet

Hayakawa.

five reels. Doris May.
Colleen of the Pines (Chester Bennett Prod.).
My Dad, six reels, with Johnnie Walker.
Up and at 'Em, five reels, Doris May.

INC.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven

linson.

of the Wolf, five reels (Norman Dawn
Prod.).
The Fatal Marriage, five reels (Gish-Reid reissue).

The

Marie

The Man

Bucking the Tiger,

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

Frank Mayo.

A

The

Days

to Earth, five reels,

Prevost.

The Son

Why

Grif-

Conflict, six reels, Priscilla

—

Feb.
Feb.

W.

Storm, twelve reels (D.

of the

The Bear Cat, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
The Man Under Cover, fie reels, Herbert Raw-

erick.

When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

Arliss.

Orphans

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS

Devilish, five reels, Doris May.
Sheik of Araby, six reels, H. B. Warner revival.
of Clementina, six reels, Pauline Fred-

INC.

Nazimova.

The Wise Kid, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Dangerous Little Demon, five reels

Gay and

of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman,

Doll's House, seven reels,

Tracked

and Ed Coxen.

The Amazing Lovers,

banks.

The Ruling Passion, seven reels, George
Fair Lady, seven reels (Rex Beach).

The Glory

A

.

A

fith).

the
Prod.
Boy Crazy, six reels, Doris May.
The Vermilion Pencil, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.
Queen O' the Turf, five reels, special cast.
The First Woman, five reels, Mildred Harris.

JANS PICTURES, INC.

Street nine reels (D. W. Griffith).
the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-

Disraeli, seven reels, George Arliss.
I Accuse, eight reels (Abel Gance production).
Iron Trail, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.
The Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fair-

to Live, five reels, Sessne
Why Men Forget, five reels, Special
Billy Jim, five reels. Fred Stone.
of

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Carnival, six reels (Harley Knoles production).
Way Down East, eleven reels (D. W. Griffith).

Days

The Call
Beyond

SEELING PROD.

ford.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Five

R.

in a Million, three reels.

Through

six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.
Squire Phinn, five reels.
Welcome to Our City, five reels.
Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.
The
Paid, five reels.
Irving Cummings Series, two reels.
Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

Irene Castle.

reels,

The Man

Dream

When Dawn Came,

BERG-KAHLERT PRODUCTIONS
Free Air, six

(Achievement

The Understudy,

six reels. Irene Castle.
Trespassing, six reels, Irene Castle.

French Heels,

No

reels.

The Call from the Wild.
The Fatal 30.
The Able Minded Lady.
The Girl from Rocky Point.
The Forest King.

Heart's Haven, six reels. Claire Adams.

Rip

six

Man Who

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
A Certain Rich Man, six reels, Claire Adams.
The Grey Dawn,

Within,

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

all-star cast.

The Veiled Woman,

Power

PACIFIC FILM CO.

CORP.
RENCO FILM COMPANY

Lavender and Old Lace,
Snow.
At the Sign of the Jack

CHAS.

Films.)
of the North, six reels (Freres).

W HODKINSON

W.

INC.

(Arthur F. Beck

reels.

Nanook

Hampton).

reels (Benj.

GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Wildness of Youth, six

six

Neal Hart.

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featan

Prod.)

six reels, Colleen

Love, six

All's Fair in

Line,

D. N.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seits

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
The Heart

Tangled Trails, five

B. SEITZ, INC.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Miller.

Come On Over,

with Fritzi Brunette

six reels,

26, 1922

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

August

Main Street.
The Beautiful and Damned.
Little Church Around the Corner.

WESTERN PICTURES
Honeymoon Ranch,

CORP.

five reels, AUene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels, Allene Ray.

/itch for
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cjrealest role of her magnificent career,

...

WKRlWOFLBft
UNIVERSAL — UEVEL
.

Directed by TOD

BROWNING

.

.1

««

ii

1

_

From

,

U ./-MIIHA
OUIDA

immortal novel by
.

-Hie

JO S tr._„
3

M

oV is,

1*

3^

*

Typical Bookings

Among
Thousands
Birmingham, Ala.

El Paso, Tex.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Davenport, la.
Saginaw, Mich.

New

Orleans, La.

Springfield,

Mass.

Providence, R.

I.

Lowell, Mass.
Troy, N. Y.

Racine, Wis.
Stamford, Conn.

Binghampton, N.Y.

Lincoln, Neb.

Albany, N. Y.
Butte,

Reading, Pa.

Mont.

Seattle,

Norfolk. Va.

INIVERSAL
JJPER-JEWEL
Presented by
(Crl Laemmle
By and

Wichita, Kan.
San Diego, Cal.

Gary, Ind.

-and

Wash.

Trenton, N.J.
Washington, D.C.
it's

a whale for

YOUR
Town!

vvith

>Dn Stroheim

FOOLISH WIVES

Sdi|S R.C.Metzger, Cozq Theatre,Tt]ndale, S.D.

ONE BIG
that
popular with every member
THE
the
Father and The Boys rave about them—
series

is

family!

Mother and the

wl

Girls go each

week

to see

Carl

way to the championship! They're real box office ace: showman who plays them will tell you!

Laemmle presents

REGINALD DENMV
m a smashing picturization of H.C.Witweris

i^Hjii

/

Colliers Weeklq stories,
s, directed

Vne
^wuB""""

bt| BaYf\\
HarVl]

Pollard

pushes
^
I, COLLIERS SErIH
1

''

e

handsome Kid Robe s

battle his

as any

if

UNIVERSAL SHORT FEATURES
-the most complete line-up ojrthe market

^Presented by Carl Laemmle

September
3q

2,

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD

0hJBoy/
What a'Kickr

Its

the fastest

DISTRIBUTED BY SELECT

ComedjyO

FeatureSince Reported Missing
LEWIS J.SELZNICK

presents
11

Levels

Moore
^ringOwen
Da^O
and a notable cast including
by Victor

Heerman

...

Marjorie

.

.

-

A

Victor

Heerman Production

Harry Carson
presents

Helene S
and a sup

This is the biggest new motion
picture production existing in
all

the

world today.

made overwhelming

It

has

box-office

records in 18 cities when presented with George Beban and
his company acting the wonderful flower shop episode in
the fifth reel of the production.
We will take no contracts for
the picture alone at this time,
but our theatrical booking department is booking the combination of the picture and the
star and his company of players.
Wire us for terms.

"THE SIGN OF THE ROSE"

is

a

proved pro-

duction that last year for 21 theatres in 18 of the
nation's greatest cities presented in conjunction with
his company, as a road show attractopped every record made in the same cities
wo years ago by "The Miracle Man" and one year
go by "Humoresque."

Mr.Beban and
ion,

his

wonderful attraction has been reviewed by the
and here is their

otion picture trade press critics
erdict:

OTION PICTURE NEWS
'The Sign of the Rose" has

"Music Master."

"arfield's

:

George

Beban's

grown as mellow as
The able actor gets

down

to the bedrock of human emotions in
There is nothing false in
n inspired portrayal.
haracterization.
He touches the human chords by
is deft skill in suggesting humor, pathos or sentient
a beloved characterization.
The
over shop scene is a true tear-jerker.

ight

...

XHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW:

There

is

a

deal of pathos in this story that has been
rought out in a genuine manner without the timeorn glycerin-tear close-ups.
If a tearful audience

reat

an indication of good entertainment value then
'The Sign of the Rose" has it.
Filled with tense
oments.

s

PVING PICTURE WORLD:

This story of
and his bambino is just the type of picture
hid) most people enjoy crying over.
The senmental appeal is by far the greatest feature of
he picture.
A tremendous angle of exploitation is
he unrivalled and long success of this story on the
peaking stage.
ietro

XHIBITORS HERALD:
f the

stage play.

-tion one night

All the quaint charm
story that began as a reciyears ago at a Chicago beef-

The

many

teak dinner has become one of the classics of all
ime in the theatre and is now made to live on the
creen.

HE FILM DAILY:

At the present moment "The
being road showed in conwith the personal appearance of the star
d his company. It was very well received in key
ities and won for itself a good deal of
applause
n Broadway, New York.
Excellent drama with
)lenty of heart interest and human appeal.
Splenlid character acting of star and well
staged accilent scenes and steamer panic.
Contains powerful
ign

of
unction

the

Rose"

is

situations.

American
RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

J
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Take

Box

this to

September

2,

1922

CURE your

Office Troubles

1

it*

an

above is the great mystery
love drama a super-specialpicttrn
'e

THE NiCHI
Now ready for
STATE RIGHT MARKET
Released

through

1

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
516- FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK

i

,

A

Remarkable Success

in the

CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK

DorothyGish
ft

t

TneComtg7mpper
BOOKED BY FRED MILLER TO OPEN

IN

(

THE

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
(THEATRE BEAUTIFUL

LOS ANGELES
DIRECTED BY

F.

i

SEPTEMBER

3

Richard Jones

WHO GAVEYDU MlCKEY,"MoiIY-0,''AND"CEDSsRDADS0FNEwY0Rk)
^ives

you The CounttyFlapper'

CTO^nin^ acWvement ofDoroihy Gishs

career

V

INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS

y
I

Communicate

at

once

Tlpducers SecurityCorpordHon.
DOKUllh

lilMi

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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pren?/7/s

JANE and KATHERINE LEE

Seasons
Greatest

Comedy Buy!
THE BABY GRANDS

JANE AND KATHERINE LEE

TWO

NEW

REEL COMEDIES
NOT

RE-ISSUES

GET BUSY FOR TERRITORIAL RIGHTS
Dont Wait To Write.

Wire!

Cr eate d by Cosmo p o rtan Pro d ucti oris
1

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTS

MARION D/MES
inTHE YOUNG DIANA
Story by

MAR

I

E

CORELU

ROBERT C
Settings by JOSEPH URBAN

Scenario by LU7H ER R EZD Dirocted by

It's

a

V1CNOUA

srrc/

Param ount Pic ture

AU" ^ 3 T CAPELLANI

it

J

V

MAR ON
1

1

DAVIES
m

The YOUNG

DIANA"
Store/

by

MARIE CORELLI
Scenario by

RSI

LUTHER REED

Directed by
ROBERTC.VIGNOLAWALBERTCAPELLAN
Settings by
JOSEPK URBAN

I

:

the
role of Diana May
THE
Marion
interesting
most
is

Davies has ever created. It offers her a wonderful opportunity
for the display of her delicate
dramatic art as well as the most
gorgeous collection of gowns this
delightful star has ever worn. It
appeal tremendously to
will
every member of the fair sex.

—

"The Young Diana"
Motion

the
characterization
its

"The

mer-

really

Picture

News

That
Has Everything"

Play

Picture

it

to

your

Profit.

!

September

2,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

The mo5t wonderful

11

Kiss

the screen ever has

known

Booked at Sighi
by ROTHAFEL!

7he
Capitol
^Worlds oremost

fa
"
photoplay theatre^

WEEK
Aug
PRODUCTION

i

fas

J PreferredPicture

RICH MEN'S WIVES
WITH

THIS WONDERFUL CAST

HOUSE PETERS
R5

CLAIRE WINDSOR
ROSEMARY THE BY

BABY RICHARD HEADDicv
HEADRICK

GASTON GLASS

MILDREP
M,L
JUNE

MYRTLE STEPMAN

CLARY
CAROL HOLLOW AT

WILLIAM AUSTIN

MARTHA IAATTOX

CHAI
CHARLES

September

2,

1922

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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mm

u)illiam

7^

presents

CLYDE

LUP1N0 LANE

«% Deborter
jj

imo

n

firtf release of the

Cft

^Ji torrid taletf

international

thefrozen

comedian^

Wortii

\ INDEPENDENT

^STRENGTH

T* SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
IDandJ 3)an
Oifejy

a Meclitie

man

AL ST JOHfi
^

comedj in Z

Ji laugh in
eler} frame

jfo
jJT

The reasons

why

£JheAll American Victorial Record

^

"

M ir.HTTFST OF ALL
All"
MIGHTIEST

^

HERE ARE THE REASONS
It is independent, with no strings attached to it.
Its
one big consideration is to get the picture that entertains.
Expense is secondary.

5

First Flight Over Vesuvius in Eruption.
Pictures of Bandit Villa Back on the Farm.
Air Flight Over the Mexican Volcano Popocatepetl.
Picture of German Crown Prince in Exile.
Pictures of Pope Pius at Eucharistic Congress.
First Flight Over the Grand Canyon.

Its camera staff is greater than all the other news reels
combined. More than 2000 cameramen in all parts of
the world work for it day and night.
Its editorial staff is

experience,
sent it.

composed

who know what

of

newspaper men of long
is and how to pre-

NEWS

6
Its

method

NEWS

the

of shipment, via airplane, etc.,
first

makes

FOX

on the screen with every important

news happening.

RELEASED EVERY WEEK.

It has the record of more exclusive pictures and news
Some of its outstandbeats than all other news reels.
ing exclusive features are:

7

Because of its large and able staff no important news
event can escape FOX NEWS.
It has expert cameramen from the home office looking
for the unusual and the unique, all over the globe.

FOX FILM CORPORATI01

PEL- LOW

CIT-I-ZEN5:-

HERE WE ARE AGAIN! THERE'S JUST ONE PLANK IN OUR. PLATFORM
FUNNIER PICTURES. TO DO A THING RIGHT TAKES TIME,
SO WE ARE GOIMr
TO DO HALF AS MUCH AND DO IT TWICE AS WELL.
WE'VE BEEN WORKINir
DAY AND N IGHT, Fl FTY TWO WEEKS 1NTHE YEAR

NOW

-

fl ! L

W

F
TIRED OF DOING FIFTY TWO CARTOONS A YEAR
Vv7 WOULD o^l IT
WORK ENTIRELY, BUT WE SAW A LOT OF LETTERS ON THE Boss" «ck
TELLING HIM HOW GOOD WE ARE. THEY'RE RIGHT WE
AGREE Jr?£
THEM. SO WE TALKED IT OVER WITH WILLIAM FOX
1
.

AND WE FIGU RED
WE COULD MAKE OUR EXHIBITOR FRIENDS HAPPY ip
rL EA ° H
.ND,V.DUAL CARTOON AND SPENT TWICE
AS MUCH T.MF ° N T
FUTURE WE ARE GOING TO
GIVE
TWENTY s!L KNOCK-OUT IN THE
A YEAR INSTEAD OF FIFTV VZX. YOU TWENTY-SIX
CARTOONS
BEING ON YO ug
°P
>v AS MUCH ENTERTAIMMFNT Kfc£' U G,VE VOU TW, C E
EVERY OTHER WEEK, so
IVOTE RIGHT* r/iir\ T
NEAREST
CA«ln,yi !B ALL T F FO * EXCHANGE
MUTT AND JEFF^?HEN
rn o US,°T °*
MAK£
YOUR AUDIENCE j
°
HAPPY ™l u £1
**

l

"

J^

£K

^^AND

'

'

ZV™

,

(

WITH CARTOONS
WITH A KICK

X

A

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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ANNOUNCEMENT:

[

The Second Number of
"The Box Office Record"

)

Published by

I

EXHIBITORS HERALD
will

|

be issued under

date of September 1

HIS number

contain the
assembled box office appraisals
from "What the Picture Did
For Me" that made the initial
will

(March) number "worth its weight in
gold to any exhibitor" as "the biggest and
most compact help any exhibitor ever
had," plus vital additions which will be
announced in subsequent issues.

ADVERTISING FORMS CLOSE:
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
Thursday, Aug. 31

Si

iiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiit

i

iiiinniuiiiiiiiiiiiiii

minimi

Wednesday, Aug. 30

iiimiiiiiimiiiiimimininiim

iiiiiiiiiiiii

minimum

i

mum

in

iiuniiiinnniiiiiniininiinnniinnii

Monday, Aug. 28
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iininmfF

BIG TIME ATTRACTIONS!
This season has
takes

It

GOT

BIG TIME

to

open with a

pictures

You

good ones won't.

pictures that will reach out
in

—grip

do

MUST

it

—ordinary

have them

—grab them —drag them

them!

That's the

stuff for

They need
come back

A BIG

to

BANG!

the

Box

money.

—and

IT'S

Offices!

They're hungry.

Business has

GOT

to

COMING BACK WITH

NOISE!

Only BIG

TIME pictures count now.

we've got

for

you.

and

you'll agree.

22

Sensations

Count them

That's what

—analyze

them

— J_2 Knockouts and J_0 Pippins
E^ery one a BIGMONEY MAKER!
And you must have them NOW— NOT by-andby. That's the reason for

this sensational Fall

Group.

Depend On First National
For Your Big Time Pictures

60-70

for the Year!

Charles H. Duell, President

Banhel
JfiEftaiig

trd

presents

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

^ accused .jgf^thj^ mi^^E^l

pHwe^£May 1
ert
ie

WitiiauHon

King

y Sinclair

Maguire
is

Backer^^g^^

;iiu2
}

3-lagee

Aklcn

v Thurnia-.i

2

V«i.

nds. ^a/0sj||te^

"THE BONDBOY"

%>%|||p

than Jj^cn^ffa&eBTe^p*''
:

love of a ivon&i. (Sfoie4ji|
a

-mashing-

¥rMpfe«s|i£

climax
con fe

i%re<>g

*«

ft

-

1&

St

presents

NORMA TALMADGE
At.li <ff>he

Jean

VVftU^wfiod

M

<

Now

nj<

"

44

The

Eternal Flame
W ith the Wine of Life.

8 Reels Aglow

Adapted by Frances Marion from Honore de
Balzac's "La Duchesse de Langeais ;" Pered bv Frank Lloyd.

^1

plays

witli

Jirf
VtoJfcr:
4«f

*

fir*

m -m
:

f

an the

Sci

Mi
5^

^

U
'A

n

\1

*3

ft"';

^
3&

s

^

IT
1

\

1

mm
Hit

Joseph M. Schenck
presents

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
"East Is West"
,

Edward

IU

is a picture .tafcen from a. stage play
that had ,ao unprecedented^ run on Broadway, New York. It is one of the biggest triumphs the stage ever presented. Adapted

Here

a^^^C^S&f^
beat her pretty wings
against

her

^VJS
'

lacquered:

"a

by Frances Marion.

Directed by Sidney Franklin
'irector of "Smilin' Through"
-

Li Hia n

L w fence
a.

ij^^^^6 _.<j\vpn g

heart breaking fur love

--Aling

!^W%,4
>;/

Toy
Co,ne

still

can

thegrea^/
1

°
?Vl»:x"W
TL
\\
revelation of; her l.irth
hirtll
at>^|^
fo|' outwj^ g-y*
\%
* ^-.therh
-

S<

STORY

.IE
A

story of miusil
which
in

mystery

'^ope feffnpTo^,

tiful girl finds h

self

Lon Chaney

,n YP*%%0%&**h

lejfespjt

Theresa Maxwell

Conover

Dorothy Walters
Charles Mussett
Edgar Norton
Dore Davidson

m

"The Light

in the

Dark"

ft

magic

c

believed to be the H(
"fih^^rar^a^l
J$rail.

the crook and the m:
terious powers of

chalice
strange
c 1 >ni

lead

and

I

to

roman

S^^^^^^H

j

,

t

S

tfonal Flood Thr

r Skilled!
••4

<;:

Imp
Art?'

slsr

£4
life

%2

.11

P STOR
i
THE
^

1

Thomas H.
Silla^*^

ilton

argtterite

i

•

Herring
BHlington

aricelia

nest
.

hri

and fears his
domination—and a pol-

"JIM"

McCoy

B'utt^jrwo^ffi*

Steppling

man
Comes a

ished

Directed by John Griffith Wray from
with a noted cast.
inal story by Bradley King

—

"Jim"

is

the working

title

may

;

the orig-

and an announcement of change

be

made

— a girlwho loves

his strength

De La

my Todd
,'gie

terful

presents

Motte
rely ft

Ince

later

flict

in

of the world.
terrific

the

con-

elemental,

and the struggle
a woman's soul.

to

win

A

pic-

ture that will appeal to

every woman.

\

Years

mm

b

Every Cit

in

if*

8

_

f 4$dak

kV

j$m

\

f^E
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RICHARD WALTON TULLY
/>resenta

GUY BATES POST
fl

Guy

Bates

in

^osCT^gg

4

Masquerader"
on the novel by Katherine Cecil Thurs,*hich has been read by millions and the
stage play of John Hunter Booth which hassmashed records on the stage throughout the
hi one of the longest runs ever

JSstftlippingrja^lfcsBRJ

W6gLf fo^rh pH$Pl
imdoB

and

fog,

pei

l

Miades hini to chahg
uk-Htitu

s.

But

in love

y

the

again wit

masquerade

lere is a situation

d by

Jar

1

hib wit

un^^^^^^BMP

s

makp

A Film with the Neilan Punch-Pathos-

at

^wce Jov
t-len
;

Lynch

raond Griffith

'Sepbine
-i

'Tee

Crowe]

Barnum

Directed by Marshall Neilan and
by
suggested
Frank Urson

Geofge

Man"
ost
"zifc

Brunette

Did

you

f

;

in

Patullo's

story

c<x;

the Saturday Evening

photographed by
on and Karl Struss.
;

"Her

bashful

David

sauc? an«i thrillsjl
that's Kelly's; "latest//

*\

PR*:

Katherine

.

M
|

M

(

maid

Nigel Barrie

Statics

THERINE MacDONALD

Clar|%^ I

Charles Ge^a|&|?J

in

"Heroes and Husbands"
A

loaded the weapoar Was
it
hi:>
wife to be rid: of
him to be free to love
Gayl ord*
\Va^vp0eS5(^-

—

heart-stealers and heart
dealers; directed by Chet Withey; story
by Charles A. Logue.

knew the
he
Or was it beautiSusanrte—who "couldcatch a man in

because
truth?
ful

drama of

—

n't

tii

some

othJ?^|i
woman wanted him ?"
world

if

I

•v'• *^*wy
->-v„<r

:

SMS

Picture
WA

SHPN^'

Pack Them In!

Tha
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.
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Thomas H.

Ince

presents

Frank Keenan

Edward BifF^|^;^'
Lloyd

H %h A

Marguerite

J^|y^
Be S^te-i

James Neil
Walter Lynch
^porge Read

"The Brotherhood

of

it^JSWyalry^wui

tw6«.|.'

men, brothers by adop-

With

a roaring forest fire, lynch parties
fierce clan battles; directed by

and

LAMBERT

HILLYER.

tion, pitted one' against

';t|^;Other in a

hoort

of

hate

br^Lher^

— and

a

||^&Tfttef girl who helps
to bring them together
after the most thrilling?

Mattie Peters
**Jti&

-J.

.

r

The

story of a

man

y,i

couldn't go straights

r

cause of a hideous
nforgettj$teJ4||e

landed

rer

net

Joe Singleton
,

3
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^ef
Ajtfbr
trtide
I
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|

Muriel Frances
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1
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the police

—
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tr^%filffr;'j^B
true woiiiari^.^vgi 1
lifts a man's itoul
life's

darkness, after a miiV
of

modern

surgery.

—
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THE STORY
Sam De Gp^sSeL

<^,,

"SLIPPY McGEE"

ToTleen Mo-, ire
5
Pat
MaUev

0

-dwin Stevens
Edfch Yorke
Moyd Whitlock-y

-harks E. Evans
Robert E. Dunbar
N'eljk
Little

X

I cocker in America, a
cr^nk who outwitted

*

the police, only to be

toss

Directed by Wesley Ruggles from the story
by Marie Conway Oemler, a novel which is
in its twelfth edition and which has been
read by millions. A household character
;

audiences are ready made.'
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ness and a
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fate,
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Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin
Present

Strongheart.

the

wonderIt
Irene Rich
j#f|to^V
Lee Shumwav
Bar re
•

[14/

f

^

Manning
lean Metcalf.

winder

the wonder-dog, in

in

"Brawn

of the

%fc

North"

Photography by
B. Dreyer

A

—

Strongheart

in

this vi

story of the lileak Nat

You

jj

al<

Amazing*
performance
lJ

Alaska.

the

will

portrayal
'

jgg|j

dog^

mistress he loved

Laurence Trimble-Jane Murfin Production an
better even than "The Silent Call"

y^*""

John Hubbard
Baby Evangeline
Bryant

STRONGHEART

mar\'el at

of

express

—joy—grief — love —
wonderful romance.

h;

1

V

9

A Virile Tale

of the Frozen North!

presents

KATHERINE MacDONALD
in

Katherine Mac!

d

THE STORY

"The Woman Conquers"
:aa<#-t©ok lae-n rots.

June E
git

v9ugtf!|&^lwv^!

:

j

the Xartfi»*£3'*»\fifcre jsv

jrmand

MACK SENNET
presents

"Suzanna"

Evelyn Sherman
Walter MeGrajp1^
Eric

•A

Stolen when a baby,
Suzanna, daughter
j^fjl-u gjt t y DJs^

$gh t4$$j[Bk&r*. P^g9to~"^
oed by the .son of
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—and as we go to press
we've closed the deal for

Maurice Tourneur's
Masterpiece

"LORNA DOONE"
Oh What

a Picture!

The Whole World Knows
and Loves "Lorna Doone"

Another Great, Big Time
Attraction

One

of the 60-70 for the year
A

First National Attraction

iAROLD Lloyd
in

"Grandmas Boy"
HIS LATEST,, GREATEST

AND LONGEST^

PRODUCTION

Harold Lloyd i/grandma*
EQUALLY acceptable in a
lage
Room of

or

vil-

Throne

the
Buckingham Palace.
hall

Bioscope, London.
It is impossible to reproduce
the smallest fraction of the praise,
commendation, exultation, adulation with which Harold Lloyd in

"Grandma's

Boy" already has

been received.

Up

August 1st no theatre
had opened it except for indefinite
runs.
No run had finished, alto

Now

m

though begun as long before as

May

14th.

A veritable tornado of endorsements

has
showing.

followed

its

every

More

indefinite runs start during August and September, as
well as shorter ones beginning

with September.

Don't show this greatest comedy feature of all time if your
seats are in bad repair or if you
and your staff do not want to work
handling crowds.

Booking For The

Fall

Season

A

Stirring

Novel

SCIMITARS OF THE SEA

Member NEWSSTAND GROUP— Circulation More Than

By Kingsley Moses

a Million a

Month

Dear Mr. Burr:
I congratulate

you on seeing the motion-picture possi-

Gerald C. Duffy's great story. As a vehicle for
Johnny Hines, and with Doris Kenyon, Effie Shannon,
Edmund Breese, Robert Edeson, J. Barney Sherry and
bilities of

Charles Gerrard,

it

should make a splendid motion pic-

ture.

(Signed)

HAROLD HERSEY.

In the Literary Digest of May
2uf/i is a reprint of an article
which Gerald V. Duffy wrote in
Picture Flay Magazine.
This
article appears under the mibheading "Letters ami Art." and
Mr. Duffy is probably tin only
screen writer who ever lnoke
into this magazine, let alone
this department.

Mr. Harold Hersey, Editor of
Ace Hiah Magazine, published
by
The Readers' Publishing
Corporation, slates that Mr.
Duffy, in his opinion, is one
Of the best writers of the day.

JOHNNY HINES
DORIS KENYON
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Sub-Titles by

Ralph Spence

"'Sure Fire Flint/ most extraordinary story,

Photography by

by one of the best writers in the country."

Charles Gilson
and

W.

C. C. Burr Presents

JOHNNY

G. (Billy) Bitzer

HINES' LATEST

"SURE FIRE FLINT
MASTODON
FILMS,
Inc.
BURR. Pres.
133-135-137 West 44th
C. C.

New York

Street

City, N.

Y.

DISTRIBUTED BY
HAVE SEGAL
Royal Pictures, Inc..
1337 Vino Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

I.OT'IK

All-Star

FLOYD BROWN

HYMAN

Features

209 Golden (late Ave.,

Oistrib..

The H. Lieber

Inc..

San Francisco.

Cal.

122 West

New York

St.,

J.

Co.,

Indianapolis. Ind.

ROT SEERY

SAM MOSCOW

Associated First National Picture*,
831 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.

54 Broadway. Huston, Mass.

M. A. KLAI'SNER
Mountain States Film Attractions.
1525 Tremunt St.. Denver. Colo.

DAVIS & ALEXANDER

WM. SKIRBOLL

Columbia Film Service, Inc.,
119121 Ninth St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Skirboll Bros. Gold Seal Prod..
21st & Payno Sta.. Cleveland. O.

Moscow Films,

Foreign Distributors

A.

Inc..

— WM.

H.
Des

BLANK ENTERPRISES

New York

Ct'RBERLEY

M. A. KLAI'SNER
Mountain States Film Attracli
2006 Third Ave.. Seattle. Wa

Moines Theatre Bldg..
Dos Moines. Iowa.

M. VOCEL, 126 Wait 46th Street,

F.

F & R Film Co..
Loeb Arcade Bldg.. Minneapolis,

SAM ZIERLER

City

Commonwealth Picture Corporal
729 Seventh Avenue. New York,
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B USIXESS
industry

conditions throughout the motion
in America at this time pre-

picture

sent a situation that

is

decidedly interesting

— and

sitencouraging. There is no
to
view
merely
a
with
optimistic
terms
uation in
stimulating confidence whether it is justified or
not: the plain facts themselves are sufficiently encouraging to establish substantial confidence in the

need to refer to this

mind of every person who is willing and able to
appreciate these facts for what they actually portend.

Looking back over the record of the past year
it is to be found that the motion picture industry, contrary to the expectation of many,
fell directly under the influence of the post-war
and one-half

depression that struck practically every type of
business.
It was held by some that during the
war and post-war prosperity the motion picture
business did not follow the almost general practice
of price inflation, creation of artificial and absurd
values and over-expansion. Because of this it was
claimed that the industry would not have to go
through a refining crucible and fall back to lower
values and a general retrenchment.
This theory, however, was decidedly upset by
reason of the close connection between this industry and general business and also by reason of the
fact that the general commercial situation left the
public in a severely
ing power.

\VfHILE
* *

weakened condition

as to buy-

in the picture business,

it is

a fact

that in the theatre field there are instances where
seating accommodations were built up to the peak
of the demand of the prosperity era.
This has

been a serious condition and will continue as such
until the weaker propositions are eliminated by
the stronger.

1922

Situation

QUIGLEY

blamed on the manner in which the industry was
organized; it was blamed on alleged lack of merit
in the product; it was blamed on a claimed deficiency of ability in the personnel of the business
a notion that frequently found expression was
that the public had tired of the motion picture
form of entertainment!
However great or however little was the truth
in these assertions it is now to be seen that just as
soon as general business conditions had commenced to right themselves: just as soon as unemployment was reduced and just as soon as the
nation's business had commenced to get back on
an even keel the beneficial effect, as far as the
motion picture business is concerned, was imme-

and

—

diate.

*

*

*

EPORTS

from competent sources leave no
doubt that general business is well back on the
road to normal. Although some uneasiness has
been created by the rail and coal emergencies, even
these cannot stall the return of prosperous condi-

"D

tions.

The motion
theatrical season

picture industry faces the

new

and the return of prosperous con-

in a decidedly advantageous position.
important and substantial internal reforms
have been accomplished. On many vital questions
exhibitors and producers are working construct-

ditions

Many

ively together for their

over-expansion was not the rule by

any means

J

2.

own and

the industry's

advancement.
All of these things are significant, but of overwhelming importance is the fact that the industry
has been sufficiently fortunate to have now ready
for the public a list of attractions that for even
merit outshine any group of pictures that have
ever been assembled at any particular time by a
wide margin.
This list of pictures provides the industry with

ways and means of reestablishing itself finanand reestablishing itself with the general
Every factor of the business, and parpublic.
ticularly the theatre, may congratulate itself upon

During the past year and one-half while the
industry labored under severely adverse conditions
a wide variety of notions were called upon to account for the situation. Hardly a week passed in

the

which some fantastic idea to explain the depression was not advanced.
The depression was

having these pictures which will be the immediate
means of bringing back good business.

cially
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What

the

New York

association

is

*

*

#

The recent action of
Chamber of Commerce,

the Cleveland
in

its

inquiry

into the motion picture situation, adds

another important exhibit to the industry's
case against censorship.
The
Cleveland organization in its report
agrees with the principle that censorship of motion pictures is not compatible with the spirit of the American people.

decidedly significant that whenever and wherever there is an inquiry
into censorship conducted by a neutral
body, a body that is not seeking to get
a new instrument of political control or
seeking to create additional political
patronage, the verdict is against censoris

ship.

*

*

*

Practical Science

The New York Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce continues to set
a splendid example of what an exhibitors' organization should be and what it

In the matter of the motion picture
attaining a greater sphere of usefulness
particularly interesting to note
it
is
what many of the leading educational
institutions of the country are doing in
connection with the production of pedagogical films.

A

the auspices of the Eastman theatre in
its association with the University of
Rochester.

The developments in the production
and use of pedagogical motion pictures
afford a subject with which exhibitors
should at least be conversant. There
are instances in which it is advisable
and necessary to be equipped with such

Coal.

don't need
*

badly

need

in
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50
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is

the

Universal

organ, published at Des Moines,
announces a Radio Week, Oct. 3. That
up
the la'st week on the calendar.
uses
Of course it is only right and proper to
lIiow "The Radio King" at all the theatres, which is being arranged for.
*

*

*

Chaplin Sang

The Screen Writers Guild

of

L.

A.

Tom

Geraghty, Paramount supervising director, a farewell dinner last
week at which Charlie Chaplin sang.
Hence, Tom was able to leave 'em with a
smile when he came East.
*

*

*

Bumper Crop
If we have a few more of these "sucinventions" of talking motion
cessful
pictures it ought to go down in history as
a banner year.

*

*

*

Rough!
It seems Bill Hart is
in the rough after all.

*

only

a

diamond

*

*

Our Vote

Gets

had a second flood last
of real beer. The mayor
gave it to them because the water was
Then the dry agents came and
bad.
mopped up all the wet spots. If that
Johnstown,

week

Pa.,

— this time

mayor wants to be President he ought
announce his platform now.
*

to

*

Fooled 'Em

Rodolph Valentino sneaked into Chicago wearing a "full beard" according to
He had probably
newspaper reports.
heard of that song of hate the cake eaters
are humming around the loop and d'idn't

want

to

take a chance.
*

*

*

Fairs

is

E. Daily

the season for 'em.

When

the

and big pumpkins compete with
'Member
the pictures in rural districts.
how we use to marvel at the glass blowers, and the home-made pies, and the
bed spreads. What a thrill there was in
fat pigs

First National

Pictorial Section
The Week in New

*

official

By Dan
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NEWS OF THE WEEK

Forecast Big Season

Dollar

Fire Destroys
Offices in

*

*

of.

Opens on September 4

First

by William

*

More "Weeks"

have no com-

IN THIS ISSUE
"Short Subjects

*

But Oh, Boy, how are yuh going to
keep the subtitle readers warm in the
front seats along about next November?

This

OP SPECIAL INTEREST

*

now.

it

*

films

mercial significance for the theatrical
industry it is nevertheless a fact that
the industry is vitally interested in them
because they serve effectually to dignify
the motion picture and to make its possibilities better known to persons whose
sympathetic consideration the industry
is

*

*

We

information.

While pedagogical

M.

R.

J.

number

of interesting facts in this
connection have been brought to light
by a survey recently completed under

1922

2,

Re -Takes

gave

No. 10

1922

Another Exhibit

It

try.

doing should be watched carefully by
the other organizations whose members'
interests are likely to be imperiled.
In New York the association already
has taken steps to get theatres placed
on the "essential" list in event that the
shortage becomes so acute that it will
become advisable to have the supply allotted by official agencies. In event that
this does not provide the necessary protection it is planned to import a supply
of coal produced abroad.

Pedagogical Films

XV.

Vol.

should do. This association has shown
an interest in and gotten results in a
large number of thoroughly practical
matters and it now comes forward with
a proposition aimed to prevent a possible coal shortage affecting New York
theatres which is threatened as a result
of the protracted strike.
Because of the strike this matter is
likely to be one of serious concern to
theatres generally throughout the coun-
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And they're still just as strong.
the proletariat. New York has its
Chicago has its
openings;
theatrical
Pageant of Progress; but the country at
large has its Fairs, its red lemonade, its
each.

With

shell
fun.

games and

dust.
*

*

But

— aint

we

*

Pat Bowling

Blew

in

Last week
An' told us
All the dope

About

New York

And Los Angeles
And blew out,
Again

got

—

:

September
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The Trade Paper
That Is Read:
E. J. O'Neill, manager of the
theatre, St. George,
New Brunswick, encloses the
following letter with a check
renewing his subscription

Broadway

"This is one subscription to
paper or magazine that I
honestly feel is too little for
the benefit derived therefrom.
Along with my renewal, thankfully forwarded, you have my
best wishes for your continued

45

All Branches Unite to Fight
Adverse Laws in California
One

Organizations in Industry
Formed at Convention in Frisco Exhibitors,.
Exchanges and Others Join Hands
of Greatest Allied

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

a

a

prosperity.

can honestly say my best
entertainment is

"I

evening's

after the show when
I can take my pipe and read
from cover to
the
cover, and many times, were I
handier, I would shake your
hand after reading your editorials.
Good luck."

Mondays

HERALD

they

If

HERALD,

subscribe to the
they read the HER-

ALD.

SAX FRAXCISCO,
fidence, cooperation
ern California.

CAL., August 22.— Will H. Hays' slogan of

and partnership" has been put to the

Resulting is one of the greatest allied organizations within the inThis new league comprising exhibitors, exchange men. supply
men and representatives of other branches of the industry, was organized
at a joint convention held here on August 15.

Morgan Walsh Chairman of Chamber of Commerce
The new league will be known as the Motion Picture Chamber. of
Commerce of California with Morgan Walsh as permanent chairman and
Frank R. Devlin as attorney. The latter, one of the prominent attorneys
is legal advisor of the Xorthern California division of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.

of this state,

With

this allied organization effected
believed that every branch of the
industry in the state will be protected at
the 1923 session
of the California
it

is

At the opening
of
the
tion

Plan Cooperation in
Fight on Reformers

New

In Wisconsin
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

MILWAUKEE,

WIS., Aug. 22.—The
industry in Wisconsin has cast aside differences and launched a concerted movement to down the reformer.
What opened as a convention of the
Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association developed into a harmony meeting between
theatre owners and exchange men.
Resulting from this is the pledge of both
groups to

co-operate

in

the

movement

against blue laws.

Joseph G. Rhode of Kenosha persisted
his refusal to accept the presidency
again, so F. J. McWilliams of Madison,
in

long active in exhibitor organization, was
elected to succeed him.
Other officers named were:
Vicepresident, Charles Guelson, Stoughton;

John Silliman, Milwaukee;
Joseph Winninger, Waupun;
Mr. Rhode and Steve Bower,
Milwaukee. Fred Seegert was named national committee chairman.
One point brought forcibly before the
convention by Mr. Rhode was that of
secretary,
treasurer,
directors,

rental prices, the former president declaring that a reduction was necessary in order that exhibitors might lower admission prices.

Made
,

Central

Manager

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,

Devlin
was appointed chairman.
He appointed a
committee repre-

senting each

it

branch of the

in-

dustry
to
draft
the order of business and outline
the best purpose
of the get - to-

While the committee was at work,
Glenn Harper, first vice-president of the
M. P. T. O. A.,
who, with J. L.
Lazarus, attended

addressed
the convention,
saying that they
had been specially
delegated to attend to find out
geles,

it

pressed the hope
present
all

tion.

He

referred

Maurice Klein

Washington conclave, which he
to
said some called "a steam roller" only
because it was unanimous for one man,
Sydney S. Cohen.
The committee appointed by Attorney
Devlin in its report recommended the
election of a president, vice-president and
secretary for the convention only. Further
recommendations evolving permanent organization were contained in the following resolutions which were adopted:

Resolutions Are Adopted
"Whereas,
in

IS,

1922."

After adoption of the report the

fol-

lowing committee was named:

—

Exchange men W. W. Kofeldt. W. L.
Craxk, Morgan- Walsh and E. H. EmR. A. McNeil, M. L.
mick; exhibitors
Markowitz, T. C. Reavis and L. M.
Beach producers Paul Gersox.

—

:

Holds Executive Session
committee went into executive
session and designated August IS as the
date for a special meeting. At this latter
This

meeting Mr. Walsh was named permanent chairman and Mr. Devlin attorney.

Another meeting of the committee

will

of convention committee, and
Allan E. King, member of convention
committee.

the

members

legis-

member

solid in their

support of the national
organiza-

adverse

It

measure for the
success of the convention were the following exhibitors: C. C. Griffin, president of the exhibitors' league; Thomas
D. Van Osten. managing director: A.
Goldberg, vice-president; Maurice Klein,

that

were

and

Resolved, That the members in convention here assembled do hereby constitute this convention into a permanent organization for the purpose hereinbefore set forth. Be it further resolved,
that the chairman appoint a committee of nine
to outline and recommend a plan for the permanent organization, prepare constitution and bylaws, recommend a name for same, outline purposes of said permanent organization, define its
territorial boundaries and make their report in
detail at a meeting, which they will have authority to call immediately upon completion of their
committee duties and not later than September

"Be

in its legislative plan.
Responsible in a great

was all
Harper ex-

what
about.

reform

lation.

be held on August 25 to proportion the
financial plan between the various organizations and to become active at once

An-

Los

from

un-American

batting

gether.

Harper Addresses Meeting

Cohen has been appointed manager of the

manager.

E. King

Allan

Aug. 22.— Harry

Central theatre here succeeding Charles
T. Hoskins, who is transferred to the new
Cameo theatre at Pittsburgh, Pa., as

conven-

Attorney

President of

Exhibitors Organization

'-con-

Xorth-

dustry.

legislature.

McWilliams

test in

is the concensus of opinion of the
convention here assembled that a

it

permanent organization be formed for the purpose of improving the general conditions in this
business, causing closer co-operation and com-

Oklahoma Meets
September 7-8
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SHAWNEE, OKLA..

Aug. 22.—The

annual meeting of the Theatre Owners
and Managers' Association of Oklahoma
will be held on September 7 and 8 at the
Skirvin hotel,

Oklahoma

City.

Nebraska Names
Convention Dates
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA,

NEB., Aug. 22.— The MoOwners of Nebraska

tion Picture Theatre
will hold its annual

convention here on
September 18, 19 and 20. This is during
Ak-Sar-Ben time and many theatre men
from out in the state are expected to attend.
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nook and corner of the country. He was
one of the first of the so-called "legitimate" showmen to recognize the importance of the film industry as an entertainment feature and the past sixteen years
he has devoted his entire time to its ad-

vancement.
*

*

*

For the past four years he has had
charge of

all

of Marshall

Neilan's busi-

working with First National. Two
years ago he took charge of the Charlie
Chaplin films and has since had complcic
ness,

charge of

all

business pertaining to the

making

A. Goldberg

Three

of the

T.

D. VanOsten

C. C. Griffin

men who

cooperated in making the joint convention
cisco one of the greatest of its kind ever held.

in

Godsol Strengthens Staff

San Fran-

With

Addition of Grainger
Widely

Known

Executive Is Touring Exchanges
Reorganization in Their Methods

By JOHN
{New York News

NEW

YORK, August

22.

SPARGO

the calling off of negotiations looking

between First National and Goldwyn Pic-

Frank J. Godsol, who controls the destinies of the latter named
company, decided to make it one to be strongly reckoned with in the intures,

dustry.
end
view he determined
WITHsurround
himself with men who
in

this

to

not only can do things but who get out
do them. His first selection was securing the services of "Jimmy" Grainger,
generally conceded to be one of the most
widely known and best liked men in the
;.nd

entire

industry.
*

*

*

Mr. Grainger joined the Goldwyn organization last week as a member of the
executive staff with direct charge of the
entire selling and distributing end of the
company's business as a starter. Carrying out his reputation as a "go-getter" Mr.
Grainger spent a couple of days in Goldwyn offices and then started on a flying
trip around the circuit of key cities to
visit the Goldwyn exchanges and reorganize their methods according to ideas of
his

He

as well acquainted in San
Los Angeles as he is in
New York and Boston; in Dallas and
New Orleans as he is in Chicago, Detroit
and Buffalo; in fact, wherever films are
sold there "Jimmy" Grainger is known
friend.

is

Francisco and

and knows everybody.
While still a comparatively young man
as years count, Mr. Grainger is one of the
veterans

show

business, having
had all
more than twenty-five years
in
providing entertainment for every
of
told

the

whom

known

is

as a

man

how

the press

and those who stand behind it can better
serve the silent drama.
Gathering Is Representative
Probably one of the most interesting
of these meetings took place on August
7, when Harry D. Wilson, chairman of
the evening, brought with him eight representatives of the industry, sat them at
the head of the speakers' table and termed
them the "links" of the chain of the motion picture.

All Express Views
Each speaker represented a particular
field.
Wilson started the meeting with
the author and terminated it with the

dramatic

after the author's story
the producer and thence
banker for funds, then to the
then the publicity man. then
the distributor, followed by the exhibitor
critic,

passed

to

history of their organization.

The

speakers were
Carey Wilson,
Sol Lesser, producer: Motley

Flint, financier; E. Mason Hopper, director; Mike Boylan, publicity; L. O. Lukin,

distributor; Harry Arthur, exhibitor, and
Edwin Schallert, reviewer.

Clergy Plan Blue

Law

Campaign at Monmouth
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

MONMOUTH,

new

*

The multiplicity of congratulatory telegrams is due to some extent to the fact
that "Jimmy" Grainger numbers anions
his personal acquaintances probably more

—

give heart to heart talks on

author;

man

exhibitors than any other man in the industry and to be a personal acquaintance of "Jimmy" Grainger is to be his

the

members of the W. M. P. A. claim
they were given one of the finest and
broadest lectures on their work in the

—
—

*

Aug. 22.— From

time the Western Motion Picture Advertisers was founded, that organization of
West Coast publicity men have had
practically every film executive whose
activities are centered in the West, appear at their semi-monthly meetings and

ing,

That the selection of Mr. Grainger was
wisdom is evidenced by the
Goldwyn offices great numbers of telegrams in numbers almost
describable as bales have arrived from
exhibitors and exchange men all over the
country congratulating the company on

*

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

and ending with the newspaper writer.
The men were allowed five minutes each
and in the forty minutes of speech mak-

appeal not at all, accomplishment being the only thing interesting him, so in the Goldwyn organization
he will be known only as the personal
representative of Mr. Godsol.

the acquisition of the popular film
and wishing him success in his
venture.

Their Views in Five
Minute Talks

to the
director,

titles

a move of
fact that at

Hear' From
Units in^Industry
Eight Branch HeadsJGive

had

own.

"Jimmy" Grainger
to

Wampas

Effect

Editor, Exhibtors Herald)

—With

to a distributing contract

S.

to

of contracts for the showing of
these popular pictures. For the past year
he also has had charge of the making cf
all contracts for Cosmopolitan pictures.
And so everyone is extending congratulations to Goldwyn Pictures and wishing
"Jimmy" Grainger good luck. The concensus of opinion is that the congratulations are deserved and that luck is but
a side issue to the "go-get" qualities for
which Mr. Grainger is noted.

"JIMMY" GRAINGER, who

has associated with Goldwyn as personal representative to President Frank J. Godsol.

ILL, Aug. 22.— The

Monmouth,

111,

Ministerial

threatening

this

city

Alliance is
a blue law
drive. At a recent meeting the organization adopted resolutions condemning Sunday baseball and similar amusements.
They charged that all such Sabbath
practices of the individual are painful to
the Christian conscience of the community and prevent the highest moral de-

velopment.

with

September

2.
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Ask Big

Exhibitors

Northwest

Planning Gala
Reception for Will H. Hays

Films and Break on
Weather Says Kent
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK,

Aug.

22.— Given an
in September

Sydney

S.

and big pictures to present, exhibitors
expect business to swing into full prosthe declaration of S. R. Kent,
distribution
of
manager of
general
following
a
Players-Lasky.
Famous
homethe
country
on
his
tour
of
month's

—

—
—

pictures.
They tell me
big
that if they are given two things
pictures and an even break on the weather
they expect to swing into
in September
a season more prosperous than anything
they've had in a long time."

demanding big

—

Famous Explorer Will

field.

Dr. Pfenning,

who

recently

champion swimmer, to this country,
will learn the motion picture producing
business under Marshall Neilan, with
whom the explorer has become associated.
He is a former swimming champion himself.
Henning has had a colorful career. At
one time he was one of the richest men
During the war he lost practiin Russia.
cally his entire fortune and was compelled to flee with his wife and children
to this country.

Exploits Picture in

Talk Via Radiophone
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS. TEX., Aug. 22— Paul
Wakefield of the Consolidated Film &
Supply Company of Dallas exploited
"The Storm," Universal Jewel picture,
by radio when he incorporated it into a
sketch dealing with true conditions existing in Hollywood with which he is
familiar.

The sketch formed

the main feature
Dallas News noon radio program.
More than 5,000 radio fans over Texas
and Oklahoma listened in.
Manager
Will Horwitz of the Iris theatre at Houston picked up the program for Iris patrons.
Houston and Dallas papers carried stories in connection with this stunt.
a

Represents "A.

p.

m. Mr. Hays will give a brief

before

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Aug. 22.— President ArKane has appointed Jean J. CranWashington as field manager of

Associated Exhibitors.

If

They Subscribe

theatre

owners

the

of

at 4 p. ni. will go to St.
will address a mass meet-

The culminating event of the day will
be a banquet at the Radisson at 7 p. m.
where representatives of the
businessmen,
editors

will

state,

delegates.
One of the

most important things to be
discussed at the convention will be the
high cost of film, and methods to offset it,
Mr. Steffes said. A school for film buyers
is planned at that time, when experts will
outline buying methods.

To Open Public's Eyes
"Xorthwest Go-To-Movie Week" is to
be dedicated to showing the theatre goers
of the Xorthwest how much motion pictures have done already to comply with
Mr. Hays dictum of "better and more
artistic pictures," said M. J. Weisfeldt,
representing the producers, who
charge of the week in Minnesota.

is

in

of Mr. Hays is being widely
There is an abundance of
newspaper publicity and many 24-sheet

The

visit

heralded.

stands

Organize Production
Staff for Houses of
Finkelstein

MIXXEAPOLIS. MINN..

Aug. 22.—

Organization of a centralized production
staff to have charge of all special theatrical

presentations

for

Finkelstein

&

Ruben, was announced by the company
today.
staff,

ment

A. G. Brainbridge.

Jr.. will

direct

will produce all entertainfor the State. Minneapolis and the

which

Capitol. St. Paul, both picture theatres.
All production will be presented first
at State and moved intact to Capitol.
St.

Paul.

Members

of the staff are:
C. P. Murphy, manager of the State; Roy Hipp,
scenic artist: William Warvelle Xelson.
director of the State orchestra; H. D.
Finkelstein and Edmond Ruben, who will
act in an advisory capacity; Mr. Brainbridge: Stanley Segelbaum, manager of
Capitol: Oscar Baum. director Capitol orchestra, and Theodore L. Hays, general

manager
t(

of

company.

Adam and Eve'" Play
To Be Davies Vehicle

being used to advertise his
and "Xorthwest Go-To-Movie

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Aug. 22.— Contracts have

W. Hammons Goes
Abroad on Business
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW

YORK, Aug. 22.— E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges. Inc.. sailed from Xew York on
White Star liner Homeric August 19
for his annual conference with his busi-

the

to the

& Ruben

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

are

coming
Week."

E.

ness associates in London.
He expects
to be away from New York a little more
than a month.
Mr. Hammons plans to make arrangements for still greater distribution of
Educational's product in Europe.

city,

clubwomen and
hear Mr. Hays tell of adpastors,

vances planned in the picture industry.
Will Hold Convention
Theatre owners of the Xorthwest plan
to
take advantage
of
"Go-To-Movie
Week" to conduct their annual convention in Minneapolis. Al Steffes. president
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Minnesota, said today.
Delegates from
Minnesota,
Dakotas. Nebraska. Iowa.
Wisconsin and Michigan will attend.
National President Cohen will address

E."

NEW
of

At 2:30
address

ing.

brought Duke Kahanamoku. the Hawa-

dall

This was the declaration made today by Minneapolis exhibitors and
distributors with the completion of plans for opening of '"Northwest Goto-Movie \Yeek" on August 26, and the visit of Mr. Hays, President
Sydney S. Cohen of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and
other prominent him executives.
Business Representatives to Greet Hays
Mr. Hays will be met by business men when he arrives Friday morning.
He will be received at the Radisson hotel by newspaper men at
10 a. m. and will address 3,000 members of women's clubs of the twin
cities at a mass meeting at the State theatre.
Civic and commercial clubs will
join in a luncheon at the Radisson at 12:15 p. m, where Fdward A. Purdy.
whom Hays dubbed "a bird of a postmaster," will preside.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

iian

S.

MINNEAPOLIS,

MINN.;, August 22.— Will H. Hays will spend the
usiest twenty-four hours since becoming president of the Motion Picture
Producers
Distributors of America when he arrives here next Friday.

I

Learn Film Business
Aug. 22.— Dr. Oscar
Henning. prominent explorer and gentleman of fortune, has entered the motion

thur

'

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Xorthwest and
Paul where he

LOS ANGELES,

of

'

'

&

"I

found that uniformly the big first run accounts were finding conditions on the
upward swing. The smaller places, especially in the Middle West, are waiting
for the coming of cooler weather before
committing themselves to an optimistic
buying policy.
"But all of them big and little are

picture

Among Prominent Men in Industry
Will Attend Exhibitors Conclave and
'Go-to-Movie Week in Minneapolis
Cohen

is

ward trip from Los Angeles.
"Wherever I went," said Mr. Kent.

Is

Who

even break on the weather

perity,
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HERALD,

been signed by Guy Bolton and George
Middleton, the authors, and F. Ray Cornstock,

the

manager

of the play,

"Adam

Eve." whereby International Film
Service Company, Inc.. acquires the mo-

and

tion

picture

rights

to

the

comedy

for

Cosmopolitan Productions.
Marion Davies will be starred in the
film, which ran for a whole season at the
Longacre theatre in Xew York.

They Read

the

HERALD!
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Organization Formed

Allied

September

Forecast Big Season
Managers Gathered
for Week's

District

Abolish All Censorship

1922

Men

First National

to

2,

at

New York

Conference

George Creel President of Coalition Comprised of Actors,
Authors, Directors and Printing Trades
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

22.
A concerted drive to abolish all censorship
has been launched by a coalition of art and literary organizations.
George Creel heads the movement which will operate under the
name of the Joint Committee for the Promotion and Protection of Art

YORK,

August

and Literature.

T70LLOWING
*

are

the

organizations

thus far represented in the roster of

movement:
American Federation

the

Mo-

of Musicians,

Directors' Association, AcAmerican
Association,
tors'
Equity
Dramatists, Cinema Camera Club, PrintUnions,
Screen Writers'
ing Trades
tion

Picture

Guild and Guild of Free Lance Artists.
*

*

*

•

Efforts of the alliance will be directed

toward defeating future censorship measures and abolition of those laws now on
the statute books.

Mr. Creel has issued a statement
the movement.

lating the purposes of
follows in part:

"The purpose

committee

of the

is

reIt

speaking passed upon in advance by an
individual or any body, no matter how
created or how formed.
But, having
spoken or written, we do not ask immunity.
We are willing to answer for
our convictions, only asking that the responsibility shall be duly subpoenaed, the
offense set forth in the indictment and
the trial held in accordance with constitutional procedure.'
"It is this orderly process that censorship defies, being a denial of the right
of the individual at every point.
It is,
in its essence, pre-judgment.
It assumes
guilt rather than innocence.
It substitutes the prejudices or opinions of a person, or persons, for the law of the land."

to

unite and direct every possible force in
the fight against censorship, no matter
what the form or manifestation. The
spirit of narrow-minded intolerance, proceeding from the motion picture, has
commenced to threaten the drama and

"Dancers of Night"
Purchased by Mayer

literature, and unless resisted, it is only
a question of time when every product
of the creative instinct will be called
upon to run a gauntlet of beadles.
"It is in no sense our contention that
art in its various forms is above all
law and exempt from the operation of

Mayer has obtained

We

social restraints and disciplines.
do
not seek special privileges or claim sacrosanctity.
In thus submitting to law,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

*

22.— Louis B.
the screen rights to

Aug.

known

author.
be produced as an all-star special,
but whether by Stahl, Niblo or
Barker has not been announced as yet.
It will

Jack Cairns

however, we claim the protection of law.
*

YORK,

"Dancers of the Night," a dramatic tale
of romance and adventure by a well-

III

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

managers

Aug. 22.— District

sales

Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., gathered at the New York
offices of the company for a week's conof

are unanimous in their enthusiastic reports on the outlook in the motion picture field for the coming season.
While here they will review most of the
ference

attractions on
for 1922-23.

First

National's program

managers who are taking
J. O. Lukan,
R. C. Seery,
western district manager
midwestern district manager; H. A.
Bandy, central district manager; Vincent
McCabe, Canadian district manager,
J.
and W. E. Calloway, southern representative.
Here is what each had to say as

The

district

part in the conference are
;

to the picture outlook in his territory:

—

Excellent prospects for the seaJ. O. Lukan
son just about to open.
Business is picking up.
First National output better than ever before and
we expect to smash all records.
This,
R. C. Seery Big recovery in business.

—

Exhibitors
of course, affects the picture industry.
full of confidence and eager for good pictures.
That's what First National will give them.
H. A. Bandy Our section is looking for big
business.
expect to break all records.
Vincent J. McCabe The outlook for pictures
in the Dominion is more than optimistic.
are looking for a bumper
W. E. Calloway
That means prosperity in business,
cotton crop.
and prosperity in business means a boom for
motion pictures.

We

—

—
— We

During the first day of their meeting
the district managers heard talks on First
National attractions by Robert Lieber,
president of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

;

H. O. Schwalbe, secretary-

treasurer; J. D. Williams, general manager; C. L. Yearsley, publicity manager;
Floyd Brockell, superintendent of ex-

changes; Charles

S. Pinkerton, financial
comptroller, and Ned Holmes, head of
the exploitation department. In the evening they dined at the Central Park
Casino as guests of President Lieber.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

*

"We say to society: 'It is our right
to speak or to write as we please, without
having the propriety of our writing or

DETROIT, MICH.,
Cairns,

owner

of the

confined to his

Aug. 22.—Jack
Brooklyn theatre, is

home with

a sore throat.

Michigan Schools to
Teach Through Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LANSING, MICH.,

Aug. 22.— Motion

pictures are destined to become as important a factor in school work as text
books in the opinion of Thomas E.
Johnson, state superintendent of public
instruction.
Courses in motion picture
mechanics will be inaugurated at Michi-

gan normal colleges, he has announced.
Following experiments made Johnson's plan for use of motion pictures
for
the

educational

purposes

has

received

adminisMichigan's industries and other
tration.
educational films are to be shown in

endorsement of the

state

the future.

Greene and Wife Off
On Belated Honeymoon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

JACK PICKFORD

a scene from his United Artists production
Finish", one of the new Fall pictures.

in

"Garrison's

YORK, Aug. 22—J. Irving
Greene, director of advertising and publicity of Associated Exhibitors, packed up
his golfing outfit last week and left for a
fortnight's outing at Stamford, N. Y.
Mrs. Greene, who also is an enthusiastic
and accomplished golfist, is with him, and
the trip is really in the nature of a honeymoon, as the couple were married only
two months ago.

A
September

2,
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Guts Office of

Fire

First National, Inc.
Omaha Exchange Is Scene of
$200,000 Blaze Resulting
In Destruction

Five Million Dollar Eastman

Theatre Opens September 4
No

Special Formalities Are to Mark Dedication of
Beautiful University House Metro Feature
Selected for Initial Offering

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA,
unknown

NEB., Aug. 22.— Fire,
which

origin,

is

of an

believed

to

have started in the rear of an automobile
accessory firm and quickly spread upward in the exchange building occupied
by Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., virtually completely destroyed the
Omaha offices of First National and resulted in the demolition of thousands of
dollars worth of film and advertising accessories.

Firemen Are Injured

49

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROCHESTER,

N. Y., August 22.—The Eastman theatre, the $5,000,000
university owned and operated house, will open on Monday, September 4. No
special formalities will mark the dedication, it being the plan of the manage-

ment to avoid class distinction or discrimination in the sale of seats.
"The Prisoner of Zenda," the Metro-Rex Ingram attraction, has been
selected by Manager Charles H. Goulding as the opening feature for this
wonder theatre donated to the University of Rochester by George Eastman.
Special Night Designated for People of Industry

With

Two days preceding the opening there will be a big gathering of celebrities
of the motion picture world, musical and theatrical activities and the realm of
higher education to view the structure and its equipment. Several thousand
invitations over the signature of Mr. Eastman have gone forward to representatives of these professions.
In addition to the inspection there will be an

A

afternoon reception.

the exception of books and records and a small portion of the furniture
everything was eaten up by the flames.
In fighting the blaze two firemen were
injured. The loss to the company is estimated at $200,000.
complete line of advertising accessories, posters and novelties valued in
the neighborhood of $30,000 was destroyed.
Vaults containing film were
blown to pieces and the film completely
destroyed.
Included among the films
were the product of Educational and

Greater Productions.

Business Quickly

Resumed

The blaze was first discovered by an
employe of the office, Miss Ruth Ball,
whose home is near the exchange. In

On

the

program

in

addition

to

"The

Prisoner of Zenda," which will be given
presentation outside of its preat the Astor theatre in
New York, will be a Fox News and the
Eastman Magazine, which is a compilation of short subjects arranged and edited
by Manager Goulding, and which will
include as its principal feature the first
presentation of any screen of the Eastman Kodachrome films, showing intimate
closeups of film stars, taken in Hollywood and elsewhere especially for this
presentation.
first

its

snowing

release

was
upon the arrival in Omaha of District Manager R. C. Seery
who ordered fresh prints and a full line
Shows New Color Film
of accessories. Activities were transferred
This unit involves a new color process
to the offices of Fontenelle Film Comthat has been given extensive experimenpany. 15th and Davenport streets, through
tal attention at the Eastman laboratories
courtesy of Max Wintroub.
and which gives great promise of achieving the results for which experimentors
in this field have long been striving.
C. R.
Resigns;
An "Out of the Inkwell" subject will
spite of the loss of its offices business

resumed

quickly

Plough

Klein F. B. O.

Manager

Among the changes in the Chicago exchange of Film Booking Offices which
have taken place in the last fortnight is
the resignation of

C

also be among the incidental features of
the Eastman Magazine.

Sixty-Two

in

Orchestra

The newly organized Eastman theatre
symphony orchestra, with a personnel of

to Cosmopolitan studios and
will shortly begin another big production.

returned

Mr.

Vignola's

greatest

production,

Knighthood Was in Flower,**
starring Marion Davies, which Cosmo-

"When
politan

will

publish

in

eleven

reels,

is

about completed.

Theatre Company Files
Denial to Charges Made
To Federal Trade Body
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Aug. 22.— The
Northwest Theatres Company has never
been a party to a conspiracy with the
Missoula (Mont.) Chamber of

Commerce

or any other organization or person for
the purpose of hindering or preventing

persons or organizations carrying on
business outside the state of Montana,
from selling goods upon mail orders to
customers or prospective customers in
or adjacent to Missoula, according to an

amended answer just filed by the company with the Federal Trade Commis-

R. Plough and the
appointment of Joe Klein as local man-

sixty-two

sion.

ager.

the

The answer meets allegations contained in a formal complaint issued some
months ago, charging that the theatres
of the respondent had advertised that
mail order house catalogues would be accepted in lieu of cash for admissions, and
that the catalogues had been destroyed,
the scheme, it was alleged, having been
concocted by the Chamber of Commerce
in an effort to combat the inroads made
on local business by the catalogue houses.

Mr. Klein assumed his new duties on
August 22. Mr. Plough has not announced
his new affiliations. Mr. Klein comes to
Chicago from the New York office and
is

well

known

in film circles in the East.

Holmes Joins F. B. O.
At Kansas City Office
CITY, MO., Aug.

22.

—

farewell

party marked the departure of
H. N. Holmes from the Kansas City
Universal branch office.
Mr. Holmes,

who was

assistant manager, has accepted
a position as special representative
for
Film Booking Offices of America in the
Kansas City territory and will be under
Curley" Calvert.

Art Johnson

will

the Universal office.

If

succeed Holmes

merly of the Capitol theatre, New York,
and John Hammond", formerly of the
Strand theatre, Brooklyn.

The
gram

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

musicians, will be heard for
time on this occasion. Arthur
Alexander, late of the teaching staff of
the Eastman School of Music, is musical
director, and Victor Wagner, late conductor of the Criterion theatre, New
York, the conductor. Also the great Austin organ will be heard for the first time.
The organists are Dezze D'Antalffy, forfirst

in

They Subscribe

solo features of the musical proincidental to the premier picture

Guest of Zukor

presentation will be furnished by Marion
Armstrong, soprano, and Esther Gustafson, interpreter of the dance.

Vignola Ready to Make
New Cosmopolitan Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. Aug. 22.— Robert G.
Vignola. who has just completed an automobile pleasure trip and vacation, has

to the

HERALD,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Aug. 22.—
Frank L. Newman, owner of the Newman theatres, Kansas City, will leave for
the East this week to spend two weeks'
vacation as the guest of Adolph Zukor
on his farm near New York City. Most
of the time, Mr. Newman says, will be
spent in settling some old scores on the
golf links.

They Read

the

'HERALD!
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Geraghty

to

2,

1922

Resume

Post at Paramount*
Studio in the East

XEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Geraghty,

Aug. 22.—Thomas

J.

formerly

chief
supervising
director at the Paramount Long Island
studio, will return from Hollywood this
week to resume his old post. When the
Long Island studio was closed a year ago

Mr. Geraghty went to London to be chief
of the scenario department of the Paramount studio there. After eight months
of production work in Europe he returned
to the United States and went to the

Lasky studio in Hollywood, where he
has been a supervising director.
With Mr. Geraghty will come E. Lloyd
Sheldon, author and scenarist, to be a
new member of the Paramount Eastern
scenario department.
Mr. Sheldon, who
was the author of "The Dawn of the
East," has been writing recently for
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.

SSH! You must be quiet, Teddy, till we
Mack Sennett comedy, "Bow-wow,"
Fazenda, John Henry,

Jr.,

get this radio message.
It
for First National.

Scene from the
features Louise

Christie Starts

Mat

Service on Comedies

and Teddy, the Sennett wonder dog.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Cosmopolitan Places Cost
Film at $1,500,000

of

Three Studios Utilized in Production of Marion Davies
"When Knighthood Was in Flower"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, August

—

Aug. 22.— In order
which advertise
comedy attractions in newspapers
and house organs of their own, Christie
Film Company has inaugurated a special
cut, photograph and mat service on all
the new Christie comedies beginning with
"That Son of a Sheik," which is to be
published in September through Educato better serve the theatres

tional exchanges.
All of this material is being prepared
by the Christie studios, under the direction of the exploitation department and
will be available through Educational ex-

Another million dollar production, or to
That is the cost of Cosmopolitan's "When
Knighthood Was in Flower," the special starring Marion Davies.
This enormous figure is supplied by the chief auditor of Cosmopolitan

changes before publication dates on

productions.

Saturday.

22.

be exact, $1,500,000.

Pat

required 160 working days to film this
special, the direction of which was assigned to Robert G. Vignola.
During

production

three

large

studios

were

utilized.

Actual filming of the special was accomplished at a cost of $1,221,491.20, according to the auditing department, other
expenditures bringing the total cost to a
million and a half.
* * *

Three thousand persons performed in
of the scenes, one of which covered
an area of 28,800 feet. Thirty-two buildings comprised this set, which, Cosmo-

some

politan announces, represented an expenditure of $41,721.26.
The following description and data will
give an idea of the magnitude of the picture:
Great hall of
exactly

as

in

Hampton Court palace, reproduced
King Henry VIII of

the time of

Wedding

dress of silver cloth, ermine
pearls weighs twenty-five pounds.
Street of old Paris two city blocks long.

*

*

and

*

Comprising the cast in addition to the
star are:
Lyn Harding, Forrest Stanley,
Pedro de
Cordoba,
Arthur
Forrest,
Theresa Maxwell Wolsey, Ernest Glendinning. George Nash, Jofinny Dooley,
Ruth Shapley, William Kent, Gustave
von Seyffertitz, Macey Harlam. Arthur
Donaldson, Mortimer Snow, William Norris, William H. Powell. Flora Finch, Constance Berry, Rena Morgan and Marguerite Draper.
For the production, 294,000 feet of

were exposed.
Joseph Urban, the noted scenic

raw

film

painter,

supervised the art work.
The antique
jewelry and diamonds used could not be
duplicated for $1,000,000, it is said.

The

actual cost of filming the picture

—

$1,221,491.20 would represent
diture of $7,634.32 a day, or

an

expen$954.29 an

hour.

England.

Genuine Gothic tapestries valued at $230,000
were used.
Ancient armor came from some of the most
famous collections of Europe.
Antique jewelry and old silverware used worth

many thousands

of

dollars.

Three thousand costumes of the Tudor period
costing more than $100,000 were worn.
Three thousand one hundred and twenty-three
people

in a single scene.
Fifty-five principal characters, played by prominent actors of stage and screen.
Thirty-three
cavalry
horses 2
jumping off
bridge 30 feet high.
Twenty expert swordsmen engaged in the duel
scenes.
Stone bridge 90 feet long was especially constructed.

—

Opens Office for Acts

And Prologue Features
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

DETROIT, MICH., Aug. 22. R. E.
Mack, in association with Wally Baker,
manager of the Stratford and Jefferson
theatres, has opened the Michigan Exhibitors Vaudeville Association, where a
specialty will be made of picture presentation and prologues.
Mr. Baker is well known as an organizer for the state exhibitors' league.

Dowling. advertising director of
comedies, \v« in Chicago last

Christie
lis

TT

all

pictures.

and

He will stop
Omaha before

off at

Minneapo-

returning to the

According to Mr. Dowling the
new service which the company is inaugurating, mentioned above, provides an
economical and effective method for excoast.

hibitors in advertising their comedies.

Fairbanks May Become
Producer of Next Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Aug. 22.— Douglas
Fairbanks may become a producer.
This was revealed in the star's answer
to the question as to what his next production
would be following "Robin
Hood" now nearing completion. "I did
think of playing "The Virginian," he responded, "but I am about to change my
mind and produce the picture with some
other star in the feature role."
Fairbanks pointed out that temperamentally he was just the opposite of the
hero in the Owen Wister story and expressed doubt as to whether the people
would accept him in a slow-moving type
of role.

Maigne and Unit Return

From Wyoming

Location

Charles Maigne and his company making
"The Cowboy and the Lady" for Paramount, with Mary Miles Minter and Tom
Moore in the featured roles, have returned to the Lasky studio from Wyare now at work on interior
scenes for this Clyde Fitch play which

oming and

was adapted by Julien Josephson.
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PICTORIAL SECTION

Film News
in

Stories Told

by

of Exhibitors Herald

Pictures

the

Camera

in

front of

Issue of September 2

Here's an exhibitor with a keen outlook
life and quick on the trigger.
Jacob
Schreiber, owner of the
Blackstone
theatre, at Detroit, Mich., went hunting
recently in the Big Horn country in

on

Wyoming.
He bagged
brown bear and two cubs.

Laura
pretty

LaPIante,

Universal's

says she
doesn't mind portraying grandserial

player,

mother roles. In "Perils of the
Yukon" she had to play the
role of a girl of the sixties.

a

300-pound

Harry M. Warner
Independent

Film Corporation,
Philadelphia, holding on to a
papier mache lamppost which
will be used in exploiting Warner's
clair

"Main

Street,"

the

Sin-

Lewis rural novel.

Exhibitor Schreiber of Detroit isn't the only sportsman in the film fraternity. Here's one who may double with George
Washington any old time he desires to do so. Roy Crawford, vice president and treasurer of Associated Exhibitors,
says in showing this picture to his friends:
I borrowed them
"I can't honestly claim to have caught any of these.
all!"
Here, Diogenes, is your honest man at last.
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Harry
Meyer

Silver, partner of

of

the

Hamilton, O.,

is

Fred

September

2,

1922

S.

Palace theatre,
convalescing in a

Detroit hospital following a serious operation.

Two Doves
Mrs. Dove

Virginia Valli has been deigned a
Universal star as result of her ex-

and her mother.
a daily visitor at the

Billie
is

work in "The Storm." She
has completed a praiseworthy portrayal opposite Lon Chaney in "Bitter Sweet."
cellent

Metro studio, where Billie is acting
in "Country Love," under the direction of Emile Chautard.

Harry Goldstein, New Plaza thewhich is being remodeled.
It
will reopen September 1. Goldstein has been an
atre, Detroit,

exhibitor for twelve years.

own

Leah Baird

stars in her

Exhibitors.

She writes her own

tinuities.

of "When
ture.

productions for Associated
stories and her own conAnd as this picture (taken between scenes
the Devil Drives) shows she reads good litera-

New

pose of Betty Compson, the Paramount

now appearing

HERALD
Philip E.

in

star,

"The Bonded Woman," described

review as

"A

who

is

in the

strong, virile story of the sea."

Rosen directed the attraction for Paramount.
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George W. Sampson,
former Pathe manager at Detroit, Mich.,
is

now

rice-president

and general manager
the

of

Theatres

Cinderella

Company

at

Detroit.

H.

Frank Allan

the

Stuart

Wausau,

of Thomas H. Ince, distinguished producer, who
has reached an amicable settlement of differences which have
existed between him and First National. "Skin Deep" will be first
of eight specials which will be distributed through First National
this season at intervals of four to six weeks.
Harris & Ewing
photo.

New photograph

of

theatre,

Wis.

He

has been in the business

fourteen years.

Graham

Graham-

Marguerite Clayton has the role of

Wilcox Productions, Ltd., London,

North
the heroine in the Weber
production for the state right mar-

and

who

Cutts, director of

Mae Marsh, American

star,

G-W

film

is

featured

in

"Flames of Passion."*

&

ket,

"The Curse

of

Drink."

Scene from
of

the

"Queen

Moulin

Rouge,"

the special
being distributed
by American Releasing Corporation.

now

The

biggest and the littlest of the
industry meet. President Will H.
Hays of the M. P. P. D. A. and Century's 3-year-old star,

Baby Peggy.
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Here are the impressively attired men who heralded the coming of
Metro's "Prisoner of Zenda" to New York. The men walked in
twos and threes through the city's crowds with the bright red
"Zenda" ribbons across their chests. It was an effective stunt and
contributed to the remarkable business done by the Rex Ingram
production at the Astor theatre, where it had its premiere during
the latter part of July.

Eddie Lyons and his charming wife have left New
for the Coast, the comedian being the proud
possessor of a new contract bearing the signature

York

of Dr.

W.

E. Shallenberger, president of

Arrow.

J. Fleming of T. D. & L. Pasadena theatre, Pasadena, Cal., converted
Ford coupe into trackless engine to exploit

Manager N.

Mack

Sennett-First National picture,

Crossroads of

New

"The

York."

Charles Ray delivers the first print of his
United Artists picture, "A Tailor
Made Man," to Managing Director Fred
A. Miller of the California theatre, Los
Angeles.
initial

This letter is a concrete answer
reached William Duncan, the Vitagraph star, with
little or no delay.
By curious coincidence another fan letter addressed
"Edith Johnson, United States," arrived from Brussels the same week.
Speaks well for popularity of players.

Are

postal employes motion picture fans?

in the affirmative.

It
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M
82

July

V
honorary life membership card ever issued by the
Western Motion Picture Advertisers, and President Will H.
Hays of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America was recipient of the membership while on his

First

recent Coast pilgrimage.

Prominent film man. John
J. Heagney, who is exchange manager for
American Releasing Corporation at its
Mich., branch.

Detroit,

Tom

Foster of the Star

theatre at Stanley, Wis.,
is

numbered among the

pioneers

of
organization.

exhibitor

Considering the bushel or so of matches strewn upon the
one might infer that Lloyd Hamilton was decidedly
unsuccessful in his endeavor to light his cigarette in his
initial comedy,
"The Speeder," which Educational will
distribute through its exchanges during the forthcoming
floor,

season.

A striking photograph of Norma Talmadge as she will
appear in her new First National attraction, "The Eternal
Flame." This elaborate production is numbered among a
list of specials announced by First National for distribuPhotograph by Abbe.
tion during the season of 1922-23.

—

Will H. Hays talks things over with Dorothy Phillips and
M. C. Levee, president of United Studios, Hollywood.
Miss Phillips is now being starred in "The World's a

produced by Principal Pictures
Lesser-Rosenberg organization.
Stage,"

Corporation,

a
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Demands Warrant
Greater Pictures

NO

small amount of interest is being
taken in the annual election of officers
for the A. M. P. A. which takes place on
the second Thursday in September, which
this particular epoch is slipped to us on the
14th proximo. For the first time in several
years there is keen competition for one of
the principal offices.
It has been customary for the slate prepared by the nominating committee to go
through without opposition. But this year
it is for the robes
the office of vicepresident that there is contention.
The nominating committee this year presented a majority and a minority report,
both being identical in the selection of candidates except for the vice-presidency. The
majority report named J. W. O'Mahoney,
of Educational, for the office. The minority report named Victor Shapiro, of Pathe.
Naturally the majority report was adopted.
The Shapiro adherents, however, assert
that their man through the hard work he
has done for the organization since its inception, is entitled to recognition and are
determined that they will at least make a

things are different and

and halo attaching

to

gets it.
advantage of a provision of the

fight to see that he

Taking

by-laws which permits any seven members
to place a candidate in the field, a nom-

naming

Mr.

was filed
petition
Shapiro as a candidate for the vice-presithe signatures of Fred
bore
This
dency.
E. Baer, Charles W. Barrell, J. L. Bernard,
inating

A. L. Feinman, Nat G. Rothstein, Rutgers
Neilson, Herbert Crooker and A. L. Selig.
And so the battle is on. It is expected
that a pleasant time will be had by all.
»

*

*

And

the cryptic last line of the letter
by Tom Wylie, the erudite epigrammatist
of the A. M. P. A., in sending out the notice of the filing of the nominating peti"Yours for sober reflection."
tion, reads:
* * *

Horace Judge, who writes good publicity
for First National when he isn't wrestling
with the soil of the model farm which surrounds his country
problem which has
gentlemen farmers.
Chickens eat a

estate,

worried

solved a
many other

has

lot
of scratch
Scratch feed costs a lot of money. Chickens should lay enough eggs to pay for the
Some times they don't and
scratch feed.
the farmer has to dig heavily into his jeans
Diligent search
to pay the feed store man.
into the records of the scratch feed industry has convinced Mr. Judge that the profits
on scratch feed are reminiscent of war

feed.

times.

So Farmer Judge is having prepared a
patch of ground in which he will plant
and raise his own scratch feed.
He is
working on a system of planting now so
that enough scratch feed will be ripe each
day for the day's consumption. This he
figures will save storage.

Mr. Judge's philanthropic spirit will not
allow him to retain his solution of the
scratch feed problem for his own use, so
he wll make no attempt to protect it under the copyright law.
* * *

Rodolph Valentino, of "Blood and Sand,"
tearing records to pieces at
It has been kept on for a third
week and in order to relieve the congestion Hugo Riesenfeld is also playing it this
week at the Rialto. To do this he was compelled to close "Nice People" which had
been billed for a second week."
or both,

is

the Rivoli.

still

The Strand is another theatre which will
hold over an attraction for a second week's
showing which it rarely does. "The Masquerader" with Guy Bates Post is so well
liked by Strand patrons that it is kept on
as the feature of this week's bill.
*

*

*

And

while on the subject of pictures
standing up along Broadway it is worthy
of note that "Sherlock Holmes" with John
Barry more is now in its ninth week at B.
S. Moss' Cameo theatre, with little if any
sign of a let-up.
* * *

Albert Locatelli, owner and manager of
Central theatre at Somerville, Mass.,
of which city Boston is a suburb, according to Locatelli came over to New York
to take a peep at the opening of "The
Prisoner of Zenda."
He says it is good
enough even to play in the Central theatre,
of Somerville, Mass.
The only improvement he could suggest is to have the film
show Dantes thrown into the Harvard
Charles River.
the

—

*

Jacob Lourie

*

*

another Boston film

is

man

who spent part of the week in New York
looking them over.
Mr. Lourie is owner
of the Modern, Park and Beacon, three of
the biggest picture theatres in the town
made famous by Paul Revere and the Leahy
brothers, Tim and Bill.
Mr. Lourie says
he saw several that looked good to him.
P. S.
are speaking of pictures.
* * *

— We

Warner Brothers

issued invitations last

formal opening of the W-B
Inc., which opening took
place Tuesday, very wide and not so darned
formal as to hurt. Eddie Bonns, who de-

week

to the

Film Exchange,

signed the front elevation of the invitations,

had printed in small type at the bottom
the word "Refreshments," which caused
considerable wonderment as to just what
was meant. Those who attended, and not
many missed, had this wonderment and
something else assuaged. That last word
harmonizes
well
with refreshments
in
proper quantity.
*

*

*

Bill Yearsley, after threatening all summer to do it, has finally galloped off on his
vacation, Friday last being the auspicious
day.
Bill says he's been so long starting
that he's keeping his destination secret for
fear something may turn up to call him
back, but his postoffice address will be in
close proximity to a mighty good trout
stream.
*

*

*

Morton Blumenstock is the editor of
the issue of the A. M. P. A. Bulletin that
appears coincidentally with this number of
the Herald. Bob Dexter was slated for it
but they rolled the ivories and Morton lost.
said that Morton, who has
just returned to First National's New York
office after two months' exploiting at New
Haven, had had a long enough vacation.
*
* *

Anyway, Bob

You can

say it any way you choose, but
contend that Al Freeman, a newcomer at the game, has been playing golf
long enough now to get the swing of it.
* * *
they

According

to

Ned Holmes some

of the
troubles with "praise agents" is that they
have taken the second "p" out of "boost"

and inserted an "a."
*

Charlie
his

*

*

Barrell has

cottage not-by-the-sea

Arthur F. Beck

/""OPTIMISM

now
at

established

Sugar Loaf

is
the keynote brought
^-^ back by Arthur F. Beck, independent
producer, who has just completed a tour

of key cities and exchange centers.

Mr.
independent exhibitors are extending hearty support to
worth while productions and on the
strength of the bookings on the Leah
Baird productions during the summer he
has concluded arrangements with Arthur
Kane, president of Associated ExS.
hibitors
for the production of even
greater and more lavish photoplays than

Beck points out

that

heretofore.

"The phenomenal booking records

es-

tablished by Associated Exhibitors upon

our first two productions, 'Don't Doubt
Your Wife' and 'When the Devil Drives'
during a reputed 'bad' summer," states Mr.
Beck, "gave the officials of our company
We had
a most unexpected surprise.
really not anticipated any intensive booking efforts until Fall in view of the al-

most unanimous report of

dull

theatre

times."

"Three weeks' run in the Bijou Dream,
Chicago, and big business reports on
week runs in such houses as John Kunsky's Madison in Detroit the Aldine in

—

—

in
Philadelphia the
Winter
Garden
Seattle
Clune's Broadway in Los Angeles,
equally
surprising
other
bookings
of
and
calibre for this past summer were only
forerunners of what is now lined up for
our third release. The production 'When

—

Husbands Deceive' is our
presentation of the series."
and guests are welcome.

most

lavish

The Pompeiian

pool will be installed as soon as
the railroad strikers arbitrate and allow
the cement to be shipped through.
* * *

swimming

Apropos of Dick Barthelmess' next pic"The Bond Boy," Charlie Einfeld
wants to know if any of the scenes were
taken in Wall Street. The next thing is
for some exploitation man to suggest a
(It's a story
bond issue campaign on it.
of the Kentucky mountains.)
ture,

John

S.

Spargo.
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Board Reorganizes
To Assist Will Hays

on Film Provided in
Measure Adopted by Senate

Tariff

Robin Elected President of
Exchange Organization
Bill

At Capital

Now

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Aug. 22.— Important changes in policy and also in
officers was made by the Film Board of
Trade of Washington, D. C, at a meeting of the organization held recently. R.
Clinton Robin, Pathe, was elected president. Other officers elected were: Walter
Price. Goldwyn, vice-president; Eugene
Wilson, Vitagraph, treasurer, and C. M.
Thomas, Strand, secretary. It was also
voted to continue the services of Charles
E. Wagner as corresponding secretary.

Co-operate With Hays

To

understood that in line with the
new policy it will be the purpose of the
organization to work along the same lines
as is to be followed by Will H. Hays and
that it will be the object of the association to form a solid foundation upon
which the new Hays plan can be strongly
It is

built.

harmony between

Greater

the exchange

and the exhibitor through closer co-operation with the various exhibitor bodies
will also be sought.

Form
The

Grievance Committee

step in this direction, it is believed, will be the establishment of a
grievance committee composed of three
exchanges and also three exhibitors, one
appointed by the Virginia exhibitors'
league, one by the Maryland exhibitors'
league, and one representing the District
ef Columbia. The exchanges will be represented on this committee by Clinton
Robin. Pathe; Joseph S. Hebrew, Fox;
and C. M. Thomas, Strand Film.

to

Produce

Film Near

St.

Louis

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO., Aug. 22.— A new
company to make motion pictures has
ST.

been organized in St. Louis by Aaron
Fineschriber and Louis K. Ansell, owners of the Variety theatre, 5 North Broadway. Leon De La Mofhe, who has been
in St. Louis for several weeks past, has
been retained as director general of production for the new concern, which will
be known as The Mid-West Production

Company.

A studio will be erected on Creve
Coeur Lake about twenty miles from St.

Goes to Joint Committee to Reconsider
Differences in Rates Upper House Levies
Duty of Four-Tenths Cent

—

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, August 22.—Agreeing to a rate of four-

tenths of 1 cent per linear foot for raw film stock, the senate last week
passed the tariff bill, and the measure now goes to a conference committee, where the differences in rates between the house and senate bills will

be thrashed out.

There are several differences between the house and the senate in
paragraph 1451, which relates to photographic cameras, films, etc., which
will come up in the conference committee.
Senate Levies Rate of Four-Tenths Cent
The house rate on sensitized but not exposed or developed film, for
instance, was 20 per cent ad valorem, based upon the American valuation,
while the original senate finance committee recommendation was one-hal^
cent per linear foot, which was later replaced by the rate of four-tenths
cent.
greater than the same rate based on the
foreign value of the goods.

Negatives in the house bill, whether developed or not, and positives, were given
a rate of 30 per cent ad valorem, while
the senate provided a rate of 2 cents per
linear foot for negatives, exposed but
not developed, and 3 cents a foot where
exposed and developed, and 11 cents per

Vote

The vote

Provides

1

The first thing which the conference
committee will have to take up is the
basis on which ad valorem duties shall
be assessed. The house provided that all
ad valorem duties should be based upon
the value in this country of the commodity imported, while the senate provided rates to be based upon the foreign
value, which is now used. Upon the set-

Louis

is

Baum Promoted

From Ranks By Equity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 22.— At a meeting
Equity Pictures Corporation officials
Louis Baum ,at present general manager,

of

tlement of this question much depends,
for a 30 per cent ad valorem rate, based
valuation,

—

expected that the conferences between the representatives from the house
and senate on the bill will consume at
least a month.
There is a possibility,
however, that final enactment will be delayed until November or December.
Debate on the bill was commenced last
April and it has continued with few interruptions during the intervening four
months.
It is

of 25 per cent ad valorem, while the senate provided for a duty of 1 cent a
foot.

American

the measure

25,

bill.

Motion picture films or negatives
from the United States and exposed in a foreign country by an American producer working abroad temporarily,
where 60 per cent of the picture was
made in this country, were given a rate

the

to

—

Cent Duty

taken

on

Is 48 to 25

for passage of

Senator Borah being the
only Republican voting in the negative.
Ransdell,
Three
Democrats Senators
Broussard and Kendrick voted for the

was 48

foot for positives.

first
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was promoted to the position
president of the concern.

much

of

vice-

^hatSxkibitovs
are saying about

Louis.

"The HERALD
Is

Made Controller of
Al Lichtman Interests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 22.— J. G. Bachmann, treasurer of the A. Lichtman Corporation and of Preferred Pictures, Inc.,
announces the appointment of R. P. Hildreth as controller for both organiza-

theatre, Crofton,

Mr. Hildreth was chief auditor for the
Fox Corporation prior to joining
Preferred and the Lichtman organiza-

V\ illiam
tions.

If

They Subscribe

surely worth

its

weight

in

gold."

— H.

DREXLER,

Star

¥

¥

¥

"I want to express my appreciation of the most valuable assistance you
have given me both through the columns of your HERALD and by mail.
started in business with no experience and found your column 'What the Picture
Did for Me' of great value. It has no doubt saved us the price of the subscription many times."
C. E. PHILLIPS, Galien theatre, Galien, Mich.

We

—

¥

¥

¥

check for two years' subscription to your worthy pubsurely enjoy reading the HERALD and get lots of good out of it.
lication.
believe it is worth its weight in gold to any exhibitor."
J. S. WASSERMAN,
Rialto theatre, Pecos, Tex.

"Enclosed

tions.

is

Neb.

find a

We

—

We

to the

HERALD,

They Read

the

HERALD!
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Ince Considers His Fall

September

2,

1922

Output

Greatest of Career
Go Through

Initial Picture to

National Following
"Skin Deep"

First

Settlement of Differences Is
H. INCE,
THOMAS
which have existed

following settlement last week of the differences
between he and First National, announces that
he considers the eight productions which are on the 1922-23 schedule
of the distributing company as the greatest pictures of his career.

NNOUNCEMENT

A

last

week

that Mr.

Ince and First National had adjusted
tliL-ir differences which had been in ne-

months came as one
most important announcements of

gotiation for several
of the

the season.
It

announced that "Skin Deep,"

is

trie

of the Ince series, will be published

first

early

September and that the other

in

seven pictures of the series will follow at
intervals of four to six weeks.
*

*

*

"Skin Deep" is a fast action drama of
York's East side, proclaimed a
"melodrama with the Ince punch." It
was directed by Lambert Hillier with a
cast of notable players including Milton
Sills, Florence Vidor, and Marcia Manon.
It is from an original story by Marc Ed-

New

mund Jones.
Among the

publications will be

early

"The Hottentot," an adaptation

of Willie

The

Collier's rip roaring stage success.

chief role

who

Lean,

portrayed by Douglas Mcis supported by Madge Bel-

is

lamy.

happy and hilarious comedy drama in
which Douglas McLean will be featured,
supported by a cast of well known playIt will be followed by "Someone to
ers.
Love" an unusual drama of the circus in
which the heroine is portrayed by Madge
Bellamy and the hero by Cullen Landis,

player

in "Bell

Boy

will

be the featured

13," a hilarious

com-

edy drama which is declared to afford
him an opportunity unrivaled since his
remarkable performance in "Twentythree and One-half Hours Leave."
Under the working title of "Jim," a big
drama has been built from Bradley
King's original story with John Bowers,
Milton Sills, Marguerite de la Motte, and
Francelia Billington in the cast.
'The Sunshine Trail" is the title of a

juvenile.
* * *

Frank Keenan, Lloyd Hughes, MarMotte appear in the drama
temporarily titled "The Brotherhood of
guerite de la

Hate," a story of old Kentucky.
The eighth of the series will be
of Action" in which Douglas

"A Man
McLean

will star.

In announcing the completion of this
important transaction, Mr. Ince made the
following statement of policy in regard
to pictures he will make during the coming year:
"Novelty has become an essential if a
picture is to win the stamp of public approval.
I intend that every production
bearing my signature shall make the appeal of novelty.
"Two other factors must be borne in
mind for successful screen production I

Our art must be democratic and
must be truthfully portrayed.
"Through many intensely active years

believe.
life

of

Douglas McLean

known

the well

picture

pioneer

I
have seen the
and ten cent houses' grow

production

'five

into established picture

ences

have changed

in

theatres.

Audi-

type and

con-

stantly growing numbers, but they are
still recruited from rich and poor alike.
must continue to appeal to all classes
of humanity or we shall perish even
though our tombs be million dollar pal-

We

can be done only through
life with its grim
shadows and its preponderance of joy."
(A new photograph of Mr. Ince is pubaces.

This

the truthful portrayal of

lished in the "Pictorial Section.")

MONEY
MA KING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully
by

Exhibitors
By W.

to
S.

Build

HARRIS

Marked Tree, Ark.)
following to be
the best to hold my business
(Grand

theatre,

find

I

the

up.

Our motto
Promptness.
Kindness,
Honesty,
Good
Clean Pictures, properly exploited,
and a Good Clean
House, with good projection*
:

By

J.

W. BOAT WRIGHT

(Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.)

Here is the way I stayed
game:
Bought some Jewels for

in

Up

Th eir Patronage

bucks for Friday and Saturday nights. Charged 10 and
25 cents for them.
Now, I didn't do much on
the last night but I got on the
first night almost enough
to
pay my expenses for the two
nights.
So you see that on
the last night, I had a little
profit.
Beats a loss all to
pieces.
Oh, Boy! Try it once.
Remember that as long as
you are in the game, the biggest thing

the

15

RIGHT

is

the "buy."

BUY

GORDON

GRIFFITH, juvenile actor in
to Be Pitied than Scorned" a
C. B. C. feature.

"More

new

Another Firm Is Hit
By U. S. Commission

On

Reissue Question

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Aug. 22.—
Another in the string of formal complaints through which the Federal Trade
Commission hopes to settle whether the
reissue under new titles of old films constitutes unfair methods of competition
was issued last week, naming the American Film Corporation, a Virginia corporation

This

is

with

headquarters in

the first having named
Film Corporation.
ture,

Chicago.

the second complaint of this nathe

Fox

The complaint against the American
Film Corporation charges that the company prior to 1919 published a number of
films, which are specified by name, as
first-run films, and that, in 1919 and 1920,
the same films were reissued under new
titles and with some slight changes in
the pictures. No attempt was made in
sending out these reissues to advise either
exhibitors or the public that they were
not first-run films. Further, "In some of
the photoplays depicted by these films
the leading roles had been enacted by an
actor or actress in the employ of the re-

spondent who had become well known to
and popular with the general public, commonly known as stars, and the popularity
of these photoplays had originally largely
depended upon the fact that such stars
enacted the leading roles and in some instances the stars who had enacted such
leading roles as aforesaid had severed
their connection with the respondent before the time said plays were reissued
and had entered the employment of competitors of the respondent and at the time
these reissues were being distributed and
exhibited such stars were appearing in
productions of these competitors and
lending thereto the same value and popularity."

A

reply to the charges in the complaint
to be filed in writing with the commission within thirty days.
is

—

THE THEATRE
$F PRACTICAL

Mean Money

Short Subjects
New
To

Policy

in

Short Subject Advertising Vital

Exhibitor Welfare in

DUE

to natural but regrettable causes, the short subject, eldest of film forms, stands
before trade and public today in
the obscuring half light of reflected publicity. To trade and public,
losers alike by the circumstance,
an industry avowedly intent upon
ridding itself of archaic impediments in anticipation of a brilliant
season owes corrective enlighten-

ment.
Brief inspection of short subhistory reveals record of
consistent advance over a course

ject

punctuated

by

two major

re-

verses.

Recognition of these as such is
essential to the dissipation of the
blighting inhibitions they have
imposed.

advent of the feature
THE
length production quite naturally moved the short .subject
into the background of trade and

public

consciousness.

During

the period of the long picture's
astounding class popularity it
was inevitable and not altogether
improper that the minor feature
should be offered and received as
"filler."
The more serious error
was in general failure to reinstate
the brief entertainment at the
time, long past, when feature
pictures ceased to be in demand
solely because of linear dimensions and a merit basis came into effect.

The second severe blow, an
this failure to meet

outgrowth of

with a natural treatment, was dealt by the
then amply prosperous showmen
who rushed elaborate prologues
and special orchestras to the supa natural condition

port

of the

headlong

feature picture in
disregard of conse-

quences.

For

failure to employ the obmore fitting short subject in this capacity heavy pay-

viously

Coming Theatre Season

ARTICLE

1

ment has been and continues to
be exacted.

WITH

unshaken

confidence

their product and with
strength of purpose such as is
rarely displayed in this or any
industry, the makers of short
subjects have progressed steadily in the face of protracted neglect toward perfection of technic and expansion of resources.
The result is that the present
market affords exhibitors disposed to seek them exactly fitting
and
highly
meritorious
short subjects for every purpose
and occasion.
in

Exhibitors are not unaware of
this circumstance.
Patrons are.
Exhibitors, in greater numbers
than
commonly believed, are
availing themselves of this market.
But patrons do not know
it.

Habit

is

responsible.

Only habit can explain the use
of 42-point type to announce an

unknown player

in a feature picunattractive title and
complete omission or uninformative 6-point mention of a known
comedian in a well titled comedy on the same program. Only
habit can explain the almost total neglect of cartoons, reviews,
travelogues, topical subjects of
all kinds,
in
American theatre
advertising.

ture

of

record
THE
since
the

of

the

news

inauguration

reel

of

"Xewspictures" as a department
of this paper not only proves conthat habit is responbut also that correction is
not difficult. In the brief period
of that department's operation
newspicture advertising by exhibitors has doubled in volume
many times. Special newspictures have been featured, a thing
previously unheard of. and space

clusively
sible

has been bought to advertise the
newspicture as an institution.
Presented to the public as a distinct entity, the news reel has

won

a great and growing following.
Results as satisfactory can be
obtained with any class of short
subject by a similar process. But
before complete success can be
expected in any such endeavor a
drastic revision of policy must be

made.

MUST be realized that the
ITbest
short subject can not attract patrons unless patrons are
told that it is to be exhibited.
It must be realized that "
Comedy" or even *'A
And

A

Braxd-Xame Comedy" means
much less to a patron than "Comediaxs-Xame ix 'Title-of-Comedy/ "
It must be understood
ly

and

finally that

if

definite-

certain short

subjects are booked because it is
believed patrons will like these
certain short subjects the glaringly obvious next step is to tell
patrons that the short subjects
are available for their inspection.
Advertisers must apply to the
writing of copy precisely the
same logic that the booker applies to the booking of subjects.

There

is

no

consistency.
To derive

efficiency

without

the greatest possi-

from the general business revival expected in the com-

ble benefit

ing season it is necessary to bring
theatre practice to the highest attainable pitch of efficiency. Correction of flaws in the theatre's
representation to the public, its
advertising, is the most important work that exhibitors can
undertake in this connection.
Mistreatment of the short subject is the most costly weaknes*
and should receive first attention.
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C. R. SULLIVAN, Fair theatre, Amariilo, Texas, used the above lobby for First National's "One Clear Call." In his "Theatre Letter*' herewith he tells how this front and other exploitation employed for the attraction "packed 'em."
Note particularly the spread obtained by
placement of the big cutouts at the sidewalk edge. THE CENTER PIECE IS AN ENLARGED PHOTOGRAPH OF THE LOCAL

KU

KLUX KLAN.

Enlarges Photo of
Local Ku Klux
For Lobby

Creamer's Lobbies
Support Appeal

THEATRE EDITOR,

THEATRE EDITOR,

Of Picture

Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir:

Sir:

Enclosed herewith find photo of lobby
we used on "One Clear Call." Together
with the following, it packed 'em.
Three weeks in advance we hung all
big paper.
Two weeks in advance we
started trailer

and

slide.

One week

Am
.

in

advance we hung all small stuff and arranged a tie-up with the local Ku Klux
Klan.

We

had an actual photograph

of the
initiation enlarged
by 72 inches and used this in the
center piece.

Ku Klux Klan

local
to 48

Saturday before the picture opened on

Monday we
Klux Klan
the
day.

placed six men in the Ku
on horses and they rode
the following Wednes-

attire
streets until

We

aways

lifelike.

I painted a background, the water painted blue and the
rocks brown.
The paper was pasted at
extreme edges to back of columns with a
piece of wall board running across for a
brace and also holding the cutout.

Big business.

Yours

For "The Boat" I built a comic boat of
wall board, painting same with white alabastine, the lettering in black giving a good
contrast.
The cutout of Buster is from
the one-sheet and is nailed to the back, as
is the sail.
This attractor is very easy to make. I
want to give credit to the Alamo of Griffin, Ga., for they used a somewhat similar
display.
For "The U. P. Trail," I went at it a
little differently.
I made a cutout of the
one-sheet, pasting same on 8-ply cardboard.
This allows the figures to curl somewhat,

making the cutout more
Using newsprint stock,

used newspapers and throw-

plentifully.

Results:

enclosing photos of recent exploita-

tion.

truly,

C. R. SULLIVAN,
Fair theatre, Amariilo, Tex.

forest shown in the background
used small willow branches supporting
same by fine wires strung from column to
This added "atmosphere" grabs
column.
all the attention, whereas a cutout alone
would be passed by.
These displays I place in the lobby two
weeks before playing date. For a flash I
used a rotogravure newspaper page showing early scenes in the building of the U. P.
Railroad, surrounding same with stills from
This
I'll say it stopped 'em.
the picture.

For the

I

DEAR MR. SULLIVAN:
It is very easy to believe your report of
"big business." In view of the voluminous
publicity received by the organisation named
and the extent and duration of your cam-

paign

-would have been strange indeed
results been forthcoming.
Your co-operation undoubtedly qualifies
as a "first." And "firsts" arc the special aim
of the real showmen who contribute "Theit

had other

J.

W. CREAMER'S

atre Letters" to this department. Will you
join the circle? Its members have done a
great deal toward guiding the box office
over the heated period and much remains
Your aid will be deeply apto be done.
preciated.
W. R. W.

lobby display for First National
Boat," described in the accompanying letter.

—

"The

"WILD HONEY,"

Universal production featuring
Dean, inexpensively but completely lobbied.

Priscilla

September
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Theatre Problem

What's Wrong Here?
Answer
photo shows

Bottom of Page 62

at

how

I

fill

of our lobby.
It takes
sults are what I want.

up the odd corners
work, but the reSincerelv.

JNO. W. CREAMER.
Strand theatre. Chillicothe. Mo.

DEAR MR. CREAMER

:

In selection for the exploitation of your
pictures material that pointedly supports
the main appeal of the pictures and their
titles it seenis to us you strike right to the
heart of the exploitation proposition.
If
a campaign doesn't do just that, it certainly cannot produce satisfied patrons.
Good as are your photographs indhidually, icv do not believe any point of either
is more important than that.
Both, also,
strengthen that important theory by actual
demonstration. Many thanks for the contribution. And let's have more.
IV. R. W.

"Douglas Fairbanks
store

Victor L. Schertzinger has been engaged by B. P. Schulberg to direct "The
Lonely Road," the next Preferred Pictures' contribution to the list of AssoFirst

National

attractions
is

in
starred.

Schertzinger just finished a series of
his
own productions, at American
Studios. Santa Barbara, and his directorial
successes in the past include
many of Charles Ray's most popular

Road" is an orLogue. who also
wrote "The Infidel" and "Heroes and
Husbands" in which Katherine Mac-

pictures.
"The Lonely
iginal story, by Charles

Donald

starred.

in

Pre-Publication
Exploitation

Schertzinger to Direct
New MacDonald Picture

ciated

in Robin Hood" was accorded this window display by a prominent Boston
The United Artists feature is believed to be the first exploited in this
manner before publication date.

Fairbanks Film

—

which Katherine MacDonald

voluntarily.

"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood" is believed to be the first
picture to receive exploitation through merchant cooperation prior
to publication. The incident occurred in Boston.
of suitable character?
And why is not
TILLS made during production
all such advertising as may be obtained
the Fairbanks production were obwholly "velvet"?
tained by the window dresser of Filene's
* » *
department store, one of the largest in
Pre-publication
through
New England, and enlarged to the di- magazine and other exploitation
tie-ups is a matter of
mensions desired. The window display
record, almost of course with some conreproduced above was then installed.
cerns.
But this sort of thing gets right
The forest background is supposed to
down to cities and towns, establishing a
represent the Sherwood Forest concerned
more personal interest than any of tht
in the story from which the picture is
methods that are in general use. Th
Archery equipment, in increasderived.
proposition should be given careful con-

O

^

"

demand with

the spread of the sport
country, was the primary element
of the window from the merchant's point
of view. The stills were desired as means
of attracting attention to the layout.

ing

sideration.

in this

*

*

*

In view of the limited vogue of archery
at this time, however, it is more than
probable that to the great majority of
passersby the window appealed primarily
as an advertisement for the motion picture rather than otherwise. Nothing but
the best results can be expected from the
circumstance when the production is
given its Boston premiere.
The incident, occurring through a merchant's genuine interest in an unpublished
motion picture, suggests a new activity
for

J.

W.

This

CREAMER
is

utilizes all of his foyer.
display for Hodkin-

an interior
son"s "The

U. P.

Trail."

exploitation

men

generally.

If

a

Boston department store iees fit to base
a window display on a picture in the making, why can not other merchants in
other cities be interested in other pictures

Exhibitors Interested in
New Series Says C. B. C.
Independent exhibitors are expressing themselves enthusiastic over the
prospects of obtaining its "Big Six"
series C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
states.

Among the exchange men who have
bought' the series are:
Sam Grand.
Federated Film Exchange of Xew England: Quality Film Exchange of WestVirginia.
Pennsylvania.
Ohio and
ern
Kentucky-; De Luxe Film Company.
Philadelphia. Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern Xew Jersey: Bobby Xorth.
Apollo Film Exchange, for Greater Xew
York and Xorthern Xew Jersey and
Grand Xorth Exchange
York State.

for

Upper

Xew
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New Talmadge Film
Studied exploitation and presentation is strongly advised for
"The Eternal Flame" by the exploitation department of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., in the following "Suggestions in the
survey contributed exclusively to this department.

Stills"

THE

recent editorial by Martin J.
Exhibitors
of
publisher
Quigley,
Herald, is peculiarly appropriate to "The
Eternal Flame" on the possibilities of
misdirected
exover-exploitation,
or

The old French coach, as
the still, is dignified and in
keeping with the picture. A masked occupant that will harmonize with some of
the scenes in the picture can be used with
this with a caption tying up with the pic-

ploitation.

ture.

picture of compelling charm of the
period after the French revolution that
artistic in every sense of the word is
is

not open to ballyhoo methods without
giving the public a misguided impression
Where gorgeous
of what to expect.
scenes and elaborate settings of the first
quarter of the nineteenth century pile on
top of each other in the culmination of
action they are more likely to be appropriate to prologues, or artistic lobby displays, than to street exploitation.
This is the case with "The Eternal
Flame," the latest First National attraction

starring

Norma Talmadge.
*

The ballroom,

*

*

the tavern and the courtfigure in the sets. For the first a
cotillion might please as a variation from
the ordinary feature in stage prologues
and a relief from the superfluity of jazz.
The tavern scene is more indicative
of a hunting party with its libations and
jollity.
Although audiences are more accustomed to associate such scenes with
England, they come within the sphere of
French life and belong with the picture,
although the hunting scenes themselves
take a secondary place in the story.
The courtyard scene offers a logical
suggestion for a street stunt if one seems

yard

advisable.

in

*

*

*

The courtyard scene

also offers an opportunity for a military prologue.
The
helmeted cuirassiers suggest the Soldiers'
Chorus. This has been Anglicized to a
sufficient audience to make it adaptable
to a picture that is French in
One of the big moments in

comes

in

the episode

where

1922

with a happy reunion terminating the prologue.

An

effective stage effect is suggested
still of Norma Talmadge before
the lightly curtained room in which the

by the

is being heated.
The silhouette effect can be worked out powerfully with the use of colored lights.
In
this conjunction a soloist rendering the
photoplay
edition
of
"The Eternal
Flame," published by Witmark, offers a
prologue that will not run into heavy expense and will not require a large company.

Exploitation

A

2,

branding iron

Merits Studied

shown

September

*

The

the story
the star is

sion, shortening some of the details of
the picture, in which the leading feminine
character proves her innocence of guile

*

Young

Star Has Big Part
In Goldstone Production

theme.

kidnaped by masked men to be branded
One first run house
as a heartless flirt.
manager is already planning a prologue
around this incident with a quick conclu-

*

of the star with the pigeon
and flowers is suggested for window tieups, as one of many from the collection
that can be distributed among retail merchants.
The twenty-four sheet on the
production has a striking profile of the
star that is serviceable for cutouts.
The stills indicate the lavishness of the
picture and the lines of exploitation that
are best suited for it.
They should be
dignified.
The use of the star's name,
memories of "Smilin' Through," and the
promise of another production of equal
artistry and interest seem to offer the
best advertising and exploitation points.
still

Frankie Lee. who played the part of the
boy in "The Miracle Man" and
who appears in the Paramount picture
"Borderland" has an important part in the
Phil Goldstone production "Deserted at the
Altar." The picture will be completed and
published in September.
crippled

all

Answer

to

Theatre

Problem
AN

excellent announcement sign containing copy
reflecting good judgment in proper billing of
an Educational short subject is deprived of considerable effectiveness by a poorly written second
line.
"A Story of Sweeties Rebellion" means
nothing whatever and for just that reason diverts
attention from the lines above and below, undoubtedly resulting in loss of potential business. (The
theatre is the Butterfly at Milwaukee.)

"THE ETERNAL FLAME"

stills

cited

accompanying "Suggestions in the
exploitation
outline.
Beginning
the above and reading clock-wise

in the
Stills"

with
the illustrations

and

6.

— Stills

run

1,

2,

3.

4,

5

September

2.
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1

"NANOOK OF THE NORTH"

exploita-

from various points of the compass
as told in accompanying story.
The feature has been found extremely valuable
tion

as

a

Summer

constitute

theatre

a

attraction.

The

working guide to

its

photos

proper

management.

obtained in the smaller combut may be borrowed from

less readily

"Nanook" Befriends

Box

When

Office

T^HE
*•

show

North"

nook

of the North" is keeping theatre
cashiers active at a time when climatic
conditions are such that little activity is
expected in the box office. The displays
that advertise the picture best are the
type of displays that advertise the theatre
best in the Summer season.
The theatres represented are the Circle
at Indianapolis, the Liberty at Spokane
and several Brooklyn houses. It will be
noted that a common note of quality runs

throughout.
*

cases.

is

above
illustrations
presented
some of the reasons why "Xa-

*

many

summer.

in

a growing success.
Since "The
Theatre" for this issue was laid out two "Theatre Letters" from
readers who have used it successfully to combat the thermometer
have been received. Not often does a single attraction figure as
subject of two letters in a given week. Read them next week to
learn why the Pathe feature is in such demand.
the

of

private individuals in

The effect of such a campaign as these
materials make possible is to represent the
theatre as a place of refuge from the heat
The favorable impression
of the period.
that such representation produces enThis is the sort of impression
dures.
that works most profitably for the theatre

Mercury Rises
"Nanook

munities

*

The Brooklyn exploitation was managed by the Pathe exploitation depart-

ment

Educators Interested in
"Sport Review" Pictures
In addition
the

produced

with the
various merchants involved. The Liberty
representation was produced by Ray A.
to
Grombacher, whose contributions
these columns maintain always a high
standard of excellence. The Circle campaign was executed under the managein

direct

cooperation

ment of Ralph Lieber.
The devices used are

of such character
as to render adaptation by theatres of
all classes and locations a matter of simple
enterprise.
Furs are plentiful, stuffed
animals being obtainable more often than
not.
The snow backing used so effectively is within the power of any practiced showman to produce.
The various

implements used by Eskimaux

may

"Sport

be

to

the theatrical value

Review" series
by Jack Eaton

now
for

of

being

Weiss

Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation,
it

is

said

that these various

single

reel

films are attracting the attention of the

various public school authorities in dif-

throughout the
cities
United
due to the outdoor nature of these
subjects and the fact that -they sponsor
various well known branches of sport.
Among the most popular Sport Reviews for "Young America" according
"Playto Goldwyn are the following:
ferent

States,

Game." "Record Breakers."
ing
the
"Winter
and
Pep"
"Building
L'p,"
"Speed." These films deal with athletic
training and the proper care of the body.
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of Stripes, the Zebra, for goats, a number
of which were called for in the various
scenes. Camie, the Century dog, gets sulky
streaks every once in a while and Maudie,
the mule, packs a wicked pair of heels.

JUL!

30

CAST OF

|

WORLDS

m

PREMIER SHOWING

26

ARTISTS"
NINE

SMASHING REELS

OF

HUMOR

INFECTIOUS

Theatre-made billboard representation for Charles Ray's first United Artists production used
by the California theatre, Los Angeles, where the picture was accorded its premiere.

"Tailor Made Man"
Premiere Is Big
Theatre Event
So successful was the premiere of "A Tailor Made Man" at the
California theatre, Los Angeles, that the house rule against indefinite
engagements has been set aside and the picture will continue until
further notice.
The premiere was a theatre event in more than one sense of
the term.

THE
Ray's

public exhibition of Charles
contribution to the United
Artists publication schedule was made the
extension
of warm welcome
occasion for
first

initial

Hiram Abrams,
by his new associates.
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, David

ers go to the theatre and allow Charles Ray
to convince them of the fact.
big tie-up with clothing dealers, involv-

A

many newspaper

cooperative spreads
about the title of the picture, was a
second adaptable and profitable feature of
ing

built

Posters Sell

the drive.

*

*

*

Because the stock billboard matter was
not as yet completed, the theatre found it
necessary to produce the billing, a sample of which is' reproduced on this page.
All in all, the premiere was a theatre
Strangely, in
event of considerable note.
view of newspaper habits, the press recognized it as such and devoted considerable
space to articles dwelling upon the point
that this is Mr. Ray's initial United Artists
attraction and making good use of the
Many of the articles apcorollary items.
peared over the signature of Mr. Lathrop.
engagement
progresses further
As the
reports undoubtedly will be forthcoming,
Floral tributes to "A Tailor
on the occasion of its initial
entation

Made Man"
public

pres-

W'ark

driffith and others of the immeorganization contributed congratulatory telegrams which were duly framed in
juxtaposition to the floral pieces bearing
their cards and arranged in the California
lobby.
Fred Miller, manager of the California, and several executives of othdr
producing organizations also contributed to
the broadside of welcome.

diate

Monroe

Lathrop, exploitation manager
for Charles Ray, had charge of the campaign conducted and introduced features
which undoubtedly will be identified with
the picture in its subsequent exhibitions
throughout the country.
Simplest of these, and most adaptable,
was the employment of several faultlessly
attired young men who went about the city
distributing cards containing a verse to the
effect that it is good policy to maintain
sartorial neatness and suggesting that read-

points
additional
exploitation
revealing
worthy of adaptation by exhibitors who
It is suggested,
will use the attraction.
particularly, that the news value of the
statement that this is Mr. Ray's first production under the new arrangement be
brought home forcibly to newspaper people

everywhere.

Has Job Making
Century Comedy Starring
All Animals in the Cast

Director

A new comedy in which animals only are
featured has been completed by Century
comedies under the direction of Al Herman.
There are approximately fifty different
animals taking part in the picture and the
task of directing such a film is said to have
called for rare patience on the part of the
director.
Eight weeks were required in its
making.
Rosie, the new Century monkey, is said to
be unusually temperamental and on three
occasions broke away from her master. It
took a whole forenoon to catch her. Further
difficulties developed through the aversion

Picture Plot
POSTERS

for "More
B. C. Film
Sales Corporation production, are

To Be

prepared

Pitied,"

C.

designed with the specific purpose
of "selling" the spirit of the picture
to the public through eloquent picTwo reproductions
torial matter.
from the stock, presented herewith, show the means by which
The same
this is accomplished.
idea is carried out in the remainder
of the matter. The reproductions
provide their own story.
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How
Start of the "Good Provider" truck parade used by the Strand theatre at Syracuse, N. Y-, as
exploitation for that Cosmopolitan-Paramount production.
Friendship with the mayor made
it

possible.

Extends

Friendship

Scope of Theatre
Theatre friendships, at one time dubiously regarded by the Old
Guard of American business, have come to figure with increasing
importance in the civic scheme of things in this country. Everybody
concerned is richer for the change of attitude.
McDowell

Syracuse,
of that city enabled

N. Y., for the mayor
the former to send through the streets
the truck parade shown in the accompanying illustration when the Cosmopoli-

tan-Paramount
Provider,"

was

production,
in

"The

engagement.

Good
There

was an ordinance against that sort of
thing which otherwise would have made
the venture impossible.
The result of the parade unquestionably was to bring more ; eoplc to ;he Ihe-

atre.

Having viewed the

cerned,

it

is

this

writer's

"The Green Temptation" with a theatre
welcome to the order. The cutouts arranged in juxtaposition to the welcome
board, neatly contrived, together with the
The theatre
or may not have realized that much
return from the visiting brothers, since
convention delegates are not notoriously
theatregoers, but in extending the hand
of friendship it did Galveston at least $10
worth of good by giving its guests of the
occasion something to talk about and relatter, totalled a cost of $10.

may

member.
Something very much

Civic Influence
friendship of Manager
THE
of the Strand theatre at

a Galveston exhibitor welcomed the
Elks in convention and advertised
his
whole program at the same time

picture

con-

un mportant

opinion that everybody drawn to tlie theatre in this way, cr in any way for that
matter, left the auditorium a better citizen for his visit.
The friendship made
money for the house, in all probability,
but is is vastly more important that it

made good

citizenship for the city.
the B. P. O. E., 5,000 strong,
convened in Galveston, Tex., Manager
Sassen of a theatre r.ot named in the report combined billing for .'aramount's

When

like the Syracuse
incident occurred in Ashtabula, O., when
H. M. Johnson of the Majestic theatre
exhibited "Across the Continent" and advertised it on the street in the manner
shown in the illustration. Atlomobile
enthusiasts were drawn to the theatre undoubtedly. And in view of the picture
concerned the manager's exploitation
must be accepted as an appreciated "tip"
to fellow citizens that something they
wished to see was to he displayed for

their

enjoyment.

The

three incidents, not exceptionally
but selected at random to emphasize the point, serve to illustrate the not
generally appreciated development by
which exploitation has been brought almost to the estate of civic tooperation.
citizenship. The work is well begun.
If
exhibitors consider it as such and develop
it
accordingly rapid progress may be
made to a basis as yet barely suggested.
fitting

"Week"

Exhibitor Starts

Of Mary and Doug Films
The week

of

August

has been set aside by

1ST

manager of

Hoyburn

inclusive,

G. Sturdivant.
theatre.

Evans-

"Pickford-Fairbanks
Week." during which he will show the
following United Artists pictures:
Monday. Mary Pickford's "Pollyanna":
Tuesday and Wednesday, Douglas Fairbanks' "The Mark of Zorro"; Thursday,
Mary Pickford's "The Love Light";
Friday. Douglas Fairbanks' "The Nut";
and Saturday, Mary Pickford's 'Suds.''
ton,

ti

the
as

21-26,

W.

111.,

a

Star Cast Is Chosen for
Fitzmaurice's "Kick In"
Betty Compson and Bert Lytell head
the cast chosen for George Fitzmaurice's
Paramount production, "Kick In," which
has just been put into production at the
In support of the two
Lasky studio.
featured players will be Gareth Hughes,
H. M. Johnson, Majestic theatre, Ashtabula, O., rigged up a motor car in this manner to adthe engagement of "Across the Continent," Wallace Reid's most recently published
racing feature.

vertise

May McAvoy, Kathleen Clifford. Robert
Agnew, Walter Long, John Miltern and
Mayme

Kelso.
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Exploits Self
u'THE MASQUER ADER,"
National

attraction,
as early

First

almost

exploits itself,
reports
from theatres using it indicate.
Two readily adaptable stunts are

shown herewith.
At the
apolis a

State theatre in Minnebeauty contest between

usherettes, masked,

was promoted,
comment

widespread

producing

and

interest, the entrants "electioneering" diligently.
At the Capitol theatre in St.
Paul an automobile bearing a well
dressed man and asking without
answering the pointed question
seen on the fore-door was used in
advance of play date, winning wide
attention and newspaper comment.
Both enterprises are of adaptable
nature.

made

"Storm" Thrives as
Newspaper Tie-Up
Strikes Public
People believe newspapers. Unfortunately, newspapers do not
always give motion pictures the "breaks." The more reason, therefore, for good tie-ups which bring the press into support of the
theatre, the primary reason remaining, always, that there is much
money for the theatre in a good cooperative campaign.

X/TARC LACHMANN,

Universal exbrought the New
York Evening Mail, conservative evening
paper, into active and helpful cooperation
with the Central theatre in the exploitation of "The Storm," widely and variously exploited production.
The 'campaign ran for eleven days, the newspaper

*

ploitation

expert,

Just what bit of literature
the gentleman in the foreground is trying
to persuade the lady to accept is not

nered wagons.

is

clear in the report, but

it

probably

copy of the newspaper.
Curiously, no definite statement of box
a

during the run is available.
view of the picture's great suc-

office results

But

in

cess in other engagements less spectacularly exploited it is reasonable to assume
that all parties to the undertaking were
gratified.

New Company Added

to

R-C Production Units
With four units producing and two
more preparing, R-C Pictures announces
the addition of another company to its
Miss Gloria Joy, the elevenroster.
year-old star, has started production on
of
twelve two-reel comedy
a
series
dramas.
Miss Joy will be directed by

Sherwood MacDonald.

The new star has just finished
headline tour of the Pantages circuit
a dramatic sketch.

givii g ove r column upon column to the
event.
The contest which provided the necessary something-to-talk-about was a "Which
Man?" affair based upon two extreme
characters in the play, those portrayed
The
by House Peters and Matt Moore.
circulation department of the newspaper
entered into the thing enthusiastically and
the delivery wagons were turned over to
Mr. Lachmann for bannering.
Art layouts and 8-column streamers were not
thought too much to give the event by the
newspaper, and one evening fifty of the

wagons performed a lighted parade on
Broadway with band and the usual embellishments.
Feature writers of the newspaper did their respective bits in rotation.

The photograph reproduced herewith
shows the front of the theatre by flashlight,

also disclosing several of the ban-

A

cooperative campaign conducted with the "New York Evening Mail" produced this kind of
business for Universale "The Storm" when that picture was exhibited at the Central theatre.

a
in

—

NEWSPICTURES
view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the
Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his \ews Reel
feature, the "Herald" has established this department.

\\JITH a

VY News

NEW AD SERIES
Exhibitors

* FINAL EXTRA
PATHE NEWS

Flames Destroy 15
No. 66:
Locomotives at Portland Mermaids Make "Gym"
Noted Aviator Buried With
of X. Y. Beach
Honors at Sydney, Australia British Yachtsmen
in Royal Cowes Regatta
Bumper Crops in U. S.
(Drawing) Arthur Griffith Dead Collins Drops
Command of Free State Troops Lord Northcliffe
Dead Explosion Wrecks New York Building
Harding Seeks Settlement of Rail Strike Germans Parade for "No More War" Territorial

—
—

—

—

To Educate
The Public

—

—

—

—

—
—

NEWSPICTURES

AND NEWS
VALUES

The "Herald"

offers in this issue
unit of its second series of
for
advertisements
Newspicture

the

NOBODY

first

Specials.

PATHE NEWS

No.

67:

Operate

Soldiers

—

Giant Mechanical Caterpillar Warm Weather
Worries Polar Bears American Fliers Excel in
European Meet Dump Explosives Into Sea at
Dunkirk, France Christy Mathewson Home for
(Exclusive
Birthday "The Log of the S-C"
Views of New York Rio Flight by Pathe Cam-

—
—
—
—
—
eramen) — Territorial Specials.
W. GlenisSELZNICK NEWS No. 1065c:
Louis Stages Massive
for Europe—
Style Show — Lie Detector Proves Falsehoods
J.

Sails

tir

Even Burroughs Fontaine Sues Cornelius VanderPolice Watch Long Island R. R.
bilt Whitney
Yards

—
—Thirty-Eight

— Test

Wreck

Killed in

Missouri

in

— Moose

New York-to- Brazil Air Cruiser
Plentiful
in
Canada "Miss America"
Hydro Title at Chicago.

—

Wins

SELZNICK NEWS No. 1066c: Union and Railroad Heads
Confer Good-Will Lassies from
U. S. Arrive in France Scores Injured in Worcester Wreck
"Fashions," Posed by Margery
Chapin Adriatic Docks After Explosion at Sea
Paris Has Cheapest Barber Shop in World
Hostilities Continue in Limerick
Sir Auckland
Geddes Returns to Washington Westover Third
in
Bennett Balloon Cup Race Arthur Griffith
Dies in Dublin Lord Northcliffe Dead Ko Low,
Murdered Chinese Leader, Buried Royalty Attends Cowes Regatta in England.
Hop Off on
SELZNICK
No. 1067c:
New York-Brazil Flight Automobile Flying
Over Great Lakes Arrives at Cleveland Fish
Waters Hollywood Stars
Saved in
Missouri
Make Foor Kiddies Happy French Fall Hat Designs
French Villagers in Jousting Matches
Transmit Typewritten
Messages by
Aviators
Radio— Dempsey Signs to Defend Title ExKaiser's Memoirs Received in L". S.— Motorcycles
Race at Milwaukee.
Paris
INTERNATIONAL
No. 65:
Welcomes Arrivals from India British Mermaids
Compart with American New York's Chinatown
Pays Tribute to Ko Low Chinese Minister Here

——

—

—

——

—

—

—

NEWS

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

NEWS

—

—
—
Paul's Cathedral, London
— Close-up
Lord Northcliffe Dead— Chicago-New- York Mail
Express
Cling to
Flight— India's Natives
Ancient Customs — Crack French Cavalry
Daring Exhibition — Territorial Specials.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 66: Mohammedans Pray for India's Independence — New
Jungletown Star Joins Follies — Baby Flivver
Puzzles London Cops — Make Glider Records
French Meet — Game Cocks Fight
California
French Cavalry
Exhibition — American Fliers
—Territorial Speof

St.

in

in

in

in

in

Balloon

in International
cials.

KINOGRAMS

Race

No. 2172:

—
—

Joliet

Strikers Pro-

Army Guards Yachts Race for International
Cup Off California Radio Typewriter Used in
Plane— Philadelphia Sees 26-Mile Marathon—
U. S. Marksmen Compete for Title Lord Northcliffe Dead
Captain
Rail Heads in Conference
Completes 20 Years as Skipper California Judge
test

—
—
—
Lincoln — Baltimore Man 106

—

Resembles
Old Ko

—

subscribers' use.
The success of the first series in
stimulating public interest in the
Newspicture as a finished product
prompts this extension of service to

Low

New York — Adriatic

Buried

in
at Sea.

Docks After Explosion

KINOGRAMS

No.

Years

2173:

Camp Meade

Sol-

En— Los Angeles ActorsLong
Locomotive Starts
—
—

diers Train With Tanks
tertain Kiddies
Prize

—

Trip from Philadelphia Jersey City Girls Hold
"Jacks" Tournament Motors
Race on Dirt
Track at Cleveland Girl Stowaways on Homeric
Home Again New York-to-Brazil Flier Hops Off

— Dempsey

—

—

—

Sign to Fight Dry
Squad Destroys 25.000 Quarts of Rye Married
Lion's Den at Coney Island
Elks Parade at

in

Providence

and

Brennan

— Territorial

—

Specials.

—

It

is

the purpose of the second

knowledge of Newspicture production. As in the first instance, the ad
copy provided in this department

may

to photograph, how to get
to combat darkness, natural
un- natural hazards,
barriers
such as the hardy explorer finds
intimidating these are problems in
the
newspicture
reporter's
daily
work.
They total an appreciation

it,

—

of

Through publication
copy by exhibitors in ev-

the abstract.

was met on every hand with the
same message, exactly as a national
advertiser of a staple product using

newspapers for his copy
strikes his message home to residents of all sections of the counlocal

opera-chair viewpoint.
treated as a completed product, the intention being to stir
a dormant public curiosity to active speculation as to the source from which this
the

dependable entertainment
educational screen matter arises.
Such curiostiy has been aroused.

always

and

Ex-

WAS

cliffe

lic

only

news values.

appreciation of news values that made the late Lord Norththe unofficial dictator of British politics that he was.
It is this
faculty,
shared by thousands of
newspicture reporters over the
world and in an exceptional degree
by newspicture editors in the publication offices, that enables you to
view first hand the making of human history whenever you visit

IT

of identical
ery section of the country the pub-

The Xewspicture was

how

and

The effect of the first series of
advertisements was that of a national campaign for the newspicture in

phasize

Ev-

WHAT

be used by exhibitors free of
charge.

In the text of the initial series of advertisements care was exercised to em-

the news.

NOT many of you who exclaim, "O,
I
read about that!" when the film
headline of a world event is flashed
upon the screen know that newspicture reporters, with camera and
tripod, instead of pencil and pad,
are stationed in the near and far
corners of the world in anticipation
of the unforseen, in wait for the
unexpected, in call of duty twentyfour hours every day and ready to
risk life or limb to bring you accurate lens account of the thrilling
day-to-day history of human life.

series to solidify and strengthen the
present public interest by adding

try simultaneously.
The result of this campaign, striking upon new soil in the great majority of localities, has been an increased demand at the box office
for good newspictures and an increased willingness to pay for them
The Newspicture
at the wicket.
passed from a passive to an active
state as regards public appreciation.
It will be the aim of the second
series of advertisements to develop
and focus this abstract demand.

all

theatre screen.

readers.

St.

reads

erybody reads some of it. Few understand or even stop to wonder
how it comes about that the news
they read is the news they subsequently see in the makin g on the

the—

(BLANK) THEATRE

hibitors have been asked for data as to
mechanism of Xewspicture producWonderment as to how such rapid
tion.
time between incident and exhibition on

the

the screen could be made has been heard
more often than ever before.
The second series of advertisements
will enlighten the public to such a degree
as it is advisable it should be enlightened. The public will be given "something to talk about." Thus will interest

be both solidified and imparted from individual to individual through the natural contagion of a public secret.
It is suggested that the original style
or one similar to it be adhered to by
showmen using the copy supplied. While
the copy itself is of primary importance,
it is apparent that its mass strength will
be greater if presented always in the same
manner, as strength is gained by standard
advertisers through maintenance of a
standard style.
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DIGESTo/PICTUEESo/fAeAVEEK
THE

season approaches

house

gets his

when

wise

the

exhibitor

order and looks over the pictures

in

ceived.

being offered by the various companies with a view to

is

not a simple matter, even with the present large out-

put, for while the call

is

no one or-

for big pictures,

pictures a year, and as most houses change twice and

times a week

Guv Bates

choose one

a real task to

is

it

star's

port

one hundred and

four, or

features that will

most

good

of the

high points

of

showmanship

in

many

There

can Releasing)

and to

sell

of the

a lamentable lack

is

quarters and

to put his pictures over,

ideas of his

own, that

his ingenuity
in a big

and

who

it is

the exhibitor
is

doing

new

thinking up

is

end of the season that

finds at the

and business acumen have been rewarded

There are only a few super productions made each

many

super bank

"RICH MEN'S WIVES"

rolls.

attraction

every

in

mounted and

particular,

effectively produced.

—

J.

A

M.

R.

the

is

It is a first rate

been

has

ing of the neglected wife of a wealthy

is

and

it is,

it is

lavishly

man and

"THE WILDNESS
fast

OF YOUTH"

the suspense well sustained.

Anderson, Virginia Pearson and the
nelly are in the cast.
tion angles

and

It

good

is a

late

play,

Mary

Bobby Con-

has several unique exploita-

cessor to her previous vehicles.

is

directed

Mark Twain's famous

New

York, where

it

is

a

by Alexander Kardo from

story.

had

It

a

manner.

suc-

strong drama

start to finish depicting aspects of

in a forceful

production,

worthy
married

life

Should prove thoroughly pleasing

to the star's followers

and give general good

satisfac-

It is six reels in length.

tion.

"THE

NEW TEACHER"

good entertainment.
but a

A

(Fox).

pleasing

little

running smoothly and providing as a whole,

Nothing exceptional as to story

fast-moving feature which
Five reels

should prove

en-

in length.

"SLIM SHOULDERS" (Hodkinson)

is

probably

the best photoplay in which Irene Castle has appeared.
It is

elaborately produced, with a story that holds the

interest,
cast.

and interpreted by an excellent supporting

Seven

reels in length.

state right offering.

"THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER"
film,

(Pathe) based

This

life.

"THE FIGHTING GUIDE"
Hungarian

index to the type of

than the average of that

far better

is

(Graphic

most pleasing and entertaining picture

moving and with

title is reliable

written by, and starring Leah Baird,

her love

Claire Windsor, little Richard Headrick

Potter's stage play

rich in picturesque settings,

"WHEN HUSBANDS DECEIVE"

tirely satisfactory.

a

is

(Ameri-

type.

part Gasnier production.

is

made from Paul

The

acterization.

play

society play tell-

and a notable cast have been ably directed in this seven-

Films)

Sup-

should stand out as one

photography, rapid action and clean cut char-

faultless

offering,
for her child.

every respect excellent.

any post-season record of the

in

same name and

from

Lichtman)

(Al

production of this organization.

initial

It

on the problems of domestic

bank balance.

season but there are

in

brilliantly masterful.

"QUEEN OF THE MOULIN ROUGE"
the

keeps posted on what the other fellow

who

is

is

that

make

to

is

films he finds available

those pictures to the public.

picture

performance

of facility, continuity

1922-23 period.

draw and please the vast crowds

problem of the exhibitor

real

The

and with gain

fifty-six sure-fire

attend every night the silent drama.

The

(First National) brings

Post's big stage success to the screen with

altogether adequate.

is

of the

hundred and

interest, pleasing situations

MASQUERADER"

loss only of voice

The

human

sets.

and realism.

ganization can furnish an exhibitor fifty-two perfect

three

'•THE

This

giving his patrons the best the market contains.

It is full of

and beautiful

its

At the Capitol
premiere,

it

theatre,

was well

re-

(Vitagraph)

Western production with a pleasing

comedy

is

terspersing the dramatic phases of the picture.

liam Duncan

is

the star and

is

a

good

vein in-

Wil-

given excellent support

by Edith Johnson and William McCall.

It is five reels.

GUY BATES POST

BETTY BLYTHE IN

IN

HOW WOMEN LOVE

THE MASQUERADER
(FIRST NATIONAL)
An accomplished actor in an established dramatic success
supplies new and invaluable box office material. Consummate
characterization, strictly narrative direction and exceptional production present a plot worthy of the term impressively. A picture with a veritable broadside of exploitation points and qualA feature to feature
ified to bear out all promises made for it.

among

features.

of the greatest stage stars of the age, (c)

story is one of the most forceful
dramas ever written, (d) the transcription to the screen has been superbly accomplished, (e) James Young has di-

that concerns the war.
There is just a "rattling good yarn," as
the phrase runs, excellently told and interesting every minute.
For best results, exhibitors should set
forth very clearly complete data on the
production, utilizing all names, including
that of Richard Walton Tully as producer (this especially because "Omar The

is

very

in

little

it

the

'

many

fine

as this, (f)
Butt, Ruth

porting roles, (g) the picture contains the
best double exposure in film history, (h)
the star's differentiation in the phases of
his dual role surpass anything of the
sort ever attempted, (i) a great many
other things probably mentioned in the
press book, (j) the picture will please
everybody who sees it, and patrons will
thank them when they have seen it.
It's a business picture.
Guy Bates Post is a great actor. Aided
by double exposure managed with rare
success, he portrays graphically the descent of a Parliament leader to dissolute
He pordeath under another's name.
trays with but slightly less conviction the
bv
of
defaulting
leader
impersonation
the
a newspaper man his double in appearance.
Without monopolizing the lens or
cutting supporting roles in any degree
he overshadows other members of the
cast completely.
The scene is London.
The time is just prior to England's entry into the

As John

world

are

intensely
thrilling.
This
should prove a fairly good offering on its merits alone, and may
be put over strong by exploita-

M.

selected to
speak for his party in urging declaration
of war. Post depicts a miserable failure
as a result of drugs.
As John Loder,
Canadian newspaper man. Post depicts a
brilliant masquerade as Chilcote in which
even the latter's wife is deceived. While
Chilcote drops lower and lower in the
grip of the drug habit, Loder's patriotism forces him to pose as his double,
P.,

through Loder's impersonation becomes
the man of the hour.
Chilcote's death
and burial as Loder make it possible for
Loder to speak of love to Mrs. Chilcote.
who has come to love him as himself.
Continuing his masquerade on the battlefield (not shown in the picture) he re-

turns to assume the personality of Chilcote permanently.
There is no war in the picture. There

In

"How Women Love" Whitman

Bennett selected an interesting story in
which to star Betty Blythe, who first
came to enviable fame through her good
looks and excellent acting in
of Sheba."

"The Queen

Also he has surrounded her

with a capable cast and splendid direction.

present.

Guy Bates

Post

ader,"

dual role in "The Masquer First National feature.

in his

a

is coming along) and givinformation as to the type of

Tent Maker"
ing

full

picture, the play's history and the star's
standing.
This done, every indication is
to the effect that the picture will make
records.

EDDIE POLO

IX

CAPN KIDD
(STAR SERIAL SALES CORP.)
This

semi-historical chapter-play has
given Eddie Polo a great opportunity for
the display of his athletic prowess and
his histrionic ability.

The

w-ar.

Chilcote,

ity and direction.
The action is
good and several of the situations

The story is based on "The Dangerous
Inheritance" by Izola Forrester, which
has been cleverly adapted to the screen
by Dorothy Farnum.
In the cast are
Gladys Hulette, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Robert Frazer, Charles Lane, Henry
Sedley and Harry Sothern.
While there is nothing very new in the
theme, which is concerned chiefly with
the adventures of a young opera singer,
"How Women Love" is at all times interest-holding and the sex situations
have been so delicately handled as to
save
them from
being
offensively

pictures but none as
Herbert Standing, LawSinclair, Barbara Tenson
and Marcia
ant, Edward M. Kimball
Manon are competently active in sup-

good

appealing society drama handled with skill both as to continu-

tion of the star.

Exhibitors may inform patrons through
advertising that (a) "The Masquerader"
unvarying
is a stage play enacted with
success for six consecutive seasons, (b)
Guy Bates Post, who has enacted the
stage role more than 2,000 times, is one

rected

(WHITMAN .BENNETT)
An

three episodes take the acdays when piracy was a?
its
height.
Here the serial proceeds
with fury, one thrilling moment piling up
on top of another. Fighting aboard ship
is spectacular and moves with a determined swiftness that keeps one's interest
centered at all times on the screen.
Only three episodes are of a historical
nature, the remaining chapters being a
modernized version of the original story
of "Captain Kidd."
Polo's stunts are executed with such
smoothness and swiftness that one can
not fail to appreciate the effort expended
before a single turn of the crank ws?
made on any scene.
The star is fortunate in the selection of
a praiseworthy cast to support him. The
picture is being sold on the state right
market by Star Serial Sales Corporation.
tion

initial

back

to the

Miss Blythe, as Rosa Roma, the beautidaughter of a once famous grand
opera singer, who herself has a good
voice, does commendable work. Brought
to America to study music, a patron of
art attracted by her beauty and voice
takes her under his protection on her
promise not to fall in love until after the
completion of her studies.
This patron of art is also a collector of
rubies, and this furnishes the oportunities
for the villain, without which no good
drama is complete. Although desperately
poor Rosa is possessed of rubies worth
a fortune, and not knowing they belong
to his protege the art patron engages
ful

the villain to secure them for him.
At a studio party Rosa meets a young
composer and immediately falls in love
Disregarding her promise to
with him.
the art patron she sings the leading role
at the presentation of an opera written
by him, wearing at the time the rubies.
Incensed the art patron calls at her apartment after the opera and demands either
the money he has advanced or that she
yield to his wishes.
While struggling with him she is saved
by the appearance of a young violinist
who has been coerced by the villain to
The art patron is felled
steal the rubies.
unconscious, the jewels taken, and the
young lover, entering just as the art
patron recovers consciousness, is accused
of the theft.
This is finally straightened out by the
return of the jewels after the villain has
been killed, and the hero and heroine

marry.
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IRENE CASTLE

IN

SLIM SHOULDERS
(HODKINSON)
Another well staged production featuring this star which will un-

from the

Langdon Naomi

late

feels that

she cannot leave without telling him the
truth.
When she does this Langdon is
overcome with admiration for the efforts
and risk she ran to save her father, tears
up the note, and again asks her to be-

come

his wife.

doubtedly be hailed as a greater
production than her preceding
It is an
film, "French Heels."
elaborate society type picture,
richly produced. The story holds

As

SPECIAL CAST IN
new Associated Exhibitors
"When Husbands Deceive."

She carries the picture from start
reer.
to finish and proves a surprise with her
ability at swimming, driving a motor
The scenes of
boat and riding horses.

Leah

the early part of the picture are laid
with beautiful Florida country estates as
the background.
"Slim Shoulders" is an interesting
story in which the star plays the role of
a crook to obtain a forged note held
threateningly over her father's head. Rod
La Rocque is the hero of the piece with
Anders Randolph as his uncle in the vil-

WHEN HUSBANDS

Baird

in

picture,

her

QUEEN OF THE
MOULIN ROUGE
(AMERICAN RELEASING)

LEAH BAIRD

A

IN

DECEIVE
Here

(PATHE)
a strong drama

is

domes-

Miss Baird's previous vehicles.
It is very ably handled and hits
upon hard facts, true to life in
many respects. A picture with
a thought behind it that should
Digive thorough satisfaction.
rected by Wallace Worsley.

to

The

who

In

making

stories of domestic

life

Leah

apparent has chosen a subject
is thoroughly capable of executing to best advantage. "When Husband's Deceive," which she wrote and
scenarioized, is a strong dramatic feature,
telling in a gripping manner the story of
Baird

it

is

which she

a girl

whose

ideas- of

romance and mar-

disillusioned by an unmarriage into which she is fooled.

riage are

rapidly moving story told in good
continuity against a brilliant background.
Picturesque
settings
compete with actors for atten-

Brilliant

tion.

of

and a worthy successor

life

tic

lain role.

her.
She accepts his kindness while
playing for another opportunity to recover the paper for her father.
While having dinner at his home she
drugs Langdon's drink but is seen doing
so by Langdon who pretends to fall in
a stupor.
Catching her robbing his safe
again he orders her from the house and
denounces her ingratitude after his proffer of love, even though she was a thief.
Realizing that he is of a different type

When

Fletcher thrashes him and
return for the girl later.
Angered, while alone with his wife again,
the husband attempts to shoot her and a
fight ensues over possession of the revolver, which is brought to a dramatic
finish when Teddy, the huge dog, comes
to the aid of his mistress and kills Walsh.

is

The younger Langdon becomes interested in Naomi and promises to help

the woman who fainted in his arms at
the time the bonds were stolen from him.
He obtains a full confession from her,
which shows that the whole thing was a
frame-up between the woman Madge and
Walsh. Fletcher goes to Walsh's home
to explain to his former sweetheart the
true situation. Walsh, who is entertaining friends at the time, tries to place the

a horsewhip.
promises to

in

story tells of Naomi Warren's
years ago had forged a note,
now in the possession of Edward Langdon, a wealthy unscrupulous man, who
is trying to use his money as a club for
breaking into exclusive society circles.
Threatened with exposure unless he induces his daughter to agree to marry
him, Naomi's father attempts to drown
himself rather than submit her to the
humiliation.
The girl dives into the
water after him and saves him. She volunteers to make the sacrifice. They return to New York, but on the day before
the wedding Langdon is killed in an accident.
His relative (played by Rod La
Rocque) falls heir to the note with the rest
of the property.
With but three days left in which to
pay the note, Naomi assumes partnership
with a thief to recover it.
They are
caught while trying to open the safe.

1922

in a compromising situation.
his wife denounces him and tells the truth
in front of his friends, he lashes her with

her previous production Irene
seen in a picture elaborately
produced and staged. "Slim Shoulders"
offers her even greater opportunities than
did "French Heels" and in her latest
production she is seen in what is undoubtedly the best photoplay of her ca-

father

2,

two

the interest and is well interpreted by an excellent cast. Directed by Alan Crosland.
Castle

September

sadly

photography

scores on its own merit.
didly produced feature.

Smallwood directed.
"A melodrama, yes! A

A

A

splen-

Ray

C.

love story, cer-

panoramic picthe notorious Parisian Red Mill
with all of its excitements and gaieties."
Ihese lines, from an American Releastainly!
ture of

ing

moving,

fast,

for "Queen of the
describe it
perfectly.

advertisement

Moulin

Rouge"

They

also provide ready-made newspaper
copy for exhibitors booking the picture.
Martha Mansfield and Henry Harmon

have the leading roles in the picture, the
former appearing as a newcomer to
Paris beset by dangers on every hand
and persuaded by a benign plotter to
become "queen" of the resort named in
the title, the latter as her music student

and, with few exceptions, holds steadfast

sweetheart.
Rousseau, the venerable instructor whose well intended machinations
give rise to melodramatic complications and
all but end in tragedy, is an effective char-

interest.

acterization.

Miss Baird wears her usual beautiful
gowns and does excellent work. Comedy
relief is injected with the aid of a funny
little monkey and a huge dog, the latter
playing an important part in the film

The Paris of the picture is an entirely
believable one, a vast improvement over
those commonly displayed on the screen.
Interiors and exteriors are alike engaging.
No better cabaret stuff has been
produced. Art direction, credited to Ben
Carre, means something definite in this
instance.
The market side of the attraction may
be determined by individual exhibitors
simply by examining the title. It is precisely
the
type of picture that the
title promises but far superior to the type
average.

happy

The

subject

is

handled with utmost

skill

when he disposes of the villain at the
end.
In the supporting cast are William
Conklin, Jack Mower, Eulalie Jensen,
Katherine Lewis and John Cossar. The
production throughout is staged with the
society type atmosphere, the home and
cabaret scenes being lavish.
Viola Baxter, who looks forward to
romance and marriage, is given a severe
shock when she is informed that her
sweetheart, Richard Fletcher, is accused
Her
of the theft of a number of bonds.
guardian, Marshall Walsh, also informs
her that certain oil property left her by
her father has proven unprofitable and
she is left virtually penniless. The guardian suggests that she marry him and
shows her a letter alleged to have been
found in her sweetheart's room which
indicates that he stole the money to hush
misdemeanor connected with some
signed herself Madge.
The wedding takes place and Viola

up

a

woman who

Scene from Irene Castle's latest Hodkuison publication,

'*Slim Shoulders."

Baxter soon learns that she has made a
mistake. Her husband proves not only
untrue to her, but she discovered that he
has betrayed her on the oil property.
In the meantime. Fletcher has found

Dramatic moment in "Queen of the Moulin Rouge,"
American Releasing Corporation's current attraction.

—
September
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SHIRLEY MASON IN

THE NEW TEACHER
(FOX)

A

offering, running
pleasing
smoothly and providing as a
whole, good entertainment. Nothlittle

exceptional as

ing

to

story

entirely

spots

Amusing
satisfactory.
and well acted by the

(AL LICHTMAX CORP.)
Al

Lichtman launches
production which is

his distributing organization with a Gasnier
entitled to recognition as a first-rate attraction
It is a lavishly and effectively produced
in every important respect.
It tells an interesting story and it is enacted by
society drama.

Directed by Joseph Franz.

star.

Shirley

Mason has

smoothness and speedy action make it
entertainment
interesting
and
light
throughout. It is ably directed and beauairplane
Some
photographed.
tifully
views at the introduction are especially
noteworthy.

Miss Mason is supported by a cast
which includes Alan Forest in the hero
role of Bruce Von Griff. Earl Metcalfe
as Ed Hurlev, the villain, and Otto Hoffman. Ola Norman and little Pat Moore
as members of the poor Hurley family.
Miss Mason plays the part of Constance Bailey, daughter of wealth, who is
anxious to do something worth while in
After refusing continuous
the world.
proposals from Bruce Von Griff she tells
him she is sailing for Europe but instead
job

as

school

a

a singularly fine cast.

teacher

in

the

Here her sympathies are aroused
by one of her pupils. George Hurley,
whose family she finds in poverty beEdcause of the laziness of the father.
ward Hurley, a cousin, enters while she
the family, assumes a false
is visiting
kindness. He offers to arrange
a picnic for the school children but she
discovers that he is primarily interested
in her and she is forced to flee from his
embraces.
Her sweetheart, however, has traced
her and obtained a job as a policeman,
She still restationed near the school.
fuses to marry him, however.
One day the father of the Hurley family is seriously injured and Miss Bailey
is asked by the mother to care for her
blind daughter in the home while the
mother is at the hospital with her husband.
Ed Hurley learns that she is
alone in the house and attempts to attack her. Little George Hurley sees the
struggle and hastens to summon a policeman which happens to be Bruce Von
Hurley, in attempting to escape
Griff.
with the aid of a clothes line between
two houses, falls to his death. The experience convinces the little teacher that
she is better off as the wife of Bruce
Von Griff as she accepts him.
spirit of

and with an unknown cast.
There is a particular dramatic effect
which will linger long with that part of
the public which is fortunate enough to
style

see this picture: It

is

Claire Windsor,

Mildred June and Charles Clary
Al Lichtman Corporation

in a scene from the
picture, "Rich Men's

Wives."

wealth but without real companionship
both before and after marriage, flits
about until a compromising incident occurs and then comes a crisis in the affairs
of the household. Up to this point the
picture is good but it has not as yet become big. From that point on, however,
Gasnier has speeded up the action and
one master-stroke of direction follows
another, creating a series of dramatic effects that stamp the production a striking attraction.
Particularly notable is the work of the
beautiful Claire Windsor. In this production she acts, and acts powerfully and
effectively, and the manner in which she
plays many scenes brings to mind the
best dramatic work of Norma Talmadge

Her natural
Frederick.
Pauline
beauty, coupled with the real acting she
does in this production, now places Miss
Windsor in a decided!} enviable position
dent may not appear striking, but as
among the leading players of the screen.
Gasnier has got it fixed upon the screen
House Peters and little Richard Headrick
go and see it!
are. as usual, very" good. Other imporThe production is big, lavish and well
tant players are Myrtle Stedman. Rosedone
throughout.
Commencing with
mary Theby. Gaston Glass. Charles
what at first is a rather slow-moving
Clary and Carol Halloway.
story it tells about a young wife of a
"Rich Men's Wives" is a valuable adwealthy man who is much engrossed with
dition to the list of big pictures of the
business.
The wife, pampered with current seasoa.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE PRINCE AND
THE PAUPER
if

any foreign productions yet

of Mark Twain*s delightful
While
story of the same name.
a captious critic may find many
faults, the fact remains that it is
tion

attraction for Fox Film
"The New Teacher."

latest

a singularly pathetic

to a door of the house to catch a glimpse
of her child. The child has left his bed
in the nursery and wanders to the locked
door outside of which stands his mother.
The mother and child, separated by the
crystal
panelled
doors of the mansion, attempt to kiss each other through
the glass. In cold type recital the inci-

good

Mason's

is

and appealing touch depicting a mother
who has been turned out of the mansion
home of her husband returning at night

the sympathetic
appeal of this excellent picturiza-

S las
Corporation

one of the season's outstanding attrac-

shown here has

i
Shirley

is

There is no denying the fact that the
public everywhere, and every strata of it,
finds an especial interest in the so-called
society drama. Doubtlessly, there is good
reason for this because this type of picture permits the unfolding of views of
splendor and gaiety which presents what
in reality is a dream-world for the vast
majority of those who see it.
Not a few society plays we have had
upon the screen, however, have depended
too much upon the brilliant and fashionable views that the story calls for and
have missed out on the dramatic effects
without which no picture is big.
In "Rich Men's Wives" Gasnier obviously determined not to rely merely upon
Iavishness and pictorial beauty to make
his picture a success. On the contrary,
he has developed a story and a group of
characterizations, together with a number of big dramatic effects, which would
have made the subject an outstanding
picture had it been done in a modest

Few

4

It

tions.

a pleasing role in

an equally pleasing story in "The New
Teacher." While the theme fails to atsuspense, its
tain any great dramatic

gets a
slums.

RICH MEN'S WIVES

or

dramatic tensity but a fast-moving feature which should prove
in

SPECIAL CAST IX

please

entertainment
more than

and
the

will

faults

offend.
Just why a Hungarian film company,
with a Hungarian director and cast, should
do a storv bv America's most loved humor-

and

-

ist as the basis of a motion picture production is something of a mystery"- But in
spite of a somewhat jumpy continuity, some
times poor photography and several ether
glaring faults this picture is so full of
human interest, pleasing situations and
beautiful settings that it must be said
they conferred a favor on American audiences in the selection.
The presentation of "The Prince and the
Pauper" at the Capitol. New York, was so
surrounded by mystery' tna * nothing could
be learned there beyond the statement that
it had been directed by Alexander Kardo.
But the maker of a picture means little to
an audience in comparison to whether or
not the picture pleases, and it seems a safe

prediction that this picture will please.

And

Alexander Kardo. whoever he may be, will
do well to send us more pictures if he can
happily again hit upon so pleasing a theme.
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in the cast mean nothing in
country as yet, but the work of little
Tibi Lubin, apparently about seven years
of age, is of such merit that we should have
more pictures built about him. To this little youngster, who at times looks more like
a sweet little girl than a boy, is given the
difficult double role of the prince and the
And the double exposures with
pauper.
which he is carried through the two characters, while not as cleverly done as some
to which we are accustomed, is sufficiently
well done to preserve the illusion.
Mark Twain's story is pretty well known
even to the present picture-going generation

The names

this

a most pleasing reThe son
lief from the usual love story.
of an English king and the son of a pauper
are born on the same day. As they grow
up into childhood each envies the position
They meet by chance and
of the other.
exchange clothes, and the Prince, telling the
other boy to remain, starts out to seek boyish adventure.
Dressed in the ragamuffin's clothes the
prince is chased out of the palace by the
attendants, and later when he seeks to
return he is captured by the pauper's father

and

in picture

form

and taken away.

is

The

little

pauper

tries to

believed that he has gone
mad and no one will believe him. Then
the king dies and the little pauper is about
to be crowned king, when the real little
king, who has been rescued by a soldier,
breaks in on the ceremonies and between
the two youngsters they make things clear.
The rightful little king is crowned and
the little pauper becomes his ward.

explain but

it

is

WILLIAM DUNCAN

IN

THE FIGHTING GUIDE
(VITAGRAPH)
good Western. Amusing com-

A

edy

interspersed
the
scenes of the picture.
has excellent support

dramatic

The

star

Edith
Johnson and William McCall. Directed

in

by William Duncan.

moments of "The Fighting
Guide" are every bit as interesting as
Duncan's
dramatic scenes.
the more
usurping of the power of nobility offers

The

a

farcical

number of entertaining highlights.
There is one thrilling scene in the fea-

"The Fighting Guide" presents the
story of a guide who outwits a member of
nobility and thereby is enabled to save
a girl a daughter of a friend of the
guide's father from financial ruin at the
hands of a renegade.
It is an outdoor picture, the sets being
the rough and rugged country of the

—

—

WILDNESS OF YOUTH
(GRAPHIC FILMS)
Here is a well directed, well cast
and cleverly told picture story
which should prove a good offering

in

the

state

right

market.

The

cast is exceptional and selected evidently with an eye to
box office value.
In making "The Wildness of Youth"
for the state right market, Ivan Abramson has produced a most pleasing and
interesting picture which
should find
ready acceptance.
Aside from its general worth as an entertainment feature
it

has many exploitation angles.
Great care is evidenced in the selection

of the cast, as in addition to giving the
list of names each one of

production a

which

more than favorably known,

is

each actor

fits perfectly into the role he
portrays.
This picture also marks th-»
return to the screen of Virginia Pearson,
and the work of the popular star shows
that the three years of absence has lost
her nothing of her talent.
The feminine lead, however, was given
over to the petite and dashing Mary
Anderson, and in a role perfectly fitted
to her she shows to better advantage
even than in her former pictures which
gained for her no small amount of fame.
Harry T. Morey makes an admirable villain and more than acceptable work is
done by the remainder of the company,
which includes Joseph Striker, Thurston
Hall, the late "Bobby" Connelly, Julia

Gordon, Harry Southard,
Madeline LaVarre and George J. Wil-

Swayne
liams.

The
and

is

story is fast moving throughout
told with suspense well maintained.

Andrew Kane, young and wayward,

clipping it off at a great speed. The action is well executed.
Comedy is about 50 per cent of the
picture, in fact, the development of the
plot relies to a great extent upon this
The star's principal foil in these
factor.
scenes is William McCall who depicts
the role of a valet.
Those in the cast in addition to Dun-

Grayton, the wilful
daughter of Edward Grayton, a philanthropist:
Jule is also wooed by James
Surbrun, an unscrupulous stock broker.
He finally brings about a disruption in
the love affair of Jule and Andrew and
the latter rushes away only to be injured
by a premature explosion. In this he is
saved by Teddy Wesley, whose eyes are
badly burned.
Andrew takes the child to a hospital
and in order to secure money for an
operation which will save the boy's sight,
forges Surbrun's name to a check.
Sur-

can.

Miss Johnson and McCall are: Harry

Sidney D'Albrook, Charles
Lonsdale,
Dudley, Fred De Silva and Mrs. Harrv
Burns.

with

love

in

brun

later

is

is

Jule

found dead and Andrew

is

charged with his murder. At the trial
he is found guilty but before sentence* is
pronounced, Teddy confesses that his
mother, hitherto unknown to him, had

committed the crime.
It

then developed that the stock broker

was the boy's father and has baselv deserted the child and its mother years
before.
The confession straightens up
the

and the course of true love
runs smoothly with Jule and

tangle,

again

Andrew

united.

Goldwyn Has Stage Hit
John Barrymore

of the comedy scenes from William Duncan's
Vitagraph picture, "The Fighting Guide."

One

In
Work of

in

"Sherlock Holmes."

a screen adaptation of William Gillette's
stage
version of Sir Arthur
Conan
Doyle's stories of the immortal detective,
figures among the big twenty specials
which Goldwyn will produce and distribute during the coming season.

1922

New Production
Players in "Sure-Fire

By

Flint" Is Praised
Dell Henderson
"If realism

SPECIAL CAST IN

2,

Lauds Hines' Cast

Western mountains.

ture

so realistic that one finds himself
imagining bruises and broken bones.
This bit of business shows Duncan leaping from one horse to another and then
throwing both himself and the scoundrel
of the story to the ground with the horse

September

and

by an

stellar acting

all-

star cast of legitimate actors will put over
a production, "Sure-Fire Flint," starring
Johnny Hines, will go over with a bang,"
states Director Dell Henderson at Eurr's
Glendale Studio, talking to local newspaper men who were the guests of Charlie Burr.
Henderson is enthusiastic about
the remarkable results he has obtained

from

Hines, Doris Kenyon, Edmund
Breese, Effie Shannon, Robert Edeson, J.
Barney Sherry and Charles Corrard, and,
it is stated, "Sure-Fire Flint" will probably peak the successful pictures at«
tributed
to
Henderson's
G rectorial
;

ability.

Put Energy

"Never have

in

Work

seen a cast put such
force, such energy and such excellent
characterizations in a picture as this allstar cast has done," declares Henderson.
"Doris Kenyon, in my estimation, has the
best role of her career and to see her interpret her role with all the dramatic intensity she possesses is a sight cny man
would rave about. Working in conjunction with such successful at tors of the
legitimate stage as Edmund Breese and
I

Robert Edeson, Miss Kenyon remarked
was working in

to me that she forgot she
a 'movie.'

Calls Cast Ideal
"I

am

positive

that all

who

see

it

will

be as greatly impressed with the acting
of this superb cast as I have been.
Johnny Hines has been a revelation to

me, and judging him from his work in
'Sure-Fire Flint' alone, I look forward to
a brilliant feature career for him. Johnny
has proved to me that he understands
the public wants, and knows equally
to produce it. Those vho have
seen him in the Torchy comedies v ill be
pleasantly surprised when they see the
interpretation he has given as 'Sure-Fire
Flint.'
The combination of Johnny
Hines, Doris Kenyon, Edmund Breese,
Robert Edeson, and in fact the whole
cast has proven an ideal one for just
'Sure-Fire
such a comedy-drama as

what
well

how

Flint.'

Makes Unusual

Sets for
Fairy Story

New Century

Under the supervision
Abe Stern, Tom O'Neil,

of Julius and
Century's tech-

nical director has built some of the finest
sets in his career for Century's third fairy
tale, "Hansel and Gretel." The furniture
in one set is entirely composed of little

and consumed two and a half
make.
Albert Williams, known on the screen
as "Buddy" Williams, has been chosen
instead of Johnny Fox to play the part
pebbles

weeks

to

of Hansel.

Keenan Again Working
Under Barker Direction
Frank Keenan's return to the directorial
fold of Reginald Barker in "Hearts Aflame"
is somewhat in the nature of a home-coming.
The actor made his screen debut and
scored his first film success under Mr.
Barker's direction about seven years ago.
In

Aflame" an adaptation of
"Timber" which Louis B.
publish, Mr. Keenan plays a

"Hearts

Harold Titus'

Mayer

will

old tyrant very much like the
character he immortalized in "The Coward.

grouchy

:

September

Plan Big
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Campaign

Day

On

Press Excerpts
"Fun From the Press" to Be
Widely Advertised by the
Literary Digest
announcement by
Funk & Wagnalls, publishers of The Litwith

Coincident

the

W. W.

erary Digest, to the effect that the

Hodkinson Corporation was to distribute
new Digest one reeler entitled "Fun From
the Press," comes the statement that the
publishing house has determined to feature
this film in one of the most far reaching
advertising campaigns ever launched in bea

half of a periodical.

$2,000,000

Campaign

Dame of The Literary Digest
discussing the contract just completed
with the Hodkinson Corporation emphasizes the fact that this publication was one
of the heaviest users of advertising in the
George A.

in

country.

He

said

"Our appropriation for the coming year
approximate some two million dollars

will

all of this advertising power, centered
the leading newspapers of the country in
many thousands of street cars and through
the medium of our own columns, will be
utilized to the utmost to exploit the new
short feature 'Fun From the Press' which
the Hodkinson Corporation is to distribute
for us. I have no hesitancy in saying that
there will probably be a larger amount of
publicity expended on this subject than has
ever been expended on any other one feature in the motion picture industry."

and
in

Film Ties

The

films,

it is

Up

with Ads

stated, will attain publicity

through the columns of The Literary Digest; through a direct by mail campaign
reaching eleven million persons
street car
advertising: through distribution of heralds
by newsdealers from coast to coast. In fact
it is stated that the film will tie in on every
phase of The Literary's Digest's extensive

of All- Star Cast and Special
Production Here, Schulberg States

B. P. Schulberg, who has seen the motion picture business grow from an uncertain venture to the great industry it is today, believes that the day of the all-star
picture has arrived.
"My opinion in this respect," says Mr.
Schulberg, "is strengthened by the praise
given the first Preferred Picture to be

distributed through the Al Lichtman Corporation.
built this initial release,
'Rich Men's Wives,' on the belief that
all-star casts make for better pictures.
The enthusiastic reception of the feature
at Miller's theatre in Los Angeles by
both the press and the public is highly
gratifying. The moving picture editor of
the Los Angeles Times called it 'a concentration of purpose and unity of effect
all too rare in cinema drama' and 'a sensitiveness amounting, at times, almost to

We

genius.'

Cast Helps Story
"I have seen a mediocre story raised
from the commonplace to a work of real
art by the right interpretation of the piece
by able actors, just as I have known
many perfect stories to have their efforts
completely destroyed by sacrificing their
best situations to the poor work of a socalled 'popular star' and to unreasonable
demands for 'close-ups.'
"The tendency today, and I believe that
it will grow stronger as time goes on, is
the special production.
Exhibitors have
been fooled too often into booking a picture simply through the drawing power
of an over-advertised star.
They are
more receptive than ever to a well balfeature
possessing
the
elements
of
anced
good story, capable direction and proper
casts."

advertising program.

Booked at Chicago
Wives" opened at the
Capitol theatre in New York on August
20.
Last week it had highly successful
runs at the California theatres in San
Francisco and Los Angeles and the

Mary Pickford Finishes

Franklin in Oakland. Cal.
While in Chicago last week President
Al Lichtman of the Al Lichtman Corpo-

;

"Tess" After Fourteen
Weeks of Studio Work
After fourteen weeks of continuous
work, Mary Pickford has completed her
new version of "Tess of the Storm
Country," the Grace Miller White story
which constituted one of Miss Pickford's
earliest triumphs.
Present indications are that the new
"Tess of the Storm Country" will be in
not more than seven reels.
It probably
will be ready for United Artists publication

by October

The

1.

under guidance
loaned to Miss
Pickford for this feature. Charles Rosher
presided over the photography.
In the
of

direction has been

John

S.

Robertson,

cast are Lloyd Hughes, Gloria Hope,
Forrest Robinson. David Torrence. Jean
Hersholt, Danny Hoy and Mme. de Bo-

damere.

Clancy Finishes Irving
Story Starring Rogers
Carl Stearns Clancy, producer of

"The

Legend of Sleepy Hollow." is now very
busily engaged with Will Rogers, star of
the picture, editing and titling it.
It will
be published in the Fall through W. W.
Hodkinson corporation, under the title of

"The Headless Horseman," or "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow." Edward Ventunni directed the picture which is from
Washington Irving's story.

"Rich

Men's

ration cooperated with J. L. Friedman,
president of Celebrated Players Film
Corporation and holder of the Lichtman
franchise in the Illinois and Indiana territory, in booking the picture into four of
the Balaban & Katz houses. It will open
at the Chicago theatre in September.

Mr.
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Praised by Press
Lichtman while in Chicago

ceived by wire excerpts from the reviews
carried in several of the Coast papers.
The Oakland Tribune heralded the feature as "one of the greatest society
dramas ever filmed."
,

The Los Angeles Herald had

the

fol-

lowing to say: "It is replete with thrills
and teeming with human interest of the

make better the best of us.
Pictures of this type are too few and far
between for the good of the motion picture industrv."

kind that can

Strong Cast Is Chosen
For Paramount Picture

"A Daughter

of

Luxury"

For "A Daughter of Luxury," which
Paul Powell will direct with Atyies
Ayres as star, Paramount has named a cast
of
distinguished
players.
Those
who will appear
in the production

Miss Ayres
Ash-

with

Sylvia

are

Tom

ton.

Gal-

Howard

lery.

Ralston, Edith
Yorke. Edward
Martindel.

ZaSu

Pitts,

Schable,

ert

Clar-

Burton,

ence

RobBer-

Dorothy Gordon and
Muriel
MacCornice Frank,

Sylvia

Ashton

mic.

Tom

Gallery has appeared with most
of the big companies and among the pictures in which he has played important
roles are: "Bright Skies." "Dinty" and
"Bob Hampton of Placer." Sylvia Ashton's many characterizations for Paramount will be easily recalled by screen
patrons but the biggest role possibly in
her career was as the fat and slovenly
wife in Cecil B. DeMille's "Old Wives
for

Xew."

The story is an adaptation by Beaulah
Marie Dix of the play "The Imposter,"
by Leonard Merrick and Micael Morton.

"Monte Cristo"

First

on

Schedule for August 28
re-

Heading the list of publications by Fox
Film Corporation for the week of August

"Monte

To get a definite idea of what
type of entertainment was proving
most popular Fox Film Corporation sent a questionnaire to more
than 100 newspapers throughout the
United States and Canada.
That melodrama is exceedingly
popular at the present time was
attested
by the newspaper
to

Cristo," the special producindefinite run at
the
Forty-fourth street theatre, Xew
York City, on August 14.
The Charles Jones publication is "West
of Chicago." a romantic story of the
Western plateaux. Scott Dunlap and C.
R. Wallace directed it. Three comedies.
"All Wet," with Al St. John: "Puppy
Love." a two-reel Sunshine comedy, and
"Kids and Skids." a Lee Kid vehicle, and
"Court Plastered," a Mutt and Jeff animated cartoon, complete the program of
the week.

editors.
Out of sixty replies received to date forty of them gave
first place to the melodramatic type

Standing Stars in Early

28, is

tion

Favor Melodramas
Survey Indicates

of play, with "thrills
to their reports.

and

which opened an

action,"

This, Fox points out, would seem
to forecast success for the Fox
special
production,
"The Fast
Mail," a pictorial version of Lincoln
J. Carter's famous stage thriller of
a score of years ago.

Playgoers Publication
Wyndham

Standing is the star of "The
of Doubt." a six-reel feature which
Playgoers Pictures announces for publication September 10, through Associated
Exhibitors. The picture is said to combine the appeal of a high class society
drama with the adventure and lure of the
Isle

tropics.
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Hal Roach and His Comedians
Pathe Will Distribute Four Series of This
Producer's Short Subjects

During Season

Opening — Lloyd,

Which Is Just
Pollard
and Parrott Are Numbered Among the Stars
HAL ROACH

HAROLD LLOYD
Jack"

"Doctor

be Lloyd's

first

will

fea-

u r e comedy produced under new
Pathe contract. MilDavis is his
dred
t

lead.

"SNUB" POLLARD
Among the early
publications

of

the

season of 1922-23 featuring this comedian
will

be "36S Days."

PAUL PARROTT
"Rough

on

Romeo"

and "Scatter Your
Shots" are the titles
of two of the subjects

featuring

this

star.

OUR GANG
This

interesting

se-

comedies stars
a group of clever
youngsters as well as
ries of

a

number

of

animals.
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JOHN STOREY

PAUL BRUNET

BERNHARD BENSON

General Representative of Pathe

President of Pathe Exchange

Vice-President of Pathe

Short Subjects

Combat

By ELMER PEARSOX General
ISAAC NEWTON established the principle that the
SIRforces
of action and reaction are equal. This is a law of
physics that has remained uncontest ed.
ferred to as the law of compensation, it applies to human conditions and affairs as
well as to the orderly movements of the
planets in their orbits.

Otherwise

re-

Manager of

diversity, novelty and freshness of subject, and of course allquality, to be the best possible antidote to such a condition.
Short subject programs are by no means confined to the smaller

around

i,

reaction that has only recently
spent itself. Thus we are again due for
an era of prosperity.

General business unhampered by summer slumps has already shown remarka-

is certain to develop
theatre season.

While cheap and poor film may (?)
its uses and find a market during
dull times, Pathe's policy
has always
been to cater to requirements of the good
periods, which practice is emphatically
exemplified in its imposing array of
weekly releases starting September 1.
Pathe has always been zealous for entertainment quality in the wide range of
subjects which it distributes.
We may
ascribe most of the attacks upon ethical
shortcomings of the motion picture to
those persons who are never happy unless they are crusading against something; but attacks upon the intelligibility
have

or

entertainment value of pictures demand serious consideration for they re-

come

a

condition

which might well be-

serious, and if not rectified mean
loss of patronage that the business
cannot afford to lose. I consider that a
more liberal use by exhibitors of short
subject programs, selected with a view to

a

and most successful

We

tendance except for the seasonal drawback.
Therefore, action is only temporarily delayed, and is accumulating
greater force thus we can expect fall to
begin an era of business activity limited
only by the preparations made to take
care of it.

new

largest

in the

have, in this business, come to
give the feature an importance out of all
reason.
Not that the feature is not valuable or not needed, but many exhibitors
pick their feature and throw in some
short subjects as "fillers." The same attention should be given to the short subject that is given to the feature, and the
most successful exhibitors in the country
recognize that fact.
It frequently happens that the short subjects on a program are the true "draw" for a show,
and that the feature gets by because of

ble increases, which would have been reflected in increases in motion picture at-

with the

The

country are beginning to see
and utilize the value of them. The Symphony theatre of Los Angeles ran a short
subject program for forty-four days, using
Harold Lloyd's comedy, "Never WeakRothafel has
en," as the star attraction.
run short subject programs with great
success, and I have heard that he is planning another at the Capitol. Joe Plunkett
is another well known showman who has
done it with good success.

violent

dous demand that

houses.

houses

•Business in general, and the motion
picture business in particular, enjoyed
tremendous prosperity from 1918 to the
middle of 1920 and suffered an equally

Pathe Exchange, Inc., has been bending its every energy and that of its producers toward lining up a program of
short subjects that will fill the tremen-

Screen's Foes

the Pathe Exchange, Inc.

||

flect
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ELMER PEARSON

them.

SUMMARY FOR 1922-1923
PATHE NEWS—one reel, twice a week.
PATHE REVIEW—one reel, every week.

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES — Feature
Specials.
"SNUB" POLLARD COMEDIES — two
reels, one every four weeks.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES — with Paul
Parrott, one reeL, one every week.
"OUR GANG" COMEDIES— two reels,
one every four weeks.
JOHNNY JONES COMEDIES— two reels,
six in series, one a month.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS—one reel, one
every other week.
RANGE RIDER SERIES— two reels, one
every other week.
PATHE SERIALS— four, of fifteen episodes each; stars: Pearl White, 1; Ruth
Roland, 2; Charles Hutchison, 1.
reeL one

AESOP'S FILM FABLES—short
every week.

DAY—short

TOPICS OF THE

reeL one

every week.

HAROLD LLOYD RE-ISSUES—one reel
comedies, one every week.
PLAYLETS— two series of fifteen each in
three

reels,

one

every

week;

another

series contemplated.

FEATURES— "Nanook

North";
the
"The Isle of Zorda"; and other bi? specials as required.
of

Here at Pathe we have some features,
and "Nanook of the North" illustrates
their quality; but our first and most important consideration is to assure to exhibitors an ample supply of short subjects second to none in the comedy,
dramatic, educational and news reel field.
It is our purpose to release them so
good and in such quantity that any exhibitor, no matter what his patronage
and the size of his house, may run short
subject programs that will thoroughly
please his people and build good will for

his

house.

In this connection the Pathe serial episode is of constantly increasing consequence.
The fully and successfully
tested new era fifteen-episode Pathe serial, clean, wholesome,
yet more dramatically forceful and thrilling than ever,
is now represented before the pictureloving public by four significant examreferred to elsewhere in Pathe's
ples
fall announcement
and is here to stay.

—

—
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Pathe Serials of Romance and Adventure

DIRECTOR GEO.

B.

RUTH ROLAND

SEITZ

Scene from Episode 4 of "Riddle

of

the

Range"

to

tentatively

Charles Hutchison prepares for a daring leap in his latest "Speed"

of the stars of

Paths serials

Pathe
titled

in

different

White

is

and

known

and romance.
while

distinctive

Cue

— Pearl White,
— represents

personality.

Hutchison

is

of

the big

moments

the

extreme

2

of

Hutchison's "Speed"

Ruth Roland's "Riddle

of

the Range"

personalities ranging from one

to the other

it

can be seen that the ex-

hibitor has a splendid choice for his serial fans.

The three

th» outdoor girl,

"thrill-a-minute"

in

With these three

bilities
is

from Episode

serial

Pearl

as the queen of mystery, intrigue

Ruth Rol ind

a

"Plunder"

Ruth Roland and Charles Hutchison
a

Scene

PEARL WHITE
returns

Each

CHARLES HUTCHISON

stunt

distinctive types offer manifold possi-

for exploitation.

Excellent aids are pre-

pared by the company's exploitation department.

king.

LUCY FOX

September

2.
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Attendance Attests Lloyd's Popularity
many respects the most
INPathe's
publication schedule

Variety Creates

Favor Abroad
Bv

A. E.

ROUSSEAU

important

item

in

for the season of
1922-23 will be the Harold Lloyd feature comedies made under the new contract which was announced the early part of last winter.
Since that announcement was made, Pathe states
that it has received abundant evidence that the time
has gone by when exhibitors needed to be reminded
that the name of Harold Lloyd as the star of multiplereel

comedies

not exceeded

is

in

Equity Basis of

Pathe Policy
Bv E. A. ESCHMAXX

drawing power,

either in this country or abroad, by that of any other
living screen personality.
In this verdict the testimony of showmen, based on the record of paid adm'ssions. and of reviewers unite.
Lloyd has now completed the first of his new Pathe
multiple-reel comedy features.
It is called "Doctor

ARTHUR ROUSSEAU

A.

E.

Expvrt Manager of Pathe

ESCHMANN

Pathe General Sales Manager
Leo D. Maloney and

Pathe company enjoys a
THE
most enviable position
the
in

foreign market, due particularly to
the variety of the films on its pro-

gram.

Pathe serials,
which have contributed in no small
measure towards the maintenance
of the Pathe prestige throughout
the world: then, the strong array
of comedies, headed by the Lloyd
First, there are the

series, re-enforced by the
Lloyd one-reel comedies, which are
now being reissued. "Snub" Pollard and Sunshine Sammy, who

feature

the

his

horse

"Come and Get Me," one

Range Rider

of

Series

motion picture business
THE
on the eye of a most productive

is

Jack." and will be announced for publication some
time this coming fall. It presents Mildred Davis in
the role opposite the star, and in the supporting cast
are several of the popular favorites whose work is
especially appreciated in the Hal Roach unit which
produces Lloyd comedies.
Other of the new Lloyd comedy features will be
announced as they are completed and become ready
for issue.
Under the terms of the new Pathe-Lloyd
contract, neither the frequency nor any exactly specified length of these subjects is stipulated.
Beyond

Every student of sound mer-

era.

chandising
pulled

realizes

through

a

that

we have

difficult

period.

The

ultimate arrival at prosperity

will

be governed solely by the route

taken.

If

we

select

the

straight

being the shortest distance
between two points, our progress
will be the more rapid and posiline as

tive.

the

In the case of business we may
liken this geometrical theorem regarding a straight line to fair and

humor in the Johnny Jones comedies is bound to appeal especially
to foreign audiences.
The unlimited possibilities of the

square dealing between seller and
buyer. If ever confidence were required between these two factors in
merchandising, now is the time

characters in Aesops Fables have
created for these cartoons an unusually strong demand, and under
the Pathe banner the Screen Snapshots are being introduced into ter-

when

head a series of two-reel comedies,
are better liked abroad than many

prominent

ritories

feature

stars,

and

where they have never been

before.

The high class of the Pathe
Western dramas has revived the
market for this product in many
countries, and to supply the demand for a good news film in Latin
America, a special edition of the
Pathe News, with Spanish-English
is being published weekly.
The feature end of the Pathe
program abroad is made up of the
Associated features, which during
the past season included some of
the greatest independent successes.
To these Associated features are
added the big Pathe specials, such
as "Xanook of the North."
Ever since Pathe Exchange. Inc..
took over the distribution abroad
of its own product from the French
Pathe Company, the foreign department of this company has built up
abroad a reputation for fairness and

the understanding that they shall be multiple-reelers.
Lloyd and his producer, within reasonable limits, exercise their own judgment in these matters.
The enormous success of "Grandma's Boy." made
for Associated Exhibitors, at leading West Coast
theatres, has deferred the general publication of that
Lloyd production until early in September which
naturally defers until a later date the publication of
"Doctor Jack."
In this connection, exhibitors will see significance
in the fact that on July 27. on the fourth day of the
eleventh week of the continuous run of "Grandma's
Boy" at the Symphony theatre, Los Angeles, the
management had to telegraph for a new print, as

a policy of "live and

their film

The

Far North as pictured
of

in
the Pathe
the North"

feature,

"Nanoo'f

titles

let

live."

it

is

essential.

This confidence between the two

—

was "completely worn

out."

factors in the exchange of merchandises cannot exist without just
There
cause from both parties.
must be a natural desire to give
and take on both sides.
It is the recognition of these
requirements that makes possible
the continuation of our sales polConcretely, Pathe
icy for 1923.
policy holds that "unless it is fair
to the exhibitor, it is not worthy
of Pathe."
Each and every subject and series of subjects distributed by us
"s

sold

on

its

individual merit.

In

other words. Pathe never attempts
to "club" an exhibitor with "leader
If a prospective cusproduct."
tomer wants the best that we have,
he knows he may rent it without

having anything tied to it.
It is our firm belief and conviction that nine out of ten exhibitors

eminently fair-minded and inherently honest, and it is with this
conviction we proceed toward the

are

acquisition

customers.

of

many more Pathe
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News

Pathe

September

New

Strives for

Record

EMMANUEL COHEN

By

News

Editor of Pathe

NEWS does not rest
PATHE
past laurels, but strives week

ft? ifi
"Supply and Demand,"

first

CXF

the new product contained in Pathe's comprehensive list of short subjects
the
"Johnny Jones
Comedies" are in a highly
attractive class by them-

opposite the
dainty and

This is a new series
Pathe distribution,
in which one of the most engaging boy stars of several
for

seasons past

is

declared

Playing

young star
talented

every four weeks.
publication
July 30 with the

is

itial

little

called

mand."

spontaneous in her work as she
is technically capable.
Pathe announces a series
as

claring

bears

childishly

for

publication

from the Hal Roach Stu-

"Supply
and
DeThe second issue
title of
"Makin'

the

In the entire sethe youthful star has
the co-operation of real, unspoiled boys of his own age.

one

added

tors

A.

the Hal Roach
and Jim Davis.

to

Howe

Announces

ness for the coming year's bright business outlook.
As all exhibitors are

FOR
no

aware,

at

Pathe distributes the entire Hal

Roach comedy output.
contract

made

year, this

at

Under

the

new

the beginning of this

includes a series of multiple-

productions starring Harold Lloyd,
the first of which, called "Dr. Jack," has
just been completed.
The advancement of "Snub" Pollard as
the star of two reel comedies, with the
added exactions of the longer form as
in the case of Lloyd
imposes a fresh
demand on the resources of the Roach
reel

—

—

announces a first series
two reelers, directed by
Charles Parrott, with Marie Mosquini,
"Sunshine Sammy" and a picked supporting cast, for publication one every
four weeks beginning in September.
The one reel comedies bearing the Hal
Roach trade mark, which will continue
to be issued one every week, include prostudios.
Pathe
of six Pollard

J.

staff

are

constitute

a

new

Feature Schedule
the

coming year Pathe announces

extended schedule of feature publications, as it does not specialize in this type of productions. From time
to time, as they are acquired, a limited
number of special features marked by
requisite distinction and human appeal
will

definite

be announced.
qualities required

The

in features seeking Pathe distribution are well illustratec
in a general way by two current examples
"Nanook of the North" and "The
Isle of Zorda," the European picturization of Jules Verne's novel of ideal heroism called "Mathias Sandorf."
Both
"Nanook of the North" and "The Isle
of Zorda" will start the new theatrical
year with the summit of their success
not yet reached.
1

—

Irish

Civil

War, Chinese

Civil

War,

First pic-

tures of the new Pope, India revolution and exclusive pictures of Ghandt, Monarchistic demonstration in Germany, Miners' trial, Charleston, W.

to Brazil, 200th anniversary of Greenland.
From June 1, 1921, to June 25, 1922, Pathe News
in different foreign coun51; England, 39; Ireland,
Italy,
Germany,
29;
40;
25; China, 14; Canada, 8;
Russia, 8; Latvia, 8; Japan, 8; Cuba, 6; Africa,
6; Mexico, 5; Egypt, 6; India, 4; Hawaii, 4; Holland, 5;
Philippine Islands, 3;
Asia Minor, 3;
Spain, 3; Switzerland, 3; Serbia, 2; Panama Canal,
2; Denmark, 2; Java, 2; Belgium, 3; Jugo-Slavia,
2; Greece, 2; Greenland, 2; Madeira Is., 2; Roumania, 3; Portugal, 2; Turkey, 1; Bavaria, 1; Aus-

covered important events
tries as follows: France,

tralia, 1; Norway, 1;
gell Is., 1; Wales, 1;
1;
1

;

1;

Bermuda,

1;

Singapore,

1

Haiti,

Pathe

;

1; Sardinia, 1; WranScotia, 1; Indo China,

Fiume,

Nova

Bahamas,
Monaco, 1

1;
;

Lithuania,

Porto Rico,

1;
1

;

Silesia,

Iceland,

1.

News

topics

animated car-

in

toons by Bert Green, and more recently
Babson's statistics similarly made clear

and

interesting

warmly

to

welcomed

the

by

are
multitude,
every-

patrons

where.

Many

Stars in
"Screen Snapshots"

DURING

the coming year "Screen
Snapshots," produced by Jack Cohn
and Lewis Selwyn, will portray in a
highly effective manner in their work,

—

their homes and engaged in their favirtually every picvorite recreations
ture star and popular picture favorite
working in this country, as well as occasional glimpses of those working in the
in

pro-

ducing unit engaged in making the two
reel series for Pathe distribution under
the general title of "Our Gang" comedies.
There are thirteen in the series, to be
issued one every four weeks beginning
on September 10 with "One Terrible
Day." "Sunshine Sammy," Jackie Condon and Peggy Cartwright are the principal
children
appearing in the "Our

Gang" comedies.
The comedies of this new unit are directed by Bob McGowan.
New direc-

by diplomatic and constructive comment
on negatives submitted by free lance
men their good will has been gained;
they have responded by bringing their
services up to the Pathe News standard,
and thus we have gradually built up a
staff of correspondents which conpletes
the field organization and makes Pathe
News a truly international medium.
I submit the following list of important Pathe News scoops achieved since
the beginning of the year:

—

No

producing equipment a zoo of
highly trained domestic animals which,
together with a group of talented and
kiddies,

—

Roma disaster, Arverne $4,000,000 fire, First
and remarkable pictures from the air of Victoria
Falls, Africa the world's most imposing cataract; First air- view pictures of the Rock of Gibraltar, Portuguese aviators on trans-Atlantic flight

his

unterrified

— The

Va.;

ductions featuring Paul Parrott.
In the meantime, Hal Roach has added
to

its

and

previous

its

We

The inwas on
two reeler

ries

Culver City, Cal., describe
extensive new building on the lot and
additions to equipment made necessary
in living up to Pathe comedy prepareddios

surpass

on
in

to always live up to its
First News Reel
The Real
News First. Since the first of the present year Pathe News has scored an unusually large number of scoops on really
important news events.
It
only
is
through the splendid organization of the
Pathe News staff that we are successful
in getting these stories either exclusively
or ahead of any other company.
Another item which I am sure that exhibitors and their patrons will appreciate
is that Pathe News now can claim that
it
is
really an international news reel,
covering all corners of the globe.
are beginning to reap the fruits of several years of very patient effort.
As it
physically impossible to have staff
is
cameramen everywhere all of the time,

motto

Enlarge Roach Plant to Meet
Requirements of New Season
p EPORTS

to

and

records,

Movies."

"Johnny Jones Com-

of six
edies,'*

to

week out

comedies starring Johnny Jones

Gertrude Messinger, whom
the reviewers unite in de-

selves.

made

of the series of

win fresh laurels.

1922

2,

Exhibitors have
studios abroad.
it
a simple matter to give this
reel the most effective exploitation, which
consists in announcement of the names
of the stars who are portrayed in each
forthcoming publication. These are displayed in the accompanying one-sheets
sent out by the distributors.
Pathe reports that since its first issue
of the new series, "Screen Snapshots" has
enjoyed a steady increase of new bookings in every section of the country.
big

found

"His

Own Law,"

one

starring

of the series of

Leo D. Maloney

Westerns

—
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Showmanship

By VICTOR M. SHAPIRO

Clean Serials Is

Pat he Aim
By

BROOKS

E. 0.

Pat he's Variety

Exploitation Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

•XPLOITATIOX

combination of art, science, brains, ingenuit3' and originality applied
to the showing of motion pictures.
To achieve an effect, to draw patrons, to deliver
dollars at the box office, exploitation must be daring,
distinctive, and sparkling with brilliancy.
New wells of interest must constantly be tapped.
Xew ideas must be created, novelties, pregnant with
power, must be woven from an airy thought to conis

E

a

in Short

Film

Bv MILES GIBBONS

crete ballyhoo.

Whether the
around

theatre

his feature,

owner

builds his exploitation

whether he concentrates on short

or whether he emphasizes courtesy, atmosphere and charm, his exploitation labels him either
as an exhibitor or a showman.
If he is smug, if he is satisfied with his house, if
he believes that he has hit the heights of achievement
with his lobby display, his projection, his courtesy,
his music, his advertising and publicity, he is a mere
exhibitor.
His mind is shut to ideas. There are
subjects,

cobwebs

in his clock.

however, in his makeup there is that something
which is constantly stirring him to do the different,
to devise new ideas, to apply his personality to his
theatre, to keep his patrons alive and alert to his
endeavors, whether it be by posters, prologues, music, unique lobby, or careful advertising, then he is a
If,

EDGAR

O.

BROOKS

Pathe Serial Sales Manager
continued motion picture
dramas released under the copyrighted trade name of "Pathese-

THE

of which the latest example
"The Timber Queen," featuring
Ruth Roland, are very different indeed from what is generally understood by the word "serial."
Over two years ago we realized
that the "hokum" serial, replete
with gunplay, murder and anachronism, was headed for the same
destination as the dime novel of
similar construction.
It was up to
us as the House of Serials to make
forward
move.
another
rials."

is

our

Therefore,

showman.
merely the lengthened shadow of
the man whose human touch dominates his theatre.
To exploit something that everyone has exploited
is easy; but to make a success along a virgin path
and blazing a trail which others follow, that is a
Exploitation

is

showman.
Take the showman who
lad of Fisher's

Kipling's

"Bal-

Boarding House," a one reeler

— take

features

producing

units
instructions regarding the types of stories
which were to be constructed for
future "Patheserials."
They were
to be written and built in the
standard length of fifteen weekly
episodes or chapters, but in no
case were crime or criminals to be
represented as other than despicable, there was to be an utter absence of gunplay or murderous at-

were given very

definite

The

in

We

In order to draw 100 per cent
audiences regularly, the various
groups which go to make up an
audience must be given the particular type of picture which has the
Hence the nestrongest appeal.
cessity for the variety which can
only be supplied by the short subject.
In many cases the five-reel
picture, even though it may show
a famous star, may not appeal
strongly to more than 50 per cent
of the audience, leaving it to the
news reel, comedy and other short
subjects

to

through

and

Each

real

serials."
had gotten into our
real stride when producing "Hur(Continued on page 82)

growing importance of
subjects is due, in a great
measure, to the realization by exhibitors of the absolute necessity
for building up programs which
will appeal to the full 100 per cent
of their clientele.

pull

send

the
the

program
audience

that satisfied feeling of

having seen genuine entertainment.

every particular.

step toward censorproof "Patheserials" was taken
when we selected Robert W. Chambers' thrilling novel, "In Secret,"
as the vehicle for Pearl White's
starring appearance in "The Black
Secret," and this proved to be one
of our "best sellers." Shortly after
this we featured Jack Dempsey in
"Daredevil Jack," which also had
a wonderfully successful sale both
here and abroad.
Then followed
Ruth Roland in what was at that
time the most popular "Patheserial" she had ever starred in, "Ruth
of the Rockies."
Coming down to more recent
times, "The Timber Queen" is the
fourth of a series of really phenomenally popular censorproof "Pathefirst

THE
short

away with

tack with other weapons, and above
all they were to be positively clean

and wholesome

MILES GIBBONS
Short Subject Sales Manager

A

scene

from

"The Haunted House," one
Johnny Jones comedies

of

the

series

of

well-built

program must

in-

clude at least three short subjects,
each one of which should be of an
Pathe, in
entirely different type.
demands
its desire to supply the
of all exhibitors, covers the entire
short subject field, including:

TOPICAL SUBJECTS,

headed by Pathe
Pathe Review, magazine of the
Day."
a weekly
screen; "Topics of the
digest of current wit and wisdom, and
of
shots
intimate
"Screen Snapshots."
prominent screen stars.
COMEDIES, in single reels, Pathe offers the Hal Roach comedies with Paul
Parrott; Aesop's Film Fables and the HarLloyd re-issues; in two reels, the
old
Johnny Jones comedies, Hal Roach's "Our
Gang" comedies, and the new "Snub"

News;

the

showman who makes a big
News scoops the field or

Pathe

splurge whenever
exclusive

gets an

beat.

These personalities
exploitation.
They

know

the

whys and hows of

know how romance affects
moon-struck youth; how laughter drives away the
cares of work-worn women; how thrills affect the
human heart. They have probed deeply, and apply
human appeal to their theatre in a way that lures,
stimulates and inspires.
For the up and going showman who strives for
this distinction, who commands attention because
of his daring, who plans novelties, searches for new
ideas, cultivates the human touch and radiates a
showman's personality, Pathe short subject product
offers this theatre owner a field for the expression
of his unique talents that put him in a class where
both money and fame flow to his doors.
attracts,

Pollard comedies.

DRAMAS,

every

other week

Pathe

re-

leases Leo Maloney in the "Range Rider
These are designed to be typical
Series."

"Westerns."

SPECIALTIES, from time to time
Pathe will release novelties such as Rudyard Kipling's "The Ballad of Fisher's
Boarding House."
SCREEN STUDIES, additional Pathe
Screen Studies will be released from time
to time.
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Declares
That the
real

title

Reports "The Storm"
'More to Be Pitied" is
Proving Big Success
Title of Proven Box Office Value

"More

to

and

box-office puller

Be

Pitied"

will

is

prove

a

in-

men who have played the Blaney melodrama of the same name on which the
based, according to C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation.
Gus Schlesinger, formerly owner and
manager of the Arch Street theatre,
Philadelphia, which played many of the
old stock favorites, is among the showis

men now prominent

in

film

circles

who

declares that "More to Be Pitied" is a
title that will literally "pull 'em in." This
is seen as one reason for the enthusiasm
being evidenced by showmen and the
many inquiries that are being received by
C. B. C. and the various state right buyers who hold the production.

National Board of Review with not a single cut or suggestion for a change. The

board
is

passing

in

said to have

some,

it

"Many prominent showmen who formerely ran 'stock' are now managing film
theatres and they remember that 'More
to Be Pitied' was one of the greatest successes they ever played in stage melodramas, outdistancing everything else.
For this reason, because the play was
such a success, and because the film
bears the same title and tells the same
story, they are anxious now to secure

worthwhile

Lesser Buys Rights

Although it is still being shown only in
a few pre-view bookings, it has estab-

Among

recent important sales
the
made on the production is the one to Sol
Lesser, head of All Star Feature Distributors of San Francisco and Los Angeles who, according to the terms of the
contract will handle "More to Be Pitied"
in the California, Arizona and Nevada
territory.

Mr. Lesser is arranging a big first-run
showing in Los Angeles and another in
San Francisco and announces that he
will launch the feature with one of the
biggest campaigns in the history of his
organization.

Southern Exchange Buys

Warner Starring

Series

Oscar Oldknow, president of the Southern States Film Company, has purchased
from East Coa-st Productions the entire

James

B.

Warner

starring series for the

South and the Southwest.
The Southern States Film
will offer the

Warner

Company

pictures for

Be
its

diate
tory,

publication

Appeal of Classics
"Lady Godiva,"

"Silas

And Other Films Draw
Crowds at Aldine
During July the Aldine theatre, in
Philadelphia, had for its manager Arthur
Kane, president of Associated ExS.
hibitors and of Arthur S. Kane Pictures
Mr. Kane was conducting
He set out to prove to
and declares that
his own satisfaction
he has succeeded that even in midsummer the public stood ready to patronize
clean pictures, with educational as well
as entertainment value, yet lacking the
impetus of great names as stars.
Heat No Deterrent
Leasing the Aldine from Felt Brothers
for thirty days, Mr. Kane installed, successively, Jules Verne's "The Isle of
Zorda," Alfred Lord Tennyson's "Lady
Godiva," George Eliot's "Silas Marner,"
and "The Power Within," by Dr. Norwood, a popular Philadelphia clergyman.
The public response was gratifying.
Large crowds packed the house, even on
Corporation.

an experiment.

—

—

the hottest nights.

"Please understand that I have not enan opponent of the star system,"
said Mr. Kane, in discussing his experiment.
"My experiment had to do with
picture presentation, rather than selection or production, and was not intended
to test the public's preference as between
star and non-star attractions.
Presentation is Important
"The success of the venture did, however, strengthen my conviction that pictures based on literary classics, when
listed as

and skillfully produced and preunder attractive auspices, cannot
win enthusiastic popular support."

faithfully
fail

to

Film

Marner"

in

stated

Praised by Katz

Chicago, "The Storm" also had a
triple engagement in the first run houses,
playing the Chicago, The Tivoli and the
Riviera, three of the leading Balaban and
In

Katz houses.

Produce Big
East Starring Theda Bara

which went west some months ago
a long tenancy of the Selznick
studios in Fort Lee, N. J., and on West
Forty-eighth street, Manhattan.
The establishment of a second production,

after

ing unit is in line with the general policy
of expansion which the Selznick company is said to be planning for the future.
The first picture to be made in the East
under the new arrangement will be the
big special starring Theda Bara which
will
mark that internationally known
player's return to the screen after an
absence of almost two years.

Have

Published Labor Day
General publication of "The Storm" is
Universal sales offiset for Labor Day.
cials predict by that time, it will have
been booked in more than thirty per cent
of the big houses in the United States
and Canada.
"The Storm" has a unique record it is
pointed out.
It had three consecutive
Broadway runs, being first shown at the
Capitol for one week, where it did capacrainy
ity business despite a week of
weather. Then it was transferred to the
Central Theatre at an advance in price,
where it enjoyed a four weeks' run. Following its Central theatre run, it went
It did
into the Broadway for a week.
equally as good business in the Broadway as during its two previous runs, it is

to

Selznick Pictures Corporation is about
to resume production in the East, although this does not mean that work at
the United studios in Los Angeles will
be discontinued. A new production unit
under the personal direction and supervision of David O. Selznick is about to
be established to begin work in New
York City in the immediate future.
Is Additional Unit
This production unit will be in addition
to the one now operating on the Pacific
Coast in charge of Myron Selznick,
President of Selznick Pictures Corpora-

Will

lished a popularity for itself far greater

than any Universal picture ever before
produced, it is stated.

imme-

David O. Selznick

to
into

sal Declares
"The Storm," is breaking a number

of
box-office records Universal reports on
the
House Peters starring vehicle.

Kane Demonstrates

went

Breaking Box

picture of the type
suitable for presentation before any audience.

making is pointed out in the announcement that the feature was passed by the

"More

Is

Records Univer-

Office

one hundred per cent
it as a whole-

throughout their terriwhich comprises Tennessee, North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Florida,
Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas.

the film," says C. B. C.
Proof of the quality of
Pitied" and the care that

Production

commended

Play a Success

sented

1922

2,

6

strumental in making this feature one of
the biggest successes and money-makers
of the year, is the opinion of many show-

film

September

Full Charge

For the past several years all of the
pictures carrying the Selznick trade mark
have been produced by Myron Selznick.
His brother, David O. Selznick, has always been closely associated with him,
and since the inception of the company
the two have worked side by side. While
David Selznick has carried various titles
from secretary to vice-president, he has
taken an active hand in every branch of
the business.
At the head of the new
production unit he will be in direct per-

sonal charge of

all

departments and ac-

now spending

the greater
part of his time in an effort to find a
suitable vehicle for Miss Bara.

and

tivities,

is

Expect Fall Publication
Mr. Selznick, who is at present located
the United Studios at Hollywood
at
where for the past few weeks he has been
working on other production matters

Myron

with

month

Selznick.

will

leave

within

New

for
York, where he will immediately start filming of the big Theda
Bara subject.
All production made by the David
Selznick unit, as with those made by the
unit headed by Myron Selznick, will be
a

distributed
poration.
will

by the Select Pictures cor-

The Theda Bara production
be made in time for early fall publi-

cation.

Buys "Curse
The

five-star

of

state-right

Drink"
feature

"The

Curse of Drink" has been sold by L.
Lawrence Weber and Bobby North,

American

distributors of the picture, to

Grand, of the New England territory which comprises Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut and Massa-

Sam

chusetts.

Buy Williams

Series

Di Lorenzo, Inc., has sold Big Boy
Williams series to Lee Goldberg of Big
Feature Rights Corporation, Louisville;
for the states of Kentucky and Tennessee, and to James Alexander of Columbia
Film Service, Pittsburgh, for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
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Earle Williams and Rodolph Valentino
in "A Rogue's Romance," a Vitagraph Picture
TWO

of the

most popular male

Maud

stars

today,
Earle
Williams
and
Rodolph Valentino, are starred in "A
Rogue's Romance," a Vitagraph October

Goorge. Harry

Van Meter

of

and

Herbert Standing.
Earle Williams has
climbed
to
popularity through years
of hard work and
clever performances.
His films are always
heralded
with
enthusiasm by picture
lovers throughout
the country.

Rodolph Valentino
leaped to popularity
almost overnight.
James Young,
Aside from his abilDirector.
ity as an actor he has
won an enviable reputation as a dancer.
Perhaps the best
known and most popular of those performed by Valentino is an Apache dance.
This number was filmed for "A Rogue's
Romance" and is one of the highlights in
the production.

James Young, who directed the

Earle Williams

release.
The picture was directed by
James Young and the cast includes such
well known players as Kathryn Adams.
Brinsley Shaw, Marion Skinner,

pic-

one of the outstanding directors
of today. His pictures are unexcelled for
direction and the atmosphere contained
in them.
The lure and romance of Paris
with its underworld and police system
have all been caught by the camera. It
is the type of story that has made French
fiction so popular in America.
The plot
deals with the adventures of a master
ture,

is

criminal

who

antagonizes a dangerous
underworld. The introduction of a strong love interest provides
material for thrilling escapes and dramatic
situations.
The element of suspense is
maintained until the final denouement.
It is from the pen of H. H. Van Loan,
whose works always bring to the screen
photoplays of exceptional merit.
In "A Rogue's Romance." Rodolph
Valentino is cast as The Ferret, a cafe
dancer and member of the underworld.
It is considered dangerous to cross The
Ferret and yet Mons. Picard, a role assumed by Williams, deliberately antagonizes this man and engages in a fist fight
with him. From that hour The Ferret
hounds Picard and informs the police of
his every move, but Picard is always able
to outwit the police and make an exciting

power

in the

escape.

A

girl

induces

Ficard

to

turn

his

powers to the benefit of society and this
man, whose love for children has caused
him to adopt three, aids the police in
capturing a dangerous band of grafters.
He is cornered without visible means of
escape, several times; but in each instance
to elude his pursuers in the most
natural manner.
The story is full of surprises and un-

manages

expected twists, furnishing both Williams and Valentino difficult and exacting
roies.
The action is exceptionally tricky
and the business of a kind that keeps the
players on the alert at all times.
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Equity Prepares Art
Big Theatres and Chains Contract
Poster on New Film
Early for New Educational Product
Enthusiastic praise from critics and
quick bookings from big first run houses
in all parts of the country are greeting
the earliest pictures in Educational's 19221923 program of short subjects.
A sensation is being created, it is said,
by the Earl Hurd comedies, the single
reel novelties presented by C. C. Burr in
which Mr. Hurd is combining shots of
real actors with animated cartoons in a
manner that leaves the audience guessing
as to how it is done.
Six Films in Series
There are to be six pictures in this

With only one

series.

many

officially

issued,

run theatres or chains have
taken the entire series. The buyer for a
first

string of theatres in New England declared "One OF Cat," the first of this
series, the "best thing I ever saw." "The
greatest one reel special ever released,

from anything ever
what the buyer for the Blank
Enterprises said when taking these comdifferent

entirely

made,"
edies

is

for these

big

first

run houses in

Iowa.

While "One Ol' Cat" is running simultaneously at the Rivoli and Strand theatres in New York the week of August
20, the second picture of the series, "Fresh
Fish," is in its second week at the Strand.
It is the third week for "One Ol' Cat" at
the Rivoli.

'Em Hutch,"

American
business.
On July 16 we released Ruth
Roland's positive chef d'oeuvre of Western stories in "Patheserial" form, "The
Timber Queen."
Three more censorproof "Patheserials"
are now in active work: Charles Hutchison in "Speed,"' Pearl White in "Plunder," and Ruth Roland in "The Riddle
of the
order.

Jack White with

"One

of the

this picture.

most

distinctive burlesque

comedies in many months," writes James
W. Dean, whose reviews in the NewspaService

are

per Enterprise Association
printed in hundreds of newspapers.
Mr. Dean also reviews "That Son of a
Sheik," the first of the new Christie comedy series, for the hundreds of papers

using this service.

Announces Initial Almanac
"And now," he says, "the movie

turns
laugh at the public which has swallowed, hook, line and sinker, the bunk
the movie has fed it. This is the manner
of satire contained in 'That Son of a
Sheik/ This comedy reaches a high level
Its scenes are just as
of production.
beautiful as those of the various feature
pictures dealing with desert themes."
"The First Barber" is the first of the
Tony Sarg Almanacs to be published by
Educational. Another new series to be
distributed by Educational is the Hamilton comedy group, starring Lloyd HamHis first picture, "The Speeder,"
ilton.
has been completed and will soon be
ready for preview and showing to exhibitors at the branches.
to

Clean Serials

Is

Pat he Aim
By

E. O.

BROOKS

(Continued from page

79)

Range," to be released

that

in

Frequently what seems the most comis the most true. It may sound
trite
to say that "Hurricane Hutch"
bookings have exceeded to date every
previous record on "Patheserials"; that
"White Eagle" contracts are more numerous than any other Ruth Roland
"Patheserial" at the same distance from
release date; that advance bookings on
"Go-Get-'Em Hutch" greatly exceeded
those on even "Hurricane Hutch" at release date; and that already "The Timber
Queen" business has soared away beyond that on any of its predecessors.

Two

F. B.

O. Films

Nearing Completion
Helen Jerome Eddy and Ethel
Clayton Are Starred in

New

Productions

Two

feature productions which will
introduce new F. B. O. stars to exhibitors
are now nearing completion at the R-C
Studios in Los Angeles. These are "The

Three

Cornered

Kingdom"

in

which

Ethel Clayton will make her debut under
the F. B. O. banner, and "When Love
Comes of Age," the first Ray Carroll production starring Helen Jerome Eddy.

Directed by Ruggles
Miss Clayton is directed in "The Three
Cornered Kingdom" by Wesley Ruggles
and Warner Baxter is her leading man.
The picture is from a story by De Vernet
Rabell.

In the cast are

Andre

Murdock Mac-

Genevieve
and Victory Bateman.
"When Love Comes of Age" is adapted
from a story by Miss Carroll and presents Helen Jerome Eddy in a quaint
story of New England life.
William A.
Seiter, is wielding the megaphone.
Miss
Eddy's leading man is Harrison Ford.
Both these productions are scheduled for
Quarrie,

Hutch" was followed by
"White Eagle," a Western drama, in which Miss Roland por"Hurricane

Ruth Roland

in

trayed the part of an Indian chieftainess.
Then came "Hutch" again in "Go-Get-

Twenty-four Sheets to
Theatre Men
Final details have been worked out at
the Equity home office in preparation for
the beginning of its big advertising campaign and for the completion of its accessory problems
for
the
publication
of
"What's Wrong With the Women," scheduled for September 1.
The posters are done with a touch of art
and elegance with the idea of deviating
from the ordinary poster generally exhibited but still holding the punch and the
attractiveness fitting the production. Three
styles of one sheets have been deemed
necessary for whatever theme the exhibitor
may think suitable for his special purpose;
two styles of three sheets, one six sheet
and one twenty-four sheet and an attractive
window card.

Offers

Exhibitor Aids

The

press book is the finest of its kind
yet turned out by Equity.
Every conceivable help to an exhibitor is contained
therein and it is hoped that the press book
will fulfil its errand of making money for
the exhibitors by its advertising suggestions.

The photographs are made up in three
the 11 by 14 size and 22 by 28 size
for framing purposes in the theatre lobbies
and a set of six oil paintings, 30 x 40, for
lobby stands.
set of twenty newspaper
stills covering every important incident and
character in the production are afforded
the showman for any special purposes that
he may choose to exploit.
sizes,

A

Sheet Furnished Gratis
In the music cue sheet a few bars of
each appropriate selection are furnished,
together with the length of time to the
exact second for each selection to be played.
By this new plan of cue sheet, a conductor
or organist is able to plan the accompaniment to the picture before the first showing.
This exceptional cue sheet is furnished gratis to the exhibitor.

Begendre,

Blinn,

early publication.

Comedy Ready Soon
"Their First Vacation" will introduce
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven in their
new scries of two-reel comedies to be
published through the Film Booking
Offices of America. This will be the first
of a series of twelve two-reelers which
will bring this pair of favorites back to
the screen in comedies built around the
troubles and trials of newlyweds.
It is
scheduled for publication during the first
week of September.

Leo Maloney Production
Leads Pathe Program for
Publication September
"His

Own

3

Law," of "The Range Rider

with Leo Maloney, leads the
schedule of short subjects which Pathe
announces for publication on September
3.
In this two-reel Western drama the
star has exceptionally strong dramatic
scenes in connection with his well known
feats of horsemanship.
Other subjects
for
publication on this date include
episode 8 of "The Timber Queen," called
"The Smugglers' Cave"; "Wet Weather,"
with Paul Parrott, a Hal Roach comedy;
Aesop's Film Fable called "Fearless
Fido"; the Harold Lloyd re-issue called
"Off the Trolley"; Pathe Review No. 171;
"Topic of the Day," No. 36, and Pathe
News Nos. 72 and 73.
Series"

"Loves of Pharaoh" Set
For Publication Aug. 28

"Day Dreams"

Paramount announces as its publication
August 28, "The Loves of Pharoah."
This picture is presented by the Hamilton
Theatrical Corporation and features an
all-star cast among which are included
the pick of European screen artists.
Paramount is authority for the statement that an entire Egyptian city, containing more than fifty massive buildings,
was constructed for the filming of this

"Day Dreams" is the title of Buster
Keaton's newest two-reel comedy. The
picture was produced by Joseph M.
Schenck, and will be published through
Associated First National.
Eddie Cline
directed, with Virginia Fox and Joe
Roberts in the supporting cast.
Buster Keaton is at his best in this

for

ricane Hutch," with that daredevil stunt
king, Charles Hutchison, in the title role,
and this was really the first positively
censorproof "Patheserial."

Offers One, Three, Six and

of

monplace

Reviewer Praises Subject
reception given "Look Out Below"
speaks well for the success of the new
series of Mermaid comedies started by

The

romance

a

picture.

Ernest Lubitsch directed

it.

Is

Latest

Of Buster Keaton Films

story, it
to make

said, where his sincere
good bring only grief.

is

efforts

Something to Read
Each week the
lishes numerous

HERALD

blue laws and

censorship,

ing to

Every

other reform menaces.
hibitor should

keep a

stories for use

when

ex-

of these

file

Screen Message No. 70

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

articles

the occasion

demands.

Isn't
a

just a bit inconsistent for

it

Chautauqua lecturer who speaks

(for pay) seven days each

to

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

WAGED

FIGHT

week

Sunday theatre?

attack the

IN

OHIO

Wilmington Exhibitor Combats City's
Reformers With Aid of Local Editor
Success in combatting Sunday closing agitation is proportionate to the
extent of effective advertising and exploitation used and the sincere effort
motivating this procedure.
ness in town can run, when they are all
The pace of the reformed can not be
violations of the same blue laws?
retarded if the exhibitor assumes a dis"We are not asking any special favor,
interested attitude and remains inactive in

Black Sheep
An

published

editorial

recently

in

the

Detroit Free Press should be

brought to

of every person

who heaps

attention

the

condemnation upon the motion picture
dustry.

It

is

published

with the suggestion
space for

it

in their

in

that

full

make

exhibitors

programs.

in-

herewith

"The case

of the minister arrested in

whom

19-year-old

for

girl,

he had deserted his wife and nine

children

we
men

in

Ohio,

serves as

reminder

a

that

are sometimes too prone to judge

al!

of a particular class or calling

by

"The disgusting exhibition of
justify

the

those with

this

abandonment

of

whose care he was charged by

both divine and
in

sancti-

clergyman sought to

heartless

man-made

laws, should

nowise detract from the

esteem

in

which the clergy generally are held.

"By the same
who have shown
condemn

the

token, certain ministers
a disposition to broadly

men and women

of the stage

and screen because of the sins of a few,

may

find in this latest clerical backslid-

ing meat for thought before they again

indulge in too sweeping statements.
It
would be the part of discretion, if not
of

charity,

have
nook."

the

to consider that black sheep

habit

of

appearing

in

in

by Mur-

—

W

but we are asking for a square deal, every one is entitled to that. We are not
making any charges against any other
business in town, but you can read the
letters from a couple of mayors of other

Ohio cities and see what are the violaof law going on around us every
Sunday.
"These letters can be found in today's
Xews-Journal, read them over carefullv
and consider what the effect of a strict
enforcement of the blue laws would have
in Wilmington.
tions

"Remember, when we start in to close,
there is no place to stop until we finish
the job.
"This letter is not meant as a threat
against our officers or anyone else, it is
to try to help the people in general to
see these things in the same light we do."

"1

on Sunday.
Murphy's editorial-advertisement was
Everyone."
for
titled "A Square Deal
The text as supplied to this department
by First Xational follows:
"Shall Wilmington have a common
sense law enforcement, or shall we have
a radical blue law enforcement which has
been tried out in many other places (to

417

sorrow) ? Shall we have clean, innocent amusement for our young people on Sunday, after they have fulfilled

ture.

atres of their cities

the transgressions of individuals.

mony by which

utilized

disseminating his propaganda the
In the first
press, screen and billboards.
he had the staunch cooperation of the edilmington News-Journal.
itor of the
In the newspaper the exhibitor presented his fair-minded argument in a
Flanking
advertisement.
three, column
this the editor published news stories
narrating the stand taken by the mayor
of Manchester, O.. and the mayor of
Sandusky, who refused to close the the-

phy

Black Sheep
Michigan with a

tion of his drive. In this manner he won
friends among those citizens who have

opposed Sunday shows.
Three channels were

reads:

It

the face of the menace.
One theatre owner who has conducted
an extremely praiseworthy campaign of
this nature is Frank Murphy of the Murphy theatre at Wilmington, O. Dignity
and persuasiveness formed the founda-

every

their

religious obligations or shall we
continue to force them to seek their
amusement at the shows, parks and dance
halls of Dayton, Springfield, Columbus
and Cincinnati, returning home at 2 or
their

o'clock in the morning, which they
are doing every Sunday? Is it right that
a business that did more for charity and
other war activities than any other business in town, shall be made a victim of
Is it right that
blue law enforcement?
a business that has been helping the coland
the churches
lege, the public schools
of the town shall be singled out and
closed on Sunday, while every other busi-

Order Your Slides
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
South Dearborn

Chicago,

Street,

111.

Send me, free of charge, the series oi
twelve slides which the Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign
maintain the freedom

of

to
the motion pic-

will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of
this arrangement.
I

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

3

Theatre

Street

CUy
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September

instance:
The writer, through an
oversight, failed to make his monthly returns until one day overdue just one day
for

LETTERS
A

forum

tice

which the exhibitor
express his opinion on

invited to
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned

be

not

will

letters

printed.

Foreign Loans and U.

GIBSON. NEB.— To

the

Taxes

S.

Editor:

All

about forgiving the foreign nations their debts to the United States for

this talk

the big loans

war times
very bad pain when he

made them

gives a person a

stops to think

how

in

own

our

to financial obligations to

people are

when

comes
the government

treated by the government

it

and how we are being taxed in every direction to meet this country's share of expense incurred in helping win the world
war.
If

there

is

any forgiving and forgetting

commence

to be done, let's

home.

At

with our

a

little

nearer

not be so exacting
people and so easy with

least, let's

own

the foreigner.

The
set

of

department has a

internal revenue

iron-clad rules which

by a private
put him in

citizen in

enforced
his business would
if

— the

government would
never allow him to employ such tactics.
Doubtless it is necessary to have some
rules

strict

jail

in

the

down

taxes but to bear
triotic,

collection

of

special

so hard on pa-

law-abiding citizens for some very

slight infraction of the rules, while at the

same time foreign nations are allowed

to

own

time to repay loans or interest and even high government officials
advocate donating the millions of good
take their

money (which was
citizens),

loaned

rate of interest,

supplied by American

good faith
too much.

in

is

are three
ABOVEwhich
will be
is

understood he

print of the

first

low

that he

offense, he receives noassessed twenty-five per

cent penalty and a month's interest at
five per cent in addition, and is threatened
with seizure and sale of his property unless this additional payment is made in ten
days.
In the matter of the interest penalty
alone, to say nothing of the twenty-five
per cent, five per cent for one day means
at the rate of 1725 per cent for one year,
which all will allow is some interestmore than most small town show houses
make, anyway! What business man would
be allowed to enforce his claims in this

way ?

S

—

TIMELY FILMS
Mamie

—

:

life

*

May

The

:

family

skeleton

—

Editor:
ILL. To
the
a question I would like tp ask:
does the exhibitor of this country
pay out perfectly good money for these
one reel travel pictures when eight per
cent of them show only that one country,

Why

India?

Why

all of the travel pictures should
Once in
deal with India, I fail to see.
a while, they give us a variety and show
us some colored gentleman doing a hula
dance in the south sea islands.
couldn't we have a series of travel
pictures showing some of the places in
not a one reel picthis country?
ture of Chicago, New York, Washington
or Boston?
I
am sure there are many

Why

Why

people in this country who have never
been to any of these cities, who would
appreciate seeing them a whole lot more
than India. Wouldn't State street, Chicago, look better than a bunch of naked
negroes in Africa?
Then there is Canada. Why not a trip
through the cities and country to the
north of us? Then there is London. If
all the travel pictures I have seen, there
Here's
has been only one of London.
hoping there may be a change. J. T.
ville,

111.

Oaklawn

the

swimming.

Ray
Righto
You said
"Topics of the Day" Films.
!

an

eyeful.

*

There was a young lady from Gaum,
Who said, "Now the sea is so caum,
"I

swim

will

for a lark."

But she met with a shark.

We

now

will

sing the 99th psaum.
Texas Scalper.

Did you know that Peggy
Patience
taking swimming lessons?
:

is

Jr.,

girl
looks like the
oftener she goes in

a

less

*

Suggestion on Scenics

DANVILLE,

Here

INC.

How's John doing at his new
saver?
Mayme: Getting along just swimmingly!
Flushing Times.

job as

Neb.

A

THE:

ELECTED BY

:

Let's cut out this chatter about helping
foreign nations out by donating a few
billions until we can give our own citizens
a fair deal, whether they are engaged in
the amusement business or some other
line.
What do you think about it? C. E.
Tohnson,
Paramount theatre, Gibbon,

O'Flaherty,
tax,

is

— Dan-

theatre,

Patrice

is

Rather late in the season, isn't

:

it?

Patience
Oh, no
skating this winter.
:

;

going to take up
Yonkcrs Statesman.

she's

*

May: I'm afraid you saw too much of
me — dancing all winter.
Ray
Never
I'm hoping to see more of
you swimming all summer. "Topics of the
Films.
Day"

—

!

:

*

"Mother,

may

I

go for a swim?"

my

darling daughter.
clothes
display each limb.
"But don't go near the water."

"Yes,

"Hang your

—

Portland Express.
*

Mrs. Herbert got another son
this morning.
Mansfield
Impossible, the sun's been
under a cloud all day.
Her son taught her
Curtiss
No, no.
the stroke. "Topics of the Day" Films.
Curtiss
stroke in

:

swimming
:

:

Do you know that girl who won
Ted
swimming race?
Yes, I have a date with her toNed
morrow to teach her how to swim. New
York Sun.
:

the

:

Fo gotten Law," the first of a series of six pictures starring Milton
Mr. Graf passed through Chicago recently on his way to New York, where it
He carried with him a
close distribution arrangements with one of the large distributing organizations.

stills,

Sills

at a

amusement

In the matter of the

TOPICS

remember.
For this heinous

at

is

FILM LAUGHS FROM

—

From Readers

1922

2,

the

first

produced by

ever published, of "The

Max

Graf.

will
picture.

Mr. Graf is confident that Milton Sills will immediatelv take his place among the most popular male stars. During the past
year, Mr. Sills appeared in the casts of "Smilin' Through," "The Cat That Walked Alone." "One Clear Call," "Skin Deep," and
"Burning Sands." The series will be produced in San Francisco. "The Forgotten Law" is a screen adaptation of Carolyn
Abbott Stanley's novel, "The Modern Madonna." The supporting cast includes Jack Mulhall, Lucretia Harris, Alec Frances

and Cleo Ridgley.

—
September
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—

"What

85

Did For Me"

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this departmenj.

It is

a co-operative service

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

every

week what

American Releasing
The Three Buckaroos, with

a special

an

ordinary

cast.

— This

western, a

is

out

the

of

Book

different.
cannot go wrong on this
price.
S.
Clayman,
C.
Bartlesville, Okla.
Small
little

—

You

it.

one at a fair
Yale theatre,
town patron-

—

I

|

—

Gold, with a special cast. Nothing to it.
People walked out. Took it
off after showing once.
J. P. Neist, Forest theatre, Forest City, la.
Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

Associated Exhibitors
The Rider

Writing

King Log, with a
special cast.
This is a very good production but did not draw for me.
Patrons
pleased who saw it. J. W. Andresen,

—

—

—

Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Marry the Poor Girl, with Mr. and Mrs.

1

S.

please.

They

don't

—

much

spell

at

my

box office. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town pat-

—

F. B.

—Bowey

last reel.
Circuit.

O.

—W.

than average attendance.
Nifty theatre, Waterville,
eral patronage.

B.

WarBetter

Brown,
Wash. GenP.

—

—

—

— General

patronage.
QUEEN O' THE TURF, with a special
cast. This one pleased everyone who
saw it. R-C's novelty advertising on it
brought me the best Thursday house
I've had in sixty
days. S. G. Ihde,

—

—

Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

it.

—

S.

Ashland,

G.

Photoplay
Neighborhood

Ihde,

Kan.

g

Illinois,

jj

&

Charles,

Wash.

Theatre

— A very good picture and pleased. Drew
well. — Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre,
D. — Small town patronage.
The Son of the Wolf, with a special
there
About
cast. — Fine scenery.
for amusement. — H. R. Jenkins, Opera
House, Dahlgren,
— Small town patS.

—

is

111.

The Fatal Marriage, with

— This one

Lillian Gish

pleased the
older people but the younger ones expected to see "Wally" Reid in a snapYou'll get by with it. S.
pier picture.
Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
G. Ihde.

—

Kan.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Queen of the Turf, with a special cast.
No good. The race scene only thing'
good about picture. The rest the same
Gaiety theatre. Bluffton, Ind.
old stuff.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lure of the Jade, with Pauline
Frederick. Nothing special about it. but
a well acted and well directed picture.

patronage.

—

—

—

Eden and Return, with Doris May.
A nice comedy drama that pleased my
patrons.

I

noticed

adverse

reports

on

and was shaky on it, but it was enjoyable.
H. R. Jenkins. Opera House,
Dahlgren, 111. Small town patronage.
The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick. A good story well cast and
well played.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.
General patronthis,

—

—

—

—

—

age.

Queen of the Turf, with a special cast.
Be careful how much money you pay
for this picture. Over exploited. A common program picture with short race in

—

from Se"The Whirlwind." Am

have bought

lect entitled

anxious to

a serial

know how

it is

as I can

no comment in any trade paIf any exhibitor has ever seen
it I would greatly appreciate a letter from him on the subject.
George C. Starkey, Opera House,
find
per.

Montour

Falls,

N. Y.

fair.

theatre, Waterville,

flopped as to pleasing the crowd. Howevei, it gets them in, as the advertising
is great, but the picture is not
there.

H. R. Jenkins, Opera House, Dahlgren,
111.
Small town patronage.

—

Tne Son

of the Wolf, with a special
London's novel made into a
satisfactory north country picture.
Drew and pleased. P. G. Estee, Fad
theac-e, Brookings, S. D.— Neighborhood

—Jack
very
casi.

—

patronage.

Trouble,

First National
with Jackie Coogan.— Hits

the bull's eye for business.
All were
pleased with the picture. A family picture.
When you run it watch how the
children flock in to see it.
Good for
two or three days anywhere.— Charles
H. Ryan. Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

DON'T EVER MARRY,

a

Marshall

Neilan production.— This is an old timer,
but a very good one. Bought it over two
years ago at a good price and all I expected to do was to break even. Had a
lot

of

handbills

printed stating that

I

would admit all married ladies free when
accompanied by their "real husbands."
Mailed these out on

all the rural routes,
certainly did business.
Didn't know we had so many "real husbands" in the country. Got men in who
had never seen the inside of my theatre
before. This same stunt could be worked
on any married folks picture, but don't
forget to put in the word "real." T. E.
Edmunson, Lyric theatre, Grangeville,
Idaho.
I

—

Sonny,

with

Richard

Barthelmess.

Most

successful picture we have had
since Smilin' Through, which was a record breaker for popularity. J. A. Flournoy. Criterion
theatre,
Macon, Ga.

—

General patronage.
One Clear Call, with a special cast.
Boost it big.
Will please all classes.
Dandy cast for a picture of this character.
Acting of Miss Rich wonderful.
Others very good. Geo. T. Cruzen. Empress theatre, Hastings, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Gas, Oil, Water, with Charles Ray.—
Ray's pictures are getting worse all the
time.
Exhibitors ought to refuse to
work them. C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre,
Amarillo. Tex. General patronage.
Smilin' Through, with Norma Talmadge. A wonderful production played
for three days to fair business.
It is a
100 per cent picture.
Book it. A. I.

—

Roll Call
I

—

and believe me

ronage.

and Wallace Reid.

special

attendance

— Neighborhood —

—

of the

Wolf, with a special
cast.
Jack London's name put this one
over for me. Seemed to satisfy most all

who saw

Co.,

all

At the Stage Door, with a special cast.
Good plot. Very interesting. Good
cast.
Pleased as a regular program picture.
Business good. Giacoma Brothers. Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

The Son

g

The Swamp, with Sessue Hayakawa.

The Sheik of Araby, with H.
ner.
Good picture, well liked.

—

jj

IwaillMliMliMBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMl

Yader,
patronage.

ronage.

theatre,

Xenia,

title,

Brown. Nifty

PRESSLY,

J.

Xenia Amusement

—

a

too slow, did not appeal to

Good

audience.

it

We
1
1
HERALD
1
I
| "What The Picture Did For §
| Me."

DeHaven. A light comedy in five reels,
that went over nicely.
If these stars
go good with you, this picture should

of the Wolf, with

—Action

P.

Hyde, Grand theatre,
town patronage.

— Small

Wash. General patronage.
Queen of the Turf, with a special cast.
—Thought this would be a knockout but

It

as it is one of the best guides
to procuring better pictures.
are ever eager to get
in order to view
the

cast.

W.

We certainly could not get 1
I
I along without the HERALD |
p in the motion picture business, jj
-

of the

The Son

|

Showmen are

|

Lee

Pierre, S. D.

Wny

That's

age.

Moon

—Charles

gjllilllllllllllllU

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

—

—

—

—

—
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This picture has some wonderful snow
scenes and will please any audience. A
dandy hot weather picture. J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

^IllilllillllllillUlllllllllilllllllllllllll^

|

—

Welcome to
The Circle
Say

J

with Norma TalPleased 100 per cent.
Gaiety theatre,
Let's have more like it.
patronInd. Neighborhood
Bluffton,
Smilin'

madge.

age.

While I
jj
I
over jj
for
| exhibition game
| twenty years, this is my first jj
I attempt to break into print in j
I a trade paper. Have felt like jj
it a number of times, but knew jj
1 darn well what I had to say |
| in regard to Contracts, De- j
the

in

and Film Boards of
1 Trade would never be pub{§

posits

jj

jj

1 lished.
have enjoyed |
certainly
I
1
1 reading the HERALD, as it |
1 is filled with good interesting j
things about what the exhibi- fj
jj
1 tor is doing and not so much jj
jj

1
|
1
1
1

given to blowing about the jj
Largest (?) Paid Circulation. 1
The "What The Picture j

Did For Me" department

is

the first thing I turn to after
In the
reading the editorial.
main I have found these com-

jj

I
j§

||

1 ments to be about correct, es- J
1 pecially those of my neighbor J
I on the South, Mr. Philip Rand |
jj

1
fj

1

He always
of Salmon, Idaho.
It's too bad
hits the ball.
producers do not hire Philip
Rand to write their press

|
]
jj
jj

books.

Enclosing my first contribu- 1
1 tion to Verdicts on Films jj
column. Will try and shoot jj
1 along something every week §j
and not wait for jj
jj hereafter
jj

jj

George

to

do

it all.

Lyric theatre,
Grangeville, Idahb

§§

lllll^
Ashland, Wis.
Neighborhod patronage.
The Woman's Side, with Katherine

Latta,

Royal

theatre,

—

MacDonald. Nothing
same as every picture.
theatre,

to

No

Ind.

Bluffton,

Start is
life.— Gaiety

it.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

New

York, a Mack
Pleased 100 per
Sennett
cent, Sonny and Cross Roads three days
each making one of our best profit weeks.
More like these will soon put the picture game back on its feet. J. A. Flour-

The Crossroads

of
production.

—

noy, Criterion theatre,
eral patronage.

—
Macon,

Ga.

—

Gen-

Call,

—

—

—

—

Nothing
tre,

to it.
C. R. Sullivan, Fair theaAmarillo, Tex. General patronage.

—

Tol'able David, with a special cast.
A picture that went over to pleased patrons and good business.
dandy story
and wonderful acting by Barthelmess.
Sure fire. Bowey & Charles, Theatre

A

—

Seemed

2,

1922

Marshall Neilan was out of
this picture to keep
him
Betancourt,
Queen
theatre, Brownsville, Tex.
General patlike

and made
busy. Paco

stories

—

—

ronage.

with Norma Tal100 per cent. Excellent
entertainment.
Can't go wrong on this
one.
Buy it right then advertise it big.
Talmadge's best. Shaffer & Sanders,

Through,

Smilin'

madge.

— Pleased

Amusu

theatre,

—

Hooper,
borhood patronage.

The

Beautiful

MacDonald.

with

Liar,

— Very

Neb.

— Neigh-

Katherine

pleasing

picture.

sure beautiful and again she
seems to be creating more business with
her pictures for me. Jack Yeo, Davison

Katherine

is

—

Beaver Dam, Wis.

theatre,

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Sky Pilot, with a special
— Neighborhood
One of the best Western pictures have
Lots of good comments.
My Boy, with Jackie Coogan. —A fine ever H.played.
Ebersole, Majestic theatre, Avoca,
— Small
picture.
Jackie
great and pleases
town patronage.
—
but they ask too much for
Is worth
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
no more than many other pictures. — L.
Norma Talmadge. —A-l attraction for
P. Frisbee, Community theatre, Meredith, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
lovers of drama. Picture carries interest
throughout and photography
excellent.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Tal- —Charles
W. Lewis,
O. O. F. Hall,
madge. —This
old, but that
a
Grand Gorge, N. Y. — Small town patronWash.

Circuit,
Vader,
patronage.

cast.

I

all,

is

J.

la.

it.

is

I.

little

is

—

don't hurt it.
It is a good picture.
J. J.
Felder, Clinch theatre, Frost Proof, Fla.

— General

patronage.

—

Molly O, with Mabel Normand. This
was enjoyed by 90 per cent of patrons.
Mabel's work good and plenty of laughs.
Shown on small town circuit of houses
Bowey
at 10 and 35 cents. Satisfactory.
& Charles, Theatre Circuit, Vader, Wash.

age.

The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
ought to know about the rotten

— We

The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Oh, Boy, this the worst yet. Will some
one tell Ray he can't direct? C. R. SulGenlivan, Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.

—

—

eral patronage.

—

ones, as well as the good bets.
Geo. T.
Cruzen, Empress theatre, Hastings, Neb.

— Neighborhood

—

Am

I

patronage.

with

Guilty,

Louise

Glaum.

Good production that pleased those that
came, but few came for this one. Jack
Yeo, Odeon theatre, Beaver Dam, Wis.

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Child Thou Gavest Me,
special
—A picture that's
cast.

with a
worth

Advertise it strong and watch
them come in. Richard Headrick a wonder.
Paco Betancourt, Queen theatre,
Brownsville, Tex. General patronage.
The Cup of Life, with Hobart Bosworth. Bosworth, Tully Marshall and

showing.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge. Just fair. Some real good
ads.
Ivory Soap makes it a clean picture.
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

—

Silent Call, with Strongheart.
An
excellent program
picture.
You can
boost everything but the prices and they'll
be satisfied. Bad ending that could be

The

against

is

it.

— Geo.

T. Cruzen,

—

Empress theatre, Hastings, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Mother o' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince

—

production.- A 100 per cent picture if
there ever was one. Suspense and interDon't be
est holds to the very end.
afraid to advertise this. It is one of the
L. P. Frisbest we have ever shown.
bee, Community theatre, Meredith, N.

—

Y.

— Neighborhood
The Sky

Pilot,

patronage.

with a special

cast. —

Pictures like this and The Great Redeemer please not only western fans but
the church people as well.
Fahrney &
Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge. A fairly good average picture.
We have had better. Added attraction,

—

News

International

and

with a special castPut this over as a special and did big
business. Pleased and drew big crowds.
Play up the Ku Klux Klan.— C. R. SulliGenvan, Fair theatre, Amarilo, Tex.
era patronage.
The Deuce of Spades, with Charles
Ray. This is another poor picture to
add on to Charles Ray. Booked for two
days and took it off the second day.
A. I. Latta, Royal theatre, Ashland, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Cave Girl, with a special cast.

One Clear

—

Red Hot Romance, with a special cast.
Have seen worse, but can't tell where.

corrected

EDMUNDSON,

T. E.

—

—

It All

have been

Through,

— Great.

September

Thursday.

Temple
Star

every

—

Wednesday

Good. 6. C.
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

Dust,

Good

with

Brown,

Hope Hampton.—

picture.
Business off, though no
fault of picture.
C. R. Sullivan, Fair
theatre, Amarillo, Tex.
General patronage.

—

A

—

Temperamental Wife, with ConTalmadge. Pleased in a mild
way. Photography very good. Charles
W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand
Gorge, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

stance

—

—

Bits of Life, a
duction.
Pleased

—

Marshall Neilan proabout 50 per cent.

—

—

—

Madge Bellamy

divide the honors in
and do some good work. It is
a very good production of its kind and
many seem to like this variety. C. E.
Johnson, Paramount theatre, Gibbon,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
this piece

—

—

Woman,

The Branded
Talmadge.

with

— Norma

Norma

a favorite here. PicCan recommend to any

ture extra good.
exhibitor.
Ran Larry Semon comedy,
The Hick, and did a very good business
for two days.
O. J. Bryant, Thorley
Small town
theatre, Cedar City, Utah.

—

—

patronage.

Married
tion.

did

— Not
not

Life, a

what

like

We

it

it.

Mack

Sennett producappears to be. Many
Perhaps 50 per cent.

are losing money on many First NaL. M. Rothweiler, Paltional pictures.
ace theatre, Bison, Kan. Small town

—

—

patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge.- A picture that will please.

—

The comedy throughout makes

—

H.
it.
Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland,
Neb. Small town patronage.
The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.
dandy, but did not make money for me
Paid
as too many had already seen it.
Should have
a big price for it, too.
known better, but did not want to be the
only exhibitor not to show it. First National is giving a dandy adjustment, howA.

—

—

Leave it to them to do the right
ever.
Guettinger, Cochrai.e
Lindrud
thing.
Neighborhood
theatre, Cochrane, Wis.

—

&

—

patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Pleased well and
drew a good crowd. Good photography

—

—A
September

—
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—

money, while

and exciting as a western. H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.
cast.

of the

— Extra

—
—

—

A

H. A. Larson, Majesten photography.
Small town
tic theatre, Oakland, Neb.

—

ville,

—

well with all the children from 7 to 70
You can't go wrong on this one.
years.
L.
M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre,
Small town patronage.
Bison, Kan.

—

—
Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — Good program picture that
pleased fairly well. — H. A. Larson, MaOakland,
Neb. — Small
theatre,
Homespun

jestic

town patronage.

Home

Talent, a Mack Sennett produca very good show for this
Not a scream, but a
time of the year.
Fair business
good average comedy.
and no kicks. E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
tion.

— Made

—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Patrons thought it much better than The
Kid and said so. An ideal small town
It drew them in two nights and
picture.
we did big business. That's what tells.
They liked it beyond doubt. It is good.
H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, ParNeighborhood patronage.
deeville, Wis.

—

—

Fox
Trooper O'NeiL with

Charles

Jones.

the kind of picture that will go
anywhere. Jones as usual very good.
J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Last

Trail, with a special cast.
very good picture. Did fair business
on five days run. G. Gullia, National
Transient patronage.
theatre, Akron, O.
Thunderclap, with Mary Carr. This
is a
pippin.
Played two days to big
Princess theatre, Roxboro, N.
business.
Neighborhood patronage.
C.
The Strength of the Pines, with William Russell. Substituted for "Pardon
My Nerve." Never showed Russell here
before, but this took very well.
Roy W.
Adams, Pastine theatre, Mason, Mich.
General patronage.
The Yellow Stain, with John Gilbert.
Picture good, but failed to draw.
Booked it for four days and only ran it
two. G. Gullia, National theatre, Akron,
O. Transient patronage.
Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.

A

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.
very good picture at a reasonable rental.
C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High
Springs, Fla. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Play Square, with Johnny Walker.
is a good one but now it is so cut up
that there is not much left.
Not much
drawing
power. Bellman
Brothers,
Lyric theatre, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. Gen-

—

—Just
Fla.

—

Small town patronage.
For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix. Drew
a crowd, but not up to most of Mix.
Had enough far-fetched stuff to make
you wonder if it wasn't all supposed to
be
burlesqued western. Charles
Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.
Fla.

—

—

—

eral patronage.

Wife, with Pearl White.— Title
not a drawer, but picture surprised
everyone, growing from a tense dramatic
situation to the ridiculous.
Producers
should pay more attention to construcof

titles,

J.

Felder, Clinch theatre,
Neighborhood pat-

Fla.

—

—

The

Devil Within, with Dustin Farnum. It will please them. A good show
for the small town exhibitor.
C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High Springs,
Fla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

TO A FINISH, with Charles Jones.—
Holy Mackerel! TO A FINISH is right,
and then some. Dreamed all night of
Jones knocking me over that precipice.
If you want an lS-reel serial distilled
into

five

of the

fastest,

peppiest reels

you ever caught your breath at, book
this.
Then, if you want to knock them
into a state of frenzied hilarity, put on
Clyde Cook's THE JOCKEY. If these
two don't make a Saturday night go
over with a bang, nothing short of a
car of dynamite will. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.
Good business, of course, with Tom
Mix's name on the billboards. Roy W.

—

Adams, Pastime

theatre,

Mason, Mich.

— General patronage.
Shackles of Gold, with William Farnum. — A
picture, but did not draw.
— Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre,
D. — Small town patronage.
The Devil Within, with Dustin Farand several
num. — Some mighty
fair

Any

tion

H. El-

— Small

A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
Splendid picture for White.
Will go
good if your patrons like this star.
Geo. T. Cruzen, Empress theatre, Hastings, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

did not. The picture was too
there was no plot.
C. Malphurs. Dreamland theatre, High Springs,
it

long and

—

junk. J.
Proof,
ronage.

Frost

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.—
This one disappointed the patrons.
I
thought it would go over with the Mix
fans, but

— E.

— Brother:

this

typical Jones picture.
Good and drew
well.
Jones popular here. C. R. Sullitheatre, Amarillo, Tex.
General patronage.

—

lot.

Here is 7,000 feet of
good film gone to the junk. If
you have it booked just pay for it and
let it go by.
I had rather put it in the
booth and have a dark house than run

la.

van, Fair

a

perfectly

patronage.

The Jack Knife Man, with a special
An old one, but a good one. Took
cast.

lost

Stage Romance, with William Far-

num.

Dancer" (First National), every one
of which was good and pleased.
Ida B. Rowe, Opera House, Eddy-

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Fair program picture with rotStewart.

I

Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.
town patronage.
liott,

"The Heart of
a Child," "The Price of Redemption," "Cinderella's Twin" (Metro),
"The Furnace," "The Soul of
Youth," "Duck and Drakes" (Realart).
"The Branded Woman," "In
Search of a Sinner," "The Idol
Played recently:

Mohicans, with a spePatrons talked
good.
about it for a month after showing.
W. P. Brown, Nifty theatre, Waterville,
Wash. General patronage.

The Last

cial

87

for,

after

seems to be what draws.
saz, Palm theatre,
cal patronage.

St.

all,

— L.

the title
A. Gues-

Cloud, Fla.

— Lo—

Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.
This was a splendid picture, but about
three reels too long for hot weather audiences.
Played this on a percentage
basis and Brother Fox made a little

S.

thrills

one.
When my patrons take the trouble to come to me
and comment on the picture I take it as
pretty good evidence that they either
liked or disliked the picture, as the case
may be. Most pictures receive no comments, but the above is one of those
which was commented upon to a considerable extent.
This is my first report,
and is made with caution, as I have read

good kicks

in

this

—
—

—
—

— It

greatest spectacle costume
is the
picture ever produced.
Even those that
do not like costume pictures admitted
that it was a great achievement. Great,
great.
Carbonell, Monroe theatre,
J.
Key West, Fla. Neighborhod patronage.

—

—

— Tom

Tom

Trailin', with
Mix.
as a
society man rather a joke.
he
doffs fashion's garb and gets into the
old chaps he is lightning itself.
This
brought out a good crowd but comments
were as varied as arguments on how to
run the government. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. General pat-

When

—

—

ronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.
This is a fine picture.
"Buck" and
Shorty get more laughs than there are
fleas
on a poodle dog's back. J. J.
Felder, Clinch theatre, Frost Proof, Fla.
General patronage.
Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.

—

—

—

FORGETFUL FRIENDS

of

Edmond Dantes

formerly Dantes' sweetheart. This

Fox

special,

"Monte

Cristo."

is

cheering at the wedding of Mercedes,
one of the dramatic moments in the William

EXHIBITORS HERALD
good many reports made on pictures I
have shown, and some of these embryo
exhibitors give me a pain. L. A. GuesLosaz, Palm theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.
a

—

—

have been the result had I used the other.
E. H. Elliott, Palace theatre, Lynn,
Small town patronage.
Ind.

—

—

A

Connecticut Yankee, with a special
satisfaction.
good
very
Played two nights. E. J. Walters, Gem
Trenton, Neb. Neighborhood
theatre,
patronage.

— Gave

cast.

—

—

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.

— Best

western picture I ever had, next
Many in
to Riders of the Purple Sage.
audience came second night. Lar^e at-

—

Golden Dreams, with a special cast.
Zane Grey's name drew again and picBig business
ture kept them interested.
on this. Jack Yeo, Davison theatre,
Beaver Dam, Wis. Neighborhood pat-

—

a special cast.
Claude Gillingwater very good in his
role of butler.
good picture with a

A

poor box

A Stage Romance, with William Farnum. As reviewers had nearly all
praised this picture, and the exhibitors
"panned it," I gave it the once over before showing to see what caused this
adverse criticsm, and was glad I did,

it

—

its present state, seven reels, it is
slow and draggy. So I eliminated the
fifth and sixth reels, which were especially tiresome, and it went over very
well, and did not materially affect the

as in

— T.

E. Edmundson, Lyric theatre,
Neighborhood patGrangeville, Idaho.
story.

—

ronage.
A Connecticut Yankee, with a special
As great as the book. An artistic,
cast.
humorous entertainment that will live
forever, for it is as good as the story.
Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
J.
West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Money

— This
— Adolph

William Russell.

program picture.
Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranN. Y. Small town patronage.
is

ville,

to Burn, with
a pretty good

—

—

Mary Carr.
with
picture, but not a high priced speCan't stand a raised
cial by any means.
Thunderclap,

good

admission

Grand

price.

— Charles

theatre, Pierre, S. D.

patronage.

Hyde,

Lee

— Small town
— should

Footfalls, with a special cast.

I

in my report on this piccouple of months ago, but just
feel that the
I
neglected to do so.
'What the Picture Did for Me" department prevented me from ruining the reputation I have so painstakingly built up
for showing only pleasing, entertaining
pictures which the whole family might
enjoy.
I acted on the advice offered by
some of my exhibitor friends, and left
I
this Fox "Super Special" in the can.
have never regretted doing this for a
minute, and wish to express to you my
appreciation for having warned me, for
I
am sure the cheaper but better picture which I ran in its place was thor-

have turned
ture a

oughly enjoyed and

I

know what would

office title.

I

had

many good

comments from those who saw
and boost

it.

— Charles

—

Chicago,
hood patronage.

Come On

Over, with

a

special cast.

Very clever picture. Audience laughed
Give us more
from start until finish.
like this.
W. P. Brown, Nifty theatre,
Waterville, Wash. General patronage.

—

—

Come On

Over, with a special cast.
Pleased nearly all our patrons.

Fine.

Gaiety theatre, Bluffton, Ind.— Neighborhood patronage.
Wet Gold, with a special cast. Fine
paper made this an excellent box office
attraction.
Most all pleased. Fine under sea photography. M. Oppenheimer,
Empire theatre. New Orleans, La.
Transient patronage.
Mr. Barnes of New York, with Tom
Moore.
Pleased the largest attendance
Ran
I
ever had on a Sunday night.
Educational comedy, Bang, with it and
proved a first-class, fast moving comedy.
B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua. Wis.
His Back Against the Wall, with a
A different kind of westspecial cast.
Gaiety theatre. Bluffern that pleased.
Neighborhood patronage.
ton, Ind.
Godless Men, with a special cast.
Late on this one, but if your patrons

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

rough

sea pictures it will please.
Pleased about 90 per cent here. H. R.
Jenkins, Opera House, Dahlgren, 111.
like

—

Small town patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rog-

—

They all
It's
a hit, every foot.
roared with laughter and brought a good
house the second night. F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka. Mont. Small
town patronage.
When Romance Rides, with Claire Adams. From the story, "Wildfire." Here
ers.

Brown, Temple

C.

theatre,

—

the first few reels. R. R. Gribble,
theatre. New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
eral patronage.

Grand

— Gen-

—

Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.
good. Picture good. All Rogers'
pictures draw well here.
L. M. Rothweiler, Palace
theatre,
Bison, Kan.
Small town patronage.

— Star

Book

it.

H. Ryan, Gsir111.
Neighbor-

theatre,

field

— B.

Viroqua, Wis.
Roads of Destiny, with Pauline Frederick.
Not the kind of picture that will
please generally.
It has two or three
dreams which make the story proper
very short. Hard to understand during

An

The Dust Flower, with

tendance. W. P. Brown, Nifty theatre,
Waterville, Wash. General patronage.

—

—

ronage.

—

this one.

1922

2,

—

Goldwyn

cal patronage.

September

—

—

a mighty interesting and well produced
Stars act for the picture and
picture.
not for the camera. This goes to show
Boost
it is the story that counts most.

is

—

The North Wind's Malice, with a specast.
An awful good picture. Snow

—

cial

sceneries fine and a type of picture that
will please 90 per cent.
Drew fine here
and they all liked it.—A. E. Rogers,
Temple theatre, Dexter, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Poverty

of Riches, with a special
Mild interest with my patrons,
although a beautiful story well handled.
Jack Yeo, Davison theatre, Beaver
Dam, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
cast.

—

—

—

The Song

of the Soul, with Vivian
Martin. Satisfied about 80 per cent of
big business. Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. General
patronage.

—

—

—

—

The Branding

Iron, with a special cast.
pleased here.
H. R. Jenkins, Opera

It

—

House, Dahlgren,

111.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with

— Some

a spe-

this better than
The Old Nest. Some didn't. But it's
truly a wonderful picture.
Rain precial

cast.

liked

—

vented record-breaking crowd. L. M.
Rothweiler. Palace theatre, Bison, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—

a special cast.
A specpicture for the big cities only.
lost lots of money on this one and
it
only pleased 50 per cent of our patrons.
A. I. Latta, Royal theatre, Ash-

Theodora, with

tacular

We

—

land, Wis.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Old
One of the
All

Nest, with a special cast.
best pictures ever screened.
takes to make business extra is

it

more

like

Book

it.

it.

Palace theatre,
Small town patronage.
weiler,

Snowblind, with a
beautiful snow picture.
well received.
F.
E.
theatre, Eureka. Mont.

—

—L.

M.

Bison,
special

RothKan.

cast.

—

Well acted and
Sabin,

— Small

Majestic

town

pat-

ronage.

—

The Concert, with a special cast. Any
exhibitor having this picture booked will
be money ahead to send his check for
rental and
request that shipment be
withheld. It is a crime for an exchange
to put out such a poor picture.
W. C.
Mitchell, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.

—

—-Neighborhood

patronage.

The North Wind's

—

Malice, with a spe-

cial cast.
An old one, but a good one.
Vera Gordon always good. H. R. Jenkins,
Opera House, Dahlgren, 111.
Small town patronage.

—

High Pockets, with Louis Bennison.
Old but okay. Different from usual run.
Rather overdrawn and even ludicrous in
appreciation
of
a western
but will please those who follow
Katherine MacDonald is in
this line.

the

hero's

sheriff,

Strong on looks.

this.

— Philip Rand.
Idaho. — General
The

One

'The
of the beautiful effects found in the Goldwyn-Rupert Hughes feature,
Bitterness of Sweets." Colleen Moore and Antonio Moreno are featured.

Penalty,

Rex

Stiff

theatre,

patronage.
with Lon

in

acting.

Salmon,

Chaney.

—

good deep picture. Chaney great. Only
a few women said they didn't like it.
L. M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre, Bison,
Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—
September
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Hodkinson
Royal Mounted, with
Canadian picReal thriller and corking story.

Cameron

of the

a special cast.
ture.

— Knockout

Played three days to

Adyour
John Danz.
Wash. Down-

fine business.
vise exhibitors to play this one if

patrons

outdoor

like

— —
special
— Good
stuff.

Colonial theatre, Seattle,

town patronage.

cast.
Free Air, with a
clean entertainment that anyone can apGaiety theatre. Bluffton, Ind.
preciate.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

End

a Hugo Ballin producOne of the finest pictures I ever
tion.
had. No subtitles in it, but so well done
that the story comes out clear and direcAdvertise a
tion and acting is superb.
story without a written word and your

Journey's

—

—

crowd will enthuse. Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small
town patronage.

The Light
cial cast.

—

with a speDid not really please more than
in the Clearing,

Some

per cent.

25

walked
did

out.

not

say as

suit.

little

said

A

fair.

few

Acting was good but storyIf you have this booked
as possible about it.
L. P.

—

Community

Frisbee,

N. Y.

—

— Neighborhood

Meredith,
patronage.

theatre,

French Heels, with Irene Castle.
Very good picture. Shows star off and
contains enough real action to satisfy
any crowd. Business very satisfactory.
Played three days. John Danz. ColoDowntown
nial theatre, Seattle, Wash.

—

—

patronage.

A CERTAIN RICH MAN,

with a spereceived. William Allen
White, the author, being a Kansas man,
Played to
is what put the picture over.
excellent business. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
cial cast.

— Well

—

Candles, with a special cast.
Chinese mystery plays fail to
Others didn't
It pleased some.
draw.
like it.
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,
Eureka, Mont.— Small town patronage.
Jane Eyre, with Mabel Ballin. A very
good picture of the "East Lynne" type
Be sure to adthat pleased the crowd.
Fifty

These

—

—

vertise it as a melodrama as it don't appeal to the fan who wants smiles and
action.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theaSmall town patrontre. Pierre,
S. D.
age.

—

—

The Mysterious

Rider, with a special
pictures always get
me a crowd. If I were some of the
other small town fellows I sure would
get a contract on the Zane Grey pictures.
They certainly get over. S. G. Ihde.
cast.

— Zane

Grey

—

Photoplay

theatre,

Ashland,

Kan.

Neighborhood patronage.
Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
a special cast.
On account of story and
wonderful scenic settings went over good

—

Plenty of
for us to satisfied audiences.
Charles,
action in this, too.
Bowey
Theatre Circuit, Vader, Wash.

—

&

The Spenders, with a special cast.
This picture is a comedy-drama and

it

seemed to please all. Drew
of competition.
H. A. Larson, Majestic
Small town pattheatre, Oakland, Neb.
well in spite

—

ronage.

A

Rich Man, with a special
liked picture by the few
who saw it. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patcast.

Certain

—A

well

—

—

ronage.

Desert Gold and Riders of the Dawn.

—Very

good drawing cards, like all the
Zane Grey stories. Desert Gold film was
awfully old, scratched and dim, and
titles

very short.

dark.

Dawn

Riders of the
better,
but print was too
Story, acting, scenery, etc., of

was much

JOHN BARRYMORE'S
wyn

version of "Sherlock

Holmes"

will be distributed as a Goldin the role of the famous

These two scenes show Barrymore

production.

detective of fiction.

—

each are good. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason. Mich. General patronage.
Partners of the Tide, with a special
cast.

— Good

—

picture of

sea pictures

fine.

its

kind.

Did not draw

Under
well.-

Larson. Majestic theatre, OakNeb. Small town patronage.
The Mysterious Rider, with a special
Very good and drew a crowd.
cast.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre. Pierre.
Small town patronage.
S. D.

H.

A.

—

land,

—

—

Metro
Turn

to the Right, with a special cast.
when you come to this
step on her and go the limit.
Say what
you like, it's there.
wonderful production. Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre.
Detroit. Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Exhibitors,
—

A

—

The Right That Failed, with Bert LyAs usual. Lytell goes over good

tell.

—

A

again.
real smart program picture
suitable for any house. Book it and give
your patrons a treat. R. A. Botts. Grand
theatre. Carrington. N. D.
Small town

—

—

patronage.
Fascination, with Mae Murray. After
watching what has been said about this
picture I don't quite understand.
Did
wonderful business, but patrons were
displeased and said it was over advertised.
Murray big card here. F. A.
Sunderhauf, Rex theatre. Scobey, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

— Neighborspecial ca^t. — An

ace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.
hood patronage.

Milestones, with a
exceedingly well pleased business witnessed this picture. Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

Mad, with William Desmond.
humorous Western that kept
smiling. We want more of this

Fightin'

—A

lively

them

all

type.— Charles W. Lewis,
Hall, Grand Gorge, N. Y.

—

Camille, with Nazimova. It seemed to
draw the people but not one had anything to say. Not one exciting moment.
Story nothing extra but the acting was
good. Bellman Brothers, Lyric theatre.

—

—

Atkinson, Wis. General patronage.
Fascination,
with
Mae Murray.
good picture and super drawing power.
Stanley Koch. Columbia theatre, Coffeyville, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Right That Failed, with Bert LyFt.

—

—

—

—

Many pictures like this one. and
get ready to have crepe for the door.
Gullia.
National theatre, Akron, O.
G.
tell.

—

I.

—

The Misleading Lady, with Bert Ly-

—A

very good picture that brought
favorable coments from patrons.
L. M. Zug. Rialto theatre. Jerome Idaho.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Golden Gift, with Alice Lake.
A good program offering. Business
poor.
Hot weather. No fault of picture.
Pleased all who saw it. R. A.
Botts. Grand theatre. Carrington, N. D.
Small town patronage.
tell.

many

—

—

—

Paramount
The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt.

with

—A

dandy south sea island story,
some good fights and tense situ-

Jack fills the bill to a nicety. Plot,
and photography very good.
H. J. Longaker. Howard theatre, Alexandria. Minn.
General patronage.
Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan. Good, but did not draw like
A Bachelor Daddy.— Charles H. Ryan.
Garfield theatre. Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres. Good
picture.
Very well acted. People take

ations.

direction

—

—

—
—

to

this

couple.

—

J.

Carbonell,

Ice scenes of Arctic region helped break
monotony. L. M. Zug. Rialto theJerome. Idaho. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.
Fascination, with Mae Murray. Drewwell two nights in spite of Chautauqua
opposition. A fine picture.
Her dance
After seeing Peacock
is
wonderful.
Alley they could not resist Fascination.
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka.
Mont. Small town patronage.
The Four Horsemen, with a special
cast.
My patrons considered this better
than The Birth of a Nation. Did good
Be
business in spite of w'arm weather.
sure and play it. H. G. Schmidt, Pal-

—

—

—
—

—

F.

town

—

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.Slow moving and rather tedious storv.

atre.

O.

—

Transient patronage.

the

O.

— Small

patronage.
Fighting Mad, with William Desmond.
A real good western. Every one
pleased, but the title keeps them away.
Why can't they give pictures a title that
will
draw? Bellman Brothers, Lyric
theatre, Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
General patronage.

—

—

—
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theatre,

Key West,

Fla.

— Neighborhood

photography and direction above the average.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre,
Alexandria, Minn. General patronage.
Forever, with Wallace Reid and Elsie
Ferguson. They did not like this one.
Costume pictures do not go here. Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.
Highly satisfactory and patrons were
well pleased.
D. A. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson. An asset to any house. Pic
Fair
ture is there from every angle.
business in spite of hot weather and
pleased all. R. A. Botts, Grand theatre,
Carrington, N. D. Small town patron-

—

Colo.

Under

the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.
picture should please 100 per cent.
Played to big business. Princess theaNeighborhood pattre, Roxboro, N. C.

—

—

—

ronage.

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swanson and Rudolph Valentino. Good picture and it drew good with the stars'

—

is

—

I.

SCENE

Florence

duced,

—

Over the Border, with

— General

patronage.

Always the Woman, with Betty Compson.
Not made for this locality. De-

—

picts the reincarnation of a soul.

Busi-

ness bad and they went out complaining
about the picture. Charles H. Ryan,
NeighborGarfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
hood patronage.

—

—

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production. Personally liked this picture fine, but hard to get money in small
towns on De Milles. This goes for Saturday Night and Anatol. Good pictures,
but not small town box office pictures.
Bowey & Charles, Theatre Circuit,

—

—

Vader, Wash.
The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid.
I
have played better Reid pictures, but this one will get the dough.
Fairly interesting. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino. Good picture, but not a super.
Will please 90
per cent. Liberty
theatre,
Kalispell,
Mont. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Vidor's

latest

Dawn."

to

andria, Minn.

—

age.

from

Associated Exhibitor's attraction, "Dusk

a very beautiful picture, well pro-

Ladies
it will not suit the men.
seemed to like it. It has a good moral.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alex-

—

—

Patrons well
vanced prices.
David Hess, Iris theatre, Monte Vista,

it

—

—

pleased. —

— A. Latta, Royal theatre,
Ashland, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Borderland, with Agnes Ayres. — While

—

—

—

popularity.

1922

2,

it.
R. A. Botts, Grand
Carrington, N. D. Small town
patronage.
For the Defense, with Ethel Clayton.
One of the best mystery dramas Miss
Clayton has been cast in recently. Story,

theatre,

—

—

—

Book

good.

patronage.
The Bride's Play, with Marion Davies.
Irish atNice, clean, sweet picture.
Interiors
Exteriors fine.
mosphere.
fine.
Not as good as Come On Over,
but above the average.— Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
Wonproduction. A splendid picture.
derful scenery. Played two nights at ad-

—The

September

The

with Douglas MacLean.
nothing more. Not a
very funny comedy and no comparison
to 23*^2 Hours Leave.
L. P. Frisbee,
Community theatre, Meredith, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Too Wise Wives, with a special cast.

—A

Jailbird,

fair picture,

—

a special cast.
An excellent R. N. W. M. Police story
with plenty of snow scenes. All told it
is excellent entertainment.
Stars, direction, plot and photography very good.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
General patronage.

—

Her

Husband's
Trademark,
with
Gloria Swanson.
Played to very fair
hot weather business.
Got by nicely.

—

Would

—

it an average picture.
E. L.
Oasis
theatre,
Ajo,
Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.

call

Franck,

EXCUSE MY DUST,
Reid.

— Played

comments

DID FOR

in

with Wallace
on account of fine

this

ME

WHAT THE PICTURE

columns and surely was
not disappointed. Everybody pleased.
We book all pictures this way now.
Rather be safe than sorry. Come on,
all
you good Fellow Exhibitors, and
commit yourselves for the betterment
of the industry. Lindrud & Guettinger,
Cochrane theatre, Cochrane, Wis.

—

The

—

Alone, with
Supporting cast con-

Milton Sills and Wanda Hawley.
Melford directed. Has star value and a
good title. Story well up to the standard
tains

set

by Paramount

in their past releases.

Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt and Bebe Daniels. Fair picture,
not as good as expected. Liberty thea-

—

—
—

Mont.

tre, Kalispell,

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. Good picture. You can't help
but meet them with a smile with this
kind of a picture.
We need more like
it.
Harry Van Noy, Riviera theatre,
Anderson, Ind. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

—
—

The

Cradle, with Ethel Clayton.
Good
Star has no drawing power here,
pleasing picture to all. Harrv
Van Noy, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
picture.
a very

—

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson. Personally think it the best
this star has done since The Miracle
Man.
An excellent melodrama which
met with the approval of my patrons,
though business was not quite up to ex-

—

—

pectations.
E.
Ajo, Ariz.

tre,

L.

Franck,

Oasis

thea-

— Neighborhood patronage.

Boomerang Bill, with Lionel BarryYou can't go wrong on this one.
In spite of hot weather business was

more.

—

no good for small town

theatres.
picture, though.
S. G. Ihde,
theatre,
Ashland,
Kan.

—

Very good
Photoplay

Neighborhood patronage.

The

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B.

—
—

De

Complete failure. Admissions did
pay film rental, and overhead expense. W. P. Brown, Nifty theatre, WaMille.

not

terville,

Wash.

— General

patronage.

Cecil B. De Mille
interesting,
Entertaining,
production.
some strong dramatic scenes, and altogether a mighty good picture. D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,

Forbidden Fruit,

—

a

—

Mich.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid— Best
Sunday business this year. Went over
very well with the Reid fans, but the
others complained that the story was
Would class it
too near nothing at all.
E. L. Franck, Oasis
as a fair picture.
theatre,

Woman Who Walked

Dorothy Dalton.

—Title

Ajo,

—
— Neighborhood

Ariz.

pat-

ronage.

One

Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.
Poorest
in this one.
Rogers picture I have ever run. Rogers
good, but story weak and not suited to
L. M. Zug, Rialto theatre,
his style.

—Was disappointed
—

Jerome,

Idaho.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace

—My

Reid.

patrons like these auto racing pictures for a change. This one went over
very nicely. D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres. The best I ever run.
Pleased 100 per cent of the people and
A real
the box office more than that.

—

—

— Herzogs Bros.,
—
—
—
—

picture.

Select

theatre,

Hawesville, Ky. Small town patronage.
Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille
Should get
production. Good picture.
Liberty theatre,
the money everywhere.
Neighborhood patronKalispell, Mont.
age.

the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.
reports this one was weak, but
Personally I
pleased all my patrons.
thought it a good offering. R. A. Botts,
Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D. Small
town patronage.
The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.— I have heard and read
a lot of kicks about this, but I bought it
cheap, showed to good business, and
Had an unusual
pleased everybody.
number of favorable comments. Roy W.

Under

— From

—

—

—

—

—
September

Adams, Pastime

— General
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Mason, Mich.

theatre,

patronage.

—

Flying Pat, with Dorothy Gish. PosIt contained
The use of

sibly better than average.
many laughable incidents.

aviation testing-your-sense-of-equilibrium machine was most interesting
and the picture of Miss Gish going
through the aerial examination was very
The last half of the play was
funny.
of the regular hide-and-seek two-reel comedy stuff which seemed out of place, but
Tuesday crowd of 1922
largest
the
the

seemed

enjoy

to

This winds up our

it.

July business, which was a decided improvement over that of June. Is it posOr
sible that business is on the mend?
was this increase of attendance for
to
lead
one
will-o-the-wisp
a
July just
into booking some new Over the Top
Quien Sabe! Philip
priced specials.
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

—
—

Behind Masks, with Dorothy Dalton.

— Nothing

much

Just av-

of a picture.

erage. Will do but won't draw a nickel
on second night. Jack Yeo, Odeon theBeaver Dam, Wis. Neighborhood
tre,
patronage.
One a Minute, with Douglas MacLean.
One of the best of Douglas' comedies
Better than
since <2Z 1/2 Hours Leave.
Why Change Your Wife? Pleased small
crowd and I lost money on it, but book
and please them. J. W. Boatwright,
it
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan production. This picture deserves
all the splendid comments made by ex-

—

—

—

—

—

—

Only a few
hibitors who have shown it.
are produced each year as good as this
Hour theaKooker,
Happy
D. A.
one.

—

Ewen, Mich.

tre,

Sam

Mrs.

Mr. and
East Side

to

11,

Ackermart,

theatre, Detroit, Mich., a baby girl,
weighing six and one-half pounds.

The
son.

Little Minister, with Betty

— Picture

Comp-

Did not

over advertised.

expectations.
Good star.
fair.— W. P. Brown, Nifty
theatre, Waterville, Wash.
General patronage.

come up

to

Attendance

—

Travelin' On, with William S. Hart.
Here's one that is Hart's best, and, Oh,
our patrons ate this one up. Jack Yeo,

—
Dam,

Odeon

theatre,
Beaver
Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan. An excellent picture. Photog-

—

raphy very good, especially in interior
prison scenes. Boost it strong and you'll
not regret

— L.

P.

it.

many
Community

Is equal to

Frisbee,

Meredith, N. Y.

— Neighborhood

specials.
theatre,

patron-

age.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

— Good picture. Patrons well
— Shaffer & Sanders, Amusu
all

Hooper, Neb.

— Neighborhood

The Whistle, with William

my

Big percentage of
to enjoy this picture.
usual

Hart

role.

—

in two scenes from "The Three Must-Get-Theres," a travesty on
Douglas Fairbanks' "The Three Musketeers." The comedy will be distributed by
Allied Corporation, a subsidiary of United Artists.

action.

— Philip
—

Rex

Rand.

pleased.
theatre,

patronage.
S.

Hart.—

patrons appeared

Different from the
D. A. Kooker, Happy

theatre,

Sal-

mon, Idaho. General patronage.
The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.
A dandy picture with lots of comments
as they came through the door. Did not
get to see this one. Don't it please you
to stand at the door when it pleases
them? Oh, Boy! A dandy crowd on
election night. J. W. Boatwright, Radio
Neighborhood pattheatre, Ozark, Mo.

—

— —

ronage.

The Cradle

— This

of

Courage, with William

a good picture if you
buy it right. Has a tremendous rough
and tumble fight between Hart and Tom
Hart does not have any folSantschi.
lowing here. Roy W. Adams, Pastime
General patrontheatre, Mason, Mich.

Hart.

S.

is

—

—

age.

The

Call of Youth, with a special cast.
They
off of this English picture.
the
lack
pep that our American pictures have.
Did not please one-third of
the audience.
H. G. Schmidt, Palace
theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Neighborhood

—-Lay

—

Special Report

BORN, August

MAX LINDER

—

patronage.

The

Jailbird, with Douglas MacLean.
over fairly well. Holds the in-

not very funny. Not one of
the star's best by any means. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.
The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan. A picture that any exhibitor
can play and feel good over.
A real
story and Meighan does some wonderful
work. J.
H.
Ebersole,
Majestic
is

—
—

—

—

theatre,

Avoca, Iowa.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.
Idols of Clay, with

Mae Murray.

—

This
one might go good in some houses, but
no more like this for me. Too much leg
show for my patrons. We have plenty
of that here at the lakes.
F. R. Meierbachtal, Elysian theatre, Elysian, Minn.

—

fair.

they don't like English actors. Not good
in small town on a Saturday.
Clark &
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan production. A 100 per cent production that pleased them all.
Better than

places.

— W.

D. Pat-

—

title

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

The
son.

Little Minister, with Betty Compto fair house, account hot

— Played

weather.

Patrons

all

pleased.

—R.

A.

Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D.
Small town patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres. Strong drawing card
and satisfactory picture.— D. A. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. Reid
good card here but picture very light.

—

—

—

Lincoln

theatre,

Elm

—A

real special.

Many

—

Neb.

Creek,

Neighborhood patronage.
The Miracle Man, with a

special cast.

favorable com-

this one.
C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla. Small
town patronage.

ments on

—

Humoresque, with a special cast.
Very meritorious picture. D. A. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Meighan. Only common program picVery light attendance. W. P.
ture.
Brown, Nifty theatre, Waterville, Wash.

—

—

Forbidden

Fruit, a

Cecil

B.

—

Bring on the
a sermon from the pulpit.
fanatics when
you show this. R. A.
Botts, Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D.

—

Not nearly so
Delicious Little Devil, a Universal.
W. P. Brown, Nifty theatre, Waterville, Wash.
General patronage.

in

— The

—

raphy very dark

Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.— Small
town patronage.
The City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton.
Only average. It's clean but has little

Way, with a special
very deceiving. This is
a very slow picture and did not please
at all.
Leave it alone. H. G. Schmidt,
Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth, with
Thomas Meighan. Good picture, but
Should be five reels indrags a little.
stead of six. F. R. Meierbachtal, ElysNeighborian theatre, Elysian, Minn.
hood patronage.
The Cradle of Courage, with William
Fair western. Attendance beS. Hart.
low average. W. P. Brown, Nifty theaWaterville,
Wash. General patrontre,
Straight Is the

cast.

this.

— Small

rick,

—

age.

—
— Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Lies, with David Powell.
— Very many opinions on
Some said — General patronage.
good, some said
The big kick was

Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish. Very good comedy, but photog-

—

very favorable comments on
Will please most any audience.
Meierbachtal, Elysian theatre.
Elysian,
Minn. Neighborhood patron-

Botts,

—-Went

terest but

— Some
—

this one.
F. R.

town patronage.

The Gilded
Just

a

fair

Lily, with
picture.

Mae Murray.

Name

drawing card.

was
good as

only

The

—

—

Always Audacious, with Wallace

Reid.
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September

—
patrons. — D.

Gowan. Some good
comedy in this

little

A.

It

quite a

pleased

my

Kooker, Happy Hour
Small town pat-

Ewen, Mich.

theatre,

and

fights

one.

1922

2,

—

ronage.

Realart
Two Weeks With Pay, with

—A

Bebe Dan-

very good light entertainment.
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Ewen, Mich. Small town patronage.

iels.

—

The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawprogram picture that will
lex. — Good
please the majority.
Not Wanda's best,

—
—

however. L. M. Zug, Rialto theatre, Jerome, Ida. Neighborhood patronage.

Two Weeks With

Pay, with Bebe DanAudience only
attendance.
mildly interested. W. P. Brown, Nifty
General pattheatre, Waterville, Wash.
ronage.
iels.

— Small

—

—

Selznick

Why

GLADYS HULETTE

and Willie Collier, Jr., in a scene from "Secrets
Charles C. Burr and Whitman Bennett Production.

production. This will please all. It did
My patrons considered this one
for me.
H. G. Schmidt, Palace theaof the best.

—

tre,

Long

Pine, Neb.

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.
to Think About, a Cecil B.
Mille production.
An unusually good
D.
picture, interesting and well acted.
A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,

Something

—

De

—

Mich.

The

with Rodolph Valentino
Sahara
Ayres. A red-hot
city
30,
dust-storm struck this
July
driving the thermometer to blood heat
and causing great consternation and
wonderment.
When, however, it was
finally ascertained that it was just a part
of the stage setting for the proper presentation of The Sheik, our people were
then greatly aroused to see the play that
could cause such a raging of the elements; and upon the crest of this Arabian storm throngs of men, women and
children were blown right into our lit-

and

tle

Sheik,

—

Agnes

theatre; and the storm

and the crowd

Your House

Is

In the Dark ?

and the heat and the wildly furio?o music
of the orchestra caused such a general
condition of combustible excitement that
a scratch of a match would have blown
up the house, sending its fragments into
If George
the heart of Algeria itself.
Melford, with seven thousand feet of
film, aided by two stars, can turn this
quiet town into such a riot over night,
he must be no less than "The Miracle
Man" himself. At any event the play
will have to be put down as the Seventh Wonder of the Paramount World.
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Philip

—

Idaho.

The

Is

What It Needs to Bring
It Fame & Fortune

GET
It's

Nanook

Mona
Ida

Lisa

Waterman

Anders Randolf

weather. Most people want more thrills
than this affords. C. E. Johnson. Para-

—

Broadway

Gibbon, Neb.

hood patronage.

of Clergy, with a speabout the poorest picture we have ever shown. Patrons walked
out.
Pleased about 10 per cent. Paco
cast.

— This

is

—

Brownsville,
proAuaier.ce

—
—

Geo. Hackathorne
J. Barney Sherry
Richard Travers
Wm. H. Tooker

duction.
Extra good western.
pleased.
W. P. Brown, Nifty theatre,
Waterville, Wash.
General patronage.

—

Playgoers

New York

City

The Hills
McGowan.

—

of Missing
If

Men, with

your patrons

like

J.

P.

West-

erns don't fail to get this one. McGowan
gets the kids and men and the ladies appear to like him since they have seen him
in several pictures here.
D. A. Kooker,

—

Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
Anne of Little Smokey, with a special
cast. — Very good.
One they like to see.

— E.

Neb.

J.

Walters,

Gem

— Neighborhood

The Ruse

—

—

Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich. Small town patronage.
The Referee, with Conway Tearle.
A good picture with an interesting story.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Man

—A

of Stone, with Conway Tearle.
good picture well liked by all who
it.
C. C. Patterson, Opera House,

—

— Small
—

town patronage.

of the Northwest, with Eugene O'Brien. Good picture. Some wonderful snow scenes. Seemed to please all.
Jack Yeo, Odeon theatre, Beaver Dam,

patronage.
Channin.g of the Northwest, with Eugene O'Brien. A program picture that
drew well, but it did not please 100 per
cent.
Many did not care for star in a
Northwest mounted story. Charles H.
Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, III.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Way of a Maid, w ith Elaine Hammerstein.
Did not see this, but had very
good reports.
Seemed as if everyone
liked it.
comedy-drama. H. A.
It is
Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.
A Man's Home, with a special cast.
Worthy of being put in a special class.
Have seen some knocks on this picture,
but it went over fine here, and we have
some that are mighty hard to please.
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Ewen, Mich. Small town patronage.
Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.
Graded this picture "excellent" because
it seemed to please everyone in the house.

—

—

—

—

— Neighbor- —

Without Benefit

cial

Rod La Rocque

LAWRENCE WEBER and
BOBBY NORTH

1600

is

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis

Ready for Independent Release in
September by

L.

of

theatre,

—

—

— General —
Wis. — Neigh borhood

the North, with a special
a real novelty and is a
wonderful picture ot life among the Esquimaux taken right on the spot without
any faking scenes or made-up actors.
It's the real thing and it's good from an
educational standpoint. But six reels of
this sort of thing is too much to please
the average country audience in hot

— This

—

IT!

Brown,

P.

Nifty theatre, Waterville, Wash.
patronage.

Betancourt, Queen theatre,
Tex. General patronage.

Will Nigh's Ace!
Some Cast!

Maurine Powers
Mary Alden

—

— W.

—

The Prophet's Paradise, with Eugene
O'Brien. Good program picture, that's
all.
H. A. Larson, Majestic
theatre,.
Oakland, Neb. -Small town patronage.
The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.
Above the average as a program picture.
Quite
interesting
at
times.
D. A.

Channing

Best

with a soceial cast.
for over a year.

Killer,

—

Thurber, Tex.

drawing card I have had
Audience enthusiastic.

cast.

with
Elaine
Farce comedy,
Hammerstein.
and they liked it. Priced right. Clark &
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

saw

Path(

mount

NOTORIETY

of Paris," a

Announce Your Marriage?

theatre,

Trenton,

patronage.

of the Rattler, with

J.

P.

Mc-

—

— C.

C.

ber,

Tex.

Patterson, Opera

House, Thur-

— Small town patronage.
The Girl from Nowhere, with Elaine
Hammerstein. — Very good picture. Star
Story interesting and
ably supported.
suspense well sustained. — D. A. Kooker,
theatre,
Ewen, Mich. — Small
Hour
Happy
town patronage.

By Right of Purchase, with Norma Talmadge. I did not think this was worth
digging up out of the past. Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small

—

—

—

town patronage.
Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
Just an average program picture. Seemed
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
to satisfy.

—

————

——
September

Ewen, Mich.

theatre,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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2,

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The Miracle
Hammerstein.
fails

Where

cold.

one

draw

to

of

picture but Elaine
so have quit her
has a following this
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay

for
star

satisfy.

will

Manhattan, with Elaine

— Good

—

Kan.

Ashland,

theatre,

me

— Neighborhood

patronage.

A Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Extra good comedy drama.
Moore.
Kept patrons roaring. D. A. Kooker
Happy Hour theatre. Ewen, Mich.

—

—

United Artists
The Ruling

Passion, with George Ar-

— Pictures like this will make friends
Plenty of favorable
for the industry.
comments. — C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre,
Amarillo, Tex. — General patronage.
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith proOne that will
duction. — A real picture.
liss.

please

young and

old.

They

all

said the

ice scenes were the best they ever
If this one don't draw none will.

saw.

— Her-

zogs Bros., Select theatre, Hawesvillc.
Ky. Small town patronage.
The Ruling Passion, with George ArDoris Kenyon in supporting cast.
Isss.
Had
I'd say this was a good picture.
story value and acting was excellent.
Charles H. Ryan. Garfield theatre. ChiNeighborhood patronage.
cago. 111.

—
—

—

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas

—

Fairbanks. A truly great picture but did
not prove a money maker for us at 35
cents. Seems to lack appeal for the small
town patronage. A big picture, though,
and worth a lot of effort to put it over.
Tried hard, but failed.— H. P. Thompson,
Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Fair Lady, with Betty Blythe. Drew
Favorable comments.
well and pleased.
C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre, Amarilla.
Tex. General patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fairthink this is one of Fairbanks.

—
—

—

Held
this picture certainly had it.
The prize
interest from start to finish.
Many comments were
right was great.
passed on this picture. Even the ladies
and

who were

I

the

As

exhibitors.

for

finale

entertain-

Way Down

East is above the average, but we have many pictures betPeoter than it at one-tenth of its price.
ple, of course, expected to see a much
I used a ten piece probetter picture.

ment

fessional orchestra so it was just the picIt is over-adverture that was lacking.
United Artists need a
tised very much.
good lef.ing alone until they come downto earth.
H. J. Longaker, Howard the-

—

atre, Alexandria,
patronage.

Minn.

— Neighborhood

the Clouds Roll By, with DougSecond run in a small
las Fairbanks.
town doesn't pack them in, but the picture is all right and at bargain prices it

When

—

—

made

Charles
a hit.
theatre, Pierre, S. D.
age.

Lee Hyde, Grand

— Small town patron-

Broken Blossoms, a D. W. Griffith production.
Not a pleasant look on the way

—

theme

isn't

audience.

Geneva,

No

question about the
picture, but the
popular with a normal minded

out on this one.
artistic value of

this

— Y.M.C.A. Auditorium, Lake
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Universal

Frank Mayo.
Action is what we want

Afraid to Fight, with

A

real picture.

present

commented

0:1

Many

it.

Mayo
to see it the second time.
certainly puts the punch in this feature.
Consider it his best. H. E. Holben,
Olympic theatre, Lenox, la. Small town
came

—

—

patronage.
The Scrapper, with Herbert R-awEnLives up to the title. Good story.
son.
Roy W.
Fair entertainment value.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
General patronage.
Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.
This picture coupled with Round 6 of
Leather Pushers, kept me on the map
It's
good.
during Chautauqua week.
Pleased all. F. E. Sabin. Majestic thepatronSmall town
atre. Eureka, Mont.

—

—

—

—

age.

Go

Frank

with

Straight,

—

—A

Mayo.

SUMMER

days are dancing
days, and the best of all dancing pictures is

good program picture. Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small
town patronage.
The Man Who Married His Own Wife,
witii Frank Mayo.
Very pleasing, interPaco Betancourt, Queen
esting picture.

—

—

Texas.

Brownsville,
patronage.

—

CASTLE

General

comes back to

No Woman Knows,

with a special cast.
Very good. The kind
Pleased all.
they all like. E. J. Walters, Gem theNeighborhood patatre. Trenton, Neb.
ronage.
V/ild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.—
While the picture was very good it
somehow did not draw 'em in. The flood
scene is worth the admission alone.
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Tracked to Earth, with Frank Mayo.
A good western. One that kept them interested and guessing how it would end.
Ran Century comedy Little Miss Mischief, Baby Peggy, with this.
Consider
H. E.
this one as Baby Peggy's best.
Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, la.
Small town patronage.
Headin.' West, with Hoot Gibson.
Here's an action picture. Par-ex. Book
it.
Boost it. Please 'em and clean up.
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,
Mont. Small town patronage.
Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.
Dandy

—

"FRENCH

HEELS," in
which IRENE

—

theatre,

—

.

—

—

—
— We
Pleased our audiences imbanks' best.
Lake
Auditorium,
mensely. — Y.M.C.A.
Geneva, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro—
have just used this picture
duction. —
and
because price prohibited until now.
although it is well cast and directed, is
there any sense in demanding the price
they do for it? I have never used a picture on percentage and never will as
long as I have my right senses, as it is

93

—

—

—

program picture. Enough action to please
the "Western" fans, and a pleasing story,
good photography and clever acting.
Pleased the more critical patrons. E. H.
Small
Elliott, Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.
town patrcnage.
The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.
Very peppy western that pleased and can
recommend Hoot as a drawing card.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
Small town patronage.
S. D.

—
—

—

The Fire Eater and Headin' West, with
Hoot Gibson. Very good, especially- the
latter.
If I can get this boy introduced

—

who is now
W. Adams. Pastime

here he ought to rival Mix.

my

best star.

theatre,
age.

— Roy

Mason, Mich.

Wild Honey,

— General

with

Priscilla

Comments both ways. Some
the best yet. Some said that

patron-

Dean.

said
it

it

was

was the

worst thing she ever made. Now here is
Some remarkable
the way I saw it:
scenes in picture and some good parts,
but there is something lacking for a bi<;
However, a very pleasing picspecial.
ture and I am not sorry that I bought it.
Ran this one two days. J. W. Boatwright.
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

the screen with
the most fascinating- array
of new gowns and novel steps
ever^ thrown on the silver-sheet.

"The kind of picture," says Film
Daily, "that your women patrons will
'eat up."

Give your audiences a summer pro-

gram

of light, cheerful entertainment.
too hot to get worked up over
heavy, sensational-pictures.
It's

"FRENCH HEELS"

takes us from

Avenue to a lumber camp in the
North Woods. The lake shots alone

Fifth

bring a breath of the cool out-ofdoors into your house, and IRENE
CASTLE'S dancwill

ing

will

what
minds

reflect

the
of
nine
tenths of your audience.
is

in

"Her admirers,"
the Motion
Picture i\'ews, "will

says

plenty over
which to enthuse.
New
Says
the
York Evening Journal: "Even without
FRENCH HEELSj
Mrs. Castle,
would prove an interesting offering.'

find

In

other

HEELS,"

PLUS!
Book it

value
it,

appeal

is

words, in "FRENCH
Exhibitor has star
If you haven't played
this Summer, while its

the

'

greatest.

—

Man

to

Man,

with

Harry

Carey.

Brought the most business of any Carev
The best Carey yet. B. C
picture.
Brown. Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Second Hand Rose, with Gladvs Wal-

—

HODKINSON
PIC T II RES
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— Fair
— H.

but not one of her
Larson, Majestic theatre,
town patronage.

oicture,

ton.
best.

A.

Oakland, Neb.

— Small

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—My

Not

a

can't

patrons

dull

be

the
hauf,
in

sure

this one.
the characters
really surprised

liked

moment and

beaten.
Was
picture myself.

— F.

A.

Browne,
Cal.

Long Beach,

Liberty theatre,
patronage.

— General

Skirts, with Gladys Walton.
satisfactory.
Charles Lee Hyde,
theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town

Short

Very
Grand

—

—

patronage.

Tracked

Sunder-

to Earth,

Frank Mayo.

with

A good story that pleased the crowd.
— —
Good photography. — Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. — General
— patronage.

Rex theatre, Scobey, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
Man to Man, with Harry Carey,

good

picture, but not a special

prices.

Not

several

of

as

to

raise

good an entertainment as

this

star's

older

pictures.
theatre, Pierre.

Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
D. Small town patronage.

S.

Playing With Fire, with Gladys WalA dandy and pleased a small crowd.
W alton's are all good, but they are not
breaking any house records with me.
J. W. Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
ton.

—

—

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Lives up to the title. Good story,
fair
entertainment value.
Roy W.

—

—

Adams, Pastime

theatre,

Mason, Mich.

General patronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
Started out with a bang and continued
to the finish.
Kids went wiid over it and
at times it sounded as if the roof was falling in.
Everybody pleased. Star popular here.
H. E. Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, la.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Walton.
Nothing to rave about. Just a picture.
Will get by. F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Small town

—

—

—

patronage.

The Trap, with Lon Chancy.

—A

—

Kissed, with Marie Prevost. Good picture.
Star well liked here.
Went over
good. H. E. Holben, Olympic theatre,
Lenox, la. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

HEADIN' WEST,

with Hoot Gibson.—
Hoot yet, and that's going
fellow,
after a hard day's
One

The

best

some.
work, drove seven miles to see this one
and assured me be would hitch up his
old horse and make the trip the next
night if I'd show Hoot in another one
as good. E. H. Elliott, Palace theatre,
Lynn, Ind.

—

Wild Honey, with

did picture. Well acted and liked by my
patrons.
Regular amount of advertising
in newspapers.
Also 300 half-sheet window cards. 200 5x9 cards, like sample
enclosed.
Played full week. Frank L.

—

—

Opera House, Thurber,
town patronage.

—

—

The Magnificent
Mayo.

— Extra

until

est

the

end.

marks by audience.

Frank

with

Brute,

good

Held

Many

interfavorable re-

P.

Brown, Nifty

Wash.

pat-

picture.

— W.

— General

ronage.

A

Wonderful Wife, with Miss duPont.
No kicks.
business on this.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,

— Fair
Mich.

— General

here and will continue so if Universale
"Jingling Johnson poet" does not get as
much of that stuff as he did in the Harry
Carey picture. H. A. Larson, Majestic

—

Oakland, Neb.

theatre,

—

—

age.

—

Priscilla
Dean.
Reputation,
with
played this picture at both my theatres
Has no
in Monte Vista and Del Monte.
drawing power. Ordinary program picDavid Hess,
ture sold as a special.
Princess theatre, Del Monte, Colo.

—

Don't Get Personal, with Marie PreAudience
vost.
Clever light comedy.
enjoyed it. attendance good. W. P.

—

—

theatre, Waterville,

Wash.

patronage.
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
Pleased
well at advanced admission, but print was
in poor shape as are most of the Jewels.
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
Running Univerfine program picture.
sal features with Winners of the West and
it usually makes a fine program.
C. C.
Patterson. Opera House, Thurber, Tex.
Small town patronage.
The Wise Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
This will get by, but she deserves better

—

—

—

—

—

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theMason, Mich. General patronage.
A Wonderful Wife, with Miss duPont.
Good program picture. H. A. Larson,

stories.

—

atre,

—

—

Majestic

theatre,

Oakland,

Neb.

— Small

town patronage.

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlin-

— Nothing distinctive about this one,
but
gets by. — Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre,
D. — Small town patson.

it

S.

A STUDY

from the William Fox
"A Fool There Was."

special,

town

pat-

A Wonderful Wife, with Miss duPont.
—Just a regular program picture. Nothing to rave over.

— C.

C. Patterson,

House, Thurber, Tex.

— Small

Opera

town

pat-

ronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.—
dandy

little picture that pleased everyone. It is the kind of entertainment that
entertains and makes them come again.

— Charles

Hyde, Grand theatre,
town patronage.

Lee

Pierre, S. D.

— Small

The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.
little picture.
Good attendance and

Fine

—

pleased.
W. P. Brown,
Waterville, Wash. Gen-

—

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
Fair picture.
Played to good house. T.
M. Morris, Plaza theatre, Albert, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Fox, with Harry Carey. A very
good picture. If they like Westerns, this
one should be a big hit. C. C. Patterson, Opera House, Thurber, Tex.
Small

—

—

town patronage.

patronage.

Kid, with Gladys Walton.—
Very good of its type and pleased the
crowd. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theSmall town patronatre, Pierre, S. D.

— General

— Small

ronage.

Vitagraph

The Wise

Brown, Nifty

—

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.—
Good Western. Hoot is drawing well

eral patronage.

—

— Small

Rawlinson. A good picture that has
nothing distinctive about it, but pleases
the average fan.
Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre. S. D. Small town
patronage.

patronage.

—

Tex.

—

r.udience well
Nifty theatre.

Priscilla

1922

2,

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.—
Good enough for any house as a program picture. D. A. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
The Man Under Cover, with Herbert

Dean.
very thrilling picture. The breaking dam
scene is the finest thing of its kind I
have ever seen. Charles Lee Hyde.
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small town

theatre, Waterville,

splen-

—
—

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. Satbig business. Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

isfied

September

ronage.
False Kisses, with
Miss duPont.—
Can't give this picture very much. Just
a fair program picture.
C. C. Patterson,

—

Flower

North, with a special
fine Curwood picture, but by
no means his best, yet quite a relief from
his snow and ice stories.
The people
said it was fine and we did a fine busicast.

—A

of the

ness against a free medicine

must have been good,

then.

show.

It

Would

class
Just a

about 80 per cent good.
slow in spots, but good subject and
will please majority.
H. P. Thompson,
Liberty
theatre,
Pardeeville,
Wis.
Neighborhod patronage.
No Defense, with William Duncan.
Western picture with very good story
well produced with an able cast. D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.
God's Country and the Woman, with
William Duncan. An excellent Curwood
picture.
Pleased 100 per cent. Patrons
especially pleased with the wonderful
dogs in this. Story and photography all
right.
You can't go wrong if you book
this as
little

—

—

—

this.

—L.

P.

Community

Frisbee,

—

thea-

Meredith, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Gypsy Passion, with a special cast.
Pleased those who looked for good acting.
Had many favorable comments on
this.
I added The Ballad of Fisher's
Boarding House to program. This single
reel has lots of rough action crammed in
It is all to be desired for
a single reel.
those desiring a good scrappy picture.
B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua,
tre,

—

Wis.

The
houn.

ments

Hour

Minister,

Little

— Fair

program

—

with Alice Cal-

picture.

No com-

either way.
D. A. Kooker, Happy
Small town
theatre, Ewen, Mich.

—

patronage.
Bab's Candidate, with Corinne

—Very

clever

program

picture.

Griffith.

Ran

it

—
September

on election day and mopped up.

—W.

—

D.

about 75 per cent of the patrons. A.
Latta.
Royal theatre. Ashland, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Small town patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
Curwood story. Very
a special cast.
Patrick,

—
Gem
Walters,
Neb. — Neighborhood

—

good. E.
Trenton,

Diamond

patron-

age.

The

A

Gunning,
Weber

Blot, a Lois

—

production.

School

that the better class liked.
However, the Western followers did not
fine
like it because not rough enough.
H. R. Jenpicture with a good lesson.

—

Opera House, Dahlgren,
Small town patronage.

a Lois Weber production.
Full of heart appeal, and pleased all
W. H. Harman, Strand theaclasses.
-Small town pattre, Kingsport, Tenn.

—

ronage.

The

from God's Country, with

Girl

pleased. — H.

—

Nell Shipman. This one
Jenkins, Opera House, Dahlgren,

R.

111.

State Rights
Days

(Warner

Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. I billed it like a circus
and broke records for three years. Not
a great picture, but a life-saver in hard
times. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Detroit, Mich.

—

—

I

Am

a special
failed to
ness.
A.

—

—

Law

the

cast.-

(Ami.

—A

Dist.),
picture,

great

draw our usual Sunday

with
but
busi-

Royal theatre, AshNeighborhood patronage.
land, Wis.
Dead Or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Pretty good Western. Hoxie a
good star, but the picture don't finish up.
I.

—

Latta,

—

Some

gone.
cent.
A. E.
Dexter, N. Y.

—

Pleased

guess.

I

80

Temple

Rogers.

per

and saddest pictures ever shown
Will get the hard boiled guys.
here.
One even remarked, "It's good the darn
booze is gone." Every exhibitor ought
to play this. We played it on percentage
and did better than to pay the flat rental
asked. Lindrud & Guettinger, Cochrane
theatre, Cochrane, Wis.
School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. Put this on for a Sunday
School benefit at advanced admission.
Pleased everybody and did fair business.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason. Mich. General patronage.
finest

—

—

—

—

Straight From Paris
Clara Kimball Young.

Not such

(Equity),

— Good

with

picture.

good drawing card, however.
Koch. Columbia theatre, Coffeyville, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Why Girls Leave Home (Warner
Bros.), with a special cast.
Good, clean

— Stanley

a

—

—

entertainment with a moral. Not a dull
moment in the 8 reels. Gaiety theatre.
Bluffton, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affiil. Dist.),
with Johnny Hines. A comedy drama
good enough for any theatre. Will bring
many laughs. Book it.
R. A. Botts,

—

—

— Small-

Grand theatre. Carrington, N. D.
town patronage.
Barbed-Wire (Sunset), with

— This

is

the

Jack

first

and book Hoxie no matter what size house
you have. David Bernbaum, Dixie theatre. Dallas, Tex.
Transient patronage.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room (Arrow),
with a special cast. Played this one for
three days to poor business.
It pleased

—

—

—

—

—

that pleased them all.
Liberty theatre.
Kalispell, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Days

(Warner

with
Wesley Barry. A pleasing picture, but
not a big special, nor one that will stand
any added price.
Charles Lee Hyde.
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small-town
patronage.
The Last Chance (Canyon), with

School

—

Franklyn Farnum.

Bros.),

—

— Western

95
house with it one night last week in a
hard rain. As a picture it isn't there;
only two actors in the whole cast, very
incoherent, and

the action is in the
a great drawing card,
owing to the popularity of the author.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,

—

west movie. Charles W. Lewis. I. O.
O. F. Hall. Grand Gorge. N. Y. Smalltown patronage.

—

For Love of Service (Clark-Cornelius),
with George Chesebro.
Opinion was
divided on this one. Some said it was
very good and others said fair. Photography very poor. Accessories poorer.

—

Harold F! Wendt, Rivoli
Ohio.

ance,

Where

— General
My

Is

theatre,

Wandering Boy To-

—
will please and get some extra
made money for me. —Jack
Brooklyn theatre. Detroit, Mich.

night? (Equity), with a special
it

big.

Defi-

patronage.
cast.

Bill

It

money.
Cairns,

It

— Neighborhood

Mich.

The Lure

Gold

of

(Pinnacle),

with

— Good Western and well
Jack Yeo, Odeon theatre, Beaver
—
Dam, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lone Rider (Clark-Cornelius),
— A good Western
with a special
the western
and the patrons who
very much. — Harold F.
subjects liked
Neal

Hart.

liked.

cast.

like

it

Wendt,

Rivoli theatre, Defiance, Ohio.

General patronage.

Sudden Jim

(Tri.), with Charles Ray.
glad I went back after this one.
It pleased and the print was in good
shape and I was able to show it at bargain prices. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand

— Am

-

—

theatre,

Pierre,

S.

D.

— Small-town

pat-

all

it's

— General

patronage.

ASHAMED OF PARENTS

—

—

The Flame of the Yukon (Tri.), with
Dorothy Dalton. Played this to clean

—

An old one. but it's
To our surprise, print
One of the

up an old contract.

good one.

still

a

was

in

excellent condition.

fights we have ever shown here,
which went fine with the roughnecks.
Lindrud & Guttinger, Cochrane theatre,
Cochrane, Wis. Neighborhood patron-

best

—

age.

Hearts of the World

W.

—

Serials
White Eagle (Pathe). with Ruth Ro-

—

have run almost every serial
I
Miss Roland has made but this one is
unquestionably her very best. We have
always made money on her serials. W.
land.

Webb, Star theatre,
Small town patronage.
Winners of the West

—

— Small-town

patronage.

The Fighting Stranger (Canyon), with
Franklin Farnum.— A good western.
H. Ebersole. Majestic theatre, Avoca.
Neighborhood patronage.
Ia.
The Battling King (Clark-Cornelius),
with a special cast. Lay off of this one,
men. It's a bad one. In fact, few of my
patrons could quite make out whether it
was a "feature" or a bunch of short subHarold F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre.
jects.

—

—

—

Defiance, O.

The Eyes

— General

patronage.

World

(Clune), with
a special cast.- Played this three years
ago in my old house and set a record I
Packed my new
have never equalled.
of the

—

Corinth, Miss.

(Universal), with

Art Acord. While this may go over
good in a good serial town, fail to see
historical end of it.
Too much repetition.

Too much footage. No more serials.
Bowey & Charles, Theatre Circuit, Vader,
Wash.
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison.

— Some

very good stunts in
but nothing interesting about
the story.
Did less business on this of
any serial I ever ran. D. A. Kooker,
serial,

—

Happy Hour

theatre,

Ewen. Mich.

Vanishing Trails
(Canyon),
with
Franklyn Farnum. Finished with the

—

same attendance

that started.

Not

a

good

towns. Too much the same
all
way through. L. M. Rothweiler,
Palace theatre, Bison, Kan. Small town
patronage.
serial for all

—

—

The Secret Four (Universal) with
Eddie Polo. This old bird is certainlv
an acrobat and a rough and tumble scrapper and popular with the fans here. This
started out well and has held up good for
four episodes. Roy W. Adams. Pastime
theatre, Mason Mich.
General patron-

—

,

—

—

Charles Hutchison.

Mich.

—

D.

Kazan (Davis), with Jane Novak.
Must have been a dandy when it was all

—

a D.

—

age.

partly gone.
Even under these condiD.
tions the picture was well received.
A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,

(Griffith),

—

production. Has wonderful
drawing power and pleases them after
they get in. D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.
Small-town patronage.
Griffith

ronage.

there, but I received a rotten print, with
titles badly cut and some of best scenes

(Warner

Bros.) with a special cast. Good, and
then some. Warner Brothers have given
us some real winners.
Keep your eye
on Warner's ad. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich.

this

patronage.

But

last reel.

fans liked
this, but personally there was too much
killing, all beyond reason.
Can't recommend it as anything but an old-time wild

J.

of the new series
and it looks like they are going to be as
good as the Arrow productions.
This
one got me the money. Jack Hoxie is
the best star bet that I run. Take a tip

Hoxie.

—

Small-town patronage.
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Ami. Dist.),
with Johnny Hines. -A good picture

theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.
TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM (Arrow) with a special cast.—One of the

with

—

—

Smail town patronage.

School

—
(Warner Bros),
Barry. — A good picture.
Days

Star
better than ever, but it won't stand the
exorbitant price we paid for it. If you
can pay the price, book it. L. M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre, Bison, Kan.

111.

Blot,

—

Wesley

A

kins,

—

—

Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli theapleased.
tre, Defiance, O.
General patronage.

Inc.

picture

The

I.

(Clark-Cornelius),
This picture
Chesebro.
drew an unusually fine business in the
face of extremely hot weather. A good
twist to the story which keeps up suspense to the end.
Western fans well
Carlisle

George

with

theatre,

J.

Wid

—
—
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Double
serial

Adventure

— This

(Pathe), with
the poorest

is

we have had wished upon us

in

twelve years of experience.
almost
It
closed our house as we ran it on Saturday, the one day of the week, and our
crowds dwindled to a good-sized house
party.
But we have followed it with
Winners of the West, which has put the
crowds back for the summer. J. S.
Grimes, Dream theatre, Corydon, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

Short Subjects

—

Aesop's Fables (Pathe). Paul Terry's
cartoons, a very pleasing short subject
Will please old
to add to any program.
and young alike. Bowey & Charles,
Theatre Circuit, Vader, Wash. Neighborhood patronage.
Century Comedies (Universal). Most
of these fine, but some in very bad condiPeggy comedies are great. Monkey
tion.

—

—
—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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USE THIS BLANK

comedies

are

fair.

Oppenheimer, Empire

— M.

New

good,

Orleans, La.

Fox only

Johnnie

— Transient

theatre,

patronage.

AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).—This

is

have ever shown.
I run one with my serial each week and
it has almost as much drawing power as
the best of

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

kind

its

—

the serial. W. D.
Corinth, Miss.

Educational
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Fill in this

blank

born

St.,

Webb, Star

Comedies.

— Are

theatre,

now and send
Dear-

near

as

100 per cent as possible.
Variety and
well made comedies in every branch.
patrons like therii.
Bowey & Charles,

My

—

Theatre Circuit, Vader, Wash.

The Sport Review (Goldwyn).

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

I

Reviews arc proving

to be the best short
able to get hold

we have been

subjects

Buy them and you won't go wrong.

of.

—

— Sport

Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

S. G. Ihde,

Kan.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Title

Aesop's Fables (Pathe) Very good for
a change.
These animated cartoons take
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
well.
Idaho. General patronage.

Star

Brownie,

—
—

Century
horse.

Comedies

(Universal), with
that clever
Comedies,
for
clean

Baby Peggy and

— Century

—

cannot
be
beat.
Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

entertainment,

Producer

—

Toonerville

Remarks

Comedies.

Larry Semon.

— These

two

—

means. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

all

—

—

—

School Days and The Hick (Vitagraph), with Larry Semon. Here are
two comedies that will keep the house in
an uproar.
In fact all of Semon's go
great with us and their price is reason-

—

— L.

liked

here.

—

J.

Title

Star

for the
Patrick,

Producer

CADILLAC AVE.

COMING SOON

PERFECT PICTURES
NEITHER SCREEN NOR STAGE
UT LIFE'S WINDOW"

are

as

Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTROPNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

town

small

theatre, Florala, Ala.

CLASSIFIED

—

—

(Educational), with a special
cast.
A good clean comedv with lots of
thrills and hearty laughs.
Book this one
sure.
It is entirely out of the ordinary.
Miss.

Temple

E. Elkin,

— Neighborhood

The
Booker.

theatre,

Landlord
real funny slapstick Sunshine

An

hodcarrier who behis adventures
after receiving
it
provide many new
comedy gags and tricks. Charles H.
Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
A Powder Romance (Universal), with
Roy Atwell. A fair comedy that will
serve as a filler only.
Don't boost it too
high if you advertise it. Harold F.
Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Defiance, O.
General patronage.
Noiseless Valley (Universal).
New

comedy.

comes

heir to

ronage
City
State

or

Neighborhood

player

Motor

—

Pat-

—

Never thought of before.

First
loses breeches and
in shirt tail for third of
a reel.
So original. The latest. Elevating.
Lifts the screen out of the mire.
Book it and raise prices. Patrons will
idea.

time on screen.
cavorts around

be tickled.

Man

Will play return engagement.
Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis,
Neb. Small town patronage.
Between the Acts (Vitagraph), with

— Fahrney

—

&

Western

Irish

—

of Theatre

THEATRE FOR SALE

FOR SALE — Equipment
Brick building,

money and

—

Exhibitor

$1.00

Aberdeen,

patronage.
(Fox), with Harvey

—A

Advance.

in

—

— W.

Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per

Spooks

Transient

Achievement

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.

great myself, but did not seem to draw
with us. Gaiety theatre, Bluffton, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

Remarks

Name

Greatest

And cheap enough
theatre. — W. D.

best.

Cozy

The

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. Thought these were

,

Charges.

LINCOLN
nCTDAIT
UClRUll
1164-R

in Theatre Organ Building

NEWS.— They

SELZNICK

Dales— I Pay

Chats

—

good as the

JUVENILES, DELUXE

All

H.

(Hodkinson).
Best all around single reel I can find, and
only one people here don't walk out on.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,
Mason, Mich. General patronage.

—

theatre,

patron-

PEPPY YOUNGSTERS

Write, Phone or Wire For Open

4442

—

Movie

ms

The Besl And Cleanest Of Them

Ebersole, Majestic theatre, Avoca, Iowa.
Small town patronage.

Urban

— Neighborhood

D

JOEBANKE

—

Well

Y.

N.

BANKE ATTRACTION MUST BE GOOD

Every

(Pathe). A
real
good single reel that is entertaining for

most anybody.

Community

P. Frisbee,

Meridith,
age.

—

Snapshots

—

Step Forward (F. N.), a Mack Sennett
comedy. Turpin comedies are the most
popular of any shown here.
We use
them to carry over our weaker features.
Flournoy,
Criterion
theatre,
J.
A.
Macon, Ga. General patronage.

borhood patronage.
Screen

of the best comedies

ever saw. House in a continuous upGreat pains and care have been
taken to make this a big comedy. It has
big scenes, big chorus, fine acting and is
very laughable.
Unless your patrons
object to chorus girl stuff book this by
roar.

reelers are put out by both the Educational and First National and seem to be
all very good.
But why do the First National charge so much more for theirs?
To us they are no better than those from
the Educational.
L. P. Frisbee, Community theatre, Meridith, N. Y. Neigh-

—

— One

1922

2,

we

able.

—

Chicago.

September

fans.

nearly
Illness

braska.

full

Building or

or

basement,

new

stage,

Both.
furnace,

Motiograph
machine,
piano and rolls, blower system with Ford
for cooling, good seats for 225, two wall
Everything in good running order, some
new. Good town, no competition. Reason:
of manager.
Star Theatre, Crofton, NeElectric

Box

plant,

103.

POSITION

WANTED— ORGANIST

WANTED — Organist

change location.
Pictures cued perFeatured in all previous positions.
At liberty two weeks notice.
Organist, Exhibitors Herald, 417 So. Dearborn
desires

Thorough progressive musician.

fectly.

Exceptional library.

Chicago.

St.,

SALESMAN WANTED

—

WANTED Salesman acquainted with buyers
and who can obtain orders for sales check books,
make favorable commission arrangements
can
CHIwith leading Chicago concern in this line.
CAGO SALES BOOK CO., 337 W. Madsion St.

BARTOLA ORGAN FOR SALE

FOR SALE — Bartola
about

$7,500.

Hyman. Janet
cago.

111.

in

fine

condition.

Worth

Max
Will sell at big sacrifice.
Theatre, 617 West North Ave., Chi-

September
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds good photography

—gives
that

is

scale

to picture interest

that truthful, accurate reproduction

only possible

when

the reproductive

of the positive material
That's

the negative.

parallels that

why Eastman

of

Positive

Film carries quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
base

— now

identified

available

throughout

tinted

in

nine colors,

its

length by the

words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled

is

in

black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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IMPORTANT!
Theatre managers need not delay Fall Openings of
theatres for lack of proper seating

if

they will take ad-

vantage of our large capacity and place

No
of

their orders

now.

theatre opening has ever been delayed through lack

prompt

To

new

attention

managers

established

who

theatres,

chairs in keeping
chairs

large

are

part.

redecorating and

we

suggest

refurnishing

consideration of

with other improvements.

new

new

Upholstered

can be manufactured by us while house

decorated or

We

on our

is

being

drapes made.

have the organization and facilities to handle a
volume in a limited time without impairing our

standard of high quality.
Prices at

NEW YORK
1

1

4

W.

41 st Street

Pre-War Levels

BOSTON
65 D. Canal St.

CHICAGO
1

2 E. Jackson Blvd.

PHI LA DELPHI
252 S. Broad

St

—

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Viroqua, Wisconsin
Has Beautiful NewHouse Seating 700

Motor Trucks Rush Equipment
For Eastman Theatre Opening

What is undoubtedly the finest building in Viroqua, Wis., is the new Temple
theatre and Masonic building owned by

by the coal and

Regardless of conditions brought about
railroad

new

University of Rochester's

the

strikes

$5,000,000

George Eastman,

theatre the gift of

will

be ready to open as per schedule early in

To make

September.

certainty doubly
been made to the
employment of automobile trucks for
freight transport instead of depending
sure, resort has already

I i EI

upon the

railroads.

Install

New Temple
ing,

theatre and

Masonic Build-

owned by Ben Brown

at Viroqua,

Wis.

Brown which has recently been
opened.
The building is situated on a
lot with a frontage of 110 feet and a
depth of almost a city block. The theBen

measures 56 by 110; the lobby 14
There are two large store rooms
as well as a lodge room measuring 32 by
65; a grill and dining room 22 by 52 and
a club room 20 by 64 which faces the
atre

by

25.

street.

The auditorium

the

of

theatre

is

a

beauty with its dome ceiling,
of ornamental plastering,
paneling, ornamental light baskets and
thing of

and

its

scheme

tapestry walls.
The entire building is brightly illuminated there being more than 1,000 lights
adorning the structure. At the rear of
the auditorium is a large switchboard.
Simplex projectors, Heywood-Wakefield
opera chairs, General Electric motor
generator set and an Idealite screen is
part of the equipment installed by Teco

Products Manufacturing Company. Music
Wurlitzer
is
furnished by a $10,000
organ.

Many Improvements
Are Scheduled for
Olympic at Detroit
The Olympic

Michigan, which has been taken over by J.
Barish will be thoroughly remodeled into
a virtually

new

theatre,

house.

Detroit,

The program

Besides this the theatre will be redecorated throughout and new wiring and

A

location

ventilating system
and new projection

machines and screen will replace the old
equipment.

Harry Abramson has been
ager of the Olympic.

made man-

of

the
painting the colored
with new paint, was

still

handles and wet
rushed forward on
the

its way.
The peculiar
dimmer bank and its

huge

size are such that the switchboard
cannot be installed until it is in place
hence the necessity for such unusual pre-

cautions.

The same procedure
with

the

built in

overland

scenic

New York
in

truck

specially

being

is

investiture,

and

is

taken

which was

being hurried

made

in

Wurlitzer

in a large studio

where

Fan Magazine
For Theatre Patrons

Issues
A

full-fledged fan magazine, intended
for theatre patrons and containing illustrated stories about motion picture stars,
directors and other leading personalities
of the screen, as well as news of coming
productions, fashion articles and practically all other features of leading national
fan publications, is the idea now being
put into operation by the Macon Publish-

company, 345 Madison Ave., New
York City.
The name of the publication is Motion
Picture
Review and it is published
monthly for circulation on the mailing
ing

of theatres in every city in the counIn other words, it is a syndicated
theatre house organ.
The editorial contents are assembled in close cooperation
lists

try.

with leading producing companies.

While the Review is national in scope,
becomes essentially local in appeal
through the unique plan devised by the

it

for its circulation, which' in
brief is as follows:
One theatre in each
city is granted the local franchise for
the circulation, of the magazine as its

Place

constructed

organ has been installed
over the balcony foyer

Macon Publishing Co.,

publishers

lots as finished.

Big Organ

A

motion

picture accompaniment will be taught.
The studio has been fitted up with complete projection equipment.
Under the
direction of instructors from the organ
department of the Eastman School of
Music.
Pupils will be taught not only
the technique of the type of organ found
in many of the largest motion picture
theatres, but will learn
to
know and
properly play musical compositions best
suited to accompany and interpret the
whole varied range of screen offerings,
having before them the actual picture.

Complete Light Tests
Although not yet completed the East-

man

front for the theatre.

fixtures installed.
will also be acquired

mendous dimmer was crated while

workmen were

been

Dimmer

This course was initiated in handling
the stage electrical equipment, which has
been brought on from New York and
nearby points through the medium of
trucks.
The dimmer bank, built at
Mount Vernon, and measuring over
nineteen feet in length with a weight of
four
tons,
was
successfully
rushed
through over the motor roads in little
more than forty-eight hours. The tre-

of

remodeling contemplated by Mr. Barish
calls for the installation of an entire new

Special

of projectors no allowance has
for the shrinkage of film,
with the result that faulty projection is
practically inevitable in the houses where
old film is used and that manufacturers
already are engaged in adjusting their
projectors in conformity with plans furnished by the
Eastman laboratories.
This, it is declared, is indicative of some
of the laboratory and clinic work pertaining to projection which has been
started and which will be carried out by
the school.

facture

theatre, it is stated, has demonstrated that, through the proper diffusion of indirect illumination pictures may
be projected without detriment to the
screen in a degree of light making it
possible for the average person to read
a program or pick up an object that has
been dropped on the floor.
Also, it is stated, that in the manu-

house organ.

The book

is

made up and

printed with twenty pages of text, including the covers, but with the pages numBetween page 10
bered to twenty-four.
and 15, or in the exact center of the
four-page
be
the
local
theatre's
book, will
insert, which is to consist of the exhibitor's own copy, containing his house
talks, advance program for the month
and local advertising.

Pacific Coast Fire

Chiefs Urge Use of
Slow Burning Films
Discontinuance of the use of highly inflammable film by the motion picture industry was urged by fire chiefs of the
West Coast attending the Pacific Coast
Association of Fire Chiefs annual convention at San Francisco.
Resolutions were adopted calling upon
Federal, state and municipal governments
to take steps to prohibit by law the use
of nitro-cellulose motion picture film on
and after January 1, 1925.
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Music Big Feature
At Saxe Playhouse
Indian Organist at Console
of Barton Instrument
Attracts Patrons
Much interest has been aroused in
Kenosha, Wisconsin, by the appointment
of Dr. Hyland Eiman Slatre-Wilson to
preside at the big three manual Barton
orchestral organ installed in Saxe Brothhalf-million dollar

ers'

Orpheum

theatre.

Dr. Slatre-Wilson is one of the best
educated musicians in the United States.
His education was begun in the public
schools of Syracuse, New York, and continued at the college of the City of New
York, the State University of New York
and under such masters of music as
Leschetizky, Marescalchi. Consolo, Vitale
and others in piano, violin, .voice orchestration and composition.

Prominent

in

Indiana

youth Dr. Slatre-Wilson took
up the study of the organ and at the age

From

his

became city organist of the AllIndia University of Bombay, India, his
For the succeeding few
native land.
years he was one of the leaders of the
He organEast Indian musical world.
ized the 150-piece Emin D'Nalyh Or(Emin
named after him.
chestra,
D'Nalyn is Dr. Slatre-Wilson's family
of fifteen

name.)
Dr. Slatre-Wilson comes from a long
To one
line of East Indian educators.
of his ancestors is credited the founding
About ten years ago Dr.
of theosophy.
Slatre-Wilson returned to the United
States with the internationally famous
Dr. John Alexander Dowie of Zion City,

FILM FOLK
PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS
EXHIBITORS
In the confusion incident to
erecting and equipping

The Eastman Theatre
Rochester
it

-

New York

has been physically impossible to
reach all with invitations to the
professional opening

Saturday, September 2
an afternoon of inspection with
informal dress rehearsal in
the evening.

"Take the
If

will for the

you can be with us on

deed"
this oc-

it will be a pleasure to
forward cards of admission

casion

upon

CHARLES

request. Address

H.

GOULDING Manager

The Eastman Theatre

will

open

for the public

Monday, September

4

A

view of Saxe Brothers half mil-

lion dollar

Orpheum

theatre at Ken-

osha, Wis. In the circle Dr. Slatre-

Wilson

is

seated at the console of
Note his head-

the Barton, organ.
dress.

created

His playing

much

is

interest

said to

as

have

well

as

Music
patronage for the theatre.
an important feature at the
is

Orpheum.

11!.
Dr. Dowie at that time was building
the Zion City tabernacle and planned to
install one of the best pipe organs in the
United States to be used in connection
with a large choir and extensive musical
Dr. Slatre-Wilson was placed
festivals.
in charge of the organ selection and installation and himself designed one of the
cathedral organs in the United
best

Theatre
Construction

News

States, which even now is a famous feature of Zion City. The organization and
establishment of the great Zion City choir
was also a work of Dr. Slatre-Wilson.

Music Is Attraction

Moving to Kenosha, Wis., Dr. SlatreWilson founded the Conservatory of
Music, which he conducted with great
the
of
opening
the
until
success
Orpheum, when he took his place at the
console of the Barton orchestral organ
The combination of Dr.
installed there.
Slatre-Wilson's musical skill and the
widely versatile three manual Barton organ has captivated Kenosha's music loving "movie" goers, and the Orpheum is
crowded daily and nightly. The delicately shaded, thousand-toned melodies
pouring from the dozens of throats of the
Barton organ in response to the touch
of Dr. Slatre-Wilson's gifted fingers is a
revelation both of human skill and instrumental perfection.
In explanation of the improvisations
and minute tonal gradations with which
Orpheum
delights
Slatre-Wilson
Dr.
audiences, he modestly gives great credit
"I was
to the Barton divided manual.
greatly surprised," he says, "to find that
in spite of the fact that more tonal combinations and a richer expression are possible with the Barton than T have ever
been able to find heretofore. I was able
to play it readily on sight, without a
minute of study, and I find it a constant
inspiration in my daily striving to gain
further mastery of organ playing."

Exhibitors are invited to refort to this department changes of ownership, new theatres
planned, remodeling contemplated, openings,
etc.

New

Projects

—

New

Smyrna, Fla. At a recent meeting of the board of directors of Howell
Investment Company it was voted to
build a large and modern theatre on property purchased at Palmetto and Canal
streets.

—

Truart Motion Picture
has been incorporated and the
firm is planning the erection of a studio
here to produce comedies.
Detroit, Mich.

Company

*

Los Angeles,

—

It is planned to incorporate a theatre in the Friday Morning club's new $500,000 building, it is announced by Irving Pichel, producing director of the Plaza theatre.

Cal.

*

Grayville,
planning to
tre here, a

— Coleman

& Simpson are
open a motion picture theaprojection machine already

111.

having been purchased.

—

Philadelphia, Pa. Work of demolishing the old Bingham house for the new
Stanley Company of America theatre has
been started and it is expected the thea-

"

September
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2.

tre will be opened next Spring.
have a seating capacity of 4,000.

Sacramento, Cal.

will

It

to be built in

is

*

—

Plans for a new theE. Chicago, Ind.
atre at 3610 Cedar street, to cost $80,000

announced by James PiwaCedar street.

have been
ronas. 3602

—

Chicago, 111. It is rumored that Lub& Trinz may build a new theatre on
Belmont avenue near Ashland and Linliner

coln.

*

—

Cleveland. O. Work will be started
soon on the erection of a new theatre on
the site of the present
an investment syndicate
lease

LET US PROVE

— A new Orpheum the-

Sacramento, it is announced by Chas. E. Brad}- in charge of
the Orpheum circuit on the Pacific Coast.

atre

Company.

Doan theatre by
known as More-

Financing

is

to be han-

Company.

dled by Schultz Brothers

completed

—

Plans have
City, Mo.
for the new theatre of

Laboratories can actually do

is kept humming doing the work for producers throughout the industry.

And our prices are low.
very next order.

Let us prove ourselves on your

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS
Developing
Printing
Tinting
Editing

Star

Titling

Investment Company
which is to cost $125,000 by Architects
Sunderland & Besecke, 406 Interstate
Bldg.
*

—Jeffrie

Company

Our immense plant

been

Amusement and

Milwaukee, Wis.

that American Film
better film printing.

American

Toning

*

Kansas
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Theatre Com-

QUALITY.

W. Milwaukee avenue, will erect
a new theatre, plans having been completed by Martin. Tullgren
Son, 425 E.

Laboratory capacity one million
week.

Water

AMERICAN FILM

pany. 14

&

street.

*

—

Charleston, W. Va. Charleston is to
hav.i a new theatre costing $50,000. plans

which have been prepared by Geo. D.
Brown. 322 Bovd Bldg.

for

RESPONSIBILITY.

London, England
S. HUTCHINSON,

A

concern of

LOCATION.

feet per

111.

and

SAMUEL

for bril-

strong rnancial standing.
In the proper geographical location, assuring quids
delivery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks
of Lake Michigan- Away from dirt
and dust.
SAFETY. Plant approved by both
city of Chicago and Board of Fire
Underwriters.
Accustomed to
PROMPTNESS.
serve exacting requirements.

fire

CO., Inc.

Laboratories
6227 Broadway, Chicago,

known

liancy and clearness.
Expert staff
trained by years of experience, assures highest quality prints obtainable.
REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.

Ordinary film reduced to American Standard Safety Size.
(Absolutely fireproof film passed by all
underwriters.)

10 Points

Prints

PRICES.

Pres.

Reasonable

and com-

petitive.

Pa.—W.

Pittsburgh,

J.

Peoples.

GUARANTEES.

for onr
unique guarantee of quality work.

Mo-

nongahela Bank Building, has prepared
plans for a new motion picture theatre
for. (ohn Elmore.

—Joseph

Detroit,

Mich.

preparing

plans

Gwizdowski

is

theatre to be
erected on Mt. Elliott, near Miller street.
*
for

Write

a

—

Independence, Mo. A $65,000 theatre
to seat 1.200 is planned by A. E. Elliott

Every Exhibitor Can Offer

Organ and Orchestra Music

for this city.

—

Argentine, Kas. R. E. Peden Company. 945 X. Y. Life Bldg.. Kansas City.
Mo., has prepared plans for a theatre to

DEHIND

cost $65,000 for Elliott Theatre Corpora-

priate satisfactory background. The producers
have made the visual background, bjt you
must contrib-ite the imaginative one.

tion.

—

Lockport, N. Y. Plans have been comLeon Lempert. 346 Cutler Bldg.,
the

for

$175,000

theatre

screen

offering

an appro-

Only carefully chosen, pleasingly rendered
music can produce this thing that every
producer, exhibitor or patron recognizes as
"atmosphere.

pleted by

Rochester,

every

certain factors give

for

Lock City Theatre Corporation.
*

W. Broad street, has completed plans for
a new theatre for Lansdale Theatre Com-

Because the Cremona Theatre-Organ has
been developed to meet the highly specialized
requirements of film accompaniment, it is
recognized as the last word in an instrument

pany, which will cost $45,000.

of this character.

Lansdale, Pa.

—Jerome

S.

Landes, 200

It is unexcelled as a hanJ-played organ.
In addition a double roll system permits
playing with standard player roll, or by solo
roll with instant changes.

Ownership Changes
La Salle, 111.—James J. Collins of Ottawa, has taken possession of the Marquette theatre here which he recently purchased.

Our attractive selling plan is of interest to
every exhibitor seeking leadership in his town

*

regardless of

—

Evansville,

Ind.
Preparations
are
being made for the Victory theatre management to take over the Strand theatre;
#

A

CTlu

—

Cremona

Nacogdoches, Tex. The Queen thebeen purchased by Ambrose
Levy.

atre here has

—

The Marquette Piano Co.

—

New Orleans, La. M. Oppenheimer
has closed the Empire theatre and taken
over the modern La Favette theatre.

&

its size.

Miami, Fla. Leroy Morgan has purchased the interest of his partner, J. A.
Turner, and now has full control of the
Bi'.tmore theatre, which he is remodeling.

Chicago, U.

Ityeatre

S.

#rgan
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No matter what you want you
can get

it

from Universal

Universal Service

Be

vice.

Weekly

it

a complete film ser-

is

a one-reel

Comedy — a News

— a two-reel Comedy— Novelty— Western

—five-reel, one-a-week releases

—a

or a Super Jewel— you can get

it

A wide

Jewel Feature
from Universal.

and varied program

of releases
consisting of everything an exhibitor could
ask for is another feature of re- organized Universal Service.

And

don't forget that our entire organization is at your service to help you put
Universal Pictures "over big" right in your
theatre.

We

don't claim to

know

it

all.

own

We

do

We

have faith in them
because we know what they have done. We know
Universal Pictures have helped many theatres keep
the crowds coming even during these hot days
and nights. We have helped many theatres by sug-

know Universal

Pictures.

gesting slight variations in their programs.

haps

We

we

can help you.

want you

to

Why

expect more

Per-

not use us?

from

us because

you

will

get more.

CHICAGO OFFICE— 831

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago—Phone Harrison 7927
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Prepare Plans for
New L. & T. House
Theatre to Be Erected on

Early "Comeback" in
Business Is Reported
Summer Dull Period Is Now
Over in Many Districts,
Say Film Men

Belmont Avenue Just

West

of Lincoln
and modern theatre is to
be erected on Belmont avenue just west
of Lincoln avenue by Lubliner & Trinz

A

One can

not but be impressed by the
optimistic business talk along film row.
Better still, actual figures indicate an
earlier revival than usual of normal box

in the

office receipts.

near future. Official verification of

Film

the project which has been the subject of

picking up earlier this year than in the

cially

men who have weathered many a
summer dull period declare that business
is

beautiful

numerous rumors in the past was offigiven from the offices of L. & T.
by Emil Stern, general manager.

past.

Maberry Very Optimistic
Cecil

Plans Under

Maberry, vice president of Gold-

wyn, who
exchange

Row last week. While labor conditions
and hot weather still are having an adverse effect on theatres in some districts,
he asserted that the fast return to normal, or near normal, in other territories
was surprising. In the Northwest Minnesota, the two Dakotas and Wisconsin
he predicts the biggest fall and winter

RALPH BRADFORD, well
and

business in eighteen years.

manager

—

—

Announces Early Recovery
Frank Ishmael. Metro salesman,

The

discernible at this time.
Sales, he
have shown a very marked increase
over a few weeks ago.
Other film men corroborated these
is

said,

Chicago film
of the

known

in

formerly
circles
local Paramount excf the sales depart-

of Celebrated Players

Film Cor-

poration, has taken over the First

Na-

exchange at Minneapolis. Mr.
Bradford succeeds J. F. Cubberley who
has joined the interests of M. L.

tional

Finkelstein.

Observe Anniversaries of
Garfield Theatre and Its
Manager, Chas. H. Ryan
The

Elgin

War Worker Leaves

To Join Goldwyn on Coast
Edna

Elgin, Illinois, exponent of recreational activities, whose
work in soldiers' camps during the war
became widely known, has left for Hollywood to accept an engagement with
Geister, of

Goldwyn.
Miss Geister, it is understood, will undertake some special work for the producing company. A part}' was given in
her honor before her departure by relatives and friends.

Garfield theatre, prominent west
neighborhood house, will celebrate
its thirteenth anniversary on September
11.
Almost simultaneously Charles H.
Ryan, managing director of the Garfield,

side

will

tion

observe his eleventh year's associawith the theatre as its managing

director.

Mr.

Ryan

starting

will

leave

September 23

at

some forty miles north

for

a

vacation

Druce Lake,
of Chicago.

111.,

He

confides that he expects to put in considerable time chasing the little white

around the links at Round Lake and
the Glen Flora Club, Waukegan, and also
that he has high hopes of annexing the
gold medal in the 50 yard dash at the

Stores

current

reports
the
project being planned is in the form of a
magnificent theatre building which will
also contain stores, offices and possibly
to

flats.

Kenosha Houses Merged
Rhode Is Made Manager
Under a deal recently completed three
Kenosha, Wis., theatres are combined under

the

management

of

the

Orpheum

Theatre Company and it is announced
that Joseph G. Rhode, former president
of Wisconsin exhibitor organization, will
have direct charge of the management of
the theatres. A lease has been acquired
on the Rhode Opera house by the company.

Mr. Rhode,

it is stated, has been elected
director of the company in which he
has acquired a substantial interest. The
other two theatres are the Orpheum and
the Majestic.

a

ball

Newman

Joins Detroit
Exchange of Universal

D. C. Newman, who for the past three
years has been manager of the Select exchange at Detroit. Michigan, has resigned
to join Universal's exchange in Detroit
as assistant to Manager Joe Freidman.

Lake County Club on Labor Day.

He

year in a field of thirty starters
and says he is in shape to repeat again.
During Mr. Ryan's absence Charles J.
Schaefer will assume his duties at the

did

it

last

Garfield.

Will Direct for

May Have
According

statements.

With such an early '"'comeback" in
business, it would seem .hat this fall and
winter will find the theatre box office
hitting its former stride.

location of the new house sets at
reports of proposed sites for the
theatre which have placed it within a
radius of several blocks of the busy district at the intersection of Belmont, Lincoln and Ashland avenues. It is understood that work of razing the present
property on the site for the theatre will
be started shortly.
rest

ment
de-<

no time in recent years has
business shown such an early "comeback"
as

an architect.

change and head

clares that at

Way

Detailed announcement concerning the
new theatre, it was stated, will not be
made until a later date. Mr. Stern declared, however, that plans for the building were now in course of preparation by

has made a recent tour ot the
centers, was a visitor on the

Eastman
Is

Made Milwaukee

Chief

Tack B. Hyland will direct the instruction film being produced by Eastman Kodak Company as a part of an educational
program to be presented to professional

G. A. Durlam, formerly connected with
the Minneapolis Paramount exchange,
S. R. Kent,
appointed by
been
has

photographers by the company.
A. B.
Cornish is supervising production.

branch manager at Milwaukee. Mr. Durlam succeeds A. E. Bernstein, resigned.

Labor Disagreement Is
Adjusted at McVickers
Work on the new McVickers theatre
was temporarily interrupted for a brief
time last week when 200 members of the
building trades union quit work in protest
against the arrival of some non-union
painters, who were accompanied by representatives of the citizens' committee to
enforce the Landis award.
The matter was quickly settled, however, following a conference

between Van

Etten Bros, and Jones, Linick & Schaefer
in which it was decided to withdraw the
non-union workers.
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i

I

been a big week along the
lot of officials from New
just here to give the local boys the
Cecil Maberry, f'r'instance.
over.
a

vice-president of
the optimism

off

Goldwyn was
to

his

local

Row.
York
once

The

reeling

Dubin

Educational happening into
office during the conversa-

of

Gumbiner's

tion, laughs.
Abe laughs.
nonplussed.
Will somebody

Ted

Daniel Carson Goodman,
whose production "What's Wrong With

'*

known among Chicago film men,
having been at one time general manager
Saxe Enterprises at Milwaukee.
*

Al Gallas

in

the

place.
*

first

Moses

of

peacefully down the
Ford
highway without being insulted and maltreated by a Nash something's got to be
Other than turning turtle and
done.
executing a few other antics the flivver
are sorry
was none the worse off.
to report that the same cannot be said of
"Pop" Plough, former F. B. O. manager,
and Morris Safire, who were riding in the
The two lost control of their
Nash.
lower extremities and had to be carried
from the Nash by C. E. Penrod, district
manager of F. B. O., and other occupants
of the car.

We

*

*

*

G. L. Sears, one of those salesmen you
can't help liking despite the fact that he
tries to take away all your money, got
an emergency call from friend wife the
other day.
The call had the First Na-

squadron on pins and
flying
needles.
Sympathy emanated from all
quarters.
Everybody paced the floor
anxiously as G. L. called home. There
was tittering in the crowd as the phone
conversation became protracted. Tenseness reached the breaking point as G. L.
hung up the receiver. The crowd rushed
en masse to the salesman's side.
G. L.
grinned.
"The wife just told me that
our youngster has cut his first tooth."
All wiped the sweat from their brows aaid
"put 'er there."
tional

*

*

*

H. R. Phillips, high mogul of the Universal baseball team, announces a game
with Paramount next Saturday at Washington Park on diamond No. 7. R. Alberts will pitch for the "U" bunch. This
latter announcement is confidently expected to throw the scare into the Paramount stars. He who laughs last laughs
you remember the old adage.
*

Louis
chief

*

Goulden.

B.

*
J.

L.

Friedman's
in

the

city
tips on

last week
first hand
"Rich Men's Wives," the feature which
will be distributed in this territory by Mr.

Friedman as holder

of the Al Lichtman
took a run up Milwaukee way before again shouldering his

franchise.

Louis

duties.
*

How

hustler?
asserts,

*

*

Ted Meyers, Pathe's plump
Ted says 37. Abe Gumbiner
"That's 10 years too old." Dave

old's

*
is

William Danziger, Dan Roche's
Paramount,

at

side
oratorical
Bill went down to
is

the

McCombs, 111., the other day to assist
United States Attorney L. A. Hainline
put over a Paramount picture at the Illinois theatre.
While there the enterprising P. A. addressed the Rotary Club and
the Illinois patrons.
Dan mav need a
new assistant shortly, for Bill is considering an offer from a Chautauqua organization.
*

*

*

Dave Dubin has returned

to the

*_ *

When

*

comes to mixing
Ejchenlaub, manager
it

in

royalty.

First
for
E.
is there with colors flying.
down to Springfield recently and

E. J
National,
.

J.

went

was found cavorting around with Acting
Governor Sterling. Wonder if he's got
political

aspirations?
*
*

*

—

good it's prospering.
So says Frank Ishmael of the
Metro staff. And we happen to know
that Frank isn't handing out that stuff
called hokum.
So there you are.
Business

isn't

iust

E. W. Penrod has deserted the film
f^aternitv at Indianapolis to join the local
F. B. O. branch as assistant manager.
E. W. held the same position with Universal at the Indiana capital.
* *
*
a good idea the other
hadn't been for the stubborn
telenhone company he would have exhibited an enterprising piece of exploitaJ.

Lazarus had

dav. and

tion
tion

on

"LOOK OUT BELOW"

is

the

title

of

Educational-Mermaid comedy from
which this scene is taken.

this

South

Side beat, where he is greeting the exhibitors every dav.
Dave has been so
persistent in talking up one of Educational's short subjects that the theatre
men of the South End know him onlv as
"Sherlock Holmes." By the wav, Dave
has iust closed with Lubliner & Trinz
on the "Sherlock Holmes" pictures.

who

was

Indianapolis,
to get a few

at

*

Metro

nrodigv of the Row.

travel

*

breaking in his
his vacation.
Bet he's
given the dust to a lot of tourists.
*
*
*
Si

kick

can't

*

back at his old stand at
Select.
M axacer Eddie Silverman was
never over-enthusiastic about losing Al
is

there.

They're getting careless down South
Wabash. When a poor innocent little

*

well

new Jewett during

^

*

for

the Women" is going through Equity.
We had quite a talk with D. C, and in
some things we disagreed and in others
we didn't. But that is neither here nor
4*

looks
please tell

Friends of E. C. Bostick. manager of
Loew's State theatre in Los Angeles,
were shocked last week to hear of the
death of the exhibitor's wife.
E. C. is

was

4c

Ted

the joke.

manager,

Harry Lorch. Then there was Sam Sax,
who does a turn of the exchange centers
regularly for C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation. Neither was Sam hit by the blues,
for he had just closed with the Federated
exchange at Milwaukee for the distribution of the C. B. C. specials in Wisconsin.
Al Lichtman, president of Al Lichtman
Corporation, was so busy that it was hard
And we
to see him between jumps.
might say in passing that he landed some
big contracts during those jumps. Still
another

!
»

It's

Met

.

September

decorated

and remodeled his Spencer
Square theatre.
Carl opens again on
September 3 for a month of Paramount
pictures.
That means a good job for
Dan Roche.
*

*

*

Al Hoffman

of the F. B. O. exchange
has joined the flivver class which meets
out in the open country for a few hours
every night for practice.
Al claims he
hasn't knocked any of the enamel off
yet.

Additional Territories
Sold on Aywon Product
Nathan
Film

Hirsh, president of
Corporation, 729 Seventh

New York

Aywon
avenue,

announces the following
Three Snowy Baker pictures and six Big Boy Wiiliams pictures
to Frank Zambreno of Unity Photoplay
company of Chicago, for Northern Illinois; six Big Boy Williams pictures to
Columbia Film Service of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia; three Snowy Baker pictures to
recent

City,

sales:

if it

"The

Masquerader."

Lazarus,

directing advertising and exploitaout of the local First National exis

change, had his wires all laid whereby
Guv Bates Post, star of the opus, would
talk from Los Angeles long distance. By
using an amplifier the actor's voice would
be carried to the radio sending set and
thus to radio fans of Chicago. Standing
sold at a premium at
the Chicago theatre last week if the Bell
Telephone Company hadn't of thrown a
wrench in the machinery.
*
*
*

room would have

Carl Miller of Rock Island has

re-

Luporini

Brothers for Argentine,

guay and Uruguay; "Fidelity."

Para-

"Woman

Above Reproach," "Winning of the
West," "Sons of the West." "Gold of the
Desert." "Evolution of Man" to United
Film Service of St. Louis for Southern
Illinois and Eastern Missouri.

The Only Way
My
of

process of conservation
films and effective

new

assures the

renovating
exhibitor

a

film in

ptrfet'

his patronage.
Increased earnings to
exhibitor and producer.
condition

A.

to

TEITEL
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Issues Unique
Press Book on Film

North
.

Contains Twenty Pages
Helpful Material on

of

"Curse of Drink"
Bobby North has proven the benefit of
his twenty-five years of showmanship with
the new twenty-page press-book on '"The
Curse of Drink," which he has issued.
From cover to cover it is unique and has
many distinctions from the general run of
campaign literature that goes with every

The front page is the bigThere is a colored
novelty of all.
drawing of a buxom babe "asleep at the
switch." The drawing is taken from Judge,
and represents a baby overcome by the
influence of the milk bottle, dead asleep.
The caption underneath is the title of the
picture "The Curse of Drink."
new

picture.

gest

Comedy Angles Shown

A

glance at the inside pages shows the
variety of comical relief that this angle
affords, and its great publicity value in
fastening popular interest and curiosity In
the picture. Four series of teasers, all winning a smile from the reader and putting
him in good humor with the film, are afforded the exhibitor. The publicity stories
aim to get away from the stereotyped style,
and the ads carry a punch in black and
white that makes the message talk.

Many

Novelties Offered
Extra play is given to exploitation.
page full of material, helpful to first-run
and smaller houses, is intended to make
patrons out of passers-by at little or no
cost to the exhibitor.
A study of the suggestions shows that nothing far-fetched or
unreasonable appears. A collection of novelties are also supplied.
A drinking cup
and container tie-up. heads the list. A list
of give-aways completes the novelties.

A

Universal City has shut
on admitting visitors.
*

Sam

Grand, Federated member for
England, has closed negotiations
with the Export & Import Film Company on the Selig serial. "The Jungie
Goddess," which that company is dis-

New

tributing.
No figures

are mentioned

in

the

an-

by Export & Imunderstood to have been a

nouncement of the

sale

port but it is
record price for a serial in this territory.
Grand will publish the chapter picture
about September first and intends to statt
an extensive exploitation campaign.
Louis Auerbach also announces that
following the signing of the contracts on
this deal Sam Grand got in touch with

Bobby North, whose Apollo Exchange
bought the Greater Xew York and
Northern New Jersey rights on the serial
some time ago and together the '.wo film

men

closed for the Upper Xew York
State rights on "The Jungle Goddess."

Camera Work Completed

On
All

Jack Pickford Film

camera work has been completed

on Jack Pickford's "Garrison's Finish,"
his first production for early autumn issue by Allied Producers & Distributors
Corporation.
Editing and titling is well
under way in the hands of Elmer Harris.

M ary

Pickford supervised production.

Competent
experts

critics

who have

and motion picture
first working

seen the

prints of "Garrison's Finish" declare it
to be a real picture in every sense of the

word.

the bars

to his old

director, is back from a
Kentucky home.

*

*

Johx Blackwcod

dinner.

,

*

*

Hodkinson

for

Work

*

*

*

now

stage on the coast is
being built at the Hal Roach studio.
* * *
largest

Lois Weber will leave soon with a large
entourage to film the "Mysteries of the
Orient."
*

David Buder, Century press agent and
Julius Stern are making a tour of the key
cities

in

interest of
*

Centurv comedies.
*

*

Craig Hutchison has been added

Hal Roach

to the

directorial staff.
*
* *

Carter De Haven will tour the key cities
on the completion of his present R-C picture.

Blanche Sweet

*
this

*

week made her first
camera in two years

appearance before the
in "Quincy Adams Sawver." at Metro.
*

*

*

Allex Holvbar and Paul Bern
ing

"Broken

Chains"

News

prize story.

Daily

*

*

from

*

*

release

"Mind Over

Before

Camera

in

Blanche Sweet made her first appearance before the motion picture camera in
two years, when she was photographed
in her initial scene for "Quincy Adams
Sawyer" last week.
In the part of Alice Pettingill, the blind
is expected to resume
the hearts of the motion
picture public throughout the world.
great sympathetic role, this character
allows for much emotional work which
has been so closely identified with Miss
Sweet's most successful characterizations
of the past.
Miss Sweet is to play under Marshall
Xeilan's personal supervision.
The producer is anxious to have his wife's return
to the screen mark her greatest histrionic
achievement and is giving her every assistance with this end in mind.

girl,

*

*

to

"Quincy Adams Sawyer"

Schneck.

The

is

Blanche Sweet Resumes

*

accompanied by Joseph

Europe,

Go Round"

*

Motor," Mary Roberts Rinehart's storv.
* * *
Ward U\scelle is working at Universal
City with Trixie Friganza.

Norma and Constance Talmadge have
left

*

Phil Goldstoxe is on his way- east to
arrange for distribution of "Deserted at
*

pub-

Ralph Block has returned to New
York after a year as associate scenario edChaplin gave him a fareitor at Gcldwyn.
well

"Merry"

start

the Altar."

*

has

resigned as
director for B. P. Schulberg.
* * *

licity

will

*

Tod Browxixg.
visit

Stroheim

within the week.

*

*

*

Rights on Selig Serial
'The Jungle Goddess"
Acquired by Sam Grand

down

tight

the

are edit-

Chicago

*

Once mere Universal announces

that

Yon

Miss Sweet

her place

among

A

Change Name

of

Comedy

Johnny Fox's latest Century comedy
directed
by All Herman, has been
changed from "At the Fair" to "Slam!
Bang!"
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PARAMOUNT— Burton

McGOVERN AND EGLER
The Runt, two

SHORT SUBJECTS

(Shorty Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamilreels

ton).

Pony Boy, two

reels (Shorty Hamilton).
two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'em Cowboy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).

Grit,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

RAINBOW COMEDIES,

SPOTLIGHT,

one

reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
DO, with Harold

Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

I

NOW

AMONG

AYWOX FILM

CORP.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reel*,

month.

Polly

Meran and Smiling

SUNRISE COMEDIES,

two

a month.

twice
Jones.
with Billy

Bill

reels,

West.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
NEW WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES.
A False Alarm.

two

reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

two

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reel.

JIM

two

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
riLM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

AUBREY COMEDIES,

two

reels.

two

bi-

reel*,

INDIAN
feather,

two

reels.

The Boat.
The Paleface.

one

two

Astor).

reels

(Mary

three

reels

(Mary

reel.

reel.

reels.

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

Dark-

FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Wife's Relations.

two

reels.

Be Reasonable.

By Heck.

CO.

RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman),
reels.
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,
COLLIER SERIES, "The

FEDERATED FILM

two

two

ARROW—

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jungle
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke.
FOX — Fan torn as Bride IS.
FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
;

PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits ana
June Caprice).
PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.

SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileea
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord)
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners ut the West (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
UNIVERSAL—Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
(Harry Myers).
VITAGRAPH— Breaking Through.
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled. Mystery (Antoatt
Moreno).

WARNER—The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS

L. CHESTER COMEDIES, two
JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

C.

reels.

Hot Doc.

JOHN SERIES,

two

reels.

The Happy Pest.
The Studio Rube.
LUPTNO LANE SERIES, two
The Broker.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.
Pardon Me.
Try and Get It.
False Alarm.
Hold the Line.
Please Be Careful.

two

reels.

two

Mary

Pickford.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenies Beaatiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Chester Outing Scenies, oa«
reel (everv week).
EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, one reel (every twe
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one reel

GOLDWYN— Sport

Review, one reel each.

In the Pink.
reels.

reels,

SCENICS

reels.

FOX FILM CORF.
CLYDE' COOK COMEDIES, two

Leather Pushers," two

refill

GOING STRAIGHT,

Drawing Cards.
Self Defense.
Centaurs of the Field.

Winter Pep.
A Rex Beach Weekend.
Taking the Air.
By-Way Champions.
••Fore!"

in

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).
C. B. C. FILMS— Capitain Kidd (Eddie Polo).

reels.

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reela.

expose of Sawing a Lady
feet.

SERIALS

two

two

H75

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALBS—

reel.

The White Mouse, two

Cops.

WEISS BROS.—The

INC.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES,

—

Half, length

C. B. PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mona

reels.

every two
weeks.
Starland Review, one every two weeks.
C. B. C. FILMS— Cap'n Kidd Serial, Eddie Polo.
STOREY PICTURES Shadow! and Screes Review,
one reel every two weeks.
STORY PICTURES— Burlesque Photoplays, two
reels.

two

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one

Bright Eyes.

ST.

ever?

PIONEER

BEN TURPIN COMEDIES,
Love's Outcast.
Love & Doughnuts.

AL

one

two reels

FILM SALES

NICK CARTER SERIES,

McLuke's Film-Osophy.

RADIN — B rind's Wonders of Nature.
R-C — Hy Mayer Traveloughs, one

WESTERNS,

the Irish.

I

Dull Care.

PIONEER—Luke

Astor and Pierre Gendron).

The Game Lady.

reels.

Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TCM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES,

My

Away

THE BASHFUL SUITOR,
Brandon).
THE YOUNG PAINTER,

Kid, six reels.
Idle Class, two reels.
ot

reels.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
THE BEGGAR MAID, two reels (Mary

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
6unnyside, two reels.

Co. of America.

Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.

reels each.

reel.

Magazine, eat

(weekly).

Great American Authors, one reel.
Official Urban Movie Chats, one reel.
Kineto Reviews, one reel, once a week.
Topics of the Day.
Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds reel
PRIZMA— Nature's Colors.

WESTERN <5TAR DRAMAS two
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Punch

two

DOMINANT PICTURES.

one

Sermenettes.

reel.

of Self Defense.

—

C. B. C.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

one

The Four Seasons, four

monthly.

reel.
reel.

EDUCATIONAL,

HODKINSON— Kineto

Pair of Kings.

STAR RANCH
one
one

one reel.
snapshots, one reeL
Spanuth's Original Vod-a-

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

PATHE—
PATHE—

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

Poor Boy.
Rapid Fire.

Review, one

issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS

reel

reels.

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reels.

reel

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
The Show.

A

Steal,

BarUnghaa

Pelican Island.

The Manly Art

other week, two reels.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

The
The

Maa

with

reels,

ARROW FILM

reel*.

Torchy's Holdup.
Torchy Steps Out.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

two

Roberts.

DRAMAS

rORCHY COMEDIES,

Barred
reel

the Barito River.

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

Clean and dry,

Hickory Hick.
Bucking Broadway.
Mile-a-Minute Mary.

PICTURES— Sunset

An Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaks.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.

C. B. C.

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

A

Fairy Foreland.

Stories.

ARROW— Sport

WARNER PICTURES

Port.
Cold Feet.

A

SPECIAL

Folly Comedies.

Fair Enough.

Any Old

Pictmres

NATIONAL EXCHANGES— Kineto

The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.
The Chicken Parade.

Circus Days.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

INC.

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
VITA GRAPH
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

Holmes Travel

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROL1N TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY

PINNACLE COMEDIES,
reels

1922

one reel (every week).
Sante Fe— the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.

Monkey Land up

reels.
reels.

two

PATHE EXCHANGE,

2,

TRUART FILM CORP.—One

KING COLE COMEDIES, two

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.

September

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchangee.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thar*
days) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Edacatioaal elchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Satardays) at
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week) at Select at

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Playeri).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografi, one

reel

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Bans.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellermaa.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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Colossal Picture of All Times
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in New York City
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MOTION PICTURE

Fox Film Corporation, West 55th

Entirtd as trrand.rljLtt mutter

I

r

run

—
THE CLIMAX OF

THIS ONE

11

'

biggest and most spectacular picture
Film Daily.
comming season"

for the

XV, No.

r

X

SUCCESS.

The

!

St.,

New

York City
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si «k* Port
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III.,

under the Act of March

s,

1879
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Coming
Soon!

jW3

THE CHILD WONDER OF THE SCREEN
of
IN

tittle

AN EXQUISITE PICTURIZATION

Red Riding Hood
Released Through Universal

!

September

9,
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A SMASHING

SENSATIONAL SUCCESS
Presented by

LAEMMLE

CARL
in

the ^reat American drama

arHAL REID
Ba^ot

Directed by King

»«r 3 18 33
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Booked by the Biggest
CHICAGO.

Chicago

FA1RM0UNT.

Pittsburg

TIVOLT. Chicago

GRANADA.

Frisco.

RIVIERA, Chicago

LIBERTY.
CAPITAL,

Cincinnati

COLUMBIA.

GRANBY,

Norfolk

CAPITAL,

Portland

Detroit

A*

A

Phila.

LELAND, Albany

BIJOU, Richmond
VIRGINIA. Wheeling
RIALTO. San Diego

RIAL

Phfla.

VICTORIA.

J

4

1

William
Po^
nt/
pre/ «

THE JUPtR-fPCCIAL

ITDOOME

WAS
with

THE 1922

VAM
rrcm the

MODEL

PI

ft age

HE

Play by

PORTER EMER/ON BROWNE
I n r
p i •* « «

by

KIP LI NO'/ Poem

THE VAMPIRE
Directed by

EMMETT J. PLYNN

J

13.

LIKE FINDING

A GOLDMINE
in your own
backyar cL

'21

Story by

Alan Sullivan

Directed by

Howard

Mitchell

-

THE HORSE AID SOCIETY OF NEW YORK,
Office 131 West 36th Street..

-

Inc., 1910

Phone Fitzroy 59 and 5540

REST FARM AND HOSPITAL FOR HORSES AND SHELTER
FOR SMALLER ANIMALS, MILLWOOD. N. Y. Briarcliff 135-F-ll
PEESIDENT AND TOl'SDEK

ADVISORY BOARD

MRS. JACOB M. EHRLICH

MISS CLARA

HUDSON

PERRY A.

TREASURER

MRS. ISAAC

GUGGENHEIM
SECRETARY

ROBERT

MORGAN MCGAULEY
DIRECTORS

MRS. JACOB M. EHRLICH
PERRY A. HUDSON
MRS. ISAAC GUGGENHEIM
ROBERT MORGAN MCGAULEY
MRS. JAMES W. WARING
HARRY W. BELL
MISS BELLE BEACH

ROBERT

T.

PECK

VETERINARIANS

COUNSEL

JOHN

S.

MRS. WILLIAM H. REYNOLDS
MRS. RUDOLPH J. SCHAEFER
MRS. PAUL PRYIBIL
MINNIE MADDERN FISKE
MISS LOUISE CASTREE
MRS. REGINALD PELHAM BOLTON
MRS, MINNA SCOTT VON REHM
MRS. HAYTON CORSA
MRS. WARREN B. SANFORD
MRS. WILLIAM K. TOWN SEND
MRS. ROBERT L. MCCANN
MRS. H. D. LEWIS
MRS. C L. HOUSMAN
MRS. FRED WILLIAMS
MRS. GEORGE MILLS

VICE-PRESIDEKT

WILLIAM M. FLE1SCHMAN
C G. ROHRER

BOOTH

MORGAN MCGAULEY
THIS

AMBULANCE PATROLS THE STREETS FULLY EQUIPPED FOR ALL
ANIMAL RELIEF

New Ycrk, N.Y. August 17, 1522.
Mr. Joseph Plunk et, Managing Director,
Strand Theatre, Few 'fork City.

My dear Mr. plunket:
Words fail to express my appreciation of the picture entitled "Just Tony".
I
have taken several friends on two different occasions.
This is the first time
in my life that I have ever seen a picture twice, ana enjoyed it as much, if
not more, the second tiiie than I did the first.

have worked with horses for the past twenty years and, of course, I know hew
intelligent these faithful creatures are. I hope the public will be awakened
through this picture and realise how much more can be done with animals through
kindness.
I am sure "Just Tony" will have a successful run.
I

Every boy and girl, as well as the grownups, in the United States should see
this picture and Williats Pox certainly deserves praise for producing such an
excellent entertainment.
I thank you for calling my attention to this wonderful picture, and giving me the
opportunity of seeing it. You know I never go to shows of any kind but if there
were more pictures like this, I would always go to see then.

Very sincerely yours.
TrE HORSE AID SOCIETY.. OF NEW
(Mrs.

J.M.

SE-Mtf

Pres ident
A SQUARE DEAL FOR THE HORSE

Your horse
Weather;

will give

you better service and live longer if you give him Three Ample Meals Daily; Water Fre<juentl7, Proper Shoes;
Vacation Annually or an Occasional Rest; At All Times a Comfortable Bed and a Roomy Stall.

A

Blanket in

Coid

Two Weeks

THROW AWAY THE WHIPI

5g£
il%A//<S

DISCARD THE BLINDERS!

and

BE KIND

1

IT

PAYS

I

JUST TONY
A WILLIAM FOX ATTRACTION

AM HOKEST-TO-COD
PRODUCTION !
18
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Frank:

Newman
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•you

pictures

ft,

RICH ME MS WIVES
is

the fastest booking picture
on the market te-datj
Disiribuied by

AL-LICHTMAN
C

ORPO R.ATI O

576 FIFTH AVENUE

N

M^jNEW YORK CITY

—
September

T
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When Will You See?"
"Rich Men 's Wives
a
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Booked

Eugene Roth

Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw

Eugene Roth

Booked

Tom Moore
Frank Newman

Booked
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(Loew Metropolitan

i4. //.

&

Von Herberg

Fred Miller
Skouras Bros.

& Dahnken
Rowland & Clark
Turner

I.

Lie.

LiUUKKU

iYULZ'

Circuit)

Tom Moore
Frank Newman
Jensen

lil/UKCU

1

Libson

//.

Jensen

&

Von Herberg

Fred Miller

Booked

Skouras Bros.

Booked

& Dahnken
Rowland & Clark

Booked
Booked
Booked

Turner

I.

Libson

"RICH MEN'S WIVES"
BOOKED AT SIGHT
By

IT'S

exhibitors

J. Quigley, Editor and
Publisher of Exhibitors Herald,

I

Baw

I

" 'Rich Men's Wives'

I

addition to the

Martin
it

and wrote
list

to see it at the
nearest AI Lichtman

:

is

a valuable

.

.

Exchange

launches his distributing organization

|

with a Gasnier producti Otl

it'

j

entitled to recognition as

first rate

j

attraction in every important aspect.

a

j

a lavishly and

effectively pro-

j

duced Society Drama.

It is enacted

|

by a singularly fine

cast.

IT IS ONE

OF THE SEASON'S OUSTANDING
RACTIONS."

in addition says:
"Whatever superlative claims you make for
this feature will be substantiated by the
picture itself, for it has everything pathos,
This piohumor, thrills and romance.
Hire can be shown at the 'blue blood' houses
and the so-called small town theatre, and go
over like a tornado!"
.

MOTION

CORPO R.ATI

NEW YORK

CITY

{

likely to

A

good box office title
attract the eye everywhere, a couple

feminine

sex.

.

.

.

of good troupers in

l

§
\
1
\

|
\

PIC-

—

AL-LICHTMAN
ON
576 FIFTH AVENUE

.

Laurence Reid, in
TURE NEWS, saw it as:
"A woman's picture the mother love
theme being developed to stimulate the

DISTRIBUTED BY

j

and

.

hich is

It is

Ferri, in MOTION PICTURE
WORLD, calls it a box-office "tornado"

Roger

—

.AlLichtman

|

1

Arrange

of big pictures of

\the current season.

|

afford only the best

A MONEY MAKER

j

I

who can

House Peters and

Claire

|

i
I
f

§

Windsor, and a society background charged |
with real smart atmosphere these will be \
sufficient to make this picture popular]^
wherever shown."

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Leaving the Cream
I

RECENTLY left the West Coast Studios
after screening practically all of

our

fall

on

its

September

9,

1922

in the Bottle
way

may get it soon.

YOU

YOU

and YOl
Not only to make you money

so that

and

forty-one picture

not only to start your new season right, but t<
show to the people who support your theatre

for the first six

that this

productions to

be released under the

program sold to exhibitors
months of this year.

In talking to exhibitors of these pictures,

I

one of the kind of pictures you wen
talking of when you told them of the nev
Paramount program of this season.
is

promised them the greatest productions that
our Producing Department had ever turned

And

over to us for distribution.
*

*

Those of you who bought these productions
on faith and on our word know to what extent
our pledges have been kept.

We

and

possible

in

many

cases pre -releas-

them into your hands
moment.

ing, to get

at

the earliest

—

Exhibitors are in need of box office attrac-

now more

fol

have

1

and

others,

you

will realize

mor

than ever before what a dependable source c
supply means, and that the making of goo*
pictures is the result of good planning, goo
thinking,

good

resources,

—not the result of

and good organize

just

big talk.

$2 pictures? Yes, everyone of them an
they could have been shown at $2 for a Ion
run. But you, Mr. Exhibitor, would not hav
had them for six or eight months, and you nee

them now.

They were made
tions

to

slaughter," "

tion

—

— there are more

"

Blood and Sand " is just
finishing the greatest four weeks run in
Broadway's picture history and could have
been kept on indefinitely. Everyone knows it
admits it but there was something else to
think of besides the profits this picture would
make for us after an indefinite run.

As an example,

but one

when you

" Clarence,"

are releasing these productions just as

fast as possible,

— for

is

seen "Man
The Old Homestead," " Burning
Sands," "To Have and to Hold," " Th
Young Rajah," " The Spanish Cavalier,

low

*

this

than ever before in their
and Sand " is being sent

history, so " Blood

for

you,

for

theatres to run at popular prices

back your business

pictur

and

brin

as only pictures of

kind can do.

(paramount (pictures

th:

Cecil B.

DeMille's
PRODUCTION

(X (paramount Gpicture

The Masterpiece
of

the

Master

Producer

JESSE

Li

LASKY

PRESENTS

B.DeMilles
PRODUCTION
"Manslaughter"

Cecil

WITH

Thomas Meighan
Leahice Joq

and Lois

Wilson

MANSLAUGHTER"

is Cecil B. DeMille's
greatest production.
The story by Alice Duer Miller, which ran in
the Saturday Evening Post and was also a
success as a novel, is vital, dramatic, compelling
a tale of modern life which grips and thrills
from start to finish.
The production is the most elaborate that Mr.
DeMille has ever made. The spectacular visions,
showing the downfall of Rome, exceed in splen-

—

dor and beauty even "The Woman God Forgot."
The cast includes, in addition to the featured
players, John Miltern, George Fawcett, Julia
Faye, Edythe Chapman, Jack Mower, Casson
Ferguson, Dorothy Cumming, Mickey Moore,
James Neill, and Sylvia Ashton.
Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson

CC (paramount Q>icture

]

September

9.
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So-called "polite" photoplays

are

who

right for highbrows

all

Most Audiences Relish a Real
Substantial Dramatic Feast

and character studies
like

them,

BUT

—

REX BEACH'S
Melodrama Box-Office Hit

Latest Romantic

"FAIR LADY"
Founded on
Net,"

the last

is

Real Punch and Heart

famous novel, "The

his

word

Interest,

in

Plus

Gorgeously-gowned Feminine Appeal
"Fair

Lady"

is

interpreted by

other superlative

BIGGEST MOBS
the year.

A

artists,

in

—

BETTY BLYTHE and

and shows one of the

any American-made picture

of

beautiful production in every detail.

Produced by

Whitman Bennett
Direction by Kenneth Webb; Scenario by Dorothy Farnum;
Settings by Elsa Lopez.

A truly
MONEY

THAT SHOWS THE
ON THE SCREEN where

expensive picture

unmistakably

audiences can't

fail to

see

Booking

it.

Now

Through

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary

Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, D.

Hiram Abrams, President

W.

Griffith

12
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IT* ALL

RELEASED DV
UNITED ARTIST/

CORPORATION
MARY

PICKFOfaD

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAJ" FAIRBANIICT
D. W.

GP.IFPITM
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•
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Jor Example
Oheatres — both in Mew Ijork City and

jVSar

(S^h

Ohe Strand
Brooklyn
and

~

15

Xjot'k,

•

-

in

Olbany and Jyracuse as axelI
Proctor ~J3.XMass

Ond Jecrenteen

J3. J. Keith

theatres

Metropolitan District have booked

in the

Max Lindens
Xensational Jdurlesque

"THE THREE

MJST-GET'THEEES
i$ts

a clean-up for the aride-acuake theatre- man

Qllied Producers and Distributors Corporations
72Q- Weuenth Ouenue, S/eas C/ork City
— O Branch Office located in each United Grtists Corporation Exchange —
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Florence Vidor
DUSK TO DAWN
IN

From

tht famous novel

The Shuttle Soul'

s/ Kathemne Hill

A King Vidor Production
This

Week

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S rANE

pt,,

at the

NEW YORK

CAPITOL
Direction S. L. Rothafel

World's Largest
Theatre

Beauty, brains, talent, personality,

Magnetism, Florence

Vidor radiates

all these.

All the while you know you're
looking at a woman of intelligence, culture, refinement.

Yet in this stirring picture she
seems to lead the life of a dweller
in the half world to save a
brother from disgrace.
Superbly played by the star and

Jack Mulhall, Peter Burke, T
man Van Dyke, Herbert Fort
Lydia Knott, Norris Johns

James Neill, Nellie Ander
and Sidney Franklin.
Physical Distributors!

AO/? £ /GAS /9£*>/1£S£A*TAT/V£

s/o/vsy GA/t/tsrr

Pat he Exchange

isadore Bernstein
presents

MONROE
SALISBURY
in

*jhe GreatJllmte
directed by Jacques Jaccard
Personally Supervised by Isadore Bernstein
he final answer on a picture is found in a list of
run accounts that play it; the number of
ircuits that play it and in the reports made by
That kind of
le exhibitors who have played it.
nswer is the answer of the box-office and it doesn't
e or go wrong once in a thousand times.
le first

"

w hat the Picture Did for Me" and in the
Exhibitor Box-Office Reports" you find highly
ivorable reports on the business "The Great
done" has done in every section of the
a

country.

It

has

won both

public and exhibito

favor.

"The Great Alone" is
romantic melodrama

a big, virile, full-of-action

snow picture of blinding
storms ; of heroism of physical encounter and it
contains without question as great a fight scene as
ever caught before in a motion picture.
:

a

;

has story value; a big, well-known cast and
extremely powerful direction by Jaccard.

It

Book

it

now.

A WEST COAST FILM CORPORATION PRODUCTION

\

Pop Qrout
was the

Goldwyn
y>ve

family
gold digger

h

smts

Rupert
Hughes
—

motion picture masterpiece
the story of Pop who paid all
the bills while his family had
all the fun

Written

and Directed by
the Author

Money! Money! Money! Pop was eas^
and the family knew just how to mak<
a little touch. While he slaved to pai
the bills, his wife and children learnec
to play bridge with a grand manner
Dear old Dad.
days

when

He remembered othei

a little girl in a ginghatr

apron announced the dinner.
was a butler.

Nov

there

Now there was only scorn for his lacl
of social grace and his shabby clothes
But he remembered the dear, mean
ingful words of long ago, "John,
love you."

With a

great cast including

Claude Qillingwater, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Cullen Landis,
Richard Tucker, "Lucille
Ricksen, Kate Lester.

Greater than "The Old Nest»

Lewis J.
presents

Selznick

LOVE

IS

AN

AWFUL THING
«*,OWEN AMOORE
starring

Jby Victor

Victor Heerman Production

Heerman

f
BP

%e King o/Varce

....

*

Comedy in another
Riotously Sunny

feature, ably
supported

by a

notable Selznick

cast Which includesMarjorieVcml

%

3%

FOR
STATE RIGHTS
HERALD PRODUCTIONS
presents

JULIAN

ELTINGE
AVD

RODOLPH

VALEN
in.

he

ISLE

OF LOVE
Revised From

A

Fantastic

More

An

Adventuress"

Comedy With
Than Any Serial,

Thrills
Introducing Tu?o of the Biggest
Stars In the Amusement World

^RITE

OR WIRE

HERALD PRODUCTIONS

245

West 47th Street

New York City

Tel.

Bryant 0 9

SERVICE
28 Reasons

WHY VITAGRAPH

SERVICE

PLEASES ALL EXHIBITORS
Years in Vitagraph Service
BALSDON, Manager Vitagraph New York Exchange
7 years 4 months
7 years 4 months
C. W. SAWIN, Manager Vitgraph Boston Exchange
7 years 4 months
J. E. HUEY, Manager Vitagraph Dallas Exchange
6 years 7 months
F. W. REDFIELD, Manager Vitagraph Pittsburgh Exchange
6 years 6 months
J. T. DROY, Manager Vitagraph Toronto Exchange
6 years 5 months
J. P. BETHELL, Manager Vitagraph Philadelphia Exchange
G. H.

STEINSON, Manager Vitagraph Chicago Exchange

J.

A.

J.

E. BECK, Manager Vitagraph Cleveland Exchange

6 years 4

months

6 years

JOHN FLEMING, Manager Vitagraph Winnipeg Exchange
R. J. ROMNEY, Manager Vitagraph St. John Exchange

6 years
5 years 7

months

FRANK MEYERS,

5 years 4

months

W.

C.

G. H.

Manager Vitagraph Montreal Exchange

WHEELER, Manager Vitagraph San Francisco Exchange
WARE, Manager Vitagraph St. Louis Exchange

EUGENE WILSON,
B. A.
C.

Manager Vitagraph Washington Exchange

GIBBONS, Manager Vitagraph Albany Exchange

W. ANTHONY, Manager Vitagraph

Buffalo

Exchange

SHAFER, Manager Vitagraph Cincinnati Exchange
M. W. OSBORNE, Manager Vitagraph New Orleans Exchange
A. J. BECK, Manager Vitagraph Oklahoma City Exchange
I. P. STONE, Manager Vitagraph Atlanta Exchange
J. H. YOUNG, Manager Vitagraph Detroit Exchange
H. A. BLACK, Manager Vitagraph Seattle Exchange

N. G.

MARLEY, Manager Vitagraph Los Angeles Exchange
0. BYERLE, Manager Vitagraph Kansas City Exchange

C. J.

T.

F. H.

.

KNISPEL, Manager Vitagraph

Minneapolis Exchange

SCHULTZ, Manager Vitagraph Omaha Exchange
JOHN RUGAR, Manager Vitagraph Salt Lake Exchange
F. E. HICKEY, Manager Vitagraph Denve Exchange

C. A.

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

president

.5

years 4 months

5 years 3
.

months

5 years
4 years 5

months

4 years 1

month

3 years 8

months

3 years 8

months

3 years 3

months

3 years 1

month

3 years
3 years

2 years 5
2 years
2 years

2 years
2 years
1

year

months
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Films, Ltd., will

produce "BLUE WATERS" by
Frederick William Wallace, as

A

big,
their first film production.
stirring, colorful drama with entirely new scenic backgrounds
and settings.

The

story
Scotia is

selected

for

Nova

"VIKING BLOOD,"

another well-known book by
Frederick William Wallace. This
the locality for
and by permission of the author will be augmented in picture form by several novel punches and twists of
the adaptor who is rapidly working the picture version into
shape.

story ideally

which

it

is

fits

selected,

WgoldelnXT /FOGGED
DOG Wf PRODUCED

CHIVALRV\

Humane

otM$

old

^^prospectoiV

After reviewing several excellent

Newfoundland
stories,
Ltd.,
have
selected
O'Hara's

original

THE.

"XTRA!

Films,

Kenneth

"RIP TIDE"
offering. The

for their first film
is now at Newfoundland
injecting incidents that will enhance this drama and to take advantage of this entirely new

author

locale.

It

was during

a performance of

"CAMERON OF THE ROYAL

MOUNTED"— a

picture which
directed under
great difficulties in the Canadian
Rockies that Ottawa Film Productions, Ltd., decided upon MacRae to make "THE

Henry MacRae

—

MAN FROM

GLENGARRY" and "GLENGARRY SCHOOL DAYS."
Sault Ste. Marie Films, Ltd., before deciding on a director to

make

"THE

RAPIDS,"

had

"BACK TO
GOD'S C O U N T R Y," "NOMADS OF THE NORTH" and
"THE GOLDEN SNARE," all
screened for them

directed by David

M. Hartford.

The

result was Hartford was
asked to take the direction of this

fascinating book.

Ernest Shipman's representative

Mexico City, where a story of
the AZTECS will be filmed, reports that arrangements are now
being made for studio accommodations.
Ernest Shipman is negotiating with Madame Petrova
to play the stellar role of the first
big film drama of the Mexican
at

unit.

THIRTY

thousand postal cards of the above advertisement have been printed and are being
mailed from Ernest Shipman's New York office to all the moving picture and legitimate
theatres of the United States and Canada, also to all leading exchanges and dealers in this
country and abroad. Over 5,000 will be mailed to the list of newspapers which have already
commented most favorably on Ernest Shipman's productions of past years. The volume of
correspondence already received in this connection has been tremendous.

A production

to be
Brit. Col., entitled

M

at

Vancouver,

"CHIVALRY,"

will

"THE CHIVALRY OF
KEITH LEICESTER" or to an origeither refer to

manuscript of considerable value
discovered by Ernest Shipman.

will at a later date be filmed by Newfoundland Films, Ltd. This production
will be made in the Hudson Bay Country.

inal

"THE LURE OF THE LABRADOR,"
the

"DR. ISAACS," conceded

made

first

great romance of the Eskimo,

The "ULTRA" Company

of

Rome

will

produce F. Marion Crawford's "THE
DIVA'S RUBY" as their second American-Italian

made

production.
"

to be

F.
arion Crawford's greatest
story, will be produced in India

Ernest Shipman

during the current year.

Dominion.

plottation

of

lias

opened up temporary booking offices at Toronto Canada, for the
the Canadian-made pictures over the Fall Fair circuits of

some of

,

cxthe

September
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the Independent Producers
of Motion Pictures
offering services not hitherto available

Distribution
Our

Exploitation

intimate acquaint-

ance with

all

distribution

—

We

have on our
competent people
to
thoroughly exploit
your product in important key cities, and to
cooperate with the exploitation
departments

phases of

will

staff

national,

independent or staterights
enables us to
place your product at
the most advantageous
terms and with the ut-

—

of the distributors.

most protection.

Field Selling
Foreign Department

Our organization
will

field

in

the

undertake

Our

a

foreign

service

will

place

independents by
watching every first run
situation and assisting

that

our

new and

vital

for

exchanges in
placing the product adthe

local

vantageously,
following up

and in
unsold

territory.

LEST YOU DO NOT KNOWAlexander S. Aronson, who
pioneers this thorough and
long-needed service, has had
a most extensive and intensive
experience in all phases of
motion picture distribution.
nine
SOME
sociated

Auditing
a thorough knowl-

ties

the

from

foreign

Where product

is

on World's
Rights, this department
will be an invaluable
disposed

in determining the
Foreign value.

aid

WORLD

and distributing divisions.

edge of values, we will
approve contracts, en-

Thereafter

play dates, and
with a competent auditing staff in the field, we
will check up every exchange to the end that
our clients may obtain
their due revenue from
each booking.

LIMITED,

force

obtain

vears ago he became asthe
FILM
CORPORATION*, confining activiat different times to their producing
wi'th

With

so

may
maximum

clients

benefit
sales.

division

product

with

organized,

he

REGAL FILMS
sequently

of

CAXADA.

others,

and sub-

GOLDWVX PICTURES
also

of

CANADA.

Star Appearances

We

will maintain a de-

partment to book stars

Three and a

half years ago he joined
the United States and contheir distribution from Denver

Goldwyn
trolled

in

or featured
either

players,

with or without

west.
film, obtaining the

In December, 1920, he became General
Sales Manager and Vice-President of the

GOLDWYX DISTRIBUTING
PORTATION,

COR-

advantageous

most

business

arrangements.

from which duties he vol-

untarily resigned this year.

Every Department will be under
To West Coast Producers
Within the next three
weeks Mr. Aronson will
be in Los Angeles. Write
or wire now to arrange
interviews when there.

Alexander

S.

my personal supervision

Aronson

LOEW BUILDING
1540 Broadway

NEW YORK

These services as a whole or in
part, as you require them, are
available at a price you can
afford to pay, either on a flat
basis or percentage

arrange-

ment. They can be applied to
product already released as well
as to product contemplated for
release.
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DAY5

FRONTIER.

4—Real Roman Holidays—
OUT WHERE THE WEST

BEGINS,

With a Film Prologue

West

of the

as

AND ENDS

it

Was and

Is

SUPERBLY PHOTOGRAPHED
Cow-girls, Cow-boys, Indians, and U.

and Limb

Where

Cavalry Risk Life

the Female of the Species
Than the Male

The Greatest Show

An

S.

for $100,000 in Prizes

of

Its

Kind

is

More Daring

in the

World

Educational and Thrilling Entertainment

PHOTOGRAPHED AND ARRANGED BY

HARRY

A.

GANT

RELEASED STATE RIGHTS AND ROAD SHOWS
Address

CHEYENNE FRONTIER FILMS
WYOMING
CHEYENNE

1

E
September

9,
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From the story by

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
(X (par amount picture

-

t

THE VALLEY OF

5ILENT
ALMA RUBENS
directed by
FRANK B OR Z AG

Here

is

MEN

a Gold Aline For You!

Curwood, past master of Northwest country
wrote a better story than "The Valley of
Borzage,

who

fiction,

never

Silent

Men."

directed "Humoresque," took his

company

to

the actual location where the scenes are laid and there, amidst

the natural surroundings,

made

his picture.

He

has created

another "Humoresque," the gold medal winner, the picture
exhibitors fought for and of

which the public never

tired.

greatest work of her career. Lew Codv,
Alma Reubens does the o
Nash
and
King
are included in the all-star cast.
George
loe
o

JO

Cash in on this big money'maker!
Created by
Cosmopolitan productions

24
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Minding the other
ness

Trying

1922

fellow's busi-

error.

run the other fellow's

to

business

The Pace
That Kills

human

a

is

9,

is

a devilish mistake...

Hence, we have only a minimum
of interest in the inspired

ques-

tion of the alleged

superfluity
of one, two or three of the existing national trade papers.

There

always room

is

at the

top and we don't find the

field

crowded.

We

are pleased to have contemporaries and we are pleased

with their efforts

— which,

at

a basis of comparison that illuminates real
merit where real merit exists.
afford

least,

We

believe in the survival of
the fittest especially when we
know we are fit and getting
fitter

—

every day.

The

pace

HERALD
fore

it

is

is

fast,

made
very

it

but the
so;

much

thereto

our

liking.

a competitor finds that the
pace is killing, does he think
he is fooling anyone by calling
for the race to be stopped ?
If

September

9.

1922
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That's Different!

Louis B.Mayers presentation
of the inimitable star

Anita
Stewart
u
Rose o' the Sea
in

Your Audiences Ready Made!
Because millions have
read this famous novel

by Countess Barcynska

Now

a sparkling screen

play with love, romance,

pathos andthrills. Book
it

NOW!

Scenario by Bess Meredith.

Photographed by Dal
Clawson.

Directed by Fred Xlblo,
director of

"The Three

EX HI

26
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Crowds lined up at ChicagoTheatre
lpOO waiting in line
for bate office to open

"Biggest

Opening
in History"

POST

Read Balaban

&

Katz's Wire

"'The

Masquerader' opened to the biggest
Monday in the history of Chicago theatre,
with thermometer registering 94 and terrific
heat all day. Crowds lined up one hour before opening of box office. When we started
to sell tickets we had at least 1,000 people
in line to get in.
First time this hapin the history of any of our theatres in

waiting

in

pened

Chicago.

Picture a sensation."

Richard Walton Tully
presents a picture made famous by
years' road showing to record
crowds in every city, town and hamlet
six

Taken from the novel by Katherine Cecil Thurston and the
play by John Hunter Booth.

Directed by James

One

Young

Few Pictures Held for
Second Week's Run at N. Y. Strand
of

the

A First National Attraction

—

Wanted:

A Trial

By

MARTIN

ERE

J.

on the Facts
QUIGLEY

'T7 II
seems to be a growing tendency for
persons to put on the fool's cap and bells when
talking about motion pictures usually, also, there

torial

intermingled in this performance some vieiousness which finds expression in ugly digs at pictures and the business.
There are many reasons
that may be held accountable for this situation but
in most instances it is only necessary to bear in
mind that this industry is a shining mark in
achievement and in opportunity and as such affords a conspicuous target for envious assault.
Among the unenlightened and among those
who learn the truth of anything only with difficulty there is need for much educational effort.
Also there seems to be a need to impress some
plain, common and indisputable facts about pictures and the industry upon certain persons who
in most matters do not have to be taken by the

provided only that the writer of the editorial re-

;

is

—

—

hand and led up
There

is,

of

self)
'

ferred to had left off there and had refrained

from

reciting his reasons for this belief.

He

claims that the industry lacks a sense of
responsibility for its product; he claims that the
industry is lacking in good faith in its dealings
with the public.

As to the first of these contentions, it may be
declared as everyone in the industry knows
that no one who was not quite unaware of what
the industry is doing would make such an asser-

—

The dominant thought of the entire creative
branch of the industry has for some time been to
improve the quality of the product and to this end
tion.

best writing brains, the drafting into the studio of

In a recent issue that periodical published an
which appears to have been suggested by
an alleged rumor that the industry, through the
Hays organization, is planning an advertising expenditure of $20,000,000 "to check the falling
attendance."

TT

seems to be the impression that picture people
much given to the careless tossing about in
conversation of fabulous figures but it does appear
that about where our most delirious wielders of
are

fabulous figures leave off, others outside the industry take up. According to the rumor which
"Printers' Ink" gave consideration to, the Hays
organization, composed of certain producers and
distributors
and not even all of the producers
and distributors was planning to spend $20,000,000 on advertising the industry whereas this sum
represents more than twenty per cent of the entire

—

gross income of all the producers

and

distributors

rentals.

The argument

pictures, the search throughout the

in the

"Printers'

Ink"

edi-

world for the

the best talent of every required character that

it

Unfortunately, however,
motion pictures cannot be turned out with the uniformity of soap bars.
is

editorial

from domestic

entitled to grateful consideration

among these latter an
(we trust it is not the editor himusually dependable publication,

Printers' Ink."

—

would be

any conscientious observer may note the sums of
money that are being expended to obtain better

for instance,

that

source,

an understanding of rudimen-

to

tary things.
editorial writer

is that the industry is not ready to advertise,
which, being an opinion issued from an expert

possible to

obtain.

*

T_TE

*

*

what in its worst aspect is but a
matter and one in which it requires
hairsplitting to determine anything reprehensible:
The so-called palming off of old pictures on the
public which was proceeded against recently by
In the first
the Federal Trades Commission.
was conproduct
place, a negligible quantity of
who
shall
cerned in this, and, in the second place,
talking about motion pictures usually, also, there
plain, common and indisputable facts about picresponsibility for its product; he claims that the
say that a picture is "old" with respect to any segrefers to

trivial

;

any particular theatre
there?
shown
has been

ment
it

of the public or

until

Again, that writer finds evil because of the
stories that have reached him about children com(Continued on following page)
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the fact that in such a campaign of advertising for the industry mention
would be made of the size and importance of the industry and the number of
artisans and others who are dependent
upon it for their livelihood. It doubts
that "the public in Boston, Bangor or
Baltimore would flock to movie houses
out of sympathy for the carpenters
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plaining that their brain children
been,
through the course of
duction,
transformed that
so
become unrecognizable to their

have

prothey
parIt may be said in all canents
didness and with full assurance of
ample proof at hand that it is a lucky
thing for many authors that some
kindly hand has altered their plots before the motion picture public throughout America, composed of its various
kinds and classes, have gazed upon
them.
In this connection it may be
noted that it is traditional when any
creative work is translated into a new
form, whether it be a play into an
opera, a novel into a play or even a
dramatic work produced upon the stage,
it is only in rare instances, irrespective of the result, that the creator does
not cry for heaven to avenge the injury
that has been done him. At any rate,
the industry and not the author is held
responsible for the character of stories
turned out; hence, the producer is entitled to a voice in deciding what the
picturized story shall be.
"Printers' Ink" refers facetiously to
!

build the stage settings in Hollywood," meanwhile shutting its eyes to
the fact that while no sensible person
would expect such a result yet it is important that the economic proportions
of the motion picture industry be made
more generally understood if for no
other reason than to discourage persons
from stultifying themselves by thinking about and writing about the motion
picture as if it were some ephemeral
gee-gaw of the amusement world.
*
# #

While

it is

dustry,

when

it

is

greatly

not

surprising

and

have permitted
themselves to gain their only knowledge
of the industry from the polluted
sources of sensational newspapers
and
that is the crux of the whole difficulty.
So many wrong impressions and so
much incorrect information would not
in the natural order be entertained by
thoughtful persons if it were not for
the insistent and largely unconscious
insinuation into their minds of the rank
stuff about the picture business which
they have run afoul of in the sensational and unscrupulous daily press.
This industry does not and need not
plead for any privileged consideration
on any score whatsoever but it does
ask and insist that persons who attempt to comment upon the business, its
operations and its plans shall base their
consideration upon facts which will
stand the test of investigation and cease
to lean
as they have very largely in
intellectual

scale,

—

—
—upon the

the past

scurrility

and mis-

information of the gutter press.

55

Graphic Description of Achievement
in Constructing Slew McVicker's
Theatre in Chicago
76

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Will Hays Wins Confidence of Exhibitors in Northwest
29
Keith Will Build in Toledo; May
Bring on Theatre War
31
Ad Men Throw Light on Holley's

Bureau
Aronson Forms Company

31
to Aid In-

dependent Distribution
Elect Warner Brothers to
ship in M. P. P. D. A

Kansas League Names C.
New Business Manager

32

Member39
C.

to normal.

we going

Cook
39

to do.
*

*

*

Monkey Business
Our idea of an exciting evening would
be to look at that gland film which
U. F. A. threatens to bring to America.
*

*

A Blow

.to

*

Comedies

The prize answer to the "Inquiring Reporter" to the Chicago Tribune's question, "What type of motion picture do you
"I don't like
like best," I think was this:
They are no good. They
comedies.
make me laugh."
*

*

going to be a hard winter for the
on the Keith time.
artists
They won't let 'em crack any jokes about
It's

vaudeville

Prohibition or Mr.

imagine what

it

Volstead.

would do

they made a rule
paper in the country.

that on every

like

*

Sad Mistake
All of which leads us to quote tlic following classic from the pen of W. A.
Phalon of the Chicago Journal:
In bvgone days, days that are dim
We filled no booze-glass to the rim-

Two

fingers,

we'd often say,

so,

—

Were plenty in that far-off day.
And now we mourn that dire mistake
The good old drinks we didn't take!
*

*

*

Wasn't Far Wrong
That prop man who was sent out to
get a lyre and came back with a press
agent is still working for the same comHe's writing continuities,

pany.

*

*

etc.

*

Pugilistically Speaking
All divorce cases in California arc heard
by a Referee.
* * *

Ruined Again
old men who were ruined at 90 by
vamps, are coming right back and claiming the flappers are the cause of their

The

downfall now.
*

*

*

to write a

thrilling story of the great Northwest in
which a mounted policeman goes out "and
doesn't get his man."
*
* *

Money Making Ideas
The Theatre

41
48

Reviews

59
60
60

Me

"TALKING FILMS"
By DAN E. DAILY

.

33
38
40

York

Theatre Equipment
Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures

*

*

Can you

to columnists

Won't It
Some day somebody's going

DEPARTMENTS

Public Rights League
Letters from Readers
Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for

*

Put 'Em Outa Biz

Imperial and Granada
39
Theatres Merged on West Coast
Success Marks First Session of Mis40
souri Arbitrators

Pictorial Section
The Week in New

It?

us things are almost back
Now that we've got it what're

Be Great

.

Photographs by Harry E.

Nichols

tell

California.

Greetings from Detroit's Exchange
in

Do We Want
They

if

realized that a vast number
of people, high and low in the social
it is

1922

M.

R.

J.

unexpected to find a sub-

and thoughtful publication like
"Printers' Ink" drifting so far afield
from the path of correct information,
fairness and common sense in its comment about motion pictures and the in

9,

Re -Takes

stantial

IN THIS ISSUE
OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Men

September

61

75
79
81

Every so often. Somebody discovers.
method of making 'em. Talking
Who wants 'em? What does it
films.
profit a fan? To hear a dog bark? Or a

A new
cat's

meow?

he knows.

In a picture show. When
But we have.
it sounds.

How

companies galore. Backed by capiHere and in England. Who insist
on making 'em. Very few of these capi-

New

talists.

talists.

Are

they'd

spend

And

let

real

fans.

their

I

dare say. Or
Elsewhere.

money.

the talking films alone.

September
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Hays Wins Confidence
Of Exhibitors in Northwest

Will

Returns East With

~~

Good

Steffes

Fifteen

A Hays Man
Aug. 29.—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

the state conven-

sota

was
Will

to

a

refer-

in

H.

Hays

and

part he

was going

to

play

in

motion picture

the

the
in-

He feared
exhibitor

dustry.

the

would
Al Steffes

loser

be

the

by the new

appointment

and

suggested the drafting of a questionnaire
The questionto "smoke Hays out."

was drafted and
Today Mr. Steffes

naire

sent to Mr. Hays.

a "Hays man."
His "confession" of how Hays won him
over came last Friday when as president
of the exhibitors' organization he introduced Mr. Hays at the special meeting.

April put on the pan with the
notorious questionnaire that was ~ent all
all last

Following the departure of the M. P. P. D. A. official scores of persons
telephoned W. A. Steffes, president of the Minnesota branch of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, and congratulated him and his associates in bringing Mr. Hays here. Ministers, university instructors and prominent club women were among those who called.
Surrounded by city, state and motion picture officials, Mr. Hays spent
a strenuous day during which he talked to exhibitors, exchange men, business men, club women and newspaper men.

When I went to
and came in contact with Mr.
Hays he answered every question of this

Jack O'Toole, manager of Select and prominent Northwest exchange man,
said this in connection with Mr. Hays' Minneapolis pilgrimage: "Hays' great
force in the industry means better pictures and better conditions in production
and distribution. Exchange men of Minneapolis are for him."

He

declared that the

motion

picture

producers and distributors have with honesty and sincerity met the challenge of
the American public as voiced in its de-

more

over the United States.

mand

New York

and cleaner screen entertainment.
Exhibitors Behind Hays

questionnaire

to

my

entire

satisfaction.

never tried to sell this idea to you men.
I thought the proper thing to do was to
bring this man on and hear him answer
for yourself.
were the first ones in
the United States to put on Mr. Hays. I
thought it was my duty to have him tell
you men some of the things he told me
and some of the men in New York.
I

We

"When

I

last

the motion picture skeptics of the Northwest
and departed for his headquarters in New York with the good
will of exhibitors, exchange men, the press and thousands of
theatregoers.
Last Friday was a field day for the president of the Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors of America and he was given ten opportunities
to tell the motion picture interests and the people of the Northwest about
a new era in the motion picture industry.

is

The Steffes "confession" follows:
"The first thing on the program will
be a few remarks from the man whom

we

H. Hays

week conquered

exhibitors

skeptic

ring

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., August 29.—Will

Minne-

Steffes

Laud Him

We

A. Steffes of yesterday and W. A.
Steffes of today are two different men.
Last April at
of

Officials

Louis Roesner, Colonial Amusement Company, Winona, Minn., said, following Will H. Hays' visit to Minneapolis: "Hays means everything to the exhibitors.
His presence here and the work he is doing is bound to have a great
moral effect on the whole industry.
will profit by his workings."

W.

tion

Thousand People Hear Producer Chief— City

And State

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Will of Public

came back from

New York

I

made

quite a thorough report to our
executive board as to what I thought of

Mr. Hays. We have Mr. Hays here with
us today and I am going to see if he can
sell you men as fast as he did me.
I
want the Minnesota Division to be the
first
of the
Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America to put on Will H.
Hays, President of the Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors of America."

for

more

interesting,

artistic

—

pointed to the new pictures some
others shortly to be
displayed as proof that the process of
improvement is well under way ;md he
assured the people of the Northwest, who
are having a "Go to the Movies Week,"
that the good work will continue and that
pictures will be better and better.
Exhibitors of the Northwest are solidly

He

the exhibitors to stand solidly behind Mr.
Hays is a noteworthy step. They pointed
to the fact that W. A. Steffes, president
of the Minnesota organization, is one of
the strongest powers among exhibitors
in the country and that his Minnesota organization is one of the best exhibitors'
units in the country.

Converts

now showing and

behind Mr. Hays and the principles for
which he stands. They expressed their
sentiments in resolutions adopted following the Hays address to members of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners. The
resolutions were introduced by Theodore
L. Hays, vice president of the Minnesota
organization at the close of Mr. Hays

It

Among

those interested in the industry in the Northwest the declaration of

Skeptics

to the trade that helped make yesterday
most historic day in Northwest filmdom for his talks at other meetings enlightened many, converted skeptics, and
set a lot of detrimental gossip to rest.
In addressing a testimonial banquet at

the

Hotel Radisson Friday night which
was attended by 400 representative men
and women, the M. P. P. D. A. president had the assistance of governors of
two states and mayors of two cities, in

the

upholding the aims of the industry.

He was challenged directly by one
W. F. Webster, superintendent

speaker,
of

talk.

Many

was not only Mr. Hays' addresses

Minneapolis schools.

Mr.

Webster

declared the influence of the motion picture in the past has not made for the de-

"Will Hays made the hit of his life here. Governors, mayors, business
men, school men, church men stood up and cheered and cheered. The industry
has put over its message." William A. Lochran of the William A. Lochran
Film & Slide Company, Minneapolis.

—
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other and

Meyers, Clinton-Meyers Enterprises, Duluth, Minn., made this
comment about Mr. Hays: "Will Hays has enlightened us all. He has told
representatives of Northwest motion picture interests in a convincing way what
must be done and made theatregoers glad they are fans. Hays stands for better pictures and better business. I'm with him."
Charles P.

my

9,

1922

have come out here to meet

I

Now

this is a partnership
very proud to have been
I
am very
in some active enterprises.
proud and happy to be a partner with you
in this industry, and that is the only attitude I take and that is the time spent in
which I intend to cooperate.
"There must be no yesterdays in this

partners.

meeting.

am

I

thing. It makes no difference at all what
the attitude of the men has been who are
associated with us in this enterprise, compared with now. It makes no difference
what the past relations have been as relates to what is going to be done now.

That whole movement

here which first
cooperation
the industry
and which will be first understood in this
country which demands the cooperation
of every well-wisher of the industry.
is

commands the sympathetic
of every man and woman in

—

"These men came to me as a committee
of producers last year and I don't know
to this day why they picked me.
When
I
had
last talk with the president
about resigning
position as postmaster
general and taking up this work he said
'if this thing is what it seems to me to
be, no man should think of not accepting

my

my

it.'

Must Have Cooperation
is not a good faith effort, if this
not what we claim it to be, if it is not
an honest proposition, then I am engaged
in crime this minute.
I viewed this to be
a great thing for a clean purpose in a big
way. If it isn't that, then I am engaged

"If this

is

crime.

in

"Now we

can't commence to begin to
unless two great ideas are understood and adopted.
"What are they, confidence and cooperation?
have got to have them
first, and there hadn't been very much
confidence and cooperation between the
producers and distributors themselves.
Confidence and cooperation then put the

start

We

LEFT TO RIGHT: Edward

Purdy, former Minneapolis postmaster,

whom Hays

called "a bird of a postmaster"; Col. George A. Leach, mayor of Minneapolis;
President Hays, and Al Steffes. Photograph was taken on the steps of the postoffice in Minneapolis shortly after Hays arrived there last week.

velopment of the strongest character.

He

assailed the triangle picture as the greatest evil to be corrected.

Educator

Criticizes

Films

"Who amongst

you," he asked, "would
obey a father who was untrue to your
mother
said to me the other
mother. A
day discussing your problem: 'Isn't there
some way we can teach hoys to protect
girls? Must the boy be shown as the aggressor and the girl always on the defensive?'
"I wonder if you realize the responsibility that has been placed upon you?
don't want censorship, but the people do
not want Nick Carter novels nor the disgusting things on the screen."
Mr. Hays' answer to Mr. Webster was
that the motion picture industry was in
its youth, and that it naturally had made

George Leach, mayor of Minnedeclared he opposed censorship
and believed the men who had fortunes
invested in the industry had sense enough
to protect it and strive to do greater

Col.
apolis,

things.

Governor R. A. Nestos of North Dakota, pleaded for better pictures, and paid
tribute to Mr. Hays and producers who
have taken steps towards attaining that
end.

Governor J. A. O. Preus of Minnesota,
paid tribute to the industry when he said:

We

mistakes.
In part he said:
"The industry accepts your challenge,
and your demand for the right kind of
entertainment. With your help and with
the help of the thinking people of the
country in supporting the good pictures,
we can accomplish the purposes of this
organization.
And I promise you that
this agency for the distribution of information and thought, this agency for the
amusement of millions, shall endeavor
honestly to measure up to its great re-

Praises the Industry

"Here in Minnesota we have no complaints, which speaks well for the conduct
It needs no censorship
of the industry.
and I speak for the people of Minnesota
in expressing confidence that the motion
picture industry with Mr. Hays at its
head, will drive out the few evils and increase moral and education influence
which it has exercised."
It was estimated that 15,000 persons
heard Mr. Hays during the day.

"We

Shouid

Know

Each Other"

sponsibilities."

"God Bless You"
At the close of the banquet
ster shook both of Mr. Hays'
said: "God bless you."

In his address to the exhibitors Mr.
said:
"I have come out here because I think
that men and women who are partners
in this enterprise ought to know each

Hays
Mr. Webhands and

producers and distributors on a mutual
Confidence and cooperation must
I
never had anything put up to

scale.
exist.

me

so clear in

its

insistence as that.

I

found that there was not confidence and
cooperation between the producers and
distributors and I found some pretty good
reasons from each to the other why there
hadn't been confidence and cooperation.

"These men making the pictures seem
to understand definitely that the pictures
now being made will be proof of their
honesty of purpose. I think that 'he pictures that are now coming out and the
product for this coming season will convince the public that we are moving in the
direction of better pictures.
"Now the man or woman who does not
every day do his or her part a little
cleaner, who does not every day try to
make it a little better, I am fearful is not
doing that which is his duty but greater
yet and certain are the accomplishments
as to tomorrow's sun.

—

Needs Exhibitor Cooperation

"With the exhibitor, of course, the situation is an essential fact. I do not see
the screen that the exhibitor owns, the
screen on which these pictures are shown,
the theatre, and we cannot begin to commence to start without the cooperation
of the exhibitor, and I urge that they
have the very strongest possible, ')ig and
fine organization of exhibitors, that it be
honestly and officially officered, and if we
have honesty, confidence and cooperation
between the groups, then they will quit
From it
kicking this industry around.
all will come the success of the entire
There are innumerable probenterprise.
lems which are to be solved. This is a
source of amusement that never for a
{Continued on Page 58)
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Ad Men Throw Light
On Holley's Bureau
Confusion With Goverment
Agencies Prompts Step by
Advertisers Club
A warning concerning the Buroau of
Commercial Economics, operated by Dr.
Francis Holley, has been sent out b\ the
vigilance committee of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the 'World.

The

bulletin

issued

by the vigilance

committee of the advertising association
reads as follows:

Confused
Bureau of Commercial Economics of Washington, D. C. is an enterprise claiming to be financed by volunIs Frequently

"The

tary contributions for the purpose <>f distributing non-theatrical and educational
moving picture films to be shown before
audiences free of charge.
It is directed
by Dr. Francis Holley.
"Letters received by this committee, as
well as newspaper articles appearing in
certain sections of the country, show that
the public in many instances confuses the
enterprise with established bureaus or departments of the United States govern-

ment.
"Sustaining members of the

National

Vigilance Committee are advised that the
Bureau of Commercial Economics of

Washington.

D. C. managed by Dr.
Francis Holley, is merely a private interand not a government agency.''

prise

Known in Industry
Dr. Holley will be remembered in the
as having attempted to effect arrangements for the exhibition in theatres
of advertising reels.

trade

Harold Lloyd Feature
In 16th Week of Run
At Symphony Showing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

Aug.

29.— "Grand-

ma's Boy," the Harold Lloyd Associated
Exhibitors' attraction, produced by Hal
Roach, is now in the 16th week of its
run in Dr. H. B. Breckwedel's Symphony
theatre, Los Angeles, already surpassing
by two weeks the longest previous run
of

any

picture, so far as

known,

in

that

city.

Many other cities are sharing figureshattering honors with Los Angeles.
When Calvin Heilig, on August 21,
started "Grandma's Boy" on its third
week in the Heilig theatre, Portland,
Ore., the high water mark for the showing of a photoplay in the Oregon metropolis was passed.
The picture ran fourteen days in P. Mortimer Lewis' Bijou
theatre, Atlantic City, which is believed
to be three days longer than any film ever
played in the seaside resort town before.

Keith Will Build in Toledo;
May Bring on Theatre War
Universale Purchase of Royal in St. Louis Changes
First Run Situation Cornwell Leaves
Famous to Operate Delmonte

—

Events of the past week have completely changed the theatre situation in two iarge cities
The decision of the Keith
St. Louis and Toledo.
interests to build their own house in Toledo and the purchase of the Royal
in St. Louis by Universal may precipitate a theatre war in both cities.
The Keith announcement came as a great surprise to theatrical circles in
Toledo for it means abandonment of the company's plans to take over the
Rivoli from the Sourbier interests.
Appended are the news reports from

—

Toledo and

St.

Louis:
and contemplated improvements
Cornwell

in Prices

O..

poration, and on September 1
tne
Delmonte theatre.

Aug. 29.—J.

J.

Mur-

been abandoned.

Sends Manager Telegram
In Murdock's plan theatrical circles
see the probability of a theatre war with
the public winner through a big cut in
Murdock advised his
admission prices.
resident manager of the company's plans
in the following telegram:
"You will disregard all former instructions with reference to the Rivoli
theatre and immediately arrange for the
Keith house to be put in shape to open
as heretofore.
"All negotiations

regarding Rivoli are
withdrawn, having notified Mr. Sourbier
over the telephone yesterday to return all
papers.

Announces Keith Policy

"You will make preparations 10 take
care of the biggest kind of shows and go
after the business, disregarding in every
way consideration for and help to the
other."
Instructions given in the last paragraph of the wire seem to indicate that
the war is certain, and that it will bring
to Toledo the best obtainable in pictures
and vaudeville acts.
The new Keith house will seat 3.500
and will be patterned after the Keith theatres in Cleveland and Daj-ton.

the

Associated

Exhibitors

at-

traction produced by King Vidor and
starring Florence Vidor. has been booked
by S. L. Rothafel for presentation at
the Capitol theatre on Broadway.
The picture is adapted from the novel

"The Shuttle Soul," bv Katharine

If

Hill.

They Subscribe

Run Battle
Anticipated

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS. MO., Aug. 29.—St.

L ouis
anticipates a first run picture battle this
fall
and winter, and independent exchanges are hopeful of obtaining runs on
their feature productions.
First. Universal the past week purchased the Royal theatre, 216 North Sixth
The price
street, from Harry Koplar.

HERALD,

will

Delmar

Succeeded by Frank
Cornwell has been succeeded as president of famous Players Missouri Corporation by Nathan Frank, who formerly
owned the St. Louis Star. He is one of
the

leading attorneys and capitalists of
Louis.
Cornwell's stock was purchased by the Famous Players-Laskv
Corporation. it is said.
Cornwell gained prominence several
years ago as a result of the difficulties existing between Famous Plavers and KopSt.

lar.

Exploitation Force of
F. B. O. Operating in
Many Parts of Country
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

New

York, Aug. 28. Work of rounding out the personnel of the Film Booking Offices exploitation field force is now
nearing completion under the direction of
Nat G. Rothstein, director of publicity,
advertising and exploitation of F. B. O.

A1 Boasberg
fice

the

will

remain

to supervise the
field.

Hal

territory

at the

work

Home

now

is

assisting

home ofmen in

of the

in

exhibitors

staging campaigns on "In the

to the

he

boulevard, near Clara avenue. His opening attraction will be "Slim Shoulders,"
a Hodkinson production.
It has been known for some time that
Universal would take over the Royal.
Confirmation of the deal was given by
Barney Rosenthal. St. Louis manager for
Universal, and Harry Koplar when thev
returned from New York, where the
papers were signed.

Omaha

to

Dawn,"

Stock

open

dock, general manager of the Keith interests, has advised Joe Pearlstein. local
manager for the company, that construction work on a new theatre to cost $1.500.000 will start immediately and that all
negotiations for acquisition of the Rivoli
theatre from the Sourbier interests have

Dawn"

Goes
Into Capitol Theatre
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
XEW YORK. Aug. 29.— "Dusk to
to

Sells

Second. Fred L. Cornwell has sold his
stock in Famous Players Missouri Cor-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO.

will rep-

resent an outlay of $75,000.

Forecast Big Cut

First

"Dusk

31

Name

the
in

of

the Law."

Charles Geigerich will cover the Eastern States and is at present at Atlantic
City, where the picture has been booked
at the Criterion theatre.
Frank Leonard
is working from the New York office.
Harold F. Wendt has been stationed at
the Cleveland exchange. M. B. Rice at
the
Seattle
Exchange and Charles

Kramer

at the Chicago office.
These men form the bulwark of the
newly announced F. B. O. exploitation
field force which will in a short time

cover the entire country,

They Read the

it

is

HERALD!

stated.
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Aronson Forms Company to
Aid Independent Distribution

September

Women's Body and Industry
Co-operate in Drive to
Bring Them Cheer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

godmother

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, August 29. — A service organization to facilitate the distribution of the output of independent producers has been launched
S. Aronson, former general sales manager and vice-president of

by Alexander

Goldwyn

Dis-

tributing Corporation.
It is the plan of Mr. Aronson to serve the independent producer in all
phases of distribution including marketing, controlling sales, auditing, field

Mr. Aronson resigned from Goldwyn
earlier in the year to perfect the details
of his own company.
Because of his
intimate knowledge of

ducer.

To Handle Foreign

Sales
organization

will
states that his
actively in the field watching every
first run situation and conferring with
the distributor's selling force in the exchanges so that product may be placed
in the theatres with the maximum benethat unsold
fit to the producer and so
territories may be followed up.
capable foreign department will look
after the disposition of world rights on

work

A

independent product.

Other departments

new company

include exploitation

of the
in

Plans Trip to Coast

the factors that

all

concern distribution not only by the old
line distributors but also by independent
distributors and in the state right market,
Mr. Aronson is eminently qualified to
place product of the independent pro-

He

weeks or months, either with or without
accompanying productions.

which competent men

will

thoroughly

sales
this
requiring
product
exploit
stimulation and will act in conjunction
of
the
departments
with the exploitation
Another dedistributing organizations.
partment will concern itself with the
booking of stars or featured players for
personal appearances over periods of

announcement states
that these services will be available either
singly or as a whole and either at a flat
rate or on a percentage basis at a price
which the independent can afford to pay.
Mr. Aronson will leave for Los Angeles
within the next three weeks to discuss
the details of his new organization with
Mr.

Aronson's

Coast producers

who have become

inter-

ested in the establishment of this new
service organization.
Prior to his affiliation as sales manager
and vice-president of Goldwyn Distribut-

ing Corporation, Mr. Aronson organized
Goldwyn Pictures, Ltd., of Canada, and
Regal Films of Canada. He entered the
motion picture industry some nine years
ago and was at first associated with
World Film Corporation, confining his
to their
tributing divisions.
activities

producing

and

dis-

Admission Tax for
1922 is Announced
Treasury Department

Gives

Figures for Year Ending June 30

111 for 10 Years;
Sees First Film

Fifty thousand

York

TOLEDO,

Aug.

O.,

29.— Ed

Erard, 616 Nevada street, had never
seen a "movie" until this week. He
has been bedridden for the past 10
years, during which time photoplays gained their popularity, and
he had lost all hope of ever seeing
a real film.

But the unexpected happened

at

the
Through
Erard's
house.
courtesy of Ed Zorn, manager of
production
the
Temple
theatre,
the
of "Grandma's Boy," showing at
the Temple, was brought to Erard's
bedside, and with the aid of a portable screen he saw his first motion
picture.
It

is

doubtful

if

Harold Lloyd

ever had a more appreciative audience.
"I didn't expect Santa Claus in
such hot weather," said Mr. Erard,
"but he must have sent a messen-

This is the
evening I've had
ger.

really happy
in 10 years."
first

ing fiscal year, a reduction of $16,356,895.
This indicates that at least $100,000,000
less was received by the theatres of the
country in admissions during the year.
The capacity taxes collected showed a
slight increase in 1922, amounting to
$1,850,075, as compared with $1,703,280
in 1921.
The film tax was removed on
January 1, 1922, but during the six
months of the fiscal year in which it was
effect, a total of $3,678,868 was collected, which indicated that the 1922 collections, if the tax had remained in force
for the entire year, would have shown a
considerable gain over the $6, 008,'. 08 reported for 1921.
in

children in orphan

New

are going to find out that she

is

through the New York State League
of Women Voters and members cf the
motion picture industry.
not,

Arrange Special Shows

Godmothers
October

be provided for these
and on Saturday
every orphan in and around
will

charges,

institutional
14,

New York

City, Buffalo and Albany will
be guests at motion picture shows arranged especially for their entertainment.
Mrs. Frank A. Vanderlip, chairman of
the league, and Will H. Hays, president
of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of Amerca, are sponsors for
the movement to awaken widespread interest in the orphans.
The film industry
has joined forces with the women of the
state in a campaign which has as its slo-

"Make 'Em Happy," and

gan,

minate with
for orphans

will

cul-

simultaneous

performances
in seventy-five large motion
picture theatres of the three above-np.med
cities.
Saturday, October 14, has been
designated as "Orphans' Days" and will
be so heralded upon motion picture
screens throughout the state.

Many Houses

Among

Participate

picture theatres in New
York City which are participating in the
"Orphans' Day" plan are the Capitol,
Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion, Strand, the Marcus Loew theatres, the William Fox theatres, the B. S. Moss and Keith theatres.
In Brooklyn, Albany and Buffalo the
Mark Strand theatres are participating,
together with a large number of other
first-run motion picture houses.
Institutional orphans will have first call Tor free
seats.
Other lonely children will come
next.

the

Big Distribution for
Educational Pictures
Says Hammons ' Report

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Aug. 29.—
The American public spent $100,000,000
less for amusements during the fiscal year
1922 than during the previous fiscal year,
volume of taxes
the
according
to
collected by the federal government, details of which have been made public by
the treasury department.
Admission taxes collected during the
fiscal year 1922, which ended on June 30,
amounted to $73,373,937, it is shown, as
compared with $89,730,832 for the [. reced-

little

institutions throughout the state of

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Aug. 29.— Is the fairy
books gone for-

of the story

ever?

selling, etc.

Asserts Play Dates Will Be Enforced
In addition to arranging distribution this unique organization, according
to its sponsor, will control all sales by the approval of contracts, by enforcing
play dates and through a competent auditing staff in the field.

1922

Orphans to Get Keys
To N. Y. Playhouses

Organization's Service Will Include Marketing of
Product, Controlling Sales, Auditing and

Other Phases of Film Activities

9,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

ceived at the

Film Exchanges,

made

the

in

Aug.

home

29.— Word

re-

Educational
state that progress

office of

Inc.,

con-

between
ference
President E. W.

Hammons
his

business

sociates

don
still

in

and
as-

Lon-

will assure a
greater dis-

tribution of Edupictures
cational

European

in

countries.

Mr.

Hammons

reports that Educational's series
of short subjects

won greater
E. W. Hammons
favor abroad in
the last year and believes that the coming year will find them in European theahave

tres in

unprecedented number.

September
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Stories Told

by

of Exhibitors Herald

Pictures

the

Camera

Issue of September 9

As usual, Buster Keaton, First National
comedian, does something different. He
shows us a back rather than a front view
of his son, Joseph Talmadge Keaton, Jr.

Myron

Selznick, Elaine

Hammerstein and

David

O. Selznick pose for a picture
after climbing Topanga Canyon during
filming of "One Week of Love."
George

Archainbaud directed the picture.

Wallace Reid, Paramount star, swore off
smoking for a few days and immediately
the entire gang of studio employes pestered him with invitations to have one of
their

smokes.

It

was a mean

trick.

&

in "Garrison's Finish," an Allied Producers
Distribuattraction, and his bride, Marilyn Miller, stage comedienne, have
gone to New York where they will spend a brief honeymoon prior to resuming their professional duties. The above photograph was taken following
the wedding ceremony which was held at the home of Douglas Fairbanks

Jack Pickford, star
tors

and Mary Pickford on the Coast.
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Abraham Lincoln?

No, just an

excellent portrayal by Joel

Day

chapter

play,

"In the Days of Buffalo

Bill."

in

the

Universal

Two champions meet when Ben
greets

royalty.

ment

of distribution.

Turpin

Kahnoumoku,

champion swimmer, visits the
tional comedian at the studio
Sennett on the West Coast.

National sales and district officials confer in New
Top row, left to right: Vincent J. McCabe, Canadian manager; W. E. Callaway, Southern representative;
L. O. Lukan, Western district manager; R. C. Seery, Mid
West district manager; J. A. Gove, distribution departSeated:
ment; H. A. Bandy, Central district manager.
William
Morgan, department of distribution; Floyd
Brockell, supervisor of exchanges; S. W. Hatch, departFirst

York.

Duke

First

of

Na-

Mack

September

9,

1922

are your freckles, Wes?
from Warner Brothers
"Rags to Riches," a Harry Rapf
film starring Wesley Barry. Wal-

Where

Scene

lace

Worsley directed.

Four of the beauties who are appearing in the various
brands of Hal Roach comedies which are distributed
Off the screen as "Hal
through the Pathe exchanges.
Roach Bathing Girls," they recently carried off all honors
Left
at the Venice (Cal.) Beach Bathing Girls Parade.
Katherine Grant, Dorothy Dee, Lois
to right they are:
Boyd and Dorothy Dorr.
-

September

9.

1922

Ben Brown has just opened the
new Temple theatre at
Viroqua, Wis.
Ben promises
Viroqua fans some real treats

beautiful

in big pictures this season.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

The two Burfords, W. D. on the

left and
H. H. on the right and between them is
General Manager of the Burford organization, LaCrosse Theatre Company.
W.
D.'s headquarters are at Aurora, 111.

Robin Hood trophy presented by Douglas Fairbanks to
National Archery Association and competed for at the
forty-second annual convention and Robin Hood tournament at Cooperstown, N. Y.
Fairbanks' new United
Artists picture is "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood."

One
This

The

You've heard a lot about this
man. It's Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich.

regular contributor to
Picture Did for Me."

He

"What

is

a

the

Last photograph taken of Sessue Hayakawa and his wife,
Tsuri Aoki, before their departure for the Orient. With
the star and his wife is Max Graf, who has just completed
"The Forgotten Law," starring Milton Sills.

of the big scenes in the new Universal Film Manufacturing Company's chapter play, "In the Days of Buffalo Bill."
is another of the producer's historical serials which have been meeting with great success in the theatres of the country.
historical nature of these chapter plays has brought many letters of commendation from educators to the producer.
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The
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9,
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moment

in "Rich Men's Wives,"
Preferred Pictures production
for distribution through the Al Lichtman
franchise exchanges throughout country.

the

big

initial

Four William Stephen Smiths, the youngster being the
first son in unbroken line of William Stephen Smiths.
Eldest in group is the father of President Albert E. Smith
of Vitagraph.
Next is manager of company's Hollywood
studio; third is a cameraman and the fourth is the boss

44th

of

all.

Frank

Woods, chief supervising director at Famous
West Coast studio, and the beautiful
Japanese pipe which was presented to him by Charles
Eyton, general manager of the studio, on the latter's return
from the Orient, where he and Mrs. Eyton (Kathlyn Williams) spent several weeks on a much needed rest.
E.

Players-Lasky's

Max Graf, Cleo Ridgely, Jimmy Home,
Edna Altemus, Alec Francis and Ross Lederman at the
Graf studio in San Francisco where "The Forgotten

Left to right:

Law"

has just been completed.

Before the camera starts grinding Marshall Neilan rehearses Rockcliffe Fellowes and Claire Windsor in a
scene for "The Stranger's Banquet," which Neilan is
producing under his recently negotiated contract with
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.

Rodolph Valentino, Paramount star, congratulating Philip
Shinahan, organist on the new Robert-Morton installed in
the Liberty, San Jose, Cal.
Mr. Beatty, proprietor of the

new

theatre,

is

a willing listener.

September

A

dozen

9.
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men armed

foreground,

filled

with atomizers, such as is pictured in the
the air of the studio with minute particles of

produce the effect of fog for the Cosmopolitan production,
in the Fog." The director, Alan Crosland, is standing behind the camera with his hand in his pocket.
oil

to

"Face

General F. R. Serrano, the present secretary of war
for Mexico, recently was the distinguished guest
of Louis B. Mayer at the latter's studio.
The general expressed delight in the cordial reception accorded him and he was amazed at the fluency of
Mr. Mayer's Spanish.

Director
Millard

Sidney

Franklin

Webb, have

and

his

assistant,

their troubles directing

an

overhanging balcony street scene for Constance
Talmadge's "East Is West" for First National.

Taken

hectic day's work on "Sure-Fire
C. Burr picture, starring Johnny
picture: D. E. Weshner, Mrs.
Kenyon, Doris Kenyon, Director Dell Henderson, Dick Thorpe and the star.

Flint,"

Hines.

after

C.

In the

A

big sign hung in front of the Fox studio on the West Coast to
In
Will H. Hays during his recent trip to Los Angeles.
Sol Wurtzel, production manager; Mr.
the picture, left to right:
Hays, Charles Bird, studio manager, and Ben Jackson, laboratory

welcome

manager.
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WARNERofBROTHERS
being

bear the disthe first of the state
right companies to apply for membership
in the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, the organization over
which Will Hays so ably presides. The
application was made after the four Warner brothers had made a careful investigation into the work being done and the aims
Notification was reof the organization.
ceived last week that the application had
been favorably acted upon and that Warner
Brothers is eligible for membership in both
the producing and distributing divisions.
* * *
tinction

Mort Blumenstock, editor of the latest
Bulletin, explains
issue of the A. M. P. A.
the

excellence

of

the

lowing "editor's note"

edition

by the

fol-

:

Just because its the last Bulletin under
the old administration all the boys responsible
for its publication looked around for an irresponsible bird to edit it. Dexter declined, and
I got it.
They reckoned that anybody who would
stay three 'months in Boston was the logical
sap for the job. You see three months in the
Hub Town is supposed to give you culture,
and that's so necessary for the editorship of
the Bulletin.
You will notice that this issue
reeks with culture.
All the stuff that was
tco refined— and nice— for the previous editions

wa*

SAVED

for this.

*

*

Al Lichtman's first production, which
was shown last week at the Capitol theatre,
gives

every promise of being a big boxsuccess.
It received a severe panning at the hands of the reviewers of the
Times and Tribune, which judging from
past performances, almost insures "Rich
Men's Wives" being a money-maker for
exhibitors.
There are some bets that
should always be played with a copper.
office

*

*

*

Invitations are out for the premiere of
the newest of the big Fox Film features,
"A Little Child Shall Lead Them," which
will be held at the Lyric theatre on the
evening of Sept. 1. As usual with the Fox
openings there is a heavy demand for the
coveted cards.
Vivian Moses has decided
that the best way to leara of the army of
friends is to announce a special showing
of a big picture.
* * *

Ralph Block, who with

Paul Bern,

the stories from which Goldwyn
Pictures are made, is in New York for a
brief vacation.
On the coast Mr. Block's
title is "associate editor" of the scenario
department, but on this trip to New York
he insists it is plain "vacationist."
*
* *
selects

Gordon
Edwards, who produced
J.
"Nero" and "The Shepherd King" for Fox,
is due from Europe this week.
*

*

*

Trust the live wire P. A. boys to spring
something new. J. Irving Greene and his
charming bride have set the vogue with a
"hesitation honeymoon."
They were married a couple of months ago, came directly
to
York where they hesitated while
Mr. Greene attended to the advertising
and publicity of the fall schedule of Associated Exhibitors, and then departed for
Stamford, Conn., where they will spend a

New

regular honeymoon.
*

*

*

E. E. Shauer, who has been combining
Paramount business with a pleasure trip
to Europe, will sail for home next week
on the Majestic. He is accompanied by

9,

1922

Mrs. Shauer and on the journey visited
England, France, Germany and Spain.
*

When

*

*

would be necessary for him
do something praiseworthy or scandal-

to

told

it

ous in order to get his name in the public
prints, Dick Weil, of Arrow, sat down
and dashed off the following with one

hand

:

Cut of censors

They

like

oft
to

remind us

make a

punk.

picture

Their "delete" orders only show us,
Censorship sure is the bunk.

Paul Gulick says that any time the
name of Erich von Stroheim bobs up in
is always good for two stories.
story is usually to the effect that
the director of "Foolish Wives" has broken
with Universal. The second story is that
he hasn't.
One and one made the usual

the

The

news

it

first

two again

last

Von Stroheim
Rufus

Von

week.

Stroheim

quit.

didn't.

Cole, the Cole end of the
combination, is definitely
out of the film industry, according to his
present plans. He has recently taken over
the metropolitan distribution of a popular
S.

Robertson-Cole

motor

*

September

CHARLES

GOETZ has been apS.
pointed sales manager of the new W.
B. Exchange, Inc., of New York,
opened by Warner Brothers.

Northwest Drive

Crowds Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

car.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
who

handles publicity and
advertising for Bobby North, comes to bat
with a news item. Says Bill, "We are cutting 'Notoriety,' but don't get the idea
from this that we are shrinking from pub-

Bill Kraft,

licity."

*

The Talmadge
Norma, Constance,
Joseph M. Schenck,
last

*

*

party,

Mrs.

consisting

Talmadge

of

and

sailed on the Majestic

Saturday for an extended European

trip.

*

*

*

Jack Edwards, who has been personal
representative of W. K. Ziegfeld, was last
week named secretary and treasurer of
Ziegfeld Pictures, Inc., and Russian Pictures Corporation.
* * *

Maurice D.

Kann

will shortly join

the

Corporation, where he will
himself to publicity as the right
hand man to Lin Bonner, director of adKann has been in
vertising and publicity.
the motion picture business for four years
and he was with the Journal of Commerce
for two years.
Al.

Lichtman

devote

Word

has been received by R. V. Anderson, sales manager for International News,
that J. C. Browne, the International News
cameraman, who fell 4,000 feet with Secretary of the Navy Denby while flying over
the Nankon Pass in China, escaped with
only a few scratches and bruises. Browne
reports that the best luck of all was that
the plane landed near a railroad otherwise
they would be hiking yet.

—

eastern
Universal's
Leon d'UssEAu,
scenario editor, is on his way to the Coast
with a packing case filled with plays, books
and manuscripts. d'Usseau said upon his
departure that Dr. Elliot's five-foot shelf
would pale in comparison with the literary
gems in his four foot packing case.
John S. Spargo.

Aug. 29.—

Opening

days of "Go-to-Movie" weekhave surpassed expectations, Charles J.
Bradley, publicity director of the Finkeland Ruben Enterprises, declared

stein

today in announcing that all F. & R.
houses did a capacity business Saturday
and Sunday.

The

State theatre

was obliged

to give

an unscheduled show to accommodate the
crowds.
It seats 3,000.
Reports from
throughout the state received by W. A.
Steffes

opening

also
is

indicate

that

the

season's

exceedingly gratifying to ex-

hibitors.

Club of Paramount
Employes to Stage
Second Big Outing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
the

YORK, Aug. 29.— Members of
Paramount Pep Club, the social or-

ganization of the employes of the Paramount home office, will hold their second annual outing at Asbury Park, N. J.,
16.
A special boat will take
party in the morning to Atlantic
Highlands, and from there a special train
will be run to Asbury Park.
Mayor Hettrick, of Asbury Park, has

September

the

written to the club's officers stating that
the club will own the town on the 16th.
During the afternoon the final round
of the golf tournament, the preliminaries
of which were played at Adolph Zukor's
farm early this summer, will be staged
on one of the local courses. Those who
will compete are Adolph Zukor, Eugene
Zukor, E. E. Shauer, S. R. Kent, John C.
Flinn, A. M. Botsford, Oscar Morgan and
Frank V. Chamberlin.

September

9,
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Kansas Unit

Names

New Business Head
Semi-Annual Convention Is
Transferred to Wichita for

Elect

Membership
That He

business

CITY. MO., Aug. 29.—The
manager of the M. P. T. O.

Kansas has been appointed. He
Cook, a

C. C.

is

news-

paper

irian

of

City,
Kansas
and a well

Kas.,

candiqualified
date for the position.

the

the

Following
meeting of
executive

board of the Kanorganization
sas
Monday, the new

plan

managerial

of the association

now

is

in

full

swing.
C. C.

ness,

in

No

Cook

Election
bulk of busi-

A

naming of a combusiness manager, was

addition to the

mittee to select a
transacted by the board at the meeting,
including the transferring of the semiannual convention from Salina, Kas.,
September 25 and 26. to Wichita, Kas..

YORK.

to

is

look to in the hope of perfecting one of
the best state organizations in the Middle

West.

Weiss' Interest in

Goldwyn Exchanges
Purchased by Firm
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

:.'().—

The Goldwyn

Distributing Corporation has purchased
from Alfred Weiss, formerly vice-president and general manager, his entire
commission interests in the Goldwyn exchanges in New York City and Buffalo.
This transaction, which was consummated last week, involved a cash transfer
of $100,000. Mr. Weiss' arrangement with
the Goldwyn company has been in effect
for the past five years and still has two

years

to

run.

The

payment

of

the

—Warner

In explaining his reasons for joining the organization headed by Will
is firmly convinced that Mr.
Hays can restore the public confidence in not only the motion picture, but
also in the producers and distributors of pictures.
Unscrupulous Promoters Discourage Faith in Industry
''Early in the history of the industry," said Mr. Warner, "the motion
picture public idolized both the screen entertainment offered them and the.
people who made that entertainment possible. For a number of years this
continued, but gradually we noticed dissatisfaction was getting rife among
the picture fans.
found out that many unscrupulous promoters of motion pictures were actually stealing the hard earned savings of those who
are making the production of pictures possible.

We

mean to say is that widows,
and the countless others who,
hoodwinked by schemers in the belief that
tremendous prof"'What
orphans,

I

could be made
by a small investits

ment

in

pictures,
will-

and

eagerly

ingly gave up
their hard
savings.

know

what

Theatre
Patronage Drops

"Every

where

there was a constant falling off of theatre
patronage, and the reason is that those people who were cheated out of their money
spread the word that the motion picture
industry was full of grafters. This was and
still is to a certain extent a very serious
indictment.
"Furthermore, when certain people in the
industry went to Albany and admitted that
they, themselves, were rotten, then it was
imperative that something be done to eradicate the evils which were demoralizing the
business.

Lauds Hays' Service

"We

believe that Mr. Hays is performing
a wonderful service to the industry.
believe that he is wielding a tremendous
weapon in developing the educational as
well as the entertainment value and general
usefulness of the motion picture in the
believe that he will
eyes of the public.
safeguard the interests of all those connected in any way with the industry.
"And in advocating the diffusion of ac-

We

of his plans for the future.
It is expected that he will continue in the
film industry.

If

They Subscribe

left

last

week

for

the

has
for

Abe
Warner

Coast studios to confer with his brothers,
Sam and Jack, both of whom are at present
producing several well known novels.

California, Imperial

And Granada

Theatres
Merged on West Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.. Aug. 29.—
Arrangements have been made for the
consolidation of the California, Imperial
and the Granada theatres to be operated

Herbert

by

Company,

the

Rothchild Amusement
name being taken from the

L.

president of the corporation.

A

"Greater Movie Season" campaign
has been inaugurated by the three houses
which is said to be having a far-reaching
effect in stimulating interest in motion
pictures in this territory.
The California, Imperial and Granada
theatres are operated under the joint associate directorship of Eugene H. Roth
and J. A. Partington.

Warns Against Man
Impersonating

Him

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH..

Aug. 29.—J. G.
& von Horberg.

von Herberg. of Jensen

motion

First National franchise holders of Seattle, Wash., has sent out a warning that
a confidence man is traveling around the
country representing himself either as Mr.
von Herberg or his brother.

picture, in

information about the
making known the great

Havs."

completion of

Warner

The

curate and reliable

nouncement

in lieu of the

at this early date

planned to produce eighteen pictures
next year.
To formulate the plans for 1923,

We

Mr. Weiss plans an extensive trip to
Europe. On his return he will make an-

was

the seven years' contracts.

Warner organization

all
hap-

pened to the majority
of
these
people. And what
was the result ?

H. M. Warner

have been announced by Mr. Warner.

earned

We

scope of this wonderful medium for the
transmission of clean, wholesome and instructive ideas, he is performing a great
service to the industry and to the American
And that is why we joined Mr.
public.

$100,000

Brothers, independent producers
in the Motion Picture

H. Hays, Harry M. Warner declared that he

Best Organization Is
It

29.

and distributors, have been elected to membership
Producers & Distributors of America.

City.

Aim
Mr. Cook, the new business
that Kansas exhibitors now

Alliance

Is

August

Wichita; Harry McClure. Emporia; Roy
Burford. Arkansas City; Richard Liggett.
Kansas City; A. F. Baker, Kansas City;
M. Van Praag. Kansas City: Clarence
Smith, Kansas City, and William Meyn,

manager,

M.P.P.D.A.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

September 25. No election of officers will
be held this year.
All current bills of the association
were paid and a full attendance was present,
consisting of Stanley
Chambers,

Kansas

in

to

Convinced Hays Can Restore
Public Confidence in Industry

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

new

Warner Brothers

State Right Official Declares in Joinin'g

September 25

KANSAS

39

To Produce
Large

to the

and

18 Pictures

ambitious

producing

HERALD,

The man's object is to raise monty under false pretenses and he has been known
to

plans

have called on architects, builders,

misrepresenting himself.

They Read

the

HERALD!

etc.,
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Success Marks First Session of
Missouri Arbitrators
Indications

Are That Joint Board Will Be of Great
To Exhibitors and Exchange Men

Service

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, MO., August 29.— Imagine yourself within the walls
KANSAS
of a court room —judicial authority and dignity predominating— and
session of the newly formed arbihave vivid picture of the
you

a

first

Kansas City Tuesday in the Hotel Baltimore. Arguing
which develops into wrangling, was absent. There was a docket the
same as any civil court, and the cases were called in order, discussed in a
judicial and impartial manner and a decision which is as final as that of
the supreme court handed down.
tration board at

'THAT

—

the board will be of the greatest

service ever rendered to Missouri ex-

was proved beyond a doubt at the
There were no "axes to
grind" no "strings to pull," and every
hibitors

initial

— Consensus

pened to be, was given to understand that
there was no appeal. The docket of the
idea as to the
first meeting lends an
method of procedure of the board:
Standard Film Co. vs New Centre TheIt is the consensus of
atre, Kansas City
opinion of the members of the board that
Mr. Goldstein pay to Standard Film Company the amount of $12.50, for the use of
"Mickey" one day, on which payment
was stopped account his claim print was

—

bad condition.
Select Pictures vs

New

Centre Theatre,

of opinion that

within the next seven days.

meeting.

exhibitor or exchange, as the case hap-

in

Kansas City

Select be given dates for their contract
*

*

*

Film Co. vs Bell Theatre,
Kansas City Claim withdrawn by StandStandard

—

LOUISE FAZENDA

Fox Film Co. vs Richmond, Mo., F. G.
Weary Consensus of opinion that exhibitor should pay Fox claim.

and George Cooper

in a bit of comedy from Mack Sennett's
latest First National comedy, "Bow-

ard.

Wow."

—

Peacock vs Hale, Missouri

— Exhibitor

not present. Instructions given that he
be invited to meeting September 12, or
case be decided against him by default.
Metro vs Pierce City, Mo. Exhibitor
to be advised that he must enter proper
cancellation and his deposit will be applied on last service used.
Universal Film Co. vs Carthage, Mo.
Exhibitor not present. Instructions given
that he be invited to meeting September

—

12,

or case will be decided against him

by

default.

—

Forest City, Mo. vs Fox Film Co. Exhibitor must be present to bring claim
against exchange. Asked to come in to
next meeting, September 12.
Robertson Cole vs Forest City Case
continued until meeting September 12
account neither party being present.
Peacock Film Co. vs Levy & Hooper
Consensus of opinion that exhibitors
make good checks returned "insufficient
funds," given in payment for service

—

—

used.

MONEY
MA
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build
By CHARLES H. RYAN
(Garfield theatre, Chicago,

111.)

Have an umbrella rack in
your lobby for rainy nights
and check patrons' umbrellas.
When umbrellas have been out
in the rain they are damp and
uncomfortable to have around
you when watching the show.

By

R. S.

WENGER

(Victory theatre, Union City, Ind.)

The only thing
a

I

have found

hindrance to the small town

that the exchange gets
Films
money.
of
the
is

cheaper

now,

but

most
are

exchanges

want it all. When business
was good and you could take
from $50 to $150 on a picexchanges tried to get
from $60 to $160 for good pic-

in

ture,

tures.

Now, when

I

take

in

from $20 to $75 on a picture
they want from $25 to $100.
The best way to please your
patrons is to give Ihem good
pictures.
Of three theatres
here two are running and one
is

closed.

'.

I

N G IDEAS

sed Successfully by
Up Their Patron age
CRAIG

By C. C.
(Pastime theatre, Marmaduke, Ark.)
The

small town shows are

and it seems like we
have to quit.
Lots of

in a rut

will

them are
ing

much

closed.

I

am

not do-

business, but

I

am

coming up, not down.
I use a cheap mimeograph
machine and put out a lot of
hand bills, telling them about
every picture. I started "Winners of the West" off with a
free show from 10 to 5 o'clock*

The merchants

paid

me

$25
each Saturday and they gave
tickets away.
I ran at night
at regular prices, 10 and 15
cents.
Had about 900 people
in each Saturday, the first and
second chapters being free.
I would give
a Herald to
each one of them as they came
out, boost every minute, and
get the farmers in on Saturday afternoon. Fine building
for

the future.

*

*

*

Peacock invited to meeting September
12 and if not present at that time, case
will be decided against him by default.
Pathe vs Cainesville, Mo. Exhibitors
to be asked to appear at meeting Septem-

—

ber 12. If not present case will be decided
against exhibitor by default.
Metro vs Rich Hill, Mo. Exhibitor to
be gotten in touch with by member of
board, Mr. Chas. Sears.
Metro vs Jamesport, Mo. Exhibitor
not present. If not present at meeting
September 12, case will be decided
against him by default.
Metro vs Madison, Mo. Exhibitor not
present. If not present at next meeting,
or represented by fellow exhibitor, with
power to settle, case will be decided

—

—

—

him by default.
Standard vs Creighton, Mo. Exhibitor
not present. If not present at meeting
September 12, case will be decided
against

—

against him by default.
Clifton Hill vs Standard Film Co.
Exhibitor not present. Case continued

meeting September 12.
Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo., vs Vita^raph
Consensus of opinion, that Vitagraph
should pay exhibitor advance payments
due him as quickly as possible.
until

—

—

Hopkins, Mo. vs Select Exhibitor to
be advised that upon looking over Select
books, an error in posting; was found, and
he will be advised by Select regarding
same, with check for amount due.
Skidmore. Mo. vs Film Board of Trade
Board finds that the exhibitor was in
error in signing blank contract; however,
as he was inconvenienced because of
causes he did not understand, due to a
crooked salesman, feels that Paramount,
Select and Metro should give him two

—

pictures each.

THE THEATRE
lOFpRACTICAli

Mean Money

Short Subjects

Rental Price and Footage Acceptable Standards
for Computing Short Subject Advertising Space

ARTICLE

IN

the revision of short subject

step

must be toward

theatre practice the

logical first
definite fix-

ation of advertising values as a
Since only
basis for procedure.

advertising honestly reflecting
actuality is enduringly successful,
it is necessary that the man writing theatre copy possess a clear
conception of program balance.

By

adoption of either of two
standards the matter
be reduced to almost arith-

available

may

metical simplicity.

Both standards prasent advan-

II

that "it will take a lot to put
over."

it

roof of the anecdote that couldn't
be repaired when it was raining
didn't
not.

need repair when

it

TO

for the feature picture, sec-

ond for the short subject support, cost price and footage of
the latter being determined in
accordance with cost price and
footage of the former.
This, a very natural and proper
order of things, has led to a
dangerous confusion of cause and
effect which is further complicated by a likewise natural shifting of viewpoint. The result is
disastrous to the short subject

and the box

office.

This week the feature is very
expensive; the short subjects are
selected accordingly. Hence the
advertising man, influenced by
the rental outlay, gives all his
space to the main attraction.

Next week the feature

is

less

the short subjects are
better. Yet the feature is again
given all available space for the
singularly inconsistent reason
notable

:

It is the
article to focus

purpose of

program perspective and make

The Paramount line. "If It's
Worth Running It's Worth Ad-

adhered to

first

this

into
hasty adoption of arbitrary rules
this

footage are
RENTAL price and
prime consid-

As a natural consequence it has
become a general custom to shop

is

is not the purpose of
ITarticle
to lead showmen

or policies.

tages.

builder.

its

what has not been but

definitely terminate this
vicious sequence of restrictive
vacillation is to set the short subject before the public in the clear
white light of its relative importance. To do this is to deepen

money for the theatre.
One standard should be selected by the advertising man and

and must be
erations of the program

own," which

prefor
motion picture welfare should be
done.
cisely

So it goes, the short subject
comparing directly to the leaky

and
was

public "on

strictly save in the
which give
cases
exceptional
value to this or any rule.

Practice

has demonstrated

plainly that no progress can be
made over such a course as has
been followed to date.
If rental price is

establised as

the basis of computation, then it
becomes the advertising man's
policy to apportion available
space to feature picture and short
subject in proportion to the
amount of money paid for each.
If footage is accepted as a
standard, then it is clear that a
single reel attraction will receive
one-sixth as much space or prominence as a six reel feature picture. Where two or more short
subjects are used this policy
would produce, of course, an entirely new type of advertisement,
in all probability a more productive advertisement than the rather

stereotyped style

now

in use.

Both methods present advantages and limitations, but in
either case the result would be to
place the short subject before the

showmen's
attention upon an error so common and so deeply rooted in tradition and habit that correction
can be effected only by drastic
measures.

vertising," while not written with,
intentional regard to the short
subject proposition, states the

fundamental truth very concisely
and completely. It is a good line,
worthy of prominent place over
the advertising man's desk.
The feature picture that draws
a crowd can do so only if the
exhibitor informs the crowd of
exhibition before the crowd
enters the theatre.
is not
the same thing true of the short
subject?

its

Why

No showman
his

advertise
so
showmen fail to advertise
short subjects?

feature.

many
their

fails to

Why

should

If a feature picture is

deemed

unworthy

of advertising, it simply isn't booked. If a short subject
is deemed unworthy of advertising, as practice seems to indicate

many

of

them

are,

by

what

calculaprocess
of
tion does the showman arrive
at the conclusion that it is worth
intricate

booking? That showmen do ar*
rive at such a conclusion is evident in the great and growing
{Concluded on Page 46)
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"Nanook of the North," Pathe feature, in one week compensated for several weeks of summer losses
the Grand theatre, Topeka, Kans., when exploited by E. D. Keilmann as shown above and explained

9,

1922

at
in

his "Theatre Letter" herewith.

partment of this paper no mention of such
an arrangement has been made, and we
(/athercd from all information at hand that
it tvas doing very well as the featured picThat, however, is
ture wherever shown.
unimportant beside the fact that it went
over so well for you.
Your photographs show very clearly that
you gave it every chance to score big. The
float is far superior to anything of the kind
that we've received on the picture, and the
Will you let us
stage setting is admirable.
The
hear from you often in this space?
trade needs real money letters like this
one.—W. R. W.
*

Thousands came to see Frank L. Browne's
lobby display for "Nanook of the North"
and the Liberty theatre, Long Beach, Cal.,
Mr. Browne's letter
enjoyed a big week.

*

*

Browne Beats Heat
For Week's Run
of "Nanook"

herewith.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
"Nanook of the North" is one of the
best pictures of its kind I have ever
Did big business with it for a
seen.
full

week.

the lobby with nu-

I filled

merous curios and used an Eskimo
dog.

Thousands came

to see the curios,
advertised that the exhibit was
Dozens of
entirely free in the lobby.
fur skins cannot be seen in the photograph as they were hanging behind the

as

Keilmann Recovers
Summer's Losses

On "Nanook"

in

canvas and

rode about Anderson, Ind., to advertise
Vitagraph's "The Sheik's Wife" for Harry
Van Noy, whose letter is presented herewith.

Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir
I enclose clippings and photos showing the campaign used here for "Nanook of the North." The campaign
was a success in every way. Business
was good the first day of the week's
run and huilt up steadily the whole six
days, until the winnings made up for
several poor weeks' losses during the

spite of the fact that

used as a feature.

I

"Nanook" was
understand that

office

and

stairs.

E. D.

Grand

KEILMANN,

theatre,
*

*

Topeka, Kan.

*

DEAR MR. KEILMANN:
hear about the recovery of
that there really is exceptional z'alnc in the genuinely timely attractions, doesn't it?
Ever zvondcr why more
I

'cry

losses.

glad

to

Shows

made by producers

supply
genuinely timely attractions at every season? It's one of the interesting propositions that we think will be worked out in
effort is not

to

We did not understand that "Nanook of
lie North" had been used generally as an
added attraction. In reports on the picture
I

to

the

"What

FRANK

time the picture was

the future.

stood up, and this in

box

Yours
this is the first

not used as an added attraction.
Very truly yours,

THEATRE EDITOR,

summer slump.
The picture

House employees doubled

I

the Picture

Did for Me" de-

L.

Liberty theatre,
*

*

truly,

BROWNE,
Long Beach,

Cal.

*

DEAR MR. BROWNE:
We've plodded through so-called art galand natural history exhibits charging admission that were much less worth
while than your lobby for "Nanook of the
North" It isn't hard to understand why
the people came to look at it when you
told them it was free, and it is even more
leries

clear that the type of person attracted to
such a display is exactly the type of person zvho would pay the necessary admission fee gladly to sec precisely the kind
of picture you were exhibiting.
All in all, the sales method you used was
We've
eminently fitting in our estimation.
talked at length in these columns frequently
on the need for accuracy in advertising's

representation of subject matter.

You

il-

:

September
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My Ten

Years in
The Theatre
By

JOHN

W.

CREAMER

Exploitation Director Strand and Empire Theatres, Chillicotlit,

Mo.

the following contribution J. W. Creamer,
INvaluable
"Theatre Letters" published in this

writer of many
department, departs from strictly timely writing and reviews developments of
the past decade as he has observed them. His article is of prime
interest to everyone who has at heart the advancement of the

motion picture theatre.
It has been suggested that other writers of "Theatre Letters" follow Mr. Creamer's excellent lead.
"Lines formed at the right" when "The
Country Flapper," Producers Security production, was shown at the Capitol, New

industry has made great
OUR the
ten years, and many

strides

in

York.

lustrate

than

point

the

we have been

The nevus about

much more

effectively
so to date.

able to do
the full week of

good

Don't you look
great news.
for many of them from uovl' on? If you
Keep up that pace there can be no question
about it.—W. R. W.
business

is

*

*

*

Van Noy Employees

Work

Double for
"Sheik's Wife"

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

the picture started, but picture could

not hold up.
I bought the suits here at small cost
and rented the horses from a fair in
a nearby city and employes of this
theatre, Robert Ross and F. Jones,
rode them.

were connected with the "flickering"
drama in 1912 are still with us. but the
majority no doubt have dropped out.
Why? The answer can be summed up
in one word, "showmanship/' a big word
with a much bigger meaning. If you are
a showman and well versed in the art of
theatre or showmanship, you will understand the game from A to Z, both forward and backward.
Xot 60 per cent, I will venture to say.
of the people in the business today are
This is proven by the
real showmen.
conduct of their business, and the conduct of themselves. Either they have no
get-up or ability or are unwilling to adopt
new ideas. But chiefly the ones who cry
"poor business" are too lazy to get i.p a
little hustle, and go after business in the
*

*

*

of poor showmanattention occurred
a small town. The
at that time ran
General Film programs. Along came a
number of Edison films taken from stories written by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
The posters proclaimed the fact, 'is did
the film title itself. But my boss had to
advertise "Great picture written by Mrs.

About the first piece
ship that came to
nearly ten years ago in
manager of the show

my

Theatre Problem

trulv,

HARRY VAN XOY.
Riviera theatre, Anderson. Ind.
*

*

*

DEAR MR. VAX NOV:
letter.
We take
you've decided to join
the circle of "Theatre Letter" writers, and
we take it from your two contributions
tliai
the circle is going to be not only
widened but strengthened by your mem-

Glad

it

from

to get

that

your second

LOEWS PALACE THEATER

that

bership.
It's very clear that you don't hesitate at
the prospect of work or expense in your
exploitation. If everybody went about it in
the thorough manner you do we think tliere

would be less talk of hard times at this
or any season. Further, we think there is
no more effective way of spreading the
work idea's popularity than through letters from men who actually do work to

Thx>mas^ighan
IP Yov Believe It, It s So
KMC tniC-TKMME iwsto—khot MUM

get business.

That

is

one

of

the

aims of

this

de-

partment, the big aim at this time because
it
is necessary to popularize that spirit to
succeed in doing the many other big things
for the theatre that can be done.
We'll
be ver\ grateful if you'll let us hear from

you often.— W. R.

W.

who

right way.

Dear Sir
Herewith an exploitation stunt used
Sent this
for "The Sheik's Wife."
through the street three days before

Yours

last

1-1

What's Wrong Here?
Answer

at

Bottom of Page 45

Woodrow
called
film,

take

his

Can you imagine? I
to the posters and
"Aw, they made a mis-

Wilson."

attention

but he said,
printed that."

when they

Next came along Mary Miles Minter
pictures.
Xow there was a prominent
family in town, and friends of the boss,
named Minteer. Well, for some reason,
he let the world know that he had on a

Mary Miles Minteer

picture.

He

never believed in putting out photos or paper until the day the picture
played. I had charge of the lobby displays, and one week while friend boss

was out of town I slipped nice displays
of photos out on a Violet Meserau film
two days

in advance. They attracted so
much attention that on the plaving date
we hung out the S. R. O. Of' coarse I

had to explain the cause of the increased
receipts and even then I nearly lost
job. Poor management and John Barley-

mv

corn

caused this manager to quit the
game years ago. flat broke.
But ancient history is not interesting,
so we will jump ahead quite a few years.
*

*

*

For the opening night of a beautiful
$90,000 house in an Illinois city, the manager booked a brand new program that
had caused a sensation in New York City.

The rest of the week he used two-vearold stuff. Poor theatre work again. The
house was a beauty, with attention paid
to every detail except ventilation. I actu-

saw men come out at the end of a
performance (in the summer) with their
shirts wringing wet.
While working on the press and c \pIoitation for a house in the Central States. I
had a good chance to observe n.any
things.
Cleanliness was an unknown
thing at this house, which had a swell tile
lobby floor always covered with lirt I
well remember getting out on a Christmas morning and giving the .loor a
ally

scrubbing, before I would dare put out a
display I had built. A dirty ticket office
and windows were also the rule. The
janitors were two school boys paid 25
cents a day.
I suggested the coloring of some Ir.mps
to use around the interior. Imagine my
surprise when the manager said he knew
nothing of coloring lamps and wanted to
know how it was done! Xo lights of any
kind were in the foyer, and no lights on
while the picture was showing. When
they put out photos a whole set were
tacked on a one sheet board (homemade)
without regard to order or placing. I
showed them that so many photos cn a
board made for no display at all. I suggested neat brass frames and colored
mat boards for backgrounds, with open-
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smaller than llxl4's with photos
pasted on from the back, but none were
ever used. Even with no encouragement,
by using exploitation I played several big
attractions to more money than they ever
ings

saw

before.
*

*

*

was in a fine large combinain Kansas City. It was so hot
in there I nearly roasted. Everyone was
fanning. No excuse for such poor showmanship nowadays. At another combination house in this same city it was cool
and just right inside. But in this house
(matinee show) even
I saw no ushers
though the house was 90 per cent filled.
I can recall how a manager at a house
in Nebraska spent over fifty dollars for
flowers and flower boxes on the oxterior
In summer it was the
of the theatre.
Even the
prettiest spot on the street.
papers commented on it. Also a former
manager at this same house lost his job
because of dirty box office windows.
Recently at one theatre I saw the cashRecently
tion house

I

had too many visitors nanging
around. The ticket taker sat in a chair
or on the ticket can watching the picture,
and made no effort to open the door for
ier

patrons.
insert frames were showing
lobby with inserts of pictures that
had been shown days before. The house
did not even have drinking water for its

Paramount

in the

patrons.
Also a

number of oil paintings on a big
production were arranged behind the box
office, nearly all hidden from sight. What
neat window displays it would have been
possible to arrange using them.
At another house the manager went up
and down the aisle without even removing his hat; and the audience in the theatre! He told me business was not half as
good as last summer. I looked at his
screen results.
Enough said. He was
playing a big super special at double
usual admission. No exploitation of any
kind was used, although it was a production that could be put over with a bang.
This same manager owned another house
nearby in the same city, but in neither
house did he advertise on his screen" the
current attraction at his other house. A
good bet overlooked. In a display frame
were llxl4's turned face down and or. the
back written in pencil, was the name of
comedy playing.
At a house using Paramount service no
attempt was made to use the gold insert
frames supplied by this company around
in the store windows, restaurants, etc.
Another good idea overlooked. Then, if
another company's attraction is played,
it is no trouble to turn an insert over and
paint and letter the back neatly, even
using one or more stills, pasting same on.
At this latter house fully one-third of

the

the lights on the front were out.
I
thought of what Rothafel said, "An unfailing way of detecting bad management
is to watch and see if any lights are out
on the front, while good management is
evident if the lights are clean and of even

Night scene

the Coliseum theatre, Seattle, when "Trouble,*' First National attraction,
exhibited and intensively exploited by Frank Steffy, manager.

in front of

was

Banks Lead
Big Campaign for
Coogan Film

Seattle

Banks enjoy

public confidence. It's their stock in trade.
Theatres need public confidence. When they enjojj it in equal
measure, business will have lost much of its uncertainty.
A quick way to get it is to borrow it.
This is being done.

SEATTLE

banks had a very important
part in the campaign of the Coliseum
"Trouble,"
Jackie Coogan protheatre for
duction for First National. The argument
that by saving money children could, in
time, attain prominence comparable to that
enjoyed by Jackie Coogan was used with
success, and the banks backed up the picture in that indirect but undoubtedly efmanner.
candy concern also entered

fective

A

into the
cooperation, as did the police department,
the latter through a special matinee for
policemen oft duty. This was prompted by
the prominence a policeman has in the
from
picture.
It has not been reported
other sources.

Even

Newspapers were not

inactive,

endorsing

into

the police department was brought
sympathy with the Coogan picture

engagement.

illumination."

Many

houses overlook the item of fresh

cut

flowers

will

add more to

in

the
its

box

the policemen's matinee and taking credit
for the idea.
At another matinee children
were guests of the theatre.
But the bank tie-up is the outstanding
While banks
feature of the campaign.
have been identified with theatres before
this, the importance of such identification
has not been stressed properly. The propo-

Nothing
appearance. Still you
office.

need not buy the flowers. Many times I
have hooked up with florists to supply the
flowers in exchange for running their
slide free of charge.

*

*

*

Another thing, if you can use nice
draped curtains at your box office windows do so. In summer especially, when
curtains of a light material will add a
homelike and cozy touch to your house.
Colored lights in the musicians' racks
are a good bet, even if you do have to
show them who is boss. They want
plenty of white light to pose in, you

know.

sition

engages

The bank

is

reflection.

a leading institution in any

It may be
be, to survive.
concluded that the bank which is
open and doing business has a following
city.

It

must

definitely

of representative

citizens

who

believe

ut-

soundness and responsibility of
its directors and officers.
The unfortunate history that the motion

terly in the

Tiny "exploited-" and some

who attended
matinee.

the

of the children
Coliseum's children's

picture theatre has inherited

from the

early

September

9,
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Universal's "The Trap" was the subject of the striking naturalistic
lobby display used by the Columbia theatre at Seattle.

ages of the so-called legitimate theatre,
while less and less important as time passes
created, may be
is
counteracted very effectively by bringing
into cooperation the banks and other leading institutions of civil existence.
Manager Steffy of the Coliseum may or
may not have had such a point in mind
when he promoted his "Trouble" campaign.

and original history
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Delicious Little Devil" thrived on this effectively artificial lobby
display used by the Central theatre, New York City.

Lobby Contrast Big
Asset to Theatre

rate, his theatre, and motion picgained not only immediate returns
through ticket sales but also strengthened
hold on public confidence.

At any

Summer

During

tures,

Nobody runs an unbroken sequence
tacles or melodramas. It isn't
fatal to the box office.

of dramas, comedies, spec-

good business. Too much sameness

is

Yet a great many showmen exhibit to the public the same front
from May to November, defending the policy with various arguments.

Why
well as

should not lobby contrast react to the theatre's benefit as

program contrast?

ATtypes

top of this page two distinct
of lobby display are represented. They are worth intensive study,
for which reason the cuts have been made
the same size and placed in such position
as to permit of ready comparison.
The Columbia theatre at Seattle produced the highly effective naturalistic
lobby shown for the exploitation of "The
Trap," Universal production featuring
the

two given weeks. The wise booker of
pictures selects his attractions with contrast in mind. The wise advertiser follows his example steadfastly.

Weld Lobby

Lon Chaney.
*

*

To say that either display is the more
effective is to compare peanuts and potatoes. It can't be done. Yet to say that
either is less admirably qualified to fulfill the purpose assigned to it is to state a
summer lobby display used by
Arthur E. Weld, Strand theatre, Waterloo,
Striking

during the run of
"The Primitive Lover."
la.,

Answer

to

First

National's

Theatre

Problem
AN

excellent three-column display, which goes
further in the right direction than most
contemporary copy by explicitly naming three
Pathe short subjects, errs in labelling the latter
"Extra Added Attractions." Short subjects are
integral parts of the modern motion picture program and may not be otherwise designated without a certain loss of effectiveness. (The theatre
is Locw's Palace at Washington, D. C.)

much

like absurdity.

Everybody likes nature, at t'mes.
Everybody also likes the artificial occasionally. Nobody feasts upon either from
year end to year end without growing
weary of the diet. Everybody likes them
best

Departure From

*

Across the continent, the Central theatre at New York produced the .qually
effective artificial lobby shown for "A
Delicious Little Devil," reissued Universal production starring Mae Murray.

when properly "mixed." The knowlhow to apportion the various

edge of just

ingredients of the "mixture" is a very
important part of showmanship.
In the illustrations selected two theatres are represented. It is none the less
apparent that one house alternating the
two, following the naturalistic 'lisplay
with the artificial, or the reverse, should
collect from the second additional revenue as the result of the first.
Pictures on the market at any time are
of such variety as to permit of sharp contrast between the representation of any

Is

Theatre Custom
ARTHUR

E.

WELD,

resourceful

man-

ager of the Strand theatre, Waterloo,
departed sharply from theatre custom in his lobby display for "The Primitive Lover," First National attraction
featuring Constance Talmadge. Nothing
quite like Mr. Weld's structure has been
observed to date.
There was absolutely no mention of
star, story or picture. That was reserved
for the electric lights. But the "primitive" phase of the title, its key word, was
scenically dramatized in the display
made.
Set rocks, barren but inviting in a
heated period, dominated the entire
la.,

front

of

the

theatre.

The

illustration

shows two views.
This is precedential showmanship, revolutionary to a degree and stimulative.
The report from the theatre reads, "The
effect was very cooling and many trod
the path winding through the rocks to
the auditorium."
raiirftiirriiirfftigii^i^^i^
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on this page shows the
on the ballot for six days.
were asked to submit letters

illustration

stories

Readers

Louis Marshall Selected
as "Our Leading Citizen
in First of Prize Letters

9,

naming the person who in their belief
was entitled to the rank of leading citizen.
The letters came in volume, and they
were read by every reader of the news-

',

paper without question.

The

idea of the affair is firmly foandtd.
strikes at the natural vanity of man,
the natural jealousy that a leader in any
field enjoys, the natural readiness to dispute any and all nominations for leadership.
This type of theatre-newspaper enterprise gets results. There are very few of
the widely exploited "contests" that do
so in anything like as great degree. Here
natural impulses are involved.
In the
majority of made-to-order contests a mere
offer of prizes is relied upon to coax readers into making contributions.
It is through this latter type of enterprise that the theatre-newspaper tieup
has come to be regarded with grave suspicion by the majority of readers. Too
liberal use of the cooperative prerogative
has all but assassinated that form of enterprise from the box office viewpoint.
The Syracuse event is a bright spot in
the humdrum routine of contests that
arrive at this office weekly. When there
is more effort of this sort, striking at real
It

Six units in the newspaper cooperation accorded the Strand theatre at Syracuse, N. Y., in the

campaign

for

"Our Leading

Citizen,"

a Paramount picture.

Syracuse Newspaper

Short Subjects

Ballot Interests
Reading Public
The

(.Concluded from fage 41)

demand
and

newspaper contest is determined by the scope
By that standard most of them fall far short of reputed

importance.

The more

interesting, therefore, the outline of

not a contest, which included in
ing public of Syracuse, N. Y.
It is eminently adaptable.
lot,

TN
-*•

the promotion of the Syracuse

Harry

paign

L.

Royster,

cam-

Paramount
prom-

exploitation representative, figured
inently.

the

It

news

was an

was he who discovered that

editor of the Syracuse Herald

old acquaintance of

author of "Our Leading

George Ade,

Citizen,''

Para-

its

a newspaper bal-

area of appeal the whole read-

mount

feature,

and

it

was due

to this co-

undoubtedly, that the picture
prominently mentioned in the

incidence,

was

many

so

stories

that

appeared.

The

for

good short subjects

almost instant popularity of novelties produced at

real value of a

of its appeal.

reader interest, there will be more satisfactory relations between the press of the
country and its theatres, to the profit of
both.

ballot

in the

intervals.

the
INthat

made

end
little

it

becomes apparent
no attempt is

or

analyze the program.
such attempt is made, as
every indication tends to prove,
no move is made to give the
Or,

to

if

ticket-buying public the benefit
the analysis.
There is miscarriage of effort.
The booking
and advertising departments of
the theatre are not coordinated.
of

have been very successfully conducted without reference of any sort to

They function independently,

di-

viding power and

ef-

the picture.

ficiency.

could

forfeiting

The above suggestions as to
adoption of a single standard by
which the two may cooperate

Press

Book

Reflects Sincerity

its campaign book for "In the Days of Buffalo
INcompany
gives a graphic demonstration of the

and growing part in the development
theatre book, an exhibitors' book, a

Bill,"

chapter-play, the Universal

sincerity that is playing a great
of this business.
The Universal book is a
service book.
It will make money for its'

readers.

The subject of the brochure is approached from every angle in its many pages.
Methods of entry upon every avenue to the theatre public are set forth, discussed,
Press, billboard, mail, personal enterprise, all come in for their share
illustrated.
of space.
It is made very clear that the sponsors of the attraction have studied the serial
not only from the production side and the exhibitor side, but from the public side as
well. The result is a composition that could only suffer through such an analysis as
available space would permit.
All should read it.

are

more or

less practicable.

It

not maintained that a better
arrangement may not be made,
nor that either of these standards
is

But either of these
better than the intangible and
plainly unreliable standards cur
rently followed by the majority
of showmen. Adoption of a single

is

infallible.

is

standard
from
whatever source and of whatever
character, will mean a huge increase in theatre intake during
the coming season and therereliable

after.

—

—

—

NEWSPICTURES
W

\\TITH a

view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the

News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
"Herald" has established this department.

feature, the

AD HITS ALL READERS
Second Unit

* FINAL EXTRA
SELZNICK NEWS
S.

Copy Appeal

in

in

Build Golf Course.

NEWS

No. 92: Belgian Wins Gordon
FOX
Bennett Balloon Races— French Reformers Oppose Bull Fighting Wilkes-Barre Children Pack
Coal for Home Use Scores Injured in X. V. Derailment Judge Maxey Sails for Europe Philadelphia Club Wins 61-Mile Relay from Atlantic
City Chicago Orphans in Park Outing Roger
Prize Dempsey and
Bailey Wins Architects'
Brennan Sign Blue Law Advocates Close Piqua.
Apparatus
Tested
Life-Saving
O. German
Straw Hat Advertising Is Paris Idea Motorless
Planes in International Meet— Xewsettes.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

—

No.

Denby

67:

Inspects Marines in China Virginia Valli in Autumn Styles King of Spain at Deauville Washington Citizen Soldiers March for Harding Elephants Bathe at Coney Island— Hindu Fanatics
Dance to Church Set Xew English Motor Speed
Molla Mallory Defeats Challenger
Record

—

——

—

—

—

—

French Marksmen in Test Bell Laid to Rest
Xew Life Belt Invented Territorial Specials.
KINOGRAMS No. 2174: Express Derailed at
Gary Locomotives Crash at Aurora President
Reviews Citizen Soldiers Hunting Party Bring
Jungle Trophies Harding Signs Interchangeable
Mileage Book Bill Brazilian Troupial Brought
Here Argentine Polo Team Here for Matches
Boston
France Welcomes American Women
Molla Retains
Children Taught Traffic Laws
Accompanies
Superdreadnaught
Tennis
Title
Hughes to Brazil Sightless Couple Operate

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Switzerland.

KINOGRAMS No. 217S: Xavy Flyers Ready
Sarazen and Ouimet Beat Kirkwood
for Race
and Hagen Hughes Sails for Brazil Henry E.
Pellew Becomes Viscount Exmouth V. S. Rifle
Team to Italy All-Ireland Polo Team Here
Macam
Dancing Masters Show Xew Steps
Shimmies Xew Englanders Bowl on Green EnBarry Segineers Raze Brazilian "Mountain"
lects Freckles Contest Winner at St. Louis.
PATHE NEWS No. 68. Harding Reviews
Free Staters Rush ReinforceCitizen Soldiers
ments Home Spinning Increased in India Paris
Has School on Wheels Molla Retains Title
Fight General Strike in Italy "The
Fascisti
Log of the S-C" Territorial Specials.
PATHE NEWS No. 69: Allies Aid Turks
Again Greeks — Xew Jersey Caddies in Meet — Erin
Grieves for Griffith Dog Rides Aquaplane Aus'rialn Money Down Americans Off for Rio H. E.
Pellew Becomes Viscount Exmouth
Huge Crops
Being Harvested Michael Collins Dies.

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

EDUCATION

Engine

in

—

AND PUBLIC

Universal in

No. 1068: Argentine Presi-

— International Glider
dent Orders U.
Meet — One Killed in Missouri Wreck — Four Die
Wreck at Gary, Ind. — Camp Meade Flyers
Berlin—
Manoeuvers — Anti-War Demonstration
"Women's Supplement" — Ear Pendants Craze in
London — Flappers Adopt Monocles — Dynamite to

NEWSPICTURES

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Educators, students, public spirited citizens generally, and even the
mock moralists who harass the motion picture under guise of friendly
intercession in its affairs, are appealed to in the second unit of the
"Herald's" Newspicture copy for
subscribers, presented on this page.
The effect of the second unit is

upon and expand the favorable impression scored by its preto build

decessor.

In this unit the purpose
marily educational.
It
is

is

pri-

shown

that the motion picture is not an
opposite force in many of the senses
critics of the industry misrepresent
it to be.
To convince the factions
concerned that this is the case is
to make friends and patrons for the
screen.
In this work the Newspicture is of exceptional fitness.
Readers and students, contrary
to the claim set up by those in the
habit of making claims outside
their rightful domain, are materially
benefited by motion pictures. Their
reading is given depth and color

by

familiarity

with

locations

MEDDLERS and muddlers have
opposed the motion picture on the
ground that it di scourages book
study among children and a proper
cultivation of good literature by
adults.
Nothing; could be more
untrue. The newspicture bears to
education a relationship of inestimable value.

STUDENTS

of

facts

ancient or

S TUDENTS
of
psychology, economics, subjects of whatever character, see the leading thinkers in
these fields, the authorities they
accept,
practically
in
the flesh,
about their work, at home.

NEWSPICTURES,
students

of

compiled

the world and

its

by
peo-

make memory of study's teachings automatic. Through newspic-

ple,

tures type assumes the third and
fourth dimensions becomes fact.

—

READERS
writers

its

of
in

good

literature see
learn to
it deals
visitation.
News-

the

flesh,

know the world with which

as by personal
pictures not only strengthen good
literature but increase its popularity and encourage its cultivation.

THE NEWSPICTURE

enjoys uncontested pre-eminence as a force
for the development of public edu-

cation.

(BRAND-NAME)
best,

are

Newspictures. the
at the

shown regularly

and

Their study
rendered enduring through actual

visualization
For these

history,

books.

characters read about.
is

of

modern, American or general, see in
newspictures the settings of the historical
events explained in text

(BLANK) THEATRE

detailed.

and similar reasons

it

suggested that this second unit
of the ad series be utilized especially
for mailing to school people and
is

literary clubs, as well as to individuals known to be interested in the
general proposition. This, of course,

house organ and
newspaper space which should be

in addition to the

used for each unit of the series.
It may be well to repeat here the
previously made observation that
this type of matter is especially
suitable for the use of newspapers
in making up their motion picture

Thomas
compiler

Baltzell,
of

Pathe News cameraman,
of the SC-1," news-

"The Log

picture feature running in current editions.

sections for Sunday editions. Each
unit should be offered motion picture editors everywhere for consideration purely on a merit basis.

Capt.

Ariel

cameraman,

Varges, International News
covering the Indian rebel-

is

1

lion against English rule.

A

typical scene.
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DIGESTo/BCTURES oftAeWEER
CRITICISM.
cially
it

is

a

Some

when

it

people

don't

mighty important feature

important to

the

like

Espe-

it.

But

hits their particular product.

publication

in the film industry

that

is

fearless

in

and

Many

fine

of direct

exhibitors

fellow exhibitor or his favorite trade journal.
Exhibitors in the large cities often depend upon
the newspaper critics for information concerning certain pictures, but the trade papers have a greater interest in maintaining a high standard of independence

than the proprietors of newspapers and the exhibitor
needs expert criticism, not the opinion of a picture
fan

who

writes principally for the

women

readers.

It

not only helps the exhibitor to pick better pictures for
his patrons, but it tends to bring better films to the
market.

The producer with

inferior pictures often re-

welcomes
by raising the stand-

sents this criticism, but the honest producer

honest criticism and profits by
ard of his product. J. R. M.

it

—

"EAST

IS

WEST"

National)

(First

presents

Constance Talmadge in the screen adaptation of the
famous stage success of the same name. It is a picture which promises to bring the exhibitor big returns and if properly exploited it will rank as one of
the season's "best sellers." It contains every angle of.
audience appeal and is an exceptionally strong feature.
A splendid cast appears in Miss Talmadge's support.

Seven parts directed by Harry Gar-

"JUST TONY" (Fox) an

its

importance to the exhibitor.
cannot view every picture offered their theatre and they must of necessity depend
upon independent film criticism, be it the opinion of a
criticism

as the story did.
son.

Western with

Tom

unusual and exceptionally
Mix's famous horse Tony oc-

cupying the center of interest.
Adapted from Max
Brand's story "Alcatraz" it is one of the best of Tom
Mix pictures and is an excellent offering for the exhibitor who is looking for something different in a

Western production.

Five reels in length.

"THE GALLOPING KID" (Universal) is a
pleasing though ordinary Western with Hoot Gibson
in the role of a hobo, hired to protect a pretty ranch
Edna
girl from the amorous advances of an artist.
Murphy renders able assistance.
"THE

WOMAN HE LOVED"

(American

Re-

leasing) is the story of a Russian Jew whose wife deserts him in America and comes back to him in the
William V. Mong plays the
final reel and is forgiven.
principal role. He also wrote the story. Edward Sloman directed but it offers only fair entertainment.

"FORTUNE'S MASK" (Vitagraph). A rather
pleasing comedy drama that is light and whimsical entertainment interspersed with a number of comedy situations. Fast moving and picturesque. Adapted from
an O. Henry

"UP

story.

AND AT

starring Doris

May.

Five reels

'EM"

in length.

(F. B. O.) a farce comedy
to the standard set by this

Not up

star in former productions. The scenes in a wax works
are only passably funny and it consists of chases
principally with little or no point. It was directed by

William

Seiter.

"SMUDGE"

"THE HANDS OF NARA"

(Metro) is Clara
Kimball Young's latest. It is an adaptation of Richard
Washburn Child's story, and deals with the power of
faith.
The story drags through a poor continuity and
indifferent direction and at no time does it impress one

WESLEY BARRY,

popular juvenile,

(First National) is Charles Ray's latdirected as well as acted the leading role. The
story was written by Bob Wagner and tells of a college youth who runs a newspaper, invents a smokeless
smudge pot and whips the politicians in a small town.
Much like Ray's previous vehicles, with considerable
footage devoted to long chases up winding roads.
est.

He

two scenes from the new Warner Bros, production, "Rags
Harry Rapf, and directed by Wallace Worsley.

in.

to Riches," produced

by

CONSTANCE TALMADGE IN

east

American comedy field. Lane introduces
a bagful of new tricks in "The Reporter"
and also proves himself a versatile athlete
at any kind of rough stuff.

we;st

is

(FIRST NATIONAL)
Here is a picture which promises to bring as much money
to the box-offices of exhibitors as any production offered so far
this season. It has every angle of audience appeal and is certain
to be an exceptionally strong feature.
Directed by Sidney
Franklin from stage play by Samuel Shipman and John B.

Hymes.

Length

UNDOUBTEDLY

His

offering is sure to provide
any audience.
The story
laid in Mexico, where as a reporter for
initial

chuckles
is

an "Old People's Journal" he has many
chances

of

the

display

his

ambidexterity,

and foiling desperadoes and
finally winning the heroine.
The production was directed by Jack Blystone.

EARLE WILLIAMS IN

FORTUNE'S MASK

most
New-

talked of stage plays presented in
is West," the serio-comic
story which Miss Fay Bainter popularized
through two seasons at one Broadway theatre.
Now that it has been screened and
has the popular Constance Talmadge in
the role of Ming Toy, it leaves little to be
desired in the way of entertainment.
Throughout the picture Miss Talmadge
gives an intelligent, conscientious performance of a part that could easily be over-

to

fighting

7,737 feet.

one

for

(YITAGRAPH)

The Cast

York was "East

Ming Toy.
Billy

.

Constance Talmadge

Benson.

A

rather pleasing

comedy

drama

with Williams in the role of a
care free young Irishman who
figures in the overthrow of a

Lo Sang Kee
Charley Yong

Jimmy Potter

Nigel

Mr. Benson
Mrs. Benson

Barrie

Winter Hall
Lawrence
Jim Wang

Lillian

Proprietor of Love Boat

The story is tensely interest holding.
Ming Toy, oldest of Hop Toy's several
shows a preference for the white
man's God and abandons the Chinese joss.
She is first shown in a Chinese shoe shop
where in a fit of resentment against Chinese customs she hurls aside the celestial

government

in a Central

America

Light and whimsical
entertainment with a number of
comedy situations such as this
type of pictures affords. Adapted
from an O. Henry story and directed by Robert Ensminger.
country.

children,

shoes and runs into the street.
There she meets Billy Benson, an American, who later rescues her from the aucIn
tion block and sends her to America.
San Francisco's Chinatown she prays bethe
white
man's
God
Chinese
joss
to
fore a
to send Billy Benson to save her from being married to Charley Yong, an Americanized Chinaman. Charley Yong calls for his
bride, is repulsed, but coerced by threats

Constance Talmadge
is

played.
tinct

a Scene from "East
(First National)

West."

With

brilliant

"East

all

is

West"

the established

in

is

a dis-

crown of

Constance Talmadge.

The scenes

this

in

Ming Toy finally consents.
Then Bill Benson appears.

in

oriental

drama are

China and America and throughout
the rapidly unfolding story are many maglaid in

nificent settings to please the eye and satisfy the imagination. The photography, too,

tells

Ming Toy
him of her troubles and he outwits

Charley

Yong by

spiriting

Ming Toy out of

Chinatown and to the home of his parents.
There he declares his love for her, but
Ming Toy realizes that "east is east and
west is west" and decides to return to
Then Charley Yong and a
Chinatown.
band of Chinese tongmen attempt to kidnap
her.
Benson comes to the rescue and is
about to be shot by Charley Yong. Ming

Miss Talmadge as Ming Toy, the oriental
who turns out to be a white girl,
brings to the former Fay Bainter part a
sympathy with the spirit and purpose of the
mony with the spirit and purpose of the

Toy, to save him, tells the Chinaman that
she will go with him.
At this point Lo Sang Kee appears with
Hop Toy, who confesses that Ming Toy is
an American girl, who had been stolen
from her parents in infancy. Charley Yong
decides he does not want a white wife,
whereupon "East becomes West" with Billy

portrayal.

Benson and Ming Toy happy

is

above the average and there are

many

unusually striking shots.

beauty

The supporting

First
cast
honors should go to Warner Oland for his
Charley Yong. It is a deftly pointed performance and scores all the way through.

Both
fully
their

Nigel

is

Barrie

measure up

to

and
the

Edward

Wang

E.

A.

THE REPORTER

Burns

(FOX)

requirements of

Warren

Lo Sang
Kee, and Frank Lanning as Hop Toy are
impressive.
The others., Nick De Ruiz,
Winter Hall, Lillian Lawrence and Jim
parts.

in their love.

adequate.

as

are acceptable in minor parts.

Lupino Lane's first starring
comedy for Fox and if it is an indication
of what is to be expected from the famous
English comedian we predict that he is
due to make a name for himself in the
This

is

Earle Williams has a role

Mask"

in

"Fortune's

that is quite away from the parts
usually given. He is supposed to

he is
be a dashing young Irishman and to carry
the part wears a wig throughout the picture.

The

result

is

that his followers are

due to be somewhat disappointed in his
appearance, for the wig seems to add to
his years, and age is hardly in keeping
with the dashing part he has been given.
In spite of these handicaps the star
manages to inject considerable energy
into the picture and it should prove a
pleasing and amusing diversion.
The
comedy angle is an outstanding portion
of the theme and Williams manages to
provoke considerable amusement in the
task of outwitting the government of a
South America country, and its uniformed officials. Excellent love interest
is provided with the aid of the pretty
Patsy Ruth Miller. Others in the -.-ast include Henry Herbert. Milton Ross, Eugenie Ford and Oliver Hardy.
The story opens with the assassination
of the good president of Auchuria and the
subsequent entree of a stranger Into the
city, in the person of Dicky Maloney, a
jolly good fellow who buys drinks for
everyone and opens a little cigar store.
The new regime becomes suspicious of
Dicky's motives and growing popularity,
and after many attempts he is finally
in jail. But thsy can't keep Dicky
and on the occasion of a celebrathe city one of the generals on the
staff works the natives up to a high pitch
of sympathy over the memory of their
former president and when he introduces
Dicky as his son it is all over but the
shouting.
Dicky becomes
President.
After which, it is revealed that the whole
was but part of the scheme of a fruit
company to restore to power a ruler who
would keep the tax off the banana busi-

landed

in jail
tion in

ness.
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TOM MIX

IN

places

vere

JUST TONY
(FOX)

A

picture that is as unusual as it
excellent with Tom Mix's famous horse Tony occupying the
is

The work of
center of interest.
the equine actor is sufficient in
itself to make it a great Western
but with the romance which is
ably interwoven it stands out as
Dia rare offering of its type.
rected by Lynn Reynolds.
For the exhibitor who is looking

that

a

great horse

shows almost a human

proclivity in

It

a

is

story of

performing before the camera. Of course
Mix is in the picture, too, and with the

Claire Adams contributes
it
an important part to the vehicle but
horse
the unusual performance of the
of

assistance
is

sympathy and holds much

that arouses
attention.

Mid picturesque surroundings

the beau-

steed gallops over mountains and
plains leading herds of wild mustangs
from the pursuit of men. Later, when
he is supposed to be somewhat tamea,
it
he displays many of the tricks which

tiful

taught
safe to assume that Mix has
is
him. The horse's part in the picture
reminiscent of such stories as Black
Beauty and others, where an animal, a
and
leader in its tribe, is finally captured
becomes devoted to those who treat it
is

kindly.

There

is

much

.,

,

beautiful

,

,

photography
story as

of Western atmosphere and the
for
a whol7in~akes as fine a vehicle
as any which he has had recently.
cast also includes Frank Campeau
fine portrayal of a villain role.

Mix
The
in

a

opens when Jim Perns,
beholds Tony in the diswith
tance leading his herd. He is filled
horse and
a determination to own the
resolves to capture him. His wanderings

The

story

cowboy,

first

take him to the home of Marianne Jordan a rancher's daughter, where he discovers a Mexican in the act of beating
been
the horse he coveted, which had
lured into the pen for want of food. He
the
licks the Mexican and bestows on
horse the first kind hand he has known.
frees
That night the horse escapes and
Efforts
four other horses in the pen.
are made to capture him by the ranch
crew but all prove futile. Perris offers
to do it but is blocked in his efforts by

Lew

Hervey,

ranch

foreman,

who

is

stealing the owner's horses and laying the
blame on the wild Tony.
animal,
captures the
finally
Perris

after

a

1922

se-

—

CHARLES RAY

IN

SMUDGE
(FIRST NATIONAL)
An amusing and diverting comedydrama written around the California orange groves with Charles
Ray playing the role of editor
Story by Bob
and inventor.

by

Wagner.
Ray.

Direction
Six reels.

Charles

latest Charles Ray vehicle is much
interesting and less confusing than
"Gas, Oil and Water," and although considerable footage is given to many shots
of automobiles speeding over long trails
and a tendency to "stall" in some scenes,
it has a snappy finish and a pleasing love
story. It is clean and presents an interesting phase of the fruit-growing industry
of the West coast perhaps not familiar to

This

more

many.
Ora Carew appears opposite Mr. Ray
as
Marie Clement, with Charles K.
French, Florence Oberle, J. P. Lockney,
Blanche Rose, Lloyd Bacon and Ralph
McCollough rendering good support.
Good photography abounds and the
scenes showing the interiors of country
newspaper offices are true to life. Not
strongest of the Ray features but
better than a number of his late
ones.
Stephen Stanton, fresh from college, in
charge of the local paper of Citrona,
the

much

Calif., takes up the fight of
the citizens
against the smudge pots used by the fruit
growers, which throw off a dense soot.
The city politicians, his father and the

rival

Their
Marie
a warehouse

paper oppose his campaign.
kidnap Stephen and

henchmen

Clement and lock them
together.

By means

of

in

letter

a

press

Stephen springs the door and they escape.
He breaks up the forms of the competing
paper which is about to print the scandal
and he launches his invention of a perfect
smokeless heater and turns the tide in a
political

upheaval.

JOHNNY H1NES

IN

TORCHY'S NUT

SUNDAY
(EDUCATIONAL)

The

A

new Pathe two

reel

comedy produced

by Hal Roach.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE
Very

WOMAN HE
LOVED

(AMERICAN RELEASING)
little to offer in the way

originality

or

novelty

of

of

plot.

Character drawing fairly well
handled but coincidence plays too
prominent a part. Story of Russia and America with William V.
Mong as a Jewish rancher. Five
Directed
parts.
by
Edward
Sloman.
William V. Mong wrote
he also enacts the leading,
Russian-Jew who
less

is

this
role,

story and
that of

a

deserted by his faith-

wife after losing his son in a scrim-

mage with Bolshevik

soldiers,

and after

years of hardship is reunited with both his
son and wife. The story starts in Russia,
in 1898, and shows life as lived by the poor
immigrant in New York, Chicago, San
Francisco and finally upon a Western
ranch.
William V. Mong's work is commendable, and he is surrounded by comof
players,
the
repeating
petent
but
whatever
incidents
destroys
far-fetched
conviction the piece might have otherwise.
There is a fire and a rescue in the latter
part and a spectacular arrest of the villain, to give it the needed punch, but it
is unlikely to suit really critical audiences.
Director Sloman made the most of a weak
story.

kept the crowds enjoying the cool atmosphere of the place, op a hot week, in
good humor for forty minutes. While not
the best of the "Torchy" series it nevertheless averages away above the ordinary
run of comedies and is worthy of a place

bitter

inIt
tells of the famous office boy's
vestigation of a sanitarium, where cement
is substituted for the mud bath^, and the
guests are given milk from a cow that
has eaten a pail of home brew mash, with
alarming effects. Johnny finally saves Vee
from the villain and they sail away in a
wheel chair equipped with a sail.

department ready for acscene from "Our Gang," the

entire fire

tion.

The comedy at the Chicago theatre last
week was "Torchy's Nut Sunday," and it

on any program.

The horse which is a featured attraction in the
William Fox-Tom Mix picture, "Just Tony."

9,

Fearing that his thefts will be discovered and recognizing that Marianna Jordan is falling in love with Perris, Hervey captures him in his cabin and is
about to kill him when the girl interferes.
She and Perris escape, pursued by Hervey and his cohorts. Through the chase
Tony follows the couple and when Perhorse is felled by a bullet Tony
ris'
comes to the rescue and saves them from
Later,
himself.
offering
capture by
when Tony is offered his freedom he
only to return and stay with
trots off
the man who had befriended him.

for

something that is off the beaten path
Tony' is
in a Western photoplay "Just
his requirea production that will meet
ments.

a saddle on him but
struggle is unseated.

September

A

poor, hardworking Jew after several
disappointments, comes to America
with his wife, following the loss of his
son in a raid on the village. In New York
his wife meets and runs away with a gambler.
In the years that follow, he succeeds
fire destroys
and finally owns a ranch.
the barn and house and he returns penniless
to the city selling shoestrings as before.
Here he again meets his wife, and causes
It then develops
the arrest of the crook.
that an adopted youth on an adjoining
ranch is his son, and there is a happy
reunion of wife and son and father, with
the consolidation of the two ranches by
the Jew and the adjoining owner.

A

September 9
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DORIS MAY IN

UP AND AT 'EM

voking stunts but most of the
"gags" and all of situations in
this comedy have been used toe
many times to excite the average
Five
fans' interest very much.
reels. Story and direction by William Seiter.
With dyed-in-the-wool Doris May tans.
"Up and At 'Em" may make a hit. With
picturegoers who revel in long chases,
without much meaning, or who don't look
it

may

also

be received well. There are plenty of
chases but the so-called "funny scenes^
do not contain enough ridiculous or
laugh-provoking situations to cause much
laughter. The picture's principal charm
is the star, but even she grows tiresome
Hallam Cooley is the
after four reels.
Herbert Frank.
support.
principal
J.
Clarissa

Selwynne, John Gough ind H.

Carter complete the

cast.

All are well

A wax works plays an important
furnishing two-thirds of the footage
and much of the comedy. The janitor of

cast.
part,

wax works is good. Joseph Dubray
was cameraman and he showed finesse in
photographing many of the scenes.

the

Barbara Jackson,

daughter of an art

connoisseur, is bailed out of jail, after being arrested for speeding, by her aunt.
She is forbidden to take the family car
to the station to meet her father.
But
she disguises herself as chauffeur with a
large black mustache and while waiting
for the train she goes on a lark, driving
a stranger to a strange house, where they
steal a valuable painting and leave her
behind. Bob Everett discovers her hiding in a box and falls in love with her.
Barbara's father also loses a painting and
he and Bob combine forces to recover
their property.
Barbara is again kidnapped by the art thieves but Bob rescues
her and her father has the arch conspirator

is

arrested.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

Vernon

Bobby

While

HOOT GIBSON

far

connection

(FILM BOOKING-OFFICES)
Farce comedy of doubtful drawing
To be amusing a farce
power.
comedy should be original and
contain a few new and laugh pro-

for logic in their film plays,

from being new everything in
with the handling of it is so
skillfully done as to make it all appear as
though never before shown.
There is enough clever comedy packed
into these two reels to be distributed over
several pictures and make each one good.
story
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is

(UNIVERSAL)

A

ranch

two

is

much for
more than

Kid"
as

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG IN

esting stcry rather negligible entertainment.
The story could
have been told much better and
made more impressive by a good
continuity and .good direction.

Seven
the

parts.

Washburn

power

suffers

of faith,

from

a

Child's
in

its

poorly

story

of

screen form,
constructed

slow-moving and not at
Not the
all impressive except in spots.
strongest of Miss Young's recent vehicles
this
where
may
get
over
while
it
and
scenario.

It

is

actress has a following, the story will be
found wanting in dramatic value by the

more critical.
Nara Alcxieff. a Russian refugee,
comes to New York and is made much of
by society ladies. She fears the United
become a second Russia
States will
through

society's

extravagances

so

she

friends and becomes a
Connor Lee, a crook, gets
faith healer.
her in his power and plans to make capiShe heals the mother
tal of her powers.
of a physician, who has scoffed at her
powers and ultimately falls in love with
his son. There is the usual happy ending.
Eliott Dexter, Edwin Stevens, Vernon
Margaret Loomis.
Steel, John Orloff,
John Milterne, Myrtle Steadman, and
Eugene Besserer are prominent in the

deserts her

new

cast.

slight
plot are

it

is

hard to decipher as there
as horsemanship.

much footwork

is

It

a rather slight story of no great inaside from several unusual shots
It is slow in
of some Aztec dwellings.
action, but ends with an exciting finish.
terest,

A
subtitles,

poor direction and poor lighting
make this adaptation of an inter-

Richard

Slow moving,

girl.

is

THE HANDS OF NARA
(METRO)
Too lengthy and involved

in

only saved by some unique scenes
of cliff dwellings and exteriors of
Directed by
well planned ranch.
Nat Ross. Five reels.
Just why this was called the "Galloping

reels of laugh.

Christie Comedies promised
the new series and the pictures
make good on the promises.

Gibson

stcry and conventional

comedian, he has been surrounded in this
by a number of others whose funny antics
are little less good than those of the star.
It

Western story with

the role of a chaperon to a pretty

featured

the

IN

THE GALLOPING KID

competent company surrounds Gibson

including Edna Murphy in a pleasing
role, acted with excellent results.

The "Galloping Kid" wanders into
town and is hired by a rancher to
chaperon his daughter and keep "other
galoots" away from her, particularly a
gentleman posing in the neighborhood as
an artist. The "Kid" is instrumental in
exposing the artist who attempts to get
possession of valuable radium deposits
on the ranch and also to run off with the
The scenes where Gibson rounds
girl.
up the artist's henchmen and locks them
in the mine and then chases the artist to
the topmost ledge of the cliff dwelling
A pleasing though
furnish the thrills.
ordinary melodrama.

ONE TERRIBLE DAY
(PATHE)
Let Hal Roach maintain the same high
quality of production in the remainder
of the series of Our Gang comedies and
Pathe will have added another short subject program worthy of the widest circulation.

originator of gags for this comedy
and the result is two reeL
packed with laughs. Youngsters of the
calibre of Sunshine Sammy comprise the
Their antics and youthful proclivicast.
ties make the appeal of "One Terrible

The

was

prolific

Day"

universal.

Nothing but

clean,

wholesome comedy

offered in this the first of Our Gang
Invite both the children and their
series.
parents and all will leave the theatre in
a happier frame of mind.
is

(EDUCATIONAL)
If the first two Christie comedies can
be taken as a criterion of the entire series
there are a lot of good things in store for
exhibitors during the coming season. That
the making of laughter provoking short
subjects has developed into an art is also
evidenced.
The two subjects shown last
week have been made with a careful attention to detail and an elaborateness of
setting seldom, if ever, before seen
in
short film comedies.
The first of the new series is "That

Son of a Sheik" and is a most amusing
parody on the popular feature film.
The
story revolves about the adventures of a
screen struck girl and the radical methods used by her fiance and her father, to
cure her of her infatuation.
The cure is
most effective and the working out of it
presents many opportunities for fun making situations, none of which are overlooked.

Viora Daniel

is

the girl

and Neal Burns

the fiance.
Scott Sidney directed the
picture and his excellent work adds no
little to the fame that is already his.
is

"Pardon

My

Glove," the second of the
features Bobby Vernon, and of
this Director William Beaudine has made
3ne of the most laughable short comedies
series,

yet

presented

on the

screen.

While the

of beefsteak over one optic
BOBBY VERNON wakes up with a piece comedy,
which is all about a
My Glove," a new Educational-Christie

and his troubles.

in

"Pardon

college boy
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HAROLD LLOYD

in three
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amusing scenes from his latest comedy success, "Grandma's Boy," an Associated Exhibitors
ture produced under the direction of Hal Roach.

fea-

Pathe Will Publish
Popular Players Are Engaged by Fox
For Parts in New Season Photoplays New Roach Comedies
First of

An

unusual number of screen celebrities have been engaged to play prominent
roles in both special and program productions to be published by Fox Film
Corporation during the season of 1922Players
23, according to the company.
who have been starred or featured, screen
favorites, and names widely known in
the motion picture world for their talent
and drawing power have been signed to
Fox contracts. Many will support present stars, and others will appear in the
specials.

Bessie Love

Among

Stars

"Kentucky Days," being made

at the
the direction of Jack
Love into the
will also play opposite

support William

Russell in his produc-

Stage Stars Included

Alan Forrest and John Harron have
been selected as leading men for forth-

coming Shirley Mason pictures. In
"Youth Must Have Love" Miss Mason
will be supported by Wallace McDonald.
The following talent from the stage
will also

be seen

in the season's

product:

Helen Ferguson, Beatrice Burnham, MahHamilton, Tully Marshall, Violet
lon
Mersereau, Roger Lytton, Holmes Herbert, Nigel De Brullier, Florence
ings, Adelaide Prince and Barbara
ford.

Bill-

Bed-

West Coast under
Ford,

Fox

will
fold.

bring

She
in

first

W

—

The Pathe

"Robin Hood" Film

"Lights of New York," with Estelle TayMarguerite Sheddon, and Clarence

Nordstrom

in his support.
Niles Welch, Peggy Shaw, and Earnest
Hilliard will grace the cast of "A Little
Child Shall Lead Them," another special
on the Fox schedule. In "A Fool There
Was" the cast includes Lewis Stone, Estelle Taylor, Irene Rich, Marjorie Daw,

which at once conveyed an idea of
its magnitude and the effort and
expense involved in its making.

William V. Mong, and Wallace McDon-

dog Sport a

most

reading and
propaganda.

James Mason.

effective

sales

Strong Aid for Gilbert
,

Gilbert in "Monte /f
Cristo," special, are Estelle Taylor, Vir-/#Le
evey
Renee
ginia B. Faire, Gaston Glass,
150
Robert
Aitken,
Spottiswood
Adoree,
McKim, William V. Mong and Jack CosThrough contracts just signed the engrove.
Charles Richman heads the cast
tire non-theatrical activities of Alexander
in
"My Friend the Devil." "Silver
Film Corporation, 130 West 46th street,
Wings" features Mary Carr.
New York, are absorbed by National
Percy Marmont and Ann Forrest head
Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures, Inc., of
the "If Winter Comes" cast.
Tom Mix has two leading women. which Harry Levey :s president and ArBy the
thur James is vice-president.
Patsy Ruth Miller and Claire Adams.
terms of the agreement 150 subjects, inEthel Gray Terry, an actress whose popcluding William S. Hart, Douglas Fairularity sprung up over night, supports
banks, Norma Talmadge, Charles Ray,
Dustin Farnum in "Oathbound," his first
Frank Keenan, Ray Stewart and a numvehicle for the coming season. Maurice
nun-im.-.
ma^cicu non-theber
uci of
specials will be
uc marketed
u> spclwis
Flynn is also in the cast. Still another
leading lady for Farnum will be Doris ^atrically solely by National Non-Theatri-/

John

and James Acquire

^

Non-Theatrical Films

ww

Rcnce Adoree, Ruth Renick

will

\al Company.

Serial

Episode

"The Timber Queen,"

close second.

Schedule Lloyd Reissue

On the cover is the line "An
Ideal.— And Its Fulfillment." What
follows is thoroughly enjoyable

Besides Charles Jones, the star,
"The Fast Mail," the Fox special adaptation of Lincoln J. Carter's melodrama,
boasts Eileen Percy, Adolph Menjou and

ald.

serial,

with Ruth Roland, reaches its ninth episode, entitled "Horned Fury."
It carries the hero and heroine to Argentina.
"The Landlubber," Hal Roach comedy
with Paul Parrott, presents this comedian
eloping on the yacht of the angry father
in the case.
The Aesop's Film Fable offering is
called "The Boy and the Bear," carrying
the moral, "actions speak louder than
words." Little Bobby is the hero with his

In a sixteen-page prospectus, attractively prepared, United Artists
Corporation, sets forth in graphic
manner, many of the high spots in
its new picture "Douglas Fairbanks
in Robin Hood." The booklet contains a wealth of interesting data
and illustrations on the production

will play the lead in

lor,

Pawn.

publish
of the new Hal Roach two-reel
series called "Our Gang" comedies and
dealing with familiar and humorous relations existing between children and their
animal friends. The "Our Gang" publication announced for September 10 is
called "One Terrible Day."
hen a rich
and benevolent lady gives a party to the
children in her beautiful home, they take
care that the "Gang's" all there including the pony, the mule, the dog and a
Mock of geese. It can be imagined that
the happenings resulting.

the

Issue 9th

Issues Booklet on

"St.

Marc McDermott

Supporting

Features Children
On September 10 Pathe will

Bessie

Elmo." Others in
the cast are Virginia Valli, George Hackathorn and little Pat Moore.

John Gilbert

"Our Gang" Series

Issued September 10;

tions.

"Si Senor," as the Harold Lloyd reissue for September 10 is called, involves
the comedian, with "Snub" Pollard and
Bebe Daniels, in violent disturbances inaugurated by a fire-eating Mexican bandit.
In Pathe Review No. 172, the New
Jersey fish hatcheries provide a fascinating subject presented in detail.
Screen Snapshots in this release schedule present a studio scene with "a milliondollar cast." including many stars.
Pathe News Nos. 74 and 75, are also
on the program.

Stage Seeks Film Story
Selznick Pictures Corporation has received an offer for the stage rights of the
Elaine Hammerstein picture "Evidence."
It was i --fused on the grounds that it
might conflict with the screen presentaThe original story of "Evidence"
tion.
was written by Edward J. Montagne of
the Selznick staff.

:

September

9,
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Educational to Make
New Film Magazine
Will Comprise

52 Issues for

Publication Beginning

October

Sixty-Eight Exhibitors Win Prizes
In "Crusoe" Exploitation Contest
Sum Totalling $7,200 Is Awarded by Universal During

—

Four-Month Campaign on Chapter-Play Many
Exceptional Stunts Are Reported

1

Announcement has been made by EducaFilm Exchanges, Inc., of the forthcoming issue of a magazine for the screen
There will
to be called "The Graphic."
tional

Publication be-

be fifty-two issues a year.
gins October

1.

Based on Stories

The new screen magazine, which

is

to

be produced by Educational Films Corporawill

tion,

be

a

departure

from the ac-

cepted standard of short reel magazines in

Instead
several respects.
self to scenic shots, stunt

of confining

it-

photography and
odds and ends it is aimed to put into "The
pictures
genuinely
dramatic and
Graphic"
appealing short stories taken from life itself.

All stories that go to
zine

will

terial.

be

from

make up

specially

magaprepared mathis

Broadly speaking, the magazine

will

some extent the function of

the
Sunday magazine, inasmuch as its subjects
will contain elements of appeal that are
fundamental, that interest all classes of
people regardless of their particular callings or their particular limitations and

parallel to

tastes.

Shows Well Known People
The
people,

about
one way or another have a

stories will be primarily stories

who

in

claim on the public interest. In brief, "The
Graphic" will be a digest of the world and
reflecting not only what peoits. people,
ple are doing, but what they think and how
they feel about what they are doing.

"Queen of Moulin Rouge"
Opens for Extended Run
At Los Angeles Mission
American Releasing Corporation announced that "The Queen of the Moulin
Rouge," produced by Pyramid Pictures
and directed by Ray C. Small >vood.
opened on August 26 at Mack Sennett*s
Mission theatre in Los Angeles for an
extended run.
This production, based on Paul M. Potter's play, is said to be the most spectacular thus far made by Pyramid. It is
confidently expected that "The Queen of
the Moulin Rouge" will surpass on the
screen its success on the stage when,
after its solid year at the Circle theatre,
New York, ten companies toured the
country with it.
Martha Mansfield is the featured player
and the cast is further strengthened by
Joe Striker and Henry Harmon.

Next Sloman Film to Be

"A Honeymoon

for

What

is

that

next personally produced picture will
be "A Honeymoon for Three," the story
that has been running in serial form in
his

the magazine section of the Hearst
papers.

news-

Mr. Sloman has completed the cutting
of his first subject. "Blind Justice," Frank
R. Adams' magazine story, and is preparing to leave rlollywood within the next
few days for New York, where he is to
arrange for the picture's distribution.

conceded to have been the

largest and

most valuable exhibitors' contest ever arranged by Universal has just
been brought to a successful close by the
company. It is the exploitation contest
for "The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe." It lasted four months, during which
time Universal gave away $7,200 in cash,
as awards to exhibitors showing the most
ingenuity and showmanship in putting
over the "Crusoe" serial.
Each week during the months of April.
May, June and July the Universal exploitation department made a survey and the
four exhibitors doing the best exploitation for that week, either in stunts, bally-

hoos, lobby displays, prologue other mail
campaign, were awarded $50 each.

Group Monthly Winners
Each month during the contest

the six-

winners of the month's $50 prizes
were considered in a bunch and the best
three selected for the month.
These
winners received first, second and third
prizes of $450, $300 and $200 respectively,
in addition to the $50 they already had
received. Equal awards in event of a tie
were specified in all divisions.
The first prize winners for the four
months of the contest were: Arthur Desormeaux. Strand theatre, Madison, Wis.;
teen

Phil Gersdorf, Palace. Macon, Ga.; Sam
Harding, Doric, Kansas City, and Harry
D. Palmer, Liberty, Washington, Ind.
The second prize winners were J. S.
Woodhouse, United theatre, Alhambra,
Cal.; J. F. Churchill, Palace, Santa Barbara, Cal. James C. Adams. Dominion,
Vancouver, B. C, and R. A. Czerny, Kent
theatre, Kent. Wash.
The third prize winners were Al Hamilton,
Palace theatre, South Norwalk.
Conn.: Charles Dutkin, Grant, Philadelphia; Will Steege, Liberty, Great Falls.
Mont.; and Vern E. Johnson, Orpheum
theatre, St. Augustine. Fla.
;

Winners

in April

The $50

prize winners were as follows:
For April: Arthur Desormeaux; F. M.
Plessner,
Susquehanna theatre, North
Philadelhpia, Pa.; Otto Meister, Whitehouse, Milwaukee, Wis.; Harry Hollard,

Bishop, Bishop, Cal.; Max Marcus. U. S.
Cleveland. Ohio: A. T. Simmons, Dome.
Akron, Ohio; Al. Hamilton, Palace, So.

Conn.;
Norwalk,
United, Alhambra,

J.

S.

Woodhouse.

D. L. Suddath.
Amusu, Natchitoches, La.: Ray Harding.
Casino, Des Moines, la.: Lew Rooner.
Lyric, Camden, N. J.: Y. J. A. Smith.
Lowell P. S. theatre, Lowell, N. C; Fred
S. Meyer, Palace, Hamilton, Ohio; M. E.
Meinert, Arcade, Scottdale, Pa.; Frank
Lofara, Victoria, Johnstown. Pa.
Cal.;

Winners

Three"

Edward Sloman has announced
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in

May

The $50 prize winners were for May:
Robert Harmon, Knickerbocker, ColumHarvey Williams, Allen
Ohio;
bus,
Beach, Toronto. Canada: Andy F. Battiston, Lyric, Yukon, Pa.: Phil Gersdorf,
Palace, Macon. Ga.; J. F. Churchill, Palace, Santa Barbara, Cal.; John J. Murray, Opera House. Warren, Ohio; JayEmanuel. Ridge Avenue theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.; L. P. Plat, Climax, MilwauWis.;
Avalon, C.

kee,

podrome,

J.
I.,

S.

Woodhouse, Strand,
Rosenbaum. Hip-

Cal.; Eli

Ogdensburg,

N.

Y.;

Charles

Edward O'Donnell, Hauber, Pine Bluff,
Ark.; Alec Schreiber, Victoria, Detroit,
Mich.; Charles Dutkin, Grand, Philadelphia, Pa.; Al. Hack, Rex, New York
City; Jesse E. Jones, Jones, Canon City,
Col.; W. C. MacNaughton, Leader, Washington, D. C; J. V. Lynn, American,
Butte. Mont.; William Elliott, Pleasure
Parlor, Hazleton, Pa.; Alexander Frank,
Rialto, Waterloo, la.

Winners

in

June

The

$50 prize winners were for June:
B. H. Wallerstein, Broadway, Buffalo,
N. Y.; L. J. Murdock, Savoy, Indianapolis, Ind.; C. G. McCormick. Greenwood.
Miss.; Frank Bligh, Bligh theatre, Salem,
Ore.; Frank Wehrenberg, Melba & Cherokee theatre, St. Louis, Mo.: J. Victor
Wilson, Olympic, Watertown, N. Y.;
Will Steege, Liberty, Great Falls. Mont.:
Sam Harding, Doric, Kansas City, Mo.;
S.
A. Hayman, Lyda, Grand Island,
Neb.; James C. Adams, Dominion. Vancouver, B. C. Wm. Quigley, Apex, Philadelphia,
Pa.:
Shik,
Pictureland.
J.
Kokomo, Ind.
;

Winners

The $50

in July

prize winners were for July:

Cooper, Dominion, Nanaima, B. C.
D. M. Bain, Bijou, Wilmington, N. C;
George Leonardy. Star, Covina, Cal.;

J.

John T. Hendry, Temple, Perry,

Fla.; R.

Hunt, Grand, Riverside, Cal.; S. Garr,
National, Toronto, Ont.; V. J. Scott,
Ideal Amusement Co., Johnstown, Pa.;
Walter F. James, Coliseum, Cherokee,
la.; L. L. Goldsmith, Society, Seattle.
Wash.; V. E. Johnston, Orpheum, St.
Augustine. Fla.: Herman Kersken, Jose
C.

theatre,

San

Jose,

Cal.;

Pastime. Mavsville, Kv.

;

Charles Triebel.
J.

Rialto, Jacksonville, Fla.:
son. Strand. Altoona, Pa.;

Wright, Brown,
H. M. Wilkin-

Harry M. Parl-

mer, Liberty, Washington, Ind.; C. G.
Chacos, Utahna, Coshocton, Ohio; R. A.
Czerny, Kent, Kent, Wash.; Richard
Hertzer, Hippodrome, Bucyrus, Ohio:
Mrs. J. W. Moore, Lyric, Andome, St.
Charles. Mo.: and Pearch & Scheck,
Grand, Baltimore, Md.

Simultaneous Opening in
Five Cities Planned for
Weiss' "After Six Days"
According to present plans of Louis
Weiss, of Artclass Pictures Corporation,
"After Six Days," will be given a simultaneous presentation in five of the leading
cities of the United States beginning Sep-

tember 18.
Arrangements

have

practically been
of the film

consummated for the opening
on Broadway. In addition to

this

show-

ing the picture will open in Detroit, Boston, Minneapolis, and Cleveland.
The
picture will be played in each city for extended runs and will be backed by an
extensive advertising campaign.
In each instance an orchestra of large
proportions will interpret the musical
score prepared by Orville Mayhood. responsible for the score of several Griffith
productions. Hundreds of twenty sheet
stands will be used and a tie-up has been
effected with the leading newspapers of
the various cities for the running of a
contest in connection with the Garden
of

Eden

episodes.
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Ten Productions Are Scheduled
O. on

F. B.

New

Season's

More

by,

Series iCalled 'Box Office Ten
Includes Major Part
Of Early Fall Product -"In Name of the Law"
Is First Publication on List
'

'

as

contribution to the

their

new season

pictures. These pictures include the output of a majority of the stars who arc
now busy at R-C studios in California,
and will form the bulk of the F. B. O.
early fall product.
The F. B. O. box office ten will start
the
newly-named organization on its
first
big season.
These pictures will
range from light comedy drama to tense
drama.
Each of them has been made
with an eye to box office success, and the
exploitation possibiliities of the production carefully and assiduously kept in

mind.

Order

of

In the order of publication they are:
Name of the Law," an Emory
Johnson production; "The Kick-Back," a
Harry Carey production; "The Snowshoe
Trail," a Chester Bennett production,
starring Jane Novak; "Wreckage," the
working title of the first Robert Thornby
production; "The Three Cornered Kingdom," starring Ethel Clayton: "Wheii

Comes of Age," Helen Jerome
Eddy's first starring vehicle; "Captain
Fly By Night," starring Johnnie Walker;
"Good Men and True," second Harry
Carey production, "Thelma," starring
Novak; and
Jane
"The Remittance
Love

Woman,"

starring Ethel Clayton.
"In the Name of the Law," in which
Johnnie Walker, Ella Hall, Ralph Lewis.
Claire McDowall, and Emory Johnson
are featured, shows the idealistic home
life of an American policeman and presents the human side of his character.
Indorsement from police chiefs throughout the country has been given it.
in

directed. Miss Eddy.
Harrison
is seen in the leading male role.
"Captain Fly By Night" adapted from
a story by Johnson McCulley, author of
"The Mark of Zorro," was selected as the
first starr'ng vehicle for Johnnie Walker,
star of "In the Name of the Law," and
"My Dad," who will be seen in a series
of F. B. O. publications.
William K.

Setter

Ford

Howard

directed the film.

Two
Eugene

Clayton Films

Manlove

Rhodes

is

another

well known writer whose works will be
filmed by F. B. O.. Harry Carey has selected his "Good Men and True" for his
second starring picture.
"Thelma," by

Marie

Publication

"In the

Carey

starring Helen Jerome Eddy, is laid in a
small town in New England" William A.

Corelli,

is

another book which will

serve as a vehicle for Jane Novak. "The
Remittance Woman" is the title of thq
second Ethel Clayton picture which is
said to be a strong dramatic story which
fits
well the personality of the star.

Staff Is

Engaged

for

Editing of "Notoriety"
A

special staff of six has

been engaged

by

L Lawrence Weber & Bobby North

to

assist

Will

Nigh and Ben Behrens,

the director's associate, in cutting the
100.000 feet of film shot on the director's
latest picture "Notoriety." Closed quarters in the film room adjoining Weber
North's offices were assigned for the

&

work.

The variety of scene and the great number of dramatic punches it is said is proving quite a problem to the independent
director, in his effort to cut the length
down to exhibition size to best advan-

theatre,

a' fight

in

week at the CapiYork, being booked by
as a production able to
for a

mid-water and a stampede

the working title of
"Wreckage."
It
is
adapted from the
story by H. H. Van Loan. The all-star
cast includes Wallace Beery and Noah
Beery, Virginia Faire and Arline Pretty.
"The Three Cornered Kingdom," Ethel

The

action of

Age," the

first

New

England

"When Love Comes
Ray

Carroll

of

production

in

live-reeler

adapted

"In Name of the Law"
Booked for First Run
At Many Big Theatres
Following up its representative first
in New York, Los Angeles
and Detroit, "In the Name of the Law."
the Emory Johnson police drama which
is
now being distributed by the Film
Booking Offices of America, will soon
be seen in many of the largest
houses in the country.

first

run

Among

the theatres which will show
for week's run or longer in
near future are the Apollo, Indianapolis; the Walnut, Cincinnati; the
Strand, Buffalo; Loew's State, Cleveland:
Fays theatre, Rochester, the State theaPittsburgh; the Columbia, Dayton.
tre,
Richmond; the
Colonial,
Ohio:
the
Strand, San Franc'sco; the Pantheon.
Toledo: the Walnut. Louisville, and the
Columbia, Erie, Pa.
the
the

picture

West

Robert Thornby production

Story of

is

well-known magazine.

Company Return
to

Complete Picture

Having finished the exterior scenes in
New York for his latest Paramount picture, "Making a Man," Jack Holt has returned to California, where the remainder
of the picture will be filmed at the Lasky

given

Clayton's first starring vehicle, is a
colorful story of an American girl in a
Balkan principality.
Wesley Ruggles
directed it and Warner Baxter plays opposite the star.

a

Holt and

role.
first

Each

Elfelt.

from

exhibitors.

"The Snowshoe Trail," a Chester Bennett production, introduces Jane Novak
in a story of the north country, rich in
action and colorful in its background,
with Roy Stewart in the leading malebeen

Wedig, who controls the All-Star Features of Detroit, for all of the State of
Michigan except the upper peninsula.
Mr. Von Tilzer is now touring that section and reports much enthusiasm on the
part of the state right buyers as soon as
they see the Warner features screened.
The pictures were directed by Clifford S.

popularity of Rodolph Valentino,
since the showing of "Blood
and Sand," has created a heavy demand
for any good picture in which he has appeared. Several of these are being sold
in the state right field and territories are
One of the
being eagerly picked up.
"The Isle of
latest to be offered is
Love." featuring Valentino, which is
being distributed to state right buyers by
Herald Productions. 245 West 47th street.
New York, and which it is said, is being
booked rapidly by many of the leading

a herd of horses.
The star is supported by Grey Terrv and Henry B.
Wathall.

The

eral sales manager of East Coast Productions, having recently closed with G. A.

The

of

has

Franklyn E. Backer series of
Westerns starring J. B. Warner has been
sold for western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia, to Quality Film Corporation of
Pittsburgh, of which Harry Lando is
president. The Lando Film Distributing
Company has also bought this same series
for Ohio and Kentucky.
The territory on this series is being
closed up rapidly, Jack Von Tilzer, gen-

especially

overcome the mid-summer heat in the
metropolis.
Its locale is the Mexican
border and some of its biggest thrills
are

Starring J. B. Warner
The

Revives Valentino Film
For State Right Buyers

Typical Role

New

Mr. .Rothatel

Territories Sold
Series of Westerns

tage.

Kick-Back," the first Harry
Carey production to be published through
the Film Booking Offices, is a sure-fire
action drama with Carey in the type of
role which has made him famous.
"The

Kick-Back" ran

1922

run bookings

"The

tol

9,

On

Program

'

Ten pictures that have been christened
the "box office ten" have been announced
by the Film Booking Offices of America

September

studio.

Director Joseph Henabery has added
Frank Nelson, portrayer of crook roles,
to the cast for a similar part in the picture.

KATHRYN KINGSLEY,

J.

Barney

Sherry and Dorothy Mackaill in "Th~
Jelly Fish," a Smith-Caldwell production to be distributed by Producers
Security Corp.

Books "Sport Review"
"Western Stuff." one of the latest of
the Weiss Brothers "Sport Review" films,
lias been booked on the program of the
Capitol theatre, N. Y., by S. L. Rothafel.

—

:

September

9,

1922
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Greetings from Detroit's Exchange

Men

These Photographs of the Staffs of the Branches
Covering the Michigan Territory Were Snapped by

Harry E. Nichols,

HERALD

Field Representative

PARAMOUNT

VITAGRAPH

right: Rear
Brazier,

Left to right:
C
Ghio, W. E. Allen,
R. F. Keller, L. F.
H.
J.

Left

Young, branch man-

Lippincott.
Churchill,

Condom,
ager,

and R.

S. L. Gilbert
F. Cloud, as-

manager.

sistant

to

— D.

Ross,

Mascot,

White
Manager
W.
D
Ward, Birkenhauer
Knapp, Widger and
Bibo.
Back row

Stuart,

Chrysler
and Cleaver

Cohen

F.

Front
Planck,
Dugger,
Harper and Wilson.

PATHE

Long, M.

Glick,

Edwin Murphy, Carl
Buermele,
Manager A. M. Elliott, Edward Lyons,
(Cully)

ald

Danke and DonGlennie.

Custer, Pearl Warfield, R. S. Shrader,
Central district
manager, Bessie He!fand, Hondorf, Zella

McNamara, Morgan.
Peripsky,
Bonnem
and

Left to right:

Townsend,

Back
right:

O.

Conly,

ager,

Bessie
Smeaders, Betty
Myer

Cole-

Second

row

Davis,

H.
B.

Howard and

Frank

W.
B.
president.

Nugent,

E.

C.

Miss

Conner, J. L. Saxe,
secretary - treasurer,

J.
S.

L.

Weis-

Pearl

berger.

Hurlbut,

UNIVERSAL

S. Brown, S. H. Barrett, Manager F. J.

Seaman,

right: BruGilligan,

Mabel

net,

METRO
Front, left to right:

man.

to

COMPANY
Harry

Al

Left

FAVORITE FILM

B. O.

Left to right:

G.

Bowman and

Ramsey,

FILM RENTAL
Distributes Fox pictures.
Front,
left
Reaper,
to
right:

Goodamote,

Robb,
Ryder,

Chas.

Grand

Rapids exhibitor, B.
Bourque.

short

Back

row, left to
A. J. Mertz,
Schoeninger,

C.

Hackford,

subject
R. E.

manMoon.

row:
H. F.
Fowser, A. E. Goldsmith, Samuel Carver,
Manager Joe
Friedman, J. Kulms.
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"Rich Men's Wives"
Lichtman Film

to Play at
Loew, Balaban & Katz and
Blank Theatres

Patrons

the

Al

Pictures

Preferred

Lichtman

Corpora-

tion.

picture had its Broadway premier
Capitol theatre during the week
of August 20, and in addition to its
presentation by S. L. Rothafel it has been
booked by the foremost exhibitors in the

The

at

the

Plays

Loew

At Buffalo, N. Y., Howard J. Smith,
manager and president of the company
which owns the Palace theatre, is a

Circuit

On

cago, the Tivoli, the Riviera and the
Central Park.
In the not far distant future "Rich
Men's Wives" will also play the entire A.
H. Blank chain of theatres in Iowa and
Nebraska as well as Frank Newman's
large house in Kansas City, Missouri.

Booked on West Coast
Prominent exhibitors in the far west
have also arranged dates for this picture.
Jensen and Von Herberg plan to run
in all their theatres opening in Sepit
tember at the Coliseum in Seattle, Washington, and the Liberty in Portland,
Oregon.

Second Pathe Series of
Johnny Jones Comedies

Under Way at Capitol
The

Capitol theatre,

New York

strong believer

WILLIAM FARNUM

in a dramatic
scene from "Moonshine Valley," a new

Fox

picture.

First

National

Men

In East at Meeting
Branch Heads and Salesmen
Attend Two Day Session
At Astor Hotel
Following a conference

in

New York

National
district
managers
throughout the United States, held recently, a general meeting of First Na-

of

First

branch managers and salesmen
for the Eastern district was held August
24 and 25.
The sessions took place at
the Hotel Astor.
tional of

Many

City,

In

Those who attended were:
Albany Exchange— A. J. Herman, manager; Dave Gross, salesman; A. K. Burks,

business comedies.
Following the success of the previous
Johnny Jones publications at the big
Broadway house, "Makin' Movies" is reported to have received a warm welcome
All indications
by the management.
expoint, says Pathe, to even heartier

exploitation man.

"Supply and Demand."
the
In the case of "Makin' Movies,
Hollywood preview was represented in
West Coast newspaper reviews as desfor
tined to break several long records
two-reel pictures," Pathe points out.
cessor,

'

Lon Chaney

New

to Star in

Jewel Production

Lon Chaney has been engaged by Uniof
versal to star in "The Hunchback
Notre Dame," that company's forthcoming Jewel production of "Notre Dame de
Work on
Paris," Victor Hugo's novel.
The
soon.
begin
will
picture
the
scenario is now being prepared by the
scenario staff at Universal City. As yet
the director has not been

selected.

Bessie Love Re-engaged
Bessie Love has been re-engaged by
Director Frederick G. Becker to enact
the leading feminine role of the second
of the series of two reel dramas featuring
little Arthur Trimble.

Buffalo

— E.

J.

Hayes,

manager; E. C. Markens and G. M.
Blackman.
Boston T. B. Spry, manager; Salesmen King, Bibber, Magman
and Pinkham.
New Haven Branch

—

—

Manager Keleher; salesman Bullwinkle.

New

—

Jersey S. H. Fabian, manager;
salesmen C. F. Kenneth, J. Vergeslich,
S.

J.

Ullman and William Osborne; ex-

—

ploitation man, J. Fuld.
New York R.
H. Clark, manager; sales department,
Joe Unger, Harry Seide, Russell Clarke.

H. Levy, Muehlhauser, Sam Bergen, Sam
Zevin. William Leitt, Sam iLefkowitz,
Joe Felder and Ed. McNamee, exploita-

—

man. Philadelphia W. J. Heenan,
manager; salesmen D. Heenan, LieberPippin,
Loftus
and Schwalbe.
man.
Bache,
manager;
Washington
Louis
salesmen Charles Tyson, John Golder.
Harry Levy, Frank Greenlagh.
tion

in short subjects.
Mr.
Smith declares that his audiences enjoy
Brownie and Baby Peggy series and
states that he would feel lost without a
comedy on his bill.
Century comedies have also proved
popular on the program of the Hippodrome theatre, also at Buffalo, David J.
Walsh, manager, reveals. These comedies
have been playing at the Hippodrome for

the

the past four years, he states.

Mule

The

ment with Pete Morrison.

Comedies for
September Usher in New
Short Subject Program

F. B. O.

September

Booking

Williams Makes Talk

Among those who addressed the
branch managers and salesmen at their
meeting were J. D. Williams, manager of
First National; H. O. Schwalbe, secreC.

L. Yearsley, publicity

manager; Ned Holmes, exploitation manager; Floyd M. Brockell, supervisor of
exchanges; William Morgan, contract
supervisor of districts; F. Conklin, J. W.
Kelley, J. H. Burger, F. Crosbie, J. Gore,
Jay A. Gove and S. Hatch of the sales
force.

The branch managers and salesmen reported an excellent outlook for First National

attractions.

will see the first

expansion

program of the Film
During that month the

Offices.

of three series of comedies will be

first

They

available.
tion,"

the

are "Their First Vaca-

initial

comedy; "Pop

Carter

DeHaven

Movie Queen,"
the first Plum Center comedy starring
Dan Mason, and "Sweet Thirteen," which
will introduce Gloria Joy in a series of
Sherwood MacDonald two-reel children's
Tuttle's

comedies.

Heretofore the short subject
of the F. B. O. has consisted
Hy
single reel short subject.

program
of two
Mayers

and Starland Revue.
three new comedies will be
sued alternately every week.
Travelaughs

The

is-

Vignola Starts Filming

Of

—

tary-treasurer;

Is Acquired

addition to the Century
retinue of trained animals which will feature in comedies is Maudie, the mule,
which has been acquired through arrangelatest

of the short subject

Attendance

showing of "Makin' Movies" beginning
on August 27 has started the second of
Pathe's Johnny Jones series of juvenile

comic
hibitor and public approval of this
juvenile aspect of the film industry than
predehas been won from the start by its

Com-

Brownie Films Popular

United States.

September 11 it will start a ninetyLoew circuit in
six day run on the
Greater New York and early in October
will be shown in Chicago through Balaban & Katz theatres, including the Chi-

in the East,

Evidence of the popularity of Century
comedies among theatre patrons in the
east is pointed out by the company in recent bookings made. William A. Caliban,
manager of the Piccadilly theatre, and the
Regent theatre at Rochester, N. Y., has
signed up for the entire output of Century comedies, it is announced.

Leading theatres throughout the counbooking "Rich Men's Wives," the
publication of

1922

pany Reports

try are

throughout

9,

Books Entire Output
Of Century Comedies
Films Are Popular Among

Big Houses Booking

initial

September

1

"Adam and Eve" With
Marion Davies as Star

Having completed "When Knighthood

Was

in Flower," the twelve-reel special
production, starring Marion Davies, for
Cosmopolitan, Robert C. Vignola has be-

next Cosmopolitan spe"Adam and Eve," from
the stage success of the same name by
Guy Bolton and George Middleton. Miss
Davies will be starred.
It is planed to make "Adam and Eve"
Settings will
an elaborate production.
be designed by Joseph Urban.
Players engaged to support Miss Davies
include Tom Lewis, Louella Gear, Leon
Gordon, William Norris, T. Roy Barnes,
Amy Ongley, William Davidson, and Edward Douglas.

gun work on

cial

which

his

will be

_

September

9.
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R O D O L P H]
shiped him all the more because he treated them like
kiss or a blow, but
slaves.
never a kind word, was all his
girls got from him.

A

One day. in the Cafe D'Or.
a dance hall and rendezvous of
thieves and wrongdoers, Picard and the Ferret met and
became enemies. The Ferret
woman, Mimi. had

and

his

just

finished

a

swirling,

tu-

multous Apache dance. Picard.
to
s h o w
his appreciation,

handed the girl a fifty-franc
and complimented her for

note,

her dance. The Ferret looked
Picard insolently in the face,
shrugged his shoulders and
then roughly seized the money
from her. In an instant Picard had him by the wrist in
such an iron grasp that the
Apache's fingers fell apart.
With a smile Picard restored
the

STORY

of the clash of
of two strong
i:n; a story of the glittering,
i

.\

wills

scinating.

]

:

Parisian

subtle

•iderworld;

story

a

of

the

wer of love conquering evil
d crime.

The "demimonde" of Paris
manysided picture

]esents a
ith
v.:

gangs

of ruthless
caches,
its
well
dressed,
jntlemen crooks, and above
its dainty grisettes and inits

:

:

•

mating cocottes.
tremes

of

this

The two
colorful,

liacherous,

variegated life
represented by a certain
onsieur Picard and an indi"iual known in the dens and
nee halls of Montmartre as
"Ferret."
;'re

<

Monsieur Picard had the
nnners and bearing and acof a gentleman, which
gained him entre to the
l?hest society in France.
He
1

it

*5ily

bill

to

Mimi.

VALENTINO
"She's

mine

—and

what's

hers belongs to me," snarled
the Ferret, caught like a fox in
"Don't mix in
a steel trap.
the affairs of the Ferret, Monsieur Picard. The Ferret never
forgets."
The Ferret did not forget.
At the same time. Picard falls
in love with Helene Duprenay,
whom he meets when he forces
his

way

into

her

country

chateau. Loving a burglar in
spite of herself, Helene refuses to listen to his protestations of love until he has redeemed himself by receiving
as noble a tribute from society
as the croix de guerre he won
on the field of battle. This
becomes Picard's single aim in
life. But the Ferret stands ever
in the way. It is a tense, deadly
duel of wits and strength in
which the best man finally
wins.

mingled freely with the richest

and noblest members of the
v
"beau monde and was thus
plan

leisure

his

methods of robbing them.

He

able

to

at

stood for the type of

man who

becomes a criminal merely for
the excitement and adventure
of the life and not from sordid
desires and inclinations
all in
all. a handsome, gay. well-bred

—

man

of the world.

On

the other hand

sinister figure of the

He

was

was the
Ferret.

good looking,
devil-may-care young fellow,
swarthy of face and dark of
eye, just about as safe and
a

easy to handle as a rattlesnake
coiled to strike. Picturesquely
dressed in velour trousers and
loose-fitting coat, with a bright
crimson sash wound round
his waist, it was not hard to
understand why the women
And thev worloved him.
Advt.
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Will Hays Wins Confidence
of

Exhibitors

in

moment must we forget that primarily
and fundamentally it is a source of amusement and its importance is measured exactly by the necessity of amusement for
The motion picture is the
the people.
sole amusement of millions and millions
of your fellow men and you are entitled

Exhibitors are invited to report to this department
changes of ownership, new theatres planned,
remodeling contemplated, openings, etc.

New

Contract

Chicago,

"I shall state first that it is obviously
unfair competition, ;t isn't right for an
amusement film to be shown in a place
where the owner pays no tax, where he
pays no license. And when that demand
comes, as it will come for certain types
of pictures, it will make unfair competition
that is unfair and
for the exhibitor.
get me right on that. I believe it is possible to work out and I report to some
satisfaction that it is being worked out, a
good deal of importance on the contracts.
have worked on a new contract.
Most of the essential things will be
worked out. It will be finished in .1 week
)y

—

taining and educating in the world today
as the motion picture.
"Our effort should be to make certain
pictures to go abroad.
are going
to sell America and its motion picture
industry to the world. Our duty to make
pictures of the highest possible moral and
artistic standard will remove censorship.

We

Praises

Theatre

Movement

"This depression perhaps hit this territory harder than any other because of
poor pictures perhaps, the general public

*

the Fisk garage here.
*

Even

the Sahara desert has traffic rules,
as Billy Bevan finds out.
scene from

A

"When Summer Comes," Mack

tinually to meet this thing, cooperation,
so to enable us to give to the general public better and still better movies.
is the day I want to participate with you.
I see it in the beginning and in the conclusion.
I never have felt anything so
deeply as I do this.
"On January 17 I parted with all
pledges as postmaster general.
I am a
partner of yours and everybody from top
to bottom in this industry.
The producers and distributors know now what is
best for them is best for the whole industry.
You know if you don't tret the
pictures, you don't get the confidence of
the patrons attending your theatres.
they strive for those things which are the
best for the industry.
Strive in a big
way for these big purpose.

Now

my

Now

Sen-

nett's latest special for First National.

"Steffes

what he
to

sit

is

said.

here.

down man

is

We

stabilization and inspiration of usefulness.
To that cause I dedicate every-

thing that

my

in

me.

thought and

my

is

my

It is

time

is

duty and

—

understanding in the industry confidence
and cooperation which we deserve and will
get."

Mack

G. P.

Work

24

Prints

C. C. Burr, producer of "Sure-Fire
Flint,"
starring
Johnny Hines, announced that in order to meet the urgent
demands of the state-right distributors
on this production for early distribution,

—

Roanoke, Va. A. F. Brooks .aid C.
Tiffany Toliver, colored men, will ouild a
.$15,000 motion
picture theatre at 109
Henry street, N. W., to be known as the

Dunbar

theatre.

—

Eustis, Fla.
Work is nearing a stage
of completion on the new Eustis theatre
building, which is being promoted by
local interests.
*

—

Ontonagon, Mich. A community building which will also house a motion picture theatre is to be erected
cost of $75,000.
*

arranged with the Lyman H.
Film Laboratories of WilkesBarre, Pa., to give special day and night
service in the developing of enough prints
on "Sure-Fire Flint" to rout them to exchanges with all possible speed.
This arrangement was decided upon by
Mr. Burr because of the general exchange
demand for this second Hines featu: ~,
which is reported to be bigger in story
and production than "Burn 'Em Up
has

Barnes," his

first

Practically

successful starring veall of the exchange-

in on "Burn 'Em
Barnes" have again contracted for
second Hines feature, it is stated.

here at a

Canton, Okla. A new motion picture
being erected in Canton by
is
Mr. Daugherty.
*

—

Ky. The erection of a new
theatre which will cost about $8,000 has
been started in Loyal by John M. MidHarlan,

Up

—

New
atre

York, N. Y. The $250,000 theunder construction at Southern

Boulevard, near Fremont street, Bronx,
has been purchased by Joseph Moscowitz, owner of the City Hall theatre on

Park Row.

Howe

hicle.

Washington Theatre

of the

Building Company.

dleton, a real estate agent.
*

Says C. C. Burr

men who bought

is

theatre

New Film

he

site

—A

large and fine
proposed for a
at The Paseo and Parade Way by

theatre

—

Demand

On times'
Laboratories to
Hours Making

*
City, Mo.
for negroes

Kansas

dedicated as

a partner to help all sides arrive at this

Reports Big

—

Lancaster, O. A six-story hotel and
theatre building will be erected here by
John W. Vogel. Preliminary plans are
being prepared by Architect C. W. Eliiott
of Columbus.
The project is to cost
$£u0,000.

You have

evidence of
here, as I am here,
to man to face these
is
the fourth greatest

He

problems.
This
industry in the world today.
We will
face these problems.
will get a mutual fair treatment each to the other as
sure as tomorrow's sun, I think more so
than ever dreamed of in the past. I see
it as a cause of the capitol sec and as a
partner and co-worker in these problems.
Even the public has great rights in this
proposition.
With that cause in mind I
can go ahead on the clean highway of

depression. I don't know the motion picture business, but I do know the Ameri-

can public.
This 'Go to Movie Week'
is
a wonderful thing.
Its inception is
entitled to a lot of credit.
Very soon it
will be no more necessary to have a 'Go
to Movie Week' than it is to eat your
breakfast. We have been hard hit by the
general business depression, but that
thing is around the corner.
I cry con-

office

—

both

—

Projects

— A large theatre and

DeKalb, 111. Construction work has
started on the new playhouse by Skoglund & Wedberg, being erected next to

We

sides interested, a fair arbitration arrangement. The new contract belongs to the
exhibitor and will operate to the exhibitor
a benefit.
This new contract is a mutual
contract.
"Mark you, men, that unfair competiIt
tion be not allowed in this industry.
don't do you any harm to bear this in
mind. Man makes his money keeps his
body and soul together. He may be operating a motion picture theatre, practicing
law, running a barber shop. I don't care
who the man is he should always do
Yet
his part and always a little better.
has it in it an element of the general
welfare of making things a little better
all the time.
There is nothing so enter-

111.

building will be erected by Lub'.iner &
Trinz in the near future at the intersection of Belmont, Lincoln and Ashland
avenue.

Now

or two pending the working out

1922

News

consideration.

Work Out New

9,

Theatre
Construction

Northwest

(Continued from page 30)

to

September

Remodeling

—

Columbus, O. The Southern theatre is
now undergoing remodeling with many
changes being made. Opening date has
not as yet been announced.
*

—

Rockford, 111. A $40,000 remodeling
contract on the Orpheum theatre has been
awarded to F. J. Klein Company of
Peoria, 111. Plans call for a new >25,000
Barton organ, ventilating system, new
projection booth and seats.
*

this

Final shots of "Sure-Fire Flint" have
been completed at Burr's Glendale studio
and as soon as the continuity and cutting
of the picture are completed, the negative
will be forwarded to the Lyman H. Howe
Film Laboratories.

Beloit,

Orpheum
modeling

— Contract

has been let by
Picture Company for the reof the Majestic theatre at a

Wis.

cost of $22,000.

NOTE:

For additional Equipment News
see page 75.

:

:

v

'
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Something to Read
Each week the
lishes numerous

HERALD

pertain-

articles

Screen Message No. 71
The management of this theatre

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

ing to censorship, blue laws and
other reform menaces. Every exhibitor should keep a file of these
stories for use when the occasion

demands.

will gladly give instructive

to its patrons.

educational

We

believe that this

service

will

convince

you that the professional reformers
are wrongly condemning the screen.

YOUR

INSTRUCT

informa-

motion pictures

tion pertaining to

PUBLIC

Educational Talks by Mc Williams of
Madison Counteract Foes of Screen
What

A Governor's
This welcome

ager

the

of

Merrill

been

has

man-

Wettstcin,

Milwaukee,

theatre,

Wis.

knew

"I

here

that

soul

in

who

ernor

that

you would be interested

Wisconsin we have a govfor the 'movies' heart and

is

and does not hesitate

his convictions.

to

make known

In a speech here recently

he said
"
of

'Why

bring

back

venegance

ancient

the

all

the blue laws and their attending vices and inIt

nize that

there

for the

me

seems to

justices?

that

we

should recog-

are three things most necessary

normal man and woman.

I

regard these

A

things as rest, religion and recreation.

amount

who

each will do a world

of

of

good.

Those

and have healthy bodies ap-

live clean lives

preciate that

little

harm and a proper

certainly do no

of each will

must be

the building up of a race

by healthful recreation,

through

rest

relaxation

and righteousness through Christian devotion.

show because

believe in the picture

man's place

of recreation.

I

it

is

1

the poor

also believe that the

own censoring, because in
who doss not run the proper

people should do their

the end the exhibitor
kind of pictures will be forced out of business on

account of lack of patronage.'

"I wish that you would publish this in
your paper so that my fellow exhibitors
will

appreciate the governor's

We
of

stand."

are only too glad to publish material

this

nature,

Mr.

hear from you again.

the motion picture indus-

—

communication

from Ralph A.

know about

No more than it knows about any of the great business
enterprises a knowledge which it has gained through an extremely limited observation and through the false preachings of
the hypocrites.

Views
received

does the public

try?

Wettstein.

Let

us

Danger does

limited
a fertile field on which the intolerants
may work, however, and therein
is the great menace.
This situation has been partially
overcome in Madison, Wis., through
the earnest efforts of F. J. McWilliams. new president of the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association.
The Madison exhibitors procedure has run parallel to the Public
Service and Educational Depart-

observation.

not

It

does

lie

in

offer

of Crandall Theatres, Washington, D. C. During the past year
he has sought to neutralize the poisonous influence of the reformer.
His antidote has been a number of

ment

addresses before Parent-Teacher Associations.
Not all people are from the radical element although they are ininstructive

Sound reafluenced easily by it.
soning, however, will crystallize a
sentiment in support of the screen
despite the bally-ragging of the reformer.
Mr. McWilliams is a member of
He is
the Madison Rotary Club.
active in

civic

He

enterprises.

is

one of Madison's respected business
men and as such wields an influence
which is a formidable barrier to further progress by the agitators.
Exhibitors,

especially

of

the

cities, cannot remain apart
from the citizens of that community and expect their undivided sup-

smaller

port in matters of welfare pertaining to the theatre.
The reform-

can

er

stranger

win
in a

support

though

a

community because he

masquerades as a divine.
This
places the theatre man in a peculiar
position, but one that can be mastered.

Mr. McWilliams has proved it.
every exhibitor would face the
problems of his own community as
has Mr. McWilliams many of the
troubles of the industry would be
almost completely eliminated.
In the introductory paragraph
the question is asked
"What does
the public know about the motion
If

:

industry?"
Generally speaking very little.
Madison, however, presents a different situation.
Why? because
Mr. McWilliams has sought to in
picture

struct the public.
Activity of this nature

is

vital.

Mr. McWilliams, Mr. Crandall
and other exhibitors who conduct
educational campaigns, are to be

commended
men whose labors

highly

for they are the
ultimately will
label the reformer as the country's

greatest and most hated nuisance.
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sonable

LETTERS

You say to put a half dozen nice-looking young girls out selling tickets to put
a picture over.
Now I may be in a class
by myself and behind the times but I
don't like this idea.
Why nice-looking
ones? Why not homely ones?
I book pictures that I hope the public
will come to see for the sake of the picture and not to get their money by the

A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
is

letters

will

not

be

employment

printed.

Seeking Independents
the

have been very much interested
in the discussion going on through the
columns of the Herald about the Independent producers, which includes the
independent exchange that carries his
Editor

:

I

Shirley

change.

They requested me

to tack the card up
prominent place for reference. I did.
But not where they expected.
One thing more, on a different subject.

in a

I notice in the last issue of the Herald
a letter from Joe Blaschke of Wapato,
Wash., in which he makes the statement
that he paid $15 for "The Three Musketeers."
If he did it was bicycled from
some other town, as I will bet "dollars

doughnuts" the manager of United
to
Artists at Seattle never quoted any such
price.
That man is the hardest "pill" in
the business to get a decent price out of.
Had the nerve to ask me $200 for my
town, which is less than 1,500 population.
Either Brother Blaschke bought the old
Triangle "Three Guardsmen" in disguise
or took an overdose of Wapato moonshine.

Keep on quoting

prices, Brother.
It
good. T. E. Edmundson, Lyric
theatre, Grangeville, Idaho.
listens

sakes would be much better at
home with their mothers. You suggest
to' sell tickets to your theatres by the
good looks of your neighbors' daughters.
You might allow your daughter to sell for
you, but would you allow her to sell for
some other manager if he happened to
own the theatre instead of you?

—

And STILL 3,000
EXETER, N. H.—To

Miles Apart
the Editor:

An

answer to Mr. Blaschke's (Wapato theatre, Wapato, Wash.) article in the August 19 Herald
Dear Mr. Blaschke:
When I started in this argument I had
no idea that it was going to take a serial
form and it seems to me that it has gone
far enough to be of any interest to
Brother Exhibitors for whom the Herald
has kindly reserved this space, and although I still feel that I am in the right
I have not the nerve to expect the Herald
to give us more space or for exhibitors
to read more of an argument that seems
to get nowhere or do anyone any real
good.
But perhaps I am wrong there,
for this has done me considerable good,
and if other exhibitors have noticed
:

closely they cannot help feeling that there
is something radically wrong in this business, a matter large enough, perhaps, for
Mr. Hays to take up, and this is the difference in prices of the product in different parts of the country.
should a

Why

Can

a
to

picture be worth a great deal more in
Exeter, N. H., than in Wapato, Wash.?
the other way around?

Or

Now, you say you paid but $15 for "The
Three Musketeers" and I cannot use it
because they
living price.

will not sell

it

me

to

Three hundred and

for a

fifty dol-

the exact figure they asked me for
I
offered them $75 (which was
really more than I could afford) ana they
acted as though I had insulted them. But
lars

is

and

it

now

it

is

my

time to feel insulted, and

you'll "bet that I
again, Brother. I paid more
than three times as much for 'The Old
Nest" as I did for "Wild Honey," and I
had "Wild Honey" almost as soon as it
was released and "The Old Nest" had
been out some months. There is a difference in price for you. "Wild Honey,"
$15 (new), and "The Old Nest," $50 (old).
This is one of the reasons why I say
stick to Universal and a few of the others
and let the rest go.

Wrong

I usually sign up the first of the season
with Universal, Metro and a few of the
others that don't ask us to mortgage our
theatres to pay their prices, and then I
let the big ones come to me and they
usually come at some price that I can
pay, and if they don't happen to come to
my price when I need pictures I pick up
some other company that don't want it
all and fill up with them.

what would become of
us if we did not have Universal, Metro
and a few other companies of that stamp?
Well, we would be paying the $350 prices
that the United Artists and a few others
ask, and if we didn't pay it we would be
without pictures, and' if we did pay it we
would soon be without a theatre, for the
sheriff would have it sure as fate.
Now Carl Laemmle or Metro Pictures
don't pay me anything for saying this.

am

so

—
—

Brown Are you going to the seashore
or country for your vacation?
Black Well, you can make a guess. My
wife prefers the country. Portland Express.

*

May

(to

—

saying

and you

because I know
other exhibitors

it

to

be

know

it,

it

although very few of you openly say so.
You know that we use these two companies and perhaps a few others as a
club to beat down those others that would
take our theatres, houses, automobiles and
even our wives away from us if tney
could (or the wife if they wanted her).
I
mention automobiles as I suppose
every exhibitor has one. If you haven't
you ought to have. That is about all we
get out of the whole darn business.
The

go-'round)
Is it your vacation you
spending here?
Ray (one-day excursionist)
No,
cash! "Topics of the Day" Films.
* # *

—

have them and some of them lots
of them (which we helped to pay for),

my

:

Ans.

—

and no tipping. Helen.
you tried Heaven?

quitoes,

— Have

Regina

Post.
*

Speedo

— How

*

*

can
you estimate the
wife has been away on

my

length of time
her vacation ?

—

Peppo By counting the empty sardine
and salmon cans about your premises.
"Topics of the Day" Films.
*

*

*

"Did your vacation do you good ?"

"You

said

I

it,

came home

broke."

Portland Express.
*

May— Now, what

*

*

do you suppose

Adam

and Eve wore when they took a vacation?

Ray

— Aw — leaves

of the

Day" Films.
*

absence.

of

*

"Topics

*

am an author and I desire to spend
vacation on your farm in order to get
local color.
How much will the board be?"
"Tw-enty per week, and $10 extra if you
expect us to go around chewing straws and
"I

my

talking dialect."

Dorchester Beacon.
*

*

*

SUFFICIENCY

all

but I'll tell you right here that I would
never have had one if it were not for
Universal, Metro and a few of the others.
But I will say that the Famous Players
and First National have been more rea-

are

Dear Editor
Please suggest a place
for my summer vacation, where there is
plenty of light, beautiful scenery, no mos-

producers, exchange managers and sales-

men

*

*

new acquaintance on merry-

realize

v

I

more

sell

FILM LAUGHS FROM
TOPICS TH&
SELECTED BY
TIMELY FILMS INC.

"The Old Nest," and

Do you

girl

woman

a

if

they ever come around to sell it to me
again my offer will be still less.
On the other hand, you say you paid
more for "Wild Honey" than you did for
did."

good-looking

than a homely one
can?
I
say "No."
To a man "Yes,"
but for the sake of the picture?
"No."
The men buy of her because she IS a
good-looking girl and they don't like to
refuse her or they like to better their
acquaintance with her. I say forget the
"nice-looking girl" business and get down
to the business of selling pictures to the
public upon the merits of the picture.
(.. \Y. Yeaton, Ioka theatre. Exeter, N. H.
tickets

products.

Now I would like to ask, what is meant
by Independent producer?
Over in this neck of the woods they
In
are all "tarred with the same stick."
Seattle the exchanges have an organization known as the Northwest Film Board
of Trade. This is presided over by a socalled Independent exchange manager.
Some time ago I received a neatly
printed card containing the rules promulgated by the exchange to deal with the
exhibitors.
These rules were signed, as
far as I could figure out, by all exchanges
If there was
doing business in Seattle.
a single Independent Exchange that stood
out I failed to discover him. These rules
were all one-sided in favor of the ex-

Mason in a scene from "Youth Must
Have Love" (Fox)

of good-looking girls that for

own

their

GRANGE VI LLE, IDAHO— To

prices this year than in years

in

past.

From Readers
Unsigned

1922

9,

Paul—Where do you spend your summer vacations?

—

In the mountains.
Paul Do you have a guide ?
Pauline Only my conscience.
Hygiene.

Pauline

—

—

—

Oral

—
September

——
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Did For Me"

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

week what

every

American Releasing
My

Exhi t ltor

this.

&

theatre, Beresford,
patronage.

—
—

S.

Kundert, Empress
D. Neighborhood

—

Bluebeard, Jr., with Mary Anderson.
Poor. Rialto theatre, Fullerton, Calif.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Three Buckaroos, with
cast.

— Drew

good, but

Too foolish.
Hurich, Ray theatre, Dickinson,

to the picture.

— Chas.

a special

no sense
Film okay.

pretty

—

North Dak. General patronage.
My Old Kentucky Home, with a special
Nothing "Old" but the plot. Nothcast.
ing "Kentucky" but the name. A flivver

—

of the first water.
The kind of picture
that makes the exhibitor want to creep
in the dark, ashamed.

LATER:

I

guess

I

To me

made that up too
plot was old and

the
hackneyed and the picture lacked pep,
but the majority of our patrons liked it
put out a
and it did a fine business.
list of questions on Foster's life which
Aughinbaugh,
created interest.
B. A.
Community theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.
General patronage.
hastily.

We

—

Ihe

Belle of Alaska, with Jane Novak.
Direction and work of stars very good.
A snappy fight in the mud. Photography
not of the best and very dark in places.

—

— Ryan

Titk< good

6l

theatre, Beresford, S.

Kundert, Empress
D. Neighborhood

—

g
g
g

The Hidden Woman, with

— Punk.

§j

g "The Son
§§

g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g

a

—

Associated Exhibitors
The Real Adventure, with Florence
Vidor.

—

homa

City, Okla.

Played to very good business.
William Noble. Criterion theatre, Okla-

Women

Will Do, with a special
What
cast.
This is a picture, Okay in all respects. Patrons all liked it. Film in good
condition.
Chas. Hurich, Ray theatre,

—

—

Dickinson, N. D. General patronage.
The Sin of Martha Queed, with a special cast.
A very pleasing picture. All
seemed to enjoy it. However, did not
draw well. A. A. Neese, Beatrice theatre.
Haw River, N. C. Neighborhood patronage.
The Road to London, with Bryant
OrdiWashburn. Poor.
Stay away.
nary program picture just as good, even
better.
Special price, but common picture.
Anton Slepka, jewel theatre, Okemah, Okla. General patronage.

—
—

—

—

—

—

F. B.
The Glory

Sheik,"

a

of

a

am

hurrying this
Brother Exhibitors
cause it's "one in a million."
If
you haven't played "The
Sheik," book this comedy as a fit
companion picture. If you've played
"The Sheik" book "The Son of a
Sheik" to go with the first
Valentino that you play,
"The Son of a Sheik" is undoubtedly the finest burlesque on Valentino that you can ask for.
The
comedy plot is about 80, and the
entertainment value 100 plus,
Nine boys sat through the private
screening with me and "hollered."
When the house is packed, they'll
Christie.
along to

I

g
g
g
g
g

NEW

tear the roof

By

all

g
g
g
g
g
g
g

off.

means grab "The Son

of a

g
g
g
g
g
g

and advertise it NOT as
And a Comedy," but play it up
as strong or stronger than any
added attraction you ever had. And
Sheik"
"

—

that's that

— until

FRED

next time.
S.

MEYER,

Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O.

special

it for three days.
Pulled it
on the second. Sorry that I
could not do that on the first day. G.
Gullia, National theatre, Akron, Ohio.
Transient patronage.

—

g
g
g
g
new g
info g
be- g

g

Booked

off

Neighborhood

age.

To find an appropriate comedy to
run with "Blood and Sand" (Valentino) next month, I screened half a
dozen comedies and finally selected

patronage.
cast.

—
—

Review

race feature helps get

in.

Can.

The Son of a Wolf, with a special cast.
—Fairly good and great scenery. Indian make-up overdone. Rialto theatre,
Fullerton. Calif— Neighborhood patron-

cial cast.

them

Ont.,

patronage.

Old Kentucky Home, with a speOur patrons were pleased with

—
The horse
— Ryan

Hamburg,

IllllllllllllilllllillllllllllllllW

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

O.

of Clementina, with a spe-

Iiiiiiiiiiihiuuh
cial

—

—

patronage.

—

Crazy, with Doris May. A pleasing comedy drama, but not as good as
The Foolish Age. Fair business on it.
C. R. McCown, Strand theatre, Nashville,
Tenn. General patronage.

Boy

—

—

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.

—

program picture. Pleased the
If you
kids and some of the old folks.
have it bought it will get by, so don't
worry. George C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood patlittle

silly

—

—

ronage.

Two

Kinds of

—

Women,

fair

one scene cut so low that it caused
of the spectators to gasp for breath.
Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
in

some

—

—

Queen o' the Turf, with a special
Not what it's cracked up to be. We
flunked

—

on

this one.
C. R.
theatre, Nashville, Tenn.

—

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
Light comedy
This is a fine picture.
that seems to please everyone. You will
make no mistake in booking and adverit

as

a

great

laugh producer.

Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre,

New

cast.

sure

McCown,

— General
Salvage, with Pauline Frederick. — Good
picture, but
to draw. Bad time of
year for
kind of picture. —
F.
Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Carthage,
Ind. — Small-town patronage.
Beyond the Rainbow, with a special
— A good picture. Book
you
can. — E. A. Bailey, Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C. — General patronage.

Strand
patronage.

failed
this

J.

cast.

it

if

So Long Letty, with T. Roy Barnes.
good comedy-drama that will please.
Had a good crowd. Riley and Peek,
Opera House, Eagleville. Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Linder.
Good comedy-drama. Pleased those
that came out. but for some reason failed
to draw as it should.
J.
F. Tweedy,
Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.
Small-town patronage.

A

—

—

—

—

—

First National
Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.
This picture is one of the real good
ones and First National will have a rush
for this one as soon as the boys get "hep"
to the quality it has. To begin with, it is

—

intensely interesting and seems to gain
momentum as it advances. The situations will hold any audience, anil the
torn boy antics of Dorothy Phillips, together with the fool things a monkey
comedy to the
inject relieving
does,
heavier portion of the story. CharacterH. J. Longaker,
izations well filled.

—

Howard

with Pauline

A

good, clean Western
classic, with lots of action and comedy.
For this class of entertainment it's A-l.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small-town patronage.

tising

melodrama near the end. It drew a
crowd and the people seemed to enjoy it. The featured player wears a dress
of

Trouble, with Jackie

— goodA.

tionally
cent.

J.

Holtville.
age.

One

— GenCoogan. — Excep-

theatre. Alexandria.

eral patronage.

Frederick.

—

This one
mostly straight comedy, with a touch

—

Fair program picture. City
Hoboken, N. J. Neighborhood

cast.

theatre,

Boy Crazy, with Doris May.
is

picture.

Minn.

Pleased 100 per-

Holmes, Arcade theatre.
Neighborhood patronCalif.

—

Clear Call, with a snecial

A

cast.

wonderful production. Splendid acting, photographv, direction and story.
Should go good where better pictures
Did not make monev
are appreciated.
W. W.
on account railroad strike.
Booth, American and Strand theatres.

—
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mond
Kan.

"Box Office Record"

|

"Proof of
the summer
stood the gaff.

As

=

is

drawing to a close

I

want

to pass the

|

word along how we g

g

operate six nights a week. On Saturdays we show short stuff, a twoShow starts at 1 P. M. and)
reel western, a two-reel comedy and a serial.
continues thereafter. Admission 10 and 15 cents.
decided
There are about eight people that attend the show every night.
these eight did not justify a daily change, so last Spring, when a salesman came
and looked up his pictures,
OFFICE
along, we got down the
The ones that were alright we bought.

§§

We

g

BOX

jj

g

RECORD

On Monday-Tuesday we showed

j§

g
g
g
g

Wednesday we had a: 3
w» had the same pic- g
we showed a comedy/- g

the same picture.
Chats." Thursday-Friday

g
g

Vitagraph feature with "Movie
If the two-day picture was
ture.

m

seven or more reels we used the feature by itself.
of our two-day pictures were specials. The rental for the two
days was very reasonable.
We had about the same number of people every night, regardless of change
Sometimes our second night was better than the first on account
in program.

with

less

than seven reels

If

it.

The majority

g
3
m

mouth

of

to

mouth

g
g
g

first

jj

g

jj

heard "The proof of the pudding is in the eating thereof."' H
Well, boys, this little book is the proof of the picture. Personally we do not g
care a snap about some professional critic's opinion regarding a picture. I know g
of cases, and maybe you do too, where they have given it the double o. k. and' H
then it fell flat with the show patrons.
I notice in about 99 per cent of the letters we boys send in we say we alJ
ways turn to "What the Picture Did for Me" the first thing. I know I always E
I
want
keep
in
touch
with
what
pictures
are
because
to
the
doing
when
do
being g
shown.

S

g
g
g
g
g
g

Long

g

live

all

EXHIBITORS HERALD

And, believe me, there

is

BOX OFFICE RECORD. |
information all through

and the

more valuable

lots

its

H. G.

Odeon

STETTMUND,

theatre, Chandler,

pages,

g

Plaine,

Iowa.

—Neighborhood

pat-

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.

knockout kid

picture,

—

—

borhood patronage.

The Primitive Lover, with Constance

—

Talmadge. My patrons who viewed it
Did not pull them in like some
liked it.
of the other features

— Chas.

we

ran in the same

H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,

Madison Street, Chicago,
Neighborhood patronage.

2844

If

111.

—

The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
there ever was a "hokum" picture this

is it.
No sense whatsoever. Who ever
thought of this didn't have much brains.
—Chas. Hurich, Ray theatre, N. D.—
General patronage.
Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess. An
Did
exceptionally fine picture and star.
a big week's business despite it being the

—

hottest

week

of the year.

Pictures like

one make friends for the star, the
theatre and the industry. I wish there
were more of the same calibre. Frank L.
Browne, Liberty theatre, Long Beach,
this

—

Calif.

Marshall Neilan production.
is a riot of fun and has
drawing power which demonstrated itThe second
self against terrific odds.
day on the picture was not only the hottest day of the season, but everyone in
this -vicinity was given free tickets to a
park and bathing beach. Notwithstand-

Penrod,

-

i-s

a

This picture

ing

There
a fair house.
subtitle in this which might be in-

all that,

one

—

were eliminated. Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

and the kids

A lifeare the best boosters we have.
saver in the hot weather. C. L. White,
NeighArleta theatre, Portland, Ore.

week.

— Small-town

theapat-

Greater
Than Love, with Louise
Glaum.- This picture did not please.
in cities, but not kind for small
town. Otis Lamon, Auditorium theatre,
Klmwood, Wis. Small-town patronage.

—

Might go

—

—

Gas, Oil, Water, with Charles Ray.
Just fair, but better than The Barnstormer. Pleased perhaps half the audience.
Ray should do better. Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
General patronage.
Mother o' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production. A very fine picture.
Fair
attendance. They seem to be afraid of
sad themes.
Many would say, "If it's
sad I don't care to see it."- A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Neighborhood patronage.
Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan producIf you
tion.
Absolutely nothing to it.

—

—

—

—

—

have some money that you want to throw
away, buy this one. Monroe Theatre
Company, Monroe, Wis. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

The Passion Flower, with Norma TalPoorest Talmadge I ever used.
One more like this and good-night

—
Norma. — L.

madge.

R. Creason, Palace theatre,
General patronage.
Eufaula, Okla.
The Cup of Life, a Thomas H. Ince
Very good production.
production.

—

—

Photography good. Pleased very

well.

H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland.
Neb. Small-town patronage.

—

—

Courage, with a special cast. Good entertainment. Worth while picture. Will
stand raised admission, but I ran it as
Business very good. W. L.
program.
Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.

Neighborhood patronage.

ronage.

—A

Very

—

JR.,

Oklahoma.

lllHIIIIIlllHlllllMIIIIIl

Belle

Kingsport, Tenn.
ronage.

—

g

class productions.

You have

Sennett produc-

—

g
g

advertising.

We cut our loss down over 75 per cent under what it has been running
during previous summers.
The BOX OFFICE RECORD is more than worth its weight in gold. Without it we would have had a big job looking up all the pictures. We did not buy
any pictures that were not listed therein unless we positively knew them to be

§j

Mack

tre,

We

g

Talent, a

—Just six reels of slapstick.
mediocre. — W. H. Harman, Strand
tion.

Picture

trie

Gear, Mayflower theatre, Flor.nce,
patronage.

— General

Home

Is

1922

9,

we had

terpreted as being vulgar, and it would
He just as good an entertainment if it

Smilin'

madge.

—

Through,

— The

with

Norma

Tal-

sweetest,

cleanest picture
Norma ever made, and that is saying a
whole lot.
The only fault is that although the business was over the ordinary, we couldn't break even on account
of the high cost of the picture.
C. L.

—

White, Arleta theatre, Portland, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
Smilin* Through, with Norma Talmadge. A picture to lie proud of. One
that makes even the men praise.
Clean
and uplifting.
Purifies the atmosphere

—

in

any house.

— Monroe

theatre

Company,

—

Monroe theatre, Monroe, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
A Question of Honor, with Anita Stewart.
Made a satisfactory Saturday subject, and really a very nice picture.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
General patronage.
The Primitive Lover, with Constance
Talmadge. A dandy picture. Good comedy.
Kept them laughing. Drew well
and pleased. C. R. Sullivan, Fair thea-

—

—

—

—

tre,

Amarillo,

Tex.

— General
—

patronage.

The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore.—Very good picture. S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
General patronage.
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

Very poor. Lay off of it if you don't
want to kill your Ray fans. -Mrs. L. D.
Moore, Odeon theatre. Ada. 0- Neighborhood patronage.
The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore. Something different and, therefore, it pleased.
Good business.— Ray-

—

—

—

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
Splendid picture, bound to
special cast.
Patrons all highly
please anywhere.
A. R. Simpier, Strand theatre,
pleased.

—

—

—

Phoenix, N. Y. Transient patronage.
Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray. Ray
always a drawing card for me. Have seen
better than this by him. Pleased 80 per
cctl t.
W. C. Jones, Palace theatre, TuckNeighborhood patronage.
ton, N. J.
Home Talent, a Mack Sennett producThe worst picture we
tion—Rotten.
have shown in a year. Lay off of this
one.— P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre,
Bowie, Tex. Small town patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special

—

—

—

—

cas t.

—A

real

Curwood

good

feature.

Will please about all.— C. A. Kelley, Rex
theatre, Custer City, Okla.— Small town
patronage.
The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
Good. Pleased 90 Der cent.
special cast.
W. C. Jones, Palace theatre, Tuckton.
N. J. Neighborhood patronage.
Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan pro-

—

—

—

—

Verv poor. Lay off this one.
duction.
Killed my Saturday business, which is
usually very good. George Vaughan.
Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.

—

General patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance

Talmadge.— Not much

to this.

take well with our audience.
Opera House. Deerfield,
town patronage.

—

Did not

E. Joppa.
Wis.— Small
T.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess _100 per cent. Good as they make
No kicks.—W. C. Jones,' Palace
'em.
theatre, Tuckton, N. J.— Neighborhood
~ ~
n|
patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—Pulled the best of any' of the Coogan

——
September
pictrres
R. W.

Pleased everybody.

date.

to

Hudson, Strand theatre, North
Loup, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Good References, with Constance Talmadge. This is just ordinary, but, of
course, it got by, as do all Constance pictures, good or bad.
I do not raise admission on her, but pay more rental than
I do for other pictures at same rating.

—

—

W.

Gem

L. Landers,

theatre,

Batesville,

— Neighborhod patronage.
Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
Mother
production. — Title better than the picWll pass as a program. Small
crowd. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
— A dandy picture that pleased
Very
thrilling
the
— H. A. Larson.
Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small
Ark.

o*

ture.

all.

last reel.

in

Woman

cial cast.

in

— Pleased

His House, with

a spe-

Book it
it
was

100 per cent.

My

and boost it.
patrons said
the best picture I had used in the past
year.
However, the paper on this picture is poor.
L. R. Creason. Palace
theatre, fiufaula, Okla.— General patronage.

—

The

Liar, with Katherine
Poor picture.
Katherine
don't
draw for me. Jos.
Davison theatre, Wuapun,

Beautiful

MacDonald.
MacDonald

—

—

Winninger,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production. Better than Home Talent,
but nothing to brag about. Lots of better
pictures.
R. W. Hudson. Strand
theatre, North Loup, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita StewThis is an old one, but Oh, boy, if you
want to see them come, play this one.
It's a box office winner.
Good picture
and I had a packed house at 25 and 3.1
cents.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre,
Millen, Ga.
General patronage.
Old Dad, with Mildred Harris. Good

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

program

—

picture.

Very

pleasing.

— T.

E.

Bondurant, Doris theatre, Ness City,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
My Boy, with Jackie Coogan. Excel-

—

—

—

Everybody pleased. R. W.
Hudson, Strand theatre. North Loup,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

lent picture.

—

The

—'A

their
ings,

Perfect Crime, with a special cast.

good program picture. Will hold
interest and please.
P. S. Stall-

—

Majestic theatre,
Small town patronage.

Bowie,

Tex.

The Truth About Husbands, with a
special cast.
With the cutting of a few
suggestive scenes in this, it would make

—

a dandy picture, but will advise all exhibitors to look it over before running.
You might sec it differently. W. L.
Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The

Beautiful

—

heloed

—

the

program.

— Raymond

Molly O, with Mabel Normand.— Did
a nice business and the picture gave universal satisfaction.— B. C.
ple theatre. Viroqua, Wis.

Brown, Tem-

—

The

Kid, with Charles Chaplin. Fine
but many patrons stayed away
because they could not forget Chaplin's
slapstick of
former pictures. R. YY.

—

Hudson, Strand theatre. North Loup,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Thomas H. luce
good picture. Played
to very good business and pleased 99 per
cent, only one person registering the fact
that he did not like it. Play it and boost
it.
George Vaughan, Grand theatre,
Mother

Mine, a

o'

production.

— Very

—

Ont.,

Dunnville,

A

good comedy to leave alone.
R. W. Hudson, Strand theatre. North
Loup, Neb.-— Neighborhood patronage.
The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge. Norma great favorite here.
Business good.
Fairly good picture.
Pleased- all.
George Vaughan, Grand
it.

—

—

CaV.-

— General

patronr

—

The

Scoffer, with a special cast.
Here
is one that you can raise your admission'
(Nuff Said).
on, and they will like it.
W. L. Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville,

Ark.

— Neighborhood

S.

o'

is

tre,

age.

Trust Your Wife, with Katherine MacPleased everyDonald. Good picture.
Business good.
body who saw it.

—

George Vaughan, Grand theatre, Dunn-

—

General patronage.
Out., Can.
Scoffer, with a special cast.
crackerjack picture. Plenty of action for
those who like that, and a mighty good
H. A. Larson. Majestic theatre,
story.
ville.

—

The

—

— Small

town patronage.
with a special cast.
Will
This is a good western feature.
Play it
stand a little advance in price.
two days and let the first day advertise
C. A. Kelley, Rex theatre,
the second.
Custer City, Okla. Small town patronOakland. Neb.

The Sky

Pilot,

—

—

age.

Trust Your Wife, with Katherine Macprogram picture and
Donald. Good
seemed to please quite well. H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.
The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
okay, although I
is
It
special cast.

—

—

—

think

Very small
against it.
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Rye-

title

—

is

crowd.
Mont.

—

Small town patronage.
Kid, with Charles Chaplin. One of
the best money makers, if not the best,

—

The

Played to good crowds
H. A. Larson,
against a chautauqua.
Majestic theatre. Oakland, Neb. Small

this

summer.

—

—

town patronage.

Fox
Pardon

—

Jones

in

this picture.

I

get just as

that

-

smashing

"Main Street." It
was one of the
most popular stories ever run in the
Saturday Evening

Post, and the picture is a masterpiece of good, wholesome out-of-doors
entertainment
an ideal picture for

—

hot weather showing.

From the moment the shiny new
roadster is rolled off a flat car in the
St Paul railroad yards, the action
never slows up a second.
Straight
across the Northwest it flies, with
Milt Daggett's weird "bug" in hot
pursuit, and amid the vicissitudes of
mud-holes and road bandits, there develops one of the most appealing love
stories of the screen
Awe-inspiring shots of action in
Glacier Park vie with a rattling good
yarn in holding the beholders' attention.

You won't have to exaggerate the
aucience-appeal of "FREE AIR " It
blazes "its own
trail of popularity.

"A

oughly

thor-

enjoy-

comedydrama,"
says
ably

the Exhibitors'
Herald,
"that

makes

excellent

hot weather entertainment."

"Because it is a very good picture,
declares the Moving Picture World,
"and affbrds exceptional chances for
exploitation,
AIR' offers double security to the buyer."

FREE

Write

My

Nerve, with Buck Jones.
running neck and neck with

Tom Mix

record

Jackie Coogan.

— Very good. Will pay to run. — C. A.
Kelley, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.
— Small town patronage.
The Devil's Garden, with Lionel BarA.
rymore. — Not a good picture.-—
Hayman, Lyda theatre. Grand Island.
patronage.
General
Neb. —
Mine, a Thomas Ince proMother
duction. — A wonderful picture which
very interesting the entire length of the
picture. — Otis Lamon, Auditorium theaElmwood, Wis. — Small town patron-

believe

Sinclair Lewis's '"FREE AIR1
big a story as his

patronage.

Bad Boy, with

Peck's

ANY CRITICS

to

nearest

EXCHANGE

for

HODKINSON

interesting

cam-

paign book.

much money with Jones

Mack

Sennett production.
Poor picture. Did not draw and
could not hold interest of those that saw

—

— General

picture,

—

Talent, a

Can.

—

Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
General patronage.

Home

Out.,

In the Heart of a Fool, with a special
Picture very good and good business prevailed. William Noble, Empress
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
cast.

gate,

Liar,
with Katherine
MacDonald. This star has little drawing
power. The above picture pleased about
as all other MacDonald subjects. Played
Buster Keaton in Cops at same time,

which

theatre, Dunnvillc,
patronage.

(>3

age.

town patronage.

The

"
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——
A
A

.

as I do with
This picture will please them all.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.
General patronage.
Monte Cristo, with Jack Gilbert.
splendid picture but did not do business
with it as I was forced to raise prices
and the natives could not see the reaNaturally they did not know that
son.

Mix.

—

the

—

rental

—

pric?

to

us

was

exorbitant.

Could not lower price after opening.

HODKINSON

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Frank L. Browne, Liberty

Long

theatre,

Beach, Cal.
A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
Excitement a plenty.
Story imposFailed to draw. Jos. Winninger,
sible.
Davison theatre, Waupun, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Last Trail, with a special cast.
A good picture, but nothing like the
Why take the name if not the
book.
Audience was disappointed in
story?
not seeing what they expected to. Horton & Lattin, Odessa Opera House,
Odessa, N. Y. Neighborhod patronage.
Up and Going, with Tom Mix. This
did not go as well as the previous Mix
He is losing his hold with my
pictures.
house, and they came back for a 25 per
How can they ask it with a
cent raise.
Fox used to let you
clear conscience?
live, but are getting just like another outthey want it all. W. L. Landers,
fit;
Gem theatre. Batesville, Ark. Neighborhod patronage.
A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.

—

—

|

—

—

—

—

Second day
— Good from start to
— City theatre, Hoboken,
better than
N.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Perjury, with William Farnum. — Very

|
g
jj
§§

m
g
g
m

Your department, "What the Picture Did for Me," is the best thing
kind of any magazine. You
may not carry as many advertising
pages as another magazine, but advertising isn't what helps the exof

its

1
g
g"
g
g

g

hibitor.

Your pages do help,
g
Have been intending to report for g
g
some
time but have just kept de- B
g
= laying.
Come on, all the rest of you guys g
g
who, like myself, have been bene- g
jj
g fited, but haven't reported to help g
g the other fellow. Do it now and g
g just get a report on all these pic- g
S tures.
P. S. STALLINGS,
Majestic theatre,
Bowie, Tex.

g

g

J.

dramatic but interesting story. With an
audience that likes melodrama with sad
spots this should please. A. R. Ander-

—

son,

Orpheum

theatre,

Twin

Falls,

Ida.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jones.
— The star
up to his reputation
in

lives

feature as a portrayer of western
characters of unusual ability. The story
this

is

fairly

good, being marked with some

comedy, also the usual number of thrills.
However, the photography is below
standard in places. Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.
Much favorable comment on this picture, which enjoyed pleased good business.— William Noble, Majestic theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patron-

—

—

—

—

age.

Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.

A

—

good program picture. City theatre,
Hoboken, N. J. General patronage.

—

A

—A

Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
very entertaining but highly improb-

lllMlilllll»M^

A melodrama well produced,
with no objectionable scenes. A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls,
Ida.
Neighborhood patronage.
Thunderclap, with a special cast.
tense, dramatic picture that holds interest throughout.
There is one big fault
with Fox, they will not sell their pictures on individual merits.
Take all or
nothing is their policy. Monroe Theatre
aide story.

—

—

—

—

Company, Monroe theatre, Monroe, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.
Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.—
Very good picture, but bum reel at beginning caused stoppage which makes audience lose interest. T. E. Bondurant,
Doris theatre, Ness City, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Very Truly Yours, with Shirley Mason. This litle star always pleases my
patrons. This is one of her best pictures.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Milieu, Ga.
General patronage.
The Connecticut Yankee, with a speWell, this is certainly a real
cial cast.
comedy. Not one thing to offend and
every foot of the eight reels splendid enStarkey, Opera
tertainment. Geo.
C.
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
Sky High, with Tom Mix— One of
Mix's best. We packed them in on this.
C. R. McCown, Strand theatre, NashGeneral patronage.
ville, Tenn.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. Good

—

—

—

—

—
—

outdoor

an

serial,

photography great,
Has none of this
impossible stuff."
Clarence J.Seversan
Liberty Theatre

Wolf Point, Mont.

—

—

Sunday

picture.

—

cast.

—

son.

—Always

good.

This

is

about the

make any money with on the
Fox program, and I do not make enough

only star
to

I

brag about, but her pictures are alentertaining, clean and wholesome.
W. L. Landers, Gem theatre, Bates-

ways

Ruth
Roland
in

—

Ark.— Neighborhood patronage.
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.

ville,

—A

knock 'em dead, two-gun western.

Just the thing for folks who come for
excitement and western atmosphere. F.
E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.
Sky High, with Tom Mix.—Very good

—

—

picture.

"TheTimber

Queen
Pafhjserial

Tom Mix

—

Opera House, Odessa, N. Y.
hood patronage.

When

Man

—Neighbor-

Sees Red, with William
your patrons want action,
Very good prints for reishere's one.
American theatre, Orlando, Fla.
sue.

Farnum.

—

a

—

If

we

shown

have

same

before,

pleased and drew very good business.
A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin
Falls, Ida.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

A

Golden Dreams, with a special cast.
Melodrama.
good program subject.

—

Fair business.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan. General
patronage.

Yellow
cast.

—An

—

Men and

Gold, with a special
adventure story of the sea.

Well acted.

Beautiful scenery.

All the

Surprise ending. One
fault
a letter reproduced is impossible
All proto read without opera glasses.
ducers make this mistake, and it's necessary to read these letters for a correct
Why not
understanding of the story.
flash the letter and then show it in type?
McCormick, Liberty theatre,
B. P.
Florence, Colo. Small town patronage.
thrills of a serial.

—

—

—

His Back Against the Wall, with Raymond Hatton. A splendid western comedy drama. Pleased good business. A.
R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin
Neighborhood patronage.
Falls, Ida.

—

—

—

Mr. Barnes of New York, with Tom
More. Not much to it, and no drawing
power. Would not advise anyone buying
Raymond Gear,
it if not under contract.
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan. Gen-

—

—

—

eral patronage.

Beating the Game, with Tom Moore.
very good picture which pleased the

—A

people.

— Horton

&

Lattin,

Y.

N.

Odessa,
patronage.

House,

Who Had

The Man

Odessa Opera

— Neighborhood

Everything, with

Jack Pickford.—This is an A-l program
picture.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Millen, Ga.

—

—

THE OLD NEST,
cast.

—An

honor

to

privilege to see it.
home visualized in

way.

It

with a special

show and a
The American
a wonderful

will touch the heart of a

A

medal of honor
Indian.
to the exhibitor who shows it and
a blow to censors. Show it by all
means. H. P. Thompson, Liberty
Theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.

wooden

—

The

City

Moore.

of

— Seena

Comrades,

with

Tom

Owen and Tom Moore

registered distinct hits in this heart apThe name kept people
pealing drama.
away. I believe the original name was
"Pals." Had Goldwyn kept the name it
would doubtless have drawn. ShakesTo
peare asks, "What's in a name?"
the exhibitor the answer is, "Everything." Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

All's Fair in

—A

Love, with a special

cast.

picture, which is
sure to please all who see it. William
Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City,

dandy program

—

Okla.

sure did his part in

picture good. Was liked by
Horton & Lattin, Odessa
the audience.

making the

Rides, with a special
not as good as other Zane

— While

Greys

—
Jos. Win—
Waupun, Wis.

Davison theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Little Miss Smiles, with Shirley Ma-

picture.

When Romance

Print poor.

ninger,

— Excellent

—

—

A wonder of

Men and

Gold, with a special
The title alone
helped attract a good business for first
half of week.
Patrons liked the picture.
William Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

cast.

Stallingfs

finish.

first.

Yeliow

Introducing

Mr.

1922

9,

Goldwyn

||llllllllllllllll!lil|i|||lllllll!llllllllllllll

—

—

September

—

Gold, with a special cast. Seemed
Some remarkable underplease all.

Wet
to

Best I have seen.
sea photography.
Also good story. You will need a strong
light.— Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre,
New Hamburg, Ont, Can.— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
Made In Heaven, with

Tom Moore —

—

——
September

Very good.
whole play.

9.
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Star pleasing, as well as the
R. Simpier, Strand theaPhoenix, N. Y. Transient patron-

tre,

— A.

—

age.

—

Snowblind, with a special cast. Snow
scenes cooled the theatre and story
Patronage off. F.
pleased the crowd.
E. Sabin. Majestic theatre, Eureka. Mont.
Small town patronage.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
Exhibitor said
I bought this old one.
this took a rap at reformers and I wanted
although
it does
me.
It strikes
to see it.
not hit a typical church hypocrite right
between the eyes, the method employed
did not advance the film art at all, in
The
fact, rather degraded the industry.
best way to hit reformers is to produce
fine, appealing dramatic pictures and thus
deprive them of their opportunity for
The play was not without
censoring.
some laughable and interesting moments
but I would not advise using it. Philip
Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.

—

—
—

—

—

Ballin.
Just an ordinary, plain, everyday picture. Nothing in it to rave about.
W. L. Landers. Gem theatre. Batesville. Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Up With

Bennett.

— Very

poor

print.

Half gone.

The Spenders, with a special cast.
Pleased very well.
Good program picture.
J.
A. Holmes. Arcade theatre,
Holtville,
Cal.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The Man

— Extra

of the Forest, with a special

scenery and
extra good crowd.
Good comments. Play it. J. F. Tweed}-,
Auditorium theatre, Carthage. Ind.
Small town patronage.
cast.

good

Fine

good.

Drew an

acting.

—

—

Jane Eyre, with Mabel Ballin. A costume play, very long drawn out and very
Doesn't

this

will

do

I

hold

interest.
for the next
not like for them to

do me

patronage.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a specast.
This picture drew us one of
the largest crowds we ever had except
on Saturday night. It pleased the ma-

—

cial

we show

but

jority,
tures.

he is going to be a director.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kans.

tions

lots

of better pic-

Is good enough and a very good
drawing card. Johnson Brothers, Johnsonian theatre. Ripley, N. Y. Srryill

—

with Pauline Frederick.

Wonderful

act-

Down Home, with a special cast.
of the best pictures I have had this year.
A good story. E. D. Luna. Cozy theatre,
Lincoln. Ark. Neighborhood pat-

—

Story 100 per cent
ing.
Suspense
good. A. R. Simpier, Strand theatre,
Phoenix, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

ronage.

age.

Dowling.

great.

—

—

—

Goldwyn. Have used fourteen
Goldwyn's twenty-nine franchise pictures
and have lost money on all but three.
The talk of bigger and better pictures on
the franchise

is

of

the bunk.

— D. W. Wilson,
— Neigh-

Wilson theatre, Rupert, Idaho.
borhood patronage.

Prisoners of Love, with Betty CompPleased good Sunday business.

son.
Jos.
pun.

—

Winninger, Davison theatre. WauWis.— Neighborhood patronage.

Up With

—

Lizzie,

—

—

— Pleased
—

—

with Joseph
Very good proHolmes, Arcade
Calif.
Neighborhood

Colonel,
all.

A.

picture.
J.
theatre, Holtville,

—

patronage.

The Face of the World, with a speProgram picture, and very or-

cial cast.

—

is sold at program
prices, as most of Hodkinson pictures
are, while some are much better than
some so-called specials. W. L. Lan-

dinary at that, but

Calif.

— Neighbor-

Metro
The Right That

Failed, with Bert LyLytell has a good supporting
fight scenes are good, but not
objectionable.
Pleased all classes. You
will be surprised at the business.
Frank
M. Farrow. Apollo theatre. Seattle.
tell.

— Bert

cast.

The

—

—
—

Wash. Neighborhood patronage.
Turn to the Right, a Rex Ingram production.
Excellent picture which was
much complimented. R. G. Jordan,

—

Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale.
borhood patronage.

111.

—Neigh-

Missing Husbands, with a special

— Miss
cent. — Jack
Cook. Neb.

one.

this

Turn

Teller.

— General

patronage.

to the Right, a Rex Ingram production.
real picture for a family audience.
No chance to go wrong if you
do not pay too much rental. Monroe
Theatre Company, Monroe theatre, Monroe, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

—A

—

—

—

Houses, with Viola Dana.
real comedy drama.
Lots of laughs and
pleased patrons.
If you play this one,
they will remember the star. Frank M.
Farrow, Apollo theatre. Seattle, Wash.
Glass

—

Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

Camille, with Nazimova. Well pleased
audiences and drew well. William Noble, New Folly theatre. Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.
in

If

who have
get

by.

Monroe

vivid

imaginations you

—Monroe
theatre,

—

borhood patronage.
Peacock Alley, with

Mae Murray
ing and

Batesville,

theatre,

Mae Murray.—

A most pleaswell acted, to the

at her best.

difficult role,

—

delight of old and young. W. H. Harman. Strand theatre. Kingsport, Tenn.
Small town patronage.

The Man Who, with Bert Lytell.— Un-

Ark.—

with a speDid not
splendid picture.
follow the story as closely as it might
Splendid acting on the part of
have.
Horton & Lattin.
several of the actors.
Odessa Opera House. Odessa, N. Y.
Neighborhod patronage.
The Light in the Clearing, with a spePleased some but not all.
cial cast.

—A

in the Clearing,

—

—

Very

fine

picture.

—

J.

A.

Holmes, Ar-

may

Theatre
Company.
Monroe, Wis. Neigh-

Neighborhood patronage.
cast.

cast.

Only pleased 30 per
Temple theatre. Mc-

—

Gem

ders,

cial

with Enid
Bennett. Drew extra well on unusually
hot night and pleased them. Miss Bennett is easy to look at and there are a
number of laughs in the picture. Johnson Brothers. Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
Other Women's Clothes, with Mabel

Keeping

The Kentucky
gram

The Light

Hodkinson

cade theatre. Holtville.
hood patronage.

—
—
Missing Husbands, with a special cast.
Absolutely nothing
the way of en— One —
tertainment.
you have an audience

town patronage.

better anywhere.

two
walk

I

— W.
Ark. — Neighborhood

Wigwam theatre,
care
address,
From all indicaOberlin, Kansas.

None

One

couldn't blame them on this.
L. Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville.

but

out.

Announcing the arrival of R. Ross
Riley, Jr., August 23, 1922. Weight,
pounds, and all's well! Present

with

—

years.

EXTRA SUPER FEATURE—

Enid

Lizzie,

Stay away from it. if you don't want to
hide when your patrons come out.
Mrs.
L. D. Moore, Odeon theatre, Ada, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

tiresome.

Special Report
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—

Keeping

like

Madame X,

—A

!
.
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usual,

holds

different,

Gave
you play it

interest.

very good satisfaction.

If

gardless of the class
ploit

program

you'll not be sorry.
Will help your prestige of good regular
programs. Drew just normal heat business.
R. E. Falkinburg, Majestic theatre, .Lexington. Neb.
Neighborhood pat-

as regular

—

say,

program

Apollo

—

theatre,

Seattle,

Wash.

—

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack
Holt. A good picture of its kind, but
the women folks did not care so much
for it.
Business only fair. Chas. H.
Ryan. Garfield theatre. 2844 Madison
street, Chicago. 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

—

Can Explain, with Gareth Hughes.
good.
I wonder who told Metro
and Hughes that he is a star. Far from
I

— No

—

I

it.

— Raymond

Mayflower

Gear,

—

theatre,

The

— One

the best program pictures we have ever had.
Boys, she is a
good one. Everybody pleased, what fewthere were to see it. P. S. Stallings,

Dana.

—

Bowie,

—
McCook,

Tex.

— Small

Mae Murray.

Fascination, with
entertainment. Jack
theatre,
age.

Teller,

Neb.

— General

—

Poland.

X.

Y.

—Fine

Temple
patron-

Without Limit, with a special
Well
liked.
Jim
McLoughlin.
theatre,

cast.

— Transient

Jims
pat-

ronage.
Little
Eva Ascends, with Gareth
Hughes. Excellent picture and business.
William Noble, New Folly theatre.

—

Oklahoma

Tom Mix

City,

Okla.

—-General

because of telling tale necessary to Arctic seas.
Paper will draw. Picture will
please.
R. E. Falkinburg, Lyric theatre.
Lexington, Neb. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The Hole

in the Wall, with Alice Lake.
picture that will sure grip you and
A good picture.
hold your attention.
P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie.

—A

— Small town patronage.
The Great Redeemer, with House
They came out
Peters. — Old but good.
Orlando.
theatre.
boosting. — American

Tex.

Fla.

UNCHARTED

patron-

—

cast.

cial

I

very

— High

class
picture.
One
that makes 'em talk about your house.
Valentino's best picture. Frank M. Farrow, Apollo theatre, Seattle, Wash.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.

—

clever scenic picture of Arctic seas. Last
half of picture knockout, first half slow

The Hole

—A

One

of the best

serials

I

have

ever seen.tyonderscenery, plenty
of action ana thrills"
A. K. Baussad
Worldin Motion Theatre

Kansas City

Ruth
in

—

The Top of New York, with May McExcellent business.
Avoy. Excellent.
Audience and newspaper critics favorably impressed. William Noble, Capitol

—

—

Oklahoma

Okla.

City,

Forever, with Elsie Ferguson and WalPleased 90 per
lace Reid. -Very- good.
cent.
Could be cut to six reels ->nd made
better.
W. C. Jones, Palace theatre,
Tuckton, N. J. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

Shop,

Beauty

Hitchcock.

—A

Queen
Pafheserial

Raymond

with

good drawing

card.

A

picture which pleased patrons and did a
big week's business. Liberty theatre,

—

Kansas

—A

City,

Mo.

fine

—

Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield thea2844 Madison street, Chicago. 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Ordeal,

with

Agnes Ayres.

—

—

good picture. Did well on it. C. R. McCown, Strand theatre, Nashville, Tenn.
General patronage.
Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino. A good picDid exture, well played by good star.
cellent business two nights.
P. E. Doe,
NeighElectric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.
borhood patronage.
The Woman Who Walked Alone, with
Dorothy Dalton. A very well produced
and worked out picture. Dorothy makes
good in this. Support is also excellent.
William Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla.
The Cradle, with Ethel Clayton—
Business not big on
fine little picture.
it, but those who came were well pleased.

—
—

—

—

—

Raymond

Gear, Mayflower theatre, FlorGeneral patronage.
The Mistress of the World, with Mia
May. Lay off this one. Nothing but a
lost money, patrons,
foreign serial.
and everything else on this junk. C. R.

Kan.

ence,

—

—

We

—

Nashville,
theatre,
Strand
Tenn. General patronage.
Find the Woman, a Cosmopolitan proMy peoduction. Pleased 75 per cent.

a

special cast.

Real snow

and two stars that draw well. We
McCown,
C.
R.
this.
did good on
Strand theatre, Nashville, Tenn. Gen-

—

—

eral patronage.

The Bachelor
Meighan. Book

—

—

—

—

Eileen Huban in this. W. C.
Palace theatre, Tuckton, N. J.—
Neighborhood patronage.

ple liked

Jones,

hot weather picture.

stuff

It

—

McCown.

Over the Border, with

IheTimber

— General

patronage.

The

Roland

—

Paramount

theatre,

press book on this leads you to
believe that this is a circus story, though
the circus is a side issue to the real
story.
Average picture.
Drew fair,
though patrons did not like it because of
not seeing what they expected to see.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo.
Small town patronage.

tre.

Alice Terry. This is a
Advertise Valentino then
don't worry about the picture pleasing.
Alice Terry is fine.
P. S. Stallings, MaSmall town
jestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.
patronage.

—

— The

the star.

The Conquering Power, with Rodolph

—

patronage.

a big offering but one that will
satisfy the average fan and admirers of

—

picture.

— General

Love's Boomerang, with a special cast.

For the Defense, with Ethel Clayton.

in the Wall, with Alice Lake.

Valentino and

Florence, Kan.

— Not

good program picture which pleased
better than some specials.
Otis Lamon,
Auditorium theatre,' Elmwood. Wis.
Small town patronage.

good

—

tre.

patronage.

Ends too abruptly. Would not advise anyone to buy this picture,
but if you already have it bought,
be sure and boom Valentino.
George C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.

Neighborhood patronage.
The Four Horsemen, with Rodolph

—

—

appear in this book
Story is good. Photography
dark, which spoils picture.

—

The World's Champion, with Wallace
Reid.
Classed a special by Paramount,
but not as good as his other releases.
Should be sold for less money instead of
more. Raymond Gear, Mayflower thea-

—

"t."

pleased. It is not "Liliom."
R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.

—

Three Live Ghosts, with a special cast.
Good and different. Follows the stage
play of the same name closely. Lots of
laughs.
Ryan & Kundert. Empress
theatre, Beresford, S. D.
Neighborhood

as they
are right to a

Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.
Advertised this as "Lilliom," which the
press book claims.
Patrons greatly dis-

—

Picture very good and enjoyed,
pleased good business. William Noble,
Capitol theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

a spe-

my hat
THE BOX OFFICE
off

RECORD. The comments

A

Valentino.

SEAS, with

must take

once more to

age.

—

Holt.

"Romance Land" (Fox)

in

of

Majestic theatre,
town patronage.

—

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack

Kan. General patronage.
Fourteenth Lover, with Viola

Florence,

—

scenes with king and American. Rialto
theatre, Fullerton, Calif.
Neighborhood
patronage.

Murray.

Didn't do what we should have,
considering price. Frank M. Farrow,

pleased.

Ex-

—

Everybody

picture.

—

cater to.

as

The Man From Home, with a special
cast.
Good picture, and director missed
a chance to make a knockout comedy in

—

Peacock Alley, with Mae

Neb.

you

1922

9,

you absolutely can't go
J. Smith. Palm theatre, LindNeighborhood patronage.

big,

it

wrong.— R.

ronage.

Fine

September

Daddy,

with

Thomas

one by all means.
can't help but please your patrons, rethis

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production. As near perfect as we beHowever,
lieve a picture can be made.
seemed to be padded in spots to get footCharged 25 and 50 cents, but no
age.
business and failed to make expenses.
Those who saw the picture were well
pleased— E. A. Baradel. Queen theatre,

—

—
September

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

9.

ray.

—

ronage.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
Good picture.
Good sized

—

crowds.

All

to be well pleased.
Rialto theatre. Okla-

One Glorious Day, with

— Too

Will Rogers.

—

—

Ark.

—

Neb.

fair

will

Majestic

—

— Neighbor-

— P.

—

Stalling.

S.

Tex.

— Small

—

town patronage.
The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan
production.
Not as appealing as Humoresque, but one of the best pictures of

—

Heliotrope, with a special cast. SimAction, susAll liked it.
ply great.
pense, dramatic, satisfying end. A. R.
Simpier, Strand theatre. Phoenix. N. Y.
Transient patronage.

—

the season.
Played to satisfactory business two days.
Raymond Gear. Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
General

—

—

patronage.

Back Pay,

a Cosmopolitan production.
your patrons enjoy seeing the
"hero" in bed. blind, for five reels, more
or less, and then finally die, book this
special (?) and you will clean up.
E. A.

—

—

—
ART ACORD, who

has the leading role
in the Universal chapter-play, "In the

Days

of Buffalo Bill."

If

—

Queen

Baradel,
Ark.,

La.

—

theatre,

Lake

Village.

and Ace theatre, Lake Providence.
Small town patronage.

DON'T TELL

EVERYTHING,

with a special cast.

Took

ject as a substitute for

this sub-

FOREVER,

I had contracted for and decided I did not care for, after reading some Brother Exhibitors' reports on same. I am glad I made
the change, as this one went very
good. B. P. McCormick, Liberty
Theatre, Florence, Colo.
North of the Rio Grande, with Jack

which

—

Holt and Bebe Daniels.— A good western
picture for any house that likes a highclass western.
Monroe Theatre Company. Monroe. Wis. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Swanson. A good production, but not
a special.
Cost me too much money.

—

Raymond

Gear. Mayflower theatre, FlorGeneral patronage.
Over the Border, with Tom Moore and
Betty Compson. The usual as a mounted police story hut unusual in magnificent snow scenes.
R. G. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale. 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Travelin" On, with William S. Hart.
Taken as a whole, can safely say a
good picture, but believe the plot all
wrong, especially at this time. It is not
easy to digest the principle of a minister holding up a stage to procure money
to pay for the construction of a church.
This
don't
appeal.
Baradel.
E.
A.
Queen theatre. Lake Village. Ark., and
Ace theatre. Lake Providence, La.
Small town patronage.
Is Matrimony a Failure? with a special cast.
Not up to expectations as to
picture nor business.
Pleasing entertainment, but not worth the money paid
for it.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre. Florence. Kan.
General patronage.

ence.

Kan.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Gilded
The settings

—

Lily, with Mac Murray.
in this picture are beauti-

but with the exception of Miss Murray's wonderful
dancing there is not
much to the story. I find it. you see one
Mae Murrav picture vou see them all.
George C. Starkey. Opera House. Mon-

ful

—

Passing Through, with Douglas MacLean. One of MacLean's best. A comedy drama that pleases 90 per cent. Business good. Many favorable comments.
C. L. White. Arleta theatre. Portland.
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Bowie.

theatre,

patronage.
Garret, with

in the

—

Clayton. Just a
Nothing extra but

program picture.
get by and please.

patronage.

Dorothy Gish. Got more laughs than Skirts,
Molly O, Small Town Idol, Married Life
or So Long Letty.
Crosby Brothers.
Lily theatre, Buffalo. N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

— Neighborhood

The Ghost

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. D_- Milk
Comments were that it was
production.
Had an excellent
a wonderful picture.
business two eights. P. E. Doe. F.le«.-

Arcadia,
hood patronage.
Wealth, with Ethel

— Neighborhood

—

spooky.

theatre,

D.

S.

Only
Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennett.
fair program picture.
Don't see wherethey got the name Silk Hosiery, as it
don't say a thing in regards to the name.
E. D. Luna. Cozy theatre, Lincoln.

Did not please very well.
Not up to Paramount standard. J. A.
Holmes, Arcade theatre. Holtville, Calif.
Neighborhood p;uronage.

tric

—

esford,

seemed

—William Noble,
homa City, Okla.
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Although a litle old. would advise
buying this and The Gilded Lily, Miss
Murray's recent successes with Metro
have made her a box office attraction.
Ryan & Kundert. Empress theatre. Ber-

Lake Village, Ark., and Ace theatre,
Lake Providence, La. Small town pat-

MacLean.

——

—

Chickens, with Douglas MacLean.
According to reports on this picture, it
was not as good as I expected. Just
entertainment.

fair

tour Falls.
ronage.

N.

Y.

— Neighborhood

pat-

means. Fair business on a three-day engagement. William Noble. Capitol theatre. Oklahoma City. Okla.
General pat-

—

ronage.

One

Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.
picture is punk.
Lay off of it.
much impossible stuff and altogether

— This
Too

—

too silly to offer intelligent people.
R.
Smith. Palm theatre. Lindsay. Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace

— This

P. Perry. Rialto

Colo.

— Small

town patronage.

White Oak, with William S. Hart.—
Good picture, but not Hart's best by any

—

— W.

Cheyenne Wells.

theatre.

J.

Reid.

THE CHARM
Wallace Reid.

S

C

H O O L,

with

— My patrons thought

a very timely picture.

this

though

comedy-drama

a

and

Ala

ran right along in line
with a series of sermons being held
by our local Baptist minister, who
little old, it

saw the

picture

and who

says:

"We

need more 'Charm Schools,'
and less business courses taught
the girls in our schools." W. D.
Patrick, Cozy Theatre, Florala,

—

Ala.

one of the best program picThe pleastures that I have ever run.
ing trio. Reid. Ayres. Roberts, capti-

The Faith Healer, with Milton Sills.—
Long preachy picture and the dramaticmoments brought laughs from our audi-

vated all and drew well, especially well
considering it followed on the heels of
Chautauqua and was bucking an indoor
made ten cents
circus vaudeville.
I
profit, which is more than I usually make
on midweek pictures I can assure you.

ence.
Crosby Brothers, Lily
Buffalo. N. Y.— Neighborhood
age.

is

Rex

Salmon. Ida.
Travelin' On, with William S. Hart.
A good western production in every
way, but not quite complete as it does
not end right.
R. J. Smith. Palm theaNeighborhood pattre, Lindsay. Neb.
Philip Rand.

theatre.

—

—

—

ronage.

The

Sheik,

with

and Agnes Ayres.

Home

ture.

Rodolph Valentino

—A

talent

100 per cent picplay as opposition,

Book it.
but drew them in anyway.
Mrs. L. D. Moore. Star theatre. Forest.
patronage.
O. Neighborhood
Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid. One of the best Reid releases of
People liked it. Business satthe year.
Raymond Gear.
isfactory for two days.
Kan.
Florence.
Mayflower theatre.
patronage.
General
Sacred and Profane Love, with Elsie

—

—

—

—

Ferguson. Don't believe this will go
over with a mixed audience verv good.
Ladies liked it. Men did not. Ryan &
Kundert. EniDress theatre. Beresford. S.
D. Neighborhood patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodoloh Valentino
and Agnes Ayres. A knockout business
on this. It's a'money getter. Both stars

—

—

—

pre

good drawing

Strand theatre.
eral patronage.

On With

—

rards.
C. R. McCown.
GenNashville. Tenn.

the Dance, with

—

Mac Mur-

—

'

theatre.

patron-

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. De Mille
Cecil B. De Mille always
directs a good one, and this is a fine,
high-class production. Rich settings and
good acting. C. A. Kelley. Rex theatre,
Custer City, Okla. Small town patronage.
production.

—

—

—

The Love

Special, with Wallace Reid.
well received and all comments
Crosby Brothers. Lily theafavorable.
Neighborhood pattre, Buffalo, N. Y.
ronage.

— Very

—

Straight
cast.

— E.

—A
A.

—

Is

the

Way, with a special
Book it if you can.

fine picture.

Bailey,

Star theatre.

Rocking-

— General patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan production. — No finer picture made.
ham, N.

C.
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Audience raved about it. Going to play
a return engagement in future. A. R.
Simpier, Strand theatre, Phoenix N. Y.
Transient patronage.

—

—

Midsummer Madness,
cast.

with

a

special

— A mighty good picture, but pleased

Some of the
only about 75 per cent.
critics walked out before it was half over.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala,
Ala.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

patronage.
Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production. A fine picture.
Did a fine
business. Liked by everyone that saw it.
Book it if you can. E. A. Bailey, Star
theatre,
Rockingham, N. C. General
patronage.

—

—

—

O'Malley of the Mounted, with WilA western that brought
the bunch and pleased.
Crosby Brothers, Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
O'Malley of the Mounted, with. William S. Hart.— Well!
Well!
We did
make a dollar on a program picture after
all.
Many tell me they do not like Hart,
liam S. Hart.

—

—

—

notice he causes the ticket roll to
grow appreciably smaller whenever he
appears.
This is a good western. The
rodeo riding is most interesting. There
is plenty of shooting and general excitement to keep any audience from falling
asleep.
Eva Novak is appealing. The

but

I

— Everybody
Jim

McLough-

Jim

satisfied.

theatre,

N. Y.

Poland,

—Tran-

sient patronage.

of the Mounted, with WilHart.—'Very good Hart, picture
and an interesting story, providing you
get all of it. The print they sent me had
almost one reel chopped out of it. W.

O'Malley

liam

S.

—

P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Small town patronage.
Colo.

—
—
— —
—

His House in Order, with Elsie Ferguson. No one satisfied with this one.
Jim McLoughlin, Jim theatre, Poland,
N. Y. Transient patronage.
Behind the Door, with Hobart BosStory too
worth. Photography good.
gruesome. No picture for the ladies.
A.

Miller

Miller,

G.

Neb.

—Neighborhood

Atkinson,

theatre,

patronage.

Pathe
Nanook
cast. — One

of the North, with a special
of the best pictures of its kind
Did big business with
I have ever seen.
Frank L. Browne,
it
for a full week.
Liberty theatre. Long Beach, Cal.

—

Nanook
One
cast.

the North, with a special
of the very best pictures ever
shown at the Criterion theatre and pleased
a big business for first half of the week.
William Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Nanook of the North, with a special
cast.
A real novelty. Any exhibitor who
can't get money with this one better see
Pathe has
built a lobby.
a doctor.

—

of

We

—

photo and articles. American theatre,
Colorado Springs, Colo. General patron-

—

age.

Nanook of the North, with a special
Book it and boost it, even if you
Rialto theatre, Fuldon't make a cent.

cast.

—

—

lerton, Calif.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Forbidden Valley, with a special cast.
Very good picture. Scenery extra good
and pleased all. Film in very dirty condition.
L. E. Joppa. Opera Hall, DeerSmall town patronage.
field, Wis.

—

—

Playgoers

—

Reckless Chances, with

If you want a
means get this one.

J.

McGowan.

real
It

—

Anne
cast.

of Little

— Can't

weak.

Acting mediocre.

Happy Hour

—

Smokey, with

recommend
theatre,

a special
Story
this one.

— D.

A. Kooker,

Ewen, Mich.

— Small

town patronage.

Lonesome Corners, with

a special cast.
A fair program" picture. City theatre,
Hoboken, N. J. General patronage.

—

—

—

Tropical Love, with Ruth Clifford.
Don't think much of this one. Had sevPhotogeral bad complaints on this one.
raphy bad and not enough action. If you
play it depend on the location to draw
your patrons. W. D. Webb, Star theatre,

—
— Neighborhood

Corinth, Miss.

who

stars in the

Plum Center comedies

which Film Booking Offices

is

handling.

"Second Fiddle,"

in a scene from
a Tuttle- Waller pro-

duction'.

—

remarks. P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.
Small town patronage.

Anne

—

Smokey, with a special
nothing to this feature.
It is too dry.
No action. Lost money
on this.
If your patronage is western,
leave this alone. W. D. Webb, Star thecast.

of Little

—There

is

—

Corinth,
ronage.

atre,

Miss.

— Neighborhood

Reckless Chances, with

J.

P.

pat-

McGowan.

— Mighty good western railroad story.
Plenty of action and some good comedy.
— D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Ewen, Mich. — Small town patronage.
Realart
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe Daniels.
Pleased a good crowd.
A dandy
program picture. E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

with Mary Miles Minter.— Not a
picture.
Cannot please them with
this kind.
Star is a dead one here.
Harry Van Noy, Starland theatre, AnderNeighborhood patronage.
son, Ind.
Tillie,

good

patronage.

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
This picture is out of the ordinary
and is the right type of picture. Censorproof.
A large number of my patrons
stopped me, saying how they enjoyed it.
Attendance very good. Ralph R. Grib-

—

—

Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont.,
Can. Neighborhood patronage.
Bobbed Hair, with Wanda Hawley. —

ble,

—

of the worst pictures we ever ran.
a shame to force a picture like this
on an exhibitor and the public. P. S.
Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.

One

It is

—

Small town patronage.
Bobbed Hair, with Wanda Hawley.
Rotten.
Don't show it. Pay for it and
send it back if you have bought it. Not
even a story to it. Harry Van Noy,
Starland theatre, Anderson, Ind. Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.

Selznick
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
Played on two hot days and did a good

Tracks, with Bill Patton.— Fair WestD. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,
Ewen, Mich.

business. It is certainly an amusing feaCity theatre, Hoboken, N. J.
ture.

Sunshine Harbor, with a special cast.
Didn't see it but had many favorable

Neighborhood patronage.
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore. —

ern.

the likeable comedian

GLENN HUNTER,

—

P.

western, by all
has got the punch
and action and every thing one would desire in a real western.
W. D. Webb,
Star theatre, Corinth, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

is

1922

We

—

DAN MASON

9,

only criticism I could make is that the
final reunion of the lovers is left to the
imagination, which deprives the play of
making as fine an impression as it might
have done. This is worth booking, howadded an extra nickel to the
ever.
adult price and heard no complaints.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
lin,

Dangerous Lies, with David Powell.
Am happy to report that some people
liked this picture.
Crosby Brothers, Lily
theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y. Neighborhood

September

—

—

—A
September
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costume play. For that reason did not
get all the Fairbanks fans. A. R. Anderson. Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls,
Ida.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Twelve reels of good enter-

—

Fairbanks.
tainment.

Business fell off after first
Winninger, Davison theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffin production.— Drew fine at advanced prices.

night.

— Jos.

Waupun. Wis.
Good

—

picture

neighborhood houses.

for

Gets the old folks out ihat haven't been
down since Over the Hill. Frank M.
Farrow, Apollo theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Neighborhood patronage.
Little Lord
Fauntleroy, with Mary
Pickford. -Patrons thought it beautiful.
\\ ill not disappoint in any wzy admirers
of Mary.— A. R. Simpier, Strind theatre.
Phoenix, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

with Mary Pickford.— Stay off
Boys.
Can't see much to it.
Probably expect too much on account of
Pickford. T. E. Bondurant, Doris theSuds,

BEN TURPIN

this

one,

atre,

Ness

—

and entire company making one of those "fartherest-North" scenes for
"Home-Made Movies," a new First National comedy.

great audience picture.
Played to excellent business two nights at 15 and 35
cents.
How they did howl and yell with
laughter.
Also
Get it, by all means.
clever advertising accessories.
F. E. Sa-

—

Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Small town patronage.
bin,

Mont.

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.
This picture is a fine program offering
attention
and
keeps
the
audience's
throughout. L. E. Joppa. Opera Hall.
Deerfield, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Way of a Maid, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A nice program picture. Most
The

— Harry

played it on Sunday to a good house and
everyone seemed satisfied. W. P. Perry.
Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town patronage.

—

The Way of a Maid, with Elaine Hammerstein. Well liked by a large Sunday
audience. The kind of pictures the young
people like. Crosby Brothers. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Miracle
Hammerstein.
ture.
ple.

Good

pic-

The star is well liked by our peoSeems to please better all the time.

Starland
F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Car— Neighborhood —
thage, Ind. — Small town patronage.
patronage.
A Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance Talmadge. — Pleasing comedy that
John Smith, with Eugene O'Brien. —
fairly
good program picture that will provide
— Crosby Brothers, Lily
Buffalo.
did not
theatre,
N. Y. — Neighborhood
an hour's entertainment.
the
— Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield the- patronage.

all liked
theatre,

it.

Van Nov,

Anderson,

J.

Ind.

satisfied.

like

I

title.

2844 Madison street, Chicago,
Neighborhood patronage.

atre,

111.

The Man

of Stone, with Conway Tearle.
Highly pleasing picture, interesting
from start to finish. H. A. Larson. MaSmall town
jestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.

—

—

—

Tearle.

—A

the

of

Sea,

with

Conway

very good program feature,

500 feet made me feel
After that the story and
Select
acting were very satisfactory.
Far
sells me service very reasonable.
more so than some who try to sell me

though the

— L.

—

Opera Hall, Deerfield,
Wis. Small town patronage.
Poppy, with Norma Talmadge. Very
good, but print we received must be one
Crosby Brothers.
of the original prints.
Joppa,

E.

—

Lily theatre, Buffalo, N.
hood patronage.

my

theatre for one feaP. McCormick, Liberty theatre.
Florence, Colo. Small town patronage.

and want

service

— B.

Love'a
Tearle.

—

—

Conway
Masquerade,
with
Mrs. Wm. S. Hart in leading

A good picture that will
role.
you your regular trade and nothing
more. Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,
2844 Madison street, Chicago, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
feminine

get

—

Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine Hammerstein. Very good production and we
got some favorable comments on this.

—

H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

The Sin What Was

—

His, with William

Faversham. Wonderful.
Fine. Why
add more words? Characterized by fine
acting and intense interest. A. R. Simpier, Strand theatre, Phoenix. N. Y.

—

Transient patronage.

—

Y.

— Neighbor-

first

very doubtful.

ture.

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
A good picture for Sunday show. I

—

Fauntleroy,

Mary

with

—

Waupun,

theatre,

Wis.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Through
Pickford.

Back Door, with Mary

the

— Mary's best picture.

not heavy and not too

light,

A

dran.a.

with lots

of clean comedy. Don't pass this one up.
P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.

—W.

—

Universal
The Storm, with
picture.

them
year.
atre,

Went
One

a special cas t

over big.

.

— Good

This one brings

of the best pictures of the
Jos. D. Hartley, Jr., Hartley the-

in.

—East

Chicago,

111.

— General

patron-

age.

The Black Bag, with Herbert RawhnA very good picture. S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
son.

—

—

General patronage.
Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

A

Very good

story, well directed.
good
pugilistic fight that is real.
Pleased ma-

—

—

patronage.

Shadows

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. This is a fair program picture.

— Neighborhood pat-

Pickford.
Good picture. Business off.
Hot weather. J. Winninger, Davison

Manhattan, with Elaine

of

— Good business.

Kan.

Lord

Little

A

City,

ronage.

United Artists

serial

of the Storm, a D. W. GrifDrew well for us and
fith production.
However, think Griffith name
pleased.
drew them in. Picture, though, is exSatisfactory business.
cellent for kind.
C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre, Amarillo.

Orphans

episodes
are like the first
three it's the best

"If all the

—

— General patronage.
The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Pleased and drew
tendance for two nights at advanced admission. — Frank M. Farrow, Apollo theatre, Seattle, Wash. — Neighborhood pat-

I've

ever

seen."
Clarence J.Severson
Liberty Theatre

Wolf Point. Mont.

Tex.

fine

at-

ronage.

Fauntleroy, with Mary
people are not as strong
on Pickford as lots of other stars. Ran it
two days and made some money. Don't
advance price much. T. E. Bondurant,
Doris theatre, Ness City, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Little

Pickford.

Lord

— My

—

—

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.

—A

production exceptionStory
A deeprooted prejudice to
the fact of its being a French

ally well done.
easy to follow.

overcome

is

fine

Highly pleasing.

Ruth
Roland
in

'TheTimber

Queen
Pafrieserial
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and dark titles in same tone. Please, Oh
please, Mr. Producer in General, ease up
on this great fault. B. P. McCormick.
Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo. Small
town patronage.

Drew good business. Above
the average program subjects. A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls, Ida.

jority here.

—

— Neighborhood

—

patronage.
Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson. A westCity theBetter than the average.
ern.
Neighborhood patatre, Hoboken, N. J.
ronage.
The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.
Good Western with some good comedy, but not as entertaining as Hoot's

—
—

—

Trimmed.

— P.

Brookings,

G.

D.

S.

Man to Man, with Harry Carey.
Plenty of action with considerable heart
interest.
However, scenic effects do not
equal The Fox.
Would advise booking
if they like Westerns.
Ryan & Kundert.
l-.mpress
theatre,
Beresford,
S.
D.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Fad theatre,
Estee,
Neighborhood patron-

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean Good picture. Miss Dean fine emotional
actress.
Not as good as her other pro-

age.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.—
This is what I call a very good picture.
Business fair
Best Mayo this season.
Jos. D. Hartley, Jr.,
to hot weather.
Hartley theatre, East Chicago, 111. General patronage.
The Trap, with Lon Chaney. I call the
star's acting very fine, but there is no
Pleased not over
excuse for the story.
First night fair, second
forty per cent.
and third very poor. Would like to see

—

—

duction, due to no proper support.
Mrs.
L. D. Moore, Odeon theatre, Ada., O.

Neighborhood patronage.

—

—
—

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo. An
excellent picture for entertainment vaiue
and sure to please any audience. William Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
General patronage.

—

Chaney

— C.

story again.
Portland,
Neighborhood patronage.
in

a

real

White. Arleta theatre,

—

The Trouper, with Gladys WaltonLike a piece of dry bread when you are

L.

to set your teeth into soft
butter and honey.
Poor vehicle
for a star like Gladys.
Other feminine
character drinks and smokes and male
lead drunk all way through, and hero, cr
would-be hero, is a sap. P. G. Estee, Fad

expecting

Ore.

bread,

Step on It, with Hoot Gibson.— If you
want western action, pep, thrills, scenery,
excitement and a likable chap as star, then
step on this and you won't have to hand
any ducats back as they pass out the
door.

— R.

Lexington,

E.

—

Neb.

—

patronage.

Lyric theatre,
Neighborhood patron-

The Trap, with Lon Chaney.

— Neighborhood

theatre, Brookings, S. D.-

Falkinburg.

age.

—

—

Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean. The
makes up for the draggy

last reel of this

— Ordinary

Certainly a wonderful f.cod
bigger and better scene than in
Conflict.
Did not draw as much as expected the second night. It will please.
first

program picture sold as a special. Lost
money on this. Don't buy it unless you
can buy it at program prices. D. W.
Wilson, Wilson theatre. Rupert, Idaho.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.
Good average picture. Hardly as good as
Headin' West. Drew well and gave very
good satisfaction. Too many night scenes

part.

scene,

—

B.

Brown. Temple

C.

theatre.

\ iroqua,

Wis.

Out
Mayo.

the Silent North, with Frank
hot weather picture. Snowscenes are good. Acting very good. You
can't

of

— Fine

go wrong on

this one.

—

J.

W. Andre-

September
sen, Rialto theatre, Cozard,

1922

9,

Neb.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

A Dangerous Little Demon, with Marie
Prevost.
First of this star.
Pleased GO
per cent. W. C. Jones, Palace theatre,
Tuckton, N. J. Neighborhood patron-

—
—

—

age.

—

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.
good western picture with plenty of action.
Hoot is a good actor and Universal

—

don't rob you.
P. S. Stalling, Majestic
theatre, Bowie, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

The Man Under Cover, with Herbert

—

Rawlinson. Good, clean, interesting attraction.
Pleased all and drew good second night. F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,

—

Eureka, Mont.

On

— Small

town patronage.

—

with Hoot Gibson. Like
all Hoot Gibson's pictures, it drew well
and pleased. Hoot is more popular now
than Tom Mix. H. A. Larson, Majestic
theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Step

It,

—

Man

—

— The
—

Man, with Harry Carey.

to

best picture Carey ever made. Far ahead
of The Fox.
Pleased everybody. E. D.
Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.

Neighborhood patronage.

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—A

— C.

good one and
A. Kelley,

will

Rex

please about

all.

theatre, Custer City,

— Small town patronage.
Kissed, with Marie Prevost. — A very
good picture. — A. Hayman, Lyda theGrand Island, Neb. — General patronage.
The Fox, with Harry Carey. — Highly
pleased. —Jim McLoughlin, Jims theatre,
Poland, N. Y. — Transient patronage.
Okla.

S.

tre,

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.—
Good western. Comedy. Actually had
more people stop, as they were passing
out,

seeing

after

this

show,

and

say,

"Good show" than any other

picture I
ever ran, although I don't consider it the
best I ever had. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town

—

—

patronage.

—

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
Full of
punch and pep. Pulls them in and no
kicks on the way out. Special advertising.
Business on this one good. C. L. White.
Arleta theatre. Portland, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fox, with Harry Carey. A very
good western. Drew well in spite of very
hot weather. Wonderful scenery and well
acted.
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Neb. Small town patronage.
Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson. As
a western with plenty of pep, it's there.
Fight scenes are good and realistic. Universal is putting out a very good line of
program pictures now and at a fair price.

—

—

—

—

— E.

—

—

Queen theatre, Lake Viland Ace theatre, Lake Provitown patronage.

Baradel,

lage, Ark.,

dence,

La.

— Small

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.
This is a good play for Hoot. It has humor, excitement, riding, forest fires and a

nbEE ToBe Pitied
THAN SCORNED
CHAS

.

E

.

BLAN EV5

GREAT BPOADWAY^SUCCES?
ALICE LAKE, ROSEMARY THEB>;
J.FRANK GLENDON, PHI LO
RELEASED

B"/

M c COLLOUGH. BABY ADAIR

C BC. FILM SALES CORP 1600 B'WAY

UyOTy.

love

story.

In

this

Hoot

is

a

forest

has to put down a rebellion
among the old timers who are infuriated
to see their free timber rights taken away
from them. It's a good western. It drew
Prices 30 and
fairly well on an off night.
Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Sal15 cents.
ranger

who

—

mon, Idaho.

— Fair

Kissed, with Marie Prevost.
it did not draw well.
the name had something to do
Majestic theatre,
Larson,
H. A.
Neb. Small town patronage.
ture, but

—

pic-

Probably
with it.
Oakland,

Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.
good. The poorest Walton I have
played, and have played the most of then;.

The

— No

September

— C.
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A. Kelley, Rex theatre, Custer City.
Okla. Small town patronage.

—
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after matinee

book

— Another

Frank Mayo.

Dr. Jim, with

——

—A

—

day no business. Don't
Van Xoy. Starland
Anderson. Ind. Xeighborhood
first

this— Harry

theatre,

sea story, but with several twists
and turns to it that puts it in a class by
itself and just sort of gets under your
hide as you watch it.
Xot a Jewel, but a

patronage.

darn good program you won't be ashamed
of.
R. E. Falkinburg, Lyric theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Playing With Fire, with Gladys Walton.
Good program picture. Pleased TO
per cent. \V. C. Jones, Palace theatre.
Tuckton, X. J. Neighborhood patronage.
Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson. Hoot is

lots of suspense.

part

No
most

—

—

getting better.

action,

and

—

—

Seattle,

—

—

I

—A

and Bebe Daniels as
they appear in- "Nice Feople." Paramount's splendid adaptation of Kachel

—

real

good story

of flapper type.

Drew normal sumnivi
Give 'em credit. I say, when
they keep turning out pictures like this
one.
R. E. Falkinburg Lyric theatre,
Lexington, Neb. Neighborhood patronPleased very well.

business.

—

—

age.

—

I

—

—

—

The

Crother's stage play.
!t
though the rental is too high.
you can buy it right you will or should
do a satisfactory business. The \var is

tent,

demand reasonable
McCormick. Liberty the-

Conditions

over.

—

rentals.
B. P.
atre. Florence, Colo.

— Small

town patoon-

age.

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson. Goes
over better than most westerns that
have played this year. W. C. Jones, Palace theatre, Tuckton. X. J.
Neighborhood patronage.
Fox, with Harry Carey. Fair
western that could easily be cut.
Very
much overdone and not any too convincing.
If they like Carey, this will get by
all
right and should make you some
money. It did both for me. W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells.
Colo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Island Wives, with Corinne Grirntii. is a very good picture.
Patrons all
liked it.
Film m good shape. Chas. Hn-

This

—

rich, Ray theatre.
eral patronage.

North Dakota.

— Gen-

The Vice of Fools, with Alice Joyc —
Our first Vitagraph. While the picture is
fian
not bad. the rest must be better.
Larry Semon in The Star Boarder, which
was the best part of the show. Johnson
Brothers, Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, X.
Y. Small town patronage.

—

—

The

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
Good, average program picture. Support
has Harry Myers.
Clever portrayal.

Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
disappointment to all. Get the crowd
on one that will please. Jack Teller.
Temple theatre, McCook. Xeb. General

Light

patronage.

purely

but will
please.
Paper fair.
Print well photographed. R. E. Falkinburg. Lyric theatre,
Lexington,
Xeb.
Xeighborhood
patronage.
story,

fiction,

—

—

The Man Without a Country, with a
special cast.
The first four reels should

—

been eliminated, and the picture
would have been 50 per cent better. First
four reels have too much war advertising
in it.
Herman Salmon. Jr.. Cissna Park
Movies, Cissna Park, 111. Xeighborhood
have

—

—

Vitagraph
Divorce Coupons, with Corinne Griffith.
Was well liked throughout run and enjoyed and pleased good business. Wil-

—

—

liam Xoble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
General patronage.

—

FLOWER OF THE NORTH,

—

with

Henry B. Walthall. I consider this
to be just about the best Curwood
picture that has ever been displayed in

my

house, and you can

make no mistake
People

in

booking

it.

outside stuff during
the hot weather, as it brings the
outdoors in. Save those cuddling
"society drammers" 'till the therlike

—

mometer drops below zero. T. E.
Ed m u n d t o n, Lyric Theatre,
Grangeville, Idaho. Wild Irish Rose, with a special
e*st.
A ieature that is alcove the average
and the stwy and acting is very cotvsis-

My

—

A

—

—

What's Your Reputation Worth? with
Corinne Griffith. A fine picture. Hook it
if you can.
A fine business. She is at
her best. E. A. Bailey, Star theatre.
Rockingham. X. C. General patronage.
The Son of Wallingford, with a special
cast.
A picture hard to define. Some
thought it was great, while others did not
praise it much. Would call it a good program picture. Could not class it as a big
special for, though big, it does not register very strong.
It is just good.
H. P.

Wash.

\\ althall.

—

—

—

Thompson. Liberty theatre, Pardeeville.
Wis. Xeighborhood patronage.
The Rainbow, with Alice Calhoun.--

of the North, with Herny B.
picture that I bought right,

—A

played to good business, pleased my patrons and made some money.
Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre. Florence, Kan.
General patronage.
God's Country and the Woman, w ith a
special cast.
An average Curwood. Dogs
are very interesting.
Has fine drawing
power.
Pulled well on second night.

—

—

—

Charged 3.5 and 1.5 cents.— Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.— General
patronage.

Gypsy Passion, with
This

a

special cast.

good picture. Did not make any
money on it. but no fault of the picture.
Film okay. Chas. Hurich. Ray theatre.
Dickinson. Xorth Dak. General aptronis

a

—

—

age.

Wid

Gunning, Inc.
The Old Oaken Bucket, with a
cast.

— We do not

see

why

so

many

special

exhib-

itors rave over this.
It did not take here
at all.
Many walked out on it. Chas.
Hurich, Ray theatre. Dickinson, Xorth

—

Dak.

— General

patronage.

The Old Oaken Bucket,

—

—

patronage.

story,

atronage.

Flower

WALLACE REID

Playing With Fire, with Gladys Walton.

moving

Flower of the North, with Hen ry B.
\\ althall.— Splendid picture and one
which will please any audience in any
town.— George C. Starkev. Opera House
Montour Falls. X. Y.— Xeighborhood

Spafford. S. O. V. Hall, Barker, N. Y
Small town patronage.
Marked Men, with Harry Carey. Drew
a good house, considering hot weather,
and pleased the audience very much. A

—

a

—

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
Had excellent business.
Star is a favorite here.
Made monev at regular prices. \V. E.

dandy picture and ought to please a".y
audience.
C. E. Hopkins. Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.
Small town patronage.

Has

it.

Jean
Paige. All I can say for this old
one is, if you haven't played it, do
it
now. If you have, I think it
will stand a return engagement.
Frank M. Farrow, Apollo Theatre,

that

—
—

see

BLACK BEAUTY, with

what they expect of the western features.
C. A. Kelley. Rex theatre, Custer
City. Okla.
Small town patronage.
is

who

—

—

Always

all

Can't guess the climax.
Has scenery, action, acting and paper has
drawing power to get them in. Will positively please them.— R. E. Falkinburg.
Lyric theatre. Lexington, Xeb. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

Defense, w'th William Duncan.
it very good.
Will please al-

You'll find

—

—

—

"It

sure

with a special

ought

to be a big box
office attraction"
A. K. Baussad
World in Morion

Kansas

Theatre

City

—

A

nice outdoor picture for your regular
offerings. Xot the type for star,
but it pleased because of story and scenery.
R. E. Falkinburg. Majestic theatre.

program

—

Xeb.

Lexington,

— Xeighborhood

age.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan. Star very popular here and it
you want a clean western, book this one.

—

Pleased 100 per cent.
atrice theatre.

Haw

— A.

A. Xeese, Be-

River, X. C.

borhood patronage.
Steelheart,

with

— Xeigh-

—

Duncan.
Everybody liked it.

William

very good w estern.
A. R. Simpier, Strand theatre, Phoenix.
X. Y. Transient patronage.
The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
Exploited it with two horses
Rotten.
with riders dressed like Arabians, but
:

—

Ruth

patron-

Roland
in

"IheTimber
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cast.

—A

good

that saw
C. R.

—

ville,

Pleased everyone

picture.

but not

it,

— Neighborhood patronage.
When Dawn Came (Prod. Sec), with
a special
— Good picture. No puller
unless worked with church. — Jos. Wenninger, Davison theatre, Waupun, Wis.
Neb.

—

Bootleggers, with a special cast.Pretty good out-of-door picture with
plenty of action and some romance.
Rather hackneyed plot to which has been
tacked a timely title. Have played other
pictures with more action centering about
liquor.

— P.

S.

D.

G.

Estee,

Fad

— Neighborhood

cast.

Neighborhood patronage.
Angel Citizens (Smith), with Franklin
Farnum. This is just about as near no
picture as I have run, and they told me

—

theatre,

patron-

so

age.

—

—

—

—

Folly theatre,

Am

Law

(Ami.

the

—

Dist.),

with a spe-

—

fair.
Jos. WinWaupun, Wis.

Neighborhood patronage.

Ten Nights

in a Barroom (Arrow),
with a special cast. Sure pleased 'em and
brought out all the old timers in the town.

—

Will surprise you
how it will draw and please. A very
good picture. R. E. Falkinburg, Majestic
theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Neighborhood
patronage.

Don't be afraid of

it.

—

cial

Am

the

cast.

two days.

—

Law

— Fair

(Ami.

Dist.), with a speprogram picture.
Run

day

First

fair,

second day

"Wbuld

advise every
exhibitor that wants

an outdoor serial
with thrills galore
to grab this one."
Clarence J. Severson
Liberty Theatre

Wolf Point, Mont.

fell

Burn 'Em Up Barnes
with Johnny Hines.

Knitting

is

complicated

a

Owen Moore

at

art,

finds it so in
(Selznick.)

"Love

least
Is an

Awful Thing."
flat.

Too

atre,

Okemah,

Where

high.
Is

(Equity),

My

a

enough

picture.

mission.

Was

— P.

Wandering Boy Tonight?

with

—A

sure
in adexpected.

special

Will

cast.
stand raise

than I
Majestic theatre, Bowie,
Small town patronage.
lots better

S. Stallings,

—

Tex.
School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. Book this picture. Brothers, you can't go wrong.
It's good.
J.
Liberal theatre, Alden,
A. Weisback,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Masked Avenger (Western
tures Ex.),
half of my

with

Cuneo.

Lester

—

I

Piclost

crowd on this one. Nothing
J. H. Ebersole, Majestic theatre,
Avoca, Iowa. Small town patronage.
The Ranger and Law (Western Pictures Ex.), with Lester Cuneo.
Boys, if
you want a fighting picture from start to
finish, grab it. When that is said, ihat's
all.
W. L. Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Eyes of the World (Clune), with a
special cast.
Good. Will get the money.
Best show we have had. F. W. Barnes,
Orpheum theatre, Rosendale, Mo. Gento

it.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

one over, quit trying.

The Cowboy King (Aywon), with Big
Boy Williams. Picture very good and
ble, Rialto theatre,

me money as I paid too much for it.
—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad,
lost

Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. Very good, but not good
enough to advance price. J. A. Holmes,
Arcade theatre, Holtville, Calif. Neigh-

—

—

—

Roland
in

"iheTimber

Queen
Pafheserial

with a special

—A

fine

program

pic-

—

well liked by my patrons. J. A.
Weisbeck, Liberal theatre, Alden, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
ture,

Am

Law

with a spea good picture which
pleased a big business. William Noble,
New Folly theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
I

cial

the

cast.

School

— This

(Affil. Dist.),

is

Days

—

—

(Warner

with
80 per

Bros.),

Wesley Barry. Pleased about
Not a special production. Photography good.
Business fair.
Does not

cent.

(Affil.

— Pleased

Dist.),

all.

—

age.

Boomerang
One

Justice (Russell), with Geo.
of the best westerns I have
run in a long time. This certainly has an

Larkin.

—

star cast and is something different
Drew good business. Have
in western.
a series of eight of these booked and if
they are all as good as this I'm satisfied.
Got the money in spite of the hot
weather. David Bernbaum, Dixie theall

—

atre,

Dallas, Tex.

My

— Transient patronage.
—

Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity), with a special cast. Very good.

Where

Had

Is

compliments

several

on

this

one.

Cannot go
good- business.
wrong on it. W. E. Spafford, S. O. V.
Small town patronHall, Barker, N. Y.
Played

to

—

—

age.

Boomerang Justice (Russell), with Geo.
Larkin.
Book it. It's snappy. Will get
the money. American theatre, Orlando,

—

—

Fla.

picture
house.

—

atre,

My

Is

Wandering Boy Tonight?

—

cast.
A good
and one good enough for any
William Noble, New Folly the-

(Equity),

with a special

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

— General

pat-

ronage.

Blue Blazes (Western Pictures Ex.),
with Lester Cuneo.— Absolutely the bunk.
As bad as The Hell Hound of the West,
and it was the worst yet. J. A. Holmes,

Arcade theatre, Holtville,
hood patronage.

—Cal. — Neighbor-

Discontented Wives (Fidelity), with a

Shell (Milborne-Morante),
cast.

Barnes

No-

City, Okla.

Did a
good business. Star is new one here and
was well liked.—W. E. Spafford, S. O. V.
Small town patronHall, Barker, N. Y.

borhood patronage.

One Empty

Up

Burn 'Em

— William

Oklahoma

with Johnny Hines.

Where

—

this

-American theatre,

Orlando, Fla.

eral patronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affil. Dist.),
with Johnny Hines. This is a very good
comedy feature. I ots of laughs in it.
Will go good with any audience, but it

Dist.),

If

—

Slepka, Jewel theOkla.— General patronage.

(Affil.

— — you can't put

good business prevailing.

— Anton

—

Ruth

—

—

—

—

Ark.

—

—

cial

—

Special cast.
Business
ninger, Davison theatre,

Lan-

L.

Sunset Jones (American), with a specast.
This is a fairly good western,
but kind of old. Drew good. Chas. Hurich, Ray theatre, Dickinson, North Dak.
General patronage.

Oklahoma

cial cast.
Picture was well advertised
and drew good crowds for a week's run.
Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.
Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. All Jack Hoxie pictures get me
the money.
This one is exceptionally
good. Can recommend these Hoxie pictures to any exhibitor who wants to run
live westerns with good titles and paper.
D. Berbaum, Dixie theatre, Dallas, Tex.
Flesh and Blood (Western Picture
Ex.), with Lon Chaney.
A good picture.

— W.

Batesvilla,

ronage.

(Arrow), with Jack
Good picture and business. Wil-

Sparks of Flint

New

patrons).

—

State Rights

—

my

theatre,

—

hood patronage.

Hoxie.
liam Noble,
City, Okla.

mean

Gem

Neighborhood patronage.
School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. Played this picture after
weeks of losses and cleaned up on two
hot days. Held matinees both days. Lolfor
souvenirs.
Censor proof.
lypops
Pleases old and young alike, without a
comedy. Frank M. Farrow, Apollo theNeighborhood patatre, Seattle, Wash.

Don't Blame Your Children, with a spePretty good, of the old-fashcast.
Title keeps as
ioned melodrama type.
many away as it draws. Made from the
P. G. Estee.
old play "John Danvers."
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. Neighbor-

I

(I

ders,

cial

I

—

&

McCown, Strand theatre, NashTenn. General patronage.

Brookings,

1922

9,

justify raise in price of admission.
ShafSanders, Amusu theatre, Hooper,
fer

much drawing power.

The

illicit

September

special

— Only
—

cast.

a

program

fair

pic-

Pleased about 80 per cent. Did not
draw well. A. A. Neese, Beatrice theNeighborhood
atre, Haw River, N. C.
patronage.
The Recoil (Clark-Cornelius), with a
ture.

special cast.

—

— Fair program

picture.

—

J.

A.

Weisbeck, Liberal theatre, Alden, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
Dangerous Toys (Federated), with Wil-

—

—

liam Desmond. A fair picture, but could
be cut to a five reeler without leaving out
anything you would miss. ChaTles Lee

—

—
——

—
September

9,
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Hyde, Grand theatre,
town patronage.

Pierre, S. D.

— Small

Hamburg,

—

Ball,"

&

—

—

hood patronage.
Shifting Sands (Tri), with Gloria Swanson.
A fine picture, book it if you can.
E. A. Bailey, Star theatre, Rockingham,
N. C. General patronage.
Determination (Lee Bradford), with a
special cast.
Pleased about 90 per cent.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Toonerville Comedies (F. M.). A welcome change from all other brands.
Laughter in them, but a story that appeals to small towns. Have played them
all and will continue.
They have variety,
action and good characters.
R. E. Fal-

—

—

—

than

better

average.

— W.

Spafford, S. O. V. Hall, Barker, N.

Small town patronage.
Confession (Pioneer), with
Walthall.

— Although

this

is

E.

it

—

Y.—

Henry
old

kinburg, Lyric theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

B.

Urban Movie Chats (Hodkinson).
This is just about the best filler I have
ever tried.
Ran the first thirteen numbers and my patrons seem to like them
better than the news reels.
T. E. Edmundson, Lyric theatre, Grangeville, IdaGeneral patronage.
ho.
Urban Movie Chats (Hodkinson).
Number 3 is best to date. The capturing
of live alligators with the bare hands is

has

never been played here and was a good
story well directed. Drew all the Catho-

and several others. Seemed to please
all.— W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town patronlics

—

—

—

age.

The Masked Avenger (Western
tures

Ex.),

with Lester Cuneo.

good western with lots of
a good story to match it.

—A

Picreal

pep and
Pleased small
Boatwright, Radio the-

—

crowd. J. W.
atre, Ozark, Mo.

action,

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

worth special mention in your advertising.
This stunt caused much comment.
Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

MAX LINDER

—
in a scene

from

his latest

comedy, "The Three Must-get-theres,"
which United Artists is distributing.

Serials
The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth

— We

—

Idaho.

My

Wife's Relations (F.-N.), with Bus-

—

About like the rest of Keater Keaton.
Lost money on him.
ton's comedies.
Film rental too high. C. R. Sullivan,

—

Roland.
have played the fourth episode and can honestly say that if the
story holds up this will be a sure fire
winner. No knife play or guns. Just hon-

Joe Ryan. On eighth episode and going
good. One of the very few serials that
get better each episode.
I believe it the
best western serial I ever used. L. R.

est old rough and tumble when any fighting occurs. Monroe Theatre Company,

Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.
General patronage.

lin.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast. I am running this
serial for the third time and it's still getting me the money.
I
consider this the
Believe it
best serial I have ever run.
will make money any place.
D. Berbaum, Dixie theatre, Dallas, Tex.

— Raymond

—

—

Monroe

theatre, Monroe, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Meyers. Just finished this one
and it is the poorest serial I ever used.
Holds up fourth to seventh episode, then
goes from bad to worse. I believe it kept
enough business out of my house to have
bought a good program. L. R. Creason,
Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla. General

—

—

—

—

—

Short Subjects

—

—

and

if it continues as it has it can't help
but make money for every exhibitor.
Boys, book it, boost it, and cash in. W.
L. Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

ROBINSON CRUSOE (Universal),
with Harry Myers. The kids ate
this up. Tied up with store. Gave
away book "Crusoe" with each
serial ticket paid in advance at
$1.50.
American Theatre, Orlando,

—

—

Fla.

—

(Universal),
with
is one of the best

we have ever shown, and it knocks
the young folks out of their seats. What
few empty chairs we have get tipped over
also.
We have tried a new idea with this
one by running it on Sunday afternoons
only, and have succeeded in making our
serials

Sunday business during these hot summer days almost equal to that experienced

—

Wm. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. On 12th episode.
We consider this a better serial than Winners of
the West, but it does not draw as well

in the best of times.

—

—

summer

as Winners of the West
the spring. Johnson Brothers,
Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y. Small
the

did

— American

theatre, Orlando, Fla.

—

Century Comedies (Universal). These
"Golfing,"
much improvement.
"Hold Your Breath," "Sea Shore Shapes,"
"Whizbang," "Horse Sense," all average
good and please normal crowds. R. E.,
Falkinburg,
Lyric theatre, Lexington.
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

Fair

theatre,

Amarillo,

Tex.

— General

patronage.

Pay Day

(F.-N.), with Charlie Chapaverage comedy for Chaplin, but
of course far better than most comedies
released.
Did not do much business.

—An

Mayflower theatre,
Gear,
Florence, Kan. General patronage.
P. D. Q. (Universal), with Lee Moran.
Although there is nothing original
about this, it is well done and gets the
laughs.
Moran is better since he and
Lyons quit mixing their wives Ralph R.

—

—

—

Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ont., Can.

—

A

Sailor

Made Man

—

(Asso. Ex.), with

Harold Lloyd. Good subject, though
Lloyd has made funnier. Drew well and

show

—

—

Comedies

(Educational).
the first series, and taken
as a whole they held up very well. Kiss
Christie

Have run

Superlatively
beautiful,

all

Me Caroline is a corker and is worth an
independent booking and special featuring.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon.

—

sensationally
thrilling-

Idaho.

Robinson Crusoe
Harry Myers. This

in

About

—

(Pathe). Try
'em.
the best short reel cartoon made.

Fables

Aesop's

patronage.

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. A knockout, if you will excuse
the expression.
The best serial I have
ever run to date. I have run two episodes

— Neighborhood
(Educational). — "Play
Can.

Sketchographs
"Family Album," "What's the
Limit," "Just for Fun," "Eve's Leaves,"
every one a decided novelty.
Many
highly complimentary remarks given us.
So unlike anything else. R. E. Falkinburg, Majestic theatre, Lexington, Neb.

—

Largest Friday I
is bound to please.
ever had. Lobby is great.
Riley
Peek,
Opera House, Eagleville, Mo. Neighbor-

Business

Ont.,

patronage.

The Days of the Buffalo (Miller Bros.),
with Lester Cuneo.- A real western that

—

73

in

—

—

town patronage.

The Purple Rider (Vitagraph), with

—

Harold Lloyd Reissues (Pathe). Bebe
Very satisDaniels and Snub Pollard.
factory.
We use them on Saturday with
a

good feature and news

reel

and

find

our audience anticipates them with pleasure.
W. H. Harman, Strand theatre,
Kingsport, Tenn. Small town patronage.

—

—
The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. — Neither my patrons

myself could see anything
Very little
tional in this series.
in each release, some having only

nor

—

excep-

boxing
about a

minute.
No business either. Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
General patronage.
These
Screen Snapshots (Pathe).
seem to please and they break the monotony of the old feature and comedy
and news show. My poorest night has
picked up. Believe these have helped.

—

Ralph R. Gribble, Grand

—

theatre,

New

Ruth
Roland
in

TheTimber

Queen
Pafheserial
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USE THIS BLANK

pleased, though there is little profit as
the rental gets h'gher with each release.
time exhibitors stopped paying a
It
is
premium to run anybody's stuff. B. P.
McCormick, Liberty theatre, Florence,
Small town patronage.
Colo.

—

—

Box

Office

Reports Tell the Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

for

Upper and Lower (Universal), with
Lee Moran. Not very exciting nor
Rand, Rex theatre,
Philip
laughable.

—

—

Salmon, Idaho.
Spooks (Educational), with a

special
quite as good as some of the
but
brand,
past releases o-f the Mermaid
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield
just average.
theatre, 2844 Madison street, Chicago, 111.
cast.

— Not

—

—Neighborhood

Other Exhibitors

patronage.

Horse Sense (Universal), with a special
The horse is the star actor and de-

cast.

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

—

very satisfactory performance.
Gave very good satisfaction because of
a

livers

—

Mc-

B. P.
the intelligence of the horse.
Cormick, Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo.
Small town patronage.
Brownie's Little Venus (Universal),

—

—

Title

with Brownie and Baby Peggy. Enough
cannot be said for this wonderful baby

Star

and

Producer

all

They

dog.

always good and

are

Will please young and
thev are clean.
Don't pass these up. I enjoy them
old.

myself— Ralph

atre,

R. Gribble, Grand theOut., Can.— Neigh-

New Hamburg,

borhood patronage.

Remarks

•

(Educational), a Christie
of those mighty
clever comedies these folks have given us.
Has clever story and lots of humor. Not
so many loud laughs, but you enjoy
Without slapthese kind all the more.
stick.— R. E. Falkinburg. Majestic the-

Enough

Fair

— Another

Comedy.

Where

My

Is

with a

Hopkins

kins,

— Another
Semon

clever

1922

9,

mighty good

comedy.

Clever

and

tricks,

suspense and laughter to it. As good as
his average, which is high in pleasing the
slapstick likers.
R. E. Falkinburg, MaNeighjestic theatre, Lexington, Neb.
borhood patronage.

—

—

Mutt and Jeff (Fox), a cartoon.
Helped to make an enjoyable evening.
This half reel produced as much enjoyment as most two-reelers. -Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

The Smart Alec (Universal), with
Harry Sweet. This is one of the few
Century comedies that I can recommend.
It's good and well worth the money.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.

—

—

Love and Doughnuts

—

(F. N.), a

Mack

Sennett comedy. A very good comedy.
Plenty of laughs, yet filled with slapWill answer nicely for comedy
stick.
filler.
R. E. Falkinburg, Majestic theNeighborhood
Lexington,
atre.
Neb.
patronage.

—

—

Him Again

(Pathe), with Harold
get this one reeler.
Lloyd is at his best. He always brings
the crowd.
There is a punch in every
reel.
W. D. Webb, Star theatre, Corinth,
Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

Hit
Lloyd.

— By

all

means

—
—

Alfalfa

— More

Love Universal), with Brownie.
(

novelty than a comedy.
Clever,
but not very funny. W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.
Small town patronage.
of

a

—

—

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

Wandering Wife? (Uni-

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.

special

Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTRO.
PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

— This a
splendid one-reel comedy, the second best
we have had this summer. — C. E. Hopversal),

Semon.

— Neighborhood

Neb.

Lexington,
patronage.

atre,

September

is

cast.

Cotter,

theatre,

Ark.—

Small town patronage.
The Four Seasons (Hodkinson),
neto educational. Our patrons do

—

Kinot

seem to care for educational subjects of
Kundert, Empress
Ryan
this nature.

—

Title

&

Beresford, S. D.— Neighborhood
patronage.
Edgar the Detective (Goldwyn), with
Johnny Jones. Very slow. Hardly
worth booking. Philip Rand, Rex theGeneral patronage.
atre, Salmon, Idaho.
theatre,

Star

—
—

Producer

—

Table Steaks (Universal), with
If they like
'Brownie. — A fair comedy.

Remarks

Brownie,
alto

this will do.

theatre,

— W.

Cheyenne

P. Perry, Ri-

Wells,

A

Name

of Theatre

Transient

or

Neighborhood Pat-

Made Man

—

City
State

gacenopinionj
Costs

CHICAGO,

cents Per Review.

3

ILL.

(Asso. Ex.), with

—

—

CLASSIFIED
Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

Advance.

$1.00

—

BARTOLA ORGAN FOR SALE

patronage.

Lloyd in Now or Never
(Asso. Ex.) and Buster Keaton in The
Haunted House (Metro). Packed our
house on these two money getters. Lloyd
Our first
is good for us all the time.
time for Keaton, but we believe in him
now. Book both and be happy. Abraham Brothers, Hackett theatre, Port GibNeighborhood patronage.
son, Miss.
The Fall Guy ( Vitagraph ), with Larry

Harold

ronage

—

—

Sailor

Harold Lloyd. A rip roarin', side slipIf
pin', knock 'em dead feature comedy.
you haven't played it get it at once and
watch your people smile on the way out.
You'll get your smile at the box office.
C. L. White, Arietta theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Cops (F. N.), with Buster Keaton.
City
Starts slow and it winds up good.
Neighborhood
theatre, Hoboken, N. J.

—

Exhibitor

Today in one "ColHe's unreliable!
umn," great in another, "Rotten."
Be protected by and read

Colo.

Small town patronage.
Pay Day (F. N.), with Charles ChapYou'd never have a pay day if other
lin.
service did not release better than this
one. Jack Teller, Temple theatre, McCook, Neb. General patronage.

—
—

Don't Depend on Competitor Opinions

—

—

—

FOR SALE — Bartola
about

$7,500.

Will

in

sell

fine condition.
at big sacrifice.

Hyman. Janet Theatre, 617 West North
cago,

Worth

Max

Ave., Chi-

111.

POSITION WANTED— ORGANIST
WANTED— Organist desires change location.
Featured in all previous posiBrilliant musician.
Exceptional library. Permanent. Short notions.
Organist, Exhibitors Herald, 417
tice required.
S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

THEATRE EQUIPME
Muessel Describes
Rest Room That Is
Patronage Builder
By H.

F.

MUESSEL.

Ansley theatre, Ansley, Kcb.
"In regard to our rest room, it first cost
us $800 to equip this little room with toilavatories, etc.

lets,

It

is

furnished with

the best of leather upholstered furniture.
"For the first year the business men of
the town helped to support it by buying

Remodeling Work Progresses
As Improved Houses Re-Open
That theatres throughout the country
are going to be prepared to nake a
stronger bid for patronage than at any
previous time is apparent from
the

amount of remodeling and improvement
work now under way and contemplated
for playhouses in all sections. The erection of new and modern theatres recently

many showmen the realization that in order to successfully meet
this competition better facilities in all
has brought to

departments must be provided for their
patrons unless they become estranged to
their old places of entertainment through
greater comfort and atmosphere offered
elsewhere.

Much Work Completed
Those who started early the work

The Ansley
ing

rest

hand

theatre, Ansley, Neb., showdescribed, on the left

room

side.

monthly tickets gocd for the family, that
gave us something over a hundred dollars

and sure money

"Now

to

go on.

they have the room they
don't come through as they did but I would
not be without this rest room as it is the
talk of the country, and is some advertisement.
It costs us about $400 a year
to maintain but I think it cheap advertising
that

at that."

*

*

*

one of the few showmen
properly capitalizing equipment, the rest
room undoubtedly qualifying as equipment
in the large sense of the word.
The Ansley is a .100 seat house, modern in every

Mr. Muessel

respect.

Fox Will Build New
Exchange in Dallas
A modern

two-story

film

exchange

be erected by Fox Film
Corporation on Jefferson street, Dallas.
Texas. The building will be constructed
in accordance with the recently adopted
city ordinance regulating film buildings
and will cost between $25,000 and $30.building

will

000.

The structure

to be 25 feet wide bv
will contain a projection

is

00 feet long, and
room for private

exchange

will

be

screenings.

ready

in

The new
November.

Improves Theatre
Manager Maurice Lowenstein of
Majestic

theatre.

Oklahoma

City,

the
be-

keeping his theatre in first class
He has just added an armarquise to the front and only

lieves in

condition.
tistic

recently installed a Blizzard cooling system.

of

work.
Reports from Harry Xichols, field representative of the Herald, show that out

number of theatres visited in
Detroit within the past few days four
of these are ready to undertake extensive
improvements. Mr. Xichols reports that
immediate action will be taken in rejuvenating the Warfield theatre by M.
Teitel. The sum of $5,000 will be spent
in this work which calls for the building
of a new front for the house and the
installation of a new ventilating system
and other equipment.
of a limited

New House Planned
The Holbrook theatre, managed by
S.

front and

A

new machines and

a

new generator have

been installed, which provide for perfect
projection. In fact the Palace is practically a new theatre and one of the handsomest in this part of the state."

$ 1 00,000 House at
Oxnard, California
Mark M. Hanson, who owns the Lyric,
new Victory and the Opera House

the

leases

at

Oxnard.

Cal.,

will

add

to

his

chain of theatres with the erection of a
new playhouse to cost $100,000. A site
measuring 50 feet by 140 feet has been
acquired by Mr. Hanson.

The

is to have a seating capacand is to be two stories high
in front with accommodations for small
business enterprises on either side of the

theatre

ity of 1,000

lobby.

Carleton Monroe Winslow, a Los Angeles architect, has been engaged to prepare plans for the house. Definite date
of construction has not yet been decided
upon, although in anticipation of an early
completion of the theatre. Mr. Hanson
has ordered a $15,000 Robert Morton
organ.

Fisher will be redecorated and remod-

Rivard streets which he will remodel and
open as a modern theatre.

From these reports, covering but a restricted territory and a limited number
of theatres visited within only a few days
an idea of the scope of the improvements
to theatres that are being nationally made
can be obtained. Few theatres, it is apparent, are going to usher in the new
theatrical season under old conditions.
good idea of the extent which the
improvements embrace in many instances
and the results accomplished is obtained
from the following excerpts of a story
covering the opening of a remodeled
theatre upon completion of the work.
"Patrons of the popular Xorth Main
street playhouse will scarcely recognize
the place. The building has been adorned
by a new stucco front and a marquee
built over the sidewalk.
handsome new

A

in

the

advertising display
have been placed in the lobby. Within,
the new Palace has been repainted and
redecorated and the seats have been
completely rearranged so that all are easy
and comfortable. The floors have been
recarpeted and a new system of ventilation has been installed.
new screen,
for

R.

eled making it a first class house in every
respect. Mr. Fisher has decided. Jofin
Brennan. owner of the Cozy theatre, also
has a similar program planned for his
theatre, work on which will be started
in the near future. J. Goldstein has purchased an old theatre at Congress and

A

booth has been built

new frames

Exhibitor to Build

brightening up the theatre, making it
more comfortable and giving it a new
lease of life in anticipation of the big fall
business generally conceded to be close
at hand, have already completed their
tasks and many of these houses are now
re-opening. Others are now in the midst
of" a rebuilding program while a great
many more are first ready to launch the

is

ticket

Plan Two New Houses
For Mid West States
Two new

theatres in Missouri and
being planned. George Boden
City will build a two-story
stone theatre at Thirty-sixth
Indiana avenue. Kansas City.
Mo., while Bernard Davis of Wichita.
Kas.. is planning the erecting of a downtown house in Wichita near Second and

Kansas are
of Kansas
brick and
street and

West Douglas
The theatre

street.

to be built

by Mr. Boden

have a frontage of 101 feet on Indiana avenue and extend back 135 feet.
will

City Needs Theatre
Alta. Iowa, would like to have a motion
picture theatre. This is apparent from a
story appearing in the local newspaper,
the Advertiser, which states. "After many
obtain
a
disheartening
attempts
to
"movie' for Alta for the summer the committee are at last successful in obtaining
Shepard and Lamb with a big canvas
tent to put on a 'movie' program.''
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McVickers Job
The
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Engineering Feat

article
following
illustrations are re-

and

printed herewith through
the courtesy of POPU-

LAR

MECHANICS

MAGAZINE

ivhere they

appeared
originally
the July issue.

in

in a time when the
extraordinary has become

EVEN

the commonplace,

some

will stand out as being

feat

worthy

more than passing notice.
In this class belongs the task
of placing the foundations for
of

the

new

theatre that

place the old

is

McVickers

to rebuild-

Probably
none of those who enjoyed
the performances in the theing

Chicago.

in

atre during the early part of
year realized that the

this

and substantial building
which they sat was resting
on temporary foundations of
steel and wood, while deep in
the ground below men were
solid
in

down

digging

to

the

solid

bedrock to place the foundations for the

Before

new

the

building.

actual

work

careful and precise
calculations were made to determine the proper method of
placing the beams that would
support the building during
the time the excavations were
Some idea of
being made.
the magnitude of this task
started,

alone can be gained when it
is recalled that twice each day
some 2,000 persons were admitted to the theatre, and that
they constituted what is called
a "moving load," of first importance in all calculations
both from an engineering and
a safety standpoint.

When

the

actual

work

started, a chute was cut from
the basement of the building
to the freight tunnel which

passes along Madison Street
about 40 feet below the surAll material excavated
face.

was

handled

through

this

chute and dumped into cars
waiting in the tunnel. After
the supporting beams were
brought in and placed in position,
the excavations were
started, and permanent piers
Excavations were
up.
made under the walls, and the
footings for the new walls
placed.
and
were poured
built

When

these had set sufficiently, jacks were placed below the standing walls, and

weight was used to settle
new foundations until no
movement could be noticed,
after which the new walls
this

the

were

built

up to the ground

During this time the
caissons were being sunk to
the limestone bed rock, 100
These caissons
feet below.
level.

were

4

and

5 feet in

diameter

Care was taken in so planning the operations that all

and were filled with concrete,
forming solid pillars upon
which the new theatre building will rest. The pouring of

were carried on an individual
set of shoring and jacks, and
the
new proscenium wall,
about 20 feet back of the old

the concrete in each of these
caissons was done continuously, the material being delivered from the alley at one
side of the building. The delivery of this material was the
only hint the public had of
the work that was going on
below. The proscenium wall

one, was constructed without
interfering with the performBecause of the differance.
ence in elevation, it was possible to build the new stage
almost directly below the rear
of the old stage, and all this
was done before the playhouse closed its doors.

steel curtain, weighing together some 700 tons and extending to the sixth floor,

The foundation work went
forward 24 hours per day, be-

structure.

ing divided into three shifts.

job.

and

work
noisy
or
should be done between midnight and 10 o'clock in the
morning in order not to disturb the performance above.
pounding

As soon as the final curtain
was rung down, the wreckers
started to tear down the old
building, and when this is ac-

complished, construction will
start immediately on the new

No

serious

acci-

dents marred the dangerous

September

9.
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Show Goes On

as

ruption to the daily performances the foundation of the
new building was laid.
Another interesting thing
in connection with the approaching opening of the McVickers is the fact that since

McVickers theatre
on the same site in
1858 it has been the home,
principally,
of the
spoken
drama. The new building, by
far eclipsing any of its prethe

first

was

built

decessors in point of costliness,

and

beauty

modern

architecture will cater exclu-

motion pictures.
completion the
McVickers theatre will take

sively

to

With

its

place among the finest mopicture houses in the
country. Its seating capacity
will be 3,000, composed of an
auditorium and a large balcony.
Elaborate preparations to
make it without a peer in
point of beauty are under
its

tion

way.

An artesian well. 1.400 feet
deep, the sinking of which has
aroused

much

interest,

will

act as the cooling and heating
medium for the theatre. Coming from this depth the natural cooled water will provide
an economical means of keeping the house at a comfortable

temperature

by passing

summer and
through boilers

in
it

winter it will provide the
necessary heat.
in

Another

interesting constructional feature in connection with the new McVickers
is the fact that the side and
back walls of the structure remain in the new building.
These walls have been thoroughly and completely reinforced, making them sturdier
even than new walls. The
front of the theatre as well as
the interior has been razed to
provide for its enlargement
and the new arrangement put
into effect
At the Rialto theatre. Tones.

McVickers to Be
FinishedonTime
When work

of

razing the

McVickers theatre. Chicago, was started on May 1
of this year it was announced
that the new playhouse would
bj;
completed and ready to
old

open its doors within five
months. That the architects.
Thomas W. .Lamb, New York,
and Henry E.^BJewhouse. Chi-

cago, were not amiss in their
judgment is indicated by the
present stage which the construction

work has reached.

From

the

offices

Linick

&

Schaefer

of
it

Jones.
is

an-

nounced that the doors of the
McVickers will swing open
for the initial performance
about the third week of September.

The work

of tearing

down

ah old structure and erecting

place a $1,500,000 thewithin a period of five
months was the object of
in its

atre

much
the

started.

as

comment

interesting

time

the

The

distinctive

feat
in

is

regarded

annals

theatre construction

at

was

project

of

and en-

gineering.

Photographs -herewith are

Even before the old building was razed work on the
new structure was actually
under

way.

Linick & Schaefer have what is
probably an equally ingenious
cooling device, using the air
from Chicago's underground
tunnel system which remains
at an even temperature of 55
degrees the year around. The
air is thoroughly washed and
purified
before entering the
theatre by passing over charcoal and through streams of
water.
The theatre is all but
actually cold in the hottest
weather and in winter, with
but little extra heat, the temperature is easily maintained
at a comfortable point

Without

inter-

'by courtesy of L. P. Friestedt. responsible for the

foundation work.
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Will help you put Universal Pictures

"over big" in your

own theatre

Universal Service means more than
merely supplying you with a complete

ser-

you
could wish for. After you have bought a Universal Picture our coats are oS to help you put
vice of every kind of picture, feature or film

it

over big in your

own

theatre.

Recently the manager of a big theatre
near Chicago wrote us as follows: "After
buying a Universal Picture I always like to
come into your Exchange because I never get
away without having my head chuck full of
helpful ideas

and

my arms

full

of material to

work with."
Please remember that in 24 Universal
Film Exchanges, in 24 leading Cities we
have a Publicity Director whose entire job is to
help you sell Universal Pictures. From each of
them you will get real help no "bunk" or guesses,

—

but actual facts about the kind of advertising

publicity

which has produced

theatres just like yours.
will

come

right to

your own

and

best results in

Jlnd when necessary they
city and give you personal

assistance.

—

Unusual
Yes. But we want you to expect more
from us because you will really get more.

Ihrwenhal jfcim &ccfuutq£^,3m.
CHICAGO OFFICE— 831

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago— Phone Harrison 7927

s

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Mid West Managers
Convene in Chicago
Seery Brings First National
Force Here for Two

Days Meeting
managers and salesmen
from cities in the Mid West district convened in Chicago last Thursday and Friday to hear DisFirst National

Manager

trict

Roy

Seery'
C.
report on the recent
conference
of the company's
in

officials

New

York.

New phases of
company's
h e
policy for 192-'-:.'.'),
as announced by
Mr.
Seery,
are
plans for supplying fresh prints
t

on

Sam Kau

all

who is due in
Chicago Friday, September 1, on a trip
around the country. He is making personal appearances in seveial of the large

produc-

tions
ously

CARTER DE HAVEN,

to

continuall
ex-

cities.

changes and plans for handling accessories

more

efficiently.

of Balaban & Katz, franchise
holders in this district, spoke briefly and
enthusiastically of the company's product
for the new season.
He stated that as
proof of his confidence in these pictures
he had booked nineteen for presentation
at the Chicago theatre within the next
twenty-one weeks.
During a discussion of the plans for intensive exploitation of the company's
product, J. Lazarus, exploitation director
in this territory, explained in detail of the
readiness and capacity of his department
to serve the exhibitors.
After adjournment of the convention
the managers and their staffs were the
guests of Mr. Seery at the Marigold Gardens.
Among those present during the sesH. M. Weinberg, Dei
sions
were:
Moines; E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City; H.
Fitzgerald, Milwaukee; Ralph BradJ,
Minneapolis; Harry Weiss, St.
ford,
Louis; E. J. Eichenlaub, Chicago; C. E.
Bond, Chicago, and W. W. Brumberg.

Sam Katz

NAT WOLF

Yep. You
booth up at
First National's exchange any day and
any evening you'll find him covering
the West side. "Texas is O. K., but
give me Chi. any old time," says Nat.
is

home

can find him in the

again!
last

Myers Returns Owing to
Illness of His Director
Harry Myers, who recently was sent to
Europe with Director Edward Laemmle.
Tenny Wright and David Stuniar, cameraman, to film two productions abroad
"Ivanhoe" and "Graustark" has returned, owing to the illness of Mr.
Laemmle.
Mr. Myers stopped off for a few hours
in Chicago en route to the West Coast,
and stated while he was glad of the opportunity of seeing Europe, he was glad
He said
to get back to the U. S. A.
working methods in the old country are
entirely different from here and conditions
were not favorable for picture

—

—

making.

His many friends among the exhibitors
will be pleased to learn of the appoint-

New

Talent for
McVickers Orchestra

Jones. Linick & Schaefer have dispatched Pietro Cavallo, assistant conductor of the orchestra for the

new McVick-

present position he will lie
with J. L. Friedman at the Celebrated
Players. Mr. Friedman having the Al
Lichtman franchise for Illinois and In-

ers theatre, to Los Angeles to look over
two violinists for the new house.
Frank Crissafulli and Mateo Manna,
who have played for the past six years
in the Chicago Grand Opera company,
have also been engaged by Musical Director Spitalay.
The Orpheum theatre in State street
will play all Paramount pictures after
their run at McVickers, under a new ar-

diana.

rangement made by Aaron Jones.

ment

of

Edward Grossman

Al Lichtman exchange
"Eddie" was with Paramount

of the

until a

year ago

when he

manager

as
in

Chicago.

in

Chicago

resigned to ac-

cept the managership of the

Denver

exIn his
associated

change for Associated Producers.

A new
market,

screen has been placed on the
product of M. G. Dilling-

the

The

hack.
this

first

territory

one to be installed

now being used

is

in

the

at

National projection
South Wabash avenue. Mr.
used one of the screens for
in a theatre in Wisconsin,

room, 831
Dillinghack
seven years
and claims
for the Peerless that it will bring out
clear and distinctly every point of a
picture and give depth and perspective
to every scene flashed upon it.
The
screen is made in white, golden white
and silver grey, for long distances. The
Peerless Curtain Company of Cudahey,
First

Wis.,

made

the

of these.

first

George Ade

Is

Host to

Paramount "Pep Club"

Goes to West Coast
After

Grossman Assigned to
Lichtman Branch Here

Claims Peerless Screen
Gives Depth to Pictures

The Paramount "Pep Club," fifty strong,
went down to George Ade's farm in Indiana one day last week by autos. The
day was spent in playing golf, baseball,
croquet,

ones

swam

tennis,

donned
in

while
their

the pool on

many

of the

fair

bathing

suits

and

the farm.

A

big

chicken dinner was served at noon and
a light lunch in the evening just before
the party left for Chicago. Just ask any

who were there whether George
an ideal host or not. According to re-

of those
is

ports

nobody

came "Back

Home

and

Broke," but all returned voting him
be "Our Leading Citizen."

la
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Manager Harry Lorch has a new salesman on his staff who is flying the colors of
Goldwyn in the Northwestern Illinois territory.
His name: H. D. Johnson. He
hails

from

He

Detroit.

formerly worked

for Standard Film Service.
the man.
Treat him right.

Now

you know

Herb Given, district manager for Paramount, reports the largest number of bookings for "Fifth Annual Paramount Week,"
September 3 to 9, in the history of the Chicago exchange. That's stepping on high.
*

*

*

take much to disrupt the office
morale at Pathe. Just two girls attired in
hiking outfits did it last week. Will some
one please present blinders to Ray Nolan,
"Chick" Keppler and Oss (ifer) Florine.
It doesn't

*

*

#

i

Charles H. Dingman is hitting the high
and low spots in the Indiana territory for
Metro, Dingman having succeeded T. C.
Baker

in

that territory.
* * *

Another change in the Metro staff is the
appointment of I. Natkin to cover the
Eastern Illinois territory.

Premiere at Capitol
For New Castle Film
Fashion Promenade to Be
Featured With Showing
of "Slim Shoulders"
Irene Castle's latest Hodkinson picture,
op-

Abe Gumbiner presented Ed Bricketto

W. W. Brumberg,
in our midst.
country salesman for First National, is
And W. W. has figures to
another one.

of First National with a beautiful gold
pencil last week, while signing up for some
comedies, but later it developed the pencil
belonged to Salesman Frank Ismael of

Last

week we mentioned

several

timists

He

back up his statements.
38 per cent
last,

more business

says there

is

year than

this

*

*

*

O. J. Treulich of the Bonita theatre.
6435 Halstead street, is all set for a big
season, having newly decorated his house,
installed two new Simplex machines and a

new

air cooling system.
*
*
*

Eddie
ager,

Gilliam, the demon piano player
of First National's sales force, has returned from a lengthy vacation, brown as a
*

*

*

Charles L. Casanave, former Universal
salesman at Milwaukee, has resigned and
joined the Chicago Fox forces.
Speaking of Fox salesmen, Tom Delaney and Tom Norman have also been
taken on by Manager Eckhardt.
*

Guy

Martin

*

*

Irwin theatre.
of
the
paid the local Universal

Bloomington, 111.,
exchange a visit last week.
*

*

*

And Herman Stern

is

not

going

to

leave us flat, despite all rumors. Mr. Stern
made a special trip to New York to consult with Art Schmidt, but upon his return he assured us he had no intention of
leaving Chicago for a New York berth at
the present.

*

*

received

with the voiceful of smiles
switchboard, is on vacation.
*

*

at

into honest

hands

*

peppy
telegram

manfrom

*

lengthy

a

Beauties to Pose

Select's

Jack Woody of the home office, last week,
to get out the town band and buy a bigger
office safe, for "Love Is an Awful Thing."
*

Walter

*

Hyland,

Universal's popular
booker, is now driving a car, an Essex, and
last Saturday took a run up to Madison,
Wis., just to try it out. No more Fords for
Harry. Not after that Eastern trip.
*

*

*

to have conventions now and
brings back to the Row some of
Goodness knows when
the old standbys.
we would have seen Harry Weiss again if
First National hadn't pulled all its managers in from the Mid West last week.
Harry's blowing the horn for First National down in St. Louis.

Good thing

then.

It

*

*

*

Julius Lamm, general manager for the
Brunhild & Young circuit, has been suffering from insomnia since two attempts were
made by safecrackers to rob one of the
company's theatres.
So that he might
have peace of mind and get away from all
these bad men he spent last week with his
family up in the dense forests of Wisconsin.
*

*

*

Managers Martin and Gulick

little

lady

at the
local Pathe exchange were hosts last week
to their general manager, Elmer Pearson.
Mr. Pearson dropped a few words of encouragement and then hurried on to Los

the

"U"

Angeles.

*

Miss Gertrude Gutzeit, the

fell

Silverman,

Tom

berry.

it

Ed.
*

"news beats."
*

to

*

Harry Birch, Fox news cameraman, is
vacationing "far from the maddening
crowd" of the city and away from all
*

However,

Metro.

when handed

which sounds encouraging.

*

R. C. Seery returned from New York in
time to hold his district manager and sales
He reconvention at the Congress hotel.
turned all pepped up over the fall product
of First National.

Many

gowns that will be shown
Fashion Promenade are duplicates
of the gowns that Mrs. Castle brought
back with her from Paris when she returned four weeks ago. Others are originals from the smartest shops on the
Parisian boulevards and were brought
over last week by the buyers of one of
the largest silk manufacturing houses in
America.

*

*

Row's confirmed bachvalue out of that automobile license. He has his Cadillac trained
to take the boulevards and country roads
at a fast clip.
First you see him, then you
L. A. Rozelle, the

elor, is getting full

of the

in the

Six of the most beautiful mannequins
New York will be seen in the Fashion
Promenade which will be staged with all
the elaborate detail of Winter Garden
in

and Follies scenes.

Song

Is

Accompaniment

was written by
Shoulders"
"Slim
Charles K. Harris, noted song writer. A
new song called "Slim Shoulders" has
also been written by Mr. Harris and will
be used as the theme of the musical accompaniment

for the picture.

Deauville Bathing Styles
Seen in Swanson Picture
Sea bathing de luxe, as it is done in
gayest France by European and American millionaires, is said to be a feature
of "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," Gloria

Swanson's newest Paramount picture.
While American bathers are usually
content with just a huge umbrella to
shade them from the sun, such a protecentirely inadequate for those who
on the beach at Deauville, where,
according to cable dispatches, "A good
dinner can be had for $10, a hall bedroom
for $15 and a fancy lemonade for $1.50."
Naturally, not the least interesting feature
is the bathing costumes, of many colors
and one piece.

tion
*

don't.

"Slim Shoulders," will be given its premiere at the Capitol theatre in New York
during the week beginning September 3,
with an Irene Castle Fashion Promenade
prologue in which thousands of dollars
worth of newly imported gowns from
Paris will be featured, it is announced.

is

disport

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

EQUITY PICTURES

The Primitive Lover,

State Rights Productions

The Marriage

M inter.

Bargain,

Mary

reels,

five

Milei

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall Prod.), seven reels.
Jangle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional Prod.),
of

Alaska

Bennett

(Chester

Prod.),

Paris,

five

reels,

with Clara Kim-

Young.

Charge

It,

Where

is

with Clara Kimball Young.

five reels,

My

Wandering Boy Tonight?

six

reels,

Cullen Landis.

reels.

What No Man Knows, Clara Kimball Young.
The Worldly Madonna. Clara Kimball Young.
What's Wrong With the Women, special cast.

five reels.

Belle

From

Straight
ball

The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,
Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

Domestic Relations

Rose O' the Sea (Anita Stewart), seven

Sonny (Richard Barthelmess), seven

One

reels.

Daring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reels.
Jan of the Big Snows (Jas. Oliver Curwood
Prod.), five reels.

The Cradle

(Tuttle- Waller

Buster

Prod.),

six

The Green Temptation

Bluebeard

Jr. (Jas.

Livingston Prod.), five

reels.

six

reels.

(International Film), seven reels.
Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.),

Sisters

The Hidden
reels.

Old

Home

Kentucky

(Pyramid

five

Pictures),

seven reels.

Law and

God's (Finis Fox), six

reels.
reels.
reels.
P. S. Earle), six reels.
seven reels (Frothingham Prod.)

The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer), five
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet), seven
Destiny's Isle (Wm.
Shattered Idols,

ARROW FILM
The

Girl

from Porcupine,

Binney.
God's Country

and

the

five

Law,

CORP.
reels,

six

Fair*

with

Gladys

reels,

Leslie.

Love, Hate and a

Woman,

six reels,

Grace Davison.

Getter, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Dangerous Paths, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Price of Youth, five reels, Neva Gerber.
Ten Nights in a Bar Room, eight reels, John
Lowell.
The Innocent Cheat, six reels, Roy Stewart.

A

Yankee Go

Chain Lightning, five reels, Ann Little.
A Motion to Adjourn, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Marjorie Daw.
Back to Yellow Jacket, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham.
The Broken Silence, six reeK Zena Keefe.
The Splendid Lie, six reels, Grace Davison.
The Double-O, five reels, Jack Hoxie.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Days, ten reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pothe Exchanges

Handle with Care,

star cast, five reels.
Woman, Wake Up! (Florence Vidor), six reels.
(Leah Baird), five reels.
Wife
Doubt
Your
Don't
Lady Godiva, six reels.
Silas Marner, seven reels, All-Star.
The Real Adventure, five reels, Florence Vidor.
When the Devil Drives, five reels, Leah Baird.
Dusk to Dawn, five reels, Florence Vidor.
When Husbands Deceive, six reels (A. F. Beck).
Grandma's Boy, five reels, Harold Lloyd.
Up in the Air About Mary, five reels, All-Star.
all

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,
Jan.
Feb.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

7

—
—
—
—
—Tracks,

The Woman

M.

Clear Call (John

reels.

reels.

Stahl), eight reels.

Fools First (Marshall Neilan), six reels.
The Masquerader (Guy Bates Post), eight reels.
Hurricane's Gal (Dorothy Phillips), eight reels.

Back, five reels, Special

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,

(Cosmopolitan), 5,144

FOX FILM CORPORATION

feet.

FOX SPECIALS
feet.

Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille-Ayres-Holt),
5,600 feet.

The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri), 4,712 feet.
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton),

Over the

A
A

4,942

Thunderclap, seven

Shame, 8.200

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley),
The Spanish Jade (Robertson Prod.), 6111

INC.

on.

FILM SALES

six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.
Caotivating Marr Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-issue.)
The Heart of the North, five reels, Roy Stewart
Life's Greatest Question, lix reels. Roy Stewart.
More To Be Pitied, six reels, all-star cast.

eleven reels.

Virgin Paradise, eight reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Coirt, aifht

5,243 feet.
feet.

reels.

feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.
Footfalls, eight reels.

Is Matrimony a Failure? (All-Star), 5,612 feet.
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan), 7753 feet.
Beyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson), 6740 feet.
The Wife Trap (U. F. A. Prod.), 6207 feet.
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.), 6536 feet.
North of Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels), 4770 feet.

The Last Trail, seven reels.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

The Man from Home (Geo. Fitzmaurice), 6895

FTis

feet.

The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres), 5000 feet.
The Bachelor Daddy (Thos. Meighan), 6229

Prod.).

Woman Who Walked

Monte

WILLIAM FARNCM SERIBI
Greatest Sacrifice, six reels
A Stage Romance, 0.4H feet.
Shackles of Gold, five reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIBI
Any
The

Wife, five reels.
Broadway Peacock, five reels.

Alone, six reels (Mel-

TOM MIX

ford).

Our Leading Citizen, seven reels, Thos. Meighan.
The Eyes of the Mummy, four reels, Pola Negri.
The Man Unconquerable, six reels, Jack Holt.
For the Defense,

five

reels,

Ethel Clayton.

Mia May.
South of Suva, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
Borderland, six reels, Agnes Ayres.
The Dictator (Wallace Reid), 6221 feet.
The Young Diana (Marion Davies-Cosmo), 6744
The Greatest Truth,

six reels,

feet.

If

You
6764

Believe

It

It's

So

(Thomas Meighan),

feet.

The Bonded Woman (Betty Compson).
The Top of New York (May McAvoy), 5148 feet.
The Loves of Pharaoh (Ernest Lubitsch), 7352

reels.

Cristo, eight reels.

feet.

Across the Continent, six reels, Wallace Reid.
Over the Border, seven reels (Stanlaws-Compson

The

Arabian Love, seven

St; Hues

The Night Horseman, five reels.
The Rough Diamond, five reels.
Trailin',

five reels.

Sky High,

five reels.

Chasing the Moon,
Up and Going, five

The Fighting

five reels.
reels.

Streak, five reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SEBIII
Desert Blossoms, five

The Roof Tree,

reels.

five reels.

Strength of the Pines, five
Money to Burn, five reels.

reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

feet.

Jackie, five reels.

Miss Sunshine, five reels.
Ragged Heiress, five reels.
Very Truly Yours, five reels.
Little

Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

DUSTIN FARNCM SERIES
The Primal Law. five reels.
The Devil Within, six reels.
Iron to Gold, five reels.

Pro.).

Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

Hill,

reels.

feet.

five reels.

to Face, five reels.
six reels.
six reels.
Majesty, five reels.

The Victim,

Woman

Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.

Through the Storm,
The Isle of Doubt,

C. B. C.

Find the

Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.

six reels.

Who Came

The Man She Brought Back,

Her

4,490

FIRST NATIONAL

Cast.

Face

Window (May McAvoy),

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton), 4,698 feet.
The Sleepwalker (Constance Binney), 4,530

INC.

15— Reckless Chances, five reels.
26 Hills of Missing Men, six reels.
2
Sunshine Harbor, six reels.
16
A Pasteboard Crown, six reels.
23 Lonesome Corners, five reels.

May

a Glass

five

feet.

The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax Prod.),

Man's

6165

feet.

Through

reels.

My

Compson),

(Betty

MacDonald),

(Katherine

reels.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

five

six reels, Constance Talmadge.
The Half-Breed (Moroscc), 5,484 feet.
Slippy McGee (Morosco), six reels.
Smudge (Charles Ray), five reels.
Crossroads of New York (Mack Sennett), six

Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Red Hot Romance, six reels (Emerson-Loos).
Penrod, eight

reels,

Wesley Barry.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To

a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death, five reels.
Pardon My Nerve, five reels.
Western Speed, five reels.

JOHN GILBERT SERIES

The Cave Girl, five reels.
The Lotus Eater, seven reels, John Barrymore.
Caberia, nine reels, Special.
My Boy, five reels, Jackie Coogan.

Gleam

Question

Dawn,

4,178 feet.

20TH CENTURY

The Seventh Day,

A

o'

six reels, Richard Barthelmess.
of Honor, six reels, Anita Stewart.

BRAND

Gas, Oil and Water, five reels, Charles Ray.
Smilin' Through, eight reels, Norma Talmadge.

(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).

The
The

The

Katherine MacDonald.
Married, seven reels, Anita

Infidel, six reels.

Woman He

Stewart.

The Deuce

of Spades, six reels, Charles Ray.

(Murphy- Walker).
Jolt.
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), fire reels.
Extra! Extral (Walker- Murphy), five reels.
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GOLDWYN PICTURES

The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.

cast, eight reels.
Glorious Fool, six reels.
Mothers, five reels, Mary
with
Back Against the Wall, five reels,

Theodora, special

The

Two

Man

Alden.

Raymond

His
Hatton.

Watch Your Step, six reels.
Grand Larceny, six reels.
Watch Your Step, five reels, Landis and Patsy

Come On Over,

six reels, Colleen Moore.
All's Fair in Love, six reels, Betty Compson.

The Heart

GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Thou Shalt Not Love, six reels, All-Star Cast.
The Fountain of Youth, six reels, All-Star Cast.

W HODKINSON

W.

Pearson.

reels, Virginia

CORP.

RENCO FILM COMPANY
Lavender and Old Lace,
Snow.
At the Sign of the Jack
sll'Stsr

six
o'

Marguerite

reels,

Lantern, six

reels,

Ctist.

The Veiled Woman,

six reels,

Marguerite Snow.

ZANE GREY PICTURES.
The Mysterious Rider,
Robert McKim.

BENJAMIN

six

reels,

INC.

Claire

Adams-

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B.

six reels, Claire Adams.
Heart's Haven, six reels. Claire Adams.

Certain Rich Man,

The Grey Dawn,

six reels,

Claire

Adams.

East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
All Star Cast.
Jane Eyre, seven reels, Mabel Ballin.
six reels, Mabel Ballin
Clothes,
Women's
Other

and Raymond Bloomer.
Married People, six reels, Mabel Ballin.

WARD LA5CELLE PRODUCTIONS
reels,

Thomas

Jefferson.

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Gaston Glass.

reels,

God's Crucible,
of the Royal Mounted, six reels, Gaston
Glass and Vivienne Osborn.
six

Cameron

HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
Trespassing,

reels,

Irene Castle.

BERG-KAHLERT PRODUCTIONS
Free Air, six

reels,

Marjorie Seaman.

The Call from the Wild.
The Fatal 30.
The Able Minded Lady.
The Girl from Rocky Point.
The Forest King.

When Dawn Came,

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

—
—

Hughes.

20— Tbe Right

Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.

6

Viola
Glass Houses, six
—
Alice Lake.
—
Kisses, six
—The Face Between, six
reels,

Dana.

reels,

Apr. 3
Apr. 17

reels,

Bert

Lytell.

May

1

— Seeing's

Believing, six reels, Viola Dana.

Madame
Billions,

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova
reels, with Nazimova

six

Nazimova

Peacock Alley, eight

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

INC.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Forget, five reels, Special Cast.
Billy Jim, five reels, Fred Stone.
The Call of Home, six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prod).
Beyond the Rainbow, six reels, L. J. Gasmer

Prod.
Boy Crazy, six reels, Doris May.
The Vermilion Pencil, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.
Queen O' the Turf, five reels, special cast.
The First Woman, five reels, Mildred Harris.

JESSE

D.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
reels,

with

Mahlon Hamil

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B.

Warner.

Arliss.

Frank Mayo.

to Earth, five reels,

Marie

Prevost.

Wonderful Wife,

five reels,

Miss du Pont.

Own

Wife, five reels,

Second Hand Rose, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Kissed, five reels, Marie Prevost
Step on It, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
The Black Bag, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Out of the Silent North, five reels Frank Mayo.
Her Night of Nights, five reels, Marie Prevost
The Trouper, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Trimmed, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
Afraid To Fight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
The Married Flapper, five reels, Marie Prevost.
The Top o' the Morning, five reels, Gladys Walton.

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
Dean.

Conflict, six reels, Priscilla

The Fox, seven reels. Harry Carey.
Wild Honey, six reels, Priscilla Dean.
Foolish Wives, 10 reels, Erich von Stroheim.
Man to Man, six reels, Harry Carey.
The Trap, seven reels, Lon Chancy.
The Storm, eight reels, House Peters.

Gay and

Devilish, five reels, Doris May.
Sheik of Araby, six reels, H. B. Warner revival.
The Glory of Clementina, six reels, Pauline Fred-

VITAGRAPH
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

erick.

Lucky Carson, five reels.
The Man from Downing

Street, five reels.

Restless Souls, five reels.

CORINNB GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
Received Payment, five
Island Wives, five reels.

A

reels.

Virgin's Sacrifice, five reels.

Divorce Coupons,

five

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES

The Rainbow, five reels.
The Little Minister, six reels.
The Angel of Crooked Street, five
The Girl in His Room, five reels.

A

reels.

Girl's Desire, five reels.

Her Story, 5,000 feet.
The Night Riders, 5,000 feet

WILLIAM DUNCAN

Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet

No

Defense, five reels.

The

Silent

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Vow,

five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

Gypsy Passion,

Why Announce Your

Marriage?

The Sheik's Wife, six reels.
Too Much Business, seven

Reckless Youth, five
Evidenoe, five reels.

reels.

five reels.

My Wild

six reels.
reels.

Irish Rose, seven reels.

The Ladder Jinx, six reels.
The Ninety and Nine, seven

reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

WARNER PICTURES

Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

The Prophet's Paradise, five
Channing of the Northwest,

The

reels.
five reels.

Why

five reels.

After Midnight.

reels.
to

Little

Brass.

Conns

six

reels,

with

six

reels,

with WllUar

Tearle.

Faversham.
Red Foam, six

reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)
Reported Missing, seven reels.

Who Am

Riches, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Heroes of the Street, Wesley Barry, seven

reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Sin That Was His,

Mary

Dangerous Adventure, Grace Darmond, seven

Rags

five reels.

The Road of Ambition,

Leave Home, Anna Q. Nilsson, seven

School Days, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Your Best Friend, Vera Gordon, seven reels.
Ashamed of Parents, all-star cast, six reels.
Parted Curtains, Henry B. Walthall and
Alden, six reels.

A

The Man of Stone, five reels.
A Wide Open Town, five reels.

The Referee,

Girls

reels.

five reels.

Fighter, five reels.

INC.

ton.

Pick-

The Bear Cat, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
The Man Under Cover, fie reels, Herbert Raw-

Why Men

Bucking the Tiger,

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

Half a Chance, seven

City, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

Mae Murray.
Mae Murray.

reels,

Fascination, eight reels,

George

The Wise Kid, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Dangerous Little Demon, five reels

Days

John Smith,

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS

Mary

Accuse, eight reels (Abel Gance production).
Iron Trail, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.
The Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
A Doll's House, seven reels, Nazimova.
The Ruling Passion, seven reels, George Arliss.
Fair Lady, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Orphans of the Storm, twelve reels (D. W. Grif-

The Man Who Married His
Frank Mayo.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.
Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Camille, six reels, with

Griffith).

reels,

linson.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.

Five

W.

Carnival, six reels (Harley Knoles production).
Way Down East, eleven reels (D. W. Griffith).

A

David and Jonathan, 4,800 feet

Jan. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special.
Jan. 9 Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.
Jan. 23 Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Mar.

six reels.

son.

five reels, with Diana Allen.
five reels, with Diana Allen.

6—The Golden

Our

nine reels (D.

Back Door, seven

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

The Amazing Lovers,

Feb.
Feb.

to

the

ford.

Tracked

Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.
Squire Phinn, five reels.

Welcome

Street,

Through

fith).

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

Shadows

of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman,

six reels (Frerea).

PACIFIC FILM CO.

.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Wings

Beck

F.

(Achievement

of the Wolf, five reels (Norman Dawn
Prod.).
The Fatal Marriage, five reels (Gish-Reid reissue).
The Understudy, five reels. Doris May.
Colleen of the Pines (Chester Bennett Prod.).
My Dad, six reels, with Johnnie Walker.
Up and at 'Em, five reels, Doris May.

TILFORD CINEMA STUDIOS
Slim Shoulders, six

reels.

The Son

reels. Irene Castle.
six reels, Irene Castle.

French Heels, six

No

(Arthur

reels.

six

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

The Journey's End,

Van Winkle, seven

six

Within,

Nanook of the North,

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

Rip

Line,

1922

I

Prod.)

Power

Dream

Disraeli, seven reels,

INC.

Films.)

Head Over Heels, five reels, Mabel Normand.
When Romance Rides, six reels (Benj. Hampton).

Wildness of Youth, six

six reels, with Geo. B. Seits

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS.
The

Miller.

A

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

9,

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

CORP.

The Night Rose, six reels. (Lerov Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

September

Main Street.
The Beautiful and Damned.
Little Church Around the Corner.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch,

five reels, Allen e Ray.
of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Hay.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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Strong
0

— and

not a

foot to spare/
weeks the

For

Selznick

force has labored tirelessly in

reduce

its

Moore

production

an

effort to

newest and greatest

feature to a

maximum

Owen

of 5,000

feet of film.

Every situation not absolutely necessary
has been eliminated-every incident shortened to its limit. Even the titles are
confined to a

And

minimum

of footage.

there remains 6,500 feet of
film fun with not a single "frame" to "cut".
still

That

is

but one indication of the

big'

ness of

LEWIS J.SELZNICK'S

Tove

Is

An

sbarrin^OwcnMoWC

by Victor Heerman- A Victor Hcerman Productio;
With a splendid selznick cast including marjoriedm

The

Practical Fulfilment
of a Picture-Ideal

three months of the
the
FOR
season, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporamakes one of the most important
history —an announceannouncements

new-

first

tion

"Hodkinson Pictures are the talk of Bristol. We
have never had a poor picture or a poor film since
we began receiving prints from your Boston office."
William F. Eddy,

in its

ment that constitutes

in a practical

Star Theatre,
Bristol, R. L

manner

the fulfilment of a picture ideal.

In presenting the features and short subon the succeeding pages, we have
sought to give expression to the sense of re-

"All Hodkinson Pictures are good, and their prices
are right. They don't ask you to give them a share
of the theatre to pay the rental."

jects listed

sponsibility

which we have always

Charles Holtz,
Princess Theatre,
Danforth, Me.

felt to-

the Exhibitor, a responsibility that be-

ward
gins w ith good product and ends only when

"I find

all

Hodkinson's are above the average."
T. E. Higgins,
Majestic Theatre,
Cullom, Ills.

HODKINSON

the full service implied by a
has been faithfully

CONTRACT

and expe-

ditiously performed.

That the Hodkinson

policies

have met

with the full recognition of the Exhibitors of
the country is best evidenced by sentiments
such as the following which are continually
making their appearance in the Box Office
Records of the trade press. They are typical
of the Exhibitor-attitude toward
product and Hodkinson service:

"The fine condition of Hodkinson prints invariably
makes it safe to run them even a bit old."
Fred. Hinds.
Cresco Theatre,
Cresco, la.

"Hodkinson paper and photographs show up

Rialto Theatre,
Hood River, Ore.

Hodkinson

"Have played a great many Hodkinson

And
Pictures.

and each one has proved to be a good attraction."
R. H. Durham.
Mission Theatre,
Mt. Vernon, Wash.

"Hodkinson Pictures are the most satisfactory, clean
and entertaining, and at a price, too, exhibitors, that
enables you to make money."
L. L. Connor,

Victory Theatre,

Cambridge, N. Y.

well."

A. S. Kelsted.

It is

so

we might go on

for

significant that not only

many

pages.

have Hodkinson

Pictures demonstrated their audience-values,
when the Exhibitor goes out of his way
to mention the condition of prints, the
square-dealing prices and the effectiveness
of paper and accessories, it is proof positive
that he is getting more than so many feet of
film when he buys a Hodkinson Picture, that
an element of serz'ice goes with the sale
which makes for satisfaction.
but

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenue,

New York

roaiiLcthon,

MARRIE
EOPLE
•

MYRTtE

WmD

Feuhirint

MABEL BAJLL1N
and.

marquerue bndw

"•?«

.

.

PERCY
.M.ARA40NT

GET THIS ONE

ONE OF THE BEST
(Superior).
Class A-b.
the most interesting of
screen achievements.

One

of

modern

Screen Opinions

Class A-c. (Excellent.) This production may be classed among
the best of the year. A high class
feature that will be enjoyed by
all.

The

almost flawless.
The Morning Telegraph

picture

There

is

enough drama
accompanying love story

is

easily

with its
to keep spectators firmly interested throughout.
Moving Picture World

A

very

unusual

Gets
away from the general run of
picture theme.
The Film Daily
picture.

Screen Opinions

The

picture

holds

the interest
that will

and has the quality
attract.

The Morning Telegraph
Mr. Ballin has provided his usual
finished and artistic production.
Audiences will be pleased with
"Married People" and you have a
title with good exploitation possibilities.

Screen entertainment of the best

and highest

The Film Daily

grade.

Exhibitors
production a

should find this
valuable treasury aid.
Exhibitors Trade Review

Mr. Ballin's direction soars high
above any of his other efforts.
Exhibitors Trade Review

?

N
Ham])

EAJRTS
SLIM

SHOULDERS
Lhari

Harris

HAVEN
fiom the grzat

iioi'ei hit-

CLARA LOUISE BURNHAM
Robert !n sHim - Claire Adams
and Carl Gantvoort

D
HEADLESS
HORSEMAN'
Will

AFFINITY
^
from thepopular story by

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART

COLLEEN

ROGERS

MOORE

-Adapted

1000%

picture.

It's

is

BOX-OFFICE DYNAMITE

an ideal showman's

a rip-snorting

drama tremendously

rich

Here is one that
them in.

comedyin

enter-

Exhibitors!

WASHINGTON
classics are to

has John Bowers, that versatile

whose

every nook

that mysterious, terrifying spectre of
the "Legend of Sleepy Hollow" that
caused one of the best-known characters of fiction, Ichabod Crane, so

office.

many uneasy moments.

"Affinities" has all those values that

a big

in

"THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN,"

name

has become a great power at the box-

make

IRVING,

be found

and corner of the universe.

has climbed to such

heights of popularity that his

go to

DYNA-

and the big star of the nationallyZiegfeld Follies, and also one
of the sure-fire drawing names of our
industry.

of popular screen stars.

who

the

known

great shining lights of today's galaxy

actor,

at

WILL ROGERS, one of the most
popular characters on the stage today

to millions.

has Colleen Moore, one of the

young

Look

you have in this production to assist you in making some
easy money.

was written by Mary Roberts

whose books are known

It

guaranteed to

MITE TRIO

Rinehart, the author of "Affinities,"

It

is

get

tainment values.
It

living's

Ireat Classic' Legend
of Sleepy Hollou/

ADVERTISING VALUE

"Affinities"

from.

Washington

WJOHN BOWERS

Man

alive!
Here is a picture that
will pull them in rain or shine.

money maker.

3

r

HODKINSON

PICTURE

l

SI

ND OVER
motor:
fca.tu.rtng

TRIXIE FRIGANZA
/rom. the story

iy

HODKINSON

'SHORT

SUBJECTS

MARY ROBERTS

BUILD BETTER

RINEHART

PROGRAMS

PACKED WITH LAUGHS

TRIART PRODUCTIONS

"Mind Over Motor" is one of the
Rinehart
Roberts
Mary
famous
"Tish" comedies that became tremendously popular through the medium of the Saturday Evening Post.
Very few writers of today have such

Heralded in every section of the
country as the finest two-reelers ever
made.
"The Beggar Maid,"—"The Bashful

an enthusiastic following
Roberts Rinehart.

Her name has become

as

Mary

a powerful

factor in the moving picture business. Additional advertising
box-office

value has been added to "Mind Over
Motor" through the selection of
Trixie Friganza, who plays the lead in
this exceptionally amusing photoplay.

The American public from Coast to
Coast remember Trixie Friganza as
one of the greatest comediennes that
ever graced the musical comedy stage.
With
business

a

good picture and two such
getting

are assured of

name*,

more than

returns at the box office.

exhibitors
satisfactory

Suitor"

"Hope"

—

"The Young Painter"

featuring

Mary

—

Astor.

TECHNICAL ROMANCES
The foremost novelty

to

make

appearance in several seasons.
one reel length.

its

All of

BRAY COMEDIES
New

adaptation of the animated
cartoon idea. A combination of cartoon and straight action photography.
All of one reel length.

FUN FROM THE PRESS
Consists of the wit and humor of
the world as compiled by one of
America's leading weeklies, LITERARY DIGEST, and the only reel

sponsored by them.

One

reel a

week.
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The Big Outstanding
Independent Feature

Of The New Season
Arthur Housman
in

MAN WANTED

I

When

exchangemen bid for a picture, it is
some picture. That is is just what is happening- with "Man Wanted." It seems an
absolute impossible condition in face of the

market, but

still

that's the

power

of the

picture.

We

have been somewhat conservative [in
extolling its virtues.
knew they would
be recognized by everyone who viewed the
picture. They want it for their big opening
attraction. They want it for its big money
earning qualities. They Want It Because

We

It Is

A

Positive

Box

Office Attraction.

Sold Territorially

CLARK- CORNELIUS CORP.
117 West 46th Street

New York

City

I

Harry Garson
presents

GEORGE BEBAN

THE SIGN OF THE ROSE
with

HELENE SULLIVAN
and a superlative

cast

Written and Supervised by George Beban
greatest road show screen attraction in the United
THE
States
season
"The Sign of the Rose" in conthis

is

junction with the personal appearance of Mr. Beban
and his company enacting the famous "flower shop
scene" from the picture. This attraction has broken
house records already in twenty-one cities.

American Releasing Corporation is pleased to announce
that our Theatrical Department has booked Mr. Beban
and company and his tremendous picture for a route
that embraces these big motion picture theatres:

LOS ANGELES Fred Miller's California Theatre.
WICHITA, Kan.: Stanley Chambers' Miller Theatre.
KANSAS CITY: Frank L. Newman's Newman Theatre.
ST. LOUIS Fred Cornwall's Del Monte Theatre.
PEORIA, 111.: Dee Robinson's Madison Theatre.
:

:

ROCK

ISLAND: Joe Hopp's Majestic Theatre.
CINCINNATI: MacMahan and Jackson's Lvric

Theatre.

CHARLESTON: T. L. Kearse's New Kear=e' Theatre.
RE ADING, Pa.: Carr & Schad"s Colonial Theatre.
COLUMBUS, O.: William James' James Theatre.

NEWARK,

N. J.: Adams Bros.' Newark Theatre.
N. J.: Adams Bros.' U. S. Theatre.
OKLAHOMA CITY: Tom Boland's Empress Theatre.

PATERSON,

Other tremendous bookings in New York and Chicago
w ill be announced next week. In the booking of this
picture we are confined to a 35-weeks' season linked
with the appearance of Mr. Beban and company in
person and more than twenty of these have been closed
and play dates set.

You want this attraction. To be sure of
had better telegraph us immediately.

getting

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

it

you

T
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For where there are Irish
there's lovin' and fightin'
And where there is neither
'tis Ireland no more
The Kipling

couplet above describes the picture, as

both.

— New

it

is

full

of

York Morning Telegraph

NEW YORK
Turn your lobby

Go

to

Now—next

it.

and next

into

St. Patrick's

an

fall

Irish village.

—next

Day!

Oh

From

winter,

the

New York

American

"My

Boy!

Wild Irish Rose" is a good
and it is well photographed.

ture,

-Motion Picture New*

From

"My

New York Evening

the

Wild

Rose" is a strange coupling of
two classics a song and a story. It sips the sweetness
from both Chauncey Olcott's song and Dion Boucicault's famous stage success. This appealing motion
picture, which has the power to please all factions
and offend none, is given a surrounding musical program that is Celtic to the core, and is worthy of hearing,

—

Irish

even as a separate entity.

From
The
will be

If
sort

of weather,

From
Wild

the

Irish

Herald

Tribune

unusually good enter-

tainment.

From

"My

Wild

s

Ii

From

the

New York Evening

Journal*

A liberal, full-sized bouquet of flowers is show M
"My Wild Irish Rose" at the Strand Theatre. |
'

Irish

graun.

Rose"

the Motion Picture

News

No picture has ever been placed in celluloid form
which is more true to the atmosphere of the Emerald
One can almost smell "the ould sod" and the
Isle.
Scenically, "My Wild Irish Rose" is a
peat bogs.
thing of beauty.

is

'

From

"My

darlint."

is

sort of entertainment

a beautiful, interesting and I
cient adaptation of Boucicault's play, "The Sh-

New York

Rose"

ANY

they will enjoy

Rose."

Wild

New York

"Ah

say,

New York Evening World

the

anyone enjoys

settings have been well chosen and the picture
enjoyed by all those who travel miles to hear

Chauncey Olcott

"My

the

From

Telegram

Wild

Irish

the

New York Sun

Rose," the adaptation

of

I a

Boucicault's play "The Shaugraun," at the Still
this week, is not much wilder or distinct from o r
roses, but it will be enjoyed by those who like ?
kind of roses. It has been well directed by Did
Smith, and there is a freckled little boy in it w *
popularity may lead Jackie Coogan to adopt frecK
too.

From

the

New York

There's" the funniest little

whose freckles
this picture.

rival those of

Daily

boy

News

—Richard Danie-

young Wesley

Barnfl

September
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DENVER

CHICAGO
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

Charge

a nice change from the bobbed heads
nd abbreviated frocks of today, this glimpse
The clank of
ack into Victorian times.
words and the mustu scent of crinolines have
harm that never dies. It's a delightful bit
f nineteenth century drama.

CUii Of

It's

to the

account of_

WESTER]
Emm BUNION
teleS Iram

(EUVlCt DfllBtD

ma
HUH

HZ"

WILL BE THWISMITTED »S
tEL£Clt»M

1

FUU.*UTt

Send the following message, subject to the ti
on b-ick hereof, which are hereby agreed t

Suguat 14, 1922

Chicago Herald-Examiner
of "My Wild Irish Rose"

he story
an dramatic. There
in

lie

You

picture.

th'Ordinary if

is

romantic
John

you miss

"My

Wild

Irish

1400 Looust Avenus
Brooklyn NT

Rose."

lid

Irleh Rose opened Isle Theatre Denver Saturday
during hot weather at advanced prices with Grandma's
Bo, for opposition and In two days has played to
eight thousand one hundred seventyseven paid admissions
Pleasing everyone and holding them out of eighteen
hundred seat house
Frank E. Bicker

From Chicago American
at

O'Malley

real Irish boy in a role that he
and that he makes you like as much
small Irishman. Mickey Daniels, will
is a

ev ently enjoys,
asie does.

A

freckled faced youngsters look to their
Wild
la-els.
Stratford's musical setting for
Irh Rose" makes a double reason for you to hurry

ni;e

all

"My

th

e.

Quinn. General Manager
Inc..

bl.

VITAGRAPH

a great deal of wit and beauty
will be missing something oxit of
is

Come

From Denver Post
Mickey Daniels, with his justly famous freckles, is
and you would think you were

on, let's go.

at the Isis this week,

SAN FRANCISCO
From San Francisco Bulletin
My Wild Irish Rose" abounds in dramatic

in

The arrest of the hero, his trial, banishment to
from the prison ship, a stirring
brie atop a cliff, are but a few of them. The director
lu achieved an array of living and lovable characteriz ions that stand out with cameo brilliance.
Aitralia, his escape

From San Francisco

ie

fine

Irish Rose."

An'

share,

The feature
it's a

is

foine pic-

a

it is.
It is a strange coupling of two classics,
song and a story. One was sung to fame by Chauncey

Olcott and the other was Dion Boucicault's "The
Shaugraun." The combination of so many things, all
tend to make an excellent entertainment at the Isis
this week.

Irish

character portrayals.

A

REAL

My Wild

Irish Rose" drew throngs that filled the
Theatre all day yesterday, crowds that laughed
althe fun and thrilled over the dramatic situations
oi the
story.
A merry-faced youngster. Mickey
Diiels, causes many a laugh before he does a thing.
A i he does a lot of them.
oli

special production.

All-star cast.

screened.

From San Francisco Chronicle
T

Wild

Call

Rose," the feature photoplay at the
T oli this week is a thing of beauty, and runs true
to he atmosphere of the Emerald Isle.
The picture
hi a good story, one which holds the interest at all
ti es, and a splendid cast, the members of which give
M

peaceful spot in old Ireland.

ture, so
situa-

ili s.

My Wild

a

"My

demand.
plan.

A

A ready-made
Wonderful tie-up
sure-fire box office

opportunity.

ORAPti
ALBERT

E.

SMITH^esidekiT

Beautifully-
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The

First

September

16,

Book Ever

Written by Exhibitors
—is

the

March

edition of the

RECORD which
of

is

more than 8,000

now

BOX OFFICE

treasured in the

files

exhibitors in the United

States.

The September edition of the BOX OFFICE
RECORD is now going- to press. That it is
eagerly awaited and will be joyfully received

apparent from the scores of letters from
exhibitors who are impatient to get their
is

copy.

Within

ten days, it will be speeding
through the United States mails to every
paid-in-advance subscriber on the

HERALD

list.

The new

BOX OFFICE RECORD

going

is

impetus to the returning prosperity in
the motion picture industry.
Its publication
will speed the reopening of dozens of theatres
closed during the past summer
and the
return to normal schedule of scores of theatres
now showing one and two days a week.
to give

—

The

first

BOX OFFICE RECORD

was a

pleasing surprise to this great business.

new

The

BOX OFFICE RECORD arrives as an

established necessity to the industry.

1922

Arthur

F.

Becl^

Presents

"When Husbands
<^D^^

^^"^

bu and with

Leah

Marcus Loew, W. H. Clune

& Schaffer

Messrs. Jones, Linick
among

Opened
A

feature tingling

It

with emo-

gowned and
portrayed skillfully by Leah
tion. lavishly

others

Release

Day

Wallace Worsley
Produced by Arthur F. Beck,

Directed by

Baird and a supporting cast which
includes Jack Mower. William

All critics agree with the

Conklin, Katherine Lewis.

bet

Eulalie Johnson

and John Cossar.

Associated
Exhibitors
WHUR KANE, PRES.
S.

Picture

Moving

World— "a perfectly

when strong drama

sired

"

is

safe
de-
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There always has been and there always will
be a demand for clean .wholesome" Westerns"
The William Fairbanks features will be produced with scrupulous care for the worlds
best theatres
Vice-President, Arrow Film Corporation.

I'm telling you

ARROW will
release a series
of six big-calibre

Westerns starring
WILLIAM FAIRBANKS
and produced by

BEN WILSON
from stories by

W.C.TUTTLE
and that's a combination that spells

M-O-N-E-Y
for every boxoffice in the land!
Leading Independent Exchanges
FILM. CORP., 220 West42" d St. NewYorkCit)
DISTRIBUTORS FOR UNITED KINGDOM
INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, LTD., 162 WardourSt. London
Jivailable at

ARROW

.

!

September

16.
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$ckibitoYs:Everv time you book an Arrow Picture
you strike a blow for Independence/
Support the Independent Exchanges
ana they will support you.

THERE

IS

NO GAMBLE
ON THE
WILLIAM
Here are six reasons why Ike

WILLIAM FAIRBANKS SERIES
Will be a Winner:PEACEFUL PETERS"

%%

FAIRBANKS
SERIES

YOU KNOW
THE SHERIFF OF SUN DOG"
ADVENTURE, NOV. 1921

SHORT STORIES, OCT. I920

WHAT YOU

*1

HASH KNIFE- PHI LANTH ROPIST
ADVENTURE, JULY, 1920

LAW RUSTLERS

SPAWN OF THE DESERT

adventure.sept.i92i

SHORT ST0RlES,MAy.l922

"COLTUS COLLINS
SHORT STORIES. MARCH. 922
1

r&gMfeternNoveletTebyWC Tuffle
Stones by Harold

Titus.

LJ.Beeston efc

Stories
Complete Novel by
JWPlNKERTONS

LONELY

LAKE
POST

ARE BUYING!
EVERYONE A
PUBLISHED

STORYAND

EVERYONE
AKNOCKOUT!
read the stories

and convince
yourself

~J
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Sol Lesser
presents

tbo$AM

JACKiE
in

TROUBLE
A

Jackie

and

One

Coogan Production

a First National Attraction

of the Year &

Big Money Makers!

"Keaton Scores Another Knock Out"
—MOTION PICTURE NEWS

Read WhatTheM.P. News Says:
"Cops"
(Buster Keaton

— First National)

BUSTER KEATON
again

is

traveling

— scoring a knock-out, as

it

high
were,

with a funny comedy entitled "Cops." Much
ingenuity has been expended upon this effort,
the gags arriving thick and fast, and all of
them building to a side splitting climax in
which the serious Buster is pursued by hundreds of cops.
You, who have laughed over the Keystone
variety, have a treat in store, because there
are enough minions of the law to populate a
village.
The idea centers around Buster
finding a purse of money and setting out to
conquer the world. His girl refuses to marry
him unless he can support her. And the ac-

and travels at fast speed, uncorking a delivery of brand new gags, such as
Keaton rigging up a pair of ear-phones and
clasping them on his horse's head. He rings
The
the phone and tells him to speed on.
noble steed understands.
The chase of Keaton by the cops is one of
the high spots in a comedv which is irresist-

tion starts

ibly

funny.—LAURENCE REID.

Joseph M. Schenck
Presents

BUSTER

KEATON
in

"THE FROZEN NORTH"
"The Boat"

"The Play House"

"The Pale Face"

"Cops"

"My
Attractions

Released
$

)n

Open Market

Wife's Relations"

Written and directed by Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline

Every Show

is

a Good

Show When

Keaton Heads the

Bill.
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Midnight Shows for Surplus Crowds!
Balaban

&

Katz, the big

Chicago
you how

exhibitors of the

1

territory will tell

GUY

this picture

is

history in their

making

telegram

below
"

'The

Masquerader'

finished the

biggest

weeks' business in the
history of the Chicago
theatre Sunday. Last

POST/

days of showing crowds
were so immense we
were forced to give an
extra midnight performance to almost full

The

capacity.

Masquerade?
THE MOTION PICTURE TRIUMPH
From

Never

in

our experience did a
picture give such complete satisfaction."

the famous novel by Katherine Cecil Thurston

and the play by John Hunter Booth.
Directed by

James Young
A

First National Attraction

Richard Walton Tully Production
Is Making Screen History Everywhere!

MARTIN

J.

Publisher

QUIGLEY
& Editor

• ISSUE
September

OF *
16.

1922

Imitating the Stage
By

MARTIN

motion picture work seemed
THEhavepioneers
held before them
hope
some day
in

the

to

of

being able to so advance and promote their

new

form of entertainment that it would become comparable in dignity and importance with the spoken
stage.
They seemed to have felt that if somehow
they were able to get the motion picture on the
same plane with the stage their efforts would have
been well rewarded.
Probably to the great surprise of many the
stage was in reality speedily overtaken; as an
amusement and as a business the motion picture
soon overshadowed the stage and as an instrument
for stimulating and directing the thought of the
populace it has become what even no stretch of
the imagination could cause anyone even to hope
that the spoken stage could ever attain.
Yet the motion picture industry follows in
humble and absurd imitation many of the precedents and traditions of the stage.
Some of these are matters of small importance
and are objectionable merely because they are
without sense or reason others, however, are thoroughly condemnatory because they belittle the
motion picture and stand in the way of it
effectively and definitely registering itself in the
minds of the public for what it actually is.
;

TX

THE

matter of theatre architecture it is
unfortunate that despite the fact that the building to be constructed was to house an entirely new
and different type of amusement, the form and
design of motion picture theatres generally have
been out of the same mould as centuries of tradi-

had developed for the spoken drama.
Picture theatres have been larger and more
elaborate but they have not been distinctive.
Architects instead of striking out on a new and
original line of thought have merely followed the
examples found in stage theatres. As a practical
housing proposition the result of this perhaps is

tion

not important but it is a link in the chain of
evidence against the industry in the matter of following a supposed pace-maker which, in reality,
has long since been outdistanced.
The technic of the stage drama has left an

QUIGLEY

J.

unfortunate imprint on motion picture production.
With the almost omnipotent camera as the chief
instrument of production, directors persist in innumerable instances in seeking to tie dramatic
action down on a single spot, thereby subscribing
to the limitations that the stage director cannot
escape but which the camera batters down without
effort to the great benefit of the motion picture.
*

r

*

*

P HERE

are many cases to be found in which
seems to have been the notion of the motion
picture director that the acme of achievement
would be reached by translating the story upon
which a stage play is based to the screen in as
nearly the original form as possible. This results
in fixing the motion picture within physical and

*

it

actionable limitations that it could naturally transcend if its innate capabilities were taken advantage of.

Theatre presentation affords

many

illustra-

tions of a servile following of the precedents of
the stage theatre.
There is no more reason why
a

motion picture should be surrounded with the

traditional

curtain

and

the

grossly

artificial

than that the same articles should be draped about a painting or a statue
in an art gallery.
articles of stage dressing

We

pronounce against the imitation of the
stage not simply because 'it is imitation which,
however, when it is without good reason is a sufficient indictment in itself
but because this practice inhibits the growth of the motion picture;
because it serves to perpetuate the idea that the
motion picture is just a cheap means of presenting
an echo of what is done in the big stage theatres

—

—

in metropolitan districts.

The motion picture need not and should not
be compared with the stage except to point out
that as an institution it is of tremendously greater
import. It is a new and distinctly different type
of amusement and of expression. It has blazed a
new trail and it has reached a new goal. And
having arrived there it should set up practices and
customs that are distinctly
tation of nothing else.

its

own and

are an imi-
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ambitions," he adds

artistic

September

with in-

triguing pride.
In the first place, every production
in which he has been presented by Fa-

mous Players has been a

.MARTIN J. OJJIGLEY
PUBLISHER/ & EDITOR
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than the subject- is worth.
His complaint about the management and handling of the pictures
which he modestly refers to as "my

Those who own
films" is ridiculous.
the pictures in which Valentino has appeared, who have their money invested
them, know more about motion pic-

ture administration than he has ever
dreamed about.
Without close scrutiny of the case it
is safe to say that the basis of it all is

that Valentino, before he had gained
his present popularity, sold his serv-

which he now feels he
could improve upon. In other words,
Famous Players at a time he had no
particular box office appeal ventured
to pay him a sum of money over a
period which must have been pleasing
to him at the time he signed his contract. Now that the judgment of Famous Players after much hard and
intelligent work by them
has been
justified he wants to club them into
paying more money. If he had not
proved a success he would, of course,
have clung on to his contract until the
ices at a figure

Valentino and Sand
We

must get accustomed to accidents
like Rodolph Valentino. Also we must
get hardened to such accidents rearing
up when they are in the heyday of their
success, power and prestige and raising a disturbance.
Valentino, who but a short time ago

would have been

an offer
of a job, has quit work, according to
rumor. Also, according to rumor, he asserts that somehow or other he is being
imposed upon by Famous Players. Just
what he bases this imposition upon is
of little importance: the vivid imagination of an actor like Valentino can
always invent some alleged reason for
a temperamental outburst. The power
flattered with

of affluence is usually disquieting to
those who have just acquired it and irrespective of anything else it seems to

more of the same
Hence, Valentino's

cultivate a thirst for

kind

of power.
trouble probably

is

a keen yearning for
this, of

money and more money and

course, without a becoming regard for
any contractual obligation that he

might be under at the moment.
Valentino says, "I have been dissatisfied with the photography, management, direction and handling of my
films."
"They do not live up to my

—

last dollar

of

its

Selznick
61
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Y

members who

in

the long run

would have to pay the whole bill and
thereby would be weakening the morale
of the business.

And

only a miracle

would give them as good pictures as
Famous Players can make.
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Summer.
almost over.

It's

*

*

*

Except the hot weather which
tegral part of

is

an

in-

it.

*

*

*

—

integral. Wc must
Sounds like something
a press agent dragged in.
However, it's
euphonious and the field isn't overcrowded

There's a good

remember

word

that one.

with euphonious words.
* * *
'S the Truth
Eminent scientists state that wireless
waves promote the growth of the hair.
There's a good one for Paul Gulick to grab
off when he starts to advertise "The Radio

He

King."

versal serial

can
is

truthfully say
a hair raiser.

his

Uni-

Obediahs Are Back
The Chicago Daily News says the world
is growing better, because the exhibs. "have
reinstated orchestras in some of the picture
theatres where the attendance had fallen

off."

*

*

*

PUBLICITY
By Dan

E. Daily

See where one of our best little screen
Not
actors wants to jump. His contract
He says. His correenough publicity.
spondence fell off. Four hundred letters.
Last week. Which is cause
In one day.

Some people don't like pubfor concern.
But others live on it. And get fat.
But busting a contract. Is something else
again.
For the lawyers. To discuss. And
And in the meantime (as
haggle over.
Swinnerton says). The shop girls. Won't

Newspictures

Reviews
Public Rights League
Letters from Readers
Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for Me. ...
Theatre Equipment
With the Procession in Los

to.

*

*

Add Hi

Cost of Films

Five thousand cigarettes were consumed
in making "Nice People" but no brand

name was given.
Tamar Lane says

a dove ran amuck on
the Selznick lot and savagely attacked
Elaine Hammerstein. Tamar has been on
the Coast six months.
It

took Paramount cameramen

fifty

min-

utes to get a parrot to laugh for a scene
in "Anna Ascends," according to Sam Pal-

mer. "Bill Johnson, property man, became
hoarse 'he-hawing' or 'ha-ha-ing.' " says
Sam. Why didn't Bill read to him from
a trade paper?
*

*

*

To

Clip the Films
Speaking of aptronymics the Chicago
censor board has added a Barber to the

—

*

*

"

DEPARTMENTS
The Week in New York
Money Making Ideas
The Theatre

go

*

Rorhelle Will Vote on Sunday Shows in November
41

Pictorial Section

to

*

have any pictures

committee.

New

32

of
Picture* Corporation

Ha_vs'

is

American Releasing Corporation
Obtains Bible Films
34

Seeing Before Booking Is Cure
for Sick Box Office, Says Carl

Laemmle
Full Announcement

the

it

M.

R.

J.

licity.

was paid.

outbursts.
In that case the exhibitors' organization should step in for the protection

IN THI
OF SPECIAL, INTEREST

—

organization knows
about in this matter it will
inform Valentino that he may either
go back and finish his contract or get
out of pictures. Such a dictum could
only be ignored in case that Valentino
would decide to accept wildcat offers
with which he doubtlessly has been
showered and which, by the way, usually are at the base of these kind of
If

what

Re -Takes

flattering set-

ting in every respect on the basis of
every iota of real ability we have been
able to see in his work. He is a type,
a character actor and nothing more.
To consider his shortcomings as a finished actor would require more space

in

Y)22

16,
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"Says Mr. Gallagher
Mr. Johnston: "I have just finished
reading your editorial, 'Another Milestone.'
facts."

In
right,

It is certainly a true

—M.

statement

"You're

other words,
Mr. Shean."
*

*

quite

his return

sure

Mack

absolutely

*

Comedy to Some
Harry Myers, who stopped
cago on

of

P. Nooz.

off in Chihe's

from Europe, says
Sennett

European railway coaches.

designed all
There's more

comedy pulled off trying to get a scat in
one, according to Harry, than 'n four
vaudeville acts.

:

:
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Valentino's Artistic Soul

The Trade Paper
That Is Read
two weeks, the
HERALD has printed two
letters from exhibitors which

Jarred;

In the past

contributions
important
are
esteem in
the
bearing on
which various trade papers
are held by the theatre ownIn part, they read as
ers.
follows
certainlv
reading the
"I

have

enjoyed

HERALD,

as

it

with good interesting
things about what the exhibitor is doing and not so much
given to blowing about the
Largest (?) Paid Circulation"
E.
Edmundson, Lyric
T.
filled

is

—

Grangeville, Idaho.
"You may not carry as many
advertising pages as another
magazine but advertising isn't
what keeps the exhibitor. Your
pages sure do help," P. S.
theatre,

—

YORK, September

—
—

:

—

the artistic viewpoint."

So there again.

It

is

his

artistic

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Sept.

"Go-to- Movie"

5.—
week

with the greatest business ever
experienced by exhibitors for the openclosed

new

ing of a

season.

Ben Goldman, secretary of the Film
Board of Trade, Al Steffes, Theodore
Hays, Finkelstein and Ruben and everyone is enthusiastic over the success of the
week and all believe that indications
point that a better season is in store for
exhibitors. The visit of Will Hays is
given great credit for the unusual success.

Mayor Opens Piqua on
Sunday After Acquittal

Of Local Theatre Man
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PIQUA,

O., Sept.

5.—Sonie

of Piqua's

wanted blue laws. They got
them. Mayor A. W. DeWeese didn't stop
with closing the local theatre. He ordered
every business house in the city to lock
residents

its

doors on the Sabbath.

Two
were

weeks
willing

of this
to

and Piqua residents

reconsider.

They

ac-

quitted Harry Kress who was charged
with violation of an obsolete blue law by
operating his theatre on Sunday. After

the exhibitor's acquittal Mayor DeWeese
rescinded the blue law order.
As an aftermath, Kress has sued Luther
S. Patterson, who caused his arrest, for
.$5,700.

in

mo-

temperament had been
Rodolph while he was

emolument. With a

star of lesser

The Trouble

Northwest

rumored

picture vehicles that the realization

studying arithmetic on a small slip of
paper bearing the Famous Player-Lasky
signature and representing his weekly

It

The

—

magni-

tude that little slip would be called the
pay check.

Northwest Drive
Booms Patronage

F. P.-L.
Do Not Live Up to His

5.
Rodolph Valentino's artistic soul has
been jarred. The jolt, he declares, was delivered by the way "Blood and
Sand" one of the greatest box office attractions ever known on Broadway was handled by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
But be it known to all and sundry, declares the young man whose
pulchritudinous charms bring sighs of admiration from the lowermost
depths of the hearts of feminine screen fans, box office values mean nothing
to him. Money is nothing. Artistry is the thing. So there.
Not Interested in Box Office Value Says Star
Says Valentino in the only interview he has deigned to relieve him"I have been dissatisfied with the photography, management and
self of
direction the handling of all my films. They do not live up to my artistic
ambitions. I am not interested in their box office value, but only from

bumped came

HERALD.

Quit

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

theatre,

the
the

Is

Ambitions It Is Rumored However That Salary
Is Big Issue in Present Difficulties

—

Bowie, Tex.
If
they subscribe to
HERALD, they read

Would

Star Declares]Productions

tion
that

Majestic

Stallings,

29

is

also

rumored

Starts

that

the wallop to

have been
the
artistic
sense would
greatly assuaged had the star been able
the emolmathematics
on
study
higher
to
ument certificate. So taking it by and
large Rodolph decided it was high time
for him to trek East and start trouble.
So he came and started it, and already a
whole flock of attorneys are trying to

unscramble what "Rudy" started.
The first flirt of the scramble was the
filing of a notice by Valentino through
his attorney upon Famous Players that
he was dissatisfied and desired to be
loosed from his contract. In other words
he didn't like the way his job was being
handled and proposed to close the act.
Elek John Ludvigh, general counselor

and treasurer

of

Famous

Players, after a

conferences with Valentino's
attorney, in an effort to effect an amicable
settlement, decided to at once bring suit
against the lover of the screen to compel
him to fulfill his contract. The papers
being prepared in the case also seek to
enjoin Valentino from working for anyone else during the period of his contract
with Famous Players.
The law firm of Guggenheimer, Untermeyer and Marshall have been engaged
by Mr. Ludvigh to institute the suit
which will be commenced within a few
days.
The matter was brought to the
attention of Will H. Hays by a letter
from the law firm. Valentino's attorney
has also sought the inteivention of Mr.
Hays. The latter, however, holds that
the matter is not within his province and
has only taken cognizance of the affair
couple

of

by acknowledging the letters and forwarding them as requested.
Sends Letter to Hays
Following is the letter sent to Mr. Hays
by Guggenheimer, Untermeyer and Marshall, copies of which were mailed from
the

Hays

office

to

all

members

Motion Picture Producers

&

of the
Distributors

Association

We
Picture

you as president of the Motion
Producers and Distributors of America,

address

Inc.

We

have been retained by Famous PlayersCorporation to bring suit against one

Lasky

a motion picture actor, to
violating his agreement to
in
motion pictures for the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, for a period
which, including renewal options, has about two
and one-half years to run.
are ready to disclose to you the terms of the contract should you
desire further information regarding it.
Pending the hearing of an application which we
are preparing for an injunction pendente lite, it is
important that no producer shall enter into a
contract with Valentino, in ignorance of the rights

Rodolph

Valentino,

restrain

him

perform

exclusively

from

We

and claims

of

our

client.

In order that the facts may be brought to the
attention of the industry, will you be good enough

communicate promptly with

all producers and
who are members of your organizaacquainting them with our client's claims in
the premises?
You will thereby render a distinct public service by preventing others from
becoming involved in this litigation and at the
same time will accord proper protection to 'our
client, who is a member of your organization,
against the consequences of what we regard as a
threatened breach of contract.

to

distributors
tion,

Valentino

The following
the Hays office
Graham, attorney

My

Makes Appeal
letter

from

was received
Arthur

at

Butler

for Valentino:

been called to a letter sent
you today by Messrs. Guggenheimer, Untermyer
and Marshall, who state that they have been retained by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to
bring suit against one Rodolph Valentino, a motion picture actor, to restrain him from violating
his agreement to perform exclusively in motion
pictures for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
and requesting that you communicate promptly
with all producers and distributors who are members of your organization, acquainting them with
the claims of their client in the premises.
You
are assured by them that you will thereby render
a distinct service by preventing others from becoming involved in the litigation and at the same
time will afford proper protection to Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, who is a member of
your organization, of the consequences of what
the writers regard as a threatened breach of the
attention has

contract.

Notwithstanding that you are president of the
Motion Picture Producers and Disributors of
America, Inc., and perhaps do not ostensibly represent the stars, directors and others who are an
important part of the production of pictures, I
have followed with interest and admiration your
sincere efforts for the good of the motion picture
industry as a whole and your growing conception
of its mission and of its importance as a contribution to our times.
For the foregoing reason I feel sure that while
you would be willing to heed the request of
counsel for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to
afford proper protection to their client, you will
also stand firmly for a proper protection for any
artist
sincerely devoted to his work,
against
violation of contract, oppression of himself or suppression of his talents.
I realize that not even the great power and
far-reaching influence of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation will affect your judgment or your
action, and I am writing you for the sole purpose of conveying to you Mr Valentino's assurance of the justice of his cause and to ask you
to withhold any action until the court has rendered its decision.
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ERALD

Broadway

Hidden Treasure on
Exploits Fox Picture
Hundreds of Gold Seekers Search Times Square
Monte Cristo Certificates

NEW

District for

people of the metropolis by distributing certificates of different denominations in many
nooks and corners within 300 feet of the

own

YORK,

Sept.

5.— Erection

studio, a site for which,

of

its

under-

is

it

stood, has already been selected

is

plan-

ned by the independent producing and

Lawrence Weber
and Bobby North. The project has already been taken up with architects and
contractors and plans are being considdistributing firm of L.

—

York of the famous Count of Monte Cristo,
who was to share his vast fortunes with the

Planned
By Weber and North

In East Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

September 5. Register another "four-base hit" for the
It has to its
exploitation department of Fox Film Corporation.
credit one of the most novel stunts used on Broadway in the promotion of a motion picture. The campaign was conducted on behalf of
"Monte Cristo," the Fox special playing at the Forty-fourth street theatre.

~C OR days advertisements in the various
* dailies heralded the coming to New

1922

16,

Erection of Studio

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

September

The $100 went to
Broadway chorus

a carpenter, the $50 to a
girl, the $25 to another
showgirl, and the remaining smaller denominations to newsboys, policemen, housewives and clerks and even a banker cashed
in a $5 note.
Here are some of the headlines carried in
the New York papers
:

ered.

The ownership

own

of their

studio

was

considered advisable by the producers in
view of the extensive program of publications planned.
For the past two months the company
has rented an Eastern plant but this has
been found inadequate for the larger feaThe new building
tures contemplated.
is

to

embody

the

and

construction

last

word

modern
and will

in

equipment,

cost approximately $100,000.

Fox Denies Charge of
Federal Trade Board
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Sept. 5.—Anformal complaint issued in
July has been filed with the Federal Trade
Commission by the Fox Film Corpora-

swer

tion.

to

the

The

film

company

denies

all of

the

allegations of the commission as to unfair
methods of competition in the reissue and
distribution under new names of certain
films previously exhibited throughout the

COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO
treasure. This

is

(left)

and the great crowd attracted by the hidden

considered one of the

most

enterprising

exploitation

stunts

executed on Broadway.
theatre building. Those finding the certifiwhich represented sums of $1, $5, $10,
$15, $25, $50, and a grand prize of $100,
were to cash them in at the box office of the
cates,

theatre.

*

*

*

At the appointed hour, the Count of
Monte Cristo, attired in the regal costume
in which he appears in the picture, drove up
the front of the Forty-Fourth street
house and announced to the large throng
awaiting him that the money certificates had
been hidden and that the "gold rush" was
to

on.

Within

less

than

minutes hundreds of

five

were

treasure-seekers

engaged

in

the

>cramble and hundreds of others were interestedly witnessing the rush, as men,
women and children pushed, fought, and
searched about the Times Square district
for

Monte

Cristo's gold.

Every areaway,

store, building, sign

and

automobile received a thorough ransacking
in the great scramble that ensued. For four
hours the crowd surged through the thoroughfares of the city, blocking traffic and
finally necessitating the calling out of police
reserves.

When

was

over, $250 worth of
certificates had been brought forth from
their hiding places and exchanged for their
cash equivalent by the Count of Monte
Cristo at the theatre lobby. All during the
search the count drove about the streets encouraging the people to look for the money.
* * *

The

the battle

efficiency of this stunt

scope of

its

appeal

riety of persons

is

and the wide

evidenced by the va-

who found

the certificates.

country.
It is admitted by the Fox company that
in 1920 certain films were reissued under
the names of "Sink or Swim," "The She
Tiger" and "Camille of the Yukon," but
in
it is denied that they were distributed
such a way as to give the public the impression that they were new films.

"Mob Rush For

-Press Agent Gold
Recover $250 Hidden
Near Times Square Police Captain Annoyed."
"Crowd Searches For Hidden
Gold Count of Monte Cristo Keeps Mob
Busy Looking for Coupons on West FortyFourth Street Call Out Police Reserves."

Treasure

Seekers

—

—

—

"10,000 Near Fight at Press Agent StuntPolice Reserves Called to Restore Order at
Times Square." "Count of Monte Cristo
Starts
Riot
at
Times Square

— Mad

Scramble For Money Certificates Ties Up
All Traffic and Brings Reserves on Run."
"Mob Broadway Monte Cristo Reserves

—

Called to Disperse Crowd of 10,000 Seeking Share of $250 Coupons." "Hunt For

—

Cash Becomes Riot Press Agents Certificates Bring Out Reserves."

Is

Made Assistant
To Goldwyn

Official

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 5.— A. C. Berman,
formerly of United Artists, has been appointed executive assistant to Edward
Bowes, vice-president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, and has assumed his

new

duties

at

the

home

office

in

New

York.

During the past few years Mr. Berman
has made an enviable record in the sales
organization of United Artists with which
he became connected when that company
was formed. Prior to that time he practiced

law.

Japanese Film Star
Booked for Stage Play
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
kawa

YORK,

will

legitimate

Sept. 5.— Sessue Hayatransfer his activities to the
The Japastage this season.

nese screen star will

make

his debut in the

spoken drama on Broadway

late

in

the

Fall.

He

is

returning from a holiday

in his

native land, where he has enjoyed a long
rest and vacation, and is due to arrive in
San Francisco September 12 from where
he will proceed to New York by easy
stages and will be ready to begin rehearsals about October 1.

Musicians Entertain
Harding in Hospital
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO.,

Sept.

5.—Ten

musicians from the Liberty theatre, Kansas City, paid tribute to David Harding,
part owner of the theatre, who was shot

by bandits

in

an attempted hold up of

the theatre recently, by going to St. JoHarding, is
seph's hospital, where Mr
recovering from a bullet wound in the
back, and serenading him, much to the
delight of the other patients in the hospital.

September

16,
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Kansas to Consider
Hoy and Arbitration
Legislative Problems Also
Scheduled for Discussion
at State Convention
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Sept. 5.— Two
questions, the feasability of the Hoy system and the newly formed arbitration
board at Kansas City, will be the principal questions to come up for discussion
at the state convention of the M. P.
T.
Kansas at Wichita, Kas., September 25.

O

May Adopt
The

Arbitration

session of the arbitration
board at Kansas City apparently having
been productive of successful results, the
Kansas organization now is investigating
the plan, and, if found logical, may adopt
a similar system. Discussion of the Hov
system, recently abandoned by the Missouri organization, did not come up at a
meeting of the Kansas board of execufirst

tives recently,
apparently having been
saved for the state convention.
Invitations have been issued to W. Y.
Morgan, candidate for governor of Kansas; Richard J. Hopkins, candidate for
justice of the Kansas supreme court; C.
E. Griffith, candidate for attorney general
of Kansas, and Rev. Earl A. Blackman,
national chaplain of the American Legion to address the convention.
Consider Proposed Bill

The

problem also

legislative

will

come

up for consideration at the convention.
There now is a bill in the embryo which
would prohibit children less than 16 years
old from attending theatres at night without a chaperon.
C. C. Cook, new business manager of the Kansas body, in
effort to make a thorough check of the
situation, will visit every town in Kan-

making special effort to perfect a
greater degree of co-operation among
the exhibitors as well as prepare to combat unfavorable legislation.

DIRECTORS AND OFFICIALS
Michigan.
treasurer;

J.

Lansing; W.
Gleichman. Detroit; W. S. McLaren, Jackson: Glerja Cross. Battle Creek:
Denniston, Monroe, and H. M. Richey, general manager.

May Hold

Simultaneous Meet
With Missouri Unit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

KANSAS
gestion

CITY, MO., Sept. 5. A sugby Harry Graham, president of

the Kansas Film Board of Trade that a
state convention of exchanges be held in
conjunction with the Fall convention of
the M. P. T. O. Missouri is being regarded with approval.
Similar affairs

have been held with much success, it is
pointed out, in California and Wisconsin.
Lower film rentals will be an important topic of discussion when the Missouri
exhibitors meet. A number of cities are
bidding for the convention although the
selection of the place will depend largely
noon the plans of Will H. Hays and
Sydney S. Cohen, both of whom are expected to attend.

Is

Made

Sales

Head of Cosmopolitan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 5.— George R.
Meeker has been appointed general sales
manager of Cosmopolitan Productions,
succeeding James R. Grainger who resigned to accept a similar position with
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Meeker has had long experience in
the industry having been in it since the
Biograph days.
Recently he has been
managing the Tony Sarg Almanac.

R.

Great Saving to Members of Association Expected;
General Manager Richey Is in Charge of
Organization's

New

Department

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT.

-MICH., September 5.—The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Michigan, one of the most enterprising of the units of the
national organization, has taken another advanced step in its inauguration
of a fire insurance department.
H. M. Richey, general manager of the league, will be the agent in
charge of the department which is expected to save members of the
M. P. T. O. M. "real money on your insurance."
Three Kinds of Insurance Now Written
For the present the department will handle only Fire, use and occupancy policies, although it will expand as soon as suitable arrangements
can be made. To derive benefit under the new plan insurance must be
written through the organization. Property other than theatre? may be
insured through the division

The new department becomes
through an
Mutuals Company.
tion

bers

of

the

affiliation

a realizaMill

with

In a letter to

league.

General

mem-

Manage'

Investigate Fifteen Firms

"After months of investigation, during which time we have had propositions

irom some

companies,

fifteen

we have

to affiliate ourselves with the
Mill Mutuals Company, whereby all of
the insurance of members of the organization can be written through this office
if you so desire.
"In order to secure the benefits of this
plan application for insurance must be

made through

this office.

Other Plans Contemplated
"This company writes fire and use and
occupancy insurance only. Just as soon
as suitable arrangements are made, we
will also be ready to handle compensation
and public

Explains Operation

—

"Their plan of insurance is briefly this insurance is written on theatres and contents, or any
other building you

may own and

desire to insure

this company, at the regular conference rate.
However, a term policy is written, a five-year
mutual form, at four times the annual premium,
but only one-fifth of the aggregate premium is
collected each year and at the end of each year a
in

Richey says:

decided

Meeker

J.

Michigan Exhibitors League
Launches Insurance Division

sas,

Exchanges

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
right: J. F. Wuerth, Ann Arbor; F. R. Rumler, Detroit,
C. Ritter. vice-president, Detroit; Claude E. Cady, president,
S. Butterfield, Battle Creek; H. T. Hall, secretary, Detroit: Phil

Left to

liability,

launching our.

fire

but

plan.

we

are

first

dividend is paid. In this connection it may be said
that your policy gives you the right to cancel at
each premium paying interval or each year if so
In

desired.

we

feel

we

addition

will earn,

to

the attractive rate that
is given a thor-

your theatre

ough inspection for the purpose of minimizing the
The make up of your fire insurance
fire hazard.
rate examination to determine whether the insured
property receives as favorable initial rate as the
circumstances surrounding the risk will permit.
Such a rate check is secured by application through
this

office.

"At the present time we have over a
million dollars worth of insurance asIn order to effect the savings we
effect that amount should be
doubled.
can insure anything, even
outside of the theatre line, your house,
store, etc., and still grant you the same
saving."
sured.

hope

to

We
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Booking IsC ure
For Sick Box Office

Seeing Before

Pig

a

But

the

a

in

the picture before you book
SEEtrouble
the only salvation
it

is

Booking

office.

willy-nilly will

He

Gets Nothing

Asserts

Regardless of cost in time
for the exhibitor with the sick

it.

and
box

bury the exhibitor under a depres-

sion wave.
opinion has just been expressed
THAT
by President Carl Laemmle of Univer-

Manufacturing Company. In a statement made public by the company's home

sal

office,

the producer continues:

"The time has passed when an

exhibitor can be successful by booking shows
for a whole year at a time, or by contracting for pictures which are not even
made. The exhibitor of today cannot
even afford to invest in any picture which

he has not seen and with which his showman's judgment does not assure him a
crowded house.
*

*

*

"The man who buys

a pig in a poke
It
gets nothing but the poke.
should be the self-constituted duty of
every exhibitor to make o! himself a committee of one to review all pictures submitted for purchase and to buy only the
very best. Otherwise he might succeed,
but only through unadulterated luck. The
cards will be stacked against him.
"There was a time when an exhibitor
could judge a picture by its title, its posters or by the company which produced

usually

it.

'Them days is gone forever.'
"The present-day critical public demands a critical exhibitor, and a critical
"

picture appear
upon his screen which does not look like
cool cash.
"Hundreds of exhibitors today are fol-

exhibitor

not

will

a

let

Only Real

Back After Extensive
Tour of Continent

*

*

long have preached the gospel of
look before you book. I have no hesitancy in promulgating this creed, because
I know that Universal pictures will stand
the test of pre-viewing. If any Universal
picture doesn't stand this acid test, it
doesn't deserve to be booked.
"I have in mind two v. ell-known ex-

NEW

YORK, Sept. 5.— George E.
Kann, head of Goldwyn's foreign department, who sailed on June 3 for Europe,
has returned to America following a visit
to

many

countries of the continent.

Mr. Kann reports that motion picture
conditions generally on the continent of
Europe are in a bad condition, with little
to be feared here in the way of competition on our own market.

"Germany

is

making

a lot of pictures,"

he declares, "but of a sort which do not
appeal strongly to the American public.
And but few American films are being
shown in Germany, due to the embargo
against foreign films.

"I

hibiting firms which won their way to
the top by a careful selection of the pictures they presented. They started previewing pictures and making their own
selections, when the average exhibitor

was booking

and spending his spare time, that is, most of his
time, playing golf, at the ball game, or
for a year at a clip

similar pursuits. The average exhibitor 'got by' with those tactics at that
time. But he is not getting by today.
"On the other hand, the two firms to
which I refer took their business and
their audiences
seriously, worked
like
hell, and have succeeded in keeping their
patrons coming. They are Roth
Partington of San Francisco, and Balaban
Katz of Chicago. I don't know any
better examples of the new class showin

&

&

men."

Stars to

Tax Hits France
"In France the American picture maintains its firm bold on the public, but the
tax situation is becoming so acute that
all picture houses may shut down on January 1 as a protest. In Czechoslovakia
American films are very popular and the
theatre situation is good, due primarily to
the fact that money there has depreciated
less than in other European countries.
is making many pictures, fully
which are spectacles, but the cost
becoming so great that production may
be curtailed.
Few American films are
shown there. Russia is doing nothing

"Italy

half of

is

either in production or distributing aside
from a few German films taken in exchange for goods, and a rare American
film smuggled into the country.

Popular in England
"In England the American film retains
its
popularity and conditions have improved as a result of the inroads made on
the block and the advance booking systems."
Mr. Kann's tour took him through
England,
Germany, Belgium, France,
Italy, Spain and Czechoslovakia.

Survive

Limited Number
Marshall Neilan Declares

Coming Year Will See But
Title,

lowing the old joblot system of booking.
Is there any wonder cue hears howls of
'depression' and 'poor business'? Others
book indiscriminately, because they are
too lazy to take the time to look at every
foot of film they propose to buy.
*

1922

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Poke Usually

Po^e, "

16,

Film Conditions Bad
In Europe Says Kann
Goldwyn's Foreign Manager

CARL LAEMMLE

Says

"Man Who Buys

September

a

to

Film Export in June
Valued at $600,000

Enjoy That

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

That the vogue

of the individual screen star, with the exception of
a limited number of genuine artists is on the wane and that the coming
year will see an answer to the time-worn cry of fewer and better pictures
but also fewer and better stars, is the assertion of Marshall Neilan, now
producing "The Strangers' Banquet" at the Goldwyn studio.

"The

practice

of

forcing

near-stars

to

stardom has killed itself," said Mr. Neilan.
"Only a limited number of established
artists will

in

the future enjoy the

title

of

and when they go those who take their
places will be persons who have achieved
star,

tilings in the past.

"The coming season

will
pictures.

see

a

marked

of star
Only the real
stars will appear as such on the screens of
the country.
In the past, if a player received good notices because of his or her
work in a certain picture, there immediately
followed a wild scramble for that person's
services.
He or she was immediately pro-

absence

'star,' given a story which allowed for similar characteristics and mannerisms as those which marked his or her
work in the past picture and accorded the
largest size type possible on the advertising.

claimed a

"The public patronized these so-called
for a while but soon discovered that
they were just average players.
The motion picture patron has now become skeptical and refuses to pay to see any but the
genuine stars, in cases of star pictures. It
has become a great financial risk for a producer to depend upon the name of a player
of questionable ability to carry his picture
for the public has become skeptical and will
no longer patronize any but the real stars."
* * *
stars

Marshall Xeilan's last motion picture contribution for 1922 will be his picturization
of Donn Byrne's "The Strangers' Banquet,"
production on which is now rapidly nearing
completion.
The publication date for public presentation

has

been

set

for

December

31st

at

which time it will appear in the largest
theatres throughout the country.
It is said
to be Mr. Neilan's biggest sereen effort.

WASHINGTON,
ports

of

motion

C,

D.

picture

Sept. r,.-Exfilm during the

months

of June aggregated more than fifteen million feet, with a value well over
$600,000, according to Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce figures.
June exports included 10,276,437 feet of
positive film, worth $465,328; 529,973 feet
of exposed negative film, with a value of
$33,595, and 4,952,397 feet of unexposed
film, valued at $149,33S.
Canada was our
most important market for positive film,
w ith Australia a close second England was
the largest importer of American negatives,
and Japan was the best market for raw
;

stock.

Report Cornwell Got

$126,000

for Stock

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

LOUIS, MO.,

Sept.

5.— Fred

L.

Cornwell, who resigned as president of
Missouri Famous Players, is said to have
received $126,000 for the surrender of his
stock in Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation. Cornwell is now operating the Del-

monte

theatre.

s

September
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Three of Paramount*
Exploitation

Men Are

Promoted from Ranks

33

Eastman Opening Attracts
Scores From Other Cities

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 5.— Three men an
Paramount's exploitation staff have been
promoted by the firm. John D. Howard,
exploiteer in the Los Angeles, Albany
and Detroit exchanges, has been made
assistant to Harold Franklin, director of
the Theatre department.
Leon J. Bamberger, Toronto, has been
called to the home office to assist Claud
Saunders, director of exploitation.

Xorman Dixon, exploiteer
has been made manager

nati,

pire theatre,

New

at Cincinof the Em-

Bedford, Mass.

Barrel in Lobby Aids
Fund for Ball Players
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

LOUIS, MO.,

Sept.

5.— Nathan

Frank, president of the Missouri Famous
Players Corporation, at the Missouri theatre, as chairman of the Citizens Testimonial Committee, presented each member of the St. Louis Browns, from
Manager Lee Fohl to mascot, with a
handsome gift as an appreciation of the
fans and business men of St. Louis for
the valiant effort they are making to win

American League flag.
George Sister responded for the team.
About $3,000 was raised by popular subscription to buy presents for the ball
players. During Boost the Browns week
at the Missouri theatre a barrel was

the

placed
tions.

in

It

the lobby to receive contribu-

was almost

filled

Art Director Will Be
Cited by Two Nations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 5.— For the
part he took in the Italian offensive
against the flower of the Austrian forces
shortly before the Armistice, Norman
Kennedy, 1717 Garfield place, Hollywood,
has been notified that he will be decorated by the Italian government as part
of the 527th unit of the U. S. A. A. S.,
which was attached to General Diaz's
infantry.

Mr. Kennedy, who is art director for
Arthur Trimble Productions, will also be
awarded the Italian Service Medal, as
well as the American Victory Medal with
four clasps.

England
And America Same Date
Film

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Sept. 5.— Interest attaches to the fact the Goldwyn's production "The Christian," directed by Maurice

Tourneur, will be published in England
simultaneous with its publication in this
country.

December

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

ROCHESTER, N. Y., September 5. The beautiful new Eastman
theatre is in actve operation. That statement is significant for yesterday's
dedicatory performances marked the opening of what is said to be the
first university owned and operated motion picture house in the world.
Seldom has an event of this nature attracted such a distinguished and
diversified audience as attended the informal reception on Saturday and
the official opening on Labor Day.
People Attend from Cities Throughout State
Cities and towns throughout the state
distributors, producers, actors and laymen.

were represented by exhibitors,
They came to see this model
theatre and they came to show their appreciation to George Eastman whose
philanthropy placed this $5,000,000 house in the hands of the University
of Rochester.

Programs similar to the inaugural will
be given throughout the first month of
operation when the fixed policy of the
house will be adopted by Charles H.
Goulding, manager.
This fixed policy
contemplates a three-day showing of a
feature picture with
incidental
music
starting on Sunday of each week.
On
Wednesdays concerts of the highest order
will be given.
Another motion picture
feature will play the balance of the week.
Metro Film Opening

with donations.

Billy Goldman, manager of the Missouri,
started the ball rolling with $100.

Issue

Distinguished Audience Attends Informal Reception
and Labor Day Performances Theatre Erected
at a Cost of $5,000,000

10 has been set as the date.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

—

Frances
Sept. 5.
Marion has been engaged by Rocket Lincoln Film Company of Hollywood, successors to Rockett-Naylor Productions, Inc..
to scenarioze their

of

Abraham

production of "The Life

Lincoln."

of the musical appreciation of the great
body of citizens. At any rate that is the

ambition to which

Bertschy to

the
new Eastman kodachrome color
process; a one-reel film produced by Fox
Film Corporation showing the theatre,
its departments and its attendants: musical numbers by the sixty-piece orchestra
under the direction of Arthur Alexander
and Victor Wagner, and organ selections
by Dezso d'Antalffy and John Ham-

mond.
Admission prices to the new theatre
range from 30 cents to $1.
Afternoon.
entire orchestra 30 cents,
cents, balcony 20 cents;
evening, entire orchestra 50 cents, mezzanine $1, entire balcony 35 cents and loges
75 cents. The house seats 3,400.
1

to

6

50

Mezzanine

is

Reserved

One section of the mezzanine is reserved for those who contribute $150 a
year for each seat desired in addition to
the regular box office price.
Features of the house which lend atmosphere and beauty are the box office
in art bronze, the eight mural paintings
illustrating various phases of music by
Ezra Winter and Barry Faulkner, a painting by Maxfield Parish, and the organ
which is said to be one of the finest in
the world.

William C. Kaelber and Lawrence
Grant White were the architects who designed the elaborate structure.

lending

my

Manage

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

Hayes

the
Inc., of Culver City,
J.

Sept.
Pacific

of

Cal.,

5.

—

John

Film
Co.,
has appointed

Robert Bertschy as eastern representative to

succeed Julius Singer, resigned.

Mr. Bertschy was formerly manager of
Warner's Albany, N. Y.. branch and is
well

known

in

state right circles.

Buys Rights to Film^
InWhich He Is Star
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

m..

p.

mezzanine

am now

Pacific Film in East

Bill

traction.
Supplementing the picture was
the Eastman Theatre Magazine done in

I

energies."

Metro's Rex Ingram production, "The
Prisoner of Zenda," was the opening at-

Would Train

Prepares Lincoln Film

of institutions which are foremost in developing gifted musicians and
which are distinguished in the stimulation
session

LOS ANGELES,

Sept. 5.— President
Chapman, who, with Lillian Hall, is featured in "The Forest King," a Pacific

Film Company outdoor feature, has purchased the rights for Northern California
and Nevada for the production and is
touring the territory with the print, making personal appearances
at
theatres

where

it

is

shown.

Has Broadway Runs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

5.— The Goldwyn
Holmes" starring John
Barrymore, playing its eleventh week at
Sept.

picture "Sherlock

Cameo theatre, has been booked for a
week at the Broadway theatre beginning
September 4, making three Broadway

the

showings for the

film.

Public

As donor of this theatre Mr. Eastman
hopes to create in Rochester an appreciation of the finer motion pictures and
Speaking of this he said:
music.
"Incidentally, in the pursuance of this
ideal I should like to see Rochester become a great musical center, known
throughout the world; There is no reason to prevent this city from getting the
sort of fame which comes from the pos-

New Companies Formed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 5.— Lafat ComeNew Jersey corporation, has been
launched to make two-reel films in New
dies,

a

York.

It

is

capitalized

at

$150,000.

A

charter has also been issued to Mempico,
Inc., a New York company.
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American Releasing Distributes

September

Returning from Trips
To Foreign Countries
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Lands Where Religious History Began Will Be
Published at Rate of One Reel a Week

in

AN ABSORBING

series of fifty-two reels of motion pictures of the
produced by Geographic Films Company, Inc., of Cincinnati,
has been obtained under a long term exclusive distribution contract
by American Releasing Corporation. The series will be published at the
rate of one reel a week for a period of twelve months.
many months an expedition reel production out of the series can be

Bible,

FOR
sponsored

by the Cincinnati organization of which Albert Krippendorf is
president and J. E. Holley, treasurer and
general manager, was lost to civilization
in the depths of the Arabian desert, beyond the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, the
traditional places of the creation of
kind.

Mr. Holley who had

man-

made two

ex-

previous study and preparation led the Geographic expedition and
was instructed to "get everything to be
had."
This he did.

tended trips

in

*

*

*

Every

city, every hill, every river, every
every place having mention in the
Bible was filmed: Damascus, Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, Nazareth, Hebme, Bersheba,
Gazu, Joppa, Caeserea, Tyre, Samaria.

sea,

Shiloh,

Every mountain and
more than 1,500 places hav-

Jericho.

valley, in all

ing connection with any part of the Bible
in the old or new testament, were photo-

graphed and it was done with a purpose:
To prove that an educational film may
be made having tremendous magnetic entertainment values.
This series taken by Mr. Holley's expedition is called basically "The Voice
of the Land." It is embellished throughout in Prizma natural-color photography.
This is not a sectarian series of productions, it is said, but a vast, cumulative
history of the very cradle of civilization's
foundation period or era.
It is said to
be a picture for the people of all faiths.
Since the advent of motion pictures,
schools and churches have sensed this
industrial art as a great medium for the
extension of their interests. Because of
the inability to gain possession of the
connection link to hold these potential
aud'ences motion pictures have held but
a mild interest for a large element of the
national population.
*

*

every city, town and hamlet in America
the support of the millions of persons of
all faiths who have awaited the presence
of some particular and fixed feature in
the programs of theatres everywhere to
indicate that the professional and commercial picture industry really wanted
to work with 100 per cent of the nation's
people instead of with a limited audience
seeking only the fictional dramas, scenics

To

reels.

dispel the idea that this huge work
is designed for religious or sectarian distribution,
announcement is made by
American Releasing Corporation that
the
churches
and
organizations
of
America with a first interest in the series
have not only preferred but insisted that
the series shall be sold to and shown in
the regular picture theatres first ahead
of showing anywhere else and American
also announces that no individual one-

in

theatrical

four

be offered to any nonchannel of presentation for
or

months from the publication date of

each individual unit of the program thereby giving the commercial motion picture
theatres a long period of protection or
clearance against any competitive form of
showing.
First publication of the first subject in
the series will be made in October.

Sumatra Likes Spirit
Of American Pictures
WASHINGTON, D. C, Sept. 5.— In
Sumatra American motion pictures are
admired for their spirit, their spectacular effects, the minute care taken in their
production, and their beauty, says Consul
Spamer, Medam, in a report to the Department of Commerce. "For the European

population,

high

class

pictures

of

society life with a touch of clean comedy
are preferred. Children's plays are also
popular. Cowboy reels are declining in
popularity among Europeans and among
the Chinese of the better class.
To meet the demands of the Chinese
and the native element which comprise
the bulk of the theatre goers, cpmics,
western drama and wild beast films are
in favor.
Five and six ree! subjects and
serial pictures of thirty and thirty-six
reels are in demand. More than 2,000,000
feet of film are imported annually into
the Medam consular district in Sumatrn
and 75 per cent of this is American.

Get Important Post

At

Universal' s Plant

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
Rubert,

Sept.

5.— W.

L.

years an official in
UniversaPs Kansas City exchange, has
been made assistant business manager of
Universal City, one of the most responsifor

several

ble positions at the studio.
He will ait'
Julius Bernheim in the commercial administration of the studio.
Rubert has been in the employ of Universal for many years.

Wins Promotion With

Sept.

5.

foreign representative.

Joseph H. Seidleman, special representative of the foreign department has just
returned from a six weeks' trip to Argentina and Brazil.

Mr. Seidleman spent a number of days
Paramount office in Rio de Janeiro.

at the

Blumenthal Returning
To America With New
Film Acquired Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

— T.

5.— Ben Blumen-

Sept.

president of Export "& Import Film
Company and Hamilton Theatrical Cor-

poration,
a

is

returning to America after
in Europe, bringing

four-month stay

with him a print
he has acquired.

of

a

new production

Advices from Mr. Blumenthal do not
state title or nature of the film although
his reports proclaim it as the greatest
continental picture of the last three

years.

Pola Negri, famous Polish actress, who
coming to America to star in Paramount pictures, will be on the same boat.

is

Janitor Admits Theft
Of Films at Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO.,

Sept.

5.— Films

valued at more than f.10,000, stolen from
the Kansas City Pathe branch during the
last

year, have resulted

in

two

arrests,

with more expected to follow. Although
the office has not been burglarized, films,
mostly old ones, constantly have been
disappearing, much to the mystification
of Harry Graham, branch manager.
Investigation revealed that Roy Ballinger, a motion picture theatre operator
of Independence, Mo., a suburb of Kansas City, had been selling films to a film
Upon arrest Ballinger testified
broker.
that he had purchased the films from
Luthur Lawton, a negro janitor in the
Pathe office. Lawton, after being crossexamined by the police, admitted he had
been stealing the prints and selling them
for small sums.

Edward Laemmle Taken
III at German Capital
NEW

YORK,

Y.

Henry, United Artists branch manager in
this city, has been promoted to assistant
general sales manager and returned to
New York on September 1.
His successor has not yet been named.

Sept.

5.

—

Edward

undergoing hospital treatment in Berlin from
illness brought about by overwork and
according to word
strain,
a nervous
brought back by Harry Myers, film star,
Laemmle, accompanied by Myers and a
unit had gone to Europe for the production of "Castle of Craneycrow."

Laemmle, Universal

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, MO.,

YORK, Sept. 5.— Following six
weeks devoted to investigating trade conditions in
European countries, E. E.
Shatter, director of foreign department of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will
sail for America on the steamer Majestic,
September 6.
Mr. Shauer has visited
Spain, England, France and Germany,
and has been in conference with John
Cecil Graham, the company's general

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

United Artists Corp.
KANSAS

NEW

thal,

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

*

The series of fifty-two pictures, comprising an entire year's program of entertainment, is offered at this particular
time, according to American Releasing,
to bring to the motion picture theatres in

and news

shown

1922

Paramount Executives

Absorbing Bible Series
Scenes

16,

director,

is

September

16,

1922
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Stories Told

by

of Exhibitors Herald
the

Camera

Issue of September 16

"The 'Box

Office Record'

is

worth more than

its

weight
the

in gold.
'The proof of the pudding is in
eating.'
This book is proof of the picture."

— H. G. Stettmund, Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
WATCH FOR THE SEPTEMBER

"Teddy," is nothing if not democratic. When not acting
he doesn't mind giving "props" a hand. Claire Windsor
claims he wields a wicked mop. The dog has forsaken
two reel comedy for dramatic part in Marshall Neilan's
"The Strangers Banquet," for Goldwyn distribution.

ISSUE

Despite the ability of Tom Mix to perform successfully
hair-raising stunts for the films we doubt the wisdom
of Director Ed Sedgewick, who is doubling as a "tee"
for the star of Fox Western productions. Mix's latest
picture for Fox is "Just Tony."

Opie Read, celebrated author, looks over the "switchboard of ideas" which is the newest wrinkle in scenario writing at
the Douglas Fairbanks studio. On the left is Doug who is completing "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood" for United
Artists; next is Lotta Woods, head of the scenario department; at top of board is Read, and at the right is Director
Allan Dwan who originated the new device which supplements the screen continuity. Publication plans for Fairbanks
latest attraction have not been definitely decided upon by company officials.
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September

16,

1922

packing em in.
in
lobby o f
Brooklyn Mark Strand
theatre at premiere of
Richard Walton Tully's
This

is

Crowd

motion

first

picture,

''The Masquerader."
Guy Bates Post
in this First
attraction.

stars

National

Latest photograph of Marie
Prevost, who plays in "Heroes of the Street," a Warner

Brothers picture.

J

Improvised picnic during filming of "Notoriety."
Foreground, left to right:
Frank
Loomis, treasurer; Bobby North, producer
and distributor; Mrs. Will Nigh, Director Nigh
and Ben Behrens.

The Capitol theatre in Buenos Aires, a Max
Glucksmann playhouse which presents Paramount pictures in capital of Argentina.
"Footlights" starring Elsie Ferguson was one
of the most successful of the Paramount publications

in the

South American

city.

Selznick's new colored
dian, Douglas Carter,

Director

"how

Don

Barclay, well known
stage comedian, has been
signed to co-star in Jack
White pictures for Educational.

His

first film is

Out Below."

"Look

E.

J.

Victor

comeshows

Heerman

to cut dat melon."

Mooney

(left),

general

manager for the Fitzpatrick
& McElroy circuit of theaDwan, in
tres, and James
charge of company's intreests at St. Joseph, Mich.

September

16.

1922
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John H. Kunsky's Bear Cat speed
boat doing forty miles an hour, the
First National
ing.

franchise holder driv-

Stars of the oar assisted a screen star recently when Rodolph Valentino went
to San Francisco to make the Harvard-Yale boat race scenes for his latest
Paramount picture, "The Young Rajah." The University of California crew
aided in staging the race. To complete scenes at the studio the crew went to
Los Angeles following filming of the race scenes. Left to right: Felix Mehan,
C. R. Beinnort, Valentino, Harry Donn, Paul M. King, cockswain, and Bob
Boiling.

Herbert Rawlinson

is

about to jump

First of his
but not from Universal.
"U" series is "Don't Shoot."

Franz Heinemann, formerly the kaischef, with Frank Urson, MarNeilan director, who accompanied the producer on his recent

er's

shall
trip

to foreign

countries.

William Fairbanks will be seen in a
series of Westerns to be produced by
Ben Wilson for Arrow. W. C. Tuttle will

write the stories.

Sidney Franklin of "East
West;" Joseph M. Schenck, producer, and Frank Lloyd, director of
"The Eternal Flame." The pictures
are First National attractions.

Director
Is
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September

Larry

1922

16,

Semon, Vitaand
Carlisle,
his

comedian,

graph
Lucille

leading

woman,

enter-

Constance Palmer,
newspaper correspondent;
Helen Carlisle,

tain

and

Lucille's

sister

magazine

writer,

Jacqueline Logan teaches Lila Lee all
she knows about the South Sea dance
she does in the Paramount picture, "Ebb

zine

Tide."

company's Coast paint.

and

Colonel Jacobs, maga-

Little

representative, at

Arthur Trimble

of Arthur Trimble ProHollywood
ductions,
Los Angeles,
Studio,
is having a lot of fun
hiring Frederick G.
Becker as his director.

The youngster

is

start-

ing early on his business career.

Staff of United Theatre Equipment Corporation branch at Detroit. Left to right:
H. F. Falk, projection engineer; Miss
Julia Kramer, auditor;
E. H. Forbes,

manager.

Major

McNeile,

author

of

"Bulldog

Drummond,"

discussing the script with
Oscar Apfel (left), director; Evelyn
Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell while on
location in Holland. The attraction will
be hai.dled by Producers Security Corpo-

During their recent Coast trip the First National "Dollar-a-Week" men
were the guests of Marshall Neilan at the Hollywood Friday night boxing bouts. Here are the winners of the First National exploitation conPete Smith was pinch
test and the winners of the evening's bouts.
hitting for Mr. Neilan owing to the latter's absence from the city at

ration.

the time.

I.

September

16,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Century's tiny 3-year-old star, Baby Peggy, is being featured in a series of Fairy tales, the first ones being
"Little

Red Riding Hood" and "Jack and the Beanstalk."
left above is from the latter. Above is Brownie,

Scene at

the clever dog which appears in Century comedies. In
he is shown feeding Baby Peggy. Quite a
combination, eh?
this picture

Three days advance exploitation and records broken.
That is the achievement of Jackie Coogan's "Oliver
Twist" at Anaheim, Cal., twenty-five miles from Los
Angeles.
Sol Lesser purposely selected
certain drawing power of picture.

Anaheim

to as-

The

George Melford examines with a "blue glass" the photographic qualities of the artistic wart Raymond Hatton
fabricated to add more villainy to his character in "Ebb
Tide," a

new Paramount

production.

life of a motion picture star isn't all a bed of roses.
This scene from "Peaceful Peters," first of the William
Fairbanks series being produced by Ben Wilson for Arrow, illustrates that fact very vividly.
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THE
Marcus

film

industry in general and
in particular was paid

Loew

high honor by the city of New
week. A courtesy usually extended
only to kings, ruling princes, high Tammany leaders and other potentates, both
foreign and domestic, was accorded to the
head of Metro Pictures on his arrival
from Europe on the Berengaria last Friday.
At the request of Mayor Hylan. and
with the approval of the Mayor's Committee on the Reception of Distinguished
Visitors, the city tug John F. Hylan. generally known as the Mayor's "yacht."
was sent down the bay to greet Mr.
Loew, take him off the Berengaria and
escort him in honor up the harbor.
On the municipal tug were Mrs. Loew,
about fifty friends and business associates
of the popular producer and exhibitor,
and a brass band. The invitations to
those fortunate to be given an opportunity to make the trip down the bay, read:
"The City of New York has loaned the
police boat 'John F. Hylan' to Mrs.

York

last

Marcus Loew and friends to go down the
bay Friday morning, Sept. 1, to meet
Marcus Loew and his son Arthur Loew,
returning on the S. S. Berengaria from
Europe. As one of his friends you are
cordially invited to greet him. Please be
at Pier A, at the Battery at 9 a. m. As
soon as Mr. Loew lands he will be conducted up Broadway where he will also
be welcomed by his friends and the office
staff."

This is the first time that such a reception has been accorded a private citizen,
such honor having heretofore been bestowed only on Municipal, State and Federal

officials,

or

some distinguished

for-

eign visitor.
*

*

*

And referring to the last paragraph of
the above, we here and now take exception with ourself for speaking of Marcus
Loew as a "private citizen." He is not.
Marcus Loew long ago ceased to be a private citizen and became an institution.
* * *
If you are in need of a little cheering up
try one of Dr. Arthur S. Kane's prescriptions.
Dr. Kane, in addition to being
president of Associated Exhibitors, originator of the "National Laugh Day"
movement, has developed into an eminent
writer of prescriptions, as witness the fol-

lowing:

formed him:
"Bella Vista
Bell out of order."
*

And speaking
ley Barrell

is

*

*

Horace Judge, Charusing him as a horrible exof

ample of why a vegetable garden will be
absent from the estate surrounding Sugar
Loaf Cottage the Barrell domicile. Here
Mr. and Mrs. Barrcil entertain press
agents with mulligatawney and elderberry

—

jam, to say nothing of stories of adventures in Europe. During a recent gathering Barrell broached the subject of a
vegetable garden to Horace Judge, recognized as an authority on rhubarb patches.
After learning that Judge gets up when
the earliest rooster crows, digs in the
garden an hour every morning and then
makes a rush breakfast and a tornado
getaway for the commuters' special, Barrell commenced studying the fruit nursery

Prescription

Take
Take

(1)
(2)

ATRE

best girl on your
test seats at the

arm

STRAND THE-

Shake well the wrinkles from your brow
Cure guaranteed with one dose if taken on
the opening day of
Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy"
Compliments of Associated Exhibitors

ARTHUR
Present this at box

S.

KANE,

Pres.

office

During an interlude

*

*

*

S.

president

vice

ARONSON,

former

Goldwyn, who has

of

an organization to render
service to independent producers.
launched

his

To-

ronto office as exploitati'on representative
Famous Players and is now at the

for

home office as assistant tc- Claud
ers, director of exploitation.
*

Max

Rosenfield,

*

Saund-

handles publicity

Paramount's exploitation department,
has been doing a Jekyl-and-Hyde for the
New York exchange, acting temporarily
in place of Fred Greene, who has refor

At the same time Max
Paramount Exploiteer.
signed.

*

*

edits the

*

reading that Valentino asserts
that financial matters hold no interest
for him, and that he is seeking release
from his Famous Players contract because he has not received the amount of
publicity he merits, Robert Edgar Long
is
moved to paraphrase his co-worker.
Bill Shakespeare. He dashed off the following, which he suggests be entitled:
"Valentino's Soliloquy"
Publicity for man and woman, dear my Lord,
Is the immediate jewel of his soul.
Who steals my purse, steals trash.
'Tis something; nothing, 'twas mine; 'tis his
And has been slave to thousands.
But he who filches from me my press fame
Robs me of that which not enriches him,
And makes me poor indeed.

*

around the First National offices
they're making book on how much longer
Paul Silverlocks Mooney will keep up his
regular matutinal ocean dip at his Long
Beach cottage "Rose o' the Sea." Paul
confesses in his more truthful moments
that it IS getting a little nifty these chill
September mornings, but is backing him-

keep plunging away until DecemOf course this, with the aid of a
little circulation revivifier in the shape of
a nip of malted milk on emerging from
the briny. We think it was milk he mentioned; anyway something with malt in.
self to

ber

25.

*

*

*

John D. Howard, formerly exploitation
representative for Paramount at Detroit,
has come to New York to assist Harold
B.

Franklin
department.

in

charge of the theatrical
*

*

*

Harry Reichenbach

is

taxes,

heats

by

travel

my

young

the hotel
don't eat pie

I

*

*

*

Abe Goodside, one of the most widely
known of the New England distributors,
was in New York last week with every
filled

with optimism.

Said he: "I

have had better business during the past
in my Capitol theatre in
Mass., and the Empire at
Portland, Me., than I had in any three
months last winter. There has been no
depression in the picture business this
summer; some people only think there

three

months

Springfield,

has."
*

*

*

Captain "Jim" Loughborough, the new
managing editor of the A. M. P. A. Bulletin, initiates his

term of

office this

with a "Boosters' Number."
is

editor of the issue.
*
*

Tom

week
Wiley

*

Carroll S. Trowbridge, formerly assistant general sales manager for United
Artists Corporation, is now general manager of Allied Artists Corporation. Ltd..
of London. Allied Artists distribute in
Great Britain the pictures of Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks

and D.

W.

Griffith.

*

*

*

Burton Holmes, of Travelogue fame,
reached New York last week overland
from Seattle, after an extensive trip
through Japan, Manchuria, Korea and
China. In Japan he made a specialty of
visiting the places made famous by the
writings of Lafcadio Hearn. and in China
he made an extensive voyage up the
Yang-tse-Kiang, a trip which he found
marvelously interesting and beautiful,
especially

that

part

of

the

journey

through the Gorges of the Yang-tseKiang, which he states are as magnificent
awe-inspiring scenery as our own
in

Grand Canyon
the busy

automobile,

apartment and

in winter."

pocket

After

*

since his return from abroad entirely too busy with exploitation schemes,
selling pictures and acquiring new rights
to be bothered by the bonus, railroad
strike, coal famine or the threatened winter rise in the cost of Esquimaux pie.
limit of
Says the urbane one: "I pay

my

*

who

—

man

Leon Bamberger has vacated

of telling the public

East is West Horace Judge bethought himself to take a run in his selfstopping gasoline wagon up to Tuckahoe
and pay a surprise visit tc a fellow A. M.
P. A. Arriving at "Bella Vista," which
you should know is the mail title of Edgar Pathe Brooks' munificent mansion,
that

ALEXANDER

catalogues.

*

NATIONAL LAUGH DAY

1922

16,

the intrepid motorist found his intended
host not at home.
A card, however,
tacked on the portal of the front door, in-

Up

R.

September

of Colorado.

Johx

S.

Spargo.

September

Lichtman

At

16,

to

1922
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Be Guest

Series of Dinners

In

New

NEW

Wednesday.
At each of the gatherings in the four
cities on the Charnas circuit "Rich Men's
Wives" will be screened.

Hodkinson Organizes
Division for Work on
Special Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

5.— Harry McMilton
Donald, J. Frank Shea and
Crandall have been engaged by W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation tc give special
Sept.

attention to extraordinary productions of
the company similar to Irene Castle's

Shoulders" in connection with
which an Irene Castle Fashion Promenade is a feature. The department will
be headed by Mr. McDonald.
"Slim

Mr. Shea was until recently manager
Grey circuit of theatres in Maine
and New Hampshire. Crandall is well
known as an exploitation man.
Other productions, it is stated, will
have similar original methods of presentation as started on "Slim Shoulders"
with a view to increasing their box office
power for exhibitors.

of the

Films of 1897 Show
Industry's Progress
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX.,

5.— Motion pictures made of the inauguration of William
McKinley as president, in March, 1S97, and
Sept.

other historical events of twenty-five
years ago were witnessed by Dallas,
Texas, newspaper men at a special showing given by Ned E. Depinet, general
manager of Consolidated Film & Supply
Co., distributors of Universal films in
the South

and Southwest.
The news reel, as well as a Mary Pickford film which was also a part of the
novel program, were among the first pictures ever made and showed clearly the
advancement in motion picture photography
during the past quarter of a century.

Blue

Law

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Sept. 5.— Samuel Harding, owner of a chain of motion
picture theatres in Kansas City, Omaha
and Oklahoma City, has gained control
of the Wichita theatre, Wichita. Kas., by
acquiring the majority of stock and a
sub-lease on the building.
Mr. Harding, who is president of the
Overland Amusement Company, plans
big improvements on the house, which
he hopes to make the largest in Wichita.

Fight

May

in

November

Split Politics of City

— Police

Commissioner Issues Statement Endorsing
Motion Pictures on Sunday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

5.
New Rochelle, a city of close to 50,000
population, which is really a suburb of New York City, is in the throes
of a Sunday motion picture closing fight which bids fair to split the
politics of the place wide open.
New Rochelle boasts of four fine picture theatres none of which has
ever been allowed to open on Sunday. The city owns and runs Hudson
Park, the chief bathing beach of the city, letting the concession privileges
to private individuals.
Voters Will Decide at Election in November
Several attempts have been made in recent years to repeal the ordinance under which the picture houses are kept dark on Sundays, and
at the November election the matter of Sunday closing comes before the
voters on a referendum. The pro and con fight is being bitterly waged
and the charge of commercialism is being made against those opposed
to the repeal of the ordinance, who it is charged are inspired by persons
interested in the bathing park and the amusement privileges there.

YORK,

September

Police Commissioner George M. Wood,
is a power in New Rochelle politics,
last week came out openly for Sunday
motion pictures. Said he:

who

Favors Sunday Shows

am
am

favor of Sunday movies.
favor of them if they do
not interfere with the attendance at the
churches.
I
believe in the church, and
feel that the churches should be supported, and I would oppose anything
that would take people from their servBut I feel that motion pictures
ices.
in New Rochelle on Sunday would net
affect church attendance.
I don't want to
"I want to be fair.
see any man's or woman's liberties taken
from them. Irrespective of the plea for
"I
"I

the

made

In the regular order of
its report.
procedure, it is possible that it will be
some time before the report of the committee on bill of rights will be discussed,
even if the report should be made soon.

in

in

'tired

working man' and the

'tired

businessman.' I feel that the majority of
the people of this community, would like
the privilege of going to the movies on

Screen Stars to Help
Soldier's

Need Sabbath Amusement
"Things are changing. The people

are

through with "blue laws.' Many of us
in
congested districts and need
live
amusement on Sunday.
"This is not inconsistent with any oath
as a police commissioner, for though I
may favor the passage of an ordinance
allowing Sunday movies, I will see to it
that the laws of the country, the state
and the city, whatever they may be, are
If the council, after
enforced.
the referendum, votes to allow Sunday
movies. I will act in accordance with
the ordinance; if the Council does not see
fit to adopt such an ordinance, I will see
that the law is enforced."

strictly

Free Screen Measure
Is

Held

in

Abeyance

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JEFFERSON
Proposal

No.

CITY. MO.,

Sept.

5.—

the measure which
screen and the press

135,

would place the
upon the same basis, now is in a state of
status quo at the Missouri Constitutional
convention at Jefferson City. At present
considering a report of
legislation.

the convention is
the committee on
Three reports have been made, one by
the legislative committee, one by the
judiciary committee and one by the comThe
mittee on suffrage and elections.
committee on bill of rights has not yet

Day Program

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CINCINNATI,

O., Sept. 5.— Active parby stars of the screen and stage
in the national "Forget-Me-Not Day" of
the Disabled American Veterans of the
World War, on November 4th, has been
pledged in numerous telegraphic messages
and letters received at the national head"Forget-Mequarters of the organization.
Not Day" movement, is to take place in
every city and town in the United States,
on that date when all America will buy

ticipation

little

Sunday.

Harding Gets Control

Of Wichita Playhouse

Rochelle Will Vote on

Sunday Shows

Charnas Territory

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Sept. 5.— Al Lichtman,
president of Al Lichtman Corporation,
has left for New Orleans where he will
confer with E. V. Richards, general manager of Saenger Amusement Company
and owner of the Lichtman franchise for
eleven southern states.
While away Mr. Lichtman will be the
honor guest at a dinner of exhibitors arranged by Harry Charnas at the William
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, on September 10.
The next night similar honors will be
accorded him in Cincinnati and on Tuesday there will be another at Detroit ending with a banquet in Cleveland on

41

"forget-me-nots."

Rushing Rodolph Valentino from location near Los Angeles, to San Francisco,
last

May

to

take part in a benefit enter-

tainment for the Disabled Vets' national
convention fund, resulted in the conclave's
check being augmented close to $10,000 by
the personal appearance of the star according to National Commander C. Hamilton
Cook.
i

Hugo and Mabel Ballin
To Make " Vanity Fair"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 5.— "Vanity Fair"
be the next production to be made
by Hugo and Mabel Ballin with Mabel
Ballin playing the leading role in the picture. It is to include an all-star cast.
Selecting of the cast will be started in
the near future after which immediate
production
is to begin.
IT
will

\

Film Star

Is

Burned

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Sept. 5.—Anna Q.
Nilsson, beautiful film star, was severely
burned about her face and neck while
piloting a locomotive through a path of
flame for a scene in "Hearts Aflame"
which Reginald Barker is directing for
Louis B. Mayer Company. It is not believed that she will be permanently disfigured.
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Zukor's Talk

Is

Broadcasted as

Week

Paramount

Inaugural

Company's Sales Department Reports That Number of
Houses Participating Tops Other Years

—

September 5. This week is Paramount Week, the fifth
annual event which each year registers the high water mark of
simultaneous showings of Paramount pictures, and as a formal preliminary to the opening of the week President Adolph Zukor, of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, spoke by radio to mere than a million
people on Friday evening, September 1.
brief address, which
MR.wasZUKOR'S
broadcasted from Station WJZ
at

J., was delivered at about
was heard through amplinumber of motion picture the-

Newark, N.

9:10 p. m. and
fiers in a

*

*

Mr. Zukor's speech was

the nature

in

amount

of

of a felicitation for picture patrons upon
the fact that the motion picture industry

once more standing securely upon its
feet and is now placing before the public the biggest and best pictures in its
history.
In delivering this message he
sounded the keynote of Paramount Week,
for although the fall publication schedule
went into effect the first of August, in a
big majority of the theatres participating

Paramount Week bookings

has been unusually keen this year among
the various exchanges, and as an indication of the general distribution of the
bookings it is stated that every section
of the country is represented among the
ten exchanges

atres located within hearing distance.
*

the

now

leading.

Particularly

strong evidence of a return to big business is found in the bookings reported
from the Pacific Coast, all four of the
Coast exchanges being well up among
the leaders.

is

Paramount Week marks the

first

presen-

tation of any of the pictures listed among
the "First Forty-one."
The tremendous number of theatres
participating in Paramount Week this
year the sales department reports it is

—

than

greater

Paramount

ever

officials

—

held by
is
certainly indica-

before
as

tive of the return of prosperity not only
in the picture industry but throughout
the business world in general.
*
*
*

August, they say, has been a remarkable month in the picture theatres, considering that it is the most popular vacation month of the season and has had its
share of hot weather, and the heavy
bookings for Paramount Week and the
weeks following offer every indication
that the fall and winter season will be a
most prosperous one.

The competition

for

first

honors

in

Entire Industry Looks

For Big Season Survey
By Joe Brandt Reveals
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

Sept.

5.

— Every

branch of the industry feels that the new
season will be one of the biggest and
most successful for some time past. This
is the finding of Joe Brandt, president of
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation, who has
arrived in Los Angeles following more
than a month spent en route to the West
Coast during which he interviewed exhibitors and executives of virtually every
branch of the business.
Big independent productions are in de-

mand

he reports, as well as two-reel comedies of a high standard.
The same
thought must be given to the production
of comedies and other short subjects as
bigger features he asserts.
Mr. Brandt is here to go over production details and to apply the results of
his observation for big pictures to follow
"More to Be Pitied Than Scorned."

1922

16,

Cosmopolitan Leases
N. Y. Criterion for
Marion Davies Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

5.— Cosmopolitan

Corporation,

presenting
Cosmopolitan
productions, has leased the Criterion theatre

from Paramount and
September

the house on

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

September

will take

over

The

first

10.

Cosmopolitan's pictu-

attraction will be
rization
of the

famous play, "When
Knighthood Was in Flower," starring
Marion Davies.
It will remain at the
Criterion indefinitely.

Urban

Joseph

will

and

remodel

re-

decorate the theatre to correspond with
A row of
the period of the picture.
boxes will be built around the balcony
and the entire interior changed. The orchestra pit will be enlarged to accommodate 52 musicians.
If possible by working night and day
shifts to complete Mr. Urban's plans,

"When Knighthood Was

in Flower" will
open about September 15th. The Criterion's famous electrical display will also
be entirely remodeled and made among
the most beautiful on Broadway.

Java Has Playhouse
Which Seats 4,500:
Like American Film
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,
big

motion

picture

D. C, Sept. 5.— All the
theatres are not in

America. Java boasts one which has accommodations for 4,500 persons, it is revealed in report on motion pictures in that
country by Consul Parker.
The theatre is built to seat 2,000 EuroIn most of the
peans and 2,500 natives.
250 Java theatres a screen or curtain divides
the house, the Europeans and foreign orientals sitting on one side and the natives
on the other. The picture is projected from
the side of the Europeans.
Language presents a serious difficulty.
Many films are now being shown with titles
The popularity
in both Dutch and English.
of American motion pictures is unmatched
in Java, says the report.

Kane Adds

to Staff

of

Associated Exhibitors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONEY
MA KING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used
Exhibitors
By Mrs. M.

to
D.

Build Up

WHITMAN

(Princess theatre, Buchanan, Wis.)

My

business has been doubled
recently owing to using admission coupons good for 50 per

from regular
prices on Mondays and Tuescent

reduction

days.
NOTE: Use

of this policy in connection
with serial exploitation has heen reported
as successful in many quarters.
Its extension is a new development.

By

CHARLES

(Garfield

Under

theatre,

the

H.

RYAN

Chicago,

111.)

heading "Worn-

Successfully by
Th eir P atron age

en," I used the following copy
on the front page of my pro-

gram

for the

week

of

NEW YORK,

Sept.

5.— Two more men

have been added to the growing sales organization of Associated Exhibitors by
President Arthur S. Kane. R. H. Winn,
recently manager of a theatre in Washington, Ind., has been assigned to the
company's Memphis branch.
Robert A. Bertschy will be connected
with Associated Exhibitors' branch in

New

Haven.

August

14:

After canning all day
hot
kitchen,
put on

in the

Goldwyn Opens Branch

At

your

clothes and come on
down to the Garfield, where
you always find a good picture
with a ripping comedy that'll
make you forget the kitchen,
the sticky fingers, the burnt
sugar and the cracked jars.
Yes, bring the children, too.

Indianapolis, Ind,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

street

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.,

Sept.

Distributing

Corporation

opened

new branch

office

a

at

5.—

has
438-440

Goldwyn

Illinois street, Indianapolis, situated in
It is on
the business heart of the city.
the ground floor of a new building.
The name of the manager has not been
announced as yet.

THE THEATRE
^SflPRACTICAJi:

Short Subjects

Mean Money

Exhibitor Advertiser Severely Handicapped by
Inferior

Trade Advertising of Short Subjects
Article III

N ANY

attempt to trace to its
origin the general mismanagement of the short subject by
exhibitors
the investigator is
brought up short at contemplation of a trade advertising inconsistency as persistent as it is
inexplicable.
In any search for
detailed information as to the
character or titles of this or next
weeks' short subject publications
the same difficulty is encountered.
Trade advertising and theatre
advertising of short subjects have

T

much

in

common.

Neither is efficient.
If there is superiority it is on
the side of theatre advertising.

D EVIEW

of short subject advertising
within
the
trade
over a long period brings to light
very little useful copy. Very fewtitles are
mentioned, and very
few advertisements
give
the
reader any definite idea as to the
general character of the product
advertised.
The bulk of the trade advertising scanned attempts to sell short
subjects by brand name and in
groups.
The general purpose is
to sell to exhibitors a series of
pictures featuring a single actor
or made in accordance with a
single established outline.
Save
in cases where a "made" comedian is concerned, practically no
attempt is made to sell or to give
information about a single attraction.
This despite the advertiser's certain knowledge that the
buyer of a series believes that it
will start with the best picture
and end with the poorest.
It is not strange, in view of
this performance, that exhibitors
find

themselves in difficulty when

they undertake to give the short
subject advantage of advance ad-

vertising such as they accord the
feature picture.
It is strange,
rather, that exhibitors have found
it possible to develop the "made''
comedians of the day. It must
be admitted that exhibitors capitalizing in advertising public favor as signified by patrons, have
done the actual work responsible
for the present vogue of the accepted short subject luminaries.

T

ABORING

under the handicap
imposed by this type of trade

exhibitor has
advertising,
the
found the short subject problem

unnecessarily complex.

Booking

a series of attractions to be exhibited over a period of weeks, he

has been confronted with the task
of advertising effectively pictures
which he knows, frequently, only

by title, by star or by brand
name. At best he has but slight
knowledge of the individual pic-

cap upon exhibitors
of their

own.

it

in

correction
that
advertising

must be seen

reform
in
trade
should at least keep pace with re-

form
r

in

theatre advertising.

TT 0 arrive at a perspective conducive to proper disposition of

the short subject proposition, all
parties concerned must assume a
purely public viewpoint.
Only
this viewpoint is really important.
To the public the motion picture theatre remains even at this
day an institution of magic.
Bookings,
contracts,
program
calculations, all these mean nothing to the buyer of admission
tickets.
He will have none of
excuses or explanations.
The
show is good or not good (he demands perfection) and beyond
that he is not interested.

The amusement

seeker

is

not

certainly not sufficient to
warrant public promise. And as
the series is played his confidence
in the remaining attractions is
through the
steadily
lessened
rather well grounded suspicion
that the next will not be quite as
good as its predecessor.
It becomes apparent that trade
advertising of the short subject

interested in nor convinced by
the exhibitor's statement that the
reason there is but a scant handful of real short subject stars is
because he has been unable to advertise and thus establish dozens
of others really deserving of a
following.
Yet this is the exact

lamentably out of key with

the proposition from
the public angle, the seriousness of the short subject ad-

ture,

is

trade advertising of feature pic(The fate of a feature pictures.
ture company adopting a short
subject advertising policy is readIt becomes apparily foreseen.)
ent that the task of advancing the
short subject to its proper place
before the theatre public is as
much a producers' and distributors' assignment as it is the exhibitors'.

Further, since the trade adverimposes undue handi-

tisers' error

situation.

WIEWIXG
this,

vertiser's
shortcomings is evident. Not only has the national
office been deprived of much
revenue rightly due it in view of
the excellent product actually
screened, but the progress of the
short subject itself, dependent
upon public support, has been
dangerously impeded.

box

The remedy

for this condition,

(Concluded on Page 49)
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September

1922

16,

A

LEE

D. BALSLY'S "Theatre Letter" describes his fashion show presentation of Universal's "Her Night of Nights." The above illustration shows the stage and the five models employed. It was promoted
in cooperation with a leading merchant of Wichita.

girls' club, many members of which were members of the Life Saving Corps of the American Red Cross, aided Mr. Balsly in exploiting
Associated Exhibitors' "Up in the Air About Mary." The photo shows
crowds drawn to a life-saving demonstration staged.

A

ple were
program

attracted there to the event.
for the event was printed and at
the foot of this program the theatre announcement was displayed, giving it the

proper tie-up.
Another very important tie-up was the
Mysterious Bathing Girl, who appeared at
the beach in a nifty red bathing suit and
mask. The same girl appeared in one of
the leading store windows twice daily, at
12:30 and 8:30, for three days, and displayed well printed cards pertaining to the
event at the theatre.
A five-dollar prize
was offered to the one guessing her identity, which stimulated more interest.
The prologue proved to be a very pretty
presentation.
A scrim sheet was dropped
and back of it a black drop.
On this
scrim, the lower half was stage effect, rippling water.
The upper half was a bathing beach, projected from a slide.
At a
given signal a bathing model posing between the scrim and the black drop would

become

visible

when

a spotlight

was thrown

on her from the wing. This gave the appearance of the girl either standing or lying in the water. We used only two models,

each of them giving a series of poses.
the final night of the Bathing Girl

On

Prologue we had a Bathing Suit Contest.
This attracted a great many people and
proved interesting.
Our expense all the way through was
very light, but drew for us some of the
best newspaper stories and attendance for
'

some

Defeats Heat

Summer's

With

Own

Weapons
THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir:
One year ago the Wichita theatre
played "Wet Gold" and in connection gave
a Bathing Girl prologue.
Our success was
so marked that we arranged a similar prologue this year, calling it our Second Annual Bathing Girl Revue. We booked Associated Exhibitors' "Up In the Air About
Mary," which proved to be a bathing girl
(

story.

In order to stimulate interest and dominate the community with the swimming
and diving idea, we had a tie-up with a
local club of girls who were especially interested in swimming and boating.
few
of these girls and women were also members of the Life Saving Corps of the American Red Cross.
On Sunday afternoon a life-saving demonstration was given at one of the popular boat houses and many hundreds of peo-

A

time.

Finding one of the leading stores of
Wichita with a new arrival of exclusive
and exquisite furs, we tied in with them
for a Style Show Promenade, in connection
with Marie Prevost in "Her Night of

girl who appeared at
in a store window advertising
in the Air About Mary."

The masked bathing
beaches and

"Up

Nights."

From the photograph you will note a
novel stage effect, arranged and staged by
the master hand of a display man, E. Leo
Harris of the Borabaugh Dry Goods Company.
Five mannikins were used, one of
this number being a singer of local prominence and another a dancing artist. Supported by the orchestra, the prologue proved
remarkably
fitted
very entertaining.
It
well with the picture.
This is just another instance in which
a tie-up between first-class organizations
have proven of immense benefit to each
other. This kind of affiliation causes a sort
of partnership and there are times when a
suitable window display can be made for
other pictures booked at the theatre.
This same store gave us a wonderful
window on "Peacock Alley," another one
on "French Heels" and "Fascination."
The advertising campaign consisted of
newspapers and lobby display.
believe
that a mailing list addressed to the wives
at their homes would add very greatly to
the box office returns, although the box
office showed a steady and substantial gain
each day of the engagement and secured

We

a new patronage
tending.

who

are not regularly at-

Yours

truly,

LEE D. BALSLY,
Wichita theatre, Wichita, Kan.

DEAR MR. BALSLY
Maybe we overshoot the facts with the
heading on your letter, but in view of the
far-reaching stunts you describe we don't
believe so. It is our opinion that your exploitation

was

certainly sufficient

to

offset

seasonable counter force, and
we haven't a guess to offer as to why the
attendance was light.
On both pictures, we consider, you have
established records that will stand. Nobody
has reported anything even approaching
your exploitation of them, and we doubt
that anyone can produce a better campaign.
All of which is in keeping with your record established in previous contributions to
this department.
We hope to receive many
more of the same calibre. Everybody in
the theatre business needs to knozv about
the constructive things you are doing.
W. R. IV.

any

strictly

—

I

—

:
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owners of our principal stores
"Fred" and not "Mr. Meyer."

Do Big Things to
Make Big Money
By
Managing

FRED

new man that I think I'd like to get
acquainted with, I go after him, until we
are sufficiently well known to each other
to call ourselves by our first name.
Please
note, there's a vast difference between getting well acquainted and becoming too familiar.
You can carry this thing to extremes either way.
* * *
'

Point Three.

Director, Palace Theatre, Hamilton, O.

summer months. Concrete examples

the hot

have been set before us, showing where cermanufacturers of commercial articles
started in to produce something that would
sell, at a time where there was no demand
for another commodity produced by the
same firm. I am not going to open up an
argument as to whether it can be done in
the motion picture field.
Personally, and I place myself into this
tain

category, we are all more or less addicts
are so imbued with the idea
of habit.
that nothing short of a miracle can get people into our theatres during the summer
months, that we accordingly follow the
course of least resistance. In this respect,
we exhibitors are divided into at least two
the type of men who care for
classes
nothing but immediate box office returns,
and therefore consider a waste of time and
money anything that might bring ultimate
returns.
This type will reduce admission
prices during the hot spell, and juggle them
around during the regular season, according to attraction.
(In a subsequent article, I hope to very soon discuss with fellow exhibitors the policy of admission
prices, and whether they should be stand-

We

;

ard or flexible).
This exhibitor referred to will buy the
very cheapest pictures he can get that is
to say, he will buy good pictures, if he
can buy them real cheap.
If he can't get
;

enough good pictures at
simplv do the next best
*

*

his set prices, he'll
thing.

*

Then we have the other
that

there's

first.

*

which

fig-

*

*

Point One.
community we

Just what do we owe the
live in?
Well, none if we
are "exhibit A." Everything, if we belong
to the other category.
Eliminating all personal feelings or affiliations, let me put it

way

this

If I were anxious
tion for
theatre,

my

create

to
if

I

a

reputa-

were concerned

more about the tomorrow than the present.
I
I would join the Chamber of Commerce
would belong to the Retail Merchants As;

wrote ads for my theatre,
and felt that I could learn something about
advertising, I would most certainly join the
Advertising Club, and above anything else,
I'd make
if my classification were open,
every effort to get into Rotary.
sociation.

If

I

In brief, I w^ould get into these various
organizations please note that I have carefor
fully eliminated all fraternal bodies
what I could get out of them in return for
the service that I'd expect to render in return.
If a drive took place for new members in the Chamber of Commerce, I'd come
I would not accept comforth and help
mercial advertising films or slides on my
screen, but donate it toward worthy and
charitable causes, and give it to merchants
in reciprocal dealings on tie-ups.
* * *

—

—

:

Point Two.
type,

something

besides immediate box office returns.
If our industry is to survive, prosper and advance, a
foundation must be laid for it, not only by
making better picture, building finer theatres, or putting on more elaborate presentations, but by establishing for the theatre owner in his community the same selfrespect and admiration as is accorded the
banker or the publisher of the paper. To
be sure, there are exhibitors who can not
be placed in either "Exhibit A" or "B" referred to heretofore, but for the main, the
two types embrace the vast majority in

ures

ness man in our ranks has nothing to worry
about Film Board affiliations or the Hoy
System. Yes, there are black sheep on both
sides, but let's clean house from within,
that is to say, let us take inventory of ourselves

my power

I

would of course do

all in

the reputation of being
what is commonly termed a "good mixer."
By that I mean, I would get acquainted
with
the
intimate
becoming
without
worthwhile people of the town, and I think
you'll bear me out that this can be done
in many places other than the corner saloon
(now our private clubs). No, I am not a
to get

—

prohibitionist.

Rotary, of course, has helped me along in
respect, and I pride myself that the

this

hibit

Theatre Problem

I

mean a town of not more than
population.
Ours has only 40,000,
but I would pursue the same tactics if it
had three times its present inhabitation.
Xow I'd like to hear from such readers of
this article as agree with me, but I am
doubly anxious to receive letters either direct, or through Exhibitors Herald, from
the ones that don't. In a spirit of fairness,
let me say that I am not trying to find
fault with the industry, for it little behooves
any of us to throw stones. I do, however,
want to bring about a greater realization of
our duties, for when we are cognizant of
the responsibilities that rest upon our shoulders, then and then only will there be 100
per cent team work between ourselves and

—

Mr. Hays, and more

so, in

our

own organ-

For after

all

is

said

and done, the busi-

town. For some reason or other, I never
could make much headway with the other

Then I got sore
either get what my
money entitled me to, or stay out entirely.
Result
Both papers now get a 50-50 split
on all my business. If I favor one this
week, I turn about to the other on the
first occasion, etc.
What has this done?
Exhibitors Herald has in several times
past outlined my "Pathe News" tie-up with
the Journal. The News is so anxious to also
get on my screen that they have made me
any number of propositions, none of which
I have been able to accept to date, other
than when we used to show the Mutt and
Jeff cartoons, we had a tie-up in the News
which spelled extra publicity for us.
There were times, and still are, for that
matter, that both papers print stuff detrimental to our business, that I often wonbusiness
dered if they give a hang for
they sell me
I go to the mat with them
the idea that it's A. P. stuff, run in all
papers, and accordingly dished out here as
until the first of the year.

and decided

that

I'd

:

my

;

news.
Well, let me tell you that the way they
served the various scandals and Hollywood
escapades to our public, was nothing slow.
But there's more than one way of killing
If the front page contained a lot
a cat.
of A. P. Hollywood Hokum, the editorial
page would come out with a scorchy article "Let Us Have Fair Play" or "The
REAL Hollywood," etc.

—

*

*

*

Last week, the local press devoted considerable space to Henry Ford and his contemplated shutdown. Ford has a plant here
in town, and consequently, the A. P. storywas accompanied by a local item, that, as a
result of this shut-down, contemplated for
the 16th, already 250 men had been laid
That got my nanny. I
off here in town.

my

word

to either paper, but sat

Remington and
headed "Business Is Good."
One of the papers used it the
The next day, there appeared
didn't.
terview in the (same one) paper,
to

trusty

wrote

a story

;

other

an

in-

giving
my opinion as regards business outlook of
the immediate future, based on a 1,700 mile
auto trip I made last month. The town ate
it up, because at the last executive meeting of the Retail Merchants Association. I
was commended for my (very diplomatic)
anti-dote to Mr. Ford's calamity propaganda.
The Labor paper, in its Labor day edition, took one of my articles from the rival
(non-union) paper, and commended ediThis
torially on the stand I had taken.
gives me the idea that I now pass on to
you.
* * *

I

izations.

the

theatre owners spend considerin the newspapers.
Here in our
town. I think I am the largest advertiser,
barring none.
If I am not first, then I
run a close second.
Let me say at the outset that before this
theatre opened. I established most cordial
relations with one of the papers in our

down

have to say, might interest "exB" if he is located as I am. By lo-

cation,
100,000

with

money

did not say a

either direction.

What

dealings

We

fice).

said in trade papers
after business during

Our

press.
(I could enumerate other points,
but for the present, three will have to suf-

able

has been
MUCH
about going out

call me
When I

find a

MEYER

S.
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There's an old adage: "In time of prosLet me
prepare for adversity."
"In time of
change that around a bit
gloom, spread joy."
perity,

:

What's Wrong Here?
Answer

at

Bottom of Page 49

(Concluded next week)
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"Blood and Sand" Lockout at New Yorfy Rivoli
"Masquerade/' Gains Cooperation of Newspapers

"BLOOD AND SAND"

is

•'holding

them out"

at the

Rivoli,

New

York,

Flinn, Paramount, managing
The above photograph shows the inner view of the lobby. Red
and yellow coloration was lavishly used, the entire effect being Spanish.

and John

C.

the run, calculated his displays ac-

cordingly.

Spanish and American flags were draped effectively and set off with streamers.
(Read "Exhibitor Review" of picture in "What The Picture Did For Me," this
issue.)

NEWSPAPERS AND MOTION

FRONT and sidewalk
edge were prepared with especial confor
standees during the
sideration
Rivoli run of the Valentino vehicle.
Stills were used by Mr. Flinn in place
of the usual posters. The top view
shows the bunting arrangement.

THEATRE

PICTURES have much in common. Together they wield powerful influence.
Divided they operate toward opposite ends and nobody is benefited. Many newspapers are publishing serially "The
Masquerader," advertising it in connection with the First National attraction featuring Guy Bates Post. The photo
shows the type of cooperation possible under such circumstances. Both press and screen can use a great deal more.
of

it.
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No. This is not a billboard stand. It is a window display used by the Miller theatre, Los Angeles, in exploiting "The Crossroads of New
York," Mack Sennett First National attraction. The miniature train, automobile, etc., apearing at the street intersection modeled, were borrowed from a toy store.

These are the "nifties" of the
exploitation business bright inspirations
that ring the box office welkin and demonstrate that it isn"t necessary to have an
unlimited purse to do sound exploiting.
to attract.

Specialization

Governs Modern
Theatre Effort
Walter

F. Eberhardt, Associated
First National division of exploitation,
this
ticle

has contributed exclusively to

department the following arsumming up observations
made during recent months in his
official capacity.

cialization in exploitation has arrived particularly interesting.

This

is

the day of specialized exploita-

From week

of calling

to

week

certain forms

the public's attention

to

the

such as heralds, personal letters,
etc.. are as much a matter of habit as
eating three meals a day and calling
around at the pay office on pay day.
And then there zips across the horizon some little stunt that doesn't involve
a big wad of money but makes its impression purely by its novelty and power
picture,

again for a new start. The cost for this,
four dollars, was spent for a drip pan.
All other articles were furnished by
retail

dealers.
*

The
In evidence ot this argument there is
the recent campaign conducted by Manager Goebel of the Isis theatre, on the

Virginia-Tennessee

border

The

line.

feature of '"Molly O" at this house was
the lobby display in which Mr. Goebel
made an animated display of a dirigible
eight feet long suspended under the marquee.
battery in the cabin kept the
propeller in motion.
strip of leather
between the blades gave a realistic whirring sound to the circling of the blades.
Red lights in the cabin reflected occupancy and made the display equally

A

A

Readers of previous contributions by Mr. Eberhardt will find
his statement that the day of spe-

tion.

—

effective at night.
The cost: Three

dollars.
Of this
amount two-thirds went for paint. The
"expensive" gas bag was nothing more

or less than an old sign cloth.
At the same time Manager Goebel
used an animated display of Mabel Normand, taken from the 2i sheet, with the
The
star holding a dripping umbrella.
lithographed umbrella was replaced by a
real one and a syphon pump, worked by
electricity, kept the water dripping over
it

and, at the

same

time,

sucked

it

up

Miller

*

*

theatre,

Los

Angeles,

effected an unusual and inexpensive window display in its tie-up on "The Crossroads of New York."
miniature
street and highway intersection was laid
out on the window floor with railroad
trains, automobile and pedestrians occupying the limelight.
Most of the

A

were borrowed from a toy store.
For "The Boat," the Alamo theatre,
Griffin, Ga., had an inspiration in reproarticles

ducing Buster Keaton's

seagoing

craft,

the "Damfino" suspended from the marquee of the house with a quick shot of
the frozen faced comedian looking out
of the cabin window. A radio outfit behind the display,
connected with a
phonograph and operated from the inside of the theatre guve the effect of
Keaton himself announcing the run of
"The Boat" and urging patrons to come
and see it.
These little stunts are ingenious devices that not all the wealth of Midas
could buy.
They are the property of
brainy showmen who have taken the
trouble to solve the problem of exploitation vs. expense and have done so in an
effective

manner.
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Made Man"

120,000

TICKET SALES
Made Man." United

Run

Thrives in California

School Days" Lobby

"A

September

were reported from the California
Artist production

Is

Better

theatre,

featuring Charles Ray.

16,

1922

—

Than Prologue

Los Angeles, early

Monroe Lathrop,

in

the

fourth

week

of

charge of exploitation,
promoted co-operative advertising displays with clothing establishments which were followed up with a mail campaign
The newspaper helped by running a favorable box at the top of the space used, the theatre
reaching 13,000 addresses.
ad occupying the center. It has been suggested that similar enterprise be conducted in other cities where the picture
Frederick Miller, manager of the California, is reported as planning for a fifth and possibly a sixth week
is shewn.
Tailor

in

of the picture.

I

NOT A PROLOGUE,

but a

much more

effective attractor of business,

lobby display used by the National theatre at Jersey City for the
Warner Brothers production, "School Days." The required materials are such
as can be obtained by any exhibitor with little or no expense.
When lobby
design is sign as permits adoption of the feature, the idea can be applied
is

the

A LONG WAIT
not

discourage

the

in

prospect does

really

interested

theatre patrons, as the line-up for "A
Tailor Made Man" at the California
theatre clearly indicates.

profitably.

s

a'fi
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Use Floating Studio in

Making New Hunter Film
A

sea-going motion picture studio will
in making Glenn Hunter's new
satire on the idle rich, "The Lap of Luxury," when the entire Film Guild cas,t
and staff make nightly cruises off the
be used

Connecticut coast next week
equipped schooner.

in

a

spe-

cially

To make possible the photographing of
night scenes at sea, a complete miniature lighting system has been installed
aboard the

vessel, together with a labora-

for developing short tests.
cast includes Martha Mansfield,
Tuttle will direct it.

The

tory

Frank

"Around the World" Will
Be New Universal Serial
Following its policy of producing
with educational and instructive
value, yet filled with thrills and romance,
serials

Universal
entitled

projecting a

is

new

"Around the World

serial to be

Eighteen

in

Days."

The story is being written by Carl
Coolidge under the supervision of Bob
Dillon, serial and short reel feature editor
will
at Universal City.
J. P.
The name of the star has not yet
direct.

McGowan

been announced.

Short Subjects

"Nanoofy" Wins

(Concluded from page 43)

thanks to the example of the feature picture advertiser,

is

readily

determinable.
While it may not
be practical, for mechanical rea-

abandon the series method
of market presentation, it certain-

sons, to

ly is practical to reshape the present policy in such manner as to
give
exhibitors
definite
titles,
players' names, picture descriptions, data of specific character,
regarding pictures offered for
sale.

This done, it becomes the natuprocedure of the exhibitor to
pass this information along to his
public exactly as he now transmits information regarding feat-

ral

ure pictures.
The progress that
he has made in the face of the formidable obstacles noted is sufficient guarantee
his part.

that

he will do

Praise of The
" Critic
'W.

Q

"The

Chicago

tises itself

Tribune"

adver-

"The World's Greatest

Mae Tinee, its mopicture critic, enjoys prominence, if not in all cases confidence.
Newspaper."

tion

Saturday,

September

2,

Miss

Tinee reviewed "Nanook of the
North." As her reviews are extensively used in motion picture advertising, this space is devoted to
reproduction of her comments.

poor Eskimo?
O, I don't
know.
He's much too busy with one
problem that of merely living to be
bothered with any others. Railroad and
coal strikes mean nothing in his life.
He should worry only wefe a fish,
speared through the ice, to slip away, or
a walrus family, stalked with infinite
patience for miles through breath-taking
cold, to spy him in time and make their
Pity

the

—

—

escape.

Answer

to

Theatre

Problem
N

a display involving considerable commendable
expenditure and unquestionably reflecting determination to attract the greatest possible patronage to the First National attraction in exhibition, some confusion, unimportant but annoying,
is caused by failure to properly word the title
T

in

every case.

Woman's

"A Woman's

Side'*

and

"The

Side" are v not essentially unalike, but
only one should have been used.
(The theatre
is the Majestic at Memphis.)

"Nanook

doesn't come in a box.
It is peeled off
a seal, just killed.
After mother's coat
has been attended to, why it is time for
dinner. With sharp knives Mother and
Father cut into the raw flesh and they
and the children go to it. One can imagine the impatience they would show
were somebody to come along with a
frying pan and a bunch of fire and insist
on cooking the banquet for them. I don't
know the Eskimo word for "why," but
Xanook and his family would certainly
want to know under such circumstances.

The only thing

building

the

trades

and the labor unions could possibly have
in common with Xanook and family, is
when it comes to the question of con-

—

structing an igloo. Then
Xanook could
'em.
What's all the fuss about
in an hour a perfectly comfortable

show
when

dwelling can be constructed out of lumps
ice, with Father placing the blocks
and Mother filling in the chinks.
Xo
punching a time clock here. When the
house is finished it's finished.
Furniof

—

ture?
skin?

Bah!

Where's the

little

old bear-

We'll all lie down on that. Then
we'll cover ourselves with our clothes.
Then, because we're tired, we'll go to
sleep, and when we
will be another day.

wake

up, well

— that

Another day that may bring blizzards,
.but Xanook, "The Bear," and Xyla, his
wife, "The Smiling One," are used to
It will probably bring hunger,
but God is good and there are fish, and
walrus, and seals, and white foxes if one
only has patience and exercises a little

blizzards.

of the Xorth"'

is

one of the

most comprehensive and interesting educational pictures ever filmed.
It was
actually
photographed in the frozen
north and the actors are actors only in so
much as they permitted a photographer
to travel along with them and "take"
them as they worked, slept, and played.
Living, it seems, isn't easy in Eskimo
land.
What one eats; what one wears,
and what covers one when one sleeps
must be trapped. Mother's sealskin coat

ingenuity.
The picture might be succinctly termed
a real life drama of Eskimo family life.
But how different from ours. What, for

instance,

would

an

Eskimo family do

with a divorce court?

"Xanook

of the Xorth" reopens Orchestra hall today.
It is an interesting
picture for anybody to see, and is certainly one that no school child should
miss.
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Bugler Blows "One Clear Call"

Pays

September

16,

1922

— "Family Night"
—Real
Stuff

—Exchange Cooperates

Street

WHAT'S WRONG HERE?

William Freiss, LaCrosse theatre, LaCrosse,
"Family Night" with "My Boy," First National attraction.
Families were admitted to the Rivoli for 55 cents and to the Majestic for 28.
This family came to the Rivoli. (They might have gone to the Majestic.) But
nothing is wrong here. They were admitted, and the idea helped business in
Wis., introduced

ONE CLEAR CALL was blown
from the marquee of the Rialto theatre, Omaha, to announce "One Clear
Call,"

First

National

feature,

the hot weather.

the

champion bugler of the U. S. Army
blowing the call and making the newspaper story good. The idea can be
with various variations anywhere.

applied

AT CONEY ISLAND,

where comHenderson's theatre
used this layout, borrowed from Paramount's New York exchange, to advertise
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
Leading players and Director Lubitsch
were featured in illuminated transpar-

the town being Davenport, la., that the
was exhibiting "The Crossroads of New York," Mack Sennett
First National feature, John Leveridge, manager, having applied practically
every form of exploitation to the engagement. In addition to the stunts pictured above, a mailing list was used for distribution of trick teaser literature

encies.

including a mystifying

petition

is

keen,

llawmwrmffiffi afc-ate as

mmwmm

IT

WAS ALL OVER TOWN,

Capitol theatre

first

notice

and a follow-up.

m m as as as as :^as-asas-^i&--awa^
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NEWSPICTURES
WJITH a

W

view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the

News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established

this

department.

COPY COMBATS GOSSIP
You have heard about

the great
waste in the motion picture industry
chiefly from its prejudiced

—

critics.

many

look askance at your admission rate
schedule because of just this gossip.

You undoubtedly have used some
means to counteract the effect of

EFFICIENCY

in

* FINAL EXTRA*

motion pic-

the

makes

this

possible.

the expense of sending a photographer to India to photograph a rebellion, the cost of his
equipment, negative film, the cost
of sending the exposed negative to
the laboratory for development, the
making of several hundred positive
prints, the dispatch of the finished
product to theatres all over the
world by the fastest modern methods of distribution.

COMPARE

generally known within the
that newspictures are produced and distributed in extremely
efficient manner.
From the actual
photographing of an incident to its
projection upon the nation's screens
is a
very short step as measured
by the clock. Heroic methods are
employed to hasten laboratory delivery, assembling of finished prints,
insertion of titles, theatre distribu-

admission

FOX NEWS

No. 94: American Legion Delein
France Texas Farmer ProChicago Pageant of Progress Ends
Fire Chiefs in Convention
Hughes
Sails for Brazil
Greek Priest from Syria Arrives
in U. S.— All-Irish Polo Team Here
New York
Couple Wed in Sea Plane Swimming Races at
Rome Washington Man Succeeds to Title
gation

duces

IN

with

your

The

public has not been told of

this.

Through

a long sequence of mis-

statements from

unauthentic
sources the public has been taught
to believe that the motion picture
industry is conducted in grossly
extravagant manner throughout. It

common misunderstanding

that
tossed about with complete disregard for values
repreis

money

is

sented.

The result of all this is a more
or less serious public doubt as to
the propriety of the admission rates
charged at theatres.
Abstract argument aimed to corimpression has been
used with some success, not with
the measure of success necessary to
effect its complete effacement.

rect this false

In this, the third unit of the present newspictures ad series, concrete

—

—

— Oregon

Fisher-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 69: New Air
Flivver Lands Without Wheels Amundsen Leaves
Alaska for North Pole Flight Michael Collins in
Last Public Appearance Dublin Holds Horse
Show England Mourns Passing of Northcliffe
Georges Carpentier as Screen Actor German's
Celebrate Birth of Republic Territorial Specials.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 70: American Girls Triumph in Olympic Games Asbury
Park, N. J. Scene of Baby Show Germans
Demonstrate for "No More War" British Transport Army Supplies Over Mountains Jack Pickfords on Honeymoon
New York has Jungle Gym
for Young
Berlin Dog Lovers Parade Pets
Marines in New Style of Power Tad Cartoon

—
— —

—

newspictures are

and best at the

—

—

(BLANK) THEATRE

demonstration of motion picture

—

Race

—

fee.

first

—

Salmon German Poodles in Parade
Riding Hawaiian Stunt Newsettes.
FOX NEWS No. 95: Cloud Burst at Ithaca,
N. Y.— Passion Play Characters and Scenes
California
Children Honor Burbank Michigan
Farmers on State Auto Tour Texas Cattle Given
Black-leg Treatment Missouri Fisheries Commission Rescues Millions of Fish Albany's Aged
in Parade
Complete Plans for New York State
American Legion Meet New Gunboat Launched
"Pascal" Wins Challenge Cup Yacht Race
Xew York Man Builds Own Railroad on Estate
Washington Daredevil Climbs Side of Castle
Rock.

perfectly functioning system
of producing and distributing newspictures almost as rapidly as newspapers are printed and delivered the
motion picture industry gives brilliant demonstration of the efficiency
which is a big factor in the striking
growth and development it has enjoyed.

(BRAND NAME)

—

5-Mile

in

in

its

shown

—

—

—

men Bring
—
Aero-Surf

this total by twenty,
the number of news events contained in the single average news-

figure

—

—

MULTIPLY

this

Arrives

Wonder Melon

Motorcyclists

tion.

all

to

CALCULATE

picture.

is

You

well

is

wisdom

them.

bating this slander.
It

understood. It is
prepare the way
long in advance, whether or not
such a step is in prospect.

little to see them.
A small
part of your admission fee supports

tongues that wag unwisely but unceasingly with this false message
their burden.
You are given, herewith, ad copy
with especial fitness for use in com-

trade

may

pay

ture industry

that

stances

plain

cost money.

increase as

and higher rate under any circum-

EFFICIENCY
NEWSPICTURES

for such

some time be deemed advisable.
The difficulty of introducing a new
at

NEWSPICTURES
SHOW SCREEN

Copy Theme
You probably know

way

the

Industrial
Efficiency

in-

—

—

dustrial efficiency is given. It is to
the profit of not only the newspicture but the motion picture generally that this copy be given the
widest possible publication.
*
*
*

Territorial Specials.

Patrons are familiar with the
delivery.
newspicture
of
speed
What they read in the newspaper
one day they see very promptly

—

upon their picture screens.
Beginning with this thing which
they know, the present ad copy
builds up a strong case for the efficiency of the industry. It is a natural conclusion that the same efficiency prevails in other departments of the business.
To impress this point upon the
public mind is to guarantee maintenance of the present rate of
theatre admission and to prepare

—
— —
—
—

KINOGRAMS No. 2176: Naval Air Service
Trains Fliers Paint Capitol Dome Los Angeles
Society Swims at Night in New Pool -Whippetts
Race in 1922 Championship— Australians Win at
Tennis Turtle Soup, Tons of it, On the Hoof
Talmadge Sisters Off to Europe Argentine Poloists Lose to Americans.
KINOGRAMS No. 2177: Tilden and Richards
Win in Tennis Doubles St. Louis Kiddies Frolic
Americans Beat British at Golf New Gas
Mask Tried by U. S. American Girls Do WelJ
in Olympic Games
New Kiddies' Game Charles
Gay Raises Lions Territorial Specials.

——

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

PATHE NEWS

German U-Boat Sunk
Opium France Sees

No. 71:
War on

—
— China Makes
Olympic Games for Women — Paint Capitol Dome
Mountain with TNT — Poland
— Move New YorkPresident
— Baby Show at AsProtests

bury

Socialist

Park— "The Log

of

the

SC-1"

—Territorial

Specials.

SELZNICK NEWS

No. 1070: Society MerMask Tried by U. S.— American Girls Do Well
New York Inventor Has Coal Substitute-pArmenian Girls Rescued from Arabian BanditsAmerican Poloists Defeat Argentinians Gillespie,
Refugees Adrift in
111., Miners Return to Work
Black Sea Irene Bordoni at Deauville -Talmadge Sisters Sail for Europe.
SELZNICK NEWS No. 1071: Music Cures
Diseased Minds at Bellevue Speed Boats Race

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Canada Swimmer Tows 12 Rowboats California Samson Rolls 800-Pound Car Wheel Like
Hoop "Selz-Snickers" American Harvesting
Methods Superior Women's Supplement.
off

—

—

—
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DIGEST/PICTURES offAeWEEK
Are they
endings
HAPPY
screen happiness? Must

so essential

!

art

commerce?

to

would seem

It

our

to

always be sacrificed

She divorces him and marries a poor but honest
country boy.

nize.

so.

"UNDER TWO FLAGS"

from

(Universal)

Recently the writer was asked his opinion on this
subject by a Chicago exchange manager and asked t'o
write a brief opinion on a new ending supplied to a

Ouida's

popular stage success just screened. The original version had a so-called "sad ending," entirely logical and
It was poignant and full of
in keeping with the story.

Holmes and Ethel Grey Terry. The direction
is by Tod Browning who has made the most of th6
dramatic situations and added some wonderful night

dramatic suspense and made a lasting impression upon
you. For years and years it was played upon the stage
and no stage director or producer thought to "improve" it by changing that big punch scene. And thus

effects.

exchange

was made, but by
managers and salesmen throughout the country, who
a vote of

the screen version

are supposed to have their fingers on the public pulse,
a

new ending has been photographed,
which brings back the "dead"

plied

splendid vehicle.

and there is
on a rock fac-

the usual fade-out of the lovers sitting

ing the setting sun.

Without reservation the writer voted against the
happy ending in this case, branding it as too convenBut the happy
tional and lacking in dramatic value.
ending Avas tacked on and the picture is going out
several degrees less entertaining and convincing than
before the change was made. With this banal ending
the whole of the previous struggle appears useless and
wasted.

made

profess to have

a study of

She

is

gives

Priscilla

Dean

another

ably assisted by James Kirkwood,

"HONOR FIRST" (Fox) is a story of the war
and after the war, of two French soldiers, twins one
a coward the other stalwart and upright. John Gilbert
plays both roles and gives a splendid account of himself.
It is well staged and interest-holding.
;

"HEART'S HAVEN"

(Hodkinson) a

tion of a simple story dealing with the

fine

power

adaptaof faith.

Has many effective touches and a good cast including
Robert McKim, Claire McDowell, Frankie Lee, Betty
Brice and others.

"THE

CALL"

SIREN

Dorothy Dalton's

earliest

(Paramount)
and best vehicles.

recalls
It

is

a

story of the North, with the usual dance hall stuff and

an average number of
fulness

fall

fights.

Two

attempts at forceThe story is not

slightly short of success.

in any important respect, and the picture as
marks a drop in the star's sequence of vehicles.

unusual

The producers

novel,

Stuart

a subtitle sup-

girl,

famous

a Avhole

the minds of the public and report that the latter de-

mand

of

sacrifice

this

to

art

commerce,

of

we dare,
who would

LEAD THEM"

"A LITTLE CHILD SHALL

dramatic

values to a conventional happy ending, but

(Fox)

say there are hundreds of picture devotees
sooner see productions based upon a truer knowledge
of life than this wishy-washy stuff that is habitually
being dished up to them. J. R. M.

The cast is a good one including
Roger Lytton, Peggy Shaw, Niles Welch, Earnest
The
Hilliard, Adelaide Price and Florence Billings.
It
was directed by
story is by an anonymous writer.
J. Searle Dawley.

—

"THE LIGHT IN THE DARK"
Hope Hampton's most ambitious

is

date and aside from
it

its

ful

story

is

powers

hands.

It

Hampton
ability as

pure

of

a

fiction

new

screen

play

story of mother love.

color photography.

various

into

falls

"THE CURSE OF DRINK"

to

written around the wonder-

magic cup which

has also a pleasing romance and gives Miss
every opportunity to display her beauty and

way

stunts furnish the usual

"THE
Pictures)

"CAUGHT BLUFFING"

(Universal)

presents

one of his best roles. It is a story of
Alaska, of a gambler who acts as match-maker be-»
tween a young couple, only to fall in love with the
girl himself.
Well directed and photographed.
in

"BROADWAY ROSE"

(Metro)

is

a typical

star
It

is

full

of

cident and tells a straightforward story of a rich

who

marries an actress and

whom

Mae

dancing her
in-

man

society cannot recog-

is

a

Weber and

division

man

thrills.

MAN SHE BROUGHT BACK"
a Northwest police story that

entertainment of

whom

its

type.

It

is

(Playgoers
interesting

portrays a coward in the

the faith of a girl changes into a courageous

enabling him to "get his man."

"THE ETERNAL FLAME"
Norma Talmadge

It is five reels.

(First National) pre-

an adaptation of one of Balzac's popular novels "La Duchesse de Langeais" a
story of court intrigue in the days of Louis XVIII.
The story concerns her love affairs and the romance
that develops when she meets a General of the army.
A fascinating story, well presented, with Miss Talmadge looking more alluring than ever.
sents

Murray production with this popular
way through most of the picture.

is

North production, offered on the state right market.
It is pure melodrama, adapted from Charles E. Blaney's
stage success, but changed to meet the present Volstead regime. A good cast and some spectacular rail-

an actress.

Frank Mayo

a special in ten reels, presenting an appealing

(First National)

value as screen entertainment-

introduces some remarkable

The

is

in

m

REVI EWS
HOPE HAMPTON

LIGHT

IN

He

IX

THE DARK

(FIRST NATIONAL)
An artistic triumph for the

A

star.

thoroughly

enjoyable feature
Lavishly produced, with a new color process
of great depth and beauty, effecMiss Hamptively introduced.
ton's role calls for varying emotions and as Elaine, the heroine

traces

through

cup

the

a

tenement district, by means of the
A happy relight shed by the cup.
union follows between Warburton and
Bessie.

from every angle.

Tennyson's

of

immortal

"The Light
ting picture
theatre,

Niagara

Dark" made

the

new

a

the

Falls,

N. Y. on August

foot

Strand

every

interest

of

The

the

upon

plenty of

contributed

to

heart

work ever

color

screen.

ing part of the

silver

used

Lon

Chaney,

Maxwell

Theresa

Con-

Charles Mussett. Dore Davison.
Dorothy Walters, Edgar Norton and

Walter

McEwen.

The

story
concerns
Bessie
MacGregor, a check-room girl in a hotel,
who is injured by Mrs. Orrin's automobile and taken to her home.
Here
she meets and falls in love with Mrs.
Orrin's brother, Warburton Ashe.
She
discovers him making love to another,
however, and leaves Mrs. Orrin's home.

Warburton

finds
a
cup with magic
powers while hunting in England. He
returns to America and takes up the

search

Tony

for

He

visited

by

who demands money

for

Bessie.

Pantelli,

is

disclosing
distrusts

Ashe
Bessie's whereabouts.
the
man and refuses, is

knocked
awakes

unconscious
the cup

finds

and
has

when he
been stolen.

slow-moving, drawl-

wood

The other

carver.

Holmes

scoring as the Colonel.
Some of the
night scenes were very well done and
the photography is perfect in every way.

This latter has been

over,

spontaneity

necessary

types were also well cast, Stuart

some
shown

with
telling
effect
in
several
scenes which are introduced at just the
right points in the picture.
The ancient
and picturesque scenes depicting the
history of the
Holy Grail, and the
equally beautiful touches given the Tennyson story, are examples of what natural colors can accomplish when properly handled.
Miss Hampton has been seen to good
advantage in her previous vehicles but
in
"The Light in the Dark" her portrayal of the leading character, Bessie
MacGregor, is without doubt the best
piece of acting she has ever done and
equal to the best screen actresses of the
day.
She demonstrates that she has
brains and beauty and uses both to the
best advantage.
An excellent company
surrounds her, including E. K. Lincoln.

the

in the picture in the

perform-

the

with

Cigarette

picture, too, introduces

finest

the

finest

this

and spirit at all times. James Kirkwood
makes an excellent Victor and is always

lavishly produced

with

and some of the
ever

ances
sheet.

respect,

Eight parts.

time as a Universal-Jewel
with Priscilla Dean as the
"daughter of the regiment."
Undoubtedly it is one of the biggest things she
has ever done, and she plays the role of
screen,

final

The story has been

contributing
Directed by

production,

best.

in

effect.

Tod Browning.

its

the

to

Kirkwood

Again '"Under Two Flags." founded
on Ouida's immortal novel, comes to the

audiences from the first
fade-out in rapt and
earnest attention.
It
is
a feature de
luxe, presenting Miss Hampton at her
held

It

26.

general appeal of a well
produced and well told story with
Miss Dean at her best in the role
of "Cigarette."
Full advantage
has been taken of the dramatic
situations offered and the title has
the

with telling

fit-

open

(UNIVERSAL;
Has

James

poem,

feet.

in

to

UNDER TWO FLAGS

undoubted drawing power. The
acting throughout is excellent,

she presents a beautiful picture.
Directed
by Clarence Brown.

Length 7,500

PRISCILLA DEAN IN

pawn

broker and eventually finds Bessie, who
is healing the sick and crippled in the

Two

scenes from Hope Hampton's latest starring
vehicle '"The Light in the Dark," which First

National will distribute.

MR.

AND

DE HAVEN

MRS.

IN

THEIR FIRST

VACATION
(F. B. O.)

There
reel

is

plenty of action in this twostarring the popular vau-

comedy

deville stars.

and

well

It

cast

throughout

is

has been well directed

and

the

photography

Al.

Carter arrives at a hotel with his bride
He is accused of
for their vacation.
flirting,

start

but explains

on a motor

it

trip

fully.

Then they

and while hunting

mistaken for a thief. A
couple of tramps exchange clothes with
him and tie him to a log which floats
down stream and into a sawmill, where
he just escapes being cut in two. He is
locked up tor a highwayman, and while
working on a chain gang steals the
Arriving
guard's lunch and escapes.
home he discovers the tramp in his
clothes and not only captures him but
wins a reward for apprehending a bank
robber. It is swift-moving and contains
plenty of ingenious situations, which
have been well handled.
a garage he

is

It is capital melodramatic entertainment, following the story closely, without giving too much tiresome details
of soldier life in and around a French
military camp.
The love interest is
subservient to the more melodramatic
dash and clatter of the piece, although it
has a beautiful and satisfying climax.
Unlimited exploitation stunts will suggest themselves to exhibitors playing
"Under Two Flags." and it can be advertised as a fine and essentially dramatic
story".
The name of Priscilla Dean is a
press asset and also those of Stuart

Holmes and James Kirkwood.
shakes dice with Victor, the
stranger who has served
under two flags, the French and the
crescent and star, and he joins the
French colors. He repulses all her advances and when he carves and presents
to the Princess Corona d'Amaque a set
of chess. Cigarette becomes furious. The
Cigarette

mysterious

Marquese de Chaturoy. who

is

Corporal

Victor's superior officer, is jealous of the
soldier and plans his undoing.
He conspires with the Sheik's emissary and
later finds Victor guilty of treason. The
signal for Victor's execution is to be
the signal for an uprising of the natives,
but Victor is saved by Cigarette and the
Sheik's forces are repulsed in a hand-tohand encounter, with Cigarette taking an
active part.
Ethel Grey Terry was effective as the
Princess Robert Mack an ideal choice for
Rake: Burton Law was good as the
Sheik's emissary, and Albert Pollet well
cast as Capt. Tollaire.
:
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MAE MURRAY
(METRO)
Mae Murray

in

scores

a

and entertaining story of

colorful

Broadway life. It is the usual
story of the rich man who marries a wife whom society cannot
recognize and the homespun hero
coming to her rescue. Its prinit is
cipal points of appeal are:
clean, full of incident and not devoid of humor. Some beautifully
colored titles aid effectively in
putting the story over. Directed
for its theme
sub-titles a popular melody, has very little to offer in the way of
novel plot or original development. There

"Broadway Rose," using

and many of

its

is plenty of material incident in the story
but for the most part it is a vehicle for

the exploitation of Miss Murray's dancing
rather than her dramatic ability.
The story concerns a Broadway musical comedy headliner who marries a
rich young New Yorker, who prefers to
keep his marriage secret because of an
irate father who has threatened to disown him. Her ultimate awakening to the
cad's real character and a sincere love
offered by a poor country boy form the
balance of the story. The various points
of the story are well brought out by
Director Leonard and the picture is beautifully produced and well acted.
The

dance scenes may seem long drawn out
to some but they are beautifully done
nevertheless. The principal advertisement
angle is the star's name and it may be
added it is a story of Broadway and back
stage

life.

Monte Blue
faithful lover;

is

the

homespun hero and

Ramond Bloomer

the city
fellow of wealth; with Alma Tell his
affianced sweetheart. Several shots of a
polo game and a country club introduce
the story and the interiors are elaborate
for the most part.
Rosalie Lawrence, knowti as the Broad-

way Rose

in

theatrical

circles,

falls

in

love with Hugh Thompson, much to the
disgust of Hughie's mother and father,
who would have him marry a society girl
of his

own

set.

However, he persuades

Rosalie to agree to a secret marriage and
he takes a flat and establishes her
therein. At a social function given by
Mrs. Thompson, Sr., to which Rosalie
has been invited through the influence of
Hugh's sweetheart, Rosalie finds that
there is a wide gap between her social
standing and that of her husband's family, and leaves deeply hurt.
Her country
boy sweetheart arrives in, the city with
her mother and witness her triumph in a
new show, and after divorcing the cad,
she marries her true and stanch friend.

MR.

AND MRS DE HAVEN

RICE

IN

AND OLD SHOES
(F. B.

O.)

Here is another DeHaven comedy that
worthy of a place on any program. It
concerns a young married couple on their
wedding trip. The train stops on acis

count of an accident and the passengers
get out at a lonely spot to exercise. Carter gets caught in a steam shovel and is
lifted on high but escapes.
He is mistaken for a bandit that holds up the
train and when the real bandit appears
he is easily overwhelmed. The business
in the Pullman is very funny and extremely well handled.

1922

SPECIAL CAST IN

HEART'S HAVEN
John Gilbert

in

a scene from "Honor First."

JOHN GILBERT

HONOR

Eight parts.

by Robert Leonard.

16,

Many extras
doesn't do well as the hero.
are employed.
Two attempts to impress the observer are
made, one when reformers burn the dance
hall and evict its denizens, another when
villain and hero do battle on a raft that
drifts to the edge of a falls. Through lack
of preparation they register only mildly.
The story is not materially unlike the
stories of a dozen representative Northern
pictures that have gone before.

IN

BROADWAY ROSE
Again

September

(Fox)

(HODKINSON)

A

IN

FIRST

(FOX)

A

fairly entertaining picture of the

war" type. Well directed and splendidly acted by a
small but very competent company of players headed by John
Five reels.
Gilbert, in dual role.
Direction by Jerome Storm.
Good staging, good lighting, good
characterization and good story values
"after the

make "Honor

First" a first-class attrac-

Although a trifle slow in spots,
it picks up in action toward the end and
altogether it is a thoroughly satisfying
feature.
John Gilbert has a dual role,
playing two distinct types one an upright, fearless young man, the other, his
twin brother, a coward and a trickster.
tion.

—

some

It is

of the best

work

of this fine

Renee Adoree plays Moira
Seren; Hardy Kirkland is Harry Seren,
her father; Shannon Day is Piquette and
Wilson Hummel is Tricot. The story
was written by George Gibbs.
Two brothers serving in the French
army during the World War come upon
one another during a critical moment.
actor's career.

The one, Jacques Dubois, is a private;
Honore is a captain, and when delegated
to lead twenty men "over the top" he
becomes

panic-stricken

Jacques leads the

little

and

company

deserts.
to vic-

injured. Honore, the coward,
Paris, and when Jacques is
discharged from the hospital, he attempts
to kill him and dispose of his body and

tory, but

arrives

is

in

assume

his uniform and name.
Jacques
Honore, however, saves Moira
from losing her property and when
Honore meets death at the hands of
Tricot, his henchman, Moira and Jacques

traps

find

happiness together.

DOROTHY D ALTON

IN

THE SIREN CALL
(PARAMOUNT)
Dorothy Dalton back in the beads
and spangles she wore to stardom. A slightly less meritorious
than the star usually
Ordinary Northern melodrama for the most part, with an
attempted punch that doesn't
quite put it over.
Irvin Willat

rather clever adaptation of Clara
Louise Burnham's novel written
around the power of faith. The
considerable
pictorial
value is
and the story value sufficient to
Directed by
hold the interest.
Eliot Howe and Jean Hersholt.
Six parts.
"Heart's

order, but

Haven"
it

has

a film of the quiet

is

all

charm

the

mestic tragedy.

Its

appeal

In five reels.

Where audiences appreciate simit
portrayed
sentiment carefully
should succeed.
Claire MacDowell has a prominent
part, that of May Caroline, the grand-

ple

mother whose

power of mind

faith in the

over body brings about two remarkable
cures.
Carl Cantvoort is Joe Laird;
Robert McKim is Adam Breed, a wealthy
New Yorker; Betty Brice is Mrs. Laird:
Claire
Adams is Vivian Breed and
Frankie Lee, Mary Jane Irving have

Frank Hayes

juvenile roles.
a comedy
butler.
in

role,

that

is

effective
the

Pynch,

of

Joe Laird brings his mother to live
with him much to the disgust of his
wife.
His boy Bobby is lame, and
through the teachings of his grandmother, is soon able to walk about withShe then brings about
out his brace.
another remarkable cure when she removes the brace from Vivian Breen's
back, she having been injured by a fall
from a tree, and persuades her to walk
The wife of
after months of illness.
Laird is killed in an automobile accident
while eloping with a former sweetheart,
and this leaves the way clear for a romance between Vivian and Joe. Vivian's
father also renews an early romance
with Joe's mother and the usual happy
ending is twice as happy in "Heart's

Haven."

THE BASHFUL
SUITOR
(HODKINSON)
This

Triart

feature,

in

two

reels,

is

It
not too "highbrow" for any theatre.
is based on the Israel painting, the orig-

inal

the hewhiskered ruffian, the sleek gambler, the
virtuous queen of the resort, the heroic son
of wealth, all the things that Dorothy Dalton's well remembered early successes contained except the punch of conviction.
E. J. Brady is best of the supporting players, appearing as the heroine's false husband.
Mitchell Lewis is sufficient to a
David Powell
vicious
characterization.
hall,

heightened

tions.

draws.

directed.

is

by very beautiful photography throughout and several well drawn characteriza-

picture

Again the Northern dance

of sim-

and wholesomeness of the Burnham novels, and is a welcome change
from the usual hectic drama and doplicity

of

which

in

is

the

Metropolitan
the pose

Museum, New York, and from

of the youth bashfully courting the girl
in the field, it tells an interesting and

beautiful

story

of

The photography

a Holland romance.
excellent throughout
educational value,
its

is

and aside from
"The Bashful Suitor" should
response from a public
pictures."

find a ready
seeking "better

September
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NORMA TALMADGE

SPECIAL CAST IN

IN

guerite

THE ETERNAL FLAME THE CURSE OF DRINK
(FIRST NATIONAL)
First and foremost a splendid production has been given the Balzac
story "La Duchesse de Langeais,"
with Miss Talmadge arrayed in
many gorgeous costumes and
looking more charming than ever

The story of the conquests of the reigning beauty in
the Court of Louis XVIII should
prove an excellent attraction with
discriminating audiences.
Eight
reels.
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
before.

Extreme care and thought have evidently
been given to this adaptation of Honore de

famous novel, "La Ehichesse de

Balzac's

Langeais," and the result
live

long

While

memory

in the

it

"Smilin'

has

not

the

is

a film that will

of Talmadge fans.

mental touch of

appeal

tearful

Through" nor the

many

light

of

senti-

of her former suc-

and grip of the
usual Continental story, and the popular
star
given unusually good support
is

cesses,

it

has

all

the

fire

throughout.

Duchesse de Langeais,
as the faithful and loving wife, and

In the role of the
first

later as the heartless coquette,

madge gave one of

of her screen career.

tions

plenty

opportunity

of

Norma

Tal-

the finest characteriza-

to

She is given
wear stunning

gowns and her portrayal of the reigning
beauty of the French court, with
dals

scan-

its

work.
the

role

General

of

faithful lover,

who

ideal choice for

Mortriveau,

de

the

wins the cynical

finally

coquette.

The balance

sisting of

such sterling players as Adolphe

of

the cast,

con-

Jean Menjou, Wedgewood Nowell, Rosemary Theby, Kate Lester, Thomas Ricketts, Irving Cummings
and Otis Harlan
handled their respective roles with
derstanding

and each was

State Righters are here offered another melodrama which should
make them a lot of money. In
spite of the title it is not propaganda although carrying a strong
moraL
Plenty of exploitation
angles, well made and good thrillentertainment.
Directed by
Harry O. Hoyt. Six reels.
Revival

of popular old time stage
picture form has recently
that has struck the
public taste, and "The Curse of Drink,"
now offered to the state right field is in
line with those which have been successful box office attractions.
picturization of the old Charles E.
Blaney melodrama, modernized to meet
the changes caused by the advent of the
Volstead law, it has been produced with
a remarkable cast and with equally remarkable care.
It is not a picture for highbrow consumption, but it is an interesting and
vastly entertaining story of the troubles
which befall the family of a plain, everyday American working man told in such
a way that it will appeal to all.
The
title of the picture is indicative of the
cause of the family's troubles but is
simply used as an incident in the story.
"The Curse of Drink," while far removed
in

proved the vogue

A

from propaganda, will cause many people to sit down and do a lot of earnest
thinking.
The big scene is one of unusual thrill.
It shows an exciting race between a spetrain and an engine and this Harry
Hoyt, who directed the production
for Joseph M. Shear, has made so teeming with thrills as to cause spectators to
sit out on the edge of their chairs.
The
photography is exceptionally good.
Harry T. Morey. as Bill Sandford, a
railroad engineer with a fine family, but
cial

and romances, was a splendid piece of

Conway Tearle made an

(WEBER & NORTH)

thrillers

un-

fine

correctly

O.

himself a slave to the drink habit, gives
a splendid portrayal of the character.
Little

Miriam

Battista.

the

as

little

daughter of the engineer, does some of
the

best

career.

Edmund

work

her

enviable screen
Others in the notable cast are
Breeze. George Fawcett. Marof

55
Clayton,

May,

Olive

Shaw, Albert Barrett and Jane

Brinsley
Fuller.

The story is of a railroad engineer, addicted to drink, but who for the love of
his three daughters, fights against his
desires.
His daughter Ruth is in love
with Harry Rand, son of the president of
the railroad, who is learning the business from the ground up by starting as
a locomotive fireman.
Sandford is induced to drink by Sam Handy, superintendent of the railroad, who is in love
with Ruth.
Handy schemes to cause
Sandford to lose his position and then
win Ruth's regard by saving her father.
Sandford is discharged and in revenge
takes the place of an engineer in charge
cf the engine of a special which is taking the president over the road, intending to wreck the train.
Warned by
Ruth, Harry Rand and Ruth board an
engine and start after the special. Then
follows one of the most thrilling train
races yet seen on the screen which ends
with the engine overtaking the train, and
with some dangerous stunt work on the
part of Ruth, saving the special from
dashing into a washed out bridge. From
this comes a happy ending, with the
lovers united, the villain discomfitted.
and the drunken father supposedly re-

formed.

DAN MASON

IN

POP TUTTLE'S
MOVIE QUEEN
(F. B. O.)

Those who are familiar with the workings of a motion picture theatre in a
a small town will get plenty of enjoyment out of this Dan Mason comedy, being distributed through Film Booking
Offices.

Pop Turtle

drives the 'bus that meets
Plum Centre, and also runs
only picture show in town.
The
Purity League is determined to wipe out
Pop Tuttle's "den of vice" but when he
puts on a "special attraction" by rehearsing a jobless waitress and introduces
her as a disciple of Hollywood, the townspeople and the reformers flock to get a
all trains at

the

glimpse

news

of her.
Pop's trouble with the
reel in the projection room is about

the funniest thing Dan
done. A very amusing

Mason has ever
little

comedy.

cos-

tumed.

The

story,

briefly,

tells

of the Duchesse

de Langeais, a beautiful young
sterling character,

woman

of

married to a severe and

domineering Frenchman, an

officer

in

the

She becomes incensed when she
learns of a wager he has made with a
army.

fellow officer, concerning her faithfulness,

and soon becomes a cynical and heartless
coquette, wrecking the hearts of her vast
following in court until she meets and falls
with de Mortriveau. Becoming enraged at her tactics, the General has her
kidnapped and in his mad jealousy threatens to brand her upon the forehead in his
rooms. He relents, however, and flees from
her presence, refusing to visit her or answer her notes inviting him to call. She
thereupon enters a convent and remains
hidden away for several years.
De Mortriveau cannot live without her, however,
and finally finds her and obtains her rein love

lease.

Director Lloyd deserves high praise for
work and there is little to criticise beyond the one point that it is a trifle draggy
in the beginning, introducing the characters.
The wine room scenes too seem a
little prolonged.
Beautiful lighting effects
and elaborate ball room scenes present
pleasing pictures throughout.
his

NORMA TALMADGE

in

a

scene from "The Eternal
National feature.

Flame," her latest First
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SPECIAL CAST IN

A LITTLE CHILD
SHALL LEAD THEM
(FOX)
Pictorially attractive, many interibeing of unusual beauty.
ors
Appeal chiefly on mother love
motif, with an interesting but
complex story, well cast and well

Should go
photographed.
where "orphan" pictures

Ten

liked.

reels.

J.

Searle

well
are

In sending forth

Them,"

"A
the

its

Little

latest special pro-

Child

Shall

FRANK MAYO,
whose

pictures

of

list

popular Universal

latest feature
is

star,

on that company's
"Caught Bluffing."

—

FRANK MAYO

IN

ley.

CAUGHT BLUFFING
(UNIVERSAL)

A

good, well-told story of Alaska,

marked
Mayo's

produced and

skillfully

by the usual excellence of
acting and a strong supporting

The

cast.

interest created at the

start flags slightly in the

middle

but picks up at the finish.
Directed by Lambert Hilly er.
Five parts.

The story was written by an anonymous writer, to whom credit is given as
"Mr. X." The production was directed
by J. Searle Dawlcy and has several very
human and very unusual scenes, one in
showing the "adoption" by a
dog of three little puppies whose
mother has been taken away by the dog-

particular
collie

catchers. This scene is also important in
the telling of the story.
The story is interesting, though rather
complex. Colonel Lewis has two daughters, one of them married and not especially happy in her childless home; the
other a child-loving girl of more tender
years and with a strong attitude towards
motherhood. The elder sister quarrels
with her husband and there is a separa-

This

is

one of the best Mayo pictures
and "Afraid to Fight."

since "Dr. Jim,"

same class with these. The
makes the feature worthy of
attention. The photography is of a high
standard and scenically it is a pleasing
production. The big set, of course, is the
gambling hall and bar.
It

is

in

the

acting alone

The

story concerns a gambler

suades a young
ing

away

learns

his

that

man to
money

he

desist

per-

He

his

place.

his

sweetheart

in

expects

who

from throw-

from the States, but when she arrives the
young man has fled to avoid arrest for a
robbery. The gambler promises to find
him and not only saves the girl from
the

Then

the younger sister secretly
marries a likable chap who is later killed
in a motor accident.
The young wife has a child but her
stern father deceives her into believing it
died at birth. A year later the young
widow marries again, this time to a man
of wealth and position. Through her own
unhappiness she tries to straighten out
the troubled domestic life of her sister by
endeavoring to interest her in adopting a
child from a foundling home. Here she
unknowingly finds her own baby, takes it
home with her and tells her husband the
truth. In the meantime the elder sister
tion.

COMMERCIAL FIBRE
Phone:

his thefts.

It is

then the

to

weakling her boyhood sweetheart is
and turns to the gambler, who has forsworn cards and closed his gambling
hall.

Edna Murphy gave an

BROUGHT BACK
(PLAYGOERS PICTURES)
This picture is a Northwest police
story with a rather conventional
plot in which the hero, after a display of cowardice comes back and
"gets his man." It is beautifully
photographed and boasts an excellent cast for the various roles.
Directed by Charles Miller.

Add

to the list of

Northwest mounted

Playgoers Production, in
which the hero runs true to form and
brings in his man. As a photoplay of its
type it is interesting entertainment with
Earle Foxe playing the principal role;
stories

this

that of a recruit in the

Northwest Diviwho, after getting a perilous assignment is overcome by fear and later,
through faith in the girl that loves him,
he goes out again into the wilderness and
redeems himself by capturing the leaders of a gang of outlaw smugglers.
In the cast are Charles Mackey, Doris
Miller, Frank Losee, Donald Russ, Frederick Burton and Harry Lee.
The production is finely staged and abounds in
good photography of the outdoor counsion,

try.

John Ramsey,

a

new man

in the divi-

with the Major's daughter.
She refuses to marry him, however,
until he has won his chevrons.
Given an
opportunity to display his qualities in the
capture of an escaped murderer Ramsey
is himself taken prisoner and returns to
the post in disgrace.
The girl spurns
him and he takes residence with a philosopher living nearby who encourages him
to go out and redeem himself and restore the girl's faith in her sweetheart.
Ramsey goes out and not only captures
the murderer but the mysterious "higherup" of the gang which has been terrorizing the country as well.
sion, falls in love

CO.

OF AMERICA,

Inc.

15 East 26th Street

Sole Agents for

what

a

FABBRICA ITALIANA LAMINE MILANO
'

'

F.

I.

L.

M.

'

'

intelligent por-

and Wallace MacDonald was equally effective as the young
man.
trayal as the girl

THE MAN SHE

NEW YORK CITY

make good

girl learns

SPECIAL CAST IN

Madison Square 4430

clutches of a guide, but brings the

two together and proposes

Throughout the final scenes, and in
fact through most of the scenes, there
are quarrels and counter quarrels between
father
and daughters, husbands and
wives, a mother and her son and others
of this rather unnatural family group.
But in the end all concerned are brought
together through love of the little children, and even the stern old father decides to marry again and add another set
of wedding bells to those already pealing
forth their tunes in the neighborhood.

Fox Film company doubt-

depends to no small extent on the
apparent vogue of the orphan film.
We have had a number of pictures
lately dealing with this phase of the social problem, the scenes laid in foundling
homes, children's hospitals and various
There is, naturally
other institutions.
and logically, an appeal to these tales
of the unfortunate and they frequently
find ready response at the box office.
The cast is a good one and includes
Roger Lytton, Peggy Shaw, Florence
Billings, Niles Welch, Ernest Hilliard,
Adelaide Prince and two attractive children Florence Haas and Jimmy Laps-

1922

affection.

Lead

less

16,

has taken two little ones to adopt and
is
finding happiness in their care and

Daw-

ley director.

duction,

September

Positive raw film manufactured in Italy

Ask

for

samples and prices

i

September

16,
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Washington Irving Story

Big Deals Assure First

Run Bookings on

Starring Will Rogers to
Be Issued in Seven Reels
A private showing of "The Headless
Horseman

or

The Legend

of Sleepy

masterpiece,

Irving's

The big deals recently made by the
Warner Brothers with representative
showmen throughout the country assure

Hol-

starring

first run bookings of the entire series of
seven forthcoming Warner pictures.

Finkelstein and Rubin show the pictures throughout their chain of theatres in

Will

Rogers, was seen in ten reels. It is to be
cut to seven. Carl Stearns Clancy, the producer, explained that the showing was
given so that his friends in the profession
might make any suggestions which they
cared to, that would help the picture before the final cutting

and

Minnesota and North and South Dakota;
Balaban & Katz will give the pictures first
run showings in Northern Illinois; Spyros P. Skouras in St. Louis; A. H. Blank
in Iowa and Nebraska; H. Lieber in Indiana; Independent Film Corp., Phila-

editing.

delphia

speaking of his first picture said: "It is produced rrom a masterpiece of 'literature with humor and early
nineteenth century superstition as its keyWe have tried to visualize on the
note.
screen the elements which made the original story famous and one of the most
widely read in the world. I think we have
succeeded. The picture was produced in
the Sleepy Hollow country of which
Washington Irving wrote."

Mr. Clancy

Hodkinson

in

Program Are
Announced by Schulberg

"Detailed plans for our features to be
released shortly are maturing rapidly,"
announces B. P. Schulberg, President of
Preferred Pictures and vice-president of
the Al Lichtman Corporation which is
handling the distribution of his products.
"About six weeks after the general release date of 'Rich Men's Wives' set for
September, we will have ready for the
public our second offering, the screen
version of Wilbur Daniel Steele's prize
story 'Ching, Ching, Chinaman' which

Tom Forman

The complete
is directing.
headed by Lon Chaney, Harrison
Ford and Marguerite De La Motte has
already been announced."
follow
are
publications
to
Other
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms" featuring Estelle Taylor, Edith Roberts and
Kenneth Harlan, and "Are You a
"The
Failure," written by Larry Evans.
Hero," Gilbert Emery's play, will follow "Are You a Failure?"
cast

"The Enchanted City"
To Be Distributed by
Educational Exchanges
"The Enchanted City," the beautiful
work of art by Warren A. Newcombe,
which received many commendatory reviews

following

New York
tained

for

its

presentation

at

the

Rivoli theatre, has been obdistribution by Educational

Exchanges through an arrangement with

Howard Estabrook.
This single reel subject

is

a love fantold with a

tasy, the story of a dream
series of beautiful paintings by

combe.

Northern New
Toronto,
Films
Ltd.,
Regal
Jersey;
throughout Canada; Franklin Film Company, Boston, in the New England
states; Skirboll Gold Seal Productions in
the state of Ohio; Joe Skirboll in West
Virginia and Western Pennsylvania; 1L.
K. Brin in the Northwestern states; E. G.
Tunstall in Wisconsin; S. & O. Pictures
on the west coast; M. Mitchell through-

The

picture

is

said

Mr. Newto

mark

from "Don't Shoot",
sal

in a scene
his latest Univer-

feature production.

Arrow Organization Is
Prepared for Month's
Drive During September
Plans for "Arrow Month," September,
have been perfected and Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of the organization,
and his associates expect to have the
sales drive well under way within a few
fays.
The first big event of "Arrow Month"
will be the world's premier presentation
"Night Life in Hollywood," at Woods
which will be
theatre, Atlantic City,
backed up by extensive advertising and
exploitation campaign. Following the engagement at Woods theatre it will play an
equally important engagement at II. C.
Horater's Alhambra theatre in Toledo,
where the house management will also be
assisted by Arrow's staff of exploiters.
September will also see the beginning of
the campaign on the William Fairbanks
series, recently acquired by Arrow.

Weiss' Bible Feature Is
Praised by W. J. Bryan
A special showing of "After Six Days,"
Wtiss Brothers' feature spectacle of the
Old Testament, was given for the benefit
The noted
of Wiliam Jennings Bryan.
statesman and orator, after seeing the
entire twelve reels of the film, expressed
himself as highly pleased with the production and handling of the Bible as a
subject for motion picture entertainment.
The premiere of the feature is still
being held in abeyance pendirg efforts to
secure a Broadway theatre for an extended New York showing.

a

beyond anything of this sort done
before in motion pictures.
It will be
published within a few weeks.
stride

Schedules South Sea Film
Associated Exhibitors is planning to start
next month auspiciously with the publication on October 1 of "Head Hunters of the
South Seas," Martin Johnson's adventures
among the wild tribes of Malekula. The
feature is described as five reels of reality,
real adventure, real thrills, real dangers,
real people, real emotions and real scenery.

M. Fabian

in

out the' south.

HERBERT RAWLINSON,

Preferred

Stanley

negotiating with the

is

Circuit; A.

will publish the picture.

Future Productions on

Series

Of Seven Warners Films

low," was given at the Plaza theatre, New
York. The film adaptation of Washing-

ton
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Palmer Photoplay Company
Starts Expansion Program

The seven pictures include "Rags to
Riches," "Little Heroes of the Street,"
"The Beautiful and Damned," "Main
Street," "Brass," "A Dangerous Adventure," and "Little Church Around the
Corner," by Marion Russell.

Novelty Short Subjects
To Be Handled by Pathe:
Made by Kiser Studios
Pathe announces the closing of a con-

in

the

heart

of the

studios in

for

.

Portland,
series of

.

.

—

land."

Play "Foolish Wives"
At 24 Detroit Houses
Twenty-four theatres in Detroit are
playing "Foolish Wives," the UniversalJewel-Von Stroheim special simultaneously.

are the DeLuxe, New
Crystal Park, Myrtle, Stratford.
Side, Library, Lakewood, Beech-

Among them
Home,
East
wood,

Holbrook, La Veeda,
Priscilla,
Knickerbocker, Grande, Ferndale, Virginia, Brooklyn, Strand, Oakman, Boulevard, Mack, Farnum. Merrick, Blackstone
and the Fairmount.

Hyman

Books Lloyd Film
For Anniversary Program

The Harold Lloyd

—Associated

Exhib-

"Grandma's Boy," produced by Hal Roach, which began its New

Hollywood.

This is the first step in its enlarged policy of producing photoplays, as

itors

as selling screen material and training writers in screen technique.
Under the plan the writers share in the
profits of their work in the form of royalties in addition to receiving a flat remuneration.

York run

well

Studios, Inc.,
distribution of a

the

novel photoplays in one or two reels, pubThese new
lication to begin late this fall.
examples of Pathe product are described as
striking a fresh note of absorbing realism.
The three subjects thus far delivered are
"The Price of Progress," "The Royal
Chinook" and "Fleeced for Gold."
In reviewing these subjects, the Sunday
Orcgonian says: These pictures are both
scenic and educational, but they are infinitely far removed from the drab and dry
variety that we are often compelled to sit
Not so long ago Fred
through.
Kiser was discouragingly warned that 'it
couldn't be done in Portland.' Well, it has
been done and done to the credit of Port-

Palmer Photoplay Corporation has moved
its offices from Los Angeles to the Palmer
building

Kiser

with

tract
Ore.,

attraction,

at the

on September

ward

L.

3,

Mark Strand, Manhattan,
has been selected by Ed-

Hyman, managing

director of the

Brooklyn Mark Strand, as the film feature
for that house's third anniversary week
celebration, beginning Sunday, September 10.
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Show Units
Augment Castle Film

Fashion

Blind Audience

Guest of Metro

Hodkinson Assembles Three
Companies to Appear at

Many

Can blind people enjoy motion
pictures?
According to Metro the
picture "Forget-Me-Not" proved as
vivid and gripping to an audience
of sightless people as it did to those
who are not so handicapped, at the
presentation of the feature at the
New York theatre where the company played hosts to the unfortunates.

Theatres

The success of the Irene Castle Fashion Promenade idea in which six mannequins and a couple interpreting the new
ballroom dances accompany "Slim Shoulders," the latest production of this popular star has made it necessary for the
Hodkinson company to assemble three
units to take care of the big key city
bookings. One company of six stunning

New York

models appearing

in

Nels Granlund of the

charm-

ing frocks and gorgeous evening gowns
will be seen at the Capitol theatre the

week

of

September

Opens

3.

in St.

Louis

A

second company has been selected
to reopen the Delmonte theatre in St.
Louis, this engagement running nine days
from September 1 and a third company
begins a tour of Michigan and surrounding territory on September 10.
The New York company goes to Newark immediately after completing the en-

Pola

George F

maurice

Three "Big Time"
*ractions

are

among

the

publications

scheduled by that organization for September. These are Norma Talmadge in
"The Eternal Flame"; Hope Hampton in
"The Light in the Dark," and "Skin
Deep," a Thomas H. Ince special, in
which Florence Vidor, Milton Sills and
Marcia Manon appear.
According to executives of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., these specials

runs

have been heavily booked for
throughout the United States.

May

first

Sign Long Contract

Bessie Love has made a tentative agreement with Frederick G. Becker, managing director for little Arthur Trimble, the
five-year-old screen star, to appear in the
entire series of twelve two-reelers to be
marketed under the general title of "The
Stranger Adventures of
Prince Cour-

ageous."

i

t

will

picture

z-

now

at

the
the

widely

novel by
Hichens.
states

is

of

read

Robert

trary to original
plans, the picture
will
i

the
the

be made at
Lasky studio in

Pola Negri

California instead of

Long

Island City studio. Miss Negri
the Majestic
sails for this country on

September

6.

Canadian Rights Sold by
Equity on Goodman Film
"What's

duction Called His Best

by

Officials

"Wolf Law" is the finest picture in
which Frank Mayo has ever starred, say
Universal executives
in

rough form

who have viewed

it

department
one of seven

in the editorial

Universal City.
It is
productions now nearing completion.
Directed by Paton
In the cast of "Wolf Law" there are
Sylvia Breamer, Harry Carter, Nick de
Ruiz, Paul Wissncr, Fred Kohler, Charles
Brinley, Frank Weed, Edward Moncrief
at

and others.

Stuart Paton directed the
production.
"Confidence," another Universal attraction,
starring Herbert Rawlinson, has
been completed.
It presents the star in
a fast moving romance written by Bernard Hyman and directed by Harry A.
Pollard.
"The Girl Who Ran Wild," Universal's
adaptation
classic,
of
Bret
Harte's
"M'liss,"
starring
Gladys Walton, is
practically ready.
It presents the star
supported by Lucille Ricksen, Vernon
Steel, Joseph Dowling, William Burress

and others.

Two Gibson Films
"The Lone Hand," a Ralph Cumming
story starring Hoot Gibson, directed by
Reaves Eason, is being edited as Nat
Ross initiates production on "Ridin'

edited.

con-

that,

Universal Has Seven
Pictures Ready Soon
"Wolf Law" New Mayo Pro-

was written and scenarized
by Roy Myers. Edna Murphy, William
Welsh and others are in the cast.
"The Kentucky Derby," "The Flirt,"
directed respectively by King Baggot and
Hobart Henley, are two all-star Universal-Jewel specials which are being cut and

Lasky

Mr.

1922

"Ridin' Wild"

work on

scenario

16,

Wild," another Gibson starring vehicle.

di-

Ouida Bergere

of the Hodkinson office, who conceived the idea of the units,
making it possible for exhibitors to offer
patrons the double attraction of a motion
picture and an advanced showing of fash-

First National at-

Paramount

the famous
Polish star and

Harry McDonald,

First National to Issue
3 Specials in September

first

rect

Ten Units Planned

under way by October, each being
backed up by advertising and publicity
men who arrange for suitable ties-up
with various stores and newspapers.

Negri's

made in this country will be "Bella
Donna," according to an announcement
made by Jesse L.
Lasky at Hollyw o o d Tuesday.

to be

Louis
that unit will go to Springfield, 111.; Terre
Haute, Ind.; Evansville, Ind.; Sioux City
and Davenport, Iowa, and Omaha, Neb.
The third unit, after completing the Capitol theatre, Detroit showing goes to the
Capitol,
Jackson, Michigan, Desmond
theatre, Port Huron, Michigan, Regent
theatre, Bay City, Michigan, and then to
Lansing and Grand Rapids.
in St.

ions as seen by Mrs. Castle while in Europe, states that ten companies could
start out the first of September and play
the biggest theatres of the United States
for a period of three months without interruption, so great has been the demand for the Irene Castle Fashion Promenade with "Slim Shoulders." It is expected that this number of units will be

or-

Novel by Hichens to Be
Initial Pola Negri Film

at the Capitol and from there
to the Strand theatre, Brooklyn for

gagement

goes
a week's engagement.
Following the engagement

Loew

ganization, filled the gap caused by
the blindness of the spectators by
carefully explaining each scene as
it flashed on the screen.
A program printed in raised letters enabled reading of the program and a
synopsis of the picture. Metro has
printed a sufficient number of the
programs to enable exchanges to
supply exhibitors who may desire
to entertain the blind in this man-

Sentember

Wrong With

the

Women?"

Daniel Carson Goodman's production for
publication on the independent market
through Equity Pictures Corporation,
will be issued to Canadian exhibitors
through the Famous Players Film Service, Ltd., of Toronto, Canada.
The sale was consummated recently between Abbe Cohn, of the Canadian exchange and Louis Baum vice-president of
Equity, who is now on a tour of exchanges in the interest of the Goodman
picture.

Columbia Film Service of Pittsburgh
has acquired the picture for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Vitagraph's Exchanges
Report Big Demand for
Williams-Valentino Film
Vitagraph branches are reporting more
for "A Rogue's Romance" than
booking limitations will allow. Two stars
divide honors in this picture. Earle Williams, as Monsieur Picard, the master
crook of Paris, in a battle of wits with

demand

Ferret." Rodolph Valentino, chief
Paris Apaches, is the fact about
which revolves a human story, with a
unexclimax,
altogether
tremendous
pected.
Vitagraph
this
James Young directed
re-issue.
The story is from the pen of

"The

of the

Van Loan.

H. H.

Neilan Picking Six State
Beauties for New Picture
Neilan is searching for the
beautiful girl in each of six states
throughout the country to appear in

Marshall

most

"The Strangers'
produced.

Two

Banquet,"

now

being

of the six beauties have already
They are Rhea Le Fort,

been selected.

Will Issue "Notoriety"

On Independent Market
Announcement from the offices of L.
Lawrence Weber and Bobby North sets
rest reports that the producers of
"Notoriety" were considering the publication of that production through a na-

at

tional

distributing organization.

The producers

will go ahead with their
plans to sell territorial rights on Nigh's
latest special, as originally planned.

who won

the Los Angeles Times beauty
contest recently and Hazel Keener, declared the most beautiful girl in Iowa
by the Chicago Tribune.

Schulberg Acquires Play
"The Hero," proclaimed as one of the
finest plays by an American author .in
1921,

has been purchased

by Preferred

Pictures, Inc., of which B. P. Schulberg
president, for immediate screen prois
duction.
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WERE QUEEN"

is the tile of Ethel Clayton's first production for Film Book'IF I
The vehicle is adapted from the magazine story by
ing Offices of America.
De Vernet Rabel and is said to be a colorful drama of the adventures of an AmerBalkan
principality. Miss Clayton is said to be at her best
ican girl in a mythical
in this production in which she has the support of Andree Lejon, Warner Baxter,
Victory Bateman, Murdock MacQuarrie and Genevieve Blinn. It was diected
by Wesley Ruggles, and, according to F. B. O. with its lavish production, a
locale that permits of many spectacular and romantic scenes and the pleasing role
in which Miss Clayton, is cast, the production is destined to stand out as one of
the finest attractions of the season.

Make Record Time
on Fairbanks Film

Capitol Stages Drive
On Irene Castle Film
Posters and Fashion Show
Feature in Presentation
of "Slim Shoulders"

New

of window displays on
Broadway and 42nd street.
Stage Fashion Promenade

conjunction with the picture.

Six_ of

most beautiful mannequins in Xew
York appear in the spectacle, wearing
scores of costly imported gowns and

the

Copies of beautiful evening
Mrs. Castle brought back

wraps.

gowns

that
Paris,

chic street dresses and entrancing afternoon frocks are shown in
the latest colors and stj-les.

from

Hall

Room

Boys Comedy

Rights Sold in Canada
Canadian rights were sold
the

new

series

of Hall

this

week on

Room Boys Com-

edies.

The
which

C.
is

B. C. Film Sales Corporation,
distributing this series of two-

Regal
signed contracts with
Toronto, whereby that company takes over the publication rights

reelers,

Films

Memorial Day, and four

of

to the 1922-23 series throughout Canada.

making

stances,

sets.

workmen
many in-

A

total

of

hundred

and eight scenes
were shot; three hundred horses
were used in a single scene and in
one of the biggest events eighteen
hundred players participated.
eleven

"A. E." Will Publish

Newly Acquired Film
We Meet Again" Made by
Dependable Pictures Corp.

"Till

Stars

Fifth

Second in importance to "Slim Shoulders" on the Capitol program for the
week of September 3rd is the Irene
Castle fashion promenade which is staged
in

The company worked on one
Sundays. Eight hundred
labored day and night, in

conducted in conjunction with the opening on September 3 of the new W. W.
Hodkinson published production. "Slim
Shoulders," starring Irene Castle, and
the Irene Castle fashion promenade.
Many Posters Used
conwas
The
campaign
which
ducted jointly by the Hodkinson publicity department and the Capitol publicity
department, consisted of special
posters on elevated stations, car signs in
the subways and surface lines, special
heralds, extra newspaper space and a

number

star himself.

holiday,

One of the biggest advertising and exploitation campaigns in the history of the
Capitol theatre,
York City, was

avenue,

Interesting facts concerning the
production of "Douglas Fairbanks
in Robin Hood" are revealed by
United Artists, pointing that record
time has been made in filming the
big feature. In the work Director
Allan Dwan has been aided by the

Mae Marsh

Dependable Pictures Corporation, of
which Morris Kohn is president, has
placed

its first

production, "Till

We

Meet

Again," with Associated Exhibitors for

A

early in October
probably will be set for it, according to
publication.

President Arthur

date
S.

Kane.

is

in six reels.

"Java Head" to Be
for

Both

story and direction were by William
Christy Cabanne, well known as author
and director. The story is described as
one carrying a peculiarly dramatic appeal, with a strong element of sympathy

pervading it and interest working up to a
powerful climax.
Mae Marsh, whose work in "The Birth,
of a Nation." "Intolerance," "The Face
in the Dark," "Hidden Fires," and many
other big successes, has made her a popular favorite, has the leading feminine role,
and associated with her in important
Norman Kerry,
are
characterizations
Martha Mansfield. Walter Miller, Julia
Chadwick,
Cyril
J. BarSwayne Gordon,
ney Sherry, Tammany Young, Danny
Huuhes, Fred Kalgren and Dick Lee.

Made

Paramount

Jesse L. Lasky has announced at Holthat George Melford's next production for Paramount following "Ebb
Tide," which is now drawings to a close
at the Lasky studio, will be "Java Head."
generally conceded to be the best storv
ever written by Joseph Hergesheimer. It
is largely a sea story, splendidly fitted to
be a worthy successor to Mr. Melford's
"The Sea Wolf," "Moran of the Lady
Letty" and "Ebb Tide."

lywood

Produce

in

East

The production

will be made in the
East, the exteriors at Salem, Mass., and
other locations, and the interiors at the
Long Island studio.
As soon as Mr.
Melford completes "Ebb Tide," he will
bring his entire producing unit to

New

York.
Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan
and Raymond Hatton are among the
players who will be featured.
Arrangements have been made for Mr. Hergesheimer to collaborate on the continuity
with Waldemar Young, who is already on
his way to New York.
Is

Fourth of

New

Series

"Java Head" is the fourth new production to be announced by Paramount in
its

ing

plans for its list of publications startnext February and following the

"First Forty-One."
in "Bella

Story by Cabanne

The production

Melford to Produce
Hergesheimer Story
Author's Well Known Work

Pola Negri will star
Donna," under the direction of

George Fitzmaurice. Sam Wood already
has started the Hector Turnbull's "His
American Wife," starring Gloria Swanson, and the Lasky studio schedule calls
for the starting on September 4 of "Sacrifice."

ring

by Stephen French Whitman, starMiles Minter under the direc-

Mary

tion of Charles

Maigne.

Semon Comedy

Series Is

Booked by Sid Grauman
Vitagraph's Los Angeles branch announces the booking of a series of Larry
Semon comedies by Grauman's Million
Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, opening
with "Golf." September 3 will be "Larry
Semon Week" in Los Angeles. Fortyone Los Angeles theatres have booked

Semon

productions for that week.
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Hope Hampton Film Opens

September

16,

1922

Strand

of the beautiful First National star is displayed at the left. Center shows interior view of the new
Strand theatre at Niagara, N. Y., which was opened with Miss Hampton's "The Light in the Dark." At the right is the
star at the falls during her sojourn at Niagara.

STRIKING POSE

DRAMATIC SCENES

from Miss Hampton's latest First National attraction, "The Light in the Dark." In this producdo the best work of her career. Among the prominent players supporting the star in this feature
are Lon Chaney and E. K. Lincoln, both of whom are stars
n their own right. Review in this issue page 53.
tion the star

is

said to

i
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Big Stories for Selznick Specials
FORMAL
the plans

creep a little before we walked,"
is the way the head of the company puts it. "That we didn't do
much "creeping' may have been
the result of our having picked
up in record time the kind of
photoplay attractions with stars
like Olive Thomas. Elaine Hammerstein. Eugene O'Brien and
Owen Mocre which the industry
seemed anxious to buy from a
selling organization built around
the same chaps who had handed
them Norma and Constance Talmadge, Clara Kimball Young.
Alice Brady, and others.
But
mind -you. now that those old
chapters are closed, I'm perfectly willing to confess that we
would have been willing to
"creep' and not to 'run' as we
did— for we were even then in

announcement
of

Selznick

of
Picthat

tures Corporation show
stories
as
Sir Anthony
Hope's "Rupert of Hentzau,"

such

Robert
W. Chambers "The
Common Law," Eugene Walter's "The Easiest
Way" and
others of like calibre haye been
selected by the company to produce under its new policy which
includes the abandonment of the
star series or program plan in
favor of specials.
Throughout the industry it has
been generally known that Lewis
Selznick. whose name the
J.
company bears, is the fountain
source of every important policy
which the company undertakes.
The decisions on these policies
are arrived at only after an exhaustive examination of every
conceivable detail which has to
do with a particular policy. It
would seem then that the Selznick plan for 1922-23 is best examined by a consideration of

training for

what we are setting

out to do in 1922-23 and in subsequent years."
The trade has seen the development of the Selznick producing unit under the supervision of

The Selznick triumvirate

— Lewis
ron

J.

(left)

(right).

My-

O

David

These three have

adopted
policy

(above),

and

progressive

a

of production

and

distribution for the 192223 season.

Significant

company's

the

plans

the abandonment

of

in
is

the

star series in favor of special pictures.

what "L J." has been doing and what preparations have
been made for carrying out the new policy.
There is the element of surprise in the Selznick announcement that the company's plan of producing only special photoplays is one that was long ago decided upon and a plan which
has been worked out in detail for at least three years surprise,
for the reason that the Selznick organization seemed so solidly
wedded to the star series idea to which it adhered so valiantly
and so long. That the plan was decided upon long ago and that
systematic preparations for it have been under way for a long
time seems apparent, however, upon a little examination of the
Selznick company's recent activities.
It was during Mr. Sclznick's days with the World Film that
many of the big stage successes were first made into photoplays.
This would seem to indicate that he has always been
rather keen on the kind of screen entertainment which the ex-

just

—

hibitor could well afford to make a fuss about.
\\ hen the present Selznick organization which comprises as
most active units Selznick Pictures Corporation and Select
Pictures Corporation, the former engaged solely in production
and the latter in distribution, was whipped into working shape
Mr. Selznick was confronted with a lot of problems.
producing organization qualified to do anything and everything
which might be required of it could not be born over night
policy of steady, consistent development, Mr. Selznick says,
seemed to be the logical one. "We were perfectly satisfied to

its

A

A

"*

Myron

Selznick, president of Selznick Pictures Corporation. It
only natural that the younger Selznick should be loyal to the
interests of his father's organization. However, there is often
a feeling upon the part of the younger generation that their
Such
elders are all right in their way but a bit old fashioned.
Therefore
a condition does not exist in the Selznick family.
from the beginning he eagerly absorbed the knowledge his
father had gained by actual experience. This attitude proved to
be invaluable to him when he was called upon to take entire
charge of the supervision of the Selznick production forces.
For a year or more, L. J. Selznick says, the producing unit
has been "rearin' to go" with the bigger things which were in
prospect.
David O. Selznick, now vice president of Selznick
Pictures Corporation, has contributed materially to the restlessness and the desire to do the bigger things ever since he
has been working "across the organization," touching practically every angle of the business.
is

The development of the distributing end of the business got
under way very rapid^- probably for the reason that the prodret provided by the producing units struck the buyers' fancy.
In peparation for the sale of nothing but specials, however, a
lot of details had to be carefully worked out and this has been
under way for quite a while, most actively since the accession
of John S. Woody to the position of general
Select company, directly in charge of sales.

manager

of the
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All Star Casts Is Selznick Policy

Owen Moore (left),
Conway Tearle (right)
and Elaine Hammerstein (below), three of

the
the

stars

special

chosen

for

cast

for

"Rupert of Hentzau."

being quite freely said around the
ITSelznick
offices that "Rupert of Hentzau"

UNQUESTIONABLY

is

to be

is

Bara to the screen

the company's "pet" picture of

will

Theda

be one of the

film events of the coming
Both the public and those within the
motion picture industry will be interested in
the outcome. Such interest can mean nothing else but good business for such exhibitors as show the Theda Bara production
which is on the 1922-23 Selznick schedule of
"Sixteen Only," according to the company.
Theda Bara is one of the distinguished
film personages. At the height of her popularity she was perhaps one of the most interesting of all the motion picture stars.
Miss Bara was a favorite with the public and
they will want to see with what success she
takes up where she left off.
Lewis J. Selznick is determined that Miss
Bara's return will be a most auspicious one
and is sparing no effort which will tend to
bring about such a condition. The actress
herself is fully confident and such a feeling
is accompanied by an enthusiasm which can-

interesting

This enthusiasm has been transmitted to the home office force by President
Myron Selznick who seems to have come
quite honestly by it through his personal
contact with the distinguished English author and the intimate inside information he
was given about the story.
It is right and proper to say that the
Selznick company's "Rupert of Hentzau"
has been "in production" for the past six or
eight months. Ever since his return from
Europe, Mr. Selznick has had a staff of men
and women at work on the matter of locations, settings and costumes.
There are few even casual leaders of fiction of adult age today who have not read
"The Prisoner of Zenda" and "Rupert of
Hentzau." And those who have read them
still retain vivid pictures of the dashing Rupert, the romantic Rudolph, the charming
the year.

year.

not but help prove beneficial.
It is the opinion of many that Theda Bara
is more beautiful today and a more finished
actress than she ever was.
The point is, however, that the public will
want to see if she is and that means money
at the box office, which, after all, is what
the exhibitor is naturally more interested in
than anything else.

Queen
drawn
their

the return of

Flavia, and the other splendidly
characters. The biggest successes of
respective careers would seem to be

assured
Elaine
Hammerstein,
Eugene
O'Brien, Owen Moore and Conway Tearle
through their being cast for the big" Sir Anthony Hope picture.

—

Eugene O'Brien
is

the

(left)

member
special cast

another

"Rupert

of

of

of

Hentzau."

Theda Bara (right)
appear in a feabe announced later.
will

ture, the title to

—
September
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somewhat radical change in the production plans of
the Selznick Pictures Corporation naturally will affect the
selling policy of Select Pictures Corporation, wnich disEach of the new Selznick spetributes the Selznick product.
cials will be marketed individually, strictly on its own merits,
with only the prestige heretofore established by Selznick productions to back it up.
Select, however, will not be confined to the publication of the
Selznick product and is at the present time engaged in preliminary arrangements for the handling of a series of productions to be made by three well known directors.
During the early part of this year J. S. Woody assumed the general management of Select Pictures Corporation.
Since Mr. Woody's return to the organizahe having been a former cabinet member of the
tion

63

Otto P. Hall, in Cincinnati, is in new territory, having spent
the major part of his fourteen years in the picture business in

New

England and on the South Atlantic Coast

Albert W. Eden, familiarly called "The Antelope" out West
where he previously did time in the service of Fox, Select and
Realart, is a stranger in a strange land in Cleveland, but ATs
willingness to please and his knowledge of taking care of exhibitor wants and disposition to cooperate will win a place for
him in his new surroundings.

Every exhibitor in Texas
knows Diaz Callahan. He
did some fine work down
there for the Fox and Realart corporations and it will
certainly be good news to
his army of friends and

<

same company) but few changes have been made

in

the selling ranks.
While there may be a new face or two in a few of
Select's branch offices, as a whole exhibitors will find
during the ensuing season
it possible to do business
with practically the same men who have been serving
them for a long time.
Select Pictures is proud of its representation on the
selling line. And in turn it is quite apparent that "th>boys" of the Select fam-

unusual
loyalty to the parent office.
Such coordination natur-

makes

ally

for

an

Then

combination.

ideal

again,

|

the
will
recall
smiling Jimmie as a Select
salesman. He returns to
his old stamping ground.
hibitors

home office reposes aii
unusual faith jn the abil-

the

Morris Kahn (right)
has returned to
Select Pictures Corpo-

who

ration

as

treasurer

that

back home.
("Jimmie"
James S.
Hommel came back from
the big fracas in France a
lieutenant and his
first
friends still call him "The
Los Angeles exLoot."
he's

an

manifest

ily

know

well-wishers to

which he ha?
Denver,
adopted as his home"Jimmie" }
James O.

of

i

the company.

tomary-

landmark
opened the
place some five years ago
and is still the boss.
Dudley ("Dud"} Williston has a wide and favor-

eral

able

and judgment

of
thus

ity

representatives,
fording the latter

more leeway than

Kent

its

af-

cus-

Of course. GenManager Woody has

general manager of Select, has his field force
in readiness for a pros-

perous 1922-23.

Jim dates

personal code of business
which is well known

ethics,

everywhere.
Wilkinson
("Wilkie") will be found
in charge of the Albany
Mr. Wilkinson
branch.
formerly was an exhibitor,
having been managing dito exhibitors

John

E.

rector of the Olympic thesubsePittsburgh.

New England

affairs tor several years and it is said that exhibBoston territory swear by him.
Harry E. Lotz not only is a pioneer in the picture selling

itors in the

a Select pioneer with it. having held the posidivision manager for the corporation some
three years ago. He returns to the organization and incidentally
to his old home town, Buffalo
James U. McCormick is just plain "Mac" down in the '"tarheel state" where the trade in general has come to look upon
him as a fixture. Mac opened the Charlotte office for Select and
has been there ever since.
Edwin Silverman grew up with the Chicago branch from
boyhood he started as a booking clerk five years ago and he's
now manager, but the men he does business with never have
stopped calling him "Eddie." Chicago claims Eddie as its own
and well might they be proud of this forceful, progressive
young executive.

business but
tion

of

is

Western

—

Woody

(left),

his

experience

ford days, fifteen years
ago. when he introduced
talking pictures throughout the South.
Later he came
to Illinois and entered the exhibiting business in Kankakee. He opened up the Realart Exchange in Cleveland and made a wonderful record there.
Oren F. Woody's able hands will hold the Select reins
Woody returns to Select after an abin Los Angeles.
sence of three years. Oren grew up in the business in
the Pacific Coast region and knows exhibitors from Se-

quently coming to Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation as sales manager.
"Ezell" is a password in
film circles down South
it's known from El Paso to
Jacksonville and when it's
mentioned Southern showmen hang out the welcome
Ezell who
sign. John T.

been in charge of Select's

S.

back to the old O. T. Craw-

atre.

guides the destinies of the
Select Atlanta exchange is
an old time Selectite.
Benjamin P. Rogers has

He

acquaintance in the
Hoosier state. He earned
promotion in Select ranks
from salesman to manager
James B. ("Jim") Reilly
is absolutely brand new in
Kansas City but he isn't
new to the branch managerial end of the picture
business by any means.

down, for each branch
manager to follow, his own
•aid

Henry

a Select

in Detroit.

much
is

is

San Diego bv their first names.
Frank M. DeLorenzo. Milwaukee branch manager,
won the promotion to this post some time ago because of
attle to

the wonderful record he established in the selling ranks.
John E. ("Jack") O'Toole is one of the best known
branch executives in the Middle and Northwest country.
In Minneapolis, where he holds forth as Select directorin-chief. Jack actually numbers among his personal friends every exhibitor in the territory it's a large order but Jack can-

—

deliver

on

it.

Frederick F. Goodrow needs no introduction to the trade in
He has been extremely successful as
the Gulf Coast section.
Select's New Orleans manager for the past several years
Henry Siegel has been directcr of sales in the New York
territory since Select's inception and if there's anybody in the
Manhattan. Brooklyn or Up-State districts that doesn't know
Henry, he certainly can't be an exhibitor.
Nat Beier. who sells the New Jersey territory and has his
office in Siegel's New York exchange, is a veritable Select
trade mark in the "skeeter state."
Charles D. "Charlie") Touchon has been doing big things
for Select down in Oklahoma for a long time and he's built
vp a mighty fine standing with exhibitors out that wav.
(Onffwu^i
fag* i-L
(
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Selznick
News expects
SELZNICK
a banner year for
be

News

Added

to

The past year has witnessed many notable scoops, according to the Selznick
organization.
Prominent among these,
the company reports, was the scaling of
Mount Rainier by Perryman. Selznick
cameraman, and the Pickford-Miller wedding.
Selznick News was first on the screen,
it is stated, with the railroad catastrophe
at Sulphur Springs, Mo., in which thirtyeight were killed and 137 injured.

personnel of 392, Selznick News has developed plans to extend its pictorial news
gathering activities to isolated regions of
Europe.
E. B. Schoedsack, supervising cameraman for Europe, has just completed a
tour of England, France and Germany,
where he completed arrangements for obtaining timely and exclusive news subIt is expected that persons of injects.
ternational prominence will attend the
world-wide exposition this fall in South
America, and Selznick representatives
will cover the mammoth economic pageant
thoroughly.
*

*

picture theatres in this country, Australia

and South America, is the unique titles
This idea was conceived by David
used.
O. Selznick, younger brother of Myron
Selznick. in charge of production at the
These titles simply
United Studios.
perpetuate the importance attached to the

events both in this country and abroad
in introducing novelties of a
highly entertaining nature has had a great
The things
deal to do with its success.
which the reel has avoided notably, those
tiresome subjects which in the earlier
days were all too common, have so contributed materially to the position in the
affections of exhibitors everywhere which
the reels now enjoy.

and also

Every Country
General Foreign Representative

in

Sam

Nearly

World

E. Morris has been unusu-

ally successful in disposing of foreign rights of Selznick Productions.

At the present writing there is not a place on the map which is not
sold up except a few small countries in South America. During the
short space of time he has been abroad Mr. Morris has concluded contracts for the sale of the foreign rights of Selznick and Select pictures
France, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain,
in the following countries:
Portugal, Italy, Austria-Hungary, Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, Jugoslavia, Greece, Bulgaria, Rumania, Albania, and Turkey.
These

with the exceptions aforementioned,
sold throughout the world.

sales,

100%

make

Selznick

Selznick Procures Stories by
Noted Authors for Production

AN

impressive feature of the Selznick Pictures Corporation 1922-23
season announcement is the calibre of the authors who will furnish
Any schedule which
the stories for the forthcoming productions.
includes one or more stories from such literary notables as Robert W.
Chambers, Sir Anthony Hope, Elinor Glyn and Eugene Walters must
necessarily be admitted to have exceptional strength.

Anthony Hope has written
other successful novels and stories
best known for "The Prisoner of

While

many
he

is

Zenda" and "Rupert of Hentzau." It is
the latter story which will be one of the
series of specials of the coming year to
be produced by Selznick.
Robert

W. Chambers

needs no intro-

duction to the American public. He is
an author with a real value at the box
office.
For years he has been the best
circulation builder the popular magazines have had. His appeal to the masses
is

tremendous.

The Chambers story which

Selznick

produce is "The Common Law."
Eugene Walters is just such another

will

as Robert W. Chambers.
His field is
the drama and his plays have been
among the outstanding successes for
years. "The Easiest Way" was the play
which brought Mr. Walters the greater
part of his distinction.
It is this work
the Selznick company will include in its
1922-23 program of "Sixteen Only."
*

*

in pictures.

Primed
For Big Year

in which the news reels
particularly active, Selznick
enviable
strides in estabNews
What it
lishing itself in the industry.
has done in the way of covering the big

in

it

Field Force

*

(Continued from page 6$)

made

Selznick Pictures Presented

pictures

right to do

been
has

1922

picture industry who have learned to
analyze everything they read from the
standpoint of the photoplay, "Wine,"
written by William MacHarg, will have
particular interest as one of the early
Selznick specials. "Wine" was published
in the Cosmopolitan Magazine some months
ago.
The Selznick company was fortunate enough to be able to obtain the

During a year

*

Perhaps the greatest element which has
brought Selznick News to the eyes of
18,000,000 persons weekly in the motion

*

*

have

16,

Plans Banner Year

stories at the time they "broke" on the
front pages of metropolitan newspapers.

1922-23 to

news reel.
the already big camera
its

September

*

Everybody knows Elinor Glyn. "Her
Unwelcome Lover." adapted from "The
Reason Why," will be offered by Selznick during the coming season.
For the many followers of the motion

To exhibitors out Omaha way, there's
only one Sherman T. ("Steve") O'Brien.
Showmen all over the Middle West will
tell you that "the big
fellow" is just
simply a part of that territory, that his
ready wit, good humor and his wholesome Irish smile could be just as easily
dispensed with as Farnam
street in
Omaha.

Max Milder has been Select's Philadelphia representative from the day they
opened for business until now. He'll never
be known as anything but a Select
trooper.

David J. Selznick, who is at the wheel
for Select in Pittsburgh, has won a myriad of friends in Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia since he took over his
executive responsibilities in the "smoky
city."
Try to find an exhibitor in Dave's
domain who won't say he's a regular fellow and a high class business man.

James H. Curran, who presides over
Portland, Me., for Select is another former salesman who elevated himself from
the ranks to a managerial chair by sheer
force of personality and application to his
work.
Floyd Lewis arrived a long time ago.
He's been at the head of St. Louis exchange organizations for ten years and
has a faculty of coming right back and
doing business with the same people over
and over again. Floyd has stood the acid
test of years without a tarnish.
Edward C. Mix, branch manager in
Salt Lake City, is playing a return engagement there after having handled Select in Los Angeles for a considerable
length of time.

mon church

in

Ed

stands like the Mor-

Utah.

Ralph B. Quive comes back to his naSan Francisco after a lapse of three
years.
Ralph opened the old Vitagraph
Company offices in Frisco and later introduced Realart pictures in that territory.
There is no more popular exchangeman
anywhere than Ralph.
Paul R. Aust of Seattle is one of fhe
youngest exchange executives in the business but in his two years and a half with
the Realart corporation, he built up a vast
following and fine reputation among exhibitors throughout Oregon, Washington,
Idaho and Montana. Paul has enjoyed
phenomenal success as a manager.
tive

Louis

("Tiny")

Reichert's
exhibitor
are a legion all over the
country, will be truly glad to learn of his
return to Washington territory.
"Silent" Phil Selznick and Claude C.
Ezell are the "fence riders" of the Select
outfit, serving as field representatives of
the powers-that-be at the Select home
friends,

office.

who

:

:

Screen Message No. 72

Something to Read
Each week the
lishes numerous

The Rev.

HERALD
articles

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

ing to censorship, blue laws and
other reform menaces. Every exhibitor should keep a file of these
stories for use when the occasion

demands.

:::::: THE

GIVE 'EM

G. F. Reisner, Metho-

Episcopal church, New York
City, says:
"I have no patience
with those people who are decrying
and denouncing persons connected
with motion pictures. The church
can work in harmony with motion
pictures and should use them to
greater advantage."

dist

HORSE LAUGH

Idaho Exhibitor Gives One Solution
For Menacing Blue Law Situation
Many

elements enter into business solidarity.

Particularly

motion picture theatre operation. Rapid growth in
universal appeal has made the motion picture an inviting target
for every type of meddler seeking restrictive legislation.
this true of

is

Every exhibitor knows that
It

easy to censure

is

cause of the prominence
ances

however,

among
try's

the

of

be-

given the utter-

intolerant.

obviously

is

ministers

all

This

attitude,

wrong

the divines are

for numbered
some of the indus-

mav

he

boast of business solidaritv.

Perhaps there are many ways of
solution, but an especially timely
one is sugested by T. E. Edmund-

"There are a number of stati senand representatives to be

ators

elected this

laws

at

now

is

the

church, one of
City.

He

has

the

largest

astounded

in

New York

some

of

his

brother pastors by inviting motion picture

producers

and actors to speak from

his

pulpit.

In this connection he says

have been

"Yes.

I

want

my

criticized

for this, but
closer touch

people to get in
with those who furnish their entertainment.
I have no patience with those people who
are decrying and denouncing persons connected with motion pictures.
The church
can work in harmony with motion pictures
and should use them to greater advantage.
"I number many motion picture people
among my acquaintance I have the highest
admiration for D. W. Griffith, and I am
proud to say that Richard Barthelmess is
one of my dearest friends.
"It is so easy to say thoughtless things
about the people in the motion picture industry.
The trouble with the people is
that the motion picture actors are too far
beyond from them and are not understood.
I have spent much time in and about the
studios. It was while Mr. Barthelmess was
with Griffith that I met him and I was impressed by the seriousness with which he
regarded his calling and it required no effort on my part to believe that here was a
;

Lyric

son,

theatre,

Idaho.

who

state

new

will enact

capitol

and

right

personally

Get to know each one

—by

their first

name

—

in

tion to this issue

now, says Mr. Edmundson, "we could give these blue
law reformers the horse laugh later

your county or precinct. Pass out a
few comps to the family. Be friends
to them all. In fact do all the missionary work before November and
it will
save you dollars later and

on."

possibly several sleepless nights.

If

exhibitors would direct atten-

Mr. Edmundson

is

conclusion, but too

appreciate

the

correct in his

few exhibitors

situation

until

the

menace has enveloped them.

Here

is

some

Idaho theatre

of the advice the

man wishes

to his brother exhibitors

"Now
on tap
all

to convey

"The above holds good with
United States senators and representatives as well but they are
harder to reach.
"All the exhibitors in favor of the
will kindly hold up a hand."

above

The response should be unani-

:

mous.

that a political campaign

it

is

might be a good idea for

exhibitors to pause in the pursuit

of the almighty dollar and devote a

time to saving the country and
incidentally themselves."
little

No exhibitor can deny the sound
judgment of Mr. Edmundson's advice.
It is one certain means of
bringing business solidaritv.
Just remember what the exhibitor
from Idaho says "Do this and we
could give these blue law reformers the horse laugh later on."
(Mr. Edmundson's letter is published in full in "Letters from Readers," page 66.)
:

That is good advice and advice
which has been printed and reprinted in this department. But Mr.

young man who

lived clean, thought clean,
because he believed in cleanliness as an un-

Edmundson does not

alterable law of

continues with this

nature."

Grangeville,

fall

the time to form their ac-

quaintance.

best friends.

For instance, the Rev. Christian F. Reisner of the Chelsea Methodist Episcopal

I

this

big problem must be solved before

stop there.

He
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FILM LAUGHS FROM

LETTERS

TOPICS

From Readers

THE-

ELECTED BY

S

TIMELY FILMS

A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

INC.

is

Unsigned

letters

will

—

School Teacher (to boys)
Now, all who
to go to heaven when they die,
stand up!
Little Jimmy remains seated.
Teacher \\ hy, Jimmy
Don't you want
to go there, too?
desire

be

not

printed.

—
Jimmy — Yes,

NEW

The Second Best Book
HAMBURG. ONT..

To the Editor:

bunch

Me"

CAN.—

!

*

in particular.

Teacher Now, boys, can any of you
me something about Good Friday?

how

valuable

I

ler that

this

*

— Which
ter H?
Freddie — don't

pleasantly.

had always picked every picture

Teacher

I

showed and never picked any until I saw
several good reports on it, with the result that my program was about 100 per
cent good and a complaint was a very
rare thing.
I had a certain picture booked for this
week and I'm darned if they didn't substitute another, and then I began to realize what a boon our little department is.
It's been so long since I had a real poor
picture that I thought they had stopped
making them, but now I know it is just
your magazine that has kept me away
from the bad ones and God knows (even
if the producers don't) that we don't want

any lemons now.
I don't want you to think I am writing
the above just for pastime or to get my
name in print, because it is right from the
heart and I cannot offer one suggestion
whereby you might improve the old
Exhibitors Herald.
If all exhibitors

read

it

word

for

word

and a few verses of their Bible before they
go to bed, they will be pretty sure of their
future in this world and the next. Ralph
R. Gribble,
Ont., Can.

Grand

theatre,

New Hamburg.

On Misleading Press Books
HINSDALE, ILL.— To the Editor:
press matter for "A Trip to Paradise" claimed "The Lilliom" as the story
for this picture.
Many titles were verbatim from "The Lilliom." The picturization is just film, showing nothing of
the psychology or sentiment of Schildkraut's big character.
It is a specific instance of the producer's
willingness to throw out a poor imitation
but claim the original label.
It's what's
the matter with the picture business today.
My people are intelligent. O, how they
panned this one.
I'd seen the play and
had to agree, with chagrin. "Turn to the
Right" was all that this was not. Mrs.
R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,

The

iii.

All in

Favor Raise Right Hand

I

Teacher

my

nose?
Freddie

ALICE JOYCE,

Vitagraph

star,

who

was recently placed at the head of the
list by Miss
Neysa McMein, famous
illustrator,

name the
women in Amer-

when asked

twelve most beautiful

to

ica.

know,

teacher.

the

on both

I

ma'am.

sides of

— "Topics

scholar)

(to

acquaintance.
Get to know each
one personally by their first name, in
your county or precinct.
Pass out a few
coraps to the family.
Be friends to them
all.
In fact, do all the missionary work
before November, and it will save you
dollars later and possibly several sleepless nights.

You will have the lead on the reformer,
and when any blue law legislation appears on the horizon you will be in a position to write your county representative
If the exhibitors would
a personal letter.
only do this we could give the Blue Law
Reformers the horse laugh later on.
The above holds good with United
State Senators and Representatives as
well, but they are harder to reach.
All exhibitors in favor of the above will
kindly hold up a hand. T. Edmuxdson,

—

—
— Then

Teacher

— What

what

to laugh at?

else

there

is

New Raw
New

Inc., 15 East 26th street,
City, announces the opening of a
department
under the managefilm
raw
ment of G. Zezza to handle a new raw
positive film manufactured by the Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano.
large stock of the film has already

York

A

on tap

might be a good idea for all exto pause in the pursuit of the
almighty dollar and devote a little time to
saving the country and, incidentally,

the

themselves.

After a year's absence from the screen.
Elsie Ferguson, Paramount star, has returned to make the picturization of her

Ambrosio American Company.

hibitors

Elsie

stage

Long

Ferguson Returns

"Outcast,"
Island studio.

play,

at

the

Paramount

class)

is

it's

;

*

Teacher

*

*

— Now,

children, it is a curious
fact that the bee stings only once.

Boy

— But

enough?

once

isn't

Sydney

Bulletin.

*

*

*

—

Teacher Tommy, if you don't behave I
have to send a note home to your

shall

father.

Tommy— You'd

"What

My

better not.

Ma's as

Vaudeville News.

jealous as a cat.

As

America,

in

Junior C. E. World.

"Topics of the Day" Films.

Is

Film Made in Europe
Commercial Fibre Company of

you

are

— Willie, you may
me how much
four times seven.
Willie — Twenty-eight
Teacher (encouragingly) — Good!
Willie — Good be darned
right.—

Lyric theatre, Grangeville, Idaho.

Will Handle

of

me?

tell

their

let-

Films.

Teacher

room

'-^j

•

follows

have

laughing at? Not
Scholar No, sir.
the

*

Teacher (to hard-boiled member of

GRANGEVILLE, IDAHO.— To the
Editor: Now that a political campaign is

There are a number of state senators
and representatives to be elected this fall
who will enact new laws at the state capitol,
and right now is the time to make

— What

*

letter

— Freckles,

Day"

the

reached this country. Mr. Zezza, before
the war, was manager in this country of
the Raw Film Supply Company and of

it

tell

ma'am. He was the feldone the housework for Robinson
Crusoe. Proofs (Pittsburgh)

did not

week, when it was impressed upon me very forcibly and ununtil

*

*

—
Tommy — Yes,

have always considered this departto any exhibitor and have
always sent in reports to help the good

know

that

:f

*

—
—

I

cause along, but

*

Teacher Who can tell me why we should
always be neat and clean?
Cathleen In case of accident, teacher
"Topics of the Day" Films.

have been very lax

ment valuable

I

going.

*

in not
writing and letting you know my feeling
in regard to your valuable magazine as a
whole and "What the Picture Did for
I

is

!

ma'am; but not
Houston Post.

a Wife Learned"
Picked as Title of
Ince Film in Contest

a result of a contest

among

exhibi-

dramatic and motion picture editors
throughout the country "What a Wife
Learned" has been chosen as the name
of the special production which has been
made under the working title of "Jim"
tors,

The award of $250
name selected was won by Harry
T. Wilbur, owner of the Rialto theatre.
by Thomas H. Ince.
for the

Fullerton, Cab,
contestants.

out

of

a

field

of

5,641

named

the winThe committee w
ner consisted of G. Gardner Sullivan, author; John Griffith Wray, Ince Director:
Clark W. Thomas, Ince general manager
and Bradley King, member of the edi7

hich

torial staff.

Permanent

titles

selected

for

other

"Ten Ton Love" "instead of "Someone to Love" and "Scars
of Jealousy" for "The Brotherhood of
Ince pictures are

Hate."

—
September
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the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in trie HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

week what

every

Exhibitor

A pleasing picture for those who like
westerns with plenty of action and thrills.

— C.

Man's

Norwood

Davis,

B.

wood, Ohio.

— Neighborhood

Law and

— Very

theatre,

good

—

—

Jan of the Big Snows, with special ca?t.
Boys, lay off of this one. True, it is a
Curwood, but it is not even up to the
average of other Curwood pictures.

—

ingston,

Haight,

Mont.

LivNeighborhood patronage.

Law and

Man's
cast.

—

Orpheum

—A

fairly

theatre,

God's, with a special

good

picture.

—
—

Nothing

extra. Drew pretty good.
Chas. Hurich.
Ray theatre, Nor. Dak. General patronage.

The Great Alone,

with

Monroe

troit,

Associated Exhibitors
Up

in the

cast.

Air About Mary, with a speper cent comedy-drama.

— 100

Clean as a whistle. The kind to please.
Excellent light summertime picture. No
complaints from anyone. Wm. C. McIntire, Rose theatre, Burlington, N. C.
General patronage.

—

What Women

—

Will Do, with Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Bought this along with a job
lot of features from Pathe to fill in with,
and certainly got a prize in the package.
Say, this feature contains everything that
a special should have.
Thrilling horse
race, fights, cabaret, 'neverthing.
The
title drew a good house, and my wife in
the ticket office received more favorable
comments than she aid on The Shiek,
Four Horsemen or any of those million
dollar DeMille productions.
The only
scene in the entire production that some
might take exceptions to was where Miss
Nilsson goes after a pack of cigarettes
and exposes a symmetrically moulded
limb for a foot, foot-and-a-half or two
above the place where she ties her shoe.
T.
E.
Edmundson, Lyric theatre,
Grangeville, Idaho.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Lady Godiva, with
picture,

special cast.

— Good

but no business.

Pleased about
75 per cent.
M. Golomb. Franklin theatre,
Union Hill, N. J.— Neighborhood

—

patronage.

The Rider of the King Log, with special cast.
As poor a western as we ever
had. Pathe has some good ones and some

—

lemons.

—

This is one of them. H. D.
Landon, Imperial theatre, Imperial, Nebr.
Small town patronage.

—

Tracks, with
Bill
Patton.— Splendid
all angles and you can boost it with-

from

g
-

g
||

g
g
g

fling

the "big city"

at

New York

at

saw

a Goldwyn picture, "Voices of the City,"
and it was the old "Night Rose"
which our theatre ran last Spring,
I

Why

was the name changed?
made four attempts to get

(
g
S
g
g
g

g
the Rivoli theatre to see "Blood and g
It is g
Sand," and then stood up.
breaking attendance records, but I g
predict that many a small town g
The fin- g
show will go broke on
ish is so depressing no one will go g
They will want g
away and boost
a fortune for it on its New York g
I

into

g
g
g
g
g run, but don't bite too quick,
"Nice People," "While Satan
g
g Sleeps," "The Ordeal," "Human
g Hearts" and "Just Tony" are all
g good for the little fellows and will
g make money.
BEN L. MORRIS,
it.

theatre,
Bellaire, O.

1
g
8

*

*

*

BLOOD AND SAND,

1

—

Boy Crazy,
the best

with Doris

thing

—
May. — This

is

star has done since
23y2 Hours Leave. Did a wonderful business. Book it.
A. Burke, Lyric theatre. Beckley, W. Va.
Neighborhood patthis

—W.

—

ronage.

Coleen of the Pines, with Jane Novak.
good. Above the average and
the film was new. This was better than
a program picture.
Martin W. Operle.

— Pretty

—

Armory

Mo.

theatre,

g
g
g
g

Eden and Return, with Doris May.
very silly, trashy little playlet " that
amused, but at the end did not set well.

—

— Giacoma

Brothers,

Crystal
theatre.
patronage.
The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick. One of the best pictures ever
played in my house. A western that absolutely can be boosted to the limit.
J. A. Holmes, Arcade theatre, Holtville.
Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Swamp, with Sessue Hayakawa.—

Tombstone, Ariz.

g
g

with Rorun this

j
g
g
g
g
g
g
JACK
TILmoney.
will
make
we
— McCook, g
§§
theatre,
Temple
LER,
g
g

— Haven't

dolph Valentino.
one yet, but saw

W. Operle,
Genevieve, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
My Dad, with Johnnie Walker. Here
is another one sure to please.
Just running over with box office value. Wonderful paper. A picture sure to be liked by
everyone. However, not as big as In the
Name of the Law. Wm. C. Mclntire.
Rose theatre, Burlington, N. C. General
patronage.

Ste Genevieve,
Neighborhood patronage.

Temple

g
g

— Pretty

fails to get

—

it.

Salis-

— Good. Very good drawing power.
— Charles A. Komer, Ritz theatre, DeMich. — Neighborhood patronage.
bury.

cial

g
g
g

took a

I

stuff last week. In
the Capitol theatre

theatre,

a special.
theatre, Ste.

Armory

Brother Exhibitors:

g
j§

borhood patronage.

Howard

g

— Martin

Not

over.

God's, with Tack Liv-

Northwest
action.
story.
Business good.- Charles A. KoNeighmer, Ritz theatre, Detroit, Mich.
ingston.

but some of the sob stuff

fair,

Reviews

Nor-

patronage.

—

Henry Haag. Rialto
Wyandotte, Mich.
My Dad, with Johnnie Walker.

pleased.

American Releasing
Daring Danger, with Pete Morrison.

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

screened. Have
booked for early showing. If
it
their "41" carry enough of this type
it

Neb.

—

—

Good program

picture. Simple "storv like
others.— George C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighbor-

lots of

—

hood patronage.

The
and

—

with a special cast.
of showing in any theatre
should do well. Will please the ma-

picture
lltfHlllfflDm^

— General

Stealers,

worthy

It's somewhat on the order of
The Miracle Man. G. W. Johnson. Mys-

jority.

out fear if your patrons like westerns
with punch and action. C. B. Davis,
Ohio.
Norwood theatre, Norwood
Neighborhood patronage.

—

F. B.
In the
cast.

Name

— Cannot

of the

O.
Law, with

—

tic theatre,

patronage.

—

a special
of this

speak too highly
100 per cent above the average.
Praises all over
one complaint.

town. Ran it two days to a mixed local
and out-of-town audience. The best box
office bet this year and the beauty is that
the picture will back it up. That's what
counts, the future, Boys. Grab this one.
You can't go wrong. Wm. C. Mclntire,
Rose theatre, Burlington, N. C. General
patronage.
In the Name of the Law, with special
Exploitation
picture.
First-class
cast.
stunts unlimited. Don't depend on title
to get them in. Put this one over by exStood
ploiting local police department.
them out for three days. Patrons well

—

—

— General

So Long, Letty, with special cast.
Pleased the best crowd I have had for
six weeks. A good comedy-drama.
Austin A. Torrance. Peerless theatre, Lebo,
Kansas.

picture.

Not

Marmarth, No. Dak.

—

First National
Through, with Norma

Smilin'

Talpresented this picture August
,'i-4
to most appreciative audiences^ who
still talk about it and say, "It is the best
yet." The pleasure produced by such a
picture is not evanescent, but after one
has seen it he can lie awake at night
thinking it all over again, and be glad he
lived long enough to see it
It makes an
exhibitor love his business; it makes the
operator proud of his job and surely the
beautiful
star
must be the happiest
woman alive. Yes, the people, everywhere, want the good pictures. Mrs. W.

madge.

—

I

—
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McCook, Neb.

theatre,

General patronage.

The

Child

—A

Thou Gavest Me,

with a spe-

dandy picture. A little old,
but they came anyhow. Played two days
to good business.
Phillip Brabyn, Pasacial cast.

—

dena theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
Fair picture. Ray doesn't draw good for
rne.
N. L.
Douglas, Strand theatre,
Newman Grove. Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

The

Kid, with

them

of

lie,"

Charlie

will say,

"We

but they go, and

for the

Chaplin.

do not

The Kid

fellow just now.

little

Gray. Union
Maine.

Hall

— Lots
Char-

like
is

his best

— Manager
Searsport,

theatre,

Good References, with Constance TalA good comedy-drama of a

madge.

—

pleasing type that cannot help but please
and you can bet on Connie to get the
crowd. Elbert I. Conro.e, Conroe's Playhouse, Conroe, Tex.

—

The Song

of Life, with a special cast.
that drags and for the most
very sad. Not up to the other pro-

A melodrama
part

is

—Tom Foster,
— General pat-

ductions of John M. Stahl.
Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
ronage.

Woman's
M. Kimbro, Greenland

theatre,

— General

Greens-

patronage.
with Katherine MacDonald.
A very good business was enjoyed,
as Katherine MacDonald is popular in
Oklahoma City and her pictures always
draw well. William Noble, Empress
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Trouble, with Jackie Coogan. Very
good picture. Pleased 100 per cent. Grab
boro, Ga.

The

Infidel,

—

—

—

You

this

one.

M.

Golomb,

—
—

will

make money.

sure

Franklin

theatre,

Union

N. J. Neighborhood patronage.
The Primitive Lover, with Constance
Talmadge. Best Constance Talmadge
production in months. Audience laughed
long and heartily. Drew well. C. R. SulGenlivan, Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.
eral patronage.
Hurricane's Gal, with Dorothy Phillips.
This is the type of picture my patrons
Hill,

—

—

—

like.
tell

I

me

had as many as twenty stop and
how good it was. A real action

picture of the sea with an interesting
love story. Business good.
Charles H.
Ryan, Garfield theatre. Chicago. Neigh-

—

—
Coogan. — A

borhood patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie
good
one, both from entertainment and box
office standpoint.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre. Florence, Kas. General
patronage.
The Half Breed, with a special cast.
Good cast and story spoiled by poor director. Could have been made a winner.
L. M. Zug. Rialto theatre, Jerome,
Idaho. Neighborhood pptronage.
Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge. Very good production. Patrons all satisfied. Business good, considering hot weather.
H. E. Swan, Empress theatre, Kearney, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Talmadge. Splendid. Business good, as
always with Miss Talmadge on the bill.
An attraction you can book and boost. It

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—W.

E. Elkin, TemMiss. Neighbor-

will certainly please.
ple theatre, Aberdeen,

—

hood patronage.
picture,

that

drew

at

advanced

Adults and children seemed to
enjoy it immensely. C. R. Sullivan, Fair
theatre, Amarillo, Tex.
General patronprices.

small.

well

picture,

— Harry

Anderson,

Van Noy,

Ind.

Attendance

liked.

Riviera theatre,
patron-

— Neighborhood

The Seventh Day, with Richard BarNot up

—

Just a fair program offering.
to the standard of other produc-

thelmess.

which Barthelmess has appeared.
Foster, Star theatre. Stanley, Wis.
General patronage.

tions in

—Tom

—

—

—

age.

The Half Breed, with

a special cast.

Place,

—

The Cave Girl, with Teddy Gerard.
Fine scenery the only thing to recommend this out-door drama. Our patrons
did not hesitate to pan it. A cheap, inconsistent melodrama. A. R. Anderson,

—

Orpheum

theatre.

Twin

Ida.

Falls,

very

a

well

Superior,
patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.
A knockout from every angle. Book it
and watch them flock in. Barry is a
popular star for this territory H. E.
Swan, Empress theatre. Kearney. Neb.

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
A disgrace to any theatre to show it. It
was rotten. Don't run it it they give it
to you. Second night won the smallest
in

the

history

of

the

—

house, 18
O. Trayer.

Some drawing power.
Lyric theatre. Rugby, No. Dak.
The Deuce of Spades, with Charles
Ray. Because of the poor quality of The
Barnstormer and Gas, Oil and Water,
business was off on the above picture. It
is better than the two previous releases
and pleased those who came. Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kas.
General patronage.
Habit, with Mildred Harris. Just a
adults.

—

—

—

—
—

Those who came were well
pleased, but it failed to draw.
H. A.
fair picture.

Larson. Majestic theatre, Oakland, Nebr.

— Small town patronage.
Red Hot Romance, with a special
— A good one for the kids to raise the
roof.
Impossible storv. — W. M. Roob,
cast.

Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Cave Girl, with Teddy Gerard.—
average "movie."
No outstanding
features except beautiful winter scenes in
the last reel. Drew fair business, and
there were no decided kicks.
E. L.
Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood patronage.
Smilin' Through, with
Norma Talmadge. One of the season's best. Jack

—
—

—

Neb.— Neighborhood

Good

References, with Constance Talbest picture I have played
in some time and got me the most money.
Can't
say
enough about it. Morris
Swidler, Wayne theatre, Detroit, Mich.

madge.

— The

—

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
Production.- Very fine picture.
Drew
well in spite of hot weather. Patrons said.
"Best we've seen for quite a while."
Heal and Davison, Sterling theatre.
Superior, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with

Neighborhood patronage.

crowd

Constance Tal-

with

— Not quite up to standard, but
good picture. Constance takes
here. — Heal and Davison, Sterling

madge.

theatre.

age.

An

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.

— Great

Good

—

a
special cast.
I bought this picture for a
song and actually made some money on
it.
I consider it one of the best pictures
of the year. It pleased 100 per cent and
drew well the second day. W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neigh-

—

—

—

borhood patronage.
The Devil's Garden, with Lionel Barrymore. Good. S. A. Hyman. Lyda
theatre. Grand Island, Nebr.
Transient
and neighborhood patronage.
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
This wasn't worth five cents. It hurts
your business to run this kind of stuff.
Lay off this one. M. Golomb, Franklin
theatre. Union Hill, N. J.
Neighborhood

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The

Strongheart—

Silent Call, with

grand outdoors story that does not appeal

men

to

we have

exclusively.

seen in films.

A

Dog the best
high-class picgot business.

for any house and
Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

ture

Bellaire,

— General patronage.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark. — A dandy comedy. Some very exciting circumstances.
Pleased 100 per
cent. —
A. Holmes. Arcade theatre,
Holtville. Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
O.

J.

R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.— Good
A. Hyman, Lyda theatre.
S.

picture.

—

—

Grand
Island,
Nebr. Transient
and
neighborhood patronage.
Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.
Bosworth always pleases and in this offering he

is

exceedingly good.

This

is

a

eood picture and

W.

will certainly please.
Elkin. Temple theatre, Aberdeen.

E.
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Molly O, with Mabel Normand.

— Pic-

— —
EXHIBITORS HERALD
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September

1922

16.

J.

—
—

Answer

— by
Sept.

J.

some

—We

and

Twin

Starkey,

Opera

Foils, -V. Y., "Exhibitors

page

— We

House,
Herald,"

—

85.

I

Falls,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Lessons in Love, with Constance TalA. Hyman,
madge.— Good picture. —
Grand Island, Nebr.
theatre,
Transient and neighborhood patronage.

Lyda

—

to

—

The Ten Dollar Raise, a Frothingham
picture
drew fairly
production. This
well considering weather. They were well
pleased and said so. H. A. Larson, Ma-

—

—

jestic

Oakland,

theatre,

Nebr.

— Small

town patronage.

Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
an inconsistent story, same

—While
builds

up

to

intensely

matic situations.

interesting

Our patrons very

—

pleased.
Good business. A.
son, Orpheum theatre, Twin

R.

drawell

"Roll

Ida.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark. — Fairly good comedy feature, but
did not draw for me. Pleased only about
50 per cent. —
W. Andresen, Rialto theCozad, Neb. — Neighborhood patronJ.

atre,

age.

Blind Hearts, with Kobart Bosworth.
Fair picture. Very heavy drama. Too
heavy for hot weather. Attendance small.
Star has no drawing power here. Harry

—

Van Nov,

—

Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

Playthings of Destiny, with
Anita
Stewart. This
but
is
little
old,
a
sure did take well here. More comments

—

—

this than on some specials.
J.
J.
Felder. Clinch theatre, Frost Proof, Fla.

on

Transient and neighborhood patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Pleased everybody.
Good business, but
film rental was too high to leave much
profit.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre.

—

Eminence, Ky.
The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore. Very good. S. A. Hyman, Lyda
theatre. Grand Island, Neb.
Transient
and neighborhood patronage.
Greater
Than Love, with Louise
Glaum. Fair, not anything great. Just a
program
picture.
Harry
Van Noy,
Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan production.
Absolutely the nearest nothing
of any picture that I ever used in my
house. Nothing to it whatever. Brother
Exhibitor, do not play it.— Edwin Lake,
Lake theatre, Baker, Mont. General patronage.

—

—

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
special cast.
Very good picture. The
acting of the child was wonderful. Many

—

Charles

— Transient

Call" see Serials division of reports in this

—

—

The Silent Call, with Strongheart
Good as the best. Book two days, and
you'll get more the second day than the

—

Strand theatre, Newman
Small town patronage.

Grove,

—

Ed.
J.
Marion, Wis.
first.

comments. If you haven't run this one
be sure and do so. W. L. Douglas,

Mother

—

Neb.

Fuchs.

Opera

— Neighborhood

o'

Thomas H.

Mine,

House,

patronage.
Ince pro-

duction.
Contrary to some reports. this
picture pleased and drew well.
Played

Devil's Garden, with Lionel Barry-

— Patrons well pleased. Picture
well played. Capacity house matinee and
evening.— Edw. Werner, Windsor theCanton, O. — Neighborhood patronmore.

atre,,

age.

One Arabian

Night, with Pola Negri.
Like her other two pictures, tragedy
plays.
Did not draw for second night.
Story is slow. Heal & Davison, Sterling

—

with Snooky's Blue Monday, Educacomedy.
This drew the young
folks.— H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Neb. Small town patronage.
The Girl From God's Country, with

this

tional

—
Shipman. — One

Nell
of the best pictures
we ran this season and you can get it at a
reasonable price and draw more patronage than with high priced specials. Mrs.
J. W. Moore. Lvric theatre, St. Charles,

—

Mo.

Fox

Ander-

Falls,

Neb.

—
—

issue.

The

with

Hyman, Lyda

A.

S.

—

—
—

The Silent Call, with special cast.
This is an excellent picture. Pleased and
played to good house. K. J. Uglow,
Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.

—

Island,

and neighborhood patronage.
Trust Your Wife, with a special cast.
This is another picture which ought to
be dumped into the Pacific Ocean. My
people even walked out on me. Nothing
to it but Katherine McDonald posing,
posing and more posing. Simply rotten.
Edwin Lake. Lake theatre. Baker, Mont.
General patronage.
The Golden Snare, with a special cast.
Swell northern picture, that will please
most all; went over big for me; try it.
E. Gailey, Crystal theatre. Wayne, Neb.
General patronage.

Ala.
For further response

Go,

to

good.

Grand

theatre.

of the best serials of today,
think Charles Hutchison does

XOTE:

Minutes

Ray.— Very

—

S.

—

Two

good work in this serial as in
any he has ever made.
I bought this serial at a price
that I could afford to pay at a time
when I could not pay the price for
the other serials and found it to
be superior to most of the others.
I ran it on my dullest night and
W.
built it up to my best night.
D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala,

Ida.

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.
Straight drama, with the acting of the
Snow
outstanding feature.
the
star
scenes very apparently studio made. On
E. L.
the whole, a good average picture.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo. Ariz. Neighborhood patronage.

to Roll Call

as

—

theatre,

2,

C.

have run Select's serial, "The
Whirlwind," and will say that it
compares very favorably with

Night, with Pola Negri.
put same back in the box after the
matinee and substituted another picture
we happened to have in at the time. It
No actis time wasted to look at same.
ing by the star. No story. A senseless
mixture of nothing. Eight reels. A. R.

Orpheum

—

Superior,
Neb. Neighborhood
patronage.
Courage, a Sidney A. Franklin production.
received many favorable comments on this picture. Book it and boost
it.
Neis & Dahl, Shadows theatre, Lodi,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

I

One Arabian

Anderson,

George

Montour

—Cal.A.

have ever played of hers.
I
Holmes, Arcade theatre, Holtville.
Neighborhood patronage.

as

69

theatre,

draw with extra advertising.
Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis. Small town patronage.
Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. A dandy comedy. As good
ture did not

— K.

--

I THE LAST TRAIL (Fox)
special cast

with a

g
g

stages

g While the sheriff inward
g And the villain (such the

rages
age is)
Blows the dam. Oh, such a knave!

g When

the

flood

through

So the lesson of

this story

B Is to book before it's hoary
g This production (not so gory
As are often Western plays).
g
B And you'll surely make some
money,
g
B Pleasant thought. It's really funny
g How, like flies about the honey,
People swarm about Zane Greys,
g
B —PHILIP RAND, Rex theatre,
B Salmon, Idaho.
5lll!IlllIfiI!IIIE^

Haight,

Mont.

Up

—

Orpheum

g
g
B
g

g
J
g
B

g
g
g
=
g
B

—

theatre.

Livingston,
Neighborhood patronage.

and

Going,

Tom Mix

vallies

breaking
B
B Strikes the town, our roof is
B
shaking,
B And the people sure are making
One big uproar. It's a fright,
g
g When the "Stranger" rescues Eva
B (Gone the villain, gay deceiver),
g How the audience will receive yer
g With the message, "Fine Tonight."
|j

g

-

very satisfying,
When business has been dying
It is

B
g To see the crowds come hieing
To the theatre cnce again,
g
g And the play that worked this
wonder,
g
B "The Last Trail" it was, by thunder,
g Oh, the crowds we stood out yonder,
g The umbrellas in the rain!
g Now the story's most inviting
B And the action is exciting,
g While the "Stranger" does some
fighting,
g
Poor Eva's in a cave.
B And the Night Hawk robs the

g

|

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.
Very good picture. Unusual story. Did
good business for two days. Howard

typical
tion style.

with
picture

Tom

Mix.

—

his regulaHas everything that goes in
Westerns and seemed to please. Good
business for three hot summer days in
coal strike center.
If they like Mix get
it sure.
Ben L. Morris. Temple theatre,
Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

—

in

—

Trooper O'Neil. with Charles Jones.—
Northwest M. P. story. Nice scenery.
Rather slow moving story. Not enough
material to make a picture swift enough
for "Buck" Jones.
However, the paper
is good and proved a fairly good puller
here.
P.
G. Vaughan, Royal theatre.
Lee's Summit, Mo. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.
Will take the public just as well as The
Sheik. Only drawback is that it's not as
well known. Book and boost it and the
picture will do the rest. G. W. John-

—

son,

Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.

General patronage.

g
=
B
g
B
B
B
E
J
g
g
g

Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.—
About like all "Buck" Jones pictures.
Seemed to please and draw usual crowd.

— C.

R.

—

Sullivan. Fair theatre, Amarillo,

Tex. General patronage.
Arabian Love, with John Gilbert.
very good play for those who like that
kind.
Did not draw here.
Price too
high.
F_. J. O'Hara, Community theatre.
Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.
Rough Shod, with Charles Jones.
Jones is all there in this one.
It is a
Western with plenty of action. W. E.
Elkin. Temple theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Streak, with Tom Mix.—

—

—

—

—
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not draw as

days' run.

However, gave satisfacwell as he did
W. L. Douglas,
tion to those who saw it.
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.—

Aberdeen,

Good

picture.

Farnum does

—

Small town patronage.
A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.

best picture Pearl White
Many favorable comin.
ments from the patrons. C. Malphurs,
Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla.—

The

—Great.

has ever played

—

Small town patronage.

—

No good.
Footfalls, with special cast.
Most unsatisfactory picture we ever used.
Wish we had followed advice of other exhibitors by paying for it and shelving it.

No business worth mentioning. — Shaffer
& Sanders, Amusu theatre, Hooper, Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Queen of Sheba,
One of the most

witii

a special cast.

elaborate

pictures

we

have shown, but failed to draw. We lost
money. This is no picture for a small
town. My patrons didn't seem to enjoy
it._W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

SIDNEY BRACY
versal's

serial,

in a scene from Und"The Radio King," di-

rected by Robert F. Hill.

Not up to Mix's standard and patrons did
Had very few to
not seem to think so.
compliment
theatre.

it.

Haw

— A.

A.

River,

Neese, Beatrice
N. C. Neighbor-

hood patronage.
For Big Stakes, with

—

— Lots
—

Tom

Mix.

of action.
If your patrons like Westerns
full of pep, this will sure please.
Heal
Davison, Sterling theatre, Superior,

&

Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Western Speed, with Charles Jones.
This is the best one of "Buck's'' I have
ever played.
It will please any audience that likes Western pictures. Eileen
Percy is also very good in this one.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Milieu,
Ga. General patronage.
For Big Stakes, with Tom Mix. Another good Mix, that's all.
And that's
enough, for it means good houses for the
"downtrodden exhibitor." P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.
Shackles of Gold, with
illiam Farnum. Fox should have sold this one as a
special.
It is far superior to Perjury.
Shackles of Gold will please any type of
audience. It is truly a splendid picture.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.
I think this picture is the best that Farnum has made. Any exhibitor can get
behind the picture and make some money.
W. A. Burke, Lyric theatre, Beckley,
W. Va. Neighborhood patronage.
Shackles of Gold, with William Farnum. Too much star. My people do not
care for that kind of stuff. Getting tired

—

—

—

—

W

—

—

—

—

—

of Farnum.— F. J. O'Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.

—

—

Up

and Going, with Tom Mix. Very
good.
It seems that they like Mix regardless of what they cast him in.
In
my opinion it is not quite as good as some
of his others.
atre,

— W.

E. Elkin,

Aberdeen, Miss.

Temple

the-

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.—
Pretty good picture made from a hackneyed plot. Dustin does not draw for us.
P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings,
S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.
To a Finish, with Charles Jones.
Played this picture on Monday and Tuesday with a comedy and did very good.
Pleased 90 per cent.— R. B. Gillette, Milford theatre, Greene, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.

—

—

—

September

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Western Speed, with Charles Jones.
Lots of action, and for a program West-

—

ern subject satisfactory. Raymond Gear,
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan. General patronage.

—

Dawn, with John Gilbert.
New star, but liked fine. Good acting,
although action is slow in some parts.
Louis Guessaz, Palm theatre, St. Cloud,
Gleam

o'

—

Local patronage.
Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.
Tom draws fairly well here. Play not
as good as several others he has made,
Fla

but the most of them are satisfied with
Mix. F. J. O'Hara, Community theatre,
General patronage.
Elgift, Neb.

—

—

—

Shame, with a special cast. A good
program picture, that's all. We ran it at
usual admission. No complaints and nobody raved over it. W. E. Elkin, Temple
Neighborhood
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

—

patronage.

—

AdverFootfalls, with a special cast.
tised over the country as big feature;
might stand up for a weak program pic-

—

Don't promise much. Heal &
Davison. Sterling theatre, Superior, Neb.

ture

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Jolt, While the Devil Laughs and
Big Town Ideas. Very poor. Not even

—
No entertaingood program pictures.
ment whatever. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic
theatre, Marmarth, N. D. — General pat-

— W.

1922

16,

E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Miss. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

—

Queenie, with Shirley Mason. This is
not up to the dainty star's previous efforts.
Fox should put her in better
stories.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. D. General patronage.

—

—

Queen

of Sheba, with a special cast.
High-class picture, but not worth the

money Fox charges. Somebody ought to
write a scenario with the small town exhibitor as the downtrodden hero and Fox
as the villain.
E. Y. Po&re, Bon Ton
theatre, Froid, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.
This was a fair picture, but not up to the
Mix standard. Mix goes better in Westerns.
W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre,
Newman Grove, Neb. Small town patronage.
Any Wife, with Pearl White. Fair.
When you hear of Pearl White you think
of a serial. This is in their minds. Better class stay away.
Harry Van Noy,
Starland theatre, Anderson, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
This is a very good picture and will
please the Farnum fans. Don't be afraid
of it.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. D. General patronage.
The Strength of the Pines, with William Russell. Pleased 100 per cent.
A
good picture. Played to a good crowd.
Herbert
Engelbrecht,
Mass theatre,
Snyder, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Little Miss Hawkshaw, with Eileen
Percy. Poor picture. Star not liked and
nothing at all to recommend this picture.
L. B. Anderson, Lyric theatre, Bainbridge, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
Trailin', with Tom Mix.
A lot of comedy and some good stunts in this.
A
peculiar story, but not so absurdly unreasonable as some of his. A free pavement dance here stole my crowd away.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.- General patronage.
Bucking the Line, with Maurice Flynn.
Did not please. Lay off of it. Fox
not getting me the money any more.
Pictures like this should be junked. G.
W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth,
N. D. -General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ronage.

The Devil Within, with Dustin FarA fair production. Farnum not as

num.

—

in the davs
pictures do not have the

popular as

His
gone by.
drawing power.
subject.
H. E.
Kearney, Neb.

Business poor on this
Swan, Empress theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Whatever She Wants,

—

with Eileen
Percy. Pleased only fair crowd.
Star
not liked here.
Louis Guessaz, Palm
theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.
Local patron-

—

—

—

age.

—

Thunderclap,

with a special cast.
action. You cannot go wrong
with this picture.
Suspense in the river
scenes pulls them off their seats. E. Y.
Poore, Bon Ton theatre, Froid, Mont.

Wonderful

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
Fairly good entertainment, with West-

—

ern atmosphere. Feature the kid strong.
He hogs the show and saves it from
being "just a picture."
Best kid work
in
a long time.
He made a hit here.
Don't advance prices. J. C. Jenkins.
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.

—

A

Connecticut Yankee, with a special
cast.
A splendid picture but failed to
draw for me. My patrons didn't seem to
care for it.
We lost money on a three

—

CARMEL MYERS

and Charles Clary
dramatic scene from "Blind Justice," Edward Sloman's first ir.dependent production, just completed at the
Fine Arts studio, Los Angeles.
in a

—

—
—
September
ones.

— Harry

Anderson,

Van Noy,

Ind.
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Starland theatre,
patron-

a Finish, with Charles Jones.

Drew

picture.
faction.

—W.

And
Welcome to

satis-

—

ronage.

A

Trie Circle

Stage Romance, with William Far-

— Not liked by

the younger set. Too
Film very dark all way through.
Had a few compliments, but by elders.
Why exchanges will slip bad prints on
us little fellows is hard to understand.
You never see bad or dark prints in
But it is
the big houses in the cities.

num.

ancient.

—

eventually their loss as well as ours. L.
A. Guessaz, Palm theitre, St. Cloud. Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

|

m

m
jj

1
=
j|

as usual filled the house.
one of the very best drawing
our list. L. B. Anderson. Lyric

j|

but

Tom

is

—

cards on

N. Y.

theatre. Bainbridge,
patronage.

A

— Small

town

Connecticut Yankee, with a special
Good picture, but did not draw
cast.
Heal & Davison.
like it should have.
NeighSterling theatre. Superior. Neb.
borhood patronage.
What Love Will Do, with Johnnie
Walker and Edna Murphy. Did not hold
interest.
Would pass this up as there
are enough good shows on the market
without booking pictures that are poor
and that hurt business. G. W. Johnson.
Mystic theatre, Marmarth. N. D. Gen-

—

—

—

—

patronage.

—

Sky High, with Tom Mix. Beautiful
Grand Canyon scenes, together with some
excellent trick photography, puts this
over in excellent style. Mix always good,
and this one is no exception. J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre. Neligh. Neb.

—

Over the

Hill,

this for four

with special

days at 55 cents

Packed them

Ran

last

comments.

— W.

L.

Douglas, Strand theatre. Newman Grove.
Neb. Small town patronage.
Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.
You can lead a small town horse to water,
but danged if you can make him drink.
V. G. Bollman, Castalia theatre. Castalia, la.
Small town patronage.
Thunderclap, with a special cast. Race
horse stuff.
If they like this kind you
might get by.
Did not draw here.
Heal & Davison, Sterling theatre. Superior, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Trailin', with Tom Mix.
Fine picture.
Mix always gets out these hot nights. J.
Felder. Clinch theatre. Frost Proof.
J.
Fla.
Transient and neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

To

a Finish, with Charles Jones. The
don't seem to take to the fact
that they are now calling him Charlie.
They want Buck. Good play, well acted.
F. J. O'Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.
public

—

Connecticut Yankee, with a special

— Good

cast.
scale.

the

comedy produced on

Raised

business.

my

large

prices, but failed to get

Picture

vanced admission.
atre.

—A.

better.

Jackie, with Shirley

patronage.

Straight
From the Shoulder, with
Charles Jones. This one is a little old,
but we thought it about the best Jones
we ever run. It certainly does a fellow
good to see his crowd get real enthused
over a picture, and this one does the business.
The scene in the church when
"Buck" makes the roughnecks attend
service, is great.
V. G. Bollman, Cas-

—

—

theatre,

talia

Castalia.

Ia.

—Small

town

Elgin,

theatre.

Neb.

—Gen-

eral patronage.

When Romance

picture.

Play well
Patrons pleased.

to finish.

and a picture that should please 90 per

Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.
Rogers'
most
unsatisfactory
picture.
Failed
to
please. Giacoma
Brothers,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone. Ariz. General patronage.

Come On

—

don't consider this one a real
although it's a good picture.
Pleased my patrons at popular prices.
C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre. Millen,
Ga. General patronage.
cast.
I
special,

—

Scratch My Back, a Rupert Hughes
production. Good. Pleased 90 per cent.
—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek.
X. Y. Small town patronage.

—

—

A

fair

program

extra.
kicks.

picture

—

—

Over, with special cast. This
picture is a very good box office attraction.
Pleases any patronage and I play
to Polish.
This company is sure putting
out prints in poor condition. R. H.
Stubbs, Home theatre, Detroit. Mich.
Yellow Men and Gold, with a special

—

Gets Longer
Every Week

—

Gold, with a special cast.

I

on

and

fj

book a big feature.
wish there were more reports

jj

Independent

g

MRS.

J.

I

service

pictures,

W. MOORE,
Lyric theatre,
St.

—Yery

Charles,

Mo.

interest all the way
W. L. Douglas. Strand theatre.
Grove, Neb. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

A

Voice

in

the

Dark, with a special

— A corking good story that holds
— Giacoma Brothers. Crystal theTombstone, Ariz.— General patronage.
Officer 666, with Tom Moore. — Good
cast.
interest.

atre.

program

picture.
I find the old pictures
better than the new ones.
I suppose the star was working for a salary
when he made this one. Better put them
all back on salary.
C. H. Simpson. Princess theatre. Millen. Ga. General patronage.

much

—

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers. Not
up to Rogers' standard. Failed to give
satisfaction as he usually does.
Fewer
and better pictures is right. Will L.
Beebe. Candor theatre, Candor, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
The Poverty of Riches, with a special
cast.
This is as good a film as I have
shown in many moons. My patrons were
free with their approval.
Goldwyn as a
rule has a very fine bunch of program
pictures and all stand up in my town.
Elbert I. Conroe, Conroe's Playhouse.
Conroe. Tex.
The Penalty, with Lon Chaney. Very
good picture. Acting wonderful. Many
good comments. W. L. Douglas. Strand
theatre.
Newman Grove, Neb. Small

—

|

Be sure to send me one of the H
M second numbers of the BOX OF- ^
1 FICE RECORD.
s
When I open each new edition
M of the HERALD I look for the m
"What
The Picture Did For Me" j
1
depend greatly on
first

all

—

j

reports before

go

Neither will it cause very many
compliments. Elbert I. Ccnroe, Conroe's
Playhouse. Conroe, Tex.

—

The Column

pages

will

It

picture.

good picture and held

Come on

j

Tom Moore.
However, nothing
right and cause no

Beating the Game, with

Newman

1

— —

cast.

Superfine in Irish com-

Jack Tiller. Temple theatre,
McCook, Neb. General patronage.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special

through.

1

—

Over, with a special

picture.

fine

Rides, with a special

— This

—

Drew well. A. E.
Rogers. Temple theatre. Dexter. N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

cent of the patrons.

was well liked here.
C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre. High
Springs. Fla. Small town patronage.
cast.

Power, with a special
good heavy drama from start
Good acting by the entire cast

Invisible

—A

Wet

Goldwyn

3

drawing card here.

Good

The
cast.

patronage.

Community

it

—

munities.

O'Hara. Community theatre, Elgin,

Neb.—-General

jj

is

Step, with a special cast.
unless you gc into the specials.
It's a business builder and one
you can't afford to miss. Boost it strong.
It's very pleasing.
T. C. Jenkins. Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.

Can't beat

A

worth an ad-

— Small town
Mason. — Shirley

—

Watch Your

B

Industry, I1L

F. J.

—

The Wall Flower, with a special cast.
A good program picture, but was not as
good as I expected. It is not in a class
with Dangerous Curve Ahead. C. Malphurs. Dreamland theatre. High Springs,
Fla.
Small town patronage.

—

LINDSEY.

Lindsey theatre,

Sass. Star the-

is

J.

Willow Springs, Mo.

patronage.
a good
acted.

Sometimes when I want to find
something I would get all my j
books down and look them through
until I would find what I wanted,
and it was worth it, but this is J

EDWARD

—

A

you want.

—

—

—

it

Gear, Mayflower
General patronage.

ence. Kan.

—

and this book condenses _
is no trouble to find what g

J.

it

—

No

until

it

g much

—

here.

lishing
exhibitors,

J
j

Desert Blossoms, with W illiam Russell.
— Ran — Just
Russell
a good program picture.
winter.
O'Hara.
draws fairly well here.— F.

—

draw

the best offering
film or pubcompany) has given the
is

cast.

three days this
time at 35 cents, to poor business. Very
Howard
unusual, and a good picture.
Haight. Orpheum theatre. Livingston.
Mont. Neighborhood and transient patronage.
The Broadway Peacock, with Pearl
White. Fair picture, but Pearl does not
in.

§j

think this

OF- §

any concern (either

—

—

eral

J

E

I

BOX

to a

to

right.
theatre. Florall

—

|

Enclosed find check for subscrip- g
tion for one year. As I understand B

s it this entitles me
1 FICE RECORD.

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.
Not by any means up to the usual Mix
pictures,

|

melodrama which seemed

Saturday audience

a

Raymond

Rignt.

L. Douglas. Strand theatre,
Grove. Neb. Small town pat-

Newman

— Real

please

—Good

crowd and gave

fair

71

cast.

— Neighborhood

age.

To

——

jj

—

—

—

town patronage.
Going Some, with
I

guess they

?11

—
— Fine.

special cast.
liked it. the way

they
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72
laughed.

— A.

Powers

Betts,

C.

Red Creek, N. Y.

theatre,

—Small town patronage.

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a speDid not make a hit here.
cial cast.

—

Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
stone, Ariz.

— General

theatre,

Tomb-

patronage.

—

Godless Men, with a
heavy and rather unpleasant story of the
special

Not

sea.

as

good as the

cast.

original story.

One woman in it and it does
You
to the women patrons.

—

Ben
well off without it.
ple theatre, Bellaire, O.
age.

The

not appeal
are just as
L. Morris, TemGeneral patron-

—

Power, with

a special
good pleasing picture of a difcast.
ferent kind. This picture is of the heavy
drama style and will not please the chil-

Invisible

—A
—

and called too high class for small towns,
but we packed them in with it and had
A
nothing but praise from patrons.
strictly No. 1 picture.
L. B. Anderson,
Lyric theatre, Bainbridge, N. Y. Small
town patronage.

—

but

many

The Branding

— This
it.

Iron, with a special cast.

Book it and boost
You can make money on this one.
a

is

good one.

D. Pitner, Dixie theatre, Ripley, Miss.
patronage.
The Old Nest, with special cast. Paid
too much money for this and lost money,

J.

— Neighborhood

—

but the picture was liked by those
saw it. Edward Lindsey, Lindsey
atre, Industry, 111.

—

who
the-

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.—
good comedy drama which will please
them all. Rogers' acting is good throughBusiness
fair.
James
Martin,
out.
Family theatre, Attica, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The North Wind's Malice, with a speVery well received by a faircial cast.

—

—
—

—

sized audience.
Book it and please 100
per cent. F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,

—

Eureka, Mont. Small town patronage.
Theodora, with a special cast. This
picture has been panned pretty thoroughly

—

ard

X, with Pauline Frederick.
one that pleased everyone of the
patrons of this house.
Big business/
stone, Ariz.

From

Moore.

theatre,

— General patronage.

Tomb-

— —

Family theatre, Attica, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
100 per cent.
Almost as good as The

Ripley,

Little sad, but

my

is

Fifty

patrons en-

J.

Greene, N.
patronage.
The Truth, with

Y.

—Neighborhood

Imperial,

Neb.— Small

—

The Spenders, with

—

a special cast.

— All

good reports on this one. I second the
motion. Play it.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont— Small town pat-

Iron, with a special cast.
Lots of life
but loose as to moral.
It pleased the
serial fans and offends the class who yell
good one for small
for clean pictures.
towns to let alone. Will L. Beebe, Candor theatre, Candor, N. Y. Small town

ronage.

good entertainment.

The Journey's End,

with Mabel Ballin.
people in Beckley liked this picture very much.
Second day very good.
W. A. Burke, Lyric theatre, Beckley,
W. Va. Neighborhood patronage.
Down Home, with a special cast.
regular old-fashioned country melodrama.
Such plays as this can be depended upon
to create interest every few months. This
one is very good of its class.— Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—
General
patronage.

—My

A

—

—

patronage.
special

theatre,

—

The Branding

The Old Nest, with

cast.

baugh, Community theatre, Lewistown,
O. Neighborhood patronage.

patronage.

—

special

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
special cast.— As fine a Western picture as you can book.
Clean, yet plenty
of thrills and action.
B. A. Aughin-

Good program picture. This is the best
of this star's so far.
A. C. Betts, Power
theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
Small town

— Very

with

town patronage.

Madge Kennedy.

—

Candles,

perial

B. Gillette. Milfred

theatre,

—
Royal Mounted, with
— Beautiful scenery the out-

of the

Good, but not a Saturday night picture
for a small town— H. D. Landon, Im-

— D. Pitner, Dixie theatre,
Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
enough— R.

Livingpatronage.

Neighborhood patronage.

Snowblind, with Russell Simpson.
This picture is a little old, but sold out
second time in one night and pleased all.

That

— How-

theatre,

a special cast.
standing feature of this picture.
Some
of the acting is
reminiscent of the
"movies" of early days, but the picture
will please excitement loving and not too
critical audiences.
Extra good business.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—

—A

it.

Orpheum

— Neighborhood

Cameron

the

Old Nest.

Mont.

French Heels, with Irene Castle.— An
average picture. It will not weary from
depth nor keep you awake with action.
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community theatre,
Lewistown, O. Neighborhood patronage.

is

Giacoma Brothers, Crystal

did not appeal to patrons.

Haight,

ston,

—

joyed

—

Name

of

age.

—

—

Free Air, with special cast. Good picDrew poor house on a good night.

Madame

Here

—

ture.

Business
them couldn't understand it.
fair.
James Martin, Family theatre, AtNeighborhood patronage.
tica, N. Y.

—

— Good

Neighborhood patronage.

—

class,

cast.

picture.
Something different.
Pleased.
L.
M.
Hagedom,
Metropolitan theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Theodora, with a special cast. A wonI liked it very much and
derful picture.
better

program

little

ronage.

Ground Up, with Tom
good Tom Moore picture. It
pleased the majority.
Poor attendance,
but not fault of picture. James Martin.

—

Hodkinson
Free Air, with a special

—
—

the

—

—

a special cast.
This is the best feature of its kind 1
had this year. I'm repeating, and I expect to pack them in.
Ed J. Fuchs, Opera
House, Marion, Wis. Neighborhood pat-

did

1922

16,

at any time.
If you
have not played it, play it. R. B. Gillette,
Tyler theatre, Whitney's Point,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Elbert I. Conroe, Conroe's Playdren.
house, Conroe, Tex.
All's Fair in Love, with a special cast.
A fair program picture; nothing to rave
about. My opinion is very good picture,
but it did not please my audience. Business fair. James Martin, Family theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Attica, N. Y.
Snowblind, with a special cast. This
is one that will take with any audience.
Good acting and good photography. Did
not make any money on it, but no fault of
the picture. J. W. Andresen, Rialto theNeighborhood patronatre, Cozad, Neb.

— —

good one and good

The Old Nest, with

so

September

—

—

cast.

Played this picture in small town of 600
population and did very good. This is a

•

The Face

of the

World, with

special
to like this one.
I
I asked said it
was good. No poor reports, so it must
have been good. I have some critics.—
Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Out., Can.— Neighborhood pat-

—

Cast.
They
did not see

seemed

it,

but those

ronage.

Desert Gold, with a special

cast.

— Pic-

good and is first Zane Grey I
have played which followed the book.
Film, however, very dark in parts, which
spoiled the picture somewhat— George C.
Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
ture

is

—

The U.

P. Trail, with a special cast.—
like a thrilling melodrama of early Western days they will
find their hearts' desire in this feature.
Will stand heavy advertising where Western features are liked.—
Foster, Star
theatre, Stanley, Wis.
General patronage.
If

your patrons

Tom

—

Metro

—

}OHN BARRYMORE
tion of the

in a typical scene from "Sherlock Holmes," his screen adaptaGillett stage play, which Goldwyn will distribute.

William

Fascination, with Mae Murray. Another triumph for this adorable star, who
has us all going down here. It is one of
those pictures "without an alibi" and fits
Mae Murray to a "T." Was rained out

——
A
September

would have done a wonFilm not very good.
M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre,

both days, or I
derful business.

Mrs. W.
Greensboro,

Turn

Ga.

— General

to the Right,

w ith

patronage.

a special cast.

Brother Exhibitors, it you have not used
this production, secure it at once, and
don't be afraid to advertise it to the skies.
It is to be regretted that such films canMy
not be previewed by an exhibitor.
patrons are still talking about this picI regret that I did not advertise
ture.
this picture more, as it pleased my paThere was not one
trons 100 per cent.
Edwin Lake, Lake
dissatisfied patron.
General patronage.
theatre, Baker, Mont.

—
—

— Good picture.
— Heal & Davi-

Hate, with Alice Lake.
Many favorable remarks.
Sterling

son,

Superior,

theatre,

Neb.

Neighborhood patronage.
Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.—
Here is one that went over big for two
days at advance prices and pleased them
Did not hear any complaints at all
all.
so it must be a 100 per cent production

when my patrons don't kick. Some busiGood advertising lobby. Sixes.
ness.
A. Kitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville,

Grand

—W.

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The Conquering Power, with
cast.

—A

a special
picture that held the interest to

the "hooked-on" END. Just a few more
feet of film and the spectators would have
sung the praises of the exhibitor who
presented such a wonderful picture, but
they came out shivering as if they had
been plunged into a pool of ice water.
Within the past few weeks I have used
Turned to the Right, Camille, Fascination

and The Conquering Power, and not one

was

good condition. It may be
they who sent them out think film full
of patches, which make misframes, and
chopped-off ends are good enough for the
small towns, but they are not good
enough for my patrons. Mrs. W. M.
film

in

—

Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greensboro,
Ga.
Small town patronage.
Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.
This is another good picture and is en-

—

titled

to lots of publicity, but

I did not
but no fault of the
picture.
This is a picture that needs
special orchestra music to help with the
dance scenes. Edwin Lake. Lake theatre, Baker, Mont.
Goneral patronage.
Hate, with Alice Lake. Fairly good
picture, but Alice doesn't make a very good
pony, and we can't see her at all from
now on. The story is good but star and
photography poor. E. Gailey, Crystal
theatre, Wayne, Neb.
General patronage.
Camille,
with
Nazimova. Beautiful
picture,
sad
ending and all. Piper's

make any money on

—

it,

—

—
—

—

—
—

Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.
The Hole in the Wall, with

Alice
Lake.
This in my opinion is a fine
picture.
Will greatly interest those interested in spiritualism.
Could not hear
a sound through the whole show. Many
good
comments.— Ralph
R.
Gribble,

—

special cast.

—

End" was hooked

on, the real
missing.
A small town patron
see a "fade-out" as well as the
tron does, and is entitled to it.

end was
likes to
city pa-

— Mrs.

M. Kimbro, Greenland
boro, Ga.

— General

theatre,

W.

Greens-

patronage.

|

Impossible,

But Happily
Unnecessary
H
jj

I

have just sent

my

in

g OFFICE RECORD.

jj
Ej

g
U
g

g

BOX

want

to say to you of the
that it is almost impossible to run a theatre without
this magazine, in a town away
from the exchanges at least. The
reports give one
confidence to
boost or not to boost a certain picture, when and how to buy.
I

1

jj
r:

jj

g
B
3

HERALD

1
3
-

other and do not judge from box
office only.
I might mention Chas.
H. Ryan of Chicago, Mr. Jenkins
of Neligh, Neb., H. J. Longaker,
Bert Norton, Fred S. Meyer, as

having good judgment on pictures,
If I stay in

the

business

I

take

it

1

s
jj

g
jj

S

H

:

1

jj

g
g

g

I

special cast.

great picture, high priced, but

make money

it

will

you if your patrons are
of the higher type and can understand "t.
A great moral lesson. Play it if you can.
for

— L.

L. Connor, Victory theatre, Cambridge, X. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Silver Lining, with
Tlu- print was so dark it
seen.
This spoiled the
could not get the run of

a special cast.

could hardly be
picture, as one
the story at all.
comments in the Her.u.u

— Neighborhood

Falls,

patronage.

Paramount
You

Believe
-Ucignan.
Very,

It, It's So, with Thomas
very fine.
Urge your
patrons to come in time to see it from
the
start.
Don't overlook the tie-up possibilities, especially
with your Chamber ot
Commerce, or any civic endeavor. Boost

—

U strong.— Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.

— Family

patronage.

The Young Diana, with Marion Davies.
—The popularity of the star, combined
with cooler weather, resulted in a good
week's business. Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan.— Very pleasing entertainment.
Extreme heat prevented any worthwhile
business. While there isn't much to story

—

or plot, this offering is a splendid one and
a decided credit to the Paramount pro-

gram.

Should find room at any theatre.
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamil-

— Fred
O.

— General

patronage.

—

of Pharaoh, with a special
Business of a most satisfactory na-

la.

S
g

was done throughout the week. Hot
failed to decrease the number of
patrons. The picture is gorgeous in setweather

spectacular thrills, and through all
magnificence is an appealing love
story with a genuine new beauty as heroine.
Exploitation: billboards, windowcards, unusual newspaper advertising and
a very attractive lobby dressed up in
strictly Egyptian style.
William Noble.
Capitol theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
The Young Diana, with Marion Davies.
Lavish? Yes.
Cost money? Plenty.
Punch? Very little more than is usual
with Davies. Small towns will do well to
ting,

the

Lover,

Fourteenth

with

Viola

—

ing to see this at 40 cents.

was our experience,

as
four days, second run.

—

At

least that
did well for
Sterling theatre.

we

—

Family patronage.
Fourteenth Lover, with Viola
This little star is hard to beat

Greeley, Colo.

when shown

Much

in pictures like this.
Book
previous efforts.

better than
G. W. Johnson.

N.

—A

cast.

—

marth,

Me.

The Four Horsemen, with

ture

comedy picture. Pleased
Viola Dana goes good here. H. G.
all.
Schmidt. Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
The Four Horsemen, with special cast.
A word to those who have only shown
There are many waitthis at $1.50 top.

—

—

Searsport,

The Loves

anyway.

— Good

Dana.

—

will

Pocahontas,

—

Fourteenth

Lover, with Viola
Dana. Everybody likes Dana, and after
you see this one she has more than fourteen lovers. Metro is O. K. all the time.
Manager Gray, Union Hall theatre,

ton,

business

liiiHin^^

The

The

If

will take

Rialto theatre,

The

—

|

HARRY PACE,

Dana.

Alias Ladyfingers, with Bert Lytell.—
good program picture. Has a climax
that leaves them with a good taste in the
mouth. E. V. Poore, Bon Ton theatre,
Froid, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.

A

N. Y.

HERALD.

If I don't stay in

the-

in relation to dark print.—
George
C. Starkey. Opera House. Montour

We soon learn to follow a cer- m
H
g tain number of exhibitors that we jg
g know are honest one way or the g
Z:

Auditorium

change

check for

Send me the

subscription..

—

worse. J. C. Jenkins,
Neligh, Neb.

Have read many
favorable to this picture and the prints
other exhibitors received must have been
different from the one I received
or else
I do not see how
they could possiblv
nave praised the picture.
If you have
this bought be sure and write
your ex-

pniiHMiH

|

Peacock Alley, with Mac Murray.
Book this one and boost it. It's a big
production and will please nearly all.
Rental price a little high, which is only
fault, as picture pleases and admission
price held them back.
G. W. Johnson,
Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D. Gen-

—

73

atre,

A. Burke, Lyric theatre, Beckley,
W. Va. Neighborhood patronage.
Camille, with Nazimova. This offering
seemed to please about half and half, the
principal objection being that Nazimova
"had her picture taken too often." I do
not think we should criticize such a wonderful actress and tell her what she should
not do, because she knows her business
a great deal better than we do, but somehow the patrons will say what they think.
The film was very poor and while "The

Krause,

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray;
Conquering Power and Turn to the Right,
Rex Ingram productions. Buy the block.
Not a dead one in the lot. Best group
buy of the season. Piper's Opera House,
Virginia City, Nev.

Can.

picture and
it's one of the best pictures of the year.
Everybody that saw the picture raved
about it. Second day better than the first.

—

Drew good.— Paul
Pastime theatre, Detroit. Mich.

New Hamburg, Ont,
this

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.
dandy program picture and one that will
please.

theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Turn to the Right, with a
— Rex Ingram directed

Ky.

eral

——
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1922

16,

—

D.

Mystic

— General

theatre.

it.

—

Mar-

patronage.

Alias Ladyfingers, with Bert Lytell.
They won't rotten egg you nor hand you
any bouquets on this one. If you have
booked, play it, but don't holler too
it
loud or you might wake up the baby.
Bert has played in better ones, also in

—

—

steer clear of

it

unless you

made money

on Enchantment and Beauty's Worth.
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
Family

—

patronage.

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack

—

Not exactly what our patrons
wanted or expected, but a good picture.
Holt is a real actor and worthy of being
starred in productions worth while.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
Holt.

—

— General

O.

The

patronage.

Woman Who Walked

—

Alone, with

Dorothy Dalton. Good picture. Many
Advertising: newspaper,
fine comments.
Harry Van Nov, Riviera
billboards.

—
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16,

—

Complete in every detail. Clark
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.

pleases.

&

1922

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Boomerang

Bill, with
Lionel Barryvery appealing picture.
The
work of the entire cast is good; that of
the star exceptionally so. Story and continuity so good that it seems as though
many of the long subtitles are unnecessary.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.

more.

—A

—

—

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres. This holds the record here

—

for attendance,

gate receipts and profit.
started advertising about eight weeks
before I ran it with a few six and three
sheets around town and had the whole
community on their toes waiting for it.
Stood them out for two nights. It will
1

make good anything you claim for action,
acting and settings.
Roy W. Adams,

—

—

Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. General
patronage.
Deception, with special cast— This is
too old in styles and action.
It's a foreign picture, so lay off.
They never
please here.
H. G. Schmidt, Palace thea-

—

Long

tre,

LEAH BAIRD

and Teddy, the famous Sennett dog, in a typical scene from "When
Husbands Deceive," written by Miss Baird and being distributed by Associated

Exhibitors.

Walter Long takes the cake, but that
makes it no less a very amusing vehicle.
Not much to it, after all is said and done,
but where Reid is liked this one will
please them immensely.
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
Family patronage.

—

—

Back Pay,

a Cosmopolitan production.
pleasing picture, well produced, but
business no good. Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan. General
patronage.

—A

—

—

Saturday Night, A Cecil B. DeMille
production. A splendid picture with a
very pleasing moral.
Not up to DeMille's other productions, but it will satisfy.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Man Unconquerable, with Jack

— For

South Sea island rough and
ready stuff this is a winner.
Best Jack
Holt by far, though we are just as confident of While Satan Sleeps. Many more
like The Man Unconquerable with Holt
and he'll be a winner. Sterling theatre,
Greeley, Colo.
Family patronage.
North of the Rio Grande, with Jack
Program attracted very good
Holt.
crowds, with hot weather apparently
keeping few away.
William Noble,
Holt.

—

—

—

—

Oklahoma City, Okla.
the Lady Letty, with Dorothy

Kialto theatre,

Moran

of

—A

very ordinary picture with
Valentino the real star.
Just fair busiDalton.

Many better pictures half the price.
B. Anderson, Lyric theatre, Bainbridge, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

ness.

— L.

—

The

Ordeal,

with

Agnes Ayres.

on

this

—

Queen

Baradel.

Lake

theatre,

Village,

Ark.

Back Pay,

Cosmopolitan production.
picture and one that will

a

— Good program
Drew

please.

— W. Barylski,
Clayton. — Here's a

very good.

Wealth, with Ethel

dandy program

Heard

picture.

many

good

a

favorable comments on this one.
Business only fair. A. Mitchell, Dixie

—

Ky.

theatre, Russellville,

The

Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson. Cannot class this as a special;
but a good and interesting story, well pro-

—

—

duced.
Business average.
Raymond
Gear, Florence, Kan. General patronage.
Is Matrimony a Failure? with a special
cast.
A very splendid comedydrama.
Light entertainment and suitable for any audience. Well directed and
well photographed.
Clark and Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O. Neighborhood patronage.
Three Live Ghosts, with special cast.
Fine story and cast in a well directed picture that pleases all.
L. M. Zug. Rialto
theatre, Jerome, Idaho.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Three Live Ghosts, with

Some

exhibitors

failed

to

find

rave

special cast.

over

this,

but

what the raving was

I

all

about. The title killed the picture for me
and, as a result, didn't make film rental.
Didn't appeal to those who did see it.
E. A. Baradel, Queen theatre, Lake Village,

Ark.

— Small

town patronage.

Travelin' On, with William S. HartHart is losing out.
His pictures don't
seem to have the stuff they used to have.
J. A. Holmes, Arcade theatre, Holtville,
Calif.
Neighborhood patronage.

Ethel Clayton.
interprets

the

patronage.

young matron part in
ner. While the story

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Swanson. Extremely poor business, although I paid special price for this.

improbable, it pleases as a program offering.
E. A. Baradel, Queen theatre. Lake
Village, Ark.

—

Would

not class it as big. Gloria's
help to put it over with the ladies.

gowns

— E.

A.

—
—

The Great Moment, with

Premier theatre, Detroit, Mich.

— Go —
—
Her Own Money, with
— Miss Clayton as usual

one.
Strictly a program
picture and the market is full of others
they would rather see that leave a belter
taste for more in your patrons' mouths.
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
Family

easy

— Neighborhood

—

theatre, Anderson, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Dictator, with Wallace Reid. —

—

Neb.

Pine,

patronage.
Love's Boomerang, with special cast.
Very ordinary.
Evidently another of
Paramount's foreign-made products.
I
have the first of these yet to run and
please my patrons.— E. A. Baradel, Queen
theatre, Lake Village, Ark.
Bought and Paid For, with Jack Holt.
Strong drama, good in every respect.
Though Holt, Ayres and Hiers are all
popular with my patrons, this picture did
poor business, so evidently the class of
story is to blame.
E. L. Franck, Oasis
theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.

a satisfactory
is

man-

unreasonable and

—

White Oak, with William
First-class

Hart

picture.

—

Hart
Draws and
S.

son.

— Very good.

Milton

Gloria Swandoes some

Sills

very splendid work in this picture. To
our way of thinking Milton Sills is one
of the very strongest men in pictures
today.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre,
Ashland, O. Neighborhood patronage.
The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres. So far
as we are concerned, Agnes Ayres is a
dead one. My patrons cannot see her and
I am beginning to agree with them.
She

—

—

—

right as support, but as a star, she
is not there.
E. A. Baradel, Ace
theatre, Lake Providence, Ark.
is

all

—

simply

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
its kind, but it isn't the
Too bad it isn't.— K. J.
popular kind.
Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.
Small town patronage.
The Call of Youth, with a special cast.
Just fair. C. A. Kelley, Rex theatre,
Custer City, Okla. Small town patron-

— A good show of
—
—

—

—

age.

The Kentuckians, with Monte Blue.
Very interesting with beautiful exteriors
and good southern atmosphere. All comments favorable. Crosby Brothers, Lily
Neighborhood
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

—

patronage.

Paying the Piper, with a special cast.
Pleased big business. Held interest from
Giacoma Brothers, Crysstart to finish.
General
tal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
patronage.
At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson. A darn good high-class picture, story, direction and superb photogHere is one you don't nave to
raphy.
sneak out on just before the show is over.
E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
General patronage.
White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Went over good. Meighan
Meighan.
well liked here and pictures like this make
Crosby Brothers,
friends for us both.
Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Just Around the Corner, a Cosmo-

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—A—

—
September
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—

An excellent picture,
politan production.
which brought no business. K. J. Uglow,
Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis. Small

—

—

town patronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan. This one a real winner for me,
one of the very best pictures I have ever
had the pleasure of exhibiting. Worthy
to be shown in any house and can recommend to the small town. O. J. Bryant,
Thorsley theatre, Cedar City, Utah.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

King-Queen-Joker, with Sydney ChapBut supAbsolutely the "bunk."
pose you will have to play it if you use
Paramount. J. A. Holmes, Arcade thealin.

—

tre,

—
Holtville,

Calif.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Meighan. —

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas
the whole, a very good

On

picture,

though the fights and the storm are not
Hot
as convincing as they should be.
weather rather than the picture to blame
E. L. Franck, Oasis
for poor business.

—
theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sham, with Ethel Clayton. —Just a
program offering. Will get by, but that
—Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley,
Wis. — General patronage.
— Not
Fighting Chance, special
fair

is all.

cast.

of a picture. They called this one
a special and my patrons were much disappointed. In my opinion, it was a very
It pleased 50 per cent.
good picture.

much

— James Martin, Family
theatre, Attica, N. Y. — Neighborhood patBusiness

fair.

Dorothy
Gish. A good picture with splendid comedv sensations and will please any class.

—

—W.

in the Garret, with

H. Faull, Perrien theatre, Detroit,

D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Small town patronage.

—

Buried Treasure, with Marion Davies.
made for a big production, has several wonderful scenes, but
gave only fair satisfaction. Tom Foster,
Star theatre, Stanley, Wis. General pat-

— Undoubtedly

—
—

ronage.

Lady Rose's Daughter, with Elsie FerNothing much to this.
Lost

guson.

—

money.

Scratch it off your booking list.
C. L. Lickinson, Star theatre, Newcastle, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Something

to Think About, a Cecil B.
Mille production. A splendid picture
and one I would advise any exhibitor to
buy.
George C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

De

—

—

—

Deep Waters, with a special cast. The
marriage of an old man to a young girl
is not a very attractive theme.
My patrons cared very little for the story. Also
we are getting fed up on under-water pictures. Business light.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small

—

The Education of Elizabeth, with Billie
Burke. Fairly good program picture.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Small town patronage.
.

—

—

Proxies,

with

—A

fair
special cast.
a very poor box-

a

melodrama, but proved

— Tom
—

attraction with us.
Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
office

Foster,
General pat-

The
is

Jucklins, with
a very good picture

— Neis

everyone.
tre,
Lodi,

Wis.

Monte Blue—This

and pleased nearly
Dahl, Shadows theaNeighborhood patron-

&

—

Deep Waters,

Tourneur production.
This is good. Scenery fine.
Star good.
Something to plot. Played

—

a Maurice

—

even on- this. C. L. Lickinson, Star theaNewcastle, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Whistle, with William
good business with

S.

The

Woman God

—

Changed,

a

Cosmo-

production.
Splendid picture to
splendid business.
If you book it go
after it strong.
I was really surprised at
the business it drew. A. N. Miles, Emipolitan

—

nence

theatre,

Eminence,

Ky.

— Small
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and

satisfy.

An Amateur

Tom Meighan.
very good comedy-drama. One that
can be depended upon to hold the interest

Hart.

this picture

on

Devil, with Bryant

Wash-

—Very good picture. No kicks.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala,
Ala. — Small town patronage.
An Old-Fashioned Boy, with Charles
Ray. — Fair picture, but Charles Ray does
not draw well here. Paramount asks too
much money for these old releases. — E.
burn.

Opera House, Hortonville, Wis.
^Neighborhood patronage.
The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean. An aimless, wandering sort

L. Graef,

—

compare with 23}/£
Hours Leave. Business very good, but
was
ashamed
1
of the picture. A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky,

of a story that can't

—

— Small-town

patronage.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, with special cast.
A good picture, but no drawing power.
Lost money on it. Neis &
Dahl, Shadows theatre, Lodi, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Sacred and Profane Love, with Elsie

—

—

—

—

I booked this in a hurry to
take the place of another picture.
Selected it on account of the star.
If I had
read the story I would not have bought
it,
for it is not a picture for the small

Ferguson.

We

town.
got by with it to very fair
business, but you read the story and judge
for yourself if it is the type of picture
you want the young people of your town
to see. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

—

—

Eminence, Ky. Small-town patronage.
Ladies Must Live, with Betty Compson.
An excellent picture which did not
draw.
K. J. Uglow, Strand theatre,
Whitewater, Wis. Small town patron-

—

—

—

age.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille
Exceptional picture. Beau-

production.
tiful
tail,

—

settings, well-chosen cast,

and characteristic DeMille

good dedirection.

picture is too long for a small town
house, but can not well be shortened.
Business not what the picture justified.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.

The

—

—

town patronage.

A

— Tom Foster, Star theatre,
— General patronage.

Stanley, Wis.

Pathe

Civilian Clothes, with

ronage.
did

—

town patronage.

tre,

Mich.

I

— Neighborhood
Beau Revel, with Florence Vidor. —
good program picture, but too much
dressed up for my Saturday crowd. — W.
Newcastle, Neb.
patronage.
theatre,

age.

ronage.

The Ghost

—

Nanook
cast.

—

of the North, with a
Interesting and unusual.

special

Excel-

account of Hart, but the horse was not
R. B.
there. The acting was very good.
Gillette, Tyler theatre. Whitney's Point,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Minister, with Betty Compson.— Beautiful picture. Especially .good
for theatres catering to high-class patron-

—

—

Miss Compson is one of the best
age.
and does exceptional work in this. A. J.

—

Sass, Star theatre,

Willow Springs, Mo.

Small town patronage.
The Faith Healer, with a special cast.
Fails to convince and for that reason
drags and with us gave very poor satisfaction.
Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
General patronage.
The Testing Block, with William S.
Pleased all Hart
Hart. Good picture.
fans.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala. Ala.
Small town patronage.

—

—
—
—
—
—

a Cecil B. De Mille
production. An extra fine picture. Many
P. J. Burford,
favorable comments.
NeighPrincess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.
borhood patronage.

Forbidden Fruit,

—

The

—

—
— Only

Jucklins, with a special cast.

Action is slow and theme
not a picture you would
A. N.
your friends not to miss.

fair business.

worn
tell

out.

It

is

—

Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.

Miles,

—
The City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton.
— This just
you can say
that
you
for
Would soon lose patronage
ran many like
— C. L. Lickinson, Star
is

fair,

is all

if

it.

it.

Something unique

Village scene from the forthcoming Hal
Roach-Pollard comedy, "365 Days."

in sets in this Spotless
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TWO SCENES

United Artists will distribute

—

—

town patronage.

Nanook

of the North, witli a special
cast.
Not a drawing card.
hile very
interesting to some, others will walk out
on it. Bear in mind it is educational, of
a very high order, and do not dare to advertise that or they will all stay away.
Pictures the life of the Eskimo in the

—

theatre,

W

— A.

Twin

R. Anderson, Orpheum
Idaho. Neighbor-

—

Falls,

hood patronage.
The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewin production. A wonderfully good Western
picture with a new appeal mother devotion in this class"of story. It brought
good business and pleased much. Ben L.
Morris, Elk Grand theatre, Bellaire, O.

—
—

—

—

General patronage.

The Ruse of the Rattler, with J. P.
McGowan. A good clean western. Not
much shooting. It will please 100 per
cent.
Ed J. Fuchs, Opera House, Ma-

—

—

Wis.

Anne
cast.

— Neighborhood

of

very good picture. A
it contains a good
punch
and comedy and that is what they come
for.
B.
R.
Gillette,
Milford
theatre,
Greene, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

patronage.

Smokey, with special
program picture that

—

pleased about 60 per cent. A. A. Neese,
Beatrice theatre, Haw River, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.

South of Suva, with Mary Miles MinGood.
Something out of the ordinary.
A good matinee put them in
for the night.
People pleased. W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
Bobbed Hair, with Wanda Hawley.
A comedy drama that about holds an
average with the productions in which
Miss Hawley has appeared. Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
General

—

—

—

—

patronage.

South of Suva, with Mary Miles Minter.
South Sea Island without a fist
fight, our idea of a fizzle.
If you have
a discriminating
audience keep away
from it.
This is only for those who
want to give benefit of the doubt to our
judgment.
Sterling
theatre,
Greeley,
Colo.
Family patronage.
A Game Chicken, with Bebe Daniels.
A comedy drama in which Miss Dan-

—

—

—

appears at her best.
pended upon to satisfy.

iels

A Woman
fair.

—

of the East, with Alice Brady.

—

Why

Can be de-

one.

— About

—

—A

—

A

picture that is good as anybody wants
to see and better than they expect.
It
satisfies and makes new friends for you.

Conroe's Playhouse,

Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
A good comedy picture that gave good

—

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.
Very good picture. Far above the ordinary program picture. W. A. Burke,

—

Lyric theatre, Beckley,

W.

borhood patronage.
Reported Missing, with

— Tom

Forman should be

Va.

— Neigh-

Owen

Moore.

as the
the whole show,
and some show, too, believe me. If your
town likes to laugh, yell and whoop, then
get this one. It's all good and the last
two reels are a knockout. Nail the seats
down tight. P. G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's
Summit, Mo. Neighborhood
star in this one.

—

—

—

Oasis theatre, Ajo,
patronage.

hood patronage.

—

Mich.
Evidence, with Elaine Hammerstein.

comedy-

Pleased every-

first-class northwestneed more along this
house.
Edw. Werner,
Windsor theatre, Canton, O. Neighbor-

with a

troit,

— Best

long time.

O'Brien.
ern picture.
Capacity

He

billed

is

—

—

I.

a

We

Ste. Geneveive, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
Excellent picture and one that will
please them.
Drew very good in hot
weather. J. C. Sellers, Iris theatre, De-

— Tom Foster, — Elbert Conroe,
— General pat- Con roe, Tex.

Hammerstein.
in

Unusual story told by an excellent

gene

—

—

Announce Your Marriage? with

line.

Under Oath, with Elaine HammerVery good picture with a good
star.
The best story given her in quite
a while.
Martin W. Operle, Armory
theatre,

—

—

borhood patronage.
stein.

theatre,

—

—

the best and truest
story we have ever had. Pleased 100 per
cent.
Playing return date.
Can't say
enough for it. L. M. Hagedom, Metropolitan theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Neighspecial cast.

Criterion

The Referee, with Conway Tearle.
Very good. Plenty of action, to fair Saturday business on hot night. W. M.
Roob, G rand theatre, Port Washington,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Channing of the Northwest, with Eu-

— Tom
—

Sel zmck
No Importance,

L.

Importance, with a
good.
Picture

Noble,

— E. L. Franck,
— Neighborhood

cast.

program

of

No

of

Ariz.

offering well up to the average of the features in which this star
has appeared.
Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
General patronage.

Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
ronage.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with Mary

Elaine

borhood patronage.

A Woman

will

— Business

— William

drama

—

Midnight, with Constance Binney.

— E.

hood patronage.

First Love, with Constance Binney.
lesson taught in this production
goes into your anatomy and Miss Binney, when she finally awakens to the fact
that she was deceived by a masher, finishes with a bang.
C. B. Davis, Norwood theatre, Norwood, Ohio. Neigh-

fair

cast.

—

words of the song. W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

it.

well received by good Friday and Saturday night crowd. P. G. Vaughan, Royal
theatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Neighbor-

with the Chinese chop suey added

to the

You

picture.

—

"The Star-Spangled Banner," espe-

sing

dandy

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Why Announce Your Marriage? with
Elaine Hammerstein. Ran this comedy
drama with Harold Lloyd's three reeler
"Never Weaken."
Made a crackerjack
all fun and nonsense program and was

settings.
Photography
rotten.
Poor story.
Producers ought to be
ashamed to show a Chinese trying to
cially

a

Opera House, Hortonville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

special

Good

—

—

—

per cent. L. M. Zug, Rialto theatre, Jerome, Idaho. Neighborhood patronage.

Dawn

is

Graef,

—

—

certainly

It

only fault is that the
high for small towns.

make no mistake by booking

—

Realart
ter.

satisfaction.
The
film rental is too

The Truthful Liar, with Wanda HawDandy program feature.
Ran it
with a Torchy comedy and pleased 100
ley.

Little

—Average

it.

—A

Miles Minter.
little short but

The

Play goers

rion,

1922

16,

from "Garrison's Finish," an Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation feature starring Jack Pickford.

lent for real hot weather.
Did nice business at regular prices. A. J. Sass, Star
theatre,
Willow Springs, Mo. Small

Far North.

September

—

patronage.
Under Oath, with Elaine Hammerstein.
A very good picture. Everybody well
pleased.
Good business prevailed. William Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

-

—

—

Why

Announce Your Marriage?

Elaine Hammerstein.ture.

The work

of

—A

Arthur Housman ex-

ceptionally good as a society sot.
Crosby Brothers.
well for me.

—

with

very good pic-

Drew
Lily

—
—
September

16,
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—

Neighborhood
Buffalo, X. Y.
patronage.
The Referee, with Conway Tearle.
Fine picture. Although one of the prize
Pleased 100
ring, it pleases the women.
C. M. Hagedom, Metropoliper cent.
NeighborPittsburgh,
Pa.
tan theatre,
hood patronage.
Good Night Paul, with Constance Talreissue, but up to the present
madge.
good comedy-drama that
releases.
E. J. Million, Cozy
pleases all classes.
theatre,

—

—A

—

A

—

Hazelwood, Ind.

theatre,

— Neighborhood

patronage.
of a Maid, with Elaine Hamhave yet to receive our
She not
first bad picture with this star.
only pleases but draws. This one is extremely funny. W. E. Elkin, Temple
Neighborhood
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

Way

The

merstein.

— We

—

—

patronage.

A

Man's Home, with a special cast—
very good special and sure will please.
Ed J. Fuchs, Opera House, Marion,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
with
Eugene
Charlie,
Chivalrous
O'Brien. Very good program picture.
Entertainment value good. H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre. Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Eugene
Charlie,
with
Chivalrous
O'Brien. This speedy O'Brien picture is
Pleased immensely. Piper's
well acted.
Opera House, Virginia City, Nevada.
Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine HamLike all of her pictures, nice
merstein.
Good picture. C.
clean entertainment.
H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.
—General patronage.
Remorseless Love, with Elaine Hampleases.
always
star
merstein. This
Rightly named "The Star Without a
Draw better than the TalFailure."
madgeswfor me and every one of her feaBook them. G. W.
turesk will please.
Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
D. General patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
There never was a better comedy drama
or one that suited everybody as this one
Good business in the middle of the
did.
week. H. D. Landon, Imperial theatre,
Small town patronage.
Imperial, Neb.
Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Good

Al.

rural

life

Opera House, Virginia

—

—
Among '"Our Mary's" best.
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community theatre,
Lewistown, Ohio. Neighborhood pat-

amusing.

—
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Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

Universal

ronage.

—

A

Doll's House, with Nazimova.
Drew
very poor business.
People don't like
Nazimova. This is the first poor United
Artists production that I have ever run.
Howard Haight, Orpheum theatre,
Livingston, Mont. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Ruling

Passion, with George Arpicture.
Clean story
with a nice love theme. Largest Saturday night's business in the history of
the house.
D. C. Shook, Rivola theatre,
Detroit, Mich.
liss.

—Very

good

—

Way Down

East, a D. W. Griffith proBusiness was very disappointbut the extremely hot weather was

duction.
ing,

—

mostly the cause.

It is a picture I

would

advise all small towns to show, as they
can get it on a reasonable percentage
contract.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Storm, with

1

have used for

Howard

aker,

—

—

East, a D,

W.

Griffith pro-

I ran
this straight percentage
Edward Lindsey, Lindlost money.
sey theatre, Industry, 111. Neighborhood

duction.

—

and

—

patronage.

Way Down
—A

East, a D.

W.

Griffith pro-

duction.
close second to The Birth
of a Nation in drawing power, while an
It pleased 100
entirely different story.
per cent.
Same is without question a
masterpiece. Not equalled or excelled by
anything else except Birth of a Nation.
A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre.
Twin Falls, Ida. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Through
Pickford.

the

— Did

Back Door, with Mary

good business with
of compliments on the

this
pic-

and had a lot
ture.
I thought I killed Pickford here
last year with Suds, but she now has a

good following

here.

— Roy

W. Adams.

ex-

—

many a day. H. J. Longtheatre, Alexandria, Minn.

—

—

—

alto theatre,

Way Down

I

The Storm, with a special cast. Gentlemen, get this by all means. Worth as
much as your top money has ever been
Did exceptional business
to Universal.
The title has great box
for four days.
office power and picture certainly backs
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
it up.
Family patronage.

Rialto theatre, Detroit, Mich.

—

—

General patronage.

vost.

—

a special cast.

pected to see a real good show and beIt has
lieve me I was not disappointed.
thrills, scenery, humor and everything
that goes to make a good picture, not
forgetting that the story is most logical,
photography and continuity as good as
they make them, and the acting of House
Peters, Mat Moore and Virginia Valli,
Moore standing out above all. Gentlemen. I have received more favorable comment on The Storm than on any picture

The Ruling Passion, with George ArMore favorable comments on this
one than on any in some time. A very
Did not draw but no fault
fine picture.
of picture.
Hot weather. Jim Ritter,
liss.

— General

patronage.

Her Night of Nights, with Marie PreThe star is good in this, but not
much to the picture. Will get by as a
program picture. J. W. Andresen, Ri-

—

—

Cozad, Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Her Night of Nights, with Marie PrePoorest we have had from this
vost.
Marie's work O. K., but no
clever star.
The freckled-faced boy
particular story.
with her is a comer. P. G. Estee, Fad
Neighborhood
Brookings,
S. D.
theatre.

—

—

—

patronage.
of Nights, with Marie Pregood picture. S. A. Hytheatre, Grand Island, Neb.

Her Night
vost.

—

— Pretty

man, Lyda

— Transient and

neighborhood patronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.
Full of action and
of the best yet.
funny, with many laughs, but Mayo
should be in specials. L. L. Connor, Victory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

One

—

—

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.
ring battle puts this over nicely. I'd

The

—

Piper's
picture.
City, Nevada.

Just a Wife, with a special cast.
Should have been a good picture, but the
Buffalo prints too good for us so they
forwarded punk prints from Albany. One
more reason for "cuddling up" to other
producers. Will L. Beebe, Candor theatre, Candor, N. Y.— Small town patron-

—

age.

The Safety

—

Curtain, with

Norma

—

Tal-

W. M.
reissue.
good
madge. Very
Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington.
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman God Sent, with special

—

cast.

—A

splendid

want more

Business

all.

ily

picture.

like this one.
fair.

Exhibitors
Pleased them

Martin, Fam— James— Neighborhood

theatre, Attica, N. Y.

patronage.

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. Much beter than Love's Redemption. Some came back to see it the
second night. Crosby Brothers, Lily
Neighborhood
theatre, Buffalo, N.

—

—

Y—

patronage.

United Artists
House, with Nazimova.—
We've played them all. Consider A Doll's
House second best. Grand Sunday night
Opera House.
Piper's
entertainment.

A

Doll's

—

Virginia City, Nevada.
Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary
Little
Pickford.— As fine a picture as anyone
would want to show. Clean, wholesome,

that stormed the box office of the Capitol theatre, New
York, on the opening night of "Rich Men's Wives," the Preferred Pictures production being distributed by the Al Lichtman Corporation.
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September

1922

16,

Mother love and devotion

control.

sister remarkably depicted.
a picture.
Wonderful fights.

to
of

A gem

—C

B.

Da-

Norwood theatre, Norwood, Ohio.
Neighborhood patronage.

vis,

The Black Bag, with Herbert RawlinAs all Universals, it drew well
However, it was not as
and pleased.
good as some we have had lately. H. A.
son.

—

—

Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.
Priscilla Dean is
Pleased 100 per cent.
always a drawing card here. Neis &
Dahl, Shadows theatre, Lodi, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
A Wonderful Wife, with Miss du Pont.

—

—

— Good program picture. Miss du Pont
very well liked here. Business good.
Martin, Family theatre, Attica,
—James Neighborhood
patronage.
is

EVERY

woman

in

N. Y.

America

is interested ,in "OTHER
WOMEN'S CLOTHES," and

•8o

Rawlinson.

Hugo

Ballin's
success,

the

big
theatres to book
newest picture

"OTHER WOMEN'S

CLOTHES,"
Mabel

starring

Ballin

winsome

one

of the
season's most enthralling society
in

dramas:
Newark

WILLIAM DESMOND

WASHINGTON THEATRE
Detroit

THE HIPPODROME
San Francisco

a scene for
"Perils of the Yukon," Universal's latest educational chapter-play.

—

say good program picture. L. M. Hagedom, Metropolitan theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Women were afraid of it but we
offered them their money back if not sat-

—
—

liked it, but film in a terBetter than many spetimes the price. Clark &
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
Man to Man, with Harry Carey. This
one an extra good western. Carey popular here. Did a real good business two

Baltimore

'WALNUT THEATRE
LoOisville

at

—

five

Can recommend

—

to

any

—

seven

or

year.

This

eight

pictures

as

make

to

good,

this

what we should expect
pictures.
Very good. K.
is

of

—

Poorest Gibentertainment value.
Pleased
son picture we ever showed.
about fifty per cent. James Martin,
Family theatre, Attica, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson. Good
picture.
Hyman, Lyda theatre.
S. A.
and
Grand
Island,
Neb. Transient
neighborhood patronage.
Kissed, with Marie Prevost. Another

— —

Akron

THEATRE

Grand Rapids

AMERICAN
THEATRE

—

Troy. N. Y.

MAJESTIC THEATRE

Marie

is

de-

Sorry
lightful in this clever little farce.
F. E.
she's not in the 1923 program.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Here arc a dozen successful exhibitors whose
leadership you can well afford to follow
They recognized the exhibition values in

OTHER WOMEN'S CLOTHES

by book-

for first-run in their territories.

Small town patronage.
The Black Bag, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Not a dragging foot to it. Pleases
100 per cent.
Universal is to be congratulated on the class of program picIn my humble
tures they are offering.
opinion, they have the most consistent

—

pictures of any and the pleasing
of it is they are not hoggish and
ask for all your profits as some of the
distributors in this territory are doing.
F. A. Baradel, Ace theatre, Lake Proviline

HODKINSON
II

—

good one from Universal.

Sacramento

C T

—

—

Wilmington. Del.

STATE THEATRE

R E

S

a

good

and good

cast

new theme and a logical plot.
for the
I wish we always got as much
money.— Roy W. Adams, Pastime thea-

—

General patronage.
Scrapper, with Herbert RawlinPleased well. All like Rawlinson
son.
G.
picture.
H.
clean
Good,
here.
Schmidt, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.— Away above the usual program pichave paid five times more for
ture.
many not so good. Touches of comedy
Clark and Edthat pleased our patrons.
wards. Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Shattered Dreams, with Miss du Pont.

Mason, Mich.

tre,

The

—

—

We

—

— Keep
no

art

R.

B.

No plot,
this one.
That's the
satisfaction.

away from
and no

trouble with a program contract, one
good picture then two poor pictures.—

N. Y.

Gillette,

Milfred,

— Neighborhood

theatre,

Greens,

patronage.

—

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson. One of
the star's best. Lots of action and comedy. The six's and photographs arc spe-

Drew well.— J. L. Tatie,
good.
Davison theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson.— Hoot
A coming drawing
good.
alvvavs
is
Good play. Fine acting.— F. J.
card.
O'Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.
The Man Under Cover, with Herbert
cially

Carey.

little

STRAND THEATRE

I

condition.

rible
cials

—

THEATRE

P

They

isfied.

program
J.
Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.
Small town patronage.
The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.
We were disappointed on this one. Very

BLUE MOUSE

it

and Laura Lain

town patronage.
Man to Man, with Harry
Harry Carey should be able

Dallas

ORPHEUM THEATRE

ing

filmed

house
showing westerns. O. J. Bryant, Thorsley theatre,
Cedar City, Utah. Small

Chicago

ISIS

being

Plante

days.

BARBEE S LOOP THEATRE

agree with the exthere is nothing disIt's a brisk,
this one.

can't

says

acting, a

—

GOODWIN THEATRE

I

about
snappy drama with

siderations that

prompted
following

—

who

hibitor
tinctive

per cent, of

motion picture
audiences are
women. This is
one of the con-

—

The Man Under Cover, with Herbert

if

part

dence. Ark.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.

The best Mayo picture to date, -full of
action tempered with the power of self-

—

Rawlinson.— A good program picture. A
bunch of stuff stolen from The Son of
Wallingford, the Vitagraph picture.— K.
Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater,
J.
Wis.

The Man Under Cover, with Herbert
A fair program picture with
Just ordinary and
little comedy in it.

Rawlinson.
a

—

could not class as a good five reeler.
Business poor for a Saturday night—
lames Martin, Family theatre, Attica, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

with Harry Carey.— Very
People expected more of this and
were disappointed. In the sixth reel, m
what
the distance, got one short flash of
How
looked like a concrete highway.
come? In those days?— Giacoma Broth-

The Fox,

weak.

ers,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—

General patronage.
Desperate Trails, with Harry CareyFirst Carey in a long time and seemed
Played this with first chapto satisfy.
made
ter of Robinson Crusoe and just
expenses.— G. F. Rediske, Star theatre.
Rvegate. Mont.— Small town patronage.

The

Delicious Little Devil, with

Murray.
one.

It

— Business
will

Book

excellent.

make you money.

lomb. Franklin theatre, Union
patronage.

— Neighborhood

— M.

Mae
this

Go-

Hill, N.

1.

—
September

The

Fighting

— Good

Guide,
picture.

erage audience attended.

William

with

About the av-

— William

Virgin's

Sacrifice,
with
Corinne
Darn good picture, but a heck
Griffith.
name,
as people are afraid of
of a poor
pictures with a name like this one. Went

—

— E. Gailey, CrysNeb. — General pat-

over good and pleased.

Wayne,

theatre,

tal

ronage.

Hazelwood, Ind.

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Noble,
Rialto theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

A

Cozy

Million,

Vitagraph
Duncan.

The Man From Hell's River (Western Ex.), with Irving Cummings. One
of the best pictures made from a Cur-

—

wood

Played two days to good

story.

—

— Here's

special

a

James Oliver Curwood
went over big. Pleased them all

that

a

and did a nice business for one day's
Vitagraph sold me this so I could

run.

business.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kas.
General patronage.

—

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affil. Dist.),
with Johnny Hines. Consider this only
a fair program picture.
Did not draw
as star was not known.
Those that saw

—

—

thought it just a fair picture. A. A.
Neese, Beatrice theatre, Haw River, N.
C.
Neighborhood patronage.

make

—A.

a profit.
Print in good condition.
Kitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville,

—

The County Fair (Tourneur), a Mauproduction. Seemed to
poor photography. They

do not
fore,

Ky.

—

—

Dollars and the Woman, with Alice
Joyce. This picture will always be O.
K. to show no matter how old it is.
Many favorable comments on this one
and got it at a fair price. Mrs. J. W.
Moore, Lyric theatre, St. Charles, Mo.

—

—

Flower

the North, with

of

— Best

cast.

Curwood.
Fine
photogStrong drama. Walthall in form.

raphy.

know

You

special

a

the

rest.

— Piper's

Opera

House, Virginia City, Nevada.

Flower

Henry

of the North, with

B.
Walthall. Used trailer and oil paintings
in addition to usual lobby and N. P. advertising and did very good business.
The picture is all okay, the rental was
right, and most everybody satisfied.
P.
G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lees Sum-

—

—

Mo.

mit,

The

— Neighborhood

Shiek's Wife, with a special cast.
good picture. S. A. Hyman,

— Pretty
Lyda
sient

patronage.

—

theatre,

Grand

Island, Neb.

— Tran-

and neighborhood patronage.

Defense, with William Duncan.
Good picture but failed to get them in
on this one like I did on Steelheart. A
well produced and well acted picture
with a very sudden
ending.
P.
G.

—

Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lees Summit,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Where Men

—A

those

who

Boost

all

— Will

it

over.

No

Candor

Beebe,

L.

help from exchange.
theatre,

Can-

— Small town patronage.
Taking Chances, with Richard Talmadge (Kipling). — People passing out of
dor, N. Y.

the

theatre

Dick was as good as

said

Douglas Fairbanks.
I
played this pictwo days, the second day to a larger
crowd than the first and on the opening night I thought this a good picture.
Everybody was in an uproar from the

ture

—

start to the finish.
Elbert I. Conroe,
Conroe's Playhouse, Conroe, Tex.

Where
night?

Is

My

Wandering

(Equity),

Boy To-

with

special
cast.
I'layed two days to good business.
The
six-sheet is the best paper.
R. Robbins,
Medbury theatre, Detroit, Mich.

—

Making

the Grade (Schwab), with

—

Da-

vid Butler.
These David Butler productions are nice little pictures but they
have no drawing power here. Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kas.

—

— General
Barbed

patronage.

(Sunset),
with Jack
Hoxie. Absolutely the poorest western
picture we have ever run.
Jack Hoxie
does not act, he just poses before the
camera. C. Malphurs, Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

So This Is Arizona (Smyth), with
Franklyn Farnum. Good picture. Heard
good comments on it. Title draws well.
Gave very good satisfaction to patrons
and box office. E. L. Graef, Opera
House, Hortonville, Wis. Neighborhood

—

—

(Equity), with a special cast.
picture in three months to get
big business.
A typical sob melodrama,
the kind ordinary theatregoing patrons
eat alive.
It has an appeal to all classes
except the expert critic (whose opinion
from a box office standpoint is valueless).

Has action, life and comedy. Held up
th ree
days.
Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

—

—

David and Jonathan (Second National),
with special

cast.

—A

very pleasing pro-

A

gram

picture.
story of the sea well
done. The six sheet is extra good. Drew
very good. Hancock theatre. Detroit,

—

Mich.

When Dawn Came
a special cast.
many frosts

Greater

which

— This
which

Features.

meant

poor

Orpheum

Haight,

(Prod. Sec), with
proved to be one of
I
have run from
Poor photography,

—

business.
Howard
theatre,
Livingston,

Mom. — Neighborhood
When Dawn Came

—A

patronage.
(Prod. Sec), with

a special cast.
dandy picture and one
that will appeal to all classes.
religious subject handled in a masterful

The biggest

way.

—

A

picture

I

have played

year.
Ed Chronovvski,
theatre, Detroit, Mich.

this

Northway

The Man From Hell's River (Western Ex.), with Irving Cummings. Good

—

Fine

picture.

story.

More

like

it.

Harry Van Noy, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Where

My

Is

Wandering

Boy To-

night?

(Equity), with a special cast.
Played three days to good business. Picture fair but title draws and 24-sheet is
good. S. Kulinski, Farnum theatre, De-

—

troit,

Mich.

Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Very good western and should
please most of those who like western

—

Star doesn't take so well as
here.
Pleased about 80
per cent. A. E. Rogers, Temple theatre,
Dexter, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.
One of the best Northern pictures we
have shown. Film in good shape. Would
like more pictures of this class.
C. H.
Lyman, Moon theatre, Spencer, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

some others do

—

—

—

Where

Is

My

Wandering

Boy To-

—

night? (Equity), with a special cast.
Best drawing card of the season. Fine
paper.
Title draws.
Holbrook theatre,

—

Detroit, Mich.

patronage.

Where

night?

pictures.

Wire

—

No

Duncan.

orders for advertising. There-

fill

buy cheap and depend on yourself

to put

Steelheart,
with William Duncan.
Here is a very good six-reel western of
the rough and tumble type.
Drew better than average Tuesday night busiIf your patrons like this class of
ness.
show, book it.
Reasonable rental. P.
G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lees Summit, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

rice Tourneur
please.
Rather
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The only

patronage.

it

Flower of the North, with
cast.

—
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—

Is

My

Wandering Boy To-

Fighting Hearts (Pioneer), with Wil-

Men, with William

are

western

that

please

will

home on western nights.
you want to. Manager Gray,
stay

Union Hall

—

theatre, Searsport,

The Prodigal Judge, with

— Personally

Maine.
a

special

think this is one of
the best productions of the season.
It
will satisfy if you can get them in.
Did
not pull so well for me on two redhot
nights.
That may have been the reacast.

son.

— P.

Lees

I

Vaughan, Royal theatre.
G.
Summit, Mo. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

Received Payment, with Corinne GrifGood, clean picture and will please
anywhere. Use a Larry Semon comedy
and make a good program.
They go
fith.

—

good here.

— H.

Griffith well liked here.

G. Schmidt, Palace theatre,
Neb.

Long

Pine,

State Rights
The Double-O (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. A good western, as are all Hox-

—

and
change
ies,

is
I

released

by the

fairest

have ever dealt with.

— E.

ex-

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

J.

attraction, "East Is

essaying a Chinese role in her next First National
West," which Sidney Franklin is directing

is

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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— R.

—A

regular shooting galliam Fairbanks.
lery of the old type and those who were
looking for shoot 'em up "meller drammer" got 100 per cent and then some.
E. A. Baradel, Queen theatre, Lake Vil-

Ark.

lage,

— Small

—

My

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. This starts off the best of
any serial I have had in years. Will report as it goes along. Photography fine.

—

— Ralph

you don't have

is

it

—

W.

to pay Fairbanks
Moore, Lyric thea-

Mo.

Western Demon (Pioneer), with
Fairbanks. Drew very poor business for me despite the fact that people

A

—

Bill

Hot weather
stories here.
probably aided the box office report.
Howard Haight, Orpheum theatre, LivNeighborhood and traningston, Mont.
like

Western

—

patronage.
Out of the Dust (McCarthy), with a
Did extra well on this picspecial cast.
ture as this sort of pictures goes well in
Pleased 90 per cent.
this community.
C. H. Lyman, Moon theatre, Spencer,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of a Texan (Steiner), with
Neal Hart. My patrons pronounced this
the best western we have ever shown. If
you want a real western, book it and
boost it. E. J. Milhon, Cozy theatre,
Hazelwood, Ind. Neighborhood patronsient

—

—

—

—

—

The Milky
cast.

Way

—A

fair

program

in

a scene from his new Fox comedy,
"The Reporter."

Good
interest throughout.
as it
Keeps 'em coming. G.
plot and story.
W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth,
holds

—

— General patronage.
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with
Hutchison. — Another good

N. D.

Charles
with

serial

plenty of action all the way. Made money
with it. Hutchison takes a dare on nothRafael Corella, Capitol theatre, Caing.
Transient and neighborlexico, Calif.
hood patronage.
Robinson Crusoe (Universal", with
chapter drew
First
Harry Myers.
enough business to pay expenses. The
crowd seemed well pleased with the first
number. G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. The best serial we have ever

—

liked it— P. J. Burford,
Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Myers. This serial has not
enough action. It is not holding up my
I am sorry it is
regular serial night.
Twelve would be enough.
18 episodes.

run.

Everybody

—

—

—

FIGURE

IT

OUT!

—

western

comedy

drama.

Pleased

all.

Betin westerns.
Business
ter than the average westerns.

Something

different

— Wm. Thacher, Royal
— General patronage.
a Nation (D. W. G.), a
production. — Brought

second night.
theatre, Salina, Kan.

off

The

Birth of

D. W. Griffith
those that didn't see it the first time and
Rental
a few that had already seen it.
too high considering the age of the picture.
Came out even after putting on a
Also had 15large advertising stunt.
piece band play a concert before the
show. G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, RyeSmall town patronage.
gate, Mont.

If

Will Nigh and

only

star could make a
box-office gold-mine like

ONE

"SCHOOLDAYS"

— Did

Answer

will class this serial
I
patrons talking.
Al so far. Believe it a grand success
for any box office where they like excitement mixed with an interesting story.
Elbert T. Conroe, Conroe's Playhouse,
Conroe, Tex.
Breaking Through (Vitagraph), with

—

—

Carmel Meyers. One of the best serials
I've ever shown, and that is saying a lot.
You'll make no mistake in booking this,

reel

provement
Give them

—

(Pathe). Here is a
that shows a world of imsince its inception.
It's fine.
a trial and you'll be a regular
F. E. Sabin, Majestic thea-

Fables

—

customer.
tre, Eureka, Mont.

— Small town patronChristie Comedies. — Entirely satisfactory. — W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala. — Small town patronage.

age.

—

Pathe Playlets. These reissued, reedited three reelers are good entertainment. Austin
A.
Torrance,
Peerless

—

Lebo, Kansas.
Selznick News. A good news reel not
filled up with foreign hokum, and is reasonable in price. E. J. Milhon, Cozy
theatre,

—
—

theatre,

Hazelwood, Ind.

Urban

— Neighborhood

—

—

Movie

Chats (Hodkinson).
This is a bearcat of a single reel. Have
run fourteen, and they are still eating
them up. Best single reel I have ever
been able to connect up with. T. E. Edmundson, Lyric theatre, Grangeville, Ida.
—-Neighborhood patronage.
Starland Review and Travelaughs (F.
B. O.)
These both proved to be lemons

—

my

—

house. The people disliked to see
Howard Haight,
1-sheet displayed.
theatre, Livingston, Mont.

—

Orpheum

Neighborhood patronage.

My

—

—

merit.
K. J. Uglow, Strand theaWhitewater, Wis.
Free and Easy (Educational), with Jimmie Adams. For slapstick this is hard
Kept house in roar all the time.
to beat.

ture
tre,

"NOTORIETY"

(Select), with Charles
not get to advertise the

opening of the serial much on account
of a little bawl up in my records. However, I got a fairly good crowd and am
on the seventh episode and business getSo far the serial has been
ting better.
absolutely clean, interesting and has the

short

Wife's Relations (F. N.), with BusDid not draw, but an exter Keaton.
should be
Pictures
cellent
comedy.
bought on box office value instead of pic-

The Whirlwind
Hutchison.

Short Subjects
Aesop's

the

What can Will Nigh and
TEN stars make ?

—

Serials

—

in

in

—

—

—

—

A

A comedy drama
picture.
good clean
Fredro theatre, Detroit, Mich.
When East Comes West (Canyon),
with Franklyn Farnum. This is a dandy
ture.

—

patronage.
Selznick News. Good enough for my
show. W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Florala, Ala.
Small town patronage.

pic-

that pleased.
W. J. Purcell,

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. A fine, lively thrilling serial.
Have just one more to run and then I
start on White Eagle.
Hope that is as
good as this has been. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
Small
town patronage.
The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. Have not completed this serial
but find it a box office drawing card and
I think it is Ruth Roland's best work.
Rafael Corella, Capitol theatre, Calexico,
Calif.
Transient and neighborhood patronage.

—

Lupino Lane

(Western Ex.), with a

very

—

patronage.

age.
special

R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Ont.,
Can. Neighborhood

Hamburg,

—

Mrs. J.
prices.
tre, St. Charles,

—

ronage.

Wandering Boy To-

—

—

with
after

third reel. Saw it all.
Jack Teller, Temple theatre, McCook, Neb.
General pat-

—

Is

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Robinson Crusoe (Universal),
Harry Myers. No good for me

Isobel (Davis), with a special castPatched the trailer about 16 times and
the feature about 170 times. The worst
According to the
I ever received a film.
box office receipts Isobel was not much
of a picture, but personally I think it is
program picture. O. Trayer,
a good
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.

Where

1922

16,

B. Gillette, Milford theatre, Greene,

N. Y.

town patronage.

night? (Equity), with a special castPicture gave good satisfaction and patrons all spoke well of it. The 24-sheet
Drew good. W.
will get extra money.
Detroit, Mich.
J. Shulte, Clay theatre,
The Unknown (Kipling), with Richard
Talmadge. This star was new to paHave
trons but soon became popular.
used all releases and expect to book them
as fast as they come in. The beauty of

September

— P.

COUNT THE STARS.
Maurine Powers
Mary Alden

Mona
Ida

Lisa

Waterman

Anders Randolf

Rod La Rocque
Geo. Hackathorne
J. Barney Sherry
Richard Travers

Wm.

H. Tooker

Ready for Independent Release

in

September by

L.

LAWRENCE WEBER and
BOBBY NORTH

1600

Broadway

New York

—

City

DoniJ. Burford, Princess theatre,
phan, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
The Stage Hand (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Have contract for twelve
Semon comedies, two reels each. Wish
They have increased my FriI had 100.
days 40 per cent. Give them a trial.
R. B. Gillette, Milford theatre, Greene,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
My Wife's Relations (F. N.), with BusCan't see anything exciting
ter Keaton.
about Keaton comedies except the price.
Too high. Comedy fair.— C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre. Amarillo, Tex. General patronage.
Sawing a Lady in Half (C. B. CI—

—

—

—

—

—

—
September
Two

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

16,

and as interesting and enterwe have ever seen. H. D.
Landon, Imperial theatre, Imperial Neb.
Small town patronage.
The Fly Cop (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. Larry is there and over. Book
Semon comedies. They are the best on
Mystic
the market. G. W. Johnson,
General pattheatre, Marmarth, N. D.
reels,

taining

—

as

—

—

—

—

ronage.

The Barnstormers (Fox), with a speThis is a very good laugh-get-

cial cast.

—

But the big cigarette sign that kept
bobbing up in the picture under the hotel
register left a bad taste in the mouth.
Fox should lay off on this. T. E. Edmundson, Lyric theatre, Grangeville, Ida.
Neighborhood patronage.
Shoulder Arms (F. N.), with Charley
Second time we have had this
Chaplin.
comedy here. Played it when it was new
Packed them in
and now the reissue.
C. H.
for three shows on second date.
Lyman, Moon theatre, Spencer, Neb.
patronage.
Neighborhood
Sawing a Lady in Half (C. B. C.)
Two reels that will entertain and a novter.

—

—

—

—

The three
elty that will draw.
are the best. J. W. Lancaster,
theatre, Detroit, Mich.

—

sheets

Grande

—

Twin

theatre,

Falls, Ida.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Among Those

Present (Asso. Prod.),
Oh,
Harold Lloyd.— Oh, Boys!
I'm laughing yet and
boys and girls!
and
good
so are a lot of my patrons. It's
it is worth more money than most othRalph R. Gribble,
ers if they do ask it.
with

—

The

Greatest

Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Out., Can.
— Neighborhood pa'tronage.
Excuse Me, Sheriff (Fox).— I think
this is the best two reel comedy pro-

AdtUrtment

in Thtatre Ortan Buildint

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturer* of High-Grade ELECTROPNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home,
CHICAGO, ILL.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.

duced of

—

kind.

—

They're Off (Folly-Pacific), with special cast.
Could not handle the crowd
on the poorest night of the week. The

Box

22x28's and the six sheets will get you
The picture is there and
extra money.
the race is a knockout. William E.
Hancock
theatre, Detroit,
Shuttenhelm,

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

—

—

Mich.
of Fisher's Boarding House
(Pathe), with a special cast. Rotten.
Unfit to show. Drunken barroom scenes.
Two wretches fight over a bad woman.

The Ballad

—

Ladies walked out. I do not blame them.
No moral. Unfit for a censor board to
look at, much less women and children.
Wm. C. Mclntire, Rose theatre, BurGeneral patronage.
lington, N. C.

—

—
—

Peggy, Be Good (Universal), with
Baby Peggy. Best two-reeler of the Century line this year and they say Baby
Peggy in The Little Rascal is better.
We will know this week. P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.
Striking Models (Educational), Christie
comedy. The vilest, most salacious comedy we have seen in eight years. Nothing funny in it. The kind of stuff that

—

—

—

will

but

ruin the business.
did not show it.

We

paid for

Rotten.— B.

home brew

stunt.

— R.

Advance.

in

jestic

theatre,

—

big.

In

some

of the

of

spite

the

FOR

motor

driven, two machine asbestos booth, five d. c. ceiling fans, one ticket selling machine three unit,
with a. d. c. motor.
Will sell all or separate. Address, 2569 Meldrum St., Detroit, Mich.

POSITION
ORGANIST

WANTED —

ORGANIST

desires change of location.
Brilmusician.
Featured in all previous posiExceptional library.
Permanent.
Short
notice
required.
Address Organist, Exhibitors
Herald, 417 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

liant
tions.

BARTOLA ORGAN FOR SALE

FOR SALE— Bartola
about

$7,500.

Will

in

sell

fine condition.
at big sacrifice.

Worth

Hyman, Janet Theatre, 617 West North Ave..
cago,

111.

burlesque

boobs took

— General

Max
Chi-

St.,

Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

title?

seriously.
it
theatre, Mason,

patronage.

Promise Me (Educational), a
comedy. A good clean cut
Christie
comedy with a good plot that will make
any old grouch laugh. Full of laughable
Garfield
Ryan,
H.
mixups. Charles
theatre. Chicago, 111.— Neighborhood pat-

—

'

ronage.

Weaken

Never

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SALE — Two Powers 6 A Machines

born

—

—

$1.00

now and send

Rated as a well worth

E. Falkinburg. MaLexington, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
P. D. Q. (Universal), with Lee Moran.
Although there is nothing original
about this, it is well done and gets the
Moran is better since he and
laughs.

comedy.

Oh

Payable
Charge,

blank

—

while

Mich.

Word
Minimum

Fill in this

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-

Kitchen (F. N.), a Mack
Sennett comedy. A very clever idea on
home brewing. Several laughs, but more
of a story. Clever child and Teddy in it.
Hits home with those who have tried the
in the

Roy W. Adams, Pastime

Five Cents per

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

—

Made

Going Straight (Universal), with King
Baggot and Mary Pickford.— I featured
this reissue for one evening and it went

CLASSIFIED

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Aughinbaugh, Community theatre, LcwNeighborhood patronage.
istown, Ohio.

age.

—

Whole

it

—

"neither screen nor stage
but life's window"

Office Reports Tell the

Story.

A.

—

PERFECT PICTURES

USE THIS BLANK

A

western. It's great.
W. A. Burke, Lyric theatre, Beckley,
W. Va. Neighborhood patronage.
its

Lvons quit mixing their wives. Ralph
R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New HamNeighborhood patronburg, Ont.. Can.

COMING SOON

81

-

—

His Wife's Relations (F. N.), with BusA dandy comedy. Played
ter Keaton.
same with The Cave Girl and it saved
A. R. Anderson, Orpheum
the show.

—

—

(Asso.

Ex.),

with

Harold Lloyd.— Splendid, if you can get
a good print. The one we had was badly
Insist on good print and play it/
cut.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, AshNeighborhood patronage.
land, O.
Never Weaken (Asso. Ex.). with
Harold Lloyd.— This is supposed to be
Lloyd's best three reel comedy, but our
patrons did not like this one as well as
A. I. Latta. Royal theatre.
the others.
Ashland, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Blame the Stork (Educational),
In the good old days
a Christie comedy.
this would undoubtedly have gone over

—

—

—

—

with entire approval, but since the adreformer this
political
the
of
vent
comedy might be retitled. "Can't Blame
the Censor."— Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon. Idaho. General patronage.

—

Exhibitor

Name

of Theatre

Transient

ronage
City
State

or

Neighborhood Pat-

New Playhouse at

Canton, O. Opened

Mozart Theatre, Seating
850 Is Completed by
A. H.

Abrams

Another modern theatre has been
added to Canton, Ohio's, amusement activities with the completion and opening
of the new Mozart theatre situated on
Tuscarawas street. The Mozart, owned
by A. H. Abrams, has been built under
his personal supervision and embodies
the latest achievements in theatre conIt was designed by H. M.
struction.
Miller of Canton and was erected at a
cost of approximately 5125,000.
The Universal attraction, "'The Storm,"
was the feature for the initial show.

•

Seats 850 Persons
The auditorium of the theatre, seating
850 persons, has been decorated in
French ivory and old gold. Deep blue
velvet drapes are used and thick velvet
The seats are roomy
carpets the aisle.
and well designed for comfort. Inverted
aisle lights at the end of every fourth rowwill aid patrons in finding their seats.
An instrument combining a piano and
pipe organ has been installed in the theaJohn Fisher of
tre at a cost of $10,000.
Canton will lead the Mozart orchestra.
Entrance to the auditorium of the
Mozart is reached through a foyer opening off Tuscarawas street E. The foyer,
which is 18 feet wide at the street, widens
to 24 feet and is 74 feet long. The theatre building proper is 200 by 66 feet and
the auditorium 130 by 50 feet.

Remodeled Theatre Attracts
Overflow Crowds at Opening
A

good

indication

of

the

extent

to capacity but necessitated the turning

away

of several hundred patrons,

hand

for the opening performance.

was on
At a

cost of $12,000 the Garden, to all appearances, has been made a brand new theatre
and is hailed as such by the people of
Rockingham.
In reality it is the old
opera house which has been leased by

Marshall H. French and is operated by
Rockingham Theatre Company. William
G. Atkinson is manager.
Space devoted in the local newspaper
to the project and the business that
greeted the initial show gives proof of
the extent to which interest in the play-

house has been aroused and is testimony
accomplishments in the

of the excellent
work of making

it

a virtually

new

the-

atre.

Remodeling

Is

hundred

to

which remodeling and improvement of
the theatre acts as a box office stimulant
was evidenced at the opening of the- Garden theatre, Rockingham, N. C, when a
crowd that not only taxed the playhouse

Thorough

From

the box office to the stage the
house has been thoroughly rejuvenated.
In front of the building a new and handsome marquis has been placed with the

words "The Garden" emblazoned by

a

lights.

booth, ornate

an

ticket

electric

There is a new ticket
and equipped with

in itself

selling

The
new and

machine.

display frames of brass are also
attractive.

A striking feature is the new lobby,
furnished with large potted palms. The
floor has been covered with battleship
linoleum, and the walls are delicately
"tinted giving it -a restful appearance.At
the end of the lobby is a rest room for
.ladies equipped with mirrors, lavatory,
toilets, well ventilated and furnished. On
a bureau may be found powder, pins,
towels and other accoutrement.
.

New Booth

Installed

The new

projection booth is of cement
and is equipped with two latest type PowIn connection with the
ers machines.
projection department a Minusa gold fibre
screen is also a feature, as well as a new
dimmer system.
The seating capacity of the auditorium
There are 400
has been increased to 600.
seats in the auditorium and 200 in the
All are covered with white
balcony.
The balcony is reserved for
cloth backs.
Throughout the house
colored people.
aisle lights have been placed at the end
of the seats.
The ceilings and walls of the auditorium
are done in green and old rose, with stenComplete equipment for
cil decorations.

Has Check Room
Daintily appointed rest rooms open off
the rear of the foyer. A check room will
be maintained for the benefit of patrons.
In the operating room, which is said
to be one of the best equipped in that
prosection of the state, there are two
jecting machines, a spot light, and a disOperators are Ott
solving machine.
Goodwin, both of
Stritt and Russell
Canton.
Mr. Abrams will be assisted in the management of the Mozart by W. S. Habert.

Opens New Theatre
known exhibitor and
contributor to the Heraij>'s department
"What the Picture Did For Me" will open
his new $30,000 theatre which he has
named the Strand on Sept. 6. The new
playhouse is modern in every respect and
has been designed to accommodate both
pictures and road shows.
A. M. Leitch. well

Ownership Changes

—

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. The management of the Ideal theatre has been taken
over bv Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Gruwell.
*

—

Wichita, Kans. Sam Harding, owner
of a chain of theatres in Kansas City.
Omaha and Oklahoma City, has acquired
an interest in the Wichita theatre. It is
reported that the building may be extensively improved in the near future.

INTERIOR VIEW OF

the new Mozart theatre. Canton, Ohio, which has been completed and opened by A. H. Abrams. The Mozart has a seating capacity of 850,
and was erected at a cost of $125,000. Universale attractions, "The Storm." was
the opening feature.
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The new

system was inThere are two
suction and exhaust fans and a number
of smaller fans.

Many other improvements, too numerous to mention, have also been put into
The

effect.

claim

is

now made

for the

Garden theatre that it is one of the most
modern and beautifully appointed in the

McVICKERS THEATRE

-

ORPHEUM

-

MAJESTIC

-

ORPHEUM-HENNEPIN
EMPRESS THEATRE

CHICAGO
WICHITA
CHICAGO

MINNEAPOLIS

-

-

"

STREET

ventilating

stalled at a cost of $1,020.

RELEASES!

7th

1922

16,

the stage has been acquired with spacious and well furnished dressing rooms
provided.
Add Ventilating System

AUGUST

ORPHEUM
ALHAMBRA

September

CHICAGO
DES MOINES

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS

44

—

state
a feat accomplished at an expense
of $12,000 and a thing that is thoroughly
appreciated by the city's theatre patrons
as the throngs that gathered in front of
the box office for the first show testified.

Remodel Theatre
In Detroit At a
Cost of $75,000
What will probably take
among the largest remodeling
season

is

place

its

.jobs of the

the improvements being

made

to the Plaza theatre, Detroit, Michigan.
The entire work will entail an outlay of

$75,000 and when the task is completed
the Plaza will be a virtually new theatre
in every respect.
prominent feature on the program is
the installation of a an entire new front
In conjunction with this
to the theatre.
the building will be enlarged by two

A

Lu-mi-nus installed

electric signs

and

inter-

resentative playhouses for

five offices, and a bowling alley
basement.
Kimball organ has been purchased
New scenery has
cost of $25,000.
been contracted for from the Twin
Company.
The theatre
Scenery
also boast a new Wayne generator

stores,
in the

changeable attraction boards on these rep-

A
at a

August openings.

also

City
will
set.

The remodeling also includes many
improvements to the interior of the the-

To Be Released

It is expected that the work will
be completed and the house opened some
time in October.

atre.

During September

Produces Revenue

VIRGINIAN THEATRE, CHARLESTON, W. VA.
TRIANON, Chicago's Million Dollar
Palais De Danse
CHICAGO
VIRGINIA THEATER, FAIRMOUNT, W. VA.

We build and
of all

kinds.

supervision

install

ELECTRIC SIGNS

Installations

anywhere

in

under personal
The Post-Cammack theatre
Green, Wis., owned by G.

the United States.

This theatre

is

a source of

at

Spring

F. Post.

income

to

owner as is apparent from a study of
The Postthe accompanying picture.
its

Cammack theatre Spring Green, Wis.,
not only has several stores adjoining but
above the playhouse are living accommoThis view taken shortly after
dations.
its completion early this year.
Spring Green is a city of 3,000 populaThe theatre has a seating capacity
tion.

ELECTRIC

of 450, and

SIGNS

1406 South Michigan Blvd.

is

owned by

strictly modern
practical.

Chicago,

111.

and

—

is

It is
G. F. Post.
beautiful as well as

Quincy, 111. John C. Miller has acquired the Colonial motion picture theatre in

Quincy.

September
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Theatre
Construction

Clear-cut films make satisfied customers.
customers bring more business to you.

film printing experts.
large organization of highly trained men jealously guard our
\^ e give you better films at no greater
reputation for excellence.
Why not on
cost.
You owe it to yourself to give us a trial.

A

your very next order?

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

etc.

Projects

Los Angeles, CaL

— Roy

L. Jones, 311

will build a

Developing
Printing
Tinting

one-

theatre on Vermont avenue, between 75th and 76th streets. The structure will cost $40,000 and have a seating
capacity of 450.

story

111.

— Ralph

Crocker

Editing

Jacksonville, Fla.

— \Y. DroIIinger. man-

ager of a skating rink in which he has
been showing motion pictures, announces
that the building will be entirely remodeled and made into a regular theatre
which will be known as the Park.
*

—

Delphos, O. Work has been started
again on the theatre being erected by
F. H. Staup and it is expected to complete the project bv Thanksgiving.
*

—

Plans have been comby Architect Eugene De Rose, 110

Suffem, N. Y.
pleted

QUALITY.

10 Points

Priau knows

-izzj izi

Titling

ready to

is

start immediate work on the construction
of his new theatre in Elgin.

American

Toning

*

Elgin,

Satisfied

American Film Company Laboratories are

Exhibitors are invited to report to this department changes of ownership, new theatres
planned, remodeling contemplated, openings,

South Western avenue,

You

Better Business for

News
New

85

:.:

=

Ordinary film reduced to American Standard Safety Size.

REPUTATION.
::

(Absolutely fireproof film passed by all
underwriters.)

Film printing capacity

feet

Gained

of

one million

:'

CO., Inc.

Laboratories
6227 Broadway, Chicago,

-m

SAFETY.

Plant approred by both
Chicago ana Board of Fire

city of

111.

Underwritera.

PROMPTNESS.

Accustomed

PRICES.

Pre*.

Reasonable

aid com-

petitrye.

40th street. N. Y., for the new theatre building for Suffern Amusement Company.

GUARANTEES.

Write

unique guara-'*;

zt quality

*

—A

new theatre will be
Freeman avenue by

Cincinnati, O.
erected at 1905

Thomas A. Reilly. president of the Idlewild Amusement Company.
Plans have
been prepared
Martin.

by

Rendige,

Panzer

&

*

—

Charleston, W. Va. D. C. Shiarella is
building a new theatre which will have a
seating capacity of 1.200 to be known as
the Virginian.

Remodeling

*

—

Peoria, 111.
Charles Lee has acquired
the lease of the Astoria theatre and after

thoroughly
it

will

open

redecorating and
it

on September

improving

20.

*

—

Columbus, O. Charles H. Weidner,
manager of the Colonial theatre, has announced that the Southern theatre, closed
since Spring, will be
remodeled and
opened.
*

—

Canton, 111. The Capitol theatre, re•opened on September 1 following instal-

new seats, new projection maand much other equipment. $12,000

lation of

chines
was spent improving the playhouse. Chas.
Kuchan is proprietor.

—

Superior Music Increases Profits

HO W

appropriate,

influential

refined pipe organ
tra

music

is

and orches-

to successful film

presentation is recognized. Almost
without exception the great chain
houses are offering the last word in
musical appeal.
The most prosperous
upon

business depend not

exhibitors
films,

Holyoke, Mass. The church building
at Chicopee, used as a theatre for the
past two years, will be remodeled at a
cost of $25,000
according to F. L.
Frechette of South Hadley Falls, owner.

in

the

and house,

more than upon the universal appeal

of a

splendid musical background.

The Cremona Theatre-Organ

—

Bloomington, 111. The Majestic theatre, after having been closed during a
period of remodeling, has been re-opened.

for oar
work.

nj

—

building.

to

aenre exacting requirements.

West

Bloomington, Ind. Plans have been
completed for the new theatre which H.
L. Vonderschmitt will erect here by
Shrouds, Stoner Company, 511 Tribune

rear.

coacero of

and dust.

and

London, England
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON,

in 10

A

tuong financial standing.
LOCATION. In tie proper geographical location, aasmriag quick
deliyery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. AH of the molt
modem obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks
V.:::.;i2
Away froas din

fire

weekly.

AMERICAN FILM

iti5

;rrt-~.:r.::

RESPONSIBILITY.

A

for brU-

Expert

-;:!i

trained by Tear* of experience, aalures highett quality prints obtainable.

represents

the highest development in an instrument to
properly meet the rigid requirements of the
mo%-ing pic ure theatre.
Its exclusive features assure reduced musical outlay and at
the same time always elevate the reputation
Where the Cremona is you
of your house.
have atmosphere, that intangible something
that puts pictures across, always present,
whether the screen portrays romantic Italy
or the sand swept Sahara.
Interesting

how

it is

details

of the

Cremona and

paying dividends for other exhibi-

tors are yours for the asking.

The Marquette Piano Co.
Chicago. U.

S.

A

©rtmona
{Theatre <£rgan
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Stroheim production, "Merry

Kerry, Mary
Spottiswoode Aitken, Maude George,
lan Sears and George Hackathorne.

the Procession in Los Angeles
By Harry Hammond Beall

*

Emile Chautard

jured while working in "One Week of
Love," when she dove into the San Joaquin

manager of the Jack Coogan Company
and an official of the West Coast Theatres.
He is resting in the mountains hear San

River.

Diego.

chased sixty acres of land
Wilshire boulevard, but this
investment it is said.

*

*

*

Cecil B. De Mille has purchased a new
yacht which he has named the "Seaward."
* * *
scenarioist of "The Four
Horsemen," and more recently with the
Lasky studio is en route to New York accompanied by her mother who is in ill
Miss Mathis is expected to return
health.

June Mathis,

William A.

May

for Doris

*

Ernest Traxler has resigned as production manager of the Mission Film Corj.

oration.

will

formerly

direct

director

"The Beautiful

and Damned," which Warner Brothers arc
to produce.
*

Gertrude Astor
Williams

in his

*

will

not

*

*

Adalbert G. Volck. has been named

Myron

sistant

to

offices

at

SchleifF,

who

as-

held

New

studios.
Joseph
same position has

the

York.

will play opposite Earle

*

*

state

*

Harry Garson is to film the James
Whitcomb Riley classic, "An Old SweetMine."
*

*

*

Richard Walton Tully, having completed "Omar the Tent Maker," expects
to leave for Europe within ten days to arrange bookings for "The Masquerader."
*

*

completed another
under the direction of

has

rights picture

Henry McCarthy.
*

*

*

Anna

Q. Nilsson, working with RegBarker in his first Louis Mayer production, was seriously burned while making scenes this week. Percy Hilburn, the
Barker cameraman, was also burned.
inald

*

Hoot

Gibson's

*

*

next

picture

Roy Myers.
and Edna Murphy

will

direct

will

be

Nat Ross

"Ridin' Wild," by

will be the

feminine lead.

*

Benjamin Hampton,

Cuneo

Lester

next picture.
* * *

in

a

public

Elaine Hammerstein was

*

state-

ment, says he will not resume production,
his interests having been taken over by
Federal Photoplays.
* * *
slightly

in-

Sam

E.

Rork has

"Around

the

*

World

*
in

will

four special productions during the
ing year.

first

Warren Kerrigan

is

to

direct

com-

resume

his

on the screen.
He will begin his
picture shortly under the direction of

Jean Hersholt.
*

W.

*

*

Smith, general manager of the
Vitagraph studio has returned from the
East where he has been for three weeks.
S.

Frankie Morrow McLaughlin, who has
been saying "Number, please," at the United
Studios for several years was married this
week to William Earle Neugle.

Warner Brothers Start
Work on Two New Films
With the completion of the second
Wesley Barry picture, "Little Heroes of
the Street," under the direction of William Beaudine, Harry Rapf and S. L. and
Jack Warner have begun immediate preparations to begin work on "Brass," the
Charles G. Norris' novel of marriage and
divorce,
and
"The
Beautiful
and
Damned," the novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald.

Mc-

The prominent members of the cast for
"The Beautiful and Damned" include Marie Prevost, Kenneth Harlan, Tully Mar-

new Von

shall, Louise Fazenda, Allen Percy, Clarence
Burton and
Jimmy Morrison.
"Brass" is being directed by Sidney

Eighteen Days"

will be the next Universal serial.
Gowan will direct.
*
* *

Work

signed a contract with

James Young, whereby Young

Selznick at the Selznick

United

the

*

Irving Thalberg, general manager for Unihead the cast of "Forsaking All
Others."
* * *

place

reported,

continue as leading woman with Hal Lloyd
contract expires shortly.
She
is said to be scheduled for feature's.
*

*

Moore has been engaged by

versal, to

J.

*
is

it

Colleen

when her

returned to

*

Famous Players-Lasky will make the
Hergeshimer story "Java Head." George
Melford will direct.

heart of

*

Mildred Davis,

*

Seiter,

*

-

*

Lloyd Bacon, son of the famous Frank
Bacon, will hereafter direct comedies for
Jack White. He has been writing stories
for the comedy company.
*

*

*.

*
*

"The Hot Head," by Mrs. George Randolph Chester will be Frank Mayer's next

*

Lee Moran, Century comedian, is on his
way home from a trans-continental trip.

to the Coast shortly.

*

reported to have purfronting on
is
only for
*

*

will direct a Universal-

picture.

*

*

*

Al-

Jewel production of "Forsaking All Others" by Mary Lerner.

LESSER has taken a brief vacation
SOL
from his arduous labors as general

is

Go Round"

cast includes NorPhilbin, Dale Fuller,

man

Ruth Roland

1922

The

at Universal City.

With

16,

has been started on the

J.

P.

Franklin.

Second National Pictures
Issues Unique Press Book
Second National Pictures Corporation,
which recently announced eight new pictures for publication in the coming season in addition to the four already issued,
has prepared the fourth number of its
"Exhibitors' Guide" as a press book for

"Broken Shadows," picturization of the
novel, "Nance," by Charles Garvice.
A feature of the new press book is the
replacing of the conventional "Catchlines"

and "Teaser Lines" with columns of
The "Why"
"Shadows" and "Whys."
and shadow pictures have been used extensively by Second National in trade^
paper advertising.

Adds
prompted Eastern Film CorDarkened Windows" at the present time. The
production is said to be a strong feature of this type. It was directed by A. B.
Heath. The cast includes a number of prominent players, among them Richard
Martin, Lark Bronlee, Joseph Chailee, William Crowley and M. A. Kelly.

Demand

for photoplays of a highly dramatic nature has

poration to publish

"The House

of

to "Notoriety" Cast

Kathlyn Williams has been added to the
cast being assembled for William de
Mille's Paramount production, "NotorClara Berangen.
original by
iety," an
Bebe Daniels and Lewis Stone have the
leading roles.

September

16.
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds good photography

—gives
that

is

scale

to picture interest

that truthful, accurate reproduction

only possible

when

the reproductive

of the positive material
That's

the negative.

parallels that

why Eastman

of

Positive

Film carries quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
base

— now

identified

available

throughout

tinted

in

nine colors,

its

length by the

words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled

is

in

black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
De Haven

Harris Demonstrates
Stereoscopic Device
Each Spectator Must Use a

On

Results

Carter

of stereoscopic mowas given by the inventor
Barnett W. Harris, at the old Emerald
studios, on North Wells street, Chicago,
on August 29, before a representative
gathering of newspaper men, college p ofessors and friends of the inventor.
The pictures were projected upon a
screen by a specially designed machine,
also the invention of Mr. Harris, and
differed from the ordinary projection in
that two frames of the object photographed were shown at once, one above
tion

demonstration

enjoyed by

The

speeches

Professor Praises

local manager of Film
Offices, who assumed his new

Booking

duties Aug. 22.

He was

Professor

astronomy

who

Frank Moulton, teacher of
the Chicago University,

in

made a study of stereoscopics
credited with the discovery of the
method of measuring the distances between planets, pronounced the Harris
stereoscopic motion pictures 100 per cent
and

has

is

Mr. Harris' purpose to obtain permission from one of the large producing
companies to photograph a feature or
comedy along with their own cameramen
and demonstrate afterwards the difference of the stereoscopic pictures over the
ordinary photography.

Recently

Cinema

executive board of the Illinois Motion Picture Theatre Owners met Tuesday, marking a resumption of the regular meetings at the local headquarters
of the exhibitors league.

The

devoid of long
throwing. Mr.

Teitel

is

it

within a year. He is making a tour of
the key cities, meeting the F. B. O. managers and the exhibitors. His personal
representative A. Nathan is preceding on
the trip. He appeared in Seattle, Minneapolis and Milwaukee and from Chicago
goes to Detroit and the East.
it

became necessary for U. S.
Inc., of which Albert

Patents,

president,

to

call

attention

to

holds over a
dozen patents on the process of cleaning
A. Teitel who
and preserving films.
originated and patented the machine
which is being used almost exclusively
by the large concerns in cleaning films,
worked over fifteen years and spent upwards of $20,000 perfecting and patenting the device which he now uses in his
the fact that this concern

Chicago and

New York

notice has been mailed to a number
of concerns by his lawyer, M. Henry
Ring, warning them not to advertise or
use any process which in any manner infringes on Mr. Teitel's method of clean
ing films.

y

port and Import GetS
Rights to Foreign Film
Secrecy = urrounding the
production "Othello," which

continental
it

was

ru-

to this country
partially lifted with the

mored had been brought

Export & Import Film Company announcement that in conjunction with
David P. Howells, it has acquired the
American rights to this picture.
It is said that a Broadway run has been
assured "Othello."
featured player.

Big Boy Williams and
Snowy Baker Films Are
Disposed of by Hirsh
Nathan

Hirsh,

president

of

Aywon

Film Corporation, announces the following territorial sales:

plants.

A

recently, has been

Executive Board Meets

bouquet

Is Touring Key Cities
The luncheon was a complete success
and will long be remembered by those
present.
Mr.
DeHaven promises to
come back and put on another just like

to Infringe
A. Teitel's Patents

perfect.
It is

and

did to the queen's taste.

formerly East-

ern district manager for F. B. O., and
not many years ago had charge of the
World Film exchange in Chicago.

On

It

of those informal

meetings,

acted as host and master of
ceremonies and between bites of a tasty
cold lunch, kept up a running fire of new
stories that kept the crowd in good humor and on the edge of their seats for
two hours and a half.
Carter didn't "hog" the speechmaking,
though, and called upon Julius Lamm
and Joe Hopp to help out, which they

JOE KLEIN,

praise of his work.

stereopticon effect.

was one

DeHaven

y
1 w arns Not

an old theatrical man,
connected with various
upwards
of
for
enterprises
theatre
He has worked on his
twenty years.
stereopticon films for about fifteen years
and through a specially designed camera
and a combination of the two films in
printing, together with the use of the
has undoubtedly secured the
rectifier,

a

all.

affair

get-together

Pictures Together

is

making

Proves Good Speaker

—

Mr. Harris
having been

is

of

press representatives which was greatly

the other.

Draws

who

DeHaven,

twelve refined domestic comedies for F. B. O., paid Chicago a personal visit last Friday and staged a
luncheon at the Florentine room of the
Congress hotel for local exhibitors and
series

pictures

Each spectator was handed a device
known as a rectifier a hood-shaped
holder with a handle on it in which two
By
plain stationary lens were fastened.
looking through the rectifier the two pictures on the screen were drawn together
and picture with the depth and perspecVarious
tive of the original was shown.
)sscenes were projected showing the pos
Mr. Harris' invention a
sibilities of
those present were enthusiastic in their-/'

Stop in Chicago

Entertains Exhibitors and
Press With Stories and
Luncheon at Congress

Rectifier to Obtain

A

Plays Host

Emil Jannings

is

the

/

Three Snowy Baker pictures and six
Big Boy Williams pictures to Frank
Zambreno of Unity Photoplay Company, Chicago, for Northern Illinois;
six Big Boy Williams pictures to Cohimbia Film Service of Pittsburgh, for
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia; three Snowy Baker pictures to
Luporini Brothers, for Argentine, Paraguay and Uraguay; "Fidelity," "Woman
Above Reproach," "Winning of the
West," "Sons of the West," "Gold of the
Desert," "Evolution of Man" to United
Film Service of -St. Louis, for Southern
Illinois and Eastern Missouri.
Big Boy Williams and Snowy Baker
series to H. Lieber of Indianapolis, Irid.,
for Indiana; Liberty Film Exchange of
Washington, D. C, for Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

!

HAS been suggested by Hank GoldITson,
manager of the Julian theatre, who
by the

way

is

ed, that we

one of our best
this

call

col.

suggest-

little

Wabash
summer slump.

Leserman has returned from

trip through the
with Universal Salesman
ports things are picking

cessful

a suc-

territory
Denton, and re-

Illinois

up everywhere,
since the settlement of the coal strike. Mr.

Leserman

sold

men

theatre

in

thirty-five

towns out of fortv that he made on the
*

*

Chicago

office,

trip.

*

89

i

j

mixing with the Hoosiers
It's a sort of "get ac-

is

down Indiana way.
quainted" trip he

tells us.

*

"'The

Blues," at least during the
All in favor of it say "aye."
* * *
I.

:

!

:

*

*

Clyde Eckhardt knows good painting
when he sees it and when those Landis

Award boys got through with the walls of
Fox exchange, he said "nix," and had

his

another gang of brush artists do the whole
job over.
*

*

*

The following salesmen have been added
to the F. B. O. office J. J. Sampson announces. E. D. Saiter, who has the northern Illinois territory
Charles Banfort,
the Central Illinois field, and F. J. Shep;

E. W. Johnson, the erstwhile Select
salesman, is now telling the world about
the F. B. O. product across the street.
* * *

herd has been made Chicago Branch
man.
* * *

sales-

.

A. M. Rosencran has been added to the
sales staff by Sid Goldman. He will handle the Indiana terri-

American Releasing
tory-

*

*

*

F. B. O. salesman, tried to
butt a Halsted street car off the track the
other night with his Ford, but wasn't sucHence Al's walking these days.
cessful.
* * *

Al Hoffman,

"The Storm" has proved quite an attracat most theatres hereabouts the last

tion

couple of weeks, but the storm that hit Chicago on Thursday. August 24. will long
be remembered by some of our best theatre men. At Ascher's Commercial theatre,
92nd street, it knocked out about a thousand display lights and cut the attendance
in half.

*

*

*

Fred Hartman. manager of the Forest
Park Ascher house, is also one who will remember "The Storm." With about a thousand people trying to get into his house, he
was compelled to turn them away because
the storm cut off all his lights for the evening.

*

Joe Kopple
sales staff of

*

now numbered

is

Film Booking
*

C.

*

*

with the

Office.

exchange, has a treat in store for Chicagoans when "Slim Shoulders" plays a down
town theatre. Mr. Simmons slipped us the
info, that he's going to put on a style show,
with Irene Castle, star of the feature, and
seven beautiful girls to act as mannikins
displaying gorgeous gowns and wraps. He
has a tie-up with one of the largest loop

More

of

this

*

*

city.

*

*

*

"Bill" Brimmer, formerly with Fox,
now connected with Educational
*

*

John Dromeg

is

now

*

*

service

manager of

*

is

*

*

Springfield.

111.,

Oregon,

New

*

York."

He

is

in

and from there goes

to

*

last

Saturday.

*

Century Comedy week
This looks
around the loop. There's one at the Rose.
Randolph, Orpheum and Casino, and Herman Stern tells us the entire Ascher circuit is to run them regularly each week.
The last one "Apartment Wanted" is quite
timely for a lot of Chicagoans who are flat
hunting.
The Rose is playing that this
like

week.
*

*

*

The old gang welcomed "Looie" Kramer
back in Chicago last week. You'll find him
ensconced behind a desk at F. B. O. hereafter.

*

Herman

*

*

.

*

*

*

Charles Fecher of

the 63rd street Lexington theatre, isn't letting the hot weather,
film salesmen or anything or anybody else

Charles

bother him.

*

buying up

Here's a wide open challenge and if some
of the exchanges don't accept it those 63rd
street exhibitors will have an opinion that
can't be expressed in black and white. The
challenge is issued by Van Nomikos of the
Rex theatre and he is ready to meet all
comers— even Joe Lyon's Fox brigade.
Harry Phillip's wicked Universal sluggers,

A

happv.
*

tory, but then

111.

*

*

Sturm, well known along the
row, has resigned from the Fox office at
Milwaukee to accept the managerial post
We
at the Pittsburgh branch of Goldwyn.
hate to see good fellows leave this terri-

Lazarus, First National's exploitation man, is out in the sticks this week
putting over "The Masquerader" and "The
of

ball

Lester

"Jeff"

Crossroads

Play
*

guaranteed.

*

Orchestra Hall

*

and Lyman.

ikos

all

the

of

the

Rex

over

is

marks

theatre

Germany
Van Nom-

in

in sight.

received

from the Lexington exhib.

last

a

Mack is handling a campaign
Chicago Herald-Examiner film
Cartoons Are Made," which is

Irving
for

the

"How

record breaker

*

Stern, sales manager. Universal

.'

Win.

"The

That

being distributed to theatres

is

free.

what they say about Col.

A*. Selig's serial

JUNGLE GODDESS

the most sensational wild-animal-stunt chapter-drama ever produced!
Ask these men about it

SAM GRAND

BOB LYNCH

Fed. Film Exch., Boston

Metro Film Exch.,

BOBBY NORTH
Apollo Exch.,

New York

TOM BRANNON

All Star Feat. Dis., Calif.

GRAND-NORTH EXCH.
Buffalo,

New York

City

New York

-wire

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM
729 7th Ave.,

Phila.

SOL LESSER
City

Eltabran Film Co., Atlanta
For open territory

card

week.

later.

Good hot weather pic. Got good notices,
Hence H. O. Martin, Pathe manager,
too.
is

First National, Paramount or any of the
other boys.
Here's the 63rd street team
Nomikos, Johnson, Coston, Kempton, Corbett, Nortman. Harry and Bill Slot, Cullen

About the busiest place along Chicago's
film row during this hot weather is the A.
Teitel plant, 804 South Wabash avenue.
Mr. Teitel is cleaning film for most of the
big exchanges and many of the independents and reports that business at his New
York City branch is keeping them busy day
and night. And there's a reason. All work-

of the North." the Robert Flaherty-Pathe special production, got off to a
start at

lately with the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, is now on
the F. B. O. staff of Manager Joe
Klein.
George has the South and
West Side territory.

*

"Xanook

good

GEORGE WEST,
is

F. B. O.

»

M. Simmons, manager of Hodkinson

stores.

Earl C. Penrod, the affable F. B. O.
booker, has been transferred to Cleveland,
as service manager. Sam Gorlick becomes
head booker for this concern. He formerly
served the Fox exchange in the same capa-

CO., INC.

Cable Address:

EXIMFILM,

N. Y.

15 Melodramatic Episodes!
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SHORT SUBJECTS

PARAMOUNT— Burton

GOVERN AND EGLER

The Runt, two

(Shorty Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamilreels

ton).

Pony Boy, two

reels (Shorty Hamilton).
two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'cm Cowboy, two reela (Shorty Hamilton).

Grit,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

KING COLE COMEDIES, two

RAINBOW COMEDIES,

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED. Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES. Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT,

one

reel.

I

DO, with Harold Lloyd.

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold
AYWON FILM CORF.

Lloyd.

C. B. O.

month.

Meran

Polly

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES,

real*

a moath.
twice a
and Smiling Bill Jonca.

SUNRISE COMEDIES,

two

with

reel*,

Billy

West.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

realm.

Port.
Cold Feet.

Hickory Hick.
Bucking Broadway.
Mile-a-Minute Mary.
That Son of a Sheik.
Pardon My Glove.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,
A

SALttiS bO,

Idle Class,

two

two

reels.

Bright Eyes.

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES,

two

reels.

The Boat.
The Paleface.
Cops.

My Wife's Relations.
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

two

reels.

Be Reasonable.
Heck.

FEDERATED FILM

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
BALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

L CHESTER COMEDIES, two
JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one red.
C.

reels.

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two rods.
Hot Dog.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two reels.
The Happy Pest.
The Studio Rube.
LUPINO LANE SERIES, two
The Broker.
Lave and War.
Pardon Me.

two

reels.

W. W. HODKJNSON CORP.
THE BEGGAR MAID, two reels (Mary
THE BASHFUL SUITOR, two reels
three

reels

(Mary
(Mary

reels.

featuring

Mona

red.

reels.

WEISS BROS.—The

Dark-

two
two

COLLIER SERIES, "The

Leather Pushers," two

GOING STRAIGHT,

reels,

Mary

Pickford.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenlcs Beamtiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenics, one
reel (every week).
EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, one red (every twe
weeks).
.
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one red
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, -one red.
,

Review, one red

In the Pink.
Drawing Cards.
Self Defense.
Centaurs of the Field.
Winter Pep.

A

False Alarm.
Hold the Line.

Taking the Air.
By-Way Champions.
"Fore

Rex Beach Weekend.

in

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW—Thunderbolt

Jack (Jack Hone).

The Blue Pox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

FILMS—Capitain Kidd (Eddie Polo).
EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jende
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Vaa Dyke.
FOX — Fantomas: Bride IS.
FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.

C. B. C.

PATHE—The Sky
June Caprice).
PATHE— Hurricane

Ranger

(Geo.

B.

Sdts aas

Whirlwind.

The Branded Four.

reels.

two

expose of Sawing a Lady
1475 feet.

—

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman),
reela.
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

I

—

SELZNICK—The

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two

twe

Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.

one red.

Try and Get It
Careful.

two

Astor).

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TCM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.
MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one red.
PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reds.
C. B. PRICE CO.

GOLDWYN— Sport

two-thirds real

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALIS—

reels each.

DRAMAS,

once a week,

SERIALS

1

feather,
reels.

Love's Outcast.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
A Perfect Villain.

DOMINANT PICTURES. INO.
TVRAMAS two •—»'«
WESTEP*
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES,

INDIAN
two

Love & Doughnuts.

Please Be

erer?

PATHS

Punch ot the Irish.
The Game Lady.

BEN TURPIN COMEDIES,

By

one

Astor and Pierre Gendron).

reels.

reel,

weeks.
Starland Review, one every two weeks.
C. B. C. FILMS— Cap'n Kidd Serid, Eddie Polo.
STOREY PICTURES Shadow! and Screes Review,
one reel every two weeks.
STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, two

Half, length

THE YOUNG PAINTER,

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
funnyside, two reels,
he Kid, six reels.

reel.

Urban Movie Chats, one red.

PIONEER—Luke MeLuke's Film-Ooeehy.
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature.
R-C— Hy Mayer Traveloughs, one every

Brandon).

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

reels.

Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reds.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two rede, bi-

reel*.

Co. of America.

Away

other week, two reels.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one r«el.

The

one reel.
Wilderness Tales, by Robert C. Bruce.
FAMOUS PLAY ERS Paramount Magazine, oaa

Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.

reels.

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES,

EDUCATIONAL,

Kineto Reviews, one

monthly.

AX. ilt

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorids, one reel.
C B. C SALES—Screen snapshots, one red.
COMMONWEALTH— Saanuth'a Original Vod-eVil Movies.
COMMON WEALTH— Spanuth's Sereaenettea.

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE—Aesop's Fablea Cartoons,
PRIZMA—Nature's Colors.

DRAMAS

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.
OAVfTV COMEDIES one reel
TOONERVILLE TOPICS, two reels, by Fontain
Fox.
HAMILTON COMEDY, The Speeder, two reels.
£*

two red*.

ARROW FILM

Poor Boy.
Rapid Fire.
Treasure Bound.
Look Out Below.

Review, oaa

red issued weekly.

Great American Authors, one

Clean and dry.

two

Pelican Island.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES— E met o

The Four Seasons, four

Pair of Kings.

reel*.

the Barito River.

red (weekly).

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
two

Beeaie

red BurUagaaai

Alpine Ride Up the Stanxeraera.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aleteca Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Drake.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Ro thorn.

HODKINSON—Kineto

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
The Show.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two
The Riot.

PICTURES— Sunset Barrad

—

RADIN PICTURES, INO.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reds.
STAR COMEDIES, one red.

WARNER PICTURES

Torchy's Holdup.
Torchy Steps Out.
Torchy's Nut Sunday.
Torchy's Feud.

atKMAlD COMEDIES,

Maa

two reds, with

Roberts.

A

OMKUIES.

.

reels.

The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Chsrmed Life.
The Chicken Parade.

Any Old

<

Fairy Foreland.

Stories.

Official

Fair Enough.

TOKCHV

two

INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.
A False Alarm.
Circus Days.
A Ring Tail Romance.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two

Folly Comedies.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

FILM SALES

WALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reela,

INC.

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one red.
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INO.

IOY COMEDIES.

Holmes Travel Pictaree

An

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one red.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one red.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one red.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one red.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reds.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

A

SPECIAL

Monkey Land up

reels.

1922

16,

one reel (every week).
Sante Fe— the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.

TRUART FILM CORP.—One

two reds.

PATHE EXCHANGE.

September

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Bileea
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners mt the West (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
UNIVERSAL—Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
(Harry Myers).
VITAGRAPH—Breaking Through.
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antoaie
Moreno).

WARNER—The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thursdays) at Universd exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Edscatload exchanges.
FATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) si
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week) at Select ea>

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one net

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Tony Sargs Almanac, one reel.
Art ot Diving, with Annette Kdlemaa.
The Race of the Age (Maa a' War}.

\
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'BROKE ALL RECORDS"
<<I_IAD more paid admissions
than any serial we have
ever put on at our theatre it
broke all records. It has the

—

punch — everybody highly

pleased."
A. B.

CHEATHAM,

Ideal Theatre, Charlotte, N. C.

^

Starring

'artacord
Storq bq Robert Dillon
Directed

UNIVERSAL CHAPTER PLAYS

THE NEWEST THING

TOR

the

first

IN

THRILLERS!

time all the

fascinating wonders of the

most popular thing of the
age RADIO — are shown in this
sensationally thrilling chapter
play soon to be released. A sure

winner from the opening flash!

ROY STEWART

0

BUTTER'
SIDNEY BRACEY
LOUISE LORRAINE

bqEDWARD LAEMMLE

Presented byddfaemmk

M

—

THINK! what does

mean

,

this

**s/tatsssm

VOIX?

to

J.

UHbi

mm

a

LONDON S

Famous Sea stories
produced in ei^ht two —
reel features starring

TITLES OF

THE 8 PICTURES

1— White

—
—
— Law
—
—
—

and Yellow

2

The Channel Raiders

3

Pirates of the

4

Deep

JACK MULHALL

of the Sea

5

The

6

Dangerous Waters

7

The Yeflow

Fight in the Fog

DLrecied.

8— Wolves

by

EDVARD RULL

Handkerchief
of the Water

NOW BOOKIAJO

Front

resenteci

Opl

\s/

Laemml
TWO-REELERS YOU'LL

WANT TO FEATURE/

J{ powerful smashing
of

series

two -reel

in the leading

LUMBERJACK
jvaiurincj the

STORIES

popular star

ROV
4

role exhibitors

who play

these wonder-stories will
cash in on the value of his
name as a big feature star.
He is known and liked by
millions. The first of this
action outdoor series is

GIANTS

STEWART
Dlrecied

ROY
WITH
STEWART

of the

OPEN

hy

ROBERT HILL

See your Universal Exchange.
1J

SENSATION!

World sag/s:
yaper-pictarein its magni-

^Jbe Hew York Evening

M£ 7ctr£ <2
daggering
ficence —gripping in its
story — the Acme of the
otionypectacalar in

M

Pict ares"

MIGHTIEST OF ALL!
THB ALL-AMER/CAA/ P/CTOR/AL.

fe

never sleep

FOX NEWS
I A I ways on ihejob\

1008

lit

CAMERAMEN
SPEED -SYSTEA
EXPERT EDITORS
QUANI TY~QUALITY
SPECIALS-SCOOPS

MNOEPCNDrNf
fc-smiNCIIt-

From the story by

JAMES OUVER CURWOOD

THE VALLEY OF
SILENT
With

MEN

ALMA RUBENS

Played to the biggest business of the
at the Rialto Theatre, week

summer
of

August 27th. Acclaimed by New
dailies and trade papers as one of

York

the greatest pictures of the year.

Read what

these authorities say:

The Picture is a real triumph. The writer
has seen at least 7,684 pictures of the
great North-west, but never such a world
of scenic beauty.
Morning Telegraph

This is one of the best pictures recently
Film Daily
shown.
Hats

It Will

off to

Borzage and his settings.
Motion Picture News

—

Put Money Into Your House

Directed by

FRANK BORZAGE

CP {par amount {p icture
Qeated

by

Q>smopol ita n productions

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICI

presents

STARRING

WEN
and a notable Selznick cast
which includes Marjorie Daw*
by Victor Heerman

A Victor Heerman Productic

*»CC

VSMT

orr.

^™ ™

10!*

t«V*S

—

Distributed

K SELECT

.

^ade.

Sl

"-est t

«

and

JESSE

L

LASKY

PRESENTS A

"THE

JAMES CRUZE

PRODUCTION'

OLD

„

HOMESTEAD
WITH

Theodore

Roberts

George Fawcett

I Roy Barnes
Harrison Ford
Fritzi

Rickway

(X paramount Q>iclure

The
most beloved charact
[actor in the

world in th

'most beloved role eve
written!

OLD HOMESTEAD
PRESENTED BY

J ESSE L

LASKY

"Theodore Roberts,

George Fawcett,
T Roy Barnes,

Harrison Ford,
Fritzi

THE OldyourHomestead
audiences limp
1

'

will

leave
after two hours of laughing, crying, thrilling and a
general continual feeling of
"Gee, this is a great show!"
The cyclone the greatest
thing of its kind leaves you

—

—

absolutely gasping with amaze-

ment.

The heart-throbs — well, you
know what they are. They've
made the American public cry
for the past forty years.

Now

imagine those same scenes intensified by one of the greatest
casts in history

"The Old Homestead" is so
big that people will be still
talking about it three years
from now.
Adapted from Denman Thompson's

Play

Sheehan
Scenario

by

and

Poore
Woods.
Josephson

Perley

Frank

by Julien

A JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTION

d ^paramount Qiclum
m

Ridgway

r\ Syracuse Motion
Pictures Co.
presents
»
\gf
^

wynwqm Stqndinq

% Isle ofDoubt
w/b '"George Fawcett

Dorothy Mackaill

story by Derek.

Bram
Directed by

Hamiltoyi Smith,

'Photographed

by Arthur Cadwell

Wyndham

Standing, the star, George FawDorothy Mackaill and Warner Richmond. These are the central figures of "The
"
Isle of Doubt.

cett,

on Park Avenue and ends on a tropical
where a faithless wife makes her final
choice between husband and lover.
It combines the appeal of a society drama with the
lure and adventure of the South Seas.
It starts

island

The Motion
says,

"This

is

Picture News. September 2nd,
a picture

age of those released
It

possesses a cast of

much

above the aver-

by the veteran producers.

first

mean something when

water.

Their names

displayed in advertis-

ing.

The

first

of Playgoers Fall releases,

now

avail-

able.

A
A Playgoers Picture
FOKE/GH REPZESEArTATIvE
S/D/VEY 6**K*E7-r

A

Weekly Feature

for All of America's

100 Million People
What Tissot, the great painter did twenty
years ago when he went to the Holy Land at
the order of Samuel S. McClure to paint the
lands where religious history began, has been
exceeded by this remarkable expedition conceived and financed by the Cincinnati organization of which Albert Krippendorf is
President and J. E. Holley, Treasurer and

There Are Thousands

Town Who
Want to See —

In Your

General Manager.

The Temple Solomon

on Mt. Moriah

built

of the

wives of Solomon

Where Judas ended

Where

his

life

David, the shepherd boy,

was born

the murderers

The Pool where David had
hanged

Where

A

where the

spies of Moses'

army

visited

Where Esau

sold his birthright to Jacob

Where Abraham

denies his wife to King

Abimelech
Gaza, the scene of the escapades of Samson

Bethany, the
Lazarus

Where

home

of Martha,

Mary and

the Jordan

parted

to

allow the

where Ahab was

The

spot

The

point

where Jesus was baptized

The

place

where Abraham saw the angels

the
longest

The

Picture

Panorama

Every

city, every hill, every river, every sea,
every place having mention in the Bible was
filmed ; Damascus, Jerusalem, Bethlehem,
Nazareth, Hebme, Beersheba, Gaza, Joppa,
Caeserea, Tyre, Samaria, Shiloh, Jericho.
Every mountain and valley, in all more than
1500 places having connection with any part

of the Bible, were photographed and it was
done with a purpose: to prove that an educational film may be made with tremendous

magnetic entertainment values.

Abraham, or Jacob, or David, or Solomon
or Jesus or any other Bible character has
been at any of these spots this great series
contains pictures of each and all of these
places. And not only the places but the
people, their habits and customs; whether
they work or play, whether they sow, reap or
grind; shepherds, peasants,farmers, merchants;
every type and their environment are shown
in these unusual pictures.
If

Israelites to cross

Shiloh,

TheXfcice

Philip baptized the Ethiopian

Eschol,

trips

and preparation, led the
Geographic expedition and was instructed to
"get everything to be had" before he returned.
This he did, bringing back the most amazing
and enthralling motion picture panorama the
screen has ever known.

spots that Jesus visited

The home

who had made two extended

in previous study

Golgotha, the place of Crucifixion

The

Dr. Holley,

temple

that

killed

remained

the

place of Salome's dance before Herod.

American
RELEASING CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

American Releasing Corporation will distribute, beginning in October at the
rate of one each week, fifty-two one reel pictures produced in the Holy Land
and showing the actual scenes of every significant place mentioned in the Old
and New Testaments. These are so assembled and titled that they eliminate
every shred of doctrine, creed or preachment and they are embellished and
beautified, with Prizma natural-color and otherwise, to make them both interesting and entertaining.

The time has arrived for the theatre-owners of America to begin a systematic
endeavor to build up their businesses by creating new screen audiences. The
body of people who will be drawn into theatres by these features are what may
be termed the religious and educational forces of the nation.

presents

Of

the

Land

of the Cradle of Religious History
These amazing pictures will not be
booked for private or public showings
in any other places until the theatres
of the country have had ample opportunity to

present them as

much

as they wish.

We

are positive that when these engrossing pictures are run in your theatres
that every moral and religious factor in
the country will recognize for the first time
that there is a real desire on the part of
exhibitors to be constructive in the selection of their programs.

We

believe that the presentation of these
productions will cause a reaction against
censorship and the increased agitations

Sunday closing. These pictures on
your screen are an evidence of your good
faith in making an endeavor to broaden
the appeal of your theatre by catering
for

regularly to

the conservative,

elements of your community
borhood.

and
or

best
neigh-

The

protection of theatres for a long period
against any form of non-theatrical showing
is granted by us because it will place in
the hands of theatre-owners a subject that
will do more to alleviate all of the destructive criticism of motion pictures and
the theatres that show them than any
single factor ever before known in this

industry.

t "an
jVttferCORPORATION
RELEASING

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

Humor i Pathos
throbs

!

!

Tenderness

Pun<nil. •

Goldwyn Means Big

JRcwv©!*

/
j

Pictures'

These words have more than one important
significance to the Metro exhibitor this year.

They

voice Metro's wishes for the prosperity

of the

showman:

tfC

Ihe

They

fix

season's best"

the quality of the

new

big

Metro

pictures, in relation to all others:

"The
They

season's best"

kind of business the Metro
exhibitor will do with the amazing array of
special photoplay attractions now about to
be released:
foretell the

"The

season's best"

Jvry^mperiql ficturas £t<t. SxclusiVe
Distributors throughout Great 'BritaJLn

SirWUIimJuryJfanqging director

—

_

Distributed Sxclusively by

Pictures
^Af*i*
vn
-L^JLv^ LI KJ Corporation

A Bidder Success than the 4 HORS

I]

—

.

and Criticisms
2L Proofs
positive
that Qhe
CThe
Hexlngram
Production of

The Prisonei

of Zenda
picture no exhibitor
can afford not to capture
is a

Here are
Arthur James

in the

Moving

Picture

World—

"A great attraction
Motion Picture News

picture."

—

"Bears all the earmarks of a
million -dollar production."
Moving

Picture

World

—

New

Picture Play

—

"'The Prisoner of Zenda'
has several things in it that
may make the famous quartet of 'Horsemen' look out
for their blue ribbons."

World—

New

"A splendid box

office,

it

York Herald

"Will win

News

Daily

—

picture

"A
applause

and

—

fight one's
the horde."

—

thrilling

worth

...

and well done
it

is

distinctly

while.'

profits."

New

York Sun

—

"Easily the peer of
mantic photoplays."

all ro-

its

worthwhile to

sure

picture."

Translated from Cine-Mundial

upon

very good one, making

Film Daily
fire

credit

makers."

way through

. .

—

York

"Reflects

"A

chantment."

has supplied the screens of
the country with a moving
picture achievement."
Exhibitor's Herald

Morning Telegraph

" 'The Prisoner of Zenda'
should occupy a place
among our best photoplays."

"Pure romance and en-

—

"Rex Ingram once more

the criticisms:

PICTURE

New York Journal —
"A good evening's entertainment."

HMEN of the APOCALYPS

Clara Kimball

Youn
Presented by
Phofoplay owned

SAMUEL

in

HARRY

and copyricjh'ted bi/

ZIERLER

Photo plaij Corporation

GARS ON

<juvy Smpaial

Piduves lid ticlusivc

Disbibubrs ikwwi QrealBvfaw
Sir Wliiliam pvq Mh'g \Oiv.
.

inq Elliott
Dexter, Sup
ports her

//

Harry

Oarson
is

the

Director

Author

famous:
lichard Wash
>urn Child,

r

Ambassador

f

to Italy

Advance
interest.

through novel,
a best
seller

Production is
Miss Youngs

most
lav ish

Exploita
tion unlim-

Story
reveals
Co-operat
Mysterious
tive AdverRussia
I tising by

/

Publishers

ited, every-

body has
hands

Everybody^
rea d
Serial in
Colliers

Weekly

Hands

Nara

Oisinbuted except in

Mew

Ijovk crnd

Hovthtvn Neu/Jeysaj

Metro

•

What a destructive youngster,

12w *5.

BABY

She keeps smashing

Box Office Records
Tuck her in the crib
of your hooking schedule, and watch

her

tell

Old Dull Business
"Bye Bye"

If

*
fury imperial Pictures Lid Exclusive
Oulyihuiors ihrvoui great Britain
Sir William pury fflonayinq Dir.

mm

E

la

\

1

Viola
ttt

ana
^ Harry Beaumont
Pr o due i-ioxv

Stovy

Cobb
cenario hy
Taylor

Irvin

Hi

hy

S.

k.
i'lU

Distributed only by

KAf^+lTX
lYlv 1>JL V/

Pictures
Corporation

^ 9f you forget io book

Tlbm Competitors

vont

Not

!

after notices
like these
NEW YORK

TIMES—

Genuinely poignant Wins your spontaneous sympathy.

EVENING MAIL—
It

strikes

its

note of appeal as few

films that hare crossed the horizon of
the silver sheet.

a

(t

Forget-Me-Not"

is

fine, clean, beautiful picture.

NEW YORK WORLD—
It

is

an

excellent production in every

particular.

Ji LOUIS
Story by Henry rXSyrnoncLs
Scenario bu
Clumer
lohnJi. Clymev
byfohnJ$.
Directed by IV. S. Van Dyke
Juvy Imperial Piciuves lid Exclusive
Distvibuiov thruoui qreai Brriom
Sir William j/uyy Manac/inc/ Dir.

M:

BURSTON firoductio

FILM DAILY—

WW YORK AMERICAN—
'Forget -Me -Not," at the Criterion,
teld the attention engrossingly

he start to finish.

It

from

was charmingly

— genuinely poig-

ind artistically told

drama.

tant

wnchalantly
cenes

Anybody who can
through

these

sit

several

must be callouser than any

can rest assured that
ff
they will be pleased with Forget-MeNot." Exploitation should be simple
enough.
Exhibitors

.

The world will not soon forget "ForgetMe-Not."
SUITABILITY

The picture looks strong enough to go

any of the week stand houses and

money.

W YORK REVIEW—
I

f

most remarkable picture.
the finest pieces

of work

It

is

one

all the

around —
acting and
hotography — that we have yet seen

'ay

— Show

this

everywhere.

ENTERTAINMENT VALUE— 100 percent.

^IIETY-

et

.

BILLBOARD—

professional critic.

nto

.

in directing,

n the silver sheet.

Forget-Me-Not" is aptly named. Few
ho see this little screen drama will
Jon forget its sweetness and charm.

Well, I swan!
If here ain't

w

QUINCY ADAMS

SAWYER,
in the pitchers
I don't swear often,
but this picture

^QUINCY
Trout the novel by

Jetton
Pidqin^.

Charles

ADAMS
SAWYER

r

Adapted

bit

Bernard
Af c

Conv///e

Directed

is

bu

„

a plain humdinger

ARTHUR
HERBERT^.
SAWYER
lubin rtctures
METRO S.L SpecialTrodaction
.

t

Presented h/

JL

Clay&nce

Pisiribuied by

KA
£±4- +*r%
JL* A V
X KJ
l»

Pictures
Corporation-

jury imperial Pictures Jfd. Exclusive Distributors ihruout (jreat driiain.5irWmjtAHj

rW'rt'y

Din

—
Well,

I alius said the

—

boy'd

make good

More'n ten million people have read the
book about him
An' the play went quicker
Say,

hot cakes

'n

who's that playin' Alice Pettengill I

Why,

it's

Blanche Sweet

And

there's

Obadiah Strout

himself.

No,

it's

Lon Chaney
Who's

that purty girl with the black eyes
Putnam, the village vamp?

— Lindy

Barbara La Marx
An' Abner

Stiles,

the blacksmith?

Elmo Lincoln
Is that

Mandy

Skinner? No,

I d'clare, it's

Louise Fazenda
Say, where'd they get this cast?

Never saw such a high-priced

collection.

Why there's
June Elridge

Kate Lester

Gale Henry

Billy

Hank Mann

Taylor Graves

Joseph Dowling

and Harry Depp

Edward Connelly
Victor Potel
Claire

McDowell

Franey

Only Read

drive

irst Chapter
in

the book of big box-office business

Metro

Watch for

is

printing on the screen this year

come:

these to

The Rex Ingram Production

WOMEN

TRIFLING
VIOLA DANA
A

of

June Madness

in

Harry Beaumont Production

Louis B. Mayer will present the

FRED NIBLO PRODUCTION

of

THE FAMOUS MRS- FAIR
COLD COURAGE
A Special

Ames
All the Brothers

Production of Ben

Robert

Z.

Williams's stirring sea romance

Were

Leonard

Valiant

will present

MAE MURRAY in a new production
LAURETTE TAYLOR
in

Peg O'
By

J.

My Heart

Hartley Manners

And Other

Equally Big,
Equally Powerful Drawing -Cards

Metro

CorporattOi

EASTERN FILM CORPORATION PRESENTS THE

THRILLING
THROBBING

TRIUMPH

HOUSE of
.DARKENED

^WINDOWS
i

L

CJhe mosi emiing Chinese'American
A(ystert/Drama ei/er Screened.
For strength, of store/?
inqenuiiyofplot) intensity
of suspense and surprise:
convincing acting by <a
superb all-artist cast .and
magnetic power of holding

your interest andattention

toitsVertjend'THE HOUSE

OF DARKENED WINDOWS"
is in the class of old time
melodramatic triumphs which
never Fail to please.

m

OFFERED TO INDEPENDENT BUYERS
u 220 W. 42— STREET

MnMm«

EASTERN FILM CORPORATION ,

new vork
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For Five

Weeks

in

Los Angeles
Ray

This biggest and best Charles

feature played to capac-

Los Angeles in spite of mid-summer weather condiand
tions
was still drawing strong. The box-office reports
many persons seeing the picture more than once. Unanity in

imous praise from exhibitor, public and

critics.

S Kane

Qrthur

preset! ts

arles
in

A Tailor Made Man
By

Harry

James Smith

Qs produced by Cohan and Harris
Direction

,

in

the United States of Qmevica

Joseph De

Greuse

by

/Ze/eaj-ecf

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PICHCFOR.D
GHAR.LIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIPJ3ANICS D W. 6R.1FFITH
HIRAM ABRAM S PRESIDENT
•

•
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Qet yours
*3o/I in line cvifh

the hundreds a/ho
are bookincf

MAX
LlNDEKS
fensational Jdur/esque

"THE THR
MJST~GET~T!
J2>id

E

showmen throughout

the country recocfnize the

ualue of an occasional
feature- length comedy
JJeres a corkinO burlesque
cf one of the best Icnourn
stories ewer axritten

Xjou Must Qet TJoukt.
A

01lied Producers and Distributors Corporation^
72$)

— Q J3ranch

Seventh Quenue, J/ear

Office heated

in

C/orlz

City

each United Qrtistr Corporation Cxchange —
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Don't Delay!

What You
Want to

Every paid in advance subscriber to the Herald will receive one copy of the new Box
Office Record gratis.
Non-subscribers or

Know
Feature Pictures ?

lasts.

Congress of opinions on 317 feature
productions written by men who
have played them

Short Subjects?
Straight facts on 36 distinct brands
of comedies, scenics, newspictures,

magazines, etc., from
have bought them

men who

Short Features ?
on by
two or more exhibitors since March
1, 1922, in "What The Picture Did

All short subjects reported

For

Me"

Serials ?
The box

office testimony on all the
episode productions of the year by
showmen who paid to know the
truth

Independents ?
The

real crux of the widely discussed Independent situation revealed in massed reports on every
Independent feature in circulation

Authority?
exhibitor business men of the
nation, authors of the September

The
Box

Office Record,
press.

sub-

scribers wanting extra copies
are advised to send in their
order immediately. Cash or
checks must accompany requests. The Box Office Record is sold at $1.00 per copy.
Orders will be filled as received as long as the supply

now on the

The Only Book Ever Written By Exhibitors

1922

September

23,
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NO BUNK,
BOYS?!
AN HONEST Wlfc£
JUST

GUY
THAT YOU ALL KNOW

FROM A REGULAR

SOL. LESSER^
VCQ«T
1>

•-•?»

JaU Uafatt TeUtinm unlenotherwUt tatUcaitft bg tttaaia/ter tht number of words:— "Pfue"(Qgg Letter) " N.L. "(l
STANDARD TIMS INDICATED ON THIS MESSAGE.

etter)or "Nlte"(MghtTelfgrqm)^

Form

I

w

12 AC H 37 N L

LOS ANGELES CALIF 24

GEO BENTLE

CARE OLIVER MOROSCC HOLDING CO MQROSCO THEATRE NYC
THOUGHT YOU WOULD BE' INTERESTED. IM KNOWING THAT HALF BREED NOW PLAYING
K

INEMA THEATRE'.

IS

DO

I

NG

A

VER Y

F

ENGAGEMENT ThE PICTURE WILL HAVE
SOL

|

NE BUS N ESS
I

A

GOOD PLAY;

RESULT OF THIS

AS

A

IN

THIS TERRITORY REGARDS

LESSER.

Breed
»Half
MONEY FOR YOU, TOO

WILL MAKE

-A GREAT AUDIENCE PICTURE -—BOOK, IT

FIRST

TODAY

NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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Opens toJlying star
Directed by

Clarence L.

Brown

Critics Call Picture
The Niagara Falls

Gazette says:

an Exceptional Draj

ing of one of the Old Masters.

The Niagara Falls Evening

Rev>
|

"An exceptionally good selection.
The photography was a revelation,
made the figures so lifelike you expected them to step down from the

venture. Miss Hampton's work was
particularly fine.
She is the embod-

screen and speak.

The

It

was

like a paint-

"A dramatic

story of love and ad-

iment of youthful beauty and charm.
picture was greeted by applause."

says

"A

distinctly

with an

new type

of pic

e

appeal throughout.

wonderfully beautiful thing."

One ofFirst Nationah

September

it
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Worlds Premiere/

Ralph Thayer, manager of the Niagara Falls Strand Theatre, proclaims
picture a splendid success at world's premiere, playing to tremendous
crowds at the opening of the beautiful new showhouse. Hope Hampton
meets personal triumph at showing of the biggest and best picture in
which she has appeared, eclipsing all her previous successes.

Suddenlyjhe

with

court

rccm hushed

in

cue

Lon Chaney
And

us a test Indent light flooded the chalice

and

E. K. Lincoln

an All Star Cast; written by William Dudley Pelley

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

%reat Jhtt selection!
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"Pictures Like This Justify

The Motion Picture

Industry"

That's what Caroline

Krum

writes in the Chicago Tribune and continues:
"Here is a picture it is a pleasure to
recommend. It is the best thing I
have seen on the screen in a long
time. There is bound to be interest
in a plot such as this if it is well done
and this picture is. Guy Bates Post
plays his double part splendidly. He
believes in the value of
intense, dramatic interpretation with the re-

he holds the
attention from beginning to end. He is

sult that

supported by an excellently chosen cast. They
are to be congratulated
on their ability and cooperation.
The direction is fine and the

POST
in

photography marvelous. I doubt if we can
hope for anything better than this. It is pictures like

'The

Mas-

querader' that justify
the motion picture
industry."

Road showed
record
every city
to

6

years

crowds in
and hamlet

From the famous novel by
Katherine Cecil Thurston

The

and the stage success by

John Hunter Booth.
Directed by

James Young
A

First

National Attraction

Masquerade?
THE MOTION PICTURE TRIUMPH
Richard Walton Tully's Production
Is Making Box Office History

NOW

MARTIN

J.

* ISSUE OF *

QUIGLEY

Publisher & Editor

September

23. 1922

Entertainment That Educates
By

MARTIN

'"THE

J.

QUIGLEY

higher uses of the motion picture, involveducational and inspirational possibilities, have long been the subject of comment and
speculation by persons who have followed intelligently the development of this new form of expression. Recently the circle of those who offer
comment and speculation along this line has so
widened that on every hand we hear the matter
talked of. Publications covering a broad range
of subjects are giving much space to it and there
is hardly an assemblage of persons engaged in the
teaching profession where the subject of what
could be accomplished for young America with the
right kind of motion pictures is not vigorously

random without conveying any adequate idea of
any particular subject.
There have been also grossly sinister phases of
this educational picture matter.
Behind the cloak
of "educational" there has been slipped out a variety of nondescript stuff, all of it with some ul-

discussed.

THE

ing

its

of this unsatisfactory situation there now
effort of the Fox organization.
According to information disclosed the Fox plan is
to issue for theatrical circulation a series of instructive subjects with each subject so produced
that it will entertain as well as instruct.

Out

comes the

*

Hence, the stage is well set and the time is
most opportune for an undertaking of the Fox
Film corporation, to be announced soon, which is
aimed to produce a series of motion picture subjects of an educational character. But the effort
of the Fox organization does not stop merely with
the production of subjects that inform and init insists further that these subjects also
And this latter
afford genuine entertainment.
stipulation places the matter in a decidedly significant light.

struct:

*

THERE

motive behind it. usually in the nature of
commercial propaganda.
terior

*

*

educational producIt is because of
this that pedagogic authorities have not had much
to justify an approval of motion pictures as an
instrument of education. They have freely credited its possibilities and they have, in fact, been
among the most outspoken in the prediction of the
future possibilities of pictures along this line.
And what little creditable material has been issued
has been of such a dull and monotonous complexion that it has had but little to hold the interest
do not mean that
of either child or adult.
there has not been a wealth of geographic, scenic
and other films of a similar type which are broadly
informative but cannot be considered as strictly
educational.
Pictures to be strictly educational
must tell enough and show enough of a single
topic to be able to convey an intelligent understanding of that topic. Miscellaneous collections
of informative items have been available but these
have fallen short of any mark beyond that of passhas been but

little

tion of a creditable character.

We

ing interest because they have merely hit about at

*

*

significance of this undertaking is very
great.
In the first place, such pictures will
supply a demand from pedagogic quarters that
the industry as a whole could not long afford to
ignore.
Secondly, they place in the hands of the
theatreman an instrument that will certainly be

productive of excellent results in gaining the attention of the best people of his community and
in the end winning these as allies against professional reformers and other unreasonable assailants of the screen.
The industry can gain little even in the >vay of
remote results from the production and exhibition
of pedagogic films which would be made under
educational auspices and shown in schools and
churches. The industry is on trial in the theatre.
It is there that the case must be proven that the
men responsible for theatrical production are
awake to their responsibilities and opportunities.
Hence, it is essential that the industry's educational subjects be suitable for exhibition in thea-

and this can only be accomplished by making
them of a definitely entertaining character.

tres

The Fox organization in

this matter has identiwith a highly commendable undertaking.
The reputation of the company augurs well for
the quality of the product, and the policy behind
it. as explained to us, insists that the pictures be
entertaining as well as educational, thereby making them suitable for the theatres where they will

fied itself

do the most good in improving the public relations of the business and giving the exhibitor a
spot in his program that he can be proud of before the most fastidious critic of the screen.
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fame

already-earned

this

Re -Takes

to perpetuate his

connection with the
to

known and
name in
cinema.
But now
well

is

added the laurel

the

of

will

*

accomplish-

Luncheons.
*

*
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The

theatre,

*

in Rochester, stands as

tution

of

such

in

an

achievement

motion

the

Through the public spiritedness of
Mr. George Eastman this institution
has been brought into existence under
the most favorable circumstances conceivable.

It

has been designed, con-

and equipped

in

accordance

with the highest possible standards and
it

thereby affords both a home and a

shrine for motion pictures
in

and music

which these two arts will be fostered

and advanced

in

ways that would be

out of the question

for

the

ordinary

commercial theatre.

The

Eastman

will

be

an

experi-

mental

laboratory out of which will
come a development of many of the
finer uses

of motion pictures, blended

with the best in music, and this work
will

be a lesson

and an

con-

the

Mr. Loew finds that in an advertising
way English exhibitors are far from

awake

and the ne-

to the possibilities

cessities of their business.

The

reaction Mr.

Loew

got from his

study of English exhibition conditions
is

not surprising but the fact that Mr.

Loew has expressed
and

directly,

himself, pointedly

along

should

line

this

coming from a man of Mr.

inspiration

which will accomplish much good.

The part which Mr. Eastman has

*

*

Worries

It

record

of

friendly advice and not as ungracious
criticism

and as such

it

will

serve a

good purpose in encouraging English
exhibitors to become more aggressive in
their methods even if they have to do

"pays, and pays, and pays."
*

*

A reader from Cincinnati writes that
he has a chicken that walks like Charlie
Chaplin, and wants us to get him in
pictures.
He comes when c a 1 le d
"Charlie," likes to be noticed and petted.
Anybody want a rooster comedian?
First National is losing Chaplin. Maybe
they can use him.
*

*

create much good will toward Metro
pictures abroad.
The fact that the foreign market is
so far behind has kept in effect a tre-

mendous handicap and if Mr. Loew can
evolve some method of eliminating this
difficulty he
great good.

will

be

accomplishing

a

*

Folks We Like to Meet
Mae Murray, "Bob" Leonard, Tom
Meighan, Carter DeHaven and Maude
George.

And

*

*

That
week when Muriel McCormick doesn't get her name in the papers
every day. Last week she was considerIt's

That's

a dull

an offer of one million dollars to
a film for an eastern magnate.
This week she turned down the offer.
ing

make

*

*

*

Personal Appearance

so at the expense of time-honored prec-

In an interview upon his return to
referred to a plan
lie has in mind of relieving the block
system of booking in so far as Metro
product is concerned and, by the setting aside of older pictures which under the system that has been in force
would have to be played, enabling the
theatre to reach immediately the newer
product.
This appears to be a drastic undertaking but one which doubtlessly will

*

Born Comedian

By Dan

edent.

New York Mr. Loew

Him

the exhibitor next to you figures on
the table cloth what the lay-out is costing HIM. For it is the poor exhib. that

ac-

complishment, can only be construed as

enjoy 'em.

*

And

*

demonstrated

insti-

achievement

potential

Held

exhibition

servative and the progressive clashed.

Loew's

picture industry will share generously.

structed

English

*

How we

the speeches.

recently

opened
and

the

pression,

Eastman
great

Light on English Problem
When Mr. Marcus Loew looked over

serve a good purpose because such ex-

The Lastman

And

*

fun they are.
*

Published every Wednesday by Martin J.
Quigley.
Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

M.

R.

J.

be

ments of the Eastman theatre.
#
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development of

in the practical

the motion picture

September

Maude George.
heim's

E. Daily
was

Who
In

"cousin."

Von

"Foolish

Stro-

Wives."

Has just made twenty-eight personal apIn various theatres.
From
pearances.
Texas to Maine. An' back agin. And
Any happy. Which
she's still smiling.
saying a lot. For a slender little girl.
only weighs 120. But she's a good
trouper.
So that's why they picked on
is

Who

But now she's back
An' glad of it.
her.

*

*

in

Hollywood.

*

'Twould Knock Turks Cold
See where the Greeks were defeated.
Why didn't they
Can't understand it.
open their kitchen doors and give 'em a
whiff of what was cooking on the stove.
*

*

*

Some Job
The Drys want Will Hays

to regulate
If Hays has to listen to
jokes.
one are
for
all of 'em to censor 'em, we
glad we haven't got his job.

the

Wet

*

*

*

Getting Expensive

We

IN THIS ISSUE
OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Review of "Love

Is

An Awful Thing"

System

Tabloid of First National's Fall Offerings
49
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Booking Circuit to
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Willard Patterson and Anna Eugene
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in

Exchange

Europe

32

21

21
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23

have had to buy two more horses.
Box Office Rec-

Johnston "lifted" «ur

ord distributing idea for his index, while
one of the regionals grabbed our cover
If they take the Herald they
line idea.
read the Herald.
*
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Congress

is going to look into this railIsn't
strike situation, it announces.
that just like those birds down there,
always on their toes? Can't keep anything from them more than six months.
*
*
*

way

—

Apt Pupils

A

Chicago "doctor" has been caught
teaching women "not to resist wrong."
It seems a few of his clients could give
him pointers on the subject he never
thought of.

—

:

September

23,
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Pays $13 Per Year
For the "Herald"
F.

Langdon Morgan, Showman,

Makes Trip Down Town
F.

Weekly for
Langdon Morgan,

Paper
West

1216

73rd

for his
street, Chicago, pays $13 per year
copy of Exhibitors Herald so that he
can get it 24 hours before the mailman
would bring it to him.
Every Thursday he makes a special trip
fresh from
to the "loop" to get a copy
the printer.

He

'Cheap at That,"

Says

could get The Herald for
"I
don't
$3 a year by mail," he said, "But I
want to wait that extra day. Even at
for
$13 a year, I consider it very cheap
the good I get out of it.
"I take all the trade papers— have ever
since I went into the film business twelve

know

I

21

T. O. C. C. Exhibitors
Plan Booking Circuit
Report 400 Days Assured— Movement Launched to
Compete With Large Chains in New York,
Says Prominent Theatre Owner
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Sept. 12.
It is expected that some time during the
coming week official announcement will be made of the formation of a
booking circuit for the metropolitan district which will have in the
neighborhood of 400 days' booking.
For some time past the project has been under consideration among exhibitors who are members of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce. The
details have all been worked out and it is expected the circuit will be in operation before the

end of the current month.

Say Organization

Is

Necessary for Protection

Those

read

interested in the proposition assert that their neighborhood houses
are being practically shut out of playing any of the big features until their
values have been greatly lessened by the showing of the pictures in the houses

"I can remember The Herald when it
was a little bit of a pamphlet and have
watched it grow until it became the

of the big circuits such as those of Loew, Fox and Keith. They claim that
the formation of the proposed booking circuit is necessary for protection.

The Herald

years ago.

my

is

favorite,

the only one
from cover to cover.

however, and

leader

in

its

it

I

is

The

field."

film

both from the exhibitor's and

business

He was
viewpoint.
nected with the Reelcraft and Vitagraph
He recently sold out the
exchanges.
Idle Hour theatre at Michigan City after
making a record for himself as a capable
He plans to return
theatre executive.
con-

distributor's

to

the theatre

manager

field

owner

as

either

or

this fall.

Willard Patterson and

Anna Eugene A iken A re
Wedded at Atlanta, Ga.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA, GA., Sept. 12.— Willard C.
Patterson, manager of the Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta, and Anna Eugene Aiken,
and pubeditor
lisher

of

the

Weekly Film Rewere married last Tuesday.
Mr. Patterson and

view,

have

wife

his

been
in

prominent
the motion pic-

ture industry in
the Southeast for
several years.

M

Patterson

r.

came

individual

circuit will be in a position to fairly
well dominate the situation, and be in a
position to play feature productions at a
time when their box office value is greater
than as conditions now are.

Underway

he

asso-

himself

knowledge of
the

plans leaked out, and
caused no small amount

their

disclosure

comment in local distributing circles.
One of the mfen most prominent in the
movement, in discussing the number of

of

booking days at

"We

disposal,

its

said:

have enough to protect us.
Just how many I am unable now to
The greatest number of days now
state.
being booked by any of the present circuits is 100. The nine men on the committee arranging the affairs of the new
circuit have more than 100 booking days.
We nine alone can present a formidable
lineup, to say nothing of the great many
other theatre owners who are anxious
to

will

come

in with
Brings Greater

Associated
National

First

Fran-

of several fraternal organizations

and is a thirty-second degree Mason. Mrs.
Patterson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Aiken. She was educated at the
Georgia State Normal School in Athens
and at the University of Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson will be at home
after Sept. 15, at No. 247 St. Charles ave-

circuit will help us to the profit we arc
entitled to on our theatre investments

help us in more ways eventually than
simply booking."
Another prominent theatre owner, who
asked that his name be not used until
after the official announcement was made,
said
"Practically ever exhibitor of any consequence that is running neighborhood
houses has erected them since or during
the war.
They represent large investments and to be compelled to follow the
circuits means a hardship and at times a
definite loss for them because in many
instances although they have to follow
the showing of a feature in the circuit
houses, they are compelled to pay more
to follow than the circuit does playing it

advance.
plan that the proposed circuit idea
will check this sort of thing and also give
exhibitors the opportunity of at least
breaking even if not making a profit."
in

"We

T. O. C. C. Is Guest

At Goldwyn Luncheon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Profit

considering now is
are
simply a plan to enable us to play the big
features while they are still good money

"What

makers, and not have to wait until the
edge of their value is worn off before we
can get them.
What we may consider
later is another matter, but there is no
doubt but what the establishment of the

us.

we

NEW

YORK, Sept. 12.— More than
members of the Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce were luncheon
guests of Goldwyn Pictures at the Hotel
200

today, after which they
treated to a screening of Goldwyn's

Astor

Help!

help!

Sig.
interests,

chise holders, and literally raised the now
famous Criterion theatre "from the dead
The result of the successful run of the
Criterion theatre was the building of the
Metropolitan theatre. Mr. Patterson is a

nue, Atlanta.

Some Time

for

Several of the more prominent members of the Treatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce have been working quietly
for a long time to bring into existence
It was only last week that
the circuit.

Atlanta

in

when

Samuels

member

now

new

with the
WUlard Patterson

booking

100 days for the average
In the case of "Blood
feature by Loew.
and Sand," however, this was increased
With 400 booking days the
to 159 days.
is

into promi-

nence
ciated

largest

being given

Ready for Theatre Again
Mr. Morgan is familiar with the

HELP!

Wapato, Wash.
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, Illinois.

lost in the mails.

as I

would

my

I

Hughes'

"Remembrance"
new season

Please send me one of the last
HERALDS. Mine must have been

miss

it

as

much

weekly pay envelope.

new

photoplay, "Remembrance."
This is the first time that a
special screening of a new film has been
made for the entire membership of the
T. O. C. C.

Rupert

the

Gentlemen:

were

is

in

the

first

picture for

Goldwyn's

list

of

twenty-one features.

High Taxes Will Force
Berlin Houses to Close

Hurry,

JOE BLASCHKE,
Wapato

Theatre,

Wapato, Wash.

Three hundred Berlin motion picture

members of the Association of
Cinema Theatre Owners, will close on
September 22 owing to the excessive
amusement tax. Hamburg houses already
have closed for the same reason.
theatres,

:

;
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Hundreds of Exhibitors Attend
Al Lichtman Banquets
Charnas Introduces "Rich Men's Wives" in Series of
Dinners in Four Exchange Centers

AL LICHTMAN
Canada

has toured exchange centers from Coast to Coast and
Mexico. Visiting key points in fhe system of distribution is a matter of business procedure to him and is unattended
by ceremonial rites. To visit these same centers and be feted by local
distributors and exhibitors is an unusual event and such has been the
honor bestowed upon the president of Al Lichtman Corporation during the

from

week

of

to

September

10.

BEGINNING

on Sunday, September 10
and extending through Wednesday,
September 13, Mr. Lichtman was the
guest of honor at banquets in Pittsburgh,
Detroit
Cleveland, and

Cincinnati,

and
in all

more than

exhibitors,

1,000

their

other
and
their
paid
guests
respects to the distribution executive.

wives

This series of
was arbanquets
ranged by Harry
Charnas, who holds
the Lichtman franchise in those four
cities,

Fred

S.

covering the

territories

Myer

tucky,

West

Virginia, Michigan and Western Penn-

the
Their purpose was
sylvania.
introduction of "Rich Men's Wives," the
initial Preferred Pictures feature presented by B. P. Schulberg through the
Lichtman exchanges. Promotion of a
picture on such a large scale by :i territorial distributor is a feather in the
for

cap of Mr. Charnas.
*

*

manager

of

Standard Film Service, Cleveland, and

W. Greenstein, vice
Standard, journeyed to Pittsburgh
the first banquet of the series. "Battling
Joe" Lefko. manager of the Charnas
branch at Pittsburgh, assisted Frank
G. Hard, publicity director for Charnas,
in arranging the banquet.
Nat Lefkowitz, Cincinnati manager,
and Jess Fishman, Detroit manager, also
assisted in arrangements. Attending the
Pittsburgh banquet were the following,
from
Pennsylvania unless
being
all
otherwise noted
president

L.

of
for

Walter Davis, Union theatre, Largo, Pa.; Willie
Richmond, Century- Family, Pittsburgh; Samuel
Havary, Liberty, Verona; Rudolph Havary, Pleasant Hour, Verona; David Miller, New Wilbur,

Homewood; W. Losniak, Keystone,

Turtle Creek;

H. Finkel, Colonial, Pittsburgh; Bart Dattola, Alhambra, New Kensington; John Ogliotti, Cosmorane, Leechburg; F. W. Fery, Arcadia and Gould,
B. Wachnansy, Pittsburgh; L. R.
Myers, Dreamland, McKeesport; J. J. Spandau,
Family, Braddock; Paul Karchner, Grand, Latrobe; M. A. Hauber, Oakland, Pittsburgh; L. N.

Pittsburgh;

Strickler,

Lester, Vanderbilt; J.

Graham, Butler;
S. M. Pearl,

Paul L. Thomas, Casino, Pittsburgh;

*

Pittsburgh; J. S. Josey, Arrow Film
Corp., New York; Michael Rosenbloom, Majestic,
Charleroi; J. Marmamstein, Knickerbocker, Braddock; C. C. Kellenberg, Carnegie, Carnegie; B.
Nesselson, Pastime, Lewistown; R. Weintrauli,
Lyric, Corsopolis; Sam. Stoltz, Ind., Display Co.,
Pittsburgh; J. Klein, West Penn. Amusement Co.,
Pittsburgh;
Max Engelberg, Strand, McKee
Rocks; Charles Jervis, New Homestead; J. Harris,
Strand, Woodlawn; H. Golsberg, West Penn.
Amusement Co., Pittsburgh; J. Brown, Colonial,
Braddock; Blake Galbraith, Columbia, Kittanning;

Climax,

The Pittsburgh gathering was held at
William Penn hotel and was at-

the

tended by about 200 exhibitors, their
wives and other guests. In addition to
addresses by Mr. Lichtman and others,
the guests were entertained with vaudeville and pictures, "Rich Men's Wives"
being the program feature.
In his address Mr. Lichtman traced
the distribution business from the time
he established the Famous Players exchange in Pittsburgh down to the pres-

He told of his theory of
ent day.
"equitable distribution" which is that the
exhibitor may book a picture or decline
it without any obligation whatever.
"Ike" Silverman of the Strand theatre,
Altoona, was toastmaster.
At Cincinnati on Monday night the
success of the initial meeting was duplicated, Fred S. Meyer of the Palace at
The
Hamilton acting as toastmaster.
,

banquet was held in the grand ballroom
of the Sintoii hotel.

On Tuesday night the Charnas gathering was held at the Hotel Statler in Detroit.
Four hundred exhibitors and
other guests sat down to dinner, presided over by J. B. McLaren of the Capitol theatre, Jackson.
Although the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
Detroit banquets were highly successful
they were exceeded by the Cleveland
event which was a fitting climax to the
Charnas endeavors. H. H. Lustig, head
the Cleveland exhibitors, acted as
toastmaster.
In both Cleveland and Cincinnati Mr.
of

organization will handle.
M. A. Lebensburger,

Ken-

of

Ohio,

Lichtman addressed salesmen of the
Charnas organizations, outlining his
plans and the future pictures which his

George F. Miller, Delmont, Oakmont; Sol Silverman, Princess, Donora; N. M. Elliott, Star, Vandergrift; C. Freeman, Star Regent, New Castle;

New

Castle; A. CarS. Marsousis, Dome-Penn,
rick, Hodkinson Corp., Pittsburgh; F. C. Elden,
Elden, Boswell; I. Manudelblatt, Elliott, Pitts-

burgh; Joseph M. Kleintz, Liberty, Rankin; F. J.
Tepper, Monaca, Monaca; I. Rosenbloom, Crystal,
Braddock; Joe Richman. Keystone, Pittsburgh;
Nathan Sukolsky, Grand, Burgettstown; Louis
E. Hirsch, New Oakland, Pittsburgh; Nathan
Richman, Pearl, Pittsburgh; Max Steinberg, New
Hazelwood, Pittsburgh; N. Friedberg, Alhambra,
Pittsburgh; J. A. Reilly, Plaza, Pittsburgh; A.
Fineman, McKee, Pittsburgh; San Lauri, Victoria,
McKeesport;
D.
Victor,
Victor,
Pittsburgh;
Charles Soltzer, Main, Sharpsburg; Isaih Schooline, Altoona; John Alderdice, Delton, Dormont
H. Mandel. Hippodrome, Pittsburgh; M. Hadler,
Majestic,
Rochester;
M. Winegrad, Majestic,
Rochester; Reuben Soltz, Majestic, Pittsburgh;

Abraham

Soltz,

West

Penn

Amusement

Co.,

Pittsburgh; Sam Fleishman, Brighton, Pittsburgh;
H. Fleischman; Nat Cherkealy, New Avenue.
I.
Pittsburgh; Wm. J. Bernardi, Regent, Pittsburgh;
P. Gours, Capital, McKeesport.
Altoona;
Thomas
Strand,
Jacob Silverman,
Middleman.
Schrader, Olympic, Pittsburgh;
F.
Photoplay, Crafton; P. L. Gerechter, Best, Milvale; Morris Roth, Liberty, Duquesne; Jerome
Dawson, Victoria, Gallitzin; Fred M. Smith, New
Palace, Pittsburgh; J. Snider, Duquesne, Pittsburgh; Walter Yakuboski, Idle Hour, Washington; Cliarles Pearlstein, Regent, McKees Rocks;

Harry

Wood,

Woodies,

Apollo;

Frank

Lofaro,

Victoria, Johnstown; H. Myers, Idle Hour, Pittsburgh; Sol Rabinovvitz. Strand, Weirton; Martin Silverman, Main, Sharpsburg; Sam Hymowitz, Columbus, New Kensington; V. Rabinowitz,

Rex, Weirton; Meyer Rabinowitz, Strand, WeirFrank Klein, Jr., Colonia, Weirton; F. J.

ton;

AL LICHTMAN
Herrington, Idle Hour, Pittsburgh; J. Harry Hayward, Grant, Melvale; N. I. Walker, Palace.
Washington; J. N. Conners, Regent, Washington;
Mercer, Capitol and Globe, Washington;
J. W.
Bennett Amdur, Garden, Pittsburgh; M. Beedle,
Alhambra. Canonsburg; M. Ferros, Bentlyville;
Wm. Schlesinger, McKee, St. Calir Boro; and the
following members of the Federated staff: Harry
L. Charnas, L. W. Greenstein, Frank G. Hard,
and Joe Lefko, manager of the Pittsburgh office.
There were also present representatives of the
Pittsburgh newspapers.

Nearly all of the exhibitors were accompanied by their wives and families.

Paul Brunet Resigns
Presidency of Pathe;
No Successor Named
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 12.— Lewis Inner-

Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
announces that he has received from
Paul Brunet his resignation as president of the company. This action on the
part of Mr. Brunet was not all together
unexpected to those closely associated
with him.
For some time past family
reasons have made it probable that he
would return to his native land.
Mr. Brunet's resignation will be acted
upon at the next meeting of the board
of directors of Pathe, which is expected
to be held during this month.
Mr.
Brunet will remain a member of the
board of directors and it is expected
that he will return to the United States
from France occasionally and will continue to take an active interest in the
affairs of the company.

arity, secretary of

No
Air.

information could be obtained as to
Brunet's probable successor.

Film Inspector Killed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

men

12.

—

Abraham

an automobile accident near Middletown, N. Y.,
Sinna, one of five

killed in

a film inspector in the New
of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., 729 Seventh avenue.

recently

was

York exchange
His home was

in

Brooklyn.

J

September

Lesser

23.
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and Gore

to

Bring Big Dramatic
Plays to West Coast
The big musical comedies and dramatic
shows of Chicago and New York are to
be brought to Los Angeles by Sol L?sser
and A. L. Gore, the film executives told
a Herald representative during their brief
stop in Chicago last week while en route to

Cohen Says Exhibitors Must
Develop Distribution Plans
National President in Address at Boston Attacks
Present System of Marketing Films Number
of Other Conventions Scheduled

—

President Sydney S. Cohen of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
in his scheduled address before the joint convention of the

the East.

A

large down-town theatre, sealing
2,500, is to be leased and thoroughly
"The
remodeled at a cost of $2.50.000.
West," said Mr. Lesser, "is in a position
to support any and all of the finest
attractions now playing in the East and
Los Angeles is particularly ready to
receive these presentations with open
arms.
Los Angeles has proven herself
in the support of grand opera and it is
no more than right, this big city should
receive her share of the highly successful
stage presentations."
Further additions are planned to the
chain of West Coast Theatres now comprising
it
fifty-five
playhouses.
was
The party also included John
stated.
McCormick, M. C. Levee. Harry D. Wilson, some of whom will attend the First

National meeting

in

New York

Wesley Barry
In

this

week.

to Star

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.. Sept.
who was under

12.

— Wesley

with
Marshall Neilan. has been signed for a
number of years to appear exclusively
Barry,

Warner Brothers

in

contract

productions, his con-

tract with Neilan having expired.
"Freckles" Barry recently completed
two productions for Warner Brothers.
to Riches," and "Little Heroes of
Street." which were produced by

"Rags
the

Harry Rapf, and directed respectively by
Wallace Worsley and William Beaudine.
With the completion of the second picture a tour of the country was planned
Arrangements have been
for Barry.
S. L. and Jack Warner at the
coast studios with G. H. Dumond. whereby the latter will take the freckled
youngster on a tour of the principal
cities of America.

made by

Metro Film Opens
Policy at

New

Loew

State

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANGELES. Sept. 12.— Loew's
State theatre will change its policy next
Sunday, September IT, eliminating vaude-

LOS

ville

and presenting

first-run

motion

pic-

tures exclusively. Rex Ingram's Metro
production, "The Prisoner of Zenda."
will be the opening attraction.
It is planned to give premieres of big
pictures only. Manager E. C. Bostick is
arranging for a gala opening under the

new

policy.

Road Show

Bible Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. Sept. 12.— Staffs and
equipment for road show companies are
being organized by Weiss Brothers to
present "After Six
the Old Testament.

film version of
All will be under the

Days"

direction of Louis Weiss with Bert Ennis
exploitation.

managing

of

America

New Hampshire exhibitors at Boston on September
12 attacked the present system of marketing- film as antiquated and too
costly and declared that the M. P. T. O. A. '"must prepare to develop in
a definite way such distribution plans as will most effectively meet this
situation."
Massachusetts and

Support Independents and Defeat Monopoly,

He Urges

touched upon "trustification" and urged the exhibitors to support
means of defeating monopoly.
The Massachusetts and New Hampshire convention is but one of
the state gatherings which has been held in the past few days or scheduled
for the near future.
Oklahoma met last week at Oklahoma City Kansas
Theatre Owners will convene at Wichita on September 25 Missouri decides
the date of its convention next week; Nebraska has called a meeting for
September 18, 19 and 20. while Michigan will not meet until October 10
and 11.
It

the independent as the only

;

:

In Kansas the exhibitors look forward
the attendance of Attorney General
Richard J. Hopkins and the Rev. Earl
Blackmail, prominent divine of Kansas.
Nebraska holds its convention during
Ak-Sar-Ben, the annual fete which brings
thousands to the state metropolis. No
definite announcement has been forthcoming from Michigan, but the officials
of that organization have a number of
formidable propositions for discussion.

to

Warner Photoplays;
Neilan Contract Ends

23

Meets Prior

to

Convention

An

executive board meeting will be
held in Wichita. Sunday. September 2-1,
at 8 o'clock, prior to the Kansas convention, while an address of welcome by
Mayor Kemp of Wichita will mark the
opening of the convention the following
morning. Then will come a closed business meeting and adjournment at 12
o'clock. The afternoon session will begin
at 1:30 o'clock with another closed business meeting, while at 4:30 an open meeting tor the exchanges and supply men
will be held.
The big free banquet, to be staged at
the expense of Kansas City exchanges at
s o'clock, will be the one bright spot of
the convention. It is at this banquet that
Mr. Blackmail, who is national chapiain
of the American Legion, as well as a min-

prominence, will lecture upon a
topic that already has created state-wide
interest. "Jesus and the Movies." Just
what is in store, exhibitors do not know,
but the subject of the topic has been
widely heralded and anticipation is rife.
ister of

Will Decide Meeting Date

At a meeting next week of officials of
the M. P. T. O. Missouri, the date and
place of the semi-annual convention of
the Missouri body will be decided. A letter from President Sydney Cohen to Lawrence E. Goldman, counsel and secretary
of the M. P. T. O. M.. advised Missouri
exhibitors of Mr. Cohen's contemplated
presence at the convention. With the
proposed anti-censorship bill of Missouri
now in the grip of routine procedure at
the constitutional convention at the state
capitol, Jefferson City, the activity of the
convention will be centered upon lower
film rentals, according to Mr. Goldman.
At the meeting last week of the Oklahoma Theatre Owners and Managers Association business of the trade was dis-

All of the leading film exchanges
their exhibits in profusion, with a
regular midway of carnival attractions.

cussed.

had

Sydney

S.

Cohen Talks

In his address to the Massachusetts and
New Hampshire exhibitors, President Cohen in part said:
"Several important changes in the business processes now prevalent in the motion picture industry must be made at
once so that the interests of the theatre

owners may be more completely safeguarded and the future of our business
generally assured.

"Present distribution systems are antiquated and must be so changed that the
cost of handling pictures will be materially reduced and independent producers
given an opportunity to market their
product among exhibitors.

"Methods in the
in vogue lead
cessive costs and

distribution of pictures
to needless waste, exinferior pictures. The

system

throttles

independent

picture

play

now

effort

in

making by denying

to the
independent producer an outlet for his
pictures to the public and constitutes the
greatest menace now facing the industry.

Objects to Block Selling

"One

of

the

objectionable

phases

of

system
where
forty or more pictures by a single company are presented to the theatre owners
in such a way as to practically compel
them to purchase the entire 'block' of
this close corporation distribution
is the 'block' selling of pictures,

pictures or be denied the right to exhibit
of them. It is an imposition upon
theatre owner and public alike. It imposes upon the public inferior pictures
having little or no artistic appeal or entertainment or informative value. In the
second instance through a control of
distribution processes, the same agencies
shut out independent effort and deny the
public that to which they are always entitled, namely, the highest possible -expression of unhampered art and genius in
picture production.
"It is obviously absurd and an indictment of the business processes in vogue
that the cost of distributing a motion picture should at times reach to 60 per cent
of the gross business. This is not the
case in marketing of any other product

any

(Continued on page

65)
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September

each show.
travel with

1922

23,

Operator for the film

will

each

organization.
Special
scenic effects for the stage as well as
dozens of exploitation assets also will be
part of the show.
Enlarged lobby displays and an abundance of cuts, mats,
heralds, and beautiful lithographs will
take active part in putting over "Oliver

Twist."
Mr. Lesser will be in the East from six
to eight weeks, returning to his desk in
Los Angeles after all plans for the roadshowing of the production are completed.

Louis Playhouse
Office Building
To Cost Two Million

St.

And

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

story

SOL LESSER AND PARTY on their arrival in Chicago, September
New York where Mr. Lesser will complete plans for rcadshowing

10, en route to
"Oliver Twist."
Left to right: Mr. Lesser, Mrs. A. L. Gore, M. C. Levee, president of United
Studios, A. L. Gore, Mrs. Levee, John McCormick, Western representative of
First National, Harry D. Wilson, advertising director for Mr. Lesser

Forty Troupes to

Take Coogan
Road

Production on
SOL
sentative

and

to give this
one of the
greatest programs of distribution and exploitation ever attempted on any picture
" 'Oliver
Twist' deni a n d

every

ef-

fort

the

pro d u

c e r

and

exhibio r
c^a n
place on it,"
said Lesser.
"It is a production that

will stand the greatest of great campaigns and it will receive the biggest
campaign ever attempted,"
he continued.
"I expect to immediately settle arrangements whereby forty road shows will
start on tour within thirty days.
Chicago will be one of the big distribution

—

exploitation

centers and the exhibition of the 'Oliver
Twist' production in Chicago will be one
of the greatest in the country.

t

*

*

*

"I plan to lease one of the large downtown legitimate theatres and expect the
Dickens film to make a record run. Chicago also will be the base for the releas-

ing of

many road shows and
planning to open offices

ready

office

I

Story to Decide Place

am
in

al-

that

XEW YORK,

Sept. 12.— When a picdemands an Eastern locale it will be
made in the East at the Long Island
studio and when Western scenes are
called for the Lasky studio in Hollywood
will be the seat of production.
The preture

dominating locale

determine whether
be a Western or an
Eastern production.
This, according to plans adopted by
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is
the new basis upon which the production
the

picture

develop into a like chief center for the
motion picture industry as well."
According to Lesser, there is a strong
possibility of Jackie Coogan making a
brief tour throughout the larger cities
and being present at the big opening in
each instance. If present plans work into
shape, Jackie will, of course, be a guest
in Chicago during the playing of "Oliver

Twist"

will

to

department of the company will funcThe system has been inaugurated
tion.
with the re-opening of the Long Island
studio, whereby it is pointed out, facilities for technical excellence and atmospheric perfection in productions have
been materially increased.

Sax Joins Staff of
Weber & North Firm

in

that city.

matter of comparison of "Oliver
in roadshow form with that of
other big features which have been roadshowed extensively, it should be remembered that Lesser put out ten companies
of "The Spoilers" and twenty companies
of "Hearts of the World." The "Oliver
Twist" production with forty roadshows
should prove to be almost unprecedented.
Each roadshow will carry an augmented orchestra. An advance man, second man, and manager also will attend
a

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

12.— Sam Sax, has

been engaged by L. Lawrence

Weber and

Bobby North as special sales representative and sales manager for the Will Nigh
productions to be state-righted by that firm,
of which "Notoriety" is the first. Mr. Sax
assumes his new duties immediately.
He is well known in the industry and
for some time past has acted as special
representative

for

a

number

big inde-

of

pendent productions.

Prefers Licensing to

Twist"

in a scene from his
latest feature, "Oliver Twist."

is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

"Chicago has long been termed one
of the most important cities theatrically
and I look forward to seeing this city

JACKIE COOGAN

Production

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

city.

As

seats.

Of Making
repre-

of "Exhibitors Herald" while passing through Chicago on
September 10, gave his plans definite form in so far as Jackie
Coogan's forthcoming attraction, "Oliver Twist," is concerned.

Mr. Lessor's plan
is
ITDickens
screen classic

LOUIS, MO.,

have 3,000

Sol Lesser Planning Great Program o f Distribution
Exploitation on "Oliver Twist"
LESSER, now in New York City, in an interview with a

—

Sept. 12. A twelvebuilding to cost $1,000,000
will be erected in the immediate future
on the corner of Grand boulevard and
Lucas avenue, to complete the Missouri
theatre structure, Nathan Frank, president of the Famous Players Missouri
Corporation, has announced.
Mr. Frank also stated that $50,000 had
been appropriated for further improvements to the Missouri theatre.
Plans have also been completed for the
$1,000,000 theatre-office-apartment building Charles H. Thimmig is to erect on
his Midway theatre site at Grand and
Washington boulevard. The theatre will

ST.

Censorship of Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND,

ORE.,

Sept.

12.— Dean

Charles N. Davis, executive secretary of
the

social

service

department

of

the

Episcopal church, in a talk before the
Portland city club denounced censorship,
declaring that a system of licensing producers as saloons were licensed in preVolstead days would be preferable.

PICTORIAL SECTION

News

Film
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Stories Told

by
the

Camera

Issue of September 23

Here are two pictures illustrating the task confronting producers and directors
the making of big pictures. Above is train chartered by Louis B. Mayer for
the Stahl First National production, "The Dangerous Age," and some of the
camera cars used for location scenes. At left is John M. Stahl lining up a
camera shot.

in

This

is

a

new photograph

McKee who

now

of

Ray

being featured
in all star comedies produced by
C. C. Burr, sponsor of the Johnny
Hines pictures. McKee photograph
is

by Abbe.

is

editor, packing a case with books,
plays and manuscripts which he is taking with him to Universal City. In his
hand he is holding the manuscript of "Drifting," the William A. Brady stage
success which Universal will produce with Priscilla Dean in the stellar role.
Before departing for the Coast Mr. d'Usseau announced the acquisition of
"Gret'n Ann" for Gladys Walton, and "The Ghost Patrol" by Sinclair Lewis.

Leon d'Usseau, Universal's Eastern scenario

EXHIBITORS HERALD
"Down

September

23,

1922

New

in

Orleans where I
was born they
a story of a
colored girl
'bout so high who

tell

little

was strutting

down

the

street

one day. Her wav
led along a high
board fence. Suddenly

"

her eye was

attracted

to

spectacle

the
of a

hanging through a
knot hole in one
of the planks of
cow's

tail

They don't need elaborate prologues and air cooled theatres to
draw the crowds at Scottsdale, Tasmania. In this shack of tin and
wood 500 people half of the population of Scottsdale saw the
Fox special "Over the Hill." At right is William R. Rodgers,
special Fox representative.

—

—

the fence.

"A s t o n ishment
rooted her to the
spot for a moment. Then she
about-faced and
hurried to her
source of all wis'Mammy,'

dom.

she shrieked, 'ah
jus' saw a cow's

tail hangin'
through a knothole

in a fence.'

into a moving train. This is one of the
big thrills in the comedian's latest production, "Sure-Fire Flint."
Hines
pictures
are
produced
The
by C. C. Burr. This photograph
wants to
is an actual enlargement from the negative film.
be a film star?

Johnny Hines smashing

Who

'"Well,
what's

d e

so

u

r f

chile,
wonabout

1

that?' came
placid reply.

the

"'Why, mammy,

how

did the
cow eveh crawl

through

dat

tiny hole?'"

story

is

lil'

This

related

by Leatrice Joy

who

is

featured

Cecil B. DeMille's new Parapicture,

in

mount

"Manslaughter."

Bidding the bride and groom farewell. This picture was snapped
at the Los Angeles station just before Jack Pickford and his
bride,
Marilyn Miller, departed on their honeymoon East.
Mr. Pickford's first production for Allied Producers & Distributors
Corporation is "Garrison's Finish," to be published soon.

September
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Members of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan outside their headquarters in Detroit. Reading left to right:
Frank Wetsman, Hippodrome; Sullivan, Fleur de Lys; Jake Schrieber, Blackstone; Dick Baker, Jefferson; Wally
Baker, Stratford; Sam Ackerman, East Side; W. W. Slocum, Library; F. Kelly, Gladwin Park; J. Schulte, Clay;
J. Blank, Odeon; H. M. Richey, general manager; Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens, Fun; Jack Cairns, Brooklyn; John Brennan.
Cozy; Alex Schrieber, Wolverine; Jaffa, Mt. Elliott; Coomer, Ritz; B. Diener, Gratiot; H. Goldstien, Plaza; George
Flucka, Park; John Tatee, Davison; Kreig, Lancaster; Edwards, Oakman Boulevard; Charles Kain, Castle; R. Robbins, Medbury; J. Rutenberg, Home; J. Schuttenhelm, Hancock;
Phil Gleichman, Broadway Strand; Harry Oppenheim, Arcade.

Romeo and

Juliet

scene

as

Buster Keaton depicts it in
his new production for First

National,
House."

"The

Electric

Bebe Daniels, between scenes of Paramount's
"Singed Wings," could not resist temptation
when she found some chalk and a blackboard
She's afraid to
to sketch a few characters.
te 'l who the drawing represents.

Marguerite Marsh has gone
Holland to co-star with
Wyndham Standing in "The
Lion's Mouse" for Producers
Security Corporation.
to

EX

28

Floyd

S.

Detroit,

Wadlow, Virginia
and

his family.

months old Virginia

is

II

1

I

!

I

TO RS

H E

RALD

September

23,

1922

theatre,
Little

12

the boss of

the family.

Keaton, Constance Talmadge, Buster Keaton, Jr., and the
Natalie

First National comedian.

what Buster,

Mayo, Universal star, insome strenuous exercise.
Frank must keep the flower garden in trim for Dagmar Godowsky
(Mrs. Frank Mayo).
Frank

dulges

in

Sr., is

Wonder

thinking about?

Fred North, the new
& N. branch at
Detroit, and H. A. Bandy, district
manager for F. & N. North took
charge August 21.

Left to right:

manager

for

F.

Sid

Grauman

has

a

Hobart Bosworth who

chat with
is playing

the shipbuilder in Marshall Neilan's

"The Strangers Banquet."

in "Kick In," the new George Fitzmaurice production
Paramount, Kathleen Clifford illustrates one means of producing harmony
on the pots and pans. And she is doing it to the apparent discomfiture of Betty
Compson. "Kick In," which has just been completed, is scheduled for distribution among Paramount's first "forty-one."

Between kitchen scenes
for

Left to right: J. Karbal, owner of
the new Harper theatre which

opens this month in Detroit, and
William H. Clark who will manage
the house.
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Ross,

Harry
district
ager of

manPara-

mount's Cleve-

land,

Pitts-

burgh, Detroit
offices.

Jane Murfin and Strongheart, the dog star,
whose pictures are distributed by First National.
The dog's next picture is "Brawn
of the North," produced by Miss Murfin and
Laurence Trimble.

Maurice Rapf measures Marie Prevost for a
three foot fadeout in the Warner Brothers
Heroes of the Street." Harry

picture, "Little

Rapf

is

his son's tutor

and director.

W. W. Slocum,
the-

Liberty

Detroit,
Mich., and director, M. P.
T. O. of Michatre,

igan.

Marshall Neilan, proa small world.
It's
ducing "The Strangers Banquet" for distribution by Goldwyn, hails from Frisco; Nigel
Windsor,
Kansas;
India;
Barrie,
Claire
Rockcliffe Fellowes, Canada; Tom Holding,
England.

Joseph Hanff, president of Hanff-Metzger,
of America's largest advertising
Inc., one
agencies which handles Paramount's national
magazine campaigns. Left to right: Joseph
Hanff, Betty Compson and Mrs. Joseph
Hanff.

Larry Wagner
exploits Vitagraph's Larry
Semon c o m edies at theatres

in

De-

troit.

"Do you follow me?" asks Will Nigh, directing Maurine Powers in "Notoriety."
"I'm
way ahead of you," says Maurine whose dual
role in the society drama doesn't faze her
a

bit.

Dave Warner,
manager of the
Warners Picture Exchange
at

Detroit,

Mich.

They stopped work long enough on "Peaceful
Peters," the first William Fairbanks picture
for Arrow, to let the photographer snap the
entire company. Ben Wilson is producer of
the series.
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upon a time there existed a
ONCE
person or
press agent, publicity
various places
space hound — known
and under various conditions by various
names—who found himself short of that
in

which buys things.
history are dark as to the

stuff

The pages
untoward

of
cir-

cumstances which brought about this dire
condition. The name of the victim of this

But it
is also buried in oblivion.
on what is considered good authority, such happened suchly.
Hence, the case happening to be called
to the attention of the powers that be in
the A. M. P. A., it was deemed best for
the safety of the profession and good
name of the order that no member ever
again should be unable to ring up a musical jingle every time he agitated his
right hand trousers pocket.
tragedy
is

said,

After seriously deliberating the disturbing question during which deliberation
many members related how strongly
their sympathies went out to any member of the honorable profession who
didn't have all the money he wanted, a
committee was appointed to consider the
matter and ways and means of preven-

—

tion.

The committee, which was appointed
Thursday, consists of President Bill
Yearsley, P. A. Parsons and James
Loughborough, and will consider the advisability of providing an emergency fund
from which members in good standing in
the A. M. P. A. can upon certain occasions and under certain circumstances,
last

secure some of that useful stuff issued at
Washington to defray the expenses of
current
maintenance.
Thus may the
howling of the wolf be kept in the distance.

For the benefit of those publicity men
who do not belong to the A. M. P. A., it
might be well to state that the membernot closed.
at the left.
* * *
Some times things look different when
you see it in type. Recently there was
printed in this column a few lines of verse
rightly credited (or blamed upon) Dick
Weil, the versatile and debonair Apollo
of Dr. Shallenberger's publicity staff.
Now comes Weil with a peeve, as witship

list

The

*
I. J.

New

forms

—

in

a

manner of speaking

— Sir;

—

Yours

'till

Niagara

Falls.

RICHARD WEIL."
We'll give him one more chance and if
he doesn't behave we'll show him up by
printing another of his "poems."
*

*

*

father of a

baby

girl

who came

into the

world while Mr. Schmertz was attending
the opening of "A Little Child Shall Lead
Them" at the Lyric theatre. On his arrival home he was informed that the little
stranger whom he will now be able to
perambulate during his leisure hours, had
Louis Rosenbluh, who
arrived safely.
was holding a convention of his sales
force at the exchange the following day,
adjourned the meeting until Monday so
that Mr. Schmertz could receive suitably
the felicitations of the salesmen.
*

*

*

Kenneth Webb, who, during

the past

two years has directed four Lionel Barrymore features, two Betty Blythe films,
three all-star specials and one Rex Beach
production for the Whitman Bennett organization, has concluded his contract
with that concern. After a two weeks'
motor trip he will announce his future
activities.

*

*

*

Charlie Steiner, generally conceded to
be the sartorial model of the T. O. C. C,
as well as its acting president during the
absence in Europe of William Pop Landau, is keenly interested in the coal situation. He purchased a home at Long
Beach early in the summer and now finds

the early mornings pretty chill down by
the sea. Sam Moross says Steiner finds
the chill atmosphere when he is getting
home, not when he is leaving.
*

*

*

bought John Colton's
play, "Drifting," which was produced by
William A. Brady in New York last year,
and which enjoyed enviable success. Colton wrote the play while a member of
Universal

the

has

Universal

will be screened

City

scenario

staff.

It

by Universal as a feature

production.
*

*

*

Burston, producer of "Forget
Not," which was given a long run at

Louis
As

a rising young bard with a reputation to be
jealouly guarded they speak of me as the poet
that
Kipling writes like I
must protest
against the outrage which was perpetrated in
your column last week, the blame for which
was laid at my door. Know ye. Sirrah, I do
not write doggerel. My poems are ever characterized by a delicacy of feeling, an extraordinary beauty of word and phrase, and.
withal, a manly vigor which lift them far
above the average run of present day verse.

—

*

Schmertz, assistant manager of the
York Fox Film exchange, is the

is

line

ness:
"Dear

Day that he paid $25 for a mile of transportation. He got his ticket from a Central Park cop and then said "Good morning, Judge." Edgar confesses that it was
worth almost that much to get his self
stopping special six advertised as being
able to make 31 m. p. h.

Me

the Criterion theatre, left last week for
the coast to begin work on a new large
production, the name of which has not
vet been announced.
*
* *

The mother of Robert Vignola, the
Cosmopolitan director, died on Labor
Day at her home in Albany, N. Y. Mrs.
Vignola had been ailing for a long time
with no hope of recovery, and the end
was not unexpected.
her bedside as
of the family.

*

The

were

director was at
the other members

*

*

Abe Warner, of Warner Brothers, left
last week for the coast, where for the
next month he will look over the vari-

he appeared at the office the other day
attired in a golf suit. After looking him
over L. J. remarked: "David is progres-

ous production activities of the firm.
Eddie Bonns says Abe may look over
them hut it is a cinch he will not overlook

sing rapidly."

any.
*

Edgar O'Brooks was

*

*

such a desperate haste to reach his objective on Labor
in

*

*

And, by the way, Eddie Bonns and Lou

Marangella

recent picture of Hope Hampton, star
of the First National production, "The
Light in the Dark."

They really haven't written
a thing in the way of a musical hit since
their famous "Main Street" classic.
*
*
*
song again.

Frank V. Chamberlain, who has been
general service manager of Paramount
for the past five years, has resigned,
leaving the service of the company last
week.
His future plans have not yet
been definitely determined.
* * *
Will A. Page says Samuel Goldwyn
owes him $500,000, and as he could use
the money to good advantage in view of
the threatened coal famine, has filed suit
against the former head of Goldwyn Pictures.
Page says he had an agreement
to prepare Goldwyn's memoirs and share
in the profits of the book, but that Gold-

wyn

won't

let

him do

are threatening to burst into

it.

*

*

*

Captain Jim Loughborough, new managing editor of the
Bulletin, celebrated his advent by starting a contest
to decide which are the twelve handsom-

AMPA

est

men in the organization.
Twelve nominations have been received up
Here they are:

to date.

(1)

Rothstein;

Nat.

(2)

Paul

Gulick;

(3)

Ned Holmes;

Harry Reichenbach; (5)
(4)
Wiley; (6) Walter Eberhardt; (7) Theodore A. Liebler; (8) Vivian Moses; (9)
Julian Solomon; (10) Morris Riskind; (11)
Howard Dietz; (12) Horace Judge.
The winner of this contest will get a plush
bath brush.
The second man will receive a
terra cotta manicure set and the third will be
presented with one cake of "Irish confetti."

Tom

Points in connection with the contest are:
(a) Face.
Is the candidate in the habit of
shaving regularly?
Are his wrinkles latitudinous or longitudinal?
(b) Neck. Does it resemble leather or rubber?
Shoulders.
(c)
Spiral or horizontal?
(d) Feet. If less than
10 inches in length, candidate is barred,
(e)
Personality. Would the candidate kick a hungry cat or give it a piece of gefeltafish? Does
he smile when the boss says the Publicity and
Advertising are punk? Tout Ensemble. Can
he repair a blowout without swearing? If not
he's "out."
He falls short of being a real

man.

All

candidates

the

have

accepted

the

nomination.
*

*

So impregnated has David Selznick
become with directorial habits while sojourning at the Hollywood studios that

*

Photo by Chambers, Chicago

A

Moving
pictures.
work for

is

the

*

*

moving

spirit in

Harry

Graf,

who

Jack

Meador,

is

moving

does art
thinking of

forsaking his Greenwich Village fireplace and moving uptown, while Victor
Beals is also looking for a studio near
the central part of the city. The latter,
who resides at Kew Gardens, emulates
Horace Judge in his love of country
surroundings.
John S. Spargo

—
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Am the Law" to

Be Viewed by Judge
Changes Made and End of
Litigation Seen After

Omaha Union Head

Sept.

week or next

12.— Some

Justice

Knox

day

District Court

of the

United States District Court will see "I
Am the Law" at a special screening, and
it is believed then all litigation between
International Films and Affiliated Distributors over infringement will be ended.

Infringement Claimed

Some time ago

of Operators

in Council Bluffs Trouble;
Several Indictments Are Returned by the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Lock Out

In

Is Jailed

Tear Bombs Are Thrown

Screening for Court

this

31

the Hearst organization

brought suit against Affiliated Distributors asking that the latter named company be restrained from showing "I Am
the Law," on the ground that it infringed
on "The Valley of Silent Men." Damages in the sum of $500,000 was also
sought.
The case was tried before Justice Knox,
who last week filed the following answer:

Grand Jury

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COUA'CIL BLUFFS,

IA., September 12.—This city for more than four
an operators' war. Throwing of tear and stink
bombs has resulted in a number of arrests and several indictments.
Despite the trouble existing between the union and the theatres, exhibitors
report satisfactory business, this in the face of depressive conditions brought

weeks has been

in the throes of

on by the railroad crisis.
Claim Refusal to Submit New Contract
Dissension between the operators and exhibitors cropped out the fore part
of August when, according to the theatre owners, the operators refused to
submit a new contract. This attitude on the part of the operators, according to
the exhibitors, compelled the latter to give the operators "their two weeks' notice calling for a dismissal of their services."
Later it was disclosed that the
Council Bluffs operators were amalgamating with the Omaha union in order
Omaha wage scale of $1.15 an hour. The Council Bluffs scale is

to receive the

78.6 cents an hour.

Changes Are Made
"I will permit defendants, if they can, to undertake to so change the present film of 'I
the
Law' as to eliminate any scene, incident or event
that infringes upon the story, 'The Valley of
Silent Men.'
When this effort has been carried
out, the picture as it then appears shall, before
being released for distribution or exhibition, be
shown to the Court and Counsel for the plaintiffs,
to the end that it may then be determined, with-

Am

out the necessity of further litigation, that there
is infringement of plaintiffs' rights.
"Plaintiffs ask, in addition to injunctive relief,
damages in the sum of $500,000. Manifestly, they
can have no such sum. Indeed, I am inclined to
believe that any monetary loss has been very
small. In this connection, it is to be said that the
attitude assumed by defendants since the charge
of the infringement was first made, has been characterized with somewhat unusual frankness and
consideratie-n."

The finding had been anticipated by
Charles C. Burr, president of Affiliated,
who has had the changes made and has
already submitted the changed film to the
counsel of International.

McCormick Elated With
First National Product
John McCormick, Western representa-

sentences have been imposed on
president of the Omaha
local of the International Alliance of The-

Employes

Theatre

Operators,

"We

trict

Judge Wheeler

in

We

mitting a nuisance. Bond was fixed in one
charge at $1,000 and in the other at $500.
The injunction which Paden and Smith

The

the houses.

Hyman Levy

We

injunction was granted
of the Garden; Benjamin

Harding of the Liberty and Morris

cheerfully

We

jail sentences, Paden.
Smith and A. R. Krake, another operator,
have been indicted by the district court
grand jury here. Two indictments were
returned, one charging the three men
with conspiracy and the other with com-

to

each

will

have never
the size of Council Bluffs.
objected, nor will we now object to collective bargaining and will cheerfully
negotiate with the union upon the comassume the
pensation to be paid.
union will agree to a scale comparable to
other progressive cities of our class and
when such a scale is established we will
each pay in accordance with it the operaeach will
tors that we may employ.
prefer to employ one or more union operators but necessarily each must insist on
the right to select his own employes.
"With all the above facts truthfully
stated by the undersigned theatre managers of Council Bluffs, we ask that the
public judge this controversy for themselves and then decide if we are not right
and just in the stand that we have taken.
After you have made your decision, we
are confident that the theatres will merit
and enjoy your patronage now as they
have in the past."

connection with

the lock out.
In addition to the

uct since the company's inception. From
the standpoint of box office value and
artistry, he said the company's product

in part:

pay to all
operators a just scale based upon American standards of living. This scale must
necessarily be substantially the same as
paid in other Iowa cities of substantially

near

were charged with violating had been issued by District Judge Wheeler and enjoined the locked out employes of the
Liberty, Strand and Garden theatres from
interfering in any way with operation of

could not be excelled.

Statement Is Published

The published statement reads

the Liberty theatre here
where two quarts of stink bomb ingredients had been poured about the lobby.
The two men were tried on a charge of
violating an injunction granted by Disarrest

about the interior of

In an advertisement published in the
Council Bluffs Nonpareil, the three exhibitors previously named and A. C.
Smead of the Majestic placed before the
public what they termed "plain facts in
regard to the movie operators walkout."

and Moving Picture
and Thomas
E.
Smith, a member of that local. Paden
was given sixty da>-s and Smith, thirty.
Arrested Near Liberty
Sentences were imposed following their

atrical

Associated First National, passed
through Chicago on September 10 en
route East where he will confer with
high executives of the company.
McCormick stated emphatically that First
National this year has the greatest prod-

tive for

cals had been spread
their theatres.

Jail

Mayo Paden,

S.

Cohn

of the Strand.
In requesting the injunction, the three
exhibitors charged that wires to their theatres were cut and that offensive chemi-

Introducing Boyd, Jr.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
Boyd, prominent

Sept.

12.

—

William

"What Sxhibitors

member

of Paramount'?
stock company, is the father of a nine-pound
son born last week. The young hopeful ha?
been named William Wallace Boyd, after
his father and Wallace Reid.
Mrs. Boyd is
known professionally as Marilyn Boyd.

are saying abou.
"I have used
to

Vignola 's Mother Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

N. Y., Sept. 12.— Mrs. Vignola, mother of Robert G. Vignola, Cosmopolitan director, died at her home in Albany on September 1, following a long
period of ailing.
She is survived by her
husband, three sons and a daughter.

me,

I

use

it

all the

only, as

—GEORGE OSBORNE,

it

trade papers, but since the

gives any exhibitor

HERALD

more than

all

proprietor, Star theatre, Westminster,

*

*

has been coming

the others combined.

Md.

*

"I certainly enjoy 'What the Picture
Jethe theatre, Texline, Tex.
*
*
*

Did

for

Me' very much."

James

MlLLER,

"We are only recent subscribers to the HERALD, but to date we have more
In our opinion, your service is as necessary as is
than obtained value received.
O. A. Kern, Dixie theatre, Senath, Mo.
our projector."

—

E X H
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Laemmle Says American

R
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Exchange

Universal Establishing

System

<)

Europe

in

Methods Will Save

Distribution

Continental Theatre Owners
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW YORK,

September 12. A comprehensive plan of expansion
which includes the establishment of an exchange system in Europe
is announced by President Carl Laemmle of Universal Film Manufacturing Company who has been in Europe for some time studying motion
picture conditions in the various countries.

The European system
after the

will

be patterned

company' American exchange sys>

tern.

.Mr.

Laemmle

is

of the opinion that noth-

ing

than

less

American distribution methods will
save the European
exhibitor from his

war-

present

stunted status.

"After four
months of study of
the European conditions, and after
having
met and
talked with motion
p i c t U r e men in
most of the prominent cities of the
Carl

Laemmle

Continent,

come

to

I

have

the deci-

sion," says Mr. ILaemmle, "that American
capital and aid is needed to reestablish, rebuild and improve the motion picture situation over here.

"I find the public of Europe just as alert
and anxious to patronize motion pictures as
the public in America, and I find the showmen of Europe just as brainy and capable
of being first-class showmen, as the ex-

home, but I find them hampered by conditions over which they have
hibitors back

no control.
"The European exhibitor is just where
the American showmen stood ten years ago.
This is partly due to war stagnation and
partly due to the present European distri-

And

bution system.

it

is

my

firm belief that

European motion picture men hope to
bring conditions up to a par with American
conditions, they must depend upon American capital, American co-operation and to
a great extent upon American films, just as
American exhibitors once pulled themselves
out of a tough hole by depending upon Euif

MARY PICKFORD

and Forrest Robinson in a scene from "Tess of the Storm
Country," her newest United Artists
production.

ropean producers.

"Remembering
that

gave

that

me my

it

was European film
motion picture

start in the

and that I owe everything to the
European motion picture men who helped

business,

me

then, I
obligation,

am
and

ready today to return that
I
am pledging Universal

of

home

forces,

talent for his

as

far as

European exchange
each exchange

possible,

being managed and
the country in which

manned by

citizens of
located.
exchanges will be under

The European

it

is

the direct supervision of Universal's export
department at 1600 Broadway, of which

support to the European exhibitor in the
form of direct and economical service. I

James V. Bryson

possible for any European
exhibitor to walk into a Universal exchange
near his home and book any Universal picture at his own convenience."
* * *

Universal further plans to publish pictures in Europe practically at the same time
as they are issued in America so they may
benefit from the advance publicity in European trade and fan publications.

aim

to

make

it

L'niversal's European exchange system already is well under way, with branch exchanges opened in many leading continental
Mr. Laemmle is pursuing a policy
cities.

is

manager.

Central Reverts Back
To Shubert Operation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MAKING IDEAS
MONEY
Have Been Used Successfully
IV h ich
Exhibitors
By

J. J.

by

Build

to

FELDER,

(Clinch theatre, Frost Proof, Fla.)
have had troucfle with a

Up

Their

Patron age

NEW
theatre.

—

YORK, Sept. 12. The Central
Broadway and Forty-seventh street,

which has been operated by Andrew J. Cobe
during the last year as a motion picture
theatre for the first run showing of Unihas closed its doors as a
Its owners, the Shuberts.
want it during the coming season for stage
productions.
versal

pictures,

screen theatre.

tional

pictures

and

more economically
these,

operate
by using

which attract larger

at-

1

"weak night" and that night is
Tuesday.
think I've done away witli
it finally, however, by putting
mi a pie-eating contest which
I've
surely draws them in.
been running a country store
but I find that a pie-eating contest or a guessing contest or
something on that order brings
I

them in.
Another night

tendance.

By

put on a
nail-driving contest with three
1

elderly women and gave prizes
as follows: First prize, $2.50;
second prize, $1.50 and third
prize a free pass to the show
satisfy my
for two weeks.
I
patrons with box and First Na-

i

OSCAR TROYER,

(Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.)
In putting over a "Movie
Week" in this town of 1.900

population,
had a bunch ot
tickets printed that took the
whole family for all shows in
I

"Movie Week."
I

and

had small

girls
15 years old sell

about 14

them

They w

I

S fecial

to Exhibitors

LOS AXGELES,

Herald)

12.— Two baby
twins, have been added to the
Kirls,
household of Harry Beaumont. Metro director. One of them weighed s'x pounds,
seven ounces, and the other tipped the
A
scales at live pounds, eleven ounces.
Bright future is predicted for both by the
proud lather, who, incidentally, is himself one of twins.
Sept.

for

ent to every house
in town and believe me they
sold these
sold a lot of them.
family tickets for $1.25 each.
It doesn't only get them out
tor that week but it gets them
back in the habit of coming
It proved
again.
big for me.

me.

Father of Twins

Is

Theatre

Manager

Dies

'Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.. Sept. 12.— Edward Kuttner, well known in the industry
in the south, and manager of the Keinpncr
theatre, died as a result of a hemorrhage
sustained

while

Mr. Kuttner was

fishing
">1

at

a

years old.

nearby

lake.

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Mean Money

Short Subjects
New "Box

Office Record" Supplies Short Subject

Data Required for
COINCIDENCE,

responsible

for more than a proper number of the real developments in
this business, brings this series
of short subject discussions to
close at a singularly auspicious
time. As this issue of the "Herald" reaches subscribers, the September Number of "The Box Office Record" goes to the presses.
In that volume invaluable short
subject data is supplied to the
trade.
Producers, distributors and exhibitors of short subjects will
gain from perusal of the new
Short Subjects division of the
"Herald's" incomparable service

compendium

first
definite and
comprehensive knowledge of the
minor feature's theatre importance under present conditions.

With
working

this
basis,

Correction of Current Errors

knowledge as a
and with a prop-

erly unified determination to proceed intelligently to a mutually
desirable end, the redemption of

neglected program element
may be brought about without
further delay.
this

an example
ASinformation
on

of the

service
<hort sub-

presented in this book we
quote herewith from the assembled comments on "Aesop's

jects

Fables," the cartoon, which head-;
the Short Subjects division by
reason of its alphaheticization
:

Try 'em. About the best
made (American, Orlando,

short reel cartoon
Fla.).

A

very

pleasing short subject to add to any program.
Will please young and old alike (Circuit, Vander. Wash.).
Best of its kind I have ever

shown. I run one with my serial each week
and it has almost as much drawing power as
the serial (Star, Corinth, Miss.).
Very good
for a change. Take well (Rex, Salmon. Idaho).
Run one of these every week and it seems to
be one of the best cartoons I ever used. Better than any of them on the market (Liberty.
Verona, Pa.).
Mighty fine little subject that
affords a much needed relief along with the
Hope to
eight, ten and twelve-reel features.
make room for one of these every week or at
least until the novelty wears off (Palace, Hamilton, O.).
Clean and somewhat educational.
Patrons seem well pleased, although I won't
recommend them for pull or box office value
(Queen. Lonoke. Ark.). In a class by itseli.
Best short subject I have used. Running them

Article

Record" incentive to correct

IV

error
land,

feature and two-reel
Xew Holland, Ga.).

Was

line

with

-mall

comedy (New Hol-

Have shown one.
(Opera House, Daiton, Wis.). All
towns need this reel.
Will please all

classes (Pastime.

Marmaduke. Ark.).

Shows

a

world of improvement since its inception. Give
them a trial and you will be a regular customer (Majestic. Eureka. Mont.).

In
these voluntary contributions exhibitors tell more about
this specific attraction than all
the sponsoring- company's advertisements and all the trade press
writers combined have been able
to tell in the period of their publication.
The same service is
performed for all the important
short subject attractions on the

market.

It

this

given.

has been said that producers

and distributors have not advertised short subjects sufficiently or

"The

properly within the trade.

Box

Office

Record" supplies the

needed incentive in this case also,
adding dependable guidance for
the composer of copy.
It has been said that the short
subject stands before the theatre
public in the obscuring half light
of reflected publicity.
"The Box
Office Record" makes very clear
to all the advantage of terminating this circumstance at once,
definitely and for all time.
of all this looms the
"O

ACK
all

has been the purpose of this

ITseries

of articles to outline for
all parties interested the present
deplorable condition of the short
Propsubject in the public eye.
erly, it is the purpose of this concluding discussion to direct the

attention of those interested to
the one compendium of incontestable information from which
as a starting point all required reforms may be speedily and efficiently brought about.

This

is

compendium

is

doubly

valuable in that it not only supplies the information necessary
to profitable reform but the impetus as well.
Revealing actual
short subject values, relatively as
well as individually, it solves instantly the questions of where,
how and when to begin.
All required information being
thus provided, the proper promotion of the short subject becomes
simply a matter of inclination.

been
ITors,haswhile

said that exhibitactually realizing
the importance of short subjects,
have not advertised them sufficiently.
With the information
supplied by "The Pox Office

important box

office

con-

sideration, responsible for these
articles and necessarily responsible for whatever new endeavor
is

undertaken at any time with

reference to alteration of theatre practice.
"Short Subjects Mean Money,"
used as the group title of these
discussions, is a line fraught with
meaning.
Short
subjects
do

mean money, real money, to
everybody concerned. Exhibitors
pay real money for them. Producers pay real money to make
them. Real money is involved in
their advertisement, within and
without the trade.
Until

now much

of this

money

has been practically wasted as a
result of

mismanagement

attrib-

utable
to
various
correctibkWith publication
causes noted.
of the September "Box Office
Record" the last tenable defense
of parties responsible, lack of dependable information, vanishes.
If improvement is
not speedily

forthcoming

it

must be concluded

designation acdefines
the
ultimate
sphere of the short subject in the
theatre.
that

the
curately

"filler"

!
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Do Big Things to
Make Big Money
FRED S. MEYER

By
Managing

Director, Palace Theatre, Hamilton, O.

September

23,

1922

You Auto Know
THAT TOO MUCH SPEED BRINGS
NO GOOD TO RECKLESS MOTORISTS
1

By

WALLACE REID

in

"Acroii the Continent."

•

Paramount

Picture.

From tot own experience driv- The safest plan Is to take your time,
ing bota In trnfflc and along coun- take nothing for granted and astry roada. I know tbat It does not sume that the nert man yoo meet
pa* to talc chances. When some- will be breaking some rule of tbe
one else tries to beat me to a road
Intersection, I let biro win.
Why
not? The fact that he crosses first
dies not make blm a better drlTer
nor prove that he has a better car.
I shall not dispute him.
When I
driver dashing, along tbe
'

In the present and concluding installment of his remarkable contribution begun in last week's "Herald," Fred S. Meyer rounds out
a composition of enduring value to theatre men everywhere.
In a shortly forthcoming issue will be set down the story of how
Mr. Meyer capitalized a "Herald" editorial in space purchased for the
purpose with striking results.
Watch for it.

Now don't say that I am an optimist,
because exactly the opposite is the case.
What is more, until Ford's latest propaganda got on my nerves, I was like everybody else. If Smith said "Gee, ain't busi," I'd say, "You don't know the
ness
In brief, like everyhalf of it, dearie."
body else, I helped with the hammer. Once
again, I followed the course of least re-

H

more thoroughly under-

making myself

stood suffice to say that I have resolved to
be what the newspaper editorially termed
Hereafter, no matter
"a horn-blower."
;

THE

ACROSS

sistance.

conti ik_e: NX
TV T*m Ltd

Then I started to take inventory. Not
like Mutt & Jeff with their "free thought"

You Auto

rosd. In and oat between cars, blowlng his born loudly and frequently.
I make the mental note that 1 shall
probably get to my destination before he does, and frequently I hare
overtaken him miles further on with
a bent axle, tire trouble or some
other more or seas aerlons defect
caused by bis 111 considered* baste.

By

SUr

In

B"

!

exhibitors try and spread joy, cheer
and hope among our patrons. It can't possibly make our business any worse when
conditions are off color then isn't it worth

$12.95

;

giving a

WALLACE

"Tre bought

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY

few used cars

may
1

Wins Again

in

Well it is a proven fact. Everyanxious to listen to the "go-getter"
as to how he did it, and why? You never
Miami

Motor

Car

is

see any mob around a guy telling you how
fate has mistreated him, or what a cruel

Ca

REID

Cooperative page layout for "Across the
Continent" which drove home the connection between the "You Auto Know" editorial features and the exhibition of the
picture at the Palace.

Picture.

in

business is, I am going to spread
by telling everybody that it's "getting
better picking up
showing improvement,"

how poor
;

;

Just stop and consider what a good turn

we can do our community.
wife reads that

were

or later

have

come owner

made

It,

a

applies

strict

rule

never to buy a used -marine from
utoleo car Is to ^pply for Insurance
before you mnke the final payment
If the Insurance company will rover
tbe csr you are safe even though
U Is Ister proved tba( the car was
• stolen machine; and these days
one never can be sure whether a
michlne Is stolen or not unless
som» snch means Is nsed. The In-

a man unless I
tive ci to hla

dealing.

was absolutely

posi-

reputation for fair

The gyp used car men

have been carefully avoided. It If
too easy for a *.-*. v-u*r tc
doctor up a car *o skillfully tbat
even an erpert wilt be deceived for
a time. The onlv way to be sura
that you are not being badly stuck
Is to deal with a man having an

surance company can usually tell
In a moment whether tbe car has established reputation.

Wallace

field in

rheaVe August

"Ac

.

the

Con tinent"

will

appear

IS and

of two- column feature run by
"Hamilton (O.) Daily News" in cooperation
Fred Meyer, Palace theatre, advertising Paramount's "Across the Continent."

Reproduction
with

in a certain

laid off yesterday.

On

The

laborer's

shop 250

men

the next page

she reads about Mr. Ford's contemplated
shut-down.
Clear across the front page,
day after day, she is confronted with
scarey headlines about the coal and R. R.

having faith
munity,

our city, faith in our comin the business we are in,
faith in ourselves. And with

in

faith

and above

all,

imbedded in our mind, we'll find
comparatively easy to shout "Business
is
good
there's nothing wrong.
Don't
worry. Good times are coming; you know
;

how 'tis."
And now

—

I

am

patiently awaiting pub-

lication of this article, compiled at random,
sent in for the sake of starting something.
Let's go, now

Who'll be the

am

"all

first to

show me where

I

wet?"

You bet, I'll admit where I am wrong,
but though living in Ohio, you'll have to
show me.

situation.

picture how that poor woman
the anguish and fear she undergoes,
how she suffers? I am neither optimist
nor philanthropist, but I am going to try
and be both. Henceforth, no matter how
much it hurts, the propaganda I spread is

Can you

feels,

much

1'al

is.

it

etc.

I

this

So, with the start of the 1922-23 season, let us resolve that we will do something.
And let that something consist of

this firmly

joy,

for la

—

alone?"

USED CAR

find helpful.

*

of the folks may say, "He's an optimist"; others may term us "theorist," but
none will go so far as to say that we're
crazy, or a fit subject for an insane asylum.
Remember the old saying, "Laugh and the
world laughs with you, weep and you are

"Across the Continent"

The

In the first place, the best war to
be sure that you are not buying a

*

Some

The Sturdy

Know

been reported etole*n or not sine*
my tlm« the same as every olher It keeps a repord nf all mactflnes
good motorist. And I find that as stolen.
Incidentally,
many maI look back over my experiences
chines dishonestly
acquired are
that therg are many things In my later revealed as thefts because
experiences that other motorists
a

trial ?

*

"Acroaa the Contin,

• Paramount

Pain.

of the Reid racing feature, one of these
editorial features appeared in the newspaper,
its position shifting from page to page.

world

HOW TO BUY A

tbe

by Waila*. Rt.d

"ACROSS THE CONTINENT

body

7

at

Every day during the Hamilton theatre run

JKmm

Lack of time and space prevents me from

You Auto

m

Wallace Reid in "Across trie Co ntlnent" will appear
Theatre. August 13. snd continuing for three days.

OLD FIELD CORDS

idea; I didn't kid myself into thinking that
business was good when I saw the reports
I simply started to
at the end of the day.
analyze.
Time and again I have proven to my
satisfaction and to yours, that when we
went out after a certain picture, that is,
exploited it, our receipts were not any less
than otherwise; in most instances larger.
Now then, on this assumption, doesn't it
stand to reason, that, if we blow our horn,
come out with a lot of optimistic propaganda, through our screen, the press, our
mailing list, ultmately we'll be benefited?
* * *

an optlml9t by nature,
I
hare found It an excellent
to be a pessimist when drivan automobile.
I nave cultivated tbe habit Just becsuse it
keeps me out of all aorta 0 f difficulties.
I don't go on the assoraptlon that ri! never have an accident
On the contrary I operate
on the theory that
be next If
Tm not carefn! and by next I mean
tbe next minute, not the next week
or the next year.

ing

going to be optimism. Castor oil is
harder to take than to spread cheerful
news, when it is mostly imaginary. Still,
Castor Oil is known to be "good for what
ails

you."

let A. P. and other services spread
news, scandal and calamity; let us "Class

So

Urban Popular

Classic
Tells Story of A Horse

"The Maverick,"
ern

wild

horse,

is

life

the

story of a westcurrent Urban

Popular Classic published by Vitagraph.
It is said to be an exhilarating glimpse
of the wide spaces on the Great Divide,
before the coming of the white man, and
a touching tribute to man's friend, the
horse.

—
September
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Color posters arrested the attention of hundreds who passed the Central during "Human

Two

musical selections (refer to article) were
rendered during the prologue arranged by

35

The

arrangement

artistic

added

to

of

these
the

effectiveness of
lobby display

the

Cobe

Hearts" run

oil

stills

Central

"Baby Test Lachmann's Greased
Winner,
Pig Makes Path
Trunk
A better baby contest that
any showman can practically
duplicate was used with considerable success by J. W.

Trunk,

Dome theatre,

Youngstown, O. His description of

it

To Theatre

Diversity is both meritorious and effective in exploitation and
advertising so long as conservatism is practiced. Beyond that limit
it becomes nothing more or less than a hodge-podge of befuddled
ideas and is not easily absorbed by the average human mind.

CREDIT

follows:

is

due the exploitation man

who can

ONE
gave

of our leading photographers first
me the idea of a Better Baby
He was so anxious to get
Contest.
Youngstown babies inside his studio that
he offered to take one photograph of
each baby in Youngstown free of charge,
as he was confident there would be
enough reordered to make it profitable
for him. I remarked that I was looking
for a high class publicity stunt for the
Dome theatre. Within ten minutes we
had decided that a Better Baby Contest
properly put over would give both of us
just what we wanted.
The next step was to enlist the services
of our newspaper. Within ten more minutes we had enlisted the best publicity
medium in town the Youngstown Telegram. The contest was now known as

maintain the proper perspective in executing a comprehensive
campaign on a big picture in the country's metropolis.
Such is the achievement of Marc Lachmann, who was given
the important assignment of handling
Universal's "Human Hearts" at the Central theatre in New York.
Three channels were chosen through
which to conduct the promotional campaign the street, the theatre lobby and
Discretion was followed in
the stage.
each instance.

—

*

*

*

Six photographs have been selected and
reproduced on this page to illustrate the

"The Youngstown Telegram-Dome Theatre Better Baby Contest."
Then I called on all the leading merchants in Youngstown, told them of our
Better Baby Contest and asked if they

*

*

*

*

The following week

I played First Na"Sonny." I tied up with this
attraction by announcing that Richard
Barthelmess had donated a collie puppy
the son of his "Waggles" in "Sonny"
to be given to the best and healthiest

tional's

—

baby boy entered in the Better Baby
Contest.
This produced another front
page story and I proceeded to clean up.

*

*

—

sical
selections were
rendered
"The
Clang of the Forge" and "Human Hearts,"

the latter being written especially for the
picture.

milk company

offered 60 days' free milk service to the
ten best babies. A bread company offered
to donate a loaf of bread each day for 90
days to the ten best babies.
Now that I had all the prizes lined up
I set about tying up the First National
attractions I had booked with the Better
Baby Contest. I arranged for a wire
ostensibly from Jackie Coogan expressing
regret that he was unable to enter the
contest and urging all Youngstown kiddies to do so. This got me a big story
and picture of Jackie on the front page of
the Telegram and helped me to do a
hangup business on "My Boy."

of youngsters is pictorial proof
the effectiveness of the greased pig chase

The prologue, arranged by Andrew J.
Cobe, manager of the theatre, had a
blacksmith shop as its setting. Two mu-

cared to donate a prize to the winning
babies. I found every merchant glad to
donate one or more articles that they sold
as prizes. Our leading bank offered a
savings account of $1.00 to earh of the

hundred best babies.

of

raann staged a greased pig chase in CenPreceding the chase a parade
tral Park.
proceeded up and down Broadway, the
novelty supplemented by banners serving
to draw crowds to the park for the event.

—

A

This crowd

Any

exhibitor can reproduce this blacksmith
shop as a prologue for the Universal feature

thoroughness with which the campaign

was conducted.
Both lobby and

front were attractive in

colorful display of oil paintings,
each representing a scene from the featheir
ture.

These were arranged

Achievements of Lachmann and Cobe
Their creations served to

are twofold.

promote the Central run of the production.
Further, the two men chose means
of exploitation which may be readily used
by exhibitors in the smallest communities.

The expense
execution

is

incurred is
not difficult.

negligent

and

artistically,

the lobby being devoid of the crowded
feeling imposed by a lack of decorative

judgment.
It

ever,

was
that

in the

two

Lachmann

street stunts,

how-

displayed his pro-

A victoria, an
motional enterprise.
antique which may be supplanted by the
more common carriage, in which sat two
men in top hats and two women elaborately gowned was driven about the city.
Banners on the horse and on the sides of
the vehicle ask this question: "How many
'Human Hearts' are there among New
York's brilliant 400?" The effectiveness
of this stunt is at once apparent.
To further amplify his campaign, Lach-

A common

horse

commandeered

drawn carriage may

to duplicate this
exploitation stunt

be

Lachmann
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Reid Motor Feature
Made to Order
Of Theatre
Among the few known values in motion pictures the automobile stories picturized by Wallace Reid for Paramount hold
prominent place. Since "What's Your Hurry" there has been at no
time doubt in the exploitation man's mind as to how to sell this
definitely typified class of product.
"Across the Continent" has
proved no exception to the rule.

SEVERAL

photographs reproduced on
show treatment accorded
feature hy various showmen. Through

this
this
all

page

run a strain of similarity that

is

The picture was, in effect if not in
made to the order of the theatre.

Lobby

of the Liberty theatre at Yakima,
Wash., as decorated for run.

leads to mechanical production. But it is
fortunate that an occasional instance of
this kind gives exhibitors incentive to develop a single type of exploitation that
may be used for pictures from many
sources. That way lies in standardization
of exploitation, as desirable as machine
production is undesirable.

basic.
fact,

W ash.. H. A. Gillespie of
Liberty theatre walled in his entire
front and painted reproductions of the 24sheets and other paper, making a colorful
-.plash.
A racing car was borrowed and
The driver
sent out properly bannered
ran out into the country at intervals, visited a convenient mud hole, then dashed
At Yakima,

the

town well bespattered, distributing

into

One

of the signs posted at popular
entrance to Syracuse, N. Y.

road

literature as he drove.
*

In Syracuse, N.
was shown at the

*

*

Y„ where

the picture
Robbins-Eckel theatre.

Southern Enterprises, loaning a
car for lobby use and another to be
driven to the beaches carrying banners.
This was eminently proper since the Dent
car used in the picture is a camouflaged
by the

Ford.
In St. Louis a cooperative campaign
was engineered in which the Goodyear
Tire people, the Essex Motor company,
the Amalia Oil company and the Safety
Council participated in. a parade which interfered seriously with traffic and adver-

Syracuse parade staged in exploitation of
Wallace Reid motor story.

"Salome"

Endorsed in
Survey by Review Board
Is

Xazimova's "Salome"

is

an exceptional

picture, so presented as to make an arbi
trary legal censorship of it unjustifiable,
and it realizes and forecasts greater possibilities of the motion picture as
a med-

ium of art.
emphasized

Such are the conclusionthe returns from a questionnaire issued by the National Board
of Review to 182 persons who viewed
"Salome" at a special showing.
Three questions were put
"Is Salome

m

:

an exceptional picture?" "Would legal
censorship be justified in arbitrarily requiring any changes in it?" and "Do you
believe that it realizes or forecasts the
greater possibilities of the motion pic-

have been bountiful in supplying cars for "Across the Continent."
P'ord dealers

gasoline stations were liberally carded tor
the run. Outside the city, on main roads,
"Slow Down" signs linked with the picture were posted. A very ancient auto-

ture as a medium of art?"
In answer to
the first query, one hundred and fifty-one
out of the one hundred and eighty-two
replied "Yes"; to the second, one hundred

mobile was found and used for slightly

humorous exploitation

of the film.

and

fifty-four answered "No"; and to the
third,
one hundred and fifty-one re-

Ford dealers cooperated with one of the
Queen theatres sprinkled over the South
Old and new automobiles figured with like
prominence in the Syracuse cavalcade.

sponded "Yes."

J.

A

circus in
tised the picture extensively.
the city was drawn upon tor twenty musicians, who headed the cavalcade, and

Council sent out voluminous
theatre incurred no expense whatever.
the Safety
literature.

The

*

*

*

to dwell upon the
matter of box office results in this story.
Nearly everybody has tried one of these
isn't

It

necessary

Reid pictures and knows the relationship
between the type of exploitation they demand and the business they attract.
It

Louts parade for "Across the Conti
nent" photographed at starting point.

St.

may

fasten

ducer

not, in fact is not, desirable to
star or any one proa single type of pictures. That way

upon any one

R. Friedgen Has
Picture by Own

New
Company

J. Ray Friedgen, who has been idenwith many screen successes in the
past ten years, has entered the ranks of
producers on his own account as president of Effanem Photoplays, Inc., a New

tified

York Corporation.
production, "When the Cows
has just been completed at the Lincoln studios in Fort Lee,
with an all-star cast, under the directionof John L. McCutcheon, is now being
edited.
Plans are already under way for

His

first

Come Home." which

production of the second
ture.

Friedgen

fea-

September
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IS It
A

Beautiful Screen Version of the

Famous Song and Stage Success

MY WILD
IRISH

ME

ST

irjsh Pose'

Presented With An All Star Cast, Ineluding

n

PAT O'MALLEY, PAULINE STARKE

MICKEY DANIELS,

II

The Freckled Kid

Snub Pollard
"Bed of Roses"
"Emerald

Isle"

(.

"solF"

TniLZ Rath Jr at tbe Orjan. PlaylnJ
Shamrock Medley."
'

Reproduction of two-column ad used by
Isis theatre for Vitagraph production.

Distinguished Audience
Present at Premiere of
Fox's Special at Lyric

Exploitation

hy an audience of the city's most prominent
critics,
artists,
editors,
authors,

clergymen and society leaders. It will
continue an indefinite run, as William Fox

Feature
Occasional feature publications cast a very definite shadow
before them. Their career may be almost perfectly forecasted.
Vitagraph's "My Wild Irish Rose," such a feature, has lived up
to its promise.

A
nant

of Players

Omitted

"The House of Darkened Windows,"
Eastern Film Corporation's Chinese melodrama now offered on the independent market, is unique in respect of the simplicity
of its exploitation details.
"You will observe," says an official of tincompany, "that we arc not, in our publicity,
featuring the name of the author of the
story, the director, the cast, the art or technical aids, the cameraman, the title editor,
or the supervisor.
arc just selling a
story which we believe will please any audi-

We

ence and

make money

for the

exchange and

exhibitor."

Issues

New

Holt Picture

For September, 18, Paramount announces as its feature publications Jack
Holt in "While Satan Sleeps," and an
Irvin

Willat

Call," with

production,

Dorothv Dalton.

"The

Siren

SINGLE
theatre,

campaign, that of the Isis
Denver, shows the domiof

characteristics

the

tion

from

a

strict

outline

laid

down by

circumstance.

Denver

a

music store window was

decorated with records of the song from

which the

title

of the picture

was taken,

announcement being placed quite
properly in the center. This is precisely
the thing that anybody could have prethe Isis

dicted for the feature at the
title

lack of space prevents in this issue.

remember

moment

the

The

Isis

campaign,

like

all

good cam-

paigns for the picture, played up the Irish
note strongly. To state that such a campaign attracts the Irish, most likely to
appreciate the picture, is to voice the obvious. To state that the old saying, "The

Lord loves the Irish," may in the theatre
sense be changed to "Everybody is interested in the Irish," is to proclaim the fact
really
important in this instance.
If
you've ever featured an Irish story with
strong emphasis on the Irish you know it.

was decided upon.
*

*

*

\

!

In a two-column advertisement used b>

Fan Paper Readers Vote
Wallace Reid Favorite

the Isis shamrocks were used effectively
to set off the very readable and direct

copy published.

Nothing could be more

logical than that, not even excepting the
bold type tor the Irish names of players
in the picture.
Especial notice must be given, however, to the lower right hand corner of
the ad, where, in a shamrock, advance
announcement is made of the Larry Semon comedy, "Golf." This is far and
away ahead of the general run of theatre

advertising in this country. It is suffimaterial for a special story which

cient

But

it.

exploitation

accorded the production throughout the
country. There has been very little devia-

In

Names

Rose" during run at

Wild Irish Rose

44

The world premiere of "A Little Child
Shall Lead Them," the Fox special production, which was held at the Lyric theatre, New York, recently was attended

has leased the Lyric for the entire season.
Newspaper reviews which followed the
introductory presentation of the photoplay were characterized by their praise
for both the story and direction of the
giant attraction.
"A Little Child Shall Lead Them" is a
story dealing with social life in the average American family and the interesting
question of whether a woman should have
children or embellish her home with
dogs.
Race suicide is a very delicate
subject to discuss in a motion picture,
but the contrast of light and shade in this
particular screen play has been done very
adroitly and the picture has been admirably enacted.

to advertise Vitagraph's "My Wild Irish
the Isis theatre, Denver, Colo.

Music store window arrange

Continuing evidence of the popularity

Paramount players is furnished by the
October Classic, which announces that
Wallace Reid has been voted the monthly

of

favorite of

its readers.
recogtition of this popuiaritv his
portrait is being painted by Harry Roseland to appear on the cover of this magazine for its December issue.
This is the
third consecutive m^nth that Paramount
players have won the popularity codtest for Classic covers.
Others are Ro-

In

dolph Valentino and

May McAvov.
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Parade headed toward the Circle theatre,
Indianapolis, and "Trouble."

A

Colorful window display that advertised
"Trouble*' in Portland, Ore.

Coogan Feature Big
Factor in Summer
Theatre History

its
circuit
of American
screens
Jackie Coogan's First National attrachas
been
tion
treated with almost every
established type of exploitation. All the
good old reliable stunts have been
marched out and put to work, and here
and there new ideas have been introduced. All add to an already large fund
of data very useful in the presentation of
any production featuring a juvenile

*

stated

that

The Portland, Ore., Welfare Bureau
helped the Liberty theatre in the promotion of an Old Clothes matinee of the
sort previously used with various attractions.
Seven hundred admissions were
granted by the theatre and the newspapers donated four columns of publicity.

mer.
If you have followed "What The
Picture Did For Me," or if you read
"The Box Office Record," you know

*

Because the manager of the Walnut
Cincinnati,

of

It was warm in Indianapolis just before
the Coogan run of seven days, so Ralph
Lieber, manager of the Circle, took an
ice cream company into his confidence
and their trucks thenceforth carried banners announcing the engagement.
An
ice cream cone matinee given as a preview completed the enterprise.
It was by such methods that American exhibitors employed the Coogan picture to make money for them when the
making of money was difficult this sum-

TN

theatre,

Johns, N. B., window display
baseballs used for "Trouble."

worked well for the box office.
At the State, Minneapolis, a suit very
clearly designated as the one worn by
Jackie in the making of the picture was
tacked up in front of the theatre in the
manner shown in the accompanying illustration. Express labels undoubtedly were
accepted by some beholders as proof
positive that this was indeed the very
suit Jackie had worn, just how many is
not in the least important.
*
*
*

A

player.

St.

1922

23,

All

Every motion picture year has its big success, its great box office
attraction that lives on through the ages in exhibitor conversation.
More important for several reasons is the straight business picture,
not always the greatest, which is one of a number responsible for
the theatre's survival of a given summer.
"Trouble" was one of these pictures, according to exploitation
news, of the closing season.

*

September

what

it

did for the

box

office.

Jackie

Coogan was very fond of the song hit
"Stumbling," the management of a store
then boosting that number was moved to
install a window display advertising both
song and picture.
Maybe Jackie doe^
like the song, but nobody thought it
necessary to check up on that detail.
In St. John's N. B., the Queen's Square

Backer Will Distribute
Frankie Lee's Comedies
Crowd

drawn to Old Clothes Matinee
given by Walnut theatre, Cincinnati.

theatre sold clothing merchants the line.
"I'm mad 'cause my mother didn't ."
The thing is incomplete, but the stores
added to it at will, inserting "furnish so-

—

Franklyn E. Backer, president of East
Coast Productions, and Clarence Bricker
have signed a contract for the distribution
of a series of two-reel comedies starring
Mr. Bricker has left New
Frankie Lee.
York for the West Coast to start produc-

and-so hats," or whatever was thought
to complete Jackie's well
known custom. Nobody questioned the

tion.

authenticity of that quote, either.

vember.

most necessary

A New

states that the first comedy
be ready for publication during No-

Mr. Bricker
will

Use for

Electrics

THE

Randolph theatre, Chicago, is extraordinarily well equipped with electric
sign's.
In its two entrances, opening on two streets, it probably has as great letter
displacement as any theatre in the country. As this is written the changeable letter
sign appended to the State Street marquee reads like this:

HE—WHY THE GUN?
SHE— ASK FATHER

The thing catches the eye and worries the brain. Search for an explanation leads
to a sign above the marquee announcing "Don't Shoot," the Universal feature in
exhibition. This is subsequently supplemented by other announcements. It becomes
known that the two lines are speeches from the picture. The thing is remembered.
Undoubtedly many go in to pick up the rest of the conversation and the action that
goes with

The

it.

idea

is

quite fresh.

developed by theatre
Unique lobby display
the

for

"Trouble"

State theatre, Minneapolis.

It

men who

admits, of course, of development.
find

it

worthy goes without saying.

That

it

will be

September
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""Paramount

I

Week"

|

Idea

1
g
|

Fellow Exto tell
of a great stunt I
pulled off in relation to Para-

1

my

want

I

hibitors

A

mount week.

39

great

J
1
|
many no 1

doubt have received the her- J
g aids sent out by that concern g
jj

of the 17 stars

and the director

m general.
I printed my program
g
1 week on the back of the

of the

herald

jj

and then offered adults and

jj

children passes for the

who called
Monday at 7

first five

jj

J
1
1
|j

|

box jj
office
p. m., and J
I named correctly the stars on g

g

of each

I the herald. I distributed the jj
I heralds Saturday afternoon and jj
J the people were "crazy." Had g
g more talk around town about jj
g the Opera House than any time S
before in

The

my

life.

that
the
stars and therefore receive the
passes are your regular patrons, just the ones you wish
to hand something to, as they
come each night and learn the
I told those who
star's faces.
could not guess them that if
they came to the shows oftener
they would win next time.

best part of

the ones

j

g
§§

g
g
g

g
g
1
§§

GEO.

is

it

who can name

C.

•

J
jj
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York, exploiting run of

"Variety is the spice of life," the theatre, exploitation, pracanything. (Write your own ticket.)
Variety marked the George M. Cohan theatre run of "My Dad,"
F. B. O. feature starring Johnnie Walker, with the usual results.
Dog sledges are very unusual on Broadway.

jj

§j

g
g

There

been

isn't

The pictures
Eskimo dogs

a

whole

tell

it

lot

to

this

pretty well.

story.

team and other required equipment, as

Some

well as to arrange for their presence st
the proper time.

such an animal)
from up-state were driven into the city

and

|
la i

S

sold

to

(if

there

is

the front of the theatre.

As

if

were not sufficiently unusual, two
pretty girls were added to the entourage.
that

The

rights

New

tically

g

C. B. C. Sells Canadian
Rights to Entire Series
Of Six New Productions
Canadian

sledge team driven to front of George M. Cohan theatre,
"My Dad," an F. B. O. attraction.

"My Dad" Exploited
By Dog Sledge in
New York Run

B
g

STARKEY,

Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.

r 'm

Dog

at the

pictures

show the

girls also.

That's practically all there is to t!;e
story, unless it be added that the enterprise involved considerable expense and a
great deal of energy. It must also have
involved some diligence to locate the -log

Back of this, it might be added, sta.ids
a good deal of thought on the part of the
individual responsible for the stunt
All these do rot
not a little initiative.
figure heavily in the expense co!un;ns. but
they do figure heavily at the box office.
The picture has not been reported upon
previously in exploitation.
If all reports
of its treatment measure up to the first it
will leave behind it pleasant memories as
a notable attraction of the season.

on

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation's series

of "Six

Box

Office Winners," of which

the all-star feautre,
is

the

first,

"More

to

Be

Pitied,"

to Charles L. Stevenson, with

Toronto.
Mr. Stevenson notified Jack Cohn of

offices in

the C. B. C. organization that pictures of
the type of "More To Be Pitied" melo-

—

dramas with a universal appeal and heart
interest
had a great appeal to Canadian
audiences, and that the original stage play
of Charles E. Blaney had been one of the
greatest successes ever played through
thq Canadian provinces.

—

The picture's cast
Rosemary Theby,

includes Alice Lake,
J.

Frank

Glendon,

Philo McCollough and Gordon Griffith.

Cooley in Selznick Film
Hal

Cooley has been engaged bySelznick for one of the principal
parts in the support of Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle in "One Week

Myron

of

Leve."

Two

pretty girls figured in the dog sledge exploitation for "My Dad," completing the classic
"Beauty and the Beast" combination.

md

—

—
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Day-and-Date Runs
For Big Features
Detroit Success

E.

it,

UniversaUs

surely worth

is

it

Viewpoint

—

—

—

theatre.

of
— Made me a
money and pleased everyone. Don't
get away from you. — C. Kain, Castle
lot

let

it

theatre.

A

Kdwards,

satisfactory busispecial.
E.
G.
Boulevard theatre.

—

super

Oakman

—

Wives
had played
wish
this longer. A good bet for any house.
W. Haynes, LaVeeda theatre.
Foolish Wives A fine picture-.
My
Foolish

I

I

—

people liked it very much. Big business.
Martens, Fairmont theatre.
Foolish Wives Did wonderful business.
A great attraction. M. Buck.
Strand theatre.
Foolish Wives We mopped up with
this.
Played it two days. Jack Cairns,

— A.

—

—

—

—

Brooklyn theatre.
Foolish

Wives- Th

year.
Some
Merrick theatre.

this

—

Don't
be
afraid
of
this
one.
Alec
Schneider, Blackstone theatre.
Foolish Wives Cleaned up. C. Kain.

—
—
Foolish Wives — Played two days. Sorry
did not have
longer. No unfavorable
comments. — E. W. King. Lancaster theaFoolish Wives— Pleased everyone. Extremely good business. — E. V. McGrath.
Knickerbocker theatre.
Foolish Wives — Packed the crowds
day. Beating
records. —
W, MarArcade

theatre.

it

biggest

picture.

— Mike

clean-up
I.asko,

Foolish Wives -Capacity business.

trons

all

Mack

theatre.

well

pleased.— L.

F.

Kagle theatre.

Wives — Packed them

Foolish

A

great attraction.
No
Xathanson, Victoria theatre.
this.

Wives

Foolish

and pleased
clean up.

—

S.

all.

— Broke
Book

Kulinski,

—

this

A. Haynes,

two Fox specials for the season of 1922has begun work on "Without Compromise," the
next
William
Farnum
vehicle, with a cast composed of Tully
Marshall. Robert McKim. Hardee Kirkland, Alma Bennett and others.
The picture, which will be a screen
adaptation of the widely read stovy by
George Hubbard and Lillian BennettThompson, was purchased by William Fox
prior to his departure for Europe.

Three Prominent Child
Players in Fox Picture

with

— S.

Farnum

two-day
much.

theatre.
Foolish Wives Stood them out. A real
box office attraction. S. Ackcrman, East
Side theatre.
Foolish Wives
Best picture
have
played for a long time. Broke attendance
record in
house.- R. Fisher, Holbrook
theatre.

—

—

my

again.

Everybody

Three prominent child actors have
been chosen for the cast to support Mary
Carr in "Penzie," a William Fox oroduction of Florence Bingham Livingston's
novel, "The Custard Cup." The three are
Miriam Battista. who scored in "Humoresque:" Jerry Devine, who appeared in
the prologue of "Over the Hill," and
Ernest Hilliard.

Universal to Dispose of

theatre.

Harmony

—

Flynn, who directed "A
Was" and "Monte Cristo,"

house record
and you will

Foolish Wives Capacity on
showing. Patrons like it very

W.

in

kicks

J.

2:!,

Stewart,

B.

1

—

Foolish Wives -Universal has done
Pa-

all

Emmett

Cosco, Stratford thea-

— Very

real

—

Fool There

JOS. FRIEDMAN,
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

—

Broke all records.
business.
Pleased everyone.

Foolish Wives

—

Wadlow, Virginia theatre.
Foolish Wives Stood them up four
days.
Wonderful business. No kicks.

Flynn Starts Production
Of New Wm. Farnum Film

tre.

ness.

—

in

After playing "Foolish Wives" for
four weeks, first and second run, in
downtown theatres in Detroit, I tried to
figure
out what would be the best
method of releasing this picture to the
subsequent runs, or residential theatres.
I
hit upon the plan of playing the picture in all these theatres within two
weeks, not asking all the theatres to
play the picture on any particular days
but letting them choose days within a
two week period commencing August 20.
Forty-six theatres were so booked. In
a period of fourteen days these theatres
presented the picture.
Every theatre,
with hardly an exception either broke
house records or played to capacity
business.
It was surprising to note the happiness that seemed to permeate among the
exhibitors that had shown it.
In some
cases words failed when they came to the
office to report business done.
The Universal office cooperated in exploitation and publicity, chiefly by newspaper advertising in Detroit papers daily.

rum, Library theatre.
Foolish Wives Two days to capacity
Broke record held
at regular admission.
by "Over the Hill." A sure box office atKuttenberg,
traction.
A.
New Home

Wives

—

—

—

all

Gentlemen:

—

J.

—

Chicago.

—

—

—

Foolish Wives A clean-up. Remark
business two days. Pleased everyT. W. Minckley. DeLuxe theatre.
Foolish Wives Biggest thing this year.
Played to more people than "The Four
Horsemen" or any other special. F. S.

tin.

I

—

Kour-day run.

theatre.

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

paid more for
and picture drew
much better with the publicity given.—
J. E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre.
Foolish Wives Capacity business matinee and night. Played to 2.200 admissions,
my house seating 000. O. D.
Baker, Crystal theatre.
Foolish Wives S. R. O. sign for two
nights. Sorry we did not have a four-day
No unfavorable comments.
booking.
Great box office attraction. W. W. Slo-

my

case.
ally well in
films than otherwise

Wonderful

—

1

criticize

Wives

—

tre.

seeing. Patrons made no comments and
no complaints on advanced prices. The
day and date idea worked out exception-

Foolish

—

Foolish Wives Two days to capacity.
Patrons spoke very well of the production.
T. D. Lancaster, Grande theatre.
Foolish Wives Played two days. Did
way over average business. People liked
the
picture— T. D. Wiliams, Ferndalc

able
one.

—

Foolish

—

—

endeavor.

many may

—

Foolish Wives ] always do well with
Universal, but this one beats them all.
No kicks and lots of business. A. J.
I'etersmark, Blue Bird theatre.

theatre.

NICHOLS

Foolish Wives Attendance on a par
with "Four Horsemen" and "Queen of
Sheba," but not nearly as good attendance as "Over the Hill." While a good

Cutler, Lake-wood thea-

—

Detroit showmen have uncovered what the great majority of them
believe to be one of the greatest box office stunts of the year in their mass
exhibition of "Foolish Wives," just brought to a highly successful close.
The feature was exhibited in forty-six theatres within a fortnight period,
mass exploitation working out very favorably for all concerned.
As it seems logical to believe that exhibitors in every city will be
interested in the event as a new development in the treatment of big productions, I have obtained the following reports from showmen taking part
in this

— John

tre.

—

attention.

HARRY

eery best.

1922

23,

Foolish Wives A knockout. You can't
miss if you play this. Cleaned up. Pleased
everyone. H. R. Pfeifle, Priscilla theatre.
Foolish Wives One of the best. Broke
house record for two-day run. Geo.
Slucksa. Park theatre.
Foolish Wives Broke my house record. Don't be afraid to book it. Everyone satisfied. H. H. White, Beechwood

Forty-six Detroit theatres played Universalis "Foolish Wives"
within a fourteen-day period recently to test the day-and-date policy
of exhibiting big attractions under cumulative or mass exploitation.
Harry E. Nichols, "Herald" field representative, covered the event
and contributes the following account of its success. As this method
has been tried out in various places with generally satisfactory results
and may therefore be expected to play an important part in future
theatre history the story is worthy of every exhibitor's careful

By

September

satisfied.

One

it

of the

Studio at Auction Sale
The contents
ville.

N.

.1.,

of Universal's Coytesstudio are to be auctioned off

September 14. The auction, to be conducted by J. Mott Allaire, will be held at
the studio, on Lemovne avenue, Coytesville.

The

varied assortment of articles to go
hammer include studio props
kinds, costumes and some electrical

under the
of all

equipment.

-

————

—
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NEWSPICTURES
W

\\7ITH a

view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the

News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his \ews Reel
"Herald" has established

feature, the

SCREEN
* FINAL EXTRA *
NEWS

No. 71: AmeriINTERNATIONAL
cans Win in First Davis Cup l'lay— Chicago
ludge Issues Sweeping Injunction Restricting R.
Dog Adopts Orphan Kittens New
R. Strikers
Youngsters N. Y.
Versatile
England's Most
Mounted Police in Daring Riding German U-boat
Sunk in Mid-ocean- Speed Boats Make Records
Cartoon Territorial Specials.
at Detroit

—

—

—

—

—

No. 72: AmerCity Pageant
Collins JackMichael
Dublin Pays Tribute to
son, Cal., Seeks to Rescue Entombed Miners
WelMillerand
Spotlight
in
Again
Hindenberg
comes American Women French Dreadnaught
Sinks Pershing Lauds France on Marne Day
-General Wood Welcomes Denby to Philippines
Peggy Gregg and Brother in Air Stunts
Territorial
First Sea Flight by Motorless Plane
Girls

Prettiest

Atlantic

in

—

—

— —

—

—

—

Specials.

KINOGRAMS

Boston Sicilians
No. 2178:
Hold Fiesta Gertrude Ederle, 15, New SwimBoston Kiddies Play Pushball
ing Marvel
Yankee and Canadian
President Invited to Reno
Crews in Regatta Move Ohio Village U. S.
Match New York
Davis
Cup
First
Wins
Mounted Police Show Horsemanship.
KINOGRAMS No. 2179: Speed Boats Race
Los Angeles Beach Nymphs Beat
at Detroit
Show Girls at Pushball Flying Parson Killed
Plane Fall German Ambassador Here Exin
Senator Clark of Montana Home From Europe
Goats Invade Paris Marr.e Day Observed
First Glider Takes Off From Water— Chicago
North Shore Has Horse Show Shackled Swimmer Tows Boat Mile California Freshies Beat
Sophomores Three Governors Sec Ship Launched

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

— Territorial

—

—

Specials.

PATHE NEWS
War

France Cares for
No. 72:
Orphans Building New Dam at Modesto.
Turks and Allies Battle Greeks in Bal

—
kans — Whale
Cal.

Statistics

—

Caught

Bay

Off

Show Progress

—

City,

Education

in

Wash.—

— France's

Best Race on Seine American Girl Athletes
Home Americans Win Opening Davis Cup
Match Territorial Specials.
PATHE NEWS No. 73: American Beautu-<
California Mine Enin Atlantic City Pageant
tombs Workers First Motorless Plane Takes

—

—

—

—

From Water— U. S. Observes Marne DayFrench Battleship Wrecked Davis Tennis Cup
Remains in U. S. Erin Mourns at Bier of

Off

—

Michael

Collins

—
— Territorial

SELZNICK NEWS

No.

Specials.

Belgian

1072:

Kimk

Antwerp Waterfront

Shows Argentine
-Marshal loffre Welcomes Dr. Alvear to Paris
Skippers Wife Heroine of 123-day Starvation
Head of Greek, Balkan anil
Cruise on Pacific
President

—

—

Churches Barred From Greece Society
Woman Driving White Mule Beats Daughter of
Dog Mother Adopts KittensN. Y. Governor
French Jousting Matches on Seine California
Freshies Defeat Sophomores —American and CaRussian

—

—

nadian Teams Clash in Auto Polo Contest at
Los Angeles Citizens of Cork Welcome National
Troops.
Atlantic Citj
No. 1073:
SELZNICK
Mayor Gives Keys of City to Visiting BeautiesSpeed Boats Race at Detroit Sulky Races at
Columbus, O. N. Y. Fuel Director Promises to
Curb Profiteers— With British Army in Turkey
McAdoo Rides Bronchos in California Chauncey Depew at Home New York Grecian Nymphs
Dance Atop Skyscrapers Lloyd George's Wife

—

NEWS

—

—

—

—

and Daughter

in

Pageant— Spain's King

ville— King George in
Plane Takes Off From
No. 96:

FOX NEWS

en's

—

—

Olympic Games

at

Kilts— First
Water.
Girl

—
—

Paris

at DeauMotorles-

Athletes in Worn
Annual Swimming

Race Around Paris on Seine Thousands in ProPaint Capitol
British Demonstration at Athens
Dome Baby Parade Closes Ashbury Park Sea
son U. S. Marines in "Biggest Poker Game"
Swimmers Compete U. S. Army
Cincinnati
Bangor Shriners Get Charter—
Fliers in Stunts
Wilkes-Barre Kiddies in City's Championship
Auto Races— Dog Mother Adopts Kittens— First
Airplane Landing at Bottom of Grand Canyon.

—

—

—

—

—

department.

IS

NECESSITY

Newspicture

Copy Demands

NEWSPICTURES
SHOW SCREEN

Recognition

NECESSITY

You've heard people say, "If we
must economize somewhere, let's
economize on the 'movies.'
You know, when you hear the
motion picture or its theatre re-

FIFTY YEARS ago

ferred to as a "movie," that the person speaking considers the screen a
luxury.
"Movie" is not the type of word
employed to name a necessity.
You know that to establish the
motion picture and its theatre as
actual, accepted necessities of every
day life is to forestall depression in
time of financial stringency.
You are given, herewith, a logical
argument in the form of a newspicture advertisement with which
to counteract in some degree the
false impression noted.

NOBODY

—

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

ica's

this

The

parallels

drawn

in

the

ad-

vertisement here given to subscribers to this paper are parallels with
direct bearing upon the situation.
To all but the very young or the
very ignorant the argument presented has the additional appeal of
connecting up with long slumbering memory. The comparisons are
of such character as to cause comment of the "Remember way back

when

—

the

be-crys-

talled parlor lamp held an honored
place in the domestic scheme of
things.
little later the electric
light came into existence as a luxury of the wealthy, moving swiftly
to the estate of a necessity to the

A

masses.
long questioned the authority of the incandescent bulb in
the national scheme of things.

FIFTY YEARS ago

the stereoscope
to the household visitor, its limited views being
inspected at length and extolled
with superlatives. Some time later
the motion picture came into existence and began its not yet finished fight for honored place among
the institutions of Civilization.

was proudly exhibited

1

MANY

still
look askance at the
motion picture and the motion picture theatre as necessary adjuncts
to a rapidly developing world life.

NEWSPICTURES,
the

rounding

out

work

of the educator, broadenof juvenile
and ac'ult alike,
be compared
directly to the incandescent iliuminant, performing for the mental
ing:

the

mental vision

may

man the service performed for the
physical man by the glowing carbon
web.

NEWSPICTURES,

and

all

motion

pictures, have become an actual
necessity to the modern human being.
Rightful recognition has been
slow in coming but is at hand.

AVAIL

yourself of the manifold
benefits offered in the best pictures
procurable presented always at the

(BLANK) THEATRE

" variety.

In newspaper or in house organ

such copy cannot have other than
beneficial effect upon the reader.
Upon the screen, where the copy
may be exhibited with rather less
ease, the effect will be even more
productive of residts, causing auditorium comment reflecting credit
upon the theatre and motion pictures. There is at any time all too

comment of this nature.
The newspicture companies, un-

little

deniably beneficiaries of this type
of advertising, have been singularly
negligent of the opportunity at hand
for general screen publication of
While exthese advertisements.
hibitors might with seeming reason
explain failure to use newspicture

on the ground that
companies are much
better qualified to undertake the
work for them, it is significant that
none have done so.

advertising

newspicture

Through use of this, the fourth
unit in the present series of edutheatreadvertisements,
cational
men will strike heavily for future
prosperity of the theatre and its deWhile this order of
pendents.
things may not impress the surface
observer as superior to a condition
in which all branches of the industry might work together for common good, it is by exactly this order
of things that the theatre retains

its

rank as the dominating factor

ol

the trade at large.

EXHIBITORS
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DIGES

H. INGE says "there never existed a public
pay money to be bored." The lack of sucPiccess of many pictures can be attributed to just that.
tures which have been well exploited, twenty-four sheeted
and ballyhooed, and yet were failures as box-office drawing cards.
It is Mr. Ince's belief that appealing novelty is the big
feature that will be demanded in pictures henceforth and
picture
he as well as other producers generally realize it.
whether made by one of the old line companies, or an
unknown, independent producer, if it has the stuff, will

A

Exhibitors know
be welcomed by every theatre patron.
this, yet time and time again they book features and comedies which fall far short of being entertainment.

Mr. Ince thinks something must be done if the films
upon the public and the screen is

are to retain their hold
to "remain the greatest

Mr.

Ince,

medium of expression since the
The pioneer days are past, according

and

it is

high time to give the public the best
and high
J. R. M.

the industry can produce in careful productions
class

showmanship.

—

AN AWFUL

THING" (Selznick) should
"LOVE IS
prove a good money-getter in any house. It is a riot of
fun, with well written subtitles, good acting and clever
direction.
Owen Moore scores again in this light, farcical
comedy, and with the assistance of a very capable cast keeps
the interest and the fun at a high pitch.
Seven reels of
mirth-provoking humor.

"YOUTH MUST HAVE LOVE"

RAID

September

1922

23,

the book, are one of its failings. It is much too long.
youngsters are good and the characters well drawn.

The

"HEROES AND HUSBANDS"

(First National)
presents Katherine MacDonald in a serio-comic production,
telling the story of an authoress who directs her talents
as a writer to winning a husband and untangling the marital
difficulties of an estranged couple.
Not the star's best by

any means.

"CONFIDENCE" (Universal). This is undoubtedly
as fine a five reel production as any in which Herbert
Rawlinson has appeared. It is genuinely enjoyable entertainment from start to finish, fast moving, and with a
strong humorous undercurrent. It will delight and please

any audience.

"FACE TO FACE" (Playgoers Pictures). A strong
element of suspense holds absorbing interest in this Playgoers Production which evolves about a criminal case that
remains unsolved until the final stages. It is interpreted
by an excellent cast headed by Marguerite Marsh and,
with a dash of romance it makes- quite an acceptable bit
of entertainment. Six reels in length.

—

"MOONSHINE VALLEY"

(Fox) is a machineof the gold country, with William Farnum and a small company doing their best with the material offered.
triangle play well produced but mechanical
throughout. Six parts.

made melodrama

A

SNOWSHOE

(Fox)

is

ordinary

program material, with the capable Shirley Mason

in a role

opportunity to display her talents. The
story concerns a father who is pressed for money and
desires his daughter to marry a man of money, but she
prefers and marries the youth of her choice.

that gives her

E

PICTURES offAeWEEK

that will

to

1

V

THOMAS

printing press."

1

little

"THE
TRAIL" (F. B. O.) presents
Jane Novak and Roy Stewart in a story of the North
woods, with several thrilling episodes introduced to give it
the needed action and punch.
While it is strictly melodrama, it is well done and the romantic element will doubt*Iess please the majority of picturegoers.

"BARB WIRE"
"TIMOTHY'S QUEST"

(American Releasing) is a
dramatization of Kate Douglas Wiggin's book of the same
title.
It is a slow-moving story, devoid of intriguing incidents and cannot be compared with other features distributed by this company.
Lengthy subtitles, taken from

Two

tional pattern

who wins

(Sunset) is a Western of convenwith Jack Hoxie in the role of a rancher

out against a gang of crooks.

The

usual

and "shoot-ups" are supplied with a spectacular
escape from a court room. Will please patrons seeking
lights

this type of material.

scenes from the Cosmopolitan production "When Knighthood Was in Flower," in which Marion Davies
of Princess Mary Tudor.
Paramount is distributing it.

is

starred in the role

OWEN MOORE

LOVE

IS

IN

is

AN AWFUL THING
(SELZNICK)

cheery farce, well acted and one that will please the majority.
The
situations are funny, the titles well written and the cleverness shown
in handling the slender plot marks Victor Heerman an adept as a
director of farce-comedy.
Seven parts of wholly satisfying fun.
!"

Don't miss "Love Is An Awful Thing
This latest Selznick farce, with Owen
Moore, Marjorie Daw, Katherine Perry,

Hoyt, Charlotte Mineau, Alice
Howell, Douglas Carter and Snitz Edwards,
is a mirth-provoking and thoroughly enjoyArthur'

able piece of screen fiction.
It is

the usual in-and-out-of-doors mixup,

but the various incidents are well treated

bogus

lot of "Arabs" to impersonate bad
of the desert. Her lover is a Sheik
and mistreats her. He makes violent love,
with an onion-laden breath, and soon she
is
disgusted.
She returns home tears
down the striped decorations and turns
down the "Sheik" when he arrives. She
is glad to get her beau back.
Very well
played and staged with many subtitles
kidding other film companies and certain
brand of cigarettes.

men

,

and the tempo is well sustained throughout.
Never once does it degenerate into slapstick, a

commendable point

Owen Moore

fits

his role

to a "T" and as

Arthur Churchill, the bashful
a

scream.

And

there's

suitor,

a million

he's

dollars'

supporting company,
.including, as it does, Miss Daw, Miss Perry,
Miss
Howell.
and
Alice
Mineau
Miss
Howell's work has improved 100 per cent
since her Chicago slapstick comedy days.
Marjorie Daw, as Helen Griggs, the af-

worth of beauty

fianced

bride,

in the

is

WILLIAM FARNUM

indeed.

especially

pleasing

and

Katherine Perry (Mrs. Moore) is adequate
Most pleasas Ruth Allen, Helen's chum.
ing also was the work of Charlotte Mineau,
as the blackmailing vamp, Marion. A comedy touch of importance was contributed by
Douglas Carter, as the porter, and Snitz
Edwards in the role of Superintendent of
Miss Howell played his
the apartment.
wife, and a half dozen youngsters contributed to the fun.
The story concerns Anthony Churchill,

IN

MOONSHINE VALLEY
A

(FOX)
machine-made melodrama lacking
originality in theme or treatment.
A cute baby and an intelligent
dog will win and hold the attention
of audiences more than the story
or the star's work.
Directed by
Herbert Brenon.
Ordinary program

Six reels.
stuff is

redeemed through the influence of a

baby.

"Moonshine

Valley," a story written by Mary Murillo
and adapted to the screen by the author
and Mr. Brenon, the director. It is made
according to plan with the
strictly
honest, but "blind" husband who allows
the stranger to run away with his wife;
the husband who becomes a sot and then

All the old hokum that has been used
for years is crowded into the picture.
The child appeal is the principal asset of
the picture.
The acting of Farnum, as
Ned Connors; Holmes Herbert, as Dr.
Martin, the villain of the piece; Sadie
Mullen, as Sarah, the wife; Dawn O'Day
as the child, and "Jean Bronte," the dog,
is up to the usual standard.
The production is excellent but mechanical throughout.

Ned Connors is a prospector and during his absence a stranger, Dr. Martin,
whom they have befriended, makes love
to Mrs. Connors.
Ned returns and discovers them together. He drives Martin
from the vicinity 1>ut he shoots Connors
and buries his body in leaves. Then he
elopes with Mrs. Connors. Jean, the dog,
d'scovers Ned, and he becomes a drunkHe finds a baby by the roadside
ard.
and reforms while "mothering" it. Dr.
Martin and his wife return to the vicinity
in search of the child which has fallen
from the back of their rig. A fight between Ned and Dr. Martin results in the
The wife has lost
death of the latter.
her mind but the sight of her child rethere
is
a
happy reunion beit
and
stores
tween husband and wife.

SPLITTING HAIRS
(FOX)
"Splitting Hairs," or fun in a barber
shop, is a repetition of stock situations
that have been employed many times before in comedy making. The story concerns two rival barbers, one prosperous,
because he mixes cocktails in his customers' mouths, the other starving to
death, until he employs lady barbers. It
has a fast finish and is fairly amusing as
slap-stick of the roughest kind.

engaged to Helen Griggs. He rea wire to meet an old sweetheart,
Marion, an ex-chorus girl, and while trying
to throw her off, complications arise. Percy,
his roommate, engages the Superintendent's
wife to pose as Anthony's wife, and a half
dozen youngsters are drilled to say "father"
when Marion and Anthony show up at the
Marion, thereupon, promises to return
flat.
certain letters to Anthony, but upon her
second visit to Anthony's rooms a trying
situation arises the Superintendent discovers his wife "acting" her part and Anthony's

who

is

ceives

;

fiancee

comes

to

pay him a

call.

It all

ends

happily when Helen accepts Anthony's explanations and the vamp and her colleague
are arrested as blackmailers.

THAT SON OF A SHEIK
(EDUCATIONAL)
you've played "The Sheik" this comedy will tickle your patrons. It is a story
of the trials of a young man in love with
a beautiful girl who is "Sheik" crazy.
She makes him sit through four performances of the picture and decorates her
home like an Arabian nightmare. He
conspires with her father to break her of
the habit. They kidnap her and hire a
If

Owen Moore

and Marjorie

Daw

in

an amusing

bit

(Selznick).

from "Love Is

An Awful

Thing"

E
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HERBERT RAWLINSON

IN

CONFIDENCE
(UNIVERSAL)
In

X

II

"Confidence," which as a title doesn't
convey much for such a fine Rawlinson
feature, will undoubtedly take its place
at the top notch with some of the most
pleasing pictures in which this star has
appeared.
The story is a sort of "Get
Rich Quick Wallingford" tale, done up
differently and effectively.
As entertainment it never misses fire for a second and
there is a strong undercurrent of comedy
in everything that Rawlinson does that
makes it thoroughly enjoyable.
The action moves swiftly, most of it
being centered in a "hick" town where
Rawlinson has an innocent Wallingford
role.
In the star's support are Harriet
Hammond, Lincoln Plumber, Hallam
Hoffman and William
Cooley, Otto
Robert Daly.
Herbert Rawlinson is Robert Mortimer, a salesman who is about to be
"fired" unless he can sell Old man Wiggins in the sleepy burg of Doleville. Enroute to Doleville on the sleeper a man
changes handbags with him leaving him
one full of money.
When he gets to

Mortimer chases Old Man
all over town and catches him

as a rival salesman has closed his
order. He gets the air from his boss and
is pretty much discouraged when he happens to open his grip in front of the hotel
bell hop and all the money rolls out on
the floor. He is immediately lionized by
the town and at the same time is mistaken as being associated with two other
just

(crooks)

R S

HE

RAL D

who have come

to

fleece

As he is about to deposit
the natives.
the bag in a safe the owner makes a
quick change again.
In the belief that he is wealthy, and not
knowing the other strangers are crooks
he proceeds to organize a company to
erect a factory in Doleville. The money
rolls in, and he is making great headway
in his courtship of Old Man Wiggin's
daughter, when a former sweetheart of
the girl tries to get him in bad by bringing an alleged wife and a flock of children to the town. Fearing detection his
partners grab the grip supposed to contain the money and flee, taking him
along.
He convinces them that be is
on the square and shows them there is
real and honest money in the business
they have started. They return and there
is the usual happy ending with the business bringing wealth to all.
There are many amusing moments all
through and the picture should prove
genuinely pleasing entertainment.

FACE TO FACE
not revealed until in the
It is interest absorbing entertainment, the mystery element proving thoroughly
intriguing and holding attention
throughout.
The star has the
support of cast of ability. Romis

deftly

interwoven

for

relief.

As

a

mystery story "Face

to

Face"

is

with sufficient matter to intrigue the
mind to keep it focused on the screen from
start to finish.
It is one of those stories in
which blame for a murder might easily be
laid at the door of several persons and the
observer is held in suspense until the final
few feet for a solution that is not only
unique, but a complete surprise.
Marguerite Marsh plays an important
filled

part in the picture for, as the school girl
friend of the young woman whose father
has been shot, she is responsible for the
solution of the death and in saving an innocent man from the gallows.
Coit Albertson has the leading male role
and the remainder of the cast includes such
players as Richard Stewart, Edna Holman,

Frances
White,
William
Kendall
and
Joseph Marba, all of whom give excellent
portrayals.
The story tells of a

young man who is
caught in a wealthy home with a smoking
revolver in his hand simultaneous with the

shooting of another man in the house. It
is apparent that he is to be convicted on
strong circumstantial evidence.
Suspicion
also fastens to a relative and business associate of the dead man, who would have
reasons for committing the crime. Through
the efforts of the girl (Miss Marsh) it is
revealed that the sboo'ting was a case of
suicide with which the relative was familiar
but about which he had kept silent in order
to obtain possession of some valuable bonds.
The boy who had been caught with the
smoking revolver in his hand, the solution
shows, had shot merely at his own image
in a mirror in the bathroom, while in a befuddled frame of mind brought about by
starvation and want.

We

intro-

A

capable cast
Directed by Chester

Six parts.

Bennett.

have had quite a few snow pic-

tures this season and while this
strictly

melodrama, there

is still

when

this type of screen play

film

room

is

for

well done.

And

"Snovvshoe Trail" will hold its spectators' attention throughout the six reels.
It was adapted from a story by Edison
Marshall by Marion Fairfax and while
the treatment hardly rises above the commonplace the story has points of appeal
and the romantic element is well presented.

Jane Novak, Roy Stewart, Lloyd WhitHerbert Prior and Chai Rung have
the principal roles, with the bulk of the
lock,

The big punch
is the rescue of Miss Novak from
an icy stream by Stewart, and Stewart's
work

falling to Stewart.

scene

with

fight

a

grizzly

bear

is

thrilling

The poorest

though obviously "staged."

piece of direction is the discovery of the
mine and the falling of the "prop"
which covered the entrance.
Virginia Tremont goes to the north
woods in search of her fiance, Harold
Lounsbury. She employs a guide, Bill
lost
tree

Bronson,

who becomes

They

find Harold, after
periences, living with

makes

her devoted

many
a

ally.

perilous ex-

squaw.

Bill

Lounsbury

leave
the
Indian
he goes to Bill's camp where
Virginia is waiting. Bill departs for food
and is overtaken by a storm. When he
emerges from the hunt where he sought
shelter he is blind. He crawls along and
is found by Virginia. In Bill's cabin Harold directs his men to attack Bill and in
the fight which follows both are almost
overcome but the timely arrival of Bill's
cook, Wah Lung, and his men save the
day.

woman and

KATHERINF MacDONALD

IN

HEROES AND
HUSBANDS
(FIRST NATIONAL)

A

MacDonald fans, although it is by no
means the star's best. The audipicture that will appeal to

ence at the Howard theatre,
Chicago, where the feature was
reviewed, seemed favorably impressed with it.
Chet Withey
directed the attraction.

"Heroes and Husbands" is a seriocomic production, the story being that
of

woman

a

who

(Katherine

MacDonald)

directs her talents as a writer to the

problem of winning the man she loves
and untangling the marital difficulties of

done in
the average

will please
the first of the new series
going through Educational. The story is
simple and the humor broad. It concerns
a cave man whose locks have become so
long the birds build their nests in his
hair. He goes to a ncarbv barber and not
only gets a hair cut, a shine and a manicure but goes home smelling sweetly of

in support.

footage.

ance

good climax.

a

duced for punch.

is

final

to

several thrilling incidents

is a murder-mystery drama in
which the solution of a criminal

This

case

fairly well presented

Typical snow country story with

(PLAYGOERS PICTURES)

(EDUCATIONAL)
that

SNOWSHOE TRAIL
working up

Another Tony Sarg cartoon
silhouette

1922

23,

SPECIAL CAST IN

Stock material

THE FIRST BARBER
audience.

September

(F. B. O.)

play which should highly please
this star's following and prove
equally delightful to the theatregoing public in general. It is a
pleasing story, well told, full of
action and interspersed with a
thoroughly
enjoyable
comedy
Directed by Harry Pollard.
vein.

men

[TO

MARGUERITE MARSH IN

his latest production Herbert Rawlinson is seen in a photo-

Doleville,

B

perfume. His wife becomes jealous, so lje
hunts up a skunk and when he returns
home again he finds himself reestablished
in her good graces.

this,

Wiggins

I

an estranged couple.

The

has able support in Nigel
Charles Clary, Charles Gerrard
and Mona Kingsley.
Rely upon the name and popularity of
Katherine MacDonald to put this pic-

It is

star

Barrie,

Marguerite Marsh in a scene from "Face to Face."
(Playgoers Pictures.)

ture over.
The picture

was produced by B. P.
Schulberg of Preferred Pictures. Tnc.

—
September

23,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

SHIRLEY MASOX IX

YOUTH MUST
HAVE LOVE
(FOX)
Ordinary program picture
very

way

in the

little

offering
of origin-

May

get over where Miss
Mason is well liked. Story too
stereotyped to have much appeal.
Directed by Joseph Franz. Five
ality.

good advantage, as his sweetheart, as
does Olah Xorman as his mother. Joe
to

reels.

McDermott

is

the

villain

of the

piece.

William Lester is Bart Moseby and Jim
Welsh, Bob Lome.
Jack Harding incurs the enmity of the
range when he fences his ranch with
barbed wire. Bart Moseby plans to "get"
him and hires Lazarre, a tough character,
to stage a robbery of the town bank and
leave Jack's hat and revolver on the
premises. Jack, who has spent the evening calling on his sweetheart, refuses to
alibi out of the bank robbery and is being
tried for it, when he makes his escape
from the court room on the back of his
horse, being used as a material witness,
while his mother holds the crowd at bay

with a revolver. The testimony of a witness to the bank robbers, hcwever. saves
Jack and he finds happiness with his
sweetheart. Joan.

SPECIAL CAST IX

TIMOTHY'S QUEST

45

mouse

traps to people who do not want
them, by spreading an alarming story
about a rat epidemic. The acting of the
cast of youngsters is above the average
and if succeeding comedies from this

company measure up
Demand" there is a big

to

"Supply and

field for

them.

North Starts Drive on
C. B. C. Film in N. Y.
A

big twenty-four-sheet campaign that
Xew York City and Greater Xew
territory is one feature of the exploitation being planned on "More to Be
Pitied" by the Apollo Exchange.
Bobby Xorth, of this company, which has
distributing rights to the Greater Xew York
territory' on this first of the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation Box Office Winners
series announces that he has already contracted for some of the most prominent and
valuable twenty-four-sheet stands throughout the city and the upper part of the state.
He reports many bookings on the feature.
will

cover

\ork

(AMERICAX RELEASIXG)

An

attempt at dramatization of a

maThe story meanders and

book not suitable
terial.
Shirley

Mason

in

"Youth Must Have Love"

not very intriguing, consisting
of many ordinary incidents in the
lives of two waifs hunting a home.
Directed by Sidney Olcott. Seven
is

(Fox)

While

the

producer

is

deserving

of

every credit for the manner in which he
has transformed this commonplace story
into a presentable film play, it is several
points short of being a big. interesting
feature. It is artistically presented and
Miss Mason portrays her role intelligently, as do the other members of the
it is hackneyed in
theme and the climax is an obvious one.
Wallace MacDonald has the hero role.
Ruth Marvin's father is pressed for

cast, but, nevertheless,

funds. He endeavors to enlist the aid of
a friend, who promises support if Marvin
will influence his daughter to marry him.
They go to the man's uncle to borrow
the money, find him in an altercation with
a young man trying to get possession of
certain papers belonging to his father.
The old miser falls stunned and the
young man leaves. The nephew enters
and in a fight kills the uncle. The youth
is arrested but makes his escape from jail
on the eve of Ruth's departure for the
East.
Ruth's father confesses he witnessed the killing of the old man and
frees the young man. who has become
engaged to Ruth, and there is a happy
finish.

JACK HOXIE IX

BARB-WIRE
(STATES RIGHT)

A

directed by
from a story by

Sunset production

Frank Grandon
William Lester and Marin Sais.
Thoroughly conventional Western drama with its lawless "bad
man" and honest but fearless
rancher.
The lover of rough
Western stories will be satisfied.
Five

reels.

parts.

Kate Douglas Wiggin's

—

and finally finding a home, make up the
whole film.
Director Olcott has attempted to blend
the wistfulness of little Helen Rowland,
as "Little Lady Gay." and James Depew's
precocity, in the role of Timothy, into the
semblance of a film narrative but the extremely slight story presented an awful

Wire" more or less attractive. It consome excellent photography, the
usual fight scenes and a dramatic escape
from a court room. The production has
been well handled aside from the aforesaid escape, which is too obvious and does
not provide the intended

Jean Porter appears

in

thrill.

Hoxie's support

—

much

too long seven reels
and its principal appeal is the beautiful
out-of-doors photography and the work
of the two youngsters. Good character
studies are introduced by Vivian Ogden.
It is

Margaret Seddon, James Terbell. Mertram Marburg and Marie Day. but the
title and author are its old talking points
to advertise. It lacks action and suspense.
Upon the death of their foster mother
Timothy and Lady Gay leave the tenement district of the city and wander away
the

to

Make

Classic by Longfellow
The delightful romance of colonial days,
which Henry Wadsworth Longfellow has
preserved to all future generations in "The
Courtship of Miles Standish." is to be
reproduced in pictures by Charles Ray. Arthur S. Kane has announced.
Mr. Ray will begin production work as
soon as possible after the completion of

Whitcomb

James
Girl I
ing,

Loved"

"The

Riley's

Loved," on which he

is

Girl

now engaged.

will follow the current offerIt will be

"A Tailor-Made Man."

elaborately produced.

Start

New

C. B. C.

Film

for the production of '"Only a
Shopgirl," the second of C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation's series of "six box office
winners" are being rapidly completed and

Plans

production will be under

way almost im-

mediately.
It is from one of the Charles
E. Blaney stage successes.

Produces for Schulberg
Officials of Attractions Distributing

Cor-

poration announce that the company has
placed its forthcoming feature. "The Man
and the Moment." from the novel of that
name by Elinor Glyn, with Playgoers PicB. P. Schulberg is
tures for handling.
president, and J. G. Bachmann. treasurer of
Attractions.

They

finally reach the
in their dreams
house, a white cow. and a

country.

with a white
white kitten with a white-haired lady

sit-

ting at a window. She takes them in and
Soon
a spinster sister looks after them.
they have endeared themselves to the
part
of
the
lonely old couple and become
family.

SUPPLY AND

DEMAND
(PATHE>
Johnny Jones, who won recognition
"Edgar" stories is back again in

the

in

a

"Supply and Demand" is
quite a good comedy, of the juvenile type,

new

series.

It
with more than a little originality.
of a youngster's desire to earn
tells
money, his bright thought of selling

I

"The

farm they have pictured

Probably Western drama lovers and
followers of Jack Hoxie will find "Barb
tains

stories are es-

charmingly
stories,
"sweet"
told. but devoid of sufficient incident
"Timothy's
Quest"
especially the story of
to make acceptable photodramas. without the introduction of additional material to "perk" them up.
Katherine Stuart adapted this "story of
the heart," and, we fear, stuck too closely
to her text. Lengthy subtitles and long
shots of the two children climbing in and
out of box cars and wagons, begging food
sentially

task.

Charles Ray Will

for screen

Johnny

J ones in a

Scene from "Supply and

Demand"

(Pathe)
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New Comedy

Jones'

Pathe's Program
Company Announces Other
Johnny Jones in the two-reel comedy,
"For Rent Haunted," heads Pathe's
schedule of publications for September

—

a

comic twist enlivens the action in these
two reels, as in the highly successful
"Supply and Demand" and "Makin'
Movies," which had their premiere on

Broadway

at

"For Rent

the

In
Capitol theatre.
the young star,

— Haunted,"

supported by little Gertrude Messinger
and a capable cast of children and grownups, puts through an ingenious scheme
to win a fat commission by renting a
"haunted house" for a skinflint landlord
who has evicted the lovable old lady who
had made the place her home for years.
By doing some expert "haunting" themselves as an object lesson they get a good
tenant, solve the problems ot the old lady
and give the skinflint landlord a terrible
jolt.

Other Films Listed

The eleventh episode of "The Timber
Queen," entitled "The Runaway Engine,"
will also be published on that date as will
be "Screen Snapshots" No. 9; Pathe Review No. 174, photographic gems; "Soak
the Sheik," with Paul Parrot, a Hal

Roach comedy; Harold Lloyd
best

im

the

single-reeler

is

at his

re-issue

"Two

Pollard and
Bebe Daniels. The Aesop's Film Fables
called "Two Slick Traders"; Pathe News

Scrambled";

Nos. 78 and
No. 39.

with

79,

Worth

Is

"Snub"

figure," explained Geraghty,

is worth $5,000 so the
more laughs we can pack into six
reels of film the more valuable pic-

"that a laugh

we have.
"When a scenario

writer or director comes across a good funny
situation there is much elation.
There is a saying around the studio
that a laugh a day keeps failure

away.

No

matter

how many

Productions for Publication
Starting February Are

Being Announced

announcement

manager.
display,

which was

two-thirds of its daily pictorial pink section, breaks records for publicity on a
two-reel comedy, and wa^s arranged by
Neal Jones, managing editor, and Motion
Picture Editor Landale.

Jane Novak Stars in' New
Film on F. B. O. Program
"The Snow Shoe

Bennett production starring Jane Novak, is
the current attraction offered by Film
Booking Offices of America, the picV're,
being scheduled for mid-September publication.
"The Snow Shoe Trail" is the
third of the F. B. O. "Box Office Ten"
with which that company is opening the
Trail," a Chester

Fall season.
It is said to be a story of the Northwest which combines a goodly number
of society scenes in the earlier reels

Roy Stewart

plays the leading male role.

"first

one."
of the

of

forty-

The fourth
new produc-

tions on the schedule for publication
starting in Febru-

ary has been announced.
will
It
be George Melford's
production

—

ploitation display on the Christie comedy,
"That Son of a Sheik," first picture in the
new series of comedies through Educational Film Exchanges, when it played at
the Strand theatre, where Harry B. Watts

well ad-

vanced for the second six months' product
which comprises new pictures not included
in the company's

to Brazil, as the motion picture maker of
."The Log of the SC-2" as the new seahas been officially designated.
plane
These pictures of land scenes along the
route of the flight and of events aboard

Christie Comedy
Play in Omaha Newspaper
The Omaha Daily News made a big ex-

faults

Paramount Has^New
List Well Under Way

Paramount production plans are

well-known
Hergesheimer story, "Java
Head."

nf the

Joseph
George Melford

Start "Captain Applejack"
announcement follows closely
upon a previous one concerning the purchase of the screen rights of the current theatrical hit, "Captain Applejack,"
as the first of this series of special productions.
Mr. Niblo recently returned to
Los Angeles after a brief visit to New
York which he made for the purpose of
viewing the stage production of the Walter Hackett Play, upon which actual
studio work has since been begun.
The purchase of those two famous
stage successes is indication of the intention of the producers of this series to utilize stories for screen plays, only those of
proven merit as dramatic material, to
direct them with the experienced artistry
of one of the most notable figures in
motion picture direction, and to enlist
their interpretation plays of recognized

This

a picture may have, if it has the
quality of humor it is fairly certain
to be well received by the public."

Cameraman on Tour

Gets Big

poration. It will be the second of a series
of four photoplays, presented by Louis
B. Mayer, which Mr. Niblo will direct
for distribution by Metro.

ture

its

the plane will be screened in regular
issues of Pathe News as fast as the film
is received at the New York headquarters.

Of Fred Niblo
"The Famous Mrs. Fair," the drama
which was one of the outstanding hits of
the New York stage two seasons ago, has
been purchased for production as a motion picture, to be directed by Fred Niblo
and published by Metro Pictures Cor-

—

"We

and Topics of the Day,

The Omaha News

"The Famous Mrs. Fair" to
Be Made Under Direction

studio what was the most important thing in a motion picture.
The answer was quick and to the
point a laugh.

Editor Emmanuel Cohen of Pathe
News corroborates the statement that
Cameraman Thomas Baltzell continues
with the Lieutenant Hinton party flying

is

1922

Acquired for Metro

$5,000

chief supervising director of Paramount pictures at the Long Island

September 24

business efficiency with

Says Laugh

Some one asked Tom Geraghty,

Publications on List for

Juvenile

23,

Famous Stage Play

On

24.

September

(

Future Films Picked

The three other productions on Paramount's February publication list will be
Pola Negri in "Bella Donna," production of
which is ready to be started; "His American Wife," starring Gloria Swanson, now
under way by Director Sam Woods, and
"Sacrifice"
by Stephen
French,
which
Charles Maigne is directing with Mary
Miles Minter as the star.
Other productions announced by Jesse L.
Lasky on the West Coast are Betty Compson in 'The White Flower," and Wallace
Reid in "The Covered Wagon," with more
to lie expected almost daily.
"First Forty-one" Ready
With this running start on its new productions, nearly six months in advance of
possible publication dates, Paramount offers
no sign of abatement of the high-geared
production schedule on which the plans for
the "First Forty-one" were launched last
March. As for the "First Forty-one" with
the exceptions of "The Spanish Cavalier,"
starring Rodolph Valentino, which is not
published until January 15, and "Back
Home and Broke," a Thomas Meighan picture scheduled for December 2;">, every one
of these pictures scheduled to the first of
February is either completed and ready for
publication or is now in work.
This list
does not include the Cosmopolitan productions, which are delivered on contract for
publication through Paramount exchanges.

talent.

Called Forbes' Best

"The Famous Mrs. Fair" was written
by James Forbes, and as played by
Henry Miller and Miss Blanche Bates at
the head of a distinguished company, ran
for many months on Broadway, as well

The author is
as in other leading cities.
one of the most noted contributors to the
American drama, and in the opinion of
many critics "The Famous Mrs. Fair"
is his most significant work.

Run of "Grandma's Boy"
Is Extended One Week at
Strand Theatre, New York
"Grandma's Boy" has captured New
York.
What had been scheduled as a
single week's run for the Harold LloydAssociated Exhibitors attraction at the
Mark Strand theatre was less than half
finished

when Joseph

Plunkett,

manag-

ing director, announced the continuation
of the run during a second week.
"The house has been packed every
afternoon and every night since the engagement began," declared Mr. Plunkett.
"The attendance has smashed the record
for this time of the year.
"All this has been accomplished in the
face of conditions that, in the beginning,
looked distinctly unfavorable. The Sunday that opened the run was hot and
muggy, and the beaches made their appeal to thousands. Despite that, patrons
were glad to get standing room in the
balcony from the middle of the afternoon on. On Monday there was a deluge
of rain, yet the crowds at the Strand were
even greater than on the day before. The
following days continued hot, but the
attendance was huge."

Heads Scenario Division
Keating, who has been
"fan" magazine publicity
for the Warner Brothers pictures, has
been placed in charge of the Warner
Mrs. Keating is
Scenario Department.
well known as a dramatic coach and director of historical pageants.

Mrs. Pearl
handling the

September

23,
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Century Announces
New Fall Comedies
Pictures Will
Series
*

— Press

be Sold
Books on

in

Baby Peggy Films

Reginald

The fall announcement of Julius and
Abe Stern regarding Century comedies
contains besides some novel film ma-

Barker
*

notice of a radical change in the
of booking their product.
Instead of selling the 52 comedies as the
product for the entire year, they will be
offered in series as follows: the Brownie
series, the Lee Moran series, the Queenie
series, the Johnny Fox series, the Baby
Peggy series and the special feature
Century productions of fairy tales starring Baby Peggy.
The comedies also will be offered in
blocks of twelve in a variety of choice,
with the exception of the Baby Peggy
pictures which are not included in this
terial,

manner

\\7 ITH

the production of "Hearts
Aflame" as an all-star special for
Louis B. Mayer, a new independent pro-

"

ducer makes his debut in the person of
Reginald Barker, long recognized as one
of the greatest directors in the industry.

Completed

now

the filming last

week and

the cutting and titling stages, the

in

picture

one

in

is

the

of

umphs

declared by

its

sponsors to pe

outstanding

box-office

tri-

of the Fall season.

Reginald Barker was placed under conby Louis B. Mayer immediately following his completion of "The Storm.''
By his arrangement with Mr. Mayer, the
director heads an independent production unit, having his own company, his
own staff of assistants and his own corps
tract

of

technical

men.

assortment.
First

on Nov.

6

The

special
feature Century productions, the first of which is "Little Red
Riding Hood," will be issued November
G.
In due course of time "Jack and the

Beanstalk" and "Hansel and Gretel" will
be put on the market, while scenarios are
being written and scenery built for the

remainder of the series.
Special press
books and exploitation ideas will be sent
out for the first time in the history of
Century comedies in order to assist the
exhibitor who books this product.
Prominent among the other units is

Brownie the Wonder Dog. Among his
fall films will be "The Radio Hound," in
September: "Wedding Pumps," in October, and "Just Dog," in November. Arvid

"Hearts Aflame" is said to mark an
auspicious beginning for his series under
the Louis B. Mayer banner.
The story is based on Harold Titus'
famous novel, "Timber."
In the cast
are: Frank Keenan, Anna Q. Nilsson,
Craig Ward, Richard Headrick. Russell
Simpson, Richard Tucker, Walt Whitman, Martha Mattox, Stanton Heck.
Ralph Cloninger, Irene Hunt, Joan Standing, Lee Shumway, John Dill and Gordon Magee.

Brownie

C. C. Burr Will Produce
New Series of Comedies
Starring Raymond McKee
C.

C.

Burr

announces

Raymond

signed

he has
McKee, popular legitithat

will be placed in charge of
pictures, supervising the writing of the scenarios as well.

Gillstrom

Horse Is Starred
Queenie, the educated horse, the other
clever animal starred by Century, is
rapidly

making

as

many
which

friends

as

published
earlj- in September will be followed by
"True Blue," in which she is supported
by Betty May the newest Century beauty,
and a special cast.
Lee Moran will continue his comedies
His fall pictures will
of married life.
be "Foolish Lives," in September; "Some
Family," in October; and "Too Much

Brownie.

"Cured,"

is

Mother-in-Law," in November.
Johnny Fox will complete his series of
bov adventures with "The Fresh Kid."
in "October; and "Ginger Face," in November.

male

Besides these units there will be a
series of novelty pictures such as all dog.
The diall animal, and all child casts.
rectors will be Alf Goulding for Baby

Comedies.
Production of this new series has already been started at Burr's Glendale
Studio under the guidance of the same
production staff that was responsible for
the success of the Torchies. Just which
other players will appear with Ray Mc-

Peggy, Arvid Gillstrom for Brownie, and
Lee°Moran and Al Herman for the
comedies where animals are employed.

mate

actor
in a

and

lead to Shirley
number of pictures to appear
as the male star of the new series of
two-reelers to be known as All-Star

Mason

Kee in this new series has not as yet
been divulged by Producer Burr, but reports have it that the next week or ten
days will mark the announcement of the
other screen luminaries C. C. Burr is
negotiating with to make this series really
all-star.

-

-

Play Successive
Three

Runs

Comedies played first
runs in Minneapolis three weeks in succession. "Any Old Port" played at the
State, and was followed by "Mile-a-Minute Mary" at the Blue Mouse and then
by "Bucking Broadway" at the Strand.
Christie

Pathe Color Film Used

With "Blood and Sand"
at the Rialto and Rivoli, and
theatres of the Stanley Company in Philadelphia, are reported to have been very

Audiences

efficiently

New York

the

scenario writer at

Fox Film

studios of

Corporation, has achieved another success with his latest picture, "A Little
It has been
Child Shall Lead Them."
placed on the

Fox schedule

of

specials

and opened an
indefinite Broadway engagement at the
Lyric theatre. New York, on September 1.
"A Little Child Shall Lead Them" is
only one of a number of 1922-23 specials
for which Mr. Sloane either wrote the
and scenario.
scenario or
the
story
for the season of 1922-23,

Known as a master of dramatic production Mr. Barker believes he is now in
a position to create bigger and more
successful pictures than he has made
before.
Representative of his best effort,

R
Al'L H. SLOANE,
*

Among

the others are "Silver Wings"
featuring Mary Carr; "My Friend the
Richman; "The
Devil," with Charles
Town That Forgot God," directed by
Harry Millarde; "If Winter Comes,"
from the famous A. S. M. Hutchinson
novel now in production, and another
being made at the Hollywood studios un'Kentucky
der the working title of
'

Days."
Mr. Sloane, who has been associated
with William Fox for almost three years,
also wrote the story and scenario of
"Over the Hill" and "Thunderclap," two
of last year's special features.
is a graduate of New
of the class of 1914 is

Mr. Sloane who

York University

one of the youngest scenario writers in
His experience has carthe industry.
ried him through four years of association with the old Edison Studios as
film editor and director and as scenario
Durwriter for Pathe and Vitagranh.
ing the war Sloane was in the Intelligence Service of the Gas Defense and
has since been with Fox Film Corporation.

Among the long list of successful
photoplays from the pen of the writer are:
"A Manhattan Knight," "The Dead-Line."
"The

Scuttlers."

"His Greatest

"A Stage Romance." "Shackles

Sacrifice."
of Gold."

"The Tiger's Cub," "Thief," "Know
Your Man," "Beyond Price," "Any Wife"
and "Without Fear."

Plan Broadway Showing
Of Will Nigh Production
Information gained from the offices of
Lawrence Weber & Bobby North, producers and distributors of Will Nigh's coming special "Notoriety" point to plans for
an extended Broadway run on that production.
The feature is nearing its final length,
L.

and a week or two

will find

it

cut

down

to

exhibition footage.

prepared "atmospherically" for

the opening scene of the feature "Blood
and Sand"— much to the advantage of the
premiere of that production.
As those scenes are laid in Spain, the
managements of the theatres mentioned
believed that to precede "Blood and
Sand" with a suitable Spanish scenic
would be an excellent idea. So they applied to Pathe and were supplied with
prints of a Spanish Pathecolor subject
called "A Day in Spain."

Big Cast in Metro Film
Laurette Taylor will have a notable
supporting cast for the Metro screen version of "Peg O' My Heart," upon which
production has been started under the
direction of King Vidor. Players include
Mahlon
Hamilton,
Russell
Simpson,
Lionel Belmore, Nigel Barrie, D. R. O.
Hatswell, Fred Huntly. Sidna Beth Ivins,
Aileen O'Malley and Ethel Grey Terry.
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Make

Entire Country Is Sold

Seven New

On

Series of
Warner Bros. Pictures

last

seven

Warner

gives

the

features

it

is

announced.

three deals were made with the Creole Enterprises, New Orleans, Big Feature Rights, Louisville, Ky., and Warner's

HERALD

Are Pointed Out
Action

distribution

full

RS

in

for

Work

Theatres that book "Douglas Fairbanks
Robin Hood" will have what is believed

to

Exchange, Detroit.

that has ever been turned out. says a United

Creole has secured the rights for LouFeature
Big
Mississippi;
and
Rights have taken over Kentucky and
Tennessee, and Warner's Exchange will
handle Michigan. The seven pictures include "Rags to Riches." and "Little
Heroes of the Street," both featuring
Wesley Barry, "Brass," with Marie Prevost, "The Beautiful and Damned," also
featuring Marie Prevost, "Main Street,"
by Sinclair Lewis, "A Dangerous Adventure," featuring Grace Darmond, and
"Little Church Around the Corner," by

Artists statement.

lie

stills

the most artistic and useful

set of

with which tn publicize this feature

isiana

Praised

by Critics

"These pictures are unique in that they
have been made with a grarlex camera and
were snapped during the action of the play
instead of being posed after the taking of
the scene,"

"As a

explained.
the spirit of
is

it

they express

result,

the story and
same grace and naturalness of
the players that is expressed on the screen.
Art critics who have viewed the prints declare them to be the most meritorious photodepict the

graphs ever taken

in

connection with a film

play.

"Ching, Ching, Chinaman"
Is Regarded by Director
Forman as His Best Film
Tom

Forman, who

is

now

directing

"Ching, Ching. Chinaman" for B. P.
Schulberg of Preferred Pictures, Inc.,
in a wire to Al Lichtman, who will distribute the picture, states that he considers this new production his best.
"Ching, Ching, Chinaman" is the first
of the Tom Forman productions for PreThe director is under
ferred Pictures.
contract to make a series which will be
distributed

by the Al Lichtman Corpor-

as Yen Sin
with the
picture which deals
for
John
friendship of the Chinaman
and
minister
the lives
Maiden, a young

ation.
in the

Lon Chaney appears

of both among New England fisherfolk.
The production is now Hearing comple-

tion

on the

coast.

Hope Loring has
Eve Unsell on

collaborated

with

the script.

Be Distributed by Arrow
is made that Arrow will
distribute "Lost In a Big City," from a
well known stage play. The picture will
be produced by Blazed Trail Productions,

Announcement

Inc., which company was responsible foi
"Ten Nights in a Barroom."
John Lowell will play the leading role,
-upported by Baby Ivy Ward. The production is being directed by George Irv-

already Hearing a

stage of
Others in the cast are Jane
Thomas, Charles Beyer, Charles Mackay,
Phillips,
Leotta Miller, James
Edgar
Keller and Evangeline Russell.

Three Goldwyn Pictures

Reach Stage
Goldwyn announces
"big

twenty"

of Editing

that three

more

of

productions

for the
editing
and titling stage, completing the entire
first list of publications with the exception of the
last
in
the series "The

its

coming season have reached the

—

Banquet" which
Marshall
N'eilan is producing in association with
Goldwyn, with Hobart Bosworth in the
Strangers'

lead.

The

three productions

"The Christian,"
"Broken Chains."
are:

remained, therefore, for Charles S. Warrington, who has been still man for Mr.
Fairbanks for six years, to demonstrate the
It

practicability

of this sort of camera on a
set.

Time

Is

Saved

"The snapshot camera has many advantages over the sort of camera actors have
to pose for," said Warrington.
"To begin
with, taking snapshots is much more economical because much time is saved. Many
directors dislike to throw the players out
of the spirit of their parts by asking them
Photographing
to pose for still pictures.
while the action is going on eliminates all

now being edited
"Gimme" and

1922

to Publish
Series of Reissues for

the State Right Market
formed motion picture sales company,
announces for immediate publication a
group of reissued five-reel pictures for
the

state

market.

rights

The

pictures

are the pick of various producing company successes of several years ago, and
have been re-edited and re-titled and
otherwise brought up-to-date. The films
feature such stars as Lon Chaney, Elaine

Hamnierstcin, Dorothy Phillips, Hobart
Bosworth, Rupert Julian and others.
Maurice Pivar, manager of the new
concern, saj's the pictures will be issued
in groups of eight.
The first group con-

"Two Men of Sandy Bar," "The
Place Beyond the Winds," "The Co-respondent,"
"The Bugler of Algiers,"
"Fast Company," "From Broadway to a

sists of:

Throne," "The Sundown Trail." and "The
Terror."

Sherlock Holmes Story
Plays at N. Y. Capitol
The famous Sherlock Holmes story,
"The Hound of the Baskervilles," made
its

appearance

as

a

photoplay

on

the

screen of the Capitol theatre, New York
City, Sept. 10, under the banner of the

Film Booking Offices of America. It is
an adaptation of the novel of the same
name, and is the first of the complete
novels written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
to be transmitted to the silver sheet.
Ellie Norwood plays the role of the
great detective. The love interest of the
pictu r e is supplied by Rex McDougal and
Betty Campbell.
Hubert Willis plays
Dr. Watson and Allen Jeays has the
ro'.e of Dr. Mortimer.

this."

Educational Program for
October Will Inaugurate
New Short Subject Series
Including the first publication of two
series of short subjects, and a special,
Educational's program of pictures
for October is one of its biggest in many
months. "The Graphic." the new screen
magazine, will make its first appearance
with the first of the month.
Later in
the month Educational will begin the

new

"Lost in a Big City" to

ing and is
completion.

"Although a snapshot camera has been
used at various times by different producers,
its genuine worth has always been in doubt.

motion picture

23,

Picture-Arts Sales Corp., Inc., a newly

The

Marion Russell.

September

New Concern

Artistic Stills

productions

Brothers

throughout the country,

[TO

For Fairbanks' Film
Graflex Camera Advantages

three deals recently consummated with state right buyers by Harry
M. Warner for the forthcoming series of

The

I 13

publication

of

a

series

called

Lyman

Howe's "Hodge Podge." the first number of which will be "King Winter."
In addition to these, there will be offered a two-reel special, "Man vs. Beast."
which portrays many exciting events in a
scientific expedition in Africa.
Other films on the company's program
for October include "The Enchanted
City," Warren A. Newcombe's beautiful
love fantasy; "Let 'Er Run," the third
picture in the new series of Christie
comedies: "The Tiger of San Pedro."
one of the Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes; "The Steeplechaser," Jack
White's second production of the new
Mermaid comedies: "Fresh Fish," the
second of the Earl Hurd comedies; "The
Blanket Stiff,'' one of the Wilderness
Tales by Robert C. Bruce; "The Skipper's Sermon," one of the Toonerville

comedies by Fontaine Fox; "The Priory
School." one of the Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes; the Christie comedy,
"Ocean Swells;" Tony Sarg's Almanac,
"The First Flivver," and "The Solitary
Cyclist," another of the Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes.

Rights to Equity Picture
Are Sold on West Coast
\ further sale of the Equity production,
"What's Wrong With the Women," is
recorted this week by Louis Baum, vicepresident of the company, who is at present in San Francisco on a tour of the
independent exchanges.
Daniel Carson Goodman's production
of present day American life will be disunited in California, Nevada, Arizona
and the Hawaiian Islands by Progress
Features of 94 Golden Gate Avenue, San
Francisco.
This sale was consummated
between Mr. Baum and E. H. Emmick,
of Progress.

Fox Special Opens New
Season at 100 Theatres
More than

100 theatres, representing the

most important

first-run houses and circuits
inaugurated the new motion
picture season the week beginning September 3, with programs headed in each instance by "Monte Cristo," the Fox special,
acclaimed as one of the finest productions
in the country,

of the year.
The picture is about to enter the sixth
week of its indefinite run at the 44th Street
theatre,

New York

City.

Book Century Output
On

the strength of three Century com"A Small Town Derby," featuring
"Queenie," the Century horse star; "Just
Dogs," starring Brownie; and "Foolish
Lives." starring Lee Moran, the entire
Century output has been booked by
Ascher Brothers.
edies,

September

23,
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v.

"BELL-BOY 13"— A Thomas
special,

starring

H. Incc

A
drama

Douglas MacLean.

comedy
filled

with laughs

and

thrills

and

MacLean is
love.
at his best in this
b

"THE DANGEROUS AGE"— A

Louis B. Mayer,
which proved a
big box office at-

h m
Margaret

Supporting

i

Loorais,

John

Walsh

traction.

Jean

Steppling,

and

Eu-

^PJI CONST A N C E
m mm Mm talmadge in

BARTHELMESS
BOY"— Produced

*

*

by

Inspiration

King.

Barthel-

shows trepower
mendous

this

in

which

picture,

consid-

is

even

ered

than

better
"Tol'able

David."

Support-

him are Mary

ing

Aide

Mary

n,

Thurman,

Vi

r-

M

ginia
a c G e e,
Hill Mailes, the famous charac-

man,

Ned

Sparks and Lawrence
D'Orsay.
B a rthelmess will follow this production with "Fury,"
a

WEST"— Of

gripping tale of

the sea.

IS

this

marvelous

Constance Talmadge

Henry

mess

ter

"EAST

Pic-

Direc-

lures, Inc.
tion
of

Richard Barthelmess

v

\

*

RICHARD
IN "THE BOND

p r oduction
the
reviewer of Exhib-

itors

Herald

wrote: "Here is a picture which promises
to bring as much money to the box office
of exhibitors as
any production offered so far this
It
has
season.
of
angle
every
appeal
audience

and
be

certain

is

written by Charles

A. Logue, direct-

Chet Wi-

ed by
they;

Tom Forraan;

"W h

from

can
Beauty" as
star are presented
by Preferred Pictures, Inc., B. P.
Schulberg, president.
*

*

*

"THE HOT-

TENTOT" —
Thomas H.

William

in

to

Thomas H.

Big punch

Ince

production

in this

steeplechase race,
be the finest

piece

of

stage

which
Collier

starred.

the

Ince

adapted

the

Withal
West' is

Constance Talmadge."

crown

Katherine MacDonald
Kibbe
"Money,
Money, Money." directed by Tom Forruan.
These pictures with the "Ameri-

George

Turner;

success

Norma Talmadge

the

Saturday Evening Post story by

strong

'East Is
a distinct brilliant
in the established

Shoul-

e

t

i

from

exception-

an

tionally
feature.

Wo-

"The

n Conquers,"
written by Violet
Clark, directed by

rn a

special,

to

J

KATHERINE MAC DONALD PRODUCTIONS—"Heroes and Husbands,"

ders,"

gene Burr.
Douglas MacLean

John

M. Stahl production presented by Louis
B. Mayer.
Lewis Stone and other noted
players in the cast.
This follows "One
Clear Call," the John M. Stahl production, presented by

production.

g

i

are

Charles

49

which

is

is

said

work

of

That sums up the
story of this big Joseph M. Schenck production directed and supervised by Sidney Franklin.

ever done by Mr.

NORMA TALMADGE IN
"THE ETER-

"HURRICANE'S
GAL" — Allen

Douglas
Ince.
MacLean is the
Hot"The
star of
tentot."

"BRAWN OF
THE NORTH"
— Starring
Strongheart,
Laurence Trimble

who

this

in

outdoes

ture

— Directed

pichis

super vised

Albert

Payson Terhune's
famous dog sto-

Frank Keenan

"THE BROTHERHOOD OF
H A T E" — A
Thomas H. Ince
production with

the Ince punch.

All-star cast, including
Frank. Keenan. Lloyd Hughes, Marguerite
de la Motte

Edward

and
Burns.

The story

a

boy

from

the

of

tucky

and
place

taken

Kenmountains

given
of

a

the
rich

man's son because
the real son is a
spendthrift.
Between the two
John M. Stahl
there forms a
hrot herhood of
hate, fanned when both love the one girl.

by

"Smilin' Through"

added many
rels

"Brawn
duction.
of the North" will
followed by
be
of

and

Frank Lloyd.

triumphs in "The
Laurence Trimble and
Silent
Call."
Jane Murfin directed Strongheart in this
promarvelous

one

FLAME"

NAL

wonder dog,

the

iant
Chaplin

Charles

to

lau-

the brillof
career

geais."
will be

CHARLES
CHAPLIN PREthis

fall.

a promi-

is

member
*

*

*

''WHAT

A

WIFE LEARNED"

—

Thomas

H. Ince special
which originally

Milton

Sills

"Jim."

titled

title

.

in

ers,

Motte are members of the cast.
It is said to be

the

one and only

m a g ni ficent
drama of the

a
Jackie Coogan

work a
should do.

wife

"KINDRED OF

THE DUST"

COOGAN,

of

the cast.

Milton Sills,
Marguerite de la

will

Chaplin, and refrom the
ports
Coast are that it
beats anything he
has vet turned out.

Wallace

ish.

was
open competition, the prize
Bowbeing won by an exhibitor. John

original
an
story written and

by

n

The new

be

directed

i

selected

early
It

f

was

his latest

production

Dorothy Phillips

the
is
smashing story of a girl smuggler, of her
It is full
love for a secret service man.
from
action
of
the start to the
nent

Norma Talmadge's

Phillips.

This

"The Eternal

next picture
"The Voice from the Minaret."

SENTS

Dorothy

Beery

said to be

is

starring

Norma Talmadge.

more powerful than
It is adapted from
"Smilin' Through."
Balzac's story, "The Duchess de LanFlame"

produc-

Holubar
tion,

"the screen child of
JACKIE
a thousand moods," is at his best in
"Trouble," a Sol Lesser production which
First National is distributing.

—

an R. A.
Walsh produc-

This

is

tion

starring

adapted

R. A. Walsh

Miriam Cooper.

It

was

from a Saturday Evening Post

—

d
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First National Fall Productions
story by Peter B. Kyne. It is the story
of a girl's sacrifice to make the man she
loves happy. Lio-

Belmore and
Ralph Graves are

nel

the cast.

in

Marshall Neilan producMatt Moore, Leatrice Joy,
Helen Lynch, Raymond Griffith, Josephine Crowell, George Barnum, Tom
Richard
Wilson,
George
Wayne,
with

Drumgold, Mabel

HOPE HAMPTON IN "THE
LIGHT IN THE

Shoulters,

Brunette in the
Story of a
who found a
sweetheart,
but

With
Lon Chaney and
E. K. Lincoln in
the special cast.

Hope Hampton

This is an absorbing romance
based on a tremendous theme. It is heralded as one of the most powerful productions
season.
*
'

'

the

of
*

*

L O R N A

DOONE"— MauTourneur's

ri c e

The

masterpiece.

world famous romance brought to
screen with
the
Maurice Tourneur

appeal, all

all

its

its

gorgeous setFrank Kee-

tings.

nan, Madge
lamy, John Bowers are in the cast. This
of
the biggest piceasily
one
is said to be
Bel-

tures of the year.
*

*

*

Marshall

Neilan

Lean

MacMar-

with

guerite

A

Motte.

Young,

director;

a

love,
la

success
play.

of

this

They

are

*

ER"

Produced
by Richard Walton Tully, direct-

Edwin Carewe

win Carewe production from the
story by Curtis
Benton with an
all-star cast.

of

All

Carewc's power as a master of screen

drama

is

seen

in

this picture.

Ince speMilton Sills,

The story

of

crook who,
lost

dent,

his

identity and
fooled

old-time

detectives.
Love,
mystery, romance
this big picture.
Also many
in

Florence Vidor

from

leap

passenger
train

aeroplane,

to

such as a

a cliff to a swiftly
train; jumping from

moving

top of
and aeroplane afire

be

—
Mabel Norman

N o r m a n d,

romantic play of

old Mexico.
Nichols,

In

the

pic-

are

cast

Sherman,
Walter McGrail,
Eric Mayne, Win-

Evelyn

GEE"

m

1

—

Cooper.
*

*

*

BUSTER KEAT O N COMEDIES — These

by Joseph M. Schenck
"The Playhouse," "The Blacks m
t h,"
"T h e
Boat," "The Palefa c e," "C o p s,"
'My Wife's Relation s." "The

include
i

Frozen North"
and "The Electric
House."
*

*

*

SEN-

one

O,"

Mack Sennett

of the greatest of

comedy dramas and "The Crossroads

New

York," just published,
lowed by "Suzanmentioned
n a ,"

book

now

Buster Keaton

First National attractions produced

"Molly

Oliver

e r's
is

Leon Barry
and
Ge o r g e
Pott,

NETT PRODUCTIONS —

Marie Conway
which

Lon

Stockdale,

MACK

in mid-air.

twelfth
edition.
In the cast

"MIGHTY LAK
A ROSE" — Ed-

Omar

through a remarkable acci-

Mr. Post starred.
of
Post.

*

*

turesque

Tully

of

life

Vidor,

a

Ce

debut

will

George

on.

big speaking stage
success in which

marks the

one of four
First National attractions in which

A

W.

Richard

Frank
Campeau
and Marcia Man-

Morosco production adapted from

Guy Bates

Albert Hart. This

F. Richard
Jones, director.

Florence

with

cial

"SLIPPY MC-

screen

William

ifred Bryson, Carl

by James

It

bv

bel
star;

Story
the romantic

Young, with Wilfred Buckland as
This picture adapted from
art director.
Katherine Cecil Thurston's book and the

ed
Post

Sedgewick,

Sennett's
production.
Ma-

thrills,

—

Madge Bellamy

Mack

*

POST IN "THE
M A SQUERAD-

Rex

and

*

the

GUY BATES

Dana,

Cherryman

"SUZANNA"

best.
*

Edith RobJosephine

MacLean

putting everything into it for
the screen.
deals with

Mac-

In the cast

seen this season.

Motte

^

Produced

Georges
Benoit,
cameraman. Post
and Tully made a
stupendous stage

considers the production one of his

Guy Bates

"OMAR

IN

land, art director;

little

plot

Lean.

Courtright, Barney Fursey, Muriel Fran-

Buck-

Wilfred

audience can not
guess until
the
end, plenty of
laughs and a big thrill.
First National
guarantees box office action with this big
picture. Mr. Ince
Marguerite de

Ince special with

is

la

d e

T H E SUNSHINE TRAIL"
— A Thomas H.
"

erts,

Walton

James

shrewd-

his

at

edy.

"SKIN DEEP"—A Thomas H.

Douglas

wonderment

and

ces

Tully,

Cullen Landis, Noah
Oscar, the elephant,

plays a big

are

Thomas H.
special,

the cast
part
in the picture and
supplies laughter
in

mance and com-

Khayyam.

Ince
starring

Beery

Douglas

MAN OF
ACTION"
"A

Madge Bellamy.

didn't know how
to make him propose.
Full of ro-

GUY BATES POST
THE TENTMAKER"Richard

1922

Fritzie

cast.
girl

—

DARK"

23,

Continued from preceding page

"MINNIE"— A
tion

September

in

of
will be fol-

elsewhere.

its

MACK

SENCOME-

are Wheeler
Oakman, Sam de

NETT

Grasse,

laughable than
ever this season.

Moore,

Colleen
Pat O'-

Malley and

DIES —

Wheeler Oakman

many

other favorites.
Ruggles.

Ben
Directed

by

Wesley

More

Turpin

"Home
Movies"

in

Made

-

is

a sure

cure for anything

"TEN TON LOVE"— A Thomas

H.

Ince production with a powerful audience appeal. A story of circus life with
a new twist and a fine love element.

from

Ben Turpin

sleeping

sickness

to

prohibition

blues.

Billy

Bevan and Mildred June also are turning out comedies and Phyllis Haver will
be seen as a star.

Screen Message No. 73

Something to Read
Each, week the
lishes

numerous

HERALD
articles

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

ing to censorship, blue laws and
other reform menaces. Every exhibitor should keep a file of these
stories for use when the occasion

demands.

The
present
that

a

may
its

diversified

satisfy each

patrons.

is

to

program so
and every-

Your sugges-

which you believe
would improve the program will be

tions for changes

given sincere consideration.

YOUR

ADVERTISE

it

one of

policy of this theatre

ENTIRE BILL

Get Potential Patrons Into Theatre
If You Would Weaken Reform Forces
Human

Editor i al
of

Week

(From

the Minneapolis Daily

tion.

icy

is

News)

element of chance.
theatre

the moving picture industry.
In all the history of the world, no other
industry has attained such imposing magnitude in so short a time.
Such rapid
growth has naturally not encouraged the
development of standards that make for
permanence.
In their hectic endeavors
to surpass each other in making and.
marketing films upon an essentially commercial basis, the producers have na-

its

Experience has fully demonstrated that
permanence for the films cannot be attaiaed by mere novelty, camera trickery, the opulent display of the great spectacle or the "feeding up" of high priced
stars.
All these phases of the film have

passed or are passing. Producers are finally harkening to the voice of the exhib-

who must

the film to the public
and are coming to the conclusion that
permanence in the industry can best be
served by making the film the instrument
of good, genuine drama.
It is along this line that the regeneraitors

sell

tion has taken place.
Will Hays has had
to do with it: demands of the
public taste as analyzed, interpreted and
expressed by the exhibitors, who have

something

been holding the bag, have been probably more of a factor. The change does
not

mean

means

dull,

uninteresting films; it
dramatic value

real stories of r=-al

all
the way from comedy to
tragedy, played by well balanced companies of real actors. Merit has become
the standard it is sought to establish:

ranging

(Concluded on page

70)

operation

de-

pends upon the ability of an exhibitor to present a program
which
does not conflict in

made many experiments and mis-

busi-

Keen observation of people as a basis for an operating polif the owner of an enterprise desires to minimize the

There has been in progress for the last
few months a thorough regeneration in

turally
takes.

make

— and more especially the business of theatre opera-

vital

Successful

Films That Satisfy

idiosyncrasies are the factors tending to

ness a gamble

its

entirety with

patrons, actual and potential.

One

class of patrons likes feature
pictures of the virile type another
dotes on society dramas
still
another favors the shorter subjects
such as comedies, scenics, newspictures and the like.
Failure on the
part of many exhibitors to appreciate the significance of this has been
a factor in the success of the reformer.
The potential patron is the one
susceptible to the hue and cry of
the meddler. The exhibitor's problem then is to win over these potential patrons which reside in every
;

;

community.
Observe the lobby or advertising
of a majority of the theatres and

you

will find nothing but the feature picture and possibly the comedy advertised. To the uninitiated
the program is comprised of nothThere is
ing but those pictures.
no appeal to the potential patron
who glories in scenics, newspictures
and other film features.
department
enterprising
The
store which hopes for a quick turnover of its entire stock advertises
The
everv article on the shelves.

man who doesn't want a hammer
may need a new shirt while another
man may want the hammer, so both
are advertised.
The same principle is applicable
to theatre operation. To win potential patrons away from the ranks of
the reformer the exhibitors must
advertise their entire "stock."
Each week in the Herald is published one of a series of institutional
advertisements
to
acquaint
the public with the significance of
the
newspicture.
Similar
advertisements built around the scenic,
the
screen magazine and other
short features should be published
faithfully in programs, herald and

newspapers.
You can disseminate anti-censorship and anti-blue law propaganda
patrons, but you can
not reach your potential patrons.
Get this latter class into your theatre and your victory is half won
for the ardent fan is not a henchman of the reformer.
Advertise the news reel as suggested in the "Newspicture DepartHerald
advertise
of the
ment"'
other short subjects that you contract and pay good rental for and
you will not only increase your box
office receipts, but you will be aidmaterially
in
the
industry's
ing
campaign against intolerance.

among your

:
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LETTERS

Personal

at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
be
will
not
letters
Unsigned
printed.

forum

A Word on Film Prices
EXETER. X. H.— To the Editor:
September
Herald and turn
the

of

9

issue

to

page 73

Interesting

about exhibitors
they come
into direct contact. Readers are in-,
vited to contribute items for publication in this column.
Address
them to "Purely Personal."

Look

at

"What

Did for Me" department.
the very bottom of the last col-

tion of

umn and see what B. P. McCormick of
the Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo., says
"A

Hall has appointed E. H. Brient
of the Illinois and Grand theMr. Brient foratres at Centralia, 111.
merly managed the New Grand and the
West End Lyric theatres in St. Loui*
and s leaving Associated Exhibitors in

Sailor

some new man or woman (or starring
someone that never had a chance before)
and we, of course, accept him or her (because we cannot help ourselves). They
please our patrons or they may not.
have to take them and pay for them
just the same. But if one of them happens to make a hit, what happens then?
Just this: The next season they come
around and want an increased price for
this one person's pictures. I am talking

:

*

CHARLES RAY

particularly of short subjects.

Last season we signed
many subjects of Educational
Films and we had to take that many no
matter who they starred in them. If they

for

so

went bad that was "our hard luck." If
they went a little better than the average
that was also "our hard luck," for they
come around the next season and want
more rentals for this particular star, as
they are doing for the Lloyd Hamiltons.
And this extra rental comes out of our

we cannot pass

along to the
public in the form of higher admissions.
They won't stand for this on short subjects and they have been stung by it about
as long as they will stand it with features.
It is about time for us to stick together
and whenever they increase the price
on any particular star's pictures, refuse
pocket for

to take

them

at

it

any increase.

have just refused to take the Hamiltons from Educational. A year or more
ago, I refused to take the Harold Lloyds,
Semons. Keatons, and Turpins and some
I

You may say "For the love of
Mike, what are you using?" And I will
tell you.
I am running about the same
as the rest of you, and I am using some
of those that I once refused to touch at
the rental price offered me.
Yes, go
others.

I will give you one guess.
But for your own (yes, and mine, too)

ahead.

and

his director,

Joseph

DeGrasse, discussing the action of a
scene in "A Tailor Made Man," a
forthcoming United Artists' picture.

may

For example:

get busy and step on some of
those yearly increases in prices, and the
only way you can do it is to absolutely refuse to contract for anything at a price
larger than you are already paying.
You can't sit still and expect the M. P.
T. O. to do it all for you. You have got
to do a little hustling for yourselves. The
time to start is now and the way to do it
is
to say "I refuse."
G. W. Yeatox,
I oka
theatre, Exeter, N. H.
benefit,

—

A

EDITOR'S NOTE.

-

A

few

weeks

ago

being just one day late in returning his admission
taxes to the government.
The
took the
matter up with the revenue department and the

HERALD

is

WASHINGTON,
tor:

Receipt

ter of

Mr.

of

is

August
C.

Paramount

as follows:

D.

C— To

the

acknowledged of your

Edilet-

1922, written in behalf
E. Johnson, manager of the
theatre. Gibbon, Nebraska,
16,

protesting

against the assertion of the
penalties for failure to file
return and pay tax under section 800 of
the Revenue Act of 1921 within the time
prescribed by law.
You are advised that the assertion of
these penalties is not optional with the
Department. If the return and payment
are delinquent, there is no alternative except to assert the 25% and 5% penalties.
The 25% penalty is not asserted if it can
be shown that there is a reasonable cause
for the delinquency.

25% and 5%

suggested that you advise Mr.
if he believes the penalties
assessed against him f.re erroneous or unjust, it is his privilege to file claim for
It

FERDIE
IN

THE NEW

1922-25

HALLROOI

BOYS
COMEDIES

of the Bettentheatre at Davenport, la., was in
Chicago recently lining up his program.
Next time you're in Mr. Gordon we want
you to drop up to the Herald office and
sav "Hello."

dorf

R. H. Hursh has taken over the Famtheatre at Coleman, Michigan, and will
redecorate it.
That ought to bring the
ily

"Family" out.
*

W. M. Hughes,

Astoria,

111.,

the Castle theatre at Havana,

purchased
111.

Then

he turned around and traded the theatre
to Charles Lee and son, of Parker, for
the Colonial theatre in Astoria. Mr. Lee
will move to Havana before

we

printed a letter in this column from an exhibitor
stating that he had been heavily penalized for

reply from Washington

Nathan Gordon, owner

and famliy
October 1.

Letter from the Government

Milton L. Overman, who has been managing the Rialto theatre, Boone, la., for
A. H. Blank has been promoted to booking

manager

the

for

Blank theatres

in

Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas.
*

Wm.

E. Jahr will close the Lincoln
theatre at Sebewaing, Mich., just as soon
as the new 300 seat theatre which he is
building is completed.
*

Mr. and Mrs.

P. Gruwell have ac-

J.

quired the Ideal theatre at Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis., from John Stark which
they will open as soon as improvements
are completed.
*
Hugh Rice, who conducts a theatre at
Piper City, 111., has rented a building at
Cullom, 111., which he will open as a
theatre October 1.
J. E. Higgins, who
runs the Majestic at Cullum will be hineighbor.
*

is

Johnson that

^

go to Centralia.

that territory to

We

now

W.

C.

for a

still

motion pictures.

manager

Made Man" and then sit
minute and let it sink in.
The producers are getting into the
habit of mixing in with their program
about

whom

J. C. Robinson, of the Gaiety theatre.
Starke. Fla., has the distinction of breaking the ice in this new column. Mr. Robinson reports that he has leased the Carter Building in Starke, which has been
completely remodeled for the presenta-

take

Picture

the

r.-ews

and people with

Exhibitors

in the

1922

PURELY

From Readers
A

23,

abatement thereof on Form 843, a copy
may be obtained from the collector of internal revenue for your disof which

H

trict.— A. C.
olden. Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Washington.

D. C.
*

Ed Goeman

*

*

has been appointed manager of the Rex theatre owned by E. B.
Thomas, at Dallas, Tex. Mr. Goeman has
been associated with the Queen, Old Mill,
Palace and Rex theatres in Dallas for
the past six years.

Joseph G. Rhode, former head of the
Wisconsin exhibitors organization is kept
busy these days managing the Orpheum.
Rhode, and Majestic theatres at Kenosha
now controlled by Orpheum Theatre

Company.
Frank Costello may be found at Reno.
now in charge of the Turner and
Dahnken theatres. He succeeds Earle
Nev.,

Snell, resigned.

*

Lee

Baskett,

Thomas Baskett and
who operate the Grand

Stewart Starling,
and Princess at Henderson, Ky., have
opened the new Vernon theatre at Mount
Vernon, Ind.. costing $25,000.

—

—A
September

—
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

TELL US

week what

every

Grandma's Boy, with Harold Lloyd.
Wonderful picture and even in the face
going strong. The
number of admissions for Sunday

weather

of hot
largest

is

it

and Monday in the record of the house.
All-comedy bill. Larry Semon in A Pair
Charles
of Kings on the same program.

—

Carlisle,

Mecca Palace

No drawing power, however.
Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
Salvage, with Pauline Frederick. Was
a substitute for Eden and Return, but if
this one.

Associated Exhibitors

—

I

knew Eden and Return was

with this

would

I

Dandy, boys.
atre,

— W.

raise

my

L. Landers,

Batesville, Ark.

in a class

admission.

Gem

the-

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Queen

theatre, Saginaw.

— Pretty good story with racing atmos— Transient patronage.
phere. Drew
well and seemed to
in the Air About Mary, with a speWould not stand a raise of ad— This a dandy. A real com- please.
mission
my opinion.— P. G. Estee, Fad
please any audience. — W. L.
that
theatre, Brookings,
D. — Neighborhood
fairly

Up

cial cast.

is

edy
Landers,

will

Marry

the

in

Gem theatre, Batcsville, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

make features like this into a two-reel
comedy and sell them for comedy price?

Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre.
r
is.
Small town patronage.

— —

The Sin

Martha Queed, with a spegood picture with a lesson
that seemed to take with most of them.
Picture pleased at least 95%. W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.
Small town patronage.

cial

cast.

of

—A

—

—

F. B.
In the

—

Name

of the

O.
Law, with

a special

paid way above the average
on this picture, but the cost is
nothing when you have something you
are not ashamed to get behind and boost,
and at the end of run you have something
to show for your efforts. This picture
proved one of my biggest money getters.
cast.

I

rental

—T.

W.

troit,

—

—

W —
The

Vermilion

Hayakawa.

— Picture

Pencil,

with Sessue
pleased a large busi-

as

—

—

—

there was just enough society stuff in it
so that the women were not disappointed.
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

At the Stage Door, with

a special cast.
star, but a first-class story
told right to the point in a manner audi-

— No particular
ences

Many

like.

favorable comments.

|
|

Starkey
Relays

The entire police force of
City were invited guests and
big boosters for the picture.

|

Thanks

—

tractive lobby.

Oklahoma
became

all

Daily

press

very

complimentary

with

|

I

wish at

their criticism.
William Noble, Criterion
theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla.
General

I you for
| relation

patronage.

jj

—

—

The Understudy, with Doris May.

—

rine feature full of fun. Will please any
audience. G. W. Summers, Royal theatre, Unionville, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Understudy, with Doris May.
Very entertaining
on

picture.
Played here
night, but sent everyone home
regardless.
S.
C. Chapman, La
theatre,
Chicago. 111. Neighbor-

hot

happy
Salle

—

—

hood patronage.

Beyond the Rainbow, with a special
cast.— Seemed to give satisfaction as
heard several complimentary remarks on

—

Eden and Return, with Doris May.
This

prove satisfactory with your
William E. Tragsdorf,
Neillsville,
Wis. Small

will

flapper

trade.

—

—

Trags theatre,
town patronage.

First National
Fools First, a Marshall Neilan production.
A good crook drama with plenty
of thrills and surprises. Did not draw as
well as expected but pleased all who saw
it.
No business on account of town being
railroad center.
W. W. Booth, StrandAmerican, Belle Plaine, la. Neighbor-

—

—

—

hood patronage.
Trouble, with Jackie
lent production.
This
delivers the goods.

Coogan.
little

— Excel-

star

always

Ran

two nights.
Pleased patrons. Capable cast and interesting story.
Henry W. Gauding, Lin-

—

— NeighborCoogan. —This

coln theatre, Pittsburgh. Pa.
hood patronage.

Trouble, with Jackie
one is fully up to the standard set by
his former productions, but for some reason is put out at a much lower price than
the others.
Perhaps because this wonderful little actor is losing his drawing
power with adults. This proved the case
at our house anyway.
But the children
fell over each other getting in.
William
H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.

— Neighborhood

Law, with a special
cast.
One of the greatest and best pictures ever shown in Oklahoma City.
Pleased big business. Exploitation was
extensive with newspaper advertising,
hill boards, window cards and very atof the

—

—

—

Name

Neillsville,

Sessue Hayakawa is popular
here and always pleases. William Noble,
New Folly theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
Two Kinds of Women, witli Pauline
Frederick. Pauline pulls some wild and
woolly stuff, when all the ladies came to
see her in something different. However,
ness,

Lancaster, Grande theatre, DeMich. Neighborhood patronage.

In the

Bell-

—

patronage.

The Duke of Chimney Butte, with Fred
Stone. A good Western that will probably go better on the big time where
Stone is better known. William E.

This would have been O. K. in two reels.
J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre. Cozad,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

theatre,

O.
Five Days to Live, with Sessue Hayakawa. This one is the biggest piece of
junk we have ever exhibited. Has an allChinese cast.
Was booked two days.
Second night closed up our house. O. J.
Bryant, Thorley theatre, Cedar City,
Utah. Small town patronage.

S.

Poor Girl, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter De Haven. A fair comedy
feature and that's all. Why don't they

—

Ben L. Morris, Olympic
aire,

of the Turf, with a special cast.

Mich.

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

serial.

I from

this

printing
to
I

A

ductions.

GEO.

—

The Rosary, with

a special cast.
I was
but took the chance
and took more money to the bank aftershowing it than I did on any other two
pictures shown this summer.
It's great,
boys. O. Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby,
a

time to thank 1
request in jj

my

"The Whirlwind," j

have received letters
parts of the country,

C.

—

Sea, with Anita Stewart.
Not up to star's past proGaiety theatre, Bluffton, Ind.

Neighborhood patronage.

gj

1
as far as Colorado and Texas. B
jj
The "Herald" is certainly §
1 read by the exhibitors and the gg
I replies I have received show g
1 that the "boys" are certainly j
1 interested in each other.
all

patronage.

Rose t>f the
weak sister.

STARKEY,

Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.

|

little

afraid of

it,

—
—

N. D. Neighborhood patronage.
Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.
Look at my report on The Rosary. Sonny
even stood them up for me. Sonny went
over bigger than The Rosary.
We all
like to go to the bank loaded.
Play
Sonny and The Rosary and you can go
to the bank loaded again.
O. Troyer,
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D. Neighbor-

—
—

hood patronage.
Rose of the Sea, with Anita Stewart.

Have played much better Stewart productions.
Not bad, however. Somehow
or other this star never draws for us.
although she's a favorite elsewhere. Two
nights to poor business.
Heigh ho!
Henry

W.

Gauding,

Lincoln

theatre.

—
—

—AA

——
A
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23,

means. O. Troyer, Lyric theatre,
Rugby, N. D. Neighborhood patronage.

all

—

—

Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
little old, but still a good program pic-

Drew

ture.

well

Thursday.

for

—

J.

J.

Clinch theatre, Frost Proof,
Fla.
General patronage.
My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs.
Carter De Haven. Nothing to it. Poor
attempt at comedy. Majestic theatre,
Felder,

Jr.,

—

—

—

Reedsburg, Wis.
The Sea Lion, with Hobart Bosworth.
First four days shown to fair business,

—
but the picture pleased
who attended.
— William Noble, Empress theatre, Oklaall

homa City, Okla.
The Beautiful

— General

patronage.

Liar, with Katherine
This picture is very bad.
Creal,
Suburban theatre,

—
— Neighborhood

MacDonald.
H.
Omaha, Neb.

William

patronage.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge. Out of the ordinary for Norma,
but pleased those who saw it.
Mailed
out letters on it and had fair business at
regular admission.
Rental too high to
permit a profit after spending more than
average for advertising. P. E. Morris,
Regent theatre, Cleveland, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Harriet and the Piper, with Anita Stewart.
I had a blow-up on this over a year
ago, so just got an adjustment and made
money with it. Very good. Will stand a
raise.
W. L. Landers, Gem theatre.
Batesville,
Ark. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
story which
Hollywood.
Pa.

Pittsburgh,
age.

from "The World's

in a scene

Principal

Corp.

Pictures

— Neighborhood

patron-

—

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.
picture that pleased our patrons
fine
Dick is a comer. Gaiety theagreatly.
Neighborhood patrontre, Bluffton, Ind.

—

—

age.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance
Score one for Constance. It
was very much enjoyed by the ladies and
girls.
The picture takes a few hard slaps
at the reformers, and if there had been

Talmadge.

—

would have
Business was good.
suited me better.
William H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Old Swimmin' Hole, with

more

same

the

of

—
Ray. — Not

Charles

stuff

as

it

well

received

as

Lacked something.
Maybe too much Ray and not enough

most

story.

Ray's.

of

—W.

Jones,

C.

Tuckerton, N.

J.

Palace

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patron-

Red Hot Romance, with

— Improbable

story.

a special cast.
Last two reels con-

Two nights to light patronJust a picture, that's all. Henry W.
Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh.
Neighborhood patronage.
Pa.

tain action.

—

age.

—

—

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.
very nice picture and pleased my patrons
Star and title drew very
100 per cent.
good. L. Kimmel, Royal theatre, Royal
Oak, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
A Question of Honor, with Anita Stew-

—

—

— Very

good busiThis picture has everything you
ness.
could ask for. W. M. Roob, Grand the-

art.

producing

is

Port

atre,

good picture

to

—

W ashington,

BROADCASTING

— Neighbor-

patronage.

—

—

Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.

—

In
estimation this is a better picture than
Tol'able David, but perhaps the general
public will not think so.
It must give
the censors a terrific wallop when one
like this comes along.
If pictures were
all as good as this they would soon be
put out of their misery, and their salaries
could be cut off. Then they would cease
to be reformers and the millennium would
be at hand. William H. Creal, Suburban

my

—

Omaha,

Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.
Late in reporting. Got over fine with
five-piece
orchestra traveling
through
here. Otherwise picture would have gone
flat with too high a rental.
Orchestra
saved me using red ink. W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre, Port Washington. Wis.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.—

Our people liked this one fine. They
seemed to appreciate Ray in a new type
Did good business despite extreme

role.

Wedding

with Constace Talgood. _ Pleased 94 per

Bells,

— Very

— W.
—

—

—

posters.
G. F. Rediske, Star theare,
gate, Mont.
Small town patronage.

Rye-

—
Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. — A
ancient and not as
trifle

good as some of the other Constances,
but an excellent picture nevertheless.
Susie S. Pace, Jettre theatre, Texline,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The
cial

Woman in His House, with a spe—A wonderful picture, but too

cast.

Did not draw
good comments on

for me, but had some
it.
J. H. Ebersole,
Majestic theatre, Avoca, la. Small town
patronage.
Dangerous Business, with Constance

long.

— —

—

Talmadge. Fine. Had many comments
on it. Pleased 100 per cent. Attendance
Book it.
big.
Best kind of comedy.
V. F. Saxton, Fort Plain theatre, Fort
Plain, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Rotten, cheap, silly. Will spoil your paHave a quart of good
trons for Ray.

—

whiskey on hand for you will sure want
it after you show The Barnstormer.
O. Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
Neighborhood patronage.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.— This

to use

— O. A. Kern, Dixie theatre, —
—Neighborhood patronage. —
The Midnight
with Charles

hot weather.
Senath, Mo.

Bell,
Ray.—
picture.
Pleased well.
Arcade theatre, Holtville,

Holmes,
Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Cup of Life, with Hobart Bosworth. An Oriental melodrama that drew
very fair business and was well received
by all. Good picture in every respect.
A.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Smilin' Through, with Norma Talmadge. Here is a real picture. One that
makes you smile all the way through as
it is being shown, and it gets them in.
E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
special cast.
I
knocked them over on
this one.
Drew biggest crowd second
night.
Wonderful picture. Book it by

—

(ffe)

—

cent.
C. Jones, Palace theatre, Truckton, N. J.
Neighborhood patronage.
Courage, with a special cast. Pretty
fair picture, fair business with no advertising.
It seems to be getting a regular
habit lately not to be able to get any

—

IN

—

madge.-

My cash customers thought it
twenty minutes too long. The balloon
scenes should have been left out and picture would have closed satisfactorily. Just
average business. P. E. Morris, Regent
theatre, Cleveland, Miss.
Neighborhood

E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

TUNE

—

ture.

J.

FEDERATED

Wis.

—

age.

Very good Ray

FILM EXCHANGES

Stage," an Elinor Glyn
at the United
Studios,

hood patronage.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand.
Molly O in many ways is a great pic-

theatre,

age.

a

the best of the star's recent pictures.
is ably assisted by Harry Myers. Indeed, it is difficult to tell which is the

is

He

Business was very poor in
assistant.
Reason: The
spite of favorable weather.
fact that this former screen idol has made
so

many poor

— W'illiam

productions of

late.

Curses.

H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha. Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Golden Snare, with a special cast.
The usual results on a Curwood. Just
Audience liked it and
a fair offering.
If your people like Curwood
said so.
get it, but do not expect too much from
H. P. Thompson, Liberty the?
this one.
Wis. Neighborhood
Pardeeville,
atre,

—

—

—

patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.

——
September
A
it.

Every boy should see
Y. Poore, Bon Ton theatre, Froid,

Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
picture very— personally, think
condition

cast.

this
in fine

I

high brow play that will make
the natives dizzy frying to make out what
is about, and the next one will be an
imitation Western.
William E. Trags-

it

—

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
Pardon My Nerve, with Charles Jones.
Why on earth don't they make all lines
of pictures as good as this?
This is the
best thing "Buck" ever made.
Attenddorf,

—

dog are good and the forest fire is real.
you have not run this, buy it and
boost it and you sure will please your

ance

If

theatre,

— T.

Elysian

Meiereachtol,
R.
Elysian, Minn.

of the North, with a special
This is the second time in our hiscast.
tory as the manager of this theatre that
we have shown a picture the second time,
and the result proved the wisdom of our
decision as business was much better
There are three
this time than the first.
well known players in this picture who
have become more popular since the picture was made, namely, Lewis Stone,

—

—

Lon Chaney. William
Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb.

Betty Blythe and

H. Creal,

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Love, Honor and Behave,

a

—

Mack

Sen-

Got
good.
production. Pretty
nett
On same program.
quite a few laughs.
One of
Lloyd is a knockout.
I Do.
W. L. Landers, Gem theatre,
his best.
Neighborhood patronBatesville, Ark.
age.

—

—

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.
Heard several good comments on this,
but it is drawn out too long. J. H. Ebersole, Majestic theatre. Avoca, la.— Small
town patronage.

—

Fox
Lights

Mason.

of

—This

the

with

Desert,

went over

for

than some of the specials.

and

pep

just what we
C. M. Peterson

weather.

—

theatre,

Genoa, Neb.

Shirley
us better

It is

need

&

of

full

in

hot

Sons, Grand

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

A

Self

Made Man,

— Fair

with William Rus-

picture.
Did poor business
for two days at 10 and 25 cents, matinee
and night. Howard Haight, Orpheum
theatre, Livingston, Mont.
Small town
sell.

—

Felder,
Clinch the—
Frost Proof, Fla. — General patronfine.

atre,

J.

Jr.,

J.

age.

Nomads

—

patronage.

Iron to Gold, with Dustin Farnum.
For some reason or other these Farnums
One time they
are a total loss to me.

A
sell.

—

Made Man,

with William RusThis picture, while not heavy, had

Self

something that drew and must have
pleased, for second night brought people
Russell's pictures
not ordinarily fans.
always free of sex and are especially good
when star has a semi-comedy role. P.
G. Estee, Fad theatre. Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

—

Thunderclap, with a special cast. My
patrons went wild over the race scene.
Full of action, and the six-sheet will pull
them. Very' good business. Played third
run.— C. Kain, Castle theatre. Detroit,
Mich. Transient patronage.
Lights of the Desert, with Shirley
Mason. A nice little story and a likeable star that is on a par with a lot of
the rest, but her name means very little
to my patrons, although I have played
her pictures regular for past two years.
Seems to please all. but no "draft" to
her name at box office— P. E. Morris,
Regent theatre. Cleveland, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Strange Idols, with Dustin Farnum.—
To my class of trade would consider this
100 per cent picture for Saturday night.
Geo. Osborne, Star theatre, Westminster,
Md. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

—

The Last

Trail, with a special cast.
Drew big crowd and
picture.
Book this one and be sure
pleased all.
Joe Restivo. Liberty theatre,
to play it.

A

good

—
Freemanspur,

—
stuff— that

Small town patronage.

111.

Trooper O'Neil, with a special

Same

old

is

to

say,

cast.

just

as

Tones always fills the
good as ever.
house.— Guy D. Haselton. Rialto theatre,
Missoula, Mont.
Perjury, with William Farnum. Good
Did not draw; no fault of picpicture.
Harry Van Nov. Riviera theatre.
ture.
Anderson, Ind. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

|

The Yellow Stain, with John Gilbert.
Good picture with action, plot and all.
except a good title. Did not draw and I
figured title gave rise to belief was Orien-

Good Ideas

|
|
1
1
E
jj

1
H
jj

Own
ISLAND

the

fact

laid in

that

story-

—

—

(Vita-

graph), with Corinne Griffith,

—We

Stress

northern Michigan.— P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.
Perjury, with William Farnum. One
of Fox Specials, or rather one of their
Better see it before
so-called specials.
vou buv— Majestic theatre. Reedsburg,

is

""Ads
WIVES

picture.

tal

| Are Their

tried Brother Edmunson's stunt of letting in free all
married ladies accompanied by
By
husbands.
"real"
their
using the word "real" you ereate comment that goes like

j
g
jj
jj
||

[j

J
B

1 wild fire.
We had a hummer of a |
I
| crowd and the receipts were |
1 more than if this stunt had not 1
been pulled. Of course the pic- |
jj
1 ture pleased practically every- g
| one.— H. G. STETTMUND, |
Odeon theatre, Chandler, Ok- 1
j| lahoma.
j

55

will give a

The film was
good.
and although lots of my patrons had seen
The bear and
it before they came again.

patrons.

———
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great picture.

— E.

——
——A

Wis.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.
usual Mix which drew a crowd de-

—A

—

Susie S. Pace, Jettre theTexline, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
Farnum.
William
with
Perjury,
Nothi-g to it. This star plays to the
grandstand all the time. Wish he could
realize that he is not the type to make a

spite a revival.

—

atre,

real matinee hero and go back in WestSons. Grand
C. M. Peterson
erns.
Neighborhood pattheatre, Genoa, Neb.

—

—

&

ronage.
Farnum.
Perjury, with William
Pleased 85 per cent
very good picture.
Liberty
of my patrons. Joe Restivo.

—

—

theatre,

Freemanspur,

111.

— Small

town

patronage.

The Night Horseman, with

Tom

Mix.

|

One Good

|

Paper

Is

Enougn

|
I am anxious for the "Box
m
1 Office Record" that I notice so
J many exhibitors are so pleased
| with. The time has arrived
§ when an exhibitor needs all the
jj

help possible

g

tures.
I

jj

buying

in

have used

pic-

the trade pa-

all

but since the "Herald"
has been coming to me I use it
pers,

j

1 alone, as it
1 more than

gives any exhibitor
the others com-

all

:

1
1
|
|

•
1
g
1
j§

1

bined.

§j

GEO. OSBORNE,

|

Star Theatre,

Westminster, Md.

— Ran

1

two days. Second time shown
Did good business despite hot
and strikes. Howard Haight,

for

here.

weather

—

Orpheum

theatre,

Livingston,

Mont

Small town patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with Harry
Myers. This is a very wonderful production. The subtitles were written by a
modern Mark Twain. He just could fit
the
place with the proper words.
George Osborne. Star theatre, Westminster, Md.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.

— Pretty good, but not one of Tom's best
by a long ways. —William E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre,
Wis.— Small
town patronage.
Neillsville,

Gleam
After

Dawn, with John

o'

all

fine.

A

good

picture.

Felder. Jr., Clinch theatre,
Fla.

Gilbert.

the knocks this picture got

went over

— General

—

J.

it

J.

Frost Proof,

patronage.

A Rough

Diamond, with Tom Mix.
Mix is always a good drawing card for
me.
This one good. J. H. Ebersole.

—

— Small
Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.— Fine
picture.
Star a good one. — Harry Van
Majestic
theatre,
town patronage.

Avoca.

Ia.

Nov, Starland theatre, Anderson, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lone Star Ranger, with William
Farnum. Farnum very- popular. Story
by Zane Grey, consequently we consider
this to be an A-l program.
They don't
make them any better. Patrons said this
one best Zane Grey picture to date.
O. J. Bryant. Thorley theatre, Cedar City.
Small town patronage.
L'tah.
The Lady from Longacre, with Wil-

—

—

—

liam Russell. Went over fine for a Saturday night crowd and drew good. J. J.
Felder. Jr., Clinch theatre, Frost Proof,
Fla.
General patronage.

—

—

A

Connecticut Yankee, with Harry
Myers. Good picture.
Everyone likes
Harry Van Nov. Starland thethis kind.
Neighborhood patatre, Anderson, Ind.

—

—

—

ronage.

Over the
Excellent.

Hill, with a special cast.
Pleased 100 per cent and
broke house record though played during hottest weather.
Book it. Homer
Thompson, Ruby theatre. Three Forks.
Mont. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

Goldwyn

Read

A highly entertaining picture with a lot
Drew well and pleased
of action in it.

— S.

Chicago,

C.

111.

—

Chapman, La Salle theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

The story run in Good HousekeepThis helped to advertise it. C. M.
Peterson & Sons, Grand theatre, Genoa,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Come On Over, with Colleen Moore.
Simply wonderful. One of those clean,
wholesome pictures that come once in a
Drew good. F. D. Beardsley,
while.
Baldwin theatre, Royal Oak, Michture.

—

ing.

jj

|

|

Even though

When Romance
splendid
cast. — A

Rides, with a special
Splendidly
picture.
played and enjoyed by large patronage.
William Noble, Red Folly theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

J. J.

Swan

Drew

exceedingly well here, however.
S. C. Chapman, La Salle theatre. Chicago,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

the film.
Five short reels. Susie S.
Tex.
Pace, Jettre theatre, Texline,
Neighborhood patronage.

Always the Woman, with Betty CompSame
Couldn't see this picture.

son.

—

with

the

You simply waste

audience.

looking and
effort and money in
exploiting a picture like this. The people
are shopping for better entertainment and
we got to handle it. T. W. Lancaster,
Grande theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neightime,

1

—

—

borhood patronage.

The
picture.
tor.

Penalty, with

—P.

mont,

Lon Chaney.

Lon Chaney

is

— Good

a wonderful ac-

G. Held, Sterling theatre. FairNeb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Come On

Over, with Colleen Moore.

—

— Good

ij

mond

jl

show.

—

patronage.

§f
fi

Two

Worlds, with a special
I
had many comments on this one. Book it if you want
a
good Chink story. W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Small town
Tale of

cast.

E

—

His Back Against the Wall, with RayHatton. A cracking good picture
with a fool title that means nothing and

—

will drive
draw film
lent work

away

Picture didn't

business.

Hatton does exceland will please if you can get
them in, but you can't on this title. J. C.
Auditorium
theatre,
Neligh,
Jenkins,
Neb.
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
expense.

—

—

A

Giaclean, snappy, pleasing picture.
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.
General patronage.

coma

—

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii

A different
splendid comedy drama.
Homer Thomppicture with a punch.
son, 'Ruby theatre, Three Forks, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
A

—

—

The Girl With the Jazz Heart, with
Madge Kennedy. A cute story which
managed to get over despite the cuts in

j§

Theatre,

Swanton, Neb.

—

—

jg

KUDLACEK,

When Romance

—

never open

I

the theatre, I always expect to
read the "Herald."

—

Always the Woman, with Betty Compson.
A lavishly mounted story, but
somewhat vague in thought and action.

A

S

did.

Neighborhood patronage.

Rides, with a special
picture that is different and
drew good for two days. Gaiety theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Bluffton, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

theatre has
been closed since last June, and
I expect to keep it closed indefinitely, I read the "Herald"
as enthusiastically as I ever

—

—A race

pleased. Some good comedy in this one.
Will please most audiences. J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.

my

Although

—

cast.

—

And Open

My

1922

23,

—

the

"Record'

The Dust Flower, with a special cast.
patrons told me this was a good pic-

September

Noble, New Folly theatre, Oklahoma
General patronage.
City, Okla.
An Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.
Rogers new here, so did not pull for
me, but patrons that saw it were well

ilUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!l!IUIIIIIIIIIIIII»IIII

Golden Dreams, with Claire Windsor.

better.-

HERALD
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——

Great Life, with a special cast.
Giacoma Bros., Cryskid picture.
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General

It's a

—

Good
tal

—

patronage.

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with

— Whenever

a

spe-

says "special" or
"all-star cast," look out for it.
1 screened
this one and then left my house dark
Another "triangle"
rather than show it.
story poorly done in costume of 18(i0.
Auditorium
theatre, Neligh,
J. C. Jenkins,
cial cast.

it

Neb.

The Dust Flower, with Helene Chadwick.
ture.
star.

Salle

—A

first class motion picstory, well directed. Clever
well.
S. C. Chapman, La
111.
theatre, Chicago,
Neighbor-

regular

Good
Drew

—

—

hood patronage.

Ccme On

Colleen Moore.
The picture drew very good business and
pleased
large
a
patronage. William

Over,

witli

—

—

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.
My patrons walked out on this. Said

—

wasn't funny, it was foolish. C. M.
Peterson & Sons, Grand theatre, Genoa,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
it

—

Earthbound, with a special cast.
print on this one was too dark.

— The
The

picture was good.
Most of my patrons
liked it.— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont,

Neb.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Hodkinson
At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern,
Will
with a special cast. Very good.
entertain and please 80 per cent. W. L.
Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

French Heels, with Irene
like all

Hodkinson's

Castle.

have used,

I

— This,

is

good.

good house. Would class it as a
Can be bought right. B. M.
Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Other Women's Clothes, with Mabel
Ballin.
A good ladies' picture. A clever

Drew

a
special.

—

—

picture. — Gaiety theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.

Bluffton,

little

Ind.

Was

—

Pretty
cast.
well received. Ad-

Free Air, with a special

good comedy.

vertising possibilities great.

Will please.

—W. L. Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with a special
—Very good picture. The best of
exchange. Book
the
sold by
— Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Moncast.
five

this

it.

tour Falls, N. Y.

The Man

—A

of the Forest, with a special

good Zane Grey story, but does
not have the earmarks of a finished, highSeems to please and
class production.
got pretty good business. Ben L. Morcast.

—

ris,

Temple

theatre,

Bellaire,

O.

Candles, with a special cast.
Very good. A little above average program picture. W. L. Landers, Gem theNeighborhood patatre, Batesville, Ark.
ronage.
The Truant Husband, with a special
Very dark. Some of the captions
cast.
could not be read. Fair picture and drew
Ran Mack Sennett's
average business.
Made in the Kitchen with this. Comedy
was better than the feature. Johnson
Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
King Spruce, with a special cast. Very
find Hodkinson pictures are
good.
mostly all good. Our patrons enjoy the
great outdoor pictures with action. Will
Fifty

—

—

—

—

CLAIRE WINDSOR

We

and Charles Clary in a scene from "Rich Men's Wives," an
Al Lichtman Corporation production.

—

—

—
September

—A
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very

good.

Welcome

|

To the

|
J
jf

Because we find the "Box 1
Office Record" so much help in J
the selection of pictures, we are p
enclosing a few reports.
|
are only recent subscribers to I
the "Herald" but to date we |j

1
1
1

not subscribe to

are over- 1

it

aid to their

success.

1
§§

In our opinion your service M
as ncessary to us as is our 1

is

projector.

— H.

G. Stettmund. Jr., Odeon
Chandler. Okla. General pat-

Dixie Theatre,
Senath, Mo.

— Too

jj

service.
this old

I

service.

—

Kan.
East Lynne, a

theatre.

Hugo

Ballin production.
The picture didn't seem like the stage
play, but very good.
Did not draw as
well as I expected, but pleased about SO
per cent. A. E. Rogers. Temple theatre.

—

—

Dexter, X. Y.

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

The Sage Brusher, with Roy

Stewart.
You will find real action and story in this
one. Pleased our patrons. Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville, Kan.—
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

The Coast
ren Kerrigan.

dark

in

War-

of Opportunity, with

— This

Drew

places.

too old. Very
less than average

one

is

—

on Saturday night. Johnson
Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, X. Y.
Small town patronage.
Sex, with Louise Glaum. Good direction, good action, good cast, but old-time
vamp stuff is dead with us. We would
business

—

like

to

vamp.

see

— Susie

Texline,

Taylor's new style
Pace. Jettre theatre.
Xeighborhood patronage.

Estelle

Tex.

S.

—

Metro

— P.

Fairmont.

—

Failed, with Bert

Ly-

and

this

like Bert Lytell

one of his good ones. Keeps everyone
in good humor all the way.
Worth running in any house. Ben L. Morris. Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.
Life's Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.
Just a picture, that's aU. Knew it wasn't
there, so was not disappointed.
Lost
money and have on all program pictures
this season.
B. M. Sweet, Opera House.
Fillmore, N. Y. Xeighborhood patronis

—

—

age.

Turn

to the Right, with a special cast.
Fine picture and absolutely clean. Pleased
from start to finish. Book it and go after
business big.— Gaiety theatre, Bluffton.
Ind.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

Little

Hughes.

Eva

Ascends,

— Something

breaking away from
as

just

little

fast

all

I

can.

get

new

as

more and

Held,

G.

Neb.

Sterling

theatre.

— Xeighborhood

patron-

Turn

to the Right, with a special cast.
picture any theatre can be proud to
As good as
Down East, Old
Nest, Played two days to good business.
Go after it. Can't help but make you
money. J. S. Wasserman. Riaito theatre, Pecos, Tex.
Xeighborhood patronage.

A

Way

show.

—

The Conquering Power, with
cast.

—A

a special
fine produced picture, but did
to draw.
Gaiety theatre. Bluff-

—

—

Ind.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Without Limit, with Anna Q. Xilsson.
Good program picture. Played to fair
house. Everyone well pleased. Xo mistake to take this one at program price.

—

V. F. Saxton. Fort Plain theatre. Fort
Plain.

X*.

Y. — Xeighborhood

patronage.

Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana.

Xot

some of her other pictures, but
by fairly satisfactorily.
Drew business and seemed to please.
Ben L. Morris. Temple theatre. Bellso

good

as
gets

O.

aire.

The Hunch, with Gareth Hughes.
good program

—

played a twoin connection
with this and everybody seemed to be
pleased with this program. P. G. Held.
Sterling theatre, Fairmont. Xeb. Xeighborhood patronage.
picture.

I

comedy

Educational

reel

—

—

The Conquering Power, with
cast.

—A

ronage.

hot weather. William Noble,
Capitol theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.

Her

Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swanson.

— Settings

lavish and photography excelgood picture for a style dress
show and that is all. Story weak. Drawing power poor.
Lavish gowns do not

A

lent.

— H.

make

a picture.
theatre, Saginaw,

W.

Mich.

Jorns. Franklin
pat-

— Transient

Our Leading Citizen, with Thomas
Meighan. Fine picture.
Good box-ofvalue
and
highly
entertaining.
Pleased everybody.— S. C. Chapman. La
Salle
theatre.
Chicago, 111.— Xeighborhood patronage.
A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas Meighan. A dandy picture.
Wholesome
and especially pleasing to those who love

—

fice

—

children.

— Homer

Thompson, Ruby theXeighborhood

Three Forks, Mont.

atre,

—

patronage.
If

You

Believe It, It's So, with Thomas
picture drew very good
business and pleased the patrons. Witham Xoble. Capitol theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
General patronage.
Borderland, with Agnes Ayres. Beautifully produced picture, but not the sort
of subject matter people are interested
in.
The vision scenes well produced,
but no punch to any of them.
Too long
drawn out and men were restless during
running time— P. E. Morris, Regent theatre,
Cleveland,
Miss. Xeighborhood
patronage.

Meighan.

— The

—

—

—

—

The Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson. Pleased, but paid too much

—

it.— W.

for

Jones,

C.

Truckton, X.

J.

Palace

a special
for high class patPleased about T."> per cent. Won-

good picture

derful production, but will not go over
for average small town. Two days to fair
business. J. S. Wasserman. Riaito the-

—

Pecos. Tex.

— Xeighborhood

theatre.

— Xeighborhood

patron-

age.

Borderland, with Agnes Ayres.— Ladies
this
kind.
Business dull. Harrv
Xoy. Riviera theatre, Anderson,
\
Ind.
Xeighborhood patronage.
While Satan Sleeps, with Jack Holt.—
Title very poor.
Has a tendency to keep
them away.
Producers should have

—

like

—

—

a

—

standing

an

—

made
ment
saw

it

under original

it.

— Fred

Saginaw.

J. Cassin,

Mich.

Entertain-

title.

value very good.

Liked by all who
Regent theatre.

— Transient

patronage.

Beyond the Rocks, with Gloria Swan-

—A

and Valentino.
star combination that packed the house.
Great summer attraction.
Advertising all kinds
son

patron-

age.

Glass Houses, with Viola Dana. Exceptionally good.
Kept them laughing
and of course pleased everyone. H. G.
Stettmund. Jr.. Odeon theatre, Chandler.
Okla. General patronage.
tell.

Viola

age.

atre,

—
The Right That
— Our people

am

service

Better pay

ton.

Morganville,
Neighborhood patronage.
Elite

with

Villains,

much

cut up.
I
find that
don't pay any exhibitor to run too old

it

—

Her Gilded Cage, with Gloria Swansor;.
Good picture and patronage, notwith-

ronage.

No

Are

There
Dana.

not seem
F. Taddiken.

—

ronage.

—

KERN,

O. A.

|

—

half of the ticket sales.
(We to have all
drop-in business). The boys pushed sale
of tickets and our share was more than
we would have gotten ordinarily. Picture pleased all and made us lots of
friends.
theatre.

Paramount

—

Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray. We
American Legion boys that they
could sell tickets and we would give them

Circle

B looking a valuable
jfl

'

told the

|
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Lancaster, Grande
Mich. Xeighborhood

W.

patronage.

%
1
We
1
1
1 have more than obtained value 1
Exhibitors who do J
§§ received.
jj

—T.

Detroit.

theatre.

I

—

with

Gareth

Very entertaining.
A light comedy-drama that
pleased old and young.
Star and cast
different.

Pathe

I

Nanook of the North, with a special
More than an educational, and

—

cast.

astoundingly
satisfying.
Easily
exploited.
Receipts about 50 per cent better than any corresponding day of the
summer. Guy D. Haselton. Riaito theatre, Missoula. Mont.
Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.
Fair storv but did
Considerable action.
not pull.— Will F. Taddiken. Elite theaKan. Xeighborhood
Morganville,
tre.
patronage.
Nanook of the North, with a special
I can't say so much for this piccast.
They try to run it as a special.
ture.
I lost on it at the rental I had to pay.
Some good scenes. Purely historical,
Did not take here at all.
educational.

—

—

—

Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke.
Ark. Xeighborhood patronage.
The Silent Barrier, with Sheldon Lewis.
Fair drawing power. Very good Xorthern picture, but did not end right as we
were short about 50 feet of film. Will F
Morganville.
theatre.
Elite
Taddiken.
Kan. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

|
|

It's

Wortn

|

Waiting
For

Have not as yet received my V
1 copy of the second "Box Office 1
§ Record" but am eagerly wait- B
ing for it. It contains a gold 1
jj
M mine of information and to the 1
m small town exhibitor it is about 1
5 the only place or thing he has 1
1

jj

for going to for never-failing

m

information.

g

With best wishes for the future success of your enterprise,

§j

O. F.

|

1
jj

BOYER,

Hippodrome Theatre.
North Judson, Ind.

1

—

—

I
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High
ance.

class

Oklahoma

Large

patronage.
Noble,
City, Okla.

— William

Rialto

— General

attendtheatre,

patron-

age.

—

———

Over the Border, with Betty Compson.
Well up to ParaFirst rate picture.

Many compliments

mount's standard.

—

at

Majestic theatre, Avoca,

sole,

la.

— Small

—

—

Electric theatre, Morrillton, Ark.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Red Peacock, with Pola Negri.
Good acting, but poor picture. J. A.

The World's Champion, with Wallace

Holmes, Arcade theatre, Holtville, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
Forever, with Wallace Reid and Elsie

office.

S.

theatre, Chicago,

C.

111.

Chapman, La

— Neighborhood

ronage.

—A

Fight
well balanced picture.
Pleased 95
just long enough.
W. C. Jones, Palace theatre.
cent.

Reid.

seemed
per

—

Truckton,

N.

J.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

—

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton. This is
one of Ethel Clayton's very good picNo exhibitor will make a mistake
tures.
in buying all of Ethel Clayton's pictures,
Horn & Moras they generally please.
gan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

A Wise

Fool, with

as well as

James Kirkwood.—

good, but did not draw
Kirkwood's
should have.

Exceptionally
it

work brought many favorable comments.
The kind of picture that the older peo-

—

Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,
ple enjoy.
Neighborhood patronage.
Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Lady Letty, with Rodolph Valentino and Dorothy Dalton.
Excellent melodrama that we figured

Moran

of the

Wrong again.
would clean up for us.
For some unknown reason it failed to

—

—

Ferguson. An
exceptional
production
which was well liked by all the women
and some of the men.
Not the kind of
picture that will line 'em up in a milling
camp, but we knew that when we booked
it.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Green Temptation, with Betty
Compson. — A gorgeous production. Used
Ariz.

The

a toe dancer in prologue and wjth special
organ solos put it over. Used green lights
throughout the house, lobby included.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Don't Tell Everything, with a special
This drew me a real crowd and
better yet, they told me they liked the
picture.
A comedy drama. Don't be
afraid to boost it.
C. M. Peterson &
Sons, Grand theatre, Genoa, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson. An excellent production and
Various characters well
a good story.
cast.

—

usually go
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,

Gauding,

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille
production. The best thing we have had
Pleased most of them
for a long time.
J. H. Eberat an increased admission.

—

—

—

—

portrayed.

ever.
Ariz.

Poor
Lincoln

business.
theatre,

— Henry

W.

Pittsburgh,
Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
A Wise Fool, with a special cast.—
don't know just what to say in relation
Some thought it good,
to this picture.
others said, "Nothing to it at all." The
As for
children went home disgusted.
myself I could not get much out of the
story.
Geo. C. Starkey, Opera house,
Montour Falls, N. Y.

—

—

Find the

—A

ONE YEAR AGO
It

was Will Nigh's

It

was Will Nigh's

SCHOOL DAYS

Alma Rubens.

Small town patronage.
Half an Hour with Dorothy Dalton.
to this.

walked out on
theatre,

jestic

MARION DAVIES

A

lot of

my

crowd

— H. Ebersole, MaAvoca, la. Small town
it.

J.

—A

Word

—

Brand, with William

good

picture.

Pipe

how

Ol'

Bill,

S.

like

goes on forever.
the two kids did not know how

Tennyson's brook,

jes'

to act in parting scene in the first reel.
Fair business. Henry W.
nights.
Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Two

in

Young

"The

Diana," with Macklyn Arbuckle in
support, in the Cosmopolitan production, which is being distributed as a

Paramount

picture.

son.— Splendidly staged, but improbable
situations.
However, it is well acted and
holds interest of audience.
expressions of approval.

—

Numerous

Two

nights.

Henry W. Gauding,
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Not the kind of a picture my patrons
Average business.

—

like to see Hart in.
They want him in
the "wild" Westerns, not in the "dressed-

up" kind with someone

else doing most
of the dictating.— W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small

—

town patronage.

One

a Minute, with

Douglas MacLean.
comedy drama we have had in a
Pleased nearly all.
Book it.
E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
The Conquest of Canaan, with Thomas
Meighan. This is a fine program picture.

— Best

month.

—

well liked here.
One of my patron's father was trial judge in this pic-

Star

which put it over with a bang. It's
worth it if you can only get them in. —
Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.
Very good picture to good Saturday
business.
Film could have been much
better.
W. M. Roob, Grand theatre,
Port Washington, Wis. Neighborhood
ture,

patronage.

Hart.

MONTHS AGO

with

—

Three

SIX

Woman,

While
fairly good mystery story.
star's acting is very ordinary, plot is sufficient to hold interest of those favoring
this class of offering.
E. A. Baradel,
Lake Village,
Ark.
Queen theatre,

Not much

"Why Girls Leave Home

4

—

pull, in spite of

the fact that sea stories
Well received, howwell.

1922

23,

town patronage.
The Great Moment, with Gloria Swanson.
Excellent in every way.
Ran two
days to very good business. G. O. Vail,

Salle
pat-

box

the

September

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The Home
Lean.

Stretch, with

—A program picture

Douglas Mac-

that seemed to
please.
It's
better
than his picture,
Chickens.— W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town pat-

— Neighborhood patronage.
—
Too Wise Wives, with a special
ronage.
and
— High class drama of home
above the heads of my Saturday audiThe Village Sleuth, with Charles Ray.
ence. — W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, FloOld, but good.
—
Seemed to please. —
patronage.
town
Ala. — Small
W. Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean. — did not see the play but
Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennett. — Very
people
was "pretty good." As
cast.

life

AND NOW
It is

Will Nigh's

J.

rala,

I

told

NOTORIETY
that will

make

box-office history

THE CAST!
Maurine Powers

Rod La Rocque

Mary Alden
Mona Lisa

Geo. Hackathorne
J. Barney Sherry
Richard Travers
Wm. H. Tooker

Waterman

Ida

Anders Randolf

Produced and Distributed by
L.
1600

LAWRENCE WEBER
BOBBY NORTH

Broadway

and

New York City

me

good society

it

second night drew more than first night
surely must have taken better than
it
average.
We lost money but that's no
sign.
We've been losing it for over a
If I
year now on all program releases.
should make a cent on a regular average picture I would surely think the millenium was at hand. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.
Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—

— Not

good as some of his other picTheodore
but pleased his fans.
Roberts the real star in this Crosby
theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Bros., Lily
Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-

tures,

as

—

picture.
Regular fashion
show, but failed to see where they get
the title. W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Florala, Ala.
Small town patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres. A love story that held
the crowd throughout the eight reels.
Only one kick.
Rest of comments favorable.
Photography wonderful. Direction O. K.
Not a "rank" picture as
one would think from reading the book.

—

—

—

One lady told me she would just love to
sec the part of the story in pictures that'
was left out. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Frontier

of

Stars,

with

Thomas

——
September
Meighan.ture.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

23,

— Rather

slow and draggy picBros., Crystal theatre,
Ariz. General patronage.

— Giacoma

—

Tombstone,
O'Malley of the Mounted, with William S. Hart. Old, but good, and lots of
Played to a small crowd.
comments.
Lost money, but no fault of picture.
J. W. Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark.
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
Clayton. Just an ordinary program picture.
Not up to the Paramount stand-

—

—

—

— P.

G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Affairs of AnatoL a Cecil B. De
real picture. Boost
Mille production.

ard.

—

—A
Arcade
and book
— A.Cal.Holmes,
— Neighborhood
Holtville,
theatre,
J.

it.

it

patronage.
Exit the

Drew

Vamp, with Ethel Clayton-

good business, everything
considered, and seemed to please as well
as any picture can when the mercury has
fairly

stood at 110 degrees in the shade all day
long.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ariz.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with

—
—

Dorothy Gish.

My

—A

good comedy-drama.
Dorothy Gish. P. G.

—

patrons like
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Whistle, with William S. Hart.

One of the
He gained a

best Hart pictures to date.
lot of women friends among
our patrons, and it pleased about everyone.
Crosby Bros.. Lily theatre, Buf-

—

N. Y.

falo,

— Neighborhood

Amateur
Washburn. Very

The

ture.

patronage.

with

Devil,

—

Bryant

pleasing program picD. Patrick. Cozy theatre, FloSmall town patronage.

— W.
—

rala, Ala.

The

Fourteenth

Man,

Robert
Warwick. Good picture.
There is one
give
Paramount
thing we got to
to
and
that is their prints are always in No. 1
•>hape.

—

— P.

Fairmont,

Held,

G.

Neb.

with

Sterling

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patron-

age.

Passing Through, with Douglas MacLean. Very well liked by everybody.
Drew good. Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,
Neighborhood patronBuffalo, N. Y.

—

—

—

——
A

—

age.

—

Heliotrope, with a special cast. I was
unable to attend this showing but judging
from the comments that I have heard it
must have been an unusually fine play.
One merchant who had seen this of his

own

free will called up dozens of his
friends and sent them to the show. One
of our editors said it was remarkable
and commented on it in the subsequent
Our operator said it
issue of the paper.
the second
was good as a special.

which, of course, isn't saying very much,
but it is a boost anyway. William E.
Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre.
Neillsville.
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

•

—

Midnight, with Constance Binney.
Pleased about 50-50.
Some patrons
liked it exceedingly well.
Others said
there was nothing to the story. Horn &
Morgan. Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Through a Glass Window, with May
McAvoy. Good, clean, clever comedy-

—

Kind of a picture any house can
show to any kind of an audience.
Not
great, but satisfactory.
Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
Nancy Frcm Nowhere, with Bebe Daniels.
Just a fair program picture.
In
fact one of the poorest Bebe ever played
in.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Springs. Neb. Small town patronage.
drama.

—

—

—

—

all

— E.

Harvard,

— S.

C.

Chicago.

—

—

—

—

— NeighborConway Tearle.—
Md.

Westminster.

hood patronage.

The

Referee, with
good fight picture that got us some compliments.
Picture opens with the fight
and continues to hold interest all the way
through. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre. Chandler, Okla.
General patron-

—

—

age.

A Woman

of No Importance, with a
special cast.
Fair picture but weak ending.
Drew pretty well, however. S. C.
Chapman, La Salle theatre. Chicago, III.

—

— Neighborhood
The

Referee,

—

patronage.

with

Conway

Tearle.

Held my interest more than any Tearle
I have ever seen.
Everybody liked it.

Good

title

—

for exploitation.

Box

office

good. Guy D. Haselton, Rialto theatre.
Missoula, Mont.

The Prophet's Paradise, with Eugene
O'Brien. Just an ordinary "movie" that
does not get a rise out of an audience.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre. Bellaire.
O.
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.

—

—A

theatre,

—

Why Announce Your Marriage? with
Elaine Hammerstein. More compliments
on this than any picture for some time.
She is one among many that pleases
nearly all. W. L. Landers, Gem theatre,
Batesville, Ark.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

The Referee, with Conway Tearle. —
Drew good houses and the patrons well
pleased.
atre,

—-William

Oklahoma

Empress

Noble,

the-

— General patTalmadge. — First

City, Okla.

Norma

I have seen that has
not compared favorably with late releases
but we can't have everything.
Poor picture.
Poor business.— E. A. Baradel,

Oueen

theatre.

Drew well
splendid farce comedy.
and sent patrons out smiling and chuck-

Lake

Village,

Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

Prophet's
Paradise,
with
Eueene
O'Brien. Had many people tell me this is
a dandy picture. Geo. Osborne, Star
theatre,

Salle

—

Poppy, with

angles a good picture, and drew
Saunders.
Saunders theatre,
III.
General patronage.

—

Chapman, La

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Way of a Maid, with Elaine Hammerstein.
As good as any Connie Talmadge, Bebe Daniels or any other high
priced stars, and cost me a great deal
less.
Pleased 100 per cent.
Snappy
comedy clean. A. L. Middleton, Grand
theatre, De Queen, Ark.
Small town
patronage.
111.

of the reissues that

Under Oath, with Elaine Hammerstein.

From

ling.

ronage.

Selznick
well.

59

United Artists
The Three Must-Get-Theres, with Max
Linden Something new and novel in the
art of pictures.
Played three days. Even
better than Chaplin could do.
High
class comedy full of laughs.
The threesheet is the best.
Packed them in. R.

—

—
McComb theatre, Mt. Clemens.
— Transient patronage.
Little
Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary
Pickford. — A picture that
not extraord-

G. Peltier,

Mich.

is

My

patrons did not think it was
Mary's high standard.
Poor business at 55 cents. Howard Haight, Orphcum theatre, Livingston, Mont. Small
town patronage.
The Iron Trail, with a special cast.
Good railroad melodrama with plentj- of
entertainment for everybody.
All comments favorable. W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Weils,
Colo. Small
town patronage.
The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks. This is a beautiful and wonderful picture, but a money loser.
The
Three Musketeers does not appeal to the
ordinary fan.
L'nited Artists have been
simply holding up the exhibitors of the
United States with prices beyond all
This company should get down
reason.
inary.
up to

—

—

—

—

—

On

day we had the poorest night in the entire year because of the fact that a traveling minstrel troupe came in and collected all the fifty cent pieces that our
old Hannahs had been saving up since
Their show was a coarse, vulthe war.
gar affair, but, oh you Barnum! Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

Realart

A Homespun Vamp, with May McAvoy.— A very good program picture.
May McAvoy is
& Morgan, Star

—

—

Horn
a favorite here.
theatre, Hay Springs.

Small town patronage.
The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawley. — Extremely light comedy. Would not
Neb.

If your
say it is either good or bad.
patrons are trying to kill an hour, the
If they want an
program will pass.
hour's entertainment, I don't believe they
will find it with this.
Star deserves better vehicles.
E. A. Baradel. Queen theatre,
Lake Village, Ark. Small town
patronage.
Dawn of the East, with Alice Brady.
Best Brady I have shown for some time.

—

—

GLADYS HULETTE,

Rex Andra, Val Cleany and Herbert

the Charles Gramlich production,

Pattee, in a scene

"The Swamp Demon."

from

—
E

60
to fair value or else get out of business

We

Way Down

played

East, last

—

May,

the same results heavy losses.
Mich.
Calumet,
Theatre,
Calumet
Neighborhood patronage.
The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
A masFairbanks. Splendid picture.

with

—

Had a general appeal. — Homer
Thompson, Ruby theatre, Three Forks,
terpiece.

Mont.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Iron Trail, with a special cast.
One of the most pleasing outdoor pictures we have shown in some time.

—

Gaiety theatre, Bluffton, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks. Pleased two good crowds at
Especially good, but
25 and 50 cents.
not worth the high price asked for it.

—

&

Horn

Morgan,

Springs, Neb.

theatre,

Star

— Small town

Hay

patronage.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Doug alFairbanks. Very good story.
most destroyed his standing during our
run of The Mark of Zorro. Howard
Haight, Orpheum theatre, Livingston,
Mont. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Orphans of the Storm, a D. W. Griffith
production. Inasmuch as I had just

—

packed 'em

in

for three days with

Way

East, and as the "Orphans" was
then running at the Roosevelt in Chicago, I thought I could repeat, regardless of the price I had to pay for it,
which as you all know, was more than
enough, although we will all admit it is
Here is a tip to
a wonderful picture.
the small town exhibitors: Just because
you put out the S. R. O. on Way Down
East, don't get foolish in the head and
think you can do it with the "Orphans."
Way Down East had about three gen-

Down

erations

of

mouth-to-mouth advertising

That's the difference.— William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.— Small town patronage.
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-

behind

it.

— At

and 50 cents we had two
very good houses and it seemed to please
United Artists must
all.
practically
duction.

25

in their prices or they will
Morgan, Star
Horn
lose the business.
theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.— Small town

come down

—

&

X

II

B IT O R

[

previous plays by any means. Just
Nothing
Business?
another picture.
This night was a flivver. Henry
doing.
Pittsburgh,
theatre,
W. Gauding, Lincoln
Pa. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Married Flapper, with Marie PreFirst rate comedy-drama with a
vost.
Pleased. P. G. Estee,
real action finish.
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.— Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Married Flapper, with Marie Prevos t. A fine little program picture. The
auto race in it puts it above the average.
Star very popular here. Mrs. Lola Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.— Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.
Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Wal-

—

Better than some specials. Pleased
90 per cent. W. C. Jones, Palace theatre,
ton.

—

N.

Truckton,

Universal

—

— Neighborhood

patron-

J.-

age.

Who

The Man

Married

Own

His

— Very

proDifferent from usual type

Wife, with Frank Mayo.

gram

fair

September

1922

23,

The picture pulled very good in spite of
Usual newspaper adthe hot weather.
vertising, window cards and attractive
William Noble, Rialto theatre,
lobby.
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

—

—

Foolish Wives, an Eric Von Stroheim
production. Went over big.
In fact the
biggest thing that ever hit my city. Four
Fadays and broke all house records.
Exploitation puts it
vorable comments.
over.
C. R. Hagedorn, Lyric theatre,
Mt. Clemens, Mich. Transient patron-

—

—

—

age.

Cheated Hearts, with a special

cast.

did not see this but operator told me
that a great many came and looked over
and silently went away.
the llxl4's
Those of whom I inquired said the play
I

was good.

The

local

band concerts

hit

us right between the eyes.
Our Saturday crowds are actually reduced to a
Philip Rand, Rex thethird of normal.
atre, Salmon, Ida.

—

—

hood patronage.
Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson. Another
You can't go wrong on
good Gibson.
any of them.— J. W. Andresen, Rialto
Neighborhood pattheatre, Cozad, Neb.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.
My
opinion grows stronger each week that
Universal is the company the "little fish"
should tie to, provided praise will not affect the cost of film. Trimmed is a mirth
provoker as well as a good Western. It's
all there.
E. A. Baradel, Queen theatre,
Lake Village, Ark. Small town patron-

ronage.

age.

picture.
Clark
picture.
Palace theatre. Ashland,

—

Mayo

of

&

Edwards,

O— Neighbor—

—

—

Plenty
Pleased the audiFull of action and goes over nice-

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.
pep and ginger.

o'

ence.

An

ly.

excellent

Western.

— Henry

W.

Pittsburgh,
Gauding, Lincoln
Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
theatre,

—

The Trap, with Lon Chaney.

—A

Chaney

picture and well acted.

good
a real

Couldn't call it a big special. Betactor.
ter buy right.— J. W. Boatwright, Radio
Neighborhood pattheatre, Ozark, Mo.

—

ronage.

North, with Frank
Out of the
Mayo. A well done play as a whole.
Pleased
Could be improved in places.
75 per cent. W. C. Jones, Palace theatre,
Tuckerton, N. J. Neighborhood patronSilent

—

—

—

age.

The Man

Who Married
Mayo— Very

His

Star liked "here.

picture.

Own

Wife,

good program

—

Mrs. Lola

Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.
Bell,

Her Night of Nights, with Marie PreNot up to this
vos t. Very light stuff.

RALD

H E

S

star's

with Frank

patronage.

——A

—

—

—

—

—

Dead Game, with Art Acord. A very
good picture which enjoyed very good
business. William Noble, Majestic the-

—

Oklahoma

atre,

— General
Walton. —

Okla.

City,

patronage.

The Rowdy, with Gladys
went over fine as a program.

—

It

Very

small crowd. G. F. Rediske, Star theSmall town patatre, Ryegate, Mont.
ronage.

—

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.

— Did

not

see this, but reports on it were excellent.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

—

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. Good
story and good action. Dean's best work
of all that I have seen her do is in the
Outlast reel and I have run them all.
Seemed
side the Law her best bet yet.
Book it. Ran this
to please fair crowd.
one two days and made it pay. J. W.
Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Man Under Cover, with Herbert
Good
program
picture.
Rawlinson.
Should please anyone not expecting more.
Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.
good picture, especially for sporting elePleased 75 per cent.
ment.
W. C.
Jones, Palace theatre, Truckton, N. J.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

No Woman Knows,

— Mabel Juliene Scott
me

with a special

cast.

fine in this.

Had

is

was the

best picture I
Played a week
have had in some time.
of Universal pictures, so bought this as
Don't benot to have to raise prices.
Mrs. Lola
lieve it would stand a raise.
Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.

several

tell

it

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.
Pleased 100 per cent.
Gibson's best.
Played to fair house. Story good, acting
Excellent fight
fine, continuity O. K.
and action all through. V. F. Saxton,
Fort Plain theatre, Fort Plain, N. Y
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson —
Hoot is gaining
Very good Western.
and if he don't swell up will come
through.— Clark & Edwards, Palace theNeighborhood patronatre, Ashland, O.

—

HAROLD LLOYD,

in a scene

his first feature-length comedy
Davis will appear in support.

from "Doctor Jack,"

produced under his new Pathe contract. Mildred

age.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.

—

—
September
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— Old,

but worth any exhibitor's time.
all the way through.
Horn
& Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs.
Neb. Small town patronage.

Kearney,

—

Has punch

with

a

The Rage

of Paris, with Miss du Pont.
Lord, the worst ever.
No story.
Such stories would kill any star. Slow,
drawn out, no life. Storm the only life
in picture.
Made about as realistic as
though the janitor was over enthusiactic
in dusting studio.
Will L. Beebe,
Candor theatre, Candor, N. Y. Small
town patronage.

— Oh,

—

—

—

—

well liked.

ture.

It

Hoot Gibson.

night picture

five

reel

we have had

season.

this

— D. Pitner, Dixie theatre,
Ripley, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Action, with Hoot Gibson. —
your

K.

J.

it.

—

Senath, Mo.

— Neighborhood

patron-

Action,
Star

with
fine.

—

Hoot Gibson. Play O.
Everybody likes Hoot in

—

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
from her
tion,

latest

"East

in a scene
National attrac-

West."

is

—The

First

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
This is a good one.
Brought out a fair
house despite hot weather and seemed to
please them all.
C. E. Hopkins, Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark. Small town
patronage.

theatre.

hit

— H.

fact

us.

E.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson Here
a dandy western and we can buy from

Universal at a price that will leave us

Valentino is what did business for
Picture not so bad for a reissue.
trons seemed satisfied.
Played to
biggest two days' business since the

weather

is

some chance

Murray.

—

—

—

age.

—

patronage.

our town and prices are right from the
company. Manager Gray, Union Hall
theatre, Searsport, Maine.

If

people like zip, go and action they will
eat this up.
Our Western fans called it
"the best yet." O. A. Kern, Dixie the-

was
Hoboken, N. J.

did pictures are printed in leather.
Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.

Gibson picdrew better than any Saturday
first

that

wc

advertised
us.

Pathe

hot

A good buy for any
Swan. Empress theatre.

exchange

in

there when
squareness.
versal.

We

— C.

Dunsmuir,

make some money. Our
San Francisco is certainly
it
comes to service and

to

H.

can recommend UniPowers, Strand theatre,

Calif.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.

—

The Fox, with Harry Carey. ExcelPlayed two days to remarkable
business.
Book this and you'll make no
lent.

mistake.

— V.

F. Saxton. Fort Plain thePlain, N. Y.
Neighborhood

Fort
patronage.
atre,

—

—

Step on It, with Hoot Gibson. A great
one for the kids. E. Y. Poore, Bon Ton

—

theatre, Froid,

Mont.

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.— Star
favorite here and at his best in this story
of everyday life, too.
Mrs. Lola Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark. Neighbor-

—

TOUCHY/

NUT /UN DAY

—

hood patronage.

The Rage

of Paris, with Miss duPont.
is the cat's knuckles for a
small town.
Stay off it. E. Y. Poore,
Bon Ton theatre, Froid, Mont. Neigh-

— duPont

stuff

—

—

borhood patronage.
Pink Tights,

with

Gladys

Walton.

picture and drew a
fair crowd, considering the fact that rain
was threatening. C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark. Small
First class

program

—

—

town patronage.

The Smart
Good comedy.
Star well liked
Strand theatre,

Set,

Eva

with

Eva Novak.—

there, also the goose.
here.
L. B. Greenhaw,
Leslie, Ark.

—

—

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson One
hundred per cent for satisfaction. The
best picture that I have shown for some
time.
You will make no mistake by
booking Red Courage, if you want a picture that is a picture from start to finish.
Alva Lang, Rialto theatre, Litchfield, Neb.

—

—

Step On It, with Hoot Gibson. If
your patrons like clean, snappy westerns,
play this one. Hoot's smile will win 'em.
American theatre, Orlando, Fla.

—

Delicious Little Devil, with

Mae

cast.
it

Best photographed and best Mayo picture yet.
The atmosphere gent forgot to throw in
the dimmers on this one. Light a match,
Too many scenes of your splenCarl.

—

Fire Eater, with

theatre,

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.

and probably expected too much.

This was our

— City

— Neighborhood

M. Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.

The

—

The Clean Up, with a special
Good western. Story good and

—

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
Good
picture and seemed to please.
Did not
draw as well as I expected, but no fault
of picture.
However, paid too much for

The

special

— A satisfactory picture. — Giacoma
Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
Brothers,

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
A dandy pleasing picture. Why are you
letting this girl out Mr. Laemmle?
She's
a comer.
She has beauty, figure, youth,
poise and personality. Can't understand.
A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre, De
Queen, Ark. Small town patronage.

atre,

patron-

cast.

—

Book

— Neighborhood

No Woman Knows,

—

B.

Neb.

age.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
Gibson in his past productions has not
given satisfaction at our house.
This
one, however, was very good.
O. J.
Bryant, Thorley theatre, Cedar City,
Utah. Small town patronage.

this
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—

—Very

good.
Dean is well liked here.
think there is too much wild-eyed stuff
in this one.
F. J. O'Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.
I

—

—

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
Everybody pleased.
Good, clean comedy and strong

cast.

The kind people

"'hanker for."
Prevost a comer in this
neck of the woods.
Small towns can
take this one and feel happy. Will L.

—

Beebe, Candor theatre. Candor, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

No Woman Knows,

with a special cast.
didn't like this at all.
Eight full
I
reels of sob stuff, very slow, too long, no
action at all, and a bob-tailed ending.
But it did good business and most of the

comments were
Adams, Pastime

— General

—

favorable.
Roy W.
theatre, Mason, Mich.

patronage.

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.

spite of poor direction.
in
South Sea island stuff where star wore
white trousers still creased and unsoiled
after a year or more; neatly cut hair;
lady nearly nude; yet baby clothed in
Ladies' Home Journal sanitary baby
Savages comb hair and lady
clothes.

of the flapper variety as to hair
Will L. Beebe, Candor theadressing.
star

—

Candor, N. Y.

— Small

town patron-

age.

The Marriage Pit,
Good picture of its

with Frank Mayo.

Not a Satkind.
—
well.
urday night feature. Drew
— L. B. Greenhaw, Strand theatre, LesArk. — Small town patronage.
fairly

lie,

The Rowdy,

with

tion.

— E.

Wayne,

Gailey, Crvstal theatre,

Neb.
Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.
That is what our patrons
A-l picture.
Drew very well and seemed to
said.
please 90 per cent. A. E. Rogers, TemNeighborhood
ple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.
patronage.

—

with

Steelheart,

your patrons

like

book

—

—

William Duncan. If
Westerns with plenty

Star popular
here and played to good house, and all
seemed to be pleased. A. A. Neese, BeaSmall
trice theatre. Haw River, N. C.
town patronage.

of action,

this one.

—

The Sheik's Wife, with
Not as good a picture

—

a special cast.
as The Sheik.
50
per
cent.
E. C. Porabout
Pleased
Neighter, Electric theatre, Coffey, Mo.

—

—

Gladys Walton.

Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun.
Star not known here
picture.
and failed to draw in county fair week.
Johnson Bros., Johnsonian theatre, RipSmall town patronage.
lev. N. Y.

—

God's Country and the Woman, with
Another real Curwood
Nell Shipman.
You are missing something if
picture.
you do not play these Curwoods. Pleased

—

100 per cent.
atre, Coffey,
age.

— E.

Mo.

C. Porter, Electric the-

— Neighborhood

patron-

Restless Souls, with Earle Williams.
Earle Williams is a good actor but he
ought to watch for better stories as this
one didn't suit my patrons. E. Gailey,
Crystal theatre, Wayne. Neb.

—

Vitagraph

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan. — One of the best Western shows

—

Much

Business, with a special
Pleased
all
my patrons and
cast.
Titles drew
brought out good house.
and the three-sheet pulled. B. F. HuesHarbor Beach,
tic, Community theatre,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Divorce Coupons, with Corinne GrifGood program picture and did a
fair business during very hot weather.
Good story and good acting and direcfith.

—

—

—

What's Your Reputation Worth? with
Griffith.
This is a fair program

—

Corinne

—

picture.
Pleased about 80 per cent. E.
C. Porter, Electric theatre, Coffey, Mo.

Neighborhood patronage.

Him

Bring

In, with Earle Williams.
picture.
Drew
Bros.. Johnsonian theatre,

Very good Northwest
fair.

— Johnson Small
—

Ripley, N. Y.

The

town patronage.

Minister, with Alice Calhoun. This is a fine, clean picture whicli
gave excellent satisfaction to better than
They'll come back to see
usual crowd.
it twice.
O. A. Kern, Dixie theatre, Sen-

—

Little

—
— Neighborhood

Mo.

ath,

patronage.

State Rights

—

—

Never had a kick, they all
Used Semon comedy, The
Good Saturday program.
Hick, with it.
W. T. Biggs. Unique theatre, Anita,
Small town patronage.
la.

this season.

liked

—

it.

—

The Heart
rine

Calvert.

and they
excellent

of

Maryland, with Catheto a good house

— Showed

were highly pleased with this
Title draws and
production.

all

—

(Warner Bros.). WesThe best money getter of
ley Barry.
Started it off
1922.
Pleased everyone.
with a kid matinee. The state right field
should give us more like it. E. J. Cole,
Idle Hour theatre, Rochester, Mich.
Days,

School

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Silver Spurs (Western Ex.), with LesCuneo. Fair. Giacoma Bros., CrysTombstone, Ariz. General
tal
theatre,

—

—

ter

Flower of the North, with Henry B.
Walthall. A Curwood picture and a danAll I have got to do is just say it is
dy.
a Curwood picture and my house is full.
You cannot go wrong on this. E. C.
Porter, Electric theatre, Coffey, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

bite.

story.

Too

23, 1922

exhibitors need not be afraid to exploit
heavily.
B. M.
Sweet, Opera House.
Fillmore, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

Very good

Nothing to this picture.
Poor photography and print
Poor
cut.
All in all. N. G. As poor a picture
Will L.
as we ever had from Universal.
Beebe, Candor theatre, Candor, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
Don't

September

borhood patronage.

— Pleased

tre,

—
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—

—

—

patronage.

Ten Nights in a Bar Room (Arrow),
with John Lowell. It made a great hit
here to big business. Second night much
bigger than first.
Tied up with W. C. T.
U. which helped.
The picture is good,
although sad.
A good picture for small
towns. H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre,
Pardceville.
Wis. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

Across the Border (Aywon), with Big
Williams. Goes over pretty good.
This is one of his best, if you have West-

—

Boy

ern fans this will please.

Gem

— W.

theatre, Batesville, Ark.

L. Landers,

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
School Days
Wesley Barry.

—

(Warner

Bros),

with

sure got stung when I
got this.
Neither old nor young liked
it.
Wonderful line of paper to put it
over, but people leave disgusted.
C. M.
Peterson & Sons, Grand theatre, Genoa.
I

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Wire (Sunset), with Jack
Hoxie. — Good Western.
Star making
good. — G. C. Christman. Gayoso theatre.
Kansas City, Mo. — Downtown patronage.
Neb.

Barbed

The Unknown (Kipling) with Richard
Talmadge.

— Picture

similar

story

to

Mark

Very interesting and will
anywhere any time. Pago
trons claim him better than Douglas Fairbanks. E. I. Conroe, Conroe Play House,
Conroe, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
of Zorro.
over the top

—

Hills

Hoxie.

—

of

— Fair

Hate (Arrow), with Jack
Promprogram picture.

snow stuff at opening, but gets
away from it to its disadvantage. A. L.
Middleton, Grand theatre, De Queen.
Ark. Small town patronage.
ises great

—

—

Question (C-B-C), with
Stewart. This must have been made
in the stone age. as it seemed to be pretty
Martin W.
much behind the times.
Operle. Armory theatre, Ste. Genevieve.
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Life's Greatest

—

Roy

—

—

The

Snowy

Fighting Breed (Aywon), with
Baker. If you want one with the

punch you

W.

—

can't

L. Landers,

go wrong on

Gem

theatre.

this one.
Batesville.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Bill (Pioneer), with William
A good
Fairbanks. — Good Western.
Picture and star well liked. — G.

Ark.

Montana

star.

C.

—
September

Christman, Gayoso theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. Downtown patronage.

—

Man

Silent

— William

(Tri), with

Hart

still

is

—

Good

card.

William S.Hart.
the best drawing

picture.
G. C. Christman,
Kansas City, Mo.
theatre,

Gayoso

Downtown

1
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23,

——

patronage.

turned out election night.
Just breaking
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.
Vanishing
Trails
(Canyon),
with

even.

—

—

—

Franklyn Farnum. A pretty consistent
Western serial with pep and action that
seems to be holding up on a usually bad
day for us. It is not getting worse each
week, and that counts. Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

Serials
Hutch
with
Go-Get-'Em
(Pathe).
Charles Hutchison. Have shown seven
crowd
increases
every
episodes and my
week.
Show this with a good Western

—

and a Harold Lloyd comedy and made

some money.-— J. D. Pitner, Dixie theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ripley, Miss.

—

Yukon (Universal), with
William Desmond. This is a fooler and
looks like an exciting Northern drama,
but it is a story of the old Alaska PurNot much to it. Universal seems
chase.
Ben L.
to be losing its pep on serials.
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
Perils of the

—

—

Hutch

Go-Get-'Em

Charles Hutchison.

good

clean

— This

thrills,

with

(Pathe),

a good serial,
making noth-

is

but

But neither is anything
Mrs.
else, so why blame the picture?
Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Myers. Contrary to expectations,
ing

for

me.

—

—

—

not create much excitethird episode and are making
Do not believe
efforts to build it up.
now that we will use more than original
12.
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Horn
this

serial

ment.

did

On

—

&

Springs, Neb.

— Small

town patronage.

Robinson Crusoe (Universal), with
Harry Myers. A bad day and a missed

—

this going bad, and it
These
to get worse each week.
so-called "historical serials" of Universal
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theare bunk.
atre. Bellaire, O.

second chapter got

seemed

—

Winners of the West (Universal), with

— Have run

15 episodes. Starts
out fine but drags a bit on the later epiConsider it better than the aversodes.

Art Acord.

Has held its
age Western type of serial.
patronage all the way, even through the
theatre,
Dixie
Kern,
Summer. O. A.
Senath, Mo.
White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Roland.
Just finished this one and it kept
up the pace all the way and pleased Saturdays and kept getting a little better
That is what counts in a
each week.
Anybody can exploit the first
serial.
chapter and pack 'em. Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. Have just run two episodes of
this serial and if it holds up all the way
as good as the two episodes just run, it
is going to be the best serial I ever saw.
A. A. Neese, Beatrice theatre. Haw
Small town patronage.
River, N. C.

—

—

—

—

—

—
Robinson Crusoe (Universal),
Harry Myers. — On the second chapter.
witli

It

seemed

to please the small

crowd

PERCY
and
FERDIE
IN
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that

Short Subjects
Aesop's

Fables

BOYS
COMEDIES

short

—

—

Aesop's Fables (Pathe).
These are
the best single reels I have been able to
find that give satisfaction.
Majestic the-

—

atre,

Reedsburg, Wis.

Aesop's

Fables

—

Pathe

and

(Pathe)

News. Two short reel subjects that are
good for any house. They always please.
J. S. Wasserman, Rialto theatre, Pecos,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

RALPH CONNOR
wrote a more

V

Big

MOUNTED/'
He

never wrote
a better descrip-

Comedies

(Vitagraph), with
Jimmy Aubrey. I used all these old single reelers when new six and seven years
To my surprise people don't seem
ago.
to remember them and they are better
than 90 per cent of the single reelers
made now. A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre, De Queen, Ark.
Small town patronage.
Hal Roach One Reelers (Pathe).
Very good for the price, but don't pay
too much for them.
Mrs. Lola Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Leather Pushers
Reginald Denny.

—

(Universal), with
took quite a bit of

It

talking to sell me this series of six two
reel (yet) features.
Was I sorry?
No!
They are regular money makers.
They seem to go big in any neighborhood.
Get 'em and let the people know.
That's all. T. W. Lancaster, Grande
Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood
theatre,

H—

—

—

patronage.

Mutt and

(Fox).

Jeff

—

run

I

this

one

half reel with Topics of the Day, which is
another half reel and then the one reel
makes a better short subject than a one
reel comedy and don't cost me half as
much. J. J. Feldcr, Jr., Clinch theatre,
Frost Proof, Fla. General patronage.

—

—

Day (Pathe).— A good

Topics of the

for those who read.
Good clean
jokes that get the laughs. Mrs. Lola
Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.

comedy

—

"CAM-

THE ROYAL

OF

ERON

rnever

stirring" story

of the Northwest than

— —

tion of the spirit

of "pioneering,
that carries the*
peoples of the Old World into
the wilds of the New than

"GOD'S CRUCIBLE."'
Both of these masterpieces
have been picturized with a
that breathes
the very atmosphere of Canada's

fidelity to detail

Western Empire.
An entire squadron of the
Northwest Mounted Police take
part in "CAMERON," an accomplishment due solely to the
influence of Sir Charles Gordon,
who is "Ralph Connor" in private life. This is the first time
these indomitable soldiers of the
Northwest have ever appeared as

an organization
and
t u r e s

in

motion

pic-

,

their

partici-

pation lends a

of

Neighborhood patronage.

measure

Shore Shapes (Universal), with
CenBaby Peggy. A dandy comedy.
tury comedies are nearly all good. J. H.
Ebersole, Majestic theatre, Avoca, la.
Small town patronage.

action to the
picture that
at times moves at breath-taking

Sea

—

An

—

Eastern Westerner (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. Anything with Harold
Our patrons are wild
Lloyd is good.
He is the best drawing
about him.
card we have. J. D. Pitner, Dixie the-

—

Ripley,
ronage.

atre,

—
Miss.— Neighborhood

Mutts (Universal), with

I

— This

Neighborhood patronage.

— Patrons
theatre,

A

liked

it.

pat-

a special cast.

— Philip

Rand,

the finest

motion pictures.

Made Man

— This

comedy

I

(Asso. Ex,), with
my opinion,
is, in
ever saw, and judg-

theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
hood patronage.

Queen

A

RALPH

CONof these
Millions of ^readers
features
know his books; many more millions
will be attracted to the theatres that
They are BIG in
show his pictures
every test that you carC^pply to

NOR

Rex

ing from the compliments of all my paI ran it
trons it pleased 100 per cent.
with Go-Get-'Em Hutch.— Mrs. Lola Bell.

cial

speed
Book both

Salmon, Ida.

Sailor

Harold Lloyd.

HALLROOH

(Pathe).

reel is worth the price, though it isn't a
real drawing card, but a mighty fine filler-in.
Gets the laughs every time. Mrs.
Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.

— Neighbor-

Dark Horse (Universal), with
cast.

— One

a speelderly lady has told me

HODKINSON

PICTURE

S

—

—
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dozen times that

this was the
that she ever saw.
Others
The trick horse produces many laughs.
I did not see the
showing myself. Philip Rand, Rex the-

at least a

USE THIS BLANK

best

comedy

said

it

atre,

Salmon, Idaho.

was

fine.

—

Gymnasium Jim

Box

Office

Reports Tell the Whole

Story.

—

A

A

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this

blank

now and

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.
St.,

—

Among Those

send
Dear-

Chicago.

Present

(Asso.

with Harold Lloyd.— Next to

Made Man.

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

born

(F. N.), a Mack Sennett comedy.
Snappy, bright.
big time
comedy with a half dozen brand new
stunts.
typical Sennett comedy and
gets laughs all the way. Ben 'L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

Harold Lloyd

The

Ex.),
Sailor

the most

is

popular comedian I can get.
Personally
I really enjoy his two and three-reelers.
Don't care for his one reelers. Mrs. Lola
Bell,
Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

imitate others
a dog, a

mon-

—

bear featuring.
You can't go wrong on
the two or three-reelers, but don't pay
too much for them, though. Mrs. Lola
Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

Remarks

—

—

Bell Hop (Vita), with Larry Segreat comedy. G. W. SumRoyal theatre, Unionville, Mo.

The
mon.

—A

mers,

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Shoulder Arms (F. N.), with Charlie
Chaplin. Repeat went over good.
No
kicks either. W. M. Roob, Grand the-

—

—

Do

I

popular here.
I
find these three reel
Playlets all they claim for them.
Run
Topics and Hal Roach comedy with
them.
Good business.
Charge 10c to
all.— Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Torchy and Orange Blossoms (Educa-

—

tional).
ton,

paid

for.

— W.

(Universal), with Baby
whole don't care for
comedies.
Those featuring
Baby Peggy and either of the dogs, and
sometimes the horse. Sally, are good, but
the rest are very ordinary.
Mrs. Lola
the

—

don't take so
to live on, I guess.— A.

The

ronage

patronage.

Should

Idle

Housework?

—A

first

class little comedy.
Ran it first and it
put the audience in a good humor. C. E.
Hopkins, Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.
The Tourist (Vita), with Jimmy Aubrey.
My first Aubrey and it sure was a
knockout.
Kept the boys yelling from
start to finish.
A. A. Neese, Beatrice
Small town
theatre, Haw River, N. C.
patronage.
A Sailor Made Man (Asso. Ex.), with
Harold Lloyd.
Good comedy. Kept
them laughing. Played it above the featBest drawing card we had this sumure.
mer, and have played the biggest pictures
Book it. J. S. Wasseron the market.
man, Rialto theatre, Pecos. Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

They Are Robbing You

—

You pay

of

for everything in

Your

Profits

the industry.

They have the "bit" in your mouth.
Fool them by reading

ggeenQpinionj
Costs

cents

3

CHICAGO, ILL.

Per Review.

The

Roomer

—

Greatest Achievement

in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTROPNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

COMING SOON

(Universal),

PERFECT PICTURES

J.

NEITHER SCREEN NOR STAGE
UT LIFE'S WINDOW"

with

Five Cents per

recommend

in

— W.

comedy

a

P.

Cheyenne Wells,

Perry,
Colo.-

with

one-third

Rialto

— Small

—

CLASSIFIED

—
—

Advance.

theatre,

Word Payable
Minimum Charge,
$1.00

town pat-

ronage.

Number
State

Do

Husbands

(Universal), with a special cast.

Harry Sweet. If Universal would let
Sweet out they would have 100 per cent
in their Century brand.
This silly nut
stuff don't go here.
Others all good.
A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre, De
Queen, Ark. Small town patronage.
Never Weaken (Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd. At least one third was missing from the print furnished me.
What
I got was really good but it's hard to
missing.

City

De Queen,

Ark.

—

Jones, Palace theatre, Tuckerton, N.
Neighborhood patronage.

Neighborhood Pat-

it

for Hank
L. Middleton, Grand theatre,

much

—

or

theatre,
pat-

town

—

Lloyd or Chaplin, but

—

Transient

Rialto

— Small

lot

— On

of Theatre

star

Junk (Arrow), with Hank Mann. Good
comedy at a fair price. Just as good as

Bell, Queen theatre,
Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Poor Boy (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton. Ham is always a scream here.
Have people pay just for his comedies
alone.
In a class by himself. W. C.

Name

this

ronage.

— Has a of clever stunts that
— Gaiety theatre, Bluff— Neighborhood patronage.

Peggy Behave

Exhibitor

Perry,

P.

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

Ind.

Peggy.
Century

Remarks

good comedy from

with plenty of original "stuff." You don't
mind paying for this kind of comedy, because you get what you contracted and

got hearty laughs.

Producer

Grand
town

(Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd.

—Another

—

Star

— Small

Ark.

patronage.

—

Port Washington, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Little
Mary Sunshine (Pathe), with
Baby Marie Osborne. Very good. Star

atre,

Title

De Queen,

theatre,

fillers.

—

Producer

$100,000 fizzles.— A. L. Middleton,

atre,

cast.

key and a couple of kids.
The acting is
plainly forced and the director might just
as well be seen making all the movements.
One of the poor ones. Ben L.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.
His Royal Slyness (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.
One of his good ones. Will

Star

1922

23,

— Small town patronage.
—
The Sportsman (Vita), with Larry Se— mon. — Very ordinary. Not very funny.
Worth what you pay for your cheapest
— W. P. Perry, Rialto theThe Nick-of-Time Hero (Educational), two reel
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. — Small town
with a special
— A badly, sadly overdrawn story that tries to
and make comedy out of

Title

September

just as
half as

Please (Asso. Ex.), with Har-

— Fair

comedy.
Nothing to
Dozens of cheaper comedies
good and some better ones cost
much.
Have used four of these

Lloyd.
yell about.
old

BARTOLA ORGAN FOR SALE

FOR SALE— Bartola
about
cago,

111.

in

fine

condition.

Worth

Will sell at big sacrifice.
Max
Janet Theatre, 617 West North Ave., Chi-

$7,500.

Hyman,

September
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Cohen Says Exhibitors Must
Develop

Distribution

Plans

With

{Continued from page 23)

in the world and would not be tolerated
Yet
in any other division of activity.
some of those in control of present dis-

tribution systems, because of the unfair
monopoly it affords them, oppose all
changes in the processes which would
tend to facilitate business or lessen the
ultimate cost to the theatre owner.

Would Reduce

By Harry

'T'HE

"Leading

independent

directors,

who

Hammond Beall

second annual Actors' Fund

Week

Hollywood from OctoElaborate preparations are being

will be staged in

ber 1 to

made

Costs

refuse to subject their talents and abilities to the dollar-marked permit process
of any group and whose creative genius,
in connection with others, means in action, the production of the finest photoplays conceivable; are now arranging to
make new pictures. Those in control of
distribution processes are insistent upon
throttling this independent effort and
forcing factory-made product only on the
public. This situation must be met in a
stern and positive way.

7.

for the affair.
* *

*

Waldemar Young, Lasky

scenarist, has

gone to the Long Island studio of the same
company to do a script there.
*

*

in

private life

Mrs. Frank Mayo, has been added to the
cast of Marshall Xeilan's "The Strangers'
Banquet."
is

*

*

which

tions have

;

Hou*e

*

*

DlCK, Jones,

Teddy Sampson, former Mack Sennett
comedienne, will have a part in "The Out-

The premiere of Thompson Buchanan's

reported to be writing

the incidental music for Madame
mova's production of "Salome."
*

cast," in

*

*

which Elsie Ferguson
*

*

*

is

to star.

*

Alice Brady's play. "Drifting," by John
Colton and Daisy Andrews, has been pur-

*

*

play, "The Sporting Thing to Do,"
was
given here this week and received praise at

the hands of local drama critics. Buchanan
a supervising director in the Laskv scenario department.
* * *
is

Harry Wilbur,

proprietor of the Rialto
Fullerton,
Calif.,
has
been
awarded the $250 prize offered by Thomas
H. Ince for the best title for the film version of "Jim." by Bradley King. The winning title is "What a Wife Learned."
* * *
theatre

at

Boeby Vernon

working

is

My

in

"Pardon

Glove," the first Christie comedy of the
season. Three comedies are now under
way by the Christie studio. They are,
"Pardon
Glove," "Cold Feet." and "Let
'Er Run."
* * *
fall

My

Julius Stern, president of Century ComLos Angeles studio of
has signed the Renault
Brothers to work in comedies at the local

edies, has cabled the
his company that he

threaten

studio.

*

*

*

Art Acord has recovered from

the broken
an auto accident some
time ago and is now back at Universal and
will be featured in a chapter play.
leg he

to the public
inferior produc-

little

many

assistant director

Antonio Moreno, Pauline Starke,
Rosemary Thebe. William V. Mong Jane
Irving. Myrtle Lind and William
Haines.
Peters,

*

is

"Trade marks mean

*

;

James O'Donohoe,

*

public, the theatre owner
bis patrons and himself.

in picture plays, as

*

Goldvvyn Company, which has been
™ u b,° utn Seas Producing "Captain Blackbird,
the Carey Wilson storv, arrived
home
this week.
Included in the party were R \
Ualsh, the director; M. C. Gardner,
b'usiSS
mana S er
Miriam Cooper (Mrs.
vfu
\\alsh);
Clyde de Vinna, photographer;

Xazi-

is

a control which
arrogant and opposed to the interests of the
must act on behalf of
A definite outlet must be
afforded the independent picture and the means
to that end can best be provided by the organized
action of the theatre owners.

the

*

T he

production manager for
Mack bennett, is en route to New York to
enjoy a vacation and look around for new
Sennett beauties to grace the screen

Alfred Hertz

Must Take Affirmative Action

artificial business conditions
life of the industry, through

chased by Universal for Priscilla Dean

i

*

Dagmar Godowsky. who

"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America must prepare to develop in a definite way
such distribution plans as will most effectively
meet this situation. The time has arrived for
affirmative action in this relation. Hedged about
by

Los Angeles

i

"To

place the distribution of motion
pictures on a business basis would be to
cut down the cost materially and afford
the producer of independent pictures an
opportunity to bring his product directly
to the theatre owner and the public.
"This must be done. Holding picture
production and distribution within trustified confines of the few agencies now in
control will effect the ultimate paralysis
of the business by keeping all pictures
within diagrammed and factory featured
precincts and robbing the screen of most
of its public appeal and value. Art cannot be held within such narrow precincts.
Art must be free to attain its highest expression.

the Procession in

received

in

been issued under these trade

marks.

"The motion picture itself is the product of American genius. It belongs to the
American people in a particular manner
and they must not be deprived of its free
expression. Its control menaces liberty
as it is one of the world's greatest mediums of expression the Screen Press of
America and it is the purpose of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

—

America

to keep

William A. Seiter Will
Direct

—

it

free

from

F.
Scott Fitzgerald's
novel, "The
Beautiful and Damned."
Previous announcements had it that E. Mason Hopper was to direct the picture, but it is
said that negotiations did not materialize and as a result Mr. Seiter was engaged.
Marie Prevost has the leading feminine

of

trustifica-

processes and in the service of the
people.
"Distribution systems must be developed to maintain the integrity of the motion

tion picture in this relation.

with Kenneth Harlan, Harry MeyLouise Fazenda, Tully Marshall.
Walter Long, Kathleen Key, Clarence
Burton, Parker McConnell, Charles Mcrole,

"Since the formation of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, a
little
over two years ago, independent
production has been greatly encouraged
and this has resulted in the making of a

ers,

Hugh and George Kuwa

number

of excellent independent pictures,
and this year we find most of the best
pictures made by the independent producers.

"The theatre owners' slogan in dealing
with independents should be 'Say it with
play dates,' and the independents' slogan
should be 'Fair and square business dealing.'

"

New Warner Film

William A. Seiter has been engaged by
Sam and Jack Warner to direct the forthcoming Warner Brothers screen version

also in the cast.

Issues Two Big Pictures
On September 10, Paramount published
two

BUSTER KEATON
his shoulder ir.his forthcoming
tion.

finds something on
"The Electric House,"
First National attrac-

of the biggest productions on its fall
schedule.
They are Rodolph Valentino
in Fred Niblo's production, "Blood and
Sand," and the Cosmopolitan production,
"The Valley of Silent Men," with Alma

Rubens.
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Enclosed Controllers Standardized for
Office and Theatre Buildings
Uniformity has been attained in the standardization of controllers
for office, public

and theatre building. Without creating a separate
C-H Controllers can be obtained

of specifications for each,
for every motor application.

set

The requirements of leading

architects and engineers as well
by the National Electrical Code, Electric Power
Club, and other safety codes have been incorporated.

as those dictated

The

wealth of experience and knowledge of control design
from over a quarter of a century work in this field; have
been drawn upon in the development of this standard building
equipment control apparatus.
resulting

Safety Enclosures

Where complete

enclosure

is

necessary, standard enclosing

means for conduit entrance are provided. For manually
operated motor starters and speed regulators the operating handles
are located outside the case so that the operator need not open
cases with

Standard Building Type Enclosed Motor
Starter and Speed Regulator

the enclosure.

The starting switch lever may be locked in the "open" position
and the door of the enclosure also locked to prevent any unauthorized person starting up the motor or tampering with the controller.
Manually operated and automatic types are made for every
kind of direct current or alternating current motor drive, including
pumps, fans, and blowers, compressors, sidewalk lifts, elevators.

When

you purchase motors or motor-driven equipment,
Cutler-Hammer Controllers and the services of C-H
engineers automatically become yours.
specify

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.

CO.

Motor Control Department
Works:

MILWAUKEE

Offices

and Agents

and

Interior

NEW YORK

View— Starting handle when thrown

up closes circuit to motor.
Overload Relay is shown to left.

in Principal Cities

Northern Electric Co., Ltd., Can.

BUILDING

type

CONTROLLERS

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Town of 400 Has
Modern Playhouse
Which Seats 325
In size only are theatres being erected
smaller cities differing from the motion
picture palaces of the larger cities. Evidence of this is borne out in photographs
of a number of small theatres published
in this department in recent issues.
This week we present the Mars theatre,
in

Snyder, Nebraska, which is owned by
Herb Engelbrecht. The Mars was erected in May, 1921, and has a seating capacity of 325 in a city which boasts only
Mr. Engelbrecht.
a population of 400.
at

Port Huron's

New Playhouse

Ranks With Michigan's
The new Desmond
ron,
last

theatre at Port HuMichigan, which opened its doors
month, is another monument to the

motion
typical

many
tres

picture,

of the
fine

of

the

thea-

new

order which have

opened
recently
various parts
in
of the country. It
is the largest theatre in Port Hu-'
ron and takes its
place
with the
that the
finest
state boasts. Herbert L. Weil is

managing

Children's

direc-

H. L. Weil

Seats 1,320

The Desmond

seats

1,320.

The

audi-

torium has been arranged so that there
is an unobstructed view of the stage from
every seat, by getting width to the building

as
posts.

well

as

depth,

and eliminating

Entrance to the theatre is gained from
Military street through a beautiful lobby.
The exit ways lead to Eourth street, so
that those entering the house need not
pass those coming out.
On the lower floor is the retiring room
for

women, which has been

men on

Shows Popular

Complete equipment has been installed
in the projection department by Service
Theatre Supply Company of Detroit.
Powers projectors are used, and other
equipment includes a transverter, Peerless arc control, Hulett reel and alarm
and a Gardiner gold fibre screen.
Of special interest are the Saturday
morning shows for children which have
been inaugurated by Managing Director
Weil. These start at 10 o'clock and, as is
apparent from the photograph published
below, they arc proving decidedly popular

among

the juveniles.

Francis Sells Crystal

this floor.

Ventilation a Feature
of the features of the Desmond
theatre of which its officers are especially
proud is the ventilating system, designed
by Ray Wilde. Through the system installed, the air in the theatre is changed

William Francis has sold the Crystal
theatre at Portland, Ind., to J. S. Hines,
of the Princess theatre at Hope,
Indiana. Mr. Francis will make his home
in California.

owner

One

Mars theatre, Snyder, Neb.

of Alliance, O.

artistically

furnished and equipped with every convenience. There is also a retiring room
for

moisture, it is forced into chambers that
completely undermine the auditorium.
From here it is carried through ventilators
installed at
frequent intervals.
In
summer months a cool and invigorating
temperature will be maintained, and in
the winter an even degree of temperature,
all of which is regulated automatically by
a thermostatic control system.
Simplicity and a restful atmosphere
are outstanding features of the auditorium, which is equipped with comfortable air-cushioned chairs. Music is furnished by large organ built by Hill-Green,

Lane & Company

tor.

Finest

every few minutes. After being reduced
to the proper temperature and relieved of

Steel

Men

to

Meet

Engineers of the iron and

steel industry are holding a convention the week of
September 11 to 15 at the Cleveland
Public Hall, Cleveland, Ohio.

however, that he draws much
patronage from the surrounding country and his field of activity probably takes
reports,

in

900 persons.

The Mars was
000.

It

is

built at a cost of $20.-

of stucco

and cement, and.

its appointments,
nothing in features that spell
comfort and modernncss.
Of special interest in connection with
the Mars is the cooling and ventilating
system used. The air is taken in through
the basement and is cooled by passing
over ice before entering the auditorium
for circulation.
This assures Mr. Engelbrecht a cool and well aired theatre in
the warmest weather.
The theatre has up-to-date equipment,
including such things as an asbestos

while not elaborate
it

in

lacks

booth,

Powers 6B

projectors,

Holburg

generator set, gold fibre screen, and a
stage with curtains and wings, as well
as dressing rooms in the rear.
The lobby is 26 by 12 feet. A pianola
and orchestra furnish the music.

THE NEW DESMOND

theatre at Port Huron, Michigan, which has recently been
completed and opened. Notice the line-up of children waiting admission, to one
of the Saturday morning performances inaugurated by Herbert L. Weil, managing director. The Desmond seats 1,320.
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Film That Talks
Arrives in U.

S.

Light Waves by

Records

Which Voice Can Be
Reproduced
Bits of talking film, the invention of
Dr. Lee DeForest, have been received in
the United States, according to advices
from representatives of the inventor in

New

They

York.

declared,

is

it

will

upon the

be demonstrated,
arrival in

Amer-

from Germany of Dr. DeForest some
time within a month.

ica

Process Is Described
film is described as being very
similar to ordinary film, except that it
has invisible thin lines running vertically
on the right side, at the edge. These
lines, it is stated, are the effects of minute
points of light which play upon the edge
of the strip under the control of vibrations of the human voice.
With the aid of selenium photo-electric

The

and the audion amplifier invented

cells

DeForest, the voice
structed from this record.

by

•

Dr.

is

recon-

Say Cost Is Small

The apparatus

for registering

sound

in

connection with motion pictures, it is declared, can be attached to any camera
and its cost is small. When the person
being photographed is speaking his words
may be recorded at the same time. The
path of light on the film, which registers
the sound waves, is so narrow that an
ordinary film has room for a hundred

photographs side by side. The
compactness of the film, it is stated,
makes it possible to carry about a soundrecording machine charged with enough
register almost an unlimited
film to

Test Acoustics at

Eastman Theatre

Toice

amount

Experiments Point Standardization

of voice.

for

Work Is Started

On New $100,000
Theatre in Elgin

Work on the new $100,000 theatre
which Ralph Crocker will erect on Grove
avenue, Elgin, Illinois, has been started,
excavation and foundation contract having been awarded to the Illinois Hydraulic
Stone and Construction Company.
The playhouse will occupy a site measuring 66 by 184 feet. It will be located just
north of the Star theatre, owned by Mr.
Crocker.
Und'er plans prepared by Architect
Ralph E. Abell of Elgin the theatre will
have a seating capacity of 1,499, consisting of a large auditorium. It will be of
concrete, steel and brick construction,

and thoroughly fireproof. The front will
be of white glazed brick and terra cotta.
A steel canopy, 60 feet long, will extend
over the sidewalk. The lobby will be 32
feet in length.

A
it

is

Hope-Jones organ

will

be installed,

announced.

—

Pueblo, Colo. Joseph
operator and president of

J.

Palm Theatres

the lease of the Majestic theatre. Charles
H. Ernest will direct both the Palm and

Majestic theatres.

—John Devitt, one of
of Landale Amusement

111.

the members
Company, operating the Landale theatre
and, until recently, the Baby Grand, has
Kold his interest in the company to Mrs.

Harry

C.

Daley.

Can Be Effected

Large Houses

Scientific circles believe that the

open-

ing of the new $5,000,000 university owned
and university operated Eastman theatre

September 4 has gone a long
to determine definitely certain acoustical principles governing large auditoriums that will be of incalculable value.
The standardization of these principles
will, it is believed, go a long way towards
on

way

solving one of the problems confronting
the manager who contemplates building
a large theatre.

Formula

Is

Basis

Dr. F. R. Watson, of the University of
Illinois, who designed the acoustic provisions of the Eastman theatre, has just
completed a series of preliminary tests
prior to declaring the huge theatre in
readiness for opening.
Dr. Watson declares that from a scientific standpoint, acoustics today are no
longer a matter of guesswork.
The solution is based upon scientific formulae
which take into consideration the results
obtained in auditoriums possessing successful acoustics.
Prof. Watson states an audience
important factor in the acoustics

is

of

an
a

room because
Goodstein,

& Amusement Company and president of
Arrow Photoplays Co., has taken over

Carlinville,

were directed against the surface of

the clothing worn absorbs
a considerable portion of sound.

Makes Unique Test
In order to get some conception of the
actual progress of sound waves in the
Eastman theatre, Professor Watson carried on a special investigation in which
he obtained photographs of waves.
A
miniature model of the cross sections of
the theatre was laid on the glass bottom
of a tank containing a shallow depth of
water.
At the position that would be
occupied by the orchestra, puffs of air

the

water.
Light passing upward through
the glass bottom of the tank cast a shadow of the waves on a frosted glass and
allowed motion pictures to be taken. By a
study of these photographs the possibility of echoes was avoided.
"I began working on the problem in
1909 in an effort to correct the faulty
acoustics of the auditorium of the University of Illinois, at Champaign, 111.,"
Dr. Watson explained.
"As a result of
the investigation, the solution of the problem has reached a point to justify the
claim that in the future both the design
and correction of acoustics in auditorium;
can be standardized."

Sun Theatre Opened
With Improvements
The Sun theatre, operated by World
Realty Company, which also operates the
World, Moon and the Muse theatres at
Omaha, Neb., has been reopened following a seven week closing period during
which

many improvements

have

been

made.

The house has been refurnished and
redecorated and a marble stairway has
been installed from the main foyer to the
balcony.
The loges on the lower floor
have been removed and new chairs placed
in the upper tier loges.
The lobby has
also been improved.
The new color
scheme of the theatre is gold and black
with a touch of orange.
Usherettes at
the theatre will be garbed in costumes of
a similar color.

—

Gary, S. D. The Garden theatre has
been acquired by Mrs. F. W. Leaf, who
will devote her time to its management.
*

Muscoda, Wis.
at

— The

Orpheum

theatre

Richland Center has been purchased

by Fred Smith.
*

—

Gregory, S. D. Alex Maxwell has purchased the auditorium and the picture
business of E. G. Gulp.
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds good photography

—gives
that

is

to picture interest

that truthful, accurate reproduction

only possible

when

the reproductive

scale of the positive material parallels that of

That's

the negative.

why Eastman

Positive

Film carries quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
base

— now

identified

available

throughout

tinted

in

nine colors,

its

length by the

words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled

is

in

black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N.Y.
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ments being made to the Majestic
atre, owned by William Berinstein.

Theatre
Construction

Wide Interest Reported
By Arrow in New Series
Architect's drawing which shows how
the Plaza theatre, Detroit, Mich., will
look with its new front. $75,000 is being spent in remodeling the house.

Exhibitors are invited to report to this department changes of ownership, new theatres
planned, remodeling contemplated, openings,
etc.

New

Projects

— Bernard

La.

of

ture.

*

—

Gary, Ind. Plans for a theatre to cost
$700,000 for Gary have been announced
by V. U. Young, one of the promoters.
The playhouse will have a seating capacity of 1,800 and the building will be
the largest in Gary.

W.

Aitkens, founder

of the Franklin Star of this city is building a new theatre here at a cost of $80,000.
*

—

Persons interested in
Louisville, Ky.
the Baxter theatre, 1053 Bardstown road
will build a

new

Highlands.

D. X.

theatre to seat 1,000 at

$50,000.

*

— A modern

theatre and
store building will be erected at South
streets by A. Nasser, 1021
12th and
The project is to cost
street.
South

Tacoma, Wash.

M

announces that the Castle theatre
vana will be opened soon.

in

Ha-

*

San Francisco,
sior

Cal.

— The

new Excel-

the Excelsior district
erected at a cost of $200,000

theatre,

in

which was
has been opened by Robert A. McNeil,
W. G. Bailey and R. E. Baines.
*

—

Dayton, O. Loew's Dayton
was reopened on September 3.

theatre

K

—

Caro, Mich. The Strand, Caro's
vaudeville and motion picture house has
new-

been opened by Manager James Chap-

man.
*

Alton, 111.— E. S. Holland, of Centralia,
owner of the Gem theatre in Upper Alton
has re-opened his theatre here.

—

Los Angeles, Calif. Grauman's new
Hollywood theatre, costing $800,000 w-ill
be opened some time in October, it is

—

Bucyrus, O. The Southern theatre
has reopened following a period of remod*

—

Construction work has
Danville, Ky.
been started on the new theatre which
will be erected on Main street by Mal-

New Orleans, La. The Lafayette theatre has been reopened as a motion picimprovements
following
ture
theatre

colm Weisiger.

made.
*

Toledo,

O.— B.

F. Keith interests

manager for
The new house

resident

the

Keith

ests.

will

seat

—

will

immediate construction work on a
theatre to cost a million and a half dollars it is announced by Joe Pearlman,
start

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. The Dutchess
under the management of Peter
Tennis, has been reopened upon com-

theatre,
J.

pletion

of

inter3,500.

interior alterations.
*

Bloomington,

*

—

Elgin, 111. Work of building the new
$100,000 theatre for Ralph Crocker, owner of the Star theatre has been started.
Ralph E. Abeil of Elgin is the architect.

atre,

ILL

managed by

— The

J.

— Parties

from Johnston
cities have acquired the site on which
was located the old theatre burned herelast Spring and will erect on it a new
111.

the-

open

for

— Remodeling work on the

Eugene theatre is under way and
completed by September 10.

—

E. St. Louis, 111. Ground has been
broken for the new theatre on Twentyfifth and State streets which Hirry P.ederecting.

will

*

Tarpon Springs,
Clearwater,

has

Fla.

—

taken

II.

over

theatre,

and M. W. Horn

of

Texas,
house.

has

charge

of

taken

—

Shamrock,
the

play-

Texas, has taken charge of the plavhouse.

—

theatre,

and M.

W. Horn

of

Shamrock,

*

Openings

—

Sandusky, O. The Sandusky theatre
was re-opened on September 10 after a
closing period during which many improvements were made.
I).

Diamond

of

Peoria

Remodeling
Ann

is

for

the

series

Progress
placing

is

Pictures

behind

the

Arrow-William Fairbanks series an extensive campaign which includes many
unusual features among them an elaborate and costly brochure, a novelty mailing booklet which is used as a followup,
a series of interesting sales letters, and
an entire trade paper campaign in proof
form prepared in advance of the appear-

—

ance of the

New

first

ad

in the trade papers.

Film Widely
Booked for Advance Run
Arliss

Who Played God," a DisPrcductions production, starring
George Arliss, ior United Artists Corporation publication has been booked at the
new

$5,000,000

—
Wuerth

Arbor, Mich.

decorating the

F.

J.

Wuerth

Broadway Strand, Detroit.
published generally Oct. 8.

re-

theatre.

Y.— A new

theatre

at

It

will

be

Editorial
of

Week

the fake, the freak and the tawdry are
headed for the discard.
There has been a heap of serious thinking in all branches of the film industry
throughout all of the last, unprofitable
year. The regeneration that has come as
a result will be made prominent in the
seasonal opening week announced in
Minneapolis and elsewhere to begin on
August 26. It will mark only the beginning of operations under the new policy.

The
is

*

Elmira, N.
ing installed

Eastman

Rochester for the week of September 10,
"The Man Who Played God" being the
second feature to be shown at this latest
palatial home of the cinema.
The management of the Strand theatre, New York, has also booked the
Arliss picture for the week of October
while other bookings include the
1,
Strand theatre, Brooklyn; the Strand.
Syracuse: the Strand, Albany; the entire Keith-Proctor-Moss circuit, and the
Phi!
Walter Reade circuit of houses.
Gleichman has also booked it for the

Pitman, of
the Royal

$200,000.

—

Another purchaser
Frank Zambreno of
Company, Chicago.

(Concluded from page $l)

Nowata, Okla. Miss Minnie Eakins
has disposed of her interest in the Royal

I1L

Orleans. Mr. Bromberg viewed " PeacePeters," the first William Fairbanks
film and declared that the picture was
the equal of any Western ever created.

ful

be

Baltimore, Md. Plans have been prepared for the first of a series of buildings to comprise the plant of W'ilart Cinema Industries., Inc., which will cost

Havana,

declares.
the first exchangemen to purchase the new series is A. C. Bromberg,
who, under the name of A. C. Bromberg
Attractions,
operates independent
exchanges in Atlanta, Charlotte and New

Ownership Changes

*

is

is

*

Eugene, Ore.

playhouse costing $15,000.

mon

Majestic

R. Spicer,

two months during which extensive improvements were
made.

after being closed

*

Carterville,

Arrow

Among

tinctive

*

<

—

new

Arrow-William Fairbanks pro-

of

series

"The Man

announced.

eling.

$50,000.

among exchangemen and

interest

exhibitors has been evidenced in the

The company

*

Murphy & Brothers

work will be started in
The house is to cost

are architects and
the near future.

Of Fairbanks Westerns
Much
duction.

Anthony

Ponchatoula will erect a motion picture
theatre to cost approximately $25,000 in
Hammond. J. S. Bagnetto, of New Orleans has prepared plans for the struc-

Franklin, Ind.— W.

—

the
Ore. Improvements
to
theatre, which will include the installation of much new equipment, is announced by Manager J. B. Sparks. The
work is to be completed by October 1.

Bend,

Grand

News
Hammond,

the-

*

box office is beand many other improve-

film

is

headed back from Wonder-

land to the realm of common humanity.
The era of films that merely mystify,
shock, scare or dazzle is passing into hisThe new slogan of the industry
tory.
might well be "Films that Satisfy."

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Metro Gives Luncheon
In Honor Mae Murray

The

Every Day His Mind Wanders and
Just Read the Result

Exhibitors and Press Greet Star

and Director Husband at
Blackstone
Mae Murray,
Z.

the star of Tiffany Pro-

Rob-

last

Friday.

The two were en

tell

me

They
good way to make it, but
mine spoiled instead of fermenting. I much prefer the

that's a

direct his pretty blonde wife in
"Coronation"
to
follow
the
feature
"Broadway Rose" on the Metro list of

straight stuff.

manager

of the

Metro

enjoyed.

It hits

and harder and it takes less
to make you cross-eyed. In
the end it doesn't cost a cent
more and vou're sure of it.

pictures.

Rozelle,

quicker

tober 5.
Milton Hirsh will transfer his activities
from Milwaukee to manage the new Peoria branch.

better

The Answers
Oss(ifxr) Florine. Pathe hustler.

will

exchange, and S. A. Shirley district manager, arranged a luncheon at the Blackstone Hotel for the two popular screen
people, and invited representatives of the
press, trade papers and exhibitors to be
present.
The affair was well attended
and despite the humidity was thoroughly

—

Famous Players- Lasky Corporation as
a part of its plan to further enhance the
sales force in this state and to facilitate
the shipment of film to downstate cities
will open an exchange at Peoria on Oc-

rather have fewer and
worse and more of "em ?

route to Los Angeles where Mr. Leonard

L. A.

—

William

J.

headquarters.

where

stays

Sweeney, boss

— Well,
it

is

Goof,

M. P. T. O.
the humidity

at

if

now you

this heat

Preceding the luncheon Miss Murray
was escorted about Chicago and shown
the sights, and Mr. Rozelle's amateur
camera contest which had been extensively advertised, kept the young people

snapping her picture on every
prize is to be given for the
corner.
photo
submitted.
best
Dr. Samuel Atkinson, of the Adelphi
theatre, acted as toast master and brief
addresses were given by Jess Danby, of
the
Married" company, Frank
"Just
Bacon, of "Lightnin' " company, Joseph
Hopp, Fort Armstrong theatre. Nate
Ascher, of Ascher Bros., W. K. Hollander, of Balaban & Katz, W. D. Bur-

busy

A

Aurora Theatre Company, Fred
Schaefer, and L. A. Rozelle. Miss Murray and Mr. Leonard also addressed the
t'ord.

guests.

Mr. Leonard stated he will make a picture to be called "French Doll" adapted
from a popular stage play, in Florida,
following "Coronation" and will then go
to France and Italy for scenes in a new
production.

Those Present
Those present were: Lloyd Lewis. Paul
Martin, Fred McQuigg, Fred W. Schaefer, Roger Ferri, Arthur Lang, Mrs. Jerry
Abrams, Jerry Abrams, R. F Loper,
H. T. Loper, Marcelle D'Arville. Jess
Danby. Frank Bacon, Dr. Samuel Atkinson, Nathan Ascher, Harry Ascher, J.
Weil, Mrs. W. L. Roher, Helen Hamilton.
Genevive Harris, Mary H. Loper, Beatrice Barrett, Mrs. Louis McCall, Adelaide
Hanaford, Gladys Hight, L. H. Mason,
S. A. Shirley. Joseph Hopp. Max Balaban, W. D. Burford, Lillian J. Traelman,
M. M. Rubens, W. K. Hollander, L. A.
Rozelle, W. P. Cullen, K. L. Ames. Jr.,
Ben Garetson, and J. Ray Murray.
.

is

I think
a sign the world

*

*

"Hank" Goldson,

is

burning up.

— If

Julian

Theatre,

this thing keeps up, we'll be

Charles (Admiral) Miller. F. B. O.
Salesman, Chicago. If the price of coal
keeps mounting, we'll have
It costs
to raise our prices.
money to heat the studios
when making our snow pictures and all of the actors
Personain't snow birds.

—

ally I prefer

number to thirty-three. With the
addition of the Peoria branch the total
will be increased to thirty-four.
total

opened

in

street.

It

Old Crow.

Wilkes-Barre at 62-66 State
under the management of

is

Earle

W.

len

office

is

branch
which

Sweigert.

manager.

in

is

W.

Philadelphia district o:

the

E.

Edward J. McMulThe Wilkes-Barre

Smith

is

district

manager.

Leak Manages Branch
Leak will manage the new

*

Chipaying $100 a day for a tworeel comedy, thirty days old.
My patrons kick because I
don't give 'em a forty-piece
orchestra and serve lemonade. I think Will Hays, the
traffic officer of the films,
ought to do something about it.

cago.

Open Other Exchanges
This policy of expansion is being furthered in other states as well.
In both
Pennsylvania and South Dakota new exchanges have been opened, bringing the

The new Pennsylvania branch has been

can count me out. I don't
plan on going down when I
die,
but if I should, it
couldn't be a gol-darned bit
hotter than it is right here.

Between you and me
Rozelle Stages Contest

Manager

Hirsh,

Would you
pictures or

Leonard, picked out one of the

hottest days of the season to pay Chicago
a visit,

Branch Will Be in Operation
on October 5 Milton

The Question

ductions, and her husband-director,
ert

Paramount to Open
Exchange at Peoria

Goof

Inquisitive

A. B.

office

Sioux Falls. S. D., which will be included in the Minneapolis district under
the management of Philip Teisman.
Herbert Given is the district manager
of the Chicago territory in which the new
Peoria exchange will be located.

at

Harry Grampp Takes Over
Lincoln Square at Decatur
The Lincoln Square
tur,

111.,

Deca-

theatre at

has been purchased by

Harry

Grampp. who
controls a circuit
theatres
of

through this state.
Mr. Grampp will
be located at Dewhere he
catur
also

operates

the

Avon.

Menzing With

The

Butterfield

Charles Menzing, well known hereabouts through his affiliation with Chicago theatres, has taken charge of the
Orpheum, a Butterfield house at Bay
4
City, Mich. The house will be remodelc
and enlarged to a seating capacity of
In the remodeling will be in1.S00.
cluded a mezzanine floor, a playroom for

Berman Goes Through

a

is

1.300

house.

An-

nouncement

of

seat

the deal

been

has just

made by
Chicago

Bob Lucas from

the

offices of the the-

atre

children, a rest room for the women and
a smoking parlor for the men.

Harry Berman, general manager of distribution of Film Booking offices, stopped

Lincoln

Square

company.

Harry Grampp

Biglow Goes to Coast
Charles Biglow. assistant superintendent of the Chicago Rothacker laboratory
since the close of the war, has been
transferred to the Rothacker-Allen plant

over in Chicago a few hours on Friday,
August 8, en route to Kansas City and the

Hollywood. The Chicago crowd gave
him a farewell dinner at the Edgewater
Beach hotel. He joined Watterson IL

West

Rothacker

coast.

in

six years ago.

;
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Gradwell

Sears, the First National
glad he's a citizen of Missouri.
For why? Gradwell has just received a
check for two hundred and fifty berries,
good at any bank, for twenty-five months'
"ace,"

is

services in the late army of the U. S. A.
* * *

Sid Goldman had a postcard last week
from Jos. McHenry, former advertising
manager of the Herald, in which "Mac"
says he's out making a survey of the N. Y.
He was in
territory for a film company.

Olean when

last

heard from.
*

Why

*

*

have

to pick out the
hottest day of the year to hold a luncheon,
and everybody who talks insists on "doing
his stuff?" The Mae Murray luncheon at
the Blackstone hotel last Friday will long be

AROUND THE BANQUET BOARD— Picture

taken at luncheon tendered at the
Congress hotel by Carter de Haven and Film Booking Offices to exhibitors and
press.
Between bites the comedy star kept the crowd in good humor with his

—

jokes.

(

i
i

made the boys
like it last week.
The genial young
Select manager gave a party at Aryan

Grotto to a couple of hundred or so exhibitors,

and

if

the contracts don't roll in

transferred to Milwaukee, where he takes
the place of Lester Sturm, who, as reported in this col. last week, has gone to
Pittsburgh for Goldwyn.

now

isn't our fault.
Owen Moore's newest
comedy, "Love Is an Awful Thing," was

*

*

*

it

the feature attraction. It was supplemented
by an orchestra of fifty pieces (more or
less).
If they try to tell you they didn't
like the picture, Eddie, come around and
we'll sign an affidavit for we heard a majority of those present raving about it. And
right here we put our stamp of approval on
the comedy. It's great.
*
* *

William

J. Sweeney, generalissimo at
headquarters of the Illinois Motion
Picture Theatre Owners, is having his
hands full this week keeping those downThe purstate exhibitors out of mischief.
pose of their visit to the Row is to attend
the executive board meeting on Wednesday,
You've got to keep your
September 13.
eyes on boys like Reynolds and Berve or
they'll walk off with the town.

local

film stars

remembered.
*

*

*

A. Rozelle certainly created some

L.

while we are on the subject of Tom
didja know he recovered his Hudson car, which was stolen some time ago ?

And

in-

terest in the star's appearance, by advertis-

*

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

EDDIE SILVERMAN

it

ing for the best amateur photo of
ray on her recent visit.

J

|

is

Mae Mur-

*

*

Everybody who passes along Film Row
wants to know the meaning of the decoraAsk Herman
tions at 831 South Wabash.
Stern, he'll explain the display of two flags.
I

believe

it's

a Universal.
*

*

*

Universal loves to

plan

A

surprises.

showing and smoker is announced
for Thursday of this week at 831 So.
Wabash avenue, and a "big surprise
trade

awaits those who attend the showing,"
The time is 1
the invitation reads.
o'clock. The picture is "The Radio King."

Norman,

They found

Yep.

it

at

Pontiac,

in

good

shape.
*

*

*

H. C. Young has been appointed Chicago
manager for National Screen Service, and
opened offices at 732 South Wabash avenue.
Mr. Young says his concern is serving over
2,000 theatres throughout the country.
*

*

*

Lyon

of Fox, took a couple of days
off last week to worry the fish in Lake
Wisconsin, and while bowling along in his
Hup he lost his gas tank, and was compelled to extend his stay twenty-four hours

Joe

awaiting repairs.

Not to be outdone by the state boys, the
executive board of the Chicago league held

Hum Named Hodkinson
District
An announcement

Manager Here
has been

made

of the

appointment of H. H. Hum, formerly
branch sales manager of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation at Cincinnati, to the position of Central division sales manager,
and the transfer of W. F. Seymour, formerly Central division sales manager to
the post of Eastern division sales manager. Mr. Hum is one of the best known
film executives in the Middle West.
The Hodkinson sales control board is

now composed

of

six

members:

vice

general manager, F. C.
Munroe, who is personally in charge of
the Western division; vice president and
treasurer, Raymond Pawley; advertising
Eastern divimanager, Foster Gilroy.
president

and

W. F. Seymour, Cenmanager, H. H. Hurn,
and Southern division sales manager, L.
sion sales manager,

meeting (Tuesday, September 12). We
might say that the business to be transacted
is a matter of speculation,
but we won't

a

tral division sales

W.

Kinskern.

speculate.

Thomas Meighan Here

According to the latest reports the new
McVickers theatre on Madison street, which
is to be the first-run house for Paramount
pictures, will swing open its doors on MonZimmercr, the artist,
day, October 9.

Thomas Meighan, Paramount star, together with Mrs. Meighan, known professionally as Frances Ring, were registered
They
at the Blackstone on August 8.
were en route to New York where Mr.
Meighan will make his next picture.

busy preparing the first stage settings
Spitalny, who will conduct the orchestra,
is
preparing the music at his Congress
hotel headquarters and S. Barret McCormick is chewing black cigars, working over
the details of the opening week.
is

*

*

Hayden Films Scenes Here
Edward H. Hayden made

his headquarRothacker laboratory while in
Chicago obtaining atmosphere scenes for

*

Ben Garetson,

ters at the

erstwhile motion picture
publicity man, is leaving the galloping pictures flat and will open up a large and upto-date dance hall at Joliet, 111., about October 15.
*

*

the

Irving

Russell Goes

*

HOPE HAMPTON

*

and E. K. Lincoln
scene from "The Light in. the
Dark," Miss Hampton's latest production on the First National's list of pic-

salesman, has been

tures.

ritory.

*

production, "Chi-

*

Lesf.rman, after a record-breaking two
weeks' trip through Illinois for Universal,
took a week's rest, and then jumped into
the game again, this time covering Indiana
with one of the "U" salesmen for that terI.

Tom Norman, Fox

Cummings

cago Sail," an original story by Harvey
Gates who wrote "Hurricane's Gal."

in

a

West

W.

D. Russell of Russell Productions,
has gone to Los Angeles to supervise the
production of his next picture. He has
several features in preparation, one an
adaptation of the stage success "Smooth
as Silk."

GUIDE toCURKENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions
Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary

The

EQUITY PICTURES

Mile*

M inter.

five reels,

Helen Holmes.

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

Cardigan (Messmore Kendall Prod.), seven reels.
Jangle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional Prod.),

Charge

It,

Where

is

Alaska

(Chester

Bennett

reel*,

with Clara Kim-

with Clara Kimball Young.

five reels,

My

Wandering Boy Tonight?

six

reels,

Prod.),

The Green Temptation

Buster

(Tuttle-Waller

Prod.),

six

Through

Livingston Prod.), five reels.
Truth (Marion Fairfax Prod.), six

Jr. (Jas.

The Lying
reels.

Film), seven reels.

(International

Sisters

Woman

The Hidden

(Nanuet Am. Corp.),

five

reels.

Home

Kentucky

Old

seven

Man's

(Pyramid

Pictures),

reels.

Law and

God's (Finis Fox), six

reels.
reels.
reels.
P. S. Earle), six reels.

The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer), five
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet), seven

Destiny's Isle (Wm.
Shattered Idols, seven reels (Frothingham Prod.)

ARROW FILM
The

Girl

from Porcupine,

Binney.
God's Country

and

the

CORP.

five

Law,

reels,

six

Fair*

with

reels,

Gladys

Leslie.

Woman,

Love, Hate and a

A

Yankee Go

six reels,

Getter, five reels,

Grace Davison.

Neva Gerber.

Price of Youth,

Ten Nights

in

reels.

Clear Call (John M. Stahl), eight reels.
Fools First (Marshall Neilan). six reels.

Compson),

6165

Window (May McAvoy),

4,490

(Betty

reel*.

reels.

One

The Innocent

Cheat, six reels,

Roy

Find the

Woman

(Cosmopolitan), 5,144

The Masquerader (Guy Bates

Post), eight reels.

Hurricane's Gal (Dorothy Phillips), eight

reel*.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

feet.

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton), 4,693 feet.
The Sleepwalker (Constance Binney), 4.530

FOX SPECIALS
feet.

Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille-Ayres-Holt),
5,600 feet.

The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri), 4,712 feet.
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton),

Stewart.

Chain Lightning, five reels, Ann Little.
A Motion to Adjourn, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Marjorie Daw.
Back to Yellow Jacket, six reels, Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham.
The Broken Silence, six reels, Zena Keefe.
The Splendid Lie, six reels, Grace Davison.
The Double-O, five reels, Jack Hoxie.

4,942

feet.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Days, ten reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Paths Exchanges
all star cast, five reel*.

Handle with Care,

Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor), «ix reel*.
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird), five reels.
Lady Godiva, six reels.
Silas Marner, seven reels, Ail-Star.
The Real Adventure, five reels, Florence Vidor.
I

Leah Baird.
Dawn, five reels, Florence Vidor.
When Husbands Deceive, six reels (A. F. Beck).
the Devil Drives, five reels,

to

Grandma's Boy, five reels, Harold Lloyd.
in the Air About Mary, five reels, Ail-Star.

North of Rio Grande

(Holt-Daniels),

4770
,

The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres), 5000 feet.
The Bachelor Daddy (Thos. Meighan), 6229

6895

Prod.).

Woman Who Walked

For the Defense,

five

reels,

Ethel Clayton.

Mia May.
South of Suva, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
Borderland, six reels, Agnes Ayres.
The Dictator (Wallace Reid), 5221 feet.
The Young Diana (Marion Davies-Cosmo), 6744
The Greatest Truth,

six reels.

feet.

If

You
6764

Believe

It

It's

So

(Thomas Meighan),

feet.

The Bonded Woman (Betty Compson).
The Top of New York (May McAvoy), 5148 feet.
The Loves of Pharaoh (Ernest Lubitsch), 7352

—

Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stab]

Face to Face,

five reels.

six reels.

The Isle of Doubx, six reels.
Her Majesty, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,

INC.

Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Anderson.

C. B. C.

The Victim,

FILM SALES

six reel*.

Dangerous Love, five reels.
CaDtivating Marv Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-issue.)
The Heart of the North, five reels, Roy Stewart,
l ife's Greatest Question, six reels. Roy Stewart

More To Be

Pitied, six reels, all-star cast.

Monte

reels.

Cristo, eight reels.

WILLIAM

FARMS

IEBIBI

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reel*.
A Stage Romance, 0,416 feet.
Shackles of Gold, five reels.

PEARL WHITE REB1II
Any
The

Wife, five reels.
Broadway Peacock, five reel*.

TOM MIX IERIBI
The Night Horseman, five reels.
The Rough Diamond, five reels.
Trailin',

five reels.

Sky High,

five reels.

Chasing the Moon,
Up and Going, five

The Fighting

five reels.
reels.

Streak, five reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIRI
Desert Blossoms, five

The Roof

reels.

Tree, five reels.

Strength of the Pines, five
Money to Burn, five reels.

reels.

SHIRLEY MASON 1BBI1I
Miss Sunshine, five reds.
Ragged Heiress, five reels.
Very Truly Yours, five reels.

Little

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES

Woman's

The Primal Law. five red*.
The Devil Within, six reels.
Iron to Gold, five reels.

Pro.).

five reels.

Through the Storm,

Arabian Love, seven

Jackie, five reels.

Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad .Bargain, with Anita Stewart.

The Man She Brought Back,

The Last Trail, seven reels.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

feet.

—

Cast.

Footfalls, eight reels.

ford).

Our Leading Citizen, seven reels, Thos. Meighan.
The Eyes of the Mummy, four reels, Pola Negri.
The Man Unconquerable, six reels, Jack Holt.

reels.

feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Alone, six reels (Mel-

FIRST NATIONAL

—
—
—

Thunderclap, seven

feet.

Across the Continent, six reels, Wallace Reid.
Over the Border, seven reels (Stanlaws-Compson

INC.

Jan. 15— Reckless Chances, five reels.
Feb. 28 Hills of Missing Men, six reels.
Apr. 3 Sunshine Harbor, six reels.
Apr. 16 A Pasteboard Crown, six reels.
Apr. 23 Lonesome Corners, five reels.
May 7 Tracks, six reels.
The Woman Who Came Back, five reels, Special

Virgin Paradise, eight reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur'* Coart, eight

feet.

Up

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,

A
A

the Hill, eleven reels.

Shame, 8,200

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley), 5,243 feet.
The Spanish Jade (Robertson Prod.), 5111 feet.
Is Matrimony a Failure? (All-Star), 5,612 feet.
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan), 7753 feet.
Beyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson), 6740 feet.
The Wife Trap (U. F. A. Prod.), 5207 feet.
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.), 6536 feet.

The

Over

reels.

feet.

John

Lowell.

Dusk

a Glass

The Man from Home (Geo. Fitzmaurice)

five reels. Neva Gerber.
five reels, Neva Gerber.
a Bar Room, eight reels,

Dangerous Paths,

When

six
five

feet.

reels.

Bluebeard

My

Sennett),

MacDonald),

Sonny (Richard Barthelmess), seven

feet.

Prod.), five reels.

(Katherine

Rose O' the Sea (Anita Stewart), seven

reels.

Daring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reels.
of the Big Snows
Oliver Curwood
(Jas.

New York (Mack

of

Domestic Relations

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

five

Jan

The Cradle

Crossroads

Tal-

reels

What No Man Knows, Clara Kimball Young.
The Worldly Madonna. Clara Kimball Young.
What's Wrong With the Women, special cast.

five reels.

of

five

six reels, Constance
madge.
The Half-Breed (Moroscc). 5,484 feet.
Slippy McGee (Morosco), six reels.
Smudge (Charles Ray), five reels.

Cullen Landis.

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Belle

Paris,

Young.

ball

The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain,

From

Straight

The Primitive Lover,

Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.
Red Hot Romance, six reels (Emerson-Loos).
Penrod, eight reels, Wesley Barry.
The Cave Girl, five reels.
The Lotus Eater, seven reels, John Barrymore.
Caberia, nine reels, Special.
My Boy, five reels, Jackie Coogan.

Richard Barthelmes*.
A Question of Honor, six reels, Anita Stewart.
Gas. Oil and Water, five reels, Charles Ray.
Smiiin' Through, eight reels, Norma Talmadge.
The Infidel, six reels. Katherine MacDonald.
The Woman He Married, seven reels, Anita

The Seventh Day,

a

of Spades, six reels, Charles Ray.

Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death, five reel*.
Pardon My Nerve, five reels.

Western Speed,

five reels.

JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam

o"

Dawn,

4,171

feet.

20TH CENTURY BRAND

six reels,

Stewart.

The Deuce

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To

(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).

(Murphy-Walker).
Jolt.
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), fiv« red*.
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy), five red*.

The
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GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

Theodora, special

The

cast,

GEORGE

eight reels.

Glorious Fool, six reels.

with Two Mothers, five reels, Mary Alden.
His Back Against the Wall, five reels, Raymond
Hatton.

Man

Watch Your Step, six reels.
Grand Larceny, six reels.
Watch Your Step, five reels, Landis and Patsy

Come On

Over, six reels, Colleen Moore.
Fair in Love, six reels, Betty Compson.
Head Over Heels, five reels, Mabel Normand.
When Romance Rides, six reels (Benj. Hampton).
All's

GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Thou Shalt Not Love, six reels, All-Star Cast.
The Fountain of Youth, six reels, All-Star Cast.
Wildness of Youth, six

W

Virginia Pearson.

reels,

HODKINSON CORP.
COMPANY

ItENCO FILM
Lavender and Old Lace,
Snow.
At the Sign of the Jack

Marguerite

reels,

six

Lantern,

o'

reels,

six

.

Woman,

The Veiled

Marguerite Snow.

six reels,

ZAVK GREY PICTURES.
The Mysterious Rider,
Robert McKim.

BENJAMIN

B.

Line,

six

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

six

reels.

Nanook

of the North, six reels (Freres).

PACIFIC FILM CO.
The Call from the Wild.
The Fatal 30.
The Able Minded Lady.
The Girl from Rocky Point.
The Forest King.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Diane of Star Hollow,

Welcome

Our

to

six reels.

and Ravmond Bloomer.

Mabel

reels,

Married People, six

Ballin.

WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Van Winkle, seven

Rip

Thomas

reels,

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS,

Jefferson.

INC.

of the Royal Mounted, six reels, Gaston
Glass and Vivienne Osborn.

Cameron

HOIiTRE PRODUCTIONS

City, five reels.

Free Air, six

Marjorie Seaman.

BERG-KAHLERT PRODUCTIONS
reels,

of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman,

.

five reels, with Diana Allen.
five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers,

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
23— Little Eva Ascend*,

Feb.
Feb.

6—The Golden Gift,
20—The Right That

six

Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Forget, five reels. Special Cast.
Billy Jim, five reels, Fred Stone.
The Call of Home, six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prod).
Beyond the Rainbow, six reels, L. J. Gasmer
Five

Prod.
Boy Crazy, six reels, Doris May.
The Vermilion Pencil, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa,
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.
Queen O' the Turf, five reels, special cast.
The First Woman, five reels, Mildred Harris.

Gareth

reels,

six reels, Alice Lake.
Failed, six reels, Bert

„
Viola Dana.
Glass Houses, six
—
Alice Lake.
six
— Kisses,Face
Bert
Between, six
—The
_
„.
Viola Dana.
— Seeing'a Believing, six
Lytell.

6

Mar.

reels,

reels,

reels,

Lytell.

May

,

reels,

1

Doris May.
Colleen of the Pines (Chester Bennett Prod.).
My Dad, six reels, with Johnnie Walker.
Up and at 'Em, five reels, Doris May.
five

Billions,

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova
reels, with Nazimova

six

Nazimova

Camille, six reels, with

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
Her Story,
The Night

LEWIS

Announce Your Marriage?

Reckless Youth, five
Evidence, five reels.

JESSE

D.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
reels,

with Mahlon Hamil-

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B.

Warner.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS.
A

reels.

Virgin's Sacrifice, five reels.

Divorce Coupons,

five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Rainbow, five reels.
The Little Minister, six reels.
The Angel of Crooked Street, five
The Girl in His Room, five reels.

reels.

Girl's Desire, five reels.

No

Defense, five reels.

The

Silent

five reels.

five reels.

Gypsy Passion,

six reels.

The Sheik's Wife, six reels.
Too Much Business, seven

My

reels.

Vow,

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Wild

reels.

Irish Rose, seven reels.

The Ladder Jinx, six reels.
The Ninety and Nine, seven

reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

WARNER PICTURES

Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

The Prophet's

Paradise, five reels.

Why

five reels.

The

After Midnight.

of

Conws)

six

reels,

with

reels,

with William

Faversham.

Red Foam,

Riches, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Heroes of the Street, Wesley Barry, seven

Brass.

Tearle.

six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit.
(All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)
Reported Missing, seven reels.

Who Am

Mary
seven

reels.

His, six

Ambition,

of Parents, all-star cast, six reels.

reels.
to

Little

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Sin That Was

Ashamed

Rags

Referee, five reels.

The Road

Leave Home, Anna Q. Nilsson, seven

School Days, Wesley Barry, seven reels.
Your Best Friend, Vera Gordon, seven reels.

Parted Curtains, Henry B. Walthall and
Alden, six reels.
A Dangerous Adventure, Grace Darmond,

The Man of Stone, five reels.
A Wide Open Town, five reels.

The

Girls

reels.

five reels.
Fighter, five reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
ton.

Street, five reels.

Received Payment, five
Island Wives, five reels.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

Half a Chance, seven

J.

five reels.

Restless Souls, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN

Bucking the Tiger,

INC.

Lucky Carson,

The Man from Downing

5,000 feet.
Riders, 5,000 feet.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Why

Mae Murray.
Mae Murray.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

VITAGRAPH
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

A

Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet

reels,

Fascination, eight reels,

Foolish Wives, 10 reels, Erich von Stroheim.

Man to Man, six reels, Harry Carey.
The Trap, seven reels, Lon Chaney.
The Storm, eight reels, House Peters.

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

Charming of the Northwest,
John Smith, five reels.

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
Peacock Alley, eight

The Fnx, seven reels. Harry ' arey.
Wild Honey, six reels, Priscilla Dean.

reels.

son.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame

Dean.

Conflict, six reels, Prisrilla

erick.

Hughes.

Apr. 3
Apr. 17

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PRODUCTIONS

Devilish, five reels, Doris May.
Sheik of Araby, six reels, H. B. Warner revival.
The Glory of Clementina, six reels, Pauline Fred-

David and Jonathan, 4,800 feet

2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram SpedaL
9— Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana,

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

five reels, Gladys Walton.
reels, Hoot Gibson.
five reels, Frank Mayo.
Married Flapper, five reels. Marie Prevost.
Top o' the Morning, five reels, Gladys Walton.

The
The

Why Men

Shadows

„.

,

The Trouper,
Trimmed, five

reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Wings

Prevost.

The Black Bag, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Out of the Silent North, five reels Frank Mayo.
Her Night of Nights, five reels, Marie Prevost

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

The Understudy,

Irene Castle.

reels,

Earth, five reels, Frank Mayo.

Wonderful Wife, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Who Married His Own Wife, five reels,
Frank Mayo.
Second Hand Rose, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Kissed, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Step on It, five reels, Hoot Gibson.

of the Wolf, five reels (Norman Dawn
Prod.).
The Fatal Marriage, five reels (Gish-Reid reissue).

TILFORD CINEMA STUDIOS
Slim Shoulders, six

to

The Man

The Son

French Heels, six reels. Irene Castle.
No Trespassing, six reels, Irene Castle.

Arliss.

The Wise Kid, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Dangerous Little Demon, five reels. Marie

Gay and

God's Crucible, six reels, Gaston Glass.

George

Accuse, eight reels (Abel Gance production).
Iron Trail, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.
The Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
A Doll's House, seven reels, Nazimova.
The Ruling Passion, seven reels, George Arliss.
Fair Lady, seven reels (Rex Beach).
Orphans of the Storm, twelve reels (D. W. GrifI

Afraid To Fight,

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.
Jane Eyre, seven reels, Mabel Ballin.
Other Women's Clothes, six reels, Mabel Ballin

Pick-

linson.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.

2

Mary

A

reels.

Series,

Griffith).

reels,

The Bear Cat, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
The Man Under Cover, fie reels, Herbert Raw-

six reels.

The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.
five

W.

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS

Cissy Fitzgerald

Adams.

nine reels (D.

Carnival, six reels (Harley Knoles production).
Way Down East, eleven reels (D. W. Griffith).

Tracked

The Grey Dawn,

Claire

Street,

fith).

The Man Who Paid, five reels.
Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

six reels,

(Achievement

Films.)

Certain Rich Man, six reels, Claire Adams.
Heart's Haven, six reels. Claire Adams.

A

INC.

(Arthur F. Beck

reels.

Within,

Squire Phinn,

Adams-

Claire

reels,

six

INC.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seiti

Prod.)

Power

1922

ford.

Disraeli, seven reels,

The Heart

23,

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Dream

Through the Back Door, seven

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

When Dawn Came,

all-«tar cast.

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

B. 8EITZ, INC.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

The

Miller.

W.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six
and Roy Stewart,

The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

September

Main Street.
The Beautiful and Damned.
Little Church Around the Corner.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch,

five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Say.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels, Allene Ray.
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'"creased

Three smashing weeks at Mack Sennett's Mission
Theatre, Los Angeles, under the skilled exploitation
and handling of Harry David ; ready at the end of
the Mission run to open the following day in Clune's
Broadway. A sensational hit this week at the Casino,
San Francisco and Lyric, Cincinnati.

* PICTURES

INC.

*

presents

QUEEN OF THE
MOULIN POUCE
From Paul
Jf

Ray

Potter's

C.

SmaUuruod Praxktction

Months ago Pyramid knew that
the title of this big exploitationvalue play meant box-office success
and Ray C. Smallwood directed it
its
immense
to make certain
audience values. In every big city
where it has opened it's an assured
success.

Famous Stage Success

For the largest cities we are
booking Martha Mansfield in person with a big dancing act called

"The Evolution of the Queen"
together with Pyramid's big picture. Opening week of the act
and picture together Del Monte
Theatre, St. Louis, September 24th.

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

of Its Kind

*As nearly Retted jos Anything

Guer Rut on the Screen!"
Every line and everv word
remarkable critical
review from the New York
Telegraph of September
10th is an amazing tribute
to one of the greatest pictureproduced in the industry in
in thi>

the past five years.
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KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN'S

Pictures

Relate

timothys

Quest
Directed by Sidney Olcott
Harrison's

thing

in

Reports

says

contrast to

it?

this

significant

critic's

frequent

use of blue vitriol:

picture's merits: again at times not

enough
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Such is the case
said about a picture.
with 'Timothy's Quest"— not enough has
one the most apbeen said about it
pealing pictures seen in some time... two
wonderful youngsters could show cards and
.

spades to many a high-salaried, self-centered
actor... will give satisfaction everywhere.
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Scenario by Katherine Stuart

.

"There are times when a producer's advertising and publicity are full of exaggerations and false representations about a
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Story of the Heart

™^

Engj and

'°
that tD

(he Screen" J and a

1500 Theatres Have Played
"Jan of the Big Snows"
shop for a
in the film business.

Let's talk

few minutes.

There are no

secrets

Too many people, think they "know

all about it."
The real verdict on a picture
bookings and play dates.

is

found in

When

a picture books and plays 1500 theatres, scattered
over the map, in four months (May. to September) it's
a pretty good picture at the box-office.
all

the record of this James Oliver Curwood producplay in 4,000 theatres inside of its first
year of actual release; probably in many more. It is
a successful picture because audiences like it.
The
critics also liked it, but that is of secondary importance.
The people who have paid their way in to see it are the
ones who have established the success of "Jan." As
a means of keeping a good picture in mind, "Jan"
will be advertised in the trade journals for twelve
months the first time this has ever been done for any
picture you can remember.

This

tion.

is

It will

—

RELEASING CORPORATION
In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited
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Directed by Chas.M.Seay
HHHBSmHBhHHMNHNHHbhI

Audiences in All 48 States Like "Jan;"
Also the Critics
Here are a few of the things the prohave said to you about

Seay has used his material very well

fessional critics

and woven into

"Jan of the Big Snows":

only white

MOTION PICTURE NEWS:

"Taken

all

Big Snows' is a picture
that will appeal to nine out of ten
picture patrons and is a feature worthy
of runs in the best houses. Charles M.
Seay directed the picture and the cast
is a mighty good one.
It is another
Curwood yarn of the big snows, the
theme being the law of the woods, that
the strong must protect the weak. Let
'em know it's a Curwood. His admirers
in all, 'Jan of the

will like it."

FILM

DAILY:

"Another

Curwood

story but a little different from the
other ones. Instead of the usual conflict and the well-worn Mounted Police
situation this story deals mostly in love,
characterization and morals, which gives
the production some distinction as far
Charles M.
as the story is concerned.

this is the love of the

woman

inhabitant for her

husband and the remarkable respect the
men of the trading post had for this

woman. Where outdoor pictures go
good you can be certain of pleasing
them with

'Jan of the Big Snows.'"

MOVING PICTURE WORLD:
wood has worked
skill

and clearness.

this story out
It

"Curwith

resembles strong-

ly the eternal triangle with a true wife,
a villian who covets her and an honor-

able hero. Picturesque locations, excellent night effects and splendidly
written sub-titles are all in its favor.
The acting is fresh and delightful."

EXHIBITORS HERALD: "A

first-rate

winter picture that will satisfy all of
those who seek out-of-door subjects.
Photographically beautiful and all in all
an interesting James Oliver Curwood
story of the Hudson Bay countrv."

RELEASING CORPORATION
In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, limited

try to gild the
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/Ve

have searched in
L vain to find adequate
superlatives to describe the splendour
magnitude and dramatic

fxwer

ifEe William Fox grandiose
"
spectacle of ancient

STAGED
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DOROTHY GISH
IN

"THE COUNTRY FLAPPER"
Now

Available for Exhibitors
at Following Exchanges

NEW YORK
COMMONWEALTH FILM
New

(Greater

York and Northern

CORP.

New

Jersey)

BUFFALO
NU-ART FILM CORPORATION
(Northern

New

York)

SAN FRANCISCO
J. L.

MERRICK

(Northern California and Nevada)

BOSTON
EASTERN FEATURE FILM CORP.
(New England)

NEW ORLEANS
PIERCE FILMS, INC.
(Louisiana and Mississippi)

LOS ANGELES
J. L.

MERRICK

(Southern California and Arizona)

MILWAUKEE
WISCONSIN FILM CORPORATION
(Wisconsin)

MINNEAPOLIS
FIRST FILM

COMPANY

(Minnesota and North and South Dakota)

GLENN HUNTER AND DOROTHY GISH

Unusual care has been taken in selecting these Distributors.
Territories will be assigned and announced as selections are

Send Applications for Territory Promptly

Other
made.

to

Producers' Security Corporation
516

5TH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

Jesse L.Laskv
-pre s ents

Tlgdolph

'alentino
'THE

YOUNG

RAJAH"
Cast

includes

"WANDA HAWLEYand
CHARLES OGLE
Directed by

PHILIP ROSEN

(X (paramount Cpic/ure
fAMOL-S

ID|M|

LAa*1

ohm
5^5

Ik.

that "Blood and
couldn't be beat

[F you thought
Sand"

vatch for "The

—

Young Rajah."

is a role in which Valentino
equally magnificent, a role in
vhich he has equal if not greater

Here

s

)pportunities.

One of the finest casts ever
tssembled appears in support.
'The Young Rajah" is a worthy
uccessor to "Blood and Sand"
tnd it will hit the public right
>etween the eyes.

JesseL.Loskrj

presents

Rpdolpfi

Valentino
WANDA HAWLEY arui CHARLES OGLE
1

& (paramount (picture
FAMOUS

PVK\

E

RS L\SM CORPORATION

J

the play "Amos Judd" by
Alethea Luce and the novel by John

From

Ames

Mitchell.

Scenario by June Mathis.
Directed by Philip E. Rosen.

1922-23

Announcement
MEXT

WEEK
FICfUSZS

Playgoers Pictures

3

presents

I

Jace to jace
MARGUERITE MARSH and COIT ALBERTSON

HP HE

accused admitted breaking into the
house and bonds were stolen. He admitted firing a shot and a man was found

—

—

dead.

A

girl, a guest in the house, challenged this
Her heart told her
conclusive evidence.
that justice was being thwarted.

Marguerite Marsh, Coit Albertson, Richard
Stewart, Edna Holman, Joseph Marba,
William Kendall and Frances White in five
reels of excitement.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

SIDNEY GARRETT

September

30,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Unbeaten Champions
Man O'War

Jack Dempsey
Frank Kramer

"Babe" Ruth
Harold Lloyd

in

"A

Sailor-Made

Man"

For 3 consecutive months Motion Picture News published
ratings by Exhibitors of Entertainment Value and Box
Office Value of hundreds of features, including all the
greatest

and

A

Sailor -Made

Man

the rest in both ratings in every
from the comparisons
led

all

list.

retired

It

Undefeated^ Unbeaten Champion
over

Way Down East, The Kid, The Sheik, A Connecticut

Yankee, Over the Hill, The Three Musketeers and all the
hundreds of others, yielding its place in the newest table
only to

Harold Lloyd

in

"Grandma's Boy"

which there is but one shout from the trade press to
"Play it!" and from the news press to the public, "See it!"

for

GRANDMA'S BOY
place vacated
est ratings

by

stepped immediately

in

its first listing

A SAILOR-MADE MAN— the TOP.

GRANDMA'S BOY

leads

all

exhibitors,

into the

In the

new-

the rest

Have You Played "ASailor-Made Man"
by
If

"resented

exhibitors rated the greatest box office attraction of the year?
your biggest business. Better arrange now.

not, you're missing

By

Through

HAL ROACH

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTORS
PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.

Foreign Representative, Sidney Garrett

Arthur

S.

Kane, President

!

a string around
*
^ your finder
^Dorit forge* Oct.l.
Tie

OCTOBER
1922,

-

'

tic tbis

:

Strmg

.•ou-ttd

'

Rupert Hughes m
at The

Capitol
Theatre
A

A picture
jrou will

picture jdu will remember forever /

remember
forever
ani'forever
is a long,

angle that the Capitol Theatre of New
York is using for advertising the showing.
Theatre
has printed up 200,000 of these
The
Capitol
BELOW:
throwaways to be dropped into automobiles.

ABOVE: The newspaper

long time

Capitol

Exhibitors

Things
you should

Remember

—

^-Inspect your tires
—Fill your radiator
Fill tank with gas

—
—Fill batteries
—Keep your brakes tight
Also Remember

i
This card and string has been hung on every
telephone in every booth in New York Cityji

Go strong
or*

—
ONEY

—not to speed. The cops
work fast in this town.
The judge thinks nothing
01 sending rich autoowners

Theatre

'

to the jug.

in your box office will talk

much

louder than we possibly can regarding the
merits of Rupert Hughes' great attraction
'

Remembrance

. '

troubles and see

Money talked when "The Old Nest" swept the
country, pulling in the crowds, cleaning up real
profits'for exhibitors. And now Rupert Hughes has
done it again with another big heart-winning photoplay feature

RUPERT
HUGHES'

for

Then

—when you

feel

remembering

unhappy
all

the

you

.should remember, forget your

things

story of Life in an American family

Capitol Theatre
Broadway and

Week of

51st Street

Oct. 1st

It pays

Rupert Hughes has written and directed a story
your audience the story of a grand old man
who fought hard so that his family might enjoy
the good things of life, who plodded to the
breaking point even though his society -loving
family criticised and neglected him. And then
they saw what a prince he was! Humor, pathos,
laughs, fights, frolics are here. Get behind the
production with all your might to make it the
biggest money-winner you ever screened. You
cannot go too strong on "Remembrance."

—

to push the Big

Ones

September

30,
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Preferred Pictures
have ceased

They
B. P.
J.

G.

SCHULBERG.

Pres.

BACHMANN,

Treas

be a promise.

to

are a Reality.

The first one, Rich Men's Wives,
under way.

is

just getting

It

has already been accepted as

COMPLETED
Rich Men's Wives
Ching, Ching,

Chinaman

Thorns and Orange
Blossoms

a step forward

in

independent

production, and

we

believe every

exhibitor

played

it

who

has

seen

will testify that

great picture, honestly

COMING

it
it is

or

a

made and

honestly marketed.
The Hero
Are You a Failure?

Ching, Ching, Chinaman,

is

A Mansion of Aching Hearts
The

Girl

Who Came Back

another great one
ization of the

Poor Men's Wives.

;

it is

a pictur-

famous prize

by Wilbur Daniel

story

Steele.

All Preferred Pictures will be
Equitably Distributed.

Watch Us Grow!
576 Fifth Ave.,

New York

City

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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30,

A SURE-FIRE BET FOR THE

r\ INDEPENDENT MARKET!

%\

UNITY PICTURES,

INC.

presents

The unusual

OTHER BIG
UNITY
PRODUCTIONS

society

and domestic drama

"Why Do
Men Marryr

The Next One

"A WOMAN'S STORY"

Featuring

now in preparation
AVAILABLE DECEMBER FIRST

EDY DARCLEA

whose sensational hit in the Fox
special,

"Nero,"

is

the talk of

Released September
State Right Buyers

can count on Real First Class Productions

from Unity

Pictures, Inc.

New

York.

1st,

and already closed for Greater
New York and Northern New Jersey.
For other territories on this
money-making picture with the

BOX-OFFICE TITLE

TITLES, STORIES,
STARS and TECHNICAL

Write, wire or telephone

Unity Pictures,

STANDARDS To ATTRACT
AND SATISFY AUDIENCES

Inc.

723 7th Avenue

NEW YORK

CITY

BRYANT

13
NORMAN
Watch announcements

6

5

J.

SENNOTT
of

Special

UNITY PICTURES,
for other Productions

Now on the way — Every
one with Exploitable
Possibilities for

Live

Showmen

Repre-

Inc.

sentative

presents

DISTRIBUTED BY
DAVE SEGAL
1337

Royal Pictures, Inc.
Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ROY SEERY

Associated
831

So.

First

Wabash
M. A.

National Pictures
Ave., Chicago, 111.

KLAUSNER

Mountain States Film Attractions,
1525 Tremont St., Djnver, Colo.

LOUIS
209

FLOYD BROWN

HYMAN

All-Star Features Distrib., Inc.
Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

SAM MOSCOW

Moscow

Films, Inc.
54 Broadway, Boston. Mass.

DAVIS & ALEXANDER

The H. Lieber
122

W. New York
A. H.

St.,

Co.,

Indianapolis. Ind.

BLANK ENTERPRISES

Des Moines Theatre Bldg.
Des Moines, Iowa

WM. SKIRBOLL
Skirboll Bros. Gold Seal Prod.

Columbia Film Service, Inc.
21st and Payne Sts., Cleveland, O.
Ninth St., Pittsburgh, Pa
Foreign Distributors WM. M. VOGEL, 126 West 46th Street, New York City

119-121

—

J.

F.

CUBBERLEY

F. & R. Film Co.
Loeb Arcade Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

M. A.

KLAUSNER

Mountain States Film

Attractions,

2006 Third Ave., Seattle,

SAM ZIERLER

Wash.

Commonwealth Pictures Corporation
729

Seventh Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

—

HERE

IT IS

NOW! A BOX-OFFICE CRASH WHOSE TITLE AND STORY WILL GET 'EM
ALL FROM THE START AND HOLD 'EM TO THE FINISH!

WiLDNESS

IVAN ABRAMSON'S GREATEST TRIUMPH!

BACKED UP BY AN

EX-

A

Cast

Any Producing

PLOITATION CAMPAIGN
THAT MEANS REAL MONEY
TO EVERY WIDE-AWAKE

Unit

EXHIBITOR.

Let the trade say the

Would be Proud

"An

intensely
Reports.

"Wildness of Youth"
IS THE GOODS!
-a WARP and FABRIC OF
PICTURE QUALITY AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR INDEPENDENT RELEASE.
PRODUCED BY

Graphic Productions, Inc.
729 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

rest!

human drama."

"Good melodramatic

—audience

appeal

— Film Daily.

of!

story,

— well

—Harrison

logically

s

told

sustained interest."

—up-to-date melodrama."
"Powerful — dramatic — Abramson has given
Mov"Splendid cast

Motion Picture News.

—

trade what patrons are demanding."
ing Picture World.
"Will rank with the best of recently screened

right subjects."— Exhibitors Trade
Review.
"Well directed— exceptional cast— cleverely
told story should find ready acceptance.'

state

—
— Exhibitors Herald.
"Powerful dramatic story— big surprise
ing." — Motion Picture Journal.

end-

—

—

Mr. Exhibitor!

I^^iOUR

support and encournas made it possible
f° r us to bring forth the
MM-\im\ unusual array of box-office
attractions described on the following

t^ymi

',

a " erncnt

pages.

The most brilliant group of directors,
authors, scenario writers, cameramen
and a stellar aggregation of screen
players have worked in harmony and
with the utmost enthusiasm to create
these wonderful productions.

Popularity

— prestige —

profits will all

be yours because
Millions have read the books

Millions will want to see the pictures.

"Our

policy

is

dedicated to exhibi-

tor co-operation."

WARNER BROTHERS

HIS production, adapted from the
mendously popular novel and stage
will

tre-

play

be one of the season's greatest box-

office attractions.

endear itself not only to those who have
from "Rags to Riches", but also to that countless
multitude earnestly striving to attain the same goal.
It will

I

risen

Wesley Barry, a star of unquestioned popularity
and ability, is supported by a brilliant cast of screen
favorites including Niles Welch, Ruth Renick,
Russell Simpson, Richard Tucker,
and others equally well known.

Minna D. Redman

I
A Harry

H
m

Directed by

Wallace Worsky

Rapf Production
Adapted by
W. Nigh and

W. De Leon

HE

fiction sensation

of the year!

It has caused more comment than any
other book published during the current
season, and it is unanimously conceded by the critics
to be the greatest story ever written about the

modern

flapper.

Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan head a cast of
known screen players which includes Louise
Fazenda, Jimmy Morrison, Tully Marshall, Eileen
Percy and Clarence Burton!
well

..

1

1

amcr

*5Jvos.

This picture
sensation!

will

prove to be another screen

Produced by Warner Brothers
Directed by

William

Seiter

Adapted by
Olga Printzlau

i

EVEN

reels of cyclonic action!

Unquestionably the greatest wild animal
novelty sensation ever produced, with
thousands of gleaming savages and hordes of wild
beasts furnishing a veritable feast of electric action

interwoven in a

thrilling story

of strange adventure

in the African jungles.

Grace Darmond heads an excellent cast including
Philo McCullough, Jack Richardson, Robert Agnew
and Derelys Perdue.

Produced by

Written by

Warner

Frances Quihan

Brothers

HIS

picture will create film history!

was adapted from one of the most
widely read and discussed novels of the
year.
It deals with conditions which make or destroy marriage, and this problem will strike a poignant chord in the hearts of humanity.
It

"Brass"

has been staged in a most lavish and

elaborate manner.

comedy
cast

It

in profusion,

contains romance, pathos and

and

it is

enacted by a strong

headed by Marie Prevost.

A
Directed by

Sidney Franklin

Harry Rapf Production

Adapted by
Monte M. Katterjohn

The popular

freckle-faced idol

is

supported by an

exceptionally strong cast including Marie

Prevost,

Jack Mulhall, Wilfred Lucas, Philo McCullough and

Aggie Herron.

A

Harry Rapf Production

Adapted by
Edmund Qoulding

m

Directed by

Mildred Considine

William Beaudine

Isabel Johnston

|NE of

the sweetest stories ever told!

A

homely human document with an aphumanity itself. In its
years
before
the
public,
many
as a stage play and as
a novel, the story has become known all over the
peal as broad as

world.

For real story value, lavishness of
tinguished cast of players, "Little

sets

and

a dis-

Church Around

the Corner" will rank as one of the big box-office
pictures of the season.

Produced by

Warner

i

Brothers

Adapted by
Olga Printzlau

REATEST

novel

ever

written

of rural

America!
This splendid production will surpass
the success of the fiction version and the stage play.
It

serves to reveal the bitter clash of new, free

ideas against the entrenched complacence of small

town tradition. There's a Main Street in every town,
and this is but one of the many exploitation hints
on the box-office possibilities of this attraction.
Produced by Warner Brothers

Dramatized by
Harriet Ford and

Adapted by

Harvey O'Higgins

Julien

Josephson

EXHIBITOR
CO-OPERATION
jjUR pictures have been sold 10O°/0 throughout the
country!

\

When
tions,

you

you book the Warner Brothers produc-

are guaranteed -

Powerful

money-making

With an aggregation

box-off.ce attractions

—

oj celebrated screen players

Backed by a national advertising and

publicity

campaign.

And when we

receive your contract helpful advertising

suggestions which will aid you in deriving the
sults

from our pictures

will

maximum

re-

be sent direct to your theatre.

A

perusal of the names of the exchanges on the following
page distributing our productions will convince you that our
features will be given
ative theatres

first

run showings

in the

most represent-

throughout the country.

We

have entered into a co-operative arrangement with
these exchanges, and they have pledged themselves to give
exhibitors booking our pictures the utmost co-operation.
Double-barreled guarantees mean double-barreled box-office
when you book a Warner Brothers production!

receipts

WARNER BROTHERS

Exchanges Distributing Warner
Balahan St Kat:
Second National Pictures
831 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago,

J.

Bros. Productions

Skirboll

S.

Iron City Film Corporation
1

19

Ninth Street

Pittsburgh, Pa.

111.

Rubin 6k Finkelstein

The Standard Productions

407 Loeb Arcade
Minneapolis, Minn.

146 Marietta S:reet

Atlanta, Ga.

A. H. Blank Enterprises
303

West 2nd

Co., Inc.

Creole Enterprises
1401 Tulan.- Avenue

Street

Des Moines, Iowa

New

The H. Lieber Oompany
122 W. New York Street

E.

G. Tunstall

505

Toy Building

Indianapolis, Ind.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Orleans, La.

Skouras Bros. Enterprises

Big Feature Rights Corporation

New Grand

Film Building

Central Theatre Building

Grand &. Lucas
St. Louis, Mo.
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Sts.

A. H. Fabian
Associated First National of
729 Seventh Avenue

New
S.

New

Jersey

3rd Street

A.

L.

115

W.

Kahn Film

Enterprises

17th Street

Kansas City, Mo.

York, N. Y.

& O. Pictures Corporation

Kwality Pictures
2006 Third Avenue
Seattle, Wash.
i525 Tremont Street

298 Turk Street

San Francisco, Cal.
913

S.

Louisville, Ky.

S.

Olive Street

Denver, Colo.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Gold

Independent Finn Corporation

Skirboll

1319 Vine Street

21st Street &.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Cleveland, Ohio

Franklin Film

Company

Seal Productions, Inc.
Payne Avenue

Specialty Film

Company

40 Court Street

107 S. St. Paul Street

Boston, Mass.

Dallas,

Texas

Warner's Exchange

W-B

601 Film Building

1600

Film Exchange, Inc.
Broadway

Detroit, Mich.

New

York, N. Y.

Regal Films, Ltd.
Dundas Street, E.
Toronto, Canada
21
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DIRECTED Br
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ONE-SHEET POSTER

ONE-SHEET POSTER

His hest picture
-

-

This was Mr. Walsh's own judgment when he completed the
picture.
His judgment has since been upheld by the critics
who place it as one of the finest of the year and one of the best
box office attractions.

t.

R.

f

A WALSH

presents Peter B. Kyne's
famous story of the Northwest.

$

KINDRED «/MXJST
«**

MIRIAM COOPER

Directed by R. A. Walsh scenario by
and Charles Vanenger

A

T. O'Donolioe Pnotograpny by Lyman
Art Direction by William Mengies

J.

;

;

;
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How We Will Set the Value
of "East

West"

is

SETTING EXHIBITION VALUE
The unusual production cost in which, of
course, the screen rights to the play are an important item, make it necessary that unusual
precautions be taken in order that the rentals
on the picture be determined by actual box
office test runs before any definite exhibition
value is placed on the production.
Accordingly, Mr. Schenck and ourselves
have agreed upon the following plan:

Play dates for preliminary test runs in six
theatres are now arranged. Upon the result
of these engagements a temporary or tentative
exhibition value will be set, at which rate 40
additional test engagements will be played.
Upon the results of the 46 engagements the
final exhibition value for all rentals will be set.
believe this plan will be fair to exhibitors
while at the same time giving the producer
what he is justly entitled to.

We

REGARDING SPECIAL NATIONAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
We

A

have agreed with the producer that the
must be told of the unusual entertainment value of "EAST IS WEST," so they will
understand that this latest picture of Constance Talmadge's is a real special, and far
bigger and finer than anything in which she

the picture will be given free certain special
advertising for local uses. An unusually big
and fine line of standard accessories will be

has yet appeared.

provided

public

national magazine advertising campaign

running over a six weeks' period has been
decided upon. In order to tie up this campaign
directly with theatres, each exhibitor running

in addition.

REGARDING RELEASE DATE
The general release date has been set for
Oct. 23rd. The test engagements will precede
this general release date.
Exhibitors will

be kept informed as to what the picture does
runs by advertisements in the trade
papers.
at test

HANDLING THIS BIG PRODUCTION BOTH MR. SCHENCK AND FIRST NATIONAL WILL
LEAVE NOTHING UNDONE TO ASSIST EXHIBITORS TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM RESULTS

IN

Joseph M. Schenck presents

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
in 8 reels of the best fun, love

and

thrills

ever

screened.
B. Hymer, from the
produced by Wm. Harris, Jr.; adapted by
Frances Marion; photographed by Antonio Gaudio
art direction by Stephen Goossoon.

By Samuel Shipman and John

play

Directed bv Sidney Franklin, Director of

FIRST

"Smilin'

Through"

NATIONAL

ATT
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Congratulation$^y(r£lpijdJ
Watch

the

first

runs of

NORMA TALMADGE
in

"The Eternal Flame"
at

these

the

theatres

in

next two weeks

CITIES

THEATRES

New York
St.

Louis

Sioux

City

Louisville

Washington
Boston
Salt Lake City
Los Angeles
Winnipeg
Denver

Strand

New Grand

Central

Princess

Mary Anderson
Metropolitan
Gordon's Olympia

America

Kinema
Allen

.Colorado
Capitol

Cincinnati

Texarkana
Hartford

Princess

Strand

Troy

Strand
Strand

Schenectady

Circle

Indianapolis

Omaha

Strand

Seattle

Coliseum

Amarillo

Fair

Waco

Strand

Houston

Isis

Wichita
San Francisco

Albany

New

Orleans

Atlanta
Charlotte
Billings

personal director and supervisor of "The
Eternal Flame," First National wishes to
congratulate you on the unusual artistry and
fine workmanship displayed in every detail of
this production.
The intelligent direction, the
deep sympathy with, and clear understanding
of the story and its various characters, the

Tivoli

Strand
Strand
Metropolitan

Broadway
Babcock

Pittsburgh

Loews
Grand Opera House

Pittsburgh

Liberty

Detroit

Capitol

Cleveland

AS

Miller

and delicate touches in which suspense is
always maintained and the proper emphasis

deft

placed on striking incidents, the careful attention to the minutest detail in transferring Balzac's famous novel to the screen, has gone faj
toward bringing Miss Talmadge's latest picture
to so

unusual a mark of perfection.

Presented by Joseph M. Schenckj adapted by Frances Marion from Honore de Balzac's
"La Duchesse de Langeais," personally directed and supervised by Frank Lloyd; photo-

graphed by Tony Gaudio.

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

1922

"Collier's"
By

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

/^OLLIER'S,"

one of America's most
widely known magazines, has permitted
itself to be tempted by the sordid lure of an attack
upon motion pictures. In its Sept. 16th issue it
registers its fall from grace before its readers with
fcfc

an

^

article entitled

'Why

I

Am

Ashamed

of the

The article is signed by "A Producer
Moving Pictures."
The publication of this article, which is an-

Movies."
of

nounced as the

of a series,

first

is

regrettable for

general reasons, but concretely it is a matter of
small importance.
It is of very limited significance because the screaming sensationalism of
it. coupled with an absence of any specific charges
or criticisms and the fact that it grievously misses
fire in so many important respects, will prevent it
from gaining any serious notice from thoughtful

men and women.
Yet it is regrettable because its silly charges,
bound up in meaningless generalities, and its sanctimonious posture of having found out some evil
that is crying to heaven for relief, will tend to
further incite and inflame the minds of a lot of
people who are already creating a noise and
clamor that can in no possible way ever accomplish anything constructive but. on the other hand,
can and does stand in the way of the correction of

many

recognized faults and errors.

IXofTHE
getting

"Collier s," for the purpose
the attention of the credulous, atProtributes the authorship of its article to
ducer of Moving Pictures." This, possibly, would
be a pardonable misrepresentation in another matfirst place.

A

must be recognized simply
as a plain lie
to deceive its readers and to give
color to a statement which has not enough merit
to it to stand on its own legs.
The article was concocted by a person who
not only knows nothing of the industry technically
but who is so unfamiliar with motion pictures and

ter; in this,

however,

—

it

the theatre generally as to think that "Ten Nights
in a Barroom" is a lurid drama of a kind that may
be linked up with such a thing as might be expected from another title the "Collier's" writer
uses
"Her Double Life."
The "Collier's" effort is a piece of counter-

—

feit

muck-raking.

It

is

Calumny

made up and presented

maimer to convey the impression to the reader
that it is undertaking a terrific indictment of motion pictures on moral grounds and finally muddles through to a conclusion that picture> are
'vulgar, cheap and stupid"' and. hence, they are a
in a

menace

to the nation.

\\7 E HE LIE YE

the industry is quite aware of
imperfections and we know that an
heroic effort is being made day in and day out to
further advance the already marvelous standards
that have been accomplished within but a few
know that the greatest writing brains
years.
throughout the civilized world are being drafted
know that every other type of
to the screen.
brains that can possibly add to the improvement
Thereof motion pictures is being called upon.
fore, the blat of gutter journalism need not be
disquieting on this point.
Aside from misleading of credulous and
badly informed persons, who will damn the publication which has imposed upon them when they
have finally seen the light, the "Collier's'* article
There
is not without several humorous features.
is, for instance, an illustration of a foreign-looking
theatre front which, if it ever existed in America,
would be classified in the nickelodeon era. Along
the sidewalk in front of this theatre is a row of
baby carriages. The caption with the illustration
asks the question. "What is the screen doing to the
babies who came in these carriages '." Apparently.
"Collier's" asks the reader to conclude that the
babies who came in those carriages are sufficiently
precocious to assimilate a number of economic,
*

*

its

many

We

We

and political fallacies and stupidities
from the pictures they view from the cradle of

sociological

It will be interesting to persons in the trade to note that the author of this
article, who claims to be a producer of pictures,
speaks of a picture being "produced" when he
means exhibited a rather startling jumble of
terms for a person who claims to be a producer.
Such stuff as this "Collier's" article seems to
be the price of the industry's prominence and
popularity. It affords no grounds for consternation but it does suggest the increasing advisability
of the industry keeping constantly on the
offensive before the public with the true story of
its business and its product.

their mothers' laps!

—
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Product and Source

Re -Takes

sometimes feel they are

Exhibitors

disposing of the independent producer
question with finality

when they

.MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
PUBLISHER/ &> EDITOR

Weather!

independent or otherwise.

What
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settle

all

is

in

is

interested in

the various circumstances surround-

ing his getting the product.
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to be
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exhibitor instead of being inter-

In a recent address before a conven-

Cohen touched

Mr. Sydney

a familiar key.

independent; but

He

distribution

what has been uttered repeatedly

at ex-

product must be

But no upheaval
is

it

in distribu-

necessary to bring

Independent producers are
having no trouble in getting competent
exchanges to handle their product and
this about.

—

it

out to the very best of the

ability of the exchanges.

The whole
ent producer

price and other condi-

if

encouragement toward keeping

in exist-

independ-

in getting the exhibitor

to play his pictures.

*

*

Flower" by Martin

Announcement

J.

of

Quigley. 30

Warner

Brothers in Detail
Circuit President
"Cracks" at Industry

Vaudeville

Brunet from the presidency of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., and his announced
France, the American trade loses one of
its

most

forceful

During

figures.

tion with the

and

his years

constructive
of associa-

Pathe organization

in the

United States Mr. Brunet established
a record which has won for him a posi-

25

Distinguished Guests Present at
26
Pola Negri Luncheon
Flinn Succeeds Yearsley as High
Official of A.

M. P.

Home

Wins Wide

A

Talent

27

Picture

Publicity

"Oliver Twist" Will

28

Be Given Big

Premiere
28
Spokane Theatre Week Goes Over
with Record Publicity
29
Amicable Settlements Made in Theatre-Union Dispute
37

*

to

Be Added

More

*

*

*

*

for

see the leader of the

One"

Turks

is

"Mus-

*

Pathe

trade.

is

*

this

pany

connection

official

with the com-

will insure frequent visits to this

Home

of

Premieres

38
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47
49
61

62
62
62
63
75
77
80
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*

What an ungrateful lot the P. A.'s are!
Here's a guy who isn't satisfied with being paid with "honeyed words" from a
beautiful screen star.
What does he
want? Asks for regular dough. And
grabs her trunks and the family jewels.
Now she's holding conferences. With herself.
And the P. A. is conferring with
attorneys.
And marking her telegrams
Exhibit A and B.
*

*

"Didn't Mean Anything"
See where they are scratching out the
"obey" in the marriage ceremony. When
are they going to cross out the other
two? There's a lot of folks never knew

what
31
36
38
39

*

Press Agents
E. Daily

*

Kansas Censors Rule Against Cop
Jokes and Prohibition Cracks .... 37
Hollywood Club Moves to Make City

*

By Dan

fortunate in retaining

Mr. Brunet's membership on its board
and it is to be hoped that

*

Hercules Is Busy
Where is the strong man who used to
travel with the medicine show?
He's
making an honest living now posing for
the Newspictures, Oswald.
He breaks
steel bars with his teeth and allows stevedores to place 800-pound rocks on his
back and smash them with 16-pound
sledges, yes, yes. He also supports six
girls with his teeth. But we know one
guy who supports six with his typewriter.

tion of high estimation throughout the

Pictorial Section

Bars

*

Kamel." Suppose this is a tie-up
with a well-known cigaret planted by a
wily press agent, or what?

Mr. Paul Brunet

57

NEWS OF THE WEEK

Theatre's

•

tava

IN THIS ISSUE
in

*

Let's put some other gags on the list.
For instance:
The McConnick joke. The Blue jokes.
The
"Now-that-we-are-engaged"
gag.
The "Sheik" stunt. The "Who was that
lady I seen yer with" wheeze. The "Goat
without any nose" classic and the baldheaded guy who tries to get a laugh by
throwing his hair out of his eyes.

I

*

countrv.

OP SPECIAL INTEREST
Review of "When Knighthood Was
Fall

after.

"Walk a Mile

of directors

difficulty of the
is

is

intention of resuming his residence in

of these utterances

given a better chance; and certainly

arrangements

it

satis-

*

*

With the resignation of Mr. Paul

hibitor meetings for a long time.

should.

is

ar-

This appears to us as another echo of

that independent

the quality

lately.

*

Barring Jokes
See where they've added Hollywood
jokes to the list of barred jokes on the
vaudeville stage. With prohibition gags
and the film colony gone, they might as
well play nothing but dumb acts here-

ence the greatest posssible number of

opportunity to market his product.

One thought back

if

inde-

are equitable he should lend his

tions

rangements must be changed so that the
independent producer will have a better

to put

use

*

And such a variety. Hot, cold, medium,
rain and shine. It's like one's friends at
times. You know. Fair and cooler, when
we've said something that peeved 'em.
Then moderately^ windy at other times.

sources of product.

declared that present

tion

expected to

not be

should

*

*

He

interested in the source of product.

*

we've had

it

ested only in product should also be

factory and

Relief

tion of exhibitors in Boston,

is

in the quality of the product.

pendent product simply because

XV

The Needed

S.

advance

*

a lot of

question.

Manifestly the exhibitor's interest
the product but he also

M.

ir-

respective of producer, whether he be

That does not

R.

J.

declare

that they are interested in product,

it

meant anyway.
*

The

who

*

*

nothing but
"intoxicating beauty" and wins one of the
beauty contests ought to be in demand
by the Wets these days.
girl

*

possesses

*

*

Again We Wonder
Can it be the Western Union Telegraph
company is opposing Henry Ford's buying Muscle Shoals because they don't
want cheaper nitrates?

:

September

30,
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Organized Printers

To Aid Industry

in

Combatting Censors

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

19.—Announce-

that the New York State Allied
Printing Trades Council would carry on
a campaign for the repeal of the motion
picture censorship law was made yesterday by its president, Peter J. Brady, in a
letter to motion picture theatre owners
of the state.
Mr. Brady declared that censorship
had been used to delete film depicting
brutal conduct by employers, hirelings
and officers of the law against working
people engaged in industrial disputes and
said that the constitutional rights of freedom of the people of the state were

ment

endangered by the law.
Organized labor has appointed committees to wait upon the Republican and
Democratic state conventions and will
ask them to incorporate a plank in their
platforms pledging a repeal of the film
Mr. Brady declared,
censorship law.
"You can render great aid by waiting
upon the county leaders and delegates
from your district to both these conventions and urging them to have these conventions go on record by pledging a
repeal of the censorship law and thereby
relieve the industry of an unfair tax and
the public of unwarranted interference."

Wife of Samuel Katz
Dies; B. & K. Houses
Darkened During Day
Mrs. Ida Balaban Katz, wife of Samuel
Katz, a member of the board of directors
of First National and a member of the
firm of Balaban & Katz, Chicago exhibitors, died at Wheaton, 111., on
Funeral services were
15.

September

18

at

the

Septem-

held on
Hamidrash

ber

Beth

Hogadol synagogue. All of the B. & K.
theatres the Riviera, Chicago, Tivoli,
Central Park and Roosevelt were closed
Monday until 6 p.m. out of respect to
the memory of the exhibitor's wife.
Mrs. Katz was a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Israel Balaban, and a sister of Barney, A. J., Max, John, David, Harry and

—

—

Elmer Balaban.

Hope

to Strengthen

Unit at Kansas Meet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO.,

Sept.

19.—The

convention of the M. P. T. O. Kansas
this year hardly can be classed as an
ordinary convention, in that the attendance at Wichita, September 25, will be
one of the most important factors of the

meeting
eter

to

in that

the

it

baromcampaign to

will serve as a

membership

follow and will be an indirect response of
Kansas exhibitors to the new business
manager, C. E. Cook.
The complete data of a state exhibitors'
organization at a finger's end and a 100
per cent group of loyal members that is
Aside from
the ambition of Mr. Cook.
legislative problems, the convention will
be devoted largely to the strengthening
of the Kansas organization.

—
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Vaudeville Circuit President
Bars "Cracks" at Industry
Albee Declares No Institution Should Be Condemned
for Acts of Few Lauds Hays in Order Issued
to Theatre Managers and Artists

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

—

19.
E. F. Albee, president and general manager
of the Keith vaudeville interests, has placed a ban on performers taking
"cracks" at motion picture matters at Keith shows. Mr. Albee's letter to
"managers of vaudeville theatres and artists" follows
"A number of complaints have come to my notice from patrons of
motion picture theatres and also from those interested in a financial and
managerial capacity about the reference made on the vaudeville stage by
some artists to the late controversies implicating motion picture people
in Hollywood, Cal.

Sept.

"Don't Condemn Industry for Acts of Few"
no institution should be condemned for the acts of a few
of its employes or associates. It is bad enough to be obliged to stand the
criticism of the press and the general public but when those who earn
"I feel that

their living in theatricals continue to irritate a condition of this kind it does
not become us in any way. It is human to err, but it is not human for
members of a family to openly criticise before the public the shortcomings
of any of the other members. It is the same with our business.

"The motion picture industry is of the
greatest and most important in the theatrical business.
Millions of people, particularly women and children, get their
amusement from this branch of our profession.

Reference Is Breach of Decency
"There are proper ways of disciplining
and punishing those who offend law and
principles, and those in the motion picture business who have transgressed ethics and reflected on the entire profession,
have suffered for their misconduct and
any reference to this in public or on the
stage by theatrical people in any branch
of the business is a breach of decency, to
say the least, and also a breach of consideration, rather thoughtless, I believe,
than otherwise, for a business which we
should uphold and dignify instead of en-

deavoring by unsavory reference to pull

down.
"Mr. Will Hays, who has been put in
charge of the motion picture industry, is
striving from morning until night, week
out,
to rehabilitate any
in and week
shortcomings in the motion picture business and to establish a high standard in
all of its ramifications which will command respect and admiration not only
from those who visit motion picture theatres but from the public in general.
Lauds Will H. Hays
"Mr. Hays is a man of high ideals
and principles, tremendously energetic
and courageous and a great organizer,
and it is up to every individual in the
theatricals to support him in his splendid work which will redound not only

but
to the glory of the picture business
branches.
to the entire profession in all its
"I sincerely ask the vaudeville artists
co-operation and also the managers' in
stamping out any reference to motion
pictures in a discourteous

and

criticising

cannot expect respect from
our
others unless we, ourselves, respect

way

own

We

calling."

Administrator Woodin the cooperation of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
the State of New York. In a wire to the
administrator, Mr. O'Reilly, said:
"We pledge ourselves to carry whatever
message you may have to the public
through the medium of our screens and
from our rostrums, and we are at your

command to do any public
may designate us to do."

service

you

Smith to Exploit New
Fairbanks Picture as

Roadshow Attraction
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

AXGELES. Sept. 19.— Pete
prominent advertising and publicity director, has been loaned by Marshall Xeilan to Douglas Fairbanks to exploit the latter's new picture, "Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Hood," in its road

LOS

Smith,

show

presentations.

Negotiations for theatres in New York,
Chicago and other large cities are under
way and announcement of its Eastern
premiere is expected soon.

Bond Named Manager
E. J. Eichenlaub has resigned, effective
immediately, as manager of the Chicago

exchange of First National. He is succeeded by C. E. Bond, whose post as city
sales manager will be filled by Gradwell
L. Sears.

Former Exhibitor Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

VICKSBURG,

MISS., Sept 19.— Hen-

the Walnut
ry Mayer, who managed
Street theatre until its sale to Saenger
Amusement Company a few years ago,
was found dead in his room at the Carroll hotel here, from causes unknown.

'

Blumenthal Brings Film

Aid in
Case of Coal Famine

Offers Official

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

19— Ben

Blumen-

president of Export and Import, is
en route to America, bringing with him
thal,

a film entitled

"Sodom and Gomorrah,"

which he acquired abroad.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Sept. 19.— In view of
President
»«coal famine.
- -tnreaicucu <--^.
threatened
Fuel
Charles L. O'Reilly has offered State

NEW

the
tne

•

Sid

Goldman Resigns

Goldman, Chicago manager for
American Releasing Corporation, has reMr. Goldman will take a short
signed.
vacation and announce his new affiliations
upon his return.
Sid
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Present at
Pola Negri Luncheon

Distinguished Guests
Other Film Notables Arrive on
Star
"Bella Donna"

—

Same Boat With
Is First

come

and fan magazines, as well as the executives of The Famous Players-Lasky and
Hamilton corporations, including Adolph

to this

Zukor, Ben Blumenthal, E. E. Shauer, E.
J. Ludvigh, Ralph Kohn, Eugene Zukor,
S. R. Kent, Robert T. Kane, H. G. Bal-

auspices of HamTheatrical
ilton
t o
Corporation

appear for

mount

in a

George W. Weeks, John Clarke,
Hugo Riesenfeld and Felix Kahn; also
Thomas Meighan, who arrived from the
Coast Monday Mr. Ludvigh presided inlance,

Parascreen

version of Robert
"Bella
Hichens'
Donna," was the
special target for
a dozen reporters
and a score or

more

men

formally as toastmaster.
*

a luncheon was given
Miss Negri by the Coffee House Club,
an organization of prominent artists, authors and members of the theatrical and
newspaper professions, all of whom are
enthusiastic admirers of the star and her
art.
Among the invited guests were:
Alexandria Carlisle, Mary Nash, Tallulah Bank-

Star

tic

4 p. m., at the foot

West

of

23rd

street.

Elsie Ferguson, Blanche Bates, Ina Claire,
Lenore Ulric, Grace Moore, Doris Keane, Julia
Hoyt, Ethel Barrymore, Carlotta Monterey, Neysa
McMein, Marie Tempest, Theresa Helburn, Mary
Boland. Laura Hope Crews, Madge Kennedy, Billie Burke, Alice Brady, Geraldine Farrar, Peggy
Wood, Ruth St. Denis, John V. A. Weaver,
Graham Browne, Alexander Woollcott, George
Nathan,
Jean
Karl
Kitchin,
Herbert Bayard
Swope. Will H. Hays, Chester H. Aldrich. Sidney
Blackmer, Robert Bridges, Heywood Broun, Royal
Cortissoz, Frank Craven, John Cross, Charles B.
Dillingham,
Dwight Franklin. Arnold Genthe,
Howard Greenley, Jascha Heifetz, Avery Hopwood, Wallace Irwin, Ernest Lawford, H. T.
Lindeberg, Guy Lowell, Gilbert Miller. Grant
Mitchell, Kenneth M. Murchison, Conde Nast,
Tony Sarg, Ernest Truex, Whitney Warren, H. J.
Whigham, Efrem Zimbalist, .Frank Crowninshield,
Adolph Zukor, Robert T. Kane, Ralph Kohn,
Eugene Zukor and Charles E. McCarthy.

head,

©

Underwood & Underwood

POLA NEGRI

arriving

New York

to apear

in

in Paramount pictures.
She talked with
enthusiasm, though
in decidedly broken English, concerning her
first visit to America and the pleasure she
expected to have in working here where
her art could receive its fullest expression.
A tugboat, filled with Polish- Americans
and bearing a banner on which was

printed, "Polish-Americans Welcome Pola
Negri," circled around the ship until its
presence was discovered by the star.
Leaning far over the rail, she waved her
response to the friendly greeting and the
little tug with its joyful load proudly accompanied the world's largest ship as far
as the Battery.
* * *

On

*

On Thursday

of cameraas the White

liner Majessteamed slowup the bay
ly
from Quarantine
to dock at about

*

Miss Negri will leave New York for
California in time to start work in "Bella
Donna." under the direction of George
Fitzmaurice about September

Woman

the Majestic were E. E.
Shauer, assistant treasurer and head of
the foreign department of Famous Play-

board

ers-Lasky Corporation, and Mrs. Shauer,
who have been abroad three months; Ben
Blumenthal, president of Hamilton TheatFrank A. Vanderlip,
Corporation
rical
Samuel Untermeyer, Mabel Normand,
former Senator O'Gorman and other
;

noted people, but the attention of the reporters, photographers and passengers as
well as the throng of people at the pier
was focussed upon Pola. She was very
beautiful, they all said, much better looking than any of her photographs fascin-

—

ating.

Following the formalities of inspection
by customs and immigration officials,
Miss Negri went to the Hotel St. Regis,
which will be her headquarters during
her stay in New York, and there met

more reporters. After dinner she visited
both the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, saving the Capitol, Strand, Loew's State
and others for subsequent evenings.
Wednesday noon, at Louis Sherry's
Miss Negri was the guest of honor at a
luncheon given by Hamilton Theatrical
Corporation. There were eighty guests in
attendance, including representatives of all
the trade papers, New York newspapers

Output

Producer

25.

Sells

Arrow; Will

to

Make Ten

Productions

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

19.— Mrs. A. B.
Maescher, prominent business and club
woman on the Coast, has returned from
New York, where she disposed of the entire

output

—ten

and to

pictures

— of

De Luxe

pictures in a businesslike manner
assist her in this policy she has

selected the following:

Eugene Evans, general manager; Jack
director general; J. Grubb Alexander, scenarist; J. Frank Glendon, leading man; Diana Alden, leading woman.
The company's first production, "Night
Pratt,

Life in Hollywood," has had

Selznick at

its

premiere.

Wedding

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH,

PA., Sept. 19.— Lewis
Selznick, head of Selznick Enterprises,
attended the wedding here recently of his
niece, Miss Iris Selznick.
J.

ing in

New York

YORK,

Sept.

19.— An

interest-

ing situation has been created over eliminations ordered, but not made, in the Cos-

mopolitan production "When Knighthood
Was in Flower," now running at the Criterion theatre.
The board of censors examined the picture before its opening and among several
minor eliminations instructed that the
words "wanton" and "jade" be cut from

the subtitles.

May Go

to

Courts

The

picture is being shown twice each
day without these changes being made,
and according to current rumor, the powers that be in the Cosmopolitan company
have decreed that they shall not be made
and that the matter shall be fought out
in the courts and elsewhere.
Officials of Cosmopolitan decline to
talk of the orders issued by the censors
or to say whether or not any attention
will be paid to them.
The fact that the
picture is running with the banded words
still in the "subtitles is taken as evidence
of a determination by the Hearst organization not to permit their picture to be
edited by the censor board without rhyme

or reason."
Calls

Edict Senseless

The matter is causing no small amount
of comment in picture circles, one man
prominent

in the industry declaring that
the order to eliminate the words being
both senseless and ridiculous.
"It might not be such a serious matter,"
said he, "for the censor board to provoke
a fight with a man who can wield such
tremendous power as can Mr. Hearst
were the fight made on the elimination
of something that was really objectionIf Mr. Hearst has deable and illegal.
termined that the words which are good
clean Anglo-Saxon words shall remain in
the subtitles, the case will go a long way
in clearing up just how arbitrary the censors can be and have their orders backed
up by the courts."

Conspiracy to Prevent
First

Sept.

Film Company, of which she is president,
to Arrow Film Corporation.
Mrs. Maescher will produce at the
Hollywood studios. She says she will

make

Cosmopolitan Film Show-

NEW

September 18.— Pola Negri is here. New York, America and the world know it, too, for seldom has the arrival of a stage
or screen celebrity received more attention from the newspapers
than that accorded the famous Polish star following her advent to American shores on Tuesday afternoon.

country under the

1922

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Picture

YORK,

NEGRI,
MISS
w h 6" has

30,

Hearst Disregards
Orders of Censors
Eliminations Are Not Made in

Polish

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

September

Runs

Is

Charged

By New York Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 19.— Suit charging
conspiracy to prevent Singer Brothers of
Peekskill, N. Y., from obtaining first-run
pictures for their new theatre has been
filed against several of the distributing
companies. Defendents named are First
National, Loew, Inc., Advance Pictures
Corporation, David Bernstein, Joseph

Schenck,

Nicholas

Schenck

and

Fred

Mitchell.

An order was made yesterday by JusMartin citing the defendents to appear in court on September 20 and show
cause why a restraining order should not
be issued against them.
Singer Brother;; recently opened a new
theatre at Peekskill which cost them $90,000 to build.
In the complaint they
charge that all the worthwhile pictures
are tied up for first runs by the Colonial
theatre, a Loew house, from which condition they seek relief.
tice

September

30,
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Increased Accessory
Sales Show Theatres
Out After Business

27

Elected on Regular Ticket of A.

M.

P.

A.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 19.— An announce-

ment by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

of

a

noticeable

increase

the

in

demand

1

for advertising accessories indicates that exhibitors, sensing more prosperous industrial conditions, are out after

renewed theatre business.

>

The company states that the sale of
the four-column newspaper ad mats and
cuts during the past year has increased
more than 100 per cent., while the demand for the so-called supplementary
mats and cuts is approximately four
times what it was a year ago.
Proportionate increase in the demand for all the
other advertising accessories is reported.
Paramount says that its press sheets
have been highly commended by exhibitors and photoplay editors, many of
whom have expressed their appreciation
of the aid rendered by Charles Kenmore
Ulrich, editor; Russell Holman, who prepares the advertising copy, and Vincent
The ad mats and
Trotta, art director.
other accessories are furnished to exhibitors at cost, says the company.

Griffith

May

YORK.

ened coal famine

Sept.

may

19.— The threat-

W.

cause D.

to

Grif-

England

make

his next picture in
instead of in his own studio at
fith

Mamaro-

neck as planned.

The Mamaroneck studio is equipped for
hard coal fuel and the coal shortage may
cause an immediate shutting down of the
work there. The production on which
Mr. Griffith has been working for the
past five months has been finished and
will be presented in New York at one of
the theatres before being turned over to
United Artists for distribution.
A conference with a committee of
English representatives has been arranged for this week aud may result in
an announcement of the early departure
of

Mr.

Griffith

and a company for Eng-

NEW

—

YORK, Sept. 19. John C. Flinn of Famous Players, last week
elected president of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.,
succeeding C. L. Yearsley of First National, who has held the office for
the past year.
Victor M. Shapiro of Pathe, defeated J. \V. O'Mahoney of Educational,
for the vice-presidency in the first contest for major office which has developed in several years in the organization.
was

Unanimous on Motion

Election

a candidate on the "regular" ticket presented by the
nominating committee. Shapiro was a candidate via a nominating petition.
The result of the vote was Shapiro 37. O'Mahoney 22. On the
motion of President Yearsley the election of Mr. Shapiro was made
unanimous. The remainder of the slate prepared by the nominating committee went through without opposition, Horace Judge of First National
being elected treasurer, and Tom Wiley succeeding himself to the office of
secretary.
:

The new board
same meeting,

the

of directors, elected at

composed of Charles
A. M. Botsford. Arthur Brilant,
is

A. Parsons, Xat
Rothstein, Harry
Reichenbach, and
Yearsley.
L.
C.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Sept. 19.— Arthus S.
of Associated Exhibithe
appointment of D.
tors, announces
R. Davis, former Pathe salesman, as
representative in charge of the St. Louis

M. Loughborwas made
managing editor
of the A. M. P.
J.

president

ough

A.

office.

Walter
manager

F. Haynor, formerly
at Washington. D. C,

sas City.

Edwards

Is

Back After

Producing

in Palestine

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 19—J. Gordon Edwards has returned from Palestine, where
he produced "The Shepherd King" for
This picturization of
William Fox.
Wright Lorimen's novel was fimed in the
very places described in the Bible.

Bulletin,

Sam.

Goldwyn

has been
appointed Associated Exhibitors representative in the Philadelphia territory.
Paul DeOnto has joined Associated as
salesman under Bert Mendelson at Kan-

Dietz.

Paul Lazarus, P.

Associated Exhibitors
Sales Force Increased

NEW

of Yearsley

O'Mahoney was

Howard

Kane,

Made Unanimous

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Barrel!.

land.

Horace Judge

Only Contest Was for Vice-Presidency and in This
Shapiro Defeats 0 'Mahoney by 37 to 22 Vote;
Election Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Wiley

Flinn Succeeds Yearsley as
High Official of A. M. P. A.

Produce

Next Film in England
Due to Coal Shortage

NEW

Tom

John C. Flinn

M. Shapiro

$2,000,000 Theatre
Be
Erected by Wm. Fox

In Cleveland to

elected

Chamber

of Cora-

mercer

Chancel-

ano f
the result of the election Paul Gulick extolled the work done during the past
year by President Yearsley and the other
retiring officers. Mr. Gulick's oratorical
effort was greeted with much acclaim by
the members, after which the newly elecupon for a
called
ted president was
speech. Mr. Flinn said:
After

the

nouncement

"A. M. P. A.

P. A. has stuck."

and

lor.

Victor

member of the A. M. P. A. ever since it
was started some six or seven years ago
and can look back with pride on its splendid record.
While every other similar
organization has disintegrated the A. M.

Palmer

D.

was

back and be received like this is gratifying.
hope we can accomplish much
I
during the coming year. I have been a

Has Stuck"

"I feel a particular pleasure in being
elected for the reason that I have been
away from New York so much. To come

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

A

sixO., Sept. 19—
teen-story office and theatre building, to
erected
on
Euclid
will
be
cost $2,000,000.
avenue near Playhouse square by William Fox. The theatre is to have a seating capacity of 3.000 and will be ready for
opening in about a year.
According to a statement by William
A. Page. Fox representative, interests of

CLEVELAND,

Metro.

Marcus

Loew and Paramount

control and direct four of the leading
theatres in Cleveland, with the result that
these interests, it is alleged, "have practically barred all other moving pictures
in Cleveland."
A feature of the proposed playhouse
will be a women's smoking room.
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Nine Beauties

Who
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in
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"Oliver Twist" to
Have Big Premiere
Distinguished Audience and

Movie Popularity Test

Novel Effects Features
of First Showing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 18.— Arrangements have been completed to present
Jackie Coogan's latest production, "Oliver
Twist,"

New York

to

in

an

elaborate

manner, at the Broadhurst theatre this
week for its pre-publication premiere of
one night.
Decorate Theatre

The playhouse

will be decorated in the
Dickens period style and ushers will wear
Dickens period costumes. A special Dickens lobby effect will be arranged and a
novel prologue in harmony with the picture will be presented.
Invitations to attend have been issued
to prominent film folks as well as leading

society folk, educators of large eastern
colleges and the Charles Dickens Club
of New York and Brooklyn.

Plan Special Effects

Miss Lucy Wewson

Miss Helen Morton

Sol Lesser to present
"Oliver Twist" to such a notable audience
in a manner never before attempted and
many special effects are being planned to
put the pre-view over in de luxe style.
It is the desire of

Here

is

a reproduction of one of the large pictorial displays planted by
of the Knickerbocker theatre during his beauty contest.

Theatre's

Home

Talent Picture

Wins Wide
Nat

Nat Royster"

Publicity

Tally in N. Y. With
New Post Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

L. Royster Popularizes Knickerbocker in Conducting
Beauty Contest at Nashville

NEW

YORK,

NASHVILLE,
talent picture,

TENN., September 19.— The Knickerbocker's home
"A Family Affair," produced under supervision of

Nat L. Royster, publicity
week,

director for the theatre, was presented last
presentation establishing record business for the house.

its

O OYSTER'S
which

publicity campaign,
picture is a part,

the
launched on July 3

of

was

when more than 100
entered a popularity
contest, the winner to be starred in the
three-reel production.
This contest extended to August 15, the theatre doing an
excellent business throughout that period.

women

Nashville

*

*

displays.

did not stop however with
production of the picture, for its presentation last week was heralded in the
two newspapers and Royster's enterprise
was responsible for virtually three months
of continuous publicity in the press.
The first fifty winners in the popularity
contest were given prizes donated by
Nashville merchants. The top winner received a diamond ring in addition to the
honor of starring in the Royster film.
Other awards ranged from gowns to thePublicity

atre tickets.

In conducting the contest ten votes
were given for every ticket purchased at
the Knickerbocker box office. To every
candidate that sold a book of ten tickets
100 votes were credited.
*

*

Royster, through his enterprise in conducting the contest and producing the
picture,
was enabled to combat the
weather during the hottest period of the

summer.

*

Miss Irene Cole was the fortunate winner of the contest and to her was given
the leading role in the film. Playing op-

To

Establish

System of

Exchange

22

Offices

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
president

YORK,
of

19.— Lou Rogers,
Rialto Productions, which

manager.
The twenty-two exchanges will be
opened on a cooperative basis, each manager owning all or part of his exchange,
and it is the intention to work out a
similar plan of operation with producers.
Negotiations are under way with a number of producers for the distribution of
their product.

i

and predicts that
it will smash box
office

records for

film
type.
a

of

this

Mr.
Tully
accompanied
Mrs.

is

by

Tully and
daughter,

their
and

will

shortly
a n d,

p

sail

for Engwhere he
r

o d u

c e

Richard Walton Tully

Masquera
der" on the London stage as well as
superintend the London premiere of "The
Masquerader" in picture form.

"The

Show Proves Wedding
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

has been operating in the state right field,
is formulating plans to establish twentytwo exchanges and abandon his present
method of distributing pictures.
Mr.
Rogers has associated with him Nat
Levine, formerly president of Plymouth
Pictures, who will serve as general sales

week

Guy

i

will

Rogers Announces Plan

last

He
Bates Post.
a s t c
is enthu s
about the picture

1

*

During the contest Royster was given
sixty good stories in the two dailies here,
the articles being supplemented by large
pictorial

was Joe S. Combs. The picture
was completed by Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company.
posite her

19.— Richard Wal-

New York

with a print of "Omar, the Tentmaker,"

starring
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

ton Tully arrived in

SANDUSKY,

O., Sept. 19.— Telling
friends that they were motoring
over to Findlay to see Charles Ray
in "Gas, Oil and Water," Hower J. Ross,
assistant manager of the Schade theatre,
their

and

Miss

Vaughn Martin

Dayton,

of

kept right on going to Monroe, Mich.,
where they were married.

"U"

Engages Auditor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

19— E.

D. Leish-

man, formerly connected with Warwick
Mitchell & Company, public accountants,
has been engaged by Universal as a
traveling auditor.

September

30,
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Spokane Theatre Week Goes
Over With Record Publicity

New

Eugene Zukor

29

Pep Club Head

Exploitation Defeats Weather During Drive by Film
Industry in Washington City— Mammoth Parade

Launches Northwest Movement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
September 19. Weather holds

—

SPOKANE, WASH..

no terror for the
exhibitors and distributors in this city. It may be sweltering hot or a drenching
rain may be falling it is all the same to the industry in Spokane.
Theatre owners and distributors proved their ability to overcome the elements during "Go-to-Theatre Week"' early this month. It was the first drive
of this nature in the city's history and the fifteen theatres which participated
went through the week with colors flying.

—

Drenching Rain Fails to Halt Big Parade
Opening on Saturday, "Go-to-Theatre Week" bucked up against four days
that averaged more than 96 in the shade.
On Wednesday, just before the
parade, which exhibitors had been working on for a month, started the heavens
broke loose and following a half hour of heavy rain a hail storm played havoc
with the floats, marchers and thousands who lined the downtown streets. In
spite of the downpour and the fact that the plane which flew over the
parade fell into the river when the hail stopped the engines, the parade was
run off on schedule time.

On

Saturda3 Pilot Nick Mamer drivCasino theatre plane flew over
city
and distributed 20.000 programs for "Go-To-Theatre Week." Each
ing
the

Eugene

J.

Zukor

YORK.

grams

19.— Eugene

Sept.

J.

Zukor was elected president of the Paramount Pep Club at an election of officers
held

last

week.

Others

chosen

were;

vice-president, Melville A. Shauer; treasurer, E. A. Brown, and secretary Bertha
Wiener. The board of governors comprises Elsie Hemmer, Florence McGovern, G. B. J. Frawley. Julian Johnson.
Paul Morgan, George Spidell and Harry

G. Wylie.
The club

staged
outing at Asbury Park, N.

New

recently

its

annual

T.

Japanese Ruling

Will Protect American
Films in That Nation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

19.—The

home

United Artists is in receipt of a
copy of the Japan Advertiser, one of the
leading newspapers of Tokio. which puboffice of

lishes a lengthy article

distributed 5,000 or more produring the preceding week and
with
department
stores,
hotels,
clubs,
music dealers participating,
parks and
is
doubtful if many Spokane people
it
missed seeing the schedule of attracSlides were screened
tions for the week.

theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

-

a

detailing a court

decision which assures American film interests protection against film piracy in
the Orient.
The ruling was handed down in favor
of United Artists which brought action

to prevent the illegal showing of D. W.
Griffith's "Way Down East." The newspaper says:
"The court's decision is believed to settle once and for all the question of motion picture copyright protection."

for
two weeks pretheatres
vious and the city was well placarded
with special window cards and photographs and window tieups of various
screen stars whose pictures were shown
during the celebration.
at

all

Band Ballyhoos Event

A

band

in a

Transport truck paraded

the down town and residential sections
of the city at noon each day during the
On Monday Pilot Mamer
celebration.
and J. L. Johnston, special representative
for the celebration, flew over the city for
a stunt exhibition and distributed programs and the like.
Through C. E. Foster, photoplay editor
of the Chronicle, a stars' impersonation
contest was conducted, a special column
being devoted to the idea each day. The
Spokane Press ran a special three page
advertising section on two occasions.
The Spokesman Review also gave the
$500
event considerable publicity.
funds subscribed by theatremen advertised
to
contributing
also
distributors
the fete,
Judges of the dual comthe movement.
petition were Harry Eagles, Paramount
Pictures; Mrs. John T. Little, Spokane society matron, and W. E. McMillan, Uni-

A

versal.

Clemmer Wins
First prize for floats

H.

Dr.

theatre,

*

S.

who

Clemmer
entered

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Sept. 19.— A bouncing baby girl, christened Daphne Suzanna Skouras has been added to the
family of Spyros Skouras of Skouras
Bros., First National franchise holders
It is reported that the
in St. Louis.
middle name is a tribute to a well known
film of that title.

of the Clemmer
a rich red cloth

_
Second prize went to O.

W. Newton

Rialto theatre, Hillyard, Wash.
Third prize was awarded George Terhune of the Rex theatre whose float was
made to resemble a tropical scene from
of

the

Chronicle

contest

as

the

Liberty

theatre

Each car was decorated and
two by five canvas sign calling
attention to some feature of Liberty
theatre service or the name of some

display.
bore a

forthcoming attraction.
Marty Firms Participate
Manager Stillwell of the Casino entered a "Monte Cristo" float on a huge
Mack truck. The Empress, Lyric and
Majestic theatres had decorated cars.
The American theatre had ten Studebaker cars and six Northwest Mounted
Pantages had
Policemen in uniform.
two decorated trucks and four Nash
cars, the Rotary and Ad Clubs had decorated cars and Pathe, Hodkinson and
Universal and Alexander Film Laboratories had decorated cars.
Pathe
employees
distributed
1,000
asters to people watching the parade and
the Pathe cameraman took pictures of
the parade for showing at the Casino
Theatre the same evening.
Associated
First National Pictures of Seattle entered a handsome float of white and silver
on which Miss Ruth Harkins, prize winning beauty of the Inland Empire,
dressed in a dainty pink crinojjne gown
of 1865, rode with a prize Siberian wolf
hound tied to a leash. Miss Harkins
distributed asters to the crowd and also
tossed away several thousand miniature
photographs of First National stars. The
Casino theatre's Curtis plane was appropriately decorated for flying low above the
parade.

Civic Clubs Assist
to

on which was mounted a throne
occupied by a bejewelled beauty who
posed for a motion picture made by a
tripod
whose
cameraman
feminine
rested on the snowy surface of a miniathe
of
ture mountain at the other end
display.

Manager Ray A. Grombacher entered
twenty-two new Hudson and Essex cars
bearing
the
impersonators
of
the

First

was awarded

float

Stork Visits Skouras

"The Idol Dancer," the First National
attraction he featured during the week.

Ad

Club. Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions and
Chamber of Commerce organizations
gave the principal speaker's privilege to
theatre men at each regular meeting during the week and at each event all theatre men of the city were present as
guests of the clubs.
Members of the committees in charge
Ray A.
of "Go-To-Theatre Week" were
Grombacher and James E. Vesey, Liberty theatre: E. Clark Walker. Pantages;
:

Dr~ K.
bach,

Rex;

S.

Clemmer and Hugo

'Clemmer
C.

E.

theatre:
Stillwell,

C.

Lam-

George Terhune.
Casino;

(Concluded on page 38}

E.

C.
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"When Knighthood Was
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Flower" Splendid Achievement
Cosmopolitan Production Sets High Standard — Marion
Davies' Greatest Picture

By

THEN

\T
yy

MARTIN
Was

Knighthood

J.

QUIGLEY

Flower," the most pretentious producb w
tion yet undertaken by W illiam Randolph Hearst's Cosmopolitan
corporation, will be compared with the finest things that have
been done for the screen and it has nothing to fear in the comparison.
Although a great deal was promised in this production and in consequence a great deal was expected the initial public exhibition of it at
in

—

—

—

the Criterion theatre,

New

York, on Thursday, Sept.

11,

provided a gen-

uine surprise.
a picture of tremendous beauty.
sheer pictorial appeal, it sets an
enviable standard. It has the complexion
of genuineness throughout. It is enacted

ITForis

THE CAST
Lyn Harding

Henry VIII
Louis XII
Charles Brandon

Duke

William Norris
Forrest Stanley

Buckingham
Pedro de Cordoba
Sir Edwin Caskoden .... Ernest Glendinning
William H. Powell
Duke Francis
Cardinal Wolsey
Arthur Forrest
Due de Longueville
Macey Harlam
Will Sommers
Johnny Dooley
King's Tailor
William Kent
of

Grammont

Gustav von Seyffertitz

Sir Adam Judson
An Adventurer

Charles Gerrard

George Nash
Henry Brandon
Arthur Donaldson
Queen Catherine Theresa Maxwell Cbnover
Lady in Waiting
Flora Finch
Lady Jane Bolingbroke
Ruth Shepley
Mary Tudor
Marion Davies
Sir

.

Directed by Robert Vignola

— twelve

parts.

much credit for it is due
Mr. Hearst.
One of the outstanding surprises of the
production is the work of Marion Davies.
Miss Davies' pictorial capabilities have
long been recognized but not so with hei
ability
to
execute adequately certain
dramatic requirements. In this production, however, she registers effectively
and convincingly throughout and does
in fact make her histrionic effect one of
the
conspicuous qualifications of the
registered that
to

picture.
The picture has been built as have few,
if any, that have gone
before it.
The
settings are not only beautiful and effective but they are also pregnant with

suggestions of fidelity and genuineness.
is
an almost magical loveliness
about many of the scenes which alone is

There

sufficient

to
brated one.
and stability

the picture a celeThere is also a massiveness
to the settings which cannot help but serve to impress the specta-

tor.

by

as

competent and satisfying a cast

could be wished for.
It is, on the
whole, the sort of production that reflects
glory upon everyone who has had a
hand in achieving the final result.
as

"When Knighthood Was

in

make

Joseph Urban,

who

is

responsible

for the settings may properly be credited
with a real triumph.
In the finished production Robert G.

Flower"

gives evidence throughout of having been
fostered by a tremendous determination
to make a great picture and this determination is to be credited to Mr. Hearst,
who, since the death of Lord Northcliffe.
has no near contender for the distinction
of being the world's greatest newspaper
publisher.
regard the genius of
Hearst and
his
fortunate
interest
in
motion pictures as a great asset to the
business and we believe "When Knighthood Was in Flower" gives concrete testimony to the value of this asset.
high order of intelligence is impressed on this production in many of its
finer phases and, with all due acknowl-

Another dramatic scene in the Cosmopolitan picture "When Knighthood was in Flower"

and they provide an enactof the various subsidiary characterizations that has been seldom excelled
in genuine merit.
Lyn Harding is an extraordinarily fortunate choice for the
role of Henry VIII.
Forrest Stanley as
the romantic hero is an engaging personality and registers satisfactorily. Other
particularly notable characterizations are
to be credited to William Norris as the
French King; William Kent as the King's
tailor; Johnny Dooley as the court jester
and Pedro de Cordova as the Duke of
tion of players

ment

Buckingham.
In view of picture history of the past

"When Knighthood Was in
Flower" appears to be an ideal subject.
It is a costume drama with court settings
which permits the Cosmopolitan corporation
to
contend
and successfully

year,

—

—

against various creditable things in this
sphere that have been done by German
producers.
In a measure it follows the
trail blazed by Griffith in "Orphans of
the Storm," and by Fairbanks in "The

Three

know

Musketeers."

At

any

rate

we

the type of picture that,
if well done, the public is clamorous for
at this time.
The Charles Major drama tells a wellknown story.
With the England of
Henry VIII as the background it recites
the romantic and spectacular adventures
of Mary Tudor, played in the picture by
Marion Davies. The story is a romantic
adventure and it affords picture material
of the most desirable kind.
As a widely popular attraction the
picture has a great deal to recommend
it.
It supplies many unusual opportunito make a strong adties upon which
In a season of many
vertising appeal.
big pictures it is an entertainment of outthat

it

is

Standing merit.

We

Saenger Company to
Open Three Lichtman
Exchanges in South

A

edgment

to

his

lieutenants,

it

should be

Scene from "When Knighthood was in FIt>we
(Cosmopolitan -Paramount)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Marion Davies in another scene from
Knighthood was in Flower"

"Whe

Vignola proves that he was well qualified
to undertake the responsibility of this
pretentious and costly undertaking. With
a splendid scenario provided by Luther
Reed, Mr. Vignola has taken the famous
story of Charles Major and has picturized it in a thoroughly satisfying manner with all its romantic interest, picturesqueness and colorful setting retained
and in many instances emphasized. It
is a distinguished screen rendition of a
great picture story.
The picture has a
wide range of emotional appeal and every
phase of it is creditably done.
In its
romantic moments the picture is delightful and intriguing; in its spectacular incidents it is powerful and thrilling.
The cast is a distinguished aggrega-

NEW

YORK, Sept. 19.— Negotiations
have been completed whereby three exchanges will be organized and incorporated at once for the distribution in the
southern states of the product of Al Lichtman Corporation. For several days E. V.
Richards, acting for Saenger Amusement
Company of New Orleans, has been here
conference with the Lichtman officials.
new corporations will be owned
equally by the Saenger company and the

in

The

Lichtman corporation.
Three subsidiary companies will be organized at once to open Al Lichtman
Exchanges at Dallas, New Orleans and
Henry Ginsburg, Lichtman
Atlanta.
sales manager, has left for Atlanta to
open the branch there. E. C. Leeves has
been selected manager of the Dallas office.

September

30,
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PICTORIAL SECTION

Film Neics

Stories Told

in

of Exhibitors Herald

Pictures

by
the

Camera

Issue of September 30

"I'll

that

some

who

the world (via radio)
'The Secrets of Paris' is

tell

picture,"
stars

duced by

man

says

Lew Cody

this feature proC. C. Burr and Whitin

Bennett.

Florence and King Vidor with
Baby Suzanne on the lawn of
their Hollywood home.
Florence Vidor will appear soon in
Thomas H. Ince's "Skin Deep"
for First National distribution.

Arrangements are being made
by Sol Lesser whereby Jackie
Coogan will make personal appearances

in
several of the
larger cities in conjunction with
the roadshow presentation of
"Oliver Twist."

Motion picture directors do not always go outside the studio for their exteriors. Distance and previous usage of gardens,
and verandas on beautiful estates and other factors make studio exteriors advisable. Above are patio gardens of a
California mountain home as prepared on the studio stage for a Paramount picture. Paramount pictures in which studio
exteriors have been used to an advantage are "Beyond the Rocks," "To Have and to Hold," "The Prince Chap," "The
Lost Romance," and a number of others.

vistas
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This panoramic still is an interesting character study of members of the
notable cast of Marshall Neilan's initial picture for Goldwyn, "The
Stranger's Banquet." Seated in the foreground are Producer Neilan and
"Teddy," the dog star. Standing, left to right: Hobart Bosworth, Rockcliffe Fellowes, Thomas Holding, Ford Sterling (continue on page opposite).

Exchange managers and salesmen attending one of a series of conventions which have been held by First National since formulating its policy
for the new year. This group, which met at San Francisco, is the sales
force operating in the Western territory. At each of these get-togethers
various pictures of the new season's output have been screened.

Three scenes from "When Knighthood
in Flower," the Cosmopolitan feature which is playing at the Criterion
theatre in New York. This is Marion
Davies most ambitious production.

Was

Will H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors,
surrounded by "partners in the business." The picture was taken at the
R-C studio on the West Coast. On his right are Emil Offeman, studio
manager; P. A. Powers, managing director of R-C Pictures and F. B. O.;
Johnnie Walker and Carter DeHaven.

September

30,
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Windsor, Nigel Barrie, Claude Gillingwater, Stuart Holmes,
Eleanor Boardman, Philo McCullough, Cyril Chadwick, Arthur Hoyt,
Jean Hersholt, Aileen Pringle, Forrest Seabury, Edward McWade, Virginia Ruggles, William Humphrey, Brinsley Shaw, Edward Borman,
Lucille Ricksen, Jack Curtis and Tom Guise. This picture is included
Claire

among

the productions scheduled for publication early in the

new

season.

Edward Bowes, managing
Capitol

theatre,

New

director,

York,

nounces that the contract of

The sales department of American Releasing Corporation keeps in constant
touch with production on Coast through Fred Gage, assistant sales manager,
and William H. Jenner, Coast production representative. In the group standing are: Mr. Jenner, Mr. Graybill, Hampton Del Ruth, director of "The MarSeated: Mrs. Jenner,
riage Chance" for American Releasing distribution.
Mrs. Gage and Fred Gage. Picture taken on set for "The Marriage Chance."

rii

A

U„

-|tnn

an J

^Sr^SrE^ 'JtSt StS
comedies.

——

his leading

•

Rothafel, director of presentations,

has been renewed "because of our
admiration for his splendid work."

C. Patterson, nee
Aiken, publisher of
"Weekly Film Review," whose
marriage to the prominent Atlanta
exhibitor was announced last week.

Mrs.

woman, Ruth

Hiatt,

' of

when

Mermaid

anS. L.

Willard

Anna Eugene
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Paul Brunet has resigned as president of Pathe Exchange to return
to his native land, France. He will
remain a member of the board of
directors of the

company.

Jake and Sol Schreiber of the
Blackstone theatre, Detroit, Mich.
The fox was captured by Jake on
recent hunting trip
ming.
his

to

Wyo-

30,

1922

It's all right for human beings to occupy the center of the stage once in awhile
but to monopolize it is all wrong, say Teddy, Pepper and Bruno, three of the
educated animals appearing in the Mack Sennett production, "Bow Wow,"
which First National is distributing. A number of animals have made their
mark in pictures within the last year or so.

W. Hodkinson Corporation
branch at Detroit. Left to right:
Miss Jacques, Norman Lane, Ralph
E. Peckham, manager; Fred Reynolds, Harry Lloyd, Miss Stickle,
S. K. Decker.

W.

the newspapers have given accounts of the
activities at Deauville, France.
Timely then is
the Deauville bathing beach scenes in the new Gloria
Swanson Paramount picture, "The Impossible Mrs. Bellow." which is directed by Sam Wood.

Recently

summer

September

Left to right: George E. Guise,
general manager of Miles Theatre
Miles, Regent and OrCircuit
pheum at Detroit; E. B. Stevens
is manager of the Orpheum.

—
—

To be efficient in art one must
whose "A Tailor Made Man"

relax, says Charles Ray
will be distributed by
United Artists. Therefore, he reclines in arms of Jacqueline Logan, Ethel Grandin and Charlotte Pierce, his

leading

women.

September

30,

1922
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Luncheon arranged by S. A. Shirley, district manager, and
L. A. Rozelle, manager, of the Chicago Metro exchange, in
honor of Mae Murray and her husband-director, Robert Z.
Leonard. The two film notables were en route to the West
Coast to produce "Coronation," another Tiffany picture for
Metro distribution. Luncheon held at Blackstone hotel.

When

directing "Human
resist the temptation to line up his company for this picture. Gertrude Claire stands beside House Peters, the star.
The director is leaning on the camera. Mary Philbin

King

Baggot

finished

Hearts" for Universal he could not

stands with George Hackathorne.

Larry Semon, Vitagraph comedian, is an honest-to-goodness
golf player notwithstanding his recent howling comedy under
that title. One of his constant golfing companions in Los
Angeles is Bobby Ross, high school golf sensation of Hollywood. Ross is the young man standing at the left in this
picture.

Director George Melford, Jacqueline Logan (right)
and Lila Lee break into South Sea harmony during
filming

of

Paramount's "Ebb Tide."

Miss Logan

has just been signed to a five year contract by Jesse
L. Lasky to play leads as member of Paramount
stock company.

—

—
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Goldwyn

Plans Big
Exploitation Aid

LESSER, guarded on the north,
SOL
east, south and west by special detectives, arrived in

New York

last

week

with a print of Jacky Coogan's "Oliver
Twist" clasped to his manly weskit by
both arms. According to the dope dealt
out by the ubiquitous Harry Wilson, who
press agents Jacky, the diamond-studded
film was hurried to a safety deposit
vault,

where the

special

detectives

where he has his habitat, Lewis
as "The Palm Beach Kid."

land

were

placed on guard.

Mr. Lesser will give a special showing
of the picture at one of the New York
hotels during the week, at which time
definite announcement of distribution will
be made.
It is generally believed that the production will be road-showed with from
thirty to forty companies being sent on
tour, playing legitimate as well as picture houses. Said Mr. Lesser:
"With no prejudice against the large
distributing companies, I want to market
'Oliver Twist' as an individual production. I have spent a great deal of money
on the picture and I expect to make an
theatre
owners
arrangement
with
throughout the country whereby they
play it on a percentage basis."

*

*

*

The best publicity stunt of the week in
New York was put over by the publicity
department of Cosmopolitan

"When Knighthood Was

in

is

making plans
including

plans

future,
said
leisure in

New York

for the

sufficient

him to visit
around among the newspapers without a
story in each pocket and each hand.
Harry visits New York about twice a
year and declares he always works harder
here than on the coast probably because
his boss is always with him on the
to allow

—

Gotham
Some

New

a question if even Harry
could have planted it to
better advantage. These publicity men
sure are up and doing.
first

page.

It is

Reichenbach

*

*

*

George M. Dillon has been appointed
branch sales manager in the Hodkinson
New York exchange, succeeding F. Kingour. Mr. Dillon is well known in the
trade, having been with Hodkinson ior
the past two and a half years as salesman
in the Bronx and Brooklyn.
*

*

*

Harry Millarde, Fox

director,

day, when Jackie Coogan grows
up to be an old man with white hair and
long whiskers, and without the desire to
pose any longer for the camera, Wilson

plans a regular vacation in New York
with Sol Lesser remaining on the coast.
*

*

*

Freddy Baer, of Kineto,

is

responsible

for the following, which he says is true
as he can prove by showing pictures of it

newest Urban Movie Chats:
resourceful dairyman in Georgia was
struck one day with a bright idea. Being
convinced that cows enjoy music, he
placed a phonograph in his meadow and
put on a record of the old song, "The
Cows are in the Clover."
And the open-air concert proved a
great success. The audience was quiet
but appreciative. In the meantime the
dairyman's children served refreshments
to the calves.
At the finish of the musical entertainment, the cows returned to their barns
"all in excellent spirits," according to
in the

A

their proud owner, "and gave
better milk than ever before!"

more and

New

York

film-

after three months in
ing "If Winter Comes."
*
* *

Lewis,

the

dapper

tailor's

ciate

himself

with

the

Shubert

forces.

Lewis declares changing jobs causes him
nowhere near as much perturbation as
does the thought that he will soon have
to abandon the wearing his summer raiment.

Down

in

that section of

Long

Is-

coast represen-

New
*

*

*

Our own

exploitation department suggestions for stunts on recent and coming

productions:

—

"Burning Sands" a public conflagraworks of George Sands.
electric
Flame" an
"The
Eternal

—
Hold" — any

light.

"To Have and to
brew distillery with the

sign

Howard

home"Must keep

standing 21 days."
"Forget Me Not"
dressmaker bill.

— the wife's latest
"Why Do Men Marry"— show a press
agent eating
a one-arm lunch
"Omar the Tentmaker"—a tie-up with
Schinasi cigarettes.
"The Hot Head"— show a head of
joint.

at

NEW

YORK,

ploitation force

"When Knighthood Was
armored ballyhoo
dough-mixing bin.
*

*

in
artist

Flower"
sunk in a

*

Ben Atwell, than whom there are
fewer old-timers, has completed his job
of putting the Eastman theatre on the
publicity map, and is now handling the
affairs of Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese
actor who has temporarily deserted the
screen for the speaking stage.
*

*

*

Big deals are always breaking in the
film industry. Horace Judge of First Nais involved in the latest big one.
has contracted for all the discarded
straw lids in his home village up Westchester way, delivery to be made September 15. His Honor needs a big supply of
straw each year to cover the strawberry
plants on his farm over winter. Harry
Wilson has loaned Bill Syke's dog from
"Oliver Twist" to assist in tearing up the
lids and turning straws onto strawberries. All the First National boys chipped
in with their summer bonnets with the
exception of Jim Loughborough, who an-

is

Sept.

19.— A

full

ex-

being engaged by Gold-

wyn

Pictures Corporation to render support in exploiting the twenty specials on
the company's program for the season.
The announcement is made following the
extensive
newspaper campaign which

Goldwyn

has

conducted

on

"Remem-

publication on the list.
The department will be under the direction of Howard Dietz, director of the
firm's advertising and publicity, with R
E. Pritchard as exploitation manager. A
force to adequately cover the field will
be put in oneration.

brance," the

first

nually advocates an extension of straw
saving time.
The only casualty reported was to Bill
Yearsley's 1921 sombrero which Bill had
sewn up under contract until 1924, and
which the dog carried off by mistake (?).
lid

*

let-

tuce covered with Paprika.

an

Dietz

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

weeks.

He

Warren

England

tative for Associated First National, arrived at the home office last week and
York for a couple of
will remain in

tional,

model who has been handling publicity
for Hodkinson for the past year, has resigned from that organization to asso-

and Joe

Duttenberg, cameraman, are back in

tion of the

trips.

in boosting
Flower." G7i

the day of the opening of the big feature
York American
at the Criterion, the
carried a two-column cut of Marion Davies and a two-column head story on the

John McCormick, west
Harry Wilson

is

known

*

*

Pete Smith has been loaned by Marshall Neilan to Douglas Fairbanks to exploit "Robin Hood" in connection with
the road show presentations of that production. Negotiations for theatres in a
number of the leading cities are under

way.
*

*

*

Rattling the Skeleton

Al Kaufman, of Famous, Ralph Kohn,
Tom Wylie, slide, garage
and laundry expert once upon a time,
teamed up at the ole Comedy Theatre on
Fourteenth street. Ralph took tickets.
Al's job was to sweep up, and Tom conof Players, and

fesses his share of the triple partnership
took the form of tickling the piano fourteen hours per day.
Paul Gulick was a schoolmaster before
he took up the sale of life insurance, and
still

insists that as a seller of life insur-

ance he was a good schoolmaster.
Charlie Einfeld, age 8, was a movie
actor. Frequently he gets the idea that
he has never outgrown it.
Wells Hawkes was once the best $12
per week dramatic critic in the south.

John

S.

Sfargo.

September
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Kansas Censor Rules

Out Comedy on Cops

In Theatre-Union Disputes

19.—

Coal and Rail Situation Easing [Few Strikes of
Projection Operators Reported Exhibitor
Complains Against Labor Bodies

Prohibition Also Are

—

To Be Cut
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, KAN.,

Sept.

Close your eyes for a moment and think
back to the olden days of Quaker rule

then read this:
''Any burlesque of an officer of the law
or any scene which would tend to create
disrespect for any law, federal or state,
or mitigate against its proper enforcement, shall be eliminated."

Comedy Cop Doomed

members

of the censor board, not only prohibits a comical
role in police attire, but forbids "making
light" of the prohibition amendment.
Mrs. J. M. Miller, senior member of
the beard, offered the following reason
for the resolution:

Claim Respect Lessened
"Juvenile patrons of the theatres have
great respect for the Canadian Northwest
Mounted police. Their appearance on the
screen invariably is greeted with applause
from the children. The reason for this is
that they have always been pictured in a
way tending to create respect for them.
This is far from the case in the matter of
There is really no material
policemen.
difference to showing respect to the uniform of a soldier or sailor and a police-

men.

Of

we have had numerous

late,

scenes, particularly in comedies, making
a joke of prohibition. These also will be
cut out from now on."

Mastbaum

Build Big
Atlantic City Theatre
to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA,
The Stanley Company
E.

PA..

Sept.

19.—

of America, Jules

Mastbaum, president, has completed
whereby that organization

negotiations

site for a new motion picture
theatre in Atlantic City to be located at
the corner of Kentucky avenue and the

acquires a

Boardwalk.
Mr. Mastbaum has ordered plans prepared and work to be begun upon the

The structure
theatre immediately.
modeled upon the same lines as
the Stanley theatre, the Stanley Company's $2,000,000 theatre in Philadelphia,
and Will be a most elaborate structure.

new

is

to be

District Supervisors

Appointed by Goldwyn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

—

Contemplate No Serious Coal Situation
in the coal situation owing to the termination of the
protracted summer walk-out. While some communities may be hit by
is

hope

the scarcity of coal, it is not believed that a serious situation w ill develop
generally. Settlement of the rail strike on virtually all the roads relieves
the anxiety attending the shipment of prints and accessories.
Briefly the operator situation

lows:
Vincennes,

is

as fol-

Sept.

oversee distribution. The country has
been divided into seven districts and
each new official will have a number of

under his supervision. The
supervisors and their headquarters follow:

—

Ind. Operators' walk-out
Moon and Strand theatres following refusal of the managements of the
houses to meet the demands of the projectionists.
Rather than meet the demands. Theodore Charles of the Moon
announces that he will operate his own
machine.

at the

*

Elgin,

111.

*

*

— Agreement has been reached

here between exhibitors and the union
thereby averting a strike of operators.
Slight concessions were made the theatre
men. Henry Rorig of the Orpheum has

complained to the states attorney's office
that literature derogatory to his interests
is being circulated by the operators and
musicians unions.
*

*

*

—

New York City. A new contract has
been signed by exhibitors and the operators' union. The agreement is the same
as the old one.
*

*

*

—

Cleveland, O. Harry Holmden, busioperators'
representative of the
ness
union, announces that the Cleveland operpredicting
an amistrike,
ators will not
cable settlement of the
*
*

wage

dispute.

*

—

Youngstown, O. The walk-out of operators has been settled here, a new agreement being signed whereby the operators
are to receive $56 a week in Class
houses. This is an increase of $5. In the
agreement is a provision that a reduction
will be accepted if conditions are unfavorable in June, July and August.
*
* *
Kokomo, Ind. Four theatres Strand.
Pictureland—-have
and
Star
Victory.
reached an amicable settlement in the
In the
controversy with the operators.
agreement the operators are given an
increase of $2.50 a week.
* * *

A

—

—

Exhibitors of this country are not alone
their difficulties with the operators.
Word has been received from Mexico
City that the theatres there were forced
to suspend operation recently because of
the walk-out of operators and other emThe strike was general and the
ployes.
result of a dispute over wages.

exchanges
S.

Eckman,

Jr.,

New

York; Ben

Fish,

A.

Truog, Kansas City.

New

Theatre
Planned by Skouras

Report

Koerpel, Cleveland; H.
J.
Leonhardt, Los Angeles; Arthur Lucas,
Atlanta; C. E. Maberry, Chicago; W. E.

Denver;

rumor current

in usually well informed
Spyros Skouras contemplates
a new picture house for St. Louis.

a

circles that

in

19.— Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation announces the
appointment of seven supervisors to

YORK.

—

Exhibitors, both individuals and local leagues, are directing their attencoal, rail and operators' strikes.
tions to three labor questions
With the coal and rail situations easing slightly, the question of newwage scales for the operators is giving immediate concern. In only one
locality has the situation assumed serious proportions, and in this city
Council Bluffs, la. it appears as though both sides are determined to
wage a finish fight.

There

That is the resolution passed by the
The
Kansas State Board of Review.
"movie cop" is doomed in Kansas. The
ruling, according to

Amicable Settlements Made

of

Scenes "Making Light"

KANSAS

37

(

ST.

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS. MO..

Sept.

19.—There

is

Valentino Objects to
Lying on Hard Floor
Attorney States Treatment
"Was Past All Human
Endurance"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 19.—The case of
Rodolph Valentino against Famous Players-Lasky Corporation came up for a
hearing yesterday in the court of Justice
Wasser Vogel and for more than two
hours Valentino and his bride, Natacha

Rambova, sat in the court room listening
to Attorney Arthur Graham Butler tell of
the alleged abuses heaped on the motion
Said Mr. Butler to the
picture star.
court:
"Room Small as Cell"

"They gave him a dressing room as
small as a cell in a building reserved for
extra actors while in the star building
several dressing rooms were vacant. He
asked for a couch. There is always a
couch in the star's room. But they gave
him a table, stool and two small chairs.
When he came back to his dressing room
to lie down he was compelled to lie on
the carpet on the concrete floor with an
overcoat rolled up under his head.
"When he was acting "Blood and Sand'
they erected a makeshift dressing room
for him in the open without a top. The
sun was burning hot. The mirror was
very small. They gave him half a barrel
upside down as a seat and when he
changed his things he could not sit down
because everything was too hot. It was
past human endurance."

Women

Share Honors

Mr. Butler,
after Valentino suffered all this the corporation in its advertising of ''Blood and
Sand" mentioned the names of two
women as co-stars instead of advertising

And

further, according to

him as the only star. Decision was reserved and Valentino's attorney was given
until September 24 to submit briefs.
Previously Justice William C. Burr of
the supreme court granted Famous Players-Laskv Corporation a temporary injunction restraining Valentino from appearing in any picture or performance on
the stage.

;;
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Hollywood Club Moves
City

Home

"Douglas Fairbanks

in

Make

to

Robin Hood" Will Have
New Grauman House

Its

Initial

ANGELES, September
— Hollywood long has boasted of
LOS
position as the production capital of the industry. With that posi19.

its

men

tion firmly established its business
of photoplay premieres.

are out after honors as the

will

production,

Hollywood

as

a

result

of

a

contract

signed last Tuesday by Sid Grauman and
The
distinguished actor-producer.
the

Chamber

of

Commerce

of

Hollywood

To Meet

19-20

Oct.

organization to make the motion picture
producing center the home of premieres.
Coincident with the announcement that
"Robin Hood" had been obtained for its
initial
exhibition by Sid Grauman, the
well-known manager issued a statement
to the effect that the production would
be shown for an indefinite period, probably twenty weeks or longer, in his magnificent new Hollywood theatre which is
scheduled to open its doors to the public
on or about October 18.
The signing of the contract between

Douglas Fairbanks and Sid Grauman was
occasion for an elaborate luncheon
given on the stage at the Fairbanks studio, at which were present the noted star
and members of his organization, mem-

CITY, MO.,

18.— The

Sept.

dates for the semi-annual convention of
the M. P. T. O. Missouri have been
October
chosen,
19 and r»0.
The

meeting place,
however, depends
upon a meeting
of M. P. T. O.
M. officials to be
held about Tues-

Several

day.

home

"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood,"
have its international premiere in

Missouri Exhibitors
KANSAS

of Premieres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

T^OUGLAS FAIRBANKS'

1922

30,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Presentation at

-*->^

September

towns are bidding
for the convention,
which will
be attended
by
President Sydney

Cohen

S.

w

i

d e

a n d

known
of
the

y

1

men

Lawrence Goldman

Middle West.
Although tin- program for the Missouri convention has not yet been arranged, lower film rentals will be the
object of discussion, according to Lawrence E. Goldman, counsel and secretary
Missouri organization.

of the

the

bers of the

Hollywood Chamber

of

Com-

Paramount Will Erect
Big Exchange in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

merce, Mr. Grauman, representatives of

C. E.

Toberman

(left)

witnessing the signature of

Fairbanks to a contract giving Sid
(center) "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood" for a permiere presentation.

Douglas

Grauman

was instrumental in bringing the deal to
a successful conclusion, it being the initial move on the part of the Hollywood

the daily press, trade journals and others.
The luncheon table was set amid a
scene of splendor within the cool shadows of the walls of the massive feudal
castle wherein a great number of the episodes of "Robin Hood" were made. Fairbanks, Grauman and officials of the Hol-

lywood Chamber made short speeches
and the proverbial "good time was had
by all."
It is anticipated that the premiere of
"Robin Hood" in Los Angeles will precede the New York showing of the pro-

(Lyric theatre, Grangeville, Idaho)

a money making idea for
exhibitors, especially in a small
town, I submit the following:
It is necessary that the exhibitor have a small kodak and

As

know how
The process

he should

to

make

very
simple and interesting, once
you get started. A photographer will give you the necessary instructions or you can
get a book on slide making for
slides.

is

25 cents.
After you get the hang of
the thing, start out taking snap
shots; any familiar character
around town.
Slip up occasionally and get a boy courting
his girl, a woman putting out
a wash, a man wiping dishes
or milking a cow; in fact, their
various
occupations
getting
them unawares if possible a
child on a horse, etc. alwavs
;

;

Up
get

Their
characters

by
P atron age
are

that

well

known.

Then make

these shots up
into slides and display three or
tour at each change of program, and advertise. They all
like

it.

kind in the country is planned by Famous-Players Lasky Corporation for property,
acquired through its subsidiary,
Attica Film Corporation, at 331 to 337
West Fortv-fourth street.

Spokane .Theatre Week Goes
Over with Record Publicity

intend to use.

This
weeks.

is

good

for

about two

When

the people begin to tire of it, lay off, and try
I have
it out again next year.
had whole families get out of
bed and come down to the

show

when

pened

to

stated

that

family

down

{Continued from page 29)

Class A; Charles Packerwitz,
Empress; O. W. Newton, Rialto, Hillyard; Major Laird and J. P. McGovern,
American, and J. L. Johnston, First National Pictures and manager of the celeSchaffer,

bration.

Blanche Sweet and John Bowers spent
a few hours in Spokane during the week
en route from Marcus, Wash., to Los
Angeles.
Miss Sweet gave a message
over the Chronicle radiophone.

Programs
Liberty

Should the subject happen
to have red hair, touch it up
a little.
Carry the kodak with
you and keep snapping, but
don't always have the plate exposed as you will waste too
many. Only get the ones you

a

neighbor

call

them

a

member

was

up
of

hap-

and
the

exposed
being
at the "movie."

YORK.

Sept. 19.— The erection
of a film exchange, at a cost of $250,000
to be among the most complete of its

duction by several days.

MONEY
MAKING
IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully
Exhibitors to Build
By T. E. EDMUNDSON

NEW

Vork"
Life"

(4 days);
(3 days).

Clemmer
It,

of All Theatres

— Mack

It's

Scnnett's

— Thomas

So"

(4 days)

Meighan
;

—

Casino Hobart
week).

Anita Stewart

Bosworth

A — Norma

Class
t

You

"If

in

the Sea" (3 days).
Pantages— C harles Chaplin in
(1 week) and vaudeville.
(all

Participating

"Crossroads of

New

John M. Stahl's "The Song

in

in

"The

of

Believe

"Rose

o'

Idle Class"

"The Sea Lion"

Talmadge

in

"Srailm'

Through" (all week second run).
Rex "Last of the Mohicans" (3 days) "The
Idol Dancer" (first run, 4 days).
Lyric
Buck Jones in "Bar Nothing"; Bill
Hart in "Sand"; Henry Walthall in "A Splendid
Hazard"
Wallace Reid in "Double Speed"
"While New Vork Sleeps"; Katherine McDonald
in "Trust Your Wife"; Tom Mix in "The Big
Town Round-Up."
Majestic Tom Mix in "Sky High" (3 days'*
"Unseen Forces'" (1 day); "Not Guilty" (1 day";
Marguerite Clark in "Scrambled Wines" (1 day)
Constance Talmadge in "Dangerous Business' (1
day); Rodolph Valentino in "Moran of the Lady

—
—

;

;

—

;

Letty" (1 day).

Empress —"Heart of the North" (1 day);
Constance Talmadge in "Lessons in Love" (2
days); Mildred Harris in "Old Dad" (2 days);
in "Yes or No" (3 days).
American Ackerman & Harris vaudeville.
Auditorium Wesley Barry in "School Days."

Norma Talmadge

—
—

THE THEATRE
^EjpracticM^

Moving Day
"moving day" to flat dwellers,
1,
renters, a large percentage of the theatregoing population, is at hand.
Wise showmen, progressives, will make overtures to new arrivals in their communities, bidding for their patronage, competing for the
advantage of the first theatre visit.
Moving day always means loss of a number
of regulars. Good business men of the theatre
October

home

not only speed the departing neighbor with a
good word but welcome the newcomer warmly.
One Chicago neighborhood theatre man is
cooperating with property owners in his community by running screen propaganda pointing
out the merits of the residential section in
which he is located. Helping them fill their
apartments with dwellers, he makes it very
natural for them to help him fill his auditorium
with patrons.
Moving day need not be all grief.

Melancholy Days
"The melancholy days

Summer

are come."
resorters close cottages and return to

town.
Golfers sustain enthusiasm, but the days are

growing shorter and the mornings

colder.

Attention turns to coal bins, top coats, windowstrips.

Nothing "'melancholy" in all
man. Exactly the contrary.
petent opponents of the box

this for the theatre-

A

good many com-

office

are automati-

cally retired.

But neither is all this occasion for cessation
of effort.
Winter habits will be formed tomorrow and tiie
day after. If one of these is to be the theatre
habit, your theatre habit, exactly now is the time
to lay insistent claim to attention.
is the time to exhibit and exploit that big
picture that will make a profound impression,

Now

will

win respect of patrons.

Now

the time for exhibitors to issue Fall
to declare 1922-23 policies, to demand patronage for the immediate present.
Patronage in the immediate present means patis

Announcements,

ronage for the Winter.

Ad
On a

Integrity

subsequent page of this department

three reproductions of advertisements used by
Frank L. Browne of the Liberty theatre at
Long Beach, Cal., are presented as of exceptional

interest.

Browne

The

advertising

familiar with his

is

work

characteristic of
integrity.
To readers
through perusal of his

basic

T
H
E

T
H
E
A
T
R
E
T
0

D
A
Y

many "Theatre

Letters" in past issues and with
the effectiveness of that work through his reports to "What the Picture Did for Me" will
find that page of striking interest. All readers
will find it well worth their time.
In one advertisement Mr. Browne personally
sponsors a screen attraction, showing himself
a man with the courage of his convictions. In
another he identifies that picture, which he has
endowed with his personality, with the industrial life of his city.
In a third he mentions no
picture whatsoever and mentions his theatre in
six point only, emphasizing a slogan that
"caught on," as the saying is, and is such a
slogan as any business institution should be

proud to father.
Utter integrity, it is very evident, is Mr.
Browne's sole advertising "rule." The greatest
book of rules ever written contains none better.

Made

Titles

The "made" titles inserted in pictures by cendemand present a slightly complex but not

sorial

insurmountable problem.

Two policies arc in practice. Some film companies avowedly prepare such conspicuously illtitles
that no observer can be misled.
fitting
Others seek to match made titles perfectly with
originals, holding that strict observance of established order, however questionable that order may
be, is right and proper.
Without entering into discussion as to the relative merits of these policies, it should be noted that
the great bulk of made titles register somewhere
between these extremes, attaining befuddling
mediocrity and serving no good end for anyone
concerned.
The

effect of these is simply to cheapen motion
and to estrange theatregoers. It is very

pictures

expensive camouflage.

Coal
Seme newspaper

last

week

criticized

fore-

sighted exhibitors for laying in a Winter's supply of coal. Since other space writers will take
up the subject it is useless to tack the absurdity
upon a single publication.
The thing is right in line with the treatment
accorded the motion picture by the press generally, but unique in that it strikes at exhibitors
rather than screen personalities.
Happily, since exhibitors and newspapers
operate in a common sphere, it gives theatremen an opportunity to directly and forcefully
impress upon editors the fact that a theatre is a
business institution, sharing promotion as well
as benefits of civic prosperity, and entitled to
such consideration as is accorded other business institutions.
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Letters

Personal Accounts of Constructive Showmanship
Contributed by Readers of "Exhibitors Herald"

I

Patrons

Notice

\\

Notice

Patrons

if

The Mailing

People of Fvansviite--- Greetings

j

WALLACE REID
PO STAL TELEGRAPH

-

COMMERCIAL CABLES

TELEGRAM

List-

REACHED YOU IN YOUR MORNING
MAIL? OF COURSE YOU WOULD!

WOULD YOU KEEP IT— IF

IT

The management
Name

1

be

will

pleased to mail to you our

.

weekly program.

Address

Kindly

fill

the enclosed questionnaire
and return it to the box office.
in

DO YOU LIKE PARAMOUNT PICTURES?

You

WHICH KIND OF PICTURES LIKE BEST?

will

get the latest

in-

regarding film
plays and players and news
about the screen and YOUR
formation

SUOGESTIONS—

"THE DICTATOR"

l

favorites.

DATE OF BIRTHDAY

SEND YOUR FRIEND'S

J

(You Mustn't Forget This—Wc Have

\

n Little Sur-

prise for You).

NAME

\
!

L

Reproduction of four column newspaper advertisement by which C. F.
Lewis carried his telegraph exploitation
of
Wallace Reid's Paramount

C. F. Lewis, Criterion theatre, Evansville, Ind., describes in the accompanying "Theatre
Letter" his patron-interest postcard campaign.
The above is reproduction of his card copy
as used in a newspaper advertisement.

Lewis Gets Addresses
Through Exploitation
A

good mailing list idea, plus a good advertising idea, equals one
very, very good exploitation campaign. C. F. Lewis here tells how he
effected this combination.

THEATRE EDITOR,

also be used along with this by a card in
"Wallace Reid,
their postoffice window
Famous Paramount Star Uses Postal.

—

Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

Sir:

It has been some time since you last
heard from me, almost three months,
and at that time I was at the Lyric thea-

Connersville, Ind.
I haven't much for you this time.
enclosing a mailing list idea which I
started here and which has turned out
with wonderful results.
Three cards
were mailed out in a mailing list letter
and their purpose explained. The newspaper ad was run two days in all three
papers.
That "little surprise" stunt is a free
ticket.
When I send out a letter or
postal card and someone's birthday falls
on any day during the run of the picture
You
advertised, they get a free ticket.
know, just a little novelty to keep them

tre,

Am

talking.

a reproduction of this message on beaver
board 4 by 6 feet, hanging in the lobby.
This stunt has caused much comment
and lots of people have come to me personally and remarked about the clever
idea.

The

Postal

Telegraph

Company

can

In

,

etc."

C. F. LEWIS,
Criterion theatre, Evansville, Ind.

DEAR MR. LEWIS:
And

tlie beginning, "I haven't much
wonder what you consider "much,"
when
you do have something that
and we hope

you say in

We

for you."

you consider worthy of
tate

to

that

term you won't

demand our white space

for

hesi-

setting

it

down.

The mailing

idea looks

list

like

a sure winner.

The big reproduction of the newspaper ad was
used because we think showmen everywhere will
want to try it out.
The telegram ad

is easily the best that we've
seen of the sort. It beats simply posting the wire
in the telegraph company's window by a wide
margin.
You showed good judgment too, we
believe,
in giving the message all that white
space.
If it is worth anything it is worth
prominence.
Next time you "haven't much" to write, by all
R. W.
means write it.

—W

.

Whitfield Finds Many
"Nice People" Angles
When one means fails, many people try another, but the real showmen tries all available means simultaneously. R. P. Whitfield found
many available angles for exploiting "Nice People."

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald:

Dear
I

The telegram idea is not new but it is
of so much value that I consider it worth
writing about. This newspaper ad was
used for two days in all papers. I have

Him

See

picture directly to the public, greatly

expanding the appeal of the campaign.

the

Sir:

am

enclosing two photos, one of
display and the other of the

window

lobby which we arranged for Paramount's "Nice People."
I secured 1,000 of the new Fan Photos
of Wallace Reid that are distributed by
the Paramount exchanges, and arranged
with the Charles Rosner Dry Goods
Company to put in a window display of
"Nice People" accessories as well as some
With each sale they
of the fan photos.
gave one photo to ladies only, and adver-

I also cartised the fact in the papers.
ried a slide on the screen advertising the
window display. The store gave out the
entire thousand photos during the run
The ladies fought for
of the picture.

them.

The lobby display does not show up
The
as well in the photo as it should.
color effects were good, and the brightly
were effective.
lanterns
jap
colored
Proper lighting effects also brought it
out.

The dragon was papier-mache and
after a few hours the
to take it down
attracted considerable atten-

was borrowed, but
first

day,

although

I
it

decided

September
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R. P. Whitfield, Majestic theatre, Austin, Tex., describes his campaign
for Paramount's "Nice People" in the accompanying "Theatre Letter."

The above

a reproduction of one of the

is

window

the reason that it conveyed the
of the picture. There
isn't such a thing in the picture, and we
shouldn't tell the wrong story with our
fronts. The idea for this front was taken
from the story in the press book describing the Japanese Garden in the Picture.
used six twenty-fours placed on
all main streets leading to the down town
district and on the way to the State Unition, for

wrong impression

days
have

10

Exchange

mount

as

patrons

heralds from Parawere given out to
left the theatre three

hundred

Fifteen

they

advance of showing. We aiso
Insert frames located perma-

town
in good windows down
which we used. Also 10 one sheet boards
about town. Slides in advance of showing and 123 inches of newspaper space
completed our campaign on this picture.
nently

R. P. WHITFIELD,
Majestic theatre, Austin, Tex.

We

versity.

The Majestic lobby contained a papier-mache dragon and other colorful Oriental trappings.
A story in the press book, Mr. Whitfield

displays-

in

According to our count, you specifically name
in your letter seven different means of attracting
attention to "Sice People." While this may not
be a record, though it may be, it most certainly is
Sorry you didn't state
rousingly good enterprise.

Brooklyn House Organ
made up in
eight-page newspaper, small newspaper size and

modern newspaper style, is a theatre asset,
pays for it. The Brooklyn Strand has such

THEATRE EDITOR,

'

especially if the advertising
a house organ.

ANNIVERSARY WEEK NUMBER"

Exhibitors Herald:

Dear

Sir:
will find

enclosed herewith, a copy
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre's

You

of the

•'Weekly Gossip."
This theatrical newspaper is the most
unique form of advertising that has come
to light this year, and I believe you will
be of the same opinion.
printed
I have twenty thousand copies
each week of this exclusive Strand publication, ten thousand of which are distributed within the theatre proper and
the remainder through a mailing list,
The mailing list just accuunsolicited.

states, inspired the design.

what the box office results were, although it is
apparent that they must have been good.
Following a regular policy of covering every
attraction as thoroughly, the coming season should
be a brilliantly successful one for any exhibitor
attempting it.
We expect you to follow just
that policy, and experience just that result.
And
we'll consider it a prizilege to chronicle your
progress throughout the coming months.
W. R. W.

—

DEAR MR. WHITEF1ELD:

Advertising Pays for
An

41

"Theatre Letters'
A STORM SIGNAL FOR "THE
STORM."
SLIDE EXPLOITATION SUGGESTIONS.

COMPETING WITH THE COUNTY
FAIR.
These are subjects of letters by W. G.
Sturdivant, Harry Van Noy and John W.
Creamer, exhibitors whose previous conyou have read and profited by,
the next issue of the "Herald."
Don't miss them.
They contain ideas and suggestions
worth money to every showman.
Apply them to your business and repay

tributions
in

their donors in kind.

WRITE A THEATRE LETTER
A NEW TYPE OF FILM COMEDIAN

Is

This

"

BENEDICT

Mark-Strand

R.

Cooperation?
The
from

SOBLER.

Mat
a great
undeniably _
great, and your picture
the big
pages strike right into the present trend of
world
ewerywkere. The eight pages show a
is

number of years we are convinced that it is destined to grow into a
force of such power as to lead its adherents into even more marked unselfishness,
even greater interest in the welfare of the

idea over a

dailies

.

publicaoutlined in your letter in starting similar
are sorry that we could not "Produce
tions.
your entire paper for their guidance. W. K. W.

We

—

man has just delivered to us
man from whom such a

the

We doubt that on principle. Having
watched the spread of the cooperative

DEAR MR. SOBLER:

that the work is thorof work, and also show
.
oughly justified.
_ _
between
Credit should be divided, we believe,
Your
your editorial and your business genius.
method of distribution is admirable
plan
the
follow
will
undoubtedly
Many showmen

mail
just

thing might have been expected (if such
a thing might have been expected) the
advertisement of his competitor with the
The
suggestion that we reproduce it.
suggestion will be acted upon next week.
This is cooperation.
Is it the pinnacle of cooperation?

theatre, Brooklyn, N. \.

Your "Weekly Gossip"
sheet. Your front page is

The

Pinnacle of

written in from,
mulated, from
patrons desiring a copy of the paper
mailed to them weekly.
The advertising we carry in this paper
pays for the cost of printing it. Thus
we have twenty thousand ads of best kind
reposing in equally as many Brooklyn
homes at absolutely no extra cost to the
letters

Strand

TO-

DAY.

Front page of the Brooklyn Strand
newspaper house organ, described in
Benedict R. Sobler's letter, herewith.
The paper is in eight pages and pays
for itself with ads.

many.
This contribution is the first of the
sort ever received. Undeniably, it marks
an important precedent.
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Browne Copy Sounds
"One Clear Call"

To

BOOST YOUR
THIS

CITY!

IS

ONE CLEAR CALL
TO

Advertisers

BUY FROM

A new idea?
A good idea?
A sound idea?
Here are

LONG BEACH

three.

In them, we believe, Mr. Frank L. Browne, manager of the
Liberty theatre at Long Beach, Cal., and a contributor of many
brilliant "Theatre Letters" to this department, reveals the policy
responsible for his notable success.
If you read nothing else this week, read the reproductions of
Mr. Browne's advertisements and the story that explains them.

MERCHANTS
Long Beach Advance Club
Frank L. Browne's original card

AN OPEN LETTER

SAY IT
WITH

Important!

THOSE OF YOU

ME

wken

ing at the

I

say

thill

WHO KNOW ME WILL BELIEVE
"ONE CLEAR CALL," now

LIBERTY THEATRE,

i»

show-

a truly great photo-

WORK

play.

the
You've heard about there being "So much bad in
and so much good in the worst of us that it
of
us,"
rest
the
about
talk
us
to
any
of
doesn't behoove
and
haven't you? Well that's the subject of our picture
doctor
a mr>n supposed to be very, very bad, and a
a
mystery
and
of
known to be very, very good; a lady
an
bcaut:ful and tender homo woman;' a tiny boy and
belt of Ul

Your appreciation of the film will depend so much
upon NOT knowing what it's all about before you visit
the theatre that I wouldn't be playing square with you
to tell you of what transpires in the lives of the interesting characters portrayed by the wonderful cast headed
by Henry B. Walthall, Claire Windsor, Milton Sills, Irene
Rich and Joseph Dowllng.
There are other attractions on the program also, including The Prizma Dance Film; the latest Kinogram
News and a musical novelty by Frank Anderson at the
Very truly yours,
Organ.
L.

BROWNE,

Reproduction of a card in red. black
and blue, 5 2 inches wide, given out
by the Liberty theatre and posted
widely in offices. Read the very small
type near the base line.
1

tisements as carefully as does Mr.
Browne you will experience no difficulty in identifying that part of the
text previously published in Herald

ad pages.

Manager Liberty Theatre.
P.

S.— Our

*

643-234.

phone

letter to the Long Beach pubFirst National's "One
Call" and incorporating copy
from one of the picture's trade advertisements in this publication.

lic

sponsoring

Clear

In his advertising campaign for
"One Clear Call" Mr. Browne very
evidently proceeded with confidence

horn of conviction.

It is clear that

he helieved "One Clear Call" to he
;m exceptional picture. Under similar circumstances many very good
showmen would have proceeded to
sound the loudest possible call
through extravagant exploitation.

No so Mr. Browne.
To this competent

advertiser the

engagement was an occasion
dignified,

personal

forceful

advertising,

endorsement.

It

is

for
for

well

known that personal endorsements,
when justified by their subjects, reflect

most creditably upon

their

em-

ployers.

making up his copy Mr.
Browne used a portion of the copy
composed by First National for its
In

trade advertising of the picture in
If you read adver-

this publication.

the steady progress of "Theatre
Letters," the new and immensely
popular exclusive feature of this dein

partment.
*

*

*

Exhibitors everywhere can apply

Mr. Browne's "Say It With Work"
idea without change.
It is a foregone conclusion that its author will

*

is

Exhibitors
Clear
Call" and sharing Mr. Browne's
opinion of it as entertainment may
profitably avail themselves of his
example in exploiting that attracThe picture has been
tion also.
widely exploited, but never to our

knowledge more

any

The

effectively.

*

.same attraction.
Here, again, the
Liberty manager departed from custom, featuring Long Beach merchants and thus assuring prominent
and permanent display of his copy.
The wisdom of this is apparent.
The reproduction makes adaptation
a simple matter.
The smaller card shown in a third
reproduction concerns itself with no
motion picture but reflects additional
credit upon its producer.
This plain
design, in simple color, was passed
out among merchants and other employers some months ago.
Their
popularity was general and the majority of those distributed still occupy prominent places in offices and
shops.
The six point line naming
the Liberty identifies that institution with the spirit expressed in the
motto. Such identification is good
for

He

showman.
playing "One

that sort of a

Rain Checks

Another reproduction on this page
shows the store card used for the

An open

for

exploiting "One Clear Call" at the
Liberty, Long Beach, mentioned in his
"What the Picture Did For Me" report on the picture in this issue.

grant permission upon request.

adorable old couple act the story for the screen.

FRANK

1922

30,

institution.

three compositions are disAll are
tinctly "out of the rut."
fresh in conception, largely original.
They typify the work of the man
whose letters have been high points

Rain checks modeled after those used

by the New York baseball team of the
American League were distributed by the
Sheridan theatre during the run of "The
Storm." The reverse side of the check
bore the message: "This Yankee rain
check and 40 cents will admit you any
evening to the Sheridan theatre to see
'The Storm,' America's greatest photoplay."

A

Good Sign

A

sign measuring 69 feet long by 11
feet wide, bearing letters 4 feet high and
illuminated at night by 74 nitrogen lamps
was used by the Grand theatre at Columbus, O., to advertise "Monte Cristo."
Dropped from the roof of the building it
extended over a stretch of five floors.

Staple Stuff
Fred V. Greene, Universal exploitation
man, drove an ancient stage coach down
Broadway, New York. A banner read,
"Ask Your Local Theatre Manager When
He Will Play 'In The Days of Buffalo
This is staple stuff, the sort of
Bill.' "
exploitation
men
professional
thing
should do for exhibitors consistently. Its
effect

is

general.

September

30.
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"Monte Cristo" Timely Film
As

is

detailed

page of
ment, under
first

upon the

this depart-

the somescmber heading,
"Melancholy Days," it is

what

very much to the exhibinterest

itor's

to exhibit

period such productions as may be lavishly exploited.
The importance of making a
strong bid for patronage
at

this

at this time,

HE lobby of the Strand is loig and narrow and
provides ample opportunity for unique and
elaborate embellishment. So first of all the walls

'J*

were painted a

ivory

light

to

lend spirit to the

atmosphere.
Then seventeen cne-sheet posters,
hand painted and framed in antique ivory frames,
were hung on the walls of the fore part of the
entrance. They were separated by a distance of IS
inches which was decorated with a triangular
array of bunting the entire list of which showed
the tri-colors of France where the setting of the
story of "Monte Cristo" is laid.
In long frames around the entire length of the

liness

placed

lobby,

were

57

stills

under the large posters,
bearing a five to ten word

directly

each

bound to linger to read the little story beneath
still and gaze upon the elaborate paints.
The clusters of light from the ceiling were also
covered artistically with tri-color bunting and
extra wctt lamps inserted to permit ample illum-

each

ination.

The rear section of the lcbby was adorned with
large pesters bearing enticing pictures of coming
attractions at the Strand. A long bunting, gath-

is

a distinct asset.

AS

the
illustrations
here
given, and the running
description
embracing them,
detail, the Strand theatre was
elaborately prepared for the
run.
In every department of
the theatre, and in newspaper
advertising as well, the ornate
dominated.
The spectacular
reigned.
The picture was forced upon
public attention.
It was made
clear that the management believed the production an extraordinary one. Every means of
impressing this point upon the
public mind was employed.
The result was exactly such
a result as is to be desired as
Summer outdoor entertainments lose their charm and the
citizen
habits.

caption descriptive of the scene. Persons brought
into the lobby by the exterior decorations were

when Winter

habits are in the making,
is apparent.
"Monte Cristo," Fox
feature, is such a picture,
as the Cleveland campaign depicted on this
page indicates. Its time-

remodels
*

*

his

amusement

sistently demonstrated.

*

*

The Cleveland campaign

for

'"Monte Cristo" is very apparently a splendid bit of showmanship.
Yet it is of such
character that adaptation of its
general tone may be achieved
by practically any theatre in
the country.

Good showmanship
like

that.

—

entrance front was bedecked with cut-out ovals
plush and
bearing the words "Monte Cristo."
velvet of royal purple was used on the inside of
the glass. So much for the lobby.
The marquee of the theatre was decked with
newly constructed electric displays read in g "Wm_
Fox presents 'Monte Cristo* the World is Mine."
Facing the street and resting on the roof of the
canopy was a cut-out frcm a 24-sheet showing the
Count of Monte Cristo standing on the globe and

*

If enough pictures of this
type are played by enough
theatres in the next month and
exploited in sufficiently spectacular manner, the theatre
habit is going to be cultivated
by a great proportion of the
American public in a degree
guaranteeing good business for
the coming season, better business than the general prospect,
promising as it is, leads the
trade to expect.
There are a number of attractions on the market at this
time which share with "Monte
Cristo" fitness for the period.
There are more in prospect.
Yet it must be noted as significant that the Fox organization provides this year as it has
in years past the right sort of
picture at the right time. Due
credit must be accorded that
concern for foresight con-

*

ereG at regular intervals, was suspended from the
ceiling and about the walls.
The box-office a station in the center of the

is

always

with out-stretched arms announci n g that the
world is "his.**
Tri-color bunting also hung- from the nitrogen
lamp-edged girders and was criss-cross underneath.

The ushers and attendants used

for

the occa-

were all women and each wore French court
costumes to lend the presentation both character
and distinction. White wigs were included in the
girls' make-up.
Spectacular newspaper advertising featured the
run and announcements of 25 and 44 cents admission

sion prices helped

fill

the house.
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Ideas" on

"Still

"Manslaughter"
By

LEON J. BAMBERGER

Assistant Director of

Paramount Exploitation

"Manslaughter," forthcoming Cecil B. DeMille production,
generally looked forward to as the "Affairs of Anatol" of 1922.
While the picture has not yet been screened for purposes of review,
the Paramount division of exploitation offers the following outline
of its exploitation possibilities exclusively to readers of this department.
Its careful perusal unquestionably will
facilitate
accurate determination of the picture's box office value by exhibitors when it is projected for the trade.
THE CHIEF FIGURES: — Cecil B. DeMille, slaughter" is the simplest. Every high
is

Thomas Meighan and

Leatrice

Joy,

the

prin-

cipal players.

SOMETHING OF THE STORY:—A
woman

believes

that

her

rich young
position entitles her
opposed by a stead-

to break all laws.
She is
fast young district attorney who believes in the
equable enforcement of law.
the girl

When

a policeman through careless driving, the
young district attorney, although he loves her,
sends her to prison, where she learns the lessons
of life.
The charge on which she is convicted
kills

is

"Manslaughter."

class automobile boasts of its ability to
throttle down to five or six miles an hour.
Get your Cadillac, Packard, Kissel, or
Lincoln agencies to give you a spick and
span machine with a liveried chauffeur
or a beautiful girl for a driver. Make up
a banner reading something like this:
We Are Driving Slowly
Careless Accidents Through Fast Driving

May Lead to
"Manslaughter"
Paramount Picture
The Rivoli Theatre September

"Manslaughter" has an unusual variety

The story is set in modern
however there is a prolonged
allegory which hearkens back to the debauched days of the Roman Empire.
It
is
slightly more difficult to sell a
costume picture to the public than one of
of

present-day characters.

how

No

matter

how

costume picture is, it
has to be sold on the story value to
counter-act
any
possible
prejudices.
"Manslaughter" is altogether a modern
story, and the stills showing the ancient
great,

fine,

a

episodes should be used only with adequate explanations.
One of the best ballyhoos for "Man-

Suggested teasers are

Kissel Car

Warning!

September

to

Five

Co.

as a man is killed in the picture through careless driving, the stunt
is more than appropriate.
The car should
be driven close to the curb, and its creeping pace attract a lot of attention.
*

*

The

police element in the picture sugseveral
heralds.
First,
you can
up a traffic summons like those
tagged to steering wheels, for infractions
of vehicle ordinances.
These can "summon" the driver to see "Manslaughter"
gests

get

"Manslaughter.'

25.

of

Kokomo!
Do You Know Your
Commit "Manslaughter" Any

Might

To

for

the Police.

"Manslaughter."

Look Out

Obvious tieups

for

for the

plays:

An

oddity of the picture

Another herald would be

a copy of the
or writ for trial. You can get
a blank from the county clerk.
Make up
a herald in the same design, summoning
the patron to be present at the theatre
on such and such a date to answer for

"Manslaughter,"
*

has a good punch for a newspaper teaser campaign.

Still

title

I.

2

Still

3.

is

fight staged between two girls.
(Concluded on page 8i)

summons

Still

would

Saturday Evening Post" and a
magazine tieup should be possible.
The stills are rich with photographs
which can be worked into window dis-

atre.

*

picture

"The

When

*

"Manslaughter."

be with book stores for a display of Alice
Duer Miller's novel from which the picture was taken. Miss Miller writes for a
number of popular magazines including

at the Palace Theatre, etc. You can rest
assured that the driver returning to his
wheel and seeing this ominous tag will
read it.
he finds out that it is only
advertising he will breathe a sigh of relief and feel very kindly toward the the-

The

Kokomo on

18th

Inasmuch

*

in

Would You Commit "Manslaughter?'
Fathers

Can Be Throttled Down
Miles An Hour

The Central Automobile
2116 Main St.

:

There will be "Manslaughter"
Wednesday, September 25.

Be Prepared
The

6.

Motorists Beware of "Manslaughter.'

Daughters
Day.

A

scenes.

times,

Still

Still

4.

the prizeStills

on

September
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Short Subjects and
Long Lines
WALTER

By

F.

EBERHARDT

Exploitation Division, Associated First National Pictures

Walter E. Eberhardt, of the Associated First National division
of exploitation, speaks specifically of that company's products and
generally of short subject exploitation in the following special
article, especially interesting at this time.
If you found interest
in the series, "Short Subjects Mean Money," you should not fail
to read Mr. Eberhardt's opinions in the matter, opinions gained
from the viewpoint of the professional student of exploitation.
biggest fallacies of the exhibiting business is that the man
his paper, sent in his newspaper advertising and, perhaps,
conducted a little exploitation campaign on his feature picture has done all

One of the
who has posted

that

is

necessary to put his show across.
if he hasn't anything else worth advertising.
is
if he is satisfied with not getting every penny he should out of his

It is
It

—
—

offering.

The problem

naturally reverts to the question of

a product that he does not consider

has he booked it?
He advertises

worth while

Norma Talmadge

in "Smilin'

:

If

an exhibitor has

telling his patrons

He knows

that her

name over
*

his theatre
*
*

why

Through" because he knows
any motion
means coins in

that this star has perhaps the strongest following of

nary.

about

picture lumithe boxoffice.

How

about some of the others?
Doesn't the rule apply equally to Buster Keaton?
Let's say that the exhibitor has sent in reports on so-called "Short Subjects" to the

"What

the Picture

Did for Me" section of Exhibitors Herald,

pronouncing them very good. It is logical to assume that the majority of his
patrons agreed with him. And having agreed, it is natural to suppose that
they are anxious to see more of them.
Going a step further it is probable
that they would find their way to his theatre more easily if he would let them
know when such pictures are coming again.
Comedians like Charlie Chaplin, whose recent releases have fallen into
the class of so-called short subjects, and the frozen faced Buster Keaton,
have not increased constantly in popularity without meaning increased revenue
to the exhibitor if he will only let his patrons know about them.
And the

more he

lets

know, the bigger his boxoffice
let them know he is

receipts will be.

Unless he does

letting

ready cash

slip

through his

hands.
*

The comparison

*

*

not so apt as regards Chaplin because the king comedian
has been so long established in popularity and has usually been regarded as a
feature comedian, that his name automatically goes up in electric lights when
one of his pictures is run.
In the case of Buster Keaton the comparison is more apt. Keaton is and
has always been a short subject comedian. But the fact remains that he is a
drawing card that, as numerous instances have proven, surpasses the feature
is

picture.

Despite his admitted popularity, however, the fact remains that because
of a seeming prejudice against exploiting short subjects which still exists in
a large percentage of cases, exhibitors have failed to reap the profit accruing
from this popularity.
Keaton is cited as a typical example, but the situation is used as an example only. There are countless short subjects which should be exploited.
In many cases, it is true, they should not be exploited over the feature production, but if they have any boxoffice value they also have a corresponding

drawing power through exploitation.
*

The mere

$

a short subject should not hinder a showman
from getting what advantage he can out of it. The average father prefers
his first offspring to be a boy but he'll crow even if it is a girl.
First National is taking the stand that its so-called short subjects ought
to be exploited for whatever drawing power they have to exhibitors.
Chapfact that

it

is

;

Illustrations for accompanying article
in order of their discussion by Mr.

Eberhardt.
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Day" was featured and plastered over the billboards of almost every
The Liberty theatre of Portland, Ore., made special
it played.
lobby displays. The Blackstone theatre of Detroit, Mich., used nothing but

lin's

''Pay

city

where

its showing that week, by comparison.
Castle theatre of Guelph, Ont., had the policy of running a First
National Week all by itself in which it advertised equally everything First

Chaplin for

The

National offered.
*

*

*

"My

Wife's Relations" are Keaton comedies that have hit
high spots of exploitation where other short subjects have been allowed to
wither on fallow soil. Perhaps the best example of short subject exploitation
has been with Keaton's "The Boat." Probably because it suggested a ready
idea, this comedy has had the greatest theatre front exploitation of any short
subject and it has paid amply. Only two weeks ago Manager S. Danz of the
Liberty theatre, Astoria, Ore., had his operator and display manager, Thomas
C. Grindley, prepare a lobby front featuring Keaton and "The Boat."
Two wave lines, a six sheet cutout and a motor supplied the equipment.
The motor rocked the boat and electric lights illuminated the craft.
The exploitation justified itself on the only basis on which any exploitation is warranted
it paid real money at the boxofhce from patrons who were

"Cops" and

—

interested in this attraction.
Crowded

Grombacher Markets
"Grandma's Boy"

Harold Lloyd relayed
department by Associated
Exhibitors, Mr. Grombacher wrote
"I personally claim 'Grandma's
Boy' to be the world's greatest audience comedy picture. The wholesome appeal of this production merits
the phenomenal reception all
America is giving it. Give us more
like 'Grandma's Boy.'
Accept my
this

:

of

the

Liberty

Mr. Grombacher is known as a
good showman by frequent demon-

Harold Lloyd

is

known

as a

good

"Grandma's Boy" is known as a
good picture by review and by exhibitor report to date.
All these things do and should
amount to a good engagement accompanied by good receipts.
There is no moral to this story,
but there is a good deal of good

Letters" to this department, marketed "Grandma's Boy" in Spokane. Like all his undertakings, this task was well done.
In a wire to

iew

"Grandma's Boy."

comedian.

To exhibit a picture is one thing.
To exploit a production is another.
And to market a motion picture is quite something else again.
Ray Grombacher, contributor of many striking "Theatre

to

of

stration.

Spokane

In

street

during run

news

the production,
Mr. Grombacher
undoubtedly made his inches count
heavily.

in

it.

Jackie Coogan Has Song

A

song, entitled "Jackie," written espe-

and dedicated to Jackie Coogan
by Vaughn De Leath, will be featured as
a musical theme in all the star's pictures.
cially for

All this

is

as

it

should be.

appreciation."

Mr.
colored

Grombacher's
his

enthusiasm
with re-

exploitation,

sults shown in
trations.
The

accompanying illusLiberty was well
the engagement, the

decorated for
lobby being dressed up

in excellent

fashion.

A

picture of Lloyd from the stock
dominated the sidewalls.
Stills from the picture went well
with this. Admirable lettering and
brief copy set off the whole advantageously.
The second illustration shows the
type of patronage drawn to the
This completes the esshowing.
sential elements of the story.
Of the newspaper advertising
used no report has been made. Yet
readers familiar with the Liberty
style of copy need not be told that
Acting upon the imit was good.
pulse inspired by his confidence in

paper

Ray Grombacher's lobby
feature,

display

during

its

for

"Grandma's Boy," Associated

run at

the

Exhibitors-Harold
Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash.

Lloyd

NEWSPICTURES
\TLTITH a view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the
WW News Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing
ways and means whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his \ews Reel
feature, the

"Herald" has established

this

department.

WICHITA READS FACTS
Chambers Uses
"Herald" Newspicture Copy
To Educate Miller Patrons

Stanley

* FINAL EXTRA
KINOGRAMS No. 2180: Big Crowds Attend
Opening of Atlantic City Beauty Pageant Surgeons Rally to Help President's Wife Sweetser
Wins Amateur Golf Title British Visitors Bring
Memorials Vale Football Squad in First Practice
Builds Boots for Walking on Swamp
Nation's Athletes in Newark Track Meet Balic

—

—

— —

—

WUMIm —BIO!

— New— York

Ruth Umpires Kiddies' Ball Game
Police Hold Fifth Annual Field Day

TV.

>

OH*. Ctf»

THE NEWSPICTL RE

— Territorial

PROGRAM—La»* Half of

STUDIO

THE WIDE WORLD

Specials.

KINOGRAMS

No. 2181:
House Hears End
Fight Old Timers of Big Leagues
at Boston
International Association
of Police Chiefs Convenes in New York
Pola
Negri Arrives in America to Act in American
Pictures
Fair Climbers Try Skill on Ice Peaks
of

—

Tariff
Ball

—

Play

I

— Retail—Clothiers

among

Specials.

PATHE NEWS
teur Golf Title

— Auto

Sweetser Wins AmaIndians in Pow-Wow

No. 74:

— Oklahoma

—

Kings Ascend Pike's Peak Allies Watch
Greek-Turkish
Situation
Babe Ruth Umpires
Kiddies' Ball Game
German Student Flies Three
Hours in Motorless Plane Free State Chooses
Successor to Arthur Griffith Denby Welcomed
Home Surgeons Attend Mrs. Harding Newark

—

—

—

—

Woman

—

—
—

Mother of 14 Children at 32 Italian
Seize American Liner
Select America's

Police

Girl

Prettiest

at

Atlantic

—
— Territorial

City

Spe-

cials.

PATHE NEWS
Squad

in

Practice

Harvard Football
75:
Police Chiefs Convene in

No.

—

New Vork — Mohammedan

Pilgrimage to Mecca
Begins English Re-Fight Battle of Jutland
Fort Worth Motor Boat Has Radio Visit with
"Old Dad." California's Stone Faced Mountain
Man Wilkes- Barre Miners Win Strike NewFashions Displayed at New Vork Style Show
Army Blimp Starts on Atlantic-to-Pacific Voyage Build Canals in Rome Marshes to Check
Malaria Territorial Specials.

—

—

—

—

— —

SELZNICK NEWS No.
Women Ride to Hop

California
1074:
Fields in Limou-

Society

sines — Italian Marines Seize American Liner
Germans Hold Wind-propelled Crafts Convention
—
200,000 Convene
Young Canada's Day

— Greek
Collins

Toronto
Michael
Pacific

—

Ocean

at

Bed

Demonstration
Pumped from
President's Wife Seriously

—

100,000 Attend
Beauty Pageant.

111

in

Hercules
in
Buried —Oil

Opening

of

Atlantic

City

NEWS

SELZNICK
No. 1075: U. S. Air Officer Smashes Record in Coast to Coast Flight
Leipzig Fair Indicates German Industrial Revival
Newark Methuselah Becomes Citizen at 97
Toronto School Children Taught on Roof Tops

—

—

Pray for Rain Cars Roll Down
Kid McCoy Ready
Missouri Wreck
Marriage California Football Team
Races at Sacramento Princess Nina
and Prince Paul Wed at London Greeks Serenade British Embassy at Athens Mabel Normand, Pola Negri. Samuel Untermeyer, Frank
A. Yanderlip Arrive in New York.
Italian Peasants

Banks

in

for Ninth
at Practice

—

—

—

—
——

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

—

No. 73:

Sweetser

Wins Amateur Golf Title Mrs. Harding Seri111
Denby Tries Submarine Diving Kitty
Campbell Chosen Most Beautiful American Girl
Lt. Doolittle Sets World Record in Coast-to-

—

ously

—

—

—

Turks Rout Greeks in Great Asia
Minor Offensive Indian Natives in Weird Rites
Before Hindoo God Territorial Specials.

Coast Flight

— —

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Over

Flight

Train for

No. 74:

Denby's

— Champion Racing Dogs
Derby — Pola Negri and Mabel
New York- — Sculptor Com-

Pekin

Snow

Normand Arrive

in

Model for $500,000 Memorial to General
Meade Army's New Blimp Starts OceantoOcean Flight India's Strangest Feast Filmed

pletes

—

—

Territorial Specials.

unnnmberrd

TV

faZnrt

-Of

Hans

Flalh.

y£

now*n'

Slaves.
I'.

II

— News

m

-_

!"

.

a

"*

«o* J* hi. *w^l!f"r>FOT*ta«.
Miller Theater fh-rbestra

Hone

Conductor

Review and Topics of Ihe Day

Messersmith, Organist

— An

interesting compilation of the world's news, presented with atmospheric musical
setting by Miller Orchestra.

III— The Miller management takes great
eminent pianist and composer.

priti.

in

presenting the

HANS HANKF.

istence;

Incomprehensible Coincidence im-splicable Death, inexorable
Justice, illimilablc Jl> stery— ihrsc art implements of entertainment
and rnlightrnriu-nt in the Newspicture' s Production Equ-pmenL
Ineffaceable historical record perpetualrd by the .Newspicture
gives it passport I i the realm of Civilization's benefactors. Obliterating Ihe murky pane of printed eloquence, it reveals with identical
perfection martial millions in titanic combat and the solitary scientist in his snail's crawl to victory over the inscrutable. These and
all that ranges between tt recreates instantly and forever for >Jau.
By grace of the Newspicture Tomorrow's Man will view in detail the building of Today's pyramids, the burning of Today's Home,
the death sail) of Today's Armada. Tomowwors Woman m ill witness al first hand the triumph or Today's Joan of Arc. the heroism
of Today s Barbara Frietchir. Ihe disaster of Toilay's Cleopatra.
The World is Ihe Newspicture Studio. In it Ihr work of Prodoctioa b-san with Ihr invention of Ihe Motion Picture and will
continue until Ihe dawn of Doom.
All transpiring between the Xewspictorr preserves intact for the
last

—

—

i

"Le pas de Fleurs from the Ballet "Nula"
OefiOea
DHibn >m iwhwNiHj b>- hi* haAVtv.
He
hkw?.
t
I
ate
papaW T* an -Cowrta -NaTLi - tr-1 ~Lm Sriwrre
TV Wirt Krw> f-

Humanity

in

Territorial

its

Kale writes its Scenario.
Destiny directs
is Ms Star and its Stock Company.
Newspietures Are Always Good Pictures.
Utler fidelity to Life is (be Newspi dorr's distinctive attribute,
lb Drama is th? incomparable Fiction of Pact;
Its Humor is the unimaginable Irony of Reality;
lla Melodrama is the miraculous matchworfc man makes of Ex-

Show Modern and Old Time
—Greek Hercules
Demonstration
MacMillan Returns from Arctic Explorations
Fashions

—OVERTURE

Th- Work] is Ihe Newspicture Studio.
"Old Sol" is it* Klei* light battery.
Mountain plateau. Desert flat. Ocean bed and Ootid bank ire

—

Weeh

—

—

Thursday. Friday. Saturday September 14. Ij.
Presentation
ranged by Miller Managrtnent, showing in deluxe form at
2:30. 7:30. 9:20

An

entire change of program.
In three concerts daily. The
musical event of the year. Coming to Wichita from BaTban &

Kali Theater fa Chicago.
(Mason-Hamlm Concert brand Piano from
•Ebrrbardl-Hays Music Co.1

IV—CLAIRE WINDSOR. HOUSE PETERS.
rick,

Rig

and

Baby

Richards Head

a magnificent east in a play of toiday

—

-RICH MEN'S WTVES"

—

theme Thrilling in dramatic action Charming in emotional appeal
See this picture and then ask yonrsetf if neb
m.-n's wives are (o be pitied, scorned or envied.
THE CAST
•
in

Mnwn

Irv

Uodl-vBUrr.

Man.

The Ncwspicliirr has made Time perpe triable
William

-SKIPPER DAN MASON,
R,

Weaver.
* Herald

Theater Ed.tor Exhibitor

justice of the peace, deputy constable,
president of the school board, deacon in the church, motorman
and conductor of the Tonncrrille Trolley, with Little Katriaka
and the whole gang, in another festival of laughter.

"TOON E R VI LLE TOPICS"

The above is a reproduction of pages 14 and 15 of the excellent 38-page
house organ published by Stanley N. Chambers, long a leader in American
showmanship, for the clientele of the Miller theatre, Wichita, Kan., one of
the new and better theatres erected in the past year. The left hand page
carries the feature story which appeard upon this page of the Seventh
Anniversary Number cf "Exhibitors Herald."
At the time of its publication an introductory word suggested that the
material was calculated for publication by exhibitors, written as it was
for the purpose of presenting the newspicture in glowing terms to the
reader unaccustomed to regarding it as other than an incidental item of
the modern motion picture performance. Mr. Chambers' use of the copy
is easily the most effective that has been noted to date.
To fully appreciate the forcefulness of the copy as presented by Mr.
Chambers, it is necessary to know something of his house organ. Of the
38 pages, 4 are in heavy cover stock, richly printed in several colors. Four
more compose an advertising insert on the same stock and also in brilliant
colors, so far as we have noted the only color insert appearing in any
theatre publication in the world with regularity. The remaining 32 pages
carry current and coming program tabloid, a wealth of well written text
matter and an abundance of Wichita advertising. As a whole the Miller
organ shares leadership with that oi the Palace theatre at Hamilton, O.,
in current theatre publication.

Presented in such manner to such a clientele as the Miller enjoys, the
newspicture doctrine offered strikes powerfully for the news reel in Wichita. It goes without saying that the Miller book is read. Its contents reflect
interest accorded. It follows that Miller patrons cannot but feel an added
appreciation for the topical reel subsequently.
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THE

Fall season

is

in

full

swing.

Many

notable

pictures are in the offing and this week's issue of

make up

ers

HERALD carries a review of the Cosmopolitan
"WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN

the

"WHITE SHOULDERS"

production

FLOWER,"
work

ular

the adaptation of Charles Major's popof

achievement and
throughout.

Marion Davies' finest
a picture of tremendous beauty

fiction.
is

It

is

The production

surpasses

in

beautiful

gorgeous costumes, and splendid acting, anything
that this Company has ever attempted and few, if any,
It
that have been produced by any other company.
was directed by Robert G. Vignola, who proves once
and for all, that he is well qualified to handle big
stories either costume or modern and put them over in
a big way. The picture should have a wide appeal and
sets,

its

the excellent cast.

sents the beautiful Katherine

Another feature that will doubtless meet with
instant success is Rupert Hughes' "REMEMBRANCE"
to be issued soon by Goldwyn. It is a gripping story,
full of pathos and with sufficient humor to sustain Mr.
Hughes' reputation as a writer of excellent fiction.
Claude Gillingwater, that fine old actor, has the leading role and he is ably assisted by a competent cast.
It should prove a box office winner.
J. R. M.

seven reels in

(First

National) pre-

MacDonald

in a story of

drama with an interesting plot
and enhanced by excellent sets and good photography.
It was directed by Tom Forman, and has Bryant

Washburn

in the cast.

"LITTLE WILDCAT"

(Vitagraph)

a sort of

is

Cinderella story, with Alice Calhoun doing

work

best

of her screen career.

the action shifting from

It is a

some
jumpy

of the
story,

New

York's East side to Fifth
avenue, to the World War, and back again to America.
is

"THE GIRL
starring Gladys

the hero.

WHO RAN

Walton

Bret Hart's story of the

Miss
throughout
ishes

is

West

Walton with an
it

is

WILD"

(Universal)

an adaptation of "M'liss"

A

well acted.

of years ago.

excellent

It furn-

vehicle

and

cheerful, brisk screen

play that will hold the interest.

—

"THE CRUSADER"

'•THE GHOST BREAKER" (Paramount) is
Wallace Reid's latest. It is a romantic tale of America
and Spain, of lost treasure and a pretty girl seeking
the fortune. Paramount made this picture once before.
This time it was directed by Alfred Green.

(Fox) presents William
moderate interest. The
story drags in spots although some of the long shots
are very beautiful and the love interest well handled.
A fair five reel feature suitable for the average
Russell in a

Western story

of

audience.

"THE LONG CHANCE"

"BURNING SANDS"

is

the South, a society

Ramsey Wallace

advertising possibilities are limitless.

It

length.

(Universal)

is

a Peter

Kyne

tionally well

story well directed by Jack Conway and very
well acted by Henry Walthall and Marjorie Daw. An

ful,

original, interesting story that should please those seek-

(Paramount)

is

an excep-

produced melodrama of the desert, colorswift-moving and impressive. Milton Sills, Wanda

Hawley, Jacqueline Logan and other well known play-

B.

ing Western stories with a punch.

SPECIAL CAST IN

REMEMBRANCE

Special

(GOLDWYN)
all the earmarks of a
sure fire box office hit. The
story of a plain old fashioned
business man with a family gone
foolish over the accumulation of
a
fortune has
many homely
touches which make it intensely
human.
Direction,
story
and
scenario
by
Rupert
Hughes.

This bears

Length 5,650

"Remembrance." This
Hughes feature was
shown last week to the entire membership of the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce of New York, and the reception accorded it was exceptionally flatexcellent

in

Rupert

tering.

"Remembrance"

is

an interest gripping

sequence of rapidly moving events, many
of them pathetic but with sufficient number of humorous situations to well sustain the reputation of Mr. Hughes for
deft directorial ability in bringing out all
there is to the story.
The bulk of the work is given to Claude
Gillingwater, and as the old fashioned
business man who has accumulated a for-

tune

and

an

extravagant

review of "When Knighthood
Was in Flower," the CosmopolitanParamount production starring Marion. Davies will be found on page
30.

SPECIAL CAST IN

BURNING SANDS
(PARAMOUNT)
Here

feet.

the consensus of opinion of a couple
of hundred hard boiled exhibitors is a
criterion. Goldwyn Pictures have a good
If

money maker

Review

A

family,

this

is a picture that should do
well for any exhibitor.
It is an
exceptionally well done melodrama with rapid action staged
in magnificent settings and with
a cast of players whose names
are good drawing cards. Directed
by George Melford. 6,900 feet
long.

"Burning Sands," the George Melford
production made for Paramount from the
Arthur Weigall novel, is well made and
well acted.
With its cast Milton Sills,
Wanda Hawley, Jacqueline Logan, Louise

—

Dresser, Robert Cain, Winter Hall, Cecil
Holland, Fenwick Oliver, Joe Ray and
Albert Roscoe it should prove a draw-

crushed by her discovery, but still believes in Lane and again visits him to
proclaim her faith, when Lane's bivouac
is attacked
by renegade Arabs led by
Barthampton. Lane is taken prisoner and
Muriel is seized. Later she is rescued by
Lane, whom little Lizette has released at
the cost of her own life. The governor,
having learned of the attack, arrives with
troops and rescues Lane and Muriel from
the hands of Barthampton and his allies.
It is then that Muriel learns how faithful the little dancer has been and that she
gave her life to save Lane.

Throughout the telling of the story
there are many admirably handled scenes,
and the principal players enact their parts
in a thoroughly finished and convincing
manner. The backgrounds of fashionable
cafes, exquisite gardens and seemingly
endless stretches of desert sands form a

framework as

KATHERIXE MacDOXALD
(FIRST NATIONAL)

George Kibbe Turner makes acBryant
Washburn and Tom Forman in
ceptable screen vehicle.

ing card in any theatre. And once they
are attracted to it they will leave entirely

directed stories.

excellent actor is at his best.
He portrays the role of J. P. Grout, a prosperous

merchant who by hard work has become
wealthy and is looked upon by his wife
and children simply as a source of supply.

The youngest of three daughters has
no social aspirations and falls in love with
one of her father's clerks, greatly to the
chagrin of the mother and other sisters.
Much of the old man's affection falls on
her and it is his effort to aid her and the
young man she wants to marry which
bring about

many

of the interesting situ-

ations.

The

old man's health fails under the
strain of trying to provide for the fam-

extravagant tastes, and this illness
brings to his wife and children the realization of a situation which has become
almost a tragedy. This realization brings
about changed conditions, the family is
happily reunited, the young lovers wed
and the old merchant recovers health and
contentment.
ily's

ough enjoyment of a picture.
The production is melodrama, pure and
done with a magnificent
the accompaniment of
Arabs, fast riding, soft moonlight on
desert sands, weird tents and ominous
dark causeways and bewildering passes in
dimly lighted places. It is colorful, with
many scenes of impressiveness and abiding charm.
The acting honors are due to Jacqueline Logan, Milton Sills, Robert Cain and
Albert Roscoe. Wanda Hawley is good
to look upon, giving an adequate porsimple, but
setting

and

it

is

to

trayal of her role.

The story is a holding one. Daniel
Lane (Milton Sills) lives among the
Arabs and is beloved by them. He is
especially the idol of old Sheik Ali, Arab
leader whose son, Ibrahim, is plotting
against his father for possession of the
paternal power. Lane is called to Cairo
on business and while there meets the
She is atgovernor's daughter, Muriel.
tracted to him at once and Robert Barthampton, the governor's secretary, seeing
the danger of Muriel getting away from
him in favor of Lane, tells Muriel that
Lane has become infatuated with a cafe
dancer named Lizette and is at the moment receiving her privately at his headquarters outside the city's gates. Muriel,
not knowing Lizette is with Lane for the
purpose of warning him against a plot
on his life, visits the headquarters and
She is
discovers the two together.

IX

Altogether pleasing society drama
with the beautiful Katherine MacDonald well cast. Adapted "Saturday Evening Post" story by

cast.

Six parts.

This Preferred Pictures,

satisfied
Until the completed film of "Remembrance" was run off at the Goldwyn studio
it
was not known that Rupert Hughes,
who wrote the original story and the scenario and then directed the production,
had also played an "extra" part in his picture.
In one scene he walks before the
camera and lifts his hat. This started an
outburst of cheering on the part of the
studio officials as soon as they recognized
the author.
There is only one thing left
for Mr. Hughes to do in the matter of
picture making, and that is to star in one
of
his
own personally written-adapted-

it-

WHITE SHOULDERS

—

with an entertainment that has
almost every element necessary to thor-

attractive as the story

adding materially to the appreciation
of the picture as a composite work of art.
self,

Inc.,

produc-

Tom

tion was directed by
Forman who
also enacts one of the principal roles. It

a wholesome and thoroughly convincing story of the South, of a mother's
pride
and the complications arising
through her trying to put up a "front"
with an empty pocketbook.
Its appeal
is heightened by some very beautiful exteriors, excellent photography and gen-

is

eral

excellent finish.

Miss MacDonald gives a splendid performance as Virginia Pitman; Tom Forman plays Robert Lee Pitman, the
brother very well and Bryant Washburn,

Hawkins, was well cast.
story concerns the Pitmans, an
Southern family, with a beautiful
Col.
Singleton, a
daughter Virginia.
wealthy old gentleman, is desirous of
marrying Virginia and because poverty
has overtaken them, Mrs. Pitman urges
The Colonel
her daughter to consent.
pays for some gowns Mrs. Pitman orders
Robert
At
a
party
but cannot pay for.
overhears the Colonel tell friends of this
and shoots him when he refuses to apoloas Cole

The

old

gize.

the

The cost of the trial eats into
family exchequer and Virginia be-

comes engaged to a wealthy young man.
However, before she marries him, she
has a change of heart and turns to Cole
Hawkins, who proves to be a millionaire
in his own right and marries him.

Buys Cartoon

for Screen

Brown," newspaper cartoon,
"Buster
has been bought for the screen by Herman J. Garfield, producer.
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WALLACE REID

September

30,

1922

IN

THE GHOST BREAKER
(PARAMOUNT)
Chief value of this production to
exhibitors is the drawing power
While it is
of the star's name.
fairly entertaining it is far from
being one of Reid's best. Weird

and uncanny

and spooky

effects

may

put it over. Directed
by Alfred Green. Length 5,130

story
feet.

Ably aided by Walter Hiers and Lila
Lee, Wallace Reid fails to make "The
Ghost Breaker" a picture which will add
much lustre to his crown of stardom.
Lacking much of the fast action which
marked many of the former pictures of
this popular actor, "The Ghost Breaker"
tries hard but fails to really get anywhere. Its dragginess is at times illuminated by pleasing situations and good
>ctting effects, in spite of a story which
stretches the credulity almost to the
breaking point.
The story opens in a feudal castle in
Spain and then shifts across the world
to a feud in

Kentucky

Senorita Maria,

sorely in need of money, tries to find
treasure believed hidden in a deserted
She goes to a New York museum
castle.
for plans telling the location of the treas-

There she meets Warren

ure.

who

is

fleeing

the

police

after

Jarvis.

tiful

more

ALICE CALHOUN IN

LITTLE WILDCAT
(VITAGRAPH)

An

old, old plot, that of the kindly
gentleman trying to prove that

environment is everything and
proving it, but a pleasing fivepart feature. Directed by David
Divad.
"The Little Wildcat"

starts out well,
then sags in the middle and again picks
up speed toward the end. Miss Calhoun
is cast
in a female Jackie Coogan role,
an urchin of the tenement district, who

arrested for stealing a watch from
"Bull" Mulligan, cafe proprietor. She is
saved from the reformatory by Robert
Ware, a philanthropic gentleman, just as
she is being committed by Judge Arnold.
In a_ short time she tires oi being a lady
but is won back by the kTndly old gentleman. Next she appears as a red cross
nurse in Belgium, and succeeds in helping Arnold, an American soldier and an
escaped
prisoner,
through the lines.
After the war is over she meets Arnold
again in the Ware home and there is a
happy ending.
i-

•

in

gowns and

many

beau-

than

spirit

scene from "The Radio King," a new Universal educational
is timely and ought to interest radio fans.

which

with considerably
her former pictures.

GLADYS WALTON

acts
in

Ramsey Wallace was excellent
Arnold and Herbert Fortier a

as
fine

Judge
Rob-

THE GIRL

WHO

IN

RAN WILD

Wade.

ert

(UNIVERSAL)

WILLIAM RUSSELL

IN

THE CRUSADER
A

(FOX)
melodrama of the West
which will no doubt please Russell followers and suit the tastes
hectic

of audiences

that like plenty of

and who do not trouble

action

about dramatic

by

Howard

C.

artistry.

Directed
Five

Mitchell.

reels.

This Fox production is made strictly
according to plan, with honest hero, villainy villain and a pretty bobbed-hair
mountain girl, all performing according
to Hoyle.
The story gets off to a rather

draggy

Miss Calhoun's best vehicle to date.

in a

serial,

having

Kentucky feud.
been involved in a
Learning that the castle is haunted, Jarvis (Wallace Reid) joins forces with the
They go to Spain and Jarvis
senorita.
soon learns that the senorita's cousin,
Duke D'Alva, is responsible for the
ghostly visitations.
In an encounter with the spooks, the
duke is wounded by Jarvis. He then confesses and, the ghosts having been laid,
Jarvis and the senorita continue the
search for the treasure, which they fail
to find. They do, however, find love and
the moral is that love is a greater treasure than riches, so presumably every one
is happy.
Lila Lee does her usual good work as
the senorita, in this having a role delightfully suited to her.
As the negro valet
Walter Hiers injects a lot of good and
much needed comedy.

Miss Calhoun appears

ROY STEWART

and

start

in

one respect the

di-

poorly handled— where the villain in a canoe passes another boat, according to the story, but in the picture
they appear close together and going in
rection

the

is

same

direction.

William
Russell
appears as
Peter
Brent, honest farmer, who refuses to become a party to a scheme to cheat the
townspeople out of their money. Helen
Ferguson plays Marjorie Dart, with her
usual appeal and Fritzi Brunette is the

mountain

Alice.
George Webb is
and Carl Cantvoort a civil

girl,

the villain,
engineer.

Brent discovers a silver mine and asks

town

to help him finance its
Jim, the friend, conceives
a plan to form a million dollar concern
and sell stock, but the mine proves a
"bloomer" and Brent decides to return
his friend in

development.

home.

Canadian to blow up
Jim
the mine, and imprisons Peter and his
men. He rushes back to town and is
selling the stock when Peter walks in
and compels him to return the money. The
civil engineer marries
Marjorie and it
looks like wedding bells for Peter and
the mountain girl.
hires a

"M'liss," Bret Hart's story, forms
the basis for this picture. It provides an excellent vehicle for Miss
Walton and is a quite human and
convincing little story of its kind.

Directed by Rupert Julian.

Five

parts.
Set amid picturesque backgrounds, with
good characterization, this latest Gladys
Walton production should prove a good
bet, especially where the star is popular.
While the story was made once before,
under its original title by Mary Pickford,
some years ago, it is the type of tale that
appeals to many and therefore is ever

The cheerful atmosphere, the wellwritten titles and the brisk, snappy action hold the interest.
new.

Miss Walton's portrayal of M'liss
Smith is excellent. She puts pep into her
part and wins the sympathy of her spec-

The other characters are well
drawn and the lighting and photography
tators.

are excellent.

upon the death of "Bummer"
is taken in charge by
two old cronies, former gamblers, who
send her to school and teach her to be a
lady. She has a hard row to hoe but finds
a ready champion in the rural school
teacher and eventually blossoms into a
real
lady and marries the instructor.
There are several exciting and amusing
scenes, especially where her godfathers
appear at the school meeting and threaten
to shoot up the place. Altogether, a good
production, story full of incident, and
M'liss,

Smith, her father,

some

clever

a

r

:

ng.

THE RADIO KING
(UNIVERSAL)
Here

a subject which carries universal interest among grown-ups as well as
children, in view of the recent popularity
This popularity,
the radio has attained.
is

September

30,
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Daw

Marjorie

plays

dual

a

role,

that

mother and the daughter, Donna.
is Hennage, the town gambler.

of the

Walthall

He

gives a carefully shaded performance

throughout.

Ralph Graves

McGraw,

is

and puts up a splendid fight at one stage
of the picture. Jack Curtis is the villain.
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New

Universal List

Nearing Completion
First of "Prosperity Nine"
Ready; Start Publication in October

Series

Boyd Irwin plays Coberly.
Good
camerawork and excellent lighting effects
throughout.

Universal

s

new

series of feature attrac-

be called the "Prosperity Nine,"
and to be published t+iis fall, is nearing
completion at Universal City.
One of
tions, to

THE ESKIMO
(FOX)
While the director, Slim Summerville,
and his company went to a lot of trouble
to make this "far north" comedy, it is
somewhat lacking in humorous situations
and failed to get many laughs at the Rialto theatre. Chicago, where it ran for
one week. The fishing incident with the
trained seal was mildly funny and the
cigar incident, but otherwise it was woefully lacking in genuine humor.

the nine already had been received in the
East.

The "Prosperity Nine" is composed of
Universal attractions made by such stars
as Frank Mayo, Lois Wilson, Jack Mulhall, Herbert Rawlinson, Gladys Walton,

Titles in Color Being

Prepared by Will Nigh
For "Notoriety" Film

Clyde Cook in a scene from "The Eskimo/* his
latest Fox comedy, directed by Slim Summerville.

After one

has been more or less dormant
during the hot weather spell, is already
gathering force with the advent of cooler
weather.
''The Radio King" is another of Universal's serials with an educational foundation.
While the first three episodes
indicate that the plot will be along more
or less conventional lines, involving the
efforts of a crooked gang to obtain certain secrets from the daughter of the
inventor, whom they have murdered, it
also indicates that some practical material
on radio building and operation will be
interwoven. In the cast are Roy Stewart,
Ernest Butterworth, Louis Lorraine and
Sidney Bracey. Directed by R. F. Hill.
while

it

month

of cutting the 100,000

feet of film shot on Will Nigh's coming
"Notoriety," the director has
special,
begun titling. The captions will be writ-

by Nigh himself, who wrote the orig-

ten
inal

script.

All

titles will

be colored.

A

paintings in colors. The scenes will not
be taken from the film but will be allegorical of the title of the picture.
It is estimated that "Notoriety" will
be entirely complete and ready for its
pre-publication showing in two weeks.
L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
are the producers and distributors.

ALL-STAR CAST IN

THE LONG CHANCE
(UNIVERSAL)
A Peter B. Kyne story provides
basis

for

this

Jack Conway,

the
directed by
and carefully acted
film,

by Henry B. Walthall, Marjorie
Daw, Ralph Graves, Jack Curtis
and other well known players. As
an original, interesting and pleasing story of the

recommended.
The

West

it

Comedies Starring Rogers
To Be Published by Pathe
Fathe announces the acceptance of two

Five parts.

subtitle

—

admired by Harley Hennage, the town
gambler, but she refuses to marry him
and when she dies asks Harley to look
after and protect her daughter Donna.
Borax O'Rourke finds he has a rival
for Donna's hand in young Bob McGraw.
and immediately plans the downfall of
McGraw. How the original murderer is
discovered and exposed and the final
happiness of Bob and Donna is consummated, makes up the balance of the picture. It has its dramatic incidents and is
very well directed.

Hoot

Gibson, Colleen
Moore, Ralph
Graves and Cullen Landis.
The pictures, to be issued one each
week beginning October 23, are "Wolf
Law," starring Frank Mayo, directed by
Stuart Paton; "Broad Daylight," featuring Lois Wilson and Jack Mulhall,
directed
by Irving Cummings; "Another Man's Shoes," starring Herbert
Rawlinson, directed by Jack Conway;
"The Lavender Bath Lady," a new
Gladys Walton feature; Hoot Gibson in
"Ridin' Wild"; "The Jilt," an all-star prodirected by Irving Cummings;
"The Altar Stairs," starring Frank
Mayo; Colleen Moore and Cullen Landis

duction

Rogers

"Forsaking All Others," directed by
Emile Chautard, and "One Wonderful
Night," another Herbert Rawlinson fea-

are

ture.

2-reel

comedy productions

starring Will

Thev
for publication this Fall.
entitled respectively '"The Ropin'
Fool" and "Fruits of Faith."
The former was presented at the
New York, several
theatre.
Capitol
months.

can be

prepares you for
what is to follow in this Universal production.
It is "Out in Hell's back yard
the Mojave desert," and immediately
takes up the story of two prospectors
who strike it rich, the one kills the other
because he wanted to share their wealth
with the Indian guide. The dead prospector's wife, Ruth Coberly, is greatly
first

Scene from "The Altar Stairs" (Universal)

departure

from the usual color titling will be made.
Instead of photographing a scene from
the picture and coloring it for the subtitle illustration, Nigh will have original

Takes Over Exchange
Minter

United

Amusements,

Detroit,

has taken over All Star Features and will
handle the sale and distribution of the
products of that firm for Michigan, R. S.
Morris announces.

COMMERCIAL FIBRE
Phone:

in

The

Nine" will follow
the heels of the "Winning
Nine," Universal's first group of 19221923 pictures, the first four of which
have been published.
"Prosperity

on

closely

Has Broadway Premiere
"More

to Be Pitied," C. B. C. feature,
was given its New York premiere on
September 18, when it opened a week's
run at Moss' Broadway theatre.

CO. OF AMERICA,

Inc.

15 East 26th Street

Madison Square 4430

NEW YORK CITY
Sole Agents for

FABBRICA ITALIANA LAMINE MILAN0
'

'

F.

I.

L.

M.

raw film manufactured in
Ask for samples and prices

Positive

Italy

'

'

!

!

;
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Trade Showing by Select
Branches Introduce New
Comedy Featuring Moore

"Remembrance" Will
Be Published Oct. 8
New Goldwyn Films

First of

branches throughout the country are conducting private showings incident to the booking of "Love Is an
Awful Thing," starring Owen Moore,
Select

Open

at N. Y. Capitol
Theatre Oct. 1

to

Goldwyn's
brance,"

and the

its

first

September
Universal Published
Serials
Universal

each other.
Buffalo Bill"

1922

Two

During September

in September
two weeks of
They are "In the Days of
and "The Radio King," the

is

two chapter

30,

publishing

plays, within

production of
"Rememnew Rupert Hughes picture,
picture under the new policy

but twenty productions a year, is
being booked rapidly in first run theatres.
of

Advance Run on Coast
The national publication date for "Remembrance" is October 8. In a few instances

there
will
be
pre-publication
showings, notably at the Capitol theatre,
New York, on October 1 and at the
California theatre. Los Angeles, on Sep-

tember
Scene from "Love

Is

An Awful Thing"

24.

Booked

(Selznick)

Among
which has

just

tory following

been issued
its

successful

at the Criterion theatre,

the terri-

in

engagement

New York

City.

Attesting the success of this latest
Selznick special it is pointed out that it
has already been booked in a number of
the larger theatres in the country for
early showing.

Find Police Willing to
Aid "In Name of Law"
A few feet of film, a motion picture
camera and cameraman continue to win
huge amounts of publicity for "In the
Name of the Law," the F. B. O. police
drama. When the picture was shown at
the Liberty theatre, Kansas City, recently, Hal Horn, F. B. O. exploiter, had
no difficulty in interesting the police officials in the photoplay and persuading
them and their men to become movie
actors for a part of the afternoon.
The stunt was declared one of
most unusual seen in Kansas City.

the

Ef-

tie-ups with police departments
are reported in many cities by F. B. O.
fective

Garson to Produce Three
Independent Productions
Aside

from

on the
Metro contract, Harry Garson Productions will produce an entirely separate
his

publication affiliations.
The first of the series will be from
the poem, "An Old Sweetheart of Mine,"

by James Whitcomb

Riley.

The

film

features Elliott Dexter.

Lobby Displays

Made

for "Oliver

Twist"

"Oliver Twist," starring Jackie Coogan, boasts of a series of sets of lobby
displays that have been pronounced by
eastern film folk as among the finest ever
offered the theatre owner.

Each

set

consists of six

life

sized en-

in color work and thick gold
frames. They consist of star portraits
and scenes from the Dickens film story.
A set of these frames will accompany
each "Oliver Twist" show if sent out in
road-show form.

largements

Scene from "The Radio King" (Universal)

Chicago

the theatres booking "Rememfor
October
are
screening
Kansas City, Mo.; Majestic,

Liberty,
Tulsa, Okla.; Goddard, Sacramento, Cal.
Colonial,
Green
Bay,
Wis.;
Grand,
Mankato, Minn.; Colonial, Sioux Falls,
D.;
Garrick,
S.
Fargo, N. D.; Zelda,

Duluth, Minn.; America, Colorado
Springs,
Colo.;
Walnut,
Cincinnati;
Strand, Dayton, O.; Colonial, Columbus,
O.; Colonial, Aberdeen, S. D.; Capitol,

New

York; America, Denver; America,
Wyo.; Majestic, Jackson, Mich.;

Casper,

Dawn,

Mich.; Arcade, CharMadison, Wis.;
Strand,
theatre, Chicago; Majestic,

Hillsdale,

Mich.;

lotte.

Chicago

Kenosha, Wis.; Ft. Armstrong theatre,
Island, 111.; and the Palm, Pueblo,

Rock
Colo.

Theatre Audience Votes
On New Trimble Picture
A unique preview of the first of a series
comedy dramas starArthur Trimble was held at the
Hollywood,
recently.
theatre,
Granada
The picture was shown at both evening
performances and the patrons were asked
of two-reel special

ring

in

first

serial

in

eighteen chapters and the radio
ten chapters.

"The Radio King" is called a closelyscreen drama of rapid action and

knit

scientific

marvels.

Arrow Film Plays

to Big
Business at Its Premiere

Arrow Film Corporation reports their
new special production, "Night Life in
Hollywood," opened

to a record-breaking

business at Wood's theatre, Atlantic City
recently, where they were forced to stop
selling tickets at 8 o'clock.
This, it is
pointed out, was in the face of strong
opposition playing at the other Board
Walk houses.

David Starkman. managing director of
Wood's, in a telegram to Arrow says:
'Night Lite in Hollywood' played to
jammed houses all day at dollar top in
"

the face of strong opposition."

little

Two

ballots as to their individual preference. This is the first time,

Question
Do you

like (he first issue of

Question
Do you

like

the

first

issue of

the Film Chronicles entitled

the Film Chronicles entitled

"The Strange Adventure*

"The Strange Adventure*

of Prince Courageous"?

of Prince Courageout"?

Yes

No
The

Producing units of Preferred Pictures
are at work on the last stretches of two
new pictures for distribution through the
Al Lichtman Corporation.
Tom Forman is at work on "Shadows."
adapted from "Ching, Ching, Chinaman,"
and Gasnier is finishing "Thorns and
Orange Blossoms," from the novel by
Bertha M. Clay. "Shadows" will probably be published October 15. Its working title was "Ching, Ching, Chinaman."

First National's Folio

Ballot

states Frederick G. Becker, producing director, that an entire audience was detailed as a jury.
The vote showed ninety-five per cent
of the
combined audiences as being

pleased with the first picture of the series,
which will be marketed as "The Strange
Adventures of Prince Courageous."

Insurance Officials View

Semon Comedies

Preferred Pictures

Are Nearing Completion

to cast prepared

productions

series of three big, independently made
features, adaptations from works of well
known authors. It is planned to sell this
new series direct to exhibitors for an
indefinite period, disregarding any other

Artistic

brance"

at

at Fair

Larry Semon, Vitagrapb comedian, attended the Nebraska County Fair, at
Lincoln.
Not in person, but with three
of his comedies, which were acquired for
the occasion by the Bankers' Life Insurance Company of Lincoln.
The three
were "The Grocery Clerk," "The Star
Boarder," and "The Simple Life."

Describes

New

Picture

National's initial announcement
of its 1922-23 "big time" pictures is embodied in an elaborate and handsomely
finished folio called "The Great Selection," now ready for distribution. Twenty
thousand copies of the folio have been
printed, and a second edition is contemplated to meet demands.
The fo r contains a synopsis of First
National's, uctures, with names of stars
First

and

directors.

Handles Cartoons Abroad
"Aesop's Film Fables" are

shown throughout Great

now

being

Britain through

Granger's Exclusive, Ltd., which concartoon subject for the British

trol the
Isles.

September

30,

1922
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Way

Big Season Under
Fox Announcement of Extensive Bookings of

Its

New

Product

Proof of

Further

Is

the

Materialization of Prosperity
long
and
Prognostications,
widely
that the present theatre season
a
period
of
prosperity
would inaugurate
for the industry are being replaced by actual demonstrations.
These actualities are cropping up in
the form of better business reports from
various parts of the country, a wave of
playhouse re-openings, a burst of renewed theatre building activity and extensive general booking of all sterling

made,

product available.
In reviewing conditions and prospects,
Film Corporation are
officials of Fox
elated over the present outlook confronting the company. A report just issued
by Vice-President and General Manager
Winfield R. Sheehan shows that foremost exhibitors and circuit operators
throughout the country, whose interests

represent important first-run theatres,
have contracted for the Fox program for
the 1922-23 season. The new schedule is
headed by a list of fourteen specials, of
which the following have already been
with
Mail,"
"The Fast
announced:
Charles Jones; "Silver Wings," with
Mary Carr; "Monte Cristo," with John
Gilbert; "A Fool There Was"; "Nero";
"Lights of New York"; "A Little Child
Shall Lead Them," and "My Friend the
Devil."
The bookings reported by Fox arc significant because of their representative
character, indicating not only the wide
appeal and popularity of the company's
new offerings but general big business
anticipated everywhere.

In Philadelphia and Eastern Pennsylvania, the Fox product has been sold to
the Stanley Company of America. "The

Fast Mail" and "A Fool There Was"
have already completed engagements at
the Victoria and the new Aldine theatre
recently purchased by the Stanley Company, "Monte Cristo" is now in the third
week of an advertised indefinite showing
at the Stanton theatre.
In the South the Lynch circuit has contracted for the Fox product 100 per cent.
This will bring the company's attractions
to the very best houses in the Lynch
territory.

Across the gulf the Fox output also
has been sold in its entirety to Saenger
Amusement Company, of which E. V.
Richards is general manager. "Monte
Cristo" is now playing an engagement at
Saenger's Strand theatre, New Orleans.
In the central west, the announcement
Fox has sold a large portion of his
season's line-up to Skouras Brothers Circuit in St. Louis, including more than
seventeen theatres in St. Louis.
In Boston and the New England territory the company is strongly entrenched.
Some of the Fox specials will be seen
first in the Tremont Temple, which has
already played a pre-publication engagement of "Monte Cristo." "A Little Child
states,

Lead Them" opened an indefinite
engagement on August 28 and will be followed later by "Silver Wings."
Out of the Pittsburgh exchange the
Shall

been sold again to the
Rowland & Clark theatres. In Wheeling,
W. Va., Fox productions have been
bought by the Plaza, Geo. Zeppos, owner.
A. Notopolous has purchased the entire
product for Altoona and for McKeesport,
as has the Liberty owned by H. P. Barentire product has

specials

"The Fast Mail," "A Fool

"My

a number of specials. Loew's State theatre has already scheduled all of the pic-

tures of Charles Jones, Tom Mix and
Shirley Mason for the current season.

The new Lafayette Square, managed by
Fred Schaeffer, has dated the Fox special
attractions, "The Fast Mail," "A Fool
There Was," "Lights

of

New York"

and

"My

Friend the Devil," as well as the
Dustin Farnum and William Russell
series of pictures.

At Rochester,

the

Regorson Corpora-

who are working in conjunction
with the new Eastman theatre, have purchased the Fox product for their Regent,
tion,

Eastman theatres.
Harry Lux of the Alhambra theatre
will also show some of the big Fox atPicadilly and

theatres belonging to Jones, Linick and
Schaeffer purchased the Fox star scries
and short subjects. Tn Milwaukee, Saxe
Bros, have purchased the entire star series, short subjects for the Rialto.
The
Alhambra and Garden theatres owned by
Lee Landau will show the Fox specials.
The Grampp Circuit, served out of Chicago have also signed, and in Peoria the
Apollo theatre is 100 per cent Fox. In
Davenport, the Fox product goes to
Blank for the Family, Garden and Liberty theatres.

From

the Cleveland territory contracts

have been negotiated with the
and in Youngstown Feiber &
in Akron with J. B. Dunlevy.
the Mozart has purchased

Pantheon,
Shea, and
In Canton
entire

the

Philadelphia,
Thomas
In
Profit; in Lancaster,
Geo. Krupa; in
Reading, Carr & Schad, and in Easton
C. D. Buss who runs the Strand, have
all booked the entire Fox product.

product.

In Indianapolis, Mrs. Chas. Olsen of
the Apollo has been booked, Barton &
Olsen will use the Fox short subjects,
while at the Smith, owned by Robert
Lieber, the entire star series will be run.
In Fort Wayne the Jefferson theatre,
owned by C. Quimby, will show the. short
subjects and the balance of the product
will run at the Palace, of which F. Stouder is owner. In Louisville, Ind., contracts were sold to the Arc for special-*
and star series. Short subject* liave fecen

owned by
Johnson
Washington, Fox has so til his. spe-

tractions, as will William Gibson, controlling the Mozart at Elmore, and Johnnie Walker of the Barcli, Schenectady.

sold to the Luna,

At Troy, Bennie Appel, who recently
bought the Griswold from the Proctor
Circuit and added it to his chain of thea-

and in Xorfoltc to th,
Granby, both owned by O. Wells. In
Baltimore, Charles E. Whitehurst, owner
of the New theatre, has contracted for

tres,

has contracted 100 per cent for the

Fox product during

the

coming

season.

In Albany, C. H. Buckley's house, the
Leland, as well as Moe Mark's Strand
theatre, will show the new productions.
In Cincinnati Fox goes 100 per cent to
Ike Libson, who will play the photoplays
at the Palace, Strand, Walnut and FamIn Louisville, Libson will
ily theatres.
play these pictures at the National and

Mary Anderson. In Columbus, Fox has
sold the Grand theatre, owned by Dusenberry Brothers, all the specials, and the
Dreamland theatre will play all the star
series pictures.
In Dayton, Charles Gross has contracted for the entire Fox product to be
played at the Columbia theatre, contracts
have closed with the Hyman Brothers
Circuit of West Virginia covering all
their important towns.
Towns closed in the northern part of
the country which are served out of the
Seattle exchange are Seattle, Spokane
and Tacoma. The theatres are the Blue
Mouse in each of these towns, under control of John Hamrick.
In Kansas City, Sam Harding, who
runs the Liberty theatre, has purchased
the Fox output for his theatres, and in
Wichita Fox has been booked by the
Palace, owned by S. Chambers. In Topeka, negotiations have been closed with
G. L. Hooper, owner of the Orpheum
theatre.

For the St. Louis territory in Spring"Monte Cristo" will play at the

field,

Strand theatre. Also
atre, Jacksonville,

tract

ney.

The

of New York,"
Friend the Devil" will
first to Bostonians in Jacob
H. Lourie's Park, Modern and Beacon
theatres, and other pictures in B. F.
Keith's Boston theatres. Fox attractions
in Boston and surrounding territory will
also be shown in all of the houses controlled by Nat Gordon, embracing the
Olympia, Chelsea, Mass.; the Strand,
Dorchester, Mass.; the North Shore,
Gloucester,
Mass.,
and
the
Central
Square, Cambridge, Mass.
Buffalo will be well represented with
the Fox. product for the coming season.
Mike Shea of the Hippodrome, Court
Street and North Park theatres will show

Was," "Lights

There

"Nero," and
be presented

Majestic thehas the Fox con-

at the

111.,

been signed.

In Chicago, the Rose, Alcazar and Star

In

cials to the

the

to

Crandall circuit, in Rictiifty^d

Bijou,

.

all specials.

In Dallas the entire product goes to
the Rialto, owned by Joe Phillips, and to
the Washington, operated by Wm. Neville.
In Galveston the Dixie, which A.

Martini owns, has booked Fox solidly.
In San Antonio the Rialto, and in Waco
the Royal, both owned by L. Santikos,
have signed. The Strand, Wichita Falls,
is another.
In Los Angeles, Fox has sold "A Fool

There Was" and "Monte Cristo" to Mack
Mission, the balance of the
product will be divided between Loew's
Sennett's

State and the Alhambra.
In the Atlanta territory Fox pictures
go into the Trianon of Birmingham, in
Jacksonville to the Republic, operated by
W. L. Whitehead, in Charlotte to the
Broadway, owned by R. D. Craver, in
Winston Salem to the Amuzu and Auditorium, both owned by E. Pearce.

San Francisco
the Granada
Loew's Warfield

The following

Fox

finds

and

to

specials

sold

and to

Imperial

theatre.
list

shows Fox

strides in

the Boston territory. In Brocton, the entire product for the Rialto, owned by J.
J. Cahill; in Lowell, the Strand, owned

by

Wm.

Flemings;

in

New

Bedford, Cap-

owned by Geo. Allen; in Nashua, N.
H., the Park, owned by H. G. Farrell; in
Pawtucket, the Imperial, owned by Hart-

itol,

ford

&

Marsden;

Emery and

Rialto,

in

Providence,

owned by

the

Emery

Bros.; in Woonsocket, the Smith, of
which I. Smith is the owner; in Portland,
the Empire; and in New London, the
Empire, owned by Mr. M. Pouzzner.
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Hartford Completes New
Film, "The Rapids" for
Sault Ste. Marie Films

For Publication in Oct.

October 22

Arthus

On
the

Flms, Ltd., of St.
sponsoring this production.

The board of directors includes Hon.
William Pugsley, Lieutenant Governor;
Hon. W. E. Foster, Premier; E. A.
Schofield, Ex-Mayor; J. M. Robinson.
Bank;r; R. T. Hayes, M. P. P.; Rev.
H. A, Cody, Author; J. M. Woodman,
manager

The

Shipman;

S.

MacMurray
John
M. E. Agar.
;

Allison;

Shipman,

Ernest

who

organizing

is

Canadian producing units, has
these
obtained the film rights to "Viking
Blood" and others of the Frederick
William Wallace

Billie

stories.

Dove Is Starred
In Second Metro Film

The next Metro photoplay in which
Dove is to be seen at the head of
screen version of
the sea story by

Charles Hutchison

Ames Wil-

Ben

which was
published
under
liams,

the
the

of

title

"All

Were

Valiant."
Willat has

been

selected to
direct its picturization.

Dove

Miss
cently

her
BUI it-

Dove

re-

completed
work in

"Youth

to

Youth," the

first

Metro speproductions in which
of the

cial stories series of

she appeared at the head of
guished cast of players.

Phyllis Haver to

^HARLES HUTCHISON

will
be
seen as the star of another chapter-

Brothers

Irvin

a

Own Company

play said to be even more thrilling than
his previous efforts with the publication

by Pathe on October 22 of "Speed." The
was produced by George B. Scitz.

film

In the star's support are Lucy Fox,
Harry' Semels, John Webb Dillon, Cecile
Bonnel and Winifred Verina. The story
is laid in a wide range of locale and is
declared by Pathe to live well up to its
title.
All knife and gun play has been
eliminated.

distin-

Automobile Show in New
Lloyd Hamilton Comedy

Head

In

as Star

Phyllis Haver, has been promoted by
Mack Sennett, and will henceforth be
seen at the head of her own company
as the star in a series of full length
comedy drama productions to be published through First National.
Her first
starring vehicle, not as yet given a title,
will be ready for production within a
short time.

Lloyd

comedy

Books Goodman
Film With Keith Chain

"What's

Wrong With

all-star special

the

Women,"

the

by Daniel Carson Good-

man,

is playing the Keith circuit, beginning with the Cameo theatre, it is an-

nounced by Samuel Zierler, president of
Commonwealth Film Corporation.

Murray Joins Burr

New

Series of

for

Comedies

Charles Murray, veteran Mack
has been signed by C. C.
appear with Ray McKee, former
Shirley Mason, in Burr's new
comedies.
star,

Sennett
Burr to
lead to
all-star

Hamilton's

first

Swayne

"The Speeder,"
every known make of automobile, representing some $200,000 will
be seen.

The

comedian succeeded in having
up on busy Sunset Boulevard,
in Hollywood, for fifteen minutes, and in
that time a large number of wealthy
riding
in
expensive
cars,
the picture as "extras" but
without pay checks.

motorists,

—

in

Men's

Wives," the first Preferred Picture and initial publication under the new Ben Schulberg-Al Lichtman
producing and distributing plan will be
in

Canada

by the

Famous

rect

the

Joins Belasco

will

di-

produc-

tion.

"Forsaki n g
All Others" was
written by Mary
Colleen Moore
Lerner and appeared in Collier's magazine, from whom
Universal bought it.
"

New

Fat Comedian Will
Star in Backer Series

Franklyn E. Backer of East Coast Productions and Bruce Mitchell, managing director of T. R. Coffin Company, have engaged a rotund comedian, "Fatty" Karr,
who has appeared in such pictures as "Human Hearts," "Omar the Tentmaker,'' and
"Big Stakes," to star in a series of two
reel comedies.
The first comedy will be ready for distribution by

November

Company

in

M. Fitzgerald, formerly with
Metro and Universal has been engaged
under a long term contract to direct and
assume full charge of all productions for
Belasco Productions, Inc., of San Fran'

George Ade
will visit

George Adc

which Mr. Meighan

Contest to

Dallas

1.

for a few days at his home, Hazelton
farm, Brook, Ind., where he will be joined
by Director Alfred E. Green, and the two
will consult with the Hoosier author on
the latter's new story, "Back Home and

Broke,"

Players Film Service, Ltd.

cisco.

Chautard

Will Visit
Thomas Meighan

To Handle Lichtman Film

distributed

Emile

the picture.

for Educational,

traffic tied

"Rich

She has been selected to head
an all-star cast which will present "ForAll
s a k i n g
a
Others,"
as
Universal-J e w e 1
production.
Cullen Landis,
popular
leading
juvenile, has been
signed
by Universal to support
Miss
Moore in

two-reel

practically

worked

Zierler

Julia

Moore has been engaged by

Colleen
Universal.

"Cold Courage," a

is

Sherry,

Colleen Moore to Star in
New Universal-Jewel Film

Billie

a distinguished cast

Barney

J.

Gordon, Cyril Chadwick, Walter Miller,
Dick Lee, Tammany Young, Danny
Hays and Fred. Kalgren.
October 29 is the date set for the
release of Edward A. Mac Manus' production, "The Woman Who Fooled Herself," from an original story by Charles
Featured players are May
A. Logue.
It was coAllison and Robert Ellis.
directed by Mr. Logue and Mr. Ellis.

C. P. R.; F. G.

James

Wm.

Russell;

October.

October 1, "The Head Hunters of
South Seas," a Martin Johnson

field,

Spencer,
Spencer Circuit of Theatres; Ernest

district

three Asso-

for

adventure film taken among the canniIt
bals of Malekula, will be published.
includes scenes from the actual, every
day life of the savage head hunters.
On October 15 Associated presents
Morris Kohn's Dependable Pictures atThis
traction, "Till We Meet Again."
is a William Christy Cabanne production
with a cast headed by Mae Marsh, and
including Norman Kerry, Martha Mans-

Brunswick
are

Kane announces

S.

Exhibitors features

ciated

into production.

New

1922

Announces Three Films

Publishes "Speed"

Hartford has completed
the filming of "The Rapids" for Sault
Ste. Marie Films, Ltd., and has moved
producing organization from the
his
Canadian "Soo" to St. John, New Brunswick, where "Blue Water" by Captain
Frederick William Wallace will be placed

John,

30,

Associated Exhibitors

M.

David

September

Name

will star.

Picture

of securing a suitable
title for their production at present called
"Destiny," Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation will inaugurate a title
contest, which will be open to all motion
picture theatre patrons.

For the purpose

September

MORE
other

than
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30,

1,000

exhibitors

AMONG

and

attended the four
tendered by Harry L.

guests

banquets
Charnas in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit and Cleveland as a part of his promotional plan in introducing "Rich Men's
Wires," the Preferred Pictures feature
distributed through the Al Lichtman

THOSE
PRESENT

exchanges, to the trade. Names of those
attending the Pittsburgh dinner were
published in the Herald last week. Those

who

at

accepted invitations to the Detroit din-

ner follow
Al Lichtman, Al Lichtman Corp., N. Y.
Carroll Dunning, Prizma, Inc., N. Y.
L. W. Boynton, Exhibitors Trade R., N. Y.
William A. Johnston, Motion Picture News, X. Y.
Robt. E. Welsh, Moving Picture World, N. Y.
Joseph Dannenberg, Film Daily, N. Y.
Harry L. Charnas, Standard Film, Cleveland.
L. W. Gre«nstein, Standard Film, Cleveland.
Frank G. Hard, Standard Film, Cleveland.
Isaac Silverman, Strand Theatre, Altoona.

Jacob Silverman, Strand Theatre, Altoona.
Daniel Siegel, Iris, Detroit.
Fred R. Rumler, Warren, Detroit.
W. A. Haynes, Harmony, Detroit.
Louis Wisper, Royale, Detroit.
Edwin Reeves, Idle Hour, Paw Paw.
E. J. Cole, Idle Hour, Rochester.
E. V. McGrath, Knickerbocker, Detroit.
C. E. Edwards, Oakman Blvd., Detroit.
E. Kirchner, Family, Detroit.
W. Gusnsche, Fine Arts, Detroit.
W. Kramer, Kramer, Detroit.
L. H. Gardner, J. H. Kunsky, Detroit.

M. Teitel, Warfield, Detroit.
Hiram Lapham, Universal, Detroit.
A. Ruttenberg, New Home, Detroit.
Joe Cosco, Stratford, Detroit.
A. Lane, Alhambra, Detroit.
A. Tzeanis, Greenwood, Detroit.
E. H. Beck, Strand, Detroit.
F. A. Wagner. Family, Richmond.
Glenn A. Watkins, East End. Detroit.
Herb L. Weil, Desmond, Port Huron.

Frank Wetsman. Hippodrome, Detroit.
Harold White, Beechwood, Detroit.
Geo. Wilbur, Oakland, Pontiac.
Ted Williams, Ferndale. Detroit.
J. F. Wuerth, Wuerth, Ann Arbor.
R. B. Yorke, Lincoln, Clawson.
John Tatis, Davison, Detroit.

M. Swidler, Wayne, Detroit.
E. G. Sullivan, Majcine, Detroit.
J. E. Stocker, Myrtle, Detroit.
Harold Simalnsky, New Plaza. Detroit.
Mrs. B. Simmons. Dearborn, Dearborn.
W. D. Shafer. Fox Washington, Detroit.
Jess Sellers, Iris, Detroit.
F. H. Schuckert, Temple, Caro.
Alvin E. Schreiber, Hancock. Detroit.
Alex Schreiber, Blackstone, Detroit.
James

Rialto, Detroit.
Pierce, Madison, Detroit.
H. R. Pfei8e, Priscilla, Detroit.
A. J. Petersmarck. Bluebird. Detroit.
Frank Paterson. Doric, Detroit.
H. Osnos, Mt. Elliott, Detroit.
Mr. Oppenheim, Arcade. Detroit.
John Niebes, Dawn, Detroit.
T. D. Moule, Capitol, Detroit.
B. A. Morthorst, Wuerth, Ypsilanti.
Rex Minkley, De Luxe. Detroit.
F. H. Leverenze, Sheridan, Detroit.
Tom Lancaster, Grande. Detroit.
Chas. A. Komer, Ritz, Detroit.
J. H. Kelley, Gladwin Fark, Detroit.
Chas. Kain, Castle, Detroit.
Rirter,

Howard

Mabel N. Jones, Alseium, Wayne.
Lee C. Jewell, P. & A., Plymouth.
V. B. Hunt, Englewood, Detroit.
Geo. Heupenbecker, Diamond, Toledo.
E. T. Hall, Russell, Detroit.
Harry Gildstein, New Plaza. Detroit.
Phil Gleichman, B'Way Strand, Detroit.
Wm. Garland. Theatorium ; Detroit.
Geo. Flucksa, Park, Detroit.
Roby Fisher, Holbrook, Detroit.
Pearl Draper, Garrick, Milan.

Fred De Lodder, Del The, Detroit.
A. E. Davis, Rex, TJtica.
D. E. Davis, Star, Milford.
Lou Cohen, Colonial. Detroit.
J. A. Blank, Odeon, Detroit.
Mr. Beardsley, Baldwin, Royal Oak.
Arthur D. Baehr. Crystal, Detroit.
Sam Ackerman, East Side, Detroit.
Harry Abramson, Royale, Detroit.
Royal A. Baker, Police Censor, Detroit.
Stephen Geitz, Police Censor, Detroit.
W. J. Thompson, Alesium, Northville.
Wm. Kimmel, Ferndale, Ferndale.
E. W. Kreg, Lancaster, River Rouge.
James A. Sullivan, Fleur De Lys, River Rouge.
Fred Grinnell, Publicity, Detroit.
Ray Marcotte, Det. Free Press, Detroit.

Lichtman- Charnas

Fred Schottmiller, Arcade, Elmwood.
Dr. Otto Dieckman, Colonial, Madisonville.
Billy Bein, Standard Film, Salesman.
Geo. Balz, Carrel, City.
John Robertson, Dreamland, Blanchester. O.
Mr. Nunnery, Victor, Columbus, O.
Max Margolis, Standard Film, Salesman.
Chas. Keuhle, Standard Film, Salesman.
Fred Meyers, Palace, Hamilton, O.
Mr. Dininger, Delbee, Latonia, Ky.
Mr. Crone, Ideal. City.
John Burkhart Music Hall, Newport, Ky.
Mr. Clark, Capitol, Cincinnati, O.
S.

L. Barton, Capitol, Cincinnati, O.

V.

Spargur, Capitol, Cincinnati, O.
Harry Kress, May's Q. H., Piqua, O.
N. L. Lefkowitz, Standard Film Ser.. Cincinnati.
John Loth, Standard Film Service, Cincinnati.
M. Jane Grote, Standard Film Service, Cincinnati.
Henrietta Albrinch, Standard Film Ser., Cincinnati.
Maurice Levison, Standard Film Ser., Cincinnati.
Ray Staggenberg, Standard Film Ser., Cincinnati.
Jean Drahman, Standard Film Service, Cincinnati.
Anne Bentler, Standard Film Service, Cincinnati.
S.

Hummel,

Star, Eaton, O.
Versailles, O.

Frank Dapore, Crystal,

Dinners
Harold Heffernan. Detroit, News, Detroit.
Jacob Smith, Mich. Film Review, Detroit.
I..
Kimmel, Royal, Royal Oak.
H. M. Richey, M. P. T. O. of M., Detroit.
W. E. Wilkinson, Secretary Film Club, Detroit.
I'.
Ray Norton, Community Church, Marysville.
Chas. D. Straight, Editor, Mt. Clemens.
M. McGrath, Detroit Times, Detroit.
Julius Kleist, Kleist Amuse., Pontiac.

Geo. Sampson, Cinderella, Detroit.
Duke Richards, Rosedale, Detroit,
H. E. Koppin, Woodward Th. Co., Detroit.
Wm. Slocura, Library, Detroit.
Lester Potter, Police Censor, Detroit.
Lionel Woolson. Detroit.

Wesley Schram, Bijou,

Detroit.

W. S. McLaren, Capitol, Jackson.
Joe Denniston, Family, Monroe.
Helmar George, Reaper, Monroe.
Geo. Wilier, Beechers, Inc., Grand Rapids.

Those who accepted

invitations to the

Cincinnati gathering follow: (Mr. Licht-

man, Carroll Dunning, L. W. Boynton,
William A. Johnston, Robert E. Welsh,
Joseph Dannenberg, Mr. Charnas were
in attendance at the four dinners).
Others at Cincinnati were:
L.

W.

Greenstein, Standard Film, Cleveland.

Frank G. Hard, Standard Film, Cleveland.
Isaac Silverman, Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa.
Jacob Silverman, Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa.
Lin Bonner.
William Brewer.

Irving Lesser.
M. Ridge, Reel Facts Mag., Cincinnati.
Camille Duffy, Reel Facts, Cincinnati.
Roger Ferri, Moving Picture World. N. Y.
A. Niedenthal, Evanston Theatre, Cincinnati.
J. Carlin, Avenue Theatre, Cincinnati.
C. J. Gross, Columbia, Dayton, O.
Ben F. Roth, Eagle, Hamilton, O.
J. S. Davis, Popular, New Boston, O.
Ed. Linch, Metropolitan. Cincinnati, O.
C. P. McKnight, Fort Thomas, Ky.
A. G. Hettisheimer, Orpheum, Cincinnati, O.
Mrs. S. V. Taylor, Hippodrome, Covington, Ky.
Jack Conley, Standard Film, Salesman.
j. A. McKnight, Standard Film, Salesman.
John Schwalm, Jewel, Hamilton.
Mr. Leiter, Editor, Journal, Hamilton.
W. Gervers, Aragon, Cincinnati, O.
A. Frank, Aragon, Cincinnati, O.
L. Heading, Aragon, Cincinnati, O.
J. A. Ackerman, Glenway, Cincinnati, O.
J. F. Potts, Variety, Cincinnati. O.
J.

B. W. Hayo, Mars, Cincinnati, O.
Geo. C. Kolb, Woodsward, Cincinnati, O.
H. Q. Alexander, Edgemont, Dayton, O.
Elmer Dressman, Cincinnati Post, Cincinnati, O.
Carl B. Adams, Enquirer, Cincinnati, O.

Mr. Behlin.
Mr. Griffith.
H. R. Dixon, Unique Theatre, Walton, Ky.
Miss Mayme Ryan. Regent, Springfield, O.
Gus Phillips, Strand, Newport, Ky.
A. J. Burke, Heucks & Peoples, Cincinnati, O.
Ed. Kleine, Aragon, Cincinnati, O.
Wm. L. Dragul. Standard Film Salesman.
Myrtle Miles, Times Star, Cincinnati, O.
Henry Levy, Nordland Plaza, Cincinnati, O.
L. F. Leslie, Columbia, Cincinnati, O.
Moses Wilchins, Park Hall, Cincinnati, O.
P. S. Honeyman, Gifts, Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Harlow, Casino, Cincinnati, O.
C. B. Davis, Norwood, Cincinnati, O.
L. J. Bugie, Colonial, Cincinnati. O.
H. J. Bley, Valley, Cincinnati, O.
F. Stegewens, Liberty, Cincinnati, O.
P. Gerard, Idle Hour, Cincinnati, O.
Mrs. A. Betz, Orpheum, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Albert L. Kolitz, Forest, Cincinnati, O.
R. S. Kuhn, Forest, Cincinnati, O.
John S. King, Carrel, Cincinnati, O.
Geo. Bressler, American, Bellevue, Ky.
Earl Meunchen, Alcazar, Bellevue, Ky.
Irwin S. Hilton, Plaza, Norwood, O.
R. J. Raleckatter, Garvey, Erlanger, Ky.

At Cleveland the following accepted
invitations or were present at the banquet:
Paul Apple, Cameraphone, City.
J. C. Anderson.
T. B. Alexander, Put-in-Bay, Ohio.
Samuel Bark, Market Sq., City.
Lin Bonner, Lichtman Corp., N. Y.
H. J. Burch, Knickerbocker, City.
B. I. Brody, Homestead, City.

M. W. Bruml,

City.

L. A. Bruening, Union Trust, City.
Arthur H. Braun, Union Trust, City
H. A. Beckerman, City.
Wm. Brewer, Otis Lithograph.
Sam Bradley, Bradley Prod. Co.
Al Baum, Standard Film.
Mrs. David Blum, Standard Film.
M. Berkovitz, Waldorf, City.
M, P. Brown, Lorain.
Henrietta Braunstein, Standard Film.
J. D. Bentley, City.

Maurice Bolasny, Temple, City.

M. D. Briggs. Cleve Topics.
E. E. Creswell, Union Trust, City.
Tom Carroll, Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Craig, Lorain Herald.
C. C. Deardourff, Loew's Ohio Theatre.

Sam Deutch, Sun, City.
Richard Deutch, Bradley Prod.
Albert Deutch, Standard, Lorain.
David Dietz, The Press, City.
M. Druckenbrod, Standard Film.
G. Druckenbrod. Standard Film.
Fred Desberg, Loew's Ohio Th.
Glen Deming, Stillman,
F. A. Denol, Allen.

City.

G. R. Davis, Press, City.

Margaret Dorksen, Standard Film.
Mrs. Elmer Derr, Cleve Cinema Club.

Mae M. Epstein, Wash Circuit.
P. E. Essick, Rialto, City.
R. W. Essick, Rialto, City.
L. Eichelbaul, Standard Film.
Max M. Federhar, Regent, City.
H. H. Felsman, City.
Nat Fryer, Ohio Amusement Co.
Meyer Fine. Ohio Amusement Co.
Al Freedman, Loew's Ohio Theatre.
Mr. Feldman, York, Pa.
C. H. Graham, Wash-Croshby, City.
L. W. Greenstein, Standard Film.
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand.
Mrs. P. Gusdanovic, Norwood.
H. Greenberger, Keystone.
I.

Greenstein.

Jos. E. Goldston. Milo.
J.

M. Gibbons, Union Trust.

Mischa Gutson, Loew's Park.
Frank Gross. Grand.
M. Greenbaum, O. H. Mansfield.
M. Greenbaum, Alhambra, City.
Mr. Greenwald, Windemere.
F. G. Hard, Standard Film.
H. Hayman, Standard Film.
H. W. Hill, Hill Ptg. Co.
B. Haber, Ohio Amusement.
J.

M.

B. Horowitz, Fountain.

U. A. Hartford, Union Trust. City.
H. E. Hills, Union Trust, City.
Lillian Haessly, Standard Film.
H. M. Harmon, Union Trust.
Louis Israel, Haltnorth.

Gus Ilg, Wonderland, Lorain.
Samuel Kramer. City.
G. Kliner, Carlyon. City.
Louis Kaplan, Park, National.
S. M. Kasse, Empress, Akron.
Harry Kaplan, Alpha.
Joseph Krenitz, Standard Film.

Henry Kaplan. Deucan.
A. Kramer, Ohio Amusement.
A. Keller, Ohio Amusement.
Simon Kramer, Ohio Amusement.
Louis Kaplan. Park National.
Geo. Kohlmaier, Lowe's Ohio Theatre.
Milton Korach. Flint, Mich.
Jack Kuhn, Loew's Ohio Theatre.
Mr. Kleinshmitt, Parkview, City.
Jos. Kornfeld, Avenue, City.
Mr. Kaufman. Victory Strand.
Mrs. Elsie Loeb. Motion Picture News.
M. A. Lebensburger, Standard Film, City.
S. N. Lichter, Angella, City.
(Continued on following page)
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Will Publish Films
Italy Awards Merit Medal to Semon
J S Larry Semon,
X Vitagraph comedian, popular in
Here

Italy?

two proofs

ar<j

— the

gold medal
awarded him
h e

t

at

Semon

Showing Bible Land

known

as Ridolini in Italy.
upon his films the

is

In commenting
press said
"Many hundreds were
gathered to make the acquaintance
of Ridolini, the new American comic
actor, the rival of Chariot, of Theodora and Filomena.*'

Includes 52 Subjects of

:

Holy Land Views
American
nounces the

Releasing
titles

Corporation anand publication dates

twelve of the fifty-two pictures of Bible countries produced in the
Holy Land by the Geographic Film Co.,
Inc., of Cincinnati.

of the first

Interna-

Cinematographic Contest held in connection with the
Milan Fair, Milan, Italy, and the
diploma of merit awarded Vitational

Order

of Publication

Beginning October 15 and extending
to December, the weekly subjects are

graph.

Awards were made

American Releasing Series

as follows:
Oct. 15, "The Walls of Zion"; Oct. 22, "The
Road to Jericho"; Oct. 29. "Beyond the Jordan";
Nov. 5, "Hebron The Ancient"; Nov. 12, "Beersheba"; Nov. 19, "Gibeah"; Dec 3, "Shiloh";
Dec. 10. "Shechem"; Dec. 17, "On the Road to
Bethlehem"; Dec. 24, "The Little Town of Bethlehem," and Dec. 31, "Samaria."

after the pub-

The relic had voted its choice.
wards commission examined more
than 100 films from America, EngFrance, Germany. Austria,
land,
From this
Switzerland and Italy.
number sixteen were selected.

Of especial interest are the subjects released December 17 and 24, chosen because of their peculiar fitness to the
Christmas season.
Films in Colors

J.

Advance Runs

H. Lefty, Standard Film.

B. Z. Levine, Erie, City.
T.

Leavitt, King, City.
Lustig, Waldorf, City.

Sam

Billy

Max

Levser. Cleveland News,
Lefkowitz. Gayety, City.

City.

Mr. A. Lebensburger, Standard Film.
Henry H. Lustig, Waldorf.
Nathan Lando, Standard Film.
Lester Lipton. Avenue.

A. C. Lebensburger, Standard Film.
Moe London, Standard Film.
Mr. Larsen, Russell Prod., Chicago.
Mr. Lewis, Canton News.
D. C. Miller, U. S.
Leo Monterey, Cusack Co.
H. J. Mandelbaum, Virginia.
Mrs. Manheim, Priscilla.
Samuel Mandelbaum. Waldorf.
H. E. Mnnhall, Pub. Dept.
George Moore, Lion, Bellevue.
Mr. Mahue. Lucier.
Mr. Moellman.
Mr. Morgan.
L. McLaughlin. Standard Film.

Wm. M. McCabe, Hill Ptg.
Wm. S. Nyerges, Majestic.
Wm. Onie, Standard Film.

Exhibition Value of New
"East Is West" Feature
Play dates for preliminary runs in six
have been arranged by Associated First Xational for the Joseph M.
Schenck production,
"East
Is
West,"
starring
Constance T a 1 -

theatres

madge. Upon the
result of these engagements a temporarj- or tentat i v e
exhibition
value will be set,

City.

at

New Victory.
O. H. Kent. Ohio.
Frank W. Phillips, Strand, City.
Dr. Prentice, City.
Steve Piotrovsky, Vandora. City.

engagements

Jean Pierce.
Martin J. Quigley, Exhibitors Herald, Chicago.
Miss Reiff. Ridge, City.

Howard

Reiff.

Stork, City.

B. Raful, Rialto, Kenmore.
Kenneth A. Reid. Loew's State, City.
L. Rich, Standard Film.
W. D. Russell, Russell Productions.
Mr. Rudolph, Otis Lithograph Co.
Philip Spitalny, Allen.
J. E. Scoville, Ezella.
0. Stotter, Alvin.
David L. Schuman. Ohio

Amusement.

M. Schenker, Family.
Silverman, Windermere.
J. Soglovitz, Standard Film.
E. Schwartz, Milo.
Isaac Silverman, Strand, Altoona, Pa.
Jacob Silverman, Strand, Altoona, Pa.
R. C. Steuve, Orpheum, Canton.
Ed. Schwartz, Ohio Amusement Co.
S.

Mort Schreiber,

City.

Ralph H. Sharp, Union Trust.

Stein, New Palace. City.
Stein, Columbia, City.
F. Seitz, Star, Sandusky.
Maurice Spitalny, City.
Mr. Tracy Sharp, Gordon Sq.
J.

S.

Wm.

Sid Seidman, Ohio Amusement.

Seidman. Ohio Amusement.
Mrs. B. Todd, Liberty, Geneva.
Dr. Irwin Under, City.
James Vondrak, Clark national.
S. Vermes, Eclair, City.
A. Wiener, Alhambra, Cuy Falls.
L. J. Wise, Standard Film.
Louis H. Wieber, Cleve News.
Miss E. J. Weiss, Standard Film.
Jess

Warner, Warner, Niles.
H. Weber, Avenue, City.
1. Weintraub, Peerless, City.
T. Warner;
B.

White, Standard Film.
Jack Zipp, Standard Film.
Catherine Zwilling, Standard Film.
S.

Constance Talmadge

rate

additional

be played.

F. Porzyski,
Palji,

which

forty

Herbert J. Ochs, Cole Pun. Co.
Max Onie, Standard Film.
Jean Ochs, Allen.
Jack Pavny, Heights Square, City.
J.

to Decide

will

Upon

the results of the
forty-six engagethe
final
exhibition
value

This procedure is explained by First
Xational in telling how the exhibition
value of the production will be determined
in engagements in advance of its publication, which is set for October 23.

Exhibitors will be informed as to what
the picture does in these test runs. "East
Is West," according to Mr. Schenck, is
not only the greatest picture in which
Constance Talmadge has appeared but
one of the biggest box office attractions

of the year.

Acquires Sanford Product
&

Import Film Company has
closed a contract with Sanford Productions of Hollywood, Cal., under the terms
of which they take over the entire foreign rights, including Canada, for the new
series of Pete Morrison semi- Western
productions being made by that company.

Selznick Film Ready Soon
are being made on
Love," first of the sixteen
specials scheduled for production by the
Selznick company during the season
1922-23.
Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle are co-starred.

Final

last

"One Week

shots

of

expedition responsible for this contribution to the literature of the screen. The
films are embellished throughout with
Prizma color photography.

Pick All-Star Cast for
"Only a Shopgirl" Film
The

cast for the

new

B.

C.

C.

inde-

pendent production, "Only a Shopgirl."
has been selected and comprises an allof prominent screen
star aggregation
players.

The production will feature Estelle
Taylor, Mae Busch, Richard Dix, Wallace Beery, Claire Dubrey, Tully MarWillard Louis, Baby Josephine
shall,
Adair and Billy Scott. It is being directed
by Edward Le

Saint.

ments

for ail rentals will be set.

Export

Every city, every river, every sea, every
place mentioned in the Bible is included
in this series, basically called "The Voice
Two extended trips for
of The Land."
study and preparation were made by Dr.
J. E. Holley before he finally headed the

Elinor Glyn

For

Makes Scenes

New Goldwyn

Picture

Elinor Glyn, English novelist, has been
acting as a Goldwyn director for a short
time in Paris. The action of her story,
"Six Days," takes place partly in Paris,
and Miss Glyn has been in that city
taking "atmospheric scenes" for the picture.

When

"Six Days" goes actually into

production, however, a
will be in charge.

Will

Goldwyn

director

Tour Exchanges With

New Johnny Hines

Picture

With

the completion of the first print
of "Sure-Fire Flint," featuring Johnny
Hines, and supported by Doris Kenyon,
Edmund Breese, Robert Edeson, J. Barney Sherry, Effie Shannon and Charles
Gerrard, Lester Scott, sales manager of
Affiliated Distributors, Inc., will leave
shortly on a coast to coast trip taking in
the various exchanges with the print.

Warner Pictures Ready
James

B.

Warner, cowboy

star,

has

completed "Flaming Hearts," second of
the Franklyn E. Backer series of Westerns.
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Warner Pro duction Pla

W

IVhy
e

Joined

Will H.

Hays

HARRY M.

WARNER

By

for 1923

s

that we are sending a huge float
containing the names of our seven productions from New York direct to Califact

fornia.

This stunt

is

unprecedented

m

And

to

the history of motion pictures.

say

that

who

will play

help

will

it

those

our pictures

exhibitors

putting

is

it

mildly.

mi

WE

have joined the Will H. Hays organization and we are glad to be

with him in helping to restore the public
confidence in motion pictures and in the
industry in general.

ALBERT WARNER
big pictures is our production goal for 1923!
And each one of these productions

be

made with

the best talent avail-

—

meaning, that we
in the industry
engage the best directors, the best
screen players and the
best
known
scenario writers to whip our stories into

able
will

shape.
All

of

eighteen

the

pictures

will

be

made from books and plays which, when
made known, will startle the industry. I

And

say this without exaggeration.

I'll

back up any assertion I make.
As has been announced to the trade
press, the forthcoming series of seven
Warner Brothers pictures have been
made from seven popular stories. Each
work is known to thousands of people,
and the reading percentage of the entire
series

the unscrupupromoters of motion pictures who
are actually stealing the hard-earned savings of widows, orphans and the count-

men behind

the

who

others

less

are regular patrons

of

the picture theatre.

We

believe that Mr.

Hays

is

We

is wielding a powerdeveloping the educational
as well as the entertainment value and
general usefulness of the motion picture

ful

in

believe that he

weapon

in

the eyes of the public.

We

believe

that he will safeguard the interests of

those

connected

in

all

any way with the

industry.

And

in

of

this

wonderful

medium

foreign distribution of the Warner Brothers productions is handled
by Gus Schlesingsr. general manager
of the foreign department, who by virtue
of his long and varied experience in the
industry is a specialist in the marketing
foreign pictures.

The present outlook
market

is

in

brighter than

it

the foreign
has been for

years, according to Mi Schlcsinger.
his opinion that the high production standard maintained by the Warner

many
It

.

is

and

other

organizations

will

it

"For many years the foreign producers
have been earnestly striving to duplicate
and outstrip the efforts of American producers," said Mr. Schlesinger, "but a
keen survey of their pictures proves that
they still have a long way to travel in
the making of super-box office features.

mi
these facts with the high
of

production

that has been maintained in

of the pictures

THE

product.

that also runs into the millions.

standard

Distribution

well nigh impossible for foreign
producers to compete with the American

and the scenario writers, have a following

^

Foreign

Brothers

the novelist to the directors, the players

/^OUPLIXG

Illl

make

from

stories,

WARNER

of clean, wholeinstructive ideas, he is performing a great service to the industry
and the great American public.
And that is why we joined Mr. Havs.

of

scope

M.

transmission

some and

advocating the diffusion of ac-

curate and reliable information about the
motion picture, in making known the
great

HARRY
the

for

perform-

ing a wonderful service to the industry.

Further-

runs into the millions.

more, the

believe he will

all

lous

IGHTEEX
will

We

counteract and wipe out

Illl

excellence
the

FURTHERMORE,

making

— and there you have

the

foreign

pro-

ducer quite naturally lacks the view-

seven

point of the American

public,

and as a

of the big box office attractions of the

consequence his product cannot gain a

season

strong foothold here.

mand now

we

By

co-operation

I

mean

leave no stones unturned in

showmen

that

helping

publicity

of the

and exploitation campaigns to
from the

aid exhibitors can be evidenced

than they have ever been in

strong dramatic

country with publicity and advertising suggestions from
the time he books the picture until the
time he shows it to his patrons.
An instance of the wide scope of our
the

the other hand,
are more in de-

And there
the history of the business.
is a good reason.
"Our productions are made on an
elaborate scale, with stellar casts, and

also dedicated ourselves to exhibitor co-

operation.

On

American-made pictures

We are not only striving to produce
money-making attractions, but we have

GUS SCHLESINGER
General Manager, Foreign Department

stories.

The ensemble

of the completed pictures presents a
veritable feast of entertainment for the
public, and this is what hits the bullseye in the estimation of the foreigners.
They love to see our beautiful women in
They love to witness
dazzling clothes.
wealthy
of
investiture
dazzling
the

homes."
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THREE

interesting scenes from the new Wesley Barry starring vehicle "Rags to Riches," a Harry
* Rapf picture which Warner Brothers will distribute. Wesley has just been signed to appear exclu"Rags to Riches" is the initial Warner publication of the season.
in Warner features.

sively

Warners Offer Film Versions Of
Seven Popular Novels
by Warner
THE
Harry Rapf
roster of seven productions to be published
Brothers for the coming- season include three

produc-

and four Warner features, directed by prominent directors and
adapted by well-known scenario writers from seven popular books and
A group of prominent screen players were engaged to
stage plays.
tions

William Sciter

interpret the varied roles for each production.
"Rag-s to Riches," featuring Wesley Barry, is announced for issue
This is a Harry Rapf
in September.
thousands of natives against the backproduction, directed by Wallace Wors
ground of the jungles are said to furplay
and
from
the
stage
ley and adapted
nish a veritable feast of electric action.
book of Charles A. Taylor by William
The production was made by S. L.
Nigh and Walter De Leon.
and Jack Warner, and the story was
Barry is featured in what is declared
written by Frances Guihan. Prominent
to be one of the finest roles of his screen
members of the cast supporting Miss
career.
He is supported by an excepDarmond include Jack Richardson.
tional cast of players, including Niles
Philo McCullough, Robert Agnew and
Welch, Ruth Renick, Russell Simpson,
Derelys Perdue.
Richard Tucker, Minna D. Redman,
"Main Street" is declared to be the
Elaine Manning, GilEulalie Jensen,
bert Clayton and "Snitz" Edwards.
*

*

greatest

*

"The Beautiful and Damned," with
Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan in
the leading roles,
William

Beaudine

*

^H§j

is

named

as the sec-

ond publication. S. L. and Jack Warner produced the picture, E. Mason
Hopper directed and Olga Printzlau
adapted it for the screen.
The combination of director, scenario
writer and producer of E. Scott Fitzdiscussed
widely read and
gerald's
novel dealing with the modern flapper
is said to have brought forth an unusual
It is a picture
attraction.
reveals in a vivid, entertaining
and truthful manner the stirring conflict of two souls in the mesh of wealth
and social gaiety.
"Brass," the Charles G. Norris novel
of marriage and divorce, features Marie
It is a Harry Rapf producPrevost.

box

office

which

directed by Sidney Franklin, who
"Smilin'
for
responsible
been

tion,

has
Julien

Josephson

Through," "East

Is

West" and many

other screen successes. Monte M. Katterjohn adapted the story for the screen.
The Norris novel is enjoying a tremendous vogue among
the fiction reading public, and hundreds of thousands of copies
have been sold by the publishers. Its appeal is nation-wide,
in that it serves to present in an absorbing manner the conditions which make or destroy marriage.
*

*

*

"Heroes of the Street," starring Wesley Barry, is a Harry
Rapf production directed by William Beaudine. The book and
stage play by Lem Parker has enjoyed years of undiminished
popularity. The setting of the story is the colorful and romantic
slum section of New York, and it graphically and realistically
portrays the trials and tribulations of the ironic and humorous
side of the seething pot of humanity.
In the cast supporting Barry are

Marie Prevost, Jack MulWilfred Lucas, Philo McCullough, Wedgewood Nowell,
Aggie Herron, Will Walling, Phil Ford, "Peaches" Jackson and
The story was adapted for the screen by
Joe Butterworth.
Edmund Goulding, Mildred Considine and Isabel Johnston.
"A Dangerous Adventure," featuring Grace Darmond, is
hailed as a monumental, spell-binding story of a strange advenhali

ture in the

African jungles.

Thousands

of wild animals,

and

novel

ever

written

of

Sidney Franklin

rural

America.
It was written by Sinclair
Lewis, and was produced by S. L.
and Jack Warner.
The story was an
unusual success on the speaking stage,
and the novel with its quaint characters
is

known to millions
The picture serves

of readers.

Wallace Wors ley

to reveal the bitter clash of new, free ideas against the
entrenched complacence of small town
tradition.
There's a Main Street in
every town, and this is said to be but
one of the many exploitation hints on
the box office possibilities of the picture.

Ford and Harvey

Harriet

O'Higgins

dramatized the story, and Julian Josephson adapted it for the screen.
"Little

Church Around the Corner,"

many

years before the public as a
stage plav and as a book, has become
known all over the world. The story
was written by Marion Russell, produced by S. L. and Jack Warner, and
adapted for the screen by Olga Printzin its

Monte M. Katterjohn

lau.
It

on the

is

declared to be one of the sweetest stories ever told
It is a homely human document with an

silver screen.

appeal as broad as humanity itself, and for real story value,
lavishness of investiture, it is said the production will rank as
one of the big box office attractions of the season.

"Rags and Riches," which is the initial publication of
Warner Brothers are said to have scored another
triumph.
It is described as a splendid production with a wonIn

the

season,

derful moral.

Nor does the picture lack thrills. One scene that shows Wesand his pal on a railroad trestle in a machine with a train
approaching them rapidly furnishes some hair-raising feats.
Wesley and his pal jump from the machine in the river below
and the picturization is vivid. There is some excellent camera
work here.
Speaking of the picture, Clem Pope of the Symphony theatre,
ley

"It is one of the best pictures this year."
Venice, Cal., said
The production was accorded its preview at the Symphony
where it received praise from both reviewers and public.
:
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False Publicity Kills
Says

Aiding Independents
Is Great Asset
Say WARNER BROTHERS

Patronage
HARRY M. WARNER
N

I

reviewing evils that
constantly are besetting the motion pic-

ture industry,

Harry M.

Warner

contends
that
the attempt by theatreowners and
producers

and distributors to fool
the public with false advertising
relative
to
a
picture not only helps to
kill off theatre patronage,
but
also
immeasurably
hurts the industry.
It is Mr. Warner's firm
conviction that if truthful advertising in both
the trade and newspaper
press is maintained, the
industry will be taken
out of the rut of its present decadent and hokum
stage.
"If the producers and
distributors of pictures

continue
JACK

L.

to

splurge

smooth, but false, facts
about a picture, this industry will gradually lose

WARNER

its

popularity in the eyes

of the theatre-going public," said Mr. Warner.
"For when this
sort of advertising is carried on incessantly, and the picture does

not back up the statements

made

in the

newspaper and trade

press, the succeeding ads will thereby lose their

force

THE
of

encouragement
the

producers

Warner Brothers organization,

who

ing

number

a

dustry since its infancy,
during this period
they have found that the
smaller producing companies
are
helping to
maintain
the
excellent
standard of motion picture production.
"Since 1918 the smaller
producers of pictures
have had a hard struggle," say Sam and Jack
Warner. "But the earnS. L.
endeavor to bring
est
forth high class moneymaking features has been very successful indeed. In 1918 the
picture business was being rapidly cornered by the big producing organizations. Had their aims been accomplished, the
small producers would have been forced out of

and

result of this procedure can readily be
The public will come to look disdainfully on the advertising copy, and as a
consequence theatre owners will be wondering
why the crowds do not come to his theatre.
This sort of thing has been carried on to ex-

"These

films, good or bad, would have been
and no doubt patronized
the public demands and must have
entertainment. Today, however, due to the fact
that the big companies could not monopolize
the industry, the exhibitors realize that the
small producing units are turning out pictures
which more than meets with public approval.
And the standard is ever soaring upward toward
bigger and better productions.
"The smaller producing companies have one
big advantage over the larger concerns, and
that is the personal contact between the producer and the director and the actual filming
of the picture. This advantage has proved its
worth, for the simple reason that every successful producer has studied the public's de-

foisted on the public

because

it

"It simply means that when a real box office
attraction comes along, all the smooth phrasing
and ballyhooing will do it no good. Because
the public has become used to the same line of
advertising, because it feels that in the past
that same advertising did not truthfully tell
about a picture, the public pays no attention to
future announcements.
more than ever
before in the history of the business is there a
greater need for sane and truthful advertising
in both the newspapers and the trade press.
"We have dedicated ourselves to exhibitor co-

Now

"The seven pictures we

my

mand and knows what

them."

in

will satisfy their amuseapnetites.
"In short, the producer is on the ground
from the day the picture is started up to
and including the day the film is shipped
from the cutting room ready for exhibition.
This fact is proved when we consider the working methods of a genius
like David Belasco. When Belasco stages'
a production for the legitimate stage, the
public throngs to the box office because

ment
Scene from "Rags to Riches"

they know they can expect something
unusual, because Belasco has consistently
satisfied the public with his plays

will release this

worthy of the
highest commendations because each and
every one of them contains the big essentials needed for big box office attractions.
Merely a glance at the list of our pictures, the names of the screen players,
the scenario writers, and the directors
we have engaged for these films, will convince the most skeptical person that the
Warner pictures are indeed worthy of all
the praise that can be bestowed upon
fall are,

WARNER

business, and the market would have been
cluttered with only a few brands of films.
*
* *

"The

operation, and in rendering this cooperation
we will not wilfully mislead exhibitors
into the belief that what is hailed as white
will turn out to be black. In other words,
our policy will be rigidly adhered to as
far as our advertising and publicity copy
is
concerned.
When we are truthfully
sold on the merits of our features, we
will truthfully tell both exhibitors and
public about it.

are producof
the

forthcoming series of
-even Warner pictures.
Both Sam and Jack have
been allied with the in-

surmised.

stopped the better
and theatre owner.

independent
is tending

to elevate the motion picture to its greatest and
highest standard, according to Sam and Jack
Warner, members of the

and conviction.

cess, and the sooner it is
will be for both producer

59

estimation,

"Rags

to Riches,"

directed by Wallace Worsley.

"Briefly, he has created an international
reputation by catering to and studj'ing
the wants of the public. And he has done
this simply because he personally looks
after every detail in the staging and producing of the play.
"Another change that has served for
the betterment of the industry is the
eradication of mob scenes and large mammoth structures in picture making."
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J7DDIE BONNS

(left),

and Lou Marangella

September

30,

1922

advertising and publicity,

director

of

(right),

assistant

to

Banns,

the

two

who conceived the idea of the huge float (above) as a means of
advertising Warner Brothers product throughout the country.
Large reproductions
by the company

will

the book covers of the novels produced
be carried into states from Coast to Coast.
of

Huge

1923 Will Witness
Biggest Films
Says HARRY RAPF
producing
RAPF, who
HARRY
Warner Brothers, namely, "From
is

three

Rags

Float Boosts

Warner Films
Will

productions for
to Riches" and

w

HAT

TOUR

Country

unquestionably one of the greatest advertising
has been evolved in the industry was
launched last week by Eddie Bonns, director of advertising and publicity for Warner Brothers, and his assistant, Lou
Marangella, for the forthcoming series of seven Warner
stunts

is

that

"Little Heroes of the Street," both featuring Wesley
Barry, and "Brass." the Charles G. Norris novel of marriage
and divorce, featuring Marie Prevost, is firm in the conviction
pictures.
that the coming season will witness the production of the bigThe advertising stunt is a huge float with seven books
gest pictures ever made in the history of the industry.
mounted on a truck. The float is thirteen feet high, and the
"The coming season will mark the release of the biggest
total length of the seven books is seventeen feet.
"For the past year
The books
pictures yet produced," said Mr. Rapf.
are in striking colors, and the names of the seven pictures are
the pictures released have been only of the program standard,
emblazoned on both sides of the truck.
not big enough to cause comment and just fair in their enterThis huge float will make a tour of the country, beginning
tainment values that is, with the exception of a few special
in New York and ending in California.
On the tour will be a
features from a comparatively few companies, but now the prodriver for the truck and a publicity man, who will visit every
ducers have broken away from the blue booked standards and
mayor and governor along the route, carrying with him a letter
are launching forth into the making of pictures which although
of introduction from Will H. Hays and Mavor Hvlan of New
they do not run according to the rule book, will be of greater
York.
value both to the theatre and the makers.
continued Mr.
"Every scenario writer and every director
Rapf, "is following one light and the motto
An unusual number of publicity stunts
seems to be 'Good stories well directed.'
will be put over, and it is conservatively
There was a time when to mention the cost
estimated that about 25,000,000 people will
of a picture was to sell it, but now that the
see the float display of the Warner picmotion picture business is becoming estabsystematic business pictures that
lished,
tures.
In this respect it will exceed the
would have cost $500,000 a year or two ago
circulation of the largest and best known
can now be made for half that amount for
national magazine published in America.
There
the reason that there is no waste.
The seven productions to be advertised by
is now a keen rivalry between the motion
the float include "Rags to Riches" and
picture companies not to outspend the other
"Heroes of the Street," both with Wesley
people but to turn out a picture that the
Barry; "The Beautiful and Damned," by F.
public will flock to see for the least amount
Scott Fitzgerald; "Main Street," by Sinclair
possible without sacrificing it in any way.
Lewis; "Brass," by Charles G. Norris: "A
"After looking over the list of pictures
Dangerous Adventure," with Grace Darscheduled for production and release and
mond, and "Little Church Around the Corseeing many previews, it strengthens my
ner," by Marion Russell.
conviction that there will be pictures on
The truck will be equipped with a radio
the market this coming season that will
amplifier,
and reports of current news
exceed all previous years both in amusement
events
and concerts will be given at street
value and box office drawing power."
corners in the various cities visited. Also,
Wesley Barry's "Rags and Riches," proa portable projector will be used on the
duced by Mr. Rapf, is scheduled by W'artour, and during the evening trailers of the
ner Brothers as the initial publication of the
Warner pictures will be shown to the public.
season. The production recently was given
*
*
*
a highly successful preview at the Symphony
theatre, Venice, Cal.
The publicity man will visit the Chambers
RAPF
This picture was directed by Wallace
of Commerce and Rotary Clubs in the variWorsley and has in the cast Niles Welch.
Who is producing three features ous cities, and he will give a talk on the idea
Russell Simpson, Ruth Renick. Richart'
of the trip relative to its usefulness as a
for distribution on the state right
Tucker, Minna Ferry Redman, Eulalie Jenmeans for stimulating interest in clean picmarket during the coming year by
sen, Gilbert Clayton and others.
tures as advocated by Mr. Hays.
Warner Brothers.

—

HARRY

Screen Message No. 74

Something
Each week the
lishes numerous

to

Read

HERALD

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

pub-

pertain-

articles

ing to censorship, blue laws and
other reform menaces. Every exhibitor should keep a file of these
stories for use when the occasion

demands.

EDITORS ARE

:

this community may enjoy
share of returning prosperity,
each and every one of its
citizens and business institutions
must prosper through cooperation
with one another. This theatre is

That

:

Constructive

its full

mindful of its duty to this community and pledges itself to this
cooperative endeavor.

PROPONENTS
in Press Will

FREE SCREEN

:

Comments

:

:

:

Combat Bally-Ragging of Reformers
Contrasting pleasantly the unsane attitude assumed by
some newspapers toward the motion picture industry are the
editorial comments published recently in the "Portland (Ore.)
Telegram" and the "South Boston Gazette" as well as the activities of M. E. Foster, president and publisher of the "Houston

Bishop to Praise
Studios
"What wonderful

material for a serthat I will take pride in delivering."
Such was the statement made by both
Bishop E. C. Anderson and the Rev. Dr.
John L. Lewis, both from Connecticut,
after a recent visit to the West Coast
The two divines
studio of Paramount.

(Tex.) Chronicle."

mon

The

argument

strongest

professional reformer

who

the

against

declares that

pictures are vile, immoral, indecent
and the handiwork of the devil is found

all

these

in

In

editorials.

these

editorials

the answer to the cry of certain
people: "Give us good pictures and the
also

is

need for censorship will not exist"
Here is what the Portland Telegram
says editorially about the Harold LloydAssociated Exhibitors feature comedy,

"Grandma's Boy:"
*

"No

length

slimy

eternal triangle
tion to
Rev. Dr. John L. Lewis, Thomas
Paramount star, and Bishop E.

Left to right:

Mei^han.
Anderson.

C

the
girl.

through
is

the
Ore. They had been requested to visit
Hollywood and the studios so that they
of

might deliver sermons on motion pictures
on their return East.
Comments by the two clergymen indicate the favorable sermons they will deliver to the church people of ConnectiRather than antagonizing scores of
cut.

the

film.

limited in

two boys who vied

in

its

its

The

applica-

basking in

of one innocent, wholesome
There is fighting enough to satisfy

smiles

most belligerent
"The comedy appeals

people against the industry, their teachings will correctly inform those people
and win over potential patrons to the
theatre.

Dr. Lewis and Bishop Anderson are to

be commended for their desire to obtain
the true facts about Hollywood and
Paramount is to be commended for acquainting the two clergymen with the
true facts (not misstatements) about the
industry.

who

to everyone

has faith in men and women. We
'grandma' because our memories
still retain visions of some one who had
faith in her grandchild and whose face
still

love

was good tor a boy
*

*

to see."
*

on the
George Arliss picture. "The Ruling Pasthe
sion." a United Artists publication,
South Boston Gazette said:
"The Broadway is to be complimented
on running such a fine, constructive and
In

commenting

wholesome

bit

of

disgusting,

local theatres

editorially

movie entertainment.

Readers of this editorial do well to

re-

picture
quest the theatre to book more
Ruling
'The
of
calibre
lofty
the
plavs of

are

interested

in

amuse with-

do well to

will

know

let

the

George

their opinion.

whimsical and incisively clever
proves that a movie vehicle
may be popular, effective, and
screamingly
amusing
without
being
punk and immorally rotten. Let us have
more such film masterpieces, let us have
many more such film aristocrats, as 'The
"
Ruling Passion.'

Arliss, the

screen

artist

*
trails

the
to the general convention
Episcopal church at Portland,

were en route

out

*

*

sex problem

salacious

Any who

Passion.'

better plays, the kind that

*

»

While we are unable
present

editorial

Houston Chronicle,

at

this

comment
it

is

time to

from

befitting

in

the
pre-

senting the foregoing to say a commendatory word about its editor, If. E.
Mr. Foster has been a staunch
Foster.

supporter of every branch of the industry and through the columns of his
paper constructive and instructive news
of film events are given wide circulation.

Many

pictures are reviewed personally

by Mr. Foster and frequently his comments are the deciding factor when members of the Houston censor board can
Each
not agree upon certain pictures.
Sunday in the paper's rotogravure section one page is devoted to film personalities.
Influential editors are a

power

in

any

should
exhibitor
make certain that his local editor knows
industry.
more of the true facts about the
Without these facts many newspaper
publishers will continue to harrass the
screen. It is within the exhibitors power
to correct this.

community.

Every

—

—

——

—
:

——

—— —

;
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September

LETTERS

PURELY

From Readers

Personal

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

Interesting news about exhibitors
and people with whom they come
into direct contact. Readers are in-,

A
is

'

Unsigned

letters

vited to contribute items for publication in this column.
Address
them to "Purely Personal."

be

not

will

printed.

Tom Myers

A

Katherine McDonald

Kick and a Compliment

the Editor:
of September
ninth.
Are you trying to crab our act?
Your editorial in the issue of September
sixteenth on "Vasilino" is good. How can
Clark
intelligent women fall for him?
and Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.

Wanted: Real Men
CHALMERS, IND.— To

senators,

state

representatives,

et

al.,

before the election and get some bills
passed that would help the poor cuss that
is trying to run a picture show and make
a living at it.
Well, I don't know how things are out
in Idaho, but in this part of the world I
think if we get any laws passed that will
help the exhibitor, the exhibitor will have
to pass the "bills."
That is what it takes
to get laws passed in this country.
They
are all after the kale and graft at every
opportunity.

Show me one

straight politician and I
will show you fifty that are crooked.
It
is getting so that an honest man is rarely
ever elected to office and if such a thing

and an honest man
he has to get crooked or get out
at the end of his first term.
This applies
should

happen

is

elected,

to

any of the

Wilson,

Chalmers,

A

Happy

Hour

theatre,

Challenge Repeated

CONROE, TEX.— To

the Editor: Last
year I made a challenge to any exhibitor
in the United States to define the Exhibitors Herald in more fitting words than this
"Exhibitors Herald is to the exhibitor as

water is to a fish."
I only had one direct reply to this challenge and the writer agreed with me. Now
it is up
to every exhibitor in the whole
world
I dare them.
Elbert I. Conroe,
Conroe's Playhouse, Conroe, Tex.
"Greatest Publication in Industry"

—

Unity

Sells Territory

on

"Why Do Men Marry" Film
Unity Pictures, Inc., announces that
the Atlas Film Distributing Company has

"Why Do Men Marry?" for
New York and northern New

purchased
Greater

Jersey.
Edy Darclcs is starred in the
production, which is a society drama.

good.

is

Harry

He

reports

conditions

in

general

con-

stantly improving.

He—The coloring of your face
me of the colors of sunset.
She— Why?
He Different places at different

—

California Pelican.
*

*

reminds

*

— Let's kiss and
May —Well,
you

terfield house.

*

times.

*

New

make

to.

"Helen's cheeks are like roses."
"Aren't you laying it on pretty thick?"
"No; but Helen is." Boston Transcript.
* * *

Tommy — Mother,
face?

do

— Certainly,

Mother

Tommy— Aw, why
you do yours

like

I

have to wash

dear.
can't I just

my

powder

*

*

*

—They
me your complexion
up.
Felice— That's
Felix — That's what they meant. Princeis

tell

made

false.

ton Tiger.
*

*

?

five

live

*

*

— My face my fortune.
—Yes, dear, and no man

Rose
Daisy

is

you're not generous with
N. Y. Univ. Alumnus.
* * *

can say
your money.

maid of his love,
color left her cheeks
But on the shoulder of his coat
It showed for several weeks.
Texas Scalper.
*
*
*
told the shy

—

"Buying an automobile on the installment
is a terrible strain," remarked the im-

plan

Gentry Williams.

Mr. Williams

is

making

his debut in the film business but with the

aid of the veteran experience of Mr. Conroe he should get along swimmingly.

James

Martin
to manage

P.

Boone, la.,
been managing a

is

coming

the Rialto.

back

He

to

has

Blank House at New-

ton, la.

*

Joe Dabek has closed the Polonia on
Perkins street, Saginaw, Mich., and has
taken over the Senate theatre.

Mr. and Mrs. George Mickels of Orehave purchased the theatre and
111.,
equipment of the Opera House at Piano,
111., from Gus Huth.

Jacob O. Schmidt, who manages the Aurora theatre, has re-opened the playhouse.
Like a number of other houses opening
recently it is a greatly better theatre with
the improvements made.

citizen.

"It certainly

How many

is.

installments

have you paid on your car?"
"The first one is due tomorrow."
mingham Age-Herald.
$

4e

Bir-

4

that a girl who can swim ten
times as fast as her tutor likes to have a
man teach her how to swim every time she
puts on a bathing suit? Arkansaw Thomas
Cat.
is

Elbert I. Conroe, of Conroe's Playhouse, Conroe, Texas, reports that he has
opened up a theatre at Cleveland, Texas,
which he will operate in conjunction with

gon,

The

Why

stepped in as
the Delmonte theatre, St.
Louis, succeeding Charles Vollmer who returns to the Midway.
of

"Topics of the Day" Films.
*

pecunious

Edward Olm stead has

manager

•

— How do you get such a nice complexion
miles every morning.
May — run
that far from the
Ray— My! Do you

He

show.

*

Ray

drug store?

in the city.
Recently while the police chiefs were in session their wives were
entertained at the Capitol. Three hundred
members of the Association of Retail
Clothiers also attended a Capitol matinee

it.

"Topics of the Day"

?

Films.

all

Rothafel of the Capitol theatre,
York City, is drawing convention

crowds

up.

are careful I won't
"Topics of the Day" Films.
if

have

M. Crawford has taken charge of the
Regent theatre at Flint, Michigan, a ButE.

S. L.

Ray

!

COVINGTON, KY.— To the Editor:
Please change my address as I have transferred and missed the last two copies of
the Herald.
I am a salesman but I miss
the Herald as much as any exhibitor would,
as it is the greatest publication in the motion picture industry today.
Please change
my address from Detroit, Mich., to 325
Greenup street, Covington. H. E. Armstrong, Covington, Ky.

St.

*
Turberg, treasurer of
Fred
Meyer's Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., is
back on the job after a three weeks' business and pleasure trip in the middle west.

THE
S ELECTED BY
TIMELY FILMS INC.

I

Ind.

of the Capitol theatre,

Charles Skouras of Skouras Bros,
and Frank J. Laurent, auditor for Skouras Bros., are spending a two weeks' vacation in the Ozarks. They report the fishLouis,

ing

TOPICS

Felix

political parties.

Let us hope that the time is not far distant when honest men can be put in office
and do what is just and right. "A few
comps to the family," I'm afraid, won't accomplish much.
God give us men to fill our offices.

Marion

FILM LAUGHS FROM

in Office

the Editor: In
the September sixteenth issue of the Herald I read what Brother Edmundson of
Grangeville, Idaho, said about getting next

"Heroes and Husbands*'

in

(First National)

ASHLAND, OHIO.—To
We did not get our issue

to

1922

30,

it

Sennett Has

New Comedy

Pictures-in-Motion Co.
To Produce New Feature
At a stockholders meeting of Picturesin-Motion, Inc., held recently a new
board of directors were elected, composed of the following: Morris R. Conant, president; Martin Kaufer, vice-president; Leon Dadmun, treasurer; Miss Ida
Harrison, clerk; Rev. James D. Dingwell.
A. E. Padelford, L. I. Andrews and

James M. Bloss.
plans to produce a big
from a play written by Miss Harbased on a subject by Rev. Ding-

The company

Araby" is the title of
the latest Mack Sennett comedy feature
in
which Ben Turpin and Katherine
McGuire appear. This production will

rison,
well.

be issued through First National.

lished "Gossip" and "Dora."

"The Shriek

of

feature

The company has

previously pub-

September
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1922

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

every

week what

American Releasing
The Lying Truth, with a special cast.
A very good picture with an all star
Charles Lee
cast and a good story.
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small
town patronage.
Jan of the Big Snows, Cradle Buster,
Belle of Alaska. Just fair pictures. Nothing much to commend in any of them.
Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
Daring Dangers, with a special cast.—
A fair Western that pleased. Charles
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.
Shattered Idols, with Marguerite De
La Motte. Very good story. Good set-

—

—

—

—

of a bunch of "church members" taking
care of affairs other than their own and
the results of same.— W. P. Perry, Rialto
Small
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

A

town patronage.
The Road to London, with Bryant
Washburn. Good scenic and about three
Did not take in enough
reels too long.
Vaughan,
expenses. George
to
pay
Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.

Milton Sills, Irene Rich and Claire Windsor do most satisfactory work and they
all proved themselves as being fully capable of the part assigned to them. Business average three days. W. H. Brenner.

—

—

—

General patronage.

—

F. B. O.
Home, with

The

tings

a special cast.
Call of
was well liked. The flood scene
was especially thrilling. Had ever so
W. L.
many favorable comments.
Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove,

fair

Neb.

—

Attendance
to satisfied patrons.
on account of heat. No fault of picW. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port
ture.
Neighborhood patWashington, Wis.

—

—

ronage.

The Mohican's Daughter, with

a special

— Was a very good picture and stood
up for two days. — Charles Lee Hyde,
D. — Small town
Grand theatre, Pierre,
patronage.
— Not
with a special
Destiny's
much of a picture. Story weak and lacks
Lee Hyde,
drawing power. — Charles
D. — Small town
Grand theatre, Pierre,
S.

cast.

Isle,

S.

patronage.

The First Woman, with Mildred
Harris. One of the best little pictures of
It is well directed and well
the year.
acted and a clever story. Charles Lee

—

—

Hyde,

— This

—

— Small town patronage.
The Lure of the Jade, with
good but
Frederick. — Picture

Grand

theatre,

Pierre,

S.

D.

make

to

money on

Associated Exhibitors
Marner, with a special cast—Well
produced and pleased big majority. Story
Silas

—

Nothing to

this

one.

Lay

off

it.

You

won't miss anything and you can get lots
Reedsburg,
theatre,
Majestic
better.
Wis.
Gay and Devilish, with Doris May.
Fair. Doris May doesn't make a hit here.
Pictures too light, nothing to them. S.
G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Boy Crazy, with Doris May. A dandy
Charles
picture that drew and pleased.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatrice
Michelena.—This is a good story for a
Western, but the action is somewhat
It leaves too much to guess at.
slow.
Don't book it if your patronage likes real
W. D. Webb, Star
action in a Western

—

—

—

theatre,

|

A

—
—

|

Writes

I

Enclosed please find my sub- j
scription for a year of "Ex- g

Corinth.

Miss.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Director

Billy Jim, with Fred Stone.— A good
Western.— Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre. S. B.— Small town patronage.

First National

j
jj

1
m
In perusing the pages of g
jj
I "Exhibitors Herald" I always m
1 find something of exceptional jj
g value to me as a director, g
1 either in your department of g
1 "What the Picture Did For |
1 Me" or in other portions of jj
m your very worthy publication, g
E. MASON HOPPER.
1
j
hibitor.

have

Charles Lee Hyde. Grand theatre, Pierre,
Small town patronage.
S. D.
Queen of the Turf, with a special cast.

—

I feel that
hibitors Herald."
this publication does the director as much good as the ex-

I

Frederick.

—

Small town patronage.

|
g
1
i

Pauline

is

yet

cast.

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Hurricane's Gal with Dorothy Phillips.
A very good melodrama with plenty of
The work of the players is exaction.
Did only a fair weeks
ceptionally fine.
business, but it was the fault of conditions
Regular adverrather than the picture.
tising only— Frank L. Browne, Liberty
pattheatre, Long Beach. Cal.— General
ronage.
Sonny, with Richard Barthelmess.
wonderful production and will
truly
we did
please. Star's work good. While
it
not lock them out on a three day run,
kind of a picis a pleasure to show this
picture theture, and will help put the
atres on their feet.— W. W. Booth, Strand

—

and American theatres. Belle Plaine, la.—
Neighborhood patronage.

One

Clear Call, with a special cast

—

remarkable production.

One

of those

really big pictures, the kind the patrons
after seeing know that it is the finest picture he has ever seen.
Henry Walthall,

—

Cozy

Winchester,
borhood patronage.
theatre,

Ind.

— Neigh-

Rose o' the Sea, with Anita Stewart.
Did not go over. Story weak and a great
deal like The Woman He Married.— Majestic theatre,

Reedsburg. Wis.

—

One

Clear Call, with a special cast.
honest-to-goodness 100% picture,

real

Did a wonderful
a similar cast.
week's business. Used 200 teaser cards.
(See "Theatre"). These were placed in
all the big store windows (and not a pass
was used either). Also put out 10-2S

and

sheets, 100-1 sheets, 300 half sheets, tack
cards and other regular advertising.
Everyone agreed that the picture was a
Frank L. Browne, Liberty
great one.
General pattheatre, Long Beach, Cal.

—

—

ronage.
Smilin'

Through,

with

Norma

Tal-

— Best picture we ever had. Good
crowds. —
A. Hayman, Lyda theatre.
Grand Island, Neb. — General patronage.
A Question of Honor, with Anita
Stewart. — Very good picture to satisfy
patrons and good attendance. Let's have
some more. — W. M. Roob, Grand thePort Washington, Wis. — Neighbormadge.

S.

atre,

hood patronage.

The Seventh
Barthelmess.

Day,

—A

fair

with

Richard

program

offering.

Nothing great, however. If played after
"Sonny," will go over in fine style. W.
W. Booth, Strand and American theatres.

—

^mminn?

x-'*'

'
.

|

A

|

Writes

-

Star

Enclosed

please

j
find

my

j

1 check for $3 for two years sub- j}
g scription to your valued paper. §
My reason for subscribing is |j
(
I because "What the Picture Did jj
1 For Me" is a valuable aid to I
This department, g
the artist.
more than any other agency, 1
g enables the artist to get valu- jj
I able and constructive criti- %
1 cisms from the public, trans- ||
I mitted through the exhibitor, g
COLLEEN MOORE. j

—

Plaine,

Belle
age.

la.

— Neighborhod

patron-

The Cup of Life, with a special cast.
Patrons well pleased. A good clean picand

ture

Drew

fair.

The

any class of audience.

will please

—T.

Mich.

Charles,
age.

Bouldin, Lyric theatre, St.
Neighborhood patron-

—

— Nearly

as

Constance

good as the old

—

we used

Selects

Uglow, Strand

to get for $7.50.
K. J.
theatre, Whitewater, Wis.

Woman He Married, with Anita
Stewart. — A very pretty picture with a
satisfying story.
A fine production with
The

Business
supporting cast.
below normal due to extreme heat and
free
amusements. Frank L.
outdoor
Browne, Liberty theatre, Long Beach,
Cal.
General patronage.
The Song of Life, with a special cast.
A very good picture with a mother
capable

—

—

—

theme that is real. Very entertaining and
which
something
lets
you
meet
your patrons coming out. Nice business.

— Chas.

Mezing, Orpheum theatre. Bay
Transient patronage.
City, Mich.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.
Ran this with the opening of colI claim
lege, admitting all students free.

—

—

of advertising as I made expenses off the balance of my patrons.
Picture was good.
Everyone pleased.
W. L. Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville,

good piece

Ark.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Golden Snare, with a special cast.
A very good Curwood picture that went
over good to a good business. All Cur-

—

—

getters.
H. P. ThompLiberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.

woods are money
son,

— Patrons

well pleased.
Did not draw
very well.
No opposition and weather
good. Business below average. George

—

Vaughan, Grand
Can.

— General

Neighborhood patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. My patrons did not care for

—
this one.
Personally did not
Very weak. — Welty & Son, Mid-way theHill City, Kan. — General patronage.
like

this.

atre,

Foolish Matrons, with a special cast.

F

theatre, Dunnville, Ont.,

patronage.

Unseen Forces, with

My

a special cast.
picture.
Some
it was as good as they ever saw.
Burford, Princess theatre, Doni-

patrons

me

told

Primitive Lover, with

Talmadge.

a

—
—
A
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a

—
—A

— P.

J.

all liked this

—

Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.
A good program picture. Not
many comments, but those had were fav-

phan,

—

orable.

—-W.

Newman

L. Douglas, Strand theatre,
Grove, Neb. Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The

Silent Call, with Strongheart.—
Will stand all ada fine picture.
vertising you can give it. All that see if
will be pleased. I had many compliments.
Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke,

This

—

is

human appeal. More pictures like this and
there will be no censors. W. A. Forsyth,
Temple theatre, Standish, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

DOES NOT MAKE A

—
— Nothing

Nobody, with

a special cast.
to this. One of those subjects they dump
on you when you are trying to fill in.
Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke,

Ark.

— Neighborhood

The Sky

patronage.

Pilot, with a special cast.

—

good one. Book it and advertise it big
It pleased
and you will make money.
them all. Wonderful snow scenes. Does
not matter if it is old. They will like it.
E. Divinia, Opera House, Brecken-

— E.

Mo.
The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge. Good picture, but rental paid
too high for this size town. H. L. Mcridge,

—

—

Donald, Royal theatre, Malvern, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Rosary, with a special cast.
good picture and did wonderful business
for me, although not breaking any recYou're safe in playing this.
ords.

—

— General

Dunn-

theatre,

patronage.
Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
One of the best pictures we have played
here.
You can boost this one and even
It's
did not.
raise your admission.
a corkin' good story well handled and
acted. The photography is simply great,
H. A. Larson, Majesas clear as crystal.
ville,

Ont., Can.

—

We

BIG PICTURE
A ten-page

insert instead of

this 5-inch ad wouldn't

make

"NOTORIETY"
Any

bigger than

it is

A BIG DIRECTOR
A BIG STORY
A BIG CAST
it all

in

DIRECTED

WHAT
Mona

A CAST!
Rod La Rocque
Geo. Hackathorne

Barney Sherry
Ida Waterman
Richard Travers
Anders Randolf
Wm. H. Tooker
Ready for Independent
Release in September
Lisa

J.

by

L.
1600

LAWRENCE WEBER
BOBBY NORTH
Broadway

and

New York

Oakland, Neb.

— Small

town

patronage.

Minutes from Broadway, with
45
Charles Ray. This seemed to please,
while the footage was not there, due to
the age of picture and bad print. If you
run it, be sure that you get a good print.
The picture will please. W. L. Landers,
Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Sea

—

City

From
| Canada
|

I am waiting for the Sep- 1
1
1 tember issue of the "Bible," as |
1 my other one is nearly worn 1
1 out from use.
I would suggest putting a
p
|
1 heavy cover on it, also camou- §
| flaging it to fool some of the 1

film salesmen.

|

W. CRUIKSHANK,
Classic theatre,
Mitchell, Ont., Can.

If First

—

— Doubled

our attendance with this.
Would have got more, but this was sent
as a substitute. Very nice production and
should please anywhere. H. A. Larson,
Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb. Small

Ray.

—

—

town patronage.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess. One of the best pictures I have
ever played. Pleased 100 per cent. Drew
good in face of hot weather. B. M.

—

—

Wooley, Orpheum theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Stranger

MacDonald.

every angle.

Than

— W.

Elsie,

Mich.

Fiction, with Katherine
is a picture that will

— This

L. Landers,

Ark.

Batesville,

tre,

Good from

most any audience.

please

Gem

theapat-

— Neighborhood

ronage.

Love, Honor and Behave, with a special
If a man had an all-kind patronage,
this picture would be just the comedy.
But if he had opposition, the opposition
cast.

—

would

get

all

the

business.

real

— E.

Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge. Good program picture, but not
up to Norma's standard. Iva Shieldes,
Queen theatre, Tyler, Tex. High class
family patronage.
Stranger Than Fiction, with Katherine

—

—

—

—
—

—

MacDonald. Failed to draw or register.
Just a picture, although it may please in
some places. H. A. Larson, Majestic

— Small

Oakland, Neb.

theatre,

town

pat-

ronage.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
very fine picture. Pleased all who saw
it.
Will stand big advertising. Mrs.
Lola Bell, Queen theatre, Lonoke, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

A

—

The Woman, with

Hail

— Best

picture in weeks.

hot weather.

— K.

J.

a special cast.

Drew good

for

Uglow, Strand thea-

Whitewater, Wis.

tre,

Man, Woman, Marriage, with Dorothy
Phillips.
One of the best dramas I have

—

Pleased 100%.

ever played.

light, but not
this and advertise

receipts

Book

you

Box

office

due to picture.
strong.

It

will

Majority of patrons
commented on this highly. Iva Shieldes,
Queen theatre, Tyler, Tex. High class
family patronage.
Curtain, with Katherine McDonald.-—
This one is what the boys would call a
"pippin."
E. Saunders, Saunders theatre,
Harvard, 111. General patronage.
stand

all

—

say.

—
—

—

The Love Expert, with Constance Tal-

—

madge. This pleased 100%. Patrons
went out of their way to tell me how they

—

enjoyed it. Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen theaLonoke, Ark. Neighborhood patron-

—

tre,

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles

|

BlBIMilllllM

Lion, with Hobart Bosworth.

—A very good program picture.
—

"NOTORIETY"
BY WILL NIGH
Maurine Powers
Mary Alden

theatre,

National doesn't try to hold you up, book
Lola
Bell,
Queen theatre,
it.
Mrs.
Lonoke, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

MAKE A BIG PICTURE
You've got

—

tic

1922

30,

pllllllllllllllllillillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

—

Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Hail The Woman, with a special cast.
Will appeal to all classes. A story with a

George Vaughan, Grand

Big Advertising

September

age.

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.
One of the very best pictures yet.
Pleased 100%.— B. C. Brown, Temple
theatre, Viroqua,
age.

Wis.

— General

patron-

—

Lying Lips, with a special cast.
good picture, worth the rental asked for
it, if you can get enough in to pay for it.
If you can't, it isn't, and we could not.
P.

C.

Tex.

Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie,

— Small

town patronage.

Bad Boy, with

Jackie Coogan.
for such hot weather.
Pleased generally and especially with the

Peck's

Drew good crowd

September
young

folks.

— H.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1922

30,

A.

theatre, Oakland, Neb.

Larson,

Majestic

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The Branded Woman, with
Talmadge.

—A

good picture but

reason did not draw.

Bells,

for

some

— E. Saunders, Saun— General pat-

ders theatre, Harvard,
ronage.

Wedding

Norma

111.

Constance Tal-

with

—Average good picture. Good
business. Star well liked here and always
pulls them
— George Vaughan, Grand
theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can. — General
madge.

in.

patronage.

— Everyone

of Placer, with a special

enjoyed

this

one and

it

please any class.
Lots of action.
D.rew very good. Robert M. Brown,
Liberty theatre, Beaverton, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
The Silent Call, with Strongheart.—
truly great picture, splendidly played and
to
large
pleased
business.
William
Noble, Rialto theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.
Stranger Than Fiction, with Katherine
MacDonald. Very good picture. S. A.
will

—

—

—

—

Lyda

Hayman,

—

theatre,

Grand

Island,

Neb. General patronage.
Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray. Good
picture and pleased 100 per cent.
Better
than a lot of Ray's I have played. Busi-

—

—

average.
George Vaughan, Grand
theatre, Dunnville, Out., Can.
General
patronage.

ness

—

The Silent Call, with Strongheart.
Picture above the average.
The dog is
the whole show.
Patrons gave many
good comments.
Pulled good. B. M.

—

Wooley, Orpheum theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

Elsie,

Mich.

—

City,

Ofcla.

—

Lessons In Love, with Constance Talmadge. One of Constance's best pictures.
Sure to please where she is liked. P. G.
Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray. I could
complain about the picture but I

not

1

have

been

jj

1

don't
past due,

sitting

here,

know how much
or how far in

it's

ad-

vance it will pay my subscrip1 tion, but I do know that I am
getting very anxious for the
jj
J September issue of the "Box
1 Office Record," so please send
jj me one at once.
W. D. PATRICK,
jj

H
^iilllllllilllllllH

Cozy

The Mind

Did good

theatre,
Florala, Ala.

j§
jj
;

jj

jj
jj

—

—

The River's End, with Lewis Stone.
Surely a good picture. Curwood pictures
draw well here. Welty & Son, Mid-day
theatre, Hill City, Kan.
General patron-

—

—

age.

The Rosary, with

a

special

cast.

—

very good picture. Hot weather and
church social. I did no business. It will
stand advertising big. Mrs. Lola Bell,
Queen theatre. Lonoke, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Fox
Trooper O'Neil, with Charles Jones.
Very interesting, good, clean picture, but
not as good as some of his previous picWill please an audience that likes
connected with a good story,
mystery prevailing. W. L. Landers, Gem

—

Batesville,

Ark.— Neighborhood

patronage.

Riding With Death, with Charles Jones.
Some picture. The Jones fans will eat
this one up.
If your town likes the western pictures your house will be packed.
We had every youngster that could beg or
borrow the admission price. W. L.
Douglas. Strand theatre, Newman Grove,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—A

dandy
Footfalls, with a special cast.
picture. Pleased all that saw it but made
poor business on account of rainy night.
Book this picture. You won't go wrong.
Joe Restivo, Liberty theatre, FreemanSmall town patronage.
spur, 111.

—

—

jj
jj

jj
§j
jj
jj

jj
jj
jj

J
§

"Trailin"' is a story of flying horses, flying fists, stunts and thrills, with the hero
Starts with a crash, goes
in society dress.
all the way with a bang, and ends with
a surprise.

—

Class,

and

glittering

Tom Mix

average. Dan Conners, Pipers Opera
House, Virginia City, Nev.
Shackles of Gold, with William Farnum. The best picture ever shown in

—

—

town. C. C. Hay. Hay's theatre,
Corao, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Queenie, with Shirley Mason. This is
really a good little picture and most of
those that saw it liked it, but we had hard
work getting the men in.— W. L. Douglas. Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.
Small town patronage.
A Stage Romance, with William Farnum. This is one of the very few picthis

semi-annual

—

—

—

—

tures from Fox that didn't seem to please,
Another one
as far as the story goes.
called "Children of The Night," well
acted, splendidly photographed, but a
dream picture. All to the Chloride de
Lime. I will rip up every dream picture
These are about
that comes my way.
the only two pictures I ever played on the

edition

your "Box Office Record"

j

the press I would be very |
glad to receive a copy, as I 1
consider it a most valuable aid jj
to the exhibitor,
is off

|
p
jj

Wishing you

jj

success, I

HENRY W. GAUDDING,

|

the Paint Girl, with Anita
is sure a good program

picture.
Had many good compliments
this one.
C. H. Simpson, Princess
theatre, Millen. Ga.
General patronage.

on

theatre,

the

If

of

jj

am §

Lincoln theatre,
J
Pittsburgh, Pa. |

— This

—

that maybe my subscription
fees to the "Herald" are delinquent, so here is a check
for $3.
I

good one.

with Tom Mix. There is
something fascinating about this tidy felHe just
trim
legs.
with
the
low
"gets you" in chaps or society togs.

holding my breath, watching
jj every mail for my copy of the
| "Box Office Record," and have
1 just come to the conclusion

|

Thou Gavest Me, with

a spebusiness for the weather.
Some objected to
the picture, but pleased a big percent.
E. E. Divinia, Opera House, Breckenridge, Mo.

—A

Trailin',

jj

1
1
1

Child

Stewart.

Pennsylvania

|
|
jj

cast.

—

From
Alabama
I

—

ronage.

action

—

Folly theatre, Oklahoma
General patronage.

|

—

drew anyway. M. Brewer, Strand theatre, Owosso, Mich.
Neighborhood pat-

it

The

From

|

—

tures.

Lessons In Love, with Constance Talmadge. Good entertainment. Worth
while business. William
Noble. New

|

—

—

—

|U11II1IIIM

—

cial

Bob Hampton
cast.

could about the crowd as it did not draw
at all.
It has a good fight in it, but the
entire picture holds attention.
W. L.
Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove,
Neb. Small town patronage.
The Silent Call, with Strongheart. One
can't say too much for this subject.
It's
a pleasure to meet your patrons when they
come out. Gee! I had hot weather but

65
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Fox program that did not give satisfaction
two years. Dan Conners, Pipers
Opera House, Virginia City Nev. Gen-

—

in

—

eral patronage.

—

Thunderclap, with a special cast.
haven't enjoyed a real special more than
this picture.
It gets you as soon as it's
on the screen and holds you spellbound
'till you reach the end with a bang and
you find yourself catching your breath
and saying, "Was that only a picture?"
I had advertised big and made all I was
expecting. Did not raise prices, but

—

would stand it. Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen
theatre,
Lonoke,
Ark. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

—

Thunderclap, with

a special cast.
Very
picture that pleased. Has plenty of
action
in
this
one.
Majestic theatre,

good

—

Reedsburg, Wis.

Chasing the Moon, with Tom Mix.
is not an extra good Mix picture.
pictures will draw good most any
time.
E. E. Divinia, Opera House, Breckenridge, Mo.
This

Mix

—

-

Chasing The Moon, with Tom Mix
of the best houses for some time.
Lots of action. A good program offering.
Broke house record.— Mrs. Rein-

One

hardt, Victory theatre,

Bay

City,

Mich.

Neighborhood patronage.

A

Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.
usual Mix stunts.
My patrons are
getting tired of Mix. This one is not as
good as most and did not draw at all.
W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman
Grove, Neb. Small town patronage.
The

—

Over The

Hill, with a special cast.
of the best pictures I have shown
this year.
Did a little better than "The
Old Nest." Played two days to good business.
E. Jennings, Dreamland theatre,

One

—

Pinconning, Mich.

— Neighborhod

patron-

age.

A
cast.

Connecticut Yankee, with a special

— The

most satisfactory Fox

special

ever played. Many told me it was the
best picture they ever saw any place.
Went over much better than "Over The
Hill." One childless old gossiper said she
I

didn't like it as it was "silly." Her opinon
didn't cut a darn bit of ice with me. Give
us more like this picture. Marion Wilson, Happy Hour theatre, Chalmers, Ind.

—

— Small
A
cast.

town patronage.

Connecticut Yankee, with a special

— All
—

that the press notices claimed.

Patrons were pleased. Drew two good
nights.
H. S. Beardslee, Princess theaNeighborhood patrontre, Ovid, Mich.

—

age.

—

Footfalls, with a special cast.
I do not
see why they called this a special.
Lay
off.

body.

It

is

— E.

rotten, lost
S. Sutter,

money, pleased noColumbia theatre,

—

—
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Kansas

City,

Mo.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

—

Perjury, with William Farnum. Other
exhibitors have knocked this picture so
much that I was afraid to play it. Those

saw it seemed to like it. Hot weather
kept them away and I lost money.
Haven't made a dollar on Fox specials.
that

hot spell. The queen was the only one
dressed for the occasion and at times I
thought she was sweating just a little.
Played this two nights and lost money.

Weather was so hot, didn't blame them
for not coming.
Marion Wilson, Happy
Hour theatre, Chalmers, Ind. Small

—

—
Mason. — Good

town patronage.

Wilson, Happy Hour theatre,
Chalmers, Ind. Small town patronage.
Over The Hill, with a special cast.
This one holds my house record. Won-

—

derful picture and will please all classes.
Had patrons that never saw a picture beHarry Holbolth, Liberty theatre,
fore.
Marlette, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

Bar Nothing, with .Charles Jones.
Very good. Jones is a star well liked.
Fox will begin on increase for Jones next
year. That is the system.
L. L Connor,

Marion

—

—

—

—

Punk.
Footfalls, with a special cast.
Sometimes a picture goes well here when
there are adverse reports on it elsewhere,
It ruined a
but not so with this one.
good attendance that I had built up and
now I have all the work to do over again.
H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse,

—

Mo.

——

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

Tom Mix. This one
Advertised Grand Can-

Sky High, with

went over fine.
yon and filled the house. Made more
money on this picture than I did on
"Queen of Sheba," "Shame," "ThunderMix
clap" and "Perjury" put together.
Marion Wilson,
gets the business here.

—

Happy Hour

theatre,

Chalmers,

—

and

horse.

roll

tea carts as well as

enjoy

I

—

him as much

ride a
as the

youngsters do. Mrs. Lola Bell, Queen
Lonoke,
Ark. Neighborhood
theatre,

—

patronage.

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
Well liked by all. Most all Fox pictures that I have shown except "Gleam o'

—

—

Dawn," John Gilbert, well received. M.
Oppenheim, LaFayette theatre, New Or-

—Transient

patronage.
Going, with Tom Mix. The
worst Tom Mix I ever saw. Mix is getting worse every day. Last two pictures
were rotten. E. S. Sutter, Columbia theleans, La.

—

Up and

Shirley
comments and good business. Never
heard a grumble. Shirley takes well here.
W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

Victory

theatre,

Cambridge,

N.

Y.

Neighborhood patronage.

ing

—

—

Hickville to Broadway, with Eileen
Percy. The usual Percy stuff.
Why
don't they give her better stories? This
one isn't as bad as some of them. W. L.
Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove,
Neb.— Small town patronage.

—

—

When Romance
cast.

— Very
me

a

my

special

patrons

Semi-western that will please
and draw. I never let a Zane Grey get
away from me. Drew good. W. Thiel,
Gem theatre, Pigeon, Mich Neighbortold

—

cast.

—

Watch Your

— This

is

Step, with Cullen Landis
a good one. Don't be afraid to

advertise it. It will please, Cullen is fine,
Some good comedy.
also his partner.
Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Flame
Good

saw

I

patrons said
film wasted.

of the Desert, with a special

cast.

atre,

of

this

was

just

all

My

picture.

seven reels of
C. H. Simpson, Princess
theatre, Millen, Ga.
General patronage.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a special
cast.

it

—

— Only a

—

Poor business.

fair picture.

recommend

Can't

Will not draw.

it.

George Vaughan, Grand
Ont., Can.

— General

theatre,

Dunn-

patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast. —
Can say it is the best thing ever shown in
Hill City. Had a good crowd. Was liked
by all. Every exhibitor should run it.
Welty & Son, Mid-way theatre, Hill City,

—

Kan. General patronage.
Beating The Game, with Tom Moore.
Another of Moore's good ones, clean
comedy drama. The most rabid reformer
couldn't find any fault with, and it has a
moral. Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre,
New Hamburg, Ont., Can. Neighbor-

—

—

—

hood patronage.

A

Great Life, with a special

cast.

Everyone
said it was great.-— S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre,
Ashland,
Kan. Neighborhood
fell

for this one.

—

patronage.

The Song

— Fair

Martin.

of The Soul, with Vivian
picture.
Did not draw.

Quite a few walked out on
it.

hood patronage.

Ihde,

G.

S.

Ashland,
Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Beating The Game, with Tom Moore.
Fair, picture.
The audience well pleased.
Business only fair. George Vaughan.
Grand theatre, Dunnville, Ont., Can.
General patronage.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, with a special

so.

—
—

—

Great!

theatre,

Say how they

Rides, with

good picture and

1922

30,

have everyone com-

I'll

them.

Photoplay

It's

Goldwyn

one and
see

to

ville,

Desert Blossoms, with William Russell.
Substituted this for another picture.
No comments, good or bad. Attendance
was poor. Just about broke even. Russell
not known here. Marion Wilson,
Happy Hour theatre, Chalmers, Ind.
Small town patronage.

picture, but not liked by
—
Imperial,
majority.-— Imperial
theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
patronage.
Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe —
The Girl With The Jazz Heart, with
A great picture. Played during recent Madge Kennedy. — Give me some more

—

like this

Ind.

Small town patronage.
After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
This is O. K. Tom can act in the par-

lor

with

Jackie,

September

— George

Dunnville, Ont., Can.

Don't play

it.

Grand

Vaughan,

theatre,

— General patronage.

The Song of The Soul, with Vivian
Martin. Punk. Patrons said, "Too much
love stuff."
Couldn't please 'em with it
at all.
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, Kan Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

An

Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.
This
Bill Rogers is well liked here.
picture, while not as good as some,

—

—

pleased the majority. P.
Princess theatre, Doniphan,
borhood patronage.

it

Burford,

J.

Mo.

— Neigh-

Hodkinson
The Royal Mounted,

Cameron of
a special cast.

with

— This one went over good
personally recommend
with me and
to everyone. — E. Saunders, Saunders theI

it

Harvard, 111.— General patronage.
Rip Van Winkle, with Thomas Jefferson.
Drew well and pleased. It has a
tendency to draw out more of the children and with them some of the grownups who stay at home. H. A. Larson,
Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb. Small
town patronage.
East Lynne, with a special cast.
Simple story that went over good and
atre,

—

—

—

—

pleased my patrons. Drew good. B. R.
Goretski, Neptune theatre, Port Austin,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Light In The
special cast.
good report.

people

left

Clearing, with a
give this a very
long; seven reels. Six

— Cannot
Too

on the sixth

reel,

only had

Poorest Hodkinson I've
thirty adults in.
Ralph R. Gribble,
seen. Most are good.
Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.

—

— Neighborhood
Cameron

patronage.

Royal Mounted, with a
special cast.
A-l Mounted Police story.
Good business. Should please all western fans. E. S. Sutter, Columbia theatre,
of the

—

—

Kansas

City,

Mo.

— Neighborhood patron-

age.

Scene from the Associated Exhibitors feature,

"When Husbands

Leah Baird.

Deceive," starring

Lavender and Old Lace, with a special
This one drew the women and a

cast.

—

September
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30,

few men. All that saw it well pleased.
Xot ver}' good puller. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Sex, with Louise Glaum. Ran this one
Saturday night and you could hear a pin
drop any time through the seven reels.
Very interesting and wonderful picture.
Had a packed house and many comments.
Imperial
theatre,
Imperial,
Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man of the Forest, with Robert
McKim. Sure drew well. Our first Zane
Grey and sure glad we are to run the
others.
Welty & Son, Mid- way theatre,
Hill City, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Oklahoma

Okla.

City,

business.
Picture
went well.
Pleased 90%. "Print in excellent shape.—
P. E. Doe, Electric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Stronger Than Death, with Nazimova.
This is very old, but it is good. I have
gone back and picked up several old ones

—

— General

|

From

|

Indiana

—

summer and showed them at regular
admission price. They have been liked
this

some newer program pictures.
We had Buster Keaton on the same bill
in "Convict 33," so the two made a strong
attraction without a heavy film rental and
we made money. A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre. Eminence, Ky.
Small town patbetter than

—

—

ronage.

Here's

Did fair busiKisses, with Alice Lake.
ness, but the picture pleased those atNew
Folly theWilliam Noble,
tending.
atre,

Good

Peacock

Metro
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a
best

1 our check
-

Alley,
picture

Mae Murray

with
that

please all.
ever made.
A
getter.
Play it.— J. S. Wasserman, Rialto theatre, Pecos, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

The
money

We are very sorry that we 1
g
g overlooked our subscription
J for the "Herald." We wouldn't 1
I miss the "Box Office Record" 1
J for anything, and are sending jj

will

Mae Murrav

1
|

at once for renewal
of subscription.

We

could not be without the
"Herald."

SMITH & BEARD,

—

Lyric theatre,
Waterloo, Ind.

patronage.

Paramount

Turn

to the Right, with a special cast.
Should be shown
a good one.
Will please any class.
in every theatre.
Metro prints are always in good shape.
H. G. Schmidt, Palace theatre, Long Pine,

— This

—

Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Fourteenth Lover, Glass Houses,
Seeing Is Believing, with Viola Dana.
Best three Dana pictures among recent
releases.
Dan Conners, Pipers Opera
House, Virginia City, Nev. General patronage.
The Right That Failed, with Bert

—

Lytell.

—A

pleased

all

—

good prize
who saw it.

Odeon

Jr.,

—

theatre,

picture that
H. G. Stettmund,

fight

Okla.

Chandler,

General patronage.
Alias

A

fair

Lady Fingers, with Bert Lytell.
program picture that ought to

please any audience. Acting of old lady
and Bert Lytell both good. P. S. Stall-

—

Majestic theatre,
Small town patronage.
The Last Card, with

ings,

They

liked it.— J.
theatre, Poland,

patronage.

J.

Bowie,

May

Tex.

—

Allison.

R. McLaughlin, Jim's

N.

Y.

Week—The

Anaproduction-

Affairs of

a Cecil B. DeMille
Patrons disappointed, to waste all those
stars in such a mediocre picture.
Tuesday and Wednesday very hot. Thursday
and Friday heaviest electric storm of the
year.
Saturday rainy. Oh boys, isn't it

— Neighborhood

grand and glorious feeling when everything goes out and nothing comes in?
W. M. Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Nice People, with a special cast. Box
office "draft" to this one and pleased all

age.

tol,

a

—

—

who saw

it.

Bv

far Daniels' best vehicle.

She sure puts the snap in this one. Big
but it gets them in and it takes
entertainment these days to make them
satisfied.
We are for you, Bebe, keep it
up.
P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Cleveland, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
Nice People, with a special cast. Consider this as one of the best box office
attractions of the year, and must say
William DeMille is there with the goods.
Princess theatre, Roxboro, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.
rental,

—

—

—

— Neighborhood —

Life's Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.
It's also darn funny why they cannot give
this clever actress a subject worthy of her
talents. Her acting was splendid, but that
Poorest
is
all there is to the picture.
Dana I've seen. Ralph R. Gribble, Grand
Hamburg, Ont., Can.
theatre,

—

New

Neighborhood patronage.
Peacock Alley, with Mae

Murray.—

illlllllllllM

|

pJiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiB

is

Paramount

Beyond The Rocks, with

Gloria Swanand Rodolph Valentino. Played
three days in the hottest weather this
season and packed them in. Good story

son

and stars draw

Wm.

mustard

—

plaster.

Ormsby, Lincoln theatre, Owosso,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

North of The Rio Grande, with Jack
Holt and Bebe Daniels. Good picture.
Good drawing card. Will make you
money. J. E. Courter, Courter theatre,
Gallatin, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

From

like

—

The

Dictator, with Wallace Reid.— The
enthusiasm of large audiences throughout
the week was faithfully mirrored in the

which were unusually large.
William Noble, Rialto theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
General patronage.
The Dictator, with Wallace Reid.
Reid is showing his age, but still popular
with the ladies. Walter Long as chaufreceipts,

am attaching my check
I
1
1 which is to cover a two-year
| subscription to the "Herald."
I am a little late with this,
|
|
|

I
I
jj

1
I
1
jj

g
|

j
j
but please do not pass me up j
on the September issue of the |
"Box Office Record" or I will |
have to close up sure,
Assuring you that I think J
your publication is the back g
bone of my business today g
and with best wishes for your g
continued success, I am
A. W. JACKSON,
Liberty theatre,
l
Atlanta, Tex. 1

j§

—

A

picfeur ran away with the picture.
ture that will please the very hardest
boiled and the last two reels are a riot of
excitement and laughs. P. E. Morris,
Regent theatre. Cleveland, Miss. Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.
Gloria SwanExbusiness.
ploitation, unusual newspaper advertising,
street car, bill boards and attractive lobby.
Patrons attending presented with cards,
which when punched, entitled the holder
William
to a set of Picture Actresses.
Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.

Her Gilded Cage, with
son. — Drew large pleased

—

—

—

Enchantment, with Marion Davies. As
a special production this one is a frost.

You can

get by on it as a program picture if you don't boost it too much.
S.
G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

patronage.

Across

the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.
One of Reid's best. Played it two
days.
Maurice & Earnest, Beekman theatre, Dundee. N. Y.
Small town patron-

—
—

—

Moran of the Lady Letty, with Dorothy
Dalton. A good Saturday show. Pleased.
K. J. Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.

—

—

Over the Border, with Betty Compson.
Mounted Police film shown yet.

Best

Good,

plausible story with marvelous
scenes.
Just the sort for sultry
nights.
Pleased a Saturday crowd and
got a few high brows out to see Betty.
She is fascinating to watch. P. E. Morris,
Regent theatre, Cleveland, Miss.

snow

—

Neighborhood patronage.
A Bachelor Daddy, with Thomas
Meighan. 100% attraction. One you will
be proud to show your patrons. Maurice
& Earnest, Beekman theatre, Dundee, N.
Y. Small town patronage.
Her Own Money, with Ethel Clayton.

—

—

—

— Typical Ethel Clayton picture, equally
as good as the
Ethel
a favorite
here. — Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
rest.

Springs. Neb.

Boomerang

is

— Small
Bill,

— Very good.

town patronage.

with

Lionel

Barry-

Almost too high class
for the average small town audience.
Clark & Edwards. Palace theatre, Ashlaud, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

more.

—

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. Good. People like it. Good
business.
Don't be afraid of the name.
Go strong on it. E. E. Divinia, Opera

—

—

House, Breckenridge, Mo.
Across the Continent, with Wallace
Reid.
Good picture, clean and interesting
Very good.—
with thrills and comedy.
Majestic theatre, Recdsburg, Wis.

—

The Ordeal, with Agnes Ayres.
Pleases the women and no kicks froir
Ayres deserving of bette*
the men.
stories.
Just a program picture withou
much box office "draft." P. E. Morris,
Regent theatre, Cleveland, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Mistress of The World, with a special

—

cast.

— Kept

my

—

weakest night, which

is

making

a

Wednesday during August,

a few more.
Dropped ten dollars a night, just as soon
Star theatre, Sandusky,
as I finished it.
profit.

Could have

used

—

Mich.

Matrimony

patronage.

a Failure, with a special
fine picture. Good clean comedy.
picture that they all like to see. Book

Is
cast.

A

— Neighborhood

—A

—

—
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it
and boost it and it will make you
money. J. E. Courter, Courter theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Gallatin, Mo.

—

—

The Gilded

Mae Murray.—
who saw it. It's

Lily, with

K.

J.

Uglow, Strand

theatre,

Whitewater,

The Jucklins, with Monte Blue.
Personally thought this was woefully slow
and so remarked to several and to my
amazement they came back at me and
said that I missed the Southern charm;
that I missed the quaintness of old Jucklin, who loved to fight his rooster's; that
the play followed the book to a T.
I
bow to their superior judgment, mentally
wishing that fifty more people had turned
out to breathe in some of that Carolina
atmosphere and then I would have just

A good story, a
good Paramount picture.—
Columbia theatre, Kansas
Neighborhood patronage.

Through, with Douglas MacLean. Good comedy drama that kept the
audience in good humor, and sent them
home smiling.— W. P. Perry, Rialto theSmall town
atre, Cheyenne Wells, 'Colo.
patronage.

—

The Crimson Challenge, with Dorothy
Dalton.

— Thrilling

western with lots of
Business good. Pleased all.— E.

action.
S. Sutter, Princess theatre,

Kansas

— Neighborhood patronage.

City,

the Lash, witli Gloria Swanson.
acted and produced, but has no
entertainment value for our trade. Very

Under

— Well

•

little action and no comedy relief or intimate touches to take the curse off. E. L.

Franck,

—
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Neigh-

Over the Border, with a special cast.
ordinary picture. Gave fair satisfacDid not draw. K. J. Uglow,
tion.

An

—

Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.
Her Own Money, with Ethel Clayton.
A dandy little picture and pleased 90
per cent. J. F. Courter, Courter theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Gallatin, Mo.
Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
One of the best pictures I have used
Received many favorable
this Summer.

—

— —

—

comments on
it

it

and advertise

Rialto

theatre,

from
it

good
E.

a
Sutter,

cast,

S.

City,

Mo.

—

Passin'

—

—

Woman God

The

— Played

—

my

big.

patrons.

Book

Andresen,
—Neb.W.— NeighborJ.

Cozad,

—

Of Kings," and had no apologies

Pair

Wis.

— General patronage.
Inside of the Cup, with a special
and then forget your
— Book

The
cast.

it

This one will make you money
if you show it every night, as people will
come back to see it. E. E. Divinia, Opera
House, Breckenridge, Mo.

troubles.

—

The

Woman God

— Good

—

—

ordinary

program

picture.

Changed, with a spe-

Pleased all, although one dance should have been cut

cial cast.
I

Florala,

picture.

made some money

out.

—

to

my

program.
offer on the strength of
B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua,

admissions.

— An

men
Ran Larry Semon in "A

and women.

at

advanced

— W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Ala — Neighborhood patronage.

—

Chickens, with Douglas MacLean Fair
comedy but costs too much. Amsberry &
Leuzinger, Carthage theatre, Carthage,
Neighborhood patronage.
S. D.
Held By the Enemy, with a special

—

cast.

—
—This

War

is

one of the best

of the Civil

The cast and whole
time plays.
It pleased our paproduction is good.
trons.- C. E. Johnson, Paramount thea-

—

—

broken even.
Salmon, Ida.

— Philip

Rand, Rex theatre,

—

Saturday Night, with a special cast.
production in every sense of the
word. Ran it for four of the hottest days
lavish

season.

the

of

made no money.

Her Husband's Trademark, with Gloria
Swanson. Fine gowns, a well directed
plot, and a finale of thrills, makes this an

Dance, with Mae Murray.
Film in bad condition. J. J. R.
Fair.
McLaughlin, Jim's theatre, Poland, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage
Everywoman, with a special cast.
Went over fine and plenty of good comments. Title drew and we packed them
in.
W. F. Hammond, Almont, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Bought and Paid For, with a special

On With The

cast.

—

borhood patronage.

hood patronage.

—

Changed, with Seena

to good business and
everybody well pleased. Intensely interP. E. Doe,
esting from start to finish.
NeighElectric theatre. Arcadia, Neb.

Owen.

acceptable offering that pleases both

borhood patronage.

patron-

Bought and Paid For, with Jack Holt
and Agnes Ayres.— Here is a picture that

Enchantment, with Marion Davies.
A dandy good comedy which pleased but
did not draw.
K. J. Uglow, Strand theatre, Whitewater, Wis.

—

Neb — Neighborhood

Gibbon,

tre,

1922

30,

age.

pleased 100 per cent.

—

September

Wis.

This picture pleased all
than most pictures. H. G.
Schmidt, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

different

Mo.

—
A

Universally

liked,

but

seems that really fine
pictures cost the producer too much.
What? Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patron-

—

It

—

age.

The Mystery Road, with David Powell.

—A

very pleasing picture although my
patrons did not rave about it.
English
pictures do not go much with me. I lost
money on it. W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
different from most
of Reid's productions, he does some good
work in it and it went over mighty well
with us. C. E. Johnson, Paramount
theatre,
Gibbon,
Neb. Neighborhood

— While considerably

—

—

patronage.

The

City of Silent Men, with Thomas
A very good picture showing
the inside of prison life.
Everyone said
it was good, and it is.
H. P. Thompson,
Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

Meighan.

—

—

Too Wise Wives, with
Not up

to

standard of

—

a special cast.
pictures,

Weber

but a very good picture. Does not please.
E. Divinia, Opera House, Brecken-

— E.

ridge,

Mo.

Princess of New York, with David
Powell. Fair. The title killed it, though.
English pictures don't go here. S. G.

The

—

—

Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.
Good picture but no drawing power.
H. L. McDonald, Royal theatre, Malvern,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Burglar Proof, with Bryant Washburn.
This is a good comedy-drama and
pleased all who like something light. C.
E. Johnson, Paramount theatre, Gibbon,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Something to Think About, a Cecil B.

—

—

—

—

—

DeMille production. Many fine compliments on this one. An artistic piece of
work with a fine story. The kind of picture that will go anywhere, anytime.
H.
P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
Forget it. If you don't
you will always wish you had. Played it
some time ago. Paramount got all my
money.
I
got the experience. E. E.
Divinia, Opera House, Breckenridge, Mo.
Travelin' On, with William S. Hart.
Bill didn't get converted, he didn't shed
any tears, and there was plenty of action,
so the picture suited the Hart fans exE. L. Franck,
actly. They all came, too.
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood

—

—

—

—

—
—

patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

—

A good picture, but Paramount
had a dream when it made the price on it.
Buy it right and make yours. Do not
cast.

September
boost

—

it
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A

too big.

E. E. Divinia,
enridge, Mo.

ture.

E X

1922

30,

good program picOpera House, Breck-

The Conquest of Canaan, with Thomas
Meighan. Excellent. Best Meighan we
have used for some time. Meighan, however, is slipping as a drawing card.
S. G.
Hide, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Too Much

Speed, with Wallace Reid.
The racing
interesting picture.
scenes are good, and lots of racing.
The supporting cast is an A-l. W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Small town patronage.
Colo.

Very

—

—

Sacred and Profane Love, with Elsie
Ferguson. A drama which was well liked
by large majority. Acting, photography
and scenery good. W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.— Small

—

—

town patronage.

The

Faith Healer, with Milton Sills.—

A

good picture. Pleased 90%. Acting
good. Rather unusual story. Will make
you money. E. E. Divinia, Opera House,
Breckenridge, Mo.

—

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille proFully up to all the good reports
duction.
single
Herald.
Didn't hear a
in
the
Fair business, everyadverse criticism.
thing considered.— E. L. Franck, Oasis
Neighborhood pattheatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—

—

ronage.

HOOT GIBSON

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.
Very good. Reid always gets in the
money for me and this one no exception.

tory theatre,

—

—

Pleased 80 per cent. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino.
The best money maker I ever played.
Played five days
Title and star draws.
Joe Dabek, Senate
a 250 seat house.
Neighborhood
theatre, Saginaw, Mich.

— —

in

patronage.

The Law and the Woman, with Betty
Compson. As good a mystery drama
No fault
as we have had in some time.

—

to find with the picture from any angle.
Drew only average business, but pleased.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—
— Neighborhood
The

patronage.

—A

ture

—

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton. One of
most pleasing program pictures in

the

Patrons spoke highly. Good
Glen B. Cline,
clean drama. Drew good.
Lincoln theatre, Arion, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

some

Cambridge, N. Y.
borhood patronage

time.

—

—

— Neigh-

Travelin' On, with William S. Hart.
Draws fairly
isn't improving any.
Uglow, Strand theatre,
well.
K.
J.

—

Three Word Brand, with William S.
Packed them in, in fact a larger
crowd than on our opening. Better than
any of the recent ones. Many good com-

—

ments.

— F.

Flint,

Mich.

C. Phillips,

Broadway

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. DeMille proone.
Pleased 95%.
duction. A good
Did a poor business account of weather.
If you buy this one right it will make
you money. E. E. Divinia, Opera House,
Breckenridge, Mo.

—

—

Too Much

Speed, with Wallace Reid.

good picture and one of star's
Theodore Roberts packs a big
punch also. Patrons were well pleased.
Drew fair in hot weather. W. H. Parkinson, Avenue theatre, Bay City, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

Awful

best.

—

One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.
Don't believe we ever had such varied
opinions on any picture before. Photography fine. Story quite gruesome. Horn

—

Hay

& Morgan,

Star

Neb.

town patronage.

— Small

theatre,

Springs,

—

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.
Different than Hart's usual
Excellent.
S. G. Ihde, Photostyle but pleased 'em.
Neighborshland, Kan.
play theat

Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
Go strong on advertising this
one and it will make you money. Better
than the book. E. E. Divinia, Opera

hood patroP

House, Breckenridge, Mo.

—

—

1

ly

The Law

—
end. — Ma

Compson.
the
theatre,

>

Dundo

a he Woman, with Betty
good.
Held interest to
e & Earnest, Beekman
N. Y. Small town pat-

—

The

A

winner.

—

Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. DeMille production. Very good picture and one that
should please all classes. Star draws and
Three's and the photos are
a good title.
good. Drew fair. E. L. Booth, Columbia
Neighborhood pattheatre, Flirt, Mich.

—

—

Sand, with William

S.

Hart.

—A

good

Lot of
picture and pleased my patrons.
R. H. Hursh, Famaction. Drew good.
Coleman, Mich Neighborily theatre,

—

—

—

—

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid. This
would have been a fine picture with Harrison Ford, but to see Wally Reid in an
indoor picture of this type does not seem
right.

Picture pleased generally.

— Horn

ronage.

& Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs,
Neb. Small town patronage.

The Testing Block, with William S.
Hart. Good^ but some drawn out. Hart
will not draw here.— L. L. Connor, Vic-

Forever, with Wallace Reid. Did not
draw. Personally thought it a fine picture, but did not appeal to my patrons.

—

1

E.

—

the way through the seven
continuity is fine and as the
story is laid in the Hudson Bay country
in the North and among the swells in
interest

—

—

all

The

England,

it

should

Mabel Julienne Scott

satisfy all classes.
is entitled to have

her name set in big type on the 24 sheet.
E.
Edmundson, Lyric theatre,
T.
Grangeville, Ida.
General patronage.

—

—

Forever, a William DeMille production.
Excellent business. Too much cannot
be said in praise of the wonderful acting

—

in this beautiful picture.

It

certainly sur-

passes anything Wallace Reid or Elsie
Ferguson have ever done before. P. E.
Doe, Electric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Frisky Mrs. Johnson, with

—

Billie

you want your patrons to see
all of this feature, turn the key in the
door when you get them in. I neglected
to take this precaution, and as a result all
I
had in the house when the show was
over was the janitor and his dog. T. E.
Burke.

If

—

Edmundson, Lyric
Ida.

— General

A

Wise

Grangeville,

theatre,

patronage.

Fool, with a special cast.

—

Lots of comments.
Pleased a small crowd. It sure is hard
J. W. Boatwright, Radio theto get by.
Neighborhood patronatre, Ozark, Mo.

mighty good

—

picture.

—

age.

The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.
man said "I like a fool picture like
that," and from the way it pulled I think

— One

hood patronage.

ronage.

Divinia, Opera House, BreckenMo.
Behold My Wife, with Mabel Julienne
Scott.
Here is a feature that will hold

E.

reels.

Whitewater, Wis.
Hart.

Kid," in which

ridge,

Hart

Idol of the North, with a special

real good strong Western picReally
with a strong atmosphere.
would not advise anyone to book it, while
I got by all
O. K.— J. W. Boatwright,
Radio theatre. Ozark. Mo.— Neighborhood patronage.
cast.

and Edna Murphy in a scene from "The Galloping
Hoot plays "chaperone" to a beautiful country girl.

a

lot of

other people liked

it

too.

It

is

change from Rcid's auto
stories, and drew better than anything
we have had of Reid's for over a year.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence.
K. Small town patronage.
The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino.
We did not realize the drawing power
a

welcome

—

of this picture until the close of the secEverybody seems to have
ond night.
read the book or knew the story and
everybody came. The were not disapHorn & Morgan, Star theatre.
pointed.

—

Hay
age.

Springs, Neb.

— Small

town patron-

—
—

——

I
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— Good

Playgoers
Reckless Chances, with

—A

J.

McGowan

P.

good story and plot wasted for the
want of someone to direct it. The paper
and directing of this picture are about
as "punk" as you'll ever imagine.
W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Reckless Chances, with J. P. McGowan.
Good business. This is a good clean
Western railroad picture.
Pleased the
fans.
P. E. Doe, Electric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

A Game
— A strong
better

little

Chicken, with Bebe Daniels.

and active picture.
than the average

—

In fact a
in

which

Daniels appears. Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels
This got the laughs alright and is a
nice refreshing comedy. Everyone spoke
very highly of this, although crowd not
good. Ralph R. Gribblc, Grand theatre,
New Hamburg, Ont., Can. Neighborhood patronage.
Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles
M inter. Very pleasing little comedy feature. This little star will please any audi-

Bebe

—

—

—

—

ence.

—

J.

W. Andresen,

Cozad, Neb.

—

Rialto theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

Selznick
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
real good comedy that was properly
advertised
with
special
heralds
and
newspapers and brought big business,
for two days.
This picture will draw
well and live up to the special rating
given it. B. C. Brown, Temple theatre,
Viroqua, Wis. General patronage.

—A

—

—

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.
The first picture from this company on
new plan. Will say this that if they are
like this one, 1 will be trying to get
three nights instead of one.
Price sure
all

Good

good actor. Lots
of comments.
Used Hawaiian orchestra
in connection with this and pleased.
J. W. Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark,
-M o.
Neighborhood patronage.
Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine Hammerstein. Just splendid, as are all by this
star.
Dan Conners, Pipers Opera House,
right.

picture,

—

— —

pected

picture.
to be

it

really

it

—

is.

over iust fairly well. Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien. Did excellent business throughout the week in spite of the extreme hot
weather.
Feature won unusually high
praise.
William Noble, Capitol theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patron-

—

—

—

age.

The Shadow

of Rosalie

Hammcrstein.

Elaine

—A

Byrnes, with

good picture.
This picture did

Pleased 85 per cent.'
not draw crowds for this is the first
picture of her I ran in my theatre. Joe
Restivo, Liberty theatre, Freemanspur,
111.
Small town patronage.
Why Announce Your Marriage? with

—

—

Elaine Hammcrstein. A most pleasing
comedy-drama.
Would venture to say

Part of it has very
poor photography. H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town
patronage.
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.
Will please any and all classes. Don't
A dandy
raise your admission prices.
comedy.
could use more like it.
C. R. Beechler, Iris theatre, St. John,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Snows, with a special cast.
A good picture with lots of snow
scenes.
A good story and holds the
crowds.
More comments on this than
any picture I have run lately and I have
run several specials. J. W. Boatwright,
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
A Man's Home, with a special cast.
I want to class this picture neck and neck
with any of the super-specials. It's in six
reels
well photographed
splendid cast
and story. Dan Conners, Pipers Opera
House.
Virginia
City,
Nev. General
patronage.
The Referee, with Conway Tearle.
Fairly good picture. Will go well if you
have fight fans in your town. H. A.
Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Good Night Paul, with Constance Talmadge. This is one of Connie's best.
I sure will be sorry when these reissues
play out. They are far better than the
new pictures. C. H. Simpson, Princess
General patronage
theatre, Millen, Ga.
that

pleased

it

all.

—

—

—

We

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

was and am the

original "Nut" mypay such a high price for a play
that fails to measure up to Doug's stan-

that

I

self to

dard.
(I paid ten dollars more for this
old one than "Fighting Joe" Blaschke paid
for his now celebrated "Three Musketeers").
The kids liked it and I am one
too, only an older edition, I liked it; but
the truth is that it has no plot, hence
does not overpleasc.
Marguerite Dc La
Motte is certainly fair to look upon and
Dong's stunts are amusing. If you can
get this at program prices do so.
If you
cannot, leave it alone. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

Broken Blossoms,

—

a

D.

W.

Griffith

production. Poorest picture we ever ran.
Not a favorable comment. Maurice &
Earnest, Beckman theatre, Dundee, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Book

Were Queen,"

The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.
in

a

her
Offices' production.

scene from
initial

Film

This

is

a

good Western

some tense moments
good comedy. P. S.

—

picture.

for First National.

Bowie,

theatre,

Tex.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.—
Very good. Plenty of action and Mayo
sure will draw them. Next year, he will

We

be a special.
pay. In the new serie.s
he has only one picture in nine. L. L.
Connor, Victory theatre, Cambridge, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson. Best
Hoot yet and if he keeps on like this:
good-bye Mix. Action with a big "A"

—

—

—

and

I packed them in for two days.
The
sheets are the best.
Mrs. G. McBride, Majestic theatre, Bay City, Mich.

—

six

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Delicious Little Devil, with
Murray. — Instant
Held up

Mae

fine

hit.

all

week and enjoyed pleased good business.
Exploitation.
Special Sunday advertising and regular one inch week days.
Usual window cards, one sheet and street

—

car advertisements. William Noble, Criterion theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
Genera! patronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson
This star goes over good for me and this
subject was a dandy. Drew good. Ple»ty
of
good comments. Ernest Storbeck.
Star theatre, Kinde. Mich.
Neighborhood
patronage.
No Woman Knows, with a special ea^t
I have read a lot of good reports en
this picture and will say "Amen" to them
all.
E. Saunders, Saunders theatre. Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson. Goof
Western. Not as rough as some. Pleased
all that saw it.
L. B. Grecnhaw. Strand
theatre, Leslie, Ark.
Small town patron-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

Red Courage, with y C^W'^son.
Story was very improl>t it.
which
is very much against a! hBl^tf 'it' 1 my
audience, even on a \ un
'picture.
Action fair: therefore, ju er '^/r ir picture.

%

t

— W.

'

Cheyenne
town oatronage.

P. Perry, Rialto tht/<?e,

Wells, Colo.

— Small

Afraid to Fight, with F ank Mayo.
Real action al! the way through and the
light scene was great.
Aivertise it.
Amsberry & Leuzinger. Carthage theatre, Carthage, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Universal
I

ing scene from "The Bond Boy," an
Inspiration Pictures production, made

—

United Arlists
The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
ran through the newspapers a few reels
of teasers such as
"Are you a Nut?"
"Who is a Nut?" "What is a Nut?" etc.,
etc., and after all is said and done, I find

"If

RICHARD BARTHLEMESS in a touch-

—

—

ETHEL CLAYTON

1922

30,

disappointed as ex-

more than

Went

City, Nev.
General patronage.
Reported Missing, with Owen Moore.

Virginia

Was

September

—

Realart

is

——

It

has

as well as some
Stallings, Majestic

Out
Mayo.

the Silent North, with Frank
censor proof Northern with
beautiful Northern snow scenes. Pleased
the majority as it was a n'ce story. H.
of

—A

—

September
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30,

Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland,
Neb. Small town patronage.
Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.
consider it my bounden duty to advise
you to play this picture if you can get
by with a western. E. Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patA.

—

—

—

i

—

onage.

—A

very

fine picture.
Star is fine and story is
good, though not enough comedy for a
complete show and should be shown with
a^
comedy to balance the program.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
Small town patronage.
S. D.
The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson,
This was Hoot's first appearance here
and this picture pleased the majority of

—

Westerns always go good
They want to see some action.

patrons.

here.

Marion Wilson,

—

Happy

Hour

theatre,

Chalmers, Ind. Small town patronage.
Hitching Posts, with Frank Mayo.

Good

as

They should

program

picture.

good

some

as
I

of her former
as a regular
glad we did not

sell

am

it

raise prices on it, or we would
a kick.
Wonder when we are

have had
going to
have another one like Pink Tights?
R. Ross Rile}-, Wigwam theatre, Ober-

Kan.
Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Walton.
A very entertaining picture and especially good for foreign neighborhoods.
lin,

The Trap, with Lon Chaney.

my

was not
releases.

Mayo

picture,

well liked here.

— L.

—

The photos

— A.

are the best.

Drew very

good.

Ersman, Richard theatre, Flint,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.

—

Good

Carries the picture.
Star is
good, but doesn't have a chance. L. L.
title.

—

Connor, Victory theatre, Cambridge, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.
Pretty good. S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
General patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Second run on this one. It is a good
picture.
Pleased those who saw it. Too
much society stuff for my house. Lost
money on it. Could not get them in.
One day showing. William Thacher,

—

—

—

Greenhaw, Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark.
Small town patronage.
The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Good program picture. Pleased 90
per cent. H. H. Burden, Mirage theatre, Axtell, Neb.
Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.
The best
picture
this
Summer.
You can't go
wrong if you play Priscilla Dean. Plenty
of action and beautiful scenery.
(Pulled
a special advertising stunt on this one.

B.

—

—

—

—

— My

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.
trons liked this picture. Mayo
popular here. Marion Wilson,

—

Hour

theatre,

Chalmers,

Ind.

pa-

always

Happy

— Small

town patronage.

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—A

—

good little picture. Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small
town patronage.

—
Gibson. — Hoot

Sure Fire, with Hoot
goes over good for all red blooded Americans.
The lounge lizzards don't like
him very well. Not enough vamp stuff
to suit them.
H. H. Burden, Mirage
theatre, Axtell, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Her Night
vost.
atre,

—

of Nights, with

Good. —
—Grand

S.

A.

Island,

Marie Pre-

Hayman, Lyda
Neb.

— General

thepat-

ronage.

Second Hand Rose, with Gladys Walton.
We bought it as a special, and
while it was a mighty good picture, it

—

—

Royal

theatre, Salina,

Kan.

—

Will send you cut.)

New

— W.

R.

Thompson,

Holland theatre, New Holland, Ga.
Wild Honey, with Priscilla Dean.
Some picture, and patrons thought so
too.
Drew a good crowd for two days
and my competition was a county fair
at Bad Axe
Neale Clifford, Regent theatre,
Dickerville, Mich.
Neighborhood

—

—

71
theatre, Chesaning, Mich.

Afraid to Fight, with Frank Mayo.—
Very good.— S. A. Hayman, Lyda theGrand Island, Neb. General patron-

The Man Under Cover, with Herbert
The author is a good one.
and it is too bad he is a lifer. Made a
fine photoplay, and you all know Raw-

— R.

Ross Riley,
Oberlin, Kan.

linson.
atre,

—

Wigwam

the-

The Rage

of Paris, with Miss du Pont.
that pleased
patrons.
Some stayed for the second
show.
The threes are the best paper.
Title drew good.
W. E. Madill, Crystal

—A

good clean picture

—

my

—

atre,

age.

—

The Trap, with Lon Chaney. A poor
picture with no action.
Just an ordinary program picture.
A million dollar
title and a good star but Oh My! what

—

a piece of cheese.
E. S. Sutter, Columbia
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Neighborhood

—

patronage.

The Wise Kid and The Guttersnipe,
with Gladys Walton. They like this kid
in anything, especially a bathing suit. I
don't blame them.
Play these pictures
and nearly anything else Universal has.

—

Their stuff is all O.K. Sometimes you
get one in bad condition, but we get that
all over.
M. Oppenheim, Lafayette theatre, New Orleans, La.
Transient pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Trouper, with Gladys Walton.
Good. Most all Walton pictures are good.
—J. W. Andresen, Rialto theatre, Cozad.
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Bear Cat, with Hoot Gibson.
''Bear Cat" is right. This boy is a good
one and his pictures are sure fire every
time. Wish they released more of them.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. Drew

—

—

—

—

and pleased the audience. C. E.
Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre, Cotter,
Ark. Small town patronage.
well

—

Conflict, with

—

Dean. This is
acted drama of the
North woods. The action is fast, especially at the close of the picture.
Horn
& Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,
Neb. Small town patronage.

a very good,

Priscilla

well

—

—

patronage.

Rawlinson.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Vitagraph
My W*ld Irish Rose, with a special cast.
—A splendid production. Stood them up
three nights and had to hold over in order to accommodate crowds.
Played
against
strongest kind
of opposition.
"Monte Cristo" included, but it didn't
matter.
Book this one and clean up.
King Bros., Crown theatre, Mobile, Ala.
Transient patronage.

—

No

Defense, with William Duncan.

—

—A

—
—
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—

program picture. Dan Connors,
Pipers Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.
General patronage.
The Sheik's Wife, with a special cast.
—Boys, it sure was rotten. S. A. Hay-

— Old but good and pleased.-— Charles Lee
D. — Small
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
town patronage.
Steelheart, with William Duncan. —

man, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
General patronage.
Bring Him In., with Earle Williams.
Here is a good mounted police story.
Even if you have played too many of
them, try it and you will be surprised.
Dan Connors, Pipers Opera House,
Virginia City, Nev.
General patronage.

Dan Connors,

Good

—

—

—

—

—

Clover's Rebellion, with Anita Stewart.
A comedy, which is not exactly what
you would expect from a Curwood story,
but a good one "for a' that." R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

S.

good

Saturday

night action picture.
Pipers Opera House, VirGeneral patronage.
ginia City, Nev.

The Heart of Maryland, with a special
cast.— Very good picture, and one that
Drew good, fine
will please all classes.

—

Used six sheet. Wm. E. Jahr.
Sebawaing,
Mich.
theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

title.

Lincoln

—

—

Thunder

Island,

with

Edith

Roberts.

—

Am

State Rights
The Law Affil.-Dist.),

(
with a
picture that did more
business on Sunday since last March. A

I

special

cast.

—A

September

1922

30,

good picture that pleased all and
me little money. E. S. Sutter,
Columbia thearte, Kansas City, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
School Days (Warner Bros.), with
Wesley Barry. Played two days to the
biggest crowds in six months. Will please
90 per cent.
A sure box office bet for
any theatre. J. S. Wasserman, Rialto
theatre, Pecos, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage
The County Fair (Tourneur), with a

real

—

made

—

—

—

—

special cast.
Can't say much for this
picture.
Very poor photography and
nothing to the picture. H. H. Burden,
Mirage theatre, Axtell, Neb.— Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

Hush

—

(Equity),

with

Clara

Kimball

Young. Dedicated to women who tell
their husbands too much, this picture is
very interesting and contains a lot of
truth, a little comedy, really a good Sunday picture. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town

—

—

patronage.
Kingfisher's
Roost (Pinnacle), with
Neal Hart. A good program picture.
You will say so after you run it. D. E.
Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Burn 'Em Up

Barnes

(Ami. Dist.),

—

with Johnny Hines. Exceptional picture
and a credit to the state-right market.
Lots of action and universal satisfaction.
Drew good for hot weather. Wolverine
theatre, Saginaw, Mich.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

The Unknown (Kipling), with Richard
Talmadge. Good stunts in this picture.
Something different. Pleased all. Run
two clays. Business fair first day. Sec
ond day fell off to half. What I did in
two days I should have done in one.
Star
not
known. William
Thaeher,
Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Heart of The North (Brandt-Davis),

—

—

with
ture.

year.

—

Steward. A fair outdoor picShould go over at this time of the
This with a good comedy will

Roy

a fine program offering.
Do not
expect a special out of this picture. W.
W. Booth, Strand and American the-

make

atres,

—

Belle

Plaine,

la.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Jack Rider (Aywon), with Big
Boy Williams.— If you like good clean
comedy, book

this.

— D. E. Fitton, Lyric
— Small town pat-

theatre, Harrison, Ark.

ronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Ami. Dist.),
with Johnny Hines. Fast and furious.
Will go over to any class audience. Patrons very much satisfied. Drew fair but
I failed to exploit.— C. E. Woodhull, Bad
Axe theatre, Bad Axe, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Sitting on the World (Schwalb), with

—

—

—

David Butler. Just a fair program picShould be sold as such.
I
paid
twice as much for it as I am paying for
T
L niversals and don't think it was as good
H. E. Burden, Mirage theas they arc.
atre,
Axtell,
Neb. Neighborhood patture.

—

—

ronage.

Taking Chances (Kiph.ig), with Richard Talmadge. This is above a program
picture. This star is truly a second DougIt will draw them forward
las Fairbanks.

—

on their
picture

W.

D.

seats.

By

and boost

Webb,

it

all
all

means get
you want

Star theatre, Corinth, Miss.

— Neighborhood patronage,
Where

Is

My Wandering

\

Buy Tonight?

(Equity), with Cullen Landi^^— Played it
two days and mopped up. Aaiicture that
0<"e minister
will do your house good.
announced it from the pulpit and urged
W. R.
everyone to see the pictu
Kauffman, Imp theatre, Bei-,on, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
.,
Heart of a Texan (Steineit), with Neal

—

THREE SCENES

from the second Richard Walton Tully picture, "Omar the Tentmaker," for distribution through First National. Guy Bates Post, the distinguished actor, stars in this attraction.

this
to.

——
September

30,

1922

I-:

—

Hart. Hart pulled off stunts that were
equal to Mix or Fairbanks. Besides that,
he can act. Good stuff. R. Ross Riley,
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
The Birth of a Nation (D. W. G.), with
a special cast.- Third time in, to fine
business.
Pictures are not made that
can beat this one. H. P. Thompson,
Liberty
theatre,
Pardeeville,
Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand. Picture too old. It wasn't
plain and did not draw very well.
Mistake to pay so much for so old a picture.
Welty & Son, Mid-way theatre, Hill
City, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Serials
Cap'n Kidd (Serial Sales), with Eddie
Polo.
Have used first and second epiDon't think this one is going
sode.
over in my town. Too much of the same
First and
thing, fighting with swords.
Sorry I
second episode almost alike.
booked it. C. H. Simpson, Princess theGeneral patronage.
atre, Millen, Ga.

—

—

—

Hutch
(Pathe),
with
Hutchison. Just finished this
one and it held up good all the way
through.
Lots of action. Mrs. A. B.
Black, White Eagle theatre, Flint, Mich.
Neighbqrhood patronage.
Adventures of Robinson- Crusoe and
With Stanley in Africa (Universal).
Thank the powers that be that we only
have two more spasms left of these
elongated serials.
We are certainly off
the educational historical stuff for a long
time after this.
Lost money on every
episode and we cannot blame the people
either.
They are both the bunk. Could
not have been worse, especially the
Might have been called
"Crusoe" one.
"The Pirate's Loot" or anything else. As
one man said though, it is a good time
R. Ross Riley,
to enjoy a good sleep.
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. On the fifth episode. Holding
up wonderful; plenty of action. Win.
Cassidy, Frolic theatre, Midland, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Go-Get-'Em
Hutch
(Pathe),
with
Charles
Hutchison. Just
started
this
Go-Get-'Em

—

Charles

—

—

—

—

—

Everybody

—well

pleased.
If it
started, it will be better

serial.

holds up as it
than this star's

"Hurricane
Hutch." Book it and play one reel Snub
Pollard comedies and "Aesop's Fables."
W. D. Webb, Star theatre, Corinth,
last

serial,

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Flaming Disk (Universal),
Elmo Lincoln. — Pretty poor

Miss.

serial.

and did not draw. Films
in good condition and photography exC. E.
cellent, but nothing to the story.

—

—

Cotter,

The Timber Queen (Pathe), with Ruth
The best serial I ever ran. Big

Roland.

—

I

—

— Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

atre,

Holland, Ga.

—

and

My

getting the money.
patrons
ask me for the next one. The threes are
the best. G. E. Marr, Family theatre,
Saginaw, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
is

it

—

—

Mutt and

—

—

patronage.

—

To
Christie Comedies (Educational)
save space and time, here is a box office
report on Christie Comedies embodying
that entire brand and not just one or two
releases. I think I can say without fear
of contradiction that Christie Comedies
are the consistently best comedies on the
market. Taken one by one they are in a
have shown
class by themselves.

'•pOLLOW
J

good

play

the

—

attraction.
Princess
Neighborhood
C.

—

theatre.

patron-

age.

The Grocery Clerk

Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. A howling success in the
way of a two reel comedy. One thing
happens right after another and you'll
laugh at them all. W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small
town patronage.

—

(

—

A

Sailor

Made Man

Harold Lloyd.

—A

edy, but because

make

—

real
it

is

(Asso. Ex.), with

good Lloyd comin four reels does

proportionately better than
his previous two reelers.
These, how
ever, will prove good investments for the
exhibitor wherever Lloyd is popular.
B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua,
Wis. General patronage.

not

—
mon. — Larry

Selaughs.

sure

delivers the
of his comedies and
consider
have not had a Door one.
these the best comedies on the market,
because they sure get the laughs. H. G.
Stettmund, Jr., Odecn theatre, Chandler,

a

number

We

case of
Castle's

picture

new

"NO TRESPASSING," the
lated into money

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
San Francisco

STATE LAKE THEATRE
Chicago

MADISON THEATRE
Detroit

CLUNE'S BROADWAY THEATRE
Los Angeles

GORDON'S OLYMPIA THEATRE
Boston

— This

and all the
comedies distributed by Goldwyn
worth showing.
I advise you,
Exhibitors, not to book nor use
cast.

Atlantic City

POLfS THEATRE

a

Wilkes Barre

Capitol
are not

WIZARD
THEATRE

Brother

any

of

I
these comedies.
got fooled when I
contracted for these comedies. Joe Restivo, Liberty theatre, Freemanspur, 111.
Small town patronage.

—

_ Baltimore

CRITERION THEATRE
Oklahoma City

KEITH'S THEATRE
Indianapolis

She Sighed by the Seaside, and Made
the

Kitchen
poor.

(F-N).

— Majestic

— Poor;

theatre.

excep-

Reeds-

The Messenger (Vitagraph), with

—

Ji'maffair

mie Aubrey. A good slap-stick
that was a winner here, as that's the kind
my patrons demand when it comes to
comedy. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town pat-

—

THEATRE

BIJOU

patronage.

The Money Mixup (Goldwyn), with
special

box-

Here are some of the leaders that
have booked "NO TRESPASSING"

—

— General

transat

office.

it

The Hick (Vitagraph). with Larry

Have run

the
Irene

the

in

The

business.

in

cent

Roxboro, N.

or

These theatres are

money makers.

If

known

as big

"NO TRESPASS-

ING" is the kind of picture that
produces profits for them, it is the
picture

YOU.

that

Book

will

do

business

it'

—

ronage.

The Boat (F-N), with Buster Keaton

— One

of the best star has made. Clever
and original stuff, first time in pictures.
E. M. Crawford, Regent theatre, Flint,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Four Seasons

—

(Kineto),

with

a

I
ran this scenic number
cast.
some time ago, together with "The Beg-

special

a

you

picture

per

—

is

whether

after school

it

motion

harder the pace
the leader sets,
the more fun you
get out of it, and

—

leader"

game,

(Fox).— For the children, good. Book it, if you have never
shown it— C. C. Hay, Hay's theatre.
Como, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
A Trip to Paramount Town. This is
what the people of today want. A 100
Jeff

burg, Wis.

Amuse

We

New

The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Der.ny. Ran up to Round Four

tionally

These are not
the kids and some of the
clever.
are
they
very
grownups, and
Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Neighborhood
Hamburg, Ont., Can.
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).

73

—

in

Short Subjects
bad.

D

I

—

Pleased 100 per cent. E. S.
business.
Sutter, Princess theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.

I

comedies that we have advertised as
"
and a Comedy." When we show
Christies they are featured on our attraction board and advertised as "Christie
."
Comedy, Special, and
If it's a
Christie you know it's good. Educational
has a lot of good comedies, but none more
consistent than Christies.
Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
Educational Two Reel Comedies.
Played nearly one hundred and never a
single dead one in the bunch.
Dan Connors, Pipers Opera House, Virginia City,
Nev. General patronage.
The Leather Pushers (Universal), with
Reginald Denny. The best short subject
I have ever shown.
I had to double up
and show Round 5 and 6 to please. They
were so anxious to see the series end.
W. R. Thompson, New Holland the-

with

Not

HER A

XH B TORS

Okla.

at all interesting

Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre,
Ark. Small town patronage.

——

HODKINSON

PICTURE

S

for

—

.

—
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USE THIS BLANK
Box

Office

Reports Tell the Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures

You

Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

gar Maid" and a Snub Pollard comedy,
as
It
gave good
a school benefit.
satisfaction,
in
fact,
just
about the
best
scenic
have ever played.
I
I
always aim
to
play
two or three
school
benefits
during the year to
keep in touch with the powers that be.
take out the expenses of the show,
overhead, and then split 50-50. With
all the kids in the grades out selling
tickets I am assured a good house and
nobody hurt.
Bought "Nanook of the
North" and expect to play it the same
way when school gets in full swing this
fall.
In this way the youngsters don't
forget the road to the theatre. T. E. Edmundson, Lyric theatre, Grangeville, Ida.

We
my

—

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

— General patronage.
Table Stakes (Universal),
Brownie. — Can't see much to

two
Got one or two laughs.
Don't see how it did that. William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
A Dog's Life (F-N), with Charlie Chapreel

lin.

Title

comedy.

—A

laughter

They

isn't it?

everybody.

for

don't like Charlie,

can't forget his "old stuff," but they come
to see balance of the program and simply
have to laugh at Charlie's comedy. W.
P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.
Small town patronage.

—

,

Producer

—

of

riot

Funny,

Star

with

this

.»

—

Never Weaken (Asso. Ex.) with Har
-

old

Lloyd.

— One

,

the best three reel
comedies for me this year. Pleased 100
per cent but rental entirely too high to
make a profit. Iva Shieldes, Queen theatre, Tyler, Tex.
High class family patronage.

Remarks

—

of

—

The Dumbell (Universal), with Harry
Sweet. — Good Sweet picture. Gets the
laughs, but do not show too many close
together. Too much sameness in all. Bin
they are good.

— Ralph

they thought it the best comedy Chaplin
ever made. Rental too high, though. S.
G.
Hide, Photoplay theatre, Ashland.
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Safe in the Safe (Fox), with a special
cast.
A very good comedy. Pleased 100
Book all Sunshine comedies
per cent.
Fox produces, they are all a success.
Joe Restivo, Liberty theatre, Freemanspur, 111.
Small town patronage.
High and Dizzy (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. Good. Just one reel less of fun
and real entertainment than his three

—

—

—

—

—

Lloyd is the comedian of the
Lola Bell, Queen theatre,
Lonoke, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Just for Fun and Runaway Train (Educational). —-Never two
better
novelty
pictures in the house. Be sure and work
reelers.

day.

— Mrs.

the railway effects in "Runaway Train."
You don't sec the train, just the landscape
in front.
So make the engine puff, the
rails grind, the wind blow, bell ring,
whistle, and the crash at the end
it's
great that way. Dan Conners, Pipers

—

Opera House, Virginia

Among Those Present (Asso. Ex.),
with Harold Lloyd. They almost raised
the roof on this one.
Much better than
Never Weaken, although it was good.
Welty & Son, Mid-way theatre, Hill Cits.
Kan. General patronage.
A Fresh Start (Educational), with a
special
cast.
This comedy got more
laughs than any we have had in tiK'
house for some time. C. E. Johnson.
Paramount theatre, Gibbon, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

The

Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTROPNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

—

theatre,

Mich.

— Neigh-

Short
Weight
(Universal),
with
Brownie. Just a fair comedy.
Worth
the price paid. It had little to boost, and
about that much to knock. W. P. Perry,
Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town patronage.

COMING SOON

PERFECT PICTURES

—

Rubber Neck (Universal), with Lee
Moran. Not much to this, just a lot of
silly stuff that got few laughs.
Ralph R.
Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Ont., Can. Neighborhood patronage.

—

NEITHER SCREEN NOR STAGE
BUT LIFE'S WINDOW"

—

—
—
—

Circus Clowns (Universal), with a special cast.
Nice clean comedy.
Best of
the series.
Dan Conners, Pipers Opera
House, Virginia City. General patron-

—

FOR SALE

HALLBERG MOTOR GENERATOR
Used three months. First class condition. Volts 10 220 60
Cycle -Phase 3-volts 55-70 amperage 30-70 current AC to DC.
1

Gee Whiskers (Universal), with a special cast.
Pretty good comedy.
C. E.
Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre, Cotter,
Ark. Small town patronage.
Going Straight (Universal), with Mary
Pickford.
I dug this up and put it over
with a good comedy, but it did not please,

—

Name

of Theatre

ronage

or

Neighborhood Pat-

and

I

will

Many

never bite again.

actu-

would not believe that they were seeing Mary and felt I had fooled them.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. D.
Small town patronage.

State

CLASSIFIED
Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

Advance.

$1.00

—

The Boat (F-N), with Buster Keaton.

— Not

Keaton ever made,
very good comedy. Some

the best Buster

but this
City

N. ¥. Gily

—

ally

Transient

St.,

—

—

„.

AT A
BARGAIN

Strauss and Blum, Inc., 254 West 41st

age.

Exhibitor

Greatest Achievement

in Theatre Organ Building

—

Remarks

—

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.

Little

—

. . .

—
— Gen-

eral patronage.

R. Gribble, Grand
Ont.,
Can.

East Tawas,
borhood patronage.

„ „.

Nev.

City,

Venus (Universal),
with Baby Peggy. The Century comedies fill the bill and are improving. Baby
Peggy is a star in her own right. My
patrons like these. A. J. Berube, Family

Producer

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Brownies

Star

30, .1922

New Hamburg,

theatre.

Title

September

is

a

you're in a humor to see
the "funny." W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town
patronage.

good laughs,

A

if

—

—

Day's Pleasure (F-N), with Charles
Chaplin.
A little old but patrons told me

—

POSITION
Wanted:
sition.

handle

Edward

WANTED

Motion

Picture Operator wants poSix years experience.
Will guarantee to
References furnished.
any equipment.
Craig, Heyworth, III.

WANTED:

Operator

with

five

ence, non-union, wants position.
erences.
Do own repair work.
Howard Russell. Cherokee. Iowa.

years experiBest of refer-

Wire or

write

September
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exploitation

of

KoDin flood"

in

"Douglas Fairbanks in
connection with the road
this production.

show presentation of

*

*

With

the Procession in
By Harry

Los Angeles

*

Announcement was made yesterday that
Gcldwyn will him "Vanity Fair," Thackeray's greatest story.

Hammond Beall

*

*

*

Myron Selzxick

i
Sam W.
WITH
exploitation
Los Angeles

B. Cohn as his trusty
aide, T. L. Tally, veteran
exhibitor, is once more in the

harness

directing
the
destinies
the
of
Broadway theatre thai bears his name.
The theatre was recently leased to Mischa
Grauman orchestra
Gutterson,
former
leader, who proved that as a theatre manager he was a wonderful musician.
* * *

Tod Browning, Universal's high powered
director,

wife

is

is

a bachelor temporarily while his

Montana.

in

*

*

*

Lindsay McKenna, one of the few cases
of real Scotch left on the coast, has resigned as publicity director
for
Mike
Levee's United studios.
* * *

from

Abe Warner,
organization

year's production
schedule and also the enlargement of the
Warner Brothers studio on the coast. The
arner Brothers plan to produce eighteen
popular novels for which the film rights
have already been bought and announcement of which will be made in the near

W

future.

exploitation there of '"The Masquerader,"
Tully's first film production. His efforts
at the Kincma theatre here on the same
feature brought the biggest attendance in

seven months.

Bill Keefe is the newest member of the
Robertson-Cole press staff, but is one of
the veteran publicists at that, having been
the boy who made D. W. Griffith famous
the early days.
*

*

Roy Miller,

associated with Fred Miller
in the California and Miller theatres here,
is out of
the hospital much improved in
health and anticipating a banner season at
both playhouses.
* * *

Frank

B. Davison,

who

*

*

staged the

mo-

tion picture industry's artistic presentations
with famous stars at California's Pageant

*

Richard Walton Tclly has gone to New
York, taking with him the completed copy
of "Omar, the Tentmaker." Upon his areastern metropolis Mr. Tully
the big production to First
National and proceed to Europe for a vaca*

Anderson so far as the newspapers,
Richard Walton Tully and Guy Bates Post
are concerned, is in Denver handling the

*

of the Warner Brothers
the East, has arrived in
J. L. and S. L.

Warner concerning next

tion.

in

in

*

tian

J.

Los Angeles to confer with

Angeles Times.
*

F.

*

rival in the
will deliver

George Landy, who imitates Hans Chris-

president,

_Pola_ Negri

William Foster Elliott, well known
short story writer, has been added to the
motion picture and dramatic staff of the Los
*

new

Goldwyn's

Godsol.

has left for a trip to
San rrancisco on business matters. This
is
the producer's first visit to Northern
California and will also be somewhat in
the nature of a sightseeing tour.

George Melford

York

this

*
is

make Joseph Hergesheimer's "Java
Head" in New England and at the Long

will

Island studio and the author will collaborate
with
Waldemar Young on the
continuitv.

*

maurice's production, "Bella Donna" by
Robert Hichens, author of "The Garden
of Allah."
*

Boone, Ind., there to discuss finally the
forthcoming production of the humorist's
photodrama,
"Back
Home and
Broke." Green is to direct this picture at

new

Long

Island

nation

will

studio
star.

*

Arriving in Los Angeles this week to asE. S. Bostick, manager of Loew's
State Theatre, with the multitudinous details connected with the grand reopening of
this beautiful theatre next Sunday, Lionel
H. Keene, western representative of Loew's.
Inc., discussed future plans for the local
sist

*

Carl

J.

*

*

Walker, Pantages' pepful pro-

moter of prosperity and progress, wires
from Spokane, Wash., that vacation is
over, the trout all caught and eaten, and
the old excursion ticket expires tomorrow
p. m., with the arrival of the last train in
*

and Meighan

*

Irving Clmmings will take his entire
organization to Chicago in filming some of
the big scenes for "Chicago Sal," the first
of a series of three productions which he
is
filming
for
the
Principal
Pictures
Corporation.
* * *

Los Angeles.

*

Alfred Gkfen has gone east, where he
will meet Thomas -Meighan, and together
they will go to George Ade's home at

the

*

theatre.

*

on his way to Newweek. The Paramount producer

*

New

*

due to arrive soon from
York to begin work in George Fitzis

of the company
The same combi-

made "Our Leading

Citizen."

*

*

Important changes took place this week
at the studio of Charles Ray Productions,
Inc., when Albert A. Kidder, jr., became
general manager, succeeding Richard Willis, who had occupied the post for two and
Mr. Willis relinquished the
a half years.
duties to become literary adviser and personal representative of the star and the
company.
Mr. Kidder has been treasurer and assistant general manager and legal adviser

Charles T. Ray, father of the
Wesley G.
continues as president.
Gilmore. studio manager, is advanced to
Monroe
production manager, and
Lathrop
fills the post of exploitation manager.
to the star.

Pete Smith, director of

and
advertising for Marshall Neilan Productions for the past three years, will temporarily leave this post to take

publicity

charge of the

star,

of Progress and Industrial Exposition, is
receiving congratulations for the capable
manner in which he handled same.
*

*

*

The Mission Theatre, where such famous
plays as "The Four Horsemen," "The
Three Musketeers," "Orphans of the Storm"
and "Foolish Wives" were first introduced
world's screens, ushers in its 1922
season with a big slash in its admission

to the
fall

prices.

Harry David, managing director, has
booked for his opening attraction under the
new policy the ten reel William Fox
special "My Friend the Devil" for a world
premiere.
In commenting on his move in the changing of admission prices David stated that
in

the

main the action was a

direct result

readjustment of conditions in the
producing end of the industry. Exhibitors
who, before the actual retrenchment period
through which the heads of the industry
have just placed their studios, were forced
to pay high rental prices, have just begun
to feel the benefit of productions made
under favorable conditions.
The ultimate result is cheaper admission
prices, and the Mission Theatre is setting
the pace of the premiere houses throughout the country in inaugurating a cut.

of

the

*

Goldwyn

*

*

studios are enjoying a brief visit

EARLE WILLIAMS

and Rcdolph Valentino in a scene from the VitagTaph production, "A Rogue's Romance."
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Theatre

Chairs
American
Seating Co.
14 r Jack >on Blvd.

Chicago

Approval Worth While

WHEN
its

a great industry in the course of

ordinary development requires the

service or

dustry,

made

it

is

equipment

of

another

axiomatic that such selection

inis

only after careful, exhaustive study of the

merits of various factors in that industry.

WHEN

Eastman of the
Eastman Kodak Company, in consultation with Russell B. Smith Engineers,
Mr. George

awarded us the contract

for the seating of the

EASTMAN THEATRE he paid
greatest compliments

we have

us one of the

ever received,

and incidentally endorsed the good judgment
of

NEW YORK
114

W.

41st St.

the theatre owners of America.

CHICAGO

BOSTON
65 D Canal St.

12

E. Jackson Blvd.

PHILADELPHIA
252

S.

Broad

St.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Spanish Architecture Faithfully
Reproduced in Orpheum Theatre
Newest Wichita, Kas., Playhouse Embraces Many
Distinctive Features
of Wichita, Kantheatres, which, in connection with
the large office building of which it is a
part was erected at a cost of $800,000,
is
a strikingly fine example of Spanish
architecture.
Colorful and picturesque
Spanish design prevails throughout, distinctive and breathing of realism, yet
striking a happy medium that makes it
neither obtrusive nor overdone. It has
been declared among the most beautiful
and cleverly artistic playhouses of its
kind.
The result is the achievement of
Architect John Eberson, Chicago, after
exhaustive research and the aid of famous artists of Spain and Italy. The
Orpheum is leased by Central States

The Orpheum, newest

sas,

Amusement Company, and was
opened on September

The

officially

4.

situated at the corner
of First and Lawrence. Six pairs of large
doors, protected by an ornamental metal
marquise, greet the observer at the entrance.
The ceiling of the lobby is carried in
elaborate Spanish faience in vivid colors
of burnt orange, green, blue, old rose and
gray. It is illuminated with clusters of
electric lights in polychrome colors and
unique design. The wall of the room is
mottled gray. The radiators are concealed in recesses hidden behind rusty
iron grills,

building

bule,

of Design and Furnishing

the walls of which are ornamental

with full length mirrors in ornamental
frames, treated in orange and green. On
the north side of the vestibule art marble
stairs lead to the mezzanine floor and on
the east, three pairs of metal doors lead
to the foyer.
The floor of the foyer is carpeted in

harmonizes perfectly
rose which
the decorations of the walls and
ceiling. On the south wall between the
four exit doors are rich seats upholstered
in old rose, which conceal the radiators
and over which are mirrors with ornamental plaster frames. On the mezzanine
floor are to be a ladies' retiring room,
nursery, men's smoking room, the offices
of the management of the theatre and a
large niche which adds materially to the
beauty of the room.
old

with

borders.

walls of the ladies' retiring room
are carried in stippled old ivory and deep
yellow, matching the furniture which is
upholstered in similar colors, stripped in
yellow and black. Opening off the room
are marble toilets and lavatories.
Nursery a Feature
In the nursery adjoining the ladies' retiring room are cribs for the smaller
children with toys and amusement devices for the older ones. When a child
is left with the maid in this room, the
mother is given a check for it and in turn
the maid notes the number of the mother's seat so she may be called without
unnecessary disturbance, in the event
that her presence in the nursery is necessary.

To

is

Walls Match Furniture
The walls of the men's smoking room
are of Tiffany decoration in stippled
leather design to match the leather upholstery of the furniture, the wood portions of which are in dusty walnut. In
this room, as in the other rooms on this
floor,
is
a heavy ornamental plaster
cornice, done in burnt orange, old ivory
and black. The tiled floor of the smoking
room is old ivory and deep red with black

over

the north of the mezzanine is the
with recesses in which are electrical floor lamps. The niche is fitted up
with artistic lounging furniture in dusty
walnut, upholstered in old rose, black
and gold. The ceiling of the mezzanine
niche,

is

paneled

in blue,

burnt orange and yel-

low.

At

either end of the mezzanine floor
marble stairs lead to the rear of the
balcony and on either side of the niche
marble stairs lead to the mezzanine floor
of the balcony. The doors and transoms
of
the mezzanine
art

are
treated in

floor

niches where are to
be found the posters
of attractions. There

are

mechanically ven-

is

The

are small

which

The room

tilated.

profusely
art

glass

yellow
and old ivory with
coats of arms. High
backed old rose upin

polychrome

light

deep

red,

brackets on
either side of these
niches with a fixture
design
of
Spanish

mounted by

suspended from the
center of each niche.

severe the four columns at the north of

Lobby Floor

holstered chairs surfixtures

The

floor
is

tile

The

of the
of elab-

is

balustrade

a

sep-

treated

dusty walnut,
blue, green and old

in

rose.

Villa

Effect

Is

Unique

polychrome
colors and art glass
windows. On each
in

On

each side of
balcony is a
Spanish house, with
t

side of the pilasters
are ornamental light

h e

two pairs of doors.
Apparently they are

fixtures with colored

entrances to the
houses, but in reality they are emer-

lights.

Five pairs of doors
to the east give entrance into the vesti-

foyer

from the
a r a t e d
main auditorium by

orate design in exceptional colors. On
the north side of the
lobby are the box
offices with castiron
grills

less

the mezzanine.

in

Designs
lobby

lighting

render

View showing sky and Spanish housetops.

Note

tile

roof.

gency exits from the
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balcony.

grilled

of each house, with

30,

window in
amber light

1922

the wall
reflected

back of it almost leads one to believe that
he is looking into the house, but the purpose of the grill is to deliver pure, cooled
air into each house, carrying out the
effect of a villa in Spain.

O

T

R

H

P

E
A

H

T
R

E

U

M

E
Artistic

organ screen and ushers.

The

face of the balcony

done

ornamental

in

burnt

in

orange,

is

artistically

with shields
ivory, blue and

plaster,

old

green.

Entering the main auditorium, one is
impressed with the exceptional view of
the stage from the rear of the room. Due
a pitch of three feet in the floor, the
seats in the rear are as desirable as those
The same is
in the front of the room.
true of the balcony.
to

Represents

Garden Wall

The

side walls of the main auditorium
arc treated to represent a garden wall of
old stone, through which arches appear
to lead outside. These are only emergency exits. Four elaborate grilled windows supply pure washed air to the room.
The garden wall effect is carried to within a few feet of the ceiling, when it is
finished with a cornice, with vines, birds
and flowers, and recesses above.
Reflected over the garden wall, in the
rear of the arched openings and back of
the grilled windows are deep blue lights,
creating the impression that one is looking out into the open night. The same
effect is carried back of the roof of the
Spanish houses in the balcony, and entirely across the arched ceilings of the

main auditorium through which are seen
twinkling stars, giving the effect of the
vaulted skies. Farther back in the ceiling
of the balcony, through latticed openings,
deeper blue lights are reflected. Through
these latticed openings the impure air of
the theatre is exhausted by means of two
powerful exhaust fans situated on the
roof of the building.
From each point where the blue lights
are reflected there are also X-ray reflectors which throw rays of red and amber
light, as well as the blue, in any volume
required, either in single colors or in
blends, at the pleasure of the operator.
On the balustrade at the base of the organ grill is a box containing flowers and
vines, back of which is a peacock in brilliant

colors.

The

The grand

foyer, with

its

beautiful furnishings.

stage of the theatre will accommodate largest traveling shows. Tke
proscenium arch is 'J8 feet high by 42
feet wide.

The lighting effect obtained by the
operation of the Major pre-selective system of theatre lighting supplies all needful

illumination.
entire theatre

The

pure washed

air

which

is
is

provided with
taken from the

top of the building, treated by the mest

modern purifying and cooling processes
and forced through circulation tunnels
under the floor and through openings in
the walls of the room.
Seats

The

Are

in

Red

1.800 seats in the

auditorium

in-

by American Seating Company,
are large and comfortable, and are uphelstered in red leather trimmed in green.
stalled

One

of the striking features of the inthe asbestos curtain designed by
Architect Eberson especially for the theatre and painted by Fabric Studios, Chicago. This curtain, which weighs 1.600
terior

is

painted with scenes which harinterior decoration of the theatre. It is a Spanish
landscape design. In connection with this

pounds,

is

monize admirably with the

Box

Office

and

tile

lobby floor

in elaborate design.

curtain is a full complement of curtains,
drops, olios of beautiful designs, rich material and excellent workmanship.

—
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Where Appealing Music
Is Always a

Certainty

reputation
THE
should not be on

your house

of

News

If

it is,

A

be popular only
the big features.

will

it

when you show
Exhibitors are im-iteJ to report to this department changes of otcnership, new theatres
planned, remodeling contemplated, openings,

sort of staple popularity

installation of the

then there

is

comes with the

Cremona Theatr: Organ,

for

always the assurance of appropri-

ate, delightful pipe-organ

etc.

a daily basis.

and orchestra music,

regardless of the picture.

Announcement

of
the great

planned and
picture houses

new theatres
number of motion

Your program cannot b: r ad daily in places
somewhat removed from your location. But if

reopened indicate reactivity in theatre construction
augur for a big season in the motion

is always found in your house the sort of
music that is appreciated, you'll find your patronage coming from greater distances than ever,
and you will have fewer empty seats. There are
but few who cannot possess a Cremona. It is
not only exquisite as a hand-played organ, but
it is an orchestra as well.
It may b: played
with or without an operator. A double roll system permits following cue sheets by means of
instant changes from a solo roll to any stand-

there

newed
and

picture field.
The reports following are
in addition to those carried in this department regularly and cover only a
period of a week's compilation.

New
La

Porte,

Projects

Ind.

— Contracts

have been

ard player roll.
Get the whole Cremona story'. It is] some
thing you should know. Write or wire.

awarded by Henry L. Xewhouse for the
S400.000 theatre to' be erected in
for Indiana Theatre Company.

La Porte

—

*

new

— This

city is assured a
playhouse, progress in the financing

of which

is

making

Chicago, L. S. A.

©xtmotia

tects.

Danbury, N. C.

The Marquette Piano Co.

Clkt

West Palm Beach, Fla. A theatre
costing $300,000 will be erected here by
Bijou Amusement Company, Carl Kettler, president.
It will seat 1.250.
G.
Lloyd Preacher & Co.. Atlanta are archi-

rapid progress.

—

Richmond, Va. A. L. Straus and E.
H. Gunst have been granted permit to
erect a theatre at 7th and Broad streets
The building
to cost about $400,000.
First
National
will
be
operated by

Amusement

Corporation.

For Your Benefit

*

Boston, Mass.

— Shubert

reported, will acquire the

interests,
site

by the Baptist church here and
it a new and modern theatre.

it

is

occupied
erect

on

—

New

Orleans, La. A new motion picture theatre is to be erected at Lafayette and Marais, by B. F. Brennan &
Brothers from plans completed by Montz

and Maroney, architects.

—

K»sse, Tex. \V. F. Box. owner of
twe theatres at Mexia is planning the
erection of a

new

theatre at Kosse.

—

A new brick theatake the place of the present
structure of the Rex playhouse it is anEl Dorado, Ark.

tre

will

W.

nounced bv Geo.

Tames, owner.

*

— The

Stanley Comready to begin erection »f its new theatre at 11th and Market
streets.
It will be known as the Elrae.
Pa.

Philadelphia,

pany of America

is

Speedy service

in film printing is

the promise of American Film

Company Laboratories — and we keep our promises.
We have a film printing capacity of one million feet per week. No
lost in finishing

your work.

express-train service

May we

all

And

time is
our central location enables us to maintain

over the country-

prove to you our work

is

as

good as our service

Developing
Printing
Tinting

American

Toning

1.

new
has

of
Keating,
the Lyric
Porttheatre in

own

announced.

in

— Good

is
progress
the construction of the

Ky.

new Lexington

theatre which involves
a cost of $200,000. It will be opened in
February. 1923, it is expected. Harry
Barton of Greensboro, is architect.

—

Yoakum, Tex. A. V. Wade, who
operates a chain of motion picture theatres in the state, will occupy the new
theatre being erected in Yoakum which
is

rapidly nearing

Prinu known

for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff
trained by years of experience, assures highest quality prints obtainable.

Editing
Titling

2.

Ordinary film reduced to American Standard Safety Size.
(Absolutely fireproof film passed by all
underwriters.)

completion.

3.

4.

fire

*

Lexington,
being made

QUALITY.

10 Points

REPUTATION.

Gained

in 10 years

A

concern of

of experience.

Portland, Ore. Larry
Keating and Flood, who
theatre will erect a
land, Mr. Keating

swift ?

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

*

—

is

5.

6.

AMERICAN FILM

London, England
S. HUTCHINSON,

SAMUEL

of
7.

SAFETY.
city of

111.

and

strong financial standing.
In the proper geographical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modem obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

LOCATION.

Lake Michigan.
and dust.

CO., Inc.

Laboratories
6227 Broadway, Chicago,

RESPONSIBILITY.

Away

from

dirt

Plant approved by botn

Chicago and Board

of Fire

Underwriters.
8.

PROMPTNESS.

9.

PRICES.

Accustomed

to

serve exacting requirements.

Pre..

Reasonable

and com-

petitiv-.
10.

GUARANTEES.

Write

for

our

unique guarantee of quality work.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Screen Service

Now

Has Chicago Branch
Here Serves Illinois;

Office

Indiana, Missouri, Iowa

and Wisconsin
National Screen Service has opened a
branch at 732 South Wabash avenue,
Chicago, from which the states of Illinois,
Indiana, Wisconsin, Missouri and
Iowa will be served. Ii. C. Young is in
charge of the office.
competent staff has been organized
to handle exhibitor service in the five

A

states.

Serves Big Circuits

now has 1,200 subscribers to
service in the East and South, numbering among those it serves such theatrical enterprises as the S. A. Lynch
circuit, the Stanley circuit,
the Keith
and Moss chain, the William Fox houses
and others.
National is an authorized representative of all producers and is in a position, according to its officials, to supply
exhibitors with actual scenes from every
picture produced.
National

its

Plans Further Expansion
of the organization declare
only a question of a short time
before slides will be discarded entirely,
the trailer supplanting them.
It is probable that the company will
announce further expansion within a
Officials

that

it

is

short time.

Carter Is Fox Guest
Lincoln

J.

Carter was a guest of

Fox

Film Company last week and Ben Garetson, who is doing special work for Clyde
Eckhardt, used him to good advantage

UNIVERSAL STAGES UNIQUE STUNT— In

connection with the showing of
"The Radio King" on Sept. 20, District Manager Stern of the Chicago office,
had Maurice Francill, of Marion, O., demonstrate his invention of running a
miniature auto around the roof, controlled by a radio sending outfit.
Many
exhibitors and representatives of the press attended.

Rothacker Prepares Print
On Newman-African Film
E.

M. Newman,

trotter,
feet of
at
the

lecturer and globe
returned from Atnca with 3u,uou
negative which he had developed

Rothacker Chicago laboratory.
Accompanied by two cameramen, he
made a 7,000 mile trip through the heart
of Africa from the Cape to Cairo. The
journey took five months.
"But it was well worth the effort," said
Mr. Newman. "I don't believe there is
a species of animal in the African jungles
that we failed to get on film.
We made
cinema studies of 200 different tribes of
For a year he will show the
natives."
pictures
tres.

He

with his lectures.
will be published to the theaopens at Orchestra Hall, Chi-

exclusively

Then they

cago, October

11.

Falling Stone Fractures
Skull of Frank Thielan
Frank Thielan, of Aurora, owner and
manager of a chain of theatres in Joliet,
Ottawa, Elgin and Aurora, and president
of Central States Fair Association, was
struck on the head by a twenty-pound
stone which fell from the sixth floor of
an office building in Joliet last week.
His skull was fractured. He is now in
St. Joseph's hospital there but is recovering rapidly.

Bandits Slug Harris
Samuel Harris saved

his

box

office re-

but not his hide last week when
thugs held him up before his home at
4(i."i0
When the bandits
Ellis avenue.
failed to find the theatre receipts on his
person they slugged him unconscious.
ceipts

"The Fast Mail,"
Carter's play. "The

in getting publicity for

the screen version of
Fast Mail" is a combination of all the
thrills Carter wrote into several plays,
such as "Down
Mobile," "Bedford's

Hope," "The Eleventh Hour," "The
Heart of Chicago" and "Chattanooga."

The

picture played to capacity last week
Rose theatre in Madison street.

at the

Hobart Henley Goes East
Hobart

Henley, one of Universal'*
passed through Chicago en
York, September 20. Activities on the Coast, according to Mr.
Henley, point to one of the busiest seasons in the history of the industry. Mr.
Henley is on vacation, and after a two
weeks' stay in New York will return to
Universal City.
directors,
route to

New

Rubens Again Under Knife
L. M. Rubens, president of the M. P.
T. O. of Illinois was operated on for the
third
time
last
Thursday.
At the
Presbyterian hospital in Joliet, physicians
in charge report that the exhibitor's condition is gradually improving.

NEWSPAPERS

in cities where "Rich Men's Wives" has played have been extremely
laudatory in their praise of this initial publication of Al Lichtman Corporation.
It is a Preferred Picture.
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"Rich Men's Wives," the Al Lichtman spewhich J. L. Friedman is handling in

cial

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

J
'

THERE

something in the air. What it
is is a matter of speculation.
Both the
city and state executive boards of the M.
P. T. O. met last week and members of
the two bodies are convening again this
week. Two meetings of the bodies within
two weeks is unusual and this leads to the
belief that something of importance is to
be announced shortly. Think it over.
is

*

Al Hoffman
branch

*

of

*

the

F.

B.

is

*

*

face

that

New York

weeks.
him.

days in contemplation of
he plans in a couple of
Although we're jealous, we're for
these

*

%

Joe Koppfx has resigned from the F. B.
O. sales staff to return to the exhibition
field.
Joe will have complete charge of
the new Astor theatre in Clark street.
Joe ought to put this beautiful little house
on the Chicago theatrical map in bright
colors.
Our best wishes, Joe,
cessful season.

for a

suc-

* # .*
Jeff Lazarus, the hustling young First
National exploitation person, wishes us to
retract what we said about Springfield,
111.

We

Now

Jeff

referred to it as the "sticks."
is afraid to go back there until
the correction.
So we "take it

back."

all

*

*

*

John Kempton, manager

of the Linden,
the E. A. R. and the Englewood theatres,
of the E. Thomas Beatty Enterprises, has

returned from his honeymoon sojourn in
East.
He visited Mr. Beatty's estate
Rochelle, N. Y., where he and his
posed for 500 feet of film to be
known as "A Life Contract." They also
visited Atlantic City, Philadelphia, Washington and other Eastern towns.
* * *

the
at

*

New

bride

Milton M. Stern has deserted

the filkinds of insur-

lums. He's now selling all
ance for the Travelers Ins. Company.
*

*

*

notice the
new Universal 24sheets, etc., etc.
In line with its recently
announced policy of enlarged exploitation
aids to exhibitors, Universal has entered
upon an expanded posting campaign. This
is part of the reorganized service.
*
*
*

Didja

Jones, Linick & Schaefer has established a production
department in the
Capitol building, formerly known as the
here Aaron Jones
presides over conferences with S. Barret
McCormick, H. Leopold Spitalny and Mr.
Zimmerer over proposed McVickers the-

Masonic Temple.

It is

*

ested

car,

*

*

*

*

the Day,"

in the

market for

a new car.
If you have a favorite automobile salesman refer him to the Celebrated

in
visitor

Latin
along

*
sells

"Topics of

out in the "double I" territory this week, knocking 'em dead.
is

*

*

*

"Chub" Florine, erstwhile film salesman, has obtained a lease on a store on
Broadway and will open up an up-to-date
cigar store about October 1.
*

Max

is

motion picture theatres

*

13 was an unlucky day for
Levine, the Fox projectionist.
Max was
served with a summons for parking his
car in the middle of the street, and had to
say "good morning judge" with his lawyer
John Tower McGinus, in the municipal
court at Desplaines street station.
* * *

Johnny Mednikow

in

American countries, was a
row last week.

film

Tom McDermott, who

Sept.

District

*

*

Manager Here

R. S. Schrader, Pathe district manager,
spent two days in Chicago, September
18-19.

"Manslaughter"
(Concluded from page

Players

salesman.
Another smasjiup and
present "boat" won't navigate.
All you automobile salesmen form to the

44)

*

Collins, who recently sold the Apollo theatre, Ottawa, 111., has purchased
the Marquette, La Salle, 111., and renamed
Mr. and Mrs. Collins visited
it the Peck.
the Universal exchange last week and
purchased several features for the Peck.
* * *
J. J.

Joe Klein, the manager of Film Book-

should command an unusual
of attention.
Displayed in a
sporting goods window they would hold
a crowd all day.
If a local athletic club
could be sold on the proposition, a fight
between two female "pugs" would crack
the newspapers wide open. Get the newsthis subject

right.

*

Frank Ishmael

*

amount

*

has an itchy feeling on

the bottom of his feet.
An itchy feeling
in the palm of the hand means money, on
the bottom of the feet the wanderlust.
wonder if the Metro sales ace is planning
to bid farewell to the Row?
sure would
miss you, Frank. Think twice before you

We

We

*

*

*

One

Frank

J. Sheppard is a new one in our
Frank came out from New York
with Joe Klein, manager of the local F. B.

midst.

O. branch, as special representative to
cover the key cities in this state.
They
say F. J. likes the women and because of
the difficulty of meeting the fair ones in a
strange city he has devised a scheme all his
own. Knowing the feminine ingenuity in
needlecraft, Frank tears a button from his
shirt and calls for aid from a beauty next
door.
The plan has worked admirably
well, he says.
*

*

paper to run the prize-fight

*

Who

asked how "Nanook of the North"
is going at Orchestra Hall?
Just ask Managers Gullick and Martin at the local
Pathe exchange. They'll tell you in super-

Will

*

somebody please bring on a few

good days out at John Silha's houses.
John wants that vacation that everybody
has been enjoying during the past few
months. The exhibitor allows as how he
needs a few good days of business for carfare and board and room at the other end.
If anyone chances to be in a philanthropic
mood they might relieve the agony for
John is such a worrying sort. Haven't you
noticed how thin he is getting?
*

*

*

here seen Dubin, Dave
Dubin, that's him. Dave seems to have
slunk out of sight the past few days. He
must be Sherlock Holmes' Doctor Watson.
How about it Dave? Show your face once

Has

anybody

in a while.

Have you

seen that beautiful over-stuffed

George Weinberg of Celebrated
Players is sporting these days. O, Boy! is
that

hummer.

We

can't get the story quite
clear in our mind, but we understand that
is
the result of a melee at
the lopsided jaw
the Friar's Inn.
*
*
it

a

Edward

Grossman

has

just

returned

from Indianapolis and announces that he
has arranged for a first run showing on

stir

of

of the

stills

suggests a novel bally-

hoo for the lobby. It shows the experts
working with toy automobiles and motor-

show

exactly how the accident
preparation of evidence for
a trial.
A display of a toy automobile
chased by a toy motorcycle would be
easy and inexpensive.
It would require
an electric motor, a round wood drum
which you could build if necessary, and
simple fake scenery.
You could also put a table in the lobby
with the top covered with a flat drawing
of a road and an intersection.
Have the
toy vehicles handy and see how many
people can demonstrate just how the
accident happened. This would keep a
crowd in your lobby and show your proscycles to

happened

in

perity.

*
*

and

ethics

in pugilism.

latives.
*

still

up an essay contest on the

woman

jump.

jaw

atre presentation.

*

gas, 'n
* *

*

»

Louis Kramer, F. B. O.'s exploitation
man, spent some time in Elkhart and South
Bend last week putting on "In the Name
of the Law." Mrs. Harris, of the Orpheum
theatre, is playing it in the former town
and the Blackstone will play it in South

trip

*

we make

which runs, burns

a Cadillac
everything.

*

Weinshank, prominent publisher of
Havana, Cuba, who is extensively interJ.

Johnny's

Louis Frank's got a glorious grin on
his

sports

O.

of

*

now

Offices,

*
i

Bend.
local

having more trouble with that
his
than
most fathers and
mothers have with twelve children. First
he got it all banged up when it refused to
track.
Now he finds that it has developed
almost human proclivities.
He left it at
the curb in front of a North Side hotel
one night last week, but in the morning
he found it standing on the sidewalk. You
can't keep a good thing in the gutter, Al.
And another thing, it's hard to tell what's
going to happen next on the North Side.

Ford

ing

this territory.

Another

*

*

suggests a patronage
building ballyhoo.
Get a Bertillon expert
and have him take thumb prints in the
lobby. The police might lend you one of
theirs.
It can be advertised that the
thumb print most nearly resembling
Leatrice Joy's will bring the owner a
season's pass to the theatre.
Only one
or two passes need be given out.
Quite in keeping with the theme of the
picture would be a prologue of a bacchanale, rendered by a ballet.
Strauss'
music from his opera "Salome," Richard
Hadley's bacchanale from "Cleopatra's
Night," are among the musical selections
still

available.

A simple and highly effective prologue
could be arranged with little or no trouble
Simply insert a corner of a
or expense.
jury box on a darkened stage.
Have a
baby spot play upon a speaker who is to
represent

the

district

attorney.

He

will

then recite the plea to the jury which
convicted Lydia Thorne in the picture.
This speech can be found in Miss Miller's
novel "Manslaughter." They stress the
importance of enforcing the law against
a rich,

somewhat

who was
of others.

profligate

young woman

selfishly indifferent to the safety

—
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(Shorty Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamil-

SHORT SUBJECTS

reels

ton).

Pony Boy, two

reels (Shorty Hamilton).
two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'em Cowboy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).

Grit,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
IPOTLIGHT.

one

PATHE EXCHANGE.

reel.

DO, with Harold Lloyd.

1

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, witfc Harold
A V \V O N FILM CORP.

Lloyd.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
"ALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reeli,

month.

Polly

Meran and Smiling

SUNRISE COMEDIES,

two

a month.
twice

with

Billy

West.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
RADIN PICTURES,

INC.

A

A

JIM

False Alarm.
Circus Days.

Ring Tail Romance.

Fair Enough.

Any Old

Port.

Cold Feet.
A Hickory Hick.
Bucking Broadway.
Mile-a-Minute Mary.

TOUCHY COMEDIES,

two

R-C

Torchy's Feud.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-

by Fontain

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
riLM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

THE BEGGAR MAID, two reels (Mary
THE BASHFUL SUITOR, two reels
Brandon).
THE YOUNG PAINTER, three reels

reel

A Dog's

MAJ. JACK

two

reels.

feather,

two

Love & Doughnuts.
Bright Eyes.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES,

two

reels.

The Boat.
The Paleface.
Cops.
My Wife's Relations.

two

reels.

DRAMAS,
one

PRICE

one

reel.

reels.

Dark

reel.

The White Mouse, two

reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman),
reels.
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

L. CHESTER COMEDIES, two
JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

C.

reels.

FOX FILM CORP.
YDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two reels.

CT

Hot Dog.

The Happy Pest.
The Studio Rube.

LUPINO LANE SERIES,
The Broker
SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

two
rw-

Villain.

War.
Pardon Me.
Try and Get It.
False Alarm.
Hold the Line.
Please Be Careful.

reels.

two

reels.

reels,

Mary

Pickford.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenies Besv
tiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Chester Outing Scenies, o»'
reel (every week).
EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, one reel (every tw<
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografa, one reel.

— World

GOLDWYN— Sport

Wanderings, one
Review, one reel each.

In the Pink.

Drawing Cards.
Self Defense.
Centaurs of the Field.
Winter Pep.
A Rex Beach Weekend.
Taking the Air.
By-Way Champions.

"ForeP

Photoplays, two

reels.

expose of Sawing a Lady in
1476 feet.

Half, length

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Pox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little)
C. B. C. FILMS— Capitain Kidd (Eddie Polo).

ARROW—

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The

Jungle

Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke
Bride II.
;

FOX — Fan tomas

FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits ana
June Caprice).
PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson)
PATHE— The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
Reward.
(BUees

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord'
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord)
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
UNIVERSAL—Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
(Harry Myers).
VITAGRAPH— Breaking Through.
VITAORAPH— The v eilea Mystery (Antonii
Moreno)

WARNER—The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS

Leather Pushers," two

SCENICS

Fni 'NATIONAL

two

two

Screea Review,

every two weeks.

WEISS BROS.—The

reels.

GOING STRAIGHT,

FEDERATED FILM

reel

STORY PICTURES— Burlesque

Sedgwick).

Mona

refls

HONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland

NATIONAL EXCHANGES-The Great
SELZNICK— The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen

reel.

CO.

featuring

COLLIER SERIES, "The

Be Reasonable.

By Heck.

anH

(Mary

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS

reels.

Outcast.

Perfect

C. B.

INDIAN

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

ALLEN SERIES,

NICK CARTER SERIES, two

Idle Class, two reels.

Punch o» the Irish.
The Game Lady.
Love's

(Mary

PIONEER

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES,
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES,

Astor).

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

Life, three reels.

Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.
The Kid, six reels.

T.ove

two

PATHS

A

reel

SERIALS

Astor and Pierre Gendron).

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES

reel.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALE!

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

reels.

reel.

—

INC.

WESTERN «TA» DRAMAS, two wis.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES,
reels each.

two

reels.

Urban Movie Chats, one

Hy Mayer Traveloughs, one every two
weeks.
Starland Review, one every two weeks.
C. B. C. FILMS— Cap'n Kidd Serial. Eddie Polo.
one

DOMINANT PICTURES.

Fox.

A

every

monthly.

HAMILTON COMEDY, The Speeder,
tflL.Sk BALKS fciO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

The

one

other week, two reels.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.
".avftv rnMEDTES. one reel
TOONERVILLE TOPICS, two reels,

Co. of America.

PIONEER— Luke MeLuke's Film-Osophy
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature.

ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reels

(weekly).

Away Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

Torchy's Holdup.
Torchy Steps Out.
Torchy's Nut Sunday.

two

one reel.
Wilderness Tales, by Robert C. Bruce.
FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, em<

Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.

reels.

DRAMAS

Poor Boy.
Rapid Fire.
Treasure Bound.
Look Out Below.

Sermensttea.

EDUCATIONAL,

—

AUBREY COMEDIES,

Clean and dry.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

one reel.
snapshots, one reeL
Spanuth's Original Vod-e

Pictorials,

SALES—Screen

Kineto Reviews, one reel, once a week.
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds
PRIZMA— Nature's Colors.

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
reels.

MISCELLANEOUS

ARROW — Sport

Official

WARNER PICTURES

two

Review, oae

issued weekly.

reel

Great American Authors, one

Pair of Kings.

That Son of a Sheik.
Pardon My Glove.

Pelican Island.

The Four Seasons, four

reels.

Beeai*

Burllagham

the Barito River.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto

reel

The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.
The Chicken Parade.

reals.

Birred
reel

An Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaks.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.

HODKINSON— Kineto

CO.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
The Show.

A

two

Maa

INC.

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

PICTURES— Sunset

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

with

reels,

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
VITA GRAPH
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

two

Foreland.

Stories.

C. B. C.

Roberts.

a

Bill Jones.

reels,

Folly Comedies.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

resli

A Fairy
SPECIAL

Monkey Land up

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Holmei Travel Picterone reel (every week).
Sante Fe— the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.

TRUART FILM CORP.— One

KING COLE COMEDIES, two reds.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED. Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.

1922

30,

PARAMOUNT— Burton

McGOVERN AND EGLER
The Runt, two

September

reel

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly
(•OX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchen»«i
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Th»
days) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational a*
changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) t
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week)

at Select

as

changes

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MCTT AND IEFF (Fox).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografa, one

reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIO^AI FILM CORP.
Tony Sargs Almanac, one reel.
Art ot Diving, with Annette Kellerflran.
The Race of the Aee (Man o' War).

'

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds good photography

—gives
that

is

scale

to picture interest

that truthful, accurate reproduction

only possible

when

the reproductive

of the positive material
That's

the negative.

parallels that

why Eastman

of

Positive

Film carries quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
base

— now

identified

available

throughout

tinted

in

nine colors,

its

length by the

words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled

is

in

black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Tr

\

Ruth
Roland

]

in

The
Timber Queen
It teeters

on the very edge.

Will

it

fall?

AS

though gripped by the irresistible force of an avalanche, the
house with Ruth and the hero rushes
to the very edge of the towering

and

chasm

half over the

clifT,

teeters

and

sways.

Will

it fall?

That's just

mighty

one

of

a

thousand

the best acted, best
produced, strongest storied and most
thrills in

censor-proof Western
tors

serial exhibi-

have yet seen.

Do

the public like it?

They're eating

Produced by

it

up!

RUTH ROLAND SERIALS,
HAL E. ROACH

Supervised fo

Pafhlserial

INC.

